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ARTICLE I.

KOREA IN ITS RELATIONS WITH CHINA.

BY WILLIAM W. ROCKHILL,

-K Ifn AKN iK I.I ., \ I l\ OT TH1 I MM M ST VTK.S \

1 1 ted to the Society December, 1887.

Tm nature of Korea's relations with China has for tlie last

thirty yrars been a puzzle for western nations. Wen- they
with the ambiguous utterance of the Chine-e ^ovennuent

re them that "
Korea, though a vassal and tributary -tate

of China, wa> entirely independent -o far as her government,
religion and intercourse with foreign states were coiiccriUMr'

>n>idrr it a> an intrjjral part of the Chiiioc -nipirr. OF

>hould thev 'treat it as a Koveivi^n state enjnvin^ al.-.lntr inter

national rights?
Tin- jH-olilcni \vaspracticallysolved

bv tin- <-oiiclu-ion <f the

tn-atv l.rtwccn .Japan, and later on the Tinted State-, and

Korea, hut thi- ha> not materially altered the naturr of the

n-latiou- e\i-tin-- f..r the la>t four renturie- at lea-t bet \\eeii

China and it- -..called \a-al. That China has, h\ve\.-r.

derived profit from the opening of Koiva to the eoinnieree ..t

nation-, there eaji be no doiiht. for -he too, hem;: at lihei'ty to

conclude ti-eatie- with Korea and open this ne\v market to her

in. 'reliant-, ha- don,- go, lik' 1 other nation-, though -lie lia-

choM-n t.. call her tivat\ l.\ the eiinlionion- name ,,f "Com
ial and trade n-^u fat ion- I'm- the -iil.ject- !' China and

Hid her diplomatic repre-entat i\ e in Soul. Mini-in-

dent for political and commercial all'air-."

Wliat China's relations witl Korea were prior to the opei
of the hitter kingdom hy the treat \ of l

ss
:'.. I propo-e to -h,,\\

in the followini: pai:*
1

-. taking a- MIX ant horit ie- otli<-ial Cliinefle

publicati..ii- and \\ritin-- of nu-n in otli<-ial po-ition.
\m 1
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Wliat does the investiture by China of the kings of Siam,

IJimnuh, Annam, Korea, etc., amount to? T nothing more
than the recognition of a weak sovi'ivign h v the most pow-
erful state in Asia.* Take for exam pie IJurinah: \ve know as

a matter of fact that the Chinese invasion of tliat country in

17'>'. wa> >uccessfully repelled, and that the Chinese generals
were forced to sue for peace. In the convention signed by
them and the I>urmese eonnnissioners on December 1:5. 1 T(>9, it

was agreed among other things that "
letters of friendship were

to he sent every ten years from one sovereign to another."f
Let us turn now to the "Institutes of the Ta ch'ing dynasty,"
and we find it mentioned, for example, that in ITtxi the king
of Burmah sent an envoy to the Emperor with presents and a

humble statement or piao (-J), and asked him to confer on
him a patent of investiture OT forty (JJ). Such is the Chinese
method of embellishing history !

In 1800 the same work tells us that the king of Burmah
sent the Emperor a piao on gold leaf with the regulation,
tribute !

The Burmese "tribute" to China has been considered of

such a
purely

ceremonial nature that the British government
showed no hesitation, when concluding the recent Burmah
convention with China by which the latter power agrees to the

occupation of Upper Burmah by Great Britain, to guarantee
the continuance of the decennial tribute mission to Peking.
The tribute sent to Peking by all the " vassal states," and also

by the Tibetans, and the Aboriginal tribes of Western China,
is solely a quid pro quo for the privilege of trading with the

Chinese under extraordinarily favorable conditions, the mer-
chants and merchandise being brought to the market and
returned home free of all charges.

Stress has been laid on the expression, used alike by Chinese
and Koreans in official documents, which speaks of Korea as a

shu kuo (IQp), generally translated in English by "vassal

kingdom, fief," etc., but these expressions are misleading, for

the character shu carries with it the idea of relationship, which
is the key-note to the whole system of Korean dependency.
The reason why for so many generations Korea was closed

to the outer world cannot be better given than in the com-
munication which the king of Korea (or rather the T'ai-

Wen Kun) addressed to the Hoard of Rites in Peking in 1871,
from which I take the following passage:

"
I know that this

is a petty state, a mere handful of earth lying on the remotest

bound of the eastern sea, whose productions, revenue, soldiers,
and arms are not to be compared to those of other nations

;
but

* See p. 18. f See Sir Arthur P. Phayre, History of Burma, p. 202.
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still our commonwealth is well ordered, and it depend mi it-

own re>ource>, \vliidi indeed i> owiiiLr to tin- vast kindness of
lli> Sacred Majesty's protection, reaching in it> wide influence

far off to TO in then ca-tern MM. It- educated men observe
and practice tin- teachings of ('oiifiiciu> and of Kin;: Wen; it>

r.ummni people cultivate piil>e and millet, and irct their wealth

in >ilk and hemp; and thu> >tu<l\inLr frugality. i'i it> po\ert\
the countn pre>er\e- it- >upplie>. and it> p. \fi-ninciit iv|>O8e8
in >at'cT\ n its own basis.

Siij. p..-c that uin- dav our |>-|.lr >lhnld have tlicir eyes
da/./lrd with the rare and novel tiling which >hoiild he lrmii;ht

bere, OF be deluded and \itiated 1>\ >ti-an^c doririnr> jMinn-d
into their rar-, thcv would then reject the old \\a\-.d,

their u>a^es and daily heeoine more thrit'tle and mi|rodne-
ti\-; the waste of their inean> and nii.-n-e of their >iil.-tanee

would continually ap|roach utter exhalation, till at lat the

hot iiitriv>ts of people and ^(vernnieiit would he involved.

( Hi ! what iniminent danger !"

The tran>latin which 1 have ^ixen of the Sonrpha in>crip-
tion may he of intereM. It i> to hr noted how el.-ely the

N//<
//y-//- //-/// /\v ver>ioii of the Maiichu invasion ,f 1\<.|.

reprodiired in the in>cri|tioii ; one mi^lit suppose that the

same author had drawn up hoth accounts of the>e e\eiit-.

The m <\\\ and the neiirhlnn-hoo*! uf the capital are

copies Letter in execution than the oriirinaU, I mu>t admit of

the otlicial Korean map of th<e BeedoOfl of the country.
!'! all Korean proper name.- I ha\e Driven the Korean pi

1

--

nunciation ,f the Chinese cliaracteis u-e<l ; other name- are

Lr i\en \\ith the ('hinoe noi'thern manlarin pronunciation.

I.

Ii. lol-J the Mini>ter> of Stale of |\.rea rej.orted to the

Kmperor T'ai t>u of the M in^r d\ na-t \ |fl follows:
"

< >nr much
lamented -o\erei^n having died without Iravin. . the

|.owerful mini-ter Ni In in gave tin- -i.\erei_i:ii rule to T the

in chun. - : hut he >ho\ved him>'lf hoth >tupid and fond

* Tin- Miny shift, ch. 820, p. :i, ^ivcs another account \ \\\- . \. m
nal.lx trmn ai

Nl III ill klll.-.l (

f

|iy.-ii. I. pill ..M Ihr tin

:nl..|,t-.i .,,1, r. tin- . -ini.i -I in- CaYorite Sln-chuiL in IM6
killeil tin- -mi of Ni SOUK k . who commanl<Ml .it I'yonjj rmng, horettt

Nl aUaoked the capital and took the king i

' iilirated

ni/.f linn. 8dng-ke deponed linn .in<l put <*n tin tin

him it Won-ju ill Kan;- .in-! \\Mli linn

ende<l id. ..f tin- \VaiiK faiuilx. whirl n on tin-

t iii-tine of Korea ev< r '-in. , \e Dynasties in China.
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of shedding blood. It happened that he wanted to send a

military expedition to the border, lut (ieneral Ni Song-ke. dis-

approving >f it. marched the troops hack. U saw \\\> error and,
tilled \vitli terror, he abdicated in favor of his son Ch'ang.
The people were oppioed to thi>. and he.-oiight the queen of

our lamented >o\ eivign. \vlio belonged to tin- An family, to select

her relative Yo to manage the all'air.- of the state. After four

\ ears he also showed himself Btupid and wicked, and, believing
in calumnies, he grievously wounded the son of an ollicer of

long established merit; now his son Syek being also a silly

man without any ability, the people of the kingdom said 4 Yo
i> unable to rule the gods of the land and grain,' and they
caused the |iieen, belonging to the An family, to restore Yo
to private life; and the Wang dynasty (lit. family) having no
able representative, was at an end.

"The people both within and without the capital are

devoted to Song-ke, so the Ministers and the elders of the

people have requested him to become their sovereign, and the

Kmperor's approval is asked."
' k The Emperor said :

' Kao-li is a small region in the far east,

and is not under the rule of the Middle Kingdom (5)^4* S^ffip)-*
Let the Board of Rites inform it that as long as its rule is in

conformity with the will of Heaven and in harmony with the

hearts of men and as long as it creates no strife on our borders,

so long will its people be allowed to go and come and the

kingdom will enjoy happiness; but we have no investigation
to make in the matter (of the change of dynasty).'

'

In the winter of the same year Sung-ke sent letters of con-

dolence to the Emperor upon the death of the heir to the throne,
and asked to change the name of the dynasty. The Emperor
ordered that it should reassume its old name of Chao-fisien,
The calm of dawn."
The above is the official account of the founding of the

dynasty which still rules Korea, as found in the "Annals of the

Ming dynasty," book 320, p. 4 et
#</.,

and of the attitude taken

by the ruler of China in regard to the revolution. The tacit

recognition by China of the new dynasty in Korea wa>. how-

ever, a most important event, and fully justified its new ruler

in continuing the relations previously existing with the Km pi re,

and >howing its ruler the dutifidness due from a son to a father.

IJut besides getting from Korea simple marks of deference, the

Emperors of the Ming derived proh't from the valuable tribute

* China does not appear ever to have appreciated the full importance
of such statements, and the inference which foreign nations must draw
from it that Korea was an independent state. China has never, until

recently, overstepped the bounds which this admission of Korea's right
to self-government carried with it, and interfered in the management
of the country.
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which they exacted from tin- kinr in exchange for their

friendship.
In !:',',:;, Chon<r-ke >ent the KnijK-ror Jtsnn ami odd horses,

l'.'.7"n and odd pieces of hempen, linen and cotton -tiitl".-.

Tin- -aim- year lit- .-cut a .-econd mi--ion with pre>ent> of horses
and reojiioted that a new irold -eal he iri\e?i him.

In 1 J"7. :;inn head of horses were sent to China; hut on
reaching l.iao-tun^. ami at the ropiest of the Hoard of Kcveiiue.
then- were -cut in-tead !.". <'< pieces of cotton lu>trinir.

In UL'.S, Ni-to sent the Kmperor Itnmn head of horses, on
a>kinir f"i* the recognition of his son a> heir to his throne.

In 1 I."'". Koiva -ent the Kni|)ero|- :>i in hor>,.>. and made
f"i' I'"' .-eliding the -Jii.nnn ,,r :|n. ..... a>ked for l.v the

>Ian\ otlin- exanipU-s nii^lit le ^ivt-n to >how the \ alnahle

nature of the nit't- niadi- ly Korea to it> powerful m-iirhl'or.

hut the ahove will anii)lv siifHce.

Of the commercial relations which e\i>ted het ween the two
eountrie> during the Miu^ <lvuastv ii:i;^ h'.-j^,. the hooks at

inv di>|o>jil hardly enahle me to judge, ^'e kmw. however,
that the annual miion> to China did the hulk of the trading,

and that tin- rot was done at the periodical fairs at Wi-jn on

the Vain river. No trade hy sea her ween China and Korea
wa> allowed l.y the latter state, and all Chinese shipwrecked on

its coasts were sent to China hy the land route.

The help in men and money which China ^a\e Korea diirini:

the .lapane-e iii\a>ion."
::

"

the cannon and powder with which it

had -upplied it a> early a> 1 H',1, may he cited aiiioiiir the proof-
of it- rec.i^nitiun <.f Korea'- de\..tion to it. r.ut naturally tin-

weaker power had, in the earlier dayfl of it- exi-teiir,- at least,

to give much more than it received.

II.

(Exti.i'i lr-.ni tin-
" Milit;n\ 1 1 i-i- -i \

"
ot 1 In- pir-mt <lynasty.)t

A decree of the i;,th \ear of K'an- h-i 1 T"'' - ' bao
h-ien i- aiiion Lr the outer harharian-. tlie count r\ \\ hich appro\i
mate- the c|..-e-t to ( 'hiiia in it- liternture and cu-tom-. When
the Kmperor T'ai t-unir wen coii'piered in per.-on that country.
there wa- no -pot t hroii- liont it- eiirlit provinces and it- many
i-land- where hi- troop- did not penetrate. The kingdom was

*
1 1 niii-t IM- :ul mitt i-.|. li..\vrvi-r. lh.it M bmOTC 1 1 i;in liU.-l\ th.il ( 'hiiia

\\.mi.i in-M-i ii.-iv.- in -i
|

M .
i K "n-:i at t ii i

- MI i. .1 1

period,
ii.i-i it IK-I fimred

that the Japane0e, haying vabdued K .nriiin.-i Tin-

is borne out l.v tin- arciMint in tli- "A n iial- f tin- Mi UK' -

lit nil.)
R *^ 8 P >'.-/?*././. (X linLaiill II

piil.liHhed a translation of the greater part of this extract in the Journal

Aaiatique for 1879.
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dotroycd and brought to life again (through liis I M unity), and
BO tin- people of the/ country riveted a commemorative taluVt

in >tonc at a place where the KmperorV headquarters had been,
and hi> virtue i- e\t..||ed to the proent day.*
"They (the Korean.-) are very de>erving of praise. During

the Mini: period they never wavered in their allegiance, and
from tir>t t<> hot thev have never shown duplicitv."

(treat are the.-e words of the Sovereign and how they should
stimulate foreign nations to perpetual loyalty!

Chao-hsieii LB (the same as) Gning chotl l>ey<nd the sea (men-
tioned in) the )'/'/ l\mnj.\ Shun divided it otf as Yingchou,
and during the ( 'hou dynasty it was given as a fief to ( Mii-t/n.

It was originally Chinese territory, and >c pa rated from Sheng-
ching by the Yalu river.

In the 4th vear of T'ien-ming, the Emperor T'ai-tsu-kao

(Hill)), 200,000 of the Ming troops invaded (Manchuria) by
four roads, and Korea sent (General Kang Hong-ip with troops
to assist the II ai and Kai divisions of the Ming army.;); But
while the two corps were encamped together at I'u-ko chal-

pang,jf the winds suddenly shifted and sent down a deluge of

rain which rendered the tire-arms of the Ming army useless, so

that our troops overcame them, and captured Kang Hong-ip
and 5000 men.
The Emperor sent General Kang and ten others hack to the

king of Korea, Ni-hu, with a letter in which he said: " For-

merly the Ming assisted you with troops (in your troubles with
the Japanese), so it was only natural that you should assist the

Ming with your soldiers, but it is not out of enmity for us.

Now I send your general and your officers back to you for the
stke of you, the king, and you may decide for yourself whether

you shall rally to our cause or not."

The king having made up his mind, Korea did not offer any
thanks (for this kindness).
The Korean troops repeatedly crossed their frontiers and

opposed our troops engaged in Warka,|| and were constantly

hgnting with our Ueileh of Wula I'uchantai.

When the Kmperor T'ai-tsu died, Korea sent no messages of

condolence.

* This refers to the Songpha inscription at Sam-jon do, of which a
translation is given further on.

t See Legge's Shu king (Sacred Books of the East, Vol. III.), p. 65.

i ifSjutjii'
wn icn is explained to me as the Hai-chou and Kai-chou

I i visions of the army.
g The text has

^J
5, which I have taken as an abbreviation for

w*f&$ W in Ham-gyong do.

H Warka is N. of the Yalu river and S. of Mukden at the foot of the

Chang-pai shan. It is conterminous with Korea. (Note in the Sheng
wu chi).
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The Min<_r general, Mao Wen-lung, got together >e\eral
I

of thousand- of refugee.- from Liao-tung in Pi-do. which i*

also called Tong-ganir. and i> >itiiated at le mouth of the Vain
river at ><>//' from Korea and from our ea>tern l.ordeiv

there he made repeated foray- "ii the sea-hoard towns and can

tomiient.-. caii>ing us great an nova nee, forming with Km-.-a a-

it were a pair of honi> ihctwecn which we were caiighn.

Having procured the service.- of two Korean de-erteix Man
Ynn and ( 'hang Mai. who had e-caped to our country. to .

guides, war was declared again-t Korea in the 1-t \ ear T'ien

t-nn_ir "f the Knipei-or T'ai-T^un^ < H'^Tt. the 7th vear T'ieiM-lii

of the Minir, the .".d vear of the ivirn of Ni-Snn^ of Korea.f
In the l>t montli, the Beileh Aniin and othrr- -i-ilen-d to

take command of the tnn| and enter Korea. After fordin:
the Vain river, and defeating Mao Wcn-lniiLr'> troop* ,M ( hhl-

san.J which Hed hack to Pi-do, the to\vn> of \V i -jn.
.!< -n^-ju and

the fort !-e>- of llan-san were occnju'ed, and nianv nivi'iad- of

soldier> and people killed and over Innjmo meaM; jrain

destroy IM 1 .

The same month, the army, having OTOfiSed the ( 'hh."uiir -clihoii

irani:-.^ took An-jn, which |lace Ix.re the name of An-.-i. when
if wa- I.e-if^-ed ly the tir>t emperor of the T'an.ir dyna>ty. The

ti-oop> then occupied Pliyoiiir-yanir, from which place the

othYials and people ha<l t1e<l at their approach. After thi- they
crossed tin- Ta IOHM- river and occupied ( 'hunjr-hwa.*

In the *Jd month 1 1 wan^-ju*"* was raptured and coioternatioii

-pi-rad to the heart of the country. Succor wa- a-ked of the

Ming, and numerous envoys were sent to try and ai-nuiL"'
1

matters with us. The Mini: gOVemOf of |.iao.tuiiLr . Yuan
( 'h'ung-huan hy name, >ent a tlect to ivlir\e I'ido. and '.

.......

picked troop* took up a position on the San-ch'a lio.^-H- to d..*e

the road to our army i i. e. cut ofT its retreat .. The Km pen. r.

t'.Mi-in- the con*-jinMice> of the Rationing hy tin- \\\\\<j: of this

c.,r|.* of oh*ervation, went in prr>on to <le!eiid the frontier and

animate hi> trooj.s. and the hank- of the Lia> were pn' in a

state of defense.

*
I <!<> M.t tiixl thi-> pUoC "ii ;ni\ ..I III.- in;i|i-> :il IM\ ili*|ins|.

tin- |M-H|.|,' ,,! K,,I. |. I Ni Ini anil put >n tin- tlir>n

. Hi.- l'i in. -,- ..I I ^iniK.--Sr. h. \\.

\ ii in r\.'ii--:iii d-.. 'I'll.- |o\\ ii- ,.| \\ i pi.

.
'I '!M- KIN .in. in. -I iii<i,-ni ni:i|i*. Ii theaea

- \\

| A 2<1 claw
i

D l". MM. I .1 little \\.--i

'
\ I

'

.( II vv .ill/ li;ii .In
f *

III lluniiu MII .|.i. ..n n l:uw

ft Tlu- S.-i .ing.
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At the same time tin-
expeditionary

forces to Korea were

closing around Soul, so Ni-sung took his wife and son and lied

to tlu* island of Kang-liw.M. sending repeatedly messengers to

meet tin- army and GonfeM his errors. Now the island of

Kaiiir li\\a is south of Kai-ju* and in the sea, so our army, being
without any lx>ate, could not cross over to it, but an envoy was
sent to the island to communicate the Kmpcror's orders. In

the meanwhile the troops stopped at Phyong-san.f
Ni-sung sent a relative of his called Ni-gak, Prince of Won-

eh'ang, and others, with presents, consisting of 100 horses, 100

tiger-skins and 100 panther-skins, 100 pieces of pongee and hemp
cloth, and 15,noo pieces of cotton cloth (as peace-offerings to

the Emperor). After this envoys were sent to Kang-hwa island

to make a treaty, and on the day fceng wu of the tliird month,
a white horse and a black ox J having been slaughtered, (both

parties) took an oath by heaven and earth when the negotiations
were completed. The treaty was as concluded between king-
doms of elder and younger brothers. It had h'rst been sought
for by Korea

;
and the Beileh, in view of the danger of their

two enemies, the Ming and the
Mongols, cutting them off, and

of the impossibility therefore of remaining long (in Korea), and

being, moreover, well satisfied with the success of their
opera-

tions, were willing to conclude a treaty. The Beileh Am in

had, however, been so much pleased with the site of Soul and
the beauty of its palaces, that he was unwilling to have the

army evacuate the country. So the Beileh Chi-erh-ha-lang and

Yueh-t'o-shuo-t'o, having secretly discussed the subject, ordered

Amin to go to Phyong-san, and while he was away they con-

cluded the treaty. When the matter was finished they told

Amin. Amin replied that he had made no treaty, so he rav-

aged the whole country. Later on, however, Ni-gak made a

treaty with him at the town of Phyong-yang. The Emperor
(in the meanwhile) sent a courier to Amin with orders to com-
mit no further ravages whatsoever, and to leave a detachment
of 3000 men to garrison Wi-ju on his march back.

In the fourth month Ni-gak came to court with the (returning)

troops, and in the autumn of the same year Ni-sung requested
the recall of the Wi-ju garrison, pledging himself to redeem all

the people who had been made captives. The amount of the

presents to be sent alternately in spring and autumn to the

* I suppose Kai-song is meant. It is a 3d class prefecture in Kyong
ki do, N.E. of Kang-hwa island.

f A large town in Hwang-h'ai do on the main road to Soul. It is a 2d
class prefecture.

\ It may be of interest to note that the black oxen used in Korea for

royal sacrifices are exclusively supplied by Quelpart island. They are
sent in pairs, and always kept in readiness at all the towns on the road
from Quelpart to Soul, being forwarded to the capital as required.
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Kmperor was agreed upon, as also tin- <jucsTi<m of the fair for

the people- of Both count rie> at ( 'hun^-irau^* (or Wi-ju).
Tin- -amc year tin- Min^ e. .nimander-in-chief. Yuan Cli'i;

huan, killed 'Mao Wen-Inn^ at Shuaiig-tao,t n<l tlu '

troops of
the i-lamU were without a chief.

In the :!d year i I ;_". i our army routed the Miiiir, and their

ral Yuan ( 'h'un^-liuan was put to death for his former

misdeeds,
In the :>th year (1631), the islands (off the Korean coast)

having l"''ii occupied, thanks to their unprotected condition,

ship> of war were sent to Korea, and an envoy arrived at Soul.

He \vas received in audience the third day after his arrival,

when Ni->uuir >aid to him :

" Tlie Minir dynasty is a.- a father;

how can I he expected to help to deMroy niv father!" Kmni
thi> time on the tivatv mf h'r_:7) was gradually more and more

disregarded
In the 7th year ( li33), the Kmperor wrote to Ni >iiiii: charg-

ing him with cutting down the annual irifts. harhoriiiir refugees
from mir country, stealing our ^in-en^ and cattle. He also

el larked him witli de-i^ns of cea^in- t> -end en\ -.\ -. an<l of

clo^inn- the i \Vi-jui market to our people.
In the >ummer (of tin- same yean, the brigadier-general

under Mao Wen-lunir, Knii
f
ir Vo-t'e hy name, and al>o Ken^-

( 'hunir-niiiiir and Shani: K'o-hsi and others, deserted the Mini:.

and with a licet and _!<>. ..... men set to sea from Ten^-chou,
and came and made their >iihmiion to the Manchii- i.

A mk-.il ui wa> >ent to Korea to levy t riluite-^rain with the>e

word-: " Your country looks upon the Mini: a- a lather, and

many time- you have sent them trihute-rice. Now we are

your elder In-other, can you not iiive it u> once C \\\\\ Ni -uiiir

would not a^ree to it. Wait I he said )
until KuiiLr Y" '< ha-

left Shen \.-IMU (Shelly chin^l. and \M- \\ill send of iur.-el\e-

tJie.-r- on -hi|- and forward rice U a >uh-idy.| A- to the

|iie-tion of the Hui-ninir refugee- and the I'u ehaii tai people,
it has heeil the -llhject of tVc.pient commUll i<-at ion-. He

OO pushed the liuildini: of twelve walled citie- in the

province- of K \on Lr kwi do. 1 1 wan^-liai do. and rii\on Lran do.

The
Emperor^

letter char--.-.! Ni-un^ Nvith hreakinir the

\Viju market treaty, mi that hehadi -toppe.l our -atin- and

linen- and depreciated the value of our -in- \- to the

ft

f Then* in an i>l:m.l l.\ tlii- nanu- "ll Slum t IMIL; |.r..\ m< -. Imt 1 <|n t..t

kin.\\ ii tin- j- ih. place meant.
:i.n.

i l\ (In- \ ,lu. ()f ;in OUI1I I'l-- 10.0.0,
I. ut K->r.-:i -.iil\ ni '

'I'l "i ' li.i w Ml t..

:
.ni.l .il.' it : "ii ::-'in- hock

I 'li..nluea. So cheap wns mn-.'in: in ili.-.-:n-|\ A&y*. (Note of
the SI

VOL. Mil.
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Warka people, they were of a Nii-chen tribe, and not to he com-

pared witli tin 1 Pu-chan-tai Mongols, for they are said to he of

tin- >ame stock as ourselves (i. e., Manclms), as may In- seen by
referring to the Liao and (Miin dynastic histories.

In the spring of the Sfh year (\(\:\ I), the Kmperor, being
de-innis of Concluding a treaty with the Miiij^

1

, ordered Ni-

Biing to inform them of the fact; \m\ Ni-sung wrote to the

general at Pi-do in such terms that no treaty was made.
That winter an envoy of Ni-sung came rejecting the demand

for the (Hui-ning) refugees and tor that about the (\Yi -jn)

market. He used most arrogant language, and wished to take

precedence over our high ministers. The Emperor was an-

gered at this, refused the gifts, and would have nothing more
to do with the King's envoy.
When first Korean envoys came to our Court, they ex-

changed frequent courtesies (with our high officers). We on
our part sent envoys to Korea to condole at the death of the

King's father, mother, or consort. The King's letters (to the

Emperor) were called fray *I> (Jpitlr) and EM tribute *///'
j>i

(|gfjj5r).
The expression kuei I'uo (Jim) was reciprocally used,

and instead of pi kuo (ft@) the expression pa KU (sfc^jg) was

used, in accordance with usages prevailing between neighbor-

ing countries which are on a footing of equality.
At this time the Manchu troops had subdued the Ch'ahar

tribes of Lingdan Khan and possessed themselves of the dynas-
tic seal of the Yuan.* In view of this the Beileh Pa-ho-shuo

and forty-nine Beileh of the outer barbarians and Mongols peti-

tioned the Emperor to take an additional title.f The Emperor
replied, "Korea is a younger brother country, with whom it is

also necessary to discuss the question/' So the inner and outer

Beileh wrote letters and sent messengers, requesting Korea to

join with them in
requesting

the Emperor to add to his titles.

Not only did the Koreans disagree to the proposal, hut they set

a guard of soldiers over the envoy. At this the envov
Ying-o-

ehr-tai and his suite seized horses and rushed out of the city.

Ni-sung sent a messenger bearing a letter after him, and also

wrote to the high officer at the frontier to keep a strict watch.

This was a breach of the peace terms of the ting mao year

(1627); now therefpre it was necessary to interrupt all com-

munications
;
so the envoy continued his flight, and reported the

occurrence to the Emperor.

*See Howorth, History of the Mongols, I., p. 379. The Ming had
never held this seal. It was held by the Ch'ahar prince lineally repre-

senting the Mongol dynasty. See also China Review, vol. xv., p. 823.

f This is a literal rendering of the text ; it might be better translated,

however, by "petitioned the Emperor to take the title of Emperor of

China."
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Iii the loth year T'ien-t.-u HIT. the Mh year of Min--r
eiiir. the Ith month of the 1-t vear T.-ir . the

in envoy Ni Kek and other- came to('ourt to congratu-
late tlie Kmperor: hut thev did not make ol>ei-aiice. The
Kmperor -cut the Kin-- a letter ordering him to .-end ho-tages.
To tin- no reply wa.- made.
At this time the Kmperor with the trihutary Mongol.- had

utterlv routed the Mini: army, and the country wa- in -eciiritv.

So it wa.- that in the 11th month, after having -acriticed to

hea-ven and earth and made -acritice to the -...I of war at T'ai

miao and Tan---t/.u, the Kmperor started on an expedition to

puni-h Korea for having hn>ken the treat \.

In the 1'Jth month iHIoVi. the Mongol- ha\in- concent rated

their forces, the Kmperor ordered the ( 'heiiir < 'hin-\\ am: ( 'hi

ehr-ha-lani: to ,-ee to the dcfeii-e of the country. The \V u

\iii-rlmn-waiiLrA-chi-koand the To-lo jao-yu Keileh Apat'ai
he ordered to hold the Liao ri\ er and the coa.-t port-.-..
OOVer the country from an attack hv the Mini: tleet. He
ordered tin- .lui Chin-wan^ To-ehr-kun and the lleileh Hao-ko
to take the left wing of the Manclm-Mon^ol force-, and from
K'lian-tien to enter i Korea) lv the ( 'li'an^-.-lian pa. He
cominanded the Y& Chin-wang To-to and other- to take i:

men of the vanguard and capture Soul hv a ,;,uj,
/// ///////, the

lleileh Viieh-t'o and other.- with ;i(MM> men sup|nrtinr him.
The Kmperor with the Li ( 'liin-wanr"

::
"

Tai-shan and other-

entered Korea with the main armv amounting lo I
MI i.nno nii-n.

Thev haxini:- ero cd the Chin-gang and camped at Kwak -anj

.l.n_ir-jn :tnd An-ju .-urrendere<l. The armv then marched to

the Im-jin -an-. Thi- ri\er i- a hundrc(| and odd // N. of

the cajiital of the kingdom, ami S..ul i.-hetwceii it and Han
_ which is S. of the capital.:!: At this time of the year the

ice \\a- not -olid over the whole river; hut ju.-t a- the army
carts arrived on it- l.ank-. the ice -uddeiily do-ed. and the whole
armv wa- aUe to GFOBfl OVOT on it.

Three hundred cavalrymen under Ma fu t'a. heloii^ini: to Vu
( 'hin \\an-V- \an ^uard. Mole up to Soul and routed -e\eral

thoii-and picked tr.M.p-. N i -un^r in di.-may sent mosen-ei- t.

welcome lour troopM and to \\ait on them oiit.-ide the <-it\.

treat in-- the -oldie r- \\ it h -real coiirle>\ . In t lie meanwhile he

-cut hi- wife and Km tO Kan- h\\ a i- la m I. while he with hi- IM--I

troo|,- croed the river and .-hut liim>elf up in Nam Hai;

* The Pi i i gained foi In '- I >ravery in thin campaign
opolar title oi Ftinoeoi <gyen), winch th,- head

..I til- t:iinil\ still IN-JM--.

bhird-oJaw prefecture oo thdii^h n.a.l fnun \Vi-ju to Py6ng-yang
an.l S..ul.

t Tlf in jingang has a general <ln>-< n,,n n-.i,, N. E. to 8. W. and
tlnw- into th<> Han ^aii^ a little S. K. ,,f tin- t-.wi. .-I Ni-|,,k.
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the >trnnge>t place in his kingdom.* Our troups entered the

capital, and Vii (Vin-wjmg and tin- Meileh Y lieh-to who had

captured I'hyoiig-yang arrived there also. Tin- whole force

then crossed the river and invested Nam Ilan-san. They
defeated three hndie> <.f truops sent to relieve tin- place and
also the forces in the fortress. At this time the .'oo and odd
families from Warka who had formerly tied to Korea all came
and asked to return to their native laud.

The Kmperor arrived, and. having divided the police service

of Soul among the troops, crossed the' river with the army and

defeated the relieving forces from Choi-la do and rhliung-

chhong do. Then he sent a letter (to the King) censuring
the conduct of his high in ii listers of state.

In the 1st month of the following year (February, 1637), the

army crossed to the north bank of the river, where it camped
20 li to the east of Soul. Jui Gh'in-w&ng, entering ( Korea) by
the Ch'ang-shan pass, had taken Ch'ang-jn,f and having de-

feated 15,000 men composing the relieving forces of An-ju,

Hwang-ju, Ydng-ju and neighboring places, he made his junc-
tion (with the main forces). When the Beileh To-to was send-

ing his artillery (towards Soul), on it reaching the Im-jin

gang the ice which was thawing froze tight again (so that it

was taken across on
it).

Prior to this the King of Korea, Ni-sung, had sent a message
to the Ming Emperor informing him of the grave events occur-

ring, and had also sent warning to all the provinces of his

kingdom. The prudent King was anxious to keep on the

defensive until the auxiliary forces arrived, but the Empire of

the Ming was reduced to extremities, the land was every win- re-

covered with plundering bands and so it was not in a position
t help its neighbor. The (Ming) general of Teng-Lai,J ChYn
Hung-fan, set to sea with a fleet (to help Korea), but contrary
winds prevented his crossing the sea.

The troops from the eastern and southern provinces of Korea
had all been successively routed and dispersed. The western
and northern forces were hidden among the mountains, and
dared not advance. In Soul provisions were nearly exhausted,
and our army had gone over all the provinces like roaring
thunder or the fiery blast.

* The Han gang is also called the Ung-jin gang, and is a most import-
ant defense of Soul. All government money and tribute-rice is brought
by it. (Note of Sheng-vm-chi.) This fortress is generally called the

Kwang-ju fortress and is about 11 miles from Soul. Mr. Foulk gives
iN height above sea level as 1350 feet. He says that on the occasion

spoken of in these pages it was defended against the Chinese army by
its villagers and 120 soldiers. See U. S. Foreign Relations, 1885, p. 326.

\
A strongly fortified place on the Yalu river above Wi-ju.

t The Teng-Lai Ch'ing circuit in Shantung.
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Ni-sung having again written to tin- Kmperor U-gging fur

peace,
lu- replied throwing the re.-pon.-ihilitv of the war on

Iiini, and ordered liim to come nut of tin- fortre.-s int.. hi.-

presence,
and to deliver up those who had lieen hi- c..im-ellor.-

in In-caking tin- treaty. Ni-sung then wrote to tin- Knij-
-aviiiL::

M V "iir .-ervaiit (gl) begs that lit- niav not have to come
out of the fortress."

In tin- meanwhile the <pieen and tin- crown prince, toother
witli the familie- of the high mini>ter- .if -tate. were on Kaiii:

hwa i>land'. .1 ui ( 'li'in-wang put to >ea in .-ome liarir'>, ami

havinir >uiik with hi> eanimn thirty larp
1 l'at- !' the K..I--

crossed over to Kan^-hwa, whei-e he defeated the -an-i-"n of

aver LOOO men and entered the inland fnrtre--. lie eaptiirnl
the |Ueen. the rmwii prince, and their hoii>ehold, x-veiit \ -i \

|M-i--on8 in all, and 106 jer>nn> lielun^in^ to the families of

the hiirh ministers of state. The>e were, however, all treated

like quests and assigned separate apartment-. Then the Km

peror
issued a proclamation saving:

"
Ni^un^'s i>land of

Kaii^r-hwa has been taken, hut hi> i'amilv ha> leen >uljeeted
to no hanUhip; let him at once, as previon>lv directed, leave

the eitadel and come into our pre.-ence."

Ni-sung sent to the Kmperor's headjuarter> tliote who had
advi>ed him to lnvak the treaty : Kun-ki. a /////-//* f the

Honir-mun Kuan. Wo Tal-clie, the Compiler of the Aeademv.
and Hnnir J-han, chief councillor of >tafe.

The Kmperoi- then ordereil the Kiiiir to u-ive him the patent
of in\e>titure and the >eal which he had i'ecei\cd from the

Mini:, to ..ll'er hi- allegiance, to irive him two of hi> >nn> a>

hostages, to ado
|

t the < Mam-Inn new vear.-f and to >end each

year trilmte i

"EJ > with a
eon^ratalatory

addre>- <^). In

of war he would have to rai-e an auxiliary force and furni>h

>upplie> to the armv. lie wa- not to crcci f, ,\-\ ree- n.r walled

ritieej
at hi- pleasure, or giv refuge to fofitive& <>n

I

condition^ the Imundarie- nf the lief (

Jsj-i
which hi> aiice-t. -r-

had held I'm- the la-t three hundred yean would he nmvd !

him and .-utler \\<> changes.

Ni-Ming with Knwed head reeem-d the Imperial c(.mmand-.

In the -econd month .the King) came out of the fortress

Dr. H. N. Aii.-n. iWriKn leowten "t UM Koran i n Wah-
ington, writen t.. a /'// or s.'<-i.-i:ir\ T tin H ",. mnn office,

irhioh to a libnuy of bistoiioal mattei ^ i.i-h aw very
i.. Hi.- Kin- .in.i keep liim IHISI.-.I in matten .i iu-i--i\ by

II|M|I-|.IM.-.I |M,.iits The Secretary alln. I. -I

to also hears th. K iju read a paasage of hbtory every three dayn and
corre<-t- liim it \\>- m

'I in to say. a.l..|.i tii- < Wne \\ I.M-II Is, ft<

elm
IB, M |.i...,t ,,f recognit Tli-

;ilni.iii;i. i- gdveo each \ -.n- in tlir 1
1 >t 1 1 inontli hiti IT |rt of NOVPII

to a special Korean envoy who comes to Peking to receh-
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with several tens of horsemen and built on the (south) east

hank tit' tlu- Han rang at Sam-jon do* an altar, and erected a

yellow tent. Thru the Kmperor with an eseort, having crossed

flu- river, ascended to tin- altar to the sound of music while his

otlieer> in armor lined the way. N i-simg escorted by his min-
iMer> let't Nam Man >an. and when ti\ e //' ( tVom the altar) pro-
ceeded the rest of the wav on foot. < Mir Kmperor sent a mes-

senger to welcome him when lie was a //' oil', and to inform

him of the ceremonies to he performed. The Kmperor having
descended to receive Ni-snng, both of them together with the

Kind's sons and his ministers worshiped heaven.

This ceremony being ended, the Emperor took up his former

portion, and Ni-sung and his suite fell to the ground and

acknowledged their transgressions, which the Emperor par-
doned. Then once more Ni-BUng and his sons and ministers

respectfully bowed their heads nine times in thanks. The

Kmperor then told the King to take a seat at the foot of the

altar on the left hand side facing the west, taking precedence
of all the princes (3l)- The ceremonies being ended, the

Prince (;), his ministers, and their families returned to Soul.

In the second month all the troops in the provinces were
ordered to concentrate (at Soul) and to march westward. Ni-

sung and his sons and ministers escorted (the Emperor) ten li

outside the city, and kneeling down bade him good-bye.
The Emperor issued a decree stating that, in view of the suf-

ferings of Korea through the recent military operations, lie

remitted the tribute for the years ting chou (1637) and wu, yin
(1638), and that the first tribute would be that of the autumn
of the year chi mao (1639). In case Korea had not the power
at any time to meet its obligations, the Emperor would devise

means of
arranging

matters.

The Korean ministers of state and the people erected a

IIIUM ins icnt at the foot of the altar at Sau-jon do to commemo-
rate the Emperor's goodness. !

In the 4th month, Ni-sung's hostage-sons Wang and Ho
arrived (at Mukden).

In the 5th month, the Ming troops on Pi-do were attacked,
(ieneral Knng Yo-te and others WHO had deserted the Ming
acting as guides, and Korean war vessels being made use of.

Several myriad persons were captured on the island
;
after

which (our troops) returned, nor did the Ming thereafter occupy
the island.

In the 3rd year of Ch'ung-te (1638), the Emperor, being

* Sara-jon do is a post station S. of Soul and t>etween that town and
the prefectural city of Kuang-ju. See p. 26 Mr. Foulk's remarks on
this place.

t See p. 27 et sq. the text and translation of this inscription.
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de-in.ii- nt' cru-hini: tin- Mini:, ordered the Korean troop- to

cooperate with his. luit they were so dilatory that he had to

address reproaches to tlic Kinir. The Kmperor then ordered

him to send a fleet to reduce th..-e Kurka of tin- eastern horder

who. having rehelled, had tie*! to I njj: do; tliis he did. cap
tlirinir the rehel leader, who was brODgbl to the Kmper. .r.

In the 6th year (1641), our army having attacked the Mini:

troops at Cliin-chou. a Korean tleet witli ." ....." men W9K
ordered to convey 1

1 n >i < i

pieiil- of trihute rice. After a while

Ni--miLr reported that the :\'2 war \e--el- and ;rain junk- with

all their eivw- and rie- had leeii lo^t at >ea. The Knipenr.
seeinii' that trihute rice tleet> had ere that heeii e\poM-l to

severe weather hut that the whole tleet had never thn- heen

lost, reprimanded the Kinir. wlm ha.-Teiied to send a >.

time the IIHHMI piriil> of rice. This tleet wa> coni|>o>ed of 1 !."

ships, which started out from the mouth- of the Ta-liiiir ami

Siao-lini:- i-ivers. When oil' San->han-tao. ..\cr ;n
-hij>- \\-i-e

wrecked, and other- \veivcaptuivd hy the Minr Heel. :>_! ^hipx
reac'lied Kai-clmu in safety, hut they could advance n further.

SO they requested to complete the transportation 1>\ land, hut

the Kniperor refused to allow them t do BO. Three of the

Korean vessels die -aid) had sailed into Min^ waters and deliv-

ered letters. Furthermore, when t'jillini;- in with Mini: war
ves-el- they had not acted with them as with enemie-. and now

they had stopped on the way: "We do not want this irrain.

you can throw it on the road or take it hack to \oiir country
ju-t a- you please."
The Korean Minister Ni Kyonir-i'p. alarnn-d at tin-, re

pie-ted to he perniitti'd to hi'a\c the da liters of trail-porting
me grain, and tne Emperor allowed him to take the ..\erland

route and he would retain in hi.- ><-r\ i-e a thousand KOIV.V

matchlock men and ."..... a- camp followers, all the other- to

return home. I'.ut neither the trihute rice nor the soldier-

arriving, tin- Kniperor -ent an nvoy to Koj-ea to complain of

the conduct of the Mini-ter- of State. The envoy proved that

the I're-idcnt Kim S\ cnr-litMik-ni and the Minister of the

Council Shin Teuk-yoni: I'-"' -au-ed the delay, and reported
the fact- to the Throne.

In the 7th year took place the nivat defeat of ( 'Inn chou.

which the Mm-- -cut
eiivoyn

to make
j

Thi- the

Kni|H-ror wa- \\ illin- to do, hut all hi- ireiieral- \\ere an\i"ii- to

carry on the war. The Kniperor ur-'te to Ni -un_L
r a-kinr his

advi.- iini: replied.
u Not \<* kill hut to LMVC pea<-e to the

people i- t,. ;ict in cont'ormitx with the will of hea\en."

C'l. D the II daO Imu li" m lie- I'- n- nun MI:III li.u . u

.-nit ,,f BhenffH
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Later on it was discovered tliat two ships of the Ming had
come t Korea. The Kniperor had strict inquiries made, after

which tlie Minister of the Council Soi
ftfyeng-ki, General hu

Kxi'iiir-rp and others were arrested tor having secretly kept up
coiiiinunication with the Mini:, and were punished after trial.

In the lth inunth of the 8th year (November 1643), the Em-
peror Shih-tsii-chang ascended the Throne, and one third of

the Korean trilmte for the year was remitted in conformity
with the Emperor T'ai-tsung's dying connnands.

In the first year of Shun-chih (1644),* on tlie re-establish-

nient of peace, tlie Korean hostages were sent home and one-

half of the year's tribute was remitted. Furthermore a gen-
eral pardon was granted (by the King) to all Korean criminals

condemned to death.

During the three reigns of K'ang-hsi, Yung-cheng, and

Ch'ien-hmg the tribute was frequently remitted, only one-tenth

being kept ;
and notwithstanding the fact that Korea belonged

to the outer barbarian nations, it was assimilated to the

Chinese.

From the time of K'ang-hsi, whenever there has been a

famine in Korea, grain has been sent there by junks to relieve

it
;
and whenever there has been a rebellion in the land, troops

and myriads of taels as subsidy have been given to assist in its

repression.

III.

The extract from the Sheng-wu-chi given in the preceding
chapter offers us a

general
account of the relations between

Korea and the Ta ch'ing dynasty of China. We will now ex-

amine, with the help of the Dynastic Institutes of the Ta ch'ing

(Ta cluing hui-tien), the nature of the relations which have
obtained between the two countries since the invasion of 1637.

The treaty signed in 1637 provided that Korea should send

yearly tribute-bearing missions to the Manchu Court. The
tribute

originally
demanded comprised 100 ounces of gold,

1000 ounces of silver, 200 pieces of grass cloth, 200 pieces of a

mixed silk and cotton stuff, 4400 pieces of cotton stuffs of

various colors, 2 mats with dragon patterns, 20 mats with

Hower patterns, 100 deer skins, 400 otter skins, 142 leopard

skins, 300 blue rat skins,-)- 10 girdle knives, 5<M)o rolls of large
and small paper, and 100 piculs of rice.

The amount of tribute was gradually decreased, and in 1723
the Emperor issued a decree stating that " Chao-hsien has from

* From this date commences the Manchu rule over the Chinese Em-
pire.

f The text has W$; the latter character is probably an error for Jj^.

This error occurs in several passages of the Hui tien.
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early days been obedient to our dynasty, and has been sedu-

1. MI sly vigilant as a neighboring countn ; an<l on many occa-

,-ion- when brought to Court in obedience to the Ini)erial
will, article- of tribute have, M a

-p.-.-ial act of grace, been
remitted. Let now the Hoard of Kite- inquire what among
tlic trilmtc that is still due can henceforth IK- remitted.

The Unanl <>t' Rites reported that during the Ming period
the Korean tribute comprised gold and silver uten-il-, irin-

horses, and \<* diiTerent varieties of gra-.- cloth, mixed eottnii

and >ilk fabrics, etc. In I*::'*!, one-half of the trihnte din- the

Kmpen.r was remitted. In 1
: I' .

'." HIM I.M^ ,,}' trilnite rice

were remitted. In the Shun chih-reiirn (Mil 1

''
L'I. all tin-

*^old and silver iiteiivil>. the irinsenir, and the horses wert per-

manently remitted.

In It'.'.'.".. Kniva was dispniM-d t'nun sending the Inn niincee

Id and Inn !' >ilver, the bine and red dye. and 'nn
pi,

.,-.--

of cotton stuff.

In !7lL>. the whole innn nnncc's nf silvt-r and tin- 1 JL' Ie.,p

ard >kin> were ivniith-d. the trilnite Iieiu^ thus re<lnced t.. Ie>s

than halt' what it was in the Mini: period.
The following ai-ti<-les can now l>e done away with: 300

hlne rat >kin>. 1 ttei* skin-, snn
|.iece> f cotton jiecr ^ U.

and -jnnn rnM> <.t' white cotton-made paper; the halance of
the trihnte remaining as heretofore." (IIni /></>, ( 'h. 8

T.esides sending the annual trihnte mi>>inn. the Kin-
Krea >ent representative- t<> t he ( 'hinese ( 'oiirt t. c..nirrat nlate

the Kmper.ir.in New Year'- 1 >ay and al-.Mii -|eeial occa-i.-n-

.!'
r.-JMieiiiir as in IT*'^, when the Kmpre eelel. rated hei- ^ntl,

hirth-day. nr in 17^.. on the Knipemr ( 'li'irii-lung'> jubilee. It

wa- al-.. cii-tmiiary. when the Kmperur went t.. Manchuria t..

vi-ir hi- an<-e-ti
m

a! tmb>. t'.i- the Kinir "t l\.'i--a !> -end him
i-atulat.irv me--air'- :ind pre-eiit-. Thus in l',si>. when the

Kmpei-.,r |\':in- h-i \i-ited hi- ancc-tral tmnb.-. the King of

l\.rea -cut an en\o\ an<l the following pre-eiit-: leopard, d. er.

otter, and blue rat -kin-. .lapane-.- -\\.rd-. hali.'li- -hell-, \arioii-

kind- of Ji-h. edible >ea-weed. red -hells, chili pepper, white

honey, pine nut-. aprie..t BBedflj vellow che-tmit- ^ . and dried

p.-r-immon-. |)own to 1 7 1 .' it wa- al-o cii-tomary for the

KiiiLr of K'-n-.i to .-eml missions to return thanks to the Kni-

pi-n.r for an\ fa\.r which he had be-to\ve.l on him ; but :

that date the Knipemr re.|iie-ted them to be discontinued.

The tart \v:i- that the K.'iv.m- BOUghl b mean- to in

v the number of the-e mi-i..ii- toChinA, b-r the\ tra \eled at

the e\pen-e .if tin- < 'hinese giiVfniiiHMit . and. being allowed to

briiii: go.,.1- f,,r tale dttl : ' -oiin-e of

great profit to the Kin^ and In- ollicere.

VOL. MIL :i
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We have seen that Xi Song-Re, the founder of the Chao-
hsien dynasty, continuing the traditions of the Kao-li dyna>ty.
had asked the Kmperor of China to roeogni/.e liis title 1 to the

throm-. Tlu> policy of this proceeding cannot he doubted, for

by it alone conld he hope to estahlish firmly his rule, and enter
into relations with his powerful neighbor. Moreover, China
has always heen for Korea like the head of the family; the

Ming dynasty was u a father to Korea" and the Manchu dy-
na.-ty an "elder hrother." Not only do we find expression

!i to this feeling in official papers, but it is one which I have
found existing everywhere among the Korean people of to-day.
The Korean looks at China's ruler not as the suzerain of his

king, hut as the head of the great family to which he belongs ;

and to my mind the particular relations existing hetweeu the

reigning families of the two countries are based on the sacred

relations of father to son and of elder In-other to younger
hrother. The so-called investiture of the King of Korea hy
the Emperor of China is nothing else than the approval of the

younger brother's action by the head of the family. If this

explanation does not apply to all the *//// ktto, it appears justified
in the special case of Korea. Even the Emperor himself, as late

as 1882, speaks of Korea as his "near kindred." (See /V//'//r/

Gazette, Sept. 23, 1882.) As to the custom of submitting to

the Emperor the choice made by the king of an heir to the

throne, or of a consort, or informing him of the death of his

mother, of his wife, etc., we can look at them as only strictly
ceremonial relations, bearing with them no idea of subordina-

tion. As well as I can learn, there has been no case in which
the Emperor of China has disapproved of the choice the king
of Korea has made of his successor or his queen. In 1699, the

king had his son by a concubine recognized as his heir, the queen
ha\ ing no children. In 1 722 and in 1724, he asked for the recog-
nition of his younger brother as his heir. In 1763, the grandson
of the then reigning king is recognized as heir to the tin-one, the

IVking Hoard of Rites quoting the /,/ A7 ( Ttin hung, 1.) to show
that a grandson is the natural heir to the throne, if the son dies

during his father's lifetime.

In 1691, the King of Korea asked the Emperor's approval
of his again taking as his consort a person whom he had pre-

viously put away in favor of a concubine, and of reducing the

latter to.her former rank.* All these requests, and every other

one recorded, were granted.f

* A correspondent in the North China Daily News writing from
Mukden under date April 5, 1887, says that this request was made in
1694. The Hui tien says, in the 30th year of K'ang-hsi (1691).

f Twice at least during the Ming dynasty the people of Korea chose
their sovereign without consulting China, and the latter power only
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Beside- tin- pre-eMt- which the Kmperor- >cnt tin- Kin^sof
Korea lv their envoy- on their return home, -pccial en
have alwa\- hceli >c!it I., carry the Kmpcror'- letter- to the

king, approving of \\\> actft Of condoling with him fur death-
ill his family. A narrative !' the cerenmnie- oUerxcd mi tlie

arrival at Soul of >uch mi ion- \\ ill |>e found in the translation

'i further on of an extract fnm the diary of I'o Chun, who
wa- -cut on a .-pecial mi>-ion to Korea in \^\'-\.

China, moreover, in all times of internal warfare ..r di>c.rd
in Korea. has ol-erved a strict neutrality and has always

J her frontier- on all fugitive.- from Koiva. a- tor exam-

ple in 17-'*. when the Kmperor Yumr-cheni: had at the rc<|Ue.-t
of the Kini; of Korea </\\ en him 1< >.<

" " '

t i i- t. .1 i-t in >npjire-
>inir a revolt in hi> kinirdom. A decree wa> i lied at tin- same
time hv the Kmperor ordering the otlicer- at the frontier passes
and eUewherc to -ri/e aiiv fugitives who miirht jre.-ent tlii'in-

>elve- and forward them to the capital.
u

foi" it i> the pnliev ..f

our dvna.-tv to endeavor to have such men pnni.-hed." In case

aiiv ChilU'-e .-iihjects should >cci'ctc >llch I'ehel t'll^it i\ e.-. thev
> be -t-verelv pmii>hed. Sec /////' //',//, ( 'h.

In 1777, the Knipemr ( 'h'ii-n-lun^ iued the tollowinir de-

: The Kin:: of ('hao-h>icii has written to n> that in the

matter of the OODBpivaOY of lion-- I n-han and other- the chief

cnl|rit> had hceii put to death. lie fear-, however, that there

are manv per-on- implicated in the pint, and that poihlv >ome
ha\e e>caped and are in c(.iiccalmcnt. and he re<pie-t> that the

oth'cer- at the harrier- mav lie in.-trnctcd to look out fr .-uch

criminaU and apprehend aiiv thev mav find. The i-ulei

( 'hao-h.-it-n have lon^- heeii devnted to u>. and have ever >liwn
due |-c\e|-elice; IKW a> the kinj; i> apprelien>i ve le-t ;m\ of the

i-chel- e-cape, we have informed him that we would adopt D

un- for preventing an\ of them entering < 'hina >nrre|titim>l\ .

Let tin- he communicated to the Tartar p-neral at Mukden, and
to the < iovernor of Shan-tun^, BO that oflicer- alnn^ the Korean
frontier and on the coa-t road- mav he instructed h\ them to

M in thi> matter \n\ \\<>

will he handed o\er io the authorities of hi- coimtrv to In-

dealt with
"

(Hwitim> (

Amoii- the dilVerent jiic-tion.- wliirh ha\e ari-cn Ketu-

the Lr" \ernmeiit- of Peking and Soiil.ilie |o||,.win_L
r maybe

mentioned :

In 17."1, the Tartar ^eiier'al at Mnkden a-ked the Kmpen.r to

entered a mild protest In 1591, the King of Korea, Kung, dying, the
,i iin M.:i.ir him-.-if regent

; .i..i the ministen o\ I Hi- IM-OJI!.- ..f K..HM i,. .decide

iioui.i !>.- their ruler, and M sen, received invea-
tiliin- In I''.,

1

.',, tl..
|.. Opl( Ol l\ 't "M tin

throne his .'5 and 37.
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authorize the erection of a military station at Mang-neu-shao,
at tin- eonthienee of the Ts'ao ho with tin- Ai ho.* The Em-
peror approved of the suggestion, but stated that, the place men
tinned being on the Korean frontier, the Hoard of Kites must
addres> the King and ask his approval and consent.

The King of Korea replied, begging that the old order of

things migm be adhered to, and the Kmperor issued a decree

accordingly.
In 1746, this question was brought up again a> was also that

of opening up to settlers the "no man's land" he t ween the

barrier of stakes and the Korean frontier. The King of Korea
w rote to the Emperor opposing both measures. The Km] >eror

replied as follows: u We have the greatest consideration for

Korea, and have heretofore bestowed many favors upon it.

Now as to this question of erecting a watch station at Mjing-

neu-shao, it has been carefully looked into. It is situated on
the Korean frontier, and the proposed measure cannot cause

trouble or disturb the peace. Moreover, it is to the equal

advantage of both countries. Notwithstanding this, the King
tells us that it is inexpedient, and earnestly requests that the

project be abandoned. As we cannot possibly know the exact

character of this section of country, let it therefore be examined
into and a report made to us. If the locality is really within

the frontier of China, then the establishment of a military

guard-house to prevent brigandage, establish order, and guard
the frontier is a necessary measure.

"As to the King of Korea's request that the post be not

established because the locality in question is debatable land,
it is impossible not to have doubtful places, as his frontier is

intricately intermixed with ours, so we cannot countermand
our orders as the King requests.
"As to the question of opening to agriculture land outside

the barrier of stakes, a subject which has in former times been
under deliberation,. the King of Korea asks that there, be left as

heretofore a hundred and odd li of uninhabited land outside

the barrier of stakes of Feng-hnang-ch'eng, as an obstacle

to intercourse between the two countries and as a means of

preventing a congregating of people on the frontier which
would create all kinds of trouble. This request is approved of

;

so the prohibition concerning settling on the land outside the

barrier of Feng-huang-ch'eng will remain in vigor as hereto-

fore."f (Hui tien, Oh. 399.)

* The Ts'ao ho flows into the Ai ho a short distance E. of the Feng-
huang barrier of stakes. The Ai ho flows into the Yalu a little above
Wi-iu.

f In 1875, this neutral strip between China and Korea was incorporated
into the Chinese domain, on the proposition of Li Hung-chang. See
Griffis, Corea, p. 182.
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In all eases where Koreans passed onto Chinese territory and
there committed crimes for which they were -ci/.ed lv the

Chinese authorities, or in cases where tin- crime- were com
mined mi Korean territory hv Chine.-e -uKject.-, the culprit-
were handed over to the authorities of their respect i\ < countries

to be dealt with. Sec I'.T example decree of 17o |
i ////;//,/,.

Ch. 399), also /',//,/ Gazette, May 14, 1877, < tat 8, 1^7'.. etc.

The commercial relations existing between the tw.. coinitrie-

now demand our consideration.

The regular trade betweed Korea and China wa> transacted

ill twice a year at Wi-ju on the Vain river, and rj> l>\ the

Korean missions to Peking.
The fair at AVi-ju wa> held twice a year in the I'd and the

Mh months, and the trading was done on the part of the

Chinese hv the military Matioiied in the Ken- liuang and Keng-
t'ien fn ( Nlnkden t di>trict>.

In 1 7-"''. ( 'li'icn-lnng issued a decree stating that " lu-retof..re

the officers and troops of the banner corp- Mationed at the

frontier po-ts have gone each yi-ar in the -Jd month with mer-

chandise to ( 'hmig-chiang, to trade thciv with the Koreans.

We consider that these bannermen'0 sole duty is to watch and

patrol, and that they have no time for trading, and nmreoNer
thcv know nothing altoiit mercantile operations. It is also to

be feared that this trading prevent- a proper >nrvcillan<

people arriving on the frontier. This system has, therefore.

many inconveniences. Hereafter (the trade will l>e open to

all aiid) the en-torn officer at < 'hung-ehiaiig will earefulU watch

all ( 'hi nese who are trading with l\orean>. >o that trade ma\ In-

carried on without partiality, extortion, or hrawls." ( ///// //'/ //,

I', :58.)
The foil. .wing year, how-\er. tin- King of |\,.rea wn.tc to

the Kmpen.r iv-jin-fing that the old order of thing- he put

again in force, and hi> re.jue-t wa- acceded to.

\ -mall trade \va> carried on l.ctwecn Kirin and Ninguta
and Korea, hut the mo>t valual.le article- from thox- localities

>uch a> -aide, >ea otter. ri\er otter, Ivnx -kin-, etc.. \\,-re not

allowed to he export, -,|. (get //'///-//. \\. :

l

.'.'!. Itth ( 'h'ien

lung.)*
The numlier of per-on- \\ ho might accompan\ th<

I,, I'.-king for purpose^ of trade, and the <|uanti'

*
I may here remark that questions hav i tu. . -.,

.' rhin.-s.. ;ui.l Korean authorities cauw<l i,\ inim.-r- of th,- IJ.II.T

!iati..ii:iiit\ orotriiifl oret int.. ciiin.-..- territoTj to buni
annuals. See for example the cue which occurred in I7a. //"

li Ciricji-huiK. S.. lik.-wisi- tin < I. in- K" v '-'nin. nt l>..- h.i.lH. '-Ml

mpl.im of Kon-an- hunt ing for mountain ginseng on Chinese

lory.
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go.Ml> they might bring with them, do not appear to liave been
determined hv regulation. N,.t >. however, the road which

they might follow, which wa> that hv Feng-lraaii-ck'e&g and
Shan-hai kuan.

In 174s tin- Hoard of Uite> issued the following notification:

When Koreans enter Shan-hai knan with merchandise of

Koivan origin, tlie superintendent of customs must examine
whether thev agree in quantity and Hi-script ion with those

reporte<l to him hv the official at 1'Vng Imaiig chYiig.
M Korean.-* going out by Shan-hai knan with merchandise

will pay no duties if the
goods they have agree with the list

forwarded by the Board of Kites. (Joods not mentioned in the

list and not of Korean origin will pay regular duties. As to

the trick of travelers smuggling goods concealed on their

pel-sons, they must be examined to see that they carry no pro-
hibited goods, and in case they do, the superintendent must

report to the Board of Rites for the punishment of the

offender."
( )n arriving in Peking, the number of Korean traders was

reported to the throne and permission given them to trade, but

there were many articles which they were not allowed to pur-

chase, such as arms, munitions of war, the dynastic histories of

China.* horn for making bows, etc. These restrictions were
not against Koreans alone, but applied to all foreigners trading
in China. Special restrictions against Korean trade seem to

have been directed against the exportation of silver and metals, f

Thus, in 1793, the King of Korea asked that the goods which
he had sent to Peking might be exchanged for money to be
taken back for use in his kingdom. The request was refused.

In 1807, an imperial decree threatened the officials on the

Korean frontier with degradation if they allowed cash or cop-

per or iron to be exported to Korea.:):
The only restriction concerning the export trade from Korea

relates to gin>eng, which is a royal monopoly. In 1759 the

King of Korea wrote stating: "In the matter of the trade in

ginseng, which is a natural product of our kingdom, though the

crop is accidentally short this year, it is not usually rare (and
therefore constitutes an important article of trade). The King
requests that the regulations of H>53 governing the matter, and

* In 1691, one of the members of the Korean mission bought a full set

of the dynastic histories. The culprit was degraded by the King of
Korea and sent to military servitude on the frontier, and the chief of
the mission received the imperial censure. See Hui tien, B. 399, 30th

K'ang-hsi.
f I note, however, in the Hui tien, B. 399, that in 1729 the Siamese

envoys had to obtain special permission to purchase ten loads of copper
wire.

\ See also Hui tien, B. 399, 14th Chia-Ch'ing, the case of Kung Feng-
lai et al.
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\vliich prohihit Inlying it as an (ordinary) medicinal Miltance,
he |ut in force airain. lie does not request that it IK* forhid-

den to Imv Lrin>eiiLr . hut tliat the Trade he no longer carried MM

ftocording to the existing regulations." (ffuiti**, \'>.

No direct trade hv ,-ea ha- BVCBP heen allowed hetweeii China
and Korea prior to tin- tivatie- with wotern nation-.

As early as H:57, tlu- Manchu- iued nrdrr- to tlu- rtlWt that

all Cliinoc nn-n-liant- coining to K<.rca lv >-a must he sent

la<-k to tlicir country.
In L717, the Board of Ritee i->ucd the foliowing notifipation :

-
Ili-n-at'tcr. wlicn CliincM- reach Korea throuirh strcs> ..f

weather, if they have pa |orN and no lu>ine to tran-act.

they >hall he sent home according to e-tahli>hed rules. It' they
ha\e no p;i^ports and have surreptitioii>l\ cro>-el the river

t'roiitiei- tor purposes of husine. the Kiiiir of I\..rea will have
them sei/ed, judged, and puni>hed aecordiiiir to the law- of the

kingdom: the Korean authorities reporting t the Hoard of

Kite- what they have done in the case." (lint //'<//. l'.
'.'.*.)

Tlir ri_r ht to ti>h on the Korean coa>t- wa- not conceled to

China 1\ Korea, most probably so a> to pi-e\cnt nnuggUng.
III 171^, the Kmperor K'an^-hsi issued a ilecree >tatiii

]

Lr : "In
former times fishing hoat> were >trictly forlidlen to tVc

<|Uent the Korean <-..a-t, hut at present lioat- ^o on the

coasts of Korea and ii>h. This i> an act of piracy. Hence-
forth the Koreans may puisne and capture such per>oii>. If

captured alive, they must at once he sent hack to Cliina."

The rule> iued to prevent >mui:Lr lini: OVOT the land frontier

were no le-- .-trin^eiit on the part of China. In 171"' the

Kmperor -tare- to the Hoard of Kite- :

" \- re-ar.l- |er
-on- .-urreptitiou-ly cro>- in^ the Valu river, a -oinmunicat ion

will he addreed to the Tartar < ieiieral at Mukden, the Pr.

of l-'eiii: f'ien fu. and the dilTerent governors generd that they
in-triict the naval autlioritie> alou^- H,,. ,.,,a-t to eapture and

pnni-h all peiv-on- -au^ht in the attempt. Moivo\er. the Kini:

of Korea ha- heeii written to <-$;) with a re<|Uest that lie

>triiiLrent order- to hi> troop- -tationed alon^ the soahoard to

ntinually on the lookout for per-on- .iitii-r

without permiioii, to aiiprehend them and -end them hack to

China."
\\'f know hv the aceoiint- iriven u hv the Kreiirh mi--iou

when the\ attempted to enter l\orea lloW Well the-e

or|,-r~ \\n-e executed down to the -iirninir "f the t

It -hould have l.een -tat.-d that all <|iir-tion- which had t.

>ulnnitted li\ KOI-.- i to the ( 'hiiie-.- ^o\ernmeiit \\ere addroflBed

hv it to the |'ek
:

I of Kit.--, tin: -aim- hoard \\itli which
all f..reii:i, n alt until tin T-unirli ^ :imei

in l^'.l. l-'rom 1 T'lJ until a fe\\ \. .. all <jue-tio'
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minor importance, such as those concerning the return of ship-
wrecked seamen, of violation of the frontier, etc., were ad-

to the officer at Feng-huang ch'eng, who forwarded
them to tlu> Hoard of Kites at Mukden, to he hy it passed onto
the IVking Hoard of Rite>; by thi> means the Koreans had
not to send special envoys for unimportant matters.

IV.

(Translation.)*

On the 21st of the 2d month, (Po Chun) having passed

through a narrow deh'le came to a stone archway called the

V ing-en men or the Mii-lma kuan. After he had been resting
here awhile under an awning, the King (of Korea) came to

welcome the Imperial letter, after which he preceded the em-

bassy
to the city.f Then mounting their horses, preceded by

the Imperial letter borne under a canopy and accompanied by
a great armed retinue, the embassy entered Soul by the Ch'ung-
li men, the main southern gate.J Advancing along a wide
market street some three or four

/?', they entered the Tun-hua
men (which is believed to lead into the forbidden city). To

prevent staring into the park, screens of cotton had been put up
all along the way. Going around to the east by the Chin-shan

men, they passed by the Jen-chang men and entered the Su-

chang men. Following a circuitous route they then came to

the Ming-cheng men, where they alighted 'from their horses.

The masters of ceremonies introduced the envoys into the

King's presence, the chief envoy bearing in both hands the

Imperial letter, which he placed on the eastern table in the

Ming-chen tien. Then, while they stood to one side, the

King went through the usual ceremonies standing at the foot.

of the steps.
When this was done, the masters of ceremonies requested

the envoys to leave the hall and to enter a small pavilion,
where they removed their long black sheepskin gowns. After

* Extract from Po Chun's (5^ Diary of his mission to Korea in

f The envoy and the King did not meet. (Note of Chinese author).
The envoys of the Emperor of China to Korea are called in the latter

country Ch'ik-sa or Imperial envoys.
I See map of Soul annexed. The following figures, taken from the

Dynastic Institutes of Korea (Taijon hoi fong) B. 6, may not be devoid
of interest :

" The walls of Soul are 14,935 pu in circumference, or 89,-

610 feet (chili], the foot of the Chou dynasty being used." I do not
know whether the Korean pace (pu) corresponds with that now in use
in China, but assuming the two measures to be of the same length, viz.

5.26 English feet, we find that the length of the walls of Soul is about

4H H, or nearly 13 English miles.
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a good wlii If. when the King had put on mourning clothes,*

they were requested to come to a hall, and going around to the

east they came to tin* Hall of the Manes. Tne two envoys
each in turn made an offering and poured out a libation. When
this wa> finished, they took their place facing the north, and
the Ki ng stood facing south on the top of the northern steps.
Then the King and all his family in mourning fell on their

faces while they listened to the contents of the
Imperial letter.

When this wa- over, the ma.-ter- <{' ceremonies told all present
ti> cry (the ln.st and guests alike). When this was tini-hed,

(the Kiniri raised the Imperial letter (to his head) and incen-e

having leen burnt, the ceremonies were at an end1

.

Walking to the right and left, the envoys then went to the

back of the hall, where they and the King saluted each other

and separated. They then went to the pavilion where they
hail changed their clothes, and took olV their riding jackets.
After waiting awhile, they were invited into the Meiig-cheng
tien t" perform the tea ceremony. While the two envoys
stood facing the- west, the King, who wore hi> ordinary clothes

and was standing facing south, intimated his doire to -alute

them in turn. Thrice they refused, and finally they exchanged
salutations. The King then asked ahoiit the KmperorV and

Kmpre--'- health, to which suitable replies were made. After
thi> they all sat down, and the King asked if our princes and

'< were in good health. lie then asked the envoys if they
had had a pro-per.-u- journey, and whether it had been warm or

cold. Tea and fruit were tiien brought, and the King, taking
a pair of -ilver chop-ticks in his hand, invited them to eat. I la'\

inir partaken of one <,r two thing.-, the King ordered the attend

ant- to go and take tea, and with thi> the ceremony ended.

The envoys then prepared to leave, and having exchanged
-alntatioiiv with the King, they walked out by the east and

west.f When they had got oiit-ide t he door of t he Mingclieng
tien, they exchanged -alutat ion> ; then, going down the >tep>.

the enYOyi gOl
on their hor-r-. when the Kin- -alnted them

from the diM.ru a\ and went away.
The en\o\- then went to the \am-p\ol Kimg. where they
da

The following-day the King returned the envoy.-' vi-it, and

eeoribei
" The King came to pay a \ i-it.

great hall of the Nam p\ul Kung WM lixed up with

fold; !i-. Theen\..\- received the King at the t..,,i ,,i

*
'I i ii waa sent to Korea to otfiT id. Brnpcrof*! <-M.i..ienoee

:.t fchedeatb of tin- King'i to
f That is to hief envoy and the Kin walked side by side, the

King walking on the east aide, the envoy on the west
VOL. XIII. 4
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tin- eastern
steps,

and having exchanged salutations they walked
forward together (i. e. side by side)" When they reached the

hall, they bowed to each other. The King having iiujuiivd of

them if they had reached home safely the day hefore, they sat

down, and had tea and an entertainment similar to that which

they had had the day hefore. The King, in reply to an inquiry,
>aid that he was eighteen years old.

**The following day, which had been fixed for the departure
of the embassy, happened

to be an unlucky one,* on which it

was impossible to leave, so the King insisted with much ear-

nestness that they should defer their departure, to which the

envoys finally consented. They then rose, and having bowed to

each other, they \\ent to the foot of the eastern
steps.

The King
would not consent to their seeing him take his leave, so after

talking a little, the two envoys stood in the open road until he
had leit

; after which the King sent a person with his card to

thank them."

V.

THE SONG P'A INSCRIPTION, f

The inscription of which I offer a translation in this chapter
was kindly communicated to me by Lieut. Geo. C. Foulk, U.
S. N., formerly Charg6 d'Affaires ad interim of the United
States in Korea. Mr. Foulk had after much difficulty obtained

a rubbing of it in the three languages in which it was written,

Chinese, JVfanchu, and Mongol.

Speaking of the locality in which this valuable record of the

past history of Korea stands, Mr. Foulk says :

"
Descending into the valley west of the city (of Kwang ju),

we moved northwards along its east border to Song pha, a

village of historic interest on the south bank of the Seoul

River, 7 miles from Kwang ju and 11 from Seoul. It was just
behind this village that the Chinese army which besieged

Kwang ju had its camp, the remains of which are yet visible

in broken down walls and heaps of earth in the fields. On the

edge of the village is a tall building of graceful shape, and in-

dicated to be official by it8 decorations in red, containing a

great marble tablet fully 12 feet
high

and a foot thick, mounted

upon the back of a gigantic granite turtle. The front of the

stone is closely filled entirely with an inscription deeply cut in

what I took to be Manchu Tartar script characters

*
Jil' Each month has three such days, the 5th, 14th and 23d.

f I have adopted the name in use among Koreans to designate this

celebrated inscription. Songp
1a is the Korean pronunciation of the

Chinese characters sung pei, meaning 'commemorative tablet.' It

would be, however, more accurate to call it the Sam-jon do inscription,
from the name of the place where it stands.
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On the back of the stone is another inscription, .nlv partiv

covering it. in Chinese xjiiaiv character*. ( Miteide Of thi.-

building, inclosed by a mu^h railing. i.- a .-ccond great granite
turtle, but without a tablet mounted on it. About the place,

irregularly scattered mi the ground, were many dres.-ed stones,

and a number of tin- .-tone p.,>ts, column*, sheep, ami drums
seen about Corean graven,
"An officer Stationed at Sonirpha, a I'yelchani:. accompanied

me in my inspection ,,f these relics, lie stated that after the

Chinese had began tin- invasion of Corea. in 1':'.7. t\\. .

large
niarMr tablets cnvt-n-d with iiiM-ri|>tinn> \\viv hmu^ht to Corea
t'roiii China by sea; that the i-ivction of thoc wa> vinlmtlv

resisted lv ('m-can-. and our was destruvt-d ; the other was
lnuirht to Sniiirplia, and there >et up a> 1 >aw it, and ha- heen
>ince under the protection of fcheCorean irovernment. Ni-itluT

the IVelehan^ imr other per.-on- pn-ent cnuld (or wmil.i

plain the in>rriptioii>, and 1 WMtOld without speeial permission
from the governor of Kwaiitr ju copies of them could not he

made."*
The Chinese text of thi> inscription is not without man\

dith'eulties; and the eopv which 1 had made of it while at

Soul, in 1887, from Mr. Poolk'fl nibbing i> not \vlnllv satisfac-

tory'.
In two places espi'ciallv characters seem to have been

omitted; the>e 1 have replaced conjectunilly, enclosing them
within a line.

Mr. Shui.-ky. Secretary of the Russian legation at Soul, told

me that the
ftiongol part of the iiiM-ription a^n-etl exactly with

the Chine-e ver-ion, an<l 1 suppo>e the Manchu text ile.- also.

(ZVoNufari

Monument commemoratiiig the benevolence of the Emperor of the

Ta-ch'ing dynasty.

In the 1st year T.-'um: if of the Ta ch'inft in the 1-Jtli month
in winter ulaimarx. h'.oTi. the Kmpenn- l\ nan \\cn- jen-1
ln-in-- greatly incen.-ed at our wrmig dinir^, man-lu-d Mrai^ht lo

the Ka>teni country with lii>army which none could with-tand.

Then our So \civi-n i

'j>; /',
-. W*t in < Nairn Han. tivmhliiii/ with

a.- one walking on ice in the >priiiL
r time awaiiin_ir tlir'liglit

of day. In tift\ da_\
- the tn.i.p- in theea.-tern and .-utherii

pro\inc^ u,.,-,- roiiird ;ml di>per-ed. and the annie- of the

and north u ere ^k ulkinjr ;iiiioiiLr the mountain- unable to

a.Kanec a ,-tep. In' the capital provisins were exhausted. It

hen that thearmx iof the Man-lm i neeiipied tliecif\

suddenly), as the fnty hla.-t >\veej> awa\ the withered autumn
leaves or as the Kra/.ier'- lire c..ii-ume8a8tork'- feather. Though

See U. S. bortign Relation*, 1H85, p. 826.
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tli is had come to pass, the Emperor put no one to death, but

again manifested his benevolence and proclaimed his will, say-

ing: "Come, or else we will utterly destroy you by the sword."

Yo-jo,
Ying-ma, and the other generals, having received the

imperial commands, made it known through tin- provinces.
Then our Sovereign assembled his mini>ter>, civil and mili-

tary, and said to them :

"
I have been at peace with the great

country (;fc^) for ten years, but now through my foolishness

I have brought on me the punishment of Heaven, and myriads
of families nave been brought to naught* through the fault of

myself alone. Still the Emperor has not allowed executions,
and has spoken as above. How can I but obey his command,
and perform my duties to my ancestors above and save my
people below?"
The Ministers agreeing with this, they followed (the king)

several tens on horseback, and coming in front of the (Mandm )

army confessed their faults.

The Emperor showed him great courtesy and treated him
with kindness. As soon as he saw him his heart went out to

him, and his benevolence extended to all even to the accom-

panying officers. The ceremony being ended, our Sovereign
returned to Soul. The Emperor ordered the troops which had

gone southward to come back and march westward (to Man-

churia).
The people's fears were allayed and they went back to

their tanning, scattering far and near like pheasants going back
to their homes. Was not this a great blessing?
Our country (^]\^) had done evil, but the superior country

for a long time did nothing. Later on the (Korean) general

Kang Hong-ip assisted the Ming with troops. They were
routed and he was captured. The Emperor T'ai-tsu-wu only

kept Hong-ip and some others and sent all the others hack.f

Nothing could exceed this clemency, but our country in its

ignorance did not comprehend it.

In the year ting moo (1627), the Emperor had ordered his gen-
erals to subdue our country. Our Prince and his ministers tied

to the islands in the sea, and sent an envoy to arrange matters.

The Emperor, bearing in mind that (Korea) was a younger
brother country (jftfftjll), returned the land to (the reigning)

family, and moreover sent back Hong-ip.
After the submission (of Korea), relations (between it and

Manchuria) were free, and the hats (of both nations were seen)

mixing together.
Reckless talk which had fed the fire of discord suddenly

made it burst forth. Our government ()]\3$) reprimanded the

* Lit. myriads of families (were hashed) like fishes' flesh.

f This and the succeeding paragraphs only repeat in detail what is said
in the first part of the inscription.
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border officers, hut its words were not friendly, and its despatches
were taken hv tin- high ministers of state (of tin- Manchu.- ami
siihmitted to the Kmperor).* Tlie Emperor in his great chin
encv pardoned this, and did not at once send hi- tn >p>. He
tir>t proclaimed his order-. Mating that he would iv-t.>re tran-

quillity with liis troop> if lii> order- were not oheyrd. for the

command which came from hi> mouth could not possibly he

evaded. Our Prince and minivers had n> mean- ..f conceal-

inn- their crime.

Then the Emperor with his army surrounded Nan-han. and
ordered one of his generals to capture first Kang d> . j. , . Kang-
hwa i-land). The queen, the crown prince, and the families of
the high officers of the crown were captured (on it). The Km
peror gave orders to his officers that no injury should he done

them, and sent official- and eunuchs to look after and protect
tin-in. Later on, in the ahumlance of hi> g Ine-.-. he allowed

the Prince of our country, his ministers, and the captives whom
he had protected to return to their home>. < )nce more the sea-

son of frost and snow had given place to that of hright >pring

(or of sunshine and spring), the drought had vanished In

the rains. The country ( LP ) which had heen lo>t wa- c\i>ting
a-ain : the ancestoral line (lit. ancestor-) from which we had

cut asunder was again tied together. All the thou.-and.-

of li within the Eastern country <i. e. Korea i ware regenerated.

Since of old, never had such a thing heen heard of !

At the place of the Emperor'> headquarters, on the altar

ground, I the Sovereign have therefore given orders to the

il hoard, that the altar he added to and made higher, and

that a stone with an inscription he erected thereon, to make
known to all future generation- that the mercy and virtue of

the Kmperor i> all-pen ading like heaven and earth, that on it

our country for all future generation.- will relv. and to the end

that the nio-t remote place- might reverence the praiseworthy
humanity of the great d\ na-t \ <<>!' Ta-ch'ingu which ha- no

parallel; for if W consider t lie e\pan-e . >\ hea\ en and earth.

or the brilliancy of the ,-un and moon, they cannot con

to one ten thou>andth (of it- humanity).
liev.-rentlv record inir it- g-neral feature*. thi> iiiM-riptimi

tells us :f

Heaven .st and d*

Bringing cold and bringing life ;

So also is the Emperor,
And wide-reaching his majesty and virtue.

*My trnn-l .ti..ti ..f thm paragraph to subject to oontM-ti..n. I have
followi-d tli. BxplanatioDJ ^i\.-n me by my Chinwe tien-theng.
iOOOUnl ..i tin-- .

f The latter pwrt of tl from thin line to the end, is in

vrrsr.
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The Emperor came to the East
With ten myriads of his men,
(Like) the rumbling of thunder,
Like tigers, like bears
From the western Fan poor and needy,
To the region of the North.

Grasping their halberds they rode before.*
Glorious is (the Emperor's) energy, f
The Emperor, in his great mercy,
Graciously spoke words of kindness.
All the orders which he spoke
While awerinspiring were yet kind.
When first spoken they were not understood,
So we brought misery on ourselves.
Clear were the Emperor's commands ;

Like one awakening from sleep,
Our Sovereign was filled with reverence,
And together with his people he returned (to obedience).
Not only was it fear (of the Emperor's) might,
But also confidence in his goodness.
The Emperor commended him :

And his kindness was great and vast his graciousness.
It brought back brightness and smiles,
And the arms of war were put away.
What has he given us ?

Noble steeds and light fur gowns,
The people of Soul, gentry and women,
Sing songs and ballads (in his praise).

Speaking of the army,
The Emperor sent back home his troops.
He has brought to life the people,
And, pitying our dismembered state,
He has exhorted us to take to our occupations.
('T was like) rich colors laid afresh on vessels of gold, J
As flesh reappearing on dried bones,
Or winter vanishing before returning spring.
There is a great block of stone

At the head of the great river

And for ten thousand years in the land of Ham
It will be a glorification of the Emperor.

Erected in the 4th year of Ch'ung te, 12th month, 8th day
(January, 1640).

The Minister Y6 1-ch'i with the title of Ka-san tai-pu, a V ice-President
of the 1st class (Champan) of the Board of Rites, and Tong-chi-wi-
kon Pusa, composed (this) under royal instructions.
The Minister Wo Syun with the title of Cha-hon tai-pu, a Vice-Presi-

dent of the 2d class (Pan-i) of the mayorlty of Soul (Han-chcng pu),
traced the characters under royal instructions.

The Minister Ni Kyong-shok with the title of Cha-hon tai-pu, Presi-

dent (Pan-so) of the Board of Civil Office, and Chancellor of the

Academy (Hong-mun kuan), Chancellor of the College for literary
studies (Hak-ye-mun kuan), and Ki-syoiig Kyun-sa, revised it under
royal instructions.

* See Shih ching, Wei shih, ode Po-hsi.

\ See Shih ching, Shang-sung, ode Yin-wu.

\ These two lines in my copy of the text are probably badly copied, as
two characters are missing. I have, however, translated in accordance

with my copy, omitting the words 3J2, which are only suggestions.
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VI.

The following document complete- the history of Korea's
foreign relation-, iriviiiir a.- it does an official account of tin 1

mode iii which treaties with Western powers were concluded.
and of flu- role China played in their negotiation.

This paper may invalidate some of the inference- which I

have drawn concerning the present relation- of Korea and ( 'hina.

lmt of tin- 1 leave my readers to judge. The question IB not one
into which 1 care to enter, nor even one which I feel competent
to decide; tor it cannot he finally judged l>y our Western rules,

and the Asiatic one is to me unknown, >ince puMi.-hed docu-
ments do not explain it -utliciently.

MEMORIAL OF THE KINO OP CHOSEN TO THE EMPEROR OP CHINA IN
REFERENCE TO SENDING ENVOYS TO WESTERN COUNTRIES. PUB-

LISHED IN THE SHIH PAO OF TIENTSIN, Nov. 29, 1887.

Your Minister (g) the Kinir of ('li.'.sen. Ni I, respect full v

memorializes the Throne in the matter of a-kiui: the Inij>erial
consent as a preliminary step to sending envoys to Western
countrit -.

the 7th day of the sth month of the present year (23d
September, 1--,. Shin \\'.-chak. Yamr-wi-chen^ of the Wi-

chenir-pii,* reported that he had received a de-patch from
Yuan SI i ih-K'ai, (Chinese) Minister resident in < 'ho-en for dip-
lomatic and commercial affairs, statin*: that order- had reached

him from the (irand Secretary of State Li Iliin_r-<-liaiii,
r
, in

which lie said: "a telegram from the T.-unir-li Yamen has oeen
received containing the following Imperial edict:

"As to Chosen sendi'im envoyfl
to \\Y-i.-rn countrie.-. it i>

"necessary tijst to -olieit the sanction of the Throne; when
"thi- lia- lie-n granted. en\..y> may he sent. Thi> i- in accord

"aiK-ewith the ceremonial u>aire- ^ovei-ninir the relatioio of

dependent states (with the Imperial government
j.ect fully received.

M
f

"
^ MII will immediately communicate this to the ( Korean i

gOVermiM-nt ifiBi^^). > that it may act acc,.rdinMl\ .

"hi view of the.-e in.-t met ion-, he (Yuan Shih K'aii. M in

duty l.oiind. communicated the alo\e to the honorahle ( 'ouncil

jlle-tilii: it t" <-on-ider the -uhject and to take

mea-nn-> in compliance therewith."

hi our hmnhle upinioii. thi- coiintn . t]*J$ lia- far

* Th'' \\ i li- |.r;i -li.-allx I In- <

'

lll)cil -I ^t :i I - ol K-.n .

tThis phraae IH u-n..ii\ N.m !atMl by
4

reH|>ect thin,' hut it i- n-ally
an it on -I"- HIM. -nl- . iiiaiiatini; f'nuii tin- Kiii|M-r,.r l.\ tin-

in for traiuiinimion,
and forms no part of th- [inix>rial conmuinds,
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tions been the recipient of favors from the Heavenly Court,
favors as great and as far reaching as (Heaven- ana Earth)
which cover and support all, and as exalted and profound as

tin- mountains and the sea. There is nothing which His Ma-

jesty
does not comprehend, and they who seek (his aid) do find

it.*

As to the matter of foreign relations, we have received ex-

press orders from Your Majesty (j|l
;

j|?B8fF') showing his loving
kindness for a border protected state (J^flR), and his sedulous
care in supporting and directing it. He expressly authorized
us to enter into relations of commerce and amity with the

United States in the first place, and he deputed an officer to

assist in negotiating a satisfactory treaty. Besides this, He had

prior to this caused (us) to send a despatch (to the United States)

clearly stating that Chosen was a member (H^S) of the Chinese

Empire, but that as to its internal administration and foreign
relations it had always enjoyed independence.-)-
As in duty bound, this country sedulously attends to the duties

devolving upon a prince of the Empire (|U) ;
but as to ques-

tions of
equality

and reciprocity, and of an international char-

acter with foreign nations, it and they enjoy sovereign powers. $
Later on, other Western powers came in turn (to Korea) and

negotiated treaties, all of which were based on that concluded

with the United States, which was both satisfactory and just.
When they were concluded, the facts were reported to i our

Majesty and received your approval.
After the exchange of ratifications of the American treaty,

a minister plenipotentiary was sent in accordance with its pro-
visions to reside at Soul, and this country sent an envoy (to the

United States) bearing messages of good will, and he (in due

course) returned.

But as to sending congratulatory messages to the other

(treaty) powers, it was not possible to do so
;
hence the repeated

requests of the envoys of the different (treaty) powers to have

us send envoys to reside in their countries.

This country, while having present to its mind the urgency
of the occasion was yet desirous of complying with the terms

of the treaties, so I have recently appointed my minister

*Lit., "where there is seeking there is finding." The phrase is in

constant use, and may be seen on every wall and in every temple in

China, as an expression of belief in the mercy of the gods and an

acknowledgment of favors received from them.

f A letter, the contents of which are as herein stated, has been
addressed by the Korean government to every power which has con-

cluded a treaty with it. Compare the remark of the Emperor Tai-tsu of

the Ming, quoted p. 4: " Kao-li is not under the rule of the Middle

Kingdom."
\ Literally,

' both complete,'
* both with full powers.'

The King, speaking of himself as the Emperor's Minister (|5) must
needs call his own ministers p'ei often,

* subordinate minister.' This
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Pak Chong-yong to be a Mini-ter plenipotentiary, and propose
sending him to reside in the United States. I have m-.n ,\, i

appointed my minister Cho Chyen-li to be a Minister nlen ipo
-

tentiary, proposing to send liim to tin- tive realms <t' Midland.
France, Germany, Italy and Russia, there to reside for the

transaction of international questions.
I now, as in duty bound, submit these facts to Your Majesty,

and beg that as an extra act of grace you will
deign to sanction

tin sending of these envoys, to the end that fcEe question of

envoys may be settled in accordance with treaties.

Your memorialist has moreover to remark that, in accordance
with established

regulations
when |U->tions arise con<-eniiiitr

tin- presentation of tribute and ceremonial (audiences), he

writes (?)* to the Board of Ceremonies, who in turn present
the subject to Your Majesty, while international matters are

submitted to Your Majesty by the Prince and Ministers of the

Foreign office or the superintendent of northern trade, the

Minister of State Li Hung-chang. Except in matters of excep-
tional gravity, he would not venture to address

directly
Your

Majesty ;
but in the present case after having listened on bended

knee and with unutterable awe and trembling to Your Majesty's

telegraphic commands, he ventures, in utter disregard of all

senseof propriety, to state n iKMjui vocally his innermost thoughts;
and he awaits in trepidation the Imperial reply to his request
that, as a preliminary step to sending envoys to Western coun-

. Your Majesty s sanction be obtained, which i> hereby
respectfully solicited.

is not, however, a peculiarity of this document ; it occurs throughout
the Ta-cVing hui tien, where all envoys from the King of Korea are 1 1ms

styled.
* Tzu is used in speaking of correspondence between persons of equal

rank.
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AMONG the Syriac manuscripts recently acquired by the Un-
ion Theological Seminary, through the missionary, Rev. James
E. Rogers, of Oroomiah, is a volume in thick, heavy boards,
covered with leather, 6 X 4JX li inches in dimension. It is

written on thickish glazed paper ;
the written space on a page

being 4rjx3 inches, surrounded by a double, ruled, black line,
and comprising 14 or 15 lines to a page usually, but often 16,
and now and then 13. It consists of 10 quires, all quiniones
but the last, which is a quaternion ;

and therefore the manu-

script contained originally 98 leaves, or 196 pages. The first

five leaves are now so badly mutilated that they may be called

wanting. Six pages of the book are occupied with rude col-

ored drawings composed of straight lines and circles or parts
of circles

;
sometimes with some words in Syriac ;

but the

drawings appear to have no connection with the subject-mat-
ter. The nrst 169 pages are occupied with the Revelation of

the Apostle Paul, substantially the same with that of which
a translation bv Rev. Dr. Justin Perkins was published in the

Journal, vol. viii., though the variants are many. This is fol-

lowed by the composition now under consideration, which ex-

tends from the top of page 170 to the middle of page 188 ;*

* The pages are not numbered in the MS., and the numbers I give are

by count, including the five mutilated leaves.
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and rln- rot of the volume is occupied by a hymn of "Praise
hefure the llolv MyMf The title and suhscription to

the Revelation of Paul arc in red, as are also those of the two
other compo>itioiis. The writing is in a fair Nestorian, appar-
ently of the la>t century: hut the whole manu.-cript is some-
what careless as a <'"py. The >uh>cription to the la>t comp^-i
tion is prohahly that intended for the whole hook ; hut while

\es the month, it omits t lie
year,

and probably several

other intended words. This suhscription reads as follows :

"And this honk was finished in the hlcsscd and hlcs>inir

He/.iran, hy the hand- of me whose foolish name as deacon i-

ka .laluia, from liar Ka/.i, of Qeritha Nahra."
The second composition in the MS., "The Extremity of the

I{oman>." I thus far find nowliere else. The nearest tiling to

it, as 1 jud-re from the title, is the MS. Sadiau .'1
(8), "Der

xweite oriel, der aus dem Ilimmel auf Rom niederrefallen
xur /cit des Patriarehen Theodosius" ; hut this composition
tells about the f/n'rd letter that fell from heaven, in the time
of Athanasius, patriarch of the Romans [i. e. Greeks]. It

cou Id not be the great Athanasius known to church history,
the time assigned in this document is A.D. 778, or about

four centuries and a half later than his time.

Nor does the document seem to be a translation from the

Greek, but an
original composition ; though I have not

searched the patristic literature to see if there is extant any
k composition corresponding. The nearest hint of its

genesis that I can get is derived from the fact that it contain>

a nuinher of Syriac expressions either identical with or closely

resembling the Revelation of Paul. Hut the Revelation of

Paul, as appear.- fmm a comparison of the (ireek and Sy
was doubtless originally Greek,* the extant Syriac heing an

amplified translation; and this "Extremity oi' the Romans"
a later composition than that Syriac version. Now the age of

the Greek com portion was discussed by Ti><-hendorf in the

'/'/.,!. Qtodim ". Kr'.f.L,,, (Heidelberg), in 1*01. with the

result that its date was one or two \ the death nf

emperor Thendnsius; a result which later .-tudic- con-

firmed, and caused him to re-aHirm in his J/*/w/y/..x>
* ApOO

r>irhae (Prolegp.. p. \vi.) Put this with the fad that the

"second letter" of the Sachau MS. above referred to is a0-

erihed to the timenf the patriarch of Rome, The.-

character \cry ditliciilt to find, and it would seem tliat the lat

* This too w Ti~< li. n.l..rf- ju.l /xtcalj/pse* Apocrypha* Pro-

legomena, p. XVII. Utniinipn- t.'xtum ci.inp;ir:inti nn |>.t's|
.liihiuin

ease quin Oraeca anti<|ui..nm .t i.nriorem Syriacis libri formam con-
serve in his maxime littris fieri conauevit ut ori-

entalium ingenta l .l.-n-nt .mae aocepiMent a Unu><

last observation every Oriental scholar knows to be but a mild state-

ment.
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ter is the mere confusion of tin- emperor Theodosius with

some of the Syrian patriarchs of that name ; and that letter,

as well as thi> "
Kxtremity of the Roman.-." \vould seem to be

the product of Oriental imagination, excited 1>\ a perusal of

the Syriac amplified version of the (ireek Apocalypse of Paul.

The "
Extremity" mentions l>otli the lirst and the second let-

ter; the first being ascribed to the year A.D. 731, the second
to tlie year A.D. T9; while the third, treated of in the "Ex-

tremity," is ascribed to the year A.D. 778.

But a look at the chronology of the Syrian patriarchs would
seem to show that it was a Syrian Athana>iii> and a Syrian
Tlieodosius who are referred to in these compositions sever-

ally ;
and that the words " Rome" and " Romans" were used

in relation to the Byzantine Greeks, as is frequent among the

Syriac writers, nor is it hard to see "
Constantinople" or "Au-

tiocb" in the " Rome." Even so there is difficulty ;
but the

seat of the Nestorian patriarchs at Baghdad was called " the

house of the Romans," or, as we should say in English,
" the

Greek palace." The nearest supposable Athanasius whose
name is also given as Tlieodosius was the Nestorian patri-
arch who was the greater part of a century too late to be the

hero of our story. He had been a Jacobite monk of Edessa.

The nearest Theodosius, a little earlier than Athanasius, was
still more than half a century too late for the last of these

letters.

Considering the Nestorian transmission, if not origin, of

this document, it may be too far away to look among the pa-
triarchs of Antioch

;
but among them was an Athanasius (the

fourth of that name) under whose patriarchate the first letter

would fall, another under whom the second would come
;
but

the third would belong to the time of their Ignatius I.

I am inclined to think the whole of Nestorian or Eastern

origin, and the Athanasius referred to to be a Nestorian pa-
triarch

;
but in any case the story is contrived by an author

who was not too careful about the verisimilitude of his fic-

tion. The fact that the hymn appended treats of the bread

and wine of the Lord's Supper reminds us of the excommuni-
cation of the Nestorian Athanasius above referred to, because

of the heresy supposed to be contained in the words of his

liturgy,
" We break the heavenly bread."

The Syriac is good, though much marred by the mistakes of

the somewhat ignorant and often hasty copyist. The whole

manuscript shows the same qualities. I can do little more
than guess at the age of the composition ; but, from reasons

that will occur to any scholar who reads it and considers its

matter and language, should not consider it earlier than the

tenth century. Its Scripture allusions and adaptations are
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from the IV-hitto, but sometimes with a ehange that >how- a

hal>it. though the ancient character of tin- IV-hitto lan-

- i- not thereby changed. Thu> in an adaptation of the

of Matthew v. I'."., the word for 'brother
'

is changed
t that for * fellow

'

; hut the very peculiar and uncomnio:

pression of the verse remains unchanged.
In giving the text. I liave attempted to give it alolutely un-

changed, even in the ]>unetnation ; and to note the obvious er-

-f tlu- -cribe at the foot of the pair*'. In cases where an

emendation i> evidently needed, but mu-t be more or less con-

jectural. I have left my views to he inferred from the trans-

it. I have not thought it worth while to burden the trans-

lation with many notes; for the value of this composition is

tar in connection with other documents than alone by it-

self. The punctuation (in our sense) may easily be supplied
by the reader. In geneml it is obvious; but where not so, I

have shown my views in the translation. In remarking the

frej uiMit absence of punctuation where it was to be expected
in Syriac documents, it should be remembered that often,

among the Orientals, both Syriac and Arabic, the end of a
line, or of a paragraph, or the insertion of

*

a note with ink of

a different color, seems to be assumed by the scribe as suffi-

cient warning of a full stop. And when a MS. is copied
'''ff't/iy but the lines are not preserved, and the rubrics

omitted, confusion in the punctuation naturally results.

To some it may seem a part of my duty
to give all the

Scripture references : but a careful examination has convinced
me that this impracticable. Scripture words and phrases are

.-o interwoven with the texture of the whole composition that

to notice them all would greatly mar the pages, and add per-

haps as much space as the entire text or translation, especially
if each reference were to be di-cu->ed so as to tell the whole

story of the alhiMon ; and the fruit would not reward the la-

bor. Moreover, a number of the Scripture words or phrases
used occur in a number of places in the IJihle. It is enough
to say here that tliere are clear allu>ion- to the IV-hitto ver-

-ion throughout, but \cr\ few exact <piotation>; almost all the

tnre wonN and phrases being mingled with those of the

:ipo>ition. Where I have noted the citation

of a
passage,

it is not to be understood that the ^notation U
enti' ct. Where, however. I ha\e cited one passage,

though the reader of the Kngli.-h P.ihlr might imagine that

more would be applicable, it i- to be undeistond that no more
will do in r tc except the one I have noted. Tim-.
where 1 h;. I'salni Ixix. L>s . for

"
1 ..... k of life." the

phra-e i- dill'eivMt from that in I'hilippian> iv. :t. or from any
of the parallels in the Hook of KeN

following is the Syriac t-
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oocr

1XCD .

2oor ujc b^9 Zxa^s ooor

S: 2oer Z^^. laa

XoA ^Xo . alls

2f-i2

Zx-xa

2x2

^ 2ocr

Ixaaux ^sxd^o 2cr^2 ^o ^Jkao ooor

1 MS. (errore)

2 A much later hand has added in the margin

3 Read
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2oor A 7*n\T ^ l^o O^OLXO : lor?
..

oaox

xa^r o

. 1^30 <ra.^^o UQ0k .

UQ^JQUX2 .-> or .

N

X* 13.X3 .-i

zxls .

po % aj*xo x-oc X^JCD
v

01X0

CfXOX2 ^^X 390,3
"

2oor

1 In the margin, in red, is the numeral 2, marking this as the second

>n or chapter.

f( A somewhat later hand has added in the margin :

o Written .oaM* . but O written above, with mark of substitu-

tion.

7 Isaiah vi. 8.
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: 0.0 Zu<L? rxixo t***2o Al x^X3 2x~ 2x5^2

ocro

oaJ^o o^&xo ot^ ^ zxor . .

b*Jk-2 ^cr^^ kAo 2xouaf ^o lial ^v
>

v
i
f

v !> v >i

-. Zx-xa Zaxs x^? cpsoJ obJy o

2cro .

2cro

0x^2. Zfi>^ Uxa

Zvaou .

8 A red numeral 3 in the margin marks here the beginning of the

third division or chapter.

Compare Deut. x. 18
;
Ps. Ixxxii. 3

;
Isa. i. 17.

o Bead 2xfei9 i Head 2X3f with perhaps a O prefixed.
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2X00**

Uor

OUQUO

% lo .

aox . .

2ocu

2IOU9 9uia cu2

rcnu UoA 3 p8 . Ixix. 28.

* Matt. v. 23 (with a noteworthy change of word).

VOL. XIIL
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lio .\*x ork^ox

op 9AOX2^ craAO Z^o orxaaAra Z^o ova a^-xl
,. ////,.. . / ^ // 1 .

f

2oov* teXM x x 2X9^*3 o2 op *plaj

f

ucro^daou TaA IcrA: op 2xoo
.

^m^mS 2xof aaora

5 Gen. i. 2.
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ra^o'A **~^na Ic-A: uoroao^A oxOLo

or

oer

:o

IXD

aox clo li^ox

ix-xa? Zaa 9^ opso

?
"

2ocr 'A? . Zucro

e This word is in the margin. ul Z

* MS. uCfiK-2 . The correction intrml.-.i i- <l<>ultl<'ss that here

Matt. v. 18. II.-K xiii. 17. i Dent. \i. II.
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xax^ Z^crcfca Zaa^a^^ utouJBax: ^a U2

C*\A^ Z^o

ZOCTX

xac-.-x2 Zxaau> Z-o 9 xa

The following is a translation of the text :

2 Head I\JsoXO
3 An evident error for u

4 This seems to be the reading, which also makes sense
;
but a letter

is marked above, with a (Syriac) caret below, which seems to make it

X*a . But it is probably a double error, and the emendation to be

made by joining this with the next word, ^P\g . But this last is

unnecessary if Castle's remark is true (Castelli Lex., p. 81, s.v. X3) :

"Aliquando est i. q. X3 ," i.e., as I take it, the prefix.
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rv mi II VXD OF GOD I WRITE

THE EXTREMITY <>T T1IK Ro.MAN-

IN the year one thousand and ninety of tin (in k^, mi the

twenty-fifth of Kanun the first [i.e. 25 December, A. I >. 77s|,

qrhen Athaoaains the patriarch of the Romans, with t\\

bishop?., five hundred and thirty priests and deacons, and twenty-
thn-e thousand believers the aged, the youn.ir men, and children,

and viririns were gathered in tlie great temple of Peter and

Paul, and* were engagedf in prayer, on a sudden there was _

darkness and blackness, such as never was its like. And a disci-

ple !' Athanasius went outside of the temple to see
; and he saw

a letter hanging above the temple in the air. And he went in to

the patriarch and made known to him concerning the wonder
that he saw. And Atlianasius answered and said,

* Remain ye
now until we offer the holy mysteries, that are life and death to

those that behold.'

And when the holy mysteries were finished, Athanasius went
out, and much people besides. And he decreed a curse, and

-aid, 'Let every man that heareth this curse come to the church.'

Arid tin re was gathered much people, of priots and deacons that

seven thousand]; in number, until then 1 remained no one
who did not come to the church, except those for whom it was
not right to come.
And when they were gathered and were entreating of God,

and offering penitence, because of the darkness that had befallen,

they heard also a voice from heaven, such as never was its like,

that said, 'Repent, ye sons of men.' (And when the peop It-

heard, they multiplied [their] tears toward God. Then Athan-
asius the patriarch arose and clad himself in a white prii >tl\

incnt, and likewise all the people, and purified themselves from
all defilement of sin; but AthanaMii- him>elf pread out hi>

-tly garments and entreated.)||
'

If yu do not keep the day
riday from the ninth hour until the ninth hour of the morn-

ing of Monday, as I commanded you, I will send upon you
wieked men, who will shed your 1>1 ..... 1 upon the earth ; and fam-

ines, and shakings, and commotions, and JM -stilem-i -, and the lo-

cust, and hail, and every evil plague, because of the day i.f. holy

Sunday; and if ye \\ilf not hear my words, I worth! wipe off aU
th-h from the earth, even unless I had sworn by the great Name,
and had been working from God toward you by my mighty arm/

Literally, "who." fOr
t A much later hand has added in the ma ruin : "and t \\ <> hundred,

and believers forty-seven thousand."
lie Syriac numeral here marks section <>t h.ipt. i II l

thought tin- f"ll<>wiiiK words t<.b.-t!
'' it it seems to me otherwise, i7e., more words spoken by the voice.

| A nearly or quite contemporaneous hand has added in the margin :

" as in the days of Noah, because of adultery and fornication/*
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And this letter fell upon his priestly garment, and he read it to

the people three times. And the people answered and said,
( Alas !*

Alas ! Alas ! For he is holy, holy, holy, Lord God Almighty,t of

whom the heaven and the earth are full of his glories, who has

sent upon us his signs and his wonders for our consolation.'

And there was written in it thus :
* We sent to you one letter

in the year one thousand and forty two of the Greeks [i. e. A. D.

731], and we sent another in the year one thousand and fifty

[A. D. 739], to the purport that ye should turn to God
;
and did

not turn
; and, behold, again we send this third in the year one

thousand and ninety of the Greeks [A. D. 778]. Now, then, see,

and hear, and keep your tongues from lying, which ye 'speak in

the church when ye offer the living and holy sacrifice of the body
and blood of Christ

;
and do ye keep your bodies from adultery

and from fornication, and from all those things that are displeas-

ing to God
;
and do you keep this holy day of Sunday.

J'Ye lawless ones, Wo to you because of the judgment of

orphans, and of the widow, and of the poor, and of the destitute,

who knock at your doors, and ye do no mercy to them even that

I might do mercy to you. Behold, also, to the Hebrews I gave
the law through Moses in Mount Sinaij and behold, they keep
the sabbaths more excellently than ye, and give tithes and alms

to the poor. But ye, who are clad in holy baptism and the

sign of the glorious Trinity, have made yourselves to hear not

nor comply with my words and my commandments. But if ye
do not keep the day of Sunday, which is life-giving to your
souls, I swear to you by my mighty arm that I will bring upon

you great evil. But if now ye turn from your hateful ways
and from your evil doings, so as to give alms^f to the poor, and to

keep Sunday and Friday, I will do to you mercy and favor like

that which [I did] to the Greeks. But if ye will not hear, I will

send for messengers upon you evil beasts, that shall devour the

flesh of your sons and of your daughters before your eyes ;
and

I will send upon you winged and destroying serpents, because of

your tongues which speak lying.
*

Verily verily I say unto you, If ye do not keep the day of

Sunday and of Friday, and number the full amount for fasting
and prayer, I will avenge upon you bitter judgment in this world

and in the world to come.

*Syr. ooo-ll t. e.
" Heus !

"

f So I render, for obvious reasons. But the passage is an amplified quota-
tion from the Peshitto, Isaiah vi. 3, where the word correctly renders the

Hebrew niKDV For other instances see R. Payne Smith's Thesaurus.

Ephraim uses a different word for the same.

\ The Syriac numeral here marks section III.

Syriac U^*? " and of the dry."

I
Mount Sinai, everywhere in this MS., is in the plural number.

^[Literally, "righteousnesses."
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*

Verily verily I say unto you, He that putteth away his wife
ami taketh another, the blood of John the Baptist shall ! upon
his head. And if ye do not turn from your evil ways, I will send

upon yon hail stones that come down from hea\en. and will de-

stroy you and all your possessions, until ye lay, I.", \rryihini:
is fulfilled that I said concerning you. Hut if ye keep the holv

day of Sunday, and the day of Friday, I will iiot do anything
that I am minded to do.

*

Again I say to you, th:.t whoever gives of his labor to the

church, I will requite him in this world and in the world to rome,

thirty fold and sixty fold and a hundred fold
;
and I will u

his name in the book of life. And every one that holdeth am:< -r

towards his fellow, and shall deliver his fellow to the authority
on the dav of Sunday, to him there shall not be f-

of sins. And every man that stirreth up evil against his fr l-

low on the day of Sunday, cursed is all his labor. But on the

day of Sunday be in love and unity one with another, because
the Holy Spirit hoveieth over you.

* But I swear to you, brethren, by the great and mighty power
of God, that No! by the voice of thunders, and No! by tin-

floods of rain, and No! by the swiftness of lightnings, an. I

ly the beauty of Seth, and No! by the perfection of Melchi/.edek,
and No ! by the prophets without sins, and No! by the just one
who committed no fault, and No! by the fasting of right-
eous men, and No ! by the tabernacle that was pitched* on Mount

Sinai, and No ! 1>\ the fasting of Moses nor yet that of Aaron,
and No! by the four evangelist* Matthew and Mark and Luke
and John, and No ! by the hour of laying hand upon the h'-ad of

our Lord, and No ! by the womb that bare him ami the matrix
in which he was given birth, and No! by his crucifixion.! and
No! by his sepulchre in which he was buried, and No! by the

judgment that he shall judge according t< desert, and No ! l.\

the mystery of the twelve apostles, and NO! by the sepulcln
Abrl, and No ! l.y the beauty of Km>sh ! and No ! by the armies

of myriads of myriads that serve before Him 1>\ nii:ht and by
l.i\ that this letter was not written by the hand of s,,n of man,
but by the finger of the living God ! And e\er\ one who heaivth

this letter and doth not take a copy "f it and put I

it
|
in the place

in which he standeth, or in the church. *hall be under a 001*6.

And whosoever doth take and read it, Clod will indeed bless him
and pardon his sins; and he shall enter the bridcchaml"

Christ. Amen.
' \Ve beseech of you, brethren, that \e '_

r 'm' alms* \,, the ;

md to ftrmngen, that ye may find meiv\ and fa\..r i..i'..re the

mighty judgment seat of God most Ugh, and that \e h..iiorjS the

Or,
"
by the shekinah that dwelt

fOr, "by [the fart
|
of his m.ritixion."

t Literally.
"
righteousneases.

1*

The worda for " and that ye honor " are omitted, but supplied In

the margin a prima manu.
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justice of God, that [justice which] sacrificed the lamb of the

living God, him who beareth the sins of this world. And every

one who rashly despises God's e^horters,* he is accursed, and the

wrath that He sent upon Sodom shall tread him down
;

because

they are the salt of the earth, and they are ministers of God, and
teachers of life

[i.
e. salvation] to the sons of the holy church,

and they watch for your souls. But if ye will not hear my
words, I will send upon you evil plagues, and divers diseases

in full measure hateful, and pustules, and ulcers, and tumors, so

that worms shall swarm from them. And I will turn again the

light of the sun into darkness, and will turn away my face from

you.
" But if ye shall hear my words and turn to me, and keep the

holy day of Sunday, I will multiply your fruits with your pos-

sessions, and will have mercy upon you and upon your sons, and
I will bless your labor, and I will give to you the early and the

latter rain in its season, and I will rain upon you blessing from
this letter.'

A voice was heard from heaven, saying,
'

Believe, ye sons of

men, and do not doubt.' And with the voice, the temple was
filled with sweet and delightful odor, such as its like never was

among men. And the voice of the armies of heaven was heard

saying,
* Blessed be the honor of the Lord from his holy place,

forever and ever. Amen.
And I Athanasius, patriarch of Rome, wrote a copy of this

letter, and sent it to all the extremities of the earth, and it went
even to the rising of the sun. And, behold, I swear to you,
brethren and beloved, that No ! by the strength of our Lord
Jesus Christ, and No ! by the glorious name of God most high,
and No ! by the gifts of angels, and No ! by the troops of

cherubs, and No! by the holiness of seraphs that cry 'Holy,

Holy, Holy,' and No ! by the prayers of Peter and Paul, and
No ! by the crowns of martyrs, and No ! by the sufferings of

confessors that this letter was not written by the hand of son

of man, but by the finger of the living God.

And now I entreat from you, brethren and beloved, that there

be no man among you who will not believe in this letter that be

far [from you] ! And every one into whose hands it hath come

f
i. e. who is able] to write a copy of it, [I entreat] that he send

[it] to his fellow, forasmuch as it was given from the Holy Spirit,

and it is right that it should be transmitted to all believers.

And every one that heareth, and into whose hands it hath come

[i.
e. who is able], and he doth not take a copy of it to his house

and to his place, shall be accursed. And every one that believ-

eth, the mercies of God shall be upon him. Yea and Amen,
and Amen !

* The word is a strong one, meaning
"
inciters," or "

instigators."
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Tlie last composition in the mann>cript is tin- hymn of
" Praise before trie Holy Mysteries."

Tin* term "
Holy Mysteries," or simply "Mysteries," which

many translators of Syriac and indeed of Greek as well-
often translate by "secrets," often apparently misunder>tand-

ini: the application of tin- term, means the Lord's Supper,
application of a like word to the same tiling is regular

among nearly all the Ka>tern Chri>tians, and a very larg'
1

parr
of the Western. Two hundred years ago it was generally -up

posed that the word "mass" had the >ame derivation and

primitive meaning, as well as application: the derivation from

"ite, m i ssa est" being quite a modern affair. The following
note of Joseph Scaliger will show the former ideas that pre-
vailed respecting it. It is a part of hi> note on Kevelation

xvii. ." : the other part being too irrelevant and >pi<-\ for our

j

MM-pose. I take it at second hand from the E l/.e vir-W hit taker

(ireek New Testament of !(>:>>:>. which was printed at Leyden,
hut bears a London imprint :

~TOU T&V fiuffrrtfricM erant, qui apud ChrUtianos xarq-
'zisoe. Et propterea duplicia erant

/jtuffnjftta
TO. ptx^a dicata

ffiffet ^Trorrwv, TO. peirdXa. rfl re/sr^, jn-opterea elegantifisilD^
Poeta vet us dixit.

9
Yiwo$ r& uatp& TO~J Oavdrou pjarrjftta. De

neuf nations Chrestiennes de diuerses langues qui sonf ///

nature aujourd'huy, il n'y en a pas une an / // '< 7 /
> /// l<t lit "i'<i'

mysterium, cormne tons ayans pesche du Grec /wffr^ftto^

laqueUe langue e#t mere & de la chose <( tin n <>,,,, -d^u
XOVTCM riparwouiv^. Bref toute* les langue* <t/>j>'ll< nt la

J//-.V.V,', J/y.v/r/', J///.V///'. J///.V/ /'//', ft'tfTTYJOH^.
ii > ///' -v /< .v /.//////.v.

Car le mot de Messe on Ventend < ne Pent' n>l-<>/<
/"//'///.

Since the text and matter of this hymn are somewhat
nected with the "Revelation of Paul" and the u Kxtremii\ of

Rome," it seems altogether proper to give the Syriae text and
a translation. It is noted by the punctuation as e..]np..-ed of

four-verse stanzas, each verse octosyllabic. The text

exactly as it is in the manuscript, except that the point ,,f a

risk or dolath is supplied where it is wanting in the manu-

script. Foot-notes supply the necessary emendation. The

following is the Syriac text :

VOL. Mil.
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IV* *? **? I**^ A 9A^a ziV cutu
v

. oor
>

CT3.3LX ?>M.T^9 -:- OCT Zi

5

Zi-io :

iaiu^so lA^.3 ocr

L xAx -:- ^Loa^ia Zaaaao Z^CUCDO .

bxs . uocr cdL^a i

>.>.ttL>a.x cv^ 5^02 .
v

L xajL Z-oao . crxAXi

. zx-'ia M
. v

,.

2ooro . T3~'

Bead X X a 2 Abbreviated for
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: .aixoA- ucyaiau/aLa ^J
^

crA -:- . a^-axi crxa'vV^x^o . . a^^^xi lx-\x l3a\.o
,' i> i it a i i if

,-

ertl ^ .

. ova ^ouops? oa tao . cp ZOA a
. .

ill c-A

icr.i cr.x^o . :^\^ labas A
,.

.*". *

er . Zi*~* la^ a^o2 . ?I>*IT ]H^.iii,'
cr laA

^JOJCD
-:- Uaoi Ztxa <r.3cr~. . Ziloa zl^x A>

Jn.A . cr -:- l^x^x^o ^2 c-.ra l iW.A . r

!ilV

Possibly a slip for Zacro* < I'salm civ. 15.

At this point the scribe made a mistake ; writing first part of a
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ol 0>.V3JTDO oAoJ: -:-

oocro .

(.] laC-CXi 10~JB> 01 CT . l-JOi t* l^Att OiV -I- . .

c-.a? aicr

. ixl I^ ^V^ zLaA . iXi c-A?

licr.a loas ^A -:-

,>0
,.

^ '
,

c-.a . Zxx ^^0 C-.3 : Ziau?

a o-A (jCxdboo . Ixix % f da oop -

,

v
ii

2&or o Zxxo . Za. % cr.3

-:- -:- -:- -:- Za*2ix Z\ w'or ^Xoa^oa [.] laroi locr

acr^ Zx-xo

word in the next verse, and erasing it. Then after the erased place he

began again, apparently mixing the proper word with the same word of

the next verse, and finally marking it with dots of erasure. This

last-mentioned, omitting the dots of erasure, is either tXaJ^oo or
i

' '

vVpJ^oo . Whatever sense may be given it, not only the dots of

erasure but its redundancy in the metre show that it is no part of the

text.
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The following is the translation, keeping line (verse) for line

(verse) to the original :

PRAISE BEFORE THE HOLY MYSTERIES.

Let us take the body that maketh us pass over
To the fearful place without terror

;

And drink the cup of salvation,
That cometh down to us from on high, his drink-giving.

When the body is divided [or, broken],
Every man shall behold for himself

[lit.,
in his (own)

penonT
Upon the

body
resteth fire,

And upon the cup a flame.

Between the fire and the flame

Standeth the priest and the sanctified.

The priest is greater than an angel,
And is more excelling fiery.*

Christ made him mediator
Between God and humanity,

That he might put quiet and peace
Between sons of men and spiritual ones.

And whosoever curseth the priest,
He is cursed by night and by day;

The hours of night curse him,
And moon and stars in the firmament.

Three doves went out to the wilderness
After the heavenly eagle:

The Samaritan [woman], the Canaanite [woman],
And the sinful [woman] that anointed his feet.

To-the Samaritan [woman] he gave water,
And t> tin* Canaanite [woman] healing;

And to the sinful [woman] that anointed his feet

He said, Thy debts are forgiven.

Hannah the daughter of Pen u< 1

Kmhrarr.l him. aU ki^rd him;
. \ii-l tin- Spirit iv-trd mi IHT

lips,
And she prophesied concerning him.

Redeemer >t the agesf is he,
And Lord of all created things;

Ami hi* power i> in height :iml drpth;
And he gave hi- di*riph-s <-<nmiandinrnt

* The Syriac word is a peculiar epithet of the angels, f Or, worlds."
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That they should In- healing all tin- >iek,
And all the plagued, and all in aiflietion.

Blessed is he that arose* from Mary
And became a man by his own will,

And gave life tot Adam, and to his offspring,
In the miiltiplieations of his gootliu --.

And you hi> people Christ [raised to life],
Redeemed by the blood of the Only-begotten.

May the King who is exaltedj bless you,
And receive your offerings.

And may he give life tog your sons and your daughters,
And hear in his love your prayers.

May Christ give rest to your departed,
And pardon to you your sins,

And fill you with good things to come,
And for his kingdom make you worthy.

To him be praise from every mouth,
And his love and his favor [be] entering in

From age even unto age,||
And to a generation of generations. Yea and Amen.

Proceed at its close (and to be said with a loud voice) :

We have hope and confidence
. In Jesus Christ the Savior,1[
Who maketh abound his Iqve and favor
From his treasure full of might.

Every one that eateth of his body
And drinketh of the cup of his blood,

And every man that believeth in him,
Hath life in himself

[lit.,
in his (own) person].

They
who eat of this bread,

Their souls
[have]

no taste of death
;

And their bodies, in this world
And in that which is to come, possess delight.

Every one that eateth in faith,
To him the body is full of brilliancy;

To his body sin approacheth not;
And his soul is a river** in the kingdom.

*
i. e., rose like the sun. f Or, "saved."

i Literally,
" the King of exaltation." g Or,

" save."

I Or, "Forever and still ever." 1 Or,
" the life-giver."

** I suspect a mistake: jwiJ for jjoiaj . The emendation would sub-

stitute "light" for "river."
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This heavenly bread,
Which the mouth life-giving* spake,

Is unceasingly spiritual ;

He gave it in tieryf mystery.

This bread sustains the heart, J
As David, who maketh wise, declaiv<l:

And every soul that eateth this bread

Li vet h 'thereby, yea U raised again.

This bread enliveneth the understanding,
And enricheth it with splendors;

And tO the body decreeth quiet
And to the soul multiplieth joys [or, passovers].

Eat and be tilled, O ye hungry !

That ye lumber no more forevt i

And be ye possessing from him
Good things imperishable.

This it is that delivereth from fire;

This it is that showeth light ;

This it is, in which possess honor
The soul and the body together.

This wine, every one that drinketli it

Cometh not into judgment forever,
But enjoyeth delight in a new life

In the day that the dead are renewed.

Every one that is intoxicated with this wine
Thinketh that fire is cold;

And he that tasteth of it a particle
Shall not see the darkness of the grave.

P>\ \\\\^ Borrows an- endured,
ly this joys are made joyful.

In tiiis the churches exult;
And they sanctify it with praise

Again for the people !' ( 'hrMi;in-,

Who have the liiV-irivin-j-; mysteries;
That they may therel'nmi I..- -iMaincd.
And hunger no mon t. >n \cr.^[

Every one that belic\-tli in thi- body
And drinketh ..I' thi- wine,

'I'll. Trill he >ceth the liu'lil

Of that kingdom which passeth not away.

*Or, "savi 11% liory.
t Quoted from Psalm civ. 18.

(Or, "saving."
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The colophon of the manuscript, which is added above (in
its place) at the end of the Hymn, perhaps deserves a little

more attention than I have given it. It seems to bear the

marks of
very negligent copying and abbreviating from an

older manuscript; with inadvertent omissions, and some sup-

plementing by the copyist. Translated literally, keeping the

order of words, it runs thus : "And is finished by my hands
this book blessed and blessing Heziran * who by his name [is,

or, am] Deacon fool Baryacha Jaliiia who [is] from Bar Ka/i

who [is] from Qeritha [i. e., village] Nahni." Whether the
u blessed ahd

blessing" refer, as usual in subscriptions, to some

place of writing [omitted by the copyist] ; or, as most natural to

the construction as the words stand, to the book; or, as is fre-

?uent,

to the month
;
is a question that suggests itself at the start,

incline to the first supposition of the three. The omission of

the preposition before "
Heziran," as well as the misapplied

plural points over the word, suggest that a full date was present
in the archetype, and that in the date occurred the phrase "in

the month Heziran." The latter part of the colophon, after

the diamond punctuation-mark, probably refers to the latter

copyist.



ARTICLE III.

THE SOCIAL AND MILITARY POSITION

OF THE

RULING CASTE IN ANCIENT INDIA,

AS REPRESENTED BY THE SANSKRIT EPIC.

BY EDWARD W. HOPKINS,
PBOFB880B IN BRYX MAWK COLLROK, 1IRYX MAWR. PA.

I'i;K FACE.

THIS essay, in its original form, was read before the Oriental

Society in May, 1886. Further contributions to the
subject,

made as reported in the subsequent Proceedings of the Society,
have now U-en incorporated into the work, and the point of
\ iew of the whole somewhat extended.

My tir>t intention was to record the data furnished by the
M aha 1th a rat a in regard to the Warrior-caste. I have since

i led to add matter illustrative of my to pie from \\-orl<>

Or le parallel to the Epic, and this paper now offers

o an iiHpiiry into the conditions of eivilixation in the

Middle Ages of India from the point of \ irw of the niling-

jiower. Into wider <juestion> of |>an-Aryan interest I have
throu.r], l; lr l, ,,f space refr;iined from entering: for example,
into that of land-owner>hip and village eommnnities, wliere a

new and thorough investigation of India'- position i> needed.
I believe no especially Kpie >tudv of Hindu civilization ha>

yet been attempted. My authorities are, therefore, ehietiy the

native texts.*

*Astudy of the Vedic peri<.<l i> pn^nitril l.y /iniiiii-r's

xl. x.), Ln-
AJtcri </,. ;m.| Mull.T^ hi.lia (micli on -,,,m,. ,.| thr

I,, ] -liHCUHBed. Of ^UfOn*l \n ' War :m.l

I -li.ill ^|,
( ;ik nioi-r |i;iili-ul;irlv lrl.i\v. On Epic

:inti.|niti.- Muir has some 8c:iti. >. .\-<-\;i\ -tudie0
in lii> s.m.krii l.xte. To these general acknowledgment i^ <l ii. Thr
term Epic I limit, for convenience, to the Mahftbh&rata, although,

VOL. Xlil. 8
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The following abbreviations require explanation. LTnpre-
fixed numerical references imply that the quotation is from the

Mah&bh&rata, Bombay edition.*

R. = Ramayana, ed. Gorresio
;
M. = Manu's law-book (mana-

vadharmacdstra) ;
G.= Gautama's law-book (dharmagdstra\ ed.

Sten/ler; Vas. = Yu>i>tlia's law-book (id.), ed. Fiihrer; Ap. =
Apastamba's law-book (dha)*masutra\ ed. Biililer

;
B. = trans-

lation of Baudhayana by Biihler. V. P. and Ag. P. denote

respectively the Vishnu and Agni Puriinas. The names of other

Puranas and the authors of the House-laws (yrhyawtrd) are

when quoted given in full.

I. INTRODUCTION. ORIGIN OF THE EPIC.

In order to a better understanding of the material from which
are drawn the chief quotations preferred in this essay, a word
will be necessary in regard to the present and past condition of

the Hindu Epic. The poem is of obscure origin. History
fails us, and who can trust Hindu tradition ? More than this :

the work when analyzed appears to be inwardly inconsistent.

In the same heroes we discover different characters. Opposite
tendencies seem at work. The highest god is at the same time
a tricky mortal. The chief knights are depicted now as good
and now as sinful men. The original theme is, as it were,
diverted from its course,f

conversely, this Epic is regarded by native authorities as an '

art-poem,'
as was long ago pointed out by Miiller (tyayd ca kdvyam ity uktam
tasmdt kdvyam ohavisyati, Mbh. i. 1. 72 ; Mtiller, Ancient Sanskrit
Literature, p. 41). The part of this Epic embraced by the twelfth and
thirteenth books I call pseudo-Epic. In regard to the origin of the
Mahabharata I have briefly discussed Holtzmann's general argument
(Epos) in my Introduction, but ignored his speculations on Epic
Buddhism: in respect of which I can say only that they fail to con-
vince me of his demonstrandum. On the important subject of the

critique of our received text of the poem I have not touched in this

essay. [See now a paper thereon by the writer reported in the Proceed-
ings for October, 1888.J
*A Pathfinder or concordance of references for the Bombay and

Calcutta editions equated by verse-decades has been prepared by the
writer, and will soon be published.

f An abstract will indicate this. Of two possible heirs to the throne
of Hastinapura, Pandu, the younger, having succeeded to the sqver-
eignty on account of the blindness of his elder brother, Dhritarashtra,
finally grew weary of ruling, and, retiring into the woods, where he
died, left his kingdom to the blind Dhritarashtra. The latter, regarding
Yudhishthira,. Pandu's eldest son, as rightful heir, caused him at first

to be proclaimed crown prince ; but subsequently, persuaded by Duryo-
dhana and others of his sons, reconsidered the matter, yielded to sin,

permitted Yudhishthira with his four brothers (called the Pandus, as

opposed to the Kurus. Duryodhana and his brothers) to be enticed out
of the city, and then settled the whole kingdom on his own son. But
the Pandus, at first expelled and in mortal danger, after proceeding to
Panchala and forming an alliance with that king by a polyandrous
marriage with his daughter, returned to Hastinapura, backed by Pan-
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From outside sources we know only that the poem is men-
tioned in the Sutra of Acvalayana, and seems to be intended in

a description of a Hindu epic given by Dio Chrysostomos, in a

in-lit that may have come from Megasthenes. In the event
i' the description being original with the first, 100 A. D. may

be set as the date of this information
;
witli the second, 400

B. C.* What other accounts we have are not less doubtful in

date. Thus, tin* poem is known to the Mahftbhfisya; but the

earliest date of tins work is 140 B. C.,f while Panini's evidence

is negative, mentioning characters but not the poem by name.
( )t tin war. only the Epic gives an account, and the date of the

conflict is matter of inference. Thus, Schroeder reckons that

it antedates the Yajur-Veda, because the Kuru-Panchala alli-

ance tlifivin recorded must have been the result of the war;
but this is absolutely uncertain. Analysis led Lassen to suppose
that tin- original poem was an account of a war between Kurus
and Panchalas, not between Kurus and Pandus. There is no
\. TV weighty reason for the view thus expressed. The poem
itself asserts that its theme is the Kuru-Pandu war. Objec-
tions offered to believing this are based on the fact that the

Kunis are an old family, known in more ancient literature,
while the Pandus are not. The working-over of the poem is

also thought to be attested by the fact that its introductory part
states it to have had different beginnings and different lengths
8800 couplets, 24,000, and 100,000 ;

but as, aside from other

proofs of recent time, it is evident that the last length could not

have been noted till the work had been completed, this whole

chala's influence, made terms with their relatives, and took half the
realm. In a corner of this they founded and occupied a new town,
Indraprastha ; and here, after years of conquests, they held a celebra-
ti<>n that awakened the envy of Duryodhana, who soon challenged
Yudhishthira to a deceitful game of dice. In its course the latter

played away his newly acquired greatness, and tln-n guinl>lr<l again
with tin- understanding that the loser should this tim !>,<< .mr ;( h.-r-

in it . II lost, went into the woods with his brothers, and remained there
in accordance with his promise for twelve years. At the close of one
furt her year he found an ally, invoked anew the aid of Panchula.
'lTt><l Krishna (Vislniui as his aid, marched against Hastmapura with
a large force, and routed the yet larger army of Duryodhana by means
"t desperate and un-rrnpnl.in* lighting on tin- part <>f the Pfindu

btfl :nid tin unfairly used influence of Krishna (whose help the
Kuril- had > <med). He found no one to oppose him within the town,
and had himself crowned king of both Hastinapura and Indrapra-ih.i :

and finally, after a loi^ .iid dmvn tin- r\\ n in <rd< r t<> i-liml.

up to heaven in company with his four l.n.ih. r- and the family wife:
the successful accomplishment ..t fchfe jotmej i- ' minatiiiK the story.

Th.- -in!", i-' m fiewton thissubiect have lately been set forth by L. von
Schroeder. in i [*' eraror und Cu/ft*r, p. 464. Weber think*
th* mention in Acvalayana an interpolation. Compare Lessen, Inri.

Alt.. L58D
NV.-hrr. Lit., p. 201,341.
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statement can only In- regarded as one of comparatively late

origin, belonging to the iinal development of the Epic a time

when the writers knew little in regard to the working-over of

their inherited verses. At present the text is overburdened with
extraneous matter, tales, laws, moral codes, theologies, meta-

physics, cjuite stifling the original body of living poetry.
From another point of view, eiforts have been made to prove

not only a change, hut a complete inversion (in our present

story) of the original tlieme. This criticism bases itself on the

want of unity in the characters. Starting with the two-fold

nature of Krishna-Vishnu as man and god,* and with the

glossed-over sins of the Pandus, the critic argues that the first

poem was written for the glory of the Kurus, and subsequently

tampered with to magnify the Pandus; and that in this latter

form we have our present Epic, dating from before the fourth

century B. C.
;

since the worship of Vishnu was in Megas-
thenes time triumphant over that of Brahma, and it is with

the cult of the former god that the Pandus are bound up. The
first poem would thus be completely changed, or, as Schroeder

in describing the theory says,f 'set upon its head.' Schroe-

der's exposition of the theory, being the latest outcome of this

criticism (we are indebted to Adolph Holtzmann for its tone),
will serve as at once the clearest and most recent explanation of

how the Epic may thus have been inverted. 'The original

poet (he says in substance) lived at a time when Brahma was
the highest god (700 to 500 or 400 B. C.) ;

and this singer was
a child of the Kuru-land. He heard reports of the celebrated

Kuru race that once reigned in his land, but had been destroyed

by the dishonorable fighting of a strange race of invaders.

This tragical overthrow he depicted in such a way as to make
his native heroes models of knightly virtue, while he painted
the victors (Pandus, Panchalas, Matsyas), with Krishna, hero

of the Yadavas, at their head, as ignoble and shamefully vic-

torious. This is the old Bharata song mentioned in Acvalfi-

yana. After a time Krishna became a god, and his priests,

supported by the Pandus, sought to make Krishna (Vishnu)

worthy to be set against Buddha. Their exertions were suc-

cessful. Vishnu in the fourth century became the great god,
and his grateful priests rewarded their helpers, the Pandus, by
taking the Bharata poem in hand and making a complete

change in the story, so as to relieve them of the reproaches of

the old poet. Finally they worked it into such shape that it

praised the Pandus and blamed their opponents. About this

time they inserted all the episodes that glorify Vishnu as the

* On Krishna as shepherd, see Lassen, Ind. Alt. i. 770.

\Lit.u. Cult., p. 479.
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highe-t gml. The Pandus then pretended that they had origi-

nally lelni'jvd t<> thf Kuril >tocl<. and the emisinship portraved
in the poem was invented : whereas they were really an alien,

probably a southern, race.'*

How differently the same set of facts may be converted into

theories is seen by comparing the view of Ludwig.+ Thi.-

scholar holds that the original story was an account of a war
between the Hharatas and Kuru>, while the Pandus are a sun
and earth myth. Krishna, the dark (earth), is an attractive solu-

tion of the polyandrous marriage. The Pandus are the seasons,
each in turn possessing the earth. But the same name in

Krishna as the sun is somewhat
objectionable. Ludwig's

paper is ingenious but to me unconvincing.
The only basis that we have for inverting the theme of the

present poem is in what Schmeder, who warmly supports the

inversion-theory, calls ^ 'the justification of the hateful role

evidently played by the Pandus in the old form of the Epic,
and the reproaches heaped upon the Knrus. the royal heroes of

the old poem.' Theories once started increase, as it were of
their own accord, in force of statement. With each new advo-

cate a surer color is given, whence the hypothesis gathers new

-trength. while the facts remain as at first. The quotation
above given contains the last embodiment of a theory (now
nearly forty years old i necessitating an entire inversion of the

Epic story.
'What reason have we for believing in this ju>titi-

cation of the hateful role evidently played by the Pandus?'
Do the Pandus (relatively) play such a role 't Does the

justification
'

of the acts of the Pandus require us to believe

tiiat they were first depicted as the ancestral toes of the original
writer or writers f On the assumption that these point- cannot

be denied hangs the whole inversion-theory. From the religi-

on- p.int of view we have no unanimity of critiei-m ; Schroeoer
[den Kri.-hna as unitary, deified by the Pandus. in.-ulted by

the Kuril-: llolt/.mann, with less probability. aumes two dis-

tinct Kri>hnas. The change in the human characters is the

mainstay of the modern interpretation.
To my mind, the a.-.-umptions on which this theory i- l.a-ed

are more negatively wrong than po-itively untrue. It i- true

that reproaches are heaped upon the Knru-. Cut reproaches
;nv al-o heaped upon the I'aiidiiH. It is true that the Pandus

appear to have played a hateful role; but so do the Kuru.-. It

*
Scarcely reconcilable with the theory that the nucleus of the Epic

i

' war between Hi. Kunu- and Panch&laa (see Schroeder, lew

457 and i

>'der does not allude. It i- fun<l in the Abh<nil.
d. K&ni<i GfeMB, '/ K'.lRe, 12 Ban-l

t Lit. u. ( '/f.. |.. 479. Holtzmann (8r.), Saga
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is true that the Pandus are justified ; but is there no other rea-

son for this than that assumed by the theory ?

Unless we arc willing to
reject upon a theory and then theo-

rize upon the rejection, we must admit that the same book and age
that contain the reproaches heaped upon the Kurus contain simi-

lar reproaches airaiii>t the Pandus. Now, passing for a moment
the question of the relative sinfulness in the roles of each party
as given by the earliest poem, let us ask why it should naturally
follow that the Pandus alone were justified by the poet ? We
find many cases where the Pandus do wrong, are reproached,
and are then excused. The inversion-theory says that they
sinned in the old poem, and that the poem was rewritten to

make them appear good. Suppose we imagine the possibility
of the poem being simply what it pretends to be an account
of the Pandus' conquest of the Kurus. Imagine this poem
added to from time to time, as we know it must have been, by
the hands of priests bound to glorify, for religious or other rea-

sons, the conquerors in the war. Is it not likely that they
would have excused wrongs committed by their own party,
which a more naive moral sense had long before depicted with-

out shame ? Is it likely, on the other hand, that in excusing
their own side they would have taken the trouble to excuse the

other, or to exalt their opponents' virtue ? It seems to me that

up to this point (given an old poem containing records of bar-

barous deeds done by both parties) it is not necessary to assume
an inversion of theme merely because the conquering side is ex-

alted and excused by the conqueror's bards. The inversion-the-

ory, however, assumes that such one-sided extolment obliges us to

believe in an original poet who painted the victors black, and in

a new poet who re-painted them white. It is perhaps scarcely well

to criticize Schroeder's poetical fancy of the sorrowing child of

the Kuru-land
;
but it is a fair question to ask, considering the

conditions under which Epic poetry was produced in India,
what object a poet would have in writing a poem for public
recitation or private circulation with the' intent of vilifying those

that now ruled his land ?

But we have, admitting for the moment that our Pandus
as victors might naturally be glorified by Pandu priests, a fur-

ther question to ask : why in process of glorifying the Pandus
was it necessary for later bards to justify their works as repre-
sented in the earlier poem ?

To answer this question (if we may assert for the time being
that the inversion-theory is not yet established), let us consider

what were the great developing factors of our Epic. What in-

duced the insertion of this huge bulk of plainly late matter ?

In part, these additions consist of religious novelties
;
in part,

they are of moral-didactic origin. Has not this last influence
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been under-estimated in treating of the *

working-over
' of the

poem? Let us reflect upon the fact, evident to anyone that

has traced the lines of growth
in Hindu civilization, that, as

religion descended, morality ascended
;
that the later religious

feeling was less simple and less pure than the earlier, but the

later morality was higher and stricter than that of a former age;
or that, at least, tin* didactic morality as last inculcated was

>uperior to that recognized at tirst. Consider how penetrated
is the Epic by this later morality; how ethical need im-

poses long sermons on us (not religious) at every turn
;
how

it has added chapter after chapter at variance with earlier

feeling and custom
;
how it everywhere teaches abhorrence

of wrong acts, from a point of view often of sternest right ;

how it condemns the barbarities of an early uncivilized com-

munity; how it imposes its new law on the daily acts of life;

how it has composed a formal 'code of fighting' that inculcates

law more humane than was
possibly

consistent with the
practices

of the older times commemorated by the first form of the poem
and then let us ask this question : is it not reasonable to sup-

pose that those same priests who framed the
fighting

code and
endeavored to implant in their brutal warrior-kings a moral, not

to say a chivalrous sentiment, might have been swayed by two

opposing desires in handing down their national Epic? We
know what happened to the text of Homer when his morality
offended that of certain Alexandrians. Is it too much to sup-

pose that the Hindu moral teachers (for they were truly that,
while being as a body unscrupulous of rewards) felt this same

necessity 01 expunging or excusing the sins of those heroes who
had gradually become national models of royal and knightly
honor? I conceive it possible that these priests, after spending
much labor to expound what a king ought to be, should have
made every effort to cause those heroes who had now become
from sueeess and glory of war popular types of

jperfectknighta
to

appear in a light consonant with the moral principles that priestly
ethics would inculcate, lint how wa> this po->ille? The poem
was there; it was the popular -tory : it teemed with records

of acts harmonious with the older morality, inconsistent with

that of the develojKjd moral sense. So might they not?

they modified what they eon Id not erase; they excused what

they could not pardon ; they called in as a last resort the direct

command of their deity to justify what to mortal apprehension
was unjii.-tifiaMc ; for. if Yi.-him commanded a hero to do this,

who could (|iiestion the right 'or the wrong ? The early tale art-

lessly relates how Arjuna. the defender of the faith, |]

ien the litter is helpless. Did tin- old morality revolt

at tin-? 1 think not. I'.ut the new morality mines, that says
no IK,Me (Aryan) knight will tight except on equal term'-.'
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What then are the priests to do '. They turn to God. It was
Vishnu who shouted to Arjuna 'strike him now,' and the great

hero, questioning not the word of God, though with great re-

luctance, shoots his helpless foe. Here, says the priest, is the

truth of this story. Certainly Arjuna killed Kama thus; but

you may not cite it for a precedent against our ' code of war,'
since God inspired the act from occult reasons, and that takes the

deed out of our sphere of judgment.
Another method of eliminating the evil consequences of a bad

moral precedent is shown in the priest's choosingthe less of two
evils. His two inclinations were to glorify the r'andus, and to

uphold a sound morality. In some cases he sacrifices the first

to the second. Thus, he permits the justified reproaches of

the Kurus to remain against his own heroes. The reproaches
are based on a common-sense fairness, but always from the

subjective point of view of the person interested and badly
treated. Thus, the Kurus reproach the Pandu bitterly for inter-

fering between two men who are fighting, and for killing his
*

friend's foe who is getting the better of his friend. Arjuna
laughs at this ex parte view of the case :

i

Why,' says he, 'what

nonsense for you to blame me ! I saw my friend worsted, and
struck the man who was worsting him. How are we to have a

conflict if every man is to go off and fight by himself ? That
is no way to fight.' Now, as it seems to me, the Kurus' posi-
tion expresses an opinion not necessarily founded on any ab-

straction of right and wrong, though it may indicate an ad-

vance on Pandu morality. But the perplexed priest, unable to

omit this striking and vivid scene, finds that the reproaches of

the Kurus coincide with his own abstract principles, and he

lets them stand, strengthening them with a quotation from his

own code, for the sake of moral fighting, even if it offends

against his hero. For Arjuna has, from the later point of

view, absolutely no valid excuse.

We must remember, again, that if there is any truth at all in

the legend of this war and the history of the combatants, then

the long-established and noble house of Kurus represented in a

modified form a higher degree of civilization than these nouveaux

riches, these vulgar and modern Papdus, who not till much later

became an established house and men of mark in the civilized

community into which they had intruded. Thus it may well

have been that the Kurus had really a more developed conscience

in the ceremony of right than had the Pandus, albeit that of

both stood far below the plane rejtresented by the priestly poets
of subsequent days. The social development of the Kurus was

higher, as they had a longer civilization to fall back upon ;
and

we shall perhaps be able to admit that the Kurus' wrath in the

above scene was not wholly expwrte, but embodied one of their
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earlier rule- than led afterward to the full code of the completed
ethic. Yet we cannot assert for them or their acts any great
moral superiority over the Pandus. Their peculiar sins, now-
e\er, do seem to smack of a more cultivated wickedness. The
I Vilnius sin in a very ungentlemanly way. The Kurus sin like-

wi-e. hut after tin- manner of adroit and polite rascals. They
do not break their smaller laws of propriety. They do not

play
trick- openly and then exult in them. Hut they secretly seelc to

burn the IVmdiis alive; they skillfully deceive the Pandu king
at dice and pretend it was fair play ; they form a conspiracy ana
send ten men at dice to kill Arjuna: they slay Arjuna's son in

order first to weaken the father's heart (later imitated by the
Pandus); they are, in a word, cunning and

sly,
while the Pan

dus are brutal and iierce. Hut in most cases the crimes of each
mu.-t have appeared in their nakedness equally shocking to the
codified morality of a later era.

it seems to me that the ethical sense of a subsequent age
might have worked upon the legends it received. Not the m-

on of the story and of the characters was, perhaps, the aim
of the later poets. They <>nly, as I think, blurred the picture
where it was too suggestive of evil in shoukl-be types of holiness.

Hut if we accept tfie inversion-theory, we shall believe that the
Pandu.- and their partisans, the priests of Vishnu, took a poem
that was written to defame the Pandus and Vishnu, and wrote
it over again so as to represent these as perfect. Such is the

opinion of scholar- justly eminent in critici.-m of the Epic and
in San-krit scholarship. As to what basis this theory rests

upon enough has been said. We owe all our constructive criti-

ci.-m as well as destructive in this line to Iloltzmann ; and it is

necessary to say that, in suggesting other possibilities than those

advocated by him, one only re-builds the material that he has
furnished. Hut >uppo>ing it were possible that our present Kpic
i- the legitimate continuation of an original theme, and not a total

inversion of it. let n> look at the condition.- under which it might
have ari-en. It would not he necessary to reject the

supposi-
tioiiMl'a P.nidu-Pancliala alliance a.jjain.-t the Kuril-; but there

would he no iva-on for >upposing the war essentially Pancli.

with the Pandus added as adventitious adherent- of that older

royal family. The attempt to reconcile king 1 >hritara-ht ra of

the Yajur-Veda literature with the date of the late upstart
Kuril- may be abandoned, as common sense demands and
more than common sense. To that Hrahmanic period king
Dhritara-htra i- real; the Pandus as a people are uiikiio\\n.

Hut to the Kpic period the P;itidu- are real, and the hvpothe-
CSted king of the Kuril- i- a mere -hadow. The real King of
the Kuru- * In- receivee the tii <d in the poem as it stands

to-day) is Duryodhana. It is only in the secondary fable that

VOL. XIII. '.
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Dhritarashtra i> prominent. In the real action of the piece the

latter is as good as silent, hut becomes, first and last, conspicuous
as a lay-figure on which to exhibit teaching.- i' various sorts. To
the writers of the Epic the 1'fmdus seem to have been genuine
founders of a dyna>ty. What had they accomplished ( They, a

new race, not known 1>\ ancestors nohle enough to be reflected

in the older literature, hecai no formidable through allying them-

selves with the Panchalas. They attacked and overthrew the

venerable Kuril empire, and seated themselves upon the throne

of these vanquished Kurus. And which Kimis ( Those of the

Vedic age ? Is it likely that such an event could have taken

place unnoticed in the light of the Dhritarashtra of the Yajus ?

We must remember that Janamejaya is also of Brahmanic an-

tiquity, but that the Pandus are unknown. The solution of the

difficulty seems to me to lie in a very likely assumption. It is

this : that the Pandus fought and conquered the Kurus, not the

old Kurus in their height of renown, but the weak descendants

of that race, who came long after the Dhritarashtra of the Brah-

manic period. And now what may we imagine to have fol-

lowed ? The priests of the Pandus who, as I think, wrote the

poem originally on essentially the same lines as
portrayed

to-

day, barring the inferior moral tone of the first version in

Border to exalt the glory of the new house, made out the combat
*of their national heroes to have been not with the weaker man
who really fell, but with the race in its early pride, supported
and headed by the glory of the Dhritarashtra of old, whose
name perhaps, without his power, was really borne by this, his

inferior descendant. It is not at all necessary to insist poetically
on the double name. Hindu historical feeling is quite capable
of simply introducing the ancient king into the new era or, we

may perhaps better say, of running the modern contest with all

its appurtenances back into a remoter Vedic age. In this same

spirit they also pretended that the ancient Janamejaya was
the son of the modern hero : that is to say, they put back the

hero into an antiquity obscure enough to father him upon
Janamejaya. The older, the more venerable

;
the more vener-

able, the more glorious the contest. So, too, the eldest of the

Pandus, Yudhishthira, once called Dharma, draws about him
the mantle of wisdom associated with that name from the

early period ;
and while in the first stratum of the poem he is

nothing but a headstrong, wilful, and cruel head of a family-

clan, in the pseudo-Epic he is the incarnation of law and morality.
As to the three periods of development in the poem, although

I see no reason for believing any arithmetical statement made

by a Hindu in regard to the verses contained in an unguarded
poem, we may accept the conclusion that there has been in
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general a gradual enlargement, since we can plainly trace the

rough outlines of growth.*
\V e may even go farther, and admit a general threefold evo-

lution (not inversion), ju<l:iiiiL
r ly the appearance of the poem

as it stands to-day, lor, examining the work, we find that

upon the original story, the Hha rate, have been grafted many
'secondary teles' ( updJc/W&na i : and upon these, and apart

from
the>e. have been inserted whole poems of romantic, ethical, and

theological character, having nothing to do with the course of
the Kpic itM-lf*. We must, however, remember that our Epic
has been enlarged in two ways : first, by a natural expansion of
i nutter already extent; secondly, by unnatural addition of new
material. The twelfth book may serve as a type of the latter ;

the eighth, of the former. These dynamically added parts (the
twelfth hook etc.) bear about the same relation to the original
that cars do to a locomotive. We may

say,
if we will, that

the original has 'grown,' but in reality it only drags a load.f

Although not anxious at present to set up a scheme of dis-

teiitioii and addition as the plan of growth of the Epic, I may
indicate here what seems to me to have been the probable
course of events.

If we begin by discarding what appears of most recent origin.
we shall certainly strike out first what I have called the pseudo-
Epic, and with it the books that follow

; for, though pretending
to carry on the tele, the fourteenth book, depending on the

thirteenth, and existing for the sake of the Anuglta, must fall

into the same category with its immediate predecessors ; and
the fifteenth, with its system of nlti leading into the later tale>

of the heroe> after the war is over, takes us to that stage where
the Hai i\ amen* is but a natural sequence of theun-Kpic mm-
preceding. The last two books we further >ee omitted in one
of tin- Kpir's own catalogues; and, upon the ground> <>f the

complete catalogue in the lir>t hook, and the opening chapters

bearing on their face every mark of posteriority to the account
of the main story, we shall l>e inclined to put the giv:it-r part
of the tiiM IhMiU into the same li>t a> that of the laM. Thifl

* In i. l. I5ff, tli.- ;l..ka8 are 8tHX> : in tl.. lir^i rental tin- thin.-, nth
:md tin- last two books of our present edition :n- n.-t mentioned. In

il. l"i '/<> if. we read: /'* /" Inki'im'tm (r/fA-dndm)

*ahajfoyam i'nli/iii'n Win rattun

isr'tni tkre Bhdrata-samhitAm, *pMckif&*&tr
vind tAvad Shdrataih procyate budhdih (tli. tir^i v.-rse i> ..mitt.. I bo

the Calcutta edition) ; and in 107 we le.-mi ili;it the present len^tli of

the Epic aa established among men is 100,000 verses, as opnoned t<> t !..

Bharate of 24,000 verses, mythical ones, and the compilation in its

short*- T 150 verses j list nM-niin-l.
fTIi mceofacert > ranee of greater antiquity in the

pseudo-Epic will be discussi'd 1>. 1
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would leave us at the second stage ;
and beyond this we cannot

reiect
by books, but by sections

;
for Vishnuism stands side by

side with Qivaism and the older Brahmaism, and the chapters
of didactic dreariness are interwoven with the thread of the

story. These preaching chapters, with the theological chapters,
seem to me to

belong
to the same period of addition as the mass

of unnecessary stories here and there interpolated, although
some of the latter bear the stamp of being older each as a whole
than the time when they were inserted into the Epic. The
Bharata tale alone would remain after this second lightening of

foreign elements, but by no means the original tale
;
for we

must bear in mind that the second principle of increase, the
natural evolution of old scenes, was at work contemporaneously
with the dynamic principle of insertion. Thus, after discard-

ing the foreign elements in any one of the battle-books, we have
in our strictly Bharata residuum not simply the Bharata tale of

old, but that tale expanded by repetition, colored by new
descriptions, etc., all at one with the story, but increasing its

extent. A certain amount of elimination can doubtless be done
here by striking out repeated scenes

;
but it will be at best an

unconvincing critique. In some cases, as in the fourth book,
we have a perhaps original episode of the Pandus seeking alli-

ance at Upaplavya first expanded, and then added to by absurd
and unnatural scenes betraying of themselves their lateness

;

yet we should do wrong to reject the book altogether on this

account. Comparing again with the Ramayana, we see that

the most conspicuous Difference between the poems is this :

that while the Epic is not wanting in scenes romantic enough
to lie parallel to the general tone of the Ramayana, the latter is

totally wanting in those scenes and touches, familiar to the

Epic, that reveal a period older than either poem taken as a

whole. But, again, the general character and style of our Epic
approaches nearest to that of the other poem in the battle-

scenes; so that, were the characters exchanged, we could

scarcely say from the general description whether we were read-

ing of the war of Arjuna or of that of Rama. The Mahabha-

rata, then, in such portions clearly stands on a par witli the

Ramayana; although, on the one side, there are Epic points
untouched in antiquity by ValmTki's poem, and, on the other,
there are smaller points of dress and implements in the latter

that seem to indicate posteriority to the Epic.

To sum up the view that seems to me most free from objec-

tions, and least radically destructive of such tradition as does

not on its face demand' total unacceptance I am inclined to

think that our Epic originally described what it in general now
pretends to describe, a war between the Kurus and the Pandus
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united with the Panchalas. This war occurred later than the

Bra h manic literary period, but before the general acceptance of

Yishnuism. Songs
and ballads kept alive and

popularized
the

history of the triumph of the Paiidus over the Kurus, who
were naturally described as sinful. When the conquerors had

died, and the war was already fading into history, the priests

composed a metrical account of the events, incorporating the old

current songs and ballads. "With the steady rise of Vishnuism,
and later of Qivainn. these theologies implanted themselves at

the hands of the priests in the poem, crowding out for the m<t
part the song-kept Brahmaism of the older period. With the

Development of morality, the priests sought to explain away the

evil deeds of their heroes ;
for they con Id not with one breath

exhort to virtue, and with the next extol those that disregarded
their rules of virtue. I Jut the evil deeds of their heroes' foes

they allowed to remain. >ince these men were Himers anyway,
and served as types of such. Furthermore, they ranked the

exploits of their heroes higher by uniting them, now that time

enough had elapsed to confuse the past, with the great heroes

of antiquity, perhaps helped in their pretense by a fortuitous

likeness of names. The //////"/*, Or songs of war-like deeds of

kings, became absorbed into the /'//'// J-vr/, or legendary tale, now
n>ed in its new sense of a story told /A/- >< and not as part \ a

religious rite. With this change, all completeness of the indi-

vidual scenes vanished. The nece-sary links of connection

became lengthened into new chains of stories. The inorali/ing

tendency, in this weakening of the poem, now began to in\..]\ t

the whole tale. The work became thus on the one hand a

great collection of 'various -tones' grouped about the main

>tory of the gnudne>sof the Paiidus and hadne of the Kimi>,'

and on the other a compendium, if the word be allowed, of all

moral teachings; while a new religion acted <>n tale and moral

alike, and rendered it finally the holiest of look>, -a new Veda,
more weighty than all the Vedas.'*

Ll.*Lll,100,9S4,966ff, The latest l.iMorieal ami... Us ofthi |

was probably to unite tin- t\\- bunOiei .i fa u owm, m "I<IT
to obtain a respectable gene: r MM- ranlus. Theae genealoj

It'., have tin- ;I].]M-;II;IIK . .| ;1 -,-. hut wnv prnlialily
i forced. It 9 kMM,

For an attempt to discover the Vedic be^innm
ee Bra-lK'-. /. I*. M. .. \x\\i. . xxix.

i witli the Shah-Namali.
see I'.; . IN////. \ iii. ;s ii .

.

(|iitat i. .?:- n | lie mii^ir.il i-li -infills of 1 he K|H'-. - t In- last
|

..( tin-
|>.ii
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In a land without history, legend becomes dangerously enno-
bled. We are driven to tales, senseless or sober, for the infor-

mation that should properly come from record and statute.

It is not to be denied that lu'ivin lies the possibility of pervert-

ing what results we have obtained, and of forcing a pictorial
truth to serve as a historical statement. Nevertheless, although
we must repudiate as unsound any chronological deductions
drawn from 1 1 indu story (for I do not believe that we can credit

any
of the professedly trustworthy genealogies given in the Epic),

although we must confess that we neither know nor can know
whether the tales of kings related in the Epic are to be relied

upon at all, or in what degree they may be worthy of confi-

dence, yet the main thread of the story and the network of

legend with which it is entangled do certainly present oppor-
tunity for useful research from the sociological point of view

;

being in so far of historical worth as it is possible through
this means to obtain a view of social relations that by the

indigenous writers have been conceived as true, and may,
therefore, rightly appear to us as probable. Again, although
we labor in the Hindu Epic under the disadvantage -of find-

ing united as if in themselves coherent social conditions that

plainly belong
to many different dates, yet by circumspec-

tion we can distinguish fairly well between old and new, and
secure two pictures of life that, if not absolutely, are yet rela-

tively historical, and (comparing parallel literature) can illus-

trate what without over-confidence we may conceive to have
been the conditions of social life in India at two periods : the

first, that of the half-developed state of about two thousand five

hundred years ago ;
the second, posterior to this by perhaps a

thousand years, with portions newer still, bringing the final date

to a period far later than our era.*

To what extent we may make use in our investigation of the

didactic sections contained in the Epic, is a question open to

several answers. These portions are of course of late origin.
Yet in a land so conservative as India we must concede that the

gist of such dogmatic discourses had probably been for a long
time the result of assumed and common custom, especially when
the formal law of the

early period essentially corroborates it
;

for law, as the Hindu is fond of saying, is based on custom
;
and

custom, by the same authority, is
unchangeable family or clan

usage. Hence undisputed assertions specifying this or that as

current custom may safely be supposed to have been based on

* Lassen believes the Epic not much changed since Buddha's time.
Few can now allow this. Compare Ind. Alt. i. 589.
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traditions far older than the formulas in which they are handed
down. I Jut we HUM. of course, be conservative against allow-

ing a too great elasticity of time in this regard. Such concrete

examples of political wisdom and bon mots of polity are worth-
less except as possible embodiments of older usage ;

for they
include much that the Epic proper does not touch upon, and
that could not have been contained in the earlier version.

Political or social truths, therefore, involved in many of these

-ayings can he predicated positively only of the period following
the composition of the original poem, and asserted as universal

only when
strengthened by legal evidence of greater antiquity,

or by support in Epic practice. For a true interpretation
of the large collection of inferable and formally stated socio-

d data in the Epic, it is necessary to draw first a sketch

of the old and then of the new worm thereby presented. It

>tand- to reason that in general much will here be found
doubtful and open to criticism; and that, in particular, a cer-

tain meairivne.-s will characterize the first, a comparative rich-

ness and perhap> suspicious fullness of detail the second picture.
But even the modern Epic, the full completed work were we

to deny to the student the chance of discriminating accurately
1.ct ween the bodies of material necessary to the making up of hi.-

two sketches -is not as a whole unimportant in the elucidation

of the customs of India in the Middle Ages, reaching back more
than two thousand years; though it may be that further study
will necessitate our giving a much later date than has been
a. imied to much of the pseudo-Epic. Further, the impossi-

bility of effecting a complete discrimination of old and new may
make it .-eem to some a vain task to distinguish the factors by
their age. It i- true that our verdict as to which is early and
which i- late niu>t in a inea.-ure be based upon purely a pr'>r<
a--umption-; while it should, where this i> poihle, certainly
be dependent upon an intimate acquaintance with the literature

preceding and following the Kpic; for many of the threads of
our poem are older than it- proent literary form, and have often

been piv-er\ed M fragment- caught in a -uh-taiice foreign to

them; while what influence, -n the other hand, of other sects

or other race- ha- made it-elf felt in the re-weaving of the tale

need.- careful aiial\>i-. being yet far from determined. lut a

IV \ ic\\ of what the Kpie tell- II- may. it -eelll- to me, lie -er\ ice

able in -upplyini: fact- that in turn may help the critique of

the Kpic it-elf, after the-e have been compared with iv-ult-

drawn from other -oiirce-. 1 have therefore collected the Kpic
data li, but a- historical material would

use them at proem only tentatively.
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III. SnriAI. POSITION <>| TIIK R II.ING CASTE.

1 have called the warrior-caste the ruling caste of India.

because all power, political a> well a> martial, lay in the hands
of the military organization.

The hold that the prie>t obtained upon the king has been

compared with that secured by tin* Knropcan priest in the Mid-
dle Ages. There is a great and essential difference. The
Hindu priests had no strength of combination. They formed
no union of political power parallel to, and

capable
of opposing

itself as a whole against, the sovereignty of the throne. It is

true that they formed an association, that they were an exclusive

and distinct class. But they formed no corporate body, and had
no head. They worked as individuals. Moreover, their power
p, ,>>cssed no financial ha>is such as that of the Roman church.

They drew no direct and constant property-contributions from the

people. They were dependent on the king. From him they ob-

tained largesses ;
from him, or rich members of his caste, they

obtained their wealth of cattle and later of land : wealth that did

not, however, go to swell a general fund, but enriched favored

individuals. They lived on charity, and stood under armed

patronage. Their very exclusiveness hindered their upgrowth ;

for had they with the religious tools familiar to them been able

to ally themselves by marriage with the nobles, had the priests'

daughters (for by their law celibacy was forbidden) wedded the

priests' protectors, the religious order might by such family
alliance have gained a thorough control of the state. As it

chanced, mighty as was the individual ministerial influence of

certain priests, coercive as was the religious power they could

wield, they still stood apart from the rulers, depending on those

whom (it is only fair to say) they despised a fragmentary
class, that enforced respect as a whole through fear of the fate

to come upon the king that denied their influence with the

gods, but never a class that rose to be independent of that king
in respect of support. Moreover, as matter of fact, most of

the priests lived retired and quiet lives, content to beg for food,
satisfied with a little rice, cows, and a hut, and without worldly
ambition

; regarded with love or awe by the common outside

world, with honor by the nobles, and only occasionally, in the

person of the king's private priest and advisers, interfering at

all in the matters that concerned the warrior-caste.

This view is of course not brought forward in the law-books.

Their authors were the later priests, who regarded the world as

made for them alone, and looked upon the king as a steward

divinely appointed to provide them with what they needed.

Far otherwise appears the Aryan state in the early Epic. A
freer life is found here. The king is a king, not an appendage
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to the prie-t. Tin* view of the formal law reflects the vain

ideas of men conscious of mental superiority and anxious to

bring the state into harmonious relations with their egoti>m.
Tin KpiV, an unconscious mirror, furnishes social facts as found
in an age as yet comparatively independent, and portrays con-

ditions that survived even tne unscrupulous handling of the
tr\t liv those OppoaBg this independence. 'Tin- priest is the

standard of tin* world/ says tin- formal law
;

k the king is the

standard,' says the Epic.*
In looking at the state from a political point of view, we

nm>r. 'therefore, reverse the arrangement formally proclaimed
by the priests themselves, and put their order below that of the

military caste. And next came the 'people.'
There were, thus, three Aryan castes in the Epic period.

The ruling caste, comprising tin- king, his great lords and vas-

sals, together with the knightly part of the army; the priestly

caste, elevated bv religions Knowledge, often individually power-
ful as guiders 01 the king's will, but otherwise forming a lowly
class of penitents and beggars, who, if not irritated into a wasp-

wrath by unprovoked insult, remained a sedate, humble,
and morally useful element in the state; lastly the third caste,
called collectively the people, exalted only through their

Aryan blond and their fully allowed claim to all Aryan privi-

leges in the matter of legal rights and religious rites, but other-

con>titiiting a body that was looked upon with contempt
by the military ami extolled only by the priests. These knew

ource of revenue,f There was, too, another and nn-Aryan
caste, of which the members were, to the Aryan

' twice-born
'

nerate through holy ceremonies), merely
'

once-born,' or

deprived of good birth/ These had, barring pretense, no >pir-
irnal or legal privileges.^ They possessed no property. Their

* Manu xi. H~>: hnlluiKntah - - praindmnii Inkuaifu ; Mhh. i. 82. 18 :

n I >li i'il,In,'mi. The law and Epic ivt a well known rule
t'. tin* ftl'.-, -t tl'jit tin- riur lit of wav belongs to a blind man, a woman. :i

luri. . and a kin^; while, if a king and priest ni'<-t, the way
., t.. tin- pi-i.-^t i\T^. \iii..V.i : Ip.ti.5.11.6; M.ii.i:;s-9: Mbh.

\iii l'i|. .:,. etc.); lul tin- same I .imts a sc.-iir wli-r-
ill- "lit to him 'get out of my w;i

,<l wli.-n th.-pri.-t r, -pruts tin- 'law. juM
i|Uofi-|. it i- without rlFrrt. ami tin- kin;: '\ni smil'N him \\ith his

whip. Tin- kin - .1 l.\ thf pn.'-t :iu<l beoompH a ih-mon. 1'iit \\\\^

OOteol \;i^i-litha max -'ive as an exampl.- t< illustrate

il incivaxr in pri'--tl\ po\v-r. ami tin- m.-an^ lv which it was

impaie \ . I ::.'. 0: 'Let the priest beg: tin- knight di-tm.1 tin-

: Hi'
I

make money; the nlave be I

Irtuya etc., xii.60.87: compare th. \\li-. I.- we
with ::.. ! ii. II. Theslaveni:

id* - fcdryam, xii. 294. 1

VOL. Mil. \"
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wives were so in name. Their li\ . uded on their owner's

pleasure. They were 4 born to servitude,' for they 'came from
the foot of God.'* They were in fact tin 1 remnant of a dis-

placed native population, marked by race-characteristics and

stigmatized by their conqueror's pride as a people apart, worthy
only of contempt and slavery. It would at times appear as if

the slave were tlie especial servant of the people-caste, although
bound also to serve the other high castes (i. 100. 11

;
but com-

pare xii. 72. 48, 6=M. i. 99). The color-distinction between the

castes the slave being black; the people, yellow ;
the warrior,

red; the priest, white (xii. 188. 5
;
in ii. 30. 24 k<lljHi<i<i means

time, not color) may possibly indicate a real difference of hue

(compare Muir, S.T. i. 140
; Zimmer, A. L. p. 113, with literature).

The people in general, botU those of the country ( J<IIIJH/</<I \ and
those of the town (paura\ are divided into the i

people at large
and the common people

'

(mahdj(Mia^prUi<nij<(iia; cf.xii. 321. 143;
xiv. 90. 14) as distinguished en masse from the aristocrats, and so

may include the people-caste proper and its leavings that is,

those following or adopting occupations too low to be recognized
as fit for Aryans (under which name the three upper castes or the

people-caste alone are meant). The statement that < there is no
distinction of castes

'

is meant proleptically, and implies merely
that a man changes his caste in future births on earth in accord-

ance with his acts in this ; so that e. g. a priest
'

might become

yellow and be born as a member of the people-caste,' if he failed

to act as a priest should (via it /'<!//<
tiiayatah ; xii. 188. 10 ff.

;

cf.ib. 239. 13
;
279. 5).f I prefer to keep the significant, if not

absolutely correct, translations of the caste names rather than

their native forms: thus, 'priest' for brdkmana :\ 'warrior'

for ksatrvya (' man of the ruling order
') ;

' man 01 the people
'

for vaigya (literally
'

inhabitant,' or, in the Yedic sense of wig,
a ' clansman ' in general ;

but later confined to members of

such families of the Aryan folk as had not renounced farming

his glory is ddksya (activity), to obey the three castes his duty (21) ;

cf . 295. 1 ff . : a priest who becomes gudradhnrman is degraded ; the slave
becomes a herdsman, however, or a tradesman, if he cannot support
himself by service (3,4); 297.27ff.=M. x. 126 ff. : cf . xiii. 165. 10. The
pseudo-Epic also declares the slave to be the next removed from a beast

(xiii. 118. 24), but in its religious portions admits that a slave may, like

the other castes, get a reward for fasting (uposita, xiii. 132. 14) ; just as
it says that one of the slave-caste may be made a student (qrdvayec
caturo varndn krtvd brdhmanam agratah, xii. 328. 49) though the parlk-
?eta rule precedes (47). The caste will be later treated in detail.

* It is an old myth that the people-caste came from the loins or thighs
of God (Brahma or Manu), while the warrior-caste came from his arms,
the priestly, from his head (mouth), and the slave-caste from his foot :

RV. x.90.12; law, Vas. iv. 2 ; B. i. 10.18.6; Epic. Mbh. viii. 32.43 ff. ;

xii. 60. 28 ff.
;
319.90

;
R. iii. 20. 30 ff. (here from Manu).

f Compare Muir, Sanskrit Texts, i. 138 ff. for this religious view and
some quotations on caste-color.

J Compare Latin flamen ; see von Bradke, Beitrdge zur Kenntniss der
vorhistorischen Entwickelung unseres Sprachstammes, p. 13.
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ami tru'lini: t< live an aliMiivtlier military or priestly life);
'dave' for $udra. Out of these elements was made the theo-
ivtical state of the Hindu-. Y t earlier onlv the three upper
easte> were re<-.>r?iixe<l a> A//// / immrtel* I'raetieallv. tlieiv

came in addition an curly ivco<rni/e<l and lurre number of

mixed castes,' feigned all to have heen either degraded branches
of the

pure castes or their illegitimate descendants. (Compare.
8, '..) In reality these were outcasts, made so either

ally 01- naturally (through the increasing tendency of the

fo take up means of livelihood n<>t -auctioned by
the pure), or, far more, remnants of un-Aryan tribes gradually

lilatinir to the body politic of their conquerors, but not
received into rh" ><>cial or religious body. These were in-

d. airaiu, ly ever growing immigration from strictly
Marions of warriors and traders, practically e-termed

hut otherwise despi>ed.f
I Jut from people-caste, slave-caste, pariahs, or foreigners the

f'omp:.' r.l /,/,/,;/ wirritiii t/ilnnl brnluini l.-sntrnii, rif, Cat-
Br. (ii. 1.4. IS. iv. 2. 2. 14 : Weber, Ind. Studie*, x. 18.

m pa re \- i i. 207. 41-45, for the disesteem felt for foreigners ; xiv. 78. 25,
for th. distinction between Kiratas, Yavanas, with other barbarians,
an<l Aryans ; or vi. 9. 61, etc. : and xiii. 48 and 49 for the whole account
of tin* mixed cartes. The recoil from strangers is not much gr
however, than that of high caste from low caste in the developed -tale:

Jfl with equals: let priests talk with priests ; warriors, with \\,n

n of the people, with men of the people ; slaves, with slaves,'
'. 11-12. Yet in ;i moral sense even the mixed castes are better

than 1 1 !

|
MI re if the hittrrdonotdoas they ought, iii. 180. 25-36. The high

i in which certain foreigners, such as the Yavanas, were held
U wholly due t< the military point of view (see below). Aside from this

accident they were aH despicable, no matter whence they came, although
the Madrakas were chief in positive unhliness and in the anti-Aryan
character of their civilization. The Northerners in general were as bad
as the rest. The sole exception is that of the storied Northern Kurus.

I'on as occupying an earthly Hyperborean paradi-e.
The flank of Mount Mem is in one place given as their home (dakxinen n In

nUanii \ i. 7. 2), but they Bi led as real

people of the North m mo-t oaaeB. wit h la ws more conservative than the
South. -nier> (81 in i I with a typical felicity (as in the

!id I,*, ii. in:;. -.) : so blessed in fact that while ><nne happy
th to Indra' - h.-aveii. ..ther.s -o tothe Northern Knri8(xv.

88. 18 ff. ), as a sort of earthly heaven. A gate sixteen //

Deblocked up and prevent their passage ; but they can now pass through
;i that they ueiv half-real, half-mythic*] <> the

IKX'ts. Olliei pl\ l.arliariaiiH, on a par with the

is, which latter race may be blessed only l>\ changing its way of
n adherent f Aryan rule- . \n. ];;."). 2s

n.t.-\\..rth\ \& the tutoyer (tvaihkdra) ol a lave in iiL 187. 5-6,
and I iy a (Tindala ira wi c&wlnltt m<i)mr viCO^,

"imitra to the

^vapaca bhavan m 66, //./// in sn tlioimh the oustoni in to exchange
thou' with 'llr

1 without ceremony. Itut lh.- nil.- i^ that, though
persons y the same age may be addroiwed with thou.
neither '

t i, :il name -lioiild ] -ai-l t. tho-e that are better
.11. i i:v U //."/ mfulhcyarii ca
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ruling caste held itself at less or greater intervals aloof. The
warriors mingled with tin* people-caste, indeed, but not by
preference. Intercourse with all below this line was held with

the mutual understanding that such union was temporary, and
tolerable only on the ground of expediency. On the contrary,
the priestly and knightly castes were always together, for ill or

good. But in either case they were distinguished as the aristoc-

racy from all others, more or less plebeian. They fought bit-

terly, and learned each the other's strength. They became

friendly, joined on the basis of mutual advantage, and from
that time on were as one, above the lower order.

But how were all these classes politically united 'I What
part had each in the state-organization ? Whence, above all,

came the huge revenues necessary to the establishment of a

fighting force liable to be called out at any time, and too proud
itself to subsist on its own manual labor ?*

At a time such as that represented by the first story of the

Epic, the warrior was always a robber and pillager. This life

was the knight's support. Forays and cattle-lifting provided
needed gain. Meantime, although occasionally called into the

field, the people (such I name the united ' clansmen' whom
conservatism partly retained, and the pride of others forced

into a caste) continued the peaceable occupations once shared

alike by all members of the folk, and were enabled to build

up that substantial wealth that was to make them the later sup-

port of the state. But, as time went on, the levies upon the

people's wealth, that during an age when feud was the constant

condition had been rare, irregular, and generally unnecessary, be-

came with growing civilization more frequent. The king no

longer raids along the border. He lives in a walled town, sur-

rounded by a court of polished nobles. War is a serious busi-

ness, and means often not an attack on out-lying savage races,

but a campaign against another Aryan realm grown powerful
and civilized as his own. Moreover, as the country becomes

settled, the pastime of hunting serves to amuse the war-men
in the intervals of fighting, and a costly idle court must be

maintained. The people of the country, no longer obliged to

retire daily to the mud-built ' fort
' for protection from the bar-

barians, spread themselves over the land, in open ranches or

half-defended villages, to protect which outposts of soldiers are

established, new forts are built, and so new towns developed,
but always with increasing expense to the people at large and

particularly to the people-caste, in whose hands rests the poten-
tial basis of supplies. Larger and larger grow the flocks of

the ranchmen
;
a busier traffic arises. The knights are heavy

* The military-caste-man, if poor, might become a farmer, but only
as a resource in need (see below). Otherwise he could be made to work
manually only in order to pay a fine : M. ix. 229.
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consumer- of wealth, hut must be supported. The court and
its army become a great load. And now regular and nppre>-
mvetaxefl begin to fall upon tin 4

>upporting caste. War or

peace, funds must come into the royal treasury. The>e funds
an- drawn from the

people-caste.
The king is the *

keeper of

wealth" i/
f

/V////w/-.\'///. \ii. :':_' I. I 4:' i as oppo>ed to the 'common
people': hut the>e furni>h it, and then come to beg of him in

need.

The .settlements, it may he observed. of the Aryan popula-
tinn may he elaed in three divisions. The largest. calle<l ciiv

or town (nayttra, //"/*/ 1. was an outgrowth of tlie village
'/-An. and is represented as walled; while the village

is a collection of houses around a fort (V/'//y/"). The village
it-elf i- often no more than the natural development of the

y//"?'/. or cattle-ranch, which the king is bound to have

guarded, and >eems to have converted in favorable places into

a >niall village hy erecting a fort like that around which the

////////// nat u
rally

arose (compare \ii.<9. 35). With thi> ////".>/.

and on a par with it, are sometimes mentioned the small barba-
rian >ettlemeni- called jxtlll ( j>((//~i(//t<>s(~/h,

\\\. '-\'26. 20). The
radical dilTeivnce between the tfliosa and yraimi am^ears to be

u-ually not so much (piantitative as qualitative. The graimi*
S the earliest form of settlement, presuppoM's a /////v/// or

fort (defense) of some kind as its nucleus; while the //////./

i>onieiimes callel //v//*/ 1 i- an uiitpnst from city or village, and
a co\v-pen develope<l into a ranche, and lience into a village h\

ddition <>f a fort to protect it after it had become a centre

of population. The word t/rfiimi is ii()t, however, invariably

aj>plied to a natural growth from within, but may be u-ed of

nmunity artificially planted. a> in ii..". si. where we read:
d a city, town's (villages) are made, like unto the eit\ :

and hord.T-\ illages (prdnff'/h}. like unto the town>* (tlmug
1

xwac at lie Talcutta edition n ////</-

// _'

16).
( 'liaracteri-tic of India i> the

all the countr iard again-t drought (ii. .">. 77>. llowtln*

omnieiidatioii in thi> >:inie passage of pond>. to be built over
'

e0W-p0n' maj practically become a village is illu>trated

bally in the u>- of //">/////. ctymolM^ically a cow-pen.
11

Thi>

WOK ; of any general a einhly, a> in the proverbial
of him that liveth in a village i> the mouth of

i; but the
g

> -pen ( the place where gd> a.->emble)

i- the loii.-ly torent.'* As to the con-tit utioiial p,,\\,-r..f the

*xii \>} = nil><iuilh<ini rnjjnrct&V&gr.
pr.iM-rli. l.ikr th

.,rn. .1 prieitl M8, ll.:it tl B ilv. wli.-ll..-r Ih.-.v

..rest.' DidSfar William Jones get hiHiMMMn
\\ I utes a Bt.i :i. .1 l.Mttlemente or labored

mouiul. Tin' -k wall or moated gate, but in- I passage?
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villages. \ve have no reason to believe that they had any polit-
ical rights beside tin- liberty given to them by the royal over-

Beer. It i-. however, an aphorism of the legal literature that

villages shall he their own authority in matters so especially

private 01 of >u<-h family interest as the olervances at wed-

dings and funerals. In such foreign rite is to be im-

posed, but local usage shall obtain ( Par. d. S. i.8. !).

But it is by no means the Hindu conception of the king's
othVe that the people-caste exists to support it while the throne

is free of responsibility. No theory could have appeared more
absurd to the Aryan law-givers. The people-caste is a part
of the Aryan population, and must not be oppressed. The
connection between the king and the people-caste is based on

a theory of mutual advantage. The people-caste must be

taxed; but the relation between the taxing and taxed parties is

always explained in a way evidently calculated to appeal to the

latter's business sense. That relation is, in a word, trade. A
barter, as is often candidly said, of so much movable property
for so much protection. Two things men desire security and
wealth. The people-caste has the latter and wants the former

;

the military-caste wants the latter and can provide the former.

Let us trade, then, says the Hindu, and on the following basis.

The taxes shall be low when no danger is at hand. When war
is expected, the price of security rises

;
the levies on the peo-

ple's wealth shall be greater. The king shall maintain a

standing army, and make all the sacrifices necessary to keep
the gods in good humor. For this the people shall pay. In

return the king shall undertake to keep guard over the coun-

try, and defend the* agricultural and mercantile classes not only
from foes without but from foes within, making good their

losses by theft in time of peace, and in time of war keeping
them safe from harm, agreeing to become responsible for their

sins in the next world if he fails in this after having exacted

taxes. The king was thus held responsible to the people for

his part of the bargain, and suffered a penalty if he did not

fulfil his contract. In small matters, as for instance where a

merchant had his goods stolen, the king (his servants) had
first to seek for the thief

;
but if he was not found, the money

had to be refunded from the treasury. In event of a great
war with defeat, however, where it was absolutely impossible
for the king to return the property lost, the people had the

satisfaction of knowing that a portion of their sins, or, so to

speak, their debts to hell, had been transferred to account of the

Compare vs. 90 : prdkdraig ca puradvdrdih prdsdddic ca prthagvidhdih,
nagardni na qobhante hlndnibrdhmanottamdih, etc. According to the

Ag. P. the kharvafa is a town' in si/,<- !><( \veen city and village (256. 18) ;

this appears to be unknown to the Epic.
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kind's soul, ami in this way some compensation would IK- theirs

hereafter, if not in this life, for the kin--'- laihnv to fulfil his

leiral obligation of proteeting.*
Such is the view most frequently assumed and expressed

when the relations between tin- hu>iness clas.se> and tin- kiun-

are discussed. Such a class as this third caste needs, therefore,
to be very definitely determined in its social and political limits

ln-fMiv we can mala- an absolute estimate of the ruling or

\ ca>te. In fact, the hitter's power can be best shown hv

finding first the relative portion of the people in respect of the

state at large. What then was the people-caste '.

The priestly caste formed an undivided whole, except for in-

ternal di>trihutions of studies, wheVehv one member learned

more than another of some special branch of a pursuit equally

pen to all. Except for the kind's family-priest, and the elec-

tion of certain members of the caste to offices bestowed by the

kinir. (> ii' member was
politically

the same as another. The

warrior-caste, except for plutocratic distinctions, and the special

ability acquired by special members in special acts of warfare,
was also a political unit. The slave-caste consisted of so many
equal-reckoned slaves. But not so with the people-caste. Here
we have class within caste in three well-organized hodies, rad-

ically different in their occupations and socially apart. These
three IHMJK- met. indeed, on the common basis of their Arya-
ship in a theoretical view of the state; and the narrower bond
of their mutual origin from that part of the people that had

gradually confined itself to a business life brought them closer

her than they stood as a whole when opposed to the priests
or the warriors. I Jut for all that, they were not one body with
like aim.- and needs. Their three -nhdivi.-ions were, historically,
as follows. First, the great body of ranchmen, the cattle- rai-

ing population, with their dependants, the herdsmen and cow-

*As ili. kintf is
personally responsible for the good conductor tin-

state, any sums stolen in hi> realm IMM-.. MM- iii- Tlu
amount stolen must be refunded cither from hi-<\vn pur-i- '>/ A-O^I/I

roni someone th:it -upp.,rt- him-df :' that Is, IM- -ln.ul.1 l:ikc it

fp>||i Mlierof tllC pcople-ea>te t he eommclitat"!

gests 'a trader'). The financial n-pon.il.il it \ Ifl ilui- l:iicr |.ut iipnii the

poor people-caste,
hut the vpinmal looi i- the -I ln^ ministers'

10.18; no rwtriotion ol - made here, but may
i|.lici| |,\ the context '.-ill JH saved i!

the IIHIII
'

.ilUc j> the
and gods revere a just oiu- : the Kin- sharefl the

the virtue of the folk ;
hut the c\ il he -h.-o-es ; ,

the ministers.
1 'Hetb ing himself goes to bell

|'l"|n [g (I ....... , ..lltls-

cate<l mill

passage abovc
\ll-h'ul. i .

\\ :,i IP i
. I ...nl of Karth. I'n :

..I M, n. , ,x ihe ml.
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boys. Next, the agriculturists or farmers, who raised grain,
and their smaller imitators, who raised fruit and vegetables.
Last, the whole trading population, whether on sea or land, con-

tinually haying intercourse with foreign trailers, whether trav-

eling about the country in caravan> or located in one town.

Beside these three divisions, there is a continual row of

smaller similar occupations, leading by insensible degrees into

the work formally declared to he unlit for Aryans. First, per-

haps, money-lending may be mentioned; widen, if not an early

departure, was one that shows us the gradual extension of caste-

functions; for we can still trace its despised appearance, and

gradual encouragement, till it is finally received as a legitimate
occupation for the twice-born. Here lies, too, the whole mass
of mechanics, artizans, carpenters, peddlers, and the like

;
and

the frequent denunciation of those that have embraced such oc-

cupations shows us clearly how often the line between respect-
able and objectionable labor was crossed by Aryans. Such

commingling of Aryan and un-Aryan must have begun very
early ;

and I fancy that in the earliest period of the Epic the

people-caste had already a more and more uncertain line divid-

ing it from the
vulgar

a view supported by the circumstance
cited below, that this caste is, in spite of Arya-ship, apt to be
set along with the slave-caste against the two more exclusively

Aryan castes of the warriors and priests.* The formal law in

enumerating the three (recognized) classes of the people-caste
sometimes reverses the order, and puts the trading-class before

the cattle-raisers. This is not only historically wrong, but is

contradicted by the arrangement elsewhere preferred in the na-

tive texts. In fact, it is even stated that raising cattle is the

only business fit for the people-caste, and that any other occu-

pation is wrong,f

* I do not mean that the army did not also contain a host of un-

Aryans. These never commingled and grew together as did the peo-
ple-caste and the outsiders, but were always oil and water in one jar.

f 'A man of the people should bestow gifts, go over the holy texts,
make sacrifice, and get wealth ; in doing which let him take care of

cattle, and be devoted to them as a father is to his sons ; any other
business that he performs would be for him a wrong business, since the
Creator entrusted cattle to the people-caste' (xii. 60. 23

; 23-24 = M. ix.

327). The law, which allows a
priest

that cannot support himself to
follow the occupation of the third caste, also specifies agriculture before
trade (which the priest may carry on only with certain limitations), but
admits that many object to this pursuit (for a

priest)
on account of the

necessary cruelty involved the plough injuring the creatures in the

earth, and the yoke hurting the cattle (iii.208.23, ahinsd : cf. i. 63. 11,
the ideal place where '

they do not yoke miserable cattle' : cf. M. x. 83
;

Gaut. x. 3ff.). This objection is also brought against agriculture by the
trader or * scales-man' (tulddhdra), whose own boast is that his * scales
are the same for everybody,' while he also objects to raising cattle, be-
cause it is necessary to castrate them and bore their nostrils (xii. 263. 1

, 6,

11, 37). Compare Par. G. S. i. 69 for late inversion of trades.
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( )nce the folk at large, the united clansmen of the Aryan
people, the people-caste liad thus lost its ancient universal prac-

and In-come confined to industry and trade. Gradually,
from when each warrior was rich in cattle and each cattle-

raiser ready to answer to a call for arms, there came a separa-
tion <>f interests. Sonic grew to depend on their bows and

swords, and, finding fighting nioiv agreeable than labor of

hands, settled more and more upon the life which the king
lived, and took him as their model. They became 'king's
men/ the older name of those forming the warrior-caste.

Tlu-y arose from the people and left them. Some, again, con-

fined themselves to study and religion, and before long gained
and kept the fame of being the gods' special ministers. They
also arose from the people and left them. And so the
i clansmen' or '

people' grew socially smaller and became the

people-caste in name the whole, in fact a part, and a rap-

idly degrading part of the population. But a shadow of their

former might remained far into the Epic period. Of this, be-

low. The three occupations, already developed in the Vedic

age, now abandoned by the warriors and priests, were cherished

by the people-caste. Indeed, so rapidly do we find the sub-

divisions appearing in the light of demarcated professions that

we even notice a differentiation between the people-caste on the

one hand and the traders on the other, showing that agricult-
ure and cattle seemed still more peculiarly the people's work.*

Mut the development of commercial interests was sufficient

ultimately to cause the establishment of a sort of trade-unions

or guilds. These may belong in their full development to a
late period, but we find them mentioned early (so in the law-

book of Mami) as of
importance.

Such corporations had their

own rules and laws subject to the king's inspection, the king
not heing allowed (theoretically) to have established or to es-

tahli>h any law> that contradicted those already approved or

-auctioned by usage. The heads of these corporations are men-
tioned together with the prie-t- as political factors of weight,
whose views are worth grave consideration; as an informal

instance of which, we 1ind a prince defeated in battle and
ashamed ton-turn hoim 'for what/ he exclaim-. '>hall I have

to say to my relative-, to the priots, and to the heads of the

* ' There the men of the people (vAicydh) do nm in jure cattle, nor do
the merchant* .l.-.-il irtth falfle weight indtA, 1.64.21-

fOt piotCH than
flu- l:m<l-trader Spoken !' in tli, Kpir. tin-

' nirn-liant \viv.-k. . I \viili ship
destroyed' being a much l'\.-<i nu'taplior. romp, n

.'. Not a coaster but a deep-flea sailor is meant. Compare
ii. 6.114: 'Do tin- n..-n li.mt- licit ha ir for the sake
of gain pay no more than i h-ir pr..p.-r -inppe,.- <lm

VOL. 1 1
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corporations ?'* Prominence is given to the guilds in the later

booics of the Epic. There also we lind corporations of every
sort, under the name of gana ; of the members of which the

king is particiilarly recommended to be careful, since enemies
are apt to make use of them by bribery. But dissension is

their weak point. Through dissension and bribery they may
be controlled by the king. On the other hand, 'union is the

safeguard of corporations.'f The power of the corporations is

said to be equal to that of all the king's military dependents ;

4 these two, I think, are equal,' it is said in a passage where the

strength of the kingdom is reckoned (unless the dependents in-

clude servants of every kind)4
The intermingling of un-Aryan with Aryan in this caste is

perhaps indicated by the fact that the cowboys, who watched
lor instance the royal cattle, spoke a dialect unintelligible to

the Aryans, unless the latter had especially learned it.

Kings, of course, are always surrounded by interpreters ;
but

this may be referred simply to the effect of the foreign popula-
tion.!

Two additions to the cattle-raising population are to be found
outside of the people-caste. The king is himself a large owner
and breeder of cattle, and personally superintends the con-

dition of his flocks at certain times in the year. The whole
care is taken, of course, by the cowboys, whose ranches the

king visits, when for example the cattle are to be branded.

Large gifts of kine are given to kings by foreign allies, and we can
still trace pure cattle-raiding expeditions in the Epic story. Such

given or stolen cattle were kept for the king. On the other

hand, there is comparatively early evidence to show that the

priests also, though not personally attending to the duties of

the calling, . yet carried on more or less cattle-raising and agri-
culture on their own account, employing the third caste to do
the labor.

The third or people-caste has thus, as regards their duties,

quite undefined borders. The humblest tender of cows for a

master may be of this caste, or the work may be done by one
outside the Aryan ranks. The priest and king share the gain

*
iii. 249. 16 ; xii. 54. 20. The $reni or guild thus includes unpriestly cor-

porations. Cf. R. vi. 111. 18.

f xii. 107. 32 ; xii. 59. 49, prenimukhyopdjapena ; N. understands mili-

tary frent, M. viii. 41. An interesting list of trades- is found R. ii. 90. 10 ff .

In the same work the collocation of ' assemblies and corporations' is to
be noted (pariifaddfy $renaya$ ca, R. ii. 120. 5). The further distribution
of a popular crowd implied in sayodha^reninigamah (janah, R. ii. 123. 5)
is apparently later than the Epic.

\ I should here be inclined to take mania as native soldiers, bhifta as
mercenaries, were it not for the commentator, xv. 7. 8.

Their dialect, bhasfd, has to be acquired by Aryans : iv. 10. 1.

j Sarvabha?avidah, i. 207. 39
; but sarvabhd?yavidah, xii. 321. 15.
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of the profession, and practically intrude on the emoluments

theoretically set apart f<>r the people-caste.
What was the condition of the small farmers through the

realm ( We cannot say, further than in their relation to the state

as tax-pavers. Of the daily worker, shepherd, cowherd, farm-

help, we have, however, a chance didactic verse that informs us
in regard to his wage. In this passage the lowly laborer is a
man of the people-caste : or rather, the people-caste is under-
stood to consist of laborers, as a look at the context will show.
After the common formula that the people-caste should tend

cattle,, we read : 'he should receive the milk of one cow for the

care of every EBXJ if he tend a hundred head of cattle, he
should receive a pair; in the case of (dealing for the master of

the) flocks or in agricultural labor, his general share should be
one-seventh of the proceeds or of the increase, but in the case

nail cattle (not horned) only a small part (one-sixteenth/)*

Although points of direct contact between the royal and peo-

ple-castes are, except in the matter of taxation, rarely to be
found in the Epic, yet the account of the distribution of the

kini'ly power, as preserved in both Epic and legal literature,
ta to the fact that the people were in general at the mercy

of the king's vicegerents, and that the peojJle-caste must have
In -en especially exposed to their predatory natures.f

In dex-rihiug the 'care of the empire,' tradition divides the

realm into seven factors. Of these the first five are the king
himself, his mini>ter>. the treasury, army, and allies

;
the last

two are the country-people, and the capital, or 'the citv.'J In

'the city' the king (theoretically) superintended all duties, even
to the adjustment of prices. He had delegates (whom he ap-

pointcd through the land) to do this for him in other towns and

villages. They were stationed chiefly as military commanders.
We fortunately have pre>erved the >ystem of government by
which the towns lying out of the king'- direct >upervi>inn were

\ for. The decimal system of classification (found again in

the army i i< imt necessarily a sign of late origin for this array

*xii.60.24ff., tathd crfy/e Av/A/ /./<"/< Hi. p.m-nt heses are due to the
commentator. The amount given is the workman's *

yearly pay
*

(sdrii-

riitxnrl hlirtih .

''

t-<-liiiic:il 'if<ii/>ih or <s' of ill.' lnislMimlman inrhulr.

however, only t invasion (a point conti.-i.li- t<ry of Megasthen
account). But see i rly Ag. P. 288.46; nml -* \tnuah

\ iM-lieve, not defined in the Epic by text or commentator, In it

|l;nn'<l by a native lexie>: 10 <-'n-i-tniK >f l. ! mm-h
10 rain ;

3. w\\ mice or
'

tlir r<Miiitr\i. Tli- l'|>i' pin -
t In in with sick-

ihvsical a
'

things accord-

ing t<> tii. -ii .ju.iini!- in. i r.* .1 limit s t> tin -in in the worda of a

pen! v.01.17. For <l. -Unit inn see P. W.).
: different order in xii. 821 . 154-5. Compare M. iz. 294-297.
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of ohViaU; but. though coinciding in all respects with the

plan authorized by the legal 1 n -a ti>cs, since it represents as it

mu>t an imperial policy rather than that of a limited kingdom
the inference i> fair that the >ystem was one adopted only after

the foundation of great empires, belonging therefore to the later

Epic.
According to this system, the king with his town officers sees

to the royal capital,
while he is represented in other towns by

men selected either from the priestly, the warrior, or the people-
castes. It is the duty of these men to

protect,
each his village,

their territory from robbers
;
more particularly, those that gov-

ern a village must keep it and the surrounding country to the

distance of a kroqa (about two miles) in all directions free from

thieves, and are bound to repay to the losers whatever is stolen

within this district. In the case of a large town the distance

guarded is four times as great. They had also to collect the

taxes from their districts.* The Epic describes the allotment

of territory thus. Every town or village was presided over by
a vicegerent, who was under a superior officer called ' ruler of

twenty
' towns or l ruler of a hundred.' In a gradually extend-

ing circle these overseers received tribute, heard reports, passed
them on to the oife of next highest authority, and he to the

next, till revenues and reports focused in the king, the lord of

all. The king should create one over-lord to be the governor
of a thousand villages (i. e. here as example, over the whole

realm) ;
all the villages are to be divided into groups, or depart-

ments, of one hundred villages each
; these, again, are subdi-

vided into counties of twenty each and ten each, while a head-

man is to be appointed over each division, reckoning from the

village as a unit. The head-man or mayor of each village

(grdrrtasya adhipatih) sends to the ten-village-man or county
officer (dagagrdml) returns of all the crimes committed in his

village,t and the ten-village-man in turn sends his report to

the twice-ten-man (dviyundyl or vingatipaK)
' who in turn

passes his collected reports to the hundred-village-man (grd-

maqatddhyaksaK), from whom they go to the general governor

(adhipatih). The officer in each division draws his own in-

come from the province placed under his control : one village

provides support for the village-man ;
the village-men from

ten villages supply the ten-village-man, etc. The ruler of a

hundred villages ought to have to supply his needs the revenue

derived from one whole flourishing town, while the thousand-

*M. vii. 115-125 ; Yaj. i. 321 ; Ap. ii. 10. 26. 4ff.

t Grdmado$dh ; probably the returns are sent monthly.
j The ruler of ten is also called daqapafy ; and the ruler of one village,

grdmikafy.
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village-man has a large city, gold, grain, etc., appropriated to

uae,*

Beside these special supervisors, each city should be provided
with one gfiu-ral "Hirer, a mayor i (\ <r Mij>rrinren<k'iit of affairs,

wliM-r utlicial title is
*

he-that-thinks-alMiut-i'Vi-rvthing' ; his du-

ties are not (letiiu-d.f A military garrison is stationed in every
tuwn and along tin- border-forte

;
and the realm js watched by

military police, ivcuin mended as guards of the city parks (j>

/////?////) and other crowded places.^ Such is the later 'defense
of the realm/ a> distinguished from the earlier single fort and
environs.

Many of these cities are, of course, those brought under the

sway of the king. We may a>sume. since the general officers

here described are particularly urged not to exceed their

powers, and to be tender-hearted toward the unfortunate (a

plea often urged before kings, as in Narada's great sermon in

the Sabha). that they exercised pretty free control and were apt
to abuse it. In fact, with an uncertain rate of taxation, they
could practically demand what

tliejr pleased. The proper rate

of taxation is not certainly established in the Epic, but at its

best was very severe. Agriculture is always implied. It is

* It is said in the second book that there are five general officers of the

military caste in each town as collectors. What their exact functions
tin- Epic does not say (kac </< rlifn-nh L-rfujn-ujrnlh fnn'icn /*///(//

ftliitt'ili. /,-* ///<////
knryanti mfiihutyn rfyanjanagpade turn. ii.

the contest shows that panca refers to officers of towns). I suspect that
...ll.'iin- litre refers to collecting the regular taxes. One thousand
villages given away as a ' means of livelihood '

is not uncommon in the
tiiM- "i tin- < -inpin s : compare e. g. R. ii. 31. 10. According to Maim the
lord of t-n villages has as much as can be cultivated by twelve oxen ;

f t\\.my villages, by five times that ; of one hundred, the produce of
a village; of a thousand, the revenue of a town. This certainly seems
an older version than that of the Epic. The word kuln. hen- employed,
lain! enough for a family, i- in'rrprrtnl ly t In- eominnitators as '

\\ hat
can be ploughed bv twelve oxen.1

fThis
*

one-thinker-about-everything' (ekah aarvdrthacintakab) ap-
pears to be an additional officer, not a snl^t n ute for the city-lord; vd

..1. M \ii. l,'l 123. The
description

is found xii. 87. 1 flf. Mill

tary garrisons are H
i

> Kn i ih.69.0ff. They are to be station. 1 through
the realm, and on the border-land.

Compa> .'tr.. l-Jl. in. \\-h.-iv ;i L 1 1 rison guards each town.
We learn litUe oi these offloers from the law. in M. \. i-:', : x i.64

i Mi.h. \iii. 105.10; xii. 297. 25-20) tin- tlnvr n|.|.i-r castes have adhlkdra,
I. in not th.- -^hive-caste; extending (in tin- LI-I. law) to any* rule of

Manu adhikara of law and of mines). Hut in thr Mpi.- pi
cal rule we finl tin- >laves have a errtain authority (see below).
These. .Hi .-mil all royal otBoert, exempted

I imjiurii I l>\ t lir lr:i1 Ii <M

15 ;
^i. r, W8-95.

iliat Miti'lu -tri-tu-ss in ti 'nally less
than at I;

tC
4
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only in iiii ideal realm that we find 'in that place there was no
confusion of caste.-, and no minim: or agricultural labor.'*

In practical life
4 the kinr must not be too kind, he must

not cut off his own root, he must tax as he finds necessary.'f
The proper rax. to levy which the king i> enjoined, and in tak-

ing which he dne> no \vnuig.' is in the proportion of one sixth

of the annual gain got by the party taxed, with special rules for

special cases. This regular rate is not regarded as imposing a

heavy tax. Further statutes show that it may be increased, and

permit even a fourth of the annual income to be so taken ' in

time of need,' i. e. when danger threatens the king in each

case incurring the same proportion of the people's sins if he
does not return the barter-value of this tax in 4

protecting
the

people
'

: especially, as is once sharply added,
' the better classes

of people, and the wealthy classes.':):

*i. 68. 6 : na varnasamkaro na krf?ydkarakjy janah.
f v. 84. 18. The further advice that the king should be merciful toward

his people 'as if toward the gods
'

(ib. 38. 41) is, as shown by many ex-

amples, based rather on the utilitarian principle that ' a realm is like a
cow ; it must not be over-milked' (xii. 87. 13-21), than on any principle
of abstract right. An idea of what was reasonable in taxation may be
drawn from the converse of a rule in regard to the king's expenditures.
We are told that he ought to be every morning informed of what he
has spent, and that his (yearly) expenditure ought not to cover more
than three fourths of his income (ii. 5. 70-72). That is to say, he ought
to tax heavily enough largely to increase his actual needs in private and
public outlay. One half, one quarter, or three quarters, are given as
the legitimate ratios of expense to income. The account is kept by
calculators

'

(ganakalekhakdfy).
\ All traders' taxes, by legal and Epic rule, are to be apportioned ac-

cording to the conditions under which the goods are presented for taxa-
tion : that is to say, a merchant's wares are to be taxed ' after the king
has carefully considered the price at which they are to be sold, and were
bought, and the distance they have been carried' ; where an impost
duty is intended. The artisan also must be taxed in such a way that
4 both the king and the artisan may get profit.' Taxation more than
1

legal
'
is decried; larger taxes must not be demanded, it is sometimes

said, but begged for, and that from all the castes, except the priests
(xii. 87. 13-21; 71. 15). But when the king conquers and is conscious that
his taxes are not unjustly levied, then '

let the king address his new
people, saying

"
give me the rightful tax ;" if they give it, it is well

;
if

not, let them be forced '

(xii. 95. 2). The proper tax is formally given as

above, i. 213. 9; xii. 24, 11 ff.; 69. 25 ; 139. 100. The yearly income is re-

garded as the basis of reckoning the tax in cattle-increase and grain-
increase. Compare ii. 5. 78, and M. vii. 80. The Calcutta reading in ii. 212

(=5. 78) pddikam ca gatam is certainly to be rejected for the Bombay
pratyekam ca gatam. The king is here advised to befriend the husband-
men when the crops are poor, and to take one in the hundred of the in-

crease as a moderated equivalent of the normal tax ; not to tax (more
heavily than before) at the rate of twenty-five per cent. The possi-

bility of the kingdom's existing without taxation seems especially to
irritate the compilers of the pseudo-Epic. They revert to tne subject
again and again, and prove that the king must have wealth

;
his army,

his happiness, his virtue depend on it ; 'as a robe conceals a woman's
nakedness, so does wealth conceal sin ; therefore let him get wealth,
even if he be sinful

'

(xii. 133. 7). The twelfth book says in effect to the
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The authority of Megasthenes, if rightly reported, would in-

duce us to believe that the agriculturists hold the land as ten-

ants to the king, and that the gain of rents goes into the royal

treasury, besides the payment of a fourth part of the crops as

tax. Except on tin* principle of the Hindu proverb, that 4 the
CM\\- i sccmiiiirl vi belongs t<> the calf, the cowherd, the owner,
and the thiei, but he that

gjets
the milk is the real owner' (xii.

ITl.o
2),

we must decline in toto to accept this statement as

valid lor the times covered ly the Epic narration, and, since

they represent a more imperial policy than that depicted in the

native works, conclude either that Megasthenes is misquoted
in

respect
of land ownership and taxes, or that he speaks of

a muiu part of the land where such custom prevailed, or writes

<>f times different from that represented by Epic didactic poe-

try. Arrian says that Megasthenes saw only a little of India
;

but I am inclined to think that the present difference between
the quarter and the sixth as a regular grain (income) tax indi-

cates a difference of time rather than 01 locality, and that the

Epic coinciding with the law represents in this point an ideal,

or older state of affairs than that found by the Greek (c. 300
B. C.).*

king :
' rules do not hold in certain contingencies ; do not ordinarily

tax too much ; but yet let your first care be to keep your treasury full ;

if it is necessary to tax heavily in order to this end, do so ; money is the
chief thin- : wealth is a necessity ; let the king imitate the people, they
make as much as they can ; for poverty is a crime '

(xii.180.83 to end).
The VM> -i I i>tinguishing between protection for the people in general
and tlu- I tetter classes (xii. 24. 17, cf/n7(- cdrydg ca satkdryd mdvaiisaq ca,
.... gomino (UKmnnn- nil" rn ]>(irii><ll>/<l riri-xdtiilj) is, despite the com-
mentator, especially in tin- interest of the rich men of the people: 'War-
riors, Aryans (the people-caste), and sages (priests) should all be treated
well : tho-e rich in cattle and those possessing property should be es-

pecially well protected.' As to the moral guilt incurred by a king
through hi-, i>eoi>le's sin see below. It is remarked in xiii.61.82
thai the people ought to kill the rascal of a king who does not

j>r
them' iinil.-sitt'n-iiiii luirfunt lit ril<>i>f<lr(iiii tim~ii/<ikn in . tain nil rriju htlii'n

luiiiifiih iH-tijnh saiiiiiiilii/ii )iiri/liriuiin ; in ;!:{..*////. . . . inhantavyaJ).
* Of the seven social orders that Megasthenes notes, the first in the

lie second, tin- ;rjriculturi>t-. u),,, -
1". at ly outnum-

tieoihen. Tln->e al.-tain from war. he says, and from all other

puUi -,, i \ i,,.. spending tlieir time in agriculture: ;md no enemy in-

lures the crops, oecause everyone looks on the agricultural class as a
pul. lie benefactor whence the richness of the uninjured land. He
continues, as quoted by Diodorus an above, with the words:
0i(ri-<ji rT firt riff ^<j/>', <.>/; o/. *ai Tfc elf T^V irtihv xara-

0Aoru>< . At x^f"" r& *r-

^'KlfV 00ffl'/ : <-V}/f M
rttiuorut TerA/mrv tit rd flr \ class Megasthe-

nes rightly dis' from these farmen the becdonen, tlMDoerds,
and poorer members of the people-caste ; for though tb -etKaiix one,

M we haveseen. in reaiit\ a diti ndweare
not surprised to find no hint from ihe Ur.-i-k observer that the two
classes belong Thete ; rcr people, lie says, are great hunt-
CIB; thry do n.,i Hire in towns or TfllagM, but ffwrvfry 44 /* : ev-
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The statement tliat the king holds all the land as his own

(and disposes of it as he will is n<t an unnatural deduction

from the fact that the kinir may give a way as much land as

he likes, and is the ' lord .f all' (compare Bfkhler on M. viii.

39). Still, practically the ownership is voted in each heredi-

tary occupant; his right is secured hy title; boundary disputes
are settled by careful surveys : no sin is graver than 'depriving
a priest of land,' nor any glory greater than 'giving land to a

priest;' so that we may doubt it this right of universal owner-

ship was exercised. No tax is put upon land: that is, no rent

is paid for it. All the taxes of the law and Epic are arranged
on the basis of increase in the year's stock, a part of which

must be paid as tax
;
but it is nowhere implied that such a tax

is regarded as rent for the land. The * fourth part,' evidently
declared by Megasthenes to be the proportion exacted, contra-

dicts the perpetual statement of native authorities, that the pro-

portion on grain is one-sixth, and one-fourth only in emergen-
cies. Indeed, one of the standing epithets of the king is based

on this proportion ;
he is called often the sadbhdgin,

' he that

gets one-sixth.'* Such taxes in cattle, grain, and merchandise

were levied in kind. Besides custom house duties,
' a piece in

kind ' for the king was exacted of merchants
;
that is, beside

the apportioned duty, they surrendered one specimen of their

goods to the royal treasury.f

idently the inhabitants of the gho$a. To complete this foreign descrip-

tion, we find the Greek's ' fourth class' to be what the Hindus call a

part of the * mixed castes' namely, the artisans and manufacturers of

implements, who pay no tax, but draw grain from the royal treasury :

that is, if they are employed by the king as army artisans, or v>ther-

wise serviceable. Compare M. vii. 126, where from one to six panas a

month, clothing every semester, and a tub of grain every month, are

given to the menials of the royal household (as some say, the grain in-

creasing with the money for the better servants). The tax of ordinary
artisans is in kind, according to the native accounts. Megasthenes's
class of warriors is touched on below

;
the sixth caste is that of the

'

ephors,' probably the rulers described above : ovrot 61 irohoirpaynovovvrEg
rrdvra Kal e^opuvre^ TO. Kara rf/v 'IvfiiKj/v arrayyW.ovoi ro/f ftaaifavaiv, eav 6

f/

7ntt*f airruv aftaaiTievrof ?}, rol? apxovaiv. The last class is called the class of

councilors, judges, etc. So Diodorus ; and essentially the same, Arrian
and Strabo. But it is important to notice that Arrian merely says in

regard to the taxes of the agriculturists that '

they pay to the king or
to autonomous cities the 06/xw,' not specifying how much. Strabo says
only that they rent the land, and pay one fourth of the crops in lieu of
tax. Diod. ii.40; Arrian, 11 ; Strabo, xv., p. 703 (Didot).

* It is by giving gifts (to the priests) that the members of the third

caste attain heaven (iii. 150. 51). Now it is said :
' a man of the people-

caste that gives a part of his harvest to the priests after he has taken out
the sixth part (for taxes) is released from sin' (xiii. 112. 19 : yidbhagapa-
riguddharh ca k?$er bhdgam updrjitam, vaigyo dadad dvijdtibhyah

t A king that takes ' even a fourth' is not guilty of wrong
' in a time

of distress' (M. x. 1 IHff.) ; but the legal tax from the people-caste is one
sixth or one eighth on grain, one twentieth on gold and cattle, or only
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All these taxes, it will be noticed, are drawn from the third

estate or
people-caste,

which (including the degraded) appears
in Megastnenes as in native works more properly a neteroge-
IUM.US order, without likeness of parts, than One united caste-

body. All these, however, poor or rich, must pay taxes. Not
so with the soldiers. The latter are practically exempt from
taxati* n : the priests (unless degraded) are so by divine law. It

remained for the fanners and their kind to pay. The freedom
t'mm taxation of the military caste is negatively implied by two
facts first, that servants of the king are not taxed, and all in

military service were called the royal servants (bhrtya, soldiers) ;

second, that the soldiers were not 4

protected,' but did protect,
and therefore it would be clearly against the theory of taxation

as barter to demand tax of the military caste. Only the people-
caste are meant as tax-payers ;

and Megasthenes also implies
that none of the military paid taxes. We must of course ex-

one twelfth on grain and one fiftieth on gold, while in smaller indus-
tries (profits from trees, meat, honey, flowers, skins, pottery, etc.)
one sixth only is known to the code of Manu. See my note on M.
vii. 130. In a fable of the Epic, Manu himself comes to earth and draws
a tax on grain of only one tenth, on gold and cattle of one fiftieth, ac-

cording to xii. 67. 17 ff . The grain-tax is not on the value of the whole
property, but on the gain (contra my note). Gautama's law allows a
tax of a tenth, an eighth, or a sixth (G. x. 24. 25) ; and the last is usually
recognized by all law books as the right (grain) tax (Vas. i. 42, raja t u

dharmend 'nufdsat s<i*fh<nii dhanasya hared anyatni brdhimtmlt. So
Baudh. 'i. 10. 18. 1). The Ramayana, too, has verses to the same effect :

' A king may take one sixth, provided he protects
'

(R. iii. 10. 12-16).
The expression

4

gold' includes all mercantile transactions, according to
some commentators. Gautama says that one twentieth is the duty
(culka, as distinguished from bali, tax) on all merchandise, but makes
that on flowers, fruit, etc., one sixth (or sixtieth?). Compare M. viii.

898, and the statement, ib. 402, that market prices are adjusted every
five days or half month. The ten per cent, duty appears to be espe-
cially for imported goods, a sample being also taken (B. i. 10. 18. 14. with

r's note). The day laborers, not in royal service, pay for tax one
day's labor a month on public works (G. x. 81 ; M. vii. 187-188), while
artisans pay some trifle in the same way (Vas. xix. 28 : pratim&sam
udvdhakaraih tv figamayet). This labor-pay was termed riff*", a sort of

coru&, a tax in toil. The Sanskrit word means the laborer forced to give
his work, or th \\ i. The formal ei^ht factors of the k

war resources include such labor : chariots, elephants, horse, foot, tri^i,

Oiips. spies, guides (xii. 59.41 ; 76.5; 121.44ff.). Thus the native an th<-r-

>n taxes. Law and Epic repudiate the idea of one fourth being a
ustomary tax. Yet even royal monoix > I i s a n recognized, and

the minutiae of taxation laid down in these law-books, what infer-

niay we draw? That tin < \tremity tax* allowed in time of dire
need had in the Greek's day become the regular tax ? This, unless we
assume that the rate of taxation decreased instead of increased. But
see Burnell to M. vii. 180. It would seem, th.-n. that Megasthenes post-
dates even the original didactic part of tin l.|>i I Us famous account

soldiers' deference to the farmer-. UK. the farmers' indifference
to the soldiers in Alexander's battles, may be true, but t h.- Kpic custom
is to destroy the enemy's land and crops (see below). The wi *a*ya-
ghatah rule (xii. 108.40) does not refer to the foe's lain I

VOL. zui. 18
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cept those of this caste that had given up
the profession of

arms and become practically farmers. Tnese were taxed as

such. ( )f the people-caste, the wealthy members were of course

most heavily taxed; hut, more content with inference, the

didactic part of the Epic says :
' Those that make wealth should

be taxed : tillers of the soil, raisers of cattle, traders
;

for a

wealthy man is the crown of creation.'*

Certain practices and prerogatives of the king increased his

treasury, in part at new expense to the people-caste. For if

any man of this caste was not an orthodox believer, his goods
might he confiscated for the purpose of paying therewith for

the cost of a sacrifice that is, his cattle might be given to the

priests
:

' Whatever shall be necessary for the sacrifice the

king shall take from the
possessions

of a wealthy man of the

people, if the latter be irreligious.' The king owned, of

course, all the wealth of his family. That of his younger
brothers became in reality. his own. Thus the king offers 'all

his own and all his brother's wealth,' without question of that

brother's desire.f The Dasyu (un-Aryan) population was also

liable to have its
goods confiscated, if the king needed them4

A legal prerogative of the king is the possession of property
found without owner : bearing on all castes, of course, but par-

ticularly on the wealthy. Any property found abandoned is

taken in charge by government officials and guarded for the

owner during a year; it is then confiscated. All property
found goes into the royal treasury, after a fourth has been

presented to the finder. But all treasure-trove goes to the

king, or the king and the priests. I have noted no rule to

this effect in the Epic.
If we turn back to the earliest Yedic period, we find that

the tribute paid to the king seems to have been but a volun-

tary offering ;
in the latest, it was required. The Brahmai^a-

literature appears to show the people-caste as a class existing

mainly for the purpose of being levied upon and ' devoured.'
|

A small poll-tax, symbolized as a love-offering, may have been

* xii. 88. 26
;
M. x. 115. Certain persons were always exempt from tax-

ation (akarafy) : priests, children, women, royal officers, and various
afflicted persons. Compare v. 33. 93 ff. ; M. vii. 133 ; viii. 394 ; Vas. xix.

23 (rdjapumdn) ;
i. 43

; Ap. ii. 10. 26. 10, ff. ; G. x. 11.

f Yan mamd'sti dhanaih kiihcid Arjunasya ca vecmani ; xv. 12. 11.

J xii. 136. 1-11 ; 165. 5-7 ; M. xi.ll ; G. xviii. 24 ff. Gautama permits
such confiscation also to defray wedding expenses, and from those that
have shown themselves irreligious (that is, from such of the people-
caste, as the context shows).

Vas. xvi. 19 ; B. i. 10. 18. 16 ; G. x. 38. 42 ; M. viii. 38. According to

some, only a sixth is deducted for the finder. Priests may, however,
keep all they find (Vas. iii. 13-14 ; G. x. 45).

H Compare Zimmer, Alt. Leben, p. 166 (Ait. Br. vii. 29), who quotes
apropos Tac. Germ. 15.
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customary besides the tax on produce, as a survival of the orig-
inal free bali or offering, or may well have been a later natural

addition t< the regular tax. without thought of the antiquity
of the custom. At any rate, the '

love-tax' is common in the

Epic, and was given by everybody, including those not liable

to taxation priests, etc. 'For love's sake
(prityartham), the

)

riots, the warriors, the men of the people, the slaves, the

arbarians, all the folk, high and low, brought tribute to the

kiiiLr .* So thoroughly, however, has the man of the people
ne identified with the 'man that pays taxes,' that the lat-

ter has become in the Epic a standing epithet or even a syno-

nym of the former,f This expression is applied also to sub-

ject princes, not to native members of the warrior-caste, and
means in such circumstances tribute-giver.J Rather a remark-
able case of a forced levy on such

subject princes occurs in the

third book : remarkable, because sucn princes have usually a

certain war-tribute to pav, while here they are obliged to sub-

mit to an extraordinary aemand in time of peace. The heir to

the throne of Hastina (practically the king) desires to raise a

sudden sum of which his treasury is incapable. His ministers

advise him thus: 'Let these protectors of earth that pay trib-

ute to thee furnish thee with the (necessary) tributes and the

gold.' This was done, apparently; for the building and sac-

rifice that the king wished to complete are carried on without

further difficulty^
Taxes were. then, levied by force, if occasion required, or

stood at a nominally fixed rate of a sixth from the annual gain
in crops, or a fiftieth in. the case of cattle and on invested

moneys : rates subject to variation and subsequently increased
;

*
ii. 52. 37-89. The extravagance of the description somewhat impairs

the value of the citation. The context mentions gold jars, hundreds of
maidens, etc., etc., as being received by the king on this occasion.
He was about to become emprror.

f t*i /<//''/' - karapraddh, ii. 47. 28. Compare below i. 192. 15. The
'lordnt < :n th always means a warrior (king) ; the man of the people
is called a tax-giver* (hirmlnli).

\ The conquests of war always result in large oarmvmm "I tribute re-

turning to the conqueror's city with him. Such tribute consisted of

horses, sandalwood, aloes, rare cloth, skins, gems, pearls, blankets,
gold, silver, coral, etc. Horses, particularly northern and w
horses, are greatly prized. Compare ii. 80. 28, a n< I

parrot-colored horses, and others of a peacock color from tin- North
and West countries.* These were taken l>> \rjmia 'as trilmt.

'

(kardrtham).
i i. 955. 16 : ya ime prthivipAldh karad&s tar

rhnntn > // * ini.iiii -,,. Compare iv. 18. 26 (Yndhiihthira'f) batibhrtnh
<l ;iml tributary princes (an I viii. s. 'J(h. Tin's

ite of conquered peoples ; compare RV. vii. 6. 5.

l '.ui it is used also of the third-caste tax-pay* -.26: a passage

-cly condemning those officers that ex:i- t MM iu*t taxes ; when dis-

covered, they should be supplanted, and made to pay up what they have
stolen).
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and tin- people brought voluntary offerings in addition to those

required.*
These irregular allusions to taxes are truly the "main points

wherein the two great supporting castes touch each other in

our Epic, and but little remains to indicate the formerly proud
condition of the herdsman ; for, as Pushan, the Vedic god of

the cattle-dealers, was fabled to have lost his teeth and been

obliged to live on mush, so the power of his pet caste had de-

cayed. I have elsewheref sought to show that in late legal
literature there is a distinct separation of the third caste from
the other two, and a

tendency almost to put the people on a

par with the slave
;
and this is seen in the Epic : not alone in

such allusions as
simply indicate that the people were regarded

mainly as a tax-paying machine, but in forms of expression
like, for example, "The warriors were like the people, wait-

ing upon the twice-born and bringing gems' (ii. 49. 35) ;
or in

such facts as this : that the term applied to represent the rela-

tion of the third caste to both the military and priestly presents
the idea of distinct subordination.^: Also, when the castes are

grouped, as in describing a procession, the natural arrangement
seems to be not to put the three Aryan castes against the

slave-caste, but to unite the slave-caste and people-caste as one

group over against the warrior- and
priestly-castes

as another
distinct group. Also, in this connection, the wording of God
in the Great Song (Bhagavad-Gita) is significant :

' Whoever
they be that seek their rest in Me, even they that are of low

worth, even women, men of the people-caste, and slaves even
these find bliss.'

|
Also the fact that a difference is made be-

tween the rights of the people and warriors in the matter of

* The knightly rule of not asking for a gift (iii. 154. 10 : nd 'ham ydci-
tum utsahe, na hi ydcanti rdjdna e$a dharmafy sandtandfy : cf. xii. 88. 16

;

R. ii. 95. 1 9), arising from the priestly privilege of begging being con-
fined to that caste, so as to exclude the members of all other castes
from the three peculiar privileges sacred to the priest (making sacrifice
for others, teaching, receiving gifts : e. g. M. x. 77), seems to have had
an effect on the attitude of the king toward the tax-payers. The king
ought to demand his taxes, not ask for them ; and they must be paid,
not as a gift, but as if it were a pleasure to pay ; it being for the peo-
ple's interest to be taxed. This attitude, however, is not constant.

f Relation of the Four Castes in Manu.
i Upasthd, compare iii. 4. 15 : vaigyd ivd 'smdn upati^hantu.
% Compare i. 126. 13-14 ; 164. 20, and the grouping in xiv. 89. 26 ;

' Next
to the priests came the warriors ; then too the people- and slave-crowds,
and then the barbarous races (tathd vif^udrasanghdg ca tathd 'nye mlec-

chajatayafy).
| vi. 33. 32. Compare the like words employed of the division of the

castes in the second great song (Anugltd), where it is said : 'Abiding by
this law whatever evil-born people there be, women, men of the peo-
ple-caste, and slaves even these find bliss ;

how much more the priests
and the warriors !' xiv. 19. 61.
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fa.-tini:-may be mentioned, couched in these words :
'

thre.- nights or two nights is enjoined only for priests and war-

riors; but if men of the
people-caste

and slaves should insti-

tute such a fast through delusion of mind, they would get no
reward for it.'* The favors granted to the people-caste are

the same as to the slaves; the only difference bi-inir in tin*

form of words expressing this. 'To the people-caste tin* kinr
should give protection ;

to the slave-caste, non-injury.'f In all

rhe-e cases, late as
they are, we see the reflex of an unacknowl-

edir'd process of amalgamation between the people-caste and
the iin-Aryan population. This process has two phases. First,
tin- inevitable tendency of the third estate to take up with new
work, needful and profitable, but not sanctioned by usage ;

this was a natural drifting away from the Aryan aristocrats.

Second, the long-continued and ever-increasing binding to

Aether of the warrior- and priestly-castes, practically leading
to an exclusion of the third estate from the inner and intenser

Arya-hood of the two more powerful orders. The people-caste
was partially seduced and partially pushed out of the national

rinir. They stood on the edge between good blood and bar-

barous. As was likely to be the case, the caste that patron-
i/ed tin-in most and flattered them with sweet words was the

priestly. Such proverbs as they have left show us, however,
that all regard for the caste was based on an appreciation of
the bakshish they could give.

' He is blessed with fultilment

of all his desires who gives a
night's

rest to a man of the peo-

ple' (iii. 200. 122) is a remark polite enough to make us think
thi- man a person of importance ;

but when a reason for honor-
in- him is vouchsafed, it is merely that he has wealth. A
poor

man of the people was of no consequence. In fact, he is

m such circumstances advised to become a slave at once (M. \.

98; but in V. P. iii. 8 he is told to
adopt

the warrior's lite..

I low nearly on a social par with the slave the man of the

people stood is well shown by the frightened exclamation
. in;: Drupada when he tinds hi- daughter gone: 'What.'

he exclaim-. 'my daughter ^.ne '. Oh. whither '. Who ha>

taken her away i N it j.o^il,],. that any ha>e-l.,ni >la\- or

tax-paying
man of the people has carried her uH'r I> it possi-

hle that the muddy foot iof >ucli a man
)
ha> Keen placed <>n

my head, and that thi> wreath ot tlowers (my daughter) ha>

been cast upon a graveyard (that wretchi?' ii. u-j. fey h ,\

* xiii. 106. 12ff. The two latter castes may have a caturthalyhnktakfo-
jxina but not a tost.

t i.H.-,.:w. Compare also: 'Priests are
pleaw-.i

w.th l.ounty; warn-
on, with a good li^ht : th. people-caste, with protection : \v,.m,. n . with

tin- Hlave-caste, with mercy; common poop I. i ntliagjana), \\ itli

bounty's leavings* (xiv. 90. 18).
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only in its sustaining or Supporting' power that the people-
ea>te tind> a U'^rndired honor; for in this regard the royal

power ami the power of tin- fanners is declared to be equal.*
A further point of contact between the third and second

castes remains to be considered: namely, the military obliga-
tions of the third caste. Was the people-caste liable to mili-

tary duty i Of course, as a general thing, no. The soldier-

ing was done by the standing army and mercenary troops.
But men of the people-caste did serve in the army, although
Mepisthenes says they did not. What else is meant when all

the law-books say that men of the priestly and the people-caste

may take up arms 'to prevent a mixture of caste
5
? This is

emphatically decried as a custom for priests, because 'the du-

ties of a warrior are too cruel for a priest' :f but as an occa-

sional necessity the two unmilitary castes must have served.

Antecedently it would seem unnecessary to prove this. In

view, however, of Megasthenes' picture of the farmer, it may
be well to point out what is said by native authorities.^: The

Epic has the same formal rule as the law-books :
' To save a

cow, to save a priest, or when the castes become confounded,
there let the man of the people take arms and to protect him-

self.^ But in the battle-scenes we find a curious dictum, to

the effect that '
it is a holy and heavenly thing to knights, men

of the people, and slaves to fight in battle'
;
which takes the pres-

ence of these men in battle as a matter of course.
|| They were

there to make part of the resisting mass, but not to be indi-

vidually marked as fighters, like the warriors. See the battle-

descriptions below, and the difference between the mass of the

army and the individual heroes. It is stated in one passage
that the people-men, slaves, and mixed castes took the side of

Karna in battle (viii. 87. 48) ;
but the context will not allow us

to assume that they were in the fight. The half '

people' ori-

gin of Droria, one of the great generals of the Kurus, as well

as that of Yuyutsu, shows, however, that people-caste-blood
was no bar to fighting. As to the priests, see below. It may
be parenthetically observed that the

^reat army chosen by Dur-

yodhana (instead of Krishna) consisted only of cow-nerds
;

* Compare iii. 150. 30 ff., on vdrtd.

f 'A priest's defense is wrath, he does not fight with weapons,' it is

said (iii. 200. 78).

\ The legal maxims are given Vas. iii. 24-25 : dtmatrdne varnasam-
varge brdhma^avdi^ydn qastram ddadlydtdm ; G. vii. 25

;'
B. ii. 2. 4. 18.

Compare Ap. i. 10. 29. 6, and G. vii. 6 (spurious, according to Biihler : cf .

B., loc. cit., 17).

xii. 165. 33. The next verse gives an interesting variant on M. xi. 147

(supporting Medh.) :

'

Drinking surd, killing a priest, adultery with
the guru's wife, they consider inexpiable ; death is the penalty' (so Nil.).

|
viii. 47. 18 : observe the adjective vlra : ksatravifoudrawrdh.
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but this is a particular Krishnite case, depending on the con-

ception of that deitv as himself a cowherd (v. 7. 17ff.)
( )tiicial relations between kinjj and people-caste are rarely

alluded to. We liave seen that in the defense of the realm

men nf tin* people might be selected as vicegerents for the

:. as well as members of the upper castes. We have once

also a distinct distribution of subordinate officers, who are to

Deselected partly from the people-caste : 'The kin^ shall ap-

point,' says this rule of the pseudo-Epic, 'certain officers of

the realm : four of these shall be priests; eight
shall be of the

warrior-caste
; twenty-one should be selected from the people-

caste. These last must be wealthy.' There are added to these

three members of the slave-caste, who must be modest and of

pure character. This would lead us to suppose that the minis-

ters or officers here intended (amdtydK) are for small offices
;

although the further addition of the king's charioteer on the

list implies that some may be of importance, as this was one of

the highest military offices. We are not informed as to the du-

ties of the others mentioned, and the men of the
people may

be no more than the public servants
(bhrtyfity

wno are else-

where entrusted with superintendence over different affairs of

state, and in the developed realm are overseers of mines, guar-
dians of arsenals, etc., and are chosen from all castes, their po-
sitions being adjusted simply by their natural endowments and
in accordance with the strict rule that their appointments shall

not be 4

against the caste order' : that is, that an under-officer

shall not be of higher caste than his superior.* We may re-

mind ourselves here of that case (spoken of by Lassen) of peo-

ple-authnritv >urvivin<r by legend in the person of Yuyutsu,
son of the King of llastinapnra by a jirl of the people-caste,
l.ut al\vav> treated as an equal and a warrior, and finally en-

trusted with high authority as minister, and a member of the

royal council of the P.mdii-. Such authority reflected again
in Drona, and more strongly in the case of the minister \ i

dura. >on of a slave-woman, points to a period of looser caste-

distinction as that wherein the Kpic originated. +

xii. 85. 6-9 ; 118. I in 1 19. 6 : pratilomam n<t bhrtyiih xthrijwrih },

The commentator on the first passage takes

pplying to each amCitya; lmt it realty applies onlj t the char i

of fifty years of age.
T diesem Bonne des Dhrtarashtra's un<l seinem I i<lura

-i,.']in -i--li iii der Sage die Erinnerung an eim frfthere Zeit < rl

/ii li.il) n. in welcher cue Vn\ people-cast* wringer scharf von
l.-n K gesondert waren all sp&ter: LanN-fi. ////. Mi. i.T^i

yutou.BecI' \\ ; ;ni.| :i .l.| \n il.rtD. The same
.tut )i< >r t ii i I'M. T notes that in Java tin YAi. van as Htate-offlcials and
< oiini illora still bear the name of g /), as of 'cattle-tending'

n : whereas in Bali only trade and t inahip became theu
regular occupation. In Java the slave (ciJdm) disappears ; in Bali IK-
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Having thus surveyed the general state, and sought to ex-

plain how it happened that 4 the people,' originally all, grad-
ual ly shrank socially, became a caste, and then again, by ap-

proaching to the lower orders and by absorbing lower trades,

expanded ; while, ever larger than the military or priestly
class, this order, in reaching beyond the occupations ascribed

to it, now began to be synonymous with all the folk not em-
braced by the priestly order, the standing army, the slaves, and
such lowly members of the body politic as were still too plebeian
to be encroached upon I turn directly to the warrior-caste,
the status of which in many points has already been indicated

in this examination of the people-caste. But first a closing

is still the unhappy un-Aryan native : Lassen, Ind. Alt. iv. 518-522. R.
Frederich (On the Island of Bali, J. R. A. S., N. S., ix. 108) says, how-
ever, that the gusti may be king. He also notes that in Bali the war-
rior is called deva, divus. Some wider notices of points touched on
above may here be in order. The Epic (iii. 190. 86) and the Vayu Purana
make what is to us an explained distinction between pura and pattana
(pura, ghosa, grama, and pattana, Vayu P. ii. 32. 40). The Ag. P.

, while
with the Bhag. P. (see P. W.) mentioning the kharvafa (above, p. 76) as

provided with an outlying circuit of common land equal to half that
of a city, elsewhere (213.9) knows only the Epic municipal divisions
of grama, pura, and khefaka ; or nagara, grama, khefa (ib. 93. 33) ;

varying with durga for kheja (ib. 105. 1; rules for protecting and fur-

nishing these outposts in ib. 221). This Purana also gives the rules for

establishing boundaries, and the fines for transgressing them (256), and
the decimal system of governors (222. 1 ff . taxes, deposits, thieves). The
Brhad Aranyaka Up. recognizes a system of governors over villages :

iv. 3. 37. It is here also that we find the admission that ' none is greater
than the warrior, and the priest under the warrior worships at the cere-

late literature, as in the Varaha P., where traders stand opposed on the
one hand to townspeople in general, and on the other to the '

people-
caste

'

(vdigydh, Var. P. 122. 64). To quotations on the color of the
castes we may add ib. 75. 15 (the Northern Kurus, ib. 75. 58) ; and
Vayu P. i. 26. 35 (34. 19), the warrior is

'

red,' since he came from the
third face of Brahma. The grdmavdsagrdsa (hereditary claim to part
of the produce of a village, discussed by Weber, Paficadan<J. p. 34, note
180) seems in the Epic entirely unknown. That the corporations or

guilds (above, p. 80) are not solely guilds of priests is seen, apart from
the definition of military and mercantile guilds mentioned above and
by the commentators on M. viii. 41 (see Biihler's note), by comparing the

mdng ca sarvataT),, varjayante ca ye dharmam te$dm dharmo na vid-

yate) defines jdti as caste and yreni as grhasthddlndm panktify, as if one
of the orders in the divisions of any Aryan's life. The ' chief of a cor-

poration
' seems indicative of a wealthy man in the drama (Mrcch. Act

iii.). Zimmer, loc. cit. p. 159, gives the older clan divisions, the folk

consisting of tribes, these of communities, these of families. The folk,
in the Epic, presents itself rather in the newer antithesis, city versus

country , put the village-life and family-factor are, in spite of the theme
of the Epic being military, still prominent.
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word in respect of this latter order. In stating that it began
to expand apt in into the people at large, I have touched upon
I nit one side of its degenerate development. We have seen

thr caste in its longitudinal divisions. Cattle-raising, crop-

raising, money-rai>in r formed, until we come to times further

back than the Epic, almost parallel lines of division.* But
there i>. on the other hand, a latitudinal division, one of abso-

lute wealth irrespective of the business creating it. which ap-

pears to have arisen in the Epic period, and to have made
alm<t as great a subdivision of the caste by plutocratic meas-
ur .us was created by the three primitive coordinate qualitative
divisions of labor,f In the early period the

people-caste is, as

a whole, in wretched
plight.

In the Epic a social distinction

appears between the rich, whether farmer, ranchman, or trader,
and the poor of the same caste. Only he that makes a corner
in irrain and obliges poor people to suffer is despised in spite of

hi- wealth (see below, B. 3). With ease, comparative im-

munity from >tate->er\ ire, and golden opportunities, the enter-

prising members of the caste advanced beyond their fellows,
accumulated wealth, made themselves felt as a power in the

state, and gained straightway
admission to the royal council

again as they had before been members of that council, ere

tEe haughty knights crushed them socially downward. I do
not mean that tliey ever regained the social equality they had
lost. But they were en route to do so, as the Epic shows.

There is a greater social difference between the wealthy farmer
and his kind (of the same caste) than between that laborer and

tanner's slave, in all but religious privileges; a greater

political difference than between the farmer and the poor war-
rior. *Ilead man in a village,' says Zimmer, speaking of the

Yedir man of the
people,

'was the highest honor he could

attain.' In the Epic he may (if wealthy) hecome a r

advi>er, and manager of local concerns in town.J

*
krsigorak$yavanijya
ie: Hi. 207

m iha lokasya jlvanam, karma fudre kf$ir

f"
rEven wealthy slaves* are a sign of prosperity : not to speak of

wealthy priests, warrior*, and the people-h.-nU
'

nn-ntione.l i,, the-ame
list, xv. 20. 8 (fudrd rd

'i>i k>i(ninhi,th : raiggauargah). So it

40 we read that a Chanjala and a poor man are the same to the speaker
!>'<-,, t T,i x,/,//-r/// IIUIIIHI>.

t A late verse in the fifth hook, given apparently for its reference to

woman, seems posHil.lv a|.pli<-al.le in an ok|er state of affairs than the

part of the Epic in which it is imbedded <an rum-em. It mav be of
I a

j .plication only; but it i> m.t Unprobftble UuU it should once
have referred to a i vision of authority .tm<.im In- tatnilyand
officers. 'One ^houl.l put the care of th- . u>i->' into
tli> hands of his father; the charge of th< <f/i<imf*rn shoul.l !>

intm^ mother; a friend hould attend to tl the needs
of merchants (gueets) should be .-. to by various -I

.. ///////->//: his sons should look after the priests (gutHt?: the
man (king?) himself should devote himself to agrii-ultun :' v :N.

VOL. XIII. 18
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The warriors, not nobles, but of poorer sort, those that had
no wealth, whose position was that of common soldiers, are, as

might be expected, almost as much ignored in the grandil-

oquent Epic as the poor trader or cow-herd. From the indica-

tions in the battle-scenes, rather than from formal statement, it

seems probable that the king supported a large army of com-
mon men, inferior fighters, not much respected, who differed

among themselves by virtue of their respective personal dexter-

ity and ability in certain arts of war. Thus, the archers are

sharply distinguished from the spearmen ;
the elephant-riders,

from the horse-riders
;
but little more is to be seen of them.

They were the common soldiers and nothing more. Some
were native troops, and enjoyed Aryan privileges

in religious

rights and rites
;
but there seems to be no distinction between

the
legal

or military rights of the native Aryan soldier and of

the hired mercenary. The matter is more clouded from the

fact that most of the common soldiers in the war are just these

imported mercenary or allied foreign troops. A certain pat-

ronage of each great knight may be referable to the latter's

rank as general ;
and I should hesitate to assume from the near-

ness of the knight to his particular body of men, or from their

fidelity to him, that there was any patron-and-client-relation

ship, or that any one of the
great

nobles stood nearer to one

regiment than to another. Yet, as member of a clan, such
must have been the case at first

;
and since we see that even in

the Epic, just as in the Yedic period, the troops were arranged
' clan by clan,' or family by family, it is perhaps only reason-

able to assume that the respective captains and other officers

(balamukkyah) were stationed at the head of their own family or

clan men, in so far as these were separable from the like sort of

fighters belonging to other clans. These soldiers when disabled

were supported by the king. I group below the few general
remarks concerning them to be found in the Epic (for their

actual fighting life, see the next division of this paper). There
is nothing whatever in the Epic to justify the statement of the

law that a warrior lacking means to pursue his proper business

should be taken care of by a priest ; and, indeed, the law itself

contradicts this, and advises the poor warrior to betake himself

to farming (M. x. 83, 95 ; viii.411). As the soldiers drew their

pay from the king, and were cared for if disabled, there was no

necessity for recourse to a priest. Out of the battles they ap-

pear so mixed up with the general populace that we can make

nothing of their position. As Megasthenes says, they probably
did nothing but amuse themselves when not in the field. Oc-

casionally we catch a legendary glimpse of the process by which
a poor soldier becomes one of the great nobles and founds a

family. Karna was a cow-herd's son, but a good fighter, and
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the king liked him. lie became a royal favorite. He even
ventured to enter a knightly tournament; but an objection

being made to this on me ground of his obscure origin, the

king at once knighted him, so to speak, or really kinged him,

making him *

king of Anga' on the spot, and triumphantly
insisted that his new rank placed him on a level with kings,
or with the best knights of his court (i. 136.36). The cow-
henfs son became raja of a dependent town, and wa> tlm>~

ennobled. Such a king (and many appear in the Epic) is of

course merely a governor under royal orders.

The king's court was made up of native nobles,* royal allies,

family con neet ions, and subject kings. I shall add the priests,
but with a restriction. They belong to his council, but seem a

gradual intrusion on the knightly assembly (see below). These
nobles, for the most part native and well-born, took part in

council, conducted the assemblies, led the army, and were the

king's vicegerents in all military affairs. Not a few of the

highest knights were in reality conquered or allied kings.
Some were the relatives of the king by marriage, drawn away
from their home to new connections. Thus one of Dhritarasli-

tra's craftiest advisers was his wife's brother. So Krishna,
a near relative of the Pandus' wife, spent

most of his time at

the court of her spouses,t These nooles, knighted warriors,
who had in the Epic account to prove themselves worthy of
their rank on reaching the end 01 boyhood, and were recog-
ni/.'l a> knights only after giving an exhibition of their skill

and pro\ve>s in a formal joust, made the real aristocracy of
the land. Power they shared with the priests, and the latter

ved a formal precedence from their spiritual and intel-

lectual >u])criorit\. But the court, with all its' brilliant accom-

paniment of festival, show, hunting, dance, gambling, fighting,
and general folly, consisted of and depended on these military
nohles. They were alone the equals of the king in tastes and

! HIT-, and were
socially

his practical equals also, as ma-

scene will show. Or, if we wish didactic proof, it otTer- it-elf

in the statement that there is a three-fold origin of kings accord-

inir to the codes: namely, an aristocrat, a hero, and a eomman

* There is a verse in the R&m&yana (I do not remember where, and
cannot n..\v tind the place) that defines the (*wra, or knight, an d think-

'lyeya hi yo yuktafy sa ?ura iti saihjnitoh. That is. a man of
>l knight. But puro means more than this. :( i!<l. asso-

ciated as it almost always i- with xatkulina well-born.' means a
noble, technically speaking a man <>f the upper Clati 4 url ami in

the Held. Kulaja (well-born), as epithet of a W.MM .1. i u>.li. .iiiveof

power, as in vii. I*:,. 29.

f One of the law-books says that a king is obliged to support all his
-

; Vas. xix. 81 ff. : rdfarooAipydJ rotrTOarndtaJdn
tadbawlhUfy od 'nydftf ca.
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der of armies: which mean> historically that kings are made
t'rnin these three kinds of men, or, as the use made of the quo-
tation indicate^ these three- men rank as royal.

But historically the remark is of greater interest. It shows
what wa> probably true: that, in spite of the many boasts of

hereditary crowns, the king is recognized as often chosen for

his personal characteristics. In the case of the established

kings it is a truism that 'their superiority consists in their

valor' (vl/'i/<K -/' sthag ca rajdnah, i. 136. 19). Family, personal

bravery, and skill in leadership are, then, according to Epic
rule and usage, the conditions under which the warriors be-

come chiefs and are reckoned as on a par with kings. The
words of Tacitus rush to our minds at once

; indeed, the com-

parison is a most remarkable one. Let us put the two passages
side by side. The Epic says that these three produce kings (or,

as said above, according to the application, may rank as royal)
an aristocrat (satkulina) ;

a hero (gura) ;* and he that leads

forward an army (yog ca sendm prakarsati). Tacitus says :

"
reges ex nobilitate, duces ex virtute sumunt . . et duces exem

plo potius quam imperio, si prompt! si conspicui si ante aciem !

agant admiratione praesunt."f With the appointment of every

high official we are continually reminded that he must be of

good family. Great wealth can ennoble a man of the people-
caste somewhat; great bravery or skill can do the same for

a warrior. But the descendant of a good family is qualified for

high standing even if not remarkable for personal endowments.
The later Epic, and especially the Ramayana, gives the im-

pression that the ministers and all the councillors of the king
are of the priestly caste. : We often find i

councillor' and

'priest' as synonymous terms. At the great deliberation in-

Valmiki's poem all the state affairs are in the priests' hands.

It is a priestly council that decides the whole matter of suc-

cession, and whether it is best to crown the second prince. In

fact, it is here the family-priest alone. So in reading the late

* On the different kinds of Quras, in a religious sense, see xiii. 75. 22 ff .

In vii. 163. 35, C. reads yudhah for Qurafy.

f Tacitus, Germania, 7. Mbh. i. 136. 35 (trividhd yoni rdjndm gdstra-
vinigcaye). The commander, or general in chief, usually stood in the
van

;
the king, as in Sparta, usually remaining in the centre, though

not always so. Compare below on the army ; or, in general, e. g. xiii.

62. 85, on the commander's position :

* If heroes are slain leading in the

van, they go to heaven.' In India the king is derived, for example,
from * one that leads forward an army,' or such a one is a princeps.
In Germany si ante aciem agat corresponds exactly ; but such a one is

only a noble ; the dux cannot become rex :

' their kings they choose
from the aristocracy ;

their leaders in accordance with their bravery
'

(I cannot refer et duces, as some do, to the kings,
' the power of the

kings is limited, and being leaders,' etc.).

\ Compare xv. 5. 20 : mantrinag cdi 'va kurvlthd dvijdn.
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ascribed to Kanika,* a figure that is interpolated and

appear- nn tlie scene only to vanish forever, we are led to be-

lieve that important state matters are deliberated upon by the

priests. Tliis is a clouding of facts
; and, in

justice
to the nobles

of military caste, we must, before dismissing the subject of

their social position, note that they are the real advisers of the

kiiiLT in all matters not purely judicial or spiritual. For the

////*, or cabinet councillors, consist chiefly of these nobles.

'l\\\> term, like all others of the sort, is but half technical.

It means councillor, and may apply to anyone acting in the

capacity of adviser. It is, however, usually restricted T<> mem-
bers of the royal council, and, though generally understood of

prie-t>. i> not confined, even by the commentators, to such an

interpretation. It may apply even to general officers, accord-

ing to the native interpretation of the passage quoted above

concerning the men of the people and others as officers (amd-
tfi'lh) ;

for here we are told that the king should also select

einiit councillors, and these are understood by the commenta-
tor to be an elect body of these aindtyas, consisting of the

charioteer, the three slaves, and the four priests ;
but this is

very improbable. All the saciva* (comites) may be, and often

are, purely military. These are officials of the highest rank,
to whom in the king's absence, for instance, all the royal busi-

ness is left (i. 49. 23^.
At times (although Manu recommends

4 seven or eight sactvas^} we find but one appointed, while the

'assembly men' ( jxli'isaddh) guard the king's councils; but

llvboth of these ranks are really military.t
When Yudhishthira

leaves his capital with his brothers, the city remains in charge
of the Purohitaand Vuyutsu: a half spiritual, half military cnm-
maii< !.". In

(i. 102. 1) another case it is Bhlshma alone

who "guarded the realm' in the minority of the king. Ah-ence
of defined titles and functions among the mini>ters makes it

impoible to differentiate strictly the different value.- of the-r

title-. The function- run into each other, and even the number
of the bodio concerned is not given consistently. Thu>, in an-

other pa>>aur (xiL80.28&; <-f. ss. L'I, a description of the

'//"<t is given, of whom nine are here mentioned ('two
or three men -hould not be appointed to |>hare| the >ame

ollice'i; and, again, members of the assemhU and nine nmntrins;
while a little further on (83.22) the \ who are

*1. 140.2 ff. H.-JSM cn.iiicillur' (//////// . <>U,TN,-th:,t tlu* I ;,,,, .Ix

|r)>< i i- not asked for in

M MM., r. 18.14 80. Vu.Uii-.iiiiiir;i^ M0lwu are pre-r.,,.-
nanUi

| The a< i iiii-inlicr >f the houaehold or relnti<n.

Booh i the earlier meaning. Tin- BUo neaJn of amdlyaM genenU
iiiin :.-r -. in >iupare ib. 80. 28 : gfhe txued amAtya* tc. tl

I... f-prieet, teacher, or a friend.
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surely the same, are spoken of as distinct from the arthakdri-
nah (cf. M. vii. '> I >. \vho are alone five in number, and have the
same characteristics as the mantrins previously mentioned.
The W"///v/ or 'helper

5
is a high minister (cf. xii. 57. 23

ff.).

After
quoting

Manu twice (xii. 112. 17, 19) to the effect that

power gives victory, and stating that an abiding ivalm must de-

pend on a good helper, sahdya, the sage proceeds to describe an
efficient saciva (compare M. vii. 54) with the words (ib. 118. 3

ff.) :

4 he must be of good family ;
skilful

;
know the use of spies ;

understand peace and war
;
know the threefold department of

a king (trivargavetta) ;
know how to make trenches, and con-

duct military movements
(Mdtakavyuhatattvajnah^ and know

the art of training elephants (hastigiksd, cf. hastigiksikah in

viii. 38. 16). The general minister meant here by saciva is,

therefore, not of the priestly, but of the military caste. On the
other hand, bhrtya is anyone in the pay of the king, employed
(niyuktcb) on any service, even to the keepers of the harem.*

I)ut the high ministers of the king, those that led his coun-

cils, are ordinarily regarded in later times as priests. Not so

earlier. In the Epic the royal relatives of the monarch take
the part of ministers, and we find Bhlshma to be the minister

of war
;
and Vidura (whose mother was a slave-woman) to be

the minister to '

superintend the treasury, and see to the

appointment of servants and make arrangements for provisions'

(v. 148. 9-10) ;
while in the final adjustment of the empire by

Yudhishthira (xii. 41), the king's brothers and cousins are made

generals, war-ministers, and councillors. The nobles, then, of

tiie warrior-caste are the practical
'

helpers' of the king, and

take, so far as the Epic shows us, the chief part in public con-

sultations
;
wherein the priests appear of little importance, and

are far less the leaders of assemblies than in the Ramayana.
On the other hand, the priests recommend that the private
councillors of the king be priests, and the word mantrin

(councillor) seems gradually to have become an indication of

priestly caste. Moreover, wherever a knowledge of old wis-

dom, custom, or law is required, there the priests appear as

the king's representatives. The ministers (military or priestly)
hold the power in the absence of the king, and, as a legend
would indicate, even the queen's commands must first be en-

dorsed by the ministers, if the king is away (iii. 60. 21-22). It

is from the priests that the
king appoints the officers of justice

or judges (dhdrmikdh).^ He is further directed to put Pan-

* Compare R. v. 70. 7 : yo hi bhftyo niyuktah san bhartrd karmani
duskare kurydt tadanurupam ; and R. ii. 97. 20 : antahpuracard bh?-

In the army the mercenary troops are meant by this term.

f The legal expression prddvivdka (judge) belongs perhaps to the same
sriod that furnishes us with an '

eight-fold' division of the war-forces
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dits in charge of the treasury, but does not seem to do so in

fact. Eunuchs for the harem, and 'cruel men for cruel acts'

(executioners) are among the minor officers specified, and it is

said in respect of all these
people

that the king should treat

them with alternate repression and indulgence, that they ma\
in hotli InimMe and devoted (nigrana, anupralM*

iii. 1 "><'.

44 4*> ; //////////''/// dformaioBry&u
- -

///'// ////// A-/, ete. ; ////'-

grena, xii. 58. 22). Besides 'good family/ moral ivijui.-itt-

are made of all high officers, and good morals their ii.-ual

praise (xii. 57. 23 ff.). As in the law, a list of those not fit to

oe employed as councillors is
given women, fools, i:ivr.i\

mm. and frivolous
persons

and six < doors of council-breaking
'

are enumerated : viz., drunkenness, sleep, indiscretion, changea-
Meness, trust in bad ministers, or in ambassadors (v. 37.57;
iii. 150. 44; v.39.37).

Tin.' high-horn and rich, then, from the warrior-caste, formed

(as we saw was the case among the farmers) an aristocracy

apart
from the poorer members of their own caste and those

that could not boast so high a descent. Now these latter, for-

mally and as far as caste went acknowledged as equals, were

practically on a par with the caste below them. The regular
means of livelihood for a poor warrior, as for a poor priest, was
to join tin- working community. He might take up his caste

duties
agjain

as soon as he was able to support himself by them.
SiiK-c this was an exchange of caste admitted even by the strict

law, we may well believe that it was common in the time of the

freer Kpie. Gautama says that in need 4 the priest may bear
arm- : the warrior practice the profession o'f one of the people-
caste.

9
Certain exceptions are, however, taken to a warrior'.-

lite when he hecomo a man of the people: and. just as a

priest in similar circumstances is forbidden to sell human In

(G. vii. 14), so the warrior, permitted to become a trader

vii.-jtn, may not practice usury, while others are forbidden to

exact fnm him more than three per cent, interest (a month);
lint el.-ewheiv he i.- permitted to lend inoiiex to barbarians and
-inner- at a good rate of inter

instead of the earlier four, and an exhaustive analysis of the constitu-
ents of the state, xii. 121.46. Dhdnnikfih seems to denote judges in KV

. i:?. when- these and tin- 'chief of tht twice-lx-i if walk in a ).n>-

cession. Usually the king himself is the judge, or he appoints "//

i. e. simply fit persons.
Compare the law in <;. v.i.s-2i ; Vas. ii. 24. 40, 48 :

M.\i ilturc was also pra-ti-, 'I >>> Mi-
]
n< *ts, and ;

ri mi thi-
jM.int

in B&udhayana show- that it traflMH unu-ual for
i to do so ; for though it is here stated that 'th v,la im|>ede0 agri-

culture and agricultureImpedes the Veda/ yet i

to farm is granted to those that are aM <>n l><.t h B. i.

-' ff. (in spite of 24) ; BOhler's translation above ; compare M \

78-82, an. I note to U. x. 5. I do not see how w
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Before passing to the chief exponent of the warrior-caste,
the king, it may be well to see how much we may gather from
the contemporary or earlier legal statutes that can help us to

understand the general rules hedging all the members of this

order. Such points as are here given belong more naturally to

legal than to Epic literature, ana we can draw no negative evi-

dence from the silence of the latter upon them. On the con-

trary, the unanimity of the legal works in most of these par-
ticulars would point to their being of universal custom; and
\\ e may safely assume that, if not for the time of the imagined
early beginning of the Epic, at least for the time when our
Bharata took its present legendary shape, such rules were gener-

ally recognized. From the Epic itself I first draw three rules

for warrior-conduct : three fundamental rules, which are so often

urged that they appear to constitute the Hindu warrior's private
code toward his fellows. The first is the guest-law : every
guest was inviolable. The second was the law of ' not forget-

ting a kindness.' The third was the sacredness of a refugee, or
of one that threw himself even in battle upon mercy.*

I turn now to the smaller matters of the warrior's life, the

end of which must if possible come on the field of battle.f
This life is governed, nominally, by minute laws in many

particulars. We see, however, that these laws do not (except
in strictly religious matters) affect other than the priest to any
great degree after the age of manhood is passed. We find the

(G. vii. 25) prdnasam^aye both as '
if his life is threatened '

(that is, in a
momentary danger), and ' in times of distress

' when understood, as it

must be, in 26 (rdjanyo vaigyakarmd). It means when in dire distress

(dpadi) in both cases, and 25 seems to me no argument against tadald-
bhe ksatriyavrttih in 6 (as Biihler says it is, p. Hi, Introd.). Compare
gankh. G. S. iv. li. 15.

* For special fighting rules, see below. The prominence given to
these rules of social morality does not imply that the ordinary rules

may be disregarded by the warrior, but that these particular ones are

specially urged, appealed to, enforced, as peculiarly characteristic of
the warrior's code. A reference for each from the Mahabharata and
the Ramayana must suffice, among many similar cases. The first law
(dtithyd), that a guest must always be hospitably received, kindly
treated, and sent away unharmed, holds good even in the case of an
enemy: xii. 146. 5 ; R. ii. 105. 50. The second law, that to forget a kind-
ness (krtaghnafy) is an inexpiable crime, is declared in xii. 172. 25 ;

173.20 ff . ; 272.11; R. iv.34. 18. Theft, adultery, and suspicion of a
friend are the three sins particularly reprehended in R. vi. 66. 26. The
last law, of non-injury to a refugee or one that calls for mercy, is

especially prominent in tales and teaching ; to violate this is also an
inexpiable crime : xii. 149. 19 ; R. v. 7. 33. Compare in the drama Can-
danaka's remarks on the subject, Mrcch., Acts vi. and vii.

t For 'it is a sin for a soldier to die in bed '

(see below). But if he
dies at home, it is the rule that his body shall be carried out (nir-

haranam), removed in a wagon (ydna), and burned (ddha) on the pyre
(gmaQdna) with proper purifications, just like the ceremony enjoined for
members of other Aryan castes who die at home : xii. 298. 38.
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rules reaching for the most part back of the Epic period, and

may, as said above, regard them as current laws laid down
especially for the warrior-caste.

Thus, we learn that the warrior's name should foreshadow
his life, indicating power or safety. The young boy-warrior
should be invested tn.m the age of six to eleven, the proper
time of year being the summer; but the initiation into the

caste must take place by the twenty-second year, or the man
becomes an outcast, and loses his privileges as a * twice-born *

1 1 ic iuber of society.*
To distinguish himself from men of other castes, the warrior

wore a heiui) thread, a girdle made of a bow string,! and a staff

long enough to reach the forehead (while other castes had
other limitations in respect of these things), j;

Ceremonial distinctions of address also helped to establish a
social difference between the warrior and the other castes, but
the chief outward distinction was naturally that of dress.

While the man of the people-caste wears a cowhide or
goatskin

as an upper garment, the warrior wears one of deer skin, each
of course representing the animals near to his caste agricultural
and hunting. The under garment of the warrior should be of

* M. ii. 31-49, 127, 155, for this and following. Compare Oldenberg,
note on ankh. G. S. ii. 1.1, for the mystical relation between the

years eleven to twenty-two and the syllables in the warrior-metre

i(/-/.s{/i6fe). Initiation, Vas. xi. 44, 72 ; G. i. 18 ; summer, Ap. i. 1. 1. 18.

The rule of A<jv. G. S. (i. 15. 7) regarding the use of even and odd
syllables in the names of men and women respectively, being contra-
dicted by Epic usage (Arjuna, Janaka, Damayanti), is unquotable.
Compare the later names, such as Qankhana, Susandhi : the first a
grandson of Aunka (Vayu P. ii. 26. 203, 209). The sons have sometimes
the raited form of the mother's or father's name, as in Qakuntala, V&i-

rata (so Gautama and Vasistha ?), but this is usually a means of denot-
in- tli. 1 iu-liter, as in Draupadi. For a very characteristic view com-

VAvu P. ii. l.."> : th,- Manavalj are called Manavah when they
an in th.- past.' A priest in the Brhannaradiya Puraua has three dis-

syllabic and three trisyllabic wives (11.138). The 'secret name' of

>oy, known only to the parents and family priest, is alluded to
1

I>
vi. i. .'<; mi marital intercourse).

f Manu, loc. cit. ; Vas. xi. 59;
'

mu/ya-grass with pieces of iron* is

11 i>in*. i ( ,\ A]. i. 1.2. 85 (that is, the priest's sort, but with iron) as an
alternative.

| It i- not in granted to the warrior t> carry any kin

although tin itt.-,l i,y \<;\. (i. s. i.-jo. 1. Most of the
law-books say it shall I... of l.anyan <>r acacia wood. Compare Manu,
loc. cit.: G Via. xL 98,5*. Tl.- bright <>f the staffs of other
castes varies r- tin- -.MI. rai ml.- in-ill^ a higher staff for a

nt r.mkh. (i. S. (ii. l.',li rrvnsrs this nil.-.

The dress of Northerner^ n the feet to the
breast, aro.r.im t th.- I'.thai Saiiihitft, 58. 46. l"n \r\an natives of

irth cent lecenth da<l compare
i-^son's d A. 8., N. 8.,

in H
1

,:', I ! royal robes, those of nobles, and knightly apparel, see
below.
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flax. Whether he should wear both at once, and, if not, which

alone, is a disputed question. The cloak when worn is dyed
with madder.*
The proper salutation for a warrior to give is made by ex-

tending the arm out level with the breast,f
Of social usages, we note that a priest returned home from

his studies may not eat in a warrior s house, nor is the warrior

a guest of a pnest in his own village ;
but when the warrior goes

visiting elsewhere, it is considered right (a pre-Epic rule
!)

to

roast an ox for liiin.J The
specially religious rules do not par-

ticularly concern us
;
but in the light of the days of mourning

set apart for the king (see below) we may notice that the authori-

ties differ in regard to the temporal impurity incurred by the

death of a relative : the warrior being impure for twelve or

eleven days according to some
; fifteen, according to others.

Kings never become impure ;
nor do those warriors that die in

battle, since practical reasons forbid it.| The members of the

warrior-caste are allowed two legal wives, though some permit
an (illegal) connection with a slave woman, which by others is

strictly forbidden. In no case may this marriage be made with

holy texts. Baudhayana remarks that men of the people and
warriors are ' not particular

' about their wives, and so allows

the warrior three.^f The warrior, rich or poor, stands by law so

much above the man of the people and below the priest that

his fines are arranged and crimes estimated by the caste of
the offended party. Thus, his crime in theft is twice that of
the man of the people, and only one half that of the priest ;

since the higher the caste the greater the sin.** The penalty
for a crime against caste-order is as severe as law can make
it, both for an offender of the low and for one of the high
caste. These laws are chiefly concerned with the abuse of

* Vas. xi. 62, 65 ; Ap. i. 1. 2. 40 ; i. 1. 3. 1, 9, 10 ; Par. G. S. ii. 5. 20 ; Acv.
G. S. i. 19. 11. In like manner the earth on which the warrior's house
is built is, if specified at all, to be reddish in color (ib. ii. 8. 7). And
later we find that the diamonds of a priest, warrior, man of the people-
caste, and slave (!) are respectively white, red, sisira-flower-color, and
black : see Brhat Samhita, 70. 96

; 80. 11. The warrior's house should
face the second quarter, east (ib. vasagrhani viprddlndm udagdigdd-
ydni). Also we find that the bathing clothes are arranged according
to caste: Ag. P. 258.56.

. i. 2. 5.f Ap. i. 2. 5. 16 (urahsamam prasarya).
\ Ap. i. 6. 18. 9

; Vas. iv. 8 ; M. iii. 110-111.
M. v. 83 ; G. xiv. 2 ; Vas. iv. 27. Compare V. P. iii. 11.

|M. v. 93-94; G. xiv. 45.

If M. iii. 13, 14
; Mbh. i. 78. 8ff. ; Baudh. i. 8. 16. 3 ; 20. 14 (with B.'s

note) ; Vas. i. 24 ff. ; Ap. ii. 5. 12. 3
; G. iv. 14-15. Par. G. S. i. 4. 11. See

discussion of the Epic rule in the chapter below on Women.
** M. viii. 337. Compare 375-376, 267

; xi. 127
; G. xxii. 14

; Vas. xx. 31,
for fines in adultery and abuse, and proportion to the crime of the
priest. The fines in abuse vary with the caste's position.
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high-caste people by the lower castes. An instance will illus-

trate the point. If a man of the
people-caste

commit adultery
with a woman of the warrior-caste, the punishment is as fol-

lows: the man is hunied alive in a hot fire; the woman is

stripped naked, smeared with butter, and driven about the town
on a white donkey.* ( Hlier more revolting punishments follow,
with like transgressions in other law-books. If a warrior kills a

priest, he is killed, and his property confiscated.f If, however,
members of the upper castes commit adultery with a woman of
rlic -lave-caste, their most severe punishmiMit is banishment.]:

Interesting is the fact, supported bv two authorities, law and

Epic, that the widows of soldiers dying on the field of battle

should be given a pension. The soldiers are, furthermore, to

receive their pay by the month (?), and in advance.
1

We learn also from the Epic that a soldier captured alive

becomes the servant of his
captor:

in the full rule, remaining
a slave for one year, but not liable to compulsory fighting dur-

ing that period. After the year is over, he is 'born again:'
that is, lie is set free. Such is the Epic rule, but the legal
code does not say that such a slave should be freed. On the

contrary, the latter knows him only as one among seven ordi-

nary kinds of slaves.^

* Vas. xxi. 8-4. The same rule holds if the case is that of a warrior
and a woman of the priestly caste.

f B. i. 10. 18. 19 ; A p. ii. 10. 27. 16, of a slave.

;
A p. ii. H>. 27. s 17 Some of these rules, as of the time of initiation,

are older than tin- Sutra period ; and this older Brahmanic literature occa-
-ionally tm< -lies point- not always given in the law : as, for instance, the
height of the grave-in- >uml differing according to caste ; the upaunyana
of tii.- \\arrior coming in summer, while that of the people-caste comes
in autumn : the former caste belong to Indra, the latter to Varuna, etc.

:.!!> ml. | are all collected l.y \\YU-r. In, I. Mint., x. 7 IF.. 14. 20ff.
- /'?/->// HHiiiiisiiniH'irii f'lri't 'rthe mftyum ivugdiii vyasanaih c&

'bhvupetdnAm hihh<ir*i, ii.:>..vi: <-f. xii. 86. 24. So Vfis. xix. 20 : anjur-
'rii/nl, *//<///. Compare tin- same rule, A. P. 2!M

| Both MatfjiH-nts IM-IOMIT to tin- middle period of the Epic: ii. 5. 59.

Compare below the second part of this paper.
IT The simplest form of the Kpir rule implies the law, and reads: If

one warrior conquers another in battle and gets him into his j>owpr and
then lets him go free, he becomes to that man a -rever.,'

(guru): that is, the freed cantive must look upon him as a pri.-t or
f ;it I i.-r. and never refuse to oner him homugi : the relation of 'father'
on tin- on.- -id.- implying 'slave' on tin- old, r ,^\i,-\\ i- th,- application
mad.- in the text, ii. 88. 7). Compare R. ii. 7-1. :J8 : //<> me 'dya *y<it pitA
Imn'lliin- f/iisi/n ddso i8mi). The fuller rule is given in xii. 96. 4, thus

.-tfd iand rightly) by th.- romm.-ntator : the captor slioii Id in-

hi-
OaptiTC

to MJ
'

I Mp th\ -!.i\.'': \\li.-tln-r tin- caplive oon
sents to fuiy tin- <>r not, the captor should, after the expiration of a

acknowledge him to be 'a son': that is. l.-t him go free. This
rule is based on practice. So Jayadratha as captive is to be made a
slave im 1 1 l . Compare iv. 88. 59, where one is obliged

i a slave'
\ >roliably an extension

of this rule that makes it incumbent on captive kings to declare by
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An important question arises, in reviewing these rules, in

regard to the time that the ordinary warrior had to devote to

his
religious

studies (obligatory on the twice-born), and the age
at which he

usually
assumed urm>.

Of students of the Vedas in general, from seven and a half to

thirteen, eighteen, twenty-four, thirty-six, forty-eight, or even
more years are demanded, till their study IK' perfected.*

In accordance with a practice- assumed to be qonsonant with

the spirit of such a law, \\ e find, to take one case of many, that

the Pandus are represented as *

having studied all the Vedas
and the various treatises

'

(on duty, etc.).f It is evident that

such a rule could have obtained in its strictness only among
priestly students ;

and we shall be antecedently disposed to think

that the students of warrior- and people-caste were permitted to

give up study under easier conditions, as they were easily freed

from penances obligatory on priests.;); Their lives made it

necessary to allow them more freedom. Studying, sacrificing,
and giving are sometimes declared to be their i three occupa-
tions :' that is, the three common to all the twice-born

;
and

such study might make them masters of the Vedas sufficiently to

be able to teach, even the priest becoming their pupil in time of

need : that is, when the student of the priestly caste can get no

priest to instruct him (Ap.ii. 2.4.25); but as a positive injunc-
tion the memorizing of the three Vedas is found only as a com-
mand laid upon the king, not upon all members of his caste

signs that they are beasts of various sorts. Compare the interesting
account in Brhannarad. P. viii. 35, where the routed Yavanas in their
fear ' ate grass or leaped into the water '

(t'cndny abhakayan). So per-
haps Nebuchadnezzar ' ate grass,' i. e. was conquered. The regular
'seven slaves' are, according to M. viii. 415, a man made captive of

war, a man that earns his food by serving, a (slave) born in the house,
a man purchased, a man given, a man (formerly a paternal slave and)
inherited, a man made a slave as fine (debt). Tlie native commentator
will not admit here that a member of the warrior-caste may be en-
slaved (absurd, in the face of the Epic), and refers the ' man '

to a mem-
ber of the slave-caste. But the rule is evidently general, in spite of
verse 412. A later code allows slaving

' in caste order :' that is, permits
priests to enslave warriors, and warriors to enslave men of the people
(Yajfi. ii. 183). Universal rule permits a priest to enslave any loose
member of the slave-caste (M. viii. 413, etc. ). Par. G. S. iii. 7 gives a curi-
ous rite for charming a slave so that he shall not run away.
* M. iii. 1

;
B. i. 2. 3. Iff. (more than forty-eight years, if the Atharva-

Veda be included) ; Ap. i. 1. 2. 12 ff. ; AQV. G. S. i. 22. 3, etc.

f i. 1. 124 (122), te 'dhltya nikhildn veddn Qdstrdni vividhdni ca.

IG.ix. 1, Biihler's note.
Va. ii. 15 ; Ap. ii. 5. 10. 6. These stand in contradistinction to the

three peculiar to the priest, teaching, making sacrifices for others, and
receiving gifts ; which three, with the ' six immunities ' of the priest
(immunity from corporal punishment, imprisonment, fines, exile, revil-

ing, and expulsion, G. viii. 13), constitute the practical difference in the
lives of the two upper castes. To the ' three occupations' of the warrior
comes also

'

protection
'

as his peculiar duty.
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G.xi.3; M. vii.43). Now how is it in the Epic story?
We

ind in the great war that a number of very young knights were

engaged in oattle : that Arjuna's son. Abhimanvu, who was hut
en years old (i.

'-7. L18), had already married, and was
looked upon as a fully equipped knight. V ;hat the Pan-
dus and Kurus themselves in the early part of the tale were

trained, not in the holy writings, but in the 'Veda of the bow;'
and when a preceptor prafl -ujrht for them, he was desired 'to

teaeh them skill,' not Veda; and the result of these instructions

in bow and arms of all sorts
' was that the younr Kurus and

Plttdoa ( BOOn became expert in every weapon.''" \\Y have in

the Hamayana al>o a proof that tl,< ith yearf was the end
of boyhood, and that the youn^ warrior was ordinarily profi-
cient in arms by that time. For when the' chief hero of thi<

poem is about to be taken away from home, hi- father exclaims
he is as yet but a boy (Julia } ; he is not yet sixteen, and has not

acquired the use of arms :' a showing clearly that the

age ot -ixteeii wa> the terininu- of boyhood, and that a young
man (yttfHfn) of that auv vrae expected to be ready for war.l
Il<\\ are we to interpret thi> { The science of arms required

years of patient study. Is it conceivable that a hoy otherwise

occupied in physical training should by the age of sixteen be

master of the special skill that ^ave him power on the battle-

field, and at the same time have found time to commit to mem-

ory even one Vedic collection { It is clear that the law is later

than the Kpic on this pointy and even there such knowledge is

only
to be assumed OB de-irahle for the warrior in general. The

active young kniglit and bu>y trader must have performed their

dutie.- toward the \"eda in a very ]>erfunetory way, if at all.

The more reasonable >uppo>ition >eems to me to be tlint, while

* In the long story of the Pandus' boyhood, we find the youths half

grown up and in need of a teacher. The Kurus too were idle and
wicked, and it was necessary to set them to study. So Gautama and
Drona became their in-tru.-t !>. Tin- reputation of t-nch was based on his

superiority in handling weapons. It was for thi> iv.i->"ii that. '!< -

a <;uru to teach the boys skill' <(//////;/ rikxnrtlitnii (tiiri*n>t. i IV

Gautama was appointed : and Dmna's < tfoi-ts as a t holly
to tlii^ aim : for li- UtQht them the Veda of the l.vdirected to tlii^ aim : for li- UtQght them the Veda of the l.v

ydmdsa ca droiio fUiunuri; .///// , and treatise^. s<> that thoy became
skilled in weanons' (saw M). This

also is the meaning of the hendyadis in the short story of the P&ndus,
where the boys begin to learn arms and ' not long after became learned
in the Veda and bow' (na cirdd eva ri </ illmuufi cd 'bh

6).

f This is usually the age when the goddii<> iy (giving the fam-
ily cut to the hair) was performed :

\ uiiatoda$avar$o 'yamakftfati 18. S; iii. i

Compare for sixteen as the general time of boyhood's emlin^ (always
thoiby formal la* MI-! bo\ becomes leirally reapon-
sible for his acts with hk twelfth rear: i. i<>8. 14.
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in the early age there was no let to the desire of a young war-
rior if he wished to be Veda-learned, the conventional practices
of liisea<te neverthele>s ron>trained nio>t of !ii>at1eiition to anus,
and in his eight months of schooling (if even this, the later term
of yearly study, he allowed for so early a' time) he probably did

nothing
more than -

go over' the text of the Veda.* The
memorizing of even one Vedic collection it is absurd to believe
could have been attempted by such young warriors as those the

Epic depicts. The practice must have been peculiar to the man
of leisure, the priest. Indeed, it is not to this caste as a whole
that the Epic ascribes such knowledge; but the king alone is,

theoretically, acquainted with the three-fold Veda. A sort of
commutation of learning seems to be implied in the Sutra

period ;
for we read that the student, instead of learning all,

may even as an alternative to the cmuvdka (itself a concession)
recite only

' as much as the Guru thinks best
;'
or '

only the first

and last hymn of each seer;' or 'at the beginning of each hymn
ju>t one verse.'f
But if we examine closely the education of the royal princes,

we shall be tempted to doubt if even royal personages learned
much more than the art of arms, and the general

' Veda-of-the-
bow.' The seer, for example, who quizzes a king on the state

of his kingdom and his ability, asks whether that King possesses
the Veda and its priest, Wives and their fruit, money and its

fruit, revelation and its fruit
; and, when the puzzled king asks

wliat that means, explains that the Veda and fruit thereof

means sacrifice. But when the same seer really wishes to know
what the king has studied, he asks him whether he comprehends

* One more quotation would indicate the age of sixteen as the normal
age for boys to be knighted and allowed to enter the battle-field. Drona,
just before his death, is described as raging about the battle-field eighty-
five years old,

'

yet acting in battle as if he were but sixteen
'

(rane
paryacarad drono vfddhah $odagavaravat : vii. 192. 65 ; 193. 43).

f (Jankh. ii. 7. 22'ff . The twenty-second verse alone would give any lib-

erty of shortening (ydvad vd gurur manyeta). Oldenberg, translating
this, notes the consequence, and calls the plan an '

abridged method, by
which students who had not the intention of becoming Vedic scholars,
and probably chiefly students of the Kshatriya and Vaicya caste, could
fulfil their duty of learning the Veda.' In xii. 132. 20 (21 =M. viii. 44), we
are told that the dharmavid, or king erudite in rules of duty, must
know the * four-fold system of right.' This is best explained by another
verse in the same book (xii. 59. 33), where the three-fold (Veda) is one ;

logic, two ; agricultural occupations (including trading, etc.), three
;
and

the system of punishment, four (compare, to the first, the commentator,
trayl cd 'nvik$ikl cdi 'va vdrtd ca danfanitiy fa). The age of manhood is

reached at sixteen. The statement in the Brhat Saihhita that a man
does not reach his full weight and size till he is twenty-five proves
nothing to the contrary (puruxah khalu pancavingatibhir abddir
arhati mdnonmdnam, B. S. 68. 107), though it is rather surprising. In
the Ramayanasara the hero's age at marriage is fifteen ; his bride's, six :

compare Rajendralala Mitra's Notices, No. 2288.
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the 'aphorisms on horses, on elephants, and on chariots;' tin*

only Veda here mentioned being the < Veda-of-the-bow.' The

subjects assumed as real objects of royal study are these aphor-
isms, with further collections of the same sort in regard to poison,

ife. and military machines; for these, with the knowledge
of magical weapons and sorcery, constitute the practical erudi-

tion of the king.* With such subjects as these alone, at anv

rate, the royal personages seem familiar; and even Yudhish-

thira, a lay-figure upon which didactic rags are exhibited,

appears
less a sage than an ignoramus in regard to all he ought

to have known had he studied as formally assumed,f
It is interesting to

compare
in detail the account given of

young Abhimanyu, a model prince. We are told in a general

way that the sons of the randus 'went over the Veda, ami

acquired (the use of) the bow and arrow;' and that the family

priest, Dhaumya, saw to the completion of the proper religious
ceremonies connected with their birth, etc. ^receding this

general statement, however, we have an exact list of the

branches of study pursued by Abhimanyu (to the younger gen-
eration what his father A rjuna is to the older). 'The Veda-

of-the-bow, in four divisions and ten branches,^ ne
i
the Veda-

knower, learned complete from Arjuna, both the divine (weap-

ons) and the human. Then Arjuna taught him the special

point- in the knowledge of different weapons, in dexterity of

use, and in all arts
;
and both in science and practice made him

ci|iial unto himself: and he rejoiced as he beheld him.'

Thi.- i> all tlie education that is especially recorded of Ablii-

yu, except what Veda-study is generally implied in the fol-

lowing verse quoted above. The word Veda in the Kpic is

* ktiecit sutrdni sarvani gfhnasi . . hastinfitrrirruxutnlni rnthn-
t nhhi/dsi/nt,' snwyag g^ln* tc . . (linn,

o'tfn u'n < i'l iiftfnlnf miwin i . . linth-

/f/i/.s fatM saw- riilifilh : \\.~). \\". LdOff.
^ Tin- :i uiii|itiini Tiuulf in (li- .coin! act of Utt. Iv;nn;i-;ir. that the

<iiu|i|ctiM| \iy th.- a^- "I ten. and tin- vnmu;
prince i then inyeited and 1 mplctr in-

ri "t 1 In- t null. ( 'oiii|i;nf 1 In- aK<> lati- vi-r^imi of a priii <'> -|IK .1-

tton in A. I-. 8*4 i ir.

^ Therefore Koni't mi. ! |.lnral. U in a 0AM :i|'i)|.,.-. win ;

sons are learned 'in the Vedas and their mysteries, and in the Vedas-of-
tlif IMIU-.' lii thi- CUM IMma and the rest do without lnilit Irani tli

Veda and take their tMk in vfadentsbip, according to tlir IMM-I. They
are rede?" /

;//rx illumm-i;,!,*,! i>,'u'<t<i<lh and t'liiilitln-nlnnn-

i.-h sndta bheee young princes mar be
:..:' : that i-. an admitted ela^ ,

dents whoee v before th. \ EtccomUsh their stndy ; luit the
ftnatu .lly implies n xnfituka slu-w.

by total! \ itea : con r.ll !". ^ i>- w
xmltiiku inil>t nif:oi lii-^f.

dajtitlh, only tli. Ved i m-nlioin-d OftZI ! t:nil\ in .'
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not strictly applied in any circumstances. The Mahabharata
itself is called the fifth Veda (i. 63. 89 : compare v. 43. 41).
With that of Abhimanyu we may compare the education recom-
mended to the sons of kings in the thirteenth book :

i Know-

ledge,
the family-laws, the Veda-of-the-bow, the Yeda, elephant-

riding, horseback-riding, chariot-driving, rules of propriety,
word-science, music and the fine arts, legends and tales.' Com-
pare also the education of Drupada's supposed son, who was

taught
'

drawing and other arts and the bow and arrow.'*

One word on the warrior as a man, before we turn to the

king. I do not know whether we may permit ourselves a
judg-

ment in respect of the estimated value of the warrior's life by
referring to the compensation exacted from him that takes such
a life

;
but it is worth recording that, according to formal law,

restitution should be made to the amount of a thousand cows

(and a bull) if one kill a member of the warrior-caste. Com-

paring this with the valuation set on the life of a man of the

as Arjuna of course is not represented as an instructor in spiritual
knowledge (kriyah means military arts ; so dgame ca prayoge ca, cur-
rent information and practice, with the commentator).
* xiii. 104. 125, 146 ff . ;

v. 189. 1 ff . Compare with the last R. i. 80. 27 ff .

After dhanurvede ca vede ca nitigdstresu, and the art ( $ik$d) of elephants
and cars, we have dlekhye, lekhye, lahghane, plavane ; and 80. 4, tekhya-
samkhydvid (cf. R. ii. 2. 6) with gandharvavidyd, nydya, nltigdstrdni, etc.

The mass of received literature which a sage may know often groups
Vedas, rules, and legends with many other rubrics

; but it is impossible
to assert to what time these lists belong, and they are consequently of
little value for the early usage. As an example, we find in ii. 11. 25 the

dyurvedo 'stdngo (dehavdn, followed by, 32ff.)the ^gvedah, sdmavedah,
yajurvedah, atharvavedah ; sarvagdstrdni, itihdsdh, upaveddh, veddn-

gdni, vdnl saptavidhd, sdmdni, stutigdstrdni (?), gdth'd vividhdh,'bhdsydni
tarkayuktdni, ndfakdh, kdvydh, kathdkhydyikd (kdrikdh) that is, eve'n
a kind of dramatic literature and commentaries. The kathdh are either
kathd divydh (xv. 29. 14 etc.) or of war (see below). The passage quoted
from the thirteenth book enjoins gabdagdstram and kaldh along with
yukti^dstram (grammar, the fine arts, and etiquette), and so represents
perhaps a later list than that from the second book : both, however,
showing that the line of education was away from the Veda, and that
what time the princes had was given to culture, not to religion. I take it

that, as the old royal personal fighting days ended that is, as the princes
were more and more expected to be figure-heads in war, and drove into
battle to watch it on an elephant's back rather than to lead it in a war-
car their older bow- and sword-training was given up ; but the time
so gained was spent in more effeminate, certainly not more dryly
intellectual occupations. Perhaps the rather late Virata, with the cow-
ardly little crown-prince, shows us the step between. As to the order
of the Vedas, we find generally that the Atharvan stands last ; but com-
pare xii. 342.8 : ygvede sayajurvede tathdi 'vd 'tharvasdmasu ; and xiii.

17. 91-92 : athfirvaglrMihwlimlxi/d i-h\*<ili<ixramitek$anah,yajuhpddabhujo
guhyah vcompare xii. 343. 99-100, paiicakalpam atharvdnarh kftydbhify
paribrnhitam, kalpayanti hi mdm viprd atharvdnavidah ; and xiii.

14.309, atharvah). The five Vedas are jingled together in v. 43.41 ff.,

52 (yo vcda veddn na sa veda vedyam, etc.). The (Jatapatha-Brahmana
is mentioned by name only in xii. (343. 13 etc.).
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people by the same norm, we find that the relative worth of the

latter was one tenth that of the warrior, one hundred cows here

>utH<-iiiLr . This law is, as Buliler has pointed out, particularly
inTeiv>tiiiLr t'rmii a pan-Aryan point of view

;
for the receivers

of tin- Indemnity are left doubtful. Only one of the law-books
( llau<lhavana) specifies to whom the cattle are to be paid, and
thi> work says that the restitution shall be made to the

king.
With this the native commentators are not in accord, and noth-

ing in Hindu law demands such an interpretation. The priestly
rMinmeiitatoiv modestly propose by preference that the kine

should be paid to the priests ;
but Govinda, one of them, sanc-

tions what must be the right opinion : namely, that the cows
shall be paid to the relations of the murdered man.*

B. ROYALTY.

1. The King. We get no clear picture of the life of the

warrior in peace till we come to the king. Here we are first

burdened with a superfluity of epigram and formal advice.

Out of this mass and the history of the story we may get a fair

picture of the
early Aryan monarch.f

As a matter of course, the king is presented, when moral

teaching is inculcated in the Epic, with a model little different

from that extractable from any other didactic code. It is of

passing interest to compare the personality thus predicated for
4 a good king

' with what we actually find, but the comparison
must be drawn from but a fragment of the rich supply of in-

junctions found in the Epic.
Take the '

fatherly love
' alluded to above : there is not a case

recorded of the real characters of the Epic where a kin<r exhibits

aim lit but selfish greed, passionate weakness, and regardless
Fulfilment of his own desires. Not only with the Knni>. who
are represented as naturally sinful, but with the so-called pure
Pflndus, each follows the desires of the moment, and only relig-
ious interpolations soften the characters. It is too much to ex-

pect that such chiefs as these concerned themselves much with the

B. i. 10. 19. 1 (paid to tli. kin- ) : Ap. i. 9. 24. 1 (Biihler's note here sug-
gests the right interpretation) ; M. xi. 128 (latest form, the case restricted
to accidental death at the hands of a priest). Compare Tacitus, Ger-
m.mia, 21 :

' Luitur homicidium certo armentorum ac necnmni mimero,
itque satisfactionem universa domus." (Since tin- \\ntin-

has shown i he earliest form of such atonement in Vedic allusions,
M. G. xli. -

f R&jan (nom. raja, rex) ; sometimes rojaputra is the equivalent of
I lie latter appears often in composition as raja ; less often (gen-

erally as li\ mini-.), as raj: e. g. pretarajah, passim : ;rr/iwi/. viii. M
1 Mhi-r till.-- ;m .-hiefly poetical (see above, p. 77, note); l>ut thr

common (vi?patili) vicAmpatfy
' lord of the people^ keeps the lost sense

of
i>< those that are governed), not that of people-caste.

VOL. xiii 15
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lives of their subjects. The latter wen- proierted,' because the

former were always fighting and winning battles, while the tale

of Nandini, and other distorted echoes, show in legend the real

and overbearing insolence of the kings toward their subjects,
even those of priestly caste. Hut in theory the king must be
the embodiment not of protection alone, but of love and care as

well. And analogous to the old-time punning derivation of

jnttra (son) from the y^/-hell and the idea of saving (trd),

whereby the son is a 'saver from hell/ we tind that the 'war-
rior

'

(ksatriya] is derived from two components meaning
' he

saves from destruction,'* through being a very storm-god to the

foes of the kingdom,f as opposed to the universal benevolence
of the priest. It is from this reason that the Epic dares to

forge from Manu the bold statement that a king is equal to ten
wise priests (i. 41. 27-31), a statement as un-Manu-like in tone as

possible. The weighty reason given for a desirable perfection
in the character of the king is that the realm will be like him :

as is the king, so is his people.^ This theory is carried out in

the discussion more than once opened as to whether, of the four

ages known to man, the particular age in which a king lives ex-

cuse his character, or the king himself be responsible for his age ;

since, if he is sinful, comes the ' dark age
'

;
if good, the ' white

and perfect age
'

is man's. These *

ages
'

are brought ajbout by
the king's personal conduct and his restraint of vice among his

subjects, for he is like the liestrainer, the god of punishment, |

in giving force to the laws of morality. Indicative of the

whole tone of Hindu life is the fact that these '

royal laws '
set

for a king are an application of the earliest extant formulated
laws : the royal laws (rdja-dha/rma) being in no sense leges

regice (for we have scarcely an instance of a general law formu-
lated by the kingly power), but simply laws made by the har-

*
k?atdd yo vdi trdyati 'ti sa tasmdt katriyah smrtah, xii. 29. 138

;
59.

126
;
cf . v. 132. 31

; though elsewhere interpreted as "' the destroyer
'

!

The same derivation is found in B. A. Up. v. 13. 4 : the warrior (k$atriya)
is life

;
life saves (trdyate) from hurt (ksanitofy), etc.

f dindro rdjanya ucyate . . parinisjhifakdryah tu nrpatih paripd-
landt, xii. 60. 20

; dindro dharmah ksatriydndm brdhmandndm athd
'gnikah, xii. 141. 64 : compare ib. 60. 12, mditro brdhmana ucyvte, and
often.

\ yddr$o raja tddr$ojanafy, xi. 8.32.

On the king's connection with the ages, cf . xii. 91. 6, and v. 132.12 ff. :

' The king is fitted for godhead or for hell according as he practices vir-

tue or vice
;

. . the king makes the age ; . . his reward is heaven if he

gives man the perfect krta-age ; if he gives the evil kali-age, he goes to
hell for a thousand years.' An incorporation of two bad ages at once is

found in xv. 81. 10 :
' know that Duryodhana is the kali-age, Qakuni is

the dvdpara-age :' that is to say, Qakuni is not quite so sinful as Duryo-
dhana.

\yamayann asato yamah, xii. 139. 103 ff., 5 (with likeness to other

gods).
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deniiig of usage into rigid rule, extending very gradually from

simple moral saws to rules of conduct, and thence slowly broad-
en ini:, till the term includes social laws, and laws of administra-
tion. When a guide is sought, the sayings of the

sage fore-

father Mann are quoted, who gradually U-< -Mine invested with a
law-book that superseded the perhaps older treatise of the united

sages Brihaspati and Ucanas, the first that appear to have de-
! tl:em>elve> particularly to the royal needs.* We must

then-fore deny the truth of the Epic assertion that the royal
laws antedate all other regulations of Hindu law.f
These Maws' may be divided into two classes, embracing

first general moral and social duties, and secondly special du-
ties involved in the royal 'objects

of consideration.' I examine
each briefly. And first the tiresome rules of morality.

2. Royaf> Duties. How completely the savage old kings
of the first poem have become demoralized into

priestly sub-

jects
is seen by a glance at the first of these classes. V ictorv

is now a question of right and wrong :
' where right is, there is

victory';^ an idea to be later extended on the theological side,
and to give us 'where Vishnu is, there is victory' (see below);
and paralleled by the repinings of the victorious 'king, who
says that even the perusal of the treatises on knowledge
(buddhitfUtra) is of little moment when one comes to die; but
'let a man be purified in heart, let his folks and ministers

ba acts, and he is a king, the best of kings' ;
for *

it

tter for a man that lie even kill an Aryan than that he rule

by overstepping the rurht
'

< \ii. '2~>. 6ff. [on kola], and iii. :54. 15).
The king's aim should he to seek first his realm's happiness,
and then his own

(i. 222. 12, etc.). Compare with this the

irk addressed to a king:
' the tears of them that weep for

thy wrong-rating shall slay thee and thy herds; . . but where
the tear of mi-cry is turned into joy, there is a king's duty
nohly done.' But to seek the happiness of the state lie must

learn to control him-elf. -he nm>t overcome love and
wrath and suhdue hi- passions' (v. 129. 88-39). Thi> the real

tin- Kpic never did. It is, however, in accordance
with >uch rfiieral admonition- that we find the duties soon

tli/.ed. cla itied. and arranged in irroiip-.
'

Kiuhl \irtiie>

ir /////.}// illn'injanli innnnn'ili : ltf.16Q.tt.
ii|<-f<| li\ i

i- thr-r t In- sitbftid-

i Iii- ..Hi, T I'l-ilil 'H the r..\;i| !

! : 64.7; HI. 1 : -.-ill <l..ii.- ud4 tlir..u-li (lu- royal laws': and, just

>yal laws.'
I 1. Lot 18. I'.ut. n^lii

I

'lull siili/nm. tc. < <>ni|Hirc with the fol-

I..UIUL:, \
'.y ////"/"* tato djmnno yato dharma* tato
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cause a man to shine: wisdom, good family, self-restraint,

knowledge <>f revelation, courage, not talking too much, gener-
osity, thankfulness'; though in the same passage we learn that
when a king does good to a man, this virtue outshines all vir-

tues '*
(v. 35. 52

;
37. 32 ff.).

On the whole, we find the groups
of eight commandments more common, but ten commandments
are also made to form a concise exposition of moral law. ' The
eight-fold path of duty' has become proverbial,! but varies

often: consisting, for instance, of the above, or of sacrifice,

generosity, study, penance, self-restraint, truth, uprightness,
harmlessness

;
and variating (in place of the last two) with

'

mercy, and lack of greed.'$ An imprecation in a later book
on those that have ' broken the ten commandments,' without

specifying them, would indicate that the ten had become
also a formal group, as in Manu. In answer to perpetual
questions in regard to duty, Markandeya says to the king :

' Be
merciful, be kind, be fond, be not sulky, be truthful, mild,

generous, glad to protect the people; do right, avoid wrong;
worship the fathers and the gods ; practice all this in deed, in

thought, and in word '

(iii. 191. 23
ft.). The contrast between

such a rule and this, for example :

' Just this alone is a king's

duty to bear a rod, to be fierce, to protect' (i. 11. IT), forms
one of the questions most vexing to the sages. Pages might be
taken from the harping on this theme alone : what proportion
exists between a righteous wrath and kingly mercy ?

||
This and

the constant injunctions of purity^f form the staple of these

* xii. 91. 6 ff., ib. 20 : cf. 38 ; finally the usual comparison with Yaina,
44, 56 ; a summary of morals in 52-53. Compare xii. 361.9 :

' the king
that does not wipe away the tears of the conquered is as sinful as the
slayer of a priest.' Compare also ii. 5. 124.

f mdrgo dharmasyd '$favidhah : v. 35. 54, 56.

i ib. ;
the ten in 59.

dagadharmagatdh ; the king may confiscate their property, xii. 69.

26 : cf . 59. 59-60 ; M. vii. 47-50 ; the lists may be modified by Buddhistic
influence. Both ' the ten ' and ' the eight

' are known to the Puranas,
e. g. in Vayu P. i. 59. 48.

I
cf . i. 3. 1 76 : to protect is a king's

'

highest duty
'

;
but no absolute

*

highest duty
'

is given. In iii. 150. 37 it is protection ; in ii. 22. 5 it is to
do good ;

in iii. 183. 16 ff. it is penance ;
in iii. 4. 7 it is contentment, etc.

Whatever duty fills the mind is for the moment paramount. Even ' the
realm' is the 'chief duty,' iii. 52. 15; cf. v. 34. 29-31. Most wearisome
are the droning iterations in regard to protection, whereby the poet
means not from outside foes alone but from the king's own greed ; and
it is even recommended that the king should not set his heart on
property gained by a foe's downfall, arer pratipdtena, v. (39. 77, prani),
C. 1522. The idea of '

word, thought, and deed '

is sometimes extended :

'in four ways, by eye, mind, voice, and deed, let a king delight his

people ;' v. 34. 25 : cf. iii. 50. 9
; 157. 18 ; 41. 20 ; he must be a father to his

people : iii. 23. 7 ;
i. 121. 15 ; 100. 18

;
xii. 57. 33

;
xiii. 61. 18 ; he is the war-

rior's Guru : i. 195. 12.

Tf iii. 119. 8 ; let him be pure ; as in xii. 58 and 59, the formal duties
are preceded by a recommendation of purity.
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1

moral commonplaces. One example may suffice :
4

Through
rurht the king rules; through this he keeps his subjects in

order; by means of right he beholds all, when he is furnished
with spies.* The king is the savior of the castes; by witchcraft
and wrong king's duties are destroyed; let the king dispense
right rlinuigli no love or hate; he should not be too devoted to

a friend, nor too severe to a foe
;
he should not harm right ;

he should not return evil for evil,' etc. etc.f But, of all that a

king should not do (for negative and positive are always treated
in the same category), general consent has selected four sins,

common to man I nit particularly reprehensible in a king: these,

according to the usual formula, are 'women, dice, minting,
and drinking.':):
The only part of this formal morality that can particularly

interest us is the vices it represents. Didactic strictures, form
and contents, are foregone conclusions, given civilization and
love for platitudes. These truths of social intercourse were
almost as trite in the didactic Epic as they are to-day to us.

A man should not lie, steal, murder, drink, gamble, be incon-
riiu nt in passion, in sleep, in food, or in other provocatives to

low
living. Especially a king, since he is the norm of morals.

All this is dull repetition ;
for when we once find out on what

intellectual level we are standing, we can foretell the comple-

* '

Spies are a king's eyes
'

: v. 34. 34 (see below).
\ iii. 207. 26 ff. Right (dharma) is now synonomous with law, now

with duty.
J iii. 13. 7 ; refers particularly to the warrior-caste : cf. M. vii. 50 ;

this is also shown by 'they say that kings have these four vices,
hunting, drink, dice, over-indulgence in sensuality (grdmye, stribhoge,
N.), ii. 68. 20 : cf. xii. 59. 60, the Manu verse. This is the antiquer form,
but is kept till the latest time (cf . xiii. 157. 33), although parallel stands
a fuller list, women, dice, hunting, drinking, brutality in voice or
deed, and wanton destruction of property' (v.88. 91); and elsewhere
the 'six sins' are alluded to (i.49. 16, $a$vargqjin mahdbuddhify : com-
pare ii. 5. 125, fcufanarth&fy) as an understood group ; but four is the
more popular division, so again xii. 289. 26 ; and even five are given (in
the metaphysical section, xii. 802. 55-56) as a group of inborn vices,
desire, wrath, fear, sleep, cvd#a (' breathing' B. R., or gluttony). The
R&m&yana gives 'twelve faults' ; seven vices, of which ' four are from
love/ as in Manu. Compare R. ii. 109. 66 ; iii. 13. 3 ff . The instability of
the group's members is greater than its number ; for the division into
four often remains with different definitions, as * four let a king avoid,
council with fools, pokes, wrathful men, and pilgrims' (v.88. 69, 'and
pilgrims', cdra#atf ca ; or ca-aranaif c<> : >r <i<;(inai% ; while for r<

aaih n-nd ahi^uih, N.I. Ignorance, as 'something rhil.lish.
1

is .f

course everywhere reprehended; what th. king had to learn has
IxM-n ilisfiisscil ahovr: /><ir/f/um/rr. xii. !i. >., is tin- MMIIH- ^ivrii t> kiiijjx

ignorance. The whole of this section treats of dimmm 1 1 r : M .

\iii.l6).
Such lists an- also I'liranir in torn-. Compan- tin- M?/;/n*//f/. AK P.

888. 17 ; the fwjivarga (vices), ib. 287. 7 ; the saptAAgaih rtijyam. ib. 888.

fdvarga Muti, -, >. ih.45; the vyasanfini of kings, ib. 240. 26ff.
In general these Puranic lists are taken from the earlier literature,
however, and offer no occasion for remark.
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mentary verses as soon as the poetic sermon begins. But
how is* it in the real Epic? Let us look to the vices as por-

trayed, and come nearer to life.

If it be true that vices most rebuked by a people's law are

vices most loved by that people, then women and drink were
the chief stumbling-blocks of the Hindus.* As the king was
allowed a harem unlimited in extent, I need only say that it is

well-nigh impossible
to disentangle new and old in the Epic*

material on the royal privileges and deprivations in this partic-
ular. As illegitimate children were regarded as a matter of

course, and even the priestly saints, as legends tell, were prone
to seduce blameless girls, the restrictions of the law may be
held to be mainly for practical purposes. Mixture of caste was

regarded as an evil. Too great carelessness with women
would result in the evil. Therefore it is best not to indulge
in sensual pleasures of this kind indiscriminately. Moreover,
is it injurious. But every town has its hall for the dancing-
girls (nartandgara), and they and the music-girls of the gain-

ing hall are chiefly prostitutes; though the palace girls are

said to ' dance by day and go home at night.' Women are

provided for noble and royal guests when they come to spend
the night, and are even furnished to the priests. The number
of wives a knight had depended on his means. Purity was
recommended to students of the Yeda and the great ascetics.

The military caste was not corrupt, or, perhaps, especially given
to sensuality ;

but it knew nothing of the practice of chastity,

except as a student's discipline. Occasionally a member of a

royal house is represented as becoming an ascetic in this par-

ticular, but he is a wonder to all men.f .

* Strabo says that Megasthenes reports frugality, honesty, and tem-
perance among the Hindus, but he seems to recognize their common
custom of drinking. In the same fragment he denies to the Hindu
written laws and employment of witnesses (Fr. xv).

f The dancing hall (iv. 22. 16) is here a part of the king's house, but
a separate building. Prostitution was a respectable profession, and,
if hereditary, blameless ; only men living on their wives' beauty or
on their own were scorned. Idyls like the Nala-tale and Savitri-

story show us an ideal decency in men that reflects great art or
a simplicity anterior to anything else preserved in the Epic. The
Epic's chief and ideal hero was famous for his exploits and gal-

lantry. Quite peculiar is the king in i. 44.9, who 'having ob-
tained a wife set not his heart on other women' (tain prdpya, nd
'nyandrisu mano dadhe). The Epic heroes in general are not lewd at

all, but natural; and no attempt is made to hide their amours and
infidelities. One woman, who has committed adultery with her friend's

husband, calmly remarks :
' In that your husband was chosen by you,

he was thereby chosen by me ; for legally a friend's husband is (the
same as one's own) husband, my beauty' (yadd tvayd vrto bhartd v\'ta
eva tadd mayd, sakhlbhartd hi dharmena bhartd bhavati $obhane :

i. 83. 21). It is right to add, however, that her friend did not see the
matter in that light. Purity is not a matter of principle, but of ascetic
rule and statute Taw ; intended to torment a man on the one hand, and
to keep his hands off his neighbor's goods (women) on the other.
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Hunting is ivp: I in the saiiu- way that >rnMwlity is.

The law frowns on it, but it is one of the favorite amusements
of the Epic kings and heroes. The later doctrine of non-cruelty
to animals made the priests disparage the art, but it always
flourished. Pftndu himself (the genuineness of the story is not

important) is spoken of as a great hunter. We need not wait

for the drama to show us the kinu with a large retinue
rushing

afield for sport with the deer. In fact, if we do wait, we find

far less love of real hunting than in the Kpic, though the dra-

matic heroes have a decently sporting-like spirit (compare tin-

verses apropos in the second act of Qakuntala ; and in general
from the dramatic period note that meat is given to a gne>t.
Utt. Rfimacar. Act iv.

;
and hunting everywhere implied,

though it is stated that the death of animals is not allowed

in a good city, Mrcch. Act viii.). The priestly, perhaps
Buddhistic, theory of protection to animals is not compati-
ble with the real life of the Epic. 'As to the habit of kill-

ing animals, that custom is of course allowed by the custom
>t killing enemies' (i. 118. 12). The next verse declares that

the slaughter of animals is a right of the king, supporting
-tatemeiit by an allusion to Agastya (compare Ag. r.

240. 40). We find that after hunting they eat the carcass, as

in the characteristic story of Dushyanta (i. 69. 21). A king
4 firm in virtue and vowed to

hunting'
is elsewhere spoken of

as
possessing

two good qualities.* The king usually hunts

with a train: 'They all went out a-hunting in their chariots.'f
But sometimes the king goes out alone with one horse.:):

Not only killing deer, but
eating meat, later a sin, is com-

monly indulged in. One king sends as a present
' a great deal

of meat' (mdnsain ImJui ca pd$avam)', and, at a certain wed-

ding-feast,
*

they killed all sorts of wild game and pure dom

animals, and brought (to the feast) a quantity of intoxicating

.'

*i.63. 1: rriji'i <lharmanityah . . babhuva, mfgai/nni i/nntnin sadd
ilhi-liiri-'ifuh. Dushyanta kills tigers with :i -won! :ihnYr>. The hunt
is usually for deer ; but in Varaha P. vi. 21 a kin^ K<CS t wii h ;i

' to kill tigers especially
'

(cvdpadani). Lion-hunting with dogs, attested

by Aelian and Strabo (cf. Ktesias, I. 8, Ind. Ant. X i> imlicated by
Kbh, ii. 40. 7, like dogs about a lion/

f i. 182. 86-8: rathdir inh sarve mrgayam. Th. fool dog'
(yva . . . in fidhah) appears here to have been an adventitious coinpun-

Iniiitin^ party.
t When he usually meets a girl whom he seduces, pcrsuadiiu

onnubial union is best without religious rites. Compare i. ITl.vMir.

hunts are recorded in i.221.64ff.; iii. 86. 45, etc. In th< i

e the Arrows are zprelT Matr.i t.. be free from poison.
iu.75.11, and iv. 72. 26-28 (uccavacdn mrpdft ja<j>

pacun (to eat, as context shows) ; also surdm
Miinials (opposed to the ii^ r <-to. of the forest^are
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I may add the exquisitely sober tale of the man who had to

sell meat. There was a worthy man that had inherited a

slaughter-house (#und) from his father. He was visited by a

priest. The heir to butcherhood sat in the middle of the

slaughter-house selling meat (venison, buffalo meat, and
boars meat), and there was such a crowd of buyers about

him that the priest had to stand some time before he was
seen. When gently reproved for engaging in such a sad busi-

ness,* the worthy butchor earnestly replied
:

4 1 do indeed sell

meat, but I do not eat it, and do not kill the animals. This is

my inherited occupation. Therefore it is right for me to prac-
tice it. In fact, if I did not, I should do wrong.' The tale

well illustrates several phases of Hindu thought. The crowd

buying of course bought to eat.f

Even a priest may be guilty of hunting, and presumably of

eating animals, if I may quote another tale in the pseudo-

Epic (xii. 168. 29 ff. to 172. 25), where we read of a <

priest of

the middle district,' who went begging among the barbarians

of the north country (udlcydm aigi mlecchesu). He shortly
became no better than a Dasyu (northern barbarian) or wild

robber. But by and bye another priest came up to the same

county, and found him armed with bow and arrows and cov-

ered with blood. Being heartily reproved for his bad ways,
the first priest left and went to sea to make money by trading,
since ' he was poor and did not know the Yeda,' and had set

his soul on making money. His course is not held up for our

edification, however.:):
And so (with vices as with moral saws, to show not all cases,

but examples) we come to the next great vice, drinking. We

the cow, goat, man, sheep, horse, ass, and mule (Vayu P. i. 9. 42). mj-ga
is a generic term for game ; thus the tiger is the king of mpgas : e. g.

A. P. 19. 27.
* The priestly law tries to impress the sin of eating meat by a pun

'Me-eat shall he in the next life whose meat I eat here' (Lanman to

Manu v. 55 : cf. Mbh. xiii. 116. 35 ; the same pun in main dhdsyati =
Mandhata, iii. 126. 30). The Vayu Purana also gives the usual mansasya
mdshatvam, ii. 26. 23.

f iii. 207. 10 ff . The Varaha P.
, relating also a funny story of Dharnia-

vyadha, makes him appear very angry at the insinuation of his son-in-

law's sister that he is a meat-eater. He says he does eat meat, but he
kills only one animal (pa$u) a day, and will not be called a jivahantar,

retorting: pdcayitvd svayam cdi 'va kasmdt tvam nd 'dya bhunjase:
Var. P. viii. 25 and 28. In Mbh. iii. 208. 9 Rantideva kills a large num-
ber of cows every day to be eaten. See Indo-Aryans, i. 426, where this

verse is quoted.
\ Eating meat of kine is forbidden, but the earlier law allowed it. In

the ceremony for the dead, gavya may be interpreted
' beef ' in V. P.

iii. 16. 1, but (comparing M.) is probably
' cow's milk '

(compare Wil-

son's note). Vas. iv. 8 : brdhmandya vd rdjanydya vd 'bhydgatdya ma-
hoksdnam . . pacet. At the madhuparka ceremony meat is always
allowe'd (gankh. G. S. ii. 16. 1, from Manu, as Vas. iv. 5-6

;
M. v. 41).
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need not Lr > to the Harivanca to find all the forbidden pleasure-
indulged in. Men and women drink freely, and only in didac-

tic portions are such practices decried. They drank at the wed-

ding mentioned above the worst sort of distilled
liquors.

There

many kinds of simple wine- and distilled drinks, different

for men and women, since the women prefer a sweeter sort

than the men.* Intoxicating liquors were used on all t'e-tal

occasions. A king gives a dinner to the prie>N. and many
women come and eat and drink 'just as they like.' A grand

.al is held, and men and women go out with dance and
mii-ic and drink. The chief hero gets completely

intoxicated

Again, the royal family in another town make a
ri\er picnic. Here also they have music of harp and

llute and tambourine. They dance and they sing. The women
irrou y. They begin to get drunk. They 'reel from
drunkenne:' they 'give away their jewels and their gar-
ments; play in the woods and run into the water: begin to

laiiu'li and -ing and jeer and quarrel, and tell each other se-

.'+ When a city is about to be besieged, no drinking and

dancing i> permitted; the dancing girls are turned out. and

drink is forbidden.^ Krishna and Arjuna both sit on their

seats in an intoxicated state when they receive the Kurus' am-
bassador

dently the rule was first made for the priest, ^nd then e\-

d in the interest of morality to the other castes. There

always certain permitted intoxicating drinks, the number
allowed increasing with the lateness of the time from \\hich

aw-book comes. In the Epic it is a newly promulgated
divine law that 'from this time on a priest that drinks .V///Y?

shall be considered blamable, just like a murderer of a priest.')

The next great sin of the Hindus (if, indeed, this be not

apan-Ai : and here we have not ignor-

* katham hi pltvd madhr >rd ca madhvmddhavim, lot

ret. iii.27s.40 icf. 89).

rT. ; 219. ~, I. ; iv. 15. 7. Compan- hido-Aryans, loc.

1.16.18. Impaling is the penalty for drinking or in.ikin- min'i

against the la \\ >>'f<nii knryat /

mi i nh LI;I .-//. /(ii/<ti'i,l.itr l i sn huintlni

!:>~in iiKiilhvdsavakffbdu. OomiMUre for divnu- <lnn

neesv.98.il : b /"/// //"/ <tnt tarvakftftcanam, i/<it

'>l><itcli xakht

intoxicating liqin-r (ronun. ri'irnnt/iiin wriinyaji

| i. 76.67 i,ntiin ii/iifH-dhlirtl 'li<t fair rin niohrit xnn'itn O&-
iii(th<'i n'u 'rii sn MI/.- <tdh.

Butii Man t. \- \irtini- ..! \ic.-till tin- latent time;
*

gum-
,m<l tippl. !>.. iiMin-rs. singers, and traders ) are here (as
iii. r.l tf. ujHliiHeya priests (e. g. V&yu P. ii. 21. 82 fl.). As usual,

itistli urt priests that seem In. -il\ t..,,n

MM 16
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ance of forbidding rules on the part of the warrior, but direct

contradiction offered by him to such rules.

The game of dice was an old Vedic amusement, and we have
in the Rig-Veda a '

gambler's lament,' and an allusion to the

public gaming house. That same gam hi ing-hall that ruined

him survived through all pmo'ds of the Hindu's growth. Tales

are told, precepts HIV given, in vain. The sage points to the moral
of history: 'kings have ruined themselves by gambling;' but

the king-warrior triumphantly quotes
*

usage' and silences the

adviser. The law distinguishes between playing with ani-

mate and with inanimate things, showing that baiting and prize-

fighting were common.f But the Epic confines 4

playing
'

to two things, in hyperbole to war, and in matter of fact to

gambling. The law yielded a point at last, and, after vain

protests, we find in the legal enactments that dice-play is sanc-

tioned, and the '
state gambling-hall

'

erected under police super-

vision, the revenue from it going into the royal treasury.J In
the Epic, where the kings always play dice as a matter of

course, the only crime in playing is cheating, or '

using magic.'
In the didactic Epic alone is the game forbidden

;
but we are

told that ' the bad kings (k.urajdnaK) of old always practiced

woe-bringing gambling and deer-slaying
'

(v. 90. 56). The whole

plot of the Epic turns on a game of dice. The king plays

away all he has, wealth, crown, brothers, and self; then his

wife. A. nice point is here raised by the interested parties, as

to whether he could
rightly

stake his wife, after he had himself

become a slave by staking and losing himself,
' since slaves own

* R. V. x. 34
; A. V. vii. 50, 51

; vii. 109. 1
; Muir, Hymns from the Rig

and Atharvan, J. R. A. S., N. S.,ii.31.

f Dice-playing is forbidden, M. iv. 74 ; a son is not liable for his dead
father's gambling debts, ib. viii. 159 ; G. xii. 41 ; gambling with dice,

prize-fighting, and drinking, are strictly forbidden, and sinners of this

sort punished and banished, M. ix. 220-228 (late), samdhuta in the Epic
is

'

challenged to playjiice,' ii. 48. 19 : cf. 49. 39.

% The law-book of Apastamba says that a table shall be set up in the

assembly-hall, and respectable members of the three Aryan castes may
meet there and play dice. They pay (according to the commentator)
something to the keeper of the table, and he pays to the king a regular
sum for the privilege of keeping the table. Narada (Jolly, xvi.) shows a
fuller development, and makes a different provision : as, for example,
that the keeper gets ten per cent, on the money staked. The earlier text

of Ap. reads: sabhdyd madhye 'dhidevanam uddhytya 'ksdn nivapet
(nir-) ; drydh . . dlvitdrah sy uh . A p. ii. 10. 25. 12 ff. It is added that the
dice shall be' of even number and of vibhltaka. In the later Narada, the

only sin thought of in connection with gaming is dishonest practice,
e. g. using false dice, or playing in other places than at the royal tables,

for the play was now a monopoly of the king. Compare Acv. G. S. ii.

7. 10. The practice in Narada agrees with the rule of A. P. 256. 49 ff .

But there the dhurtakitava gives up to the keeper of the hall five or

ten per cent, of his winnings according to their amount. The game is

a monopoly (ib. 47) of the king. Cheats are here branded and banished.
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nothing.' The legal light of the court declared that he could

not ; hut it was generally conceded that the queen was thereby
really lost, and became a slave. The only anger is caused by
the

diacovery
that all the name had been deceitful (see Sabha).

This same king, however, afterward- I courtier at

another'.- court, ami aume- the role of a gambler by profes-

sion,
4 in order to please the king and his ministers' by casting-

dice. 'I shall,' he says, 'become a diet -mad. play-loving cour-

tier, and with the bejeweled holders Mini;- out the charming
beryl, gold, and ivory dice, dotted black and red/* And so, in

respect
of this vice, we can say with Tacitus : aleam sobrii inter

sena exercent. tanra lucrandi perdendive tcmcritate lit cum
omnia defecemnt extreme ac novissimo iactu de libertate et

de corpore contendant ; victns voluntariam servitutem adit

(Germ. 34).
Four stages of development appear

to have been passed
through. In the first, gambling is generally practiced, and,
casually, privately condemned when the result is bad. In the

second, it is generally practiced, but the law begins to note its

evils, and condemns it in mild admonition> language. In the

third, it is generally practiced, but the law condemns it strongly,

regards it as a state crime, and banishes the offenders. In the

fourth, it is generally practiced, and the law takes it in charge,

patronizes it, gives the king a revenue from it, and makes it a

crime to play anywhere but where the king shall get his per
cent, from the protits.f
'The king and the priest uphold the (moral) order in the

world,' said the priest living before the Epic,J but the king en-

*8abhdstdro bhavifyatni . . umluksuh /<r/
knut'nnnn ili'niti'm jtlmliiir ji/ntlriiKilih sulm. I. / .s/n7/,-.s,7/ Infu'ti'il.-siliir c,t

nirvartsydmi manoramdn. The verb shows the casting out of the dice,
ami the commentator says the pro] ><>sit ion 'with' refers t<> the means of

casting, ami ilelines plinlrih :\^ Q&rlstk&pemdrtk&Hi l.-iistfnif/nhti'nii

lulythiidimayiiti i ftlmlnl. to have in inin.l hollowed' vessels

for rattling the dice. I am rathor doubtful ftbouf n-^t min^ xa/uias ex-

pressing tefdrii (phtt i.-m-mni,,,. i.m eanimt heref
late phala as (' Au^ \\\ Win t.-l' (10 H. ID. or take it al>

tli. li.ianU.' uiili .///O//N as another kin<l ! liee. The cninin. will. I

make the words for matrialH refer to color, hi Hi', \.ll..\\. n-<l.ainl \\lut.-

(reeol '>rm<i'uin inn I eaiiiioi | (I ||..\\ him \\ 1.85), Simple dl<

imt di QI ant. 'I In- ordinal
board is faphum . t.. r id,, i,, i made, '//'///". n "'-. :{-4. Nala as akja-
priynli i- t. he ronipan-,1 with 'li/nt"/ 9) of Vmlhisln'
here called //r///ff/rm;m/<. ( 'miiiii. /,///./////////.

I The Rig Veda: Manu and th< <>tr. :

Apastamha and N&rada
Apastambe must be Iat4-r tli;in UK ^ Mann, ami is

probably interpolated, as recognition of state gambling-tablet postdates
the Sutra period. The Purnn ihat - .mini- i

. ..

common. Compare A. P. above, and 258. 70 : ryiif(dydm udttr urye
dy&tcjayam avdpnuy&t ; and the quai DM m ^

f dhrtavratdu, Qat. Br. v. 4. 4. 5 (eon M
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joyed
himself still, in spite of priest and law. The life of revelry

indulged in by the warrior-caste, already indicated by the rules

on drinking, dicing, and contests between animals, and shown 1>\

the law, is perhaps caricatured by the great carousal in the

Harivanca, but is testified to not only by Megasthenes,* but by
the description in the Epic of all the paraphernalia of pastime at

court. Majestic preparations ! An amphitheatre for a joust at

arms, moated and walled like a gated city ;f a casino by the river-

side J for the amusement of the princes ;
an amusement when-

ever any event offers an excuse
;

meat and wine at every festi-

val
; drunkenness, gambling, and love, the enjoyments of peace
what use to quote the sage's rule that a man shall not drink,

shall not eat meat, shall not gamble, and shall be continent ?

Such rules were made by the priest, and for the priest ;
till a

later age, influenced by modern feeling, extended them to the

other castes, and interpolated them upon the early Epic.||

*
irifiTTTOv (fiepog) kari TO T&V TrofafiiaTtiv olg TOV o/lAov %p6vov fv ff%otyj Kal

Trdroif 6 fiiog karlv K TOV paaihinov 6iaiTufj.hoif, etc. : Strabo, xv. p. 707.

\prakdra, dvdra, torana, parikhd, i. 185. 17 ff. Compare the public
games in V. P. v. 20.

i. 128. 33, udakakrldana.
In i. 221. 69 the king makes an occasion of '

giving gifts
' out of the

fact that his brother has a son born.

||
Outside the law, in all profane writings, rules restricting food and

drink are found. Thus, as B. ii. 1. 1. 21 limits the use of intoxicating
liquor for all twice-born castes, so does R. ii. 34. 27 ; 80. 4 ; iv. 16. 31 ff.,

v. 34. 10, for priest and warrior, limit eating, suppressing meat and
madhu 'wine.' 'The king is lord of all but the priest' (G. xi. 1) ;

and in this respect the latter enforced his rules gradually, so that it

may be that the non-priestly castes were slowly led to temperance.
Luxury is forbidden to the priest who is out in the world (ii. 21. 42), but
the caste as a whole led an easy and comfortable life, and allusions
are plenty to show how delicately cared for and fastidious the town-
priests were (cf . e. g. iii. 92. 20). Even here we have no great asceticism
as a rule. So, still more, a quasi-asceticism may be enjoined on the

king and warrior ;
but I miss the sign of it in popular poetry, and dis-

trust it in didactic epigrams. To speak the truth and not to steal seem
to be in India the earliest moralities enjoined. Drinking and gambling
and lust are frowned upon much later, and by priests. But in those
first two, the ' moral sense '

originated (not from the priests) from
mutual advantages, and needs of social life

; for until the most ad-
vanced moral code there is no thought of an abstract wrong in lying
or stealing. Indeed, in the former case, certain occasions are men-
tioned where for utilitarian reasons lying is approved and commanded.
For instance, one may lie to a woman at the time of marriage, or to

escape pain or loss of one's property or loss of life. I confess I do not
see the matter in the light in which Miiller,

'

India,' p. 34 ff., puts it (see
ib. note D, p. 272, for citations). Such expressions as that of the V. P.

,

' the earth is upheld by truth '

(iii. 12) have no great moral significance,

weighed against the fact that truth to the Aryan Hindu warrior is a
relative term ;

' a lie is truth if it pays to lie
'

is the underlying basis of

his morality in this regard. Compare viii. 69. 32 : bhavet satyam avak-

tavyam vaktavyam anytam bhavet, yatrd 'ny-tam bhavet satyam, etc.;

57, yat sydd ahihsdsamyuktam sa dharma iti nigcayah ; compare the
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If we look at the legitimate amusements of the warrior-caste,
we shall tiud very little but telling tales of war, song, dance,

mimi'-acting, later the drama, and practice of arms in sport or

in earnest.* Sometimes sport was combined with a serious in-

tent, as in the tournament, where the valor of the priii<

tested, and they through this test become enrolled as worthy
members of the caste (i.

134
ff.).

As boys, the prim-tV <>m-

amux/iiu'iit. outside of running, leaping, practice in '<\\-\\\>, and

rough horse-play with each other, seems to have consisted of a

game played with a ball or hockey (r~tt/t\ which they roll or

toss about,f The girls danced and played ball or doll (see A
j

>

penclixi.
The sport of the cow-boys in the later times of the

Krishna legends appears to have consisted in scandalizing an. I

abusing the respectable inhabitants, and getting drunk, thus

offering an interesting parallel to the life of our Western cow-

boys.ij:

3. Royal Occupations. Alertness is perhaps the word best

suited to describe the faculty prized in a king.
* He should In-

ready for the future, firm in tne present, ana understand what
still remains (to be done) from the past.\$ Tims he will be able

to
protect

his Aryan and un-Aryan subjects. Not to rob tin ><>.

and to be brave and pure, defines his negative and positive duty
toward his people.]

whole section and ib. 70. 51 for cause. It was not Bhishma's adherence
to truth so much as his adherence to chivalric rule that prevented him
from slaying a woman. It is, however, true that in legend and precept
mull holds a high place; only we should add that moral |>r<

often hide an opposite practice,
and that a simple lie mot prrjurx .

was not in and for itself regarded as wrong itln- ('hri>tian

;< -ponded on circumstances. But compare Yavu I', i. l<'

Compare vii. 57.4 : (numbers of people at a horse-sacrifieei mi^nnir-
takagandharvni(i in'irnnknir vardhamCnmki'iih. R#yoc%O0d60, c<i krujad-
bhis tatra simt jxtriliarsifi'ilt.

ikrtffanto rl(<n/i'i ilnlliify) paryacaran, i. 181. 17 id. krnltuml.

j The cow-bov Krishna, refusing homage to the old ur >d hi !

'we are not shut in with doors, nor confined within wall: w- ha\r
n.-ith.-r tields nor houses; we wander about happily wherev.-r \\

ling in our wagon H. . . Hra hmans offer worslup with prayer :oul-
tivaton* of the earth adore their landmark*. : lii we vrho tend our herdfl

in the forests and mountaiiiH should worship th.-in ami our kin.- (alone |.'

;ime cow-boy and his brother once 'went .il.nm iportiTely, looking
like two young elephants. As they roamed alM>nt th-y saw
man coloring clothes, and with smiling count-'iiaiH - th< \ \\.-ni and
thn-v. me "I hi> tin.' linen. Tin- u a-h- i IM.III . . piovoU.-d tin-

lads with loud and seiirrilouB abuse, until Kri-hna itmok him
with hi- head to the ground, and kill.-d him. Th, ...

i w,,v- i\Vil^on\ iraiisliition ..( \. !'. f, 10,80; pi-

548). Such pictures may represent n ' '!

txijB, liiou^h these narratives are meant t<> K' "" v (l

, 179.

1
Hi. 150.:',; 87.28; xv. !<>
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But when we come to a closer examination of what the gen-
eral 'protection' implies, wo find that there is an endle com-

plexity of subjects to which the king must pay attention. It

were little better than to schedule the possible combinations
of all conceivable military, judicial, civil, and domestic af-

fairs, were we to follow closely the lists given to the king to

study. All his duties and cares are parceled out in divisions.

He obtains his education by the group-system, 'for the realm is

a huge concern,' and needs to be studied in all its particulars,
each under its proper head.*

So technical have become in the late and pseudo-Epic some
of the groups of objects of consideration, that, finding them un-

explained or over-explained % by the commentator, we are unable
to analyze them, unless by chance they be repeated with more

light. So we read simply :

' Let the king have the six royal

qualities, and know the seven means.' The commentator gives
us the solution. The six royal qualities are eloquence, bravery,
wisdom, learning, (knowledge of) polity, and of (sacred) music.f
The 'seven means' would be unintelligible, for only 'four

means '

(of conduct with other unfriendly kings) are recognized
in the legal codes (pacification, generosity, intrigue, and pun-
ishment) ;

but to these are here added three : namely, poison,

incantations, and magic.
The Epic outstrips the groups with which we are familiar in

many other particulars, some of which I shall give in full, dry
as they are to any but one interested in succinct tabulation

;
for

though they teach us not much (containing generally only such
information as might be antecedently expected), they yet show

us, as we pick, our way through them, how thoroughly the

Hindu sages had encircled the king with a net of painful
rules, and give us at the same time a glimpse of that methodic
nature of the Hindu mind which proved so valuable in other

provinces, while it seems so useless in this. Such categories are

usually reeled off in the form of catechumenical instructions ad-

dressed to a patient king ;
and they belong all to the middle

period of the Epic, when it was made into a book of wisdom. J

* xii. 58. 21 ; sumahat tantram ; so ib. 56. 2, (dharmam) mahdntam
bhdram manye.

t Gain, Right, and Desire, it has just been stated, are the main-springs
of human action ; these the king should practice in loco (kale) : ii. 5. 21
ff . The most common '

group of six
'

is called the ' six-fold-care
'

(not
to be confused with the * six-fold array

' of the army, described below),
and consists of six specially important topics for the king : namely,
alliance, war, marching, encampment, partition of forces, and seeking
allies. Compare ii. 5. 8 ; v. 38. 24 (xii. 59. 32) ; xii. 69. 64 ff .

;
xv. 6. 5 (sad-

gunyam dyattam); M. vii. 160
; Yajfi. i. 346.

\ Some of these lists presuppose not only great technical dexterity in

interpretation, but also a sense of less serious meaning than belongs to
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There are '

eight acts' for a king to attend to (that is, ei<rht

subjects to care for in time of peace): agriculture, trade, roads,
. bridges, elepliant-trainiiiir. taxes, and the occupation of

deserted places.* Some of these are embraced in an unintelli-

gihle 'group of fourteen' just preceding. objeets to be attended
to when the land is held hy the enemy : as, for instance, t he

country, town, forts, elephant*. lit|iior-aloons etc. (commenta-
tor); and in another place we find again that there are 4 ten

objects of consideration.' explained by the >ann- guide to U' the

'a own and his foe's ministers, realm, fortress, treasury, and

army.t

most of them. They appear almost in the light of riddles or implied
conundrums, and have a painful resemblance to Mother Goose verses,

reminding us of ' two legs sat upon three legs,' etc. Nevertheless, when
we find the interpretation, it partakes of no sportiveness. But I fancy
the priests amused themselves in a sober way with such verses ; there

can, at least, be no Sutra-like technicality about them. A sage will

give us ;in example from v. 88. 44 :
'

By means of one perceiving two and
subduing three by means of four while .conquering five, understanding
six and forsaking seven be thou blessed/ It does not clear the mat-
ter up much to insert definite articles or the gender of each numeral ;

ami in tart the commentator does not know what the verse means, for
he explains it by different guesses, the cleverest being as follow- : Tin

verse may mean : the king shall by means of one undivided intelli-

gence discern the two sets of things, those to be done and not to be
done; and by means of the four methods of subduing foes (soothing,
liriliery. dteeiudoiL force) get into his power the three kinds of men.
friends, neutrals, foes; while he shall subdue the five organs of sense
and know tin- BJ renditions of a state (alliance, rupture. etr i. and
leave the seven vices, women, dice, hunting, drinking, harsh words,
cruel puni-hment. injury to property and then he will be happy.' But
in il. :!'.. I

s * there are six organs. One such specimen suffices.
*

ii. 5. 22 ; these acts' are said to be 4 declared by the code.' The last

;<iim in) \\\\\\ perhaps lie n >|i mi/at i<m. Compare M. vii.

I'll, where the Millie i II lie\ pla i lied I group IS Iliellt ioneii. a lid e.\
I
M Hi

l\ the there eon i men t a t or* in the way of Nil., and otherwise. (See
: in Bidder's and Ii. H.'s translat i

fxii tin <-<i ,i- tva tthAnavrddhikfaytitma
Id di\i-.iin' in a near and subsequent section <.xm/m/v/o ////'./'

If. tinie-anil-elinie. meaii>. dnt \ . mi
krethe i'>n,i\\m- c. .r the whole list of duti<

fold i

.

s "//"- xfl~inn. r /<//// /)o-e u rs independent ly in \iiJi'.'.
'

I tl . :

\v Ii. re aU<> duty. ^:iin. and de-ire, as u-ual. form aimthn
pie well

1

is at the end the .sum of it all. ar-

lo-in;: wi(h the oft-repeated di^ n

M) tin' i>-lati<in hetueeii the kin- and his age: whether the kiiik;in-

tlllenr,-, hi, .!_,. . ,|- (In ; ( -e in \vllir|| lie lives ! the eh;i!

of the kin kingdom
'

alread\ alln<l>- .iin in te>
'

-uelv.

Ill- ..Ili.-ial-. allies, wealth, i- aim. fort, an
that in x\. .' s \\. ei^ht-fold

king, mi 1

lillt. I thU il.V of eight.' Mo-'

KToupe occur e m the late polity-book- KArn. Nit. and



Perhaps the most Interesting group is that of the state otfi-

cial> ('which roi iirs under the rubric of categories of occupa-
tions, heraiise, like 1 most of the others, the king has to be oeeu-

pied with them), since they can be compared with tin? list of

royal officials handed down by Megasthenes. The latter says
that there are certain high state officers, partly civil and partly

military, and these make in his report a special class by them-
selvt

In Nfirada's speech, quoted above from the second book,
we find seven general state officers the inspector of the fort,

the inspector of the army, the inspector of laws, the com-
mander-in-chief of the army, the chief priest, physician, and

astrologer offered as a group explanatory of the functions of

certain officials that represent the
king (coinm. to ii. 5. 23) ;

but
a fuller group of administrative officials is implied by the text

it>elf in a following verse, where a group of eighteen officials is

plainly signified by the mention of '

eighteen objects which the

king should have carefully watched by spies.' Assuming that

the commentator is right in explaining this group by a long quo-
tation from a law-book, we find that the people here intended

embrace those members of the council meant by Megasthenes,
and others who were not probably included under his sixth di-

vision, but may be understood of those that guard the realm,*
as viceroys in different parts of the kingdom. The list is as fol-

lows : the chief councillor, the chief priest, the crown-prince,
the commander-in-chief of the army, the chamberlain, the over-

seer of the harem, the overseer of prisons, the chief steward,
the person having general superintendence of what ought or

ought not to be done in affairs, the chief judge, the overseer of

the city, the chief engineer, the overseer of justice, the presi-
dent of the assembly, the guardian of the army (comraissioner)
or of punishment (criminal judge?), the guardian (perhaps

overseer) of forts, the guardian of the boundary, the guardian
of the.forest.

All these officers in his foe's realm the king must have watched

by spies, and all of them in his own realm, except the chief

* It seems to me that Miiller goes too far in supposing that the offi-

cials set over villages are merely revenue officers with police juris-
diction (' India,' p. 47). The Pragna Up. alludes to these :

* as a king
commands his officers, saying, rule over these or those villages

'

(iii. 4) ;

the Brhat Samhita speaks of the '

king and his followers ' who destroy
the land (xix. 3) ;

and the Epic regards them as viceroys of state. When
villages were not tributary, they may have been totally independent
(av&abdha), they may have had no governor (Br. Sam. xvii. 14, comm.,
Kern) ; but when it was possible for Bhima to give fourteen villages off-

hand to a messenger (viii. 76. 40), we can scarcely suppose that the '
self-

government
' of which Miiller speaks could have been a real autonomy,

or have made them independent in their laws.
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councillor (prime minister) and high-priest (because these are

of the
priestly caste), and his once son, the crown-prince. The

list will give us an idea of the internal policy of the state,

though no great antiquity can probably be claimed for it.*

Interesting also is the formal recognition of the relations be-

tween state and state the three kinds of peace (through fear,

love, bribery), the four times of marching and army divisions

when at war, the division of all
outlying principalities into foes,

allies, and neutrals, and all the *
circuit

' about the king ;
for

these, given also in the law, form the germ of the special
sciences of polity, already begun in the Epic, which, starting
with rules (naydh) such as taught by Brihaspati and Ucanas,
were afterward to develop into that 'Machiavellian state-polity

that in later times governed the policy of the Hindus.
A native resume of royal occupations found in another book

gives us a summary of the king's daily life, and a general the-

ory of his relations with the powers about him. We find here

that '

system approved bv the Manavas,' as Kamandaki calls it,

which, corresponding with the suggestions in other parts of

the Epic and with the code of Manu, may be looked upon as

at ..nee the broadest and the oldest discussion of international

relations.f This account is called Instruction, and is given by
the old king of Hastinapur to his successor.

The king ought to rise early in the morning,:): dress, and

pay his respects to the elders of the court (here assumed to be

*
ii. 5. 88. The list reads : mantrl purohitctQ cai 'va yuvardiaf carat*-

patih, paiicamo dvdrajpdla$ca $atfho 'ntarvefikas (sic) tathd ; kdrdgdrd-
/! rit dravyasamcayakji tutlui. fcrfrdUmyeftJ en 'rtluindthnavamo

viniyojakah (sic); prade*t<~t ii<i<ir<l<lliyak.?ah knri/dnirnidnakj't tathd,
dharmddhyaksah BabMahfOkso daqfapQlw trivancamab : 09090 dur-

lagoa t'lfln'i rtyfrtfnfapdiflriKi&l atairifpdiafeaitMirf ttrtMnv a.^dda-
<t ca. This corresponds closely, though not exactly, with the deter-

mination of the Nitiprak'firika on the same subject, as the latter usually
resolves the technical formulae in accordance with our commentator.
The Manavic group of eighteen is one of law-titles (M. viii. 8). Compare
A. P. 252. Exactly the same formula as in our text is found also K. ii.

109. 4~>; in oooneoaoa with which fact it may not be im|)crtin-nt to in-

quire u In tin T it is mere ch;m< < that this whole section of the sec-
ond book in R. corresponds completely in form and often in verse with
a section of the same book in Mhh. ; and is it accidental that the scenes
of the two works are distributed in parallel books with sometimes like
names : &di = Adi ; sabhd = (assembly at) ayodhyd ; vana = vana (B.) ;

kiifkindhyd = vird(a (with names different, but each a change from for-
est to town life) ; snndara = udyogya (preparation for war) ; then in
each the yuddha f

f K. Nit. viii. 24. Compare with this section ii. 5. 26 ff. ; xii. 09 ; M.
v i i . 1 r>3 ff. The resume is from xv. 5. 10 to 6. 90.

tCoinp.ii. ii.5. 86, 89; where it is added that the king, after rising
early, should go about protected by a guard of soldiers dressed in red
and armed with swords. An interesting list of the king's attendants,
jesters, pages, etc., is given in R. ii. 82. 90.

VOL. xin. 17
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necessarily priests). His first business should be to eiKjuiiv
what work there is on hand for the

day.
This will be ex-

plained to him by the elders, and they will also advise him how
to act. His councillors (for with the vulgar he must not con-

sult) should be regenerate men, wise, aristocratic, skilled in de-

termining what is right and useful; his general officers should
be of hereditary office and superior to deceit (itpddkdfotdk. 14

;

ii. 5.43). He should consult with his ministers both collect-

ively and individually ; and, to do so, should (early in the

morning) enter the well-encircled Hall-of-Council (mantra-
grham or sthalam aruhya, 22), or, if he choose, may go into

any other secret place, such as a wood, hill, or housetop. He
should exclude from the place of consultation any people or

talking birds (sd-rikd f compare Eatn.) that might betray what
is said. Night consultations are a mistake. When he meets
his council, he should make a speech, repeating the formula
that declares the sins of those that betray council.*

Business affairsf and legal matters he should personally su-

perintend, or have attended to by experts and judges (compare
xii. 69. 27 ff.) In making judgments, he should condemn to

fines or death, according to circumstances, thieves, adulterers,
violent men, cheats, and (among others) those that destroy halls

and places of assembly4 His morning duties consist also of a
conference with those that have the control of his finances.

He should then dress, eat, and exercise, examine the arms, and

later, in the evening, give audience to ambassadors and inter-

view spies for he should have well-trained native spies of

every sort. The latter part of the night is the proper time for
him to decide as to what ought to be done. His meals should
be taken at noon and at midnight ;

but in respect of these divi-

sions of time the general rule is that
any time is good for ac-

tion if there is anything to be done. The next day he should

rise, dress, and go through the same duties over again :

i for-

ever turning is the wheel of duty.'J At all times he should

* This may also imply the punishment mentioned for such a betrayer
in A. P. 257. 79, where the mantrasya bhettd has his tongue slit open.

t Part of his business was to regulate prices ; for the trader, man of
the people-caste, was not to charge for his goods as he chose. In fact,
the term usually translated * usurer' is by native authority a man that
buys grain cheap and sells it dear a great sinner, according to the
Hindus. Compare Vas. ii. 41, and Kern, J. R. A. S., N. S., vi. 40, on
our text, xiii. 23. 21 (N.).

\ The general disposition of the king's day reminds us of the uni-
versal rule that one should devote himself to 'duty in the forenoon,
wealth in the middle of the day, pleasure in the latter part of the day'
(dharmam piirve dhanam madhye jaghanye kdmam dcaret, ahany anu-
cared evam e$a gdstrakrto vidhih, iii. 33. 40).

sarva dupayikdh kdldh kdrydndm, xv. 5. 35.

y
cakravat tdta kdrydndm parydyo drgyate sadd, xv. 5. 36.
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take particular care to protect himself from assassination, and
have nis women

especially supervised by proper old men.
As to his foreign policy, he must remember that it is all

important to have a capable commander-in-chief,* and should

elect him that is faithful, brave, painstaking (rather than one

nnly of good family).
Each king is surrounded by a '

circuit' of consideration, and

j king should be familiar with his own and hi> neighbors'

affairs. A technical enumeration of these by the teachers of

polity makes seventy-two subjects for consideration^

Owing to tin- military and not the civil activity of the king
being portrayed by the Epic, we have little to judge by, when
we enquire how much the king really had to do with the courts

and with other legislative matters. As the
sovereign

is always
represented in the code as attending courts, and as judgment is

* Compare (ii. 5. 87) the eko 'gy amatyah
f What these subjects are is variously explained. The legal com-

mentators are' agreed that Kamandaki's work shall interpret Ma mi's

vague grouping of the kings ; and they are probably correct in so do-

ing. The legal commentator to Manu explains the great circuit of
twelve as consisting of five objects of care (minister, kingdom, fort,
treasure, army), multiplied into the twelve kings lying about an imag-
inable king :.to wit. that king's foe, the neutral, the one seeking to be-
come an emperor, the one lying geographically between the subject
and his foe (these are the four chief), plus eight others, assumed as
u. II known by the text, and explained as four in front beyond the
foe (a friend, the foe's friend, friend's friend, foe's friend's friend) and
tour behind (rear attacker, rear attacker's attacker, friend of rear at-

tacker, friend of rear attacker's attacker). These twelve kings' own per-
sons, added to these sixty subjects, make the complete circuit of care
about one's kingdom. But our present text and commentator are dif-

1 from these. I am sure the latter's interpretation is incorrect. hut
t h< Kpic commentator construes that a king has seventy-two subjects to
think of : four of these are the friend of his foe and foe's ally and thr
foe of each respectively ; six are those bearing arms against him ; two
an- his own allv and that ally's ally ; these twelve are to be added to

sixty objects of consultation with ministers namely, a group of
on agriculture etc., of twenty on boys, etc., of fourteen fault*, impi-
ety, etc., of eighteen objects of counsel (cf. the eighteen nf ii. 5. 88 as

explained above). These make seventy-two alt reading, as N.
does, mitram amitram, as in C.). The late date of the correspon.lm-
passage in Mann mitflit h- infrrrrd from tin- fart that I'ranas alone is

quoted, when an author is nirntionnl \,\ nan. '1th. .u^h -pol-

ity-wise teachers' {dcdryri iilfiknriiliih \ ;\r<- allulrl t<> in griu-ml com-

pare M. vii. l.V, LM; K..m. Nit. \ iii. II -,M : ik \i.7>. Thesrx
corns of tin- .-in-nit MIV .1 Unii^d in thr t\\. lith l">k \\ ith tin- rnnark
that tli.' u ho|,. subject i> hilly rxplain.-.l in th.- Nitirfstra (.V-

ver, if we trust Kamandaki. thr Mannvan have a right to claim the
i nee he says the < 1 1 . 1 1 i t . . > \ <>rs twelve provinces according to

Manu (vii. 156), or sixteen, or twenty, according to Ucanas and Brihas-

p:it i respectively : althoogn others, he adds, allow thr . m-uit to be ex-

pand*
i in xii. 59.70-71, an. I implird in ih. t:: : p* rhai>s implied also in

rfw //-"/". ii. 5. 08. I ks agree in essentials: compare A. P.

284, 288 ff. Compare Vikramorv. A- Ison's note, p. 209.
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given by the Epic king whenever a case occurs, we may as-

sume that the King actually went each morning to the court-

house and heard cases, deciding them by the help of those
learned in the law. Such help must have been mainly in quot-

ing precedents, for of all rules this is the strictest, that the law
as handed down shall not be changed.* The business was,
however, chiefly shifted to the shoulders of the judge, in press
of other business, and of course wholly so in all but the im-

perial city. The king whose justice in judgments is especially

sought must always
'
let his rod fall alike on friend or foe,'f

and, as an incorporation of the God of justice, always opens
the court by a set speech, in which he conjures the witnesses
to speak the truth. The king himself may not be a witness.$

If an unjust sentence be delivered in court, the general rule

that a king shall assume one-sixth of the moral responsibility
when crime is committed is commuted in favor of the people
versus the

king,
so as to read that the king obtains one-

fourth
;
the ministers of justice, one-fourth

;
the witnesses, one-

fourth
;

the criminal, one-fourth, of the moral guilt (to be
cleared off by suffering in the next world).

* In accordance with the general rule rdjarslndmpurdndndm anuydtu
gatim n?pah, xv. 4. 5 (though here custom only) : compare ii. 6. 3. The
judge judges, but the king condemns, in Mrcch. Act ix., a good court-

picture.
t See below, and compare R. iv. 17. 57.

j A list in v. 35. 44 gives, besides, seven people incapable of serving
as witnesses : a person that tells fortunes by the hand

; a trader (con-
victed of having been) a thief

;
a fowler

;
a physician ; a friend and a

foe (of the person on trial) ; a mime-actor. Compare M. viii. 65 ff.

The absolute moral responsibility of the king that permits crime to

go unpunished is represented by a sixth of that crime. If the crime
be punished, the king is freed from moral responsibility for the com-
mission of that sin (see above, pp. 77, 87). If, however, in punishing the

crime, the king or the king's representative, the judge, gives an unjust
sentence, the moral responsibility is in part shifted back to the shoul-
ders of the government. This later rule (as it seems to me) of one-
fourth incurred by the king thus overlies the earlier and proverbial
' sixth share' of the king. I look now on the passages in the thirtieth
book of the Epic and the eighth book of Manu as alike indicative of a
later court-precision than is shown by the popular rule ;

and am in-

clined to believe that the confusion in the pseudo-Epic is due not to a

auotation

' from Manu' without authority, but to the temporary ignor-
ig of the popular view in favor of the court-division of guilt as ex-

plained in M. viii. 18
; and therefore that this quotation direct ' from

Manu' is really from our law-book. We should thus have to subtract
one case from those which I adduced where the pseudo-Epic failed to

correspond with our Manavic text, and thereby strengthen my argu-
ment a little more. Add xii. 266. 5. Compare this Journal xi. 264 ; also

M. viii. 18, and 304, with my notes in translation ; the Epic passages
here treated are chiefly xiii. 61. 34 ff. , and xii. 67. 17 ff. Sutra-rules for
the statements given above in regard to witnesses will be found B.
i. 10. 19. 13 ; ib. 8 ; ib. 10; Vas. xvi. 32 ; in Manu compare also viii.

88ff.,113.
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Verification of a witness's word by fire-ordeals and tests of
ot 1 1 er sorts goes back to an early period in India (AV., ('hand.

Up. vi. 16, etc.), and extends in new phases through the later

legal
literature. Compare the Pariksapaddhati M \ a ughten) ;

Seldagintweit, Gvtt&wrtheili </</ //////'//. The fourteen days'
limit as a test of veracity after an ordeal invoking the

wrath of a god is kept till late.* In the Epic we have no fire-

ordeal, properly speaking,
such as we have in the Kamayana. In

the latter the heroine swears 'by her troth' that she is tme to her

husband, calls on the fire to
protect her, and therewith enters

R. vi. 101. 11; 28
ff.).

In the same scene in the Maha-
bharata she simply calls on all the gods to '

deprive her of life if

she act falsely,' and begins the list with the fire-god (inattiri-

i, not employing any further proof than the formula sa me
wmuflcatu prdnan //'"//' /"//*/>//. caraimj aham.\ In all the

Epic poetry the custom is popularized by the common unjudi-
cial fonns of strong asseveration. To swear 'by my troth' is

common, as '

by my troth I will
slay

him
; by my troth I

raise the weapon' (iii. 252. 43}.
A colloquial imprecation 'is

' mat caelum (pated dyauK) if my word be not true
;'
and to

this the speaker adds the more local imprecation
'

may Himavat
burst, may the sea dry up,' etc. (compare iii. 12. 130 ff.

;
K. ii.

15.29V The great curse of the seers as a form of imprecation
in x iii. '.". 1 !' IT. deserves notice as suggestive of ordeals.

Again, to
gjive

more solemnity, a speech is introduced by the

sneaker while touching water (vary npasprgya] : evidently an

elliptical form of calling Varuna, the Epic god of water and
of testimony, to observe the truth of the words to follow.*

The unanimous treatment of one topic in all the older law-

books leads us to the conclusion that, at a time earlier than we
have been

considering (with a state so adjusted to precise for-

malities as that prescnbed above the practice mu-t have been in-

compatible^,
the

king
acted not only the i>art of a judge but

also that 01 the puni-her. The time would go back of the ap-

pointment of a judge-substitute, and represent a period when
the king was the head of a small family clan. In the Kpic

period, the practice eon Id have been one' only typical of the

royal death-giving power, and conversely of the pardoning

*A.P.254.48. Qr.aboVijttP.iL16.78, feu, 100; Mfooh, Lot lx
;.28. Compare Kaegi, II, rl.-.n.ft .1. <fcr,.(, p. 51,

| 8<> in iii. in. :',-.. where the speaker was aMK -r < 1 ilin.u^h hi> h

iii-iiltin- liini by'scrat- ^ruinr
mockery (althou-h i h.- latter act is not necessarily nn insult, being also
a sign of grief, as wli.-n tin- women ' beat tln-ir iliul^ with tlu-ir hands
and lamented,* as an eoual ni^n of u-ri.-f with 1..,,. hair and
doffing ornaments: xvi. 7. 17). To swear by all the gods is also com-
mon. Compare the oath in the battle-scenes below, and add R. ii. 9. 25.
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power. For we read in all codes that, when a thief is caught
(and trial for theft seems the earliest kind of judicial inquiry in

India), lie shall bear a club upon his shoulder to the king, and
when his guilt is acknowledged the king shall take the club
and slay him, or he shall let him go free by not slaving him.
But one code says they shall bear him away and then kill him.*
So even in Brhannar. P. the slave is struck, musalyah, by the

king himself, 28. 20. Not even the members of the king's fam-

ily are to be allowed to escape the just punishment of their

crime :

4 He must punish even his next of kin with bonds, tor-

ture, or death.' An interesting exception moderates this :

'

if,

however, these should come to the family-priest and voluntarily
confess their crime, saying,

" we have sinned
;
we will not sin

(again)" then theyvdeserve to be let go.' Moreover, of priests
it is said : the punishment of priests shall be graded progres-
sively according to their social standing.

' 'the greater the
reverence they enjoyed before they sinned, the greater should
be their punishment.'*)*
More specific legal functions of the king are lacking. His

duties in peace are chiefly those of his natural profession.

Thus, he is expected to visit the armory or arsenal as well
as to see to business matters. Only the books on custom and
law give us details of his entering the court, etc.J The gen-
eral distribution of the king's whole realm is put in short

form under four heads, so that, when one enquires briefly and

politely in regard to the state of the kingdom, he says that

* This law is older than the present Epic, and may have been current
at the time of the first poem ; but I have noted no allusion to it in our
text. There the king is more a figure-head in the court. But for the
Sutra-period and law compare G. xii. 43 ; B. ii. 1. 1. 116-17

;
Vas. xx. 41

;

Ap. i. 9. 25. 4
;
M. viii. 314

;
xi. 100

; Yajn. iii. 257. The later law-books
limit this case, as being very severe, to the case of one that steals gold
from a priest ! But it is evidently a survival of earliest criminal law.
The slaying of criminals ordinarily may be simple (beheading, etc.), or
'

variegated' (citro vadhah) : that is, slaying by torture. The Epic al-

lows robbers to be slain by beating (prahdrdih) in its pseudo-parts
(xii. 85. 20 ff.), and gives us a tale of a saint, caught by the police, and
then at the king's order '

impaled on a stake from suspicion of theft
'

(gule prota$ cduragankaya). His companions, real thieves, were also
slain in the same way: i. 63. 92. Compare xvi. 1.31, impalement for

drinking. Priests are thus capitally punished also, and others slain for

theft, by Puranic law, Ag. P. 169. 20 ; 226. 35 ff. ; in ib. 81, lex talionis ;

but night robbers are impaled, also destroyers of houses and fields, ib.

226. 54-63. The first citation is remarkable as preserving the exact form
of M. xi. 100 ff., the priest being the thief. But in 257. 59 the priest is

branded where others are slain (for abusive language) ; ib. 62, the stake
is appointed for murderers ; see also ib. 173. 2 ff.

f xii. 268. 29, 7 ff. So, too, in xii. 140. 47 :
' either a son, brother,

father, or friend whoever injures the property of the king, shall be
slain ;

even the Guru shall be punished.
'

{ Compare Par. G. S. iii. 13. 1 ff . ; M. viii. 1 ff.
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he hopes the '

kingdom, treasury, army, and town' are faring
well.*

In ivpird to the comparative value of different parts of the

kingdom, \veare frequently told that a king should piv-er\v
his own life even at the expense of the whole realm, just as he
should sacrifice a family to preserve a village, and a village, if

necessary, in nkr to preserve a town.f
4. Modek of government. The origin of the great fami lie-

that gave kings to the Aryan invader.- of India is confessed by
themselves to be doubtful. Tin* difficulty of tracing back the

lim, though helped hy fable, appeared to them insurmounta-
ble. 'The origin of seers, river.-, great families, women, and
-in is not to be found out' (v. 35. 72: cf. Pailc. iv. 49); for

hard to discover are the sources of rivers and heroes' (i. 137.

11). The multiplication of fable, the absence of all hi.-tory.

make it impossible to know to-day what was unknown then.

We can be certain of nothing in regard to the origin of any of

the kings mentioned in the Epic. We cannot show that the

Dhritarashtra of the poem was the same as the king of that

name mentioned in the Brahmana-literature. Pretense of de-

scent is openly acknowledged in the poem. _ The present
i-.'\ al families,' it is said,

*

pretend descent from Aila, Iksnvfiku.

etc.' (ii. 14.1-5). Of pure-caste kings there is not even this

pretense in many cases. The mother is often low-born, or the

father is a 'divinity.' Although especially referable to the

Brahmans, a remark in the twelfth book is
interesting

in this

eoniieetioii : 'There are only four
really

ancient families, tlm>e

of Ann!' apu, Vasishtha and Bhrigu ; all other familie>

have become great by virtue of works (no: blood).'!

According to the received belief in the Epic, royalty, though
a divine ordinance, is really the result of an afterthought on
the pan of iln- Creator; for man lived originally in a demo-

cratic, or rather anarchic, manner. 'How,' asks the king of
the Pfindus, 'can one person have such power over others?'

The sage jiie>tionrd an-wers (xii. .V.. luff'. \\ Hear how king-

.-hip aro-e: At tir-t there was neither kintr nor kingdom, nor

piini-hment, nor one to inlliet it ; but when man'> ,-en-e of

j
n -t ice was destroyed, then they laid hands on the property of

other-; thi> In-got de-ire: de-ire, pa.-sion ; passion caused a
loss of all knowledge of duty ; holy knowledge was destroyed ;

ha kupilaih cA 'sya rdjye ko$e balepure, R. ii. 09. 10.

f i. 115. 88; v. 128. 49; compare ib. 87. 16 a. : 1 t him sacrifice his
\v .iltli to save his wit.-, l.ut hi- wife to 8av- his ,,wn lif- :' an. I \

ihn.ux'h l.irthi an.l th.-

up tin. HI. ihr . ,,i,,i, ,,-ntator
takes the works to be rel i
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then died the sense of right ;
the

gods
became frightened ;

they created Law and Order; till finally one man, righting
the uneven earth, brought the world into a state of order,
blessed them by his protecting and directing power, and was

thereupon, on account of his kindness, made king.* I have
elsewhere f given a somewhat similar legend, in which the

kingless world is represented as begging God for a protector.
These legends show that such a state was not unfamiliar to the

Hindu, though they would do but little toward supporting an

argument for early democracies in India. Still, we know from
other sources that kingless peoples, aurovofjioe, were probably not

wanting in the later period. Megasthenes plainly implies that
6
self-ruled cities,' in distinction from cities governed by kings,
were common in his day. Indeed, his words take such towns as a

matter of course. : Yet none but legendary traces remain even

merely theoretical folly that was thus decried. 'King
and 'warrior' are sometimes said to be synonymous, |

but whether
a king of Aryans may belong to other than the warrior-caste

is not a question answered (except in the case of Karna) .by the

liistorical part of the Epic.If The didactic part speaks plainly,

*
rahjitd$ ca prajdh sarvds tena rdje 'ti gabdyate, verse 125.

f Manu in the Mahabharata, on Mbh. xii. 67. 17 ff. : J. A. O. S. xi. 255.

I Compare Lassen I. A. ii. 727 and 86
; VaiQali was such a city ; it had

a council of five thousand ; each member provides one elephant ; they
had an upardja or under-king, as state officer, under whom was a com-
mander-in-chief of the army ; they had also a ' book of customs.'

\
l Faults are always engendered in a people that has no king

'

(ardjake
janapade), i. 41. 27; R. ii. 69.28; 'in realms without kings the people
having no helper are destroyed ,' i. 105. 44 ff . : cf . M. vii. 3. Less suggestive
is

' like a stoneboat in a river sinks a people ruled by a woman, a gambler,
or a child,' v. 38. 43 ;

here the rule is directed against a woman or child

being anugdsitd, actual ruler of the state ; but immediately following
it is said '

grievous is the land where there is no king,' v. 39. 78 ; as a
command we find :

' one shall not live in realms that have no kings,'
xii. 67. 4 ff.; with a description familiar from the law of what evils

would happen in such a case :

' women and money would be stolen,

people would devour each other like fishes ;' (and the addition)
* this

was the state of the world before Manu was made king ; previous to his

arrival people had tried to make laws for themselves ; these laws were
"a boaster, a bully, an adulterer, a thief must be banished ;" no one
enforced these laws ; so the people were miserable ; so they asked for a

king.'
I
The Nitimayukha (Raj. Mitra's Notices, No. 2278), says that the word

king refers only to one of warrior-caste : rdja$abdasya k$atriyamdtre
gaktir iti nirupanam. But this is theoretical ; and for the use in the
book itself, I know this work only as mentioned here and in Weber's
account, Monatsberichte d. k. Preuss. Akad. d. Wiss., Nov. 1873.

Tf The Vayu-Purana sets the evil period of slave-kings at a time not

very long (relatively) before the ascension of Chandragupta (' who will

reign for twenty-four years') and Acpka ; but quite a while before the

Yavanas, who are to reign for eighty years : Vayu P. ii. 37. 321 ff .
,
356.
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however. We learn thence that in emergencies kings may be
of any caste. Yudhishthira asked :

<

Suppose the castes con-

fused, and a hostile army appearing ; suppose the
regular troops

defeated ; then suppose some strong man should arise, even a

priest, a man <>t the people-caste, or a slave: if he protected the

|n-'|>lr (as king), would he do right or notf The sage replies:
He that is a shore in a shoreless place, he that is a boat in a

boatless place, whether he be a slave or whatever he be, is worthy
>t honor. Let the people honor him on whom when helpless

they rely and prosper; let them honor him as if he were their

<>wn blood
;
for a priest without knowledge and a king without

protecting-power are but wooden elephants. He that protects
the good and drives evil away should be made king.'* This

passage explains 'caste-mixture'; it is political confusion, im-

plying war.

5. Succession, cJioice of king, primogeniture. The kingdom
either descended directly to the king's eldest son without ques-
tion, or the new king was chosen by popular election. Such
were the earliest conditions in India,f but the latter case is at

all periods rare, and probably unknown in the Epic age4 If,

however, the people had lost the right of determining abso-

lutely the next occupant of the throne, they still retained, as

we see them through historical legends, in a limited though
irregular form, the power of modifying the choice determined
<n by the aristocracy. They have still the unchallenged right
of proU-Minir against what seems to them an unworthy choice

for their next ruler, and dare to deny any such choice to the

present kinir, if it does not coincide with their views. And if

* xii. 78. 85 ff . In a later period, Pariah kings were recognized.
\ Compare Zimmer, Altind. Leb., p. 162, 172.

; janmatah pramanena jyetfho mj<l yiulhixfliirtih. i. 11."). 25. The
extraordinary statement in Para?. G. S. i. 68, that '

royalty does not
depend on hereditary right, but on acquisition by the sword' is well
omitted by the commentator. It must be a late interpolation.

i the event of an undisputed succession, and tin < rown-prince
being a minor on tin- kin-'- ili-ntli. tin- kin-dom i> krpt for (he prinrr
by an older relative who governs it as if he were king, according to the
Epic practice (i. 1<-J. 1 : /m/r citr&AqadebMfmo bale bhrdtari . . paiaydm-
Asa tad rajya/Aisatyavatunmnti aMtdft : Imi *! KM. 18, vicitraviryah . .

bhifmatyavacanesthifiih
. . (inniriisaf . . Bifrrtit&mc&ampadami. But

the boy had a nominal sovereignty, and tne dowager queen's autliot it \

is said to be respected. The representative is here the elder brother,
who in consequence of a vow < oul<i not succ< e throne. The
boy-prince (still bfikt an<! aprdptay&uvana) was not sixteen, and con-

sequently a minor. In the Ramayana, on the king's death the whol.
control of government iiately assumed by the family-priest,
and a session of subordinate priests (K. ii. 69). It will be noticed that
no such

spiritual guidance of the state is found in the interregnum
recorded in the Mahiibh&rata, although we have instances of kings

lot the royal power fall into the priests* hands ; but
v stated to be n folly s< o below).

VOL. XIII.
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we find that in no such case the people gain their point, it is

still not less instructive to observe in what manner they lose it
;

for in each example that legend has preserved we see that the

king is obliged to make good his choice (never by force, but)
by arguments addressed in a respectful manner to the protests
of the people. The inner meaning of such legends seems to be
that the king was not yet an absolute monarch. The people's
constitution was the tradition of their race. This the king
dared virtually to annul

;
but he did not yet venture to set it

aside without a pretext, nor did he feel himself independent of

the veto that the people had the power of declaring.
'

They
say that the warrior-caste owes its

superiority to physical might ;'*

but this physical might depended on the good-will of the

people; as its moral power rested in the approbation of the

priest, to whom < the warrior-caste stands nearest.'f
A word before giving the legends. The greatest sorrow to

a Hindu was lack of a son, since the latter's services in render-

ing oblations to the manes were necessary to procuring salva-

tio J for the father. If, in addition, the father was a king, and
saw his power likely to pass into another line in default of an
own son to succeed him, we may imagine what distress was
that sonless king's who saw before him at once a prospective
loss of private happiness and of family honor. So great seemed
this danger that a proverb arose,

i one son is no son
;' and, lest

an only son should die and leave the afflicted and aged father

in a worse condition than before, every means was tried to

secure at least two possible heirs.

*
balajyesthah, i. 123. 11

; ksatriydnam balam jyestham, i. 137. 11.

f iii. 147. 2. These tales, it will be noted, represent the people as a
whole (including as a general thing the priests) against the king. B

We
may say that the legend was created to honor the priest, but it seems to
me more probable that the general legend was there, and the priest a
mere spokesman. For the legends are an Epic growth, as is plainly
seen, from an earlier form. Had the priest desired his own glory, he
would, in telling the story, have excluded the people, and represented
himself alone as the advocate of justice.

i i. 159. 5 : compare punndmno narakdt, e. g. R. ii. 115. 12.

Perhaps the most extreme case of this national dread of sonlessness
is shown in the boy Jantu, a legend that may perhaps not be all legend,
and is interesting also as adding another to the few recorded stories of
human sacrifice. The story in brief is that before the birth of the boy
his father had lived long and married a hundred wives, but obtained
only one son. An accident causing the king to reflect on the precarious
nature of the boy's life, he asked his priests how he could obtain more
children. They advised him to sacrifice the boy, promising that each
wife should then bear a son. This sacrifice is determined on and carried

out,
' the mother shrieking in despair like a bird over its slain offspring.'

The boy is bound, laid on the altar, sacrificed, and burned. Of course
the priests' prediction is realized : iii. 127-128. Compare the distress
of Rama's father in like circumstances, etc. The same idea, that one
son is little better than none, meets us in II. xxiv. 538-540.
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The normal succession is shown in the case of Dacaratha and
Kama. The former had several worthy sons. They grew up
and married. The eldest was a model prince, beloved by the

people and by his father. So the king had a consultation with
tin- sacivas or military ministers and the family priest.- in

regard
to the time for consecrating the prince in the * crown-

pnnceshi])' i //'//w/v?///*/}. These military and priestly minis-
ters (maatrinak, including both) agreed that the time was now

;

and tin* family priest was told to make ready for the ceremony
it IK- 'consecration' of the prince being a formal religious cere-

mony). Here the king assumes the succession, and asks the
advice of the ministers as to the time for the ceremony ; and

nothing further would have occurred, were it not for the mach-
inations of a queen, who binds the king to change his mind.
But the indicated line of action is the ordinary procedure.*

I have now to show, in so far as legendary illustration may,
1. That, if there are two sound sons, the king had no allo\\c<l

riirht to select other than the eldest as heir, and if he exceeded
hi> riirht in this regard the people openly and threateningly
called him to account for his

departure;
2. that in a case

where, on account of disease or legal uncertainty, the legitimate
heir in the family was doubtful, the people reserved to them-
selves the selection between the disputed aspirants ;

3. that the

people
are said to have elected a king, or in another case to

nave made king and declared as such th/e infant son of their

former king the point I wish to
brin^

out in the last case

being the assumed necessity of ratification on the part of the

people of what we should naturally suppose to have needed no
Mich sanction. But the people's election is alwavs limited to a

choice from one family (in the Epic tradition) of their own

people.
I -hall premise by sayinir that, in general, the assunip-

ti.n is that the eldest son is the natural heir, as Yudhishthira
i> virtually king alone, and has no sharer of his regal <litrnitv.

high as stood his brothers in his own and in popular esteem.f

*
iii. 277. 1 ff. ; 7, mantraydmdsa sacivdir dhannnjnt'tn; <<> />///////<////.

f The Ram&yana of course knows only direct succession, to the eldest.

Any other transfer was a crime. Compare EL ii. 7. 18-18 for a true sum-
mary : bahunfim apt ]< <ko rdiye

'

bhi$icyut

rdjyaf"iifr'n,i pdrthivd foajanti (and these again <>n tlu-ir rMr.st. never
ir brothers). It is quite poHsiHr. however, that in an ;u H. r form

i l"K'm the brothers shared more or less in the regal pow.-r. Yu
dhi-hthira is certainly treated very contemptuously, and badgered a
good deal (even in our present version), by his two brothers (compare
the gambling scene, and that after AM /mini. r makes
n

|

< ml ii bio that an early family-rule existed in some cases, becoming
.in ii i-l i \ i dual sovereignty only through the audaciousness of one mem-

who made himself 'the sole nil. r. |..T|I:IJ^ with his relative*'

Compare Ziiiim-r. \>\>.
IX, 7 : MI -I I.T oilier verses on th

from th. Ramayaua see B.ii.86 IS); hr. 17.80, irhere
fathers' are the natural father, the teacher, and the eldest broth' r,
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1. A king had caused it to be known that he intended to

make his
younger son heir, because the eldest had revolted, or

(in another version) had not obeyed his wishes. Thereupon the

people, headed by the priests, came en masse and demanded
now he could do this

; protesting that a younger son might not
4

overstep
'
the elder, and closing this formal address with the

words :
' This we make known to thee

;
see that thou do thy

duty.' The king now mildly argues with the people, and says

sophistically that a son who opposes his father is by good men
regarded as not being a son at all,

i and the law of Qukra (a SIM n i-

divine authority) has induced me to do this.' In consequence
solely of these arguments, the people retire and submit : not
because of the king's will, but because of his reasoning ;

and in

closing they say expressly,
' and if it is Qukra who has com-

manded it, there is no more to say.
' Thus it was that Yayati

was enabled to establish Puru his younger son as heir instead

of Yadu, his eldest.*

2. As Pandu the younger son received the kingdom because
his brother was defective,

l for the gods do not approve of a

defective king
'

(v. 149. 25), so another ancient legend of the

family shows in its Epic form an otherwise legitimate heir de-

prived of the throne for the same reason by the decision of the

people.f Pratipa (great grandfather of V asudeva) had three

sons, Devapi, Balhika, Qantanu. Although the eldest was a

leper, he was yet much beloved by the king, by his brothers,
and by the people. ~No one opposed his succession until his

father (who had set his heart on Devapi's reigning) had made
all the preparations necessary to install him as heir-apparent.
But in vain was the king's desire. For ' the priests, the sen-

iors (the old councillors), the inhabitants of the city and of the

country, forbade his consecration.'^ This sudden uprising
was due to the people's objection to having a leper as

sovereign, and their refusal succeeded, without a word of

*
i. 85. 22 ff. ; v. 149. 1 ff. Compare V. P. iv. 10

; Vayu P. ii. 81. 75.

f Compare the different accounts of Devapi in Muir's Sanskrit Texts,
i. 273 ff. The Matsya asserts that the '

people' in general discarded him.
The tale is old, and found thus in the Nirukta (ii. 10), but with the im-

portant modification that Qantanu unrighteously got the kingdom with-
out mention of the people. The V. P. (iv. 20. 7 ff.) coincides with the
Nirukta version, except in the return of the elder as purohita. He is

here an unbeliever. In the first book of the Epic we have only the reli-

gious zeal of Devapi given as reason for his becoming a hermit. Com-
pare i. 94. 61

; Weber, Ind. St. i. 208. This king Qantanu had (i. 95. 46)

the power of healing age by touch. Compare Vayu P. : yam yam raja
sprqati vdi jirnam samayato naram. punar yuvd sa bhavati iasmdt te

$antanum viduh. and thence in the next verse his ' renowned gantanu-
tvam'; a good instance of myth from name (Vayu P. ii. 37. 232), and
Qlokas from single words (see Epic verse).

\ pdurajdnapaddh, etc., nivdraydmdsuh, v. 149.23.
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anger on the part of the king. The eldest son soon retired

into the woods, and the youngest reigned at his father's death.*

* Not the second son ; for the latter, Balhika, lone before convinced
that his elder brother would succeed to the throne, had left the realm
and gone to his mother's brother, by whom he was adopted, and to

whose throne he ultimately succeeded, permitting his father's throne
to pass into the possession of his younger brother. This part of the

story has also historical interest. It is nis mother's brother to whom
the prince goes. I think the gradual rising of the person called in< >t h-

er's brother' has never been noticed. This relative is in the time of the

Epic the nearest after those of one's own home. In the war-cries, for

instance, as will be seen in the next division of this paper, it is always
the ' mother's brother' on whom, next to father and brother, an endan-
gered soldier calls for aid. In fact, the mother's brother is the one
prominent uncle ; no exception to this general rule being found in the
case of Vidura, to whom the Pandus say 'Thou art our father's

brother,' and appeal to him for aid (ii. 78. 7) ; since I do not mean, of
course, that the pitrvya (patruus) vanishes, or that, when he is pn --

ent and offers aid, he is not, as in this case, termed by the suppliants
'father's brother, like a father.' But when no relative is present, then
the ' mother's brother,' not the ' father's brother,' is invoked or spoken
of as the uncle par excellence. This is e. g. illustrated in fable, as
where the demure cat says to the foolish mice '

I will be your guar-
dian, I will be a mother's brother to you' (v. 160. 33). The curious thing
about the matter is that this is a new, not an old view of uncleship.
For after the Epic come the Puranas, and here we find this preponder-
ance of the mother's brother to a still greater extent. Thus we have
in the Brhannaradlya Purana a list of gurus, or 'venerable persons'
(see end of note) ; and among them, although the ' mother's brother' ap-
pears, we find no 'father's brother.' The Vayu Purana (ii. 8. 87) says
that ' a son favors his mother's brother, a daughter her fathers, and
the son is like his mother:' as if this were an attempt to account for
the prominence of the mother's brother ('favor' is really in a Yankee
sense, and means resemble, as the text shows : mnlulttm hlmjafi jmtrah
pitfn bhqjati kanyakd, yathdc/Ud bhavenindtd tnlhnrlln Mn'irt-t sutahi.
But this (it is curious to note) is auite opposed to the older law-books,
in which we find the father's brother mentioned first e. g. v

honor is to be shown and the mother's mentioned last. Thus in Vas.
xix. 31 (auoted above, p. 99) we find that the king is to support Ins

(jueen's 'father's brother, mother's brother;' and in G. vi. 7 salutation
is enjoined only for tin- wife of the father's brother; and ib. '.'. *

the uncles themselves are saluted, the patruus precedes. The same in

Apastamba (i. 4. 14. 11), where the father's brother
|
!< -dee. So also in

G. v.'JT. when tht nKi'Uiuparka is offered, the father's l>i un-n-
I tii>t : and the same order obtains in the 1 1.

ii. vM. 1 . Maim is later, although in one in>tanee. where the nm:
i>iot he i is mentioned fir afterwards the father's sis-

ter (ib. 183) before the mother's hi is does Vishnu
.il M.-inu -lands with the Kpie : thus, in iii. 1 11).

rily the honored when ret urnin^ from a join mpare
il. 1 is, : ;,n<l in iv. 17!' the only uncle one should not dispute with
mother's Li-other. fchOV .1 relatives of hoth father
mother toiio\\ latives

1 an t im-

portant (ib. 183). Wheihei ihisehan;;e i- purely linguistic dnntnhi be-
comes une I e in general), or represents the growth ol

(M. ix. Ill i y, Ii \\ouM seem to imply that the mr
brother was in H r. just aa
we see that (^akin l.o>om-triend of Ha-tina'-

and constant resident in his palace, was hi^ mother'.s l-roth. i The
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This story, given as history, is interesting, on account of
the changes introduced into it by the Epic. For in the older
version of the Nirukta the priests alone state to the younger
brother, who here takes the throne from the elder, that his act

is wrong, and convince him that he is a usurper. The Epic,
on the other hand, puts the whole people forward as intro-

ducing a democratic remonstrance, with the priests as their

mouth-piece. To the Epic compilers, therefore, it seemed nat-

ural that the people should be in this state of quasi-revolt ;
or

they found the legend changed thus, and representing such a
tone as this.

Again, the case of the settlement of the claims between
the Pandus and Kurus themselves the plot of the whole

play. The question to the Hindus is exceedingly complicated.
Dhritarashtra, the natural heir in the first generation, was
blhid and excluded from the throne

;
his younger brother,

Pandu, reigned, but resigned the throne to become a hermit.
This obliged Dhritarashtra to rule (the other possible heirs we
can overlook in this connection). The sons of each grow up
together. Dhritarashtra installs his nephew as heir-apparent,
either from a sense of right or through fear of the people
(i. 139. 1-2). And what happens ? His own sons conspire to get
the throne. The king changes his mind in regard to the heir.

Then the people murmured against the king (Dhritarashtra),
and said that his son was not so brave or so good as the

nephew ;
and therefore they would have the nephew for king.

They feared a plot, and became even bolder. '

They met in

courtyards and on the streets, and in assemblies,' and demanded
that the king should be dethroned, and his nephew not only
installed as future king but made king at once. ' For how,'

list of gurus or venerable persons alluded to above is, though late,

interesting enough to quote in full. It is from the Brhannarad. Pu-
rana, 9. 88 ff., and is followed by a foolish passage which maintains
that after all the best guru is he that studies the Puranas (an evident
addition to the list, preceded by an interruption). This list reads :

' I

will declare to thee the reverend gurus. Those that read the Vedas and
those that explain the meanings of the Vedas (adhyetdrag ca veddn ye
veddrthdndm ca bodhakdh) ; those that explain the meaning of the
codes on polity and a teller of right (vaktd dharmdn) ; rcsolvers of
doubt in regard to holy texts and Vedic words ; a teller of observ-
ances ; he that frees one from danger ; he that gives or supplies one
with sustenance, and he that causes good deeds to be done (or, v. 1.,

prevents bad deeds) ; a brother-in-law ; a mother's brother
;
an elder

brother ; a father ; he that consecrates or performs other ceremonies
these are the people to be revered.'
On Balhika, as a type (Bactrian) see Lassen, Ind. Alt. i. 742.

' One's
own people, even if devoid of virtue, is better (than a strange people)'
says the Ramayana, vi. 66. 13 ff. a sentiment strange to the Epic, and
based on an extension of the svadharmafy greydn theory of the castes

(nirgunafy svajandfy $reydn).
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they asked, 'can this Dhritarashtra now have a right to the

kingdom, when lie failed to obtain it before on account of his

blindness?'* That these plans would have succeeded is to be
interred from the fact that the king seduced his nephews to a

distant town and tried to burn them. The people, believing in

their death, sank into passive acquiescence to the yoke, out

again, far later in the drama, when this nephew lias become

king of a neighboring city, and returns to his paternal home.
and is cheated out of the kingdom he has made, and banished
into the woods by the wiles of Dhritarashtra's son, even then
the people cry out as before against the Kurus, and the priests
become enraged and refuse to perform their duties.f In the

earlier scene the king is
supported

in his schemes by his sons,
and the ministers give no sign of disapproval. But for the

people, he would not have found it necessary to send his nephew

away,
before putting his son on the throne. The question of

legal right is but lightly touched upon. The people know that

it is a disputed point which prince has a technical right t<>

reign. They in-i-t. however, on the moral superiority of their

choice, and their right to choose. When the technical point
comes up for discussion, Dhritarashtra himself acknowledges
that the nephew ought to have had the throne, and throws the

whole blame on his son. His queen also says :
'
it is the custom

in our family that the crown snail descend from father to son
;'

and therefore argues that the son of the first actually reign ing
monarch had the right to succeed.:):

3. The last case under discussion is the election and ratifi-

cation of the king by the people. The first case, of election. i>

>hown by a literal translation of the passage describing how
Kuru came to be king. Samvarana had a son called Kuril.

He was a virtuous man. <Thi> Kuru all the people elected

(sic) to the kinship, saying "he is a virtuous man.

Ratification 'by the people is shown in the following legendary
instance. At his father's death, Janamejava was a men child
It was necessary that he should be installed as king (then \\riv

i bjertions raised). How was this accomplished '. All the

people inhabiting the city collected together, and thi> boy, the

former king'- -on. they made king (rfc);
and f hi.- .lanamej;i\ a

whom the people had declared king (sic) governed the kiin

with hi- councillors and priests.'! As if to emphasize the fact,

M. 141.28ff.
i 80.28-26; 81.22.

trnj'fuit k'lrfin'nn >n, n^urvabhojyaih kramdgato unh kuladharma
e?ah. v. 148. 80.

&(kuruih) rtijatve tarn prajdb sarvddluirn, ,ij,',,i iti vavrire: i. 94. 40.

\nnxuii i.tya sutam pracakrire nametya puravdnno jatmlt,
nrpam yam ahu* /</ njayath jantih, etc., i.44.0. The Purohita
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the statement is repeated. These may be nothing but legends,
but they are certainly instructive. We may say that 'the

people' imply priests in each case. Put \vi- see that, though
the priests sometimes head tin- uprising, they are not always

implied, and (as e. g. in the case of electing the Pandu) they
are not probably meant at all when 'the people' alone are

spoken of. Even where the priests head the remonstrating

people, we have the people as a whole protesting against the

royal design ;
for the priests in these legends never undertake

to face the king separately, but are represented as the ex-

ponents of the popular wish.

As to the disability arising from physical defects (debarring

eunuchs, lepers, and even morally imperfect sons, such as

drunkards), although insisted upon in the law, and urged, when
useful to urge it, in the Epic, it is plain that no such bar was
felt to be infrangible in the early period; this is shown by
Dhritarashtra's succeeding his brother, and by the blind king

(whose power is described in another story as usurped) being
reinstated by the people. The usurper was slain by the ' coun-

cillors
;'

the people then insisted that the former king should be

installed again as monarch, saying :

' Blind or not blind, this

man shall be our king.'
*

The royal laws especially recommend that a king shall
4 make his" son sure in the kingdom before his own death '

(xii. 63. 19) ;
and this is also enjoined in Manu's law-book.

From the account of Yudhishthira's sudden leap to fame on

being chosen crown-prince (i. 139. 1 fL), and from the power of

the subsequent heir, it seems as if the king, in thus installing
his successor, virtually handed over to him most of the govern-

ing power. At the court of Dhritarashtra, all is done by com-

mand of his son, who (as in the gambling scene) does not hesi-

tate to insist that the old monarch shall revoke a sentence

passed against his own (the crown-prince's) will. Nevertheless,
when Yudhishthira finally obtains the kingdom, lie makes a

formal offer of submission to the old king. But practically
the heir-apparent, when chosen crown-prince by his father,

seems to have thereby become participator in the ruling power,
and the old king sinks gradually into the background. Thus,
for instance, Dhritarashtra is still alive when his son is called

the

and councillors, in the verse preceding, attend only to the ceremonies

appropriate to the decease of the old king. It is possible, however, that

they are included in the subject (puravdsinah) of the next verse. But

they cannot exclude these (as they do in the Ramayana).
*

iii. 299. 5. This is professedly a legend.
f e. g. xv. 10. 20. The old king is a rajar$i in ib. 12. 1 (where, by the

way, Arjuna calls Bhima ' his elder and his Guru :' a curious instance

of the reverence for age, even when the eldest is not implied).
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The kin;:- is,
however. formally bid to banish the heir-appar-

ent if IK- doe> anything worthy of such punishment ; in connec-

tion with wliich rule this interesting tale is ivlatiMl : 'The son

of l>film*> s.n. Asamafljas, wliose father was wise and good,
had to be banishi-d ; tor hi* caused the children in the city t.

. i-iiwned. Therefore he was abandoned by his father, and
was hani-hed fofafotftiAX even as Qvetaketu was abandoned
I.\ ("ddalaka the seer. localise he treated the priests badly'
(\ii.:>7. ^ -H'i. Whether the people compelled the prince's ban-

ishment is not stated.

;. Iti,if t il Consecration. The royal consecration* was per-
formed by a bath and baptism of water, as an accompaniment of

a religious service. Suitable hymns and a Vedic ceremonial of

course characterized the occasion. It is probable that in the

>imple event of a prince's succeeding a deceased father the

repetition of Vedic verses, with the application of water at

the hands of the priest, granted the consent of the people, was
Mith'cient: such as, for instance, in the succession as described

in the Ramayana.f The assent of the people is obtained to

the -uccession in the tirst place. After the king's death, the

priests
and council meet, decide which prince shall be called

king, baptize him. and lie becomes king. In the event of a

kin IT'S recovering his lost
kingdom, we have, as in Yudhish-

t h i ni's case, more formality. The ceremony itself, as here de-

>crihed. is, however, essentially the same4 The king and
KiMma sit together on two smooth jewelled-crowned thrones.

Kri-lma rises, takes the consecrated horn, and pours water

upon the king, proclaiming him at the same time 'lord of the

earth.' Thi> ceremony takes place in the midst of an aem-
bled multitude of all the citizens, to whom gold and other

irift- are iriven. The ' sacred vessel of consecration' (liblii*-

<</;/-,/,// /,/,,//,,/,/, is richly adorned with iri'ins. Kri>hna
next the' word to the

priest,
who completes the consecra-

tion with >uitable reraefl xii. l<>. :;
ff.).

Thi> king has already long before passed throurh the m/V
or conx-cratioii nf kin^ as emperor.j; When the kinr

* ' To be consecrated, to sacrifice, and to protect the people, are the
i ni.- of ;. Uin-. nji i lu R&niayana (ii. 118.28).

1 of course by music, sineers, etx- . : I' ii. I J 1 1.

nfivana, the priestly council m<--t in tin- sabhd (aaaeinl>l\
hull . Mini tin- . in ! |>iiest makes an address, cxplaininu ili- death <>t

tin- I. tin- in'rr.^itN I.. i h;i\iim :i n.-\\ OQ OOBMOntod '1'lir

i inii-l fi-ii. li.r iii;in\ ill- .

oldeto a kinglem IM-OJ.II-. The older ooaooillon aj
l rw \\ii.-n tin*

was alive, we stood at V..HI orden pdMMM : proceed, ili.-n. jfrn \.>m-

..I.I-TS' (80, not; \lt.-ithi-th. ally over." am I

then- reoatftilM .nly the ceremony: R.ii.69. 1 ff.. 88: n tin-

ill-irs are all priests, as usual in l:it<-r l.--;il a- -i-nililii* (;xin>-

^ A detailed account .t th- aj \\ill I..- i<niinl in tin- -. \ . ndi
; th, .1 I; \ s K\ \\ M! iii tin- MM-. .ml viiliimr "1

Milra's In. I. .-Aryan-.

VOL. xm 19
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has conquered enough to make himself think that he can as

snme to be emperor over his surrounding neighbors, reducing
tin-in thereby to the condition of tributaries, lie must send out
armies to verify his claim. All nm>t he subdued and made to

give tribute, though some are prevailed upon to own them-
selves inferior, and send tribute, without an actual conquest
having taken place. Friends and relatives may be exempted
from this necessity ; and, at least in the case of relatives, the

superiority of the claimant appears to be waived, as he is re-

garded as one of the family, and his honor is shared by those
of the same blood, although ruling over a different city. If

his claim to universal sovereignty is not successfully disputed,
the ambitious king proceeds to proclaim himself lord of Kings,
or emperor, by holding high festival in his own honor, and

making a feast, to which all decent . people in his own state

and the nobility from neighboring states are invited, the con-

quered kings appearing as underlings, bearing the promised
tribute. A ceremony of consecration is gone through with
similar to that above, and seems to be a ratification of the first

performance, subsequent to a new war occurring some years
after imperial power had been proclaimed, which obliged the
once acknowledged emperor to reinforce his claim, and showr

that it was allowed. In the second consecration, we find a new
assembly of kings ;

in the first, the king's and the emperor's
brothers serve as attendants.*

Confirmative of imperial power is the formal rite prelimi-

nary to the famous horse-sacrifice. This ceremony as a reli-

gious rite absolves from sin
; politically it proclaims the suc-

cessful ends of the would-be emperor's desires. The rdjasuya
appears to be a very old, but naturally a rare rite

;
the horse-

sacrifice consummates the same wish, but may also be employed
merely as a religious rite by any king, without any such claim.

The names of ten kings that have held a rdjasuya are pre-
served in the Aitareya Brahmana (viii. 15) ;

the consecration

* The first ceremony is described in ii. 82 ff. The account is here
confused by a religious interpolation : apropos of Vishnu's divinity,
the later redactors inserted (if the whole account be not a late inser-

tion, which is improbable) the statement that an arghya was offered
to Krishna. Probably the same water-ceremony as in an ordinary con-
secration took place. It is formally stated that slaves were not admit-
ted to see the consecration ; but, as the text shows, they were all in-

vited if respectable. There is no reason for supposing them excluded ;

for an open-air ceremony was always girt with crowds of vulgar gaz-
ers, who were perhaps kept out of hearing of the Vedic verses. The
later text kept them out as unsuitable to the gorgeousness of the occa-
sion. See Wilson's view, and Rajendralala Mitra's, loc. cit. ii. p. 14.

Later still, a slave-officer even takes part at a consecration before the
Purohita begins: compare Ag, P. 218. 18-20: m^nmayena jaleno 'dak

qudramatyo 'bhisecayet.
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and horse-sacrifice after a year's wandering are reflected again
in the late dramatic literature, and in the Puriinas.*

An interesting account of the horse-rite as a claim to empire,
concluding in the sacrifice of the conauering steed, is given
toward the end of the Epic story. The King that desired right-

eously to possess the wnole earth, and after his victories to

purity himself from all sin, in order to get the name of 4
All-

conqueror,' must loose a white horse, and send an army to ac-

company it. Wherever the horse went the army went. Of
course, if the king was not able to support his claim, the differ-

ent peoples into whose lands the steed wandered drove it off

and beat the army back. If no resistance was offered, it was
a sign of sovereignty to the king that had sent the horse forth.

If n>i>tan<v was offered, and tne horse slain or the army de-

feated, that ended the matter. This part of the affair being
symlK>lical of an already settled superiority on the part of an
ambitious king or emperor, it made little difference now manymm \vi-re sent out. They were only to serve as a type of the
force behind. When Yudhishthira sends forth his steed, the

army has, however, to contend with strange foes not yet ready
to acknowledge the assumed supremacy. For a year the horse

wandered, and was then led back to be sacrificed with appro-
priate ceremonies.t Such a sacrifice as this is considered so

rare and great that it is equal to many more ordinary sacrifices.^:
The initiatory consecration here takes place under full moon

rydrn pdurnamdtyam) in spring-time. The king's chari-

oteer and the best ' understanders of horse-science,' together
with the priests, select a pure horse, which is freed after an

ordinary propitiatory sacrifice, and allowed to stray. On the

NUeeMnii return ot' the horse, the sthapatayah and other arti-

zans (gG/pinah) annmn<T the order of sacrifice to the king, who
pn pares everything. Bejewelled seats, pots, fans, etc., with
Lr"M'ii posts of sacrifice, are made.) After a number of cattle

been sacrificed, the horse is seized and killed
; beside it

* Compare the horse-sacrifice in the fourth act of Utt. R. Carita ; the
inauguration-scene in the last act of Vikramorvaci ; and th* h"i - -.m
mi I'm a year, guarded by a boy and a hundred rajput*. in tin- fifth

act of M&lavikugniinitra. where the steed is to be brought home in a year
See also Ag. P. 219 (the n..i-tii,. n i Kurus protect

the king in consecration, 54) ; and Viiyu P. ii. 26. 148 : acvotft tiVrtrri-

yam<i*a vQjimedhnn'< /;/.-;. //a#.
4 It doa n..t MI- in my present purpose to describe in detail the relig-

i"iis rites at these ceremonies.

t xi\ . ; i i ,
: il, 72. 4ff. But of course the original rite was less puri-

ficatory than ambitious.

dhyam ocvam ; the ayvavidyA is the same as Anyocifcpd, in ib. 79.

17.

| yiipah ; HJX of bilra, khadira, and paWca wood, two of devadtiru,
one olfUfmMaka, etc. The posts were therefore gilded.
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sits the new All-conqueror's wife. According to rule they next

drag out part of the entrails. This the king and his followers

kiss (smell). The sixteen priests present burn the steed's

limbs. Gifts are then bestowed on the priests, and on all the

castes.* Thus the king veritie> ivliginuslv his right got by the

rajasuya to be an '

All-conqueror
'

or emperor, and is further-

more freed from the sin of taking human life involved in his

wars. As described in the Epic, the whole ceremony is for

two purposes
: to make certain his earthly power, and to seeure

heaven hereafter.

I have here noted only the consecration by sprinkling.
A

bathing ceremony is also described in the Epic, but the form a 1

nlrdjcma is not a part of the ceremony. This rite, according
to tne later usage alluded to in the UanYanca and fully de-

scribed in the Brhat Samhita and the Puranic literature, con-

sists in sprinkling the king, his steeds, elephants, etc., even the

arms being included,f But the wife shares the sprinkling in

the Epic (ii. 67. 30).

7. The Assembly and Council. The earliest assembly for

adjusting political affairs in Aryan India was the clan-assembly,
called sabha (compare German Sippe). In the legal literature,
the sabha is a court or judicial assembly presided over by the

king as chief judge, and only the councillors, judges, and police
officers take part as men of authority over witnesses and ac-

cused.:}: In the Epic we find the sabha to be an' assembly of

any sort. It may be a judicial one, a court of law
;

it may be a

royal one, the king's court
;

it may be a social gathering for

pleasure ;
and finally it may, in its older meaning, be a political

assembly. In such a case as that mentioned above, where the

people met ' in assemblies
'
to discuss political matters, we may

perhaps see a trace of the original function of the people's as-

sembly, though such a meeting had, of course, long since ceased

to be what the sabha had been a village assembly for counsel

and corresponds neither to the regular sabha of old nor to the

antique state council in which the king took part (samiti\ the

latter having now become a meeting of the nobles and king.

* Gifts as usual of jewels, umbrellas, etc.
' A king ought to be gen-

erous,' it is naively remarked here,
' for priests love money :

' brah-
mand hi dhandrthinah. In regard to these points, the divison of spoils,
and the gifts to the people, compare xiv. 85. 25 ff .

; 88. 27 ff .
; 89. 4 ff .

t Compare Varan. B. S. 43 ; Ag. P. 267, vidhih ; see P. W. ; add Ag. P.

238. 32 (cf. K. Nit. 4. 66) nlrdntahayadvipah ; ib. 268. 38-39 : vatsare rdjno
l

bhi$ekafy Jcartavyah purodhasd, with the '

victory-words
'

to horse,
sword, etc., in the following ; compare also ib. 218. 3 ff. The consecra-
tion in the Ramayana is described in vi. 112. 76 ff.

% The pari?ad was here a priestly council of ten members, convened
to settle rules of that order. Compare Vas. iii. 20

;
M. xii. 111.
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A legal bun-nut un the sabhd, preserved in tin- Kpie ami
law alike, points to the u>e uf the term as a judicial assembly
such as the law-books know : 'that is no assembly where there

are no elders ; tliose are not elders who do not declare the law.'*

As a general term for a convivial assembly, it is used in the

(title (t the) second book of the Epic: so in the Rig-veda
i \. -\\. '!, describing a like scene of gambling : and it is eunverti-

hlr with AV///',.SV///, with which in the Epic it is connected. So
the Niih/itlxtnl -frequenter of assembly' is in the Epic merely .1

courtier, one of the noble> in the king's court ia> in ii. 7>>. 3) ;

while the sabhdstdra seems to be only one who is at the court.

or a lower officer in the position 01 dice-master. Thus Vu
dhishthira takes the part of a gambler, and goes disguised to

Virata's court. He is then a suMnlxlfim liv.i.iMi; but when
the native courtiers give judgment on Draupadi, they arc

called x/A///7.v///AfA. I do not know whether a di tference can be

maintained here, as Vudhi>hthira becomes practically a courtier

playing dice with the king though, to be sure, very ignnmin-

lously treated. In the Ramayana. the miltlulxntltih are simply
courtiers attending an aemhly. They sit together, and rise

n-pect fully at the instance of the chief-priest,f On the other

hand, as the popular 'assembly' became the kingly 'court'

.
-<> the duties of that assembly became transferred

to the 'councillors' or private ministers of the king, some
account of whom I have given above in treating of the military
officers of the realm. It would, however, be unjust to the

importance of the subject in the eyes of the Epic writer- were
we to pass over without more complete examination the closer

relation- existing between the king and his advi>eix

* na sa aabfu'i i/ufm na santi vfddha na te rnltllul ye na vadunti
illniriiHiin ; here vj"ddhah is a pun on vtnlunti tUninnnm : subhn, on xonti

v. 85. 58. The use or vrddha is illustrated by v. ". 5 (( r. -

ib. 6. 8): bhavait VfddkatamO rnjnni'n nii/iiMl <><t B, Meat (most
advanced) art thou in age and learning/

f R. ii. l.-.'-l. It i>. 1 1 "\vever, difficult to cstalilish :ny lixnl nu>anin^
for theM&M here. It tnav be a council >r -;il\ i- r-.' inhere the king
-M-. to which and to see whom the people are not admitted formally.
but crowd out of curiosity (R. ii. s-J. 1 1 1 : or it may comprise all tlu

Aryans (6ryaJ<t < /
.

rOjaprakftayaJi
. and be lynonjinoa*, ii:

semMv w-. \\ithpartparf, an assemMv whi-n- tin- |ri->t addresses the
and ministen*: that is, a stat' council of kinv: ami IIJ)|HT castes

88.1-2,28). Compare R.1L 114.1, where the king in the
innUt of the ass- inl.l\

'

I//MJ.///V. pari^acUth,
i. < wM -"I il. na.

Bat eren thiflparifaama) incimir the to\\ ntoik
'

(jpAurqjanapadAb), ai-ii^ with tin- councillor (matifr^a^). 1L131. 14,

Exactly >iniil:ii to ihi^ i-, the imiiiriii-latiin- in Ml-h. \vi :?. 17. \\ I

kingly assembly is h-|.|. ;irnl th-- iiijur\ to Hhuricravas is discussed

partfado madhye ; alongside of tb.7. 7, wl to see the
'//a* at once, and rushes into the *al>l'. an<l tain />

/ sarviih jpraJtrfayoj tuth-'i. /'/-.//ima^d n&iutnmia tatm panvAryo
'patcuthire ib. 8).
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Here we have perhaps the most striking antithesis between

legend
and history. The heroes of the Mah&bh&rata are not

what they (by later interpolations) are exhorted to be. They
act from their own wishes, not from ministerial advice. They
consult their brothers and friends, not their priestly advisers.

Bhishma, Vidura, and Drona are great sages, and high minis-

ters of the king; but the two first are relatives, and of the
warrior-caste

;
and the last is an ally and a fighting priest ;

if the figment of priesthood be closely examined, perhaps not a

priest at all.* Bhishma, the sage, leads the army, and long
before had seized three girls in KacT and fought for their pos-
session with all contestants.f Kanika and Jaoali are in them-
selves rarities, and the former is not necessarily a priest. The

king of Indraprastha has as little to do with ministerial or

priestly advice as his uncle in Hastina. When resolved to im-

peril his kingdom, he does so because he wills it. He seeks no
advice from a priest. Dhaumya's name is familiar only as

religious officiator, yet he is the chief priest. The king does

not employ him as councillor, nor has he an officer's place of

any sort till left in charge of the city with Yuyutsu in the late

fifteenth book (see above). The king's haughty cousin consults

the priests as to the best manner of raising a required sum of

money, but not otherwise. Resolving on war, the kings and

allies, both of Pandus and of Kurus, consult together, and,

though priests are present, with themselves alone (v. 1 and 148-

150). All is practically done by a court of nobles and princes.

Duryodhana, being resolved on war, goes against his will to

hear the consultation, and retires as determined as before,

although the advice of the council is against his wish. More-

over, in this council the real priests are mere figures. When
the prince retired, all those that had opposed his measures

followed him,
c resolved to die for him.' The council is mili-

tary.^: The meaning is clear. The assembly of the people had
become an assembly of nobles. The military power of the people
had quite become the possession of the king. In all public
matters appertaining to the story itself, the priests are as good

* Compare J. T. Wheeler, History of India, i. 77.

f Bhishma is, as we see him, more warrior than sage. Compare his

exploit with the three girls (i. 102. 3ff.) He becomes later the saint and
sage, and perhaps is wholly a later interpolation.

t So in the Rarnayana, just before the battle begins, Havana enters
the sabhd for a hasty deliberation ; then, coming out with his sacivas,
a suite of ministers, makes a speech and gives his final orders at once :

'quick with the drum, lead the forces up, there is no time for delay.'
The sabhd here is simply an assembly for military deliberation (R. vi.

8. 42-45) ; the sacivafy may be nothing more than comites in battle (as in

R. vi. 21.41-. That is to say, saciva was a minister or helper of any
sort, sabhd was any assembly.
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as silent, and the people are suppressed. It is only in such

older legends as are related above, and told in our story as
4 ancient tales,' that the power of the people seems to linger,

ami thru not in military lur in civil matters.* On the Other

hand, the third period, represented by the late didactic part- -t

the Epic, is one when the priests assume the right to he the

ki HIT'S advisers in all particulars. A cabinet council of the

irn- a test secrecy is always recommended. IJut in the assemMv
of nobles, as shown in the history, no >ecrec\ i> thought ot.

We have thus three diplomatic stages reflected in our poem:
the popular assembly, already restricted to protestation in civil

matters; tin* public aristocratic assembly on war matter>; the

private^ priestly council on all matters.

The last of these councils is most fully illustrated, of <-<ur>e.

owing to the priestly interpolation : hut we nmst hear in mind
that tne council of priests is only didactically ur*red, and is not

a part of the story. Doubtless the king in the lasl period of

the Kpic eon>nlted (on military as well as civil and spiritual af-

fairs) chiefly with his priestly prime minister. The import-
ant evidence of the Epic story is negative. The plans for war
are conducted and completed without asking the advice .f

priests. Even HhTshma is regarded as an elder warrior, not as

a priest, when heard in the assemhly ; and the IVindus consult

only their allies. The growth of the '

priestly council' will be

seen in the next paragraph.
8. 77" //"//'// /'iirn/ttfii ami //// /'/"*//// power. Before

examining the intimate connection between king and priest,
a-siimed (by the priest) as neceary for the welfare of the

state, it may be well to remind ourselves that a number of

cases are recorded of early antagonism between the warrior and

* There is an interesting example of this in the speech math- by kiti

Drupada's ambassador to the Kurus. He is exhorted to appeal to il

princes and to the generals, and to represent to the elder- 1 1 1 -family
law' as infringed. When he arrives, however, the -p< < -\\ i- mal- <>nl\

in presence of the royal family and leaders of th.-aimx \. '.. i: :

sarvasendpranetfnfi /// nadhy^ vdkyam m-rioi it . 'I'lii- i- in du- tir>t

in-tance a reminiscence of tin older 'assembly/ fyid the elders are
those of the town inhabitants; as is expressly stat.-l in a

|> reposed
embassy mentioned for the same purpOHe <>n the part of the I'An.lns.

who urge that an ambassador shall ! sent t- .i. .-l.n.- tin m.iti. i in the

presence of the court and the assembled elders of the town
vrddhesu ca sam&gatefu)* v. 2. 7. In i. t i/.-ns

'

(panrah) are dia-

tinguisheil fn>in priests.

u
f Absolute secrecy in council is a late practice, but as a rule is strongly
ged The king tbonld go to the house-top or a hill t..p \\hen hecon-
lt-. with ln> ministers, who according to the text may live in the

palace, but according to the details of the story have separate abodes.
Some rule specif; a wciel chamber* as the piar,. r,,i
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priestly castes.* It is probably because the priest had in mind
the earlier independence of the king that lie, even in the latest

period, insists so strongly on tin- necessity of reciprocal support.
F<r in that latest period no orthodox kin^- would have dared to

resist the representative of the spiritual power. Let us now
see what were the claims of the foil-fledged priest in relation

to his sovereign's councils.

'A king's power is live-fold,' says the pedant priest :
l brute-

force, the first
; second, that derived from his ministers

; third,
from his wealth

; fourth, from his descent
; fifth, the best,

wherein all lie, wisdom.'f And this wisdom- is the hoard of
the priests.

' The king should not eat alone, nor think about

things alone, nor walk alone, nor be awake alone' (v. 33. 46).
He should never part from his advisers, but do in the ideal

state as is recorded in a legend of the first book, where, when
the king went into the wood, he was accompanied by all his

ministers and the family-priest.'^: At this period the king de-

pends on the advice of his ministers and the accounts of his

spies. For council, as for war, let him appoint officers (xii. 91.

*
Vigvamitra and Vasishtha ; Kritavirya's sons, etc. This subject is

discussed by Lassen, Ind. Alt. i. 703 ft. The Epic has three kings that
are especially noted as having had contentions with the priests: Vigva-
mitra, Nahusha, and Pururavas. The last, for example,

' made war on
the priests, and robbed them of their jewels' (i. 75. 20). Manu and the

Harivanga add among others Vena ; but the former does not include
Pururavas, who was in older texts reckoned a good king. Compare
Muir, Sanskrit Texts, i. 296 ff., with M. vii, 41: cf. Mbh. xii. 60. 39.

f yad baldndm balam gresfham tat prajndbalam ucyate: v. 37. 52 ff.;

55 ; cf. ib. 39. 70 : tapo balam tdpasdndm brahma brahmaviddm balam,
etc., repeated in 34. 75, with the addition rdjndm dandavidhir balam,
$uyru$d tu balam strlndm (danda here as in iii. 150. 32,' dandanltim ?te
nirmaryddam idam bhavet ' a system of punishment is necessary to the
conservation of law'). Compare i. 175. 29,

' a warrior's power is anger ;

a priest's is patience ;' although in ib. 45-46 such warrior-power is

scorned : dhig balam ksatriyabalam brahmatejo balam balam, tapa eva

param balam,
'

fie on a warrior's power ;
the priest's power is the only

true power.'
\ sdmdtyaty . . purohitasahdyay ca: i. 70. 35.

Of these latter the country was full.
' A king may learn wisdom

from a fool, as one gets gold from a rock, . . and should glean infor-
mation from spies* as a gleaner gets ears of corn' (v. 34. 32). They
are employed in town and country.

' Surrounded by good min-
isters, the king governs with his rod (gdsti dandena, metaphorical),
and employs spies both in every district and every fort' (iii. 150. 37, 38
ff .

;
cf . 42, 43). These spies are partly military, partly civil. They are

the king's very eyes ;
for ' cows see by smell, priests by knowledge,

kings by spies' (v. 34. 34 : compare the verses in the last act of Mrc-
chakatiKa). Even the ministers he must have watched by spies : 'to

guard against conspiracy, let him have old houses and such places care-

fully watched' (xii. 58. 7
;
cf. 58. 10

; 69. 1 ff.). Specially recommended as

dangerous are the assemblies (samdgama) of priests, four-crossroads,
public assemblies, market places, etc. Compare also i. 140. 63

; v. 192, 62,
where the spies are disguised as beggars and blind men (M. ix. 364).
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the voice-power (vaglaJam: v. 144. 21) of the priest
is as important a> the army-Dower. Everything and evi

hoiiy iiMi>T now *>tainl imctar tne order of the priests' (qa*ti //< .-

L 140. 54), and wr>hip them. a> they have taught the people
t<> il> t'>r them>elve> and tin- kin<:.

::
"

The kinir> tliein>elve> reoc (irni/.e tin- ohjeetive point of tlieir

~ts' endeavors: 4A11 priests liave spent their -trmirth to ac-

<|iiiiv tunic. . . liecoine followers of teachers just in order tu win

irlory' (i.
1:M. VI- i:;. Tin- (iuru nr teacher of holy knowledge

was alway> to In- venerated, and, being alwavfi a prie>t. iimM
>till have had an intellectual hold upon the kind's mind. In

ordinary cases, a pupil may not only do nothing that the Guru
hut may not do anything unless this teacher commands

it <i. li;i. IN ; and though with royal pupils the teacher may well

havr heen on hi> iruard, yet, as legends relate, neither he no r

the ordinary prii-st hesitated to turn tlieir wrath against the

royal lioiise on tritlinr occasions. The morality of Kanika
i- .f a very utilitarian sort. Power, in the teaching of this ad-

viser, is the aim of life. What is virtue '(

4A hook to reap
fruit with' (i. 1 In. I'M; itfikuqam qaucam it;/ <~//rh). 'The or-

der _iriven even hy a >inful |>rie>t i> <^ood' (ib. 54). It is plea-
ant to iiMic, however, that such advice is from the moral point

i-w opposed to the general tone of priestly doctrine, as are

of the practical rules in the same passage/)*

* The king also now becomes divus : compare janako janadevas tu

initliihii/i'uii imiiliHiifMilj ixii. 218. 8; 219. 1). He is the incorporate god
lit an.l law (i. li:i. ->\ : 180.9ff. and 4; 49.8). His touch is like

MUM ii.linv;ill that he does (iii. 41.20; i. 41.28-24 : iii. 11. 11).

'I'h. kin- MS divinity is often spoken of in a Homeric way: 'serve
tin- kin- liki- a god,' devavat, vtbv o*f Tifttfamviv (iv. 4. 22 ; xiv. 6-

With tin- iili-ntitii-atioii of Dharma and king, cf. Maim. vii. is and our
i ja = Dandah) xii. IV ::4 tli.- (..-r-diiiticd jtiini^hiiH n

mm. I- u- ot thf I'.umenides : 'He wanders about, splitting, chopping,
ail-in- Inir-tiii^. causing rending, causing slaying. |nniing : thu^

uaii-l. n - \'ii tli.- god, puni-linicnt.' xii. I'.'l. 1'.' . (i.xllik.- i-hara-

f agood k iven in i.64. IS tr. : In- i- idniiitii-d with theerea-
i"i. i IK moon,' or ^ta the moon,

1
is a romnion compar-

' u lii.-h. \N Hi: tli.' In. Ira paiixoii. may lia\.

to tin- iiltiiiiali* idcntitii-atiiiii of tin- king with all thf'divin-
II.. 40 = M. N I" IF., all th<>

! tatli.r. in '/, and all the gods. ComjMire R.
: i; IV.. ami li. ii. III. 1 : n't/' msiiiii >'ilnir>t<

mato iniiniii. i/iiNf/ii <lliti< 'iftitiii'n r[-tt<iin nliiir nnn'i nnsum. Tin-

as tin- k M- i-xalling of
:ii.

|

. -t .h.| n.it < ruple to <1 it \ ill-- K m- HO long as
If maintain the claim of Uing *th- ^'i "t

'

iin- v>

a tr.).

f Tin- wliol.- '.-sting IH- : pail .l it i^ a n-lli \ I j.-m
M .\ii.m:,. ami 14 = M. vii. H)6. nti..r idrioc

bown t" !'!<

I- that tin- (illlll hlln-.'lt IM- kill-

ll\ ..nl> hani-ihrdi. lirilM-ry, poison, and witchcraft are, furt I .. i

VOL. XIV. J"



1..4 E. W. Hopkins,

That a priest may be killed is in direct contradiction to the

law. There a priest may on no account be slain, unless he
tries (with a, weapon) to kill another man. If that other then

slay him in self-defense, it is pardonable. But the Epic gives,

surely, even in late passages, a contradictory sentiment. A
recreant priest may always be slain if he takes to fighting,"- and
Ucanas says that even a priest who draws on you may be killed

with impunity, for the meed of wrath is wrath ;f but other-

wise he ought, as highest punishment, to be banished.^ In a

chapter devoted to the life of the state officials it is said :

' The
officer that lives at court shall not dress like the king ;

he shall

not multiply royal edicts
;
he shall not when officially em-

ployed appropriate royal propertf; by so doing he incurs im-

prisonment or death' (iv. 4. 48 if.). The priest is not expressly
mentioned here, but would be implied, except we allow the

general rule against killing to take precedence.
The true basis of kingly power is the priest's power; of

priestly power, the kings power. Their union is perfection.

This, in a word, is the one view taken by the later writers:

or, we may say, by the 1 didactic" writing even of ancient times
;

for the acts of the Epic descriptions are of older tone than the

words of earlier homilies.!

recommended against enemies, while false devotees and heretics are
to be employed as spies. Note here the didactic tone also :

'

let thy
speech be dull, let thy heart be as a razor' ;

' the house of one who has
been executed is to be destroyed by fire' ;

* the beginning is the attain-

ment of the fruit' (-apx^i t'/fuav Travr6^ phaldrtho 'yam samdrambhah, 21).
* sa vadhyah, vii. 160. 38.

t xii. 56. 29-30 ;
in ib. 34. 18 attributed to Veda : cf. Vas. iii. 16

; B.
i. 10 18. 12-13 ; etc.

\ ib. 56. 31-34 : viprasya vimydnte visarjanam vidhlyate na {'drlram
dandam esdm kaddcana (kllbatvam drsam, N.).

The best passage forbidding a priest's execution is found in v. 82.

16 ft, where it is also stated that a warrior may be executed by royal
order (the following description of the courtier, amldno balardri clnl-

rah . . satyavddl mrdur ddntah, applies to the warrior). No one un-

acquainted with Revelation (holy scripture) ought to be admitted to the

king's formal council (v. 38. 24). The ninth act of the Mrcchakatikn has
an amusing illustration of the difference in opinion in regard to k ill-

ing a priest. The rule is quoted that a priest, as it is forbidden by
Manu, ought not to be ' killed' ; the Brahman is then carried out to be

impaled !

(I ubhayam evn brnhma ksatram cd 'varundhe rdjd sann fsir Wiava(ti)

ya evam veda (Jaimimya-Brahmana, Burnett's MS., p. 562).

brahmand k?atram kmtrena brahma samhitam (perfection), i. 81. 19 ;

compare i. 75. 14: 'born of Manu were the priest, the warrior, and
other men ;

then united the priestly with a warrior power'; compare
also iii 185. 25

;
xiii. 59. 24, 36. The oft-found allusion to the warrior

as born of the priestly caste is explained by the legend that, when the
cart h had lost all her warriors in war, the priests united with the women
of the warrior-caste and recreated warriors (i. 104. 5

;
64. 5

;
vii. 70. 20).
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When, however, distinction is in>t ituted, tin- prie.-t i> he.-t of

all : From one divine body came the four castes; separate are

fcheir duties
; separate their purifications ;

of the.-e the prie^tlv
carte ia l>est> (i. 81. 20). 'The king.' says the prier-t. 'k de

.-troyed if In- turn again>t tin- prior'; but tin- .-ame was \\ i>c

enough to
Bay

: 'there are three nKM i that possess the earth, a

warrior, a wise man, and a courtier'; and he made it hi> ta-l<

to be both the wise man and the courtier, and so keep a double
hold of earth.*

Especially sacred are always three
priests:

the (iuni who
ha- taught the king his 'sacred learning,' and whom w<

in the Mudraraksasa, as the venerable minister that .-uper-
oeoee the king himself in administering the kingdom: the

.-acriticial priest; and the family-priest (though the tir>t and

nay be identical). Now the later didactic Kpie endeavor.-

not only to insist on the time-worn rule of immunity for the-e

d characters, but also to make the Guru and the family-

prie-t the controllers of the king's mind and council.-*- Such a

prie>t should be in authority. He should be as important as all

the other ministers put together. As to punishing him. there

are certain men infatuated enough to affect the ^Jankha-Likhita
-chool. and say a bad priest ought to be slain; but let not a

king -hy -uch a priest 'even if a great -number of village.- d-

mand it'; even to revile him is a sort of treason ( /"//V/////O//);
tho.-e that <lemand punishment after the C'ard<ha-Likhita model

isnmmary retaliation for >light offenses) are actuated by selfish

motive; there is no Vedic authority for such a thing.*
Sm-li i- the Kpic view. ;us the later

priests
laid it down. And

\et how different not only from the whole tone of the free early
but from the moral character of mo-t of the

prie.-t.-
them-

<

|>t
for tin- coiirt-prie>t>. the ca.-te wa> one of

pious if fooli-h, humble if narrow men. The hermitage pro-

*v. 15.34 = M. ix.321; so % ipare i : itr
i-t <|ii'>t;iti<>ii iMul* i/tir ,;i /,'ninfi N< rihm, : 100t,

fTlu- IKTHOII usually in.-nt imir.l is tin- I'uroliita or family |.ri^t. who
ot hare been the Ourn or tutor of hi- \nuh. im \\-h.. i-

n-ral.lr .-nlvi-nr Bfl ln-n an a||"'inl
iiilu-riti-d nun;

t xii. i:',.'. ni ir. The twenty-third aeotk>D <r th- samr i.Mik iv-- tin-

i "f th.. tha; kha-Likli>t<i]>rii/<~tli in a tale extremist- in

tln-i' . nt.
1 l\ I'iiM- i i .-t iii thr nn-at ;illt "I""

id.' ..ri-inai poem over against the acknowledged latfiit^-f hu^-
'I'll--

!

' icstdoesnol h< i. |.r.-.-iil lhi-al\

BTen in tin- Hrahn -I l.v hi- CBHte : f-T tin " lin<l

tin- |.ri.-,t not onlj i with th k in I ithhc rir//ri. l-nt

-ujM-rior. 'Tin- kin. --aki-r t hail hi- I'.r.ilniM -. st nm^rr
than i ,th I'r-'Mi th- ( 'atapalh

;.:{<h. in tin- la-i. abaliyAn e\ \>\> m
sumes leas authority' (v. 4. 4. 15).
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dured those whose moral uprightness and nolile pride in learn-

ing and literature was imitated, and fal>rl\ -tamped as genuine

nobility of soul, by those whose servile life KM! only to desire of

upward growth in material prosperity. What braver and mor-

ally loftier words could we seek than those of the priest (ft

Matanga :
' Press only up ;

bend not
;
for upward striving alone

is manliness : break even ;
but bend not.'*

Such words as these were caricatured by the court prie>f>

worldly mind to mean 'get as high upas you can in the world
;

get as much wealth, as high a social position, as possible ;
asM-rt

yourself as superior to everyone else.'

We have found negative evidence that the priest is not active

in state-council except in didactic portions of the Epic. What
does this didactic portion teach in regard to the chief-priest espe-

cially ? Practically, the chief of the king's councillors, though

private in office, stands the Purohita or family-priest. Tin-

king is advised to have ministers. He must have a Purohita.
4 The king must have a good family-priest; this man must not

only be just and upright, but he must understand the principles
of desire and gain, and know the true essence of things.'f

Moreover, besides being conversant with sacred literature and

possessed of moral virtues, this priest,
' in order to secure to the

king victory and heaven,' must be eloquent and skillful,
fc for

his use is to gain (for the king) gain as yet ungot, and to guard
what has been already got.'J For this purpose a king is direc-

ted to get his family-priest, and abide by his judgment. Ob-

serve his extended duties and simultaneous power. He became
the confidant, the adviser of the king naturally. He must be

so, said the later priest. Thence the transfer to the whole

caste :

'A kingdom devoid of priests to help the king will

* This verse, attributed by N. to Matanga in v. 127. 19-20, is given in

)ugh
the highest thing' : xii. 56. 15.

f The quotation is from i. 174. 14-15 ; the Purohita is insisted on, and

required to be an astrologist and prognosticator in ii. 5. 40 ff . Compare
xii. 72. 1, where he is to 'guard the good and suppress the bad,' etc.;

and, to give pre-Epic authority, Ait. Br. viii. 24 (puro dadhita) ;
G. xi.

12 ; Vas. xix.3.

\ Compare iii. 26. 16 ff., and 11-14 :
' the sight of the priest, the strength

of the warrior each is unequalled ;
the world is at peace when these are

much together ; then, to gain what is yet ungotten and to increase what
is gotten already, let a king seek knowledge among the priests.' We
have the ' far sight of the priest' again in iii. 29. 16.

It is as necessary that the Purohita should know the art of polity

(dandanlti) as that" he should know the Veda. Compare e. g. Ag. P,

238.' 16.
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r conquer flu 4 earth through mere lr ami. arain :

i a dehauched kinir, if he put a prie-t at flu- head <f aifair-.

will conquer mortal ami spiritual enemies ; therefore let kinir>

employ family-prie-t- in every act, if they wish to obtain happi-
tmni it' (i. 1 7<>. 1'2 \\. i. In fact, the kniirht is only a sham-

hero : 'the one and only hero is the wise man' (L23$.3); and
the \\ay in which the warrior ohtaincd his power wa- 1>\ the

prie-t'- deputing it': for it was originally the latt.

I Jut further, the assumption of a spiritual power greater than

the pliy>ical mi<rht of the kinjr is always maintained. The

prie-t ean de>tny the realm hv his magical power and through
sacrifice: an archer's arrow kills hut one ; the dart of knowl-

-lays a realm'; '

neglect kills a cow. a < neglected \

p-

when anirci-ed. kill> a realm.
'

The comhinatioii of priotly
and kniirhtly knowlel,Lrc in Dnna is a conihinati(n nf which it

d that is a union of which we have never heard in anvone

The prie>t will alway> >upport the kinr if the latter doe- a-

inner wishe>, and specially if he pay> him -utHciently.
There wa- an unfortunate kinr who tried to coni|>el the p:

to d as they ou^ht in the matter nf >acriti <inr ; he tried t<>

compel them hv his nmilesty. l>y his mildne->, 1>\ iii> pMier-

n-ity. He failed. IIi> irift> were not lar<re enough (i.
838,

worth while to complete the picture of tlie>e latter-<lay

-ainN. and show the n-al aim of the priestly courtieis. <

and. later, land, the priot alway- COVete. He <lemanl> them a>

riticial fee. Tliey are the key to heaven for the kinjr.

'When the king die>. if he e\j)e.-
: dn future

hapjaneas,
he had lieiter l>epu-ath con>idei'alle land to the prie-t>.'

'

I Jy

irivinir land and c.ws to the prie>t> a kini: i> freed from all sin ;

whatever -in- a kinir cnnmiits in aMjuiriiiir new realms, he basta

them all ntV if he makes ,-acrili<-e and lariiv i:'ift- t-> the jiriests'

*i. 170.75-80: compare the cha ra<t*>r i.f tin- I'urohita. and tin- necee-
- being honorcMl. in \h. ',:'.. .". (V. : ;nnl i In i. .\ al rtrij in \ii. 7U. 1 If.

pOU ! that is now r<.n,-, ;i l-'l in tin- '
I- irt of the

t
1

a8 Compared \\ilh his raxor-likc voice; while tin

i- I'uti' i \ .-iinl hi-> heart a knit'c. i. :'.. :

in :.. iniintriirii.l.ini .lor- tin- s:in

tli.it h.ii. t in- priests <the three castes are npni'-n.-l )> ;u<>ns

\vln-i /). ix.4H. 2i. Thr |.rii--i
\\.i- n-'t to -it n the

same seat \\ i 1 1

.ni'l his son ; ;i t ; a warrior with .1 \\:n

$nai 'tat <i ./!/.;//.//;/ katmiAf <-,<! f////r//rrM//,./. i\

',.1 hrhii,<ir>,t

\ vii. 110.50. Compart- ImAnjanapadAAQ nli'tw kpt
l>hwih . . . (Iwsiilr horm*N ami

'ilayo bhnirifl/aninh (29 : a^aranynlt nrajtlntiih yob a nijfl

kalirucy*
.

> other hand, yo iw( ''/// . . . bhctvct b a syn-
onym of ii.
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(iii. :i:>. 7 s . Tin. In the latest portion it is pitiful to >ee rlie deg-
radation of the priest. He grovels for gifts.* \\\> rapacity
breaks every barrier that morality, religion, and philosophy had

striven to raise between his soul and the outer world. He
becomes a mere_/>' /"///<>//////

yy/v/////V//-//////y//r oxtentator.^

Terrible tales are told of those that dared to brave the priestly

power; but even in the stories most redounding to priestly

glory there lies a genii of ancient contempt for the priest.

* The priest's attitude toward God is the same as toward the king :

he looks on the divinity mainly as a means of wealth. In Ag. P. 12 1 . -V2

we find a characteristic verse illustrating this : om dhanaddya sarva-

dhanegaya dehi me dhanam svdhd.

f The claim of the priest to higher spiritual power, ending in the assump-
tion of divinity, precedes the growing claims of gifts. The one reached
its highest point while the other was still behind its complete develop-
ment. As early as the Brahmanas the priests are deified, but the last

extravagance of gift-claiming is to be found in the latest portion of the

Epic. The priest in view of his own claim would even debar the

king from receiving gifts. The priest stands in place of the fire-god :

therefore it is the same as if one made offering to the god when
the king gives gold to the priests (xiii. 85. 147-8). This is but one verse
in a shameless chapter. The original duty (as preserved in xiii. 61. 4ff.)

is for the king to give the priest sustenance ; but it is extended to

wealth of every sort ;
for the king's

' horrible deeds '

(rdudram karma :

compare dsurabhdva, used of warriors) may be cleansed by sacri-

fice and gifts to the priests: 'the king is made pure if he sacrifice

with rich sacrifice,' and 'gifts to a priest are better than sacrifice.'

It is said that priests should not take from a bad king; but greed
denies it; 'they may take even from a bad king' (ib. and 62.11).

Priests are of such sort that neither gods nor men can prevail against
them ; and, if not honored, they would make new gods and destroy
the old (the parallel in Manu shows again the fact I pointed out in

another essay, that the latter belongs to the period of this Parvan) ;

all the mixed castes have become so through disregard of priests (33. 1 ff .
,

21
; 35. 18-21 ; 47. 42, the priests are the gods of the gods). Cf . with this

also 31.34, and 62.92: nd 'sti bhumisdmam ddnam, etc., as in the

Inscriptions. In the priests' gifts it is noted that the king should
not give to an apdtra, and not refuse a pdtra ; these are two possible
errors in giving (xii. 26. 31) that destroy its worth. To confiscate a

priest's property, or ' steal it,' brings down another imprecation often

found on the land-grants in Inscriptions (the thief goes to thirty hells,

and lives on his own dung, xiii. 101. 11 ff.). A list of fit recipients is

given in xiii. 23. 33 ff. : cf. 22. 19ff.-23. In xii. 321. 143 there is a story of

a king who gave away so much to the priests that he broke his treas-

ury ; 'and he became a miserable wretch.' On the whole, there is a
marked difference between the priest of this book and of the fifth, at

least in impudence. Cf . the modesty of v. 33. 15 ff . ; 35. 73, etc. It is only
in a sort of spiritual exaltation that we find in the late portions a dis-

tinct abnegation of worldly benefits, in order to a proper
'

deliverance,'
and find that the receipt of presents is sinful,

' since the silkworm is

destroyed by what it feeds upon ;' where one is advised even to give up
' truth and falsehood,' and devote himself wholly to nirvana (xii. 330.

29 ; 332. 44 ; 340. 60 : a passage where the ka hymn is imitated ;
ahinsd

is the rule of sacrifice ;
and Brahmaism is united with Vishnuism, 335. 4 ;

338. 4 ff.; 340.115.125; a pure purana section, 340.123; 348.78; but

even here gifts come again to their right).
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The might of
kin^

Yicvamitra availed little
against

the power
of the prie-t Vasishtha; but the fact that tin- kin*r in the

rtory goes to the priest and demands his beloved Nandin! and
i when .-hi- 1- refused) threatens. snvinir,

*

If von do not
j

me Niindiui I shall not abandon the character of a warrior, but

take her by force,' shows if anything disdain for the pi

oo, in the Nahnsha talc. Hi- was an awful fate, because

In.- harnessed tlu* seer- like hor.-c-
'

and made them drar him,

exclaiming exultantly: 'No man of little power is he who
makes tin- si_ire.- hi.- steeds;' hut that a legend survives to show
that a king (lid such a thing i> more u.-ci'ul than his legendary

The king hecoines so thoroughly docile to the prie>t in

the ideal world of what should he (a great part of the Kpic) that

ie >ame appn>\ ing epithet be.-to\\ ed ujtoii a well-

trained hoi-se nr elephant, and is termed 'ohedient' r
'

erned.'-*- Snniinari/ing prie>tly functions a> enjoined hy the

later Kpic. we may eite the following: '(Priests) learned in

.at in should he employed hy the king in legal and busi-

ness affairs (vyatttlAdfVfU dh&nne$U)\ one inan cannot be

tru-ted to control such matters; let the king, then-fore, employ
the learned prie>ts (to

ihoe thingsi; fora king is called
"
ungnverned," and sins, if he doe> not jn-operly guard his sub-

ject.-' interest.-, and claims too much from them, etc.: .-ince he

take.- on himself the sins committed by his ill-protected people. 'j

* Nalni-lia i- mentioned by Maim also as an ' unrulv kinj;' ivii. 41 1.

Tin- Kjiir .-t.iry i- ^iven in v. 15n*.; and in i. 7"). -J
(
. it is al<lcl that In-

was a powerful monarch, who (<>n<|iiciv<l the larlarian honles. ami
made tin- >I-T- pay taxes as well a- liarne-s.-.l them like rattle.' The

re proi.aUy the |.rie>t- of his day. The
oft-repeated

iitha story is told in i. 17."i: the ^notation ai 'J". el \-

IIK .lo^y being subreited to the |mr}ose of the tale, indriy&n&ih ruruh-ttm
!M. il.i H. omitted in C. 6689=' (a) ai

'////// dkhydnam juinlijinn in regard to the famous rt'i train

^ftuii/olj eloses as usual : l
s

i l>r<~ili)ii<ii<(it r<nn tirilfif'

iijiiliin- >;i fufiih simian, IIK/I-I in i mtlni. The k illy; U'ca me a priest. Such
not unique. 'A priest who has l.ren a king

'

ii-i'iju, ilnded to. Cnnipan- inimifHttraii (llnnm,
<lli i I'm in \ hi. i>. :'.:!.- p i nd see the appendix
to this >(<( i >n.

t v. iiipar. ih. 89. 48; also M. vii. 89-40. Ihe Mim
|te..p|.- when i.r.^M-rh -ul.juu:tti-il h\ the kin.

Lyana remarks thai ih.'-
prieal mikr "t detert the King

it the lall. .,|H-V hilll. JIIM a.- K'ieika did (jlliali 1 Hi.

i.-laiicholv fate. \'i, ,}/<i is u-,,d

i;. in . I. ut also of wt ra i in im

pO86<l I iy 'netA dl JK

i9,vedavinttah, -i.\ \\ i
. me(i an-i . ail m M

;yedavi9Mv&l / tsfc

:<7. 8.

uijj de|M-nd nil the (In-

. i;. i, ifl id to the \\ on
Mi.- di\ in. i i and \i. 15). The m li.
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What the effect of this yielding to the priestly ministers was,
the priests are frank enough to tell n> 1\ a legend: 'Then 1

was onee a king of the Miigadhas, in the city of Rfijagriha,
who was wholly dependent on his ministers. A minister of hi.-

called Lnng-i'urs (//////<//>/////// ) became the sole lord of the realm

////v<). Inflated by his power, this man tried to usurp
the throne, but failed solely because of Fate' (i. 204. 1 Off.).

Scarcely an encouraging legend for those that are told to be
4

priestly dependents/ as were the kings of this later age.* 1 *>\

an extension of their own importance, the priestly caste grad-

ually represented themselves not only as worthy subjects for

moneyed favors, but as the subjects xr' tsoyrjv ; and when we
read '

let the king be content with his name and his umbrella

(royal insignia) ;
let him pour out his wealth to his dependents,'

\ve may rest assured that the priest means by dependents none
but the priests. Almost ironically is added the proverb: 'a

priest knows a priest; a husband knows his wife; a ruler

knows his ministers
;

a king knows a king
'

(v. 38. 27-28).
The teaching of the king's dependence is worked out with
utter thoroughness ;

and lest any deluded king should fancy
that priests, from their more theological studies, might be
unable to understand special political matters, this broad doc-

trine is laid down :

'

They that have made themselves closely

acquainted with general principles, not with special topics, are

the truly wise; special knowledge is secondary.'f For these

priests have now indeed become 'like unto the gods;' they are

the '

gods of the gods,' and can destroy the king that does not

believe in them4
And yet, side by side with such assumptions, we find, even

in late passages, the old military impatience cropping out :
' the

are priests, and they precede in processions, etc. (R. ii. 124. 2 ; 127. 3). In
council R. gives as the result of a debate dikamatya (unanimous vote),
or '

adjusted divergence,' or ' no agreement :' perhaps technical terms,
R. v. 77. 7ff. The expressions ueed of the king in the Epic quotation
above are durddnto 'raksitd durvinltah. For the moral compare xiii.

32. Compare R. ii. 1. 30, where the same words are applied to those
whom the king should hold in control (niyantd durvimtdinliii

vinitapratipujakah).
* Mantribdndhava is the expression used of kings in v. 34. 38 ; they

are as dependent upon their councillors as wives are upon husbands, and
the priests are the king's

'

protectors,' as the god Parjanya is the pro-
tector of cattle ! This reduces the king to a purusddhama from a

puru$a (cf. v. 163. 3ff.).'

\prayojanetiu ye saktd na vi$e$e?u bhdrata, tan ahain panditdn
manye vi$ed hi prasanginah ; or, reading qakta with C.

,

'

they that are

capable in general principles
'

(ib. 44).

| Ib. 41 ; iii. 200. 89 ; xiii. 35. 21. More practical destruction than that

by means of Vedic rites is often attributed to the priests. The king is

now and then \Varncd that they may destroy him by poisoning his food,

by curses, etc. (i. 43". 28, 30 ;
182. 13 ff.).
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place for priests is in the hall of debate; good are they a> in

>peetors ; they can oversee elephant.-, horses, and war-ears
; they

an- learned in detecting the faults of food but let nut the

(priestly i teacher- he a>ked for advice when einerp-nci.^ an-e'

<iv. 17. -JSff.). And with this i> the extraordinary position occu-

pied hy the 1'iirohita in the next world, according tu Mainl-
and in thi>. according to the oath of Vicvainitra, where it i> IT

Carded as a curse to be the family-priest of a king.*
I Jut the

general
tone of advice, especially in regard to the

prince of priests, the king's Purohita, is far different. Whence
a ruse thi> formidable personage '. He is nothing hut the last

develupnient of that singer of the king's praises whom, as we
shall see, even the early Vedic age possessed. The king, or a

prie>t. or even a man of the people, originally sacrificed, made
>onir> to the gods, and also songs of praise for kings,f I Jut

gradually this practice became a right usurped hy the priest.
The family-priest of the king was now alone entitled to sii

proper hymn to the gods, wnereby the king was glorified at a
stcritice. The Uuru or teacher remained the tutor. He tuuk

care of earthly as well as of heavenly matters. The worldly
j

>< rt i( i i was amalgamated with the spiritual. Both were claimed

hy tin- priest. In place of new songs at sacrifices, the old were
rituali/ed. and became stereotyped, sacred. The king who had
taken to himself a special man to sing the>e hymn> and perform
-acritice f,r him found himself indissolubly \ united to a ser-

vant with whose service he at first could not and then after

ward- < lared not
dispense.

The servant edged ever nearer to

the throne. He laid hi> hand upon it as if to uphold it: in

reality, he made it a step-ladder to his pride. He became more
arrogant as he became mure secure; and, seating himself above

ing to whose height he had mounted, he claimed control

of the >reptiv. He became a
|

rime-m iniM er : to dix.bey him
was to imperil the >oul ; to obey was to imperil the tin-one.

Tin- king feared fur his suiil. He abandoned the throne. The
servant ruled hi- ma-'

*M.xii.48; Ml. I., xiii. 93. 180. Compare Muir. Sanskrit T.-M
< .mpare Muir, Sanskrit Texts, i. 280.

I
Add t" this that the office of priest was often I ; ill.

-r is the adviser, perhaps, of his fatli.r: th.it .i.h

i the adviser of the prince's grandfather. Thus a deeper venera-

g The scene Hn >\u the eleventh century i in the third ad offhi Mu.lr.i

r&ksasa would I* ,i<l us to suppose that the kin^ <li<i " ' '' '" <" '" <

mini '

I. ul luM \\;nl.'.| |,,r (nm to Offer lii-> n^i.
I..

prOTOkfl
linn. 1'iit jill.iwjnjr lijni t. ull'.-r I'.i-'K lii- li:ul-.

t ru >

eaccept*'l
"-' .

\\'-- i i.>in tin- ^:MIH- |>1
it the

;.)Miint>'<i ore? tin- ii"i-,,.8and

rlrpli tl:u\ lix.'.l nut I'V tin-

king but by the minister.

VOL. xiii. 21
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We can almost traee this development in tin- dilTerent layers
of our poem. Set aside the didactic epigram, and look at the

narrative. The priest, powerful even in the Vedic age, reflects

that power in the stories of his unbridled insolence but not at

first as an adviser, only as a private, impudent fellow. The

Epic Purohitas of the story are servants, not masters, of the

king. The assembly is still comparatively free from priestly
influence. The family-priest is a private admonislier when hi>

opinion is requested, not a public holder of state polity.
We may, perhaps, sketch his growth somewhat thus. Hi-

influence began in the secret council. As his power grew, he
ruled the king's thoughts, and persuasively governed the assem-

bly. His next step was to restrain the speech of the assembly,

through inspiring fear of contradiction. When the meeting of

the people passed into a conference of warriors and priests, and
the king sat at the head of the deliberative assembly, he was still

a humble auditor. But he was a declaimer, a trained speaker, a

skilled logician. He defeated the knights in argument; I it-

overawed the king by his religious lordliness. The peopleV

assembly became a priestly conclave. The secret council be-

came a whisper from priest to king. So the discrepancies be-

tween the early story and the late teaching become reconciled.

Only thus can we understand the grotesque difference between
the different parts of the Epic.*

9. The Ambassador. Beside the Purohita stands in military

importance the coimnander-in-chief of the army. His duties

will be explained below. A third high officer on whose posi-
tion the text spends much care is the ambassador,f He may
be either a priest or an officer of military caste. In the former

case, the Purohita is chosen. Thus, Drupada sends his Puro-
hita as ambassador to Hastina (v. 6. 1

ff.).
But if not priest,

any high military hero standing near the throne is sent. Tims
Dhritarashtra sends his charioteer as ambassador (v. 22 ff.),

or his

younger brother (ii. 58). The allied forces send Krishna as

ambassador from Upaplavya. In the Ramayana, however, it

is assumed that the ambassador will be a wise priest (pandita :

* The view here given of what the priest's position really was, in the
time when the story of the Epic was the main poem, is based on what
the Epic narrative shows us to have been the ruling power in council
and debates, and this is not the priestly power ; the view of what the

compilers and redactors thought it ought to be is based on didactic

statements and tales woven into the narrative (earlier) portion, and the
claims made by the

priests
in outside literature. This latter includes,

indeed, as acknowledged above, pre-Epic works ; but there is no reason
to suppose that the kings of the Brahmanic period were so * under the
thumb' of the priests as the latter asserted to be desirable. In this, as
in many other points, the Epic narrative is older than its literary form.

f The threefold division of the Niti, Kam. Nit. xii. 3, is not yet known,
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R. ii. 109. 44). This officer is, of course, a temporary one,
\vhnvas thf ordinary herald is generally the charioteer, as if

rhi> \\viv a tixrd duty connected with that profession. To the

BCt ambassador eight <jualitii-> are assigned as needful. He
niii-t he arrive, manly, >peedy, emu passionate, clever, faithful,

MM! family, eln.jiient.* That is to >ay. he nm>t he a clrvrr

man .f the world, with ahility to conduct the affairs entrusted

to him; and opecially a good speaker. Such we tind him

|>ractic.-dl\ i-ej>re>ente<l. Internationally of interest is the rule

that to -la\ an amhaador is i had policy and) the height of im-

piety. -He that >lay> an amhassador shall go to destruction ;

and \i\< ministers also.'f The treatment of the war-ambassador
>ent \>\ the IMiidu.- to lla>tina >hows the state and ceremony
accompanying Mich occasions. The ainhassador is received

with graeiou> \virds at the gate of the city, and escorted to the

palace. No word is >aid of the ohject of hi> coming, (iivrt

and familiar conversation heing over, he is as>igiu-d an

apartment, and goes to rest. Not till the next day doe> he de

li\er ln'> message. At sunrise, ushered into the council hall, he

re poit- to the assembled court of prince and nobles the sub-

>tance of what he had been charged to say. In another case,

however, the aml>aador gives a verbal report.:f
A verbatim report of the message entrusted to the ambassa-

dor i> attempted now and then; but when the communication
is very long, either the text fails to reproduce the p<>

!'-

intent, or a certain latitude is permitted to the speaker. We
tind, for instance, almost an exact reproduction of a lengthy

*v.87.27: astdbdha may mean 'modest,' rather than 'active.'

In this passage seven qualities are given (28) good
iiioialH, aristocratic family, eloquence, adroitness, agreeable speech,

kin- exactly as was told/ and good memory (cf. vs. 7; further
m th- following verses). Compare M. vii. 68 ff. The official title

ambassador i- <irita
*

messenger.'
! - -ri|.tion is from v. 89. Iff. The hospitable reception ought to

DOOM tir-i /.rt'ltithuak, v. 89. 25; compare ib. 91.18, and the fact that
ili* ambassador had already been the guest of Vidura). But this for-

nialii\ i- -Mm. tiin. -H passed over. So in the case of Drupada's |>riMl\
issy, and the vwit of Banjaya to the Pandus. Tin- lattn- -<

r as a friend, and the etiquette of hi^h life is shown Hrst on his
M. \\li.-n. although anxious to ili-li\--i i at (NM6, li- i-

iiili-i-l t. sni.i .1 formal notice of his arrival to tli-- ting, .-nul aiiiiounoeB
if n-aily t. l-'liv.T the answer he has r- if. \l

Ii t he ambassador 18 by hi- thV<> -,. m, ,| tr<>m harm, yrt \\ ' tiinl

eviden< tliat ) -^ard were not always maintain* <l : i.-i

hrupaila think- it necessary to encourage his ambassador by railing In-

MOD to t he fact that,
*

being an old man and a
priest.

1 as well as a
,1 h-L-atf (d&takaniHini //>//.7r//, . h. will not I

are to hear his message ; the weight lies on nul old man
i 'legate' (v.6. i nh -i sal i>li-.l

in \ .

-

i

/
' krtham bandham arhati), *od i atom *i

pressed.
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message, but toward the end certain variations occur in our
text. The case of Uluka seems to show that the ambassador
was more afraid to ivtimi than to go, if the answer he carried

back was likely to raise his lord's anger. Those to whom he is

sent give him a rough me.-sauv to take to his king, but person-

ally treat him kindly, and grant him formal permission to stay
with them, if he does not wish to return with such a report.*
As a general thing, the ambassador differs from a mere repeater
like the herald in being permitted to exercise judgment and skill

in treating with the enemy. As a resident ambassador I tind no

examples of the use of the duta, who seems intended to go and
return at once

;
but who probably was often retained regularly

in the capacity of state-agent, liable at aiiy time to be sent on
such errands. From the use in the Epic I should doubt
whether this office was not also a later creation, meant to com-

plement other needed offices in a great realm
;
for the descrip-

tion would apply as well to an occasional messenger as to a

stated officer, and the persons employed in the Epic are, as

shown above, relatives or the family priest. In the case of

Vidura we find an ambassador who, chosen for a message dis-

tasteful to him, goes through the form of delivering it as an

officer of his king
'

appointed against his will
'

(baldn niyuktah],
and first gives the message

' as told
'

(although in his own

words), but then remains silent until questioned, and there-

upon explains that, for his own part, he does not approve of

the object for which he was sent.f
10. Social relations of the King. The didactic chapters tell

us much on the subject of the '

king's friends,' social as well

as political. But not much information can be gleaned respect-

ing the real private social life outside of war. The allies of

four sorts (obtained by sharing, by love, by relationship, by
artificial means, i. e. bribery ;

and fifth [!], by virtue, xii. 80. 3,

6) are mirrored in the private circle. Good friends are those

gotten by blood-relationship, love, and virtue. Doubtful are

those that are friendly as a result of bribes or sharing wealth.

The king may have no private friends, except among the

better classes.
' With poor or miserable men high kings can

*
Compare, for the nearly accurate report alluded to, v. 161. In ib.

163. 5 S . come the answer and permission to the ambassador to remain.

f ii. 58. 1 ff. : we must interpret yathoktavddl,
'

speaking as was told,'

rather freely, to mean sense, not words. So the ambassadors in the

Ramayana have this epithet without repeating literally what they
were told to say. Compare R. ii. 109. 44 : yathoktavddl dutas te kftah
panditah ; ib. vi. 16. 78 : sa tadrdmavacahsarvamanyunddhikamsdmdt-
yarti prdvaydmdsa,

' he told him all Rama had said, without addition or

deduction.' Family is also demanded by R. (kule mahati co 'tpannah,
R.v.81.47).
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have IK.
friendship.

The unlearned loves not the learned ; he

that drives a chariot is im friend to him that has none; friend-

ship is the fruit <>f >iiiiilanfy.''
::

" So in war kings are mt
allowed r<> contend with low person>.+ So it i- urged i\ii. .";.

4 Ml', i that a king slioiild not joke with \\\> dependents, or he

familiar with them. 'The dependent-/ it i< >aid. 'really
hate him. being enviou> of a >upporter. They do not like t.>

imprudent ; they betray his secrets; they multiply his

wi>lie- by bribing and deceiving; and if a king is too gracioii>.
he will tind that the subject.- divide his realm and corrupt his

women; they will even yawn and spit in his piv>rn-,-. and

shamelessly make* known his private words; and when he has

entered the assembly (parisaa), they will mock, >aying "thou
ha-r done ill :" and when he i> angry, they will laugh ; and when
IK- i> ;jvneiou>. they will not he thankful : they will mount

elephants and horses without regard to his presence; if he i-

fond of pleasure and adornment, they will Maine him; and they
will play with him as they would with a hird on a string.^
of social rule hut little is said. The king, though leader

of society and state, may not do ju>t as he pleases; 'he may
do as he pleases if he does not offend against public opinion (the

world).' Precedent should always be a main factor in his

moving. Actively, he should be '

enterprising :' passively, he

>hould 'avoid un-Ajpyan ways.
1

Let him not hesitate to >in for

the sake of conquest or for the sake of his realm such in brief

>hoiild le hi> private social code as ruler. In the first rule we
note the Aryan conservatism: in the last, the influence of the

later sophistic pri-

The more common >ide of the king's life has been dix-u-v-ed

above under the head of vices. A word or two more on the >ub-

ject may here be added. The king may not associate with com-
mon people, but iii strictne- thi- refers tomen; he i> surrounded

miiion women all the time, >uch a> dancer> and -in^er- and

lialf-respectable ]u-o>titute>, with whom he has whatcon\.
tion he plea>e-. We have further e\ idence that the inner

*/////'/ '//// siiklii/niH bhavati (similes similibus), i. 181.5, 11, 67 :

i::i. ;;. ; : ; /.-// n<t nl/i'mlj sukhn l>li<tritHm arhari;
cf. also ib. 166. 15 a i tit ion.

'thAkula8amdc&rdirnai/illi>/<i,,t, ///;/////>;//. i. \:w. M-. xii.96. 7.

<>

Brihaspati says that a to<> m.-i-.-iml km. u,.ul.l be beat.
.in . !. |,ii:mr- head IB beaten by a trainer, xii.5<>

i M), Tl..- BtetemflDl elaborated
in tin- pMMg( 'feet that a man "I i-nii-rpris*' (an acti\
lM-ttT tli.in ;i VM i. -lii-n.

'

(vdg-vlra), i^ linlirri'ii-lx irnisis ,- t< the
oomn aly HupixMee a priest to be meant by th<-

|iiili,-i. II. tl
\vrongly

i

'one h.-i\ h

i

|>.i
n<lit : (In
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palace was full of such women, and even guards of the
were sometimes constituted of women in later tales.* Although
tin- lower classes (slave-cash-, people-caste) naturally do not

>hare in the royal revels when these are of a private nature,

they do form a
Background

to tin- public social displays. \\

great feasts, coronations, weddings, and the like, and even, as

\ve have seen, at, a public religious service, the common people
are present, as it, were on the outskirts of good society. Tliev

flock about and see what is done. They are represented by their

singers and musicians, although these are probably the only
representatives of the real plebeian classes in actual contact with
their superiors. Their like, the artisans and workmen, the
small people in general, look on and admire.

In only one case have we the upper and lower castes on a

social plane for a moment, and this incident seems more a reflec-

tion of an old custom than one practiced at the time it is

described. I refer to the very interesting annual heyday that

occurs at the 'branding of the cattle.' What we have in the

legend is simply an account of such a picnic (for such it was)
as explanation of a king's stratagem. Nevertheless, the descrip-
tion is valuable and unique; and it is to be remarked that,

though the crown-prince used the fete as a ruse, it yet appears
to have been an actual celebration. The prince wants to get
out of town with a large number of people, but without his

father's knowing for what he goes. To explain the departure
1 of

a force of men from the city, he hits on this plan. Feigning
an interest in the proceedings of the ranchmen, he goes to the

king, and says that he wishes to attend the '

marking of the

cattle,' as it is now the time for this work. The reply of the

king shows that this appears a natural request. 'Certainly,'
he says,

' one ought to attend to the cattle-marking ; go, if you
wish.' The prince leaves the town with the large escort he

desires to take, and accompanied by the ministers. They go
to superintend the counting and branding of the cattle. Each
head of cattle was branded at the age of three years. At the

ranch there is great gaiety. All the cattle are counted, and the

proper head are marked. The cowherds dance and sing at the

close of the work. The little court looks on, and patronizes the

pleasure of the laborers. I mention the scene because it is a

rare idyl in our Epic, and corresponds to court-and-country

* In Vikramorvaci (Act iii.), lamp-women, but respectable, are at-

tendants on the king ; in Vayu P. ii. 26. 178-9 is mentioned a king
Qataratha, son of Mulaka, *

always girt with women through fear of
Rama:' (narlkavacam) trdnam icchan 'women were his breastpin t<-.

Qata-, Daca-, and Nava-ratha occur as names of kings. The last is

the lather of Dacaratha, according to Kiirma P. xxiv. p. 255 (Bib. Ind.,
clokas not numbered).
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relation- more primitive than the po.-nioii g, -m-rally a>Mimed
for tin- king in tin* Epic would make possible (iii.-J

11. Royal Marriay*. Having tlm- examined t IK- recorded

ideal life of a Hindu monarch, and tried to discover, as far a-

idary history helps u>. the ival character of the ancient

2 as contrasted both in moral parts and public function-

with that i<lcal. we have MOW to note briefly some of the event-

in the royal life that are of a more personal nature though in

the>e also we see the king always as an inseparable part of the

whole kingdom.
Marriage wa> permitted to the warrior-caste in general either

in accordance with a received ceremonial, or without any rite

whatever. The legal rite by which the actual Wedding took

place differs according to caste. In the case of a warrior, the

bride holds in the hand a hunch of arrows, and the two walk

around the tire-altar, while a marriage hymn is Ming. At the

-eventh -tep they In-come man and wife.* The preceding cere-

mony eon>i>ts. in the case of a king, either of a joust where the

maiden elect- her lord hy adjudging her hand to the king who
earrie- him>elf hest in the lists, or who best fulfils some stipu-
lated condition (as when Arjuna, the chief hero of the Kpic.

performs a difficult feat in shooting, and so wins his wife from

many royal competitor-! ; or, as in legendary account.-, there i>

no joii>t, but the royal maid to be given in marriage i> con-

ducted into a hall where the aembled suitorsf are, and. having
been led about from one to the other and having had all their

name- and virtue- explained to her. make- on the >pot herchoice.

Thi.- latter was the real and only >elf-choo-ing' uw//////'//v//Yf) a

term, however, loo-dy applied to the deci-i.n by tournament
II : though there the maid had. it would appear, only the

{rivilege

of excluding from competition >ucli a> di<l not >uit

Tiie Kpic inciitioii- ca.Mially ,-evrral .

.

but de-cribe> only one of each kind with any fulln

The much ,-impler method of marriage, which appeal'- to

obtained largely among knight> or kin--, wa- for the

knight to tind the girl and run away with her. Thus Hlnshma

J
with three girl> at once, and challenged any to

POT them. So Arjuna, when he found that hi> brother tin-

had ab-orhrd hU tir-t wife'- e\i-lclice -lldi i> the

interpn-tation of the Kri-lm.i relation- between Arjuna and

Yudhi>!itliirai. -tle another, in aec. .rdance with knightly la\\-.

In t'act, thi- method i- e-p<-eially ap|>i-
\ ed. U an evidence of

and -urvival of the 'good old wan i>r cii-tom ;

'

though

In tin- ritual tin- strps ;in- |.r. !<i!iia : tlit- winkling i med by
tr-^. V<T-r>. ^ MilMilic TnoVflii' lit

.

. L

attends t)x \\ , .l.img aiao, in R. vi.40. 18.
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>uch approval is gnu-rally ivgiMiMvd a> an exculpation and
defense of the foregone deea, rather than as an impartial
derision between different modes of marriage. In the case of

rape of this sort, no religious rite initiatory to connubial con-

nection was regarded as ncce>sirv : hut it' the deed was con-

doned, the adventurer returned with the girl, and the marriage
ceremony was gone through with.* In these cases caste wed.-

caste. With the lower classes, the king had what connection

he pleased ;
and though he is advised not to succumb to sensual

pleasure, there is no restriction on the extent of his harem.f
Even with high-caste girls that is, with girls of the priestly
caste the king is fond of connecting himself without formal-

ity. Such are generally represented as the innocent daughters
of ascetic priests who live in the woods. The usual thread of

the love-story is, that the king hunting sees the hermit's hut,

tinds the girl, who at once falls in love with him as he with

her, and pursuades her easily to a marriage without rite or

delay. The old priests, too, were continually doing the same

thing ;
and thus, as legend says, arose most of the best fam-

ilies in Hindu society. Out of the mass of formal law and

very informal legend we may gather this. The early king,
at a time when his chief occupation was cattle-lifting and

pillaging from his neighbors, such as the growth of In-

draprastha and the records of cattle-raids preserved in the

live Epic show to have been the primitive royal means of

life, was accustomed to take his wife or wives as he did

his cattle, from whomever he wished and however he wished.

As an exhibition of strength, an additional excitement to his

own pleasure, and a means of getting what he desired without

tedious formality (there is no trace of real exogamy), he ran

across the border, ravaged a petty principality, annexed it,

drove the cattle home, and took the woman that pleased him
for his wife. When political life became complicated, and

peace was the present condition of the land, a king with a

daughter to wed made a feast, invited the neighboring kings
to it, and bade such as chose to contend for the honor to be
assembled in his hall. When all were collected, in came the

king and his daughter, who had had no formal acquaintance with

* In the case of Arjuna. Here note that the girl's brother connives
at the deed, but the people do not.

f But the lowest classes are formally forbidden. Some of the great
sages are, however, the sons of slave-women. For some reason or

other, the formal law is particularly severe on the Vrsall (a low woman
of the mixed castes). Her touch is contamination for the priest, and is

forbidden to all the twice-born. The Vrsala is so much a synonym for the

Qudra or slave that in enumerating the castes it is sometimes substi-

tuted. Compare Vayu P. ii. 16. 29 : brdhmandh, ksatriydh, vdi$ydh,
vr$aldy cdi 'va (see just before,
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men, and, scanning the number assembled, she bashfully picked
out a husband. She testified her choice by kissing the hem <>t

his trannent. Rejoicing, feasting, and the religious rite then

followed. Such i> the pretty tale in the Nala story.
More ceremonious is the

pseudo-self-choice,
where the maid'-

choice
'

is conformed to stipulations made by her
guardian,

or

at the most is a choice not of an individual but of the condi-

tion- on which she binds herself to accept anyone among sev-

eral. At a tournament or joust,, where the election depended
on the strength of the aspirants, there was really no choice left.*

Besides, at this time the affair was practically settled by arbi-

T rat ion. The marriage of Virata's daughter and Arjuna's son
is a pure marriage of convenience. Virata wants to bind the
TWO nations together. He offers his daughter first to Arjuna,
who declines. Virata is somewhat disappointed, but says that

perhaps Arjuna's son would do just as well, and offers hi-

daughter again to Arjuna for his son. Arjuna consents to this.

and the two
parents

tell the two young people that they are to

i>t married immediately; and they are. It is to this period, I

think, that the jousting election (svayamvara) belongs. There
i- nothing primitive about it. On the contrary, it is modern
throughout. Arjuna's rape of Subhadra is the only form of

primitive marriage,' except
it be such accidental connubial

connections as form the basis of his '

adventures.'f
As matter of formal

preference,
the svayamvcvra is declared

to be the proper marriage for warriors $ but this is only a

LiviM-ral rule, as 4

rape is also recommended.'^ We read of a king
reaching the age 01 thirty-six without marriage.|| Usually the

;IL:< is about half of that, as Abhimanyu marries at the age of

-ixtrcn. and the IVmdu brothers could not have been much
older when they wedded Krishna. The wife's 4

legal
'

age was
t'rom three to twelve; but this modern view does not corres-

pond with the early accounts of marriages (see below on

women).
The -lib-wives of the king were not wives hut concubine-.

A later marriage with a woman of higher ca-tc should reduce

Compar : I: mi: //</ ithuh dhanur udyamya
ttajyam ekena pdnind, karifl/ati sa sltayn hhnri bhartd bharifyati,

usband shall be the man that can draw this bow with one
iiiiii'l.' In tin-, ..n-ni.iiiy a messenger was ent to issu. in\ ii:itinn-

f These are also late, as adventures. The Citragupta m xl< nt is a
peculiar application of levirate laws in th.-ir final volution mi., a -uli

-tit ut ion of a daughter's son instead of tli. tm> son of the levirate.

t svayutln-aruh kyntni/annm rirnhah. i. JIJl.'Jl.

fi prasahya hara^aih cd *pi k$atriyai)am pra?a*yate t ib. 22.

| Sixteen and eight summers, and four and eight also, he had not

enjoyed pleasure of women :' i. In-

VOL. zm.
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the former wife of lower caste to the position of a menial. This
is probably true only for the period that originates such a formal

rule. The law-codes require in all marriages that the husband
should marry his highest wife first. Afterwards he may marry
fc down.' Thus a warrior should marry a girl of the warrior-

caste first. Then he should marry a girl of the people-caste.

Marriages were celebrated by general public rejoicings,
where music is a predominant feature. In regard to these con-

stant descriptions of festival processions, we may say that by
reading one we know all. Like exhibition of joy celebrates the

return of a conqueror to his native city.*
For further details of marriage, see the general appendix on

the status of women. Polygamy with the king and royal

family was the rule. Polyanary is unknown except in legends
and in the case of the 'Pandus themselves, who all married one
wife. ' The law of having only one consort 'f is in the case of

women respected, but it is evident that no man of warrior-caste

was thought the better of on account of its observance. As far

as sentiment went, a devoted husband is praised for fidelity ;

but if he grew tired of his wife, he 4 over-married ' her as a

matter of course. The law demands a second wife if the first

fails to bear a son.J
12. Royal Burial.% Of the two old methods of disposing

* A charming account of this sort is given in iv. 68. 24 ff. The king
hears of his son's victory and immediate return. He bids the courte-
zans and heads of the army go out and meet the victor. The bell-man
mounts an elephant and proclaims the victory at all the cross-roads

(griigdtakesu). The daughter of the king puts on her holiday clothes

(^rngdravesd bharand) ;
and when the city had Ijeard the proclamation,

all the people, to greet the prince, go out before the king with their
hands crossed for good luck (sarvam puram svastikapdnibhutam), ac-

companied by the sound of drum and flute and shell (vdrija), and they
are all dressed in their best clothes (ve$dih pardrdhdih). And with
them go the praisers and the singers and the encomiasts, who also

play on the drum and the flute (suta, mdgadha, ndndlvddya) ; and they
rejoicing welcome him home. Compare further the account (in xii.

37. 41 ff.) of a procession advancing to Hastinapur. The women drove
in front on lofty cars ;

the king was praised by clapping of hands as
well as music. The city was adorned with white wreaths, flowers, and
flags. The main street was ornamented, and incense was burned in it.

Flowers, incense, and waterpots also adorned the palace. In iv. 71. 33

the king offers his whole kingdom to the Pandus just before the mar-

riage ceremony (cf. ff.). The suta, mdgadha, etc., are professional

players. Compare the section on music, below, and xiv. 64. 2,
'

praised

by suta, mdgadha, and bandin.' They are generally accompanied by
wrestlers, boxers, mimes, granthikas, and those that ask how one has

slept (sdukhyacdyikdh). Compare, too, v. 36. 55 ff.

f iii. 205. 5, efcapatnyah . . . striyah; R. v. 2. 21, ekapatnlvrata.
\ ip.iL5.il. 12; M. ix.81.

8 Compare Roth, Todtenbestattung, Z. D. M. G., viii. ; Miiller, Ueber

Todtenbestattung, etc., ib. ix. Iff., and India, p. 233 ff., on the cere-

mony for the dead ; Zimmer, Altind. Leben, p. 400 ff . ; Rajendralala-
mitra, Indo-Aryans, ii. 114 ff.; Caland, Uber Totenverehnmg bei einigen
der indo-germanischen Volker (1 888.).
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of the dead, tin- perhaps later form, cremation, had in the Kpie

age sui>er8eded earth-burial. The king was burned in the mid>t
of his sorrowing subjects, who came together to witness the

pageant. Only children of not more than two
years of age

were buried in earth. These two forms, earth and fire, are the

only ones recognized. Embalming is not described. The re-

markable trick of the Pa nd us on entering Upaplavya in dis-

rui-e would imply a monstrous imitation of Persian expo>mv
to birds, were we able to imagine that the pretext suggested
could really have been preferred. It occurs in a late book tlurt

the IVindus hide their arms in a tree, and agree to say, if any
one should try to investigate the spot, that it is holy and must
not be touched, because '

according to the family custom,

practiced by our ancestors, we have hung up in yonder tree the

body of our old mother, recently deceased at the age of one
hundred and

eighty.'*
The formal death-procession is for the

kiiiir alone, or. if slain in battle, for the king and his dead com-
rades. When the royal household goes forth to mourn for the

kinir. we find that his old father and the women of the city

proceed to the battlefield, followed by all the artizans, the

merchants, the people (agriculturists and cattle dealers), and, in

>liort. all the laborers. Then arises the sound of lament, each

wailinir li
1̂ lost. And they sing the songs of praise above

their EU&nghtered heroes.f Or, again, in another scene, the

kini: die>. and the f<ur castes go out in procession and watch
the hurninir of the king's body. After the royal funeral, the

people mourn twelve day>. prie>t- and all lamenting the dead
kinir and -ittiiiLr upon the Around.* Then follows the cere-

mony for the dead (/w7////////i. A abort abstract will describe

the funeral. The body of the kill": i> e.i\ered with flower-

lative- and friends. The bodies of the king and his wife

irried on the -boulders of friend^ All the royal in-i-

*
i v. 5. 82-88. I find not the slightest trace of such a mode of burial

elsewhere, though it was an extraordinary statement to invent. it tin-

'ii-torn appeared as peculiar to the writers as to the historian. Un-
ite but so late as to be infected by Persian custom? Yet

family custom' could cover any oddity in India.
16. The dead are heaped by rank on piles (pyres) and Imrne.l.

ib. 28. 80: nh'th l.-rtr-i nrayatiu i<

i/<ith<~iiimkhyAnnarAdhipAn,
dahaydmasur avyagrdh <fl*traaw{eiw karma nd. Compare R. ii. 88. 80.

Arrian recounts that 1 1..- 1 1 Indus have no toml>- ng songs
' over

the dead (ri'devrat rolotv inro&avovai . . mil ra< .. rittotv iif^Amrrai^
c. 10).

3), 82 : compare x v. 89. 16.
i litter. ;i nllar e;ie to I tlie

meaning of yanen n Imlnnn /////c/m nmliattl (a largt* liti>i.

costly, drawn by men) ; as elsewhere, yAna may refer to anything
carries. In. .m the common i>.il.m|nin I'.MT.).

h- re we have really a wagon drawn by in
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nia (camara, vyajana, and the umbrella) are borne along.*
Music accompanies the

procession.
The members of the court

and the royal officers with the sacrificial priests lead, dressed in

white; and honey and butter are carried in a sacred fire-vessel.

All the castes follow, grieving, (-rifts are strewn among the

people by the courtiers and memheis <>t tin- royal house; they

repeat always the mourning refrain '
alas ! whither goeth our

kingl'f Men of the people and slave-castes take part in the

procession. Also the wives of the warriors join the crowd.

They come at last to the Ganges, and the body of the king is

bathed in the holy river. It is then clothed anew, and adorned
with sandal-paste and white robes 'made in that land.' 'I

1

he

bodies are then burned with sandal-paste, and the people show
their grief by sleeping upon the ground.:}: The religious cere-

mony in memory of the dead is called the durdhvaaehika, and
must always be accompanied by gifts to the people and to the

priests.
The question of widow-burning implied above resolves itself

for Epic usage thus. Madri burns herself with her royal hus-

* The burial-hymn of the Rig-Veda (x. 18) assumes a time when each
man bore the bow, and had it broken on his funeral pyre. The Brah-
manic rules make a distinction of caste, and keep the bow for the war-
rior, while a goad (as^rd) is laid in the hand of a man of the people.
Compare Weber, Ind. Stud. x. 25.

f To answer this question very literally, we may refer first to xvi. 7.

23, where in burying a king we find the place chosen for his body was
1 the place that was dear to him when he lived ;' and as to the destina-
tion of his soul, compare the list of places where dead heroes go in xv.
33. 13 ff.

\ The burning of the bodies is here represented as having already
taken place! The king died in the forest, and the wife mounted
the funeral pyre and was burned with him (i. 125. 31). After this

the bodies are brought to Hastina, and 'the ceremony takes place as
described above where, from the description of the anointing and
dressing of the 'king's body,' it is clear that no former burning is

imagined, and that the queen is only brought in as an appendix : once
when they bear the king

' with the queen,' and again at the end, where
they place the * bodies ' on the fire. Evidently two accounts are here
confounded. After the king had been burned with Madri on the pyre,
there could not have been much corpse left, or not enough to dress and
smear with sandal-paste.

xii. 42. 7. Such gifts free the soul from sin. A list of them is given
in the late books. The recipients in these descriptions are the priests.

Compare xiii. 136. 10, etc. Here 'shoes and umbrellas' are added after
other gifts, though generally they are to be of great value, cattle, gold,

gems, land, tanks, etc. Compare also xiv. 14. 15, where 'great gifts'
are bestowed. In xiv. 14. 4 ff . the religious ceremony lasts ten days,
during which time the king makes presents to the priests : the cere-

mony being a general warrior-funeral for kings and knights fallen in
the war. The surviving king, for whose sake the war was fought,
becomes by this means 'free of debt.' Even villages are given away by
him (compare also xv. 11.10; 13. 11; xiv. 62. 2 ff., where 'thousands of

priests
'

are feasted, and garments, gold, and cows are given away).
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band. Four \vi\v> aiv lnmu-d with Kri>lina. (/antanuV funeral

>lmws im Midi rustnni. Elsewhere in the didactic portions the

cii-rom is enjoined (see appendix <m women). Lassen says
i /ml. Alt. \. .v.i-jitliat absence of wkkyw-bnnung i> fmind in the

Rama vana alone. Tlii> i>, therefore, not quite correct. More-
over, the mention in the Kam.tvaiia of a woman 'adorned and
wanting to die and obtain iinal happiness,' and the heroine's

own remark that she is not xafi (the technieal \\ord di'imting a
woman willing to undergo .v /////*

)
shows the cn>toni known here,

although not taking place in the case of the chief characters.*

The royal burial in the Ramayana is, except
in nne>sentials,

the same as in the Mahabharata. At sunrise all the people
assemble : the perfumes, oils, etc., are used as described above.

Tin- king's body is home an a palanquin (ribika\ and is carried,
adorned and clothed, in procession, while in front the praisere

go, chanting the usual eulogy. After ten days' mourning, on
the twelfth and thirteenth days, the graddha or funeral feast is

given.t The non-Epic but legal code gives us the statement

* Both the warriors' widows being provided for by the king (see
above), and the Ramayana's word a ' woman is called (scornfullv) "a
widow"

just
the same, though she be rich' (R. iv. 22. 17), show that in

general the widows of warriors, both in the Mahabharata and in the
Ramayana, are not thought of as dying with their husbands. On the other
hand, acquaintance with the practice of not allowing women to live
when deprived of their husbands seems to me to be implied in the above-
mentioned quotations. In the first case, a woman parted from her hus-
band exclaims : fie upon me, un-Aryan and bad wife that I am ; since
I live even for a moment when separated from him, and (in so doing)
live an evil life

'

(R. v. 26. 24-26). Compare the like words in the follow-

ing quotation from our Epic, where the reference is (without any
iloiihn to widow-burning : patiInn n in kn mlrl sat] jlritinn KtaoAef,

evaihvilapya . . . pativrata sampradlptam pravivc^a hiiti'i^anam (xii.

148.9). In both we have, it will be noticed, the same exposition of
the satl (Anglo-English suttee) or 'good wife.' Tin pr;t< tic-e touched
probably only the chief wife of a king at first, and was afterwards

! <! to the wives of warriors not royal. It appears to be a south-
.TII custom. In Bali, ac-ronling to Frirdrrich. \viilo\v-l.nrniii- is con-
fined almoM ntin Iv t. prim l\ families, and here satl is distinguished
from bela, the latter being a separate fire for the \\ iiv without tin-

crease (which was used in tatl), J. R. A. 3., N. 8., ix. The second quota -

-civen above contains a reference to the same subject, and reads :

th. n they saw in astonishment the (doomed) city of Lanka, adorned
like a woman that wishes to die and obtain final happiness

'

(rfodfCM*
te tada lankan >f In/ nltimkHt'im. yirr///////'/ '.''//"'" "/""
mirim mi nun /,//// i^ m
tended as in K. vi.iiu. i>. me*ning 'tin- death-ceremony.*) Compare
Mbh.xvi.5.4: dadar$a dv&rak&ih viro ////7f/. ////./// i/-< strii/tim. Kinal

happiness is a wife's portion when she dies with IHT hushan<l. \

late work liU* th.- Par. G. 8. both all mrriage and praises the
ati, since she saves her husband from hell, a ml .lu.il- m heaven as

\ years as she has h.-ur- i\ \\>T \--\ n<l a halt <-rorp):
-.80-81. Compare also R. vi. 68. :<

fR.ii.KMtr itr. Compare .1 n . i*.47-M (three days of

mourning).
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that at the kind's death all iiitciv-t mi borrowed money stops,
and Vedic study is suspended. Both are Vesumed on the con
MM -ration of the new king.*

13. Tin IIHJ>< r'nil Ct'ft/. There is n<> part of Hindu litera-

ture so old that walled cities are not mentioned in it.f There

are, on the other hand, no purely Hindu ruins antique enough
to prove that stone-walled cities were known before Alexander.
From each fact arises a contradictory theory. Investigators
have been prone to lay weight on one or the other of the>e

proofs, and discredit the force of the other. The archaeol-

ogist stands opposed to the literary student. Native scholars

have naturally preferred to make the Vedic allusions to walled
towns over-reach the negative evidence of lack of remains.

They also lay stress on the frequent mention of walls, ram-

parts, gates, etc., in the Mahabharata and Ramayana.:J: Giving
due regard to both claims, it seems to me that a fair and
middle possibility presents itself. Since the Vedic literature

names, we may assume that the period represented knew,

* Vas. ii. 49; G. xvi. 32. But see Biihler's note to Vasishtha.

f Compare the castles of the Dasyus, etc., made of iron and very
numerous, a list of which is given from the Rig-Veda in Muir, Sanskrit

Texts, ii. 378 ff .

\ One point in the latter quotations has, I think, not been brought
out : it is the standing epithets applied to the towns in the Ramayana.
Strictly speaking, we have no descriptions here ; we have one set of

phrases constantly repeated with slight variations. Compare saprdkdrd
satorand in R. vi. i. 34, 40 ;

2. 14
;

16. 57
; 25. 33 ; sdttaprdkdratorand, ib.

v. 35. 35
;
51. 24

;
56. 142 (sd^tatorand). A slight variation occurs in ib.

vi. 14. 19 ff. (the prdkdra is of iron, ib. v. 72. 11). These walls shake with
a noise (saprdkdrd^dlakd, satorand, vi. 16. 53-54 ; so prdkdrds torandni

ca, vi. 46. 136
; notice saprdkdrd satorand in 16. 53, in 57, and compare

22, all in one section), and shake with the pounding of lists (prdkdra
and torana, ib. 17. 8). Now this phrase occurs in various ways in the

Mahabharata, as in iii. 284. 2 (describing Lanka), drdhaprdkdratorand ;

viii. 33. 19, grhdttdlakasamyuktam bahuprdkdratoranam (describing the

city in the sky) ;
xv. 5. 16, puram ca te suguptam sydd drdhaprdkdra-

toranam, a^dti^dlakasambddham saipadam sarvatodicam ; xvi. 6. 23-24,
imain nagarlm . . . prdkdrdttdlakopetdm samudrah pldvayisyati, etc.

But it occurs in all cases in places which would otherwise be thought
late as here, in the Rama legend ;

in a fanciful tale woven into the
battles ;

in the didactic recommendations of one of the latest books
;
in

the prophecy of the flooding of Dvaraka, a still later addition
;
even the

commentator takes the inner defense to be of barbed wood (upa$alya,
iii. 15. 6). It seems, therefore, as if without prejudice we might affirm
that walled cities are known in early times ; strong stone walls and bat-
tlemented towers belong, however, to thelate-Mahabharata-Ramayana
period, and are there predicated of cities in such a way as to lead us to

suppose that the pget even then did not describe what often existed,
but what had been set as a poetically correct method of description,
and preserved as a model. Thus also Ag. P. 238. 28 describes a town as

uccaprdkdratoranam. Compare also Vayu P. i. 38. 13
;

39. 36, 51 ; 40.

6, 10, 14, 16. In all these cases we find the same standing epithet.
And to the Greek account, Arrian (c. 10) saying that coast cities are

of wood, inland of brick. He describes also the size of the moats, etc.
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walled towns. But it is not at all necessary to anme that these

walls were of limn* permanent material than hardened earth.

I
u-ntected perhaps by ditches and

palisado.
Such is tin- /

a wall of earth nunir up for fortifications, and ottm spoken of.

even in the K pic, and amid the pompon.s description?, of ir.in

walls' an<l other highly improbable latenesses. Such too is

the ///////, which is found in the Mahabharata a- a city defense,

a inciv hank of earth. These two are >4unetiiiies joined in one

deacripti
Hut if the account- of full fortifications must he regarded a>

foreign to the first form of the poem, this is exactly what, in

accordance with a reasonable theory of the origin of tin- poem.
we should expect to find. Descriptions of cities helono- to the

amplification of the original.
With full consciousness, then, that the city de>criled he-

l(n^s to the imperial, not to the reral, perio<l of the poemt
that is. to that period when the acts of the heroes were finally

exalted as much as possible by the last revisers we may
examine the general plan of a Hindu city, as it is reproentt d

|

ie rhaps not earlier than the fifth century after the ( 'hri.-tian

era. It had high, perhaps concentric walls about it, on which
were watch-towers. Massive ^ato with strono; door-.:|: pro-
tected chiefly by a wide bridged moat, the latter filled with

crocodiles and armed with palinr>. guarded the walls. The
store-house wa- lniilt IK ar the rampart. Tlie city was laid out in

several squares.^ The streets were lighted with trche> and

Compare R. v. 9. 15: vapraih ^vetacayCiknnlih.
-

ly walls of earth
M n I

heaps of white earth ;' and Mbh.iii. 160. 89 : /;r<U-r//-. //a . . rnilCnl

abhuuccnrayavatd eaya^laka^obhinfi. The commentator <n tin l.i-t

explains caya as the foundation-bank of the real wall ; utl/iluku is

tin- houae OH top of the wall id'. /////// r///o: a necessary explanation . M-

tin- wall i> ht-rc iniiiintain-hi^li ami golden. I imagine such li.-;i|>->
1 and banks of loose earth (vapra) were first used. Then < aim- tin

* t palisade and watch-tower. Long after came solid
In tart, all 1 1 ic Epic descriptions

of solid walN an- late. Nrithrr Indra-

prastha nor Hastina could have had stone walls in the earliest account.

BTideot, too, that in Mhh.i. 185.6, when- the I'andu-
Pancala and 'see the town and headquarters (dbondMfdra), and live
in i jitter's house/ outside the town, only an open nnuall d t.-\\n i-

tli"iiLlit
of,

l\ni_ like a camp, round a fort ( pitra), and with h.ad

liiarti-i-s: though at once the place Of tournamni! i- . -laltin-at. ,

1 as huilt with walls.
4 Wr tind later rules for building prdadda, nagaravfatu, et<-.. in

. HI": and rarrful fstimates and ruli-

>inparable with the Epic. See further ref i

: In xv. 16.8: 'the king left Hastinnpur by a high gate' (*<'

nidnadwlrena niryayAu gctfasAhvayflt) : and, as usual, the people ascend
the roofs to look at the procession.

hi- MI'h. recommends ni\. l.ut I find nnly tour m. , the

iyana, ii.48 i

(
. Compare puraih fa(padaih sarvat Ml.h.

\ thinks that this imp! 06fHUrQ]
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watered.* The traders and the kind's c-ourt made this town
their residence. The farmers lived in the country, each dis-

trict guarded, if not by a town modelled on the great city,
at least by a fort of some kind. Out of such forts grew the
towns. Kound the town, as round the village, was the 'com-
mon land

'

to some distance (later converted into public gar-
dens, as we see in the Mudraraksasa). In the city special

palaces existed, for the,king, the princes, the chief priests, min-

isters, and military officers. Besides these and humble dwell-

ings (the larger houses being divided into various courts),
there were various assembly-halls, dancing-halls, liquor-saloons,

gambling-halls, courts of justice, and the booths of si nail

traders, with goldsmiths' shops, and the work-places of other

artisans. The arsenal appears to have been not far from the

king's apartments. Pleasure parks abounded. The royal

palace (see above, p. 118) appears always to have had its dance-
hall attached,f The city gates ranged in number from four
to eleven, and were guarded by squads of men and single

wardens.:): Doorkeepers guarded the courts of the palace, as

well as the city gates.
In the well-hid inner court the king's secluded life, as repre-

sented in the later luxury, enabled him to pass the time ' on
soft couches and lulled by music '

(v. 36. 55). Interesting is

the fact that, with all its extravagance, the city does not seem
to be that of the time of Varahamihira. Where all, as in these

descriptions, is explained minutely down to small detail, we
miss the vlthikd and alinda terraces, so carefully described by
the Brhat Samhita, and find for the exact statement of many-
storied houses in the latter only a vague allusion to stairs or

ladders in the Epic (sopana : i. 185. 20) ; just as we miss the

nlrdjand ceremony, and any allusion in the life of the charac-

* R. vi. 112. 42 : siktarathydntardpand. As the watering of the streets
is rather unique, it may be well to give a special reference for this

point : Indraprastha is described as sammrsfasiktapanthd, Mbh. i.

221. 36.

f nartandgdra, iv. 22. 25 ff .

i K;it h;i Up., v. 1, speaks of a town with eleven gates as a possibility
('the body is like a town with eleven gates'). Nine gates are given to
a town in Varaha P. 52. 5 : navadvdram . . ekastambham catu$patham.
Lanka has four bridged gates (eight in all, and eight walls : see R. vi.

93. 7, and note below). Four gates are implied in the sixth act of

Mrcchakatika, where the men are told to go to the four quarters to
the gates. The joke in Mrcch. (Act v.) on the guard of the town being
serid implies a large military force resident in the town, this being
the real guard instead of the nominal protectors, the squads of military
police.

These courts have mosaic pavements of gold in R. vi. 37. 27, 58 ; see
Mbh. i. 185. 20 ; ii. 33 and 34 (kutfima of gems;.
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to dramatic entertainment other than <lance and mime-
>how> ia> in ii. :;:>. 4!. //'/////,/ ////////////-^/Xv//.

The imperial city i> ivpiv>enteo! as supplied with everything

>sary to withstand a siege, from elephants and horses, in

case of unning at the la>t, to doctors for the wounded; as well

as with all kind- of food, irrain, etc.; and combustible material,
such as resin, pitch, etc.. which i> to be furnished to the soldiers

for army uses. The gates have two doors, and cross-bars, while

loopholes are mentioned in the walls. They are defended by
heavy machines placed over the gates, probably for projecting

large >hat't> at the foe, or dumping rocks upon them. a> they
- the moat. It i> recommended that kings should suppress

drink ing-shops, hawds, peddlers, sodomites, and gamoiers :

which seldom appears to have been done. < hi the contrary, he
i- aUo told to have stores of liquor, and dancers and actors to

amii-e himself with.+

*
Although a kind of drama is known to the latest lists of literature

(see above, p. 112, and below on music). This would fix the terminus ad
including as a whole the pseudo-Epic, but not necessarily the

following books or even earlier sporadic religious outcries, the insertion
<>! which latter might \>e put at any date without much affecting the

i . The Harivanca shows its posteriority to the Epic in many ways
(as e. g. /' ami this was known in the seventh century.

f Besides xii. 86. 4ff., and 69. 14 ff., compare for descriptions of cities

although tli- y all agree closely, and differ mainly in extent of descrip-
! iort but comprehensive account in iii. L5(Dv&rak&): L907.80ff,

I ndraprastha) : iii. 1 7:*. :* (floating city) ; 207. 7 (Mithila) ; 288. 8 anl N I

4-80 Havana's Lanka) ; viii. 33. 19 (skytown) ; xv. 5. 16 (ideal town . In
tin- EUbn&yanawe find aeariy the same descriptions as those fa this later

t tin- Mpir. Tin- -trong gates, machines, etc., with lighted lamps
;nnl other modem features, in R. i. ">. x : ii.-">. 1 1 ff . Lanka has four gates,
with four iron hrid-es crossing the moat, each gate consisting of two
doors. Drinking halls ("/ flower-stores (pugpti</rli>'tni . etc.,
aiM.n- rt.8,18; 15. 8 ; it 106. 19 ff.). Thebfoadrta

!'n-;. and palaces (//a/-/////r//>rd8dda) are generally lcs< ril>-l as pr.>
in-, ly decorated with flags and protected by machines <ii

Tin- \\.ill~ InTf arc fnrnisln-d with battlement- /</ >'il.-ilrtirinlithhl. \ i. I I.

.'.' on whieh tin- |i ! mil. Si|ii:nls (/;//;//?/ i arc placi-d above the
II R.). Tin- i-oiint,-!

.1 lluded t<> in Ml>h. iii. If). 1!) i no inhabitant goes in or out with-
out thrsi-al.' a, ;md in i. PJ. !") we have the ilnlhsthn

in tin- drama > ;it each /,v/A-.s-i/7. court . E

palace are mentioned, even ;is many :i> s-v-n in the

R&mftyana. wh.-n ih-v are guarded by VOIUIK men anm-d \\ith K

anl lnw- .a is hehind tin- third kakyty
intaina, wh. n

the women amuse themselves (nramadavaium dLliMLttff, Tin-

rer niu-t he aimou; A ith tin- iii. i:W. 18,
u here :,

> r says tx> tin I u;int to HW Bandin m tin-

assembly room (rnjawimsadi \ . take my nann- to th<- kin- .n <

rfljfie). Compare R. ii. 8. fi.

sthend V' ep,r of the gat-. R. ii. 78. 88.
Tin- I

peace, tin \ :\e outside as well as within the -i.;it nji. i j,,

VOL. nu. J:{
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I believe the relative size of buildings and width of roads is

not, as in Puranic literature and the Brhat Samhita, established

by any rule. Absence of such rule, where all is so carefully de-

fined as in the Qanti, should have weight in discussing the age of

the latter.* Not unworthy of notice in connection with these

almost modern towns is the older statement concerning a king's

proper 'forts' or defenses, incongruously welded into the late

portion of the Epic. They are six-fold : viz., a defense 'consist-

ing of a desert, of water, of earth, of wood, of a hill, or of

attacking the walls, elephants were employed, hence purabhettdrah or
*

town-breakers,' ii. 61. 17. So the GreeKs say. Compare Aelian, xvii.

29 (strong walls ! perhaps evidence of lack of stone). The ' four kinds
of physicians' employed are for cases of poisoning, arrow-wounds,
sorcery, and general practice (xii. 69. 50-60). Wealth of a palace is

described ii. 34, and 51. 3 ff. : blankets, skins, cloth of wool, catskin,
ratskin, gold-thread, mantles, as well as gems and jewelry of every
kind. Trees of all sorts are kept in town, especially the edible milktree
(xii. 89. 1). It is interesting to note that besides regular spies the king
has unmilitary, in fact priestly squads stationed in outlying towns, as a

refuge in case he has to flee his capital (xii. 86. 29
; 140. 40). For vices

to be cast out, compare xii. 88. 14-16. In case of siege (for fear of fire),
the thatch-covered houses are to be mud-plastered. The list of weapons
in xii. 69 is unexpectedly simple ; but we note, what has often been
denied (M. vii. 90 : see below), that poisoned (digdha) arrows are recom-
mended ; just as we saw above, p. Ill, that the king is told to be
acquainted with 'use of poison.' In regard to the 'battering rams'
and 'catapults' generally understood by the machines (yantra) spoken
of in the text, compare more particularly below

; note here, however,
from the Ramayana, that these machines are not battering rams and
probably not catapults, but are primitive and awkward contrivances
placed over the city gates and in other parts of the town (which should
be full of them) for the purpose of casting arrows of great size and
stones. They are 'strong and firm,' but appear to be of little use ; for,

though carefully adjusted at the beginning of the conflict, they do not
do harm enough to be mentioned in connection with actual damage
inflicted : over the gates, R. v. 72. 8

; town full of them (yantrddhydm
urdhvaprdkdratorandm), R. vi. 16. 22 ; to cast rocks (yantrotk$iptopald
iva), R.v. 64. 24; strong and firm, R.v.73. 1-12; carefully adjusted,
R. ii. 109. 52. That they cast arrows or heavy shafts is plain from the
fact that, like bows, they are furnished with (bow) strings, sajjayantra,
R. vi. 14. 20, to be literally translated :' compare the '

strong bows '

(yantrdih . . . drdhadhanvibhify), R.
y.

72. 13. (Compare R. v. 9. 19,

sdyudha.) There is not a single indication that they could have been
worked by explosive powder. I have purposely taken all these citations
from R. alone, as the later work. Even the Purana era knows yantras
as general projectile weapons, the best being the bow. Compare the
laud : yantrdndm dhanur eva ca in Vayu P. i. 30. 234.

* The Puranic rule is found further in V. P.i. 6; Vayu P.i.8. 96 ff.

(distance of khefa, etc.). The Puranic city may be illustrated by
Varaha P. xi. 32 ff .

,
a city built by a priest much like these of the later

Epic. Of great historical interest are the 'stories' in the house de-
scribed in the Pancadancjachatraprabandha (ekadvibhumi atikramya,
etc.

,
ch. 3, as compared with the eight level courts described in a courte-

san's house in the Mrcchakatika (Weber's note, 153 a) : though I doubt
if this description (dvitlyabhumydrh jagdma, etc.) warrants our assum-
ing a seven-story house, with the bath-room on the sixth floor. Per-

haps the bhumis sloped up-hill,
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men.* A referents to the M ami-statute shows that the six are

understood of the best places where a capital city might be.

'He should live in a city fortified by a desert, by an earth
wall i. by water, by tiro. ly men, or by a hill

; but best of all,

let him occupy a hill-fort (town set on a hillV This would

imply that stone walls were not known. It is tne commentator
who "adds to the wall 'of earth' the words 'or of stone or

brick.'

1 4. Note on caste-exckcvnge. In the last act of the Vikram-
orvael and first of the Uttara Ramacarita, we find the king pre-

paring to desert his throne and become a hermit, leaving the

crown-prince to rule. This is a legitimate imitation of the old
stnrie>. But iii the Epic the

right
to do this is not conceded

without a strife. The desire of King Yudhishthira, mentioned
twice in our Epic, to give up his royal life and become a hermit
like the old sages, leads to an interesting discussion, the more
>> a> his own father did the like. Here the propriety of the

act is called in question, and the arguments advancea on each
>ide are worth (juoting. They show that Pandu either did
not give up his throne, as generally assumed, or did so for

other than simply religious reasons: perhaps because he was
fond of hunting, or perhaps because he was a leper, though the
latter supposition is from many points of view improbable.
The proposal to leave the throne is especially disagreeable to

the priests, as a king pious enough to renounce hi> kingdom
would l>e just the one they would prefer to have on ithein

throne. They admit that in ancient times a few cases of kings'
din'nir this are recorded: such, for instance, as that of Yicvfmiitra

and others, who being kings became priests ;f but to resort to

a hermitage is the
duty

of a priest, and not of a king ;
for protec-

tion is the duty of a king, and is so recorded by the ancients;
hut by <l<ing penance in a wood he wins no worlds (hereafter);
for he who.-e >oul i> ^iven up to nothing but (religious) dntv
doe- not con, HUT the earth, he^-in^ (another mark of the

pri->t'- vocation, i- M,, more his 'hu>ine than living I!

OUrmer or A ftl&ve
;

hi> dut vis to be strong.':): Again:;; 'all the

orders -ay that a warrior -imiild not practice <prie-tlyi heg^mi:.'
Although the king of the lYindu- i- aware of tlii- rule, lie i-.

c
iiially familial- with the tales, alluded to al>o\,-. of kin^ who

li;t\c provided a pn -rodent for him by becoming hermit- : that

MJ, practically Uralmian theee \ni training pric-t

*xii.54l.:v--; from the le^al literature', M rii ?0 . \|- n I" v

t y<> jritn kxdtriw'hhytH; << bn'ihnninn* t> <;i f, rnit.th. i. \:\1. \\ : . f.

ix.M. :WfT. Siricirui.lvipa. Ih-vapi are aimm^ tin (,-u. Aiu.tli.-r a.

iii.t "\ \ i vamitra is in xii. 4 (see above. \>\> <M. 159).

tt.73ff.,

j T. 78. 8 : compare zr. 4. 5.
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hood k

by force').* That the act was really common is shown l>\

the fact that it is the first thing >f which a king weary of reign-

ing thinks, as in the case of the reigning king in tlie ninth

book. In this passage, the kingdom Yu<llii>hthira desires is freely
offered him, trie reigning king proposing to i enter the wood,
clothed in deer-skin/ i. e. as a hermit; but Yudhishthira re-

plies
:

* To receive presents is not permitted to a
knight ;

I will

tight for your throne, not take it as a gift.'f Having fought
and conquered, he too grows weary of the kingdom and desires

to become a hermit. The following summarizes the argument,
conducted on the one hand by the pious king and on the other

by (the priest speaking through) Arjuna, his warrior brother,
and DraupadI, the queen. The king :

< So far as I can see,

there is no such good for a man as renouncing the world
;
for

revelation says that such a man can not sin again.' Arjuna :

' What a weak and unmanly idea ! what is a king if he re-

nounces the world ? He is a worthless man. He has no prop-

erty ;
and what is life without wealth '\ Love, happiness, heav-

enly joy depend on wealth. Wealth is necessary for the glory
of the family ; yes, even for the increase of religious and other

duties
;
in fact, it is the chief duty of a king to have wealth

;
a

man without wealth possesses neither this world nor the next
;

he that takes a man's wealth takes away his religion (means of

right acting). Do not the gods themselves seek to slay their

own relatives to get their wealth '( Why, even robbery is

approved of in the Veda. What do the priests teach and make
sacrifices for ? To get wealth. Kings must have wealth in order

to provide sacrifices. Do not therefore give up your throne

and wealth.' The king: 'Is wealth needful? AJ1 wealth is

not good : for instance, a man would not be happy if he were
to steal the property of the gods.' Arjuna :

' Not every one
that goes into the wood is a true renouncer of the world

;
but

he that lives a holy life is the true hermit
; moreover, it is a priest's

business to be a hermit
;
the sages say so. The priests ought

to have gifts from the king ;
but if the king becomes a priest,

there will be no one to enrich the priests. Besides, a king that

has conquered the earth and then gets no enjoyment as fruit of

his trouble lives a fruitless life.' The queen:
' a warrior that

cannot inflict a blow is not splendid (mi />//////', non fulget) ;
he

does not get land
;
to be mild to all creatures, to take gifts, to

study, and to do penance, ought to be a priest's duty, not a

king's ;
for a king ought to protect people, and punish people.

Punishment wakes when men sleep, and raises his staff; he

(Punishment) guards three things: gain, piety, and desire.

*i.71.29.

f ix. 31. 52, 57. His victory was, however, already assured.
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Therefore a king that cannot punish is guilty of sin in regard
to gain, piety,

and desire. \ou call it doing penance to re-

nounce the world. hut a brave king's renunciation of the

\v<rld is dying on the field of battle/ The king: -I know
the ordinances; I know the double opinion of those that >ay
on the one hand "act," on the other "forsake the world." I

know all the (radical) argument- thought out by the roots, and
I know the divine rule; them, my brother, hast no need to

quote the sages' law to me. Thou knowest only weapons. The
delicate meaning of the law thou canst not see: thoii ha-t

learned to tight, hut not to think; some saints go into the

wood; some g<> north, and some go south: hut no one yet can
>how the one nad that goes to deliverance, though the prie-t-

point out many ways 01 salvation. Some revere and some

scorn; some inflict corporal pain upon themselves; some rely
on ceremonies; others deny the efficacy of such tilings, and
thev are logical and hard to convince. Moreover, there arc

scorners that speak much in assemblies and are fond of talk-

ing: they run over the earth to persuade men. But at the end
the wise, the learned, the great, the hot knoweis of the law

are in doubt/*
The final view as adopted by the king (xii.iM. 11 If. i i> that

>ome men -lay, and some pliilo>ophi/.e : but Mann says that

one -hould be mild and do no harm : consequently even a war
rior may puisne Mich a life and yet gain heaven with it> fruit- ;

although ////v////// i> very hard to win/f

IV. TIM MIMTAIM h'-iiioN oi MM Ki i i\., CASTK.

1. /7///</.vy ///_// <>/ \\'it/: It ha> lon^-been popular to dwell

upon the religion.- and meditative nature of the Hindu-. \\ .

think of them as prie.-ts.
not as soldiers. In general, this i- not

wrong; but in so doinn we iirnoiv an important element in the

ron-tituent- of the Hindu character. This thco^ophic \ein

*xn refutation, ib. 28.25ff. ; also lb.tt.14ff.; U. Mtl
1 tf. Mi id i i.l thi- - 'li" n IM-ILMJ- \\ ii h M.uiu. BzC6p< l'r |'iiiii>liiiu-iil .'

l-inl- .-mil beasts woiil.l devour nn-n : tli-
pujiil

would not -lud\ II.T

milk thr I M -an til u I
. -o\v ! T his If.-i.-li, : M I would in it 111:11 i>

I"-. \~> M. % li. Vh : ilmi'ln t'riiin <l.i i,i ,, t :md dan^aiuM
ilinntii/titi/ nrisf/ni iliiHi'luifiitfi <if>ii : tlir n-M roni|:in- \viili M.\i,

l^f fll.l <>\ fll-t''-:!!--!!!!!*-!!! is giV6D in 15.28: }/<ltll<t ftltln'l

film urh'isi, -I..- \\-ii.-ii tln.u art created.' i li- -d..ui.i.- ..|.inioii.'

<//<//////aih VOCti pn-s-rd tlui-: /.-//// Icnrina

'a,
' do acts, forsake a<

'I tin- ituddiii-tii- iniiii. !! n"i ni"i. than the
doctrine prerrl i n_. Tht- M.inn M

paper .l:il.:il.li.n M.. 'I'll.' \\holr passage in <

l.ut tin- later i: is. tin- MI..I, n^ from tli.- point ..t \ h
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was neither original nor universal. Our earliest literature is

indeed religious, though with but link' mysticism. But tlu>

religious element did not
penetrate deeply into

unpriestly classes.

One is too apt to dispose of the general Hindu as Max Miiller does
with the words :

k To the Greek, existence is full of life and

reality ;
to the Hindu, it is a dream and a delusion.' (Ancient

Sanskrit Lit., p. 18.) If we mean by the Hindu the Hindu
philosopher and priest, this is true

;
but if we apply it to the

Hindu at large, it is as misleading as to interpret the spirit of

our earlier Europe by the writings of a Thomas a Kempis or

a Molinos. The priest certainly came to believe in life as an
illusion, and his doctrine has had its great and bad effect upon
the Epic poetry ;

but if we study the coarse, sensual, brutal,

strife-loving, -blood-hungry Hindu warrior; if we revert to the
Vedic ancestor of this ferocious creature, and see what joy in

life as life is portrayed in battle-hymn and cattle-hymn, we
shall be ready to admit, I think, that through the whole history
of the Hindu, from the early Yedic until the pseudo-Epic pe-

riod, there reigned the feeling, in the larger class of the native

inhabitants, that existence is full of life arid reality. I would
not cavil at Miiller's distinction, because it is plain he means
that in general aspect such a difference is perceptible. But this

is a difference that would fall to pieces, were we to eliminate

the literary class, from whose works we form such a judgment.
The Hindu soldier's view of existence must be got mainly by
inference, for the priest has done his best to inspire the knight
with the thoughts of the priest ;

but if we study even priestly
delineations of military life, we shall see that philosophy and
even religion lay far from the soldier's heart. His life was
bent on the material things of this world, as was the farmer's.

He was no dreamer, till the priest retouched his portrait.
I turn now to a study of this warrior feeling. To subdue an

enemy, three means are popularly quoted. Of these, the first is

conciliation, the last is war. This introduces us fitly to the

theoretical as opposed to the practical side of the military senti-

ment. As a matter of fact, 'conciliation' has little part to

play
in the early story ;

but in the later development of the

Epic drama, the first means of attaining political ends is faith-

fully carried out.*

* Brihaspati, in xii. 69. 23, gives only conciliation, bribery, and dis-

sension- as the three legitimate means. But elsewhere we find other

lists, making the ' means ' four in number, or even more five, or seven

being adduced (compare ii. 5. 21, and ib. 61 : Kam. Nit. xvii. 3; x. 10;
viii. 70).

'

Polity' is made a means, as in v. 132. 31-32, where a king is

thus exhorted to recover his kingdom :
' to beg is not allowed thee ; to

till the soil is shame ; a knight thou art, and livest by might of arms
alone ;

then take again thy kingdom, by any means thou canst by



Peace is tin- ultimate goal of a happy kingdom ; luit through-
out tin- Epic peace is presupposed as an anomaly in lite. Con-
stant strife, with insidious citizens and with open foes, mu>t

always be carried on.
*

Through force and punishment is peace
attained; no coward can do right; no coward does his duty.
( >n the king depends all virtue; on virtue, heaven ; on heaven.

the gods; on gods, the rain ; on rain, plants; on plants, men
that king who (by completing the causal nexus) is the creator

of men is equal to ten learned priests. So says Manu
'

(i. 41.

28 ff.). For this oft-given reason the king is enjoined to re-

cover a lost kingdom, or defend a threatened one, in any way he
<an. The kingdom belongs to him by^hereditary right (vanca-
/////;///*//// 1. and he must never despair (iii. 78. 9

;
v. 136. 1). We

find of r.ui-M- a number of platitudes against vengeance: 'The

good think not of vengeance, hut to do j^ood to their encinio;
the highest sort of men are patient' ui. 78. 6ff.). But the Epic
heroes are (as Duryodhana is described to be)

4

razor-hearted,'
and let even their friends, as Vidura sadly remarks, be punished
in their wrathful folly (i. 128. 46; ii. 64. 12). Vengeance is the

mainspring
of the whole drama. If the kiiiir i> unable to >uh-

due his foes openly, he mu>t be a hypocrite and pretend love till

the time i> ripe for vengeance. This is the essence of royal pol-

ity in 'cases of di>tre
'

.\ii.l40.9ff.). 'Me mu>t be -nave
and agreeable till he can crush hi> foe: he must pattern him>elf

after the tricks of animaU : like a cuckoo should he watch, like

a boar should undermine, like a mountain be steadfast, and in

all eases possess impassibility (omitfofi^Aaiiitfafoam), anxious

jet good
luck like an empty house; capable uf many di>

guise.- like a player: now drawing himself in like a turtle, or

bring tierce as a wolf, swift a> an arro\\. etc., as occasion shall

demand ;. trusting no one, but keeping him>elt' informed h\

means of spies. No dry enmity, but fruitful hate, should be

kindness or dissension, by bribery, force, or guile' (tyatriyo
'

trittn iHihurirj/njHijifitn. etc. i. Tin- five are here silmm'i f>ln <1< ti

dantfend'tha nayeiui vfi : Mini miya is politic;il intri-ur. lint in \i.:;.

81 we find pacification, dissension among foes, and o\yen \\ .n i|ii<it<*d as
the 'three means;' where, since 'numbers do not ghrc \i.t,ry. tin-

two first should be tried before tin thinl. Tin nuuhir three appear
in v.82.18, and seem iiniilini in \ .:{:?. f.-J. \\li.-rr \\-,. n-.-ul : trayopAyAfy
. . . pruyantc imnllii/tumih rn-stlmh
if we permit the commentator to read u/xi //<'//. ami to resolve into war,
dissension and brilM-ry (as onn. and conciliat inn ; Inn ;;//}//. n-fer-

ruiK to desire, duty, and greed, may be the meaning, ortrayo nydydh
may be read (N. 7). Three means appears the oldest form ; four means is a
later idea, as kept in xii. 856. 6 (conciliation, dissension, bribery, f<

and M. vii. 107-109. The pseudo-Epic also employs the caturmdha
'four-fold means/ in a loose way, for means to any accomplishment,
and makes the group refer thus to doitiKr :m\tlim_- i>\ si-hi. tli..1Urhi.

or act:' xii. 291 I5.
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lii>: let him not ust- his arms when IK- can liave a boat;
let him not attempt the impossible, for it is no use trying

it a cow's horn; hut when he can. let him go straight to

killing men, destroying houses, spoiling roads, and ruining
his foe as best he may. Let him corrupt his foe's ministers,

appeal to his own people's wi';k nesses, win the confidence of
the heads of guilds, and endear his ministers by favoring
their families. Only a learned priest he had best avoid to

quarrel with, for long are the arms of a wise man; but other-

\vi>e. whatever foe he has, for that foe's destruction let him
toil.'*

This mode of procedure is particularly for outward foes
;
but

like means must guard against inward discontent, since the
worst condition of ' distress

'
is where weak and low men have

power in a kingdom (iii. 35. 17). No respect whatever is due
to a king that does not somehow or other subdue his enemies.
He sinks like a cow in the mud, and is helpless as an ant

(iii. 35. 7
;

ii. 15. 11). With such teaching, the motto ' Peace I

think the best thing
'

(ii.
15. 5) is a superfluous addition. There

was no peace till all were crushed.

2. The general fighting force and military sentiment. The
whole business of the whole warrior caste was fighting. Mem-
bers of other castes fought also.

'

Except in some wildly super-
natural legends,' says Wheeler (Hist. Ind. i. 77),

' the Erahmans
are not represented as warriors.' He refers to Drona, the

priestly warrior. But the legend is of great importance, and
shows us plainly that it was conceived as possible, even if ex-

traordinary, that a priest should be a leader in war. Another

legend points to the fact that priests were only
in the later time

regarded as unfitted for martial practices. When the Pandus

go disguised to Krishna's self-choosing, they assume die dress

* The allusion to the empty house is explained by the fact that a house
not yet occupied is glad to have its first inmate make a lucky entrance

;

so the inception of his plan he should strive to have done under fa-

vorable auspices. The reference to the boat is drawn from an antique
law forbidding a man (avoiding toll) to swim a river where a ferry has
been placed. So a king should wait for the proper means to convey
him to his goal (Compare Vas. xii. 45, bdhubhydrh na nadiih taret ;

M. iv. 77, etc.). The Manu code has also many of the comparisons
drawn from the acts of animals. Compare vs. 24 with M. vii. 105 ;

25 (a) - M. vii. 106 (a), etc. The spies are here recommended as usual for

parks, halls, and places where priests meet. Compare above, p. 152. The
allusion to the cow's horn (anarthakam anayuxyam govisdnasya bhak-
sanam, 56) is explained by the addition * the teeth touch it, but no food
is obtained.' Compare with these mottoes Kam. Nit. v. 1

; Ag. P. 224. 27,
etc. The heads of guilds mentioned in vs. 64 are the same as those
already discussed above, p. 82. With vs. 69 ff. compare Bohtlingk's
Spruche, mahate yo and na tat taret ; with the last proverb, 68, com-
pare v. 37. 56 ; 38. 8,
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of priests. As apriest Arjuna steps out and performs wonders
with the bow. The warriors pre-enr are incensed that a priest
can surpa them in shooting; lut the incident shows the not

ini]>os8ible attitude of the priestly caste in respect of handling

weapons. It is only after the deed is done that the angry ana
defeated warriors make a rule that no priest hencefortn shall

enter the lists to contend in feats of arms with tin- knights.
In spite of Wheeler's cutting dismemberment of the poem,
there ivinains nothing wildly supernatural or even improbable
in this legend. Again, compare a king's universal challenge :

4 Is there one that bears a weapon ana is equal unto me in

tight, either slave or farmer or knight or priest' (v. 96. 7).
the son of Drona, who was one of the bitterest warriors

in the Kpic. retains so much of priestly character that he is re-

proached for using a weapon, and called a '

priest but in name :'

an indication of the soldier-priest's rarity, but a proof of the

circumstance that the priest still as priest (as member of the

caste) fought on the field (see below, 4). Further, it was the

formal law that any priest might serve as a soldier if unable to

support himself as a priest. In view of legend and law it

seems wrong to say that *

priests are never represented as sol-

diers save in
wildly improbable legends.' That one of the law-

givers disputes this law shows again that, while not universal,
it was not uncommon.*
The mass of the army, the despised conglomerate array

UM -t'ul < nly for a wall, is composed of all the lowest castes, mixed
with barbarian-* and foreigners. Among these too fought the
nun .if the people-caste, when necessity called them into the

field, a> the quotation from a battle-chapter given below shows:
win-re it is also stated, were the proof needed, that the slave too

obtains heaven by fighting and dying in battle. In general,

therefore, we may say, reverting to the earliest period, tnat first

of all the whole people fought on the field; that in the Epic
d tin- knights fought as the main soldiers; that some rem-

ini-r.-ncr remain- even of the priests' use of arms; that the ag-
ricultural caste rarely hut really fought in hattle (against the

unit of the (ireek historians), and that the slave-caste with

other un-Aryan elements of the state went to make up the pro-
jectile force as mass in the battle array, but were without

individuality. No low man gets a
reputation

for bravery or

'di<-e. He i> hut a hrick in a row. Tin- common
warrior.-, however, tho>e unable to hear the expense of cars or

good arm-, were retainer?, of the kin-.- and lord-, and (probably

according to their wealth or hravery) were appointed to the

positions of under-officers, or led the van in charges.

Compare G, di -

ler*i I.M..
p, Ui); Vfa.ii.tt; M.x.81.

VOL. xiii. 24
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'The essence of warrior duty lies in fighting' is the hundred-
tin ics-repeated axiom and motto of all the caste. A few of

their own expressions will show how deep a moral hold this law
of their fighting caste had on the Hindus. It is indeed no ill

to die in battle when one has been challenged to the fight ;
but

forever noblest is the death of those that fight straightly and
turn not aside.* Not a pleasure only, but the highest duty is

it to die in war :
'

Fight now, be firm
;
no other duty has a king

than slaying foes' (v. 160. 71). No matter how challenged, the

warrior must respond. So a suddenly challenged king answers
at once to a peremptory challenge by speedy preparation :

'Mindful of the warriors duty, he laid his crown aside and
braided up his hair,' the formal beginning for the fight,f

In fact, it makes no difference whether one expects to kill or

to be killed in the contest, he must fight ;
and in either case he

gets
his reward

;
for 4 crooked is war always ;

who strikes, and
is not struck again ? But it is the same if one be slain or not,
for he that dies in battle wins victory from death ;'J for 'death

in battle is the womb of heaven' (ii. 22. 18). Even the pun-

ning etymology
of the word warrior is called upon to defend

this view. Not to kill the foe is a sin
;
the warrior is called

' he that saves from destruction
;

therefore he lives by destruc-

tion.' All a warrior's superiority lies in force, as does the

priest's in texts, the farmer's in wealth, and the slave's in his

age alone (v. 168. 17). The same idea is often repeated.!
4 Boldness alone is the hero's own law.'T

' There is,' it is said

again,
f

absolutely no rule but conflict for one of the warrior

caste
'

(iii. 35. 35).
' To escape is a

disgrace ;
to die in battle is

best
;
to ask for mercy is a sin

;
sweet is it to die in battle

;
the

path to heaven lies in fighting.'** Wherever we find the topic

touched, it is handled in the same way.ft One should fight

* iii. 33. 16-17 ; dhave, so the verb dhvayad dvdirathend 'jdu, xii. 5. 1

etc., 'called out '

to a duel (see below in battle).

\ kegdn samanugrhya, ii. 23. 5 ff .

\ v. 72. 53, cf . ff . Compare R. vi. 93. 24-25 ; pardir vd hanyate vlrah

pardn vd hanti samyuge, iyaih hipurvanirdis^d gatih ksatriyagd$vati, ff.

k?atatrdtd k?atdjjlvan, vii. 197.4, 38
;
143. 68

; above, p. 114.

| Compare ii. 21. 50 ft., and with 52 cf.
y.

132. 7, the '

arm-power' of the
warrior against

'

voice-power
' of the priests.

if svako hi dharmah qurdndih vikramah ; and if the * three means '

fail, conquer by boldness, i. 202. 18.
** iv. 38. 29 ; v. 3. 20 ff. ;

185. 11
; viii. 93. 55 ff. =ix. 19. 63 (ib. 59= ib. 64).

ft The exhortations just before the great war opens are not more
expressive than those in mid-fight. They all breathe the same spirit,

that it is pleasant and holy to die fighting, and that this assures heaven
hereafter.

' The best death is on the field of battle ;'

' either victory or

a battle-death this is the eternal law proclaimed by the creator,' (v. 51.

51; 73.4; ix. 31.34). Compare also v. 75. 23: 'a warrior does not own
what he does not win by his strength

'

(yad ojasd na labhate k$atriyo
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strongly and unselfishly (nirahaTnkdra), for fighting is the
eternal* law

;
and one may slay an elder and a better who comes

to attack him,* for one" should 'show no mercy to the foe/
Such di'teniiination in warfare naturally gave rise to proverbial

eaqnvMiOAS embodying the comparison with others less bloody
1)\ nature.f It wa- \cn regarded not alone as a disgrace, but
as a sin, for a warrior not to die (as we should say) 'in his

boots.'
4 To die of disease in a house is a sin

'
is more than

once emphatically said (vi. 17. 11
;

xii. 97. 14r-23). As a conse-

quence of the necessity of battle, all caste-rules were laid aside.

The knight might kill anyone that attacked him. Not even the

priests were sacred.
:f

The psychical reason added to this rule

might have applied to other cases, had the priests seen fit; for
'the soul is not killed

;
it seeks a new home

;' and, after all,
'
it

is not the slayer that slays, but fate.' So it is said distinctly
'if one sees a priest among those raising arms against him, a

priest acting just like a warrior, and kills him when he is thus

righting, that is not <

priest-murder
'
at all: that is the decision

in the works on
duty.' I

This is a clear indication that the

rules on duty found it necessary to provide for a very possible

contingency bv exculpating the slayer of a priest in advance.
So overwhelming appears to the Epic poet the moral force

back of the warriors physical might that we have one sad state-

ment in respect of that might :
'

Right is that which a strong
man understands to be right.'lf Above all, the natural mourn.

na tad Canute), for what he does win belongs to him, except for
the share deducted for the king. Compare M. vii. 96-97 and G. x. 20-28 :

tin victor has all the spoils of battle except cars and riding-animals,
which fall to the king; as does also a

special
share of all the booty

saving what a knight has thus gained by a duel; all other things
won in battle are divided among the army : compare also Kam. Nit.
xix.21. Death in some holy spot is particularly desirable, such as
kuruk$etra, the all-holy' (v. 141. 58). 'To fight as long as life shall

last, to IMIW to priests ami dutv' is the summary of a warrior's code
(v. 184.40; 127. 15 ff). Sometimes the priest comes after duty, as ib.

i-'T 10. This is a perverted quotation.
vi. 122.:J7: 1<>7. HUfF. : the 1 )ivinity speaks.

t xii 1 4 : 27. 87, 89 ; 28. 7 ; v. 88. 29 : conversely we
find 'tender-hearted as a priest' (iii. 85. 20).

J For wrath obtains wrath '

as its reward. This is the proverbial
loctrine kept in the law-codes, of which different forms exist :

MI ir>. 55; 84. 19; 56.80; iii. 29.27; M. viii. 851 ; Ap. 1. 10. 89.7, quotedn-m a PurSna: Vus. iii. 17 : H. i. iv i:;. It refers to a secret assassin

open foe. Curious is manyus tarn manynm fcchatisstpic f Iptv

I'li.M-yl. 7*.

1 ate I deem the highest thine ; manliness is no avail/ ii. 47. 80,
v. 159. 4. 14,

' man is worked by fate like a wooden machine '

(ddru-

I v
othe

v. 17K. 51 ; note the conclusion : one may act toward another as that
r nets toward him MlK
ii. 69. 15: said I na.
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ing
for the dead is forbidden. Formal mourning witli appro-

priate rites is fit service at the funeral of a warrior; but one
should not lament long in his heart for those that are slain in

battle. First, because he that does so *

gets only woe on woe,'
since fighting and being slain is to the warrior what penance is

to the priest and service to the slave, and the dead have obtained

happiness; next, because one should console himself by him-

self, and not allow useless grief to cloud his mind
; naught is

better to the warrior than war
;
to avoid it is to lose place on

earth and in heaven
;
to flee is un-Aryan, ungodly.*

So, in spite of some melancholy objection to death, and the

thought that posthumous fame is no better than 'a wreath

* xi. 2. 20 ; 9. 21 ff. ; 26. 4 ff . ; xv. 81. 4 ; ix. 81. 24. These passages are easily
multiplied. I select but a few of epigrammatic or special moral inter-
est :

' We know not whether death comes by day or by night ; but this
we know that nothing immortal lies in peace' (ii. 17. 2). 'The palace
of Indra is for them that seek their death in battle

'

(ii. 12. 21). For
war was the warrior born, victor or vanquished he goes to Indra's
heaven '

(v. 135. 13).
' A knight's rule is

" the weapon forever ;" he should
not seek to be a priest ;

for Indra was a warrior, and slew his sinful
kin '

(xii. 22. 5 ff : although in the same book Vasishtha has to exhort
Indra to 'make up his mind like an Aryan and slay his foes,' ib. 282.

24).
' A pious priest and a warrior dying face to the foe both (attain

the same end, and) split the disk of the sun' (v. 33. 61).
' Face to the

foe who dies thus, endless his heaven '

(iii. 54. 18).
' Do not grieve, my

friends,' says even the sinful Duryodhana,
' for if the Vedas be any rule

to you, I have conquered the world to come, in that I have not swerved
from knightly law' (ix. 65. 28 ff. : cf. iii. 52. 25, yadi veddh pramdndh)
So it is said (xi. 26. 12 ff.) :

'

They that die slaughtered (by chance) go to
worlds of gods and kings ; they that die with the thought

' '

I will die ? '

ioin the angels ; they that hold out against all odds, these go to the
home of Brahma ;

while even those that have begged for mercy, if they
still die with their faces to the foe, go to the guhyaka world ; moreover,
those that die anyhow on the field of battle, even if killed by accident

(not slaughtered by the sword), go to the Kurus of the North after
death '

(12 : hutdni carirdyi B., hatani C. 767 : cf. xii. 98).
The hero-king of the Epic is told that he may make his mind easy for

the slaughter of so many human creatures by performing a penance
' even a little penace,' it is contemptuously added. The whole passage

shows disdain for the weak sorrow of a king who could grieve for the
deaths caused by his glorious wars, and adduces the constant argument
that a king should *

protect :' or, as here applied, should '

protect his

rights;' for the king's duty is to slay anyone that turns right into

wrong, even if it be a son or a priest ; the axe is not the slayer of the tree
it is the woodman ;

the king is not the slayer of the men that die in bat-

tle, it is fate ; even the gods once filled the earth with bloody oceans,
when they fought with the demons ;

if it lies on the king's conscience
that many have been slain for his sake, let him do penance ; or, if he
will, let him perform the great horse-sacrifice, which will certainly
relieve his soul of all evil (xii. 32. 2 ff. 33. 25 ; 97. 1 ff. : cf. ib. 23,

'
it is a

sin to die in bed,' and, therefore, a virtue to die in battle). The meta-

phor of the ocean of blood is elsewhere fully carried out. Compare the
battle-scenes below, or e. g. xii. 55. 18 : the bodies are islands ; the flags,
the sea-foam ;

one waters earth with blood
; grasses it with hair

; hills

it with corpses.
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adorning a dead man,'* the usual and effective spurs to courage
are duty and irlory.

%
I elect glory even at the cost of life,' says

the K urns' ehief hero;f for 'victory is the root of right, and
death i.s l>etter than lack of fame.':): But fear

inspired courage
also

;
for according to the Epic rule a deserter is killed, and

may even be burned to deaths
The

question naturally arises, how far the formal expression
of opinion reflects here the true spirit of the soldiers. To this

the answer is, as it seem> t<> me, mat the chiefs are
rightly rep-

resented as
preferring

death to defeat, and as delighting in the

fierce shedding of blood
;
while the masses need these exhorta-

tions to encourage them. Every hero, of course, because he is a

hero, exults in the battle
; only the

king
of the Pandus, by

what in each case appears to be interpolation, is made to grieve
and sorrow over the result of war; and the

greatest knight,

Arjuna. is made to feel a moral fear of killing before the tight

begins.
But the common soldiers, for the most part mercenary troops,

are supplied with these sentiments as exhortative pills to stimu-

late their slower valor
; and, too, oftentimes in vain. That al-

most Mohammedan outburst referred to above (' sweet it is to

di- in battle; the path to heaven lies in
fighting,'

viii. 93. 55 ff.)

is the last desperate call of a
great

chief seeking to rally his

frightened troops. But the call has absolutely no effect; it

does not stimulate the churls behind him to love of glory at the

expense
of life. They run away. .As we shall presently see,

thi- is no exception to the general order of events. The true

warrior by caste is really indoctrinated with these sentiments

to such an extent that he willingly dies for gloryV -ake, as well

as for duty's ;
but the mass of the anny was cowardly, trumped

to battle at the outset, and eagar to avoid danger whenever it

se.|

Interesting as the exhibition of morale given by the quotations
above may be (and it seem- t.. me that the port- have enabled

us to get a tolerably clear idea of this, and portrayed the light-

ing force with what we may aume to he a true imitation of'

* iii.801.7; mrfcwya fctr///- /,/,/// ///m/,/ ijnthn
300. 81 : vrnomi kirtiiti loke hiflvitenA 'pi.

xii. 100. 89-40.

xii. 97.22. The s;im- kind of punishment with the >:mie kin. I of fire

is here decreed for the deserter as that whieli the law-codes en j. m t. >>

a warrior <>i man of the people-caste that ha* dishonored a woman of
the priestly easte. Compare Vas. xxi. I :i : M dii 871 (Jmftyftfad),

| As I have already observed, the common soldiers are led into the
mi the prineiple that <|tianiit\ la more important than qua In \

iriny with a BBMi >t' foot soldiers becomes solid' (txi
lAtenAdrdhdl 'K).24(or.

, ih. 99. 18, rta hi cdurydf jparam ; tarvaih pur? /
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the actual conditions obtain inn: in Hindu warfare), it only
brings out the more strongly our lack of information in regard
to the real war-life of the king's common soldiers. What we
do know may be briefly recapitulated here, before we proceed to

the subject of military tactics. As to the primitive Hindu
soldier of the pre-Epic period, how he was supported, what he
did in peace, etc., we know next to nothing save by inference,
and by works too late to be considered as valid for the Epic
period. We judge that his

pay
was a part of the booty ;

that

at first he was a fraction of the common folk, and in peace was
not different from his neighbors ; tending cattle, offering sacri-

fice, repelling assaults, making forays, as times and wishes
twirled his inclination. But

gradually
the cattle were left to

others that preferred a quiet life
; agriculture arose, and caste

gratings separated thenceforth and forever the hired soldiers

from the ranchman and the farmer. Now he belonged wholly
to the king, and drew his pay from his valor, or, later still,

from a regular stipend, plus what (with certain exceptions) his

individual bravery enabled him to seize as private booty on the

field of war. In the Epic period (and the reports of the Greeks

support the native authorities) he lives a life in part beautifully

resembling that of the German soldier. In war he fights as he
is bid. In peace he amuses himself, and does nothing else.

He receives a regular wage (which ought to be paid in advance),
but is not employed by the king on the strength of this support
to attend to civil business. His life must be free from business

affairs, and his wife is supported by a pension when he is slain.

His position theoretically is inferior only to the priest's, and in

social practice inferior also only to his aristocratic superiors of

the same caste.*

* These points, incidentally touched on already, may be illustrated by
the following :

' the daily allowance and (monthly) wage of the army
to be paid as stipulated and at the time agreed upon

'

(kaccid balasya
bhaktam ca vetanam ca yatho 'citam, samprdptakdle ddtavyam daddsi
na vikar$asi, ii. 5. 48, and the same in R. ii. 109. 41) ;

'

support the wives
of those that for your sake have gone to death '

(ii. 5. 54 : cf . xii. 86. 24 ;

cf . also Nitipra. vi. 106-107) ;

' one must not engage in business affairs

with a king's soldier
'

(rdjabhrtyah .... sendjlvl ca . . . vyavahdre$u
varjanlydh, v. 37. 30). The rules for booty have been given above.
Ease and pleasure were the fruits of peace. Compare the Greek's ac-

count (Diodor. xli. : 7re//7rrov 6e orpartwrt/coi>, tf roi>f 7roAfy/ot>f ev&erovv,

ftiv TrA^tfet devrepov, aveaei 6 /cat iraidip irheioTT) xp&fievov ev ratf

Tptyerai 6 }
- ZK, rov j3acn^iiKOv irav TO ir'kfr&os TUV arpanuruv /cat ruv Tro

IKTTUV re /cat thetyavTuv. Arrian, Ind.xii., fills this out a little :

6e yvo iarlv 'Ii>6olaii> ol Trohe/j.i0Tal, TrTiffdei /uev fievrepov //era roif yewpyot)f,

Trfaiary 6e efev&epiri re /cai evdv/niri hn%p96ftevov
' /cat OVTOI da/c^rat fiobvwv

TUV irofafiiKuv Ip-yuv elai. . He adds that they make their own arms and
have servants to attend them in camp, and proceeds : at/rot 61 tor'

by /jtv

irofajueet dkq iro?(E[*ovaiv, eipjjvrjs 61 yevo/utvrjs ev^vfieovrai /cat a0tv jua'&bs e/c rov

KOIVOV TOff6f6E epxETii a>f /cat dAXovf rpitytiv aw' avrov ev/napiu^. Compare Strabo,
above p. 124.
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3. J/ ///'/,//// Tactics. The formal account of possible mili-

tary manoeuvres given in the Mauavic code is, as compared
with tlie Kpie. boa redundant and deficient. Enough remains
of exact Similarity to slm\v that the rode >]ruk- >f movement-
well authorized by tradition as by precept. Probably both the

Manavic law and the Kpic are indebted for their full facts to

the military codes published by the two
greatest

authorities on
sucl i matters, Brihaspati and Ucanas. That is to say, the com-

pleting Kpi- supplied
it>elf with descriptions from the usually

recognized pos>il>iliries of warfare, and the Manavic code copied
the current military rules (ytfddiitodAapma) ascribed to these

men. and which may well have been existent in some form or

other (as a manual) before our present Maim was composed.
If the king is resolved on going out to attack a neighboring

kingdom, he should make the expedition, if he can select his

time, either in the moon corresponding to the time from the

middle of November to the middle of December, or
during

the

two moons from the middle of February to the middle of

March. :: These are the months most suitable for a campaign ;

but he should not regard this as a rule. He may go, adds the

pseudo-Epic, at any other time, if it suits his purpose better. +

In what way the line of march is to be taken up we are not

particularly told. The army advances in an irregular body,
led by the chief generals, the king being in the middle.
The baggage-wagons and provision-wagons and the women

\Vith this account from Megasthenes it is interesting to compare
Taeitus: Quotiens bella non ineunt. multuin venatibus plus per otium

igunt, dediti somno ciboque. F<>i-ti->imus quisquc niliii agens
delegate domus et penatinin i a^rorum cur;i f* minis st-nihusque et in-

firm issimo cuique ex fa inilia ; ipsi hebent : inir:i di\ rr-itat. nat ur;i-. CIIIM

iidem homines sic ament inertiam et oderint quieteni -. 10 . llolt/-

mami Kpos, s. 5, with notes) has compared many of the points \\ I

the Hindu Kpic 'is often the best commentary on the (J n.
Th-re are so many points of contact between the ethnographic d< - -np-
ti.n of the Germania and the life of the Hindu, both in the on

and in what r-in;iin-> ! Mi--aM IH-MI^. t hat t IM- qiirMion ha^
in ni\ iiiind \\li.-tln-r '1'acitns. in rr|n-.si-ntin^ an ideal o|.posed to the

iit> of the Roman IIUJM-I-ial period (as some have assumed to !> t In-

cause of his wn 1 n<>t till out hi- lacnn;e of information \\ ith the
in equally fon-i^'ii and more unknown folk, and help him-. If

from th. di< ri
|
>ti ons of Megasthenes (of wliirh w< have now but part).

The portion of i h. ^n-at chiefs, the fondness for dice, the description
Of tile SOldier-life. all .-..m -pond. What information roncrrnin
German^ th- \\rit.-r n-allv had would supers. (! the w..rth of imagina-

or of borrowing. Where he had nne. h. mmht ha
i TmduH wn t ih.-ir . inbaBSV to the Km us in Mi.' month kamai'ilu.

fall It DOW IIKMIII wh. nbas-
terniM of i>eace, agreed that hostihn. - -hould

beahi when the seven days were <
I 18.

fxii. l()0.9ff \1 MI 188: OTtiprak, \ii.51; Ag.P.827..
H>-

i >aaeage here quoted from th. i.it. ( i:;.i,- u. details on roads, the
)>le ground for horses to fight on, etc.
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follow. The headquarters of the king are guarded by troops

stationary and movable. Behind come other generals.* On
arriving at the place where the conflict is likely to take

place, the king or commander encamped the army (nivegam
Kdraydmdsa or nwegayamasa sendm) upon a level place
of broad extent, and the soldiers pitched their tents (vecd) ;

while the headquarters of the general commander (skan-

'//I'lrdra) were guarded by squads of men (gulmah\ as on a
march. The first care was to clear the ground, and for

this purpose, any outlying posts of the enemy (sdinikd gulmdh)
having been driven off, the commander with the help of his

generals had the camp limits marked out (gibiram mdpaydin-

asa),
and a trench dug about it (khdnaydrndsa parikhdm\

which, for the sake of greater protection (guptyartham), was

guarded by troops. The camp itself (gibira or senanivega)
consisted of separated tents stored with arms.f Such a camp
is described as looking like a city ;

and if, as is probable, the

* v. 151. 50 ff. In the abstract of this portion of my paper as already
reported (Proceedings, May, 1887), I have suggested that the Manavic
orders of march really refer to battle-arrays. They do, but I should have
put the case differently. What is described in the Manavic code is a
series of battle-arrays and at the same time of march-arrays. In other
words, the law-book implies that, from the time the king leaves his

capital, he shall draw out his forces in full preparation for conflict.

Thinking of long marches, I overlooked this possibility, and was thence
led to believe that the '

battle-arrays
'

of the code were only for the
field of conflict with instant prospect of fighting. And in fact the fight-

ing is supposed to be immediate. All is here described as on a battle-

field. Hence an imminent foe must be intended, and the ' march '

is

from its beginning an advance against a possibly instantaneous attack.

Vyuha is, I think, not used for a long march. Sendyoga or ydtrd is the

proper term for that (or ydtrikam, xii. 100. 10
;
69. 20

; 103,40). Thus,
in v. 151. 56, we find an irregular body of the Pandus advancing
(praydtdndm) toward Kurukshetra, their only care being to keep the

king in the middle. But when they arrive on the field, they are spread
out at once in a vyuha, which is not the case before (dsddya tu kuru-
kxetram vyudhdnlkdh prahdrinah, pdndavah samadrQyanta nardanto
vrabhd iva, ib. 68). So in xv. 1. 12 ff . the* king is first to march (ydtrdrh
gacchet), and then to set his army before the foe in proper order, using
the 'wagon,' 'lily,' or 'thunderbolt' array, as explained by Ucanas.

Compare also R. ii. 90. 12, 19
;
87. 1,4, where the'general-in-chief goes in

advance on a march ; and roadmakers, ditch-diggers, machine-makers,
etc., etc., go before the army to facilitate the journey. I said that

mdrga was manoauvre in the Manavic passage. 1 was wrong ;
it is the

route ; used as e. g. the word appears in the story of Rama, Mbh. iii.

283.40; 291.60, and in R. ii. 90.32, Qdstradrtfena mdrgena. But here,
too, the route is taken by the army arranged as if for battle ; for such
is the meaning of the following words : b^haspatinayena ca,

' accord-

ing to the rule of Brihaspati' (explained below).
f Bows, bowstrings, corselets, swords, honey, butter, lac, fodder,

arrows, axes, spears, quivers, besides ponderous machines, are promi-
nent among the stores of the camp. The use of some of these will be
described below. Chariots, armed elephants, etc., are in all parts of
the camp.
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poet does not exaggerate in saying that, besides the fighting
mm. all the arri/ans, bards, traders, and prostitutes deemea

necessary had also their residence inside the ramp-limits, we

may wrll believe thr c>mj>arisnn corresponds to truth.* Watch-
word- ami >rnvr >iinials l.\- which friends may be ivenirni/ed are

irivcn ut l.rfnrr thr battle begins (<///// //V/<//^7/, /' r *<///', /V/ ,7 //, vi. 1.

1 1 1}.). Fiiiliriiiix does not begin till morning. The array for

thr dav i> derided upmi, and the t roops advance, beiiiir in ireneral

>tatimied in >nrh pmpimjuity that each soldier shall feel him-
-rlf >urroiinded l>y his own relatives: that is, as far as possible,
thr clan and family divisions are to be observed. ' Death in a

Imnse is not approved of in the case of warriors; that would
be destructive of the

pride
of proud heroes; that would be

wrong and pitiable indeed : . . . such a death
ou^ht no hero

i vOraA i tn rndnre. But a warrior ought to die causing destrnr-

tinn in the ranks of war, surrounded by his kin, hewn down

by sharp weapons. . . . Fired by love and pride, a true hero
dies thus, and goes to Indra's heaven.'f It is also worthy of

note that, before the advance to the field of conflict, a relig-
ious fire-service is performed. This ceremony is doubtless the

same on the part of the Kurus as that alluded to as performed
by the Pandn> : \ i/., a devotion of the foes to destruction over
a war-fire. Probably we are to understand a formal rite, in

which the gods are called upon to destroy the foes of the sacri-

ficer. The ceremony is performed by tne family-priest of the

iVindus4
The special tactics employed on entering the field will now

vrn, and thru thr n>r of arms. These subjects should be
<tudied solely by the light <>f the military nmvements described

* v. 151. 58 ; 152. 1 ff . ; 161. 1 ; 195. 12ff. Five yojanas is the size of the
Kurus' camp (ib. 15).

ursu kadniKii'ii /.///? jrnitihhih parivdritah, tikxniiih fastrair
iihliiklistiify k$atriy<> /////////// ///<///. xii. 97. 28 ff. : pi it (Ira (25), tnro (27),

I i29). "in vi. 4. 87 alsojiidfilihih i><irinlrit<ih.
\ i!

"

Ml'. ( k>mpare v. 1 26. 2 ; and purohital ^utmi'mUim'
. in vi. .".'. 7. Tin- totpaMge represents t lie Kurus inarrhin^ <>ut t

tin- field against the Pamlu>. ml'Tin-.l \viili garlands and rloth.-.l m white
(verse 2). Like 1 1 1< S| > i it ans, the Hindu soldiers were careful to attend to
tln-ir li:iir lM-f<,tf ;i l.aitl.-. l.imlin- it up admit th<-ir! n I'urih.T

pn-liniinar\ . t
.

i r Beudi Ot ibftl 6,
;

/''"'

33. Coiiipan* tin- rrn-inony (rriicatin^ \'<-<lic vrrs.-^i en juinrd in Arva-

layan n t"i tli- I'limiiita to perform when the king goes
ittl.-. I may m<-nti<m in thi- HUM <( i<n that tin- kin^ instead of

t ix priest may say the verses (ib. 20) ; and that the only vytifau known
'loeeof Ad !

\-anas(ib. n
1

,,. it this lies in the words ddityam
/...//-.-//. f (futthftya is the Epic word). The

isecratmg th . hari-.t M a mransnf victory
10; Web \. 81). In later times compare Ag. I v

11 ing of battle to insun- vi t i \ \vhere
i nuiials are sacrificed (jn ////..TO).

VOL. MM
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in the Epic.* The '

arrays' mentioned by the earlier code of

Manu. however, correspond so closely to the Epic usage that

for preliminary understanding of tlu term the legal forms may
be here mentioned.f The army may be forim-d into an oblong
column; a wedge; a rhombus; a body like two triangles with

apices joined (the bases forming the van and rear) ;
one long

* And not by the darkness of later formal codes on war. The mate-
rials for Hindu antiquities must, it seems to me, first be drawn exclu-

sively from the classical or older literature, and not from the late
didactic works until the Epic has declared itself. Such modern explan-
atory books as the *

Politys
'

form, on account of the difference in age
and the wholly theoretical character of the contents, rather an obscura-
tion than an elucidation of the facts we seek. They are instructive only
as illustrating the Epic, and help us when they confirm the data drawn
from real literature ; but when they contradict such data, they are to
be ignored unless one seeks to form a continuous chain from the Epic
period to the latest age, and to do so will arrange the didactic material
after that drawn from the Epic. But to confound and mix the two, to

quote a Niti on military matters as if entitled to like consideration with
tne Epic, is to allow a succeeding age to interpret a former, and ignore
a possible development bridging the two. Thus, besides the simple Epic
sprinkling of the king at the consecration, the universal '

sprinkling' of
all the king's arms, the nlrdjandvidhi (Ag. P. 267 ff . ), the raising of the
danda, so elaborately described with the triumphal arch and lustration
in Brh. Samh., chap. 43-45, have no meaning for the Epic period, inter-

esting as they are for that of the Harivanca and following epochs.
Thus also it is from no wish to exclude outside aid that I here put aside
the technical divisions of the Nitisara of Kamandaki and of the Niti-

prakaca ;
but a glance will show the Epic student what false guides

these are. Everything is here on a modern footing. The older order
has been not only increased but changed. The formal divisions of

arms, arrays, employments do not accord with the more ancient rec-

ords. I regard such works (including the Agni Purana) as useful solely
for giving us light on a later period ; and, while thinking an interest-

ing parallel to the Epic to be worth noting, do not consider the state-

ments of such literature, when more detailed, as explanatory of the

Epic ; nor, when opposed, as authoritative. The four great divisions
of the Niti's vyuhas have no parallel in the Epic ; and e. g. the gyena as
a subdivision of the danda is misleading; nor are the names of the

divisions, danda, bhaga, asamhata, mandala (Nitiprak. vi. 3ff.), known
as such to the Epic ;

while the relegation of the vardha, makara,
gdmda, krdunca, padma to an extra class not contained under any head
is merely a reflex of the fact that these are among those established

by Epic tradition. Details, like those on the size of the dan$a (Ag. P.

61. 35 ff.), do not necessarily oppose the Epic, but may be quoted only as
modern specifications. So, too, of the Brhat Samhita. My objections
to this class of literature I explain rather fully, since it might well be
asked what need, in the light of Wilson's work and the texts published
by later editors, we have of another investigation on military matters,
especially on arms, etc. It is sufficient to say that, if we follow even
Wilson's results, who has based his researches on the imitative Puranas,
we obtain many statements contradicted by the usage of the Epic. It is

the latter that is most important. Still greater discrepancies occur in

comparing the formal war-codes with our poem. In each case the
codes reflect a later period, although they have of course inherited
much that is old and common with the didactic parts of the older work.

f M. vii. 187 ff . For later works, compare Ag. P. 235 (ranadlk$a) ff .
;

Kam. Nit. xix. 'seventeen forms are given) ; and Nitiprak. vi. 3-9.
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slender line; a rhomboid with extended sides;* one long heavy

phalanx. One should encamp in a circle, with tin* king in

the center.f
To return to tin* Kpic : At MI n rise, or before, the king holds

a short conference with the commander-in-chief, and either

selects a battle-array himself, or directs the commander to do
so. There is of course at times a doubt as to which form is

<rable; and we find in <>m- instance that the king himself

inM>ts on the long and slender line, while his best knight re-

commend- the solid ])lialanx; for the chief officers are present
at the conference. There seem to be no party or national

orders. Each >ide selects one of the current forms, occasion-

ally choosing .me day the form that defeated them when
chosen by the other tne day before. If anticipated, the com-
mander scrutinizes the foe's orders before deciding his own.
After a selection has been made, the troops advance in differ-

ent companies and regiments.* We must
pause

here to ask

what is the a-Mimed distribution of the forces. We have,

according to tradition, two different arithmetical progressions
in differentiating the number of forces in the various bodies.

According to a report which seems entirely theoretical (xii.

LOO. 81), the men are subdivided into groups
of a thousand

with a general at the head; of a hundred with a captain; -of

Ten with a -ergeant. This bears a close resemblance to the dis-

tribution of royal officers throughout the realm, the names

being ^imilar. In the one case we have 'a lord of a thousand

villages,' 'lord of one hundred,' and 'lord of ten;' in the
other lord of a thousand men,' etc. This distribution is not
known in the tighting scenes, but neither is the following; and
we can draw no definitive results as to the antiquity of division

in either case. Yasishtha's division (see the note below) would

imply that a decimal arrangement was the base of the army's
make-up. The other arithmetical progression is mainly by
three, instead of ten. Here we al-o find that the names desig-

nating the different bodie- are not known a- Mich, technically

-peaking, in the battle-scenes. What i.- called a company may
mean a whole di\ i-ion or a whole army. Moreover, the num-

ire in 'juantity absurd, when we remember that the Kuril-

BOhler'H translation of the Manavic verse.

f Dantfa. fakata, vardha. maknra, fflct, garii(tla, vajra,padm<i. lit

r:ill\ 'staff, \vagon, boar, sea-beast, ncrilh-. hup- hinl. thunderbolt, lil\ .'

are given as names of arrays, ami tin- I i-t <>t r:mi|> <

counter against the fo though the verb abso-
t i In- <litrerent

acies: cf. v. 164. l. "
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are said to have put uixm the field eleven times the highest
number in the list, which should make an army of more than
two hundred thousand chariots, as many elephants, more than
a million men, and over half a million horses. Such exag-

geration is, however, common in the Epic; and, by comparing
several accounts of the numbers wounded in different cases, it

will be seen that we often have to divide by a hundred or a

thousand to reach a reasonable limit. The same absurdity is

repeated at the end of our war. After almost countless hosts

had been slain, the poor remnant on each side was as follows :

On the Kuru side there remained eleven thousand chariots, ten

thousand seven hundred elephants, fully two hundred thousand

horses, and thirty million men.* The Pandu army (originally
seven 'whole armies') now consisted of six thousand chariots,
as many elephants, ten thousand horses, and ten million foot-

soldiers. Such was the balam $esam,
i

remnant,' on the morn-

ing of the last day (ix. 8. 41.). The opening forces are found
in as extraordinary sums

; where, to instance only one case, the

number of vagavartinah (or soldiers brought into the field by
one ally) implies one hundred thousand chariots (vi. 17 and

18). The systematic scheme of what an army is to be can,

therefore, be looked upon only as a very late attempt to make
technical divisions of which the true Epic knows nothing. The
list may, however, be of interest. The name of the force stands

to the left.

Horses
Chariots. Elephants. Foot-men, (cavalry-men).

patti = 1 1 53
sendmukha = 3 3 15 9

gulma = 9 9 45 27

gana = 27 27 135 81

vdhini = 81 81 405 243

prtana = 243 243 1215 729

camu = 729 729 -3645 2187
anlkini = 2187 2187 10935 6561

ak?duhinl = 21870 21870 109350 65610

Each division is thrice its preceding, except in the last

example, where the dksduhim or complete army is ten times

the anlkini. Other authorities make gulma the same as gana,
and sendmukha also thrice its present size. But even the Epic
itself formally contradicts this division, and makes one army-
corps (send) consist of five hundred elephants and the same num-
ber of chariots; while ten of these make a prtana; and ten

of these, a vdfiini; the patti has five and fifty men; the

*
Literally,

' three Arofis of foot-men' (pattikotyas tathd tisraty
: cf.

R. vi. 4. 56, qatam $atasahasrdndih kofim dhur mani$inah. Patti must
here be the foot-soldier. There would thus be more men at the end of

the war than at the beginning.
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* one liundrtMl and >i\tv-ti\c : three </"////"* ma;

>; and there is no dill'ereiiee I.etween a jmtti and a * /"/-

///'////.'.
* We have here a mixture of three and ten multiples.

The earliest mention of formal a rni v -divisions in the codes

appear- to point to a xjuad of Ten faetors as the unit of measure-

ment : these t'aerois ln'inr perhaps. a> aln.x e. rax alrvnien. foot-

soldieis. war-ear, and elephant: though no explanation of

the -ten' i- iriven in the rule of Yasi.-htha containing this

division,f
The Epic proper has, however, no definite terminology for

divisions of the army. The same force has different name>.

Certain
appellations

denote a relatively large force; certain

others, a relatively small one. Any of the names of the larger
divisions may indicate the whole army without distinction.

The only formal division recognized is that of the four-fold

array; not a quantitative, hut a qualitative distribution.
* The

four-fold army,' everywhere alluded to as such in the early

Kpie, consists of an army divided according to kind into four

Croups : of foot-men, horse, chariot, and elephant (the last three

* v. 156. 24 ff. ; the table above is from i. 2. 19 ff.

f I do not understand how ' one elephant, one chariot, two horsemen,
and three foot-soldiers' make 'ten parts,' and, as I have not the text
ot the commentator, must suppose a clerical error in Biihler's note to
Vas. xix. 17. While the first-mentioned method of dividing the army
into groups of regiments, companies, and squads (of one thousand, one
hundred. and ten men respectively), each with its commander (adhipati;

mmander of one thousand being also called fwra), appears a late

invention, it may, nevertheless, be based on an old unit or ten. If we
compare tin- words of Vasishtha (saihyane da{'(iri~ih<tr<lhinl <lri<iiunt-

itli tin- late Epic distribution of officers, in which all

those that can divide the foe's force and re-establish their own dis-

banded force are counted equal and worthy of eating and drinking
together, and receiving double pay (r/r/f/"/mrrM/m//i. as applicable to

in .r- : and then tind certain special officers called leader- of ten'

(dap~i<ll< ifnifni/tih'. -leaders of a hundred,' etc. we might almost be

tempted to tran^t' r the nn-anin;:- here to YasishthaV \vonK and !i:m-
late viiha as *dux' : 'in an attack (samyfine), the army led by its lead-

ers of ten shall he employed iii the double iduty of l.nakin- t he foe's
rank- and holding its own).' But this may seem tar*fetobed, and i-

no better meaning for the next verse than we had before : \\ In reaa, if

we take v&ha as squad (
= }mtth. with Bidder. \\e may give a better

to IN .

i>,<, ///,/.-, /,
y,,-,//,'/// >//'//M i,\ reailin- n ' . ad of jorapd^)

'ii. and a natural B1TOI in \\ritin.i:. and
-jiiad -hall ha \\ liieh \\

followii

Vansht ha i IHU'H .s" i//<->it<~i rum rillii/n iii r,i
'

l,,im //,
t \ | .1 kf a- a n indication

linndred \\;i> the i division ot ten in

hiH HVHteiil. ! id-l. ho\\ , \ , i . that !>!!
09.68. 'I ho passage al>o\.< troin i ,-th.'

word
I n- m the t"l nefl that the kin- 'all the-.

xannipAtya) and r\li..it then] BefoN ilie i>attl>
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implying those that ride on them). Further characteristics of
these groups will be spoken of below.*

* The four-fold army (hufiuii r<itnrninjnin or n'thim caturanginl or

-sdinya, e. g. i. 69. 4 ; v. 5. 17 ; ib. 19. 1
; vii. 164. 9

;
iv. 68. 18 : in iv. 52. 17

portions the army is spoke
is<nI(tH<ihri), where to the fighting force is added the 'treasure' and
'

machines,' brought to the camp (koga and yantra, M. vii. 185
; Mbh. v.

96. 16 ; xii. 103. 38), although the two additions are by some commentators
explained as the 'general and workmen,' or even 'carts and camels :'

thus showing the lateness of the change (compare the commentators on
Manu, loc. cit.) In the Puranic literature we have four- or six-fold

indifferently (Var. P. 10. 61 ; 27. 12
; Ag. P. 10. 7 ; 14. 9

; 241. 2, etc.), but
generally four-fold. In the battle-scenes (below) the army is assumed
to be four-fold. An eight-fold division of all the forces is given in xii.

121. 44 (compare below, and above p. 103). A three-fold division (trivi-

dhambcUam) is only found of force, not forces (i. e. the realm's resources
in council, wealth, and officers: ii. 5. 57). Unexplained by our text
is 'the army of four-fold forces composed of eight members,' but
the commentator thus explains this as^dngasamyiiktd caturvidhabald
camuh (ii. 5. 63, with which compare xv. 7. 7 : mdula, mitra, afavibalam,
bhrtam, grenlbalam) :

' the " four-fold force " means the native veterans
(mdula), the allied troops (mditra), the hired men (servants, slaves, etc.,

bhrtya), and foresters (who help clear the roads, etc., djavika). The
army, again, is distributed into eight parts, chariots, elephants, horses,

fighters (yodhdh, i. e. all but the foot?), foot-soldiers, workmen, spies, and
topographical leaders (those that can tell about places, ddi$ikamukhydh).'
A comparison of the epithets given to the army in the Ramayana shows
that the 'four-fold' army is here also the more common, if not the

only term employed (caturangabala : R. i. 23. 14 ; anga or anginl also ib.

i. 71.3, 6; 76.6; 78.3; 79.26; ii.33.7; 36.2; 48.7; 73.11; 78.22; 86.13;
94.9; (100.54, camu;) 106.9; in. 42. 18; v. 78. 12

; 81.23; in 83.2 defined

sadangini: i. 52. 21, v. 1. Bomb. 51.21: varuthinl). Comparing M. vii.

185 and Kani. Nit. 18. 2, 22, we see that this last division of ' six
'

is not
unknown to late Epic and later literature

;
but it is very rare against

the common use of 'four.' The comparison points again (as I have
shown on another theme) to the synchronic completion of the Manavic
code and the Qantiparvan of the Epic. The commander's proper title is

sendpati ; his office is sdindpatya. The title vdhinlpati is, however,
common. The whole army is designated by camu ('four-fold') as well
as by the proper name. Thus, Dhritarashtra's whole force of eleven
akmuhinl is called vlratamd mahdcamuh (viii. 60. 92 ; ix. 64. 9). Other

irregular names for the whole army are found vi. 72. 34 (vdhinl) ; vi.

112. 2 (prtana) ; vi. 73. 22 (varuthinl]. For camu compare further vi. 86.

ripuvahini, vi. 109. 10, etc. The 'lines' deserve notice, although, as
far as I have observed, no use or effect of orderly lines is perceivable
in the battle-scenes. The rule that fighting must cease when a priest

;i|)|>cars between two lines of battle (anlkayoh) means of course only
tne opposing acies (xii. 96. 8) ; anlkaveldydm (where a brave should

fight) is
' on the van of the front line

'

(ib. 97. 18). The real unit of
battle-order is not the line, but the group, creni, viii. 78. 16. The battle

itself is called samkhya, samgara, samgrdma (collision, conflict) or

simply
'

fighting' (yuddha, or yudh, e. g. i. 19. 14 : cf. R. ii. 94. 12, $akyah
sodhum yudhi, etc.), but has also its poetical side, and is termed
dhava, dkranda, dmarda,

'

challenging,'
'

advance,'
' crush ;' or, still
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The troops having started with a blare of drums, trump-
ed conch >lu-H>. tin- hosts stream out "like tlamir

-in*: a great lake,' eaeh chief making for liis particular
adversary, against whom he ha- heen pitted hy the eoimnander
U-t'oiv tin- tiirlit lu'^aii. The crowd follows the leaders.

Kadi hero plunge- into the fray, scattering the base herd with

a eonmiotion 'like that caused hy a huge sea fish leaping into

the sea,'f an^ is soon at arrow's point with hi> <-ho>en advcr-

>ary. or is doubling and twisting about for position, or rushing

any whither at need of a friend. His base-born adherents and

his high-horn following keep close to his heels.;*: The proceed-
at the end of the day (for with >unset the armies gener-

ally stop fighting) depend on whether the comniander-in-ehief

has been slain or not. If not, the forces are simply drawn off

the field, the men going to bed as soon as they can >ome-

times eating and going at once without conversation,^ although

stopping to salute each other, care for their wounds, see to

the -entinels, or even, in the case of the knights, taking a hath

and listening to some music (yltavdditra} while eating bet'oiv

sleeping.!
The singers and praisers always welcome them

hack, however, if merely as a sign of good luck, as they also

open the day with their music; since not to have glad nm>ic

in the morning shows fear, and is a sign of ill-luck.*

Mm if the comraander-in-chief is killed, the officers collect at

headquarters, and elect a new commander for the following

IIP -tin -r. <ti/il(<t, 'gambling,' vi. 59.39 (93.42, 'they fought as if in a

uhvara'l); vii. ^-V^ -. nun prA'^adflttapane, \ iii. H'.n. i:{. Tin-

t niily looks on tin- battle as '

gambling '<r life.' Inn
4

playing' and 'dancing' to his sport (krulnun irti iirti/an. iii. -jso.

\i 1 ii. y>, i-t passim). I do not pretend to have exhausted the vocabu-
"ii t these are the terms chiefly employed.

*v. HU.r, : di.. knights are pitted
'

Dy foroe and fourn.uc' \ij<itini-

balai'n !iuthn1s<~,l,<n'n rntltiiHih siiiiiiiinlilfi-iit. nrjiinain .sf//f//)///n~f//.

fpravttv;a /// a hil HI- mini nmlcit ruh si'njitrnih t/utlt<l, i. i:i-s .
:'.(' : \iii.77.

\. IS. 1<>. ksnhhtii/iiiiti' mini t'li'n xrin'iiu nntknrd(
hi

meric figure of the goose or tlamiimo i- n-n 'uml. vi.46.

20; 91). 1H >-<i iH<ih<Mhnlliau); 11. !"
"

. .' i/iitlii'i lniiist'ihi; hut tin- IHTO ^tMinl?. lik.-an i^l:iml.'

ib.46. The glance in:' I >hinniuT <>\ anu-> m:iU< !i\ l""k :i-> i! it

;i u li.-.-l .-t niriiil hiilnni \ ii. 7

also of a single bow. \ii. 111*. :{-ji. Compare lohitakardame saihgr&me,

'\\inUnm it -n-w ^till ;i-> |M-:I\.-M. t'T tli. \ -li-l ii"t talk

86. 56 (na hi yii,uiL;<n, /;.

\ttfijauantah parcuparam . . . rakpydth kftva ciird nya*y /"

yathAvidhi, ib. 58 ff. (bath and bandin).
Ibm tin- li<i\v>iring and s<

betrn I in vi. 80,

and acoiin<-il i Kintraih cakt bhe chiel km-lit \\:^

;l. ilth..iiL'li li !> rn-illi. >niiii;iinlT in < hi. I
.
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day. At tliis time also formal vows to slay are given, and con-

spinieies arc formed nirainst any prominent hero on the other

side. A detailed description of the election of commander will

be found below. The chiefs and common people alike, it may
he observed, all appear to sit up and wait for the decision, and
hail the new commander as it is somewhere said, 'thinking
no more of their commanders slain, they greeted with great joy
their new commander/ That the post of commander-in-cliief

was much coveted is seen throughout the play, and is empha-
sized by the fact that Karna is so jealous because another is

chosen in his stead that he will not light at all at first, but sits

sulking in his tent till his rival is slain and the post of honor
then offered to him.*
The time of beginning the fight is not always the same.

Sometimes the hosts rise at daybreak and wait for the sun to

rise in order to (pray and) begin then the battle
;
sometimes

they do not rise till the sun does.f
The time for closing battle is not always the same. If noth-

ing prevents, the soldiers fight till sundown
; but if they are

badly beaten, they retire early in the day ;
and once they light

torches, and fight right on into the night.J
It may be said in advance that guards accompany each

knight into the field as escort, and that sentinels watch the

tents at night.

* v. 156-168. The commander-in-chief in the Epic is of course a war-
rior actively engaged in battle. The same title (sendpati) given in Ag. P.

220. 1 to an officer to be appointed by the king and designated as of

military or of priestly caste must indicate rather a .minister of war than
a general. Likewise the rules Ag. P. 235. 32-33, Jhat a king must not

fight, and that one-third of the force is held as a reserve, are entirely
un-Epic.

f vi. 19. 36-9 ;
but 16. 4, udatisthat (sdinyam) suryodaye. Getting up

as late as the sun was always thought too late (R. ii. 97. 2), if not wrong,
as it was proper to greet the sun with prayer.

\ See below. The absurd scene in vi. 107 (cf. 43. 11 ff.) is too palpably
an interpolation to permit its use as usage. Instead of going to bed, the
Pandus march over to the enemy, and interview their dearest foe (who
is at the same time their uncle and the leader on the other side) as to

the best means of killing him. This inartistic blot is due to the horror
felt by the later compilers at the idea of the Pandus killing their espe-

cially holy uncle without his permission (Holtzmann).
Individual guards are called raksin, a statio or squad for guard (draka)

is called raksyd or gulmah. Thus, duryodhano nivepya balam sam-

mdnayitvd nrpatln nyasya gulmdns tathdi 'va ca, draksasya vidhim k?tvd
yodhdndm just before he assembled his council (v. 160. 2). The spies,

always part of a camp, and frequently sent across (early in the morn-

ing, v. 194. 2), may have made part of the '

protection.' Sometimes an
advance squad is meant by gulma. Thus utksipta-gulma is a squad
sent on ahead (iii. 15. 11). The tent-guards appear to be of little use

(x. 8. 2). Some technicalities may be mentioned here. The word for

'make an attack on one' is generally apasavyam karoti (vii. 187. 51,

etc. ; anyonyam apasavyam ca kartum vlrdu tad csatnh, vii. 188. 27), or
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position ..I' the onn inlander depends on the array. He
has not a fixed position, as has been asserted (on Furanic

authority), (u-nerally he tights in the van; but he may be

more needed rearwards, as in an early battle-account before

the i^reat war, where the leader says: 'and I of all the army
will stand and irunnl the rear' (iv. 52. 22 ff

.). Or, again, the

eonmiainler goes ahead, fighting, but is soon left behind by one

of tin- kniirhts.*

The van, rear, flanks, wings, center of the army in the field

'/'"". a ir. \i. 1 ''. K all have their proper names. Fore wing
and back wing (or flank) are also described.-)- Worth noting is

t IK- fact that the nominal commander-in-chief is displaced by
some of hi> friends, never with contempt, but

by
his own con-

sent. Thus, it is Yudhishthira who gives to the Paiidus the

final order to array at the opening of the war
;
and he is here,

though the leading spirit, not the commander, nor even the

chief of the allied forces (v. 154. 17). So Kama, though not

commander, sends to the Kurus the order to ' harness oefore

Minrise
'

through the camp by a herald.^:
To return to our orders. Only one distinct quotation seems

to be current from the wisdom of antiquity in regard to the

best occasions for applying the different vyuhas (battle-orders).
This rule, that a small force, in order to compete with a large

force, should charge in one long narrow column, concentrating
all its strength at one point, is applied at the opening of the war,
but afterwards only in a hastily made-over array, when another

had failed. Of the other battle-orders mentioned, the double

trian^li' with apices joined (makard) is employed by the Pandus
. by the Kurus twice

;
the wedge (galcata) twice by the

>;il,,~tram (pracakrire, vi. 99.21 ; pradhar?ana and abhipradhar-
fapa, m'

248. 8, are personal attacks).
4 To withdraw to camp

'

is regularly
'run, A//////., with s&inyan&m sometimes added (vi. 49. 58 ; 96.79;

. etc.). The subject is the commander-in-chief (vi. 74. 87-39). In

this case there was an orderly retreat, although both sides were ' badly
lir.ki-ii up' (te sene bh^asamvigne yayatufy [sic] svaniveganam. tutuh

8va$ibiraik gatvd nyav^an ; niveyana is the camp, $ibira here tent or

camp, as* in vi. 86. 46 ff. ; vii. 17. 1). According to rule, each general pro-
tects his own troops in a retreat (vi. 79. 64 ; 80. 2). The sentinels are set

sunset tin.,,,;;!, th.- ramp /"/"'/< paritnuMQ rib-yeod 'tteMtffa

ix.29.64). \ distlnctioD is to be observed between th trrluiiral

fraya or trayasva yoddh&n 'come to the rescue' (vii. 158.5, ib. 2),

and pariv&rya 'defend' or 'attack by surrounding.' 'surround' being
I meaning of the last (vi. 79. 28 ; 94. 37 ; vii. 185. 85).

* ix. 8. 80-86. The commander's title of honor is agraijlr nfpdm,
' fore-

leader of men/ sometimes applied to any chief : ix. 61. 87.

cap&rsvayof ca, vi. 90. 87 : the flank and fore-

flank, pakya and prapakffi, are common (see below), also called katya
'border' (sennkakfaih dadaha samare kakfam agnir yathd vane, rill,

is thus applied m K. v. 85.84.

t v. 168. 56-07 : yogafy prag udaydt.
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Kurus (found again later in the fifteenth book), once with a
wheel- (cakra) addition

;
the krdunca (garuda f rhomboid) is

used by Pandus and Kurus, once as a reserve
;

the mandala
(circle) is not only the Kurus' choice, but oddly enough (consid-

ering the relative numbers) the Pandus', though it may be only
a 4 crescent

'

here. The difference in forces makes no difference
in choice, apparently, except at the outset. It is to be reiniMii-

bered that the Pandus have only seven 'whole armies' (aks/m-

hinls) ;
the Kurus, eleven.

'A. word here on the military authorities. Manu (in spite of
his code's military advice) is unknown as a military adviser.

That is to say, the seventh book of the Manava-dharma was ex-

panded to its present form after the battling parts of the Epic
were written, as other portions of the Epic show that no slight
was intended to this authority. The main sages are Ucanas and

Brihaspati. With the latter Manu has many a question of

priority to settle.* Another authority (celebrated later) men-
tioned in the third book, Qalihotra, as ' wise in the knowledge
and pedigree of horses,' appears to have confined himself to

this specialty, and is not quoted as a guide on broader military
affairs. But the rules of the two inseparables, Brihaspati and

Ucanas, are quoted often enough to make us certain that a mil-

itary code must have been composed by them. The one mili-

tary strategy formally cited (as given above) is from Brihaspati ;f
and the same author invented the impregnable vyuha called

krduncdruna.% Again, the '

king of battle-orders
>

is declared
to come from the same sage. The first of these is probably
meant in the Brihaspati-naya of the Ramayana.|| I have

already spoken of the rules of Brihaspati and Ucanas,!f and these

occur again as a manual of instruction in the war-part of the

Epic.** Their names have become typical of military and phil-

osophical learning.ft But, although Ucanas shares the name and
the honor, his friend appears to have been, if we may so speak,
the more inventive genius in the science of war : as the citations

* The quotation from the former's gastra in xii. 138. 193-194
; 139. 70-

74, etc.
,
are not devoted to this topic.

f samhatdn yodhayed alpdn kdmam vistdrayed bahun, sucimukham
anikarh sydd alpdndm bahubhify saha, 'if you have a small force,
make them fight all together ; you may extend a large number as you
please, but if a few men have to fight with a great many, they ought to

present a needle-front
'

(vi. 19. 4 ; xii. 100. 47, confirmed by vi. 43. 102 : cf.

M. vii. 191
; Ag. P. 235. 27).

\ vi. 50. 40 ; 51. 1.

vyuhardja in viii. 46. 27 is bdrhaspatya.
||

ii. 90. 32 ;
see above, p. 192.

1[ Page 115 (iii. 150. 29).
**

br/iaspater uganaso no 'pade$afy grutas tvayd,
* have you not heard

B. and U.'s instruction ?' (ix. 61. 48).

ft naye brhaspatyuganofy (sic), viii. 37. 20 : compare iv. 58. 6.
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already given and to be given show. Tin.* ha trie-orders called

are explained in Ucanas' code, according
T. - \v. 7. 15.* The science 01 the battle-orders was opposed as a

special study to all other branches necessary for a warrior to

know: I an i wi>e in military affairs, and in the battle-orders,'

says a chief: I can make the mercenaries and those not mer-
cenaries do their duty : in respect of marchiiiir, fighting, etc., I

know as much as did Brihaspati ;
I know all the battle-orders

><ls and of men,' etc. (v.l65. 8
ff.). The special points of

an otlic-r'> knowledge seem to be these: how to break through
into the foe's advancing battalion, and how to maintain order in

hi- own; as the passage quoted above enjoining double pay for

officers ahle to do this well would indicate. Though we should

antecedently assume this as the greatest need in a general
(Driven the Hindu troops and a battle under way), it deserves to

Miphasized, from the
negative

evidence it furnishes that

generalship was regarded mainly as fighting-ability confined to

the actual conflict
; or, in other words, no strategic ability in

choosing position, hemminir in a foe, preserving
free passage to

the ha>e of supplies, and other such matters, is lauded. Only
knowing how TO act when

springing
at the foe is praised;

though universal directions for suiting the ground to the kind
of force employed are casually given.

* In the account of Rama's war, compare iii. 285. 6, 7, (rdvntiah) yud-
i linn-list ! i riiUi,'iii(ijri(i nranil ira cd 'parfili. rynhya Cdu '\'<i'iix(lii<

ri/i'ihinii liurlit dhhi/d ralnl mi/at ; rdghavas tu vinirydntam vywUnlnlkom
aaf&miiHiiii, b&rkcupatymk vidhijh kftvd pratyavyuhan nigdcaram.
As to Valmiki's own account of military arrays, owing to the nature of
i IK war we obtain very little information in regard to the vyuhas. The
first arrangement appears to have been a mass drawn up in order (R. vi.

16.2, reading vyiihya), and we find the garu$a mentioned before this
(ih. 6. 1 1 : padma is a cognomen of Rama, 8. 19) ; but the war is mainly
a siege, and the battle-arrangements amount to nothing. The military
proverb preserved in (phalgu sdinyasua ynt hiiin-in madhiic ri/illiasya
fn'l ititavet) 'put the weakest force in the middle of the general array'
-hi\v- ii- th. (clinical sense of jilnifiju as distinguished i'nmi the adra

ked troops, as the term is employed in describing the forces in the
Mahabhurata (see below). The technical meaning is of oour-r rum-nt.

'. 81.38 (vyfiln mi ohorena . ii- -'''. >. trai/ft dev&fyprnti-
.i/inUii; ill. 71. i5. balavywietia mutmln jx'ilituh. It may be

parent hfii- all \ n-mark.-.! t hat a number of impossible and im-.\|lieal>l-
i -' an- alliid.-.l f. in th- Kjiii-. under the t it les

'

mortal,' 'godly,'
'angelic,' and so ..i-tli. u-uall\ .iile.l (e.g. Ti.21

ly \vitlif.u' 15, I .' '!' n..t usr.l di-tiniti i\ . not

l> l:iirii- I. I >ut are current on tin- lists !' |n^>iiiii- .mii-r^ (e. g. T. 57. 11 ;

ii.: \ i. l'.'. v?. l^ n. i : au. I the officers in. , \p. , i, ,i to know them.
.ire probably merely the ordinal \ ..n I. r in r.'lati.>n to thai]

thill, the common order calhd -thunderbolt' is called 'th. un
'I'le. 'a u.l nted by the Holder of Thunderbolt*. This then

would be a 'godly' order (vi. 19. 7), acalaih ndma nyrAkhynn,. the
usual boast: cf. ib. 84,

tvy'ro
ndma - * nirblmwiti tarvatom /./,/> .

nbhfdya : 4, akfobhya massed against thin. The irresistible force
was always meeting the inunovablc IH,<|\ on the Hindu battle-ground.
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I pass now to a detailed examination of the devices employed
in the actual battles of the great war, the stratagems (in narrow
>i'M>i'i usi'd in the field.

The first battle began in the first hours of the first day after

each army had arrived at its respective camping-ground.* The
Pandus are encamped in the West; the Kurus, in the East.

The battle-field lies near the city of the Kurus, Hastinapur.
The latter stand on the defensive. Each force, with its general
soldiers (yodhdh, sdinikdh) and officers (bala-mukhyah, etymo-
logically equivalent to '

captains,' mukha meaning here capui),
has its grand commander-in-chief (sendpati or vdkinlpati)^
under whom stand the generals that command the different
' whole armies,' or hosts, complete in themselves and so consid-

ered, brought by the allies. Such an army within an army was
called the aksduhinl, and its general was the pati or lord of that

division, a term sometimes applied to the commander-in-chief
himself. The commander-in-chief was in fact nothing but
an *

army-lord' raised to the position of general superinten-

dent, and temporarily exalted over his equals, the 'lords'

of each special army. For the special generals were usually

simply the kings who had come as allies, and each commanded
his own home force, which he had brought with him.J An
honorary title of either a king-general or of the commander-
in-chief was also yuthapa,

'

guardian of troops,' indicative of the

fact that the army was parcelled into generic troops, the ele-

phants apart from chariots, the foot-soldiers by themselves.

This is often the arrangement made
;
and the more artificial

combination, by which each car was surrounded by so many
men, and so many cars were distributed to so many elephants,
each squad of this sort containing all the fighting elements and

making no longer troops in kind, I think a later as a more arti-

ficial formation.

* The whole of the Bhagavadglta, the absurd scene following, vi. 43.

13-102 in reality, from the end of section twenty to the beginning of the

forty-fourth section, where the question asked after the close of the
nineteenth section is repeated all this is an interpolation unnecessary
to prove. The position of the forces is given in vi. 20. 5.

f Dhrishtadyumna is saptdndm netd sendndm pravibhdgavit , v. 151. 7.

\ When we read, therefore, that the Pandus' commander-in-chief was
the ' leader of seven complete armies,' we must take this literally. The
Pandus' force, as a whole, comprised seven distinct armies. But for

the sake of convenience we may term those armies in relation to the
whole '

army-divisions.'
In regard to the title yuthapa compare vii. 193. 49, rathayuthapa-

ydthapah ; and v. 167. 14, rathayiithapayuthdndm yuthapo 'yam. The
one hundred and sixty-fifth section of the fifth book begins the list of

rathi (ratha), atiratha, mahdratha, terms applied loosely to denote,
not technical distinctions between the generals, but their comparative
ability in leading the forces and slaying foes. The terms mean that

such a one is either a '

good charioteer,' or a '

superior charioteer,' or a
'

surpassingly good charioteer.'
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The Pandiis. heini: the smaller force, wait (in spite of Brihas-

patiV rule i to see what order will !>e taken by the Kurus.

Those on the defensive are thus obliged to take the initiative.

The Kunis' c<>mniander-in-chief now masses his troops in heavy
bodies. He him.-elf takes his place in the van.* Various chiefs

and princes of hiirh rank, ten >f whom are especially named
!>'.. 17 . aid him: these iruard the van of the different battal-

i >n*, or act as 'wheel-guards' to others. Each greater chief

'nmnmly a pair of these wheel-guards (rf//-/v/w/-.\'////i: an
indication that the chariot had not four but two wheels in the

earlier rime. They are often the younger princes, who are

thus winning their name of hero by useful service under some
renowned knirht. They drive in chariots, and are really inde-

pendent knight-, hut their strategic position was close to the

war-car of the leader whom they were first bound to protect.! ,

The Kiiru commander. I >h Ishma, was recognizable by his stand-

ard, a gulden palm-tree. J and colored Hag, each leader having
-mm- -nch ensiirn. BhT.-hnia's general appointments were white.

and even hi> war-car was silvered (vi. 20. 8
;
16. 23). Besides the

wheel-guard, a special band of fore-tighten i ji/'0(jamdh) went
in advance with the leader and '

protected
'

him.;* The king of

the Kuru> i.- >tationed in the centre, and enters the fight, not in a

war-car, but on an enormous white elephant with net-armor.

Him guarded thoii>ands of war-cars in front.
||

His maternal

uncle, the great villain, (Jakuni, Was especially charged to look

after the king, and accompanied him with hosts of Gandharas
and mountaineers.^ The too careful arrangement of the troops

-poken of above i- given (in a passage that appears late) as fol-

lows: one hundred ears support each elephant; one hundred

cavalry, each car
;
ten archers, each horse

;
one hundred shield-

agranih, vi. 16. 21 ; 20. 18 ; agratah sarvas&inyasya, ib. 20. 9.

t vi. 19. 17 ; for p. -it i..n see the whole of this section, and 48. 102 ; 44.

1 tf.

$ hein<if<'il" : 'f. vi. 17. IS. t<ll< ,,<t n,,ihnt<~i . . JHI i'n;it<'t r, na I.; fnili'l.

\ - t hi.s terra has been occasionally misunderstood, it may be well to

(Niint ..MI that in 1 1 in < lu warfare the protectors drove bi'f ! t1n-;iMn\

i.-ral. but IM-IMIU! lli- protected 1 I were
really supporters

vi. 17. 88, si-vru kin-- i:ik- this part : <!'. Is. K>. p^ffhOffOp^
. . hliiftna-

sya j> ( i>if<iiii<ilitiin .
< >i course i lit- win .! line is

pro-
tected

1

by i In- -hi.-fs ahead as well a behind. This is anlkam pdlitam

| vi. 17. 'Ji;. ,ih,;,j,, in th,- t, .11.. win-;, until th.-.-n<l. or unless
tli* !,,,,,k i -hall

i
note by sections only, the book once intro-

'111' ! ltd!

inndMrti). an.l hi-

i in tin- n.trth-w.-M isoneofth i vans'
I >lirilara>htra. tin- Kin- "I the Kuril-. t..,,K hi

from tin- "I- 1 la IMI I \ -..untrv . ami h< r l.n.lh.T lived E8 a Court i-r in lla-
. ir. in a--, nh that ruN- which makcH it nrcrssiiry

for a king to support all i
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i, each archer.* Such altogether was the Kurus' order of
battle. No special name is given to it, but I fancy it was the
4
circle.'

Opposed to this the Pandus, under the direction of Arjuna (for
we notice here, as said above, that the king or one he selects is

practically commander, while the sdinapatya consists less in

ordering than in arranging forces), to whom the king, Yudhish-

thira, has appealed for advice, form in a prativyuha or ' coun-

ter-array,' by making themselves, on the general principle re-

ferred to above, into a *

needle-shaped
'

modification of the
' thunderbolt

'

or long column (19. 34, 35). At the head (ogre

^granih} was Bhima, 'swift as wind,' and Dhrishtadyumna,
the official commander, who, strange to say, is neither chief leader

nor director. The king for whom the war was undertaken was

.behind, or rather ' in the middle '

(19. 24), surrounded by ele-

phants ;
while his younger brothers and his chief ally, Yirata,

stood just behind the leaders Bhima and Dhrishtadyumna.
Bhlma's special wheel-guards were his younger twin brothers,
and his rear-guards were his nephews, to whom in turn Dhrish-

tadyumna was '

protector ;

' and there behind this van was Qi-

khandin,
'

protected by Arjuna,' who was the chief knight of

this side. Others stood still further back. The right van was

guarded by Yuyudhana. According to the position shown in

22. 3, Dhrishtadyumna was ahead, guarded by Bhima
;
and

Qikhandin was in the middle, guarded by Arjuna.
It is interesting to note that, as the rule enjoins, a short en-

couraging speech is really made by the leader to the chiefs be-

fore they go their respective stations, wherein they are reminded
that death in battle is the door of heaven, and that they are

treading the path of warriors, 'the path trod by your fore-

fathersj and by their fathers too '

(17. 6
ff.) ;

as well as the

fact that the Pandu king is much discouraged at the sight of the

vast array before him, arid has to be cheered by his brother,
with the words :

4 often the few conquer the many ;
where the

right is, there is the victory.'f

When the battle really begins, it is not the real commander,
but .Bhima, one of the Pandus, that leads (44); and at once

(45. 8) Bhishma makes a dart at Arjuna ; whereupon the battle

becomes, almost immediately, irregular, and shortly fades into

* See section 20 ; the anachronism of the '

conspirators
' condemns this

passage. The dhanu?ke gatam carminah, * hundred shield-men to each
archer,' is absurd. Mention of '

mortal,'
*

divine,' angelic,'
*

devilish'

orders occurs 20. 18. The Puranic literature gives rules for keeping one
third of the army as a reserve, but no reserve is kept in the battle as de-

scribed ; all the troops march into the field (except when, as in Kama's
case, a special personal feeling prevents). See Ag. P. 235. 32.

f yato dharmas tato jayah; emended to 'where Vishnu is,' etc.: 21.

11-14.
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a confused fight (tumula, tumultus).* The first day, after

many duels and much * tumult/ ends resultless at sundown.f
The second day : At the Pandus5

suggestion, their comman-
der forms his forces into tin- array of Birhaspati (50. 40) already
alluded to, called ////////<# *great bird' a battle-order appar-

ently new to the warriors. The Pandus thus take the initiative,

and tin- Kimi> make a counter-array that is hot more nearly de-

tineil. luit described as '

huge.'J The Kurus' leader is in front,
but Mirronnded on all sides, as he leads the great array.g
In tin's encounter the Kuru kinjr is stationed in the middle; the

Pa IK hi king, in the rear. The metaphor of the bird-order

kept up in the details. Thus, the Pandus' com-
mander with one of the Pandus make the back-wings (palx<i

j>r$tjif'ih>\ the twin Pandus are on the left wing; Arjuna's
son, with others, on the right wing ;

while other heroes were on
the '

neck,' and still others made the '

eyes
'

;
the king of the

Pandus in the hack ( jtrstham, though 'tail' is often used), sur-

rounded by Ni>hadas; the father of the commander-in-chief is

on the 4 head.' The elephants are here disposed, not at all in the

artificial order spoken of above, as centerpieces to war-cars, nor

yet, as the Greeks describe, as a line in front, but on the tips of

the wings.
Before the Kurus advance, the king makes them an encour-

aging speech,If exhorting to courage and care of the leader.

Then the Kuru commander, with the help of Drona and the

princes, 'drew up a great (counter-) array, to which no special
name i- ^iven : but right and left flank and the king's position
in the middle are mentioned (51. 10; 52. 3). The battalions are

massed one behind another. Sign that all is ready is given by
drum and shell. Again the description becomes one of 'fore-

tighteis who led the van,'** withageneral 'horrible tumultuous
battle' a> the rank- meet (52.5); out here Arjuna singles out
I II i i-l, ma for a first attack. The second day ends, as before,
with no decisive result.

third day :
< >n this dav (56. 1 ff. to 59) Bhlshma leads

off with the rhomboid array called the f/antda^ a mythological

* Bhlshma, considering their relative position. mu>t have flung every-
inio r..Mfii>ioii by his direct onslaught upon Arjuna. Qikhniniin

has suddenly disappeared.
* prApte c& 'taw dinakare, avah&ram akitn'anta, 49. 52-58.
I 50-05 : the kr&uiicarunanama, or simply fcrduiV. \vas unseen

before this (adrrfopfirua, 50. 41). The Kurus* array is simply maM-
ryuAa(51 1

prakarfan mahatlih vdhinim. 51.11.

fpaktakotiprajKikwu patydnfeft* ca t&rawty, jagmnfy pori /'''''

*\ prAhe 'daih racanaih kdle harfayaii* tmiaya* tava, 51. 4.
**

praharatatii fre^Mfy namprahdram pracalcrire, 58. 1 ff.
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bird whose outstretched wings give the name. Here, too, the

metaphor is preserved. The commander is on the beak (tunde) ;

two chiefs on the 4

head,' two more make the '

eyes,' others are

on the 6 neck.' The king is in the rear, surrounded by hosts.

The allies are on the '

right wing
' and '

left flank
'

the meta-

phor failing, as it often does.* Against this, Arjuna and the
commander draw up an array made in the shape of a crescent

(ardhacandra\ on the '

right horn ' and '
left flank

'

of which
stand Bhima and Arjuna, while the commander with other

great knights is in the center, as is the Pandus' king. The day
ends undecided. Each commander fights in front, as we are told

(57.31). The counter-array is quite interesting. It will be
seen that, as the Kurus' garuda advanced, the van, being the

apex of a triangle, was met by a semicircular enclosing host

(crescent) on the part of the Pandus, so that the Kurus' leader,

standing on the apex, met the Pandus' leader, standing half-way
between the two horns of his own army. But the attempt of

the seven-armied Pandus to enclose the eleven-armied Kurus
seems ludicrous.

The fourth day : No especial description enlivens the dreari-

ness of the irregular combats. 'An array like a cloud ' and ' an

array
unseen before

'

(60. 7, 11) explain themselves but vaguely.
Sections sixty to sixty-nine, embracing this day, are largely in-

terpolated (65-68) with religious passages.
The fifth day : After the Vishnu interruption, the array of

the fifth day is described (69. 2 if.). Bhishma now employs the

exact reverse of that used on the third day, namely the makara,
or array consisting of two triangles, with apices making the

centre ;" bases, rear and van. The Pandus 'made their own
array

'

against this
;
each side drew out all its forces, chariots,

foot, elephants, and cavalry. Beholding the great double-trian-

gle-array of the Kurus, the Pandus brought against it the

gyena or 4

hawk,' another bird-order, <a very king of battle-

orders :

' on the front of which stood Bhima
;
the eyes of which

were the commander and Qikhandin ;
on the neck Ariuna, etc.

The king is again in the rear, and various allies on the wings.
Bhima makes the first onslaught, plunging into the makara.

Again on the part of the Pandus we find a clever attempt to

pierce the broad oncoming van of the foe, as they had before

tried to enclose the sharp van. Arjuna's position on the neck
enables him to rush at once to the rescue of Bhima, whose on-

slaught upon Bhishma is sudden and direct, showing that the
6 hawk' order was intended to facilitate a sharp attack at the

centre of the foe. The king of the Kurus urges Drona on, and

appears to be near the front soon after the battle begins. All

* dak$inam pak$am dsddya vamam ; pdrgvam avasthitdh, 56. 8-9.
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(It-rails are passed over. Tin- contest ends undecided. This
fifth day end.- with .-ection -e\ eiity-four.

Tin' sixth day: Tin* Pfindus now imitate the array of their

foes cho.-eii on tlie preceding day, after they have all 'drawn
<nt airain for battle as soon as night had passed' (75. 1

ff.). The
commander i- airain told hy the Paiidti king what to lead out.

the latter recommending the nutl-urn^ which is got ready ju-t

before sunrie Drupada and Arjuna are near the van of thi>

array: the latter'- younger Itrothers stand beside him: Hhlma
..ain the 'mouth/ and, pa ing over otheis, the commander

and Virata, the chief ally, are here found in the rear. 'Two

guards of the battle-array' form the right Hank, and five other
allie.- occupy the left. Two others are on the feet, and Ar-

juna's >on with rikhandin are on the tail (pucche). Tlie

maleara is. therefore, here imagined to be weakest at the mid-
dle fiank, which has special guards. Noticeable is the especial
\alor of I! hi in a, who incites his commander to follow him (77.

The Kuril-, to meet this, their own array, come out in the
'

<'< already adopted by the Pandus on the second day, and
not needing here another description, but that the Kuru king is

on the neck, while in the corresponding position of the second

day the lYindu king was stationed in the rear). In the further

description we have a mixture of technical terms, whereby aj>

pears that this niakara was of a 'thunderbolt' pattern: that

k probably, that it was as solid a body as the phalanx.f It is

Mated here that the soldiers all fought with their like (in ac-

Mi-dance with the formal law): that is, each horseman fought a

h"i -email, each footman a footman. This law practically held
. however, neither for the lowly nor for the exalted. K\ n \

knight kill> footmen ; every footman attack- knight-. A \er\

interesting making-oyer f the array diversifies this day. At
noon. when, a- u-ual. everything is in confu-ioii, a portion of

the IVmdii- make them-elve- up into an entirely new array.
with re\er-i<>ii to their tir>t principle.-; and, form inir a

%

needle,'

they charire the heavy phalanx of the toe. >iiccefully break it.

and n-ciie their imperiled leader.-, who have allowed them.-el\ e-

to becoiiii- cauLr lit in thecnemie-' crntr. . The >i\th day
end- with the seventy-ninth section.

lia- hi- < ril-rs from Yudliisht hira again in 87.16,
\v llfli J..1.1 (,, j^rt il| ,'i/Ki. I II fact, though

'

cniniiiaii'lfi i

tt-r than * lender' as a tran-l:it \\\ of fmti ln-rr. thi-> > M- ralissimo in c..n

-l;nitl\ 1-iiiiiinainli-il l.y m< >r- <-\ |i-rii nr-d knight- am! kin::-. Th.
miiiamli -r.' h..\\ \ <!< il Tliu- t !.

<lin'<-ts the k n i^
r

) its' "'//'""/' /''V" rtithhuili. !>. "n h'\\ to form, and tin-

appears to have IM' it In- ln.-i liusinesa.

ii-ilkilllHllli /'I" I|||KIM- tlir M-LTIllai

OO lip- -.'\ .-nth
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The seventh day : I>h!shma. still commander, 'skilled in bat-

tle-orders' (vyuhaA)iforada\ draw> out now a complete circle,
tilled with tighter.-, elephants, foot-soldiers and chariots.* This

array is
i

very hard to break.' being bordered by war-car-. >]>car-

men, and knife-men. The king i> here on a chariot, as lie

usually is; the first day's elepnant-riding for a king appears
anomalous and late. Against this the king of the IVindus

brings the fc

thunderbolt,' not further described (vajmin <i/,-<i /<>{*

81. 21, 23). The attack of the thunderbolt succeeds. The ti-ht

again becomes almost that instant a melee. Drona's son attacks

Cikhandin, and 'all the chiefs' attack Arjuna (25 and W

JT).
Here also ten horses are said to accompany one elephant ;

ten

archers, one horse
;
a hundred shield-men, one archer (81. 14).

The day ends with the eighty-sixth section. One must again
admit the correctness (I speak as one unlearned) of the tactics

said to be used by the Pandus. Against an advancing force

formed in a circle bordered with war-cars and spear-men (it will

be observed that here the elephants are not on the flank) they
placed a solid phalanx deep enough to break the line (of equal
strength throughout) opposed to them, and yet broad enough to

maintain their ground without danger of being surrounded when
once an entrance had been effected,f
The

eighth day : Again a new array appeal's, but without

enlightening name. The Kurus (87. 1-13) make an array
'
like

the sea.'J At the head of this huge body stands the com-

mander, surrounded as usual; the king with his brothers far

behind. On the Pandu side, their king directs the commander
to make a counter-array, but does not suggest the form. The
latter disposes the troops in an entirely new order I am doubt-
ful whether to call it a triangle or a square. Its name is grn-

gdtaka
t the horned array' ;

of the horns, the two mentioned
are filled by Bhima and Satyaki, with their < several thousand

war-cars, steeds, and foot.' Arjuna's position is between

them; the king also occupies the middle position, while brave
warriors who know the statutes on arrays fill the battle-order.

Others are in the rear. From the commentator this would
seem to be an array in the shape of a Greek cross (catusp<till-

* The circle complete is called mandala, distinguished from the half-
moon above described, but not from the synonyms of mandala, viz.

padma or padmaka (lily), cakra (wheel).

f My temporary contemplation of these battle-arrays as if historical
formations, instead of poetic fancies, is of course a mere matter of con-
venience. The much added-to and long elaborated descriptions of the
war-scenes are betrayers of their own non-primitive character : under-

lying which we have, however, certain ancient battle-orders preserved,
and many vMa. avdptiv from an earlier period.

\ sdgaropama or sdgarapratima, ib. .1 and 13.

vyuhafdstravigdraddh, 87. 19, 20.
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iir tlu- de-cription would moiv imply a r riangle-array
with tin- ba>e a- van. Immediate confu.-ion prevents further

anaiy-i- of tlii> order. Tin- eighth day ends with tin.- ninety
sixth section.

Tlu- ninth and tenth day> : The.-e proent no technical names,
but tin- ordering of the array i> instructive. After a conver-

i and di-pute between the Kuril king and coinmander
the former docrihe- t< hi> brother the I'andu array.

Tw. heroefl form a left and right wheel-guard as protectors of

Arjuna: he in turn i> the protector of rikhandin."* The king
now bids liis brother see to it that rikhandin >hall not kifi

Bhiflhma. Aocordin^j the prince puts Bhlshma l>efore him,
and H> advancc> i/V^.v///^/// jn'<nn nk/mtnh krti'tl j)r<i ijd ij<lu^ 50);
on which Arjuna calls out "put Tikhandin hcfore Bhisnma, and
I will he his protector' <y///////, .Mi. The Kuril commander had
refused to kill rikhandin. Thi> heinr arranged, the array is

completed on the Kuru>' >ide. and met by one on the part of
the I'andu-. The position of ditferent forces is given, but no
name of the array.- i- mentioned. The Kuru kiniz; is in the

centre, the Paiidu in the van, of his array (99. 1-10). With
OB one hundred and seven this day ends; and on the tenth

day < lux. ;; |V. i. after the extraordinary interpolation of the

niirh! vi-it to HhT.-hma. the IVindus put rikhandin ahead and
make the battle-order. Bhima and Arjuna are his wheel-

iriiard-. The commander i> here in the rear, but not so far

Lack as the kinitr f the I'jlndus and X'irato. The Kunis, anx-
i'ii- i" protect niilslmia, after

j)uttiiiir
him in front, follow

him cloM*. He apj)oint> the infernal l>attle orders,f not ex-

Tory through tlieir name-. Arjuna is as usual the fore

tighter, except that lie guards the wheel of rikhandin.* Ar-

juna ha- to encourage rikhandin bv shouting
* do not fear, I

will kill Bhishma' (110. 2), The Kiirus all attack Arjuna as

k- to kill lihi-hma: 1 Ie \va> wounded often, but was
iMit afraid/ it i- -aid: and a^ain : 'Arjuna alone, warding off

many, mut- tlu- Kuru-.' It i- he who * make- the king of the

Kuru- tly and cru-he- hi- army' i 1 1 1. .

The end of the tenth day clt-e.- the sixth 1 k. The tir-t

decided vict.ry i- gained by the IVindu.-. The Kuril com-
:n. Tin- e\.-nini:. therefore, the Kuru king se-

lect^ MI imander in the per-on ol I >r.i. a. the old teacher

ill the t ami I i.-- but pledged to -upport the Kuru-. and the

natural foe of the IVindu-' allies).

nnAna; AIJH !S. 47-48.
16.

*
CoillpJiri- "r/n,,,,!,,;,,,,,,!-/,,-,!, f

,,-, rti,,-,/, /,//,./>/.-,///,, r,kh<ln,lilni in
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The eleventh day : Thi> i> tin- tir>t day of Dnma's general-

ship, and begins with tlie seventh book which, as the elder

Holtzmann said, is replete with repetitions and additions.

The new commander usually discards the arrays used by hi>

predecessor, and shows considerable skill in combining differ-

ent orders. The Pandiis, however, from now on strike out

nothing new, but either use old forms or imitate those of

Drona. The latter's novelties are the wedge, and a combina-
tion of the wedge and wheel. Besides the>e lie uses the rhom-

boid, under the technical name of suparna (for yarnda}, and
the circle, here called cakra (wheel).* On the first day no

new details of warfare appear. Drona makes the wedge array,
and it is met by the krdunca,

'

bird-array,' already described.

This day ends with the sixteenth section of the seventh book.
The twelfth day (conspirators' day): The warfare of this

day is diversified by the conspirators (who have sworn to kill

Arjuna) making their own '
battle-order' in the shape of the

moon, and advancing with this 'array' of a comparatively
small number of men.f In like manner, after Drona has sud-

denly advanced ' drawn up in full array' (vyudfamika), the

Pandas as suddenly (20. 4) make up a counter-array in the

shape of a semi-circle (mandaldrdhd), probably the same as

the ( crescent' that they used (to meet a similar attack) on the

third day.' The Kuru king is in the van with his brothers.

Drona's order, so suddenly brought against the Pandus, is in-

cidentally mentioned under the name of the *
bird' (suparna),

employed by Bhishma long before. This scene is probably an
imitation of the earlier one, as the seventh book as a whole is

later. We are told that a whole aksduhinl guarded the right
flank (9).

It is rather remarkable to find the important posi-
tion of the 'neck' taken by Qakas, Yavanas, and Kambojas.
The whole day is rather tumultuous (tumula, sukalila, 32. 7

'

).

though an attempt at order is pretended. This day ends with
the thirty-second section.

The thirteenth day : Another '
circle'-array is formed, noted

as especially hard to penetrate.^ The king here is in the mid-

dle, the commander in the van (pramukhe or ogre). The '
fol-

lowers' (anugdh, socii) as usual attend the princes. The Pan-

dus have no mentioned form. They seem especially to dread

the circle. The princes royal guard the king's chariot-wheels

on the Kuru side, and make much ado about it.
||

The day
ends with the eighty-third section.

* The cakravyuha is prophesied for the war : e. g. i. 67. 118.

\ vyuhyd 'nikam candrdkdram, 18. 1 : compare 7.

1 durbhida, abhedya ; cakravyuha : vii. 33. 14, 19 ; 34. 13.

Compare the hurried colloquy of the chiefs before Abhimanyu's
death, and Arjuna's remark in 72. 20.

|| ardsthdne$u vinyastdlj, kumdrdh, 34. 14.
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The fourteenth dav: Tin- bcgin> with the eighty-seventh
section. Tin- night ha> been -pent in griffon the part of the

lYmdus. the son of Arjuna having Keen ha>ely killed, for

which Arjuiia swears revenge. This day alone continues in t

tin- night. Torches take the place of the sun. The battle-

array is indicated in advance. It shall be composed of a

'wedge and circle':* that is, as the following explanation
shows, the wedge forms the front, tlie circle the rear, of the

whole combination. The object <>i this array IB twofold: tir>t.

to form an offensive front; and >econdly, to make a posterior
order impenetrable enough to rotore to courage the frightened
.la\adratha i whom Arjuna has sworn to slay), and enable

him t> go into the tight. The two portions aiv described in

double metaphors : the wagon' and '

needle' on the one hand,
the wheel* and *

lily" on the other. It is the most ponderous
and unwieldy of all the arrays described, and is represented in

..HI- account as follow- (^7. _!<> tV. t. After the troops, with a

hy-play f >kilt'ul manoeiivivs with sword and bow,f have ad-

vanced. some of the royal princes station themselves, with half-

a-thousand elephants bearing soldiers, at the head of the army,
-tanding in the extreme van ( *//////// 7/v. -Jl), to protect Jayadra-
tlia. TJie array wa> invented and personally arranged by ]Jrona.

It ha- two parts: the tii*st consists of a force twelve ^ / ////>//*

in depth, and at the back of this stands a 'hinder part,' live

/'//7/r///.v Iung4 The array includes the common infantry, the

chariots, the elephant>. and the cavalry. The officers were ar-

ranged here and there' (23).
'

Now,' it is said,
4 in the back of

thi- (whole c'ombiimtion) was a lily, an embryo-array, very hard

to pierce; and, again, there was made a concealed arrav sta-

tioned in the middle of this lily-with-a-needle-array." That is,

the lily, oi- circular array at the back of the wedge. wa> an

enclosure for another needle-shaped array. At the head of

thi> ( needle' were stationed Kritavarman : next cume two allies

with their force-; next to these, Duryodliana and Karna; then.

a hundred thousand -oldiers stationed in the wedge' and guard
ing the front, that i>. the f<i-e-paiM in general. Hack of all

the>e. mi the Hank of the needle and right in the middle of the

rear of the lily (cf. 7.".. l^Ti, stood .layadratha. \\\\\ mi the van of
the whole wrdgr' -the general arra\ en-lo>ing the

lily' and
' needle' i -tnnd the commander. I> There are then three

* yaka(ah p<i 0d 'nltm r// ////////. \ i

f carantnx tr nxi nn'ininiic cti illnnini'ni'ir<i>i /'<- '" ' '/:'"/". '

i Compare with tl the statement in 11 tiiat tin- warriors sur-

$ tucifMiflwa must be interpreted 'lilv endodnK a needle/ as i

cakrofaka^a means the wedge <> \vagon and \\li-. I
.

id rwise we should have Jayadratha on tin- Hank <>t th. ..... t. i i

whereas the whole arrangement is mad.- in ..rdi-r in hid.- liim

d--| a mass ;( s |M.SSJ|,|,..
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array- : an all-including wedge->haped order (at the head of

which stood Dronai; a circular array in the hack part of this

wedge, extending live-twelfths <>f the distance from the rear to

the van of tin' wedge ; a secret hidden array (inside the circular

array) shaped like a needle, the Hank of which was in the rear-

centre of this circular array : and here the man to he defended
>t>od.

To oppose this array, the IVindus formed another, hut of

what sort we are not told, the numbers only being indicated.

Interesting as is the array, more
. interesting is the scene in

the latter part of the day. So undecided is the conflict that

when, with the setting of the sun, darkness comes, the troops
are ordered still to light on, and later still commanded to

pause only to supply themselves with lights. The army is

withdrawn, a new array is made. It is like the arrays made
hy the gods and demons.* It is now near midnight (niqltlic
Ihaimve sati, 165. 20

;
168. 26), when the king, seeing all order

gone, reforms the army, and after doing so cries
'
cast aside

your weapons, seize the glowing torches.' This they do. Five

lanterns (vidlpaka) are fastened on every war-car, three torches

(pradlpakd) are attached to every elephant, and one to every
horse. Thus the Kurus.
The Pandus placed seven torches on each elephant and ten

on each car (163. 16, 17, 28), and two on the back of each horse,
before and behind, while others were hung upon the standards

of the war-cars. The infantry carried oil-lamps (pdvakatdila-
/ttfxtdh, 18

; jvalitagnihastdh, 29). It was light as day.
The order of fighting is as confused as ever. Yudhishthira

appears in advance with Qikhandin behind him (183) ;
Drona

divides the army into two parts ;
and the Pandus' aim is to

k

split the front ranks'f by forcing Arjuna to the front (dji-

Qirsa) to
' burn his foes.' The ease with which he breaks the

great array and kills Jayadratha is not less than that with
which most of the arrays are disposed of. No matter how
large or skilfully planned, they were nothing but masses ready
to flee, headed by a few knights. And Arjuna happened to be
the best knight.

This long contest weakens the Kurus. Arjuna has his re-

venge; the Kurus' leader Drona is also slam (184 to 193),
while the Pandus' commander and the best knights are still

alive. Worthy of notice is the fact that on the morning of

this second day the soldiers stop fighting at sunrise to offer

the orison (186. 1-4). Nothing of immediate interest breaks
the monotony of tedious recital, except still more tedious inter_

*
Apparently referring to the light : cf . ulkdQdta, 164. 5

; the descrip-
tion is from 163. 10 ff.

f bhindhy anlkam, apasavyam imun kuru, 186. 11, 13.
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polated tracts; and tin* tight drag> slowly to the end of tin-

seventh book, completing here at la.-t the fourth and tiftli

davs of Drona's commaitderehip, tin- fourteenth and fifteenth

of the whole war.

I>rona, although as strong .as if he were hut sixteen, frai

eighty-five years of age (!'.'". 4:1 .. and a voimger man is now
cln-rii (-..niniander to take his place. No better description of

this ceremony occurs than the x-ene at the opening of the

eighth hook. The Kuril- h>ld a consul tat ion after the Pandit
are in 1 tattle-order (10. Iff.) The regular miniMvr- of civil atVair>

are present at the council, but scarcely share in it, as all is done

by the knights. The prince makes a speech, and expounds the

need of the hour. Acvatthaman follows, and proposes Karna
as the new coinmander. The prince compliments Karna, and

says:
'

I know thy valor and thy love for me; be thoti our com-

mander.'* The king continues (to encourage this youngest of

commanders) :
4 Our former commanders, BTiishma and Drona,

were old and weaker men and were (therefore) slain ; IJhishma

being dead and Drona being dead, Karna shall conquer the Pan-

du>' i iM. 25, 38).
Karna replies :

4
1 have said that 1 would slay

the Pandus. I will he thy commander.' Then the formal con-

secration is performed. Water is poured upon the knight, and
thi- act i- regarded as a religious ceremony.t The vessels used,
of earth and gold, have been previously made holy. The ex-

ercises are such as accompany a coronation. The seat is of
<n)

'

n ut la i>a wood, the cover is linen, the performance
k
is ac-

cording to the rule of the qdstraj and 'with one mind the

prie-N. the kni<rht>. the men of the people-caste, and the slaves

rejoiced over the con>errated knight' (47). The priests that

aided the ceremony are then fed. and they unite with the iv-

ular prai>er>' in extolling the new commander.
We miirht pause here to ask whether thi> was not originally

a coronation -er\ ice : whether the .similarity between the elcc

tion to genendship and that to king-hip doe> not lie in the fact

that thev were at tir-t i<lcntical; whether. a> royal power ^n-w
(|itlVr<-iit from battle-power, the king did not find it n-

sary to choose a (practical i chief, another king, of the lighting

class, incapable him-elf of directing the >oldier>' powei- on

tin- tii'll: whether, therefore. thi> ccrcniMiiy i- not >impl\ a

-urvival: whether the mention ,,f all the ca>te> rejoicing do-
not indicate a former assembly of tin- people at large. \\\\\ he-

It i.H inUwHtiiiK to note here tin /"' "'-"-' t"ll'\\l l.\ \\\.

iiiil Him ;i-:nii l.\
'

tliiii' in B4, I

> command'' r. HP km- Mj * rar* QntU fcheoeremoi . and
th. n dn.].v .ivrain irto the UHual thou' : see belN^

/ armond, 4.
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yond the suggestion there is nothing. No proof of this ex-

cept that, in combination with the electoral legends spoken of

in a former paragraph, there e\i>t> no <} jn-iori reason for re-

jecting what appears at once as the simplest explanation of

the historical significance of this election to generalship.*
The sixteenth day (viii.ll. 13 if.) : With the noise of horns

and the usual musical accompaniment of forming the order of

the day, the new commander draws out the double array, con-

sisting of two triangles, of which the apices form the centre,
and the bases make the van and rear, respectively (makara).
This has already been employed by the Kurus on the fifth, and

by the Pandus on the sixth dav. The commander stands on
the 4 snout' of the sea-beast witfi which this array is compared.
The Hawk and the Owl (two great chiefs) are the '

eyes' ;

Drona's son is on the *

head,
7 with the i neck' full of followers.

The left foot (vcwnapdda) holds Kritavarman
;
the right, Gau-

tama
; Qalya stands on the left rear

(* after-foot,' anupade yo
vamah, 19) ; Duhgasana, on the right rear

;
the two brothers

Citra and Citrasena keep the '
tail

'

(puccha). Then it is the

Pandus' part to arm against this array.
' Now looked the king

on Arjuna, and said :

" It is a vast array ;
draw out against

this mighty host whatever form you will."
'

Then Arjuna
guarded against this array by means of a half-moon array

(ardhacaaidrena), on the left flank of which he stationed

Ehima, on the right Dhrishtadyumna, while he himself stood

in the middle with the king, back of whom were stationed the

twin brothers. Now Arjuna's wheel-guard were the two Pan-

calas, 'who, being protected by him, did not desert him in

the fight.'f All the other knights were placed as before the

opening of the first day's battle, according to their ability or

zeal.J That is to say, in arranging the knights, the force

brought with each ally had to be regarded in reference to its

efficiency as a counterpoise against any one body standing on
the other side. What these bodies were could easily be made
out by the ensigns and decorations. ' Then beat the drums,
then rolled the cars, and the armies danced toward each other,

wing by wing, forewing by forewing; glorious was the sight
of the army, like unto the full moon in its glory.' But on
their meeting follows as ever confusion, amid the 'clash of

arras of every kind' (12. 1-10). With the thirtieth section

ends the sixteenth day, the first of Kama's generalship.

* I have already noted the fact that the commander must not only be
a hero, gura, but ' of good family' : kulmati, ii. 5. 46

;
so R. ii. 109. 40 ;

and in R. ii. 109. 28 ' a hero and samgramanltijnaS
f nd 'rjunam jahatur yuddhe pdlyamdndu kiritind, 31 : an unusual

use for *

protected.'
\ yathdbhdgaih yathotsdhaih yathdyatnarh ca, 32 : compare vi. 1. 30.
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The seventeenth day: I Jut Karna is unsucce t'ul. With
the comin;: of another eve'iin;: l, a> cmne no advance a^ain-i
mi-fortune. Another tent-council i- held. Tin- relation-

hetween kin;:, ally, and knight an- nowhere Letter shown
than in thi.- \Ve nm-t reinemher that Karna was the

knight in the Kuril-' estimation. and that he was a prime
fa\orite of the kin;:. Witli the close ..f Kan a'- tir-t day thev
make a council* tol.7. //"/////<//// /////////////////'). to see what
ran le done in order t. render KarnaV lack of success less

tor the lollo\vinr day: tor they are 'like >nakes reft of poi-
son and crushed under foot/ It i> the \vi>li of the kinir that

:ly (/alya. a fanioii> ehai'ioteer, slioiild MTVI- Karna in thi>

capacity on the morrow. (/alya. who >ulejiientlv leconie>

commander. i> evidently an\iou> t< iret the latti-r ]>o>itioii, and i>

anu'ert-d at the j>nj)o>al that he sliuiild st-rvi- Karna. K
him>elf, furious at his want of success after so much boasti \\^.

stand> in the tent %

j>iv>sinr hand on hand, and ra^in^ like a

>nake.' The kin;: luvak> hi> |nj>osal to (/alya : \\'e will ^..

hehind yui. <> (/alya; do thou he charioteer to Karna and >a\e
the K urns.'* lint (/alya. although l>ein<; addressed with def-
erence. Arrows so an^ry that hi> lrow i> wrinkk-d into a tri-

an^le.-*- being 'mad with pride of hi> family and hi> kini^ship,
hi- learning and hi> foTOtt;' and he says : 'Much thou insuU-

^t much, thou >on of the (iandharl. when thou
-- to me so confidently 'let him he a charioteer,' and think-

604 K ;.: a i- a Letter than we. I do not play escort to mv
ejual; point out anyone here >uj>erior to me, and I will con-

(juer him in contlict ; then I will p. whence I have come; OT
I will tii:ht alone. I.ook at my prowess in war; in>ult me not ;

-ee my thick arm-: Kehold my lm\vs and arnw>. mv car and
cluh; 1 am one tit to de-troy my toe-; why then einplov me
in the la-e work of In-ill^ a charioteer t-> thi> Inw-hurn knight.
thi- I- it -hame when one put- a Letter man
under the control nf a svorser a l.ettei- man. who ha.- come to

him and -land- under hi.- power for 1,,\ .

perch i-

oiiLr to
ijii'itf

in full, hut thi- e\tra<-t -ho\v- it- t..ne. lie

i- especially in-nlte<l l.ecaii-e Karna him>elf i- nnthin^ | m t the
!iai-i..teer .a- the world

.-ujipo.-e.- i. for tl'. ->\ste-

dith" Ome from the mouth of ( ,,,d, the \\.ir

from hi- arm-, the people from hi- thiirh-. the slaves

ni ill.- lir^i \,-r-r tin- ki resented as 'hum
-|MM-tfllll\ Ills ;,||\

sanitlo/. *ica*yu mmsya): bfute work/ a, limn niyok-
llv 'aiiv |,an

MIVHSVS ralya with -thun'aii.l -Sir'cJM -\
: ( :| |\., QMg ( |,,,/
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from his feet; the warriors are protectors, restrainers, givers,
etc., the slave- are -ervants of all, and a charioteer is servant
to priesr> and warriors. Shall I then, a consecrated kino-, l, ( ,ni

of a royal-seer family, called a great knight, honored and

praised of praise rs shall I he charioteer to a charioteer's son !

Thou hast insulted me; 1 will not tight ; I will go hack to nix-

own country.'* The kino-, however, appeases Karna gradually,
by "speaking in a soft voice/ and complimenting (/alva highly;
adding that he does not wish Qalya to 'hold the horses,' hut
to impress the foe hy his presence; concluding with the tale

of the god's grandfather, who once served as charioteer to

the gods. Qalya is at length mollified, and apologizes to tin-

king and Karna ;f using as he does so the respectful
'
Sir' to

the king, and quoting the familiar proverb
' Self-blame, self-

praise, blame of another, praise of another these are four
acts not practiced by the Aryans' (45). But the quarrel is not

ended. Karna begins to boast again, and Qalya remarks that

Karna always boasts till he hears his enemy's horn. Karna
retorts by a curse, calls Qalya a miserable fool who knows noth-

ing about fighting, and vituperates his country as well, ex-

patiating at length on all the vices of Qalya's countrymen and

countrywomen,^ till the king stops the strife; and without
further ado they go amicably to battle, Qalya claiming, how-

ever, the right of standing with the commander.
The new array of Karna and Qalya is called 'the kino- of

* It is odd that ' restrained (samgrahitar) in 45 is a term actually used
at times to designate a charioteer.

f yat tu karnam aham bruydm . . mama tat ksamatdm sarvam bJia-

vdn karnaq ca sarvagah, 35. 43.

\ 40. 15-16, 17 ff. : compare 44.5-7 on Vahikas, and again 45. 19 if.,

where the Pancanadadharma gives an insight into the recognition of

Aryan and un-Aryan law in the Punjab, and marks the time of the scene.
A long interpolation occurs in 45. The knight is approached as by

a suppliant so long as the king desires his consent and help. When all

is arranged, and the promise given, the king is king again. Compare
ix. 6. 17 ff. The chiefs surround him whom they desire to be com-
mander. They give him ' words of victory.' The king stands on the

ground, and the chief, who is here reluctant to assume the dangerous

same interchange of person noticed above
;
for when the king has ob-

tained consent he consecrates the knight, saying,
' Thee I elect to the

commandership ; protect thou us, destroy our foes' (sdindpatyena va-

raye tvdm . . so 'smdn pdhl jahi gatriln). The chief's answer is here
formal :

'

I will fight the Pandus at the head of thy army. I will be

thy leader of armies ;
I will arrange a battle-array through which the

foes shall not break,' literally 'cross' (na tariyyanti yam pare, ix. 7.5).

sendpranetar is here the title preferred, but the titles vdhinlpati, ca-

mupati, sendpati, ak$duhinipati, dhvajinlpati (vi. 54. 91 : cf. Kam. Nit.
xviii. 43), though not equally common, aro all synonymous.
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arrays:' hut though tin- relative portion of the f> . iven.

nothing very definite can he Cleaned from the description. It

he IK.ted That, a- hefore. tin- commander is set aside hy
the kin.L

r "f the IVindu-. who tells Arjuna > l:. 81 to draw up any
arra\ /'////

7//////7 //o which -eem- he-t to oppose to that nf

the Kuril.-, which, in turn. 5- merely called
/////-/^/.syw//////

ing 11- in douht which nf Uriha-pati'- invention- i- in-

tend' docriptive name <1' the Pandu-' array is -up-

llii-.,
Thf end nf the eighth h(nk, <r i-eally the sev-

enth -ectinii .!' the ninth, clnsi-s thi> dav. whei'ein tlie execu-

tinn nf UhiniaV ancient v.w t<> drink 1 )nhca-;Mia's heart's

hlnod i> de-crihed i viii. >:;.:;;,; hut. except fr rhi> and a sud-

den party intere>t in the pa ive ^nds is7.4i> il'.. .|s,. no scene
t' particular cnn>ejueiice .n-eiirs till we reach the end. Here

it i> pretended that Arjuna. at tirst unwilling t kill Karna

unlawfully* I'.HI. 7i. i> persuaded t> dn sn hy divine intluence.

.'!.:.:,,. and his <|iiondain charinteei- i- electe<l oom-
niander fr the next day.
The eiirhteenth and la>t day (lX.8.24 ll'. i : <

4'alya Btendfl in

fmnt in the nmuth* of the new array. On his left i- Krita-

an and the Tri<j;arta> ; on the right, (iautama. surrounded
ika- and Vavanas, hehind whom >tand> I )mna

%

s son with
the

kanihojas.
The kin_ir nceiipi(>> the centre, guarded hy Kuru>.

"ray of Kuril- <r IVindns i> mentioned bV name, thoUffb it is

.-iirnitieant that the Kuril kinif i- airain in the centre, while the

I'andii kinir. with his line u///7/w> nf men. advance- rio-ht-for-

ward airain-t the cnjinnander <>n the oppo>ite >ide. The IVin-

du> are here at the miNet divided intn three general divisions,
which, Imwever. >nn hecnine eoinniin^led.
The tiirht 5> at la-t iver. The Kunis are utterly routed.

k'uru kinir. wounded, i> found at nii^ht hy his own chief,-,

and, iirimrant nf the u-el
' the a<-;. iratefi aimther

chic! ! dies, Kidding water he fetched in a cup i/w/,/,-,,

. which he pmir- <>n the head of liis cho.-en ehi-

I'.ut the Pandu- nieel no more array-. Tln-\ arc -urpri-ed
at nii:ht and o\crt In-own and their enniinander i- -lain.*

I. ObwwU W 'ml I" //',/*/. I turn n\\ to a

eoii-ideratinii of the i:-enei-al practice- iii war. ha-ed upon the
:\en ah-

The Hindu <-amp i- a miniat ui'e town, a- we -aw at the he-

BCOnd di\ i-inn of tin- paper. Kadi ann\ in

the war described in the Kpic had time to con-tniei a camp he

and in it we find, he-idr- the military, imt nnh
min-treU and \\omeii of low order, hut al-<. wom,-n of hirtli.

*
I'- : ii i

- 1 1.. i.i .

i .1
1 (" >ii, i :M. 'lit of a

< 'in in. i ml. i .
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The camp U'ini: IK-MI- the town, women and old UHMI visit and
wander through it at all times, even watching the fighting.

Draupadi. VairatT, and Suhhadra are. for instance, all in cum p.

and bewail the death of Abhimanvn. Tin.- old men that linger
in the camp form an escort for the women at the close of the

war, and escort them hack to town in wagons drawn by asses.*

The four castes are in camp, and (perhaps with the priests)

implied in battle, where' (as <pioted above, p. 185) a priest is

challenged, and where it is >aid that glory and heaven are the

reward of him that clies in battle, whether he be a warrior, a

man of the people-caste, or a slave. This subject has, however,
been discussed above, with the inference to be drawn from the

character of Drona and his son, and the application of the
' blood-for-blood

'

rule.f
The arrangement of the forces in the field may be compared

with the forty-six peoples brought into battle by Xerxes. The
allies, as in Koman warfare, are generally the wings, alee, but
we find them often in van or centre. Each allied host is a com-

plete army in itself, and the tie connecting the different divi-

sions is very weak, being visible only in the opening of the

battle, where the nominal order of the commander-in-cnief still

obtains. I have already casually observed that the station of

the commander depends entirely on the exigencies of the

moment. He has no regular position ;
but his title with his acts

would persuade us that his regular place was in the van4
On the Kuru side in the war, the first commanders are ven-

erable in themselves as well as ex qfficio. The venerable uncle

and teacher do not need their new rank to ennoble them. Thus
one of them says to the king (his family inferior),

'

go back,

* Compare the camp, v. 152. 8
;

ii. 23. 21 ff . ;
vi. 121. 4 ; vii. 85. 12 ; wail-

ing of the women, vii. 78. 36 (compare ib. 127. 24) : old men and escort,
ix. 29. 65, 73 ;

vi. 19. 22.

f The words in viii. 47. 18-19 are : te$dm antakaram yuddham . .
,

k$atravifaudravirdndm dharmyarh svargyam yagaskaram. In v. 179.

25,
*

raising a weapon' lowers a priest to the warrior-caste ; but Drona,
whether truly or not, is thought of only as of priestly-caste : avidhyad
brdhmanam samkhye, vii. 117. 26 (compare viii. 15. 29 ; 55. 33-35 : tyatri-
yena dhanur ndmyam sa bhavdn brdhmanabruvah, above, p. 94).

\ This is the earlier position, so to speak ; for at first the commander
was the active general. Thus he is netd, praneta, i. e. prcetor in its

first sense (compare ix. 6. 17 ; 7. 4, etc.) ; and the words addressed to
him are praydtu no bhavdn agre . . anuydsydmahe tvd, vii. 6. 9. Subse-

quently, success in battle depended on policy as much as on individual

fighting ;
with civilization came more strategy. To this later period \\

must refer the commander as minister and diplomat. In the well-known
story of v. 156. 4 ff., the priests fought with the warriors, but were de-
feated every time, though aided by the people-caste and the slaves. At
last they hit on the device of getting a commander-in-chief. Thereby
they defeated the warriors. This is not strength, but brains.
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ihy-eltV and goe> him>elt to the front ivi.'.O. Hi; neither

such command nor obedience in tins i-egard being paralleled by
lYmdii acti-.n. where the commander lacked the native autl it r-

ity. lint though tin- commander doe> not often interfere with

the kini/- per-onal movements, to watch and pre-erve him is

one of lii> chief dutie>. and /'//>// rilllmnii are words always
on his lip>. For This purpose he order- individual knigl its over

tlie field, and >end> them hither and thither.* The king dot-

not he-itate to revile the commander, nor doe> the commander
shrink from telling the king that he is a fool. The two stand

on a footing of friendly intimacv.t
The commander^ of' the two forces sometimes come- OUT hc-

rhe ho.-t- and battle in -ingle combat 'for all the world to

see.' Neither i> guarded, for individual knights
'

guard others

i the king, etc.),
but are not themselves guarded.'^

r he forces em
| )l(ye<l, besides national divisions, we must

make others that are not generally >|>eciiied. The <v//'//W/////////

////A//// i> an <'<tn // y ///////v/////// ; 'that is, an array perfect in all

it- i>art>. of which four are most prominent. These we mu>t

aLrain divide, for the first part of the quadrate is the elephant
. and the>e animals are either driven individually i ridden

:'r example) or by many low-fighters ; the second

part i- the cavalry, and these 'accompany war-cars, or make a

>olid xjnadron ; the third part, designated as knights in chariot-.

i- to hr -imilarly divided ; and the common foot-soldiers are di-

vi.-ihle bv their function-. ,-i> ai'chers, swordsmen, etc.. while >oine

called the f.t are in reality riders. Then, again, by quality
we mn-t divide into the generals and captains, into simple pra-

'

-.v ,! fore-liLr hters (tne especially brave, but not of ranki.

and the ordinar.
The captain-. falatMtickydk) have already been referred to.

Influential and of jiermanent rank i to bribe them in jx-acc be-

unien<le<l to the king. ii. 'icy excel in peculiar

* Compare vi. 92.2<: \ii. 111.30, etc. Duryodhana is tli kiim in all

-ee above, p. in.
tie <-,,nim;iMl<T tlin> <l;ii in- i- ^naili-il with \vor.l-\v. -Mpon-' l.y tin-

i.-ini 'goading
1 between 1^11- 01 KriL-iit :m<i

'it t:iki-- pl;i'-, | n fit I
s

'.'. ">
v tin- kin- -;ilU 1" hi- hT..,-: "what

"ii \v IHTC t hr tiuht in

i (Mlint- K:i I Mil I'ltl.Th ;t- i|<. ;ill kli

then f.Miirhi. o< conquered : i.-ilk not, i-m tiu'iit : th"u tr-i-

with,, ut li'iiit. I.M.-i-st whili- thoii B6M( tin- !' ii"!.' \ ii l" s
. 1

s IV. K:irn;i

tn "ii tin- let, and at

length paciflex 1 1 1
'

i M l.*JI. i:{ \\. Th,- <-c>inin:ui<l' T thu- \ ilitii-- ; ( |.nn< :

th-.ii ;irt ;i

tuMtrl Moos, vdMfM t^
nee retreats, 'pn-t.-miuiL:

'// krtvA, \ tr.).

tin- role, lik-' many, i- nt with"iit i>xi-i>|itions.
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knowledge and universal capacity (*///vv////^A///r//v'Vy7/wf/<7//, U.

ii. 109.39). The fore-fighters* are either 4 heroes' (gurdk). <>r

the latter's followers (i//it/(/(7h, also (inm-iirtlh^ wlm to^-ctluT

lead the van; or a troop of brave but coinnum IIKMI placed be-

fore others. Between the 'followers,' the padanmjtih (viii. in; .

"_?.
etc.)

seem to be the .common followers, and ont^oA more
the 000M of the leading knight, as these terms are usually cm-

ployed; though conversely mmi/ah may designate tin- \\liolr

army following. The '

army-guards,' senagopah, are special

heroes, selected not as leaders of reserve, but as watchers of the

wings and tail of the army, yet active in the fight,f
The whole action of the army depends theoretically on the

commander-in-chief
;
and although this is not so on the side of

the Pandus, where the to-be-lauded heroes are made most

prominent, yet even here such consideration is shown for the

position that it seems as if there were in this office a survival

of one more important than it is. The commander is repre-
sented as all in all as regards defeat. At his fall the army is

ipso facto routed.^
The Guru-commander commands both by silence and by

speech. None would dare to fight without being ordered by
him (vii. 112. 14). But, especially in the election, other signs
remain that the office of commander is a survival of the king's
own office. The king is put forward more and more, not as

a fighter, but as a *

friendly sign,' to encourage the soldiers,
and his position in front is even thus casually explained.^
The early king was his own commander; the later com-

mander-in-chief represented the dying military function of the

now effeminate monarch. Thus written, from that later pe-

* Compare praharatdm gre^hdh prahdram sampracakrire, vi. 52. 1
;

46. 13, etc.

f sendgopah, vii. 163. 7 ; sendgoptd, ib. 10
; sdinikah, vii. 2. 9.

\ Compare of Qalya's death the remark tasmin hate hatarh sarvam,
ix. 7. 37 (imitated R. vi. 44. 40, hate tasmin hatam sarvam tarn hanis-

yami). Compare the passage vii. 122. 12 ff. : vidrute tvayi sdinyasya
ndyake ko 'nyah sthdsyati, and ih. 27. Qalya told the king to order a
retreat as soon as Karna fell, viii. 95. 4.

' Without the leader the army
cannot stand a moment,' vii. 5. 8.

Wilson's remark that the general remains in the rear (Works, iv.

305) is one of those theoretical statements that opening the Epic alone

disproves. The '

sign,' literally
*

well-marked/ vii. 34. 18, is a late
and novel idea ;

but the idea of the king as a ' sun enveloped in
clouds' (viii. 7. 16), i. e. as a spectator of battle, is common

; it is, how-
ever, also late, and the fact that the Kuru king is more often repre-
sented thus, while the Pandu king is more often an individual, inde-

pendent fighter, points to their relative civilization. There were more
prowess-deeds to record of one than of the other. A kingly survival in

the commander's office may be found in the vives shouted at his elec-

tion : jiva, jahi qatrun ; and the kingly word anugddhi kuriin (used of
a commander), ix. 7. 10

;
vii. 4. 11.
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Hod tin- armies aiv both provided with a commander. Hut

the lYindiis' commander is a tigure-liead. while that of the

more advanced Kurus is all-important.
Tin- gem-nil order of the day remains to be considered. It

is ridiculously assumed that the battle-order of the morning is

intact at night : and at the end of the eleventh day 'tin- two

armies withdrew to camp, according to their divisions, their

rder. and their >jiiads.' an absurd remark in face of the utter

disorder of the whole day.*
What was the condition on the tield in actual battle * There

was no order whatever, after the first plunge into the tight. As
BOOO as the armies meet, we read that there was complete disorder

,vii.!8TiI 5).
This is caused in two ways. The mass is help-

tnd imbecile, left to itself; the knight is reckless and tool-

hardy. Instead of remaining to attack the division allotted t<

him 'at the outset of the day, he rushes about wherever he

plea-cs. and the slightest incident sends him shooting trans-

ver-ely across the field, discomforting
his friends almost as

much as his foes. The knightly proficiency in k

inan<euvres,'

either of weapon-skill or of chariot-skill, leads directly to this

individual excellence and weakness of the mass. It is a

com hat of duels and push. Each knight flings himself in

front of another, and the two then 'circle,' or wheel alout

each other, in the method admired by the Greek observers, un-

til ..IK- i- confused or weakened; for the charioteers do the

twi-tin;r 'except incidentally), while the knights have to keep
their balance and shoot. As the cars constantly tip over,

Mooting must have leen, as described, rather wild. Mean-
while the regiments led by the knights into the field either

stand stock-still and look on at the spectacle, or they fling
them -elves against each other, two unheeded masses, and. cut-

md chopping each other in a promiscuous manner, lend

their weight against the foe. More than weight we can

scarcely (-all it. No individual common man i- important.
While tlii- by-play gotv- on, one kniglit i> slain or tiers.

Then all hi- soldier- run away, since they tight not for a cause
but fora leader. /'//'//.

-,'/,.
* pro victf*/-"' /""//"'///. .-.///,'/, .s

/</'/

*vii. 17, I : //"///"/<//<"/</"/;> //"//"'//"//'"'' fj<ifl"i<i"linaitica(nyaviyetdili
te ten* III' array* may be used of a small part ; a counter-array' is

i .,|.|.ii.
.) t\-n to a sudden stai t a body of elephants:

1.96.8: 9s

lie manceuvres, miirga, are IIKK!* l>\ all the army at the otx

of the fourteenth day ; th.it i-. 1 1u troops advance exhibiting t h. i

in whirling weapons, e( after a spirited con tlxi.

i- .\\ ii :i i T.-I\ .' \\ lu h had stood by !<>

<>M ;
i. the duel i:ik-- |ii;in- in ill. MI 1. 1 -i ..I' tin- t'..,. i K>ldien,
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Some idea of the confusion as depicted mav IK- gathered
from the constant references to the rushing of war-cars and
the trampling of elephant! and cavalry, which are themselvo

emploved to "box in" a knight, and from tlie description of

the general lighting: extracts from which will counteract the

theoretical
* order' of the poet, both of course the oll'spring oi'

his imagination, but one evidently from imagining a code in

practice, the other from the actual practices of the field.*
4 There was darkness and noise; invisible became heaven,

earth, and points of the horizon; blinded with dust were the

soldiers.' Again :

' No knights now shun each other
;
without

law or order they fight; with their own fathers, with their

own sons.' The field is one where ' double thousands of char-

iots, elephants, horses, and foot are contending ;'
where '

seas

of war-cars' rush
;
where ' father knew not son, nor son father ;'

where ' none could say
" this is I," but father fought with son,

friend slew friend, the mother's brother slew his sister's son
;

each slew his own
;
lawless was the fight.'f

In spite of all this, we are told that strict order prevailed,
and that, in accordance with the rule (explained in the next

paragraph), every knight sought to kill a knight, every ele-

phant was pitted just against an elephant, no foot-man fought
but with one of his kind.J

* The ;

boxing in' of a knight by means of elephants and cavalry is

described, e. g. in vii. 171. 2 ff . : parivavruh samantatah, enam kos{hakl-
kftya sarvatah, literally 'enchambering.''

f The first quotation in vii. 186. 20, 12 ff .
;

' double thousands' in vi.

45. 81 ;
111. 14 (rathavahgdh) ; the sea-simile, with 'foam of flag,' etc.,

vii. 99, 46-53
;

'sons and fathers,' etc., vi. 48. 24; 102.5; 'mother's

brother,' vii. 169. 47 ff .

\ vi. 45. 83 ; so earlier, iv. 32. 9-10, and often. The following quota-
tions will illustrate some of the points above. 'A hero that showing his

manliness stands at the head of the army should be bought for a thou-

sand,' says the Niti (as quoted v. 57. 55 : yah Us^hed agratah). The com-
mon footmen do nothing without the ' headman' to direct them (mukhya,
vii. 170. 46). All the forces, once in action, fight over the field indis-

criminately. There is nothing to show that the cavalry fought exclu-

sively as dependent aiders of the chariots (compare vi. 45. 87 : tatra tatra

pradrgyante rathavdranapatayah sddinag ca . . yudhyamdndh). The
proper way to fight is to have every foot-soldier fight with his kind ; so
with elephant-fighters, cavalry, and chariot-men (vii. 169. 40). But, as

one knight is expected to be conversant with all four forms (vii. 165. 9,

and often), and is generally represented as shooting indiscriminately,
and as the soldiers with hooks were stationed in such a way as to pull
at the men in armor, it is improbable that this formula was ever put
into effect. Especially the commander was expected to know every
kind of fighting ; but Vedic knowledge is also prized. When Drona is

consecrated (vii. 5. 12 ff.), he is called into the midst of the army (6. 1 ff.),

and eulogized before receiving the sendpatitva (5. 13) ; he then says :

'

I

know the Veda and the six limbs of the Veda ;
I know the mdnavl

vidyd, the trdiyambaka i$vastra (divine science of bow and arrow), and
the various weapons. But Drona was, as said by the Epic itself, a great
rarity. The commander makes his own stipulations : thus, Drona will
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The 4 door of the array' is probably an opening in the ranks.

Tin- 'donr-place' of a camp is familiar i ///<//////,///. \. :>. 40), but

in battk- this aeenu t. hi- only an exit in the chariot-lint- of cir-

cumvallarion. mu<K- for
example

at the be^innintr of the day,
as when Droiia goes out and looks at the foe's array, and then
ivruni- to -the door of his array' (vii. 117. 34); or stands there,

not kill tli.- Pan. In ivii.7.7); Bhishma will not kill (Jikhandin, etc.

'illusion in the field is illustrated by a few out of many citations.

'They tight with teeth and nails and feet' (vi. 96.45) ; and the strife is

one of hair-pulling,' for 'tooth to tooth and nail to nail they fought ;

with feet and arms the fight went on' (viii. 49. 80). Such fear smites the
lighters tint they void excrements in terror (vi. 99. 26 et passim). Joy as
well as terror marks the confusion : 'such joy

came upon them that all

the hands of creatures there rejoiced in flesh and blood, drinking the
blood of the wounded" iviii. ;Y>. 36). The fallen lay 'hunting for water'

//'//'/ (<//,-/// < jul'tiH, vi. 46. 89). The great hosts ' reel with all their
>rs' (huli/iiti' rathihliih . . nlliinl. vi. 111. ">*); Mike a ship broken

in the
deep' appears the army (vii.'J. 1 : .",.8; 45.6-8); and 'the battle

is one of snrieks and screams ; a glorious strife, the increaser of the
realm of the God of death' ; for 'absolute confusion reigns, and men,
elephants, cars, all alike are involved in destruction' (vii. 169. 4? : ;>.">. ^1,

'tlt'lc'ii'ii i/ti<l<tli<iin ; ih. :;. l^.xitktililnrii yamard^rarir<ir>lh<mam:
cf. vi. 118. 4). Let us follow those scenes a little further, where 'the sound
of the bow-string, the hail of hands beaten, the lighting of club and of
sword/ are depicted <vii. 101.27). No expression occurs more often than
this: 'then arose a din tumultuous' (tumulah yabdah : e. g. vii. 157. 81) ;

and t< explain it we have the shouts and cries attempted in language :

Imliiliiihi. hi'iln'i. are the sounds on all sides (vi. 47. 63; 48.82). A
more minute picture is presented :

'

everywhere were heard the cries
"stand. I am standing," "smite him," "turn," "be firm," "linn
am I." -strike out : and one cried for help "son;" and another,
In-other;" another, "friend;" another, "cousin;" another, "com-

rade:'' another. " brother of my mother;" and they shouted: "do
not desert me," "come on," "advance," "why fearest?" "whrther
goest?"

" fear not" '

(vi. 59. 8, 18, 19). Here, as elsewhere (see above, p.
otei the / i->ther's brother, is the uncle called upon. Com-
the ' lawless strife' of ix. 9. 36 ff., where all abandoned their sons,
-re, gran< i t hers of the mother, sons of the sister (46). Such

exhortations are strewn everywhere ; such scenes are found on almost
every page, mixed with more regular official exhortations, such as

and the calm response "tis well,' 'all right' i //////A ////-
'nUiiim : vi. .V. 46; 90. 52, etc.). A ludicrous t in-.'

is often given, as where one hero gives a fearful yell, and the other
nire that lion-roar,' ana consequently made a still greater

noise himself, so that all the army was frightened and ran
54.86). Tl.ek- ii o,, -like tigers, licking their ttp

t

(vL9(
in 11 The chief legitimate noise, beside that of -hundreds of bells'

DM! troin OOnoh-hell, trumpet, tom-tom, and the like.

(served a! .e day ; for 'where the dun
will IN- no s; ").24). Thu^ \ i

i
u na notices

its absence when his son is slain (\ ii. i -. 1 1 ). The i is are dis-
cussed below. Now and then, but rarely, amid these tone-

that are unpoetically reproduced, we find a true
i

ive a fine hit or two that may br worth -pi- -i mg. lest

eader think the battles are nothin- i.nt hubbubs. Akn
:\e|, he th\ le

tory, i
'i i. 11 -J. 88); and a conflict is de-
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at the vyuhaiI <<<~i,-> i. to fight (ib. 128. 19).* This is
perhaps the

same as the five-fold mmlhra (Ag. P. 241.40) of a battle-One.
The method of signalling over the field was (to send a mes-

senger, or) by banner or horn. The flags on each car showed
who was fighting, as the symbols were well known

;
but in case

the dust of battle obscured the fight, the knights intimated their

proximity by their horns and shells, each knight being recog-
nizable by the noise he made. Further, the peculiar yell or

war-whoop of each served to reveal his presence. Often the

driver is told to ' drive where the noise is,' or to ' drive where
the sound of arrows is' (vii. 171. 12) ;

but generally the car is

driven to meet a particular sound of one horn or voice.

In the pseudo-Epic the chief array described seems to be a

sendyoga or marching-order, more fitted for an armed caravan
than for a troop entering the field, a line of swordsmen being
in front, wagons behind, and the women in the centre,f A
comparison of Epic practice with pseudo-Epic and Puranic

precept shows that in the latter case the four-faced army is now
frequently assumed as sixfold, but differently defined according
to kind of fighters, and age, disposition, etc., of the same

;
that

the general rule for the commander-in-chief is to go where the

danger is
;
the queen and the king with the treasure are to be

in the middle (yatra raja tatra kogah), with the phalgu sdin-

yam the cavalry occupies the wings or centre, on their flank

are the chariots, behind these the elephants. The orders of

battle are now distributed in such manner that the makara,
qyena, and sucl arrays are used when the attack is from the

front
;
the gakata and vajra, when from the rear. An (mlkam

or acies is reckoned equal to nine elephants with accompani-
ments. The soldier that sleeps on his post by day is to be

scribed thus :
' Pure in heart, with death before, and heaven their

leader, they fought a noble fight' (vii. 189. 8). Again, we have a spirited
comparison :

' who meet the Pandus in the fight, they return not, even
as rivers return not from the sea ; but they that turn aside, like unbe-
lievers from the Vedas, like them shall go to hell' (vii. 101, 3 ff.). Such
expressions as 'the lightning of club and sword' (vii. 101. 27), 'arrows
like swans pursued by hawks' (vii. 137. 27, and 139. 33),

' destructive as
death' (pretardj, viii. 14. 17) ;

and exhortations, as in the following :

'where is thy mind, and where thy pride, where thy manhood and
where thy thunder T (vii. 122. 9, garjitam) serve to lighten the heavy
cumbrous description.
* I think purvadvara is thus used occasionally for an opening in the

van, but cannot cite a passage. The '

array' in vii. 124 is merely a crowd.
f xii. 100. 43 ff. In this passage Brihaspati's rule, already given, is

quoted. In ib. 99. 9 the order of victory, or fighting array, is obtained

by putting the knights in the midst of the elephants ; the anusddinah
or cavalry in the midst of the knights ; and next to them, the foot.

The battle-rules in ib. 96. 3 (compare 100. 26) = M. vii. 91 are the sche-
matic rules against cruelty. In 96. 4 the slaves of war, enslaved for a

year, are mentioned.
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beaten: by nighr. to be killed (either trampled to death by
elephant.- r In-headed). A deserter is to he killed, -like a

hea-r.' The >oldiers are to IK- rewarded t'rnn the kin

ury for special acts of bravery, sueh as killing the hostile king
or crown-prince. A distrihution of pro per opponents sets three
hor-es and fifteen foot to an elephant. The ////"///// has seven
formal divi-ion-. including tin- re.-er\e i

/y/v//////w//,/ 1. The go-
niTitr'iLri i- ivco^ni/.ed as a formal /v/ /"/////. The special ohjeet
of chariot- i> here described as splitting up infant ry-line.-, and
their pos.-ihle ab.-enee tVom battle is noted. Further numerical

particularities and tin-Epic divisions of the army, e. g. bhoga,
are useful to compare only with the Nitisara (K. Nit. 19.30;
41. ~>-\. etc.)* and kindred works.

Holt/maun would reduce the eighteen days of fighting de-

,-cribed by our present Epic to three; but there seems to me no

mky for rejecting I )rona entirely, although this inn-run has

been irreatly expanded and tilled in with repetitions. The four

obtainable by reckoning one to each commander on the

Kuru side bear no further analogy to the four days of fighting
about Troy than in their number, and casual similarities inci-

dental to poetic narration.

I have said that strategy is almost confined to tactics in the

Hindu army. These tactics, in one final word, give us two

leading principles of battle: first, fighting is to be done by
soldiers arrayed in groups, not in extended lines; second, con-

centrated forces are absolutely necessary in attacking a larger
number of men; these concentrated forces should be arrayed
in one long column of groups of combatants. The first of

these is seen in the practice, the second in the precepts, of
the Kpic. The only strategical rule formally expressed is 'let

one know hi- enemy.'
5. The laws of Battle. The 4 law of conflict' is made like a

rreai\. ;md is said to have been formally proclaimed before tin-

war began. Let 11- examine thi>. We find it broken
through

the whole war. We find practically no reference made to it.

When itv principle- are broken, if the crime is reproved, it i>

not -aid -the
treaty

was broken/ but 'the eternal right was

de-troyed;' and -uch eatee of repronf ;nv rare, and atlect only
a portion of the treaty, while the breaking of ot her port i >n-

passes unnoticed. It i- therefore, a- it- \ery forinalitv -ho\\-.

a late but Interning document. It read> a> foil. 1.-J7

: Kiii-'ht- HUM contend in an orderly manner.
and may not u-e their weapon- again-t non -combatants (' who

* xii '.7.28. Raj.. note verses 1 and 2: pujividham txilatn,
h

padati, a?va, rntha, dtripa).
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enter the tight to tight with the voice alone must he fought by
the voice alone'). Article two: They that retire from the con-
flict must he permitted to go (unharmed). Article three:
ThoM' only of like sort may contend together: charioteer must
attack charioteer; elephant-riders, elephant-riders; horsemen,
horsemen

; foot-soldiers, foot-soldiers. Article four : Notice
must he given before striking ;

and no knight shall attack an

enemy that is disabled, that appeals for mercy, that is in dis-

tress or perplexity, that is already engaged with a third party,
that chances to be without armor or weaponless. A note is

added specifying that those inviolate are charioteers (or her-

alds), weapon-carriers, horn-blowers, drummers.
This last law is frequently violated by the best knights on

both sides. Arjuna is most blamed, but he lias ample provo-
cation, his own son having been deceitfully slain. As already
shown, he is made to do no wrong, even in killing Karna;
and in the earlier book (though later in time) he is made to say,
in the spirit of this law, to the suppliants whom he has con-

quered: 'Not I wish to kill those distressed, I will comfort

you
1

(iv. 67. 5). In the tone of this rule is also (vi. 107. 77 ff.) :

1
It is not a fair fight when one contends with another who has

cast away his arms, or who is fallen, or whose armor or stand-

ard is broken, or who runs away, or who is afraid, or who
surrenders, saying

" I am thine," or who is a woman, or who
bears a woman's name, or who is devoid of strength (skill (

vikala\ or who has only one son, or who is not forewarned

(apragasta, not '

unesteemed').' In general terms,
' the warrior

that does not" cease at a proper time for mercy is hated by all

creatures, and destroyed here and hereafter
(iii.' 27. 40 ;

cf. v. 33.

50). This is the warrior-law known of old by the great-hearted

gods, and is contrasted with the sneaking
' laws 01 wild tribes'

(dasyudharma). Included among those that may not be slain

are, by universal rule, a woman, a child, an old man, or in

fact anyone unable to contend.* One defenseless, whether
met in open fight, or coming in battle or to one's house as

a suppliant, received the sacred right of protection the right
of a suppliant (i. 170. 36, 42) ;

and there are further general
limitations (ii.

41.13 ff.)
in regard to slaying women, cows,

priests, hosts, suppliants. If in war this
'

suppliant's right' is

taken advantage of, the saved suppliant becomes the depend-
ent of the savior, the latter is now his Guru (ii. 38. 7 ;

see

above, pp. 104, 107, notes). But the Epic came before

the law
;
and one chief hero slays a foe that stands c with

* vii. 143. 8
; 156. 2

;
viii. 69. 26 ; 93. 9 ; 90. Ill ff.

; iii. 18. 13. Cf. the
same in xii. 95. 7 ff.

;
96. 3, with later additions ; and in Manu and other

law-books.
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face av< Mother engaged with a third, another who
>urreiiders. So it i> <|iioted as a 'marvel' that IJhiina once
refrained from slaving his foe fallen mi the ground (i. 190. 29,

//////// . . <;//,;-(,/ . . jHltlfiini Jt/tumdu nd'vadhlt). The
doctrine i- old, the practice is natural, and

naturally
older than

tin- kindly rule. The suppliant is, outside of the fever of bat-

tle. never injured: hut as to the battle-rules, when I>hi>hma

fignte as commander, we find him at one time alone attacked
lv ten men together (vi. 113. 2). When flung from his chariot

ivi.48. 95), Bhishma is
* attacked by all together ;' 'conjoined

rows of tighter.-' once
charged

at him (vi. 89. 16
ff.).

So
much for the morality in this point on one side. Bhishma
leads the Kurus. \\\\\ the Pandu heroes are

equally
made

the subject of universal attack. We find Iravan in a like posi-
tion : ( >ne with many he fought, nor did he waver' (vi. 90. 37).

Arjuna, too, defends himself with ' divine weapons' (vi. 117. 36).
Such al>o had his opponents. In one place (vi. 58. 2 ff.) they all

fought against Arjuna, flinging at him every kind of weapon
and that too when they have 'walled him in' (kofthak&krtya):
Imt he. the great hero, warded off that rain of irra->li<>|>j>ers'

' '/>//// il<iltJnlmlm). Again (vi. 52. 39^ they
all attacked Ar-

juna together, crying 'bah! to knightly rules' u/////- k&ltram

lltunnam). IJhima also was attacked by four at once, who
threw knives and darts at him (vi. 113. 39). As if to certify
that the allusion to "knightly rules' was but a proleptic addi-

tion, we find often such admissions as are conveyed by the

astonishment at the feat of the one hero : *a wonder we saw
then, how one fought with many' ^vi. 74.22; and ih. 7."-

'ho\\ all fought with one'). It is a cause of great reproof to

Arjuna that he fought unfairly. No knight had nioiv provo-
cation. Arjuna'sown son was foully murdered, and that

l>y

full-grown chief.-, while he was but a boy of sixteen. He was

deprived of hi> lattle-cai-. >ui-i-ounded, and deliherately knocked
on the head withaclulc he fought alone in the tight, and was

slain alone by many* :
Jhe the mere boy, the hoy-hei i. r. (

.

II: 51.1 A- the son was foully slain to dishearten the

ever) means WBB taken to destrov unfairly the lattei-.

M iii the rear lie wa> >urrounded by barhariaiis' at tlie op-
|>re-> command (while lighting with Karpa:

The Kuru>' great hen., who unite- the virtue-

of a Nestor with the dullne-s of a lle-ind. has a \er\ -imple
rule in lighting :

'

tight fairl\ < >ir/<n^'n<i] withe\er\ one; l.ut if

one emloys trickery, employ tri-k.

Dkfl to death because the model hero .f the lYmdii

olatr- the rule that it i> not fair to >i ..... t a to,- imal.le to del'md
liim-elt. il.le appeared thi- vi .lat ion, i hat ( ...d i- made
t" prompt him to the act: he doe- n,.i iva!l\ \\i-h to kill
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Karna : thus k
lie is noble and abides l>y bifl manly duty

5

(viii,

90.70); but God. Imlravaraja, says 'slay now/ and he ivgivt-

t'ully doe> s<. I ut IK- need not have MTiipled. ( )iu' of his foes, a

very worthy priest-knight, In-huMing a warrior wounded and de-

feiisi'K'ss lying in tin- bottom <>f his car, immediately smote tbe

unfortunate one with many arrows, eager to slay.' Thus did the

worthy KH pa (vii. 1(59.31). He 'was not much worse than Ar-

juna's (k'inoniac nephew, wlio slays the unpayable Alainluisha,

flings him to the ground, cuts off his head, and casts it into the

chariot of the dead man's king (vii. 174. 4<). Kxamine the night
battle

;
it does not need the words of the text to tell us, yet they

do tell us, that no rules of battle were observed (vii. 169. 50).
' Rules of good men,' even '

rules of heroes,' are alluded to

(mradharma, vi. 59. 81-82), but we notice that whenever a hero

makes up his mind to fight in an Aryan way,' he violates all
' laws' of magnanimity. The real meaning of lighting in an

Aryan or noble way is to rush amid the foes and fight to the

death, sparing no one.*

The God of the Pandus advises Arjuna (who will not con-

sent, but others eagerly do) to '

put away all right,' and try to

kill the commander-in-chief opposing by tricking him into be-

lieving that his son is dead. The king of the Pandus agrees to

this, and the silly trick is performed,f The same expression of
i

rejecting right' is used again when a whole corps is disbanded

(vii. 192. 83). It seems, therefore, that right was a vague tiling,

a sentiment of uncertain honor rather than a rule, and could be

violated without much compunction on either side. Later the

law, or the later sentiment formulated in law, forbids what was

done, and tries to cloak it. No authority is given for such rules.

The rule is* given that a king should fight with a king (raja

rdjnd yoddhavyah\ but, except by accident, no such rule is

observed (vii. 162. 49-50). It is applied only when king meets

king, which, of course, often happens ;
but as often the king

contends with an inferior.

As a general thing, very sensible explanations are given of

the reason why
'

irregular' acts are done. Arjuna cut off Bhu-
riravas's arm while the latter was contending with a friend of

Arjuna. The '
rule' of chivalry is that when two men are fight-

ing a third shall not interfere. How does Arjuna excuse hini-

* drydm yuddhe matim kftvd, vi. 86. 81 ; vii. 22. 2
; compare vi. 88. 44.

Also R. vi. 16. 72 (idem).

f Drona is easily made to believe the story of his son's death, for he
thinks that ' a Pandu cannot tell a lie.' The excuse for this act is, that
'a man is not besmirched with a lie told for life's sake,' here wrested
to mean ' told for the sake of a foe's death :' vii. 190. 11. 43, 47. Arjuna
wished to capture him alive, but they cut his head off : ib. 192. 63 ff .

;

193. 63. This scene is, however, plainly an interpolation.
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>elf ; He say> : l.huricravas was on the war-path, and tried to

kill inv friend: in war there is no law; fathers even kill their

own sons, etc.; I should. indeed, have sinned if I had neglected
inv friend, for he needed my help: I tlierefore cut off his antag-
uni>t'- arm: it is -illy t. talk about 'fighting with one person
only' ; lu\v can one man he alway> fighting with one only? how
could there he any real conflict if one were to tight with one '.'''

The
especial reputation of Arjuna's elder brother rests on his

cruelty: In- i> IJhima. the fear-maker; his son is but half hu-

man < vi. 1 1<>. loi. The frequent exercise of 'shooting into open
wounds' as a test of skill convey> an idea of the normal atmei-

tie- practiced
. viii. !><. ;;. and often i.

Drona crie- out to Karna 'make the boy turn his head, and
then hit him' : who did as he was told, and, after slaying the

youth's steeds, attacked him with the help of six other men

(vii.48.39
The /7/*///7

t/////-rule permit.- one to kill anybody that tries to

take his life.f The formal li>t of tliose 'not to be killed' is

often given : but if, for instance, it be the duty of the elephant-
riders 'to catch by the hair and cut the head off' (vi. 57. 14), are

we to suppose that these agile monkeys waited to see if the man
over whom they tramped was in proper condition, or 'had a son,'
or fulfilled other re* juisites of an object of slaughter? Or is it the

noble knight for whom these rules are made ? fiut tenderness was

unmanly. A rjuna grieves over the death of his old teacher,
but Bhima cries out at him :

*

lo, he talks like a priest : . . a knight
live- in destruction. . . Compassion is for women . . . but a

warrior i- by name a de-trover,' etc. (vii. 197. 4). Absolute de-

>tructinii is the aim of all in the field.
' To die in battle and to

escape a foe that i> the highest joy, and this the hi:he>t crime'

i viii. .>:;. :,;, n\,.V.: the same in i\.':'. :>7; 4. Kh. This is the real

<lluii-init. oj- rule of knightly right. Hut we have a theoretical

////'/////*/, a theoretical -Aryan-tight' : and in >uch a case

d to above i it i> carefully explained that 'on tiii> occasion

they did not u-e barbed or poi-uiied arrow.-..' I'ut hen- tin-

drawn OVOT the old battle i- too thin to hide it : for barbed
and poisoned arrows were Used throughout the war.

The knight- 'know polity' (viii. 10. 14), and can <jiiote the

'heir adver-arie- : but when they do SO, it i>

ded a- .-utHcient an-wer to bold up the li-t of wron^' ,,,-N

t-d by the accu-er and hi> part\. Tit fort.it MApO
enough (viii98 5

\iii.iM.llT. ; \\\ is revenge. It is oe-

*
ekasyfii 'fend /// hithmh sariigrdmah aambhavi^yat i . vii .143.88.

-..inhici ii .,iitr:i-ti with (iryakarma, VH. 1"

MOlj lit.-r:il us.- iii ix. 11.11. attttrkiiiK*: will,

I .i|.|.h. .1! .ii. x. 1.58.
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clared to be so in so many words, as Justice is declared to be a
weak god.

k Tin- wise say that Justice protects one
;
ever have

I been just, but Justice protects me not
;
Justice destroys its

devotees, but never protects
1

so speaks the great Kuru (viii.

90. 87).
'

I shall pay my di'hts to my fathers and to my mother,'
cries I 'him a; or again:

' I shall be clear of debt to my dead
father' these words mean that the speaker is about to

himself or avenge his parents this was his '

right' (vi. 91.

vii.195.21).
As a general rule, a knight is killed without mercy. We saw

above, liowever, that Arjuna wishes to capture Drona alive, or

rather to spare him; and so Duryodhana requests Drona him-

self not to kill Yudhishthira, but to capture him alive and bring
him before him.* Those ' fated to be killed by one' are avoided

by others (vii. 123. 36). And, not to say there is no magnanim-
ity, let us close these typical passages by

one rare, and in its

rarity worth
noticing.

Karna does not take the life of Nakulu
who has attacked him

;
he disarms, but does not slay. Giv-

ing him his life, he says,
' Go now, light with thy equals; de-

part.' So the knight 'ready to die was spared by Karna; and
he returned, ashamed' (viii. 24. 48

ff.).

Must we also regard the private compacts as late ? These
are taken in self-defense, or to promote joint action. The most
famous is the great conspiracy. At the close of the eleventh

day, the Kurus resolve on slaying Arjuna as best they may.
They

' make an oath in respect of the battle' (krtvd yapatham
dhave\ to the effect that they will all attack Arjuna together,
and they will kill him or go to hell. On making this vow, they
consummate it by a libation and sacrifice. First they seize the

holy &Mm-gras8 garments, with girdles of murv, and then they
swear their 'oath of war' (ranavrata) . Against magic they

put on these kuga-grsiss garments ;
and then they bind on their

armor, after they have anointed with ghee. Then comes the

oath, and they swear '

by glory and victory,'
*

by rich sacrifices,'
' in the name of all the gods, and worlds, and hells

;
and in the

hearing of all existent things'
1

standing over the consecrated

fire :

'

may we go to the world of the evil ones if we do not kill

him, or if not killing him we retire.' Then they go out and

challenge Arjuna (dhvayantah,
i
call him out'), who responds

by his own oath :

' A vow have I taken, and this is my vow :

that challenged in conflict I ne'er shall retire' (vii. 17. 18-39).
The challenge is here, given after the avahdra or formal return

to camp.f Such pledges of mutual support are given between

*
jlvagrdham g^hltvd .... matsamipam iha 'naya, vii. 12. 6.

fin like manner Arjuna himself curses himself 'by all the worlds,'

etc., if he fail to kill Jayadratha (vii. 73. 24 ff.). So Dhrishtadyumna
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the chiefs elsewhere, as in the case of Qalya, who agrees with a

friend thus: 'we will make an agreement; we will mutually
protect us; let him of us IK- guilty of t hi- five cardinal >ins, and
all the little sins, who tights alone (not aiding), or de>ert- when

fighting' (ix. 8. 8 ff.). But we find the king reproved later for

luvakini; this agreement, and urged to go forward and help i\.

18. i"

Little private vows are frequent. One makes a vow (vrata)
i to have his back pierced with arrows (v. 185. 25-6).

Another 'vows the vow of the devils' (dsura), which is 'never
to have his feet washed nor to eat meat until he kill Arjuna' (iii.

J >7. 1 1 . Another swears to drink his foe's heart's blood, and
fulfils it twelve years later.* An early case binds a man to kill

any one tliat draws blood from his king, except in war thi- i>

also a 'vow' (iv. 68. 5.".

Alongside of 'wrong-fighting
9 we may put boasting. Thi> i>

declared to be un-Aryan ;
but there is no warrior who boasts

more than he that quotes the rule though it would be difficult

to say which of all the chiefs was the greatest braggart,f Only
one pure regulation seems to be felt as binding on the Aryan.-.
and that is not found in the formally adopted code. There is

a general fighting rule, quoted as 'a decision of the gaxtra? (or

legal \vrk i, to the effect that 'one must not strike helow the

navel' ;J and any violation of this rule results in the violator's

1 >e ing stigmatized as ' crooked and un-Aryan/ He ultimately,
it is observed, will go to hell. As this is the only rule quoted
as 'legal' (opposed to vague 'rules of right'), and as there i- no
excuse at all offered for the person that breaks it. it seems as if

it might really be an old fighting-role. At any rate, to believe

thi> does not involve our believing in the strained courtesy of

the other rules, although the early codes may have taught con-
>idc ration for helpless persons in general terms. Such a simple
law may well have been generally adopted, and is in accord-

ance with the uncorrupted Aryan morality still preserved on
our side in the Anglo-Saxon contempt for one that -strike-

IM-I..W the belt.'

/'//' arm /'/< detail. I proceed to discu the part>
of the army as shown to us by the Epic.

curse* linn that fails to slay Drorm. < him Hut Drona overcomes/
\viththi-\v.inU: may he be dej>i i I ol Iii- h<|>.^' fnltilm.'iit .

<

warri<r-hi|.. :iii<l '<>UB rights' (vii. 186. 43 ff.). Not succeeding
in this. hi-|>|M.M'-nt taunis him '

i^|M-ci;ill v \v.-:ik in failing after cure-
ih.88).

viii..2S: HI. 11 : r,.m|)an- vii. 1H7. '>*. Hc. : ft. T. 8S.lt, N. inl.-r-

prete foura above as n-urd, abstinence from \v

f dryena hi na vaktavyd kadA tit stutir at

im iti $A*tra*ya ni^cayah, ix. 60. 6,28; 61.

28,88.
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The general term for all that is carried by the troops is

i'<llntini* 'luggage, that which is carried.'

The anus may be generally divided into those of offense and

those of defense.

T lie arsenal I have already spoken of; it was a chid' object
of care: a large building described as built near to the city

wall, where, every morning, the king goes and inspects person-

ally the condition of the arms.*

I discuss first the knight and his chariot ; then the cavalry
and elephants ; next the arms of the knights, together with the

arms of the lower classes; the defensive armor; and last, the

trappings of war, and music.

The knight in his chariot fights wholly for himself, and alone,

except when helping a friend, and then generally by shooting
from a distance. If he be a rdjaputra, one of his chief duties,

however, is to guard dangerous places and keep watch over the

king.f

Comparing the Epic and Vedic
ages,

we find in the Epic the

arms 01 defense equally developed with those of offense, whereas
in the Yeda the former seem more deficient, not only in con-

struction but also in number. The Yedic hero rides in a two-

wheeled chariot, and his chief weapon (dyudha) is the bow (dhan-

vari), not straight, but already bent before use. To this was added
one string of leather (jyd\ and the arrow (isu\ which was

drawn not to the breast but to the ear. The names of these

weapons are the same in Indo-Iranian, and in part appear pan-

Aryan,^: though other national names are given : e. g. bdna,
' reed

;' qarya, later galya,
6
dart.' The left hand was already

protected with a leather strap. The arrows were feathered,
and often poisoned ; tipped with horn or metal, and preserved
in a quiver (isud/w, nisanga}. Besides this, the warriors had

spears (rsti), and, perhaps, short swords (hrti}\ while to heav-

enly powers the singers attributed jurni, perhaps lightning

only, and the axe (paragu), though not disdaining the throwing
of rocks. In defense the Yedic warrior carried the ' defender

(varman): a word common to the Yedic and Iranic. This

covered nis shoulders, and was either made of metal wire or cov-

ered with metal, while for the head he carried a helm of several

pieces. But except for the leather strap protecting the left

* dyudhdgdram vaprdntam, i. 147. 13 ; sdmgrdmika and dyudhd-
gdra are the usual terms. Personal supervision of the king, see duties,
above ;

and compare i. 194. 14, where a king passes by every treasure of

wealth in order to visit the arsenal.

f Compare vii. 34. 14, where a saihghdto rdjapulrdndm sarve?dm is

made about the place of danger.
J The arrow, Sanskrit ^tt=Avestan i$u=Greek I6g. Bow and bow-

string are Indo-Iranian.
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arm from tin- bow->trin:, no other defense was worn, unless we
accept a doubtful reference froin which some protection of the

:a> been, with no certainty, assumed.

Such is the picture presented by the Vedic knight, the- earliest

Arvan warrior.* We have now, with this as an introduction.

to see what developments
took

place
before the Kpic period.

\\Y ahal] see thai tin -re is some difference between t lie two pe-
riods, as well as between the Epic and the post-Epic and more
artificial are in which the art of war was demonstrated theo-

retically. In the latter case we tind, for in>tance, as if a mu-
M-iim were described, that bows are made of metal, horn, or

wood; that the >tring is of bark or animal membrane, the pat
or lute plant, or of hemp or flax; that there are two or three

>t rings to a bow, which is again said to be just six feet in

length. ete.+

A. /'/// *//'//"//. The earliest chariot was a car of two or

Three wheel>. and with one, two, or three horses; in the Epic
we find the >ame. or one of four, sometimes ei^ht, whceU; and
with two. three, or four horses, or (in the latest portions) eight.

In particular^ we find the Vedic war-car, ratha, placed on
a Ko\. //////. tixed on a wooden axle, aksa, fastened by cowhide
thonir>. The seat. lniinllmr<i* is Mii^le; in the case of gods,
three to eiirht seats, as

fancy dictates, are mentioned. The

(might -tand- on the floor of the car, garta, to the left of his

driver. A rim i- perhaps to he assumed as protecting the car,
called ///////. perhaps comparable etymologic-ally with

The wheel-poke- an- of wood. A banner-pole stand> erect in

the car.:j A hoise >fand> on each side of the pole, and the two
are yoked, guided by a bit, <;'y'

/7 'i and reins, while urred by a

wnip).
< )nly Indra has a catunjuya, TeTpwfwv di'iua.

( )ne hoise in >haft> wa- a -inn of poverty. The car and pole
decorated. Axe and bow were the chief weapons, but

* Drawn h..m /mum r's Alt. Leben, pp. 298 ff.

' Tlie
regular divisions of the later schemes will be found Ag. I'

A"iU'.n iv.'JJI-j ff. Affording to this, tin- whole body of ;nm-
taaws: i. //"////<////"/./"; >. /?///// ///,// .- :\. mdrfAmv&to ;

4. iiiiini.-fii : 5, iiMtur.-il WI-;I|MIII>. : ;inl I'ullrr tlirinvti<-.-il a.

..nut-, <>t' -till ii in:iv !. found in ( )||..Tt'- |>iiUi'ati<>n-. \\ h.-n-

a I--, i in- 1 1 ini in ^'ui). cannon, and other quite mod- "din
i lat.T than Ka ma nda k i' - 'I'.. Ml.li. i. -.'.' I :

the .iiiinn-ntat'ir l.-tin.-> t 'iitns^>'il<i applird with
ti. tin- dhanurveda) u ///i////-if//////.-/ ~ii.-tn. /////

. four scheduled classes, f>r h-n- \\-- have t< n

and r.. in kinds of weapons as the '
feet ;'

whii, the
feet' aHkinIsof li^htrr^ .chai-i-.t .l.'|.hant.

arm- f\|.|;nii-d al

$ Bezzenbor^ LbjZimn il, Die relate
mean 'ni|>ar<' ill. u fcata, \ i.

ha,
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knives and others smaller are used. Many warriors fight ou
foot

;
also

4 riders
'

are mentioned, but not regular cavalry. This
is all we know with certainty of the Hindu chariot before the

Epic.
Three drivers might stand on the broad shelf that ran in

front of the largest Epic war-car (ratha, rarely ydna, wagon >.'
::

In the rear stood the knight. To shoot directly in front he
leaned over a fence-rim between the belly of the car and the

horses, of which in this case four were used
;
or mules instead

were employed. Each chariot is stocked with arms, and many
more are borne behind by attendants. Over each war-car stood

an emblem-pole, and shone silk-emblazoned banners with woven
or painted figures of allegorical import.f A covering over the

largest war-cars protected from the direct
rays

of the sun, a

covering used as well on the field as on a march (atapatra: xv.

23.8).
Over against this view of the large four-horse chariot, we

have the simpler picture of a two-horse car, small in size, con-

taining only the knight and one attendant, the charioteer.

This car was much smaller, and, indeed, Homeric
; for, as in the

Iliad one man seeks to pick up and run away with a chariot, so

we find here a knight attempting to lift a war-car alone out of

a morass. Outside of the war proper we find the chariot-duel.^:
Of course impromptu meetings of two chariots and the subse-

quent strife between the occupants are of frequent occurrence

in the battle scenes
;

but it is significant that, apart from the

field of actual battle, a king proposes in one of the early books
to recover his kingdom by instituting

' a duel in chariots
'
be-

tween his adversary and himself, the result of which shall es-

tablish peace. I

* Wilson's description (iv. 290 ff.) is in general correct. He is fur-

ther right in saying that the account of six men in each war-car de-
scribed in Porus' battle "does not seem to be correct." Megasthenes'
account does not weigh well with the native. Lassen is wrong in say-
ing that in the Epic only one charioteer and one archer is mentioned for
one car (i. 159). Rajendralalamitra has vainly sought to make proba-
ble the carrying of scythes on the early Hindu war-car (Indo-Ar. i. 342).
The chariot can easily carry five persons besides the drivers, but only on
festal occasions, in a triumphal march, or on a journey in a state car,
not in battle (xii. 37. 37).

f In Greek the brtofyua of the shields were invented by the Karians
;

those in India were represented by the banner-emblems.

\ratha may be for war (sdmgrdmiko rathafy) or for peace (kriddra-
thah), xiii. 53. 28.

avdpnuvan, vi. 48. 14
; compare yuddhath dvdiratham, R. vi. 86. 27 (and

91. 1). The challenge to duel is given in R. vi. 58. 17 ff.,beginning tfyha
rdma mayd sdrddham dvandvayuddham prayaccha me, tydjayi^ydmi
te prdndn dhanurmuktdih $itdih gardify.

||
dvdirathend 'stu vdi ydntili, iii. 78. 8.
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The number of charioteers depends on the horses. When
two horses are sufficient, one sdratki or charioteer is sufficient

aUo. In the case of four horses (two fastened to the pole, two

bv straps outside, not tandem: /////// and j"~tt'sni), we nave one

eiiarioteer in the middle, who guides the pole-horses, and on
each side of him the two drivers of the outer steeds, pdrsnisd-
//////;.

* In proverbs and verses of late origin it i> univeisallv

aumed that four horses will he used. Thus mi. 1 lii. 4J
ff.) :

Let the /<////, //v////,//w// according to rule arrange the chariot."

which has five qualities, and four norses; and we are expressly
told in the open ing description that all the knights had f.nr-

horse chariots. But that such was not always the case will he
i below from the account of the poem itself.

I now examine in detail the war-car and the steed>.

The parts of the chariot (ratha, ydna, syandana = currus):
Beneath i> the axle (aksa\ to the ends of which the wheels are

attached, and above and before which is the charioteer's place,
while above and behind is the place of the knight. The 'nest'
or box above is so intimately connected with the axle that the
TWO are often broken together,f The noiseless running of the

is especially praised.^ The mention of this part of the

wagon otten implies that the car has only two wheels^ as

where, in enumerating disasters following single arrows, we find

that a knight broke the single yoke with one arrow; the 'three-

fold-piece.' with three; the four steeds, with four; and the one
axle .the two wheels), with two (iy.5T.86). In iii. \:\4. this

is formal I v stated to be the case. The wheel consists, besides
the w.M.dcn circle, of the tire (rathanemi, vi. 1 1 7. .V4-), the

spokes (ara), and the hub (ndbhi). The
'place

at the spoke-'
was reserved for knights, high-horn attendants

of the king, 'who at the master's chariot did mighty deed-
in the van.' The tire, which was also called 'fore-circle' i pra-
manil'il'i^ appears

to le of iron, if we may judge from con-taut

reference To the 'iioi-e of the hoofs and the tire.-.'* Hut what

* Compare P.W.,s. v., and pdrfniyantarah, vii. 11X5. \->.

'

Ii<ignacakrak$ani4<ih, vi. 71. -
<. <>f urse the nest may he

broken alone, bhagnani&ih, vii. 118. 18 ; ib. 196. 18 i v. I. </// */*./ /

t.-Hjanakftih i roth nh . \. 4$. 88 (Panini uses kiij<nm of ^

1 chariot* are implied also as the n^ulu i .im m th,

I
>eriod : compare * it IB. Iff.; Pfr.O.8.UL

: bhartu| vii. 84. 14; xii. 98. 28: bhartu rath*' c<i tjnh <;nr rUcniuml pdj

mukhe.
IT e.g. be. 9. 14-15. It was only tin- :i\l- 1 liat -ln.ull run \\ itli..ut noise.

.ikinL'. The car as a whole i i.inins i,, r M. ,..

compare
' the earth rush' of a oar in vii. 188. 1. Th* miiun

thecarpen . .n I have not partx ui.u Iv obeerved. inn l<>nl>i it

more special jxiints can be solved by the Kmc. The point- <li-< uaMd
are UIOHO mod itanl ot .i..ni.ffnl. The car-wheel deflcribed in
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is the 'chariot-nest' ( and does it differ from the 'chariot-lap' ?

Between these two expressions (pathan'vda, rathopastha) I think
\ve may discern a distinction. The updstha was the general
bottom of the car ; the nlda was the little shelf in front where
the charioteer stood. This difference existed probably in four-

horse chariots only.*

Qvet. Up. i. 4 has three tires, fifty spokes, twenty pratyara or counter-

spokes, and sixteen end-pieces to the felly (or felly and tire together),
as if these were made of small pieces patched together. I do not under-
stand the sodagdnta or the '

forty-eight
'

pieces following. Very likely
this may be nothing but an imagined wheel, to illustrate the philosoph-
ical stuff in which it is buried.
* Compare the following examples : the rathanlda is for the chariot-

eer alone in viii. 24. 38
;

64. 28
;

vi. 53. 5 = ib. 114. 33
;

vii. 173. 5. The
last example is copied from the two identical passages in the sixth
book : sdrathim cd sya (gurasya) bhallena rathanlddd apdtayat, 'with
one dart he made the charioteer fall from the nest.' Compare also the

cutting of the yugaMhara from the nest in vii. 16. 31. But when the

knight falls, he 'sinks down in the lap of the chariot,' as does Drona
(vii. 162. 42, nisasdda rathopasthe : compare viii. 15. 42 ; 50. 47). And
so it is said of a knight hard pressed,

' he wavered not from the lap
of the car' (vi. 54. 17).

' Down in the lap of the car' sinks the king, and
faints there (kagmalam ca jagdma); while the charioteer turns the
steeds and retreats (vi. 58. 17). The scene comes again (in viii. 15. 43),

where the driver, seeing his master senseless in the upastha, withdraws
from the contest in the sight of all the army, and takes the king with him
(although usually on such an occasion there is a rush to seize the
wounded knight, as in viii. 62. 31-32, where the king crouches down in

the upastha and all cry
'

seize the king '). So again in vi. 92. 36 the

knight sinks in the upastha. So in R. vi. 51. 79 the knight is in the

upastha ; or the banner falls into it, R. vi. 86. 37. But in the last Epic
case the distinction shows itself to be not a total one, but one of part and
whole

;
for here the two drivers (yantdrdu) are also wounded and fall in

the '

lap,' and again a charioteer (suta) falls from the '

lap
' in v. 182. 3 ;

the sdrathi is in the upastha in iv. 33. 40 ; the upastha includes the nldla

in iii. 21. 25-26. As, however, the drivers generally are represented in

the 'nest,' and we know them to be in front (syandandgryena is even
.the position of Matali, iii. 171. 28), and the knights are in the '

lap,' we may
assume that in the narrower sense upastha denotes the owner's place,
and nida the driver's, although the 'lap' or 'bottom' may be taken to

denote the whole of the underpart. The little roofed fore-chamber of
the Assyrian war-car, as distinguished from the plain front of the Per-

sian, would be perhaps too much to assume for the Hindu car ; but a

chamber, if unroofed, separated from the knight's room, seems necessary.
Compare besides the above the following : a joyful knight

' as it were
danced in the upastha' (vi. 100.46 ; 104.29). A fainting knight sits in

the upastha, braced against the flagpole (vi. 101. 47-48). Bhima's son is

killed, and the body lies in the upastha, while the driver drives away
with it (vii. 166. 38). Of Kama, when slain by Arjuna, the same words
are used (updvigad rathopasthe, viii. 53. 36). But when Qalya demands
that his equality with Karna be recognized, he refuses to take the place
of the ordinary charioteer,'and so we find him in the upastha, whence
he manages the reins (galyo rathopasthe ragmisamcdrakovidah, viii. 79.

11 : compare ib. 36. 10, samlpastham md 'roha tvam, to Qalya). Again
a knight leaps to the ground from the upastha, and fights with his club

(ix. 11.41). All the knights of the army are described as standing be-

fore the battle begins either ' in the lap of a war-car or on the shoulder
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The chariot, as the preceding quotation- >li.w. -\\ un- BO low

that ir was easy to leap out or in, or to force another out. We
iva<l in a very vigorous rush of 'all the knights deprived

of their cars': that is. rtun<: nut i vi. 4-8. 25). One knight leaps
out to seize hold of one below (vi. 51 >. l<>n. often tin- car is

mounted, apparently
in motion, by refuge-seeking friends, who

climb up alter losing their <wn cars. We thus find two brother-

-tanding in one chariot after one of them had deserted his own
mse of -lain Imr-.

The chariot gives the honorable title of ///////// and /////////////

to the knight. According to the opening of the war. the

knight- are classified as 'those that have chariots,'
'

superior
ehariot-men.' k

very superior chariot-men.' etc.f

of an elephant
*

(v. 165. 20). The word apdtayat, usually used as above,
i) -imply of the war-car as a whole (rathri<1 Mkumd <i]><~tt<t>/iif.

vii. Hit). 14), so that we cannot tell what part is intended. We may, I

think, also draw from these quotations the conclusion that the kni-lit
in had. or used, a seat, but generally stood in the upastha, prooa-

lily the round hollow bottom, implied by tufupa (e. g. x\ i. .">.
s

i. car
as lioat. which contained breastplates of leather and metal, low-. ar-

rows, -t .. probably stored about the side (viii. 79. 5). That the drivn-
has a seat is indicated by the term bandhura or ittHmnillmni (e, ,u. vii.

: iii. 'J41. '-\\ i. handed down from the Vedie UK<'. hen- as the seat of
tin- driver, while (if one exists the knight's seat is called taljm, vii. 192.
68.

* Bosom '

(kro$a) rather than '

lap
'

is the commentator's definition of
' </ \ii :;. :.J . It itself makes a comfortable seat to KIM.-, in

after <ne Iws unharnessed and seen to the horses, and wants (,, i,-i in

i.-ihle iiii 78, KB Flie commentator is certainly wrong in taking
upaxthu to mean iifHtrihlulifu in iv. 4-">. 7. The upastna as storage-place

* vi. 78. 2'2 ; scene repeated in \ii.:;n. 7. The expression tor di-inonnt-
i- tumbling out of a car is avatlrya ratlin t. rathild nrtiitlntifn.

/,//////// si/inn i.iH.it: Hit. 8; viii. <(. Kir,: vi 1.85; Hi 81. 24,

deeoendl from the front apparently in R. vi. 111..V .nriitlri/ii r/,

\\vagra b- a pointed rear, which seem- in
|,

In
<ti;',f<ir<it. tin- adverh i- temporal. The ordinary

ni unit :-ppearH to IN- from the side or back. Climbinir into anoi
illn-irate.l i,y ft L8.95ff. cf.79rT.): 7H.22: 88. 20Tfathermnd

nli IHIW de-tr'.\ed, deprived of war-car, hi- Inu^,-., -l.-iin. hi-

ii. he hastily mounted the car of Citrasena't : vii.:'o. 7. Invi.
'.. the tw.. Mand ami lhoO( r at the l..e ;iliei- Satxaki

ascend- AUiimanyu's car. Arjuna even sei/.e- hi- -<>n in his amis an<|

nm into t I'lie words emp|o\ ,out the -anie. l.nt

"f lri\ in-, apparently . . \i roh(i. iiflliirnrnhn.

fath&ya, updmli. i>rl ii<i/i>ii/<nitfi, are all i

pratyavaruk, avaptutva tor di-mount Id . \iii.r.i. \\.

I.'JI'. .1 ////*/!////// the techni.al ieu

tires six paces (avfi^fnfi/'i /xi,!,},,, ^it. \\\. 11 ;i m

beae term- w. , | a- pr.-p. i uniiK \dliiratlia. \d
M. Atl.at!,:. xii. K',4. i:{. II ; MP

at tir-t tho-i- -kill.-d in dri\in- 'OH
'

l'r.p|.|- names are
made by

'

' mi" the end of a compound, as Vrkaratha
(nama bhrata kartwsya.), vii. 157. 21. Compare also p. 804, note.
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The ease with which tin- chariot i> overturned indicate-

again its small >i/.e, for it falls over k like a clod' when the

driver's hand is loosed (vi. 48. 18) ;
and its fragility is shown

by the ease with which it is splintered (yiknHkrta) and the

knight decarred i /'//v////7/r//M ; while another indication of size

may IK- Cleaned perhaps from the poetical statement that 'the

wheels sank up to the huhs in blood.'*

The knight sometimes falls forward directly over the front

of the chariot,f which would imply absence of railing or de-

fense before the knight. There appears, however, to have
Keen a guard of some sort round the car in the Vedic period;
and in the Epic we may probably translate the i

guard' (varu-

tha) in this way, though it also means an over-shield. The
usual application of this word as an adjective of the car leaves

the sense doubtful ;J though, being spoken of as distinct from
the sun-screen, the former meaning seems certainly admissible,
as well as indicated by the cars ' void of defense,' where the

sun-screens do not appear to be meant. The commentator says
it is a leather protector,g There is nothing, however, but this

varutha to correspond to the &I>TI>^ made probable for the

earlier time
;
and nying weapons never appear to be impeded

or caught from above by the '

protector,' nor is it a conspicu-
ous target (as the flag and pole are), though included in dam-

aged portions of a wrecked car.f It must, nevertheless, have
been low, if it ran in front at all

; for, besides falling over in

front, a man falls and clings for a long time to the pole, till

he becomes insensible, as if still partly in the car (iv. 64. 48, 49).
The '

pole of the car' (ratka-isa), or commonly the pole alone

(kuba/rd)f{ is fastened to the box of the car (k'dsthd), and to

the double yoke (yuya, iugum, ^ufoy) that crosses it, and (dhur)
rests in turn on the necks of the steeds.** The fastenings 01

the yoke (like the
general calcrabandha, rathabandha) are

termed yoktra, fastening yoke and pole, or samnahana^
'

join-

ers,' and all appear to be of leather, as do the reins (ragma-

*
dndbhi, vii. 146. 89

;
103. 30-31 ; vi. 117. 15.

f hato rathdgrdd apatat, viii. 89. 65
; rathdnlka, vii. 96. 70, is a rank.

i savaruthdh, vi. 106. 22
;
mahdrathdh savaruthdh, ix. 26. 37.

5$ vivarutha, viii. 16. 14
;
with chattro and bandhura, iii. 241. 31.

I

' The yoke, pole, varutha, standard, charioteer, horses, threefold-

piece, and the seat' (talpa, not turret), iii. 242. 5.

H vi. 46. 5
;
71. 39 ;

vii. 196. 12, etc. Perhaps also yugamdhara,
'

yoke-
holder,' vi. 1956 C = 48. 94 B, yugabandhura ; and vii. 16. 31.
** dhur means the load, either pole or half-yoke ; dhuryam is merely

the weight on the horse coming from the piece in the neck ; dhuryam
may, therefore, include part or the pole itself. The duplicity of this

yoke consists in two pieces, one about the neck of each horse, so that,
when it is cut in two, each horse carries one dhur : compare vi. 48. 24-25,
cakre bhagne yuge chinne ekadhurye haye hatah, dksiptah syandandd
virah sasdrathir ajihmagdih.
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yah)* and are gilded, so that they
4 shine like the sun/ with the

gaudv it-r. 4 When a distinction is intended, Isd is the lower,
j&bara the upper end of the pole4
A desperate attempt against the Kuru commander of the

day by a knight no longer able to use his bow shows us the use
to which the stout pole of the car may be put (vii. 191.21 ff.).

The knight's charioteer has been slain; he thereupon directs

his lmr-e- full at the steeds of his opponent, in such a way that
the horses of both cars 4 become mixed together' (a#yd 'qvdn
si;i/;if/i,ii-i',nh . . t't/<lnt!qrayat)\$)', he then drew sword, and,
taking hi> -hield, crawled down upon the pole of his own war-

and -standing on the middle of the yoke, on the very tip
of the yoke, and on the hind-quarters of the blood-red horses'

(of his foe), suddenly appeared under the front of his adver-

sary's car, who meanwhile saw no opportunity (antaram) of

killing him. The Maharatha (or distinguished knight) whom
he attacked then seized a car-spear (rathaqakti) and slew the
foe's horses

;

4

avoiding his own red steeds,' but letting them

escape with broken harness. The adventurer is. cast to the

ground, and for the moment defeated, but the whole army
honored his

^reat
achievement.' Here apparently the knight

uses the car-snield to protect himself with.||
The relative po>ition> of the four horses drawing a large

chariot were as follows: one bears the right-hand ahur, one
the left, the * near5

horse; one is attached to the end of the
ixle i jxi ,->/,/ i on the left; another, parallel to this, to the

axle-end on the right. Such seems to be the arrangement ac-

cording to the text, though it would not be impossible to in-

terpret as a double span, the foremost drawing on the yoke and
pole, the hinder pair on the axle. N. understands two yokes.^f
The car-pole i i-tif/nuff,

///), held at one end by the yoke, was
either regarded a> divided at the heavy end into three parts,

* The reins and girdles are distinct, viii. 27. 30.

Jvii.-J.
:H: L15.SO; viii. 79. 59.

Tim- ili. triveyu is tyd, the yngamdhara is kubara (see below).
* Dhrishtadyunina's progress : tatah sa rathanitfasthaiii xvarathasya

rafAepdffd, iiijari'liinl II.M'III iiili/nnii/u yttacandram ru lihanumat. thru
-i. |.|M-d upon the yugamadhya, then stood jaghandrdhefu c& 'cudwim.
directly under the foe's nitfa, 27 ff., and also yugapaliyu.

| Depriving a car ot its |n,le was one of the manoauvres practiced ;

the car was then vikul>< <!,,. \n. KM,. \>*. t tc. The trick
/in- tli. |M,I, j, n, .t mi. Mtiimon. When Bhlma sees the Guru

i-oiniii- thiou-h .HI opening in the array (vyuhadv&ra), 'he gets out
Imrry, and shoots at the atiratha, seizing the pole

"i his war-car' (vii. 12. 20: compare R. vi.69.4. //

mathye '^drfi rathatya, etc.
*

< "injui : dakyinaih yo dhuraih yuktali
'yaindhnram dhnry avaro vatnarii vahati; yo 'yam pdrpiiih vahati;
yo 'yaih vahati me parHmihdakKhiam abhitah rtfcttafc

\"i xin. 81
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two of these (the pole the third) being side braces that ran be-

hind the horses and connected at each end with the kfisljm*

axle-wood (box), and this was called the k

threefold-piece' (///'-

venu), literally
' the piece with three sticks

;'
or this piece was

a triangle of bamboo, one side of which was parallel to the axle

and the other two ran together to the pole.*
The chariot, when enti-riuir the field, always carries a loose

piece of wood, which often comes off and lies with flags, stand-

ards, etc. This is the '

drag' (anukarsa), explained variously,t
but most simply as ' a piece of additional wood fastened be-

neath the car for the purpose of quickly repairing damages
sustained in battle.' It would thus be a part of the upaskara
or general furnishings of the war-car. As I have noted no oc-

casion where any attempt was made to repair a damaged car in

the field, it may be that it was meant for the artizans left in

camp, who could use the timber at night, and always find some
when needed. To drag about a log of wood for the sake of

possible repairs at night seems, however, so absurd that 1 am
almost led to. think the piece was meant as ballast : not unlikely

* The two side-pieces seem quite certain. I cannot decide whether
the third piece was an addition to the axle parallel to it or was the pole
itself continued. Compare the commentator on chinnatrivenucafcrd-

ksah, viii. 16. 13 : ubhayatah kds^hadvayasahito dhurdandah,
' the

yoke-pole connected on both sides with the two ends of the axle-box.'
This piece of wood is generally mentioned "without description in the
text. Where Arjuna mounts his car in iii. 175. 4 (girikubarapdddkam
pubhavenutrivenumat), the commentator says that the pdddu are the

(two) wheels, and defines our word as a * three-cornered piece of wood
uniting pole and axle, and called gubhavenu, because the sticks (vena-

vah) of which the trivenu was made were beautiful.' That is to say,
the wood was bamboo, but the compound had so often been used that
the same word could be used again as an adjective. The word occurs

quite often (compare iii. 242. 5
; iv. 57. 37

;
vii. 156. 83 ff., trivenuka, etc.).

We find it silvered (rajatatrivenu), viii. 37. 27 ; and apparently synony-
mous with tridanda (i$d tadubhayapdrgvaddruni, comm.) : from which
we may also conclude that the original bamboo had been replaced by
stronger wood, though keeping the old name. Such use of the word
as this, and that in ix. 9. 31, nadi triv#nudandakd vrtd, easily leads to

a confusion with the flag-staff, which may also be of three bamboo
pieces. The Puranic use is a copy of the Epic, as in Var. P. 96. 11, ra-

thdh sucakradanddk$atrivenuyuktdfy, etc. Chariots described as dvi-

trivenavah, in the description of vii. 36. 31 ff., would seem to support
Burnouf's notion that the trivenu was anyway the flag-staff. But
the commentator always keeps the explanation given above ; and it

seems more likely that what is meant is a double triangle, one on top
of the other, for strength ; although

' two or three' might be the inter-

pretation, not referring to flag-staffs, but to this pole-piece as com-

pound of three or of only two, the essential parts. The meaning in

the last passage, however, remains to me quite doubtful. It is just

possible that the trivenu modified the shape of the war-car, and that
we have to translate rathdgra in many passages more literally (hato

rathdgrdd apatat, viii. 89.65, etc.).

f v. 155.3: vi.89.38; I06.21ff. ; vii. 38. 6, with talpa and trivenu;
viii. 19. 42 ; 58. 26 ; and often.
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when we remember how the cars tip over every few minutes.*
i -iK-li hint- and iruee< we may perhaps conclude that at

least the two-wheeler was a very li^ht affair, constructed largely
of bamboo (though liirht, a very tough wood: compare its use

for bows), and meant mainly for speed and manoOBYring.
/////"////'' or -liakinir, as a]>plied to a war-car, is indicative 1 ot'

this.-*- Ir i- UIIK iall\ a->umed that war-cars of the earliest

l were heavy and clumsy; but on the contrary the earlier

tWin >eem> to have been very small and light ; with the addi-

tion of another wheel and ultimately pair of wheels come size,

>talilitv, weight. The currus of the Roman and syandana of

tli- Hindu are both so named from their
'

running' power or

speecLj
The standards and flags of the war-cars, dhwaja, ketu,patdkd :

These l>ear an important part in hank*, for they are the rallying

points of either party, and the standard of a great knight is

well spoken of as the upholder of his whole army. They are

not. however, national, but individual. They do not corre-

-pond morally to our flag, but rather to the plume of the Euro-

pean knight in the middle ages. This distinction must be borne
in mind, for it illustrates at a glance the Hindu field, where, as

said above, the men fight only for their leaders.

We have next to distinguish between ensign and banner.

At the back of the car, perhaps on one side, rises a staff,

straight up high from the noor. The main staff, I incline to

think, was in the hack-middle of the car, while the little Ilair>

were on the side. This staff bore the ensign or signum at its

top, and apparently below this top floated the flag. [
The flag-

pole was often the first objective point of the foe's arrows,
which seem aimed not so much at the symbol as at the pole
ir.-elf, dou bt less because the former was of metal and the latter

of bamboo ;^[ though of course the ultimate purpose was to dis-

*
Possibly the 'block' of wood (pdtalya) in R. V. iii. 58. 17 may be an

anukarsa. Unexplained by Zimmer, loc. cit., p. 'J~l .

f So phurnitavdn rathah, in viii. 90. 88, of the car repeatedly swaying
from side to side, though not in war, but through a m>.

'

t The names are synonymous. Compare R. i. 71. 5, where the dvijas
are to go in a syandana, and ii. 4. 4, in a rallm.

gvd@ayan*i, perhaps gariand, v i i i . 58. 28 (see below).
I Compare for the position of the staff the stat. m. nt m vi. 101.47-48,

where a wounded knight sits < \<>\\ n in tin- n/msllm n-clinin- :ig:iinst tin-

flag-pole -.^fife amdert7o/n. and tlu- NMI... in vii Tli,

pole could not have been forward, for he would then have turn. -.1 hi-

back to the foe (since he evidently uses the staff as a brace to his back),
;i tliin : i\>. Um-lit. .

. \v>iul<l <\. 'I'hr <>nly passages that I have
n..ti,-,.i| which seem to ihi- are liU-- that in vi. 82. 59, where
one sli..i I'll- dhvaja and charioteer ; but we cannot deduce much from

of 1 1m Epic heroes.

otnpare fc. Br.
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grace the knight by bringing down hi- >\mbol. When the

symbol falls, the whole part\ -nay rightly regard the

knight's followers as such) falls into dismay and disorder. On
the top of the staff was placed the <///////// or /v7//, the former

meaning sometimes tlie whole arrangement, staff and image or

banner; the latter the symbol or banner alone. This image
was a likeness of some animal, as a boar or flamingo. Thus the

vdnara or ape-ensign of A rjnna \vas placed on the top of the

dhvaja, and his car is usually termed the ' car with ape-stand-
ard.'* The fain is often a part of the dhvaja, but as often

synonymous with it (in its narrower sense), 'f'hus any symbol
as specification of the general dhvafa may be so used also of

the ketu.\ The sudden fall of a knight
' like a dhvaja released

from its fastening
'

implies a heavy substance
;
while the ex-

panding (utsriya) of the ketu implies a banner, iv. 65. 1.

letu is, therefore, at times synonymous with pataka,
'

flag,
5

while dhvaja is also the metal top-piece of the staff, or that

with the staff4 The height of the standard as a pole may be
known by its being always very conspicuous, and inferred again
from the pretty image describing a cluster of tall river-trees

raised above the flat ground like a dhvaja above a war-car (i.

70. 17). The same passage includes a frequent epithet of the

army used as a noun, dhvajinl, the i bannered ' host
(i. 70. 32).

One of the battle-books gives us what is called ' a picture of the

standards,' whence we see how variegated and of what differ-

ent sorts they were. They are all 'like mountain peaks,' bright
with color and gilded, decorated with flags, and differing in

name, form, and color. Arjuna carried ' an ape with ferocious

mouth and a lion's tail,' and had flags besides ; Kama had a

hastikaksya / Drona, a steer
;

still others bore peacocks, boars,

elephants, sometimes bearing bells of silver or of gold ;
and

one knight has a silver boar in a gold net. In another place
we are told that a younger knight has a gold qarabha (an eight-

legged monstrosity) as his symbol ;
and his twin brother, a sil-

*
dhvajdgre, viii. 79. 22 ; vdnaradhvajah, viii. 56. 91, etc.

f Compare v?$abhadhvajah, kapidhvajah, pak$ivaradhvajah, iii. 39. 83 ;

viii. 56. 91
; 94. 58, etc.; but all used also with ketu: but not ketuyatfih.

\ Compare the last line in the first act of Qakuntala, where the ketu
has a silk flag (cindhgukam iva ketoty prativdtarh niyamdnasya) ; and
the chowrie-flags (cdmara) in the similar line of the first act of Vikra-
morvacj.

The dhvaja bahuvidhdkdrdh in the dhvajavarnana of vii. 105. 1 ff .

Arjuna has one sihhaldngulam ugrdsyqm vdnaralakanam, ib. 8
;
the

distinction of ndma, rupa, varna, ib. 2-5 (anekavarndh). The flag is

here patdkd. From vs. 14 it is evident that the pole in Karna's car
runs down into the upastha. The govr$a is Diva's sign (vryadhvajah) ;

the boar, Vishnu's. The symbols top the dhvaja, but the latter is here
also convertible with ketu.
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ver swan with bell>.'
:: From other passages we see that t

and flowers as well as animal> were on i ployed as sign*. Espe-
cially tin- palm, which from ir> height and majesty was regarded
a* moet fitting emblem for tin' Kuriis' greatest warrior, and
was on that account the >yinhol-trec

'

/</r' .'r'^V.f The same
kniirht does not. ho\\r\vr. hear alway.- the same ensign. Thus,
in another war we- find HliTsliina with the en-i^n of tive yellow
>tar- and a him- i-ilki tlair : and I )n>na boasting the k<n)iandalu,
or pot, that marked his low origin. Contrasted colors are

loved. K ripa has i red horses and a blue flag,' etc. But the en-

-iii-ns are individual enough for their kniirhts to be recognized
by them, as by their clothes and steeds.J

' With ensigns hoisted,'
the kniirht- -how then.i<elves ready to advance

against
the foe.

The symbol was a >iirn irivinr luck, as notably that of Arjnna.
or hoiv ill luck to it- owner.] The color of the metal in the

image, or of the oloth in the flar, is always made prominent.
( hie hero has a rod cn>iirn.

- and others have blue, yellow, etc.

liut above all white is beloved. So the war-cars Mook like

citio." being so gaily dressed.** Karna is distinguished by a

symbol called /v//>--7. or /w/-.y//,7 / I think, a tiger. He is de-

-crihel a- having a white flair, crane-colored steeds, a gilded
IM.W. ;md (after other things a /u'njukiiksti or //*/ </,<//,#/. possibly
an elephant girdle, but. from its use in connection with Karna,
more likely a 1>. mpare \ iii. 1 1.7 : ". 85

;
87. 7, 90 ff.

The expre ion ////////'//. -flagged.' i> u>ed as Well of the

-tandard. //////////. as of the car itself, whence we mu>t imagine
that the >talf bore flag- beneath the emblem.if

All have the-t- banner- ivii.:U. !',). and it i> very likely that

they were placed on other parts of the car, besides the

*
vii. 23. 86 ff. Abhiinaii yu's is rnrhwuHikxl. hcnriiiK a hawk's

Vmlhislitliira IM-M- lia- ;i <livim- Imw. ( tli-r Midi rn-imis are found in
vi.Ti.i:: an, ,.,).; //,, H. 104. 14 i/7//////m>(/.: rii. 8. 28 ff. (fndfef4*-
kah and ttiiihnh-tnh : \\. 1 15. 81 (kamik<~ir<Uir(ij(ili : c(ni|>arc \ii. 'M. i-, :

it irj.-.".'
; llfi

f The tal'i is tllir<ijinlriin,uli . \ii..Vi. is. |;liislmi:i is 'tlu- one with

palm as ensign,
1

/'~ii<i/.->fnh. t&ladhvajafy.
rona bear uninilulii in i\ : and a wdl >i

in ill. >. n ilt. 56.54 as r|"ip|>r(l with

pafic" is a ni/ jxitdhl in il>. 41.

( f (In- '///rif//- :i iiiin:il-. in i. 2*^5. 16
\l'lnit i j..n ,,t the dead by tlu-ir

l>; i nners, etc., see x\ .:'... M.
/'/" narva evo 'cchrita-

illn'iiji'ih. Si. \. i:t. I. thr trrhnical word.

t*n'i<i'ilii<i<llir<tj<ih.
\ i. I I '3. 19.

liilittnfoi'ilir,,j,,h. \ i ; i i
i

j

hfi nngarcuiaihkaqt'i i >',. ( ompaK \ii. HN). 8.

id often in references givm
ve.

"iii|..ii- Lit- i MI in.. n in si/.. l.-tween

dhvaja and pntilhl. AK. P. < \ h .1, .

h;i|,t, -r mi consecration "i

>Hir,ij,i ;.t tbed ..... and Hfli. Saiiih. |:5.^ :?<: Ml.h.i.68.
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\ chariot that i> abhipctt&ki/n i> one of which the flag.-, to sliow

victory. l)lo\v forward, againM the wind.* Kama's flag is

golden and garlanded.* and the how of Indra (rainbow) alone

can serve to dt-ci-ihe all the colors of the flags*! ^ we rea(^

of the flag- and umbrellas shining in an array among jewels
and weapon-.

<
I Vfore and in the war we find Yndhishthira

riding on a car of which the tlag>tall'-toj) was ornamented with

two nin>ical in.-tninieiit-. perhaps tambourines, called inrddinjiiii

(iii. 27(U5: vii. i':5. 85).
The special flags called wtifayantyak appeal- to be n.-e<l in

war only upon the elephants, and must therefore have been of

small size (vi. 112. 27 ;
viii. 58. 2S). These may be only garlands,

as in the '

Indra-garland
'

(i.
63. 15) a sign of victory.

Dhvaja is used outside of war as any sign, e. g. of a god, or

of a huckster. Thus we have dharmadhvcyah *&d dnarma-

flhvajikah of the sun, 'whose emblem is duty;' or used of one

that sins, that trades in duty.||
Almost as part of the banners stands the chattra, or um-

brella, a real protector, and indispensable part of a car's fur-

niture, but also regarded as a flaunting ornament. It was gen-

erally white. On festal occasions it is carefully held over the

head by another equal or attendant. In spite of its frequent
occurrence in descriptions of spoils, it does not seem to play

any part in the action, and I fancy it does not really come into

the poem until a later age, but properly is to be associated with

the mass of effeminate luxuries depicted long after the orig-

inal.^
The arms stored in the chariot are represented as so many

that we can only see late readings in such statements. The

car, according to these accounts, was an arsenal, holding a

* viii. 11.7 ff. Compare atipatdkah (rathah) in viii. 34. 54; 59.67, a
war-car with banner over it.

t patdkd kancanl sragvl dhvaje, vii. 105. 13.

i indrdyudhasavarndbhih patdkdbhir alamkrtah, vi. 50. 44
; compare

ib. 79. 57, ndndvarnavicitrdbhiti patdkdbhir alamkrtah.
vi. 87. 14. Compare also viii. 24. 54, 72, cars with banners and moon-

colored steeds ; elephants
' with different banners of various colors.'

|| dharmadhvajah, iii. 3. 19
; dhvajikah, xiii. 163. 62 (cf. dhvajin).

1" Thus, in viii. 27. 33, on the battle-field are found umbrellas, fans,
sandal wood (the Hindus' most costly wood) ; and in ix. 10. 2,

' a gleam-
ing white umbrella' is carried over Yudhishthira ;

cf . iv. 55. 55 and 64. 8.

In vi. 22. 6, the chariot-umbrella has ivory ribs. One of the first things
Acvatthaman asks, when he finds his king dying and deserted, is

'Where, oh where is thy pure umbrella? and where is thy fan, O
ruler of earth? (ix. 65. 18). The chattra is white (vi. 103. 25), and fur-

nished with a gold-stick (hemadanda, vi. 55. 31 ; R. vi. 36. 113). Another
name, dtapatra, 'parasol,' means 'the same ;

in a march described in

xv. 23. 8, the king goes out with a line of war-cars (rathdnikena), and
has a white dtapatra held over him. The bells on the war-car are also

noticed in R. vi. 49. 8.
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complete assortment of arms in lar*re mini hers. Thus, a car

<\i. 106.22 ff.) is full of all arms, ami a knight says (vii. 112.

4i
tf.) : 'Let the car-attendants put all tin* car-<piivers (ujpa-

'<is\ all tin- furniture <>//><//'//,///, //,/.. just as is right, into

my war-car; for I >hall use all weapons, and the car must be
furnished as ha- been apjxnnted by instructors.'*

The knight then <r'H>s out to meet the Kambojas, who are

conversant with many arms; the Kirata-. who are like poison ;

the Takas, who are tike fire,' etc.; his lion-/////v//a decorated
with white tla^s. himself clothed in a brass corselet, his bow

pressed to his bosom; -and he was adorned with /'//'' Per~

t'u me, and wreaths, he. praised by o-irls. and kied by the kiiujf.*

More specific i- the account ^iven in the following (viii.

17 : -Si\
,/_/////,//,/ of arrows, numberless darts, hammers,

spears, knives, bhattas (also arrows), two thousand ndrdcas (iron

arrows), three thousand jtrmttirti (arrows) which not even a

wagon drawn by six cows could carry' (qalcatam sadgamyamy-^
are here left under the care of one warrior. ' With darts (.VI. 7.

wqi-kli"* t*<jK~ttha; 29, jtrsnthn and handguard>. with <pii\er
and horn and banner, with brea>t-plates, diadem, sword, and
bow.' is the description of a

knight
in his car (iv. 53. 9).

In

another passage (xiv. 7l>. 14), a knight 'ascended the car packed
with 1 1 mid red s of quivers, after he had

girded
on his golden

breast-plate and his >hininir helm.' A hundred quivers, be-

club>. /w/,/y////7.v, bells, spears, spits, darts, bows, arc in a

car with a variUna < viii. 11.8). A car of priceless value is de-

-cribed in the (late) twelfth book, but is used for state, not for

war. and appears to be merely a means of exhibiting jewels,

2 adorned with sapphires (inasdra), crystal, and gold-plated
wheel- (/n'tnfinib<t<ffMt/c(iki'tib)< while 'all sorts of gems' are

fastened to it, so that it "shines like the newly risen sun.'f

Compare the brief account, marked late by the meter, in the

opening war-scene, when- ^'ndhi>hthira ha> *a war-car like In-

dra's, with irolden harness, and bright with lnlt'ik<i irold);'J
and

pare the Car described a^ain in the twelfth book

87.82 :)'. . u here tin- kino- nimint> a nice new war-car 001

eivd with /-///////^///->kin>. and drawn b\ -ixtccn white OOW8,'

In tin- ear r.liin brother. took the rein-'

y/v///// /</, it \\M- MI n -iv.Mi state eri-emony. and Arjuna
held the white umbrella < wh <'1,<i11 1'<> n< 01 r"\;ill\ OTOT
the einjM-nn-'- head. Intlie-ame passage We tind

*
IliHcarwDaiiraf/'" U i i li. five qualities/ unexplain-l

f xii. 46.88 ff. A liiMi.ln-.| \ Ml i^es are put parallel to a hun.ln .1 \\;n

can in viii.:!^.9; if for comparative value, such state-cars nm-t \

meant.
t vi. 22.5; a denial mi im \ L--ii move "iinii.ni m I;.
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a car drawn by men : that is. tin* steeds were replaced by men
(narnyana, ib. 40). Another description of one of these enor-

mous war-carriages is furnished by a passage contemporaneous
with or next later than the last. It is here we find a distinc-

tion (above, p. 236) formally made between war-cars and pleas-
ure-cars ;* and here perhaps the shortest yet fullest picture of
the former in its greatest if not most ponderous glory.

" Har-
ness up \Mitjj~t/t -tt/'ti ratham i. the saint cried

; prepare quickly thy
chariot called the war-car, with weapons and banners, with a

spear and a gold staff (t/<t >//), noisy with the sound of belU,
furnished with ornamental doors (yuktas toranakdlpa/mlih.

31), gilded, supplied with hundreds of arrows
;
this was done,

and the king placed his wife at the left of the pole (vdme
dhuri\ himself at the right, and laid within the car the goad,
sharp-pointed, made of three sticks' (ti'idaridam va/jra$ucya-

gratn pratodam tatra ca -dadhat] for this was another nara-

yaiia, and the king and his wife were forced to drag the car

for a great saint. Whether we may be allowed to predicate
but two steeds for such a car in its normal locomotion I doubt,
but these two were goaded

' on back and hip,' and dragged the
saint about for some time without exhaustion. The ornamented
doors were probably in relief, judging by a Purana standard

;

though Epic evidence fails rne.f
Another description, rather simpler, tells us that the war-

car ready for battle was 'large and fine, and adorned with

bells, with a golden net, and light to run with the noise of

thunder ; well-adorned, furnished with tiger-skins which made

protection (guard, varuthin\ and drawn by good fair-necked

steeds' (v. 131. 28 ff.). Compare the almost identical descrip-
tion of a war-car in the sixth book of the Ramayana :

' He
mounted with joy the divine war-car, his bow strung, that car

furnished with all kinds of weapons, sounding with a hundred

bells, harnessed with thought-swift steeds, and well guided by

*
sdmgrdmiko rathah and kriddrathah, xiii. 53. 28 ff.

f See P.W., kalpana. Compare the vimdna described in R. vi. 106.

22 ff. It is adorned with gold and gems, banners, and emblems ; and it

is beautified by hemakak?ydh (m.), gold plates, and nets of bells. The
Lexicon compares kaksa, defined as part of the car (kaksa, 12) by na-
tive lexicographers, and translates doubtfully

'

Fliigel.' Apropos of the

legend, it may be asked why, if any weight at all is laid on a legend
describing how a king maltreated the priests (see above, p. 73;, we
should not also conversely treat this story as an indication of the way
priests treated kings. The answer is : because the former is a national

legend, and belongs to respectable tradition
; the king so proud being

held up by the Epic and legal literature alike, his image being in a
sense historical ;

while this latter is one of the wild self-made absurd-
ities of the pseudo-Epic, not supported by earlier legend ; and because
the former illustrates what may well have happened at an earlier day,
and the latter fails to correspond to any antecedent probability.
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the charioteer: which had the >oimd of thunder. and the ^lorv
of the -hiniiiLi- moi.n <r Min : which had a loft \ :!': which

irrc-i-tiMe. fnrnUhed with a
j>rotection \fUVarlM<

well adorned. covered with a net of ^old. on lire a- it were

IK- part- of the chariot are not ea-ily e.\j>lained. a.- the;.

rarely mentioned, and not de>erilied. Tliu-. we tind in a li

.-harlot.-. U-ide- tho>e already di>cu>M-d. flu- //,//_/</,////.

apparently equivalent to //'/>//. the hanner-tati' : the j<iii>//n'i.

|rohal>lv the ,//->w /',///,//"' r a\le-t ive ;' and I lie /A//;//////. ]HT-

haj- the -|>oke>
< nnle>- the lianu- in ireiieral he meant i.-f Tlie

triani:-le-j>ieee. el>i'wlu-re e\jlained. i> said in another |>aai:vof
thi> lo<k to he >ilvered ; and from the same paragraph we mav
add a new item to the car, namely the- //-/'-/v,/w r thi'eet'old i'e-

r.-j.taeK-. >aid to he of irold, i.e. gilded: the w;ir-ear decked
with ti

-
iriT->kin>, <>t noi-rK-- axle, golden ///-////. and >ilvei'

rrian^le-piece.'^: l\<>< alone i- >peciti-aily a >heatli !

-word. \\'r ma\ lia\c in the last three epithet.- three near

par!-, axle, a\le-ho\. axle-pnle-triaii^'lc. a> k<><;i i> \\^>\\ in Yedic

;tnre: hut why three-fold? On account of it.- nonspecific
. fre.pient in tlie Kpic, I |>refer to regard it a- indica-

tion ,,f three compartments for receiving anus.

*R. vi. 31.28 fiF. Bells are hen- A-/// /./// 7 (rofaiitlditd). Compare R.
'.8. Compare, too, R. vi. ">!. 17 if. ix///// rajah . . nufcarpa$) a car

tur!ii-li-<i with triil-nfs. ;i\rs. ct<-.. in il>. Hs : ;l inl K. vi. ii. s.

ilu-ihu- interpreted as 'goldon.
1 The same R.

'tln'iiii'i in ril 'i/iiirui ijnnili'n sddln'iija iii'uii fit filtliiml in \.

in tiki, <i H <lritrii-< iii'm nycistadan^akabandhurdn, */////-

'////// niiiiiiriiiiiiH iif>i .- vieakTvncukaropasth&n lilnnj-

"jii. prap&titopa*taraQ&n,v\LW.91
tr. Tnt commenta-

tor doea not tMiich tin- wunls --ivcn ;il<.\.': ih.^i- not -ivni lu-re are
<li-<-U->f<l in their plarr. / !'. \V. for <l<i i'/r<t mi '

1 1 s close
NiM-rt i"M with tin- wheel ami nil parts of the car would x't-m

'1688* BS a PI---IM-I- i r.ni-l.iii..ii. I'mm its In. ral in. MI

li-inptni to lirin- oo^ona into oonnectioi] with the ' hook* senae oi
in.- a t.i 'th ! hmiU "ii the win !->. Hut

- - "I" tin MI- .jiiiv.-tkMl- Mem in-t to lia\r Iw-.-n ii-i-il. i.r tii.-\ \\..til.l

part in 1 1 M not In pr,>\n| for
n.lralala devotee liinis.-lt to the

lllt tin- One I
lliitrl prnvi-v in, p

I nifiiiil.-ilu. whii-h run alon- with the wind on
l>\ t lii-iii-. 'l\ 66 '" la K.-II t lui- ; t h.-\

1

|lii-atioii the protectors .,( tln-ar. and dbhito fOthCHn
\\

'

t'oiinil (n
le . aj in MI-II. i

- fastened I" tin- >ide : Imt thi- |.a-->a-e I nun Par. (J.S iii. :

not d ;

> at the I.e-t to a!|o\\ ,

III. -Ill oil t

VOL. Mil. -{',
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Tho allegorical car described in viii. :W. IT if. gives a few

unique particulars in regard t> tin- chariot. We tind heiv a

protector called /^//v'/v7/v/, and one called y//-//v///////7 (compare
A.V. viii. v 'J-Ji. boides the coninion iwrut/ui ; a pariskara,
'guard of the wheels'; two inllitstlnln> . Branding ]>laces over

the fore-wheels' i M.: and an iijnn<k<irii % a hind-piece of wood.
Tin 1 seat, called bd/ndhurd, is made of three pieces. Knights

guarding the car are called y;>//v///.sw/Y7//, y^/v.v/v///A7//. and

fyrstjttiriih'silu
or /Y//-/V//V//-.SV///. These are also called JXI/-<T,I-

<l<>jn~ih
and

jKii''<ji'~irrt
t

iic<n'fih. Both connnentators understand
that there are four wheels. The similar cars described in the

Purfinas seem to he copies of those in the Epic.
In the simpler descriptions, and often seen by implication, we

find two-wheeled cars. Since the commentator is used to the

later order of four-wheelers, he sometimes endeavors to make
these into the four-wheelers, as was said above. Nevertheless,
from the Epic descriptions we should almost believe that two-

wheeled cars were universal, except in the latest portions of our

text. For instance, in one case a wheel comes off a car
;
and

then, it is said,
' the horses dragged the car with one wheel.'*

By implication, Krishna's car, said to have had ' two wheels, like

the sun and the moon,' could have had no more (v. 83. 15).
This car has four horses, so that, we see, the four steeds were
not confined to the larger chariots (the size of a war-car does not

seem to have anything to do with the bestowing of the titles

mahdratha, atir<jftha, etc.}.f Another two-wheeled car is inter-

able in a passage that says :

' the (one) yoke, the one pole, the

two wheels, and the one axle, were broken, cut to pieces by ar-

rows '

(v. 181. 14).

On the other hand, eight-wheeled cars are spoken of, although

very seldom. The same number of steeds is sometimes found4
As we see the car of two horses and two wheels the prevailing
one in the earlier period, and can trace a gradual increase in

weight and size, we may say with Lucretius :

Et biiugos prius est quam bis coniungere binos,
Et quam falciferos armatum escendere currus.^

* ekacakram ratham . . uhuty, vii. 189. 54.

f v. 165, quoted above, p. 204, with Kripa's extraordinary title ratha-

yuthapayuthapah, 166. 20, applicable to numbers or ability only.

\
' Great was tlie noise of the eight-wheeled car,' vii. 175. 13 (rathalj . .

azlacakrasamdyuktah). Again ayfacakra in vii. 167. 38. These eight-
wheelers belong to the book nearest in age of battle-books to the Rama-
yana. So we find also in Ranmyana the atfacakrasamdyukto mahdra-
thah (R. vi. 44. 27). For the steeds, see below.

Lucret. v. 1298. His next venture will scarcely obtain credence,

certainly not for India : et prius est armatum in equi conscendere cos-

tas . . quara biiugo curru belli temptare pericla.
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We are now prepared to dishelieve the- erroneous statement

made at the- opening of the war. when descrihin^ the hat tie-care.

Tin- error con-i>t> in tin- universal practice averted, lint proh-
allv tle i'ul lowing accurately de>crihe> the lar^e-t cliari(.t u>ed.

c\c.-|it the eccentric and unique special car.- of one or two
heroe-. My -iihjcct> an- in part anticipated hy this formal

-latement. which >ays t v. l.V>. l:J tV. i :

' All the e;ir> were drawn
l.v four : . and equipped with arrows and spear-,
and a hundred how> apiece: for each ear were two pole-hor^--,
directed hy one driver u ///'////////"/ lt<(i/,i t/<>r , ///// . . /-.////7 1, and

IWM <>ut>ide hmse- t'a-teiied tn the axle-end <

/'///// /'i. and dri\eii

l.v MIU- drivei- ajiiM-. / ixfirtillu ). The lattle-eais wi-re

like guarded citie>.' and the horses had gilded trapping. l -

iiniltluliitlii. Karl i car wa> ace(nipanie(l 1\ ten nr hv til'tv ele

phai
The ehariuteer. .s-<il. .v/ ///////, ;/<in(<ii\ it'nj,tnt,ii\ r<if/t<tt/<i,,t<l-

/'///N// /'////// A//-. p&rqnisaritiM, <il>/<~,<->ttf/'<i/,<i iviii. -\-2. 19),
,-<ifl,'ii'<l/,,iJ,<i. Wftfwn 'attract. ,v///v//// /////// 1: The ear held one
or three ehariife-r-. Two alone >eeni >. .inetinio implied

. vii. !.";. .x:; IT. i. Often. ho\vevi-r, the knight i- hi> own
driver. Out- kin^lv knight sometinie.- drive- for another, a-

ma for Arjuna and (,'alva for Karna. Hut the social

position of tiie charioteer i-. Ri >ecii from Talva's indiii'na-

tion in the -ceiie .(iioted at length ahove \

p. '2 1 7 >. <ne inferior

t< the kniirhtV in the war-ear. He only >er\cd for political

|urpM-.-. There remained enough of the cattle-driver ex-

traction in Karna to wan-ant thi>. hut the dialogue >how-
the ]>o>ition of the ordinary charioteer to le properly that

of a hiirh -ervant. Of kin^s the charioteers were not

thought uneijual to hiirh station, and princes in disti'e-s adopt
thi> mode of life hy jtreferencc. Thus Xala hecomes chief

ho>tler. and passe> his time in the >tahle. //;/-//v///7 ; and Nakula
take.- -ervice as a lior>e-trainer. Sanjaya. howcvi-r. the old

charioteer, >hare> hi- old kin^'.- hermitaire.^ < M' 1 than kinir>.

the drivers were appai'eiitly of little importance; th.-\ p-ncrallv
fall in hattle unnamed. Still, the practical po-ition outweigh-
the theoivtical -tatioii. We find the charioteer ivfiMni:- to <.le\

when the kniu'li' tOO reckle ei-.mmand-. hut yielding
when preed. lie i> a -ervaut, hut a privileged one, V

he charioteei-'- dnt\ to o-uard hi- knight : and thi>

ivhavelieen inti-rpreted to imply keeping him ou1 ot

Y> way. ('oinpare the vivid -cene in the seventh I k:
' Then IM drive thoii the >1eeU

jiiickly hefore the face of I)ro' d airain he i;

n I, n, -i in I il

f Nnl;i. 11
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on tlif driver, saying "go, go" (//<//"', /A////); hut the driver

said, "tlum ;irt not skilled enough in tightinir." Then cried

the knight, "I would indeed tight now. even with the gods !

Drive on !" and the charioteer, striking with his gosid the three-

year-old colts, drove on; hut he did not rejoice in his mind.'*

The rule of protecting the knight i> formal. 'In battle the

knight, if confused, must he guarded by the charioteer'; or,

ever must the man of the war-car he guarded* ; and when the

charioteer risks his life in saving his master, he does so because

he 'bears in mind the rule.'f It NV i" have been noticed that

we have in the case above but one driver. Side by side with

this we rind two more, the */7/^ or charioteer proper being un-

derstood, especially
noted as the parsnisarathl, or twain stand-

ing on either side of the car, perhaps over the fore-wheels (see

above), who guides the horses running free outside the pole-
horses (vii. 48. 29). Perhaps we have, conversely, to under-

stand the two in a large car when but one is mentioned, as in

the following ; but I see no reason for this except the difficulty
of one driver's managing a four-in-hand, which is slight, since

there is nothing to disprove the possibility of all four horses

being on the pole though this is against usage. Compare :

he shot (a h
1

Light-handed he shot (a ilood of arrows) at the foe's head,

neck, hand, foot, bow, horses (pi.), umbrella, standard, chariot-

eer (niycmtwr), three-fold-piece, seat (talpa\ wheels, yoke.

quiver, back-board, flag, two wheel-guards, and all the belong-

ings of his car
;
down fell the knight wounded in all his adorn-

ments and garments, down upon the earth, like a tree bruised

by a great wind.' The completeness of description might here

be taken as excluding the outer drivers.:):

*
vii. 35. 31 ff . ; 36. 1 ff . The expressions used are generally the same.

Compare codayd '$vdn bhfyam, vii. 145. 3
;
tvam sdrathe ydhi javena

vdhdih, viii. 76. 2 ; tvarayan haydn, viii. 26. 18, etc. The pride of the

knight in venturing to fight the gods is too common to require further
reference. We must remember that the gods meant are the old-fash-
ioned gods, now much reduced in circumstances, and by no menus
types of divinity. Another common comparison is likening the foe to

grasshoppers, to blades of grass (matvd trnena tans tulydn, vi. 113.36,

etc.), or to 'one sixteenth' of one's own power (vii. 111. 30, and often).

\ raksitavyo rathl nityam, iii. 18. 9 ; and ib. 8, mohitag ca rane yuro
rakyyah sdrathind rathl. In iv. 64. 49, the samyantar rescues the

knight,' upadecam anusrnftya.
\ vii. 38. 5 (cakram, also singular). Niyantar is usually yantar, con-

troller. The cakragoptdrdu seem to be guards over the wheels, not

guardsmen (cakrarak$du). The knights are their own drivers in vii.

196.13. The goad pratoda, held by the sdrathi, is constantly falling
from his hand : compare R. vi. 57. 24

;
81. 40

; and note that the goad and
reins are both held in the left hand by an expert driver ; and if this a rm
be wounded, he picks up goad and reins (with the other ?), driving on
as before. Compare viii. 27. 16 ff. ; sa nirbhidya bhujam savyam . .

hemadando jagdma dharanlm . . viddhasya . . pratodah prdpatad
dhastdd'ravmayay ca . . pratodam grhya so 'nyat tu ra$mm api yathd
purd vdtiaydindsa tan ayvdn . . .
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We find the kinr <f the Pandus acting tin- part of a driver

hc-ide tin- reii-idar charioteer.* Tin- art of the driver con>i>u-d

i lorn- in driving well and fast, and keeping the car straight,

for this indeed was hut tin- foundation of hi- science. Ili-

true art con-i-ted in wheeling and tnrninii. in bringing the car

raju'dlv about, -o as to attack the antagonist with such speed
from all <|iiarter> that tin- chariot sccnicd to advance from all

-ide- at once. Reference has hccn made to rliis art in the par-

agraph on the battle-order.-. The eircnm-tance.- in which the

:it or hi> driver e\erci-c> his skill are always the same.

either to escape snironiidiiig on the part of the foe or to sur-

round. The names of the circles are apparently technical, in

as great a degree as technicalities can be predicated of the

tran-parent hat tie-terms employed. We have seen the 4

right'
and "left" circles spoken of : that is, the 'circle,' mandala, is

the regular term for the evolution, to which we have added
cither

!i'ii,i<iL-it.
'the douhle wheel,' or '

left' and *

right/ dis-

tribntivelv. Hither of the latter is. again, called accrescent.'

ti,-<l/nn;nn/i'<i. The Kamayana. in a doubtful passage, uses

the words mth'i and sarpagatl in as if a technical sense, like

dala, corresponding to (yuddho^pndrgfy and it may be
that in the Mahahharata also these words have escaped my no-

-o used
;
but I can cite no instance of them from the latter

work. The etl'ect of 'circling' was prodiiced by 'goading the

steeds and hauling on the reins :' directing them, 01 course, by
the latter at the >ame time.f

tn imnlneyam abhyadhdvat . . svayaiii saihnodayann
nri;'ni ilmitavarndn, ix. 16.47.

idtat- wki-f i/iitiifn-iiti/il^itiliii ca (vii. 19. 0.), 'circles he
madetiit-n l<rward and backward:' n-mn nktrii f<ti<> . . . Imt/dn KMfc-

' Mmudyamya jun-ml 'Itlii/tijmtnf ////. mnntlult'nii

I'liintL-iiiil 'fin <'i iii err, savydin <'(t r/V/7/v/// ilnksim'tni <-<i xnrrn-

V"/'.' firitfixli ml 'Imfi'ih . . . i -in-iii ihli 'K- <-<i sa mmlyiitah. rifdcuniits /

hayott'iiiKlh
nil. r. !. s of different sorts, douhle ;md -

: - It and right.' Tin- partial ivprtition in vii. \esus
.'iji'nih ;i- on.- \vlio unl-r>1amU -u-h niiiim u\ ir-, \nnnit1ttlt~nii. 0tC. :

'// ijmlillni im'i rifn/i'" 'if "I- riitln *nhliilj .

in -lnl,-fi^lit : compare ix.57. ,." ff, :
'> m the last

cx.'linpli-. a </'"""/'"/" niaii(i-ii\ I- o| liih-fi-htiiii: dr nl.-t.

I -hoiild traiislati- in an rllip>-' instead of n Inn- rirrlr : ln-n-

sniHiniiliiii/iiiiii mi is addrd. ||i- nlliinal" ohjcd I.. OfUM lli-

i.-flin^; N-ft'is uxurtjinn ilrrfi/ti n'ljimih: \vlic-lin^ ri^lii' i-

>iin iiin'iri-ti/it. in i'. ;. I : \\ n h / ///".

a ii.-iif circle/ ib. 00. 10, In tin tii^i ol iii.--i- passage-
nitltilii i> (Irliiinl l.\ tin- oiiiini-ntal.

Tin- in. ulil n-'t I..- ImpOMiUe throughout, and is
ety-

nil : mi il>h . \v (
. should ih-i (instead of d< >\\ l.lr

and . Irolet in. 'ant to iian..\\ tin a n a .! the foe's act ion.

and o . otlirr- that ^ivi- him hraduax : hut I pn t. i iloii

passage in th.- Kanmyann M in hoth

editions, i-m th. v.-rae appears oorrupi in Hi.- -omi |.ada. In

.\ e iln-
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A further trick of the charioteer is that of driving in such

a way as in make a particular kind of imisc. Perhaps no

iimiv than what cnnvspunds to our individual trick of tread is

meant, hut we tind that an unseen charioteer is reeogni/ed simply

hy the noise he makes in driving. This may he merely the'

grandeur and londiiess of the sound, and it is withal in a 'tale

of old' that the fact is mentioned ;

:: hut as a man used to the

track can recognize one locomotive out of a hundred hy ear

alone, though hell and whistle he not used, I sec 1 no reason

why in a chariot-age the same fineness of ear should not be

pn>sihle. even if in one case the individuality lies in the engine
and in the other in the engineer's method. Loudness of noise

alone is often approvingly alluded to (e. g. It. vi.79. 11).
I have already spoken of the eagerness with which a decent

knight slays his foe's charioteer. The ensign and charioteer

are often aimed at first, and these with the horses being laid

low, the knight-to-knight combat tirst begins. Every scene

will give examples of mis statement, and a few references will

suffice.f It was a very mean and cowardly practice, and en-

gaged in without compunction. The driver was absolutely

helpless. The opposing knight looked on him as he did on the

horses, and shot him to stop the car. No qualms of honor

seem to have been felt; yet the driver was the most unpro-
tected man in the field. The 'code' had not touched him.

Even as against the opposing knight, thus destitute of horses

and driver, the combat was unfair; but this is the regular

usage.
An important casual occupation of the trusted charioteer lies

in the office of herald or ambassador, nominally under safetv,
hut endangered by a wrathful prince. Deprecating possible
wrath, he was supposed to repeat verbal messages, while act-

ing rather as an agent sent to confer.;): As daily herald to

town from camp goes the charioteer of old Dhritarashtra, and

appears as an old friend of the king. So in the Ramayana a

charioteer, sarathi, is sent with a message to the king (ii. 57. 23).

Regular news-seekers were the spies, always taken for granted in

each camp. The news of Arjuna's vow is carried across 1 >\

gati ; in vs. 3, Gorresio reads mandaldni ca mihlq ca jihmdh sarpaga-
tis tathd, darqayantdu bahuvidhdn sutasdmarthyajdn gundn ; while B.

(adhy. 109 here) has gatapratydgatdni ca in the second! pada. The Ra-

mayana has a simile not very flattering to the charioteer :

' this city de-

prived of thee will be like a py-tand whose leader (mra) is slain, and
where the charioteer alone is left (in the war car),' ii. 51. 5. A simple
manoeuvre in R. vi. 90. 10 consists in bedusting the foe (cakrotksiptena
rajasd rdvanaih sa vyadhunayat).

* Nala recognized by his rathanihsvanah, iii. 73. 33-34.

t vi. 72. 26 ff.
;
77. 70 ;

vii. 134. 13.

i Compare Uluka, in v. 161 (see above, p. 164).
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-pie- to tin 1 other camp ivii.74.lt. The news of defeat is

brought the kinir by messengers called /w/-///7v/// / not by the
.v /"//// that had been tlu- daily reporter of events.*

We have also t<> notice that the auta or professional driver

was retained in peace a.- a musician, and seems in this capac-
ity to have been employed as a regular eulo^i/i-r in fea>t- and

procession-. alono- iflth /////////* and nnli/inllmx.+ Of the

number of charioteers employed by a wealthy potentate we
can form no estimate. The Kpic says that Yudhi>hthira, when
kini: of Indraprastha. possessed eight hundred >/>/</* with /////-

yatUHtM* perhaps only mnsicia:

The * '">/// had not only to drive hut to attend to the horses,

put them up. take care of them, and, after battle, draw the

arrow- out of them and doctor them (v. 180. 1).
Th' rlniriotrsteeds : Aelian tells us that the art of mana^ini:

hordes was not common, hut a science confined to a special
class. The Indian horses, according to his statement, are di-

d by a bridle, but not hampered by barbed muzzles or
curb-hit-. Thi- >tateiiient i> contradicted by Arriaifs report.
and i> in it-elf of doubtful interpretation, as yat&u~ mav be

the rein with the bit, or the rein alone. The particular empha-
-i- laid on the ir.ict-:r

l
n7

l [--Wj is worth our attention, as we shall

see it well grounded by Epic proof.
The mo>t popular war->teed is the horse (a$V<(. /></</. ti/i'<n/(t.

//////// /v/////. ri'i/,,1. etc.). Mules were, however, often employed,
and >eem to be admired especially on account of their i^reat

-peed." Camel- are u-ed a- -teed> only in peace: elepliant>.

only when ridden. Hor>e- are ranked as 'pairs' or a- .-inirlc

Ls,
the \oke<l two i-eckoiied as an individual.*"' The relative

po-itioii of the chariot-pair ha> been -poken of abo\e; two
s .-eem to have been kept clo-c TO the pole by a yoke, and

-upported by two out.-ider-: tliouirh it i.- possible that we have
in the //////////// a double-yoke, one behind the other.-ff

, X.4.88.
I, etc.: see below, on nm-i. .

IS. He had also ten tln.iis:uiil rl.-phaiits. and thirty t h..u-;m.l

chariots i i I

S IXQVOI . . ry/v vireptfiav afiaadv"

I tidhana, said to be bit or Hiuilllr in t h<- n|.|.-r ila\ I. !'! \\ Indi IJni/ln'i

WM -ul-titiit-l. iiirjiii.- only h.-mn-.s-,. :i||iarnitly. On tlii- ;ml <ni th-
I'iirjuii- l.rill-. KC hi<l..-.\ r\ ;in-. ii.885.

'I u < Ut horses are reckoned equal to four best asses in making a
bargain : hi. IH-J. ."i.

o( bones were properly > called. Tim-, a kin- \\ i
.

been hnntiim I'tiiin- '.r/m//////. -\\itii tin- pain of
horses and single horses tired out/ i. ?S. 15.

sarve ait Cars an- ^. n. -rail \ allml. <! to as
I- inlcd : c(in|ar< <v.86.6) 'I will

him sixteen cars yoked with four horses apiece/
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Ill case tin.' ordinary arrangement i.> practical, two li.ir.M-> aiv

Mihmitted t<> tlu' yoke (dkwr\ an<l two run IOM'. only held ly
a -trap fastened t< each end of the t'ore-a \le.

:: The character-

i>ri-- of hor>e> mo>t extolled are youth, swiftness, and color.

We have seen the age of three veurs nieiit ione<l with approba-
tion. + and I may add that white hor.-e> are especially pri/ed for

>wiftness. though Other Oolorg are OODfipiouOUS ;
some so diver-

>itied that one cannot help conjecturing that quaggas or /ehra>

were imported and called horses. 'Swift as thought,' HHUIU-

/<ir<i. i.> the standing epithet of good steeds.J As I have given
some attention to the art of the charioteer, it is only fair to sav

that the horses also were s well trained that they heeded every
word, and are even claimed to have known enough to spring

up before the knight and confuse him without being directed.}?

This is a unique exhibition, however, and professedly a story

only, giving us also (three verses before) an instance of the su.>-

ceptibility of the Hindu horses in their falling upon their knees

before their master. Hut elsewhere, in scenes of grief, as in

Homer, we find the horses weeping. |
The prompt obedience

of the steeds must be taken as true if we believe the wheeling-
tears described. They must also fear no noise whatever.1"

Besides these characteristics, certain marks are praised, twists

of the hair in various parts of the body, especially one on the

forehead (lalama). Such marks were probably explained in the

aQvasutra, aphorisms on horses, which are mentioned with

others on cars and elephants (ii. 5. 120). A full description of

desirable steeds says : 'the best horses, lean, powerful, patient
of the road, with fire and force, of good breed and manner,
with wide nostrils and large jaws

'

;** but the following list of
4

markings
'
is probably interpolated,ft The most famous horses

*
pdrsnivdhdu; x. 13. 3. See above, p. 237.

f Abhimanyu's colts, haydfy . . . trihdyandti, vii. 36. 9. They are

decked with gold ornaments (ib.).

\ Horses do not appear to be shod, but constant notice is taken of the
' terrible noise of their hoofs :' as, for example, in vi. 105. 13, khuragab-
dac ca sumahdn.

iii.71. 23, te hayottamdh samutpetur athd 'kdgam rathinam mohayann
iv'a: the singular participle for the plural, probably because confused
with the proper common use, where mohayann iva refers to the knight,
as in ix. 58. 23 (compare P. W. s. v. rathatur).

|
vii. 192. 20, haydg cd 'gruny avdstfan ; also R. vi. 57. 25.

If They must be '

patient to each sound,' sarvagabdak^amdh, or turarh-

gamdn chankhavarndn sarvaqabddtigdn rane, vii. 162. 3.
' Patient of the

arrows' is another laudatory epithet (vinltagalydh turagdh), vii. 112. ~M.

** Virahamihira (see next note) says horses should have long necks,
and short ears, lips, and tails (66. 1).

ft iii. 71. 12 ff. Of the following sixteenth verse N. says,
* this verse is

sometimes omitted '

; the marks are twelve in number, two on the head,
two on each flank, two on each side of the chest, one on the crupper,
and one on the forehead, in the spurious verse

; in verse fourteen, ten
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from tin- Sindh country or from Kamboja; of the peo-

ple of the latter country the pseudo-Epic speaks as among the

finest horsemen. 4 Western horses 'in general are highly prized,
hut tho>c of Simlliu and Kamboja are most mentioned. The
latter are called ->peckled,' an epithet often applied, however,
to any horse.* Saindhava alone means a horse, as well as a man

idh.

Nearly as famous appear- to he the steed of Balhi.f From
the north and wot countries Arjuna bought lur>e> of parrot and

peacock color, as well as those termed titt'tri, partridge-colored,
mantlfiktlklii/ii. frog-liki-. /v/////7s//. speckled.^: Red is also a

favorite in horses, Drona's steeds being called 'red, power-
ful, pleasant to drive, like coral, copper-mouthed.

' Common
appellations are black, golden, moon-colored, horn-colored, flam-

ingo-colored, bear-colored; hut the tinest of all were Arjuna's
own divine >teeds, and these were white.

||

The reins and goad (the latter, of three pieces) have been al-

ready spoken of, in connection with the charioteer. Besides the

>trap> of the harness, the horses sometimes wore leather robes and
anet, probably as armor. So also a wooden lnva>t plate seems to

M worn. Such is perhaps the ///v/<v///////f, (vii. 23.

The bridle-bit^ appears to be tin- same word as the Greek

(iivtrtas are mentioned. The commentator regards these as 'faulty'

spots,
which is better than to mention twelve and call them ten, as does

Williams. Th> s are of the famous Sindh breed. Compare for
bou iii. Hl. 34, where N. renders riin<ili~ik*l,i by dagavartayud-

////;/. Brh. Samh. 66.2ff. and Ag. P. 288. Iff. give ten good and ten
bad nding on the locality of the twists in the hair.

*ix. s. 2'J: iii. . Compare xiii. 118. 13, syandanepu ca kum-
'/"/./'"'/' /"' >'inih. On the color, compare vii. 23. 74; vi. 79.

i

"p. vi. 1. as a type of noble spirit 'a great and
lordly horsr of tin* Sindhu country' is used. Bhagadatta (with his

has what are < -ailed ///////*/ horses, blooded animals, also
railed in ntln-r df-rri|t i< >n> swift and nhlr a^ rotnpaninn epithets.
( 'ompar.' ii. M. 1") : v. 4490 (B. oni.). Such <ljd m'yas had also the crown-
lrin<. ..f Ha-tina: 'you have all heart can desire,' says his father,
blooded horses, etc., ii.49. 9.

t h,Hhil.-n. l>r,lhij<-,ln. i.-,>-.M.:>l : v.86., etc.; R.i.6.24.
:- r.\t.l|,-.l in 51. 4 (with parrot-noses) ; 61.

Cf. vii. 182, .
M
.K Drona's horses are ' blood-red '

ff.;veUow pal^UaJbdn^a-oolox in \ ii. 23.85.

|Coin|Mi l/Ktrarndh 8n /ani-

jiHititiniiiln'ih ; \ii.iis.j. atsiyafikfiaixirnd]) ii'. His?. v" N ' /"//'/////): \iii.

/'/iKtvarydfy, asita-
I . li'if/ill, /.-xatYirmlA / \

ixya: compare
iteen more m verse 18; also

hut will not profit us. The vnri..n-
flowers (decorations \\ith whirh. dpufa, are common > with whii-h the

of hones vies are givm in vii -,':{. 6, 24, 38 ff. (cf. R. vi. 19. 46, fcdri-

for / and doubtful ' vii. 27.28=1217, v.P.W.) for
late for is not found

VOL. I :'.;'.
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but the comparison is
etymologic-ally unsound, ><> that it is m<iv

reasonable to suppose with Weber that khalina is a borrowed

word, or one of independent origin.*
Outside of these useful trappingst N\"f have a number of

purely ornamental ones, such as tlu- tail-bands mentioned in viii.

34. 80. One passage unites 4

tail-bands, plumes, breast-harness,

bits, ornaments of silver, brass, and gold'; but the last aiv

not explained.^: The plume, therefore, was not wanting, made
of the tail of the bos <//"///<////*. which is usually an adornment
of the palace, one of the royal insignia, carried by princes upon
the iield (camara or wyajana and vdla together) ;

here an orna-

ment of the horse, probably worn on the head; often with

the fcaksd or Itdksya, the girdle or girth-band, which, like all

else capable of decoration, is represented as adorned and be-

jeweled. The manes, said, must be long.||

Horses have names, as elephants have. Krishna's double

team of four Kambojan steeds is often mentioned, the two

pole-horses bearing the names Qaivya and Sugriva, and the two
outsiders called Maghapuspa and Balahaka.^f

Special skill in driving horses is claimed by all the knights,

though a distinction is attempted by Karna, where he "says
<

Qalya is better than Krishna
; I, than Arjuna ;

Karna knows
the lieart (art) of horses ; Qalya, too, has knowledge of steeds.'*

The number of horses has been spoken of above. One hun-

dred horses draw a demon's eight-wheeler (vii. 175. 14), where

probably no real fact is reflected. Yudhishthira's car in peace

(but called a jditro rathavarah, or car of victory) is described

as dragged by eight horses, and covered with a net and with

bells.ff One well shot arrow slays a horse : for example,
' the

* rathd$ caturyujo hemakhalinamdlinah, i. 198. 15. The gold nets are
mentioned in v. 155. 10

;
vii. 9. 15. For goad and breastplate, see pp.

248-52 ; kanjaka, armor for horse, in viii. 34. 33.

t The machinery of the horse is shortly grouped in one compound as

Isddandakayoklrayugdni,
'

pole, harness, yoke,' vii. 167. 13 (the
' half-

yoke
'

is applied to horse or car, ratho vidhurah, haydh . . vidhura-

grlvdh}. The reins are called usually ragmayah, but abhl$u (grahah),
viii. 32. 19

; vii. 48. 29, is also used.

\ vdlabandha, uragchada, khalma, viii. 24. 63; praklruaka, 19.43.

So ix. 9. 12 : compare viii. 27. 33 ;
vii. 163. 22, see cavalry.

J Compare vii. 184. 42, where gold yokes are on the horses ; and the

following ke$ardlambibhir yugdih. Long satd in vii. 175. 15.

^f iii. 20. 13
; x. 13. 3, etc. The last two are the parsnivalidu.

**
hayajndna is a general term, viii. 81. 59 ff. Already noted is Qaliho-

tra (compared to Matali, Indra's charioteer), who knew the truth of the

pedigree of horses (haydndm kulatattvavit, iii. 71. 27 ; Ag. P. 288). In

respect of horse-diseases I have noted only xii. 284. 54, where horses are

afflicted with randhrdgata, but I do not know what that means; it

seems from the commentator to be a throat-trouble.

ft kinkimjdla, ii. 01. 4. The net here of the car, not of the horses, is

more rarely spoken of, and one is often inclined to doubt whether it is

the horse-net or car-net that is meant. It is generally so vaguely used
as to leave the matter uncertain. But compare vi. 63. 13, uruvegena
samkar$an rathajdldni. Bear-skins or tiger-skins often protect the cars.
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standard with one arrow, tin- two charioteers </w//,, ///,//,/,/, v7//>

with two; tli /// with three; the IM.W witli one; tin*

Ii. !-. witli tour,' where as many horses a>arr<>\\- are implied.*
Mules are u-i-.l in war, though occurring oftener in peaceful

-ernes. When liarnessed they are apparently <hvs>eil like the

,
Hid are al-o covcreo! with the same gold trap]-'

Kl.-ick-haired mules in a white chariot make a

gift.* The ass, <////vA///////, is yoked to a ////////, but
IK it- a peaceful wagon is meant; the ass is goaded on tin- nose

as the man walks he>i<le it (\iii.-J7. H'I. (ienerullv when a long

journey is to be performed with sjreat speed, mules or asses are

taken. In one case a wapn. //'///</. i> dragged by mules going
four- -md -oine 'black-necked huge-bodied
asses

1

fly a hundred v in a day), a feat performed by
N a la's horses also. Asses fattened like camels (also used for

draught. \\.~l'-\. 1 If. i on various nuts, -and lrought as tribute

with camels and horses, are mentioned.
:J. Y<HJ<> !/<><l<ih ! is the

common cry for * harness up;' our putting to* coming near to

the origmaL
The knight of the war-car: A few words in regard to the

nal position of the knight of the chariot, before we turn

to the cavalry and elephants, or examine the arms of all these

fighters. The well-horn knight, qura, sometimes vlra (thongh

*
vii. l.VI. 83 ff. : compare iv. 57. 36 ; R. vi. 69. 38.

ifiini-dtluii'n i/iiHain <n<j<n't<ik(\'lbhih (krs)j<tl.'<
-

rlhhih. ii<^;iftirH>lifr//in-(iniiliir n~i. N.. viii. 38. off.

t Fourteen yojanas, v. 86. rj : ruttiinifiiuih. ii. "1.86; Nala's horses.
iii. 71. ?'. lumv&mfy inisf<~il.i jrilnritiii'ifii/niiriih (as trihutc). ii. ">l.-l.

CJompare i. 144. 18-19, rdMUMOyttfetefUl xii(iii<l<nnu<~t \-inji~nnhnl tmrilai'n

literally 'the yoking/ 'get ready'; so yogam
isii. In- onli-rril tin- horses to be put to,' viii. 11.8, Compare

ifttfn //,'/, \ni i-i'i'iilhilni <-(i, xvi. 7. 11 : so kulj). as in R. vi.

l.-iiljtifiiti'iin mi- niflni(. rliihniiii kxijinint n nli/nfdiii tutnh. Com-
pare also xv. 22. 19 If., where the king is to leave town, ami cries to his
assembled offi< ini/titu inr si- mini fn-nhli utiiriitlnilcHi'ijtiriliit. and

^uanliaii- c,f the wmnrii //! ////// rir'nlln'i ni /// s<i/ilkrii/<uit<~nii

tarvanf rihikilr ru. \\\>- l.-nter lerm bing equally a |)pli("ible to the pal-
D ti;i\.-l in Mdna or r/7//,v/ usii.-illv. \\>

17, 11 : coni|i:ire K. vi.UH. '.<! t-ihilol : snrrn nitlui-

ontext. not npjMiM .I : \vhereii|ion all

i yogoyoga it; ;m<l //.///"''"'* *'* Compare for 'liiivreiit cnvey-
n i \ . EK.tt.uM. 90. So for tli

ii. I'M. :;:'., inti'nn ifi/(t<-o<l,i//<tt hi ill. :Ui are IIH-M-

1 . iiin-

'/ is u ill' 1.1;* the yo: \\ hieh t

wereil"n- Tin- //'//////.,</ or t.:im of nn-n

87. 40) may \- notlun^ nior<- than a sedan i l>\ nim in M-.

Mini -n n.: mi ilo.-, i

- follow Nrjiina
on ayvayuktai niti-

V , ,,,
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this may not imply nobility), is separated by various grades
from those around him, and his performances as a fighter are,

so to speak, adjusted to these grades. In nearest proximity is

the charioteer, his friend it may he. hut socially heiieath him.

Around him are certain followers and retainers. Of these, sup-

posing him to be a prince or high noble, we must make three

divisions. First and nearest stand his 'wheel-guard,' usually
one knight each at the sides of his car. These are no humhle

followers, but his equals in rank, although, as examples show,
often his inferiors in age. It is an honorable office for young
knights so to 'guard the wheels' of a great champion, and in all

probability, remembering the adolescence of many of these

young warriors, it was a post sought for them by their parents,
that they might not only be taught how to fight, but be pro-
tected in the battles by the presence of the champion. Thus

Abhimanyu seems to be put under the care of Yudhishthira.

The knight is the head of his clan. He is the captain of a

large family body. But in the vast hosts depicted in the Epic,
we find knights or kings standing at the head of whole hosts,

comprising not only the family or clan but hired troops. These

bhrta or mercenaries form the third group behind the knight.

They are of no importance except as a mass. The knights pay
little attention to them, and stand to them in a merely formal

relation. But between these two the family friends or near

relations guarding the wheel, and the foot-herd behind, padd-
nugdh stand the nearer ' followers

' of the knight. These are

comprised under the name of anugah or anucardh, and differ

from the closer friends as from the vulgar. Among the sdini-

kdh or general soldiers, the anugah were the knight s particular
backers. I think we shall not err if we take the anugah or

anucardh to mean those immediate followers representing what
remains of the clannish corps of an older age. The anucara
is perhaps nearer than the paddnuga, and therefore differen-

tiated from him
;
but he seems to be the same as anuga* There

seems to be a certain personal familiarity between these '
fol-

lowers ' and their knight, explainable only on such an assump-
tion. At the knight's death they invariably flee; they are

bound up in his success or failure. The anuga is often beloved,
and we find Karna weeping when he sees his anuga Durmukha

slain, just sent forward to his assistance (vii. 134).
As his name

denotes, the anuga is strictly a *

follower,' to wnom conversely
the knight is a purahsara,

'

leader.'f To illustrate the con-

* vi. 118. 44 speaks of the anucardfy as all being slain, as if a small

body. See the general analysis, above, p. 222.

t anugdmin is sometimes used for the shorter form ; rathapurahsara
as a fixed epithet, xii. 332. 42.
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nection between knight and followers it may be noted that,

in tin' Kiver-Yi-ion ithe most poetical chapter of the whole

Kpio, each knight ivtunis t> earth for a time, appearing to the

eyes of his friend-, -bearing the same standard, and with the

-ame car and dress,' as of old; but after the vision has lasted

for a little it fades away, and each gho.-tly warrior returns to his

own place in the world' of the dead 'with his stced> and with

his
/*!///// //////////,' so that these accompany him after death, as

re. Here the whole general multitude that had died is

meant.*
( hie knight often drives just behind another to protect him,

the Hindu notion of defense being not to impede the darts of

the protected, >till less to guard him from shots if he were a brave

kniirht, but simply to support him from behind, to be ready to

aid him in need. Thus Pdiima, wi>hing to protect the king,
went behind the king, alone, guarding him in the rear.'f 'Fhis

i> the normal position of the 'protecting' kniirht, who is n.t

really a pro-tector at all, but a rear-guard to a single per-on.
The anugah occupied this position as a body. Then came the

foot-followers. Compare the foremost hero followed by </"////

ye cti t* s<lm /nn/ilnHtitili, viii. 96. 32; r r//v/// are the WMHjak.
The knight's adversaries are generally of his own clas>. If

he becomes aprat'iI'ullmh, or has no 'foe-man worthy of his

>teel.' he ru>hes about the field till he meets one. Incidentally.
as it were, he may shoot a few hundred common soldiers. Mi-

never makes a premeditated attack upon the foot-soldiers alone,

but when their chief is killed, of whom they are. like the

s, an appendage, they ought to disperse; and if they do
not. they are shot as nuisances, not as antagoni-t-. K-pecially
i- thi> tiie ca-e with the *

heel-catchers,' or soldiers deputed to

annoy hi> rear. The-e are legitimately shot as cowardly vil-

lain-, though they nrvcr appear to do much harm.J
The knight in his chariot i> e-jiial to an army. I'Ye.piently

we h'n<l thousand.- runninir from one mounted hero. In the

case of a national hero, of course, no bound- are >et in descrip-
tion. -Throned, fear of Arjuna everybody, even the knight-.
ran away; the horse-riders abandoned their hor-.es: the ele-

phant-riders, their elephants ---falling from uar-cars, elephant-.

* xv. 88. 18 ff. , 17 In 1 1 1 i - verse (savdhdfy sapaddnugOfy) vdha n
almost be taken in the sense proposed by Biilil* r f..r tin |...^.

above from Vasishtha, *\vitli tin ir coinpanios and ptTHim.-il f.. II.. were.
1

lint tin ordinary meaning suits the passage.

to the one of tl ivisionsof m.' 8eeab<>\
ire tasya / grahltyyawo i
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and horses
'

(vi. 55. 25-26). In this way we often find the war-
cars in heaps,' 'crowds,' etc., and a confusion so great that the

phrase frequently turns up "there was no chariot-path in that

place :

'
so dense the crowd as to be impenetrable.* I close this

view of the charioted knight with a description of action in car-

tigliting. rathayuddhck) round in the seventh book (vii. 103.

28ffA 'Then much enraged, and licking his lips,f he looked,
but found no spot on the foe's body not protected by armor.
Nevertheless he shot

;
with sharp, well-delivered, deathlike ar-

rows he rendered lifeless the steeds, and slew both the side-

drivers
;
he cut the foe's bow and his quiver ;

he cut off his

hand-guard (hastdvdpa). Then the ambidextrous knight pro-
ceeded to destroy the chariot, splintering it with arrows! Next
the foe, deprived of his war-car, with two sharp arrows he

pierced ; pierced by arrows was he through both hand-guards
in the flesh beneath the nails.$ Then the kingly foe was tor-

mented, and flight became his chief desire
;
but unto him in that

extreme of need flocked his best bowmen, anxious to rescue (their

king) overwhelmed by the darts of their foe. And the conquer-

ing foe they hemmed in with thousands of chariots, with har-

nessed elephants and horses, with floods of thick-packed foot-

men
;
so that neither the knight nor his charioteer nor the char-

iot was to be seen, for the rain of the arrows and the billows of

the people. But the great knight by the power of his arrows
broke that protecting array (varuthinl), and wounded the ele-

phants, now crowding about him. Smitten were the elephants,
and smiting they rushed upon his chariot

;
but firm in all that

tumult stood the car.'

B. Ca/valry. I find in the Epic no word corresponding to

this heading, but several for ' horse-riders' (agvdroha, haydroha,
haydroh<iv(ira, vdjin, sddin\ all meaning

' those mounted on a

horse.'
I

This fact shows the use of the cavalry. Zimnier

says that horse-riding is known to the Vedic age, but finds no
mounted cavalry in oattle. In the Epic age we have, indeed,

cavalry, but unorganized.^ The mounted soldiers are recog-
nized as a body (kulam) apart from others, of course, but do
not act together. They appear as concomitants of the war-

cars, dependent groups; but separate horsemen appear every-

* Vrnda, vrdta, vah$a (rathdndm) are found : compare vi. 63. 12,

pothdyan rathavrnddm vdjiv?nddni ca ; and viii. 60. 30
; 56. 58 ; iv. 53.

16, etc. ; nd 'sid rathapathas tatra, vii. 187. 20, etc.

f sfkkinl pari8amlihan, a common expression.
\ hastatalayoh ; nakhamdnsdntare^ubhih (= sandhir dr$ah. N.). C.

omits this last expression, and the next also.

S kalpitdih kunjardir htiydih ; usually klpta.

I Compare for terms vi, 46. 29 ; 55. 25 ; 63. 15
;
71. 16

; viii. 21. 23, etc.

^ Panini gives us dgva, but this is not necessarily cavalry.
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where. Their
employment

was much influenced by that of

tin- elephants. A body of horsemen is routed by an elephant.

They were therefore detailed in small numbers to guard the

war-cars and keep on the flanks of their own elepliante. To
tin- latter, indeed, they are formally assigned, but seem gen-

erally to be circling about the chariots.

Horse-back riding is so common, in peace as well as war,*
that we are rather surprised at the indifferent riding displayed ;

for the cavalry-men are mainly conspicuous through falling off

their horses, quite often from fear alone. They are generally

grouped with the fiastisddinah or elephant-riders, as a force

antithetical to the main strength of the army, the car-men.

Tli IKS, two
knights

drive on their cars 'with horses and horse-

rioVrs, as if with rushing swans;' and we read of riders (vio-

lating the code!) fighting with the chariot-men,
*

piercing their

heads.'f The verses preceding, with the swan-metaphor, de-

scribe the cavalry-horses as carrying plumes and aplda, which
the commentator takes for quivers, but which probably means

garlands of flowers.:): The same passage adds the fate of
*

many riders of horses' slain by one knight
' with well-knotted

arrows' (vi.46. L'

The horse-riders form a sort of aides-de-camp, and are dis-

patched with messages by the king, not being ordinary cavalry-
men, luit knights on horseback attending the mofnareh.fi

Although the horse-riders are supposed to attack only their

like, they contend with the chariot-men, as we saw above, and

tight from rear and side the elephants which they dare not
;'; -t tu face; as the 'mountain-beasts,' when maddened

l>\ the tiirht, repeatedly overturn both war-cars and horse and
riiler togrther.|

In urn- instance, the horsemen attack the other horsemen
with darts, but immediately after they attack a charioteer in

the same way.* In another case, a knight overthrows car-men

*
Riding was a common amusement. A son says to his father in i.

100. 61 :
' You seem to be in ill health ; you look green and poorly ; you

don't go out ahorse any mom \vena viuirydsi).
r&ir

affryqjan'iiii
/. <;.! aplutya mahato ratln~m d'nth&tf),

<nsy ddadire vlrd rathinnm oftxuAdmaL,
lydlr "/"' h'li/iirifin'ir <-<i,ii<ir<'iiii<t<i<Hi<iri'l>liih, hailsdir iva mahdve-
IH

!/ mi/urn. abhivi<lrnl<~ih. vi. Hi. _><> ir,7//m/v/Avf/<7;xi, N.). The sddi-

nafy, (seated equites) are opposed to the ]> <>dites), and to the
///,,/,. ti,,,,,. i,, petarrtte. Compare vi. ; I. i:: W.48; : . -,

1
5; 79.61 :

MI. 1 1> :'..;
: M Those on the shoulders of elrj.i..

ihiih] stand opposed to the foot-soldiers and to rathopaatha- and

m'-") (here, as U8ii.il tii* form pdddtAh).
28: ct.f&r&haycuadi n.,1,. vi. L05, n I tore a body-guard).

u'ltiiifi varav&raQdk MMOM oftmii^
. sdyvdrohdn vifdn&grc tth&ugn&n

it'l'iiunliiantafysadhvaj&nabhicdl.-rumiih. etc., \i ii. .';

^vi.57. 11. f'.t.
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from their car and the riders from their horses' backs, more

commonly said of the riders.*

The horse-riders are the lighters especially spoken of as

drunk with fighting/ ij
ml<1Inn-running The arms of the cav-

alry-men are usually darts only, but we find also spears and
knives or short swords used by them.!
As the riders light alone, when killed they fall unnoticed,

and their horses run loose, increasing the uproar and confusion

(vi. 105. 21 if.). Their most efficient aid was given when they
were hurled against the foe after the elephants had become

useless, and the throng was too dense and mixed for the employ-
ment of war-cars. Then the agile and single horsemen could
do good work on the herd of frightened foot-soldiers, unim-

peded by fear of heavier foes (so in ix. 23. 60
ff.). The formal

and unreal arrangement of the army distributes ten or one
hundred mounted horsemen as a guard to each elephant (see

below).
The horsemen are represented as falling asleep on their

horses' backs when the fight has been continued too long,
witli the elephant riders and charioteers keeping them com-

pany in weariness.

Outside of regular cavalry-men, we find that the chariot-

knights and kings often flee on horses when their cars are dis-

abled, and no other refuge presents itself, such as leaping
into a friendly car (the common escape) (ix. 25. 23).
The horse of the cavalry-man was not driven by a goad, as

was the chariot-horse, but by a whip. This (described as
gilded)

was fastened to the wrist of the rider, leaving his hand free.||

The whip gives us a figure in describing a fiery-tempered man,
i
restless under that word as is a fine horse under the whip.'T

It is doubtful whether saddles were used
;
but the bridle and

bit are to be assumed, as in the case of the chariot-horse.

* vi. 108. 33. Compare the like accounts in vi. 63. 15 : sddinag cd 'gva-

prsthebhyah a knight knocks down with his club ; as he does the ele-

phant-riders, infantry, and all other opponents, 'like an elephant
grinding down reeds' (nadvaldni, ib. 14).

t R. ii. 125. 14. Also of 'barbarians on elephants, Mbh. vii. 112. 17.

j vii. 165. 21, sddinah sddibhih sdrdham prdsagaktyrtfipdnayah sa-

mdgacchan. Compare arms of elephant- and horse-riders as prdsa,
mudgara, nistrihga, paragvadha, gadd, R. vi. 52. 11

; prdsa especially
for horse-rider is assumed, R. vi. 49. 67

; and above, vi. 57. 19.
' Some fell asleep on the backs of their horses, some in the chariot-

nest, some on the elephants' shoulders,' vii. 184. 38.

||
baddhdh sddibhujdgresu suvarnavikrtdh kagdh (along with beryl-

handed ankugas for the elephants), viii. 58. 30. The chariot-horse was
pricked with a pratoda, the elephant with a tottra and an ahkuga, and
the cavalry-horse was driven by a kagd, vii. 134. 6.

j vaco na mamrse . . uttamdgvafy kagdm iva, ix. 32. 36. Compare
viii. 21. 23, and R. ii. 16. 22, vdkkagdyd (Epic, loc. cit., vdkpratodena) pa-
riplditah kagaye 'va hayafy sddhus tvardvdn.
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Prohably the frequently-mentioned blankets found on the field

(1 as saddles. The riders wore breast-plates and turbans

besides their anus.*

C. The
elephant-riders.

The common names for the ele-

Cnt
u>rd in the Kpic, gaja, ndga, dvipa, hastin, k<>

///'///A/. imltahga, kunjara, vdmna, pota, tor

the mo>t part serve merely as plain descriptive adjectives (' the

nvice-drmker,' ' the handed one/ the tusked one,'
' the defen-

der/ etc.), and are synonymous.*
These beasts were employed en masse as a moving wall in at-

tack at the outset of battle, as a standing wall in defense, and,

thirdly, as individual foragers through the confused crowd of

i -Decking desperadoes that make the back-ground of every
battle-scene. More rarely, they were used by respectable

knights in a civilized manner. Hut, as generally presented to

u-. we tind them mounted by a gang of low soldiers sitting on
the shoulders of the he. ifaindAdh), \vho were armed
with knives, daggers, pots of oil, stones, and other weapons and
mi iles, with which to strike the soldiers beneath. The

<j>'j<l-

///////// or ////.V//.V/7/////,/// were also set to catch the victim- below

by the hair and then cleave their necks, or to slip forward upon
the tu>k- and slay the horses or men that the weapons of the

beasts might miss. The cavalry are especially forward in at-

lephants, but always covertly. It required a
special

>rudy to be master of an elephant, and the 'elephant-science'

* In viii. .21. 33)24. 66 (horsemen armed with darts, swords, spears,
and wearing kancuka and UNIUXID: tin- kh tilnia, coverings, etc., of vi.

54.59 tV.. in i -lit belong to any horses. I hesitate to take pithakn in i.

M.'.'l as 'saddle,' (as P. W. suggest si. The coimnnitator understands
;il team (rajayoaya), and describes it as one drawn by men : the

Mara// aad above. The context would favor a vehi< !<.

xt verse, which would
sufficiently explain

-eat' (nar(i!t<~n< -//./// /a /v?r7 iff inli-n-ln-yn /ii'intitlil'liilh), and
give the tun IK' m-h as in ////// //,!. . g.K. v. 18. 54. The

oee ii"t necessarily imply a saddle, as the seat
IM- ;i M:r idftOfO, ////>' Ictira all

these being iLsrd <.n th> horses, 'spread over tlimi <vi. 96. 74); although
a nii-ht w.-ll iv-;inl i>lf/,,i as the saddle, were it not for tlie

li tilings in il-.rript i>ns teeming \\ it h

ree or ilrivi-r. In \ ii. lind of a
ii n Inii/dh (('. /*/>////. v. N.): taken by

inmcntator to mean yellow-backed steeds. V.ut ci-rtainly not here
saddl- onip.-irr from thr I'nr.'inii- period Y.-r

k&ilrit '. >:id<llf. i- not used.

rmip:nv jHiiIwi ..I i-l.-i-h.-iuls. beioW, Worth n..iin- is the fa-| that
thee.i '.-ek allusion i.. hxliu contaii renoe to what some

a.s saddled camels used lik- horses. (Aeschylus, Suppl. 284;
cf. Hd. iii. 99.) In \ ii. I u. :>o. horses are made to drink v

'Idjdroha ..'i. 25. etc. ; and the gajaroha

VOL. XlU. :u
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was an important part of military discipline.* Tin-

usually employed against
the elephant are (iron) arrows; but

rhi' statement sometimes made in tlio Epic, that a knight kills

an elephant with one arrow, like so many others of like nature,

must he taken with the latitude that Hindu longitude demands.
The remark of Arjima that he can kill the Kirata with the end

of his bow,f as a man does an elephant with the end of a sharp
>take (of iron), shows perhaps that this was the method of dis-

posing of them if they became ungovernable.;]:
The great chiefs, princes, kings, mount elephants so rarely

*
gajagiksd with lti\-<lstra. i. 109. 19

; compare viii. 38. 16,

kdir vinltdh . The art consisted as much as anything in keeping one's x >-

sition. Compare vii. 87. 19, where the ' harnessed and cruel '

elephants
(vamniiidh. ru iidrakarminafy) are described as 'ridden well' (suvirfnjlul

li<ix(t/(~iruli<lili). In attacking one crawls under and smites in vii. "^'>. '!' 5

f Compare xvi. 7. 62, dhanu$kotyd tadd dasyiln avadhlt.

\ Compare the arrangement of the elephants in the day's opening ar-

ray, described in the battle-orders above. In mid-battle such a com-
pound line is also spoken of as the ' line of elephants,' attacked by one

knight (ndgdmkam, vi. 115. 29) ; but ordinarily only disordered single
beasts are found. The descriptions are much alike ; the riders' reach-

ing down, seizing by the hair (kegapakse), and beheading the foe, is

spoken of in vi. 57. 14
;
where also, 11 ff., we find the cavalry attacked

by prdsa and the elephants by ndrdcd, (iron) arrows, and, 16, the ' hero

knowing well the battle' crawling out on the tusk, karivisdiiastha.

The vlro ranavigdradah and gaja$ik?dstravedi, here so called,' shows
more respect for this kind of fighting than our disgust can appreciate.
The training is required not only of the elephant leader or keeper
(mahdmdtra), but of the riders, who are '

experts' in this sort of tight-

ing (viii. 22. 8), and, as this verse shows, in part foreigners (mek<il<~ih

ko$ald madrd dagdrnd nisadhds tathd, gajayuddhesu kucaldh kalingdih
saha). Compare vii. 112. 28 ; xii. 101. 4, prdcyd mdtangayuddhcxu ku^a-
Idh kutayodhinah. The verse viii. 78. 55-6 shows the ordinary position of
these riders to be on the shoulders of the elephant, as distinct from those

upon the back of the horse, or the '

lap' of the war-car (krtvd $unydn
rathopasthdn vdjipr?thdn . . nirmanusydn gajaskandhdn). For the

fight of elephant against elephant we have the proverbial comparison
pratyudyaydu rathend 'cu gajam pratigajo yathd, viii. 86. 21

,
and an ex-

ample in vii. 26. 36; for the way in which the beasts trampled and
tusked their adversaries while themselves attacked, one of many exam-
ples : mahdgajdn pdrcvatah prsthatay cdi 'va nijaglinur hayasddinah,
vidrdvya ca bahun a^vdn ndgd vif&Q&ig ed 'pare, jaghnur mamrduQ
cd 'pare, sdgvdrohdng ca turamgdn visdndir vivyadhu ruxd, apare cik-

$ipur vegdt pragrhya . . . viii. 28. 20 ff. Like accounts in vii. 15;}. r> ;

vi. 46. 27. For weapons used, see more particularly below. Arjuna's
comparison of his dhanu?ko{i to the culdgra with which an elephant
is killed is found iii. 39.48. It may be a sword. The tusk itself is

called pole-tooth, isddanta, from its size, v. 86. 7 (Idngala) ;
the same

verse containing the oft-noted rut-mark of this beast (compare i. 221. 53),

with the implication, further, of eight attendants for one elephant
being the proper thing : nityaprabhinndn mdtangdn Isddantdn pra-
hdrinah, astdnucaram ekdikam atfdu ddsydmi .... The capture of

elepnants is noticed in R. vi. 62. 35, arthdir arthd nibadhyante gajfu'r
iva mahdgajdh : not, therefore, by females, as Strabo asserts. Vayu
P. i. 16. 19 alludes to the training of wild elephants by a hook.
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that we may be entitled to infer that the practice of a king's

fightinir from a great liowdah uv'////7/^) on an elephant's back is

later than the other method- of ear-tii:litinLr . an<l that mention

of it will !u- anioni: the later additions. It was probably first

customary in peaceful jaunts, and then extended to war; the

latter must have leen >ynchronoii8 with abdication of warrior

prowess in the main : vet \\v find a few instances of elephants
bein_ir ridden in war, notably by the Yavana prince.*
The elephants were attended by 'protectors,'

both the animal
rhat served as general 'guard of the herd,'f ami the human

Hank-protectors, of which we find four, one for each comer of

the bea>t.:J P.ut we also find seven car-men, guard of one ele-

phant, as the nonnal number.
The still more formal distribution of forces gives a rather

different picture of the relative use of the elephant. This ac-

ips all the fighters engaged, and may be here

in full. The elephants are looked upon in this passage not as

an independent array, but as adjuncts to the knights in chariots,
<r hfty about each car. Here we find that seven men (not

in chariots, as above) attend each elephant, two leading it by
hooks if////-//,v////////v7//i, two carrying hows, two carrying swords,
one carrying a >pear and club uw/7//y///^7/v^////V). According
to the same description, the distribution of horse-ridel's was
thus: if each war-car had ten elephants, then each elephant
had ten horse-riders, and each horse-rider in turn had a guard
of ten foot-men, yw/////v//\s/7// ; if each car had fifty elephants,
then each elephant had one hundred horsemen, and each horse-

man >cven foot-men.

* Compare i. 69. 13. tinit *r~ij<lit<ini} devardjapratimam in(itt<tr<lr<in<i-
~

. . nirydntam annfagmire. In war we find a prince on 'an

l.-j.hant in i\. beast is slain forthwith by one arrow in the

Duryodhana enters the war thus. \ i. 30. 7. Compare Bhaga-
dattu .;. 19 ff.; and Wilson, iv. 294. The Greeks give

nit "i tin- Hindu elephant (see Arriaiu :in<I in;in<><

with tin-in, partly coniinn'Ml by our text (see I. A. vi. 839).

ii/riiiiiijm. \i. ."> t. 1 1 .

/. \ i. l'i. I:'. : four in ivji"). <>; tlu-sc arc knights
in Cl i priiic-r who rides an cN-phaiit.

81.14, - fttllitlli sn/itn s<if>fn <<! '<,;', nitlicrtitht'. (IHVa^
iiK-n ill' iiiiinih. Compare xvi. 7. 86,

//"//"(' MiJHitlnrdkifnih xtti'ni/nkl'

I So H; if . The Agni Porft^a giret cmlj fifteen footmen, and
.K-rouiit f, M thriM- horses and li\- f'-otnu-n an-

(fanes quoted. Three bowmen were on an elephant, according to Me-
Compai ii Hi. Matsya array numbers

i\ . :U.88. A saint sets
toe example ol HMI i-it-]ihanis t<> eaoh oar, and i. <>'< horses to

In- truth ot ;il!
j

that

Trill

ihr Kpi- hill- l\ tiii-ni.il.
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These 'mountainous hea>t>' i viii. s:>. 4, etc.) are armed with

spikes and iron harness. They wear a k<ikst/it or girth about
the middle, and carry Hugs, /v7//V///'/y//7, emblems, hooks, <|iiivers,

guards, neckchains. bell>, wreaths. IK-IS, umbrellas, and blankets.

possibly with rings about the feet.*

The tottra, prod, and ankuga, hook, are used to urge and di-

rect the beast. To these we have perhaps kankata to add. as

a goad.f The elephant is at his best when sixty years old, and
then a type of male vigor; gift-elephants are so spoken of, this

being the perfect age. if
But even a young elephant is formid-

able: 'then he became a young elephant' is a self-explain ing

metaphor on the battle-lie ld.^ No special sagacity is shown

by the elephants, except in the burning of a forest, where

they try to squirt the fire out
(i. 223.- 80) ;

but they are celebrated,
as the horses are, for their endurance of noises when well-

trained
(ii. 61. 16); and, like the horses, they weep in battle.

||

They are occasionally called by pet names. Drona names his

* Compare above, and v. 152. 16, gajafy kantakasamndhdh, lohavar-

mottaracchaddh, with the like description of metal armor in xii. 100.

7-8. Compare R. vi. 111. 10, hemakaksydbhih saghanfdbhih karenubhih ;

and R. v. 80. 32, kanfakavarma, of elephants. See, too, Mbh.' vii. 36.

34 ; and the (gold) jdla or net fastened to the elephant in vi. 20. 7. The
kankana or foot-ring, iii. (C.) 15757, is kinkini (-bhusanah) in B. 271.

22. The grdiveyd(ni), necklaces, were probably for use as well as orna-
ments ; they are associated with '

bells and spears
'

(vi. 54. 54 : cf . 96. 69).
The coverings, as in the case of the horses, go by various names, kam-
bala, dstara, dstarana, etc.,-and are of wool or goat-hair (rdnkara ; the
best woolen stuff, dvikam, from the mountaineers, Parvatiya, v. 86. 9).

Colored woolen blankets, kuthd, are also common (vi. 57. 26
; viii. 24. 64).

Paristoma may be a bolster ; it is found with the other coverings on car-

riages and elephants, and is said to be of different colors. The elephants
themselves are dark (-blue) or speckled, gajd nildh of vi. 59. 15, etc.

Indra's white elephant does not appear. Padminah qualifying gajdh
may mean speckled. It might also mean '

bearing a high saddle '

: lit-

erally,
' furnished with (something like) a lotus,' used usually of spots

on the forehead. But in i. 198. 16, N. defines padma as an eight-cor-

the first passage the tusks are gilded. The bells are called 'sharp-
sounding

'

(palughantah) in i. 221. 54. Gold girdles and flags also in R.
;

'

e. g. gajayodhd gajdf cai 'w hemakak$dh patdkinah, R. ii. 101. 35. Com-
pare Mbh. vi. 60. 4.

f Kahkaja, e. g. vii. 187. 47, may mean breast-plate or goad. The
tottra, vii. 134. 6 : ankuga, vii. 29. 17 (sarvaghatl) ;

in ix. 20. 16, both of
these urge the '

elephant-king ;' compare vi. 45. 5
;
and also ib. 55. 32

(for cattle, as^rd is the proper goad). The ' sound of bells and ele-

phants' goads' is here mentioned. The goad, like the whip, is gilded,
vii. 148. 46. Compare vii. 29. 19b-21a (C. omits).

\ a$tihdyandh, prabhinndh, iv.31.31, etc. As a gift, compare viii.

38.9.

bhi?mo poto 'bhavat tadd, vi. 81. 45 ; poto as ' an elephant of ten

years' seems too young.
I agruni mwnucur ndgdh, ix. 23. 24.
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elephant fur his son.* A sort praised in vii. lli>. IT i< <~u,j,i-

/'/,</. Tin- metaphor of the h<>rs- impatient under the

whip is repeated in the case of the word-wounded knight en-

dnrinir enntempt as little as an elepliant crazed bv the hook>
Their terrible ni>e i> often alluded to.*

D. '.v. The distinetion between offensive and defen-

\veapons is naturally not to be attempted in all cases. I

divide for the sake of convenience, and shall treat with the

strietly offensive weapons the non-offensive appnrtenanees of

the same.

The arn:> inevitably first are bow, <jiiiver, and arrow, as

one jrroup.jj
1. The bow: This is the weapon xar

offlv, for, as in the

Veda, fiijmllni is botli the general word for weapon and, with-

out limitation, for the bow. More specific names for this

wea|K)n are the commonly u>ed words tUmmm. ctljxi,

and (from their material) /////// /////,

*
a{'i'<tftlt<lni,' 'ti In' (jdjulj IJii/ilfft ml in ml. vii. 190. 17. The nanu-. from

its assumed derivation, fits an elephant better than a 1><>\. and we
. n-Lzanliiii; tin- a-v of each, imagine that tin- !><>y was

I ru- thf l-|ihaTit. I nit it is said otherwise : nrriiw '// '.sv/r/ ijnt
sfln'iinii iniilittiih /irinliro i(nf(nn. arniff lid nidi 'm lulln '//mil t<txni<ln

i. 130. 48-49. The immortal elephants all have
names, the most famous being Indra's Airavata. Compare \. '.!. !.">.

and the verse riinlrntnh /t ntl<i ril;<> nlnnnnili knnnit In fijttmih. JHI*IHI-
ihinhil, warvabhAuma]) supratlkac <-a <H</<i<'j<ih, Am. Ko. 1. 1.2. 5; Ag.
I'. 19. 27 ; Br.

-
: K. Nit. xvi. 8 ; Lassen, I. A. i. 864.

My. f>6. 1. Com pan- tho same figure, R. ii. 39. 43 (toltru .

t bfiihit'i. i\. '.). 1 1 : 55. I-J. The Brh. Nar. P. 10. l.'i IT. ^ives ftreit,t as

the sound nf horses: lii'ftln'tft as that of elephants: t<nn as that of bow
and arrow (compare ///'</,//. iliininrn. doubtless onomatopoetic), and
I
till

( as the noise of the war-car. In closing this t< ; xact state-

ments of the dhanurveda in the Agni Purana on the use >t tin- -;

elephants, and arms employed may oe quoted as appropriate, though not

tinall\ explaining the more vague statements of the Kpie. Thus, at
the end of i-hapt'-r 'J-'il w- Mml thre- horses given to the ear : t\\<> hook-

bearers, one leader, hro ihoulder-riden, and two SUOI-.I-HI-MI -i\en to

lepli.-nit : previous to tln'-> we liave a purely Kpie list of ordinary
arms, and the statement that th> worn on theleit. the<|ui\er
on tin- n-lit. the i\<><>^- i- t.-n hands Ion-, ihe arr<\v> aie twelve ;////s7/x

the IHIW i-> four hand-, and smaller for tin- foot-soldiers : the
soldier should >iio..t low, etc. The divieions of weapons, etc.. a in the

.. vi. 86

.ijendralala Mitra remarks, ln.1. \r i . ;. ,|,at dhamirdlnua
i.i\ applied to out- th."!

eti in ot I. . ,f life.' This art i I leanie.i

ft perfect wan bow is at all tin- nlnuih .

crftfhah sarvadhanufm* " below, on Dhanin
Bow, arrow, and breast-plate are the weapons and defense of the early

< ompare Ait. Br. 7.19 >/</. x. :: 'Mm

\9arvayudha
'//////>/// yad acvarathah kui'tn-n iqudhanva*

~

, MI ,i. MS. \:'

_ The form rare, Km
agroflhaniil, viii. ''">. 1 : //v//*f ///*

r. tnihavwlt
sure nhoi. in rti fu . ,
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The 'bowman' is often synonymous with "charioteer,
5 but

may be used of footmen in the field.* The end of the bent
l)o \y was tlie place whence, as tin 1

descriptions show, the ar-

row was shot; and I take it this means that the bow was bi-ut

into a circle, so that the arrow head seemed to lie back of the
two bow-ends.f
The favorite material for making this weapon is the krmuka

wood, and this word used alone as adjective indicates the bow.J
The horn-bow appears, however, to have been the best, for it

was this that Vishnu used. The Greeks report at an early date
the use of cane bows by the Hindus, as well as of iron-tipped
cane arrows.

||

The length of the bow is several times spoken
of as tala-inatra, a '

palm' long, which, when compared with
the numerical qualification employed in sadaratni* may prob-

ably be interpreted as six cubits in length. But we hear of
the bow of a demon being a cubit broad and twelve cubits

long, and the shooting-strifes for a wife in the Epic and in the

Rfimayana alike would indicate an (unusual) use of very heavy
bows : the scene in the Epic representing far-distant si looting ;

that in the Rainayana, expressly a weighty bow. According
to Egerton, five feet is the ordinary length of the Hindu how

(generally of bamboo).^ As in the Yedic age, the knight held
the bow as high as possible : that is, with the shaft level to the

eye, and well forward, pulling the arrow back to his ear;
and he must therefore have raised the bow perpendicularly,
not horizontally, and not have pulled, as did Homer's heroes,

vigesam, vii. 74. 23) ; dhanva in dhanurdhardya devdya priyadkanvdya
dhanvine . . (namah), vii. 202. 44. Like gardsana is gardvdpa, a name
of the quiver (not the ' bow,' P. W.) from regarding it as a storehouse of
arrows. Examples in vi. 90. 61 ; vii. 188. 21 (gardsana and gardvdpa) :

cf . viii. 77. 42 (ctaam^Mfam gardvdpdm . . nadlm); vii. 14. 12
;
156.177.

* dhanvin = rathin, vii. 103. 33. The term connotes even a slave in
R. ii. 92. 15. But . the usual use is as in vii. 34. 17 ; R. vi. 35. 10, dhanvi
rathastho 'tiratho 'tivirah, 'a bowman, a charioteer, a splendid cli.n-

ioteer, a splendid hero.'

f The expression dhanuskotyd 'bhicoditah,
' hurled by the bow-end '

(viii. 35. 17), is to be taken more prosaically, as merely indicating the

strength of the bow. Dhanuskoti is in the Vedic language drtnl. The
later language has ajani as the notch on the end, perhaps a dialectic

equivalent.
Ikdrmttka as bow, iv. 38. 11; 64.2; 43.11, etc.; compare kdrmuka.

M. xi. 139.

cdrnga, viii. 79. 23, etc.

IHd.Tii.65.
1[ Arjuna's bow is called tdlamdtra, i. 189. 20 ; v. 160. 108 ; Drona's is

a sadaratnidhanuh, i. 167. 25. Another palm-estimate is that of ry<~<>/<l-

masaham atyartham trnardjaxamam (gdndivam) in iv. 40. 6, where the
bowr is also (7) gilded, and ' without holes' (avranam). Compare tala-

mdtram dhanur grhya, vi. 49. 35 ; tdlamdtrdni cdpdni, vii. 45. 1(5. The
demon's long bow is described in vii. 175. 19. Compare x. 18.6, a like

bow of live kiykus.
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to tin- In-east. The great bow' so pulled looked like a crescent.

or, ii: \ir\\ oi it- terrible appearance. is likened to the weapon
of Indra.*

Arjuna alone is
' left-handed' (^Otwowfowi), or, more trnlv,

amhi either hand to draw the >triii.

Tin- >trin
-

u- the how should he made of m-wryo-grass.
It i> a mi -impM>e that (as the Nitip. teaches) the how
wa- -rninir with two cord- at once. The cord is noosed at

each end. and con-i-ts of different Brands. hut hound together
into one .-triiiir. The sound of the l><\v--trinir twai^irinir <>n the

hand-guanl of leather is often alluded to as one of the com-
mon noises of battle.*

* The expression 'up to the ear is u-ed either of !...\v or of arrow.

Compart- viii.
(

.M). .~)7. (titn 'rjiina <lra<l<ir<ihliih siiintiktdir rdi-dJidkdrijd ir

in drtrixHtiili/di'rijd in dkdfijdjd'irijdi/dfdin
. dL-dndijn-dliitdlj (ran///)- viii. s:{. :{{>. supuntchena~

I/IH 1^ i ftJcarnamuktena snnn~ihit<-ini i^nruJj
<> jdhdrd); vii. 47. 9. riilciidijutitklidilj . . <~il:<i nntxd nidcotlitrtih ; vii.

iiHH-d 'L-driidfu'init nd d'lniiinsd' rui'din ; II. \ i. ." i . 7,"i. Ictirliii ifn td
~i 'iHitiiimrruin'i : K\ vi. 79. !'. bdiidin nkdnnlt jnlrdt'/itrd

'.. Tin- DOW Is
*
full' when rounded: then the epithet is carried

over to the arrow. Compare 11. iv. 1J:5 for the Homeric view :

The Mze and shape are indicated, as stated above, in

vii.:J8.18; 40.83; 124.35; 156. Ill, dwotoMrwwtJba^ ; 1*57.46;
169.28. (iai.ullva Ar juua's !M\VI looks like a wheel of fire, it is bent so
far into \\ ein-le \iujnimlcrti. iv.64. 14). Compare R. vi. ."ii. s;. where the
;IIT<I\\ i- joined IM the d<jn< i/d m (ixtrant. and hoth it and the bow '

gleam'
\jdjrdld)'. The circle is expressly stated to be the shape taken by the

Ferenoes above with i 188. 8 ; and vii. H><. 17, man$a-
irninfcdh. -one whose bow is bent into a circle.'

f vii. 1 \'-'. -'\. In vi..V.. JM. rii'dkarxti ilin-Mii/ain iidilnnUidnnJj, we
an exceptional act, probably uncalled for by artual necessity, as

the how was of course stretched hack by the h'.'iiul, or even by the

fingers al' . . ulnjunhhir ri/iikiirstitu. i. 182. 59.

vii. 90. 25, etc.. we lind t he ji/d tiidurri. Compare vii i.

/fd-|d tdldfi-t- iii/dlniHtif. Th.- j/fd^-dtd ,,f viii.9. 9S SO
in fact against a plurality of strings ig-iu-ral verses on the use of the
bow-' ">. Arjnnn'- l.o\\ h;i> one >triim
noO8< in pared with the two /nun//

on- |M,\ r has to he tied mi. iv..V..9: '/<>jd-

"in. Compare iii. His. ; , . .

'r minnifi- d in

i> replace ! heni|> and hide in the i.

.veil as horn and wood M>r iron and liorn

mixed'' i-> -nipl'\cd in the in >ich are I'nrth'

n : i. MI Hf ba
!
passage*.

iiotrd withou .- by
mignj tin with the

Usage di-tinctl Dnuiniixi i-ni-.lii^ <'/ illff
in lit -iti.inel here. Drawing
the I.

.oiind oi cast-

ii-liin- :'
'

letting

Sdji/d. sujjii -ire u-.'d ol'tln-bnw. but a> \\ell oi the aiTOW, Compan- f..r
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As to tin- decorations of the bow, it is generally described

first as being 'pure,' tliat is spotless, and then as 'of gold'
or *

golden-backed
:' by which we may understand some kind

of gilding or gold ornamentation; and this is probably meant
when 'gold bows' are spoken of by later works, although

among metallic arms. Not only was the bow painted many
colors (i. 225. 8, 9), but it was ornamented with all sorts of

gold figures, 'drops of gold,' insects, elephants, etc., dis-

tributed (rihJidJitdh} upon its surface; representations also of
the heavenly bodies are to be found upon it; and even gems
of value were set in the wood.* The range of the bow (bd-

nagocara ; dhrniu-antara is a technical measurement)f is not

described as very great, but the force of the shot is repre-
sented as terrific. It is difficult to say whether the many sto-

ries of heroes slaying elephants and horses with an arrow

apiece, overturning chariots, and -transfixing armed knights, are

all due to poetic exaggeration, or may be based upon relatively

good shooting power. Reading as from the point of view of the

later writers' knowledge, we should not be inclined to acknowl-

edge any great dexterity in the use of the weapon. The

knights are portrayed as wonderful in the strength and rapid-

ity of their shots; but their shooting except for this is rather

ineffectual. Their aim was apparently less good than their

quickness in reshooting, although a few cases of good shots

are mentioned, and the practice of amusing one's self by shoot-

ing into the foe's open wounds is largely indulged in by the

heroes, and argues well for their skill. But had they really had

any great expertness, they would not have wasted so many
arrows before killing eacn other, in the single duels

; for, in

the ordinary use tdv anye dhanufi sajje krtvd gatrubhayamkare, vii. 170.

48 ; and, for illustrations of the above uses, see P. W. s. sajja, and com-
pare vi. 79. 9 ; 74. 1

; 101. 42
; 109. 13 ; 81. 38 ; vii. 16. 36

; 127. 28
; 145. 51 ;

183.51. In vii. 2. 23-29 (warrior well described) we find cdpdni and
jydh samnahanopapanndh, of the different string-strands. Compare
also vii. 191. 3, dhanurjditram dddyajaladanihsvanamdrdhajyam, etc.

Adhijya is not often used. An instance is viii. 20. 25 : dhanur athd

'dhijyam krtvd. The setting on of the arrow is samdhdna. The bow is

always unstrung when not in use. The technical use in R. seems to be
about the same as in Mbh. Compare R. i. 77. 38, samdhdya sa qaram cd-

pam vicakar?a . . viktyya . . tad dhanuh saqaram \analogy with *///-

jam dhanuh, compare ib. vijya}. Sajjlkuru ratham (xiii. 58. 80) shows
further extension, also used of other objects : compare sajjay and ntijji-

bhu.
* In vi. 100. 13, and often, we find the expression

' bow with a golden
back' (hemaprstham dhanuh), while the animal-ornamentation is de-

scribed, e. g. in iv. 42. 1 ff., as if figures were placed at equal intervals,
the 'drops' (bindavah) being the simplest form. A white bow orna-
mented with the figures of five leopards is here mentioned. Gems on
the bows (as on most of the weapons of the knights) are common : com
pare vii. 168. 11.

T Compare dhanuh in dhanuJ
fi$ataparlndhah, R. vi. 44. 36, etc.
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Mte of 'all-protecting armor,' several vital points were ex-

posed, and we often read of one knight wounding another
with -cveral Mirre-.-ive armws, yet doing no serion- damage.*

This hrings us to the point of regarding the skill most

|rai-rd in handling the bow. We find it is the (juickm
and lightne' that the great heroes of the bow are famous
for (not -uivne-sj. and that the <[iiickne-.- consists in the abil-

ity to di>charge several arrow.- at once, as the Hindu says:
that i-. perha]*-,, an apparently uninterniitted discharge, ow-

to the qnieknr of .-tringing. Thus, for instance, the

Hindu conception of the last quotation would be a simultane-

ous shooting of three arrows. The fiction is carried further,

hundred arrows are sometimes shot * in a twinkling,' or

e\|>re ly -with one movement/ Thence the common for-

mula describing a fierce fight:
' the sky became clouded with

the arrows' of two contestants. ,A technical term, hastaviijm.
" hand-Throw." was used to characterize this art. The weakness
of the special shot was doubtless due to practicing this general
discharge of arrows. Wonderful marksmanship, as we under-

i it. seems to belong to the accretionary legends of the

lYmdn-. as in the tournament, the description of the svayam-
. the unlucky rival of Drona, etc. (see below, on Science

of the P.OW.I+

The noise of the bow and twang of the string are objects
<>f the |MM't'> attention; and a favorite scene in the story is

the motionless admiration of a whole army ga/ing upon two
M a how-duel. We notice in such duels that,

though tin- IM.W i- 1-i-loved and has a pet name, yet it i> often

-d in mid-fight ;
so that we must- suppose the war-car fur-

ni-h'd with many IM.W>.^ The IM.W it>elf i< often cli(-pju'd in

TWO with arrow-. A -ingle arrow may be driven with force

*
Compare viii. ."il. :iU. l:ui-,,iili . . . /*// ///rn.vo/nm trihliih ranlih,

fAdha tli-illiiiiii i'if/iiiiii/ti kt'irtmikiii.i. !.-. Hrrr the bow
iwn Jis hard as possible, and three arrows pierce the foe, but no
ii.-irm i- d

f hastav&pa in \ . 2 ;. 22 (C. 700, cap./ .ui out put of sixtv

re iiiin-lrrd at onoe u mentioned in v. 60. 16, and ftnin
\;i!ll|.lr o|

ky becoming clouded with arr<\ iv t.ild \ii. i :{.. -|."i. Ar-
is especial h 1. 1 in-' :liava and 8au^{hava, no one excelling
MI ihi- ! UK! quickness,' wheth< a, hhulfn.

'. 8-7: compart
governed .n-r\\-' \ ui.88. 89 may be of :iim. inn i- m..iv

* of force unless, for sti i/<inti-if<ih. \\. n-:nl with I'.NV. miimttrituh.
a imply -ini|.l with

<i ka-

VOL. xrv. :?"
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enough to go through a man's head and come out, falling to

earth behind him.*
The Maw' of the warrior commands that the archer shall at-

tack only the archer. This law is a fiction. Nothing is m<nv
common than for a knight first to slay his foe's helpless char-

ioteer and then his proper antagonist. With the fall of the

driver the horses usually heeoine unmanageable and flee.

'With arrows drawn to the ear the knight slew the charioteer,'
after which the horses galloped away with the empty car.f

2. The quiver. We nave several names for this companion
of the bow. The most general is the old isudhi,

' arrow-

holder,' named with dhanus and jya in many places, but not

particularly described. It is probable that an expert warrior

using many arrows had a pair of large quivers, perhaps fast-

ened together. We could thus explain the com n ion dual use

of the word.J Discarding impossibilities, the quiver appears

usually to have held from ten to twenty arrows. It was fas-

tened (baddha] on the right of the back. Other terms for the

quiver alone are tuna or tunlra, while nisanga,
'

hanger,' may
be both sword and quiver. The word updsanga also means a

quiver, but is applied to the larger arrow-holders fastened to

a horse or an elephant, although used also of men.

* The noise of the string and bow : compare vii. 8. 18 ; 9. 36
; 32. 41

;

38. 13 (nispesana, jydghosa, jydtalanirghosa, -svana). In
yi.

53. 10 we '

find, for instance, the scene alluded to above, the army gazing silently
at two archers ;

and here more than one bow is used. So, after one 1 > >\\

is cut in two (cdpam dvidhd ciccheda), we find a second seized (anyat
kdrmukam dddya, vi. 45. 29). Compare the like scene, tmdhd ciccheda,
follow by athd 'nyad dhanur dddya sdyakdnc ca caturda$a, vi. 45. 33 ;

or the same in ib. 73. 5 ; 101 *46
;

viii. 77. 57 (a new bow and sixteen ar-

rows). The force of the arrow is shown, as said above, by transfixing
a body in arms and reappearing, in vii. 156. 184 ff. ; 113. 50.

f vi. 72. 26. Regarding the time a bow lasted, we may assume from
their constant destruction that they were unenduring, unless of horn
or metal. No positive statement can be made. Arjuna's age rather
than his bow's is indicated by iv. 43. 6 (' sixty-five years Arjuna had the

bow'), as the latter is divine. (In regard to the age of the Pandus, com-
pare the curious expression in v. 48. 27, giyun kjrtdstrdn acwuprakd$dn
(dras^d) panca $urdn: relationship more than age is implied).

\ Singular in viii. 16. 34, etc. Dual in i. 225. 22 ; v. 60. 12
;

ix. 62. 9

(mahesudhi), etc., of Arjuna's equipment, and the accompanying piece
to his large bow, Gancjiva. Cf. baddhvd tundu dhanuspdnih of a
hunter, R. ii. 65. 17.

Compare viii. 27. 29 ;
vii. 29. 16

;
ix. 24. 13

;
vi. 48. 29. The updsanga

(vi. 106. 22 ff .
;
vii. 148. 42; viii. 19.42; 58.26, etc.), when represented as

in the chariot, is probably a receptacle more like a box than a real

quiver. The commentator says that the nimnga was the quiver of a
foot-soldier ;

the tunlra was the same, only larger ; the updsanga was
a tuna ' carried by horse or elephant:' see below). Updsanga is, however
(e. g. iv. 42. 6), used of a knight's quiver, 'golden arrows in a golden
updsanga

1

(according to N.
,
the feathers are here called hairs, sdhasrd

lomavdhinafy). The chariot-quivers in the Ramayana may be tuna, of
which thirty-two in one car are casually mentioned in R. vi. 51. 18. So

plural tunlrdh, vii. 29. 16.
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The k'lli'ijui
i> the <|iii\er with ir> arrows, one word com-

pri.-ini:-
loth. ami often antithetical to the l>o\v

(ktil<~ijnlu't //////-

The ornamentation of the quiver appears to have

been, as in the case of the bow, by raised figures of animals.
I Iw it was made we are not informed.*

The am vwB. The Epic describes arrows of two chief sorts,
'//. 'made ot ive<l>/ and <7////.sw. -made of iron/ Bone

arrows appear rarely in late parts. The oldest and com-
moner names arc /'s// \:o^\ and <-<n'a (reed). Like the first

in meaning is astro,, 'missile,' united with it in /A-/V/.V//V/, the

bow, and in the expression /T///.V//V/, wliich, like <llmnwr-
(///, ;r. denotes a fine archer, and is an honorary title of a

good kniirht. Like the second in meanimr. hut of later use,
is bana, a reed, but employed also of iron arrows; while the

nidi '-'/ft/ft means the arrow-point, and thence the ar-

row as a whole.f Beside these we find bhalla and prada/ra.
the latter rare, and meaning literally a 4

spl it ter ;': the former
coiniiion. The arrow of iron was usually termed ndraca.
( )ther le>s common forms are discussed below.

In regard to the employment of the arrows there is little to

trned, in spite of the lon<: descriptions in the Epic. As
said above, they were used to embarrass or

slay
the foe

more by numbers than by the skilful use of one.
frothing

is

more common than an incredible number of arrows flying
acros> tin- tield between t wo champions ; and a 'rain of amw>'
or 'flood of amw>/ forming a 'network' of darts, ensues
win-never two heroes conteip

Th i-rally u>ed were, according to indefinite but

t'r.Mjiirnt de-eription>, larirc. lon^, heavy, sharp, stronir, able to

armor, capable of -laving elej>hants. hor-e-, etc. l>ut

the>e Ion- (reed) arrows and heavy (iron) ar-

* Compare p>' ilaldkifcuiah knlapdh, \\.V.\. 1" (compare il>. r.'.

'lapacdpa! read tuna f}. The comparison in iv. 4". 7 -h.\vs us
iiothiriL: (the commentator adds ///x//'/..

i nd <pn are each etymo logically merely a missile telum. S&-
arrow or dart, conveys tin- same i-l..) irs in the

peeu!
I hrin;i j. '.'24), but is not ;t l>:it t l'-\vnl. L;it<- also is

fcanff<i. joint .' in the sense of arrow. Compare ttitre 'svastram akarot,
xavisaih kdndam fiddya mrgayamdsa vdi win/am, xiii.5. 8.

have also islfal, probai !y a reed magically used, tot

strictly ap arrow ; while the root of astro, gives us further prtisa,
4 a

also a ^ynonym of any arrow. Compounds of
these words are ixnkara, iyvfaa, and uptisfm. all ran
row-maker, the arrow-t I > tttttoamm

t Compare viii.76. 18, ndrdcdndm dve mil
t/ eva ea

8 Compare vii. r.. 17. 1^. ,,/ rajAla; vii. 160.41,
://///. The war-oan are oftei m HK-S*- rain H

po/ooM^M epithet and comparison, t)ml ;. tiyin- I... -U-IH. iv.58. 20,
etc.
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rows, an arrow 'one >pan long' made of reed, meant I'm- light-

ing at close quarters, where it could be more quickly put to'

and discharged.*
The normal length of the arrow wa> that of the axle of the

war car. Bound with sinews (*// //////),
and well feathered, it

has a 'terrible end,' whether made of reed and tipped with steel

or wjiolly of metal. In the reed the epithet
k

well-jointed' (*//-

parvti/t) points to the joints of the reeds being well smoothed.
Three joints are recommended. The feathers used were of

various kinds ; hawks, flamingos, and herons furnish the sorts

most used, various birds being sometimes represented in the

feathering of one arrow.f
The sharpness of the arrow is naturally often alluded to, the

point (inukha, valii'<t, cf/ra) and edges (dhdra) being
'

sharp as

flame,' or '

sharp as a hair,' for they were ' whetted on stone.'J

* vditastikd ndtna gardh, used as described in vii. 191. 42 : compare
id. ib. 122. 60 ; R. vi. 49. 49. The '

putting to' or '

setting on' of any ar-
row is (yoga, 'fastening,' or, more commonly) nidhdna and samdlnl mi .

Compare sarhdhitesavah,
' with arrows fitted to the bow,' i. 132. 69

; and
here, too, laksya (cf. laksa) as the target (68) ; qakyam veddhum lukx-

yam (77 ; but samdhitdh gardh are arrows shot all at once and falling
together). Astrayoga, in iv. 2. 20, etc., is the art of shooting.

f Later authorities specify three cubits as the arrow's length (NItip.,

etc.). Egerton says the usual length is two and a half to three feet

(Handbook of Indian Arms, reviewed in Ind. Ant. 1886, p. 24 ff . I have
not seen the work itself). The Epic gives the axle of the war-car as the
norm : an item that might determine the size of the chariot, if one
could trust the correctness of the later writers as authority for the

Epic ; this, however, we are not entitled to do. Compare rathdksamd-
trdir iubhih, vii. 166. 18 ; 175.19. The sndyu fastened the arrow-
head to the shaft. Compare pltdh . . sndyunaddhdh suparvdnah
prthavo dlrghagdminah, vdinavd$ cd 'yasdq co 'grdh . . etc., in vii. 99.

7 (where the commentator explains suk$macarmdgrdh} : a description
comprising about all that we can learn of the arrow barring the feath-
ers. For the parvan, compare samnataparvabhih, iv. 35. 15

;
vi. 112. 26 ;

and nataparvan, itself the arrow, vi. 117. 44; vii. 129. 27. The favorite
feathers seem to have been long hawks' feathers, with which the ar-

rows are ' dressed' (compare vdsa ; kanka-, barhina-, dirgha-, and $11-

kapatrdbhdih purydir ardhdih suvdsasah, uttardir dyasdih pltdir he-

mapuhkhdih, $tld$itdih, iv. 42. 10). With gdrdhrapalra (vii. 119. 41) and
kankapatra (hrdi vivyddha samkruddhah kankapatraparicchaddilj . .

yardih, vi. 101.41) compare vii. 125. 28 and 29, gdrdhrapatra, and kan-

kabarhinavdjitdih sdyokdih ; also ix. 28. 5, the same, followed by gild-
dhdutdifi. In iv. 43. 18, triparvdijah.

\ Compare pitdir agnipikhdkdrdih, vii. 104. 32 ; and $ild$ita, vi. 110. 38,

applied to an arrow. Lomavdhin, etc., 'sharp as a hair,' is Common,
e. g. iv. 63. 6 (but compare N. in note above). It is not strange that
this edge can cut the bow of an adversary (e. g. vi. 112. 26), for the
head seems not to be a point so much as a blade. With yilacita

compare the frequent epithet yilimukha, used as name of the arrow
jn general, and especially applied to iron arrows (filimukhdih . . bdndir

ni^itaih . . dyasdify, vi. 114.35 ; 111. 35
;

1 13. 40
; svar^apuiiklian chili-

mukhdh childqitdhv cik$epa, viii. 28. 4. This epithet is also applied to

the sword (see below).
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The other end of the arrow is adorned with what i> often called

the 'golden* /*///}///'/.
When applied to a '

knife-arrow/ we find

tin- i'iiL-/i'i of -iker. To drive the arrow up to this part was
a >peeial feat The //"/'//////, then. \va- a metal end attaehc'(l

to the main -haft, and wa> probably added for tin- purpose of

making a securer notch (the notch itself lein*r ealK-o! /"'////#&&),
and opposed to {Tn<j<i. the -harp end iviii.:M. 1

s- l'.r. a liold

alike tor >rrinir and leather-. Oiled arrows are often referred

to. and tire may have been applied to them thus oiled, as we
tind them spoken of independently as '^lowim::' but I am
inclined to think that, if arrows really lighted had IK-CM Died,
more than this epithet would remain to prove it; for the

irlowinir.' like the 'flame,' of an arrow is poetical for heat,
and prohahly refers only to its sharpness'- and its fiery
touch : and the word is used where no tire is necessarily imagin-
able (as of a sword), and where none is certainly discoverable.

Moreover, these 'glowing arrows' never kindle wood. From
the eriYct. then, or lack of effect, I think it doubtful if fire was

: though the mention of ignited' arrows in Mann may in-

duce >ome to interpret //7/////
as really enkindled. t The jiie>-

tion whether poisoned arrow> were used in war ha> been, I

think. un-ati-f'actoHlv an>weivd. Wilson says that (hamboo or

wood) arrows were not
]

M MM med except in the chase. This is

one of those statement*, based on a study of ideals, that mu>t be

moditie*! by facts. The last part is not wrong; in the chase

poisoned arn>w> are alluded to in the pseutlo-Kpic quotation
i above, where we read of hnntinir with '

])oisoncd arrows';
i> mentioiieil elswhere that hunting was done with 'pure'

unpoi.-onccl) arrows, showing -udi -ometimes to have been

the case.J But as to war, the law forbidding poisoned arr>\\-.

* Compare Anti^. los.'), ajrJKa . . KapMac roef//ara . . TUV ai>

fiftfl.

. 189.2), of arrows, properly lipiu-ii in eeaame oiL
1

arrows are mentioned vii. I J". r. :

;

'/*M//. iii.28.8.

il \va- |ir.ilsiMv for LOW "I friction, 1181 'I "I" hlnillu in -m.-r.-i I

dhdV, wa-li in oil/ v. 1 '.!.:{ IV. .. In be. 88. 5, cil<l<lliuut<ii

j>ili-ln-(l In Mann. I na,
'

\\ it li tin-
'

'. may m-an ' wit li -li: / nsi-.l li

tivi-l\ . IHI! (I..IM ! I ins lit.-ral. That tin-

IH.U ii \>\ implrs as \ in

in jrnhiiituiii irn fejasd
iipari' in 1 In- f>ll>\\

- t<it<>

<>l(l IHIlll,'ll:',,Ulh.
'

Dfl an- <///;/". i. <. In i m-
1 1

.
! I ; . \ ,

yuddhdir Mnnir nifgart i i haps hri^lit '). Poisoned arrows for
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and the K pic's special statement that one ' honorable fight
'

took plaiv where 'poison* was not used, show that
///>/</ or

poisoned arrows were- generally employed.* It is also possible
that the common epithet

'

resembling a snake' may refer to the

poison, though perhaps better understood of the sharp bite, the

whi/xing sound, and the darting motion.f
More than this in regard to the arrows used in the Epic must

be confined to the special uses of the different sorts, though we
are here chiefly driven to the interpretation of the name for

the kind, and the special peculiarities of each mentioned. For,
as a general thing, the arrows are alluded to in the mass, and

only here and there do we find particular descriptions. The
meagre accounts show us, however, many more names than we
can interpret. Probably several of these are merely epithets

applicable to different sorts : thus, the gokarna,
4

cow-ear,' may
be of any material, and the gold tips ,

of the 'reed' may be

equally applicable to the horn-arrow. I shall, then, only at-

tempt to gather what I have noted of each, without believing
that the individual description should be confined to the arrow
described. Only important is the construction of the possible
Hindu arrow, though I regret not finding more details.

Bhlma's favorite arrow was the '

crescent-head,' with which
one can cut a head from a body, or divide a bow in two. This,
the '

very sharp' ardhacandra, is frequently named with others,
the '

broad,' anjaHka, the vatsadanta, bhalla, etc. (vi. 92. 33
;

94. 3 ; vii. 21. 21
;
115. 27). The vatsadanta is named about as

often as the ardhaeandra. It is, from its name, a calf's-tooth-

sImped arrow, and from the descriptions is particularly sharp.
One wards off an onrushing foe with it (vii. 25. 40). It is

classed with the little known 'broad vi/pdtha* (iv. 4&T; vii.

38.23), and its action is, perhaps, as well as anywhere, thus

exhibited :
' He laid the tooth-shaped arrow on the string

the chase are assumed in later works. Compare, too, on this point N.'s

and Medinrs interpretation of gjrfijnintm (on gffljcmciktifayah, xiii. 91.

39), either as vimdigdhagastrahatapagumdnsam or as viQaaigdhapaQor
in n fist i in.

* M. vii. 90, digdha ; Mbh. vii. 189. 11 ff., lipta. Compare xii. 95. 11,

iyur lipto na karni sydt.

iprri in nitwit puAkhataihyuktcLn charnti d(lrwopamdn,vi.l4.2. Of
warrior or of arrow, iii. 38. 86, 87

; 40.12; of arrow, iv. 59. 13 ({w*7/>
rn-lrixuktlrair jvaladbhir iva pannagdih) : compare ib. 64. 6, and viii.

90.57 (in'in'icdm dqivi?atulyavegam utsasarja). R. vi. 68. 5, sariidhdya

$ardn dpivisopamdn mumoca ni^itdn . . sarpdn iva nniliarixait. Also
R. ii. 66. 1, ^aram uddhftya dlptam d$ivi?opamam. There is here no

thought of fire. We may add on dlpta the application in R. to the

moon, a car being compared to the moon in glory which is dlpta, i. e.

brilliant or, as is apologetically added, prajvalan (iva) <?riya, as if
' on fire with beauty,' R. vi. 31. 29-30.
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swift a- tin- wind it was lie drew it hack until it touched

his ear, and Satyaki he pierced upon the belly. l{irlit

throuirh the body's iruard ir cut. ami through the body- tl

row with it- t'eatiiers and its metal hurt and dripping with

hi. MM! it entered the earth' ivii. \\\\AV
If.).

Th- ifl a knife-haped arrow: that i>. with a hlade-

head : and, like all the-e hroad arrow-. it cut-, it' need he. a head

from a body. It i> spoken ot' a> executively -harp, and -ecm>
to have the 1- -i-bidden ear-.' or promr- bending hack on

the ti>li-hook pi
^

'

have in I )rona*> leadership a list of

arrows comprising mli'ilfti. r,r
<tiij<ilik<i* /.*"/(-

/*//// ; and aj;ain a halt-//<7/v7/v// with ntl /<!.

iron. 4 The nJrAU here mentioned i> of iron, and i>, accord-

ing to another passage in tiie psemlo-Kpic . xiii. 1<4. :i4i. distinct

from tin- ///7/;/v i \\Jiei-e we- also find the k<trnin or ' he-eared'

arrow dilt'ercntiatt-d from the million. The e\preion ksmli'ii-

II here employed, literally 'small/ We find an anti-

the-i- hetween tlu'-e arain f\preed in the battle-seem^, and
in the Kamayana the iuU~ik<i and \lKi/m-}tt<lr<l<-<i are differen-

tiated as if dissimilar.

Tin- ' has a gilded or silvered point, ami i> perhaps the

>pecial name for the /'/*<///, or iron >haft>. mentioned
ahove. It i- generally defined a> wholly of iron, hut i> de-

>crihed as 'feathered' i\. l-J.t'. The //^7/7/v/. of reed nominally,

perhajis also have heen of metal, as thi> i> the name in

modern literature of the iron mu>ket..^ The sharpness of the

na/rii< <
. it- -.mallno- c.nnpared with the reed. it> pld or silver

point and irold /*'////////.
are the main characteristic- dwelt upon

in thi- weapon.
li.-pectinLT the word .w///,//v/. although literally merely a pro-

jectile, it appears to be in most cases confined to the -iuse of

Conip:ir.- \ in. 85, :'. kxiinifH-i-mi <lli<t inn cltitfrd tt'nliii/tinn'isii kuniiin't ;

'. ii. .:;;. Also MI. fdi . . . a
vi. !i:5. ::j. 41.

fvr iik.- ,tr, II,,-,.s-/. -short sword.' The
lir-t li-t in \ii. 115, '.'T \J8.

be lists above with i:

bhify.
I'll.- saim- in j Ifigra

.f t i 'itm. il. I '. I

! Ill II t" Wll.illy IIKHlrlli 1..D-.

\\\>- \\.\\ in. i nu:iU |.iil(|i-,ln-.| liy <)|i|-rt .wliidi ;u. \-ili-i| \\iii

MUM tllf I

-lii|i:iiv tin- n.^iknin f>i-r,i in 1 In- Sa u
|

it

These SpCM-ial II.IIMCH may all I

<-iiiniiiii!i! an '

(In- t. rnl'l.

| Compare Ti.ltl. 40; fl n, without detcription.
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arrow. Hut the same word is used of a sword, and the instru-
ment is now and then spoken of as

filing.*
Out of the various lists of arrows which arc mentioned as

encumbering
the ground with other arms,f we may occasionally

find descriptive epithets applied to names that are themselves

nothing more than this. Tims margana is defined as an arrow,
and we may say that it is characterized as a i

sharp
' arrow $

hut the information must simply be referred to the arrow in

general ;
for margana itself is only an epithet of the '

eager
'

arrow. ( )ur knowledge, then, except in a few cases, is not in-

creased by such descriptions. Names and names only are the

prsaika and anjalika, often mentioned as (epithet of) arrows,

meaning apparently in one case that the arrow is speckled, in

the other that it is barbed. Vipdtha seems also to be a general
term for arrows

;
but further than being broad, of iron, and

yellow, i. e. gilded, the arrows thus named bear only universal

characteristics. A further universal epithet of any arrow, often

used as name, is
' the feathered one '

(pattriri).
The same passage containing the description of mpat/m

speaks of ' boar-ear
' arrows : that is, arrows forbidden by the

law-books, with barbs at the heads, but often spoken of in the

Epic.g
I referred above to the poisoned arrows spoken of by the

poet in one scene as discarded in honorable fight. But the

list of dishonorable weapons here alluded to shows us many
that must have been in use, though legally (perhaps later) for-

bidden. The 'ear arrows,' poisoned arrows, goat-horn arrows,

needle-shaped arrows, arrows of monkey-bone, of cow-bone,
and of elephant-bone ;

arrows so fractured as to break in the

flesh
;

' rotten
' arrows

;
and crooked arrows

;
while the nallka

is also, strange to say, here spoken of with the implication of

baseness in its use, which the commentator explains by defin-

ing ndllka as an arrow that enters breaking in the flesh, and
cannot be withdrawn on account of its small size.|| The Ra-

*For the arrow-sense, compare vii. 38. 6
;
vi. 117. 42 (ayomukha). As

sword, compare vdiydghrakoge nihitah, iv. 42. 11-12, ornamented with

bells, and called Qillprs^ha, gillmukha : that is, the general sdyaka in-

cludes even the khadga. In vii. 25. 57-58, the sdyaka is a general term
for anything thrown.
fSuch lists as occur in v. 152. 15 ff . ; 155. 3 ff.; vii. 25. 57 ff.; 178.23ff.,

etc.

\ vi. 118. 48 ; vii. 145. 68, tikxna.

vardhdkarnavydmiqrdh $ardlj, iv. 42. 8.

| karnl, ndlikah, liptali (vi$eiie 'ti ge$al.i), bastikali (or bastakah), siici,

kapiqah^ gavdsthih. gajdsthijah, samgli^ah, putih, jihmagah are the

epithets applied to the condemned arrows ; while it is added that the

approved weapons of all were '

straight' and
'

pure' (rjuny eva viquddhdni
gastrdni), vii. 189. 11 ff. Bastika or vastika is read and explained by N.

very artificially, as a loose-headed arrow shot into the bladder (vasti) ;
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miiyana shows here, as it generally does in the battle-descrip-
tinns, thoroughly Epic usage.*
We must

suppose
either that the barbed, poisoned, torturing

arrow scorne<l in the law code of Manu and late Epic was
a new invention of that period, or else that it was used from
ancient times, and gradually began to be inveighed against by
the

IM. pillar law (Manu) and Epic, as too cruel for a more ad-

vanced age. The latter seems more reasonable.

Next to the bow and arrow in importance are the club,

sword, and spear. I shall examine these separately.
i> . The club. This weapon appears to be more used than

the sword. But its more primitive character is further shown

by the fact that some heroes hold to the club as their favorite

weapon, and none do so in the case of the sword. Bhlma,
t. etc.. are

particularly
famed as club-men. No one is

noted especially for sword-stall. But usually both of these are

merely reserve-weapons. As much skill is required in club-

tiirhtinir as in bow-fighting. Set duels of club-men are often de-

-crihed, but the use of the sword is more adventitious. If the
hem <r,)es into battle at the beginning of the day, his chariot

contains swords and clubs as well as bows
;
but no hero, discard-

iiii: the how, enters battle with the sword as his first weapon,
whereas we find this occurring in the case of the club. Thus
Bin ma, virtually on that day the leader, advances at the be-

irinninir of one day's battle at the head of the army armed with
the clnh a- the main weapon.f When ordinary combatants
tind that their arrows fail to kill the adversary, they usually

leap
down and rush at each other, not with swords, but with

chilis. It is tin- first weapon in general esteem next to the bow.
Like the bow, the favorite club bears a pet name, as in the

case of Krishna's kdumodakl.%

l>nt he mentions bastaka as another reading. Probably, comparing the
i <

1 1 "w i 1 1 -. this is correct, and the arrow is one with a head shaped like a
goat's horn. The ' needle ' arrow has a great many barbs, not two alone,

ailed ' be-eared.' The *

monkey
' arrow may be of bone or of

iron (from its color), according to N.; the latti-r i- |>K l.m .1 1.

These bone arrow* are explaint hy the commentators as
poisoned, The

constant debts of tii* 1 1 in, in .m in the R&m&yana temporarily in-

creased by one through poetic application of this common figure :

i less in respect of arrows and bow shall I be to-day in km !.' says
ita's foe (farftnAm dhanuyay cd 'ham anpio 'dya mah&rane), R.

* K. g. kifurdrddhacandropamaktiniibhtiUCiili cardriy ciccheda, 1

36.7? I >. 40, etc.

1.19.82.

j One ex iffloea, but names will be found generally for fnv

weapons. In Krishna's case, the discus is the pet weapon, i.nt th, inl.

is nicknamed kdumodakindmnA gad&, i. 225. 28 (the txyrandofcac cakrah
in 22).

VOL.XJV. w
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The best description of the use of the club is given in the ac-

count of battle between Duryodhana and Bhima, where the

club is used with tricks and <
circles

'
of passes to such an ex-

tent that it is plain great
skill was required (\x. 55 if; 57. 16

if.).

In fact, it seerns as if the highest skill and greatest amount of

practice was spent on the management of the war-car and the

club; the bow being ordinarily used, as said above, with more
attention to speed than to nicety of aim (although bdnavedha,
or exact aiming, is spoken of as an object of endeavor). This

club-fight quotes the law that 'no Aryan strikes below the
navel '

(see above, p. 233) ;
the event shows that the Pandu

hero managed by a clever turn to break both the thighs of his

adversary ;
but he is greatly blamed for the act.

The club is called by several names, most commonly musala
(' pestle') and gadd. Judging from here and there, a distinc-

tion seems possibly to have existed between these two forms of
clubs (cf. vii. 25. 58-59), but what the difference is cannot be
determined from the Epic. The pvnaka also seems to be a

general term for the club, but is usually confined to the weapon
of the deity, and may mean a bow, as it is later identified with
the trident-spit, gula. But beside these we often find parigha,
explained by modern works as a catapult, but in the Epic an
iron-bound club flung with the hand. In the descriptions of
the club we find much that repeats the ornamentation of the

bow, with some added particulars. Its general form seems to

have been that of a tapering post, girded with iron spikes, and
hence heavy and sharp, sometimes plated with gold, or, accord-

ing to the extravagance of the poet's fancy, bejeweled. For
the simple truth of the primitive club, we may subtract the

glitter, and leave an iron pillar, cruelly made terrible with

sharp corners and inserted spikes. It was carried upon the

shoulder, and appears in this form to have been used only by
the well-born. Probably its great size and weight prevented
its popularity as much as anything ; Bhima, its greatest lover,

being at the same time the strongest of the Pandus. The de-

scriptions of this weapon are generally quite uniform, and
amount to a heavy inlaid gold-plated sharp-cornered club of

iron girded with spikes.*

* The following passages corroborate this : kdncandhgadabhuxand
(gadd) adrisdramayl gurw, ix. 32. 37

;
skandhe krtvd 'yasim gaddm, i'b.

38 (R. vi. 55. 12, gadd sarvdyasl) ; ydikyd 'yasi gadd jdtarupaparikrtd,
ib. 39 ; qdikya gaddfi, vii. 163. 21 ; gaddh . . vimaldih pat^dih pinadd'hdh
svarnabhu$itdih,vi.81.29; the gilded knobs (samutsedha) are particu-
larly* referred to, iii. 271. 4 : gadd bahukanfakd, R. vi. 28. 36. The num-
ber of edges is six or eight (sadasri, atfdsri), and the club as a whole
is often compared either to the dan$a of Yama, or to the agani of In-

dra (v, 51, 8
;
ix. 55. 18, 25 to end ;

in v. 51. 24, 28 the iron club is damas-
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Besides the above-mentioned ornamentation, we find the club

Ice. >rated with hells, of whieh a liundred are mentioned.* The

simple -tail' or eudirel is u>ed as a club-weapon. Sometimes it

iron, M.metiim's of wood, but irenerally defined as iron.

ral weapons not moiv nearly defined appear to belong
IM-IV. as kittle-chilis. -f To prepare for acluh-ti<rht, one hind- up
tin- liair. and t'a>ten> on a luviistplate and helmet lix.-".:.'. <'<>

ff.).

The (-Miitlict c<.uld not take place except on the ground ;
the

cars are sometime-* unexpectedly left, but often by mutual
neiiT. to tiirht with the club.J

The follo\viiir scene (vii. 15) will illustrate the method of

tiiflitiiiir a> generally deserihed. Qalya and l>hima, both cele-

b rated t'oi- their >kill, face each other. 'No other than Qalya
can withstand the sweep of Bhlma's club; and who other than
iJhiina can support that of Qalya's? Bound about with golden

cened, four kiyku long, with fair sides, six-cornered (but in ib. 24 * with-
out i-ars. 'and described as a fataghnlof heavy iron*: see below). The
length of a heavy club flung at the foe is represented as four ki$kus
aU. . in vii. i:i4. 10, as above, adorned with gold angada. According
t.. i. 19. 17: vii. >:. :>8; 157.9; 162.27; 178.12,22, the parigha is noth-

ing but an iron club thrown bv the bearer. It is described here as

-li.-irp and horrible,' and is itself discharged at the head of the foe
(imi IIKH-II. vii. i.">7. sj . Thriv is no difference AS to size perceptible be-
tween the kinds, for the parigha is large, but (vii. 178. 12) atikaya, or
enormous, only as a demon's weapon. But the iron gold-bound musala
seems smaller jK-rliaps in ix. 14. 29-30 (ayanimif/niii tiiitsaldiit r/7,-.sr//

parighopaiin ////. -in tin- lar^-r is tliat naturally used as comparison.
Compare the demons' bafiiii'i/rinn'i/i imrujhith in R. vi. 44. 34 (with simple
;/'"/'"'/- and iniixalanh. In this passage sdlaskandha is also (a beam used
as) a club. It is possible that, in vi. 117. 28, hemataleim in<ili<tt<l hit

// i~i/<tt/(nt may refer to the size of Bhlshma's club, but probably
>ignum is meant.

* vii. 178. 14 footaofctyfd I. In this case also the weapon is
* like tin-.'

probably from its bite, or its gems' glitter, (.'omp.-irr tin- plowing clubs.'

"Hfift'ih. of K. \ i. K. -';. So tin- ,u
r

>ld-|>lating presumably in-

duces tne ci)iii]i;iriM>n with Indra's Ofam(av""/y /"/.////'/ ;/</</!. vii. 15. 6,

etc.), quite as much as size or force.

f Thus, v. 51. 22 ; vii. 22. 22, ayaaena danQena (with other arms). Even
kwfangara is interpreted as a daiukt, and seems to be a missile (vii. 25.

58; omitted in C.). Perhaps the unknown weapon called kalaft(i<il<i

iiii. 1 M same as hudninjnrn. Layin^i. r\ |>l;iin-.l l.y I',

as a Prakrit word (Bezz. B. iii.), and rendered l.y iii/oijlitinti. appears to
be an iron club. Mhuna is an in in pillar (kdrynayasa), vii. 166. 142, and
i^ flnn- lik.- iith.-r .

I

it <>t th, , ;n to fling something (a rathacakm
mill. .11. ;ind i- lh.- regular pr..r.-.|nn- \\ h-n the hT>r> an-

. thi-ii dr..|,-, the bow and rushes out with the Huh. Com-
Ktdhanva viratho tiat&fvo /ur/a.s- <iada-

<f l!ii/<ipayan pauru$a< Hi- -.nu.- \\\ nivO. M;
iiniljir is ix. 11.41 ff. Compare viLHfl v

. Mrhere one b exposed
.in.i in danger fn>ui an unexpected assault of this sort l.hima is par-
ti. -ul:irl\ fond of rushing out m thi- way. \m Less often t h.

rd is so used, aa ithau (uivuddMw 9C*mQjagmatw
dhave). The club is oft -n imri<-<i at khe foe along with other oommon

.in.i .-. . . in
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plates (or thongs, pattdify
shone Bhima's club, and Qalya's.

Like a flash of lightning gleamed each club as the two warriors

circled and manoeuvred
;
for like two circling bellowing steers

they rushed about each other. Vainly they stood and fought,
while fire came from out their clashing clubs, but neither yielded.
Then back they stepped, retreating each eight paces, and like two

angry elephants again charged on each other with their mighty
iron staves; that blow bore neither, and down to earth fell

each
;

till Qalya's friend rushed up to aid, and the fight of the

two was ended.'*

3. The sword. The Epic age seems to represent the epoch
where the bow is yielding to the sword. The latter is known
earlier

;
it is used, but not so much, like the club, as a secondary

weapon. But in the pseudo-Epic the sword has become the

emblem of authority. Justice is now incorporated in the

sword (asi). This weapon in the final Epic reigns supreme ;

the bow is an instrument more of the chase than of the battle.

In like manner, in the earlier accounts of divine weapons be-

stowed upon man, the bow is the chief gift ;
in the later Epic

and last interpolations, the deity's gift is a sword. Indra pre-
sents Arjuna with the bow Gandiva

; Qiva presents him with
the sword Paupata. Again, the bow is the first aggressive, the

sword the defensive, or secondary aggressive weapon.
The sword, it is further worth noting, is often no more an im-

plement of hand dexterity than a missile, to be cast like a jave-

lin.f The former use occurs often, but the latter is still more
common. Thus, we have seen above that it is synonymous with

* In this scene each hero has a gadd. The circles and manoeuvres
are, as in the war-cars, called so technically. Compare 14, 15, mdrgdn
mandaldni ca sarvaqo viceratuh ; and the expression in i. 69. 23, gadd-
mandalatattvajnah,

' one well acquainted with the club-circles.' In our
passage, verse 28, the lohadanda, ' iron staff,' is the equivalent of gadd.
The stepping back eight paces for a new charge is regular. Compare
ix. 12. 20, where the same occurs. The four methods of club-fight
spoken of in i. 68. 12-13 (catuspathagaddyuddhe sarvapraharanesu ca,

ndgapfs^he 'fvaprtfhe ca babhuva parinifthitdK) are denned by the com-
mentator as praJc$epa, vik$epa, pariksepa, abhik$epa; that is, flinging
at the foe from a distance ; engaging at the point of the club

; revolv-

ing it about in the midst of foes
;
and smiting the foe in front. Of gadd

as a projectile fired by gun-powder (Nitip.) there is of course no trace
;

nor of parigha as a battering-ram (ib.) requiring many to move it. For
mudgara, see below. Compare further above, p. 253, note.

fThe quotation from the Agni Purana given by Wilson (iv. 291,

quoted by Raj. Mitra, Indo-Ar. i. 297) indicates that the sword was re-

garded in that work as inferior to the bow. In this case, the sword
strictly as a missile must be meant. The form given the sword in the

pseudo-Epic cannot be explained simply by regarding it there as a type
of Justice. That it is such a type means that the weapon was held in

honor. I am inclined to think that the Purana's preference is more
formal than real, for the sword is here also the more conspicuous
weapon.
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,
or rather, regarded as a species of sayakit* the general

term fur miile, hut at the same time is ornamented with hells

and set in a tiger-skin sheath. As an illustration of this use,

compare the lie was then overwhelmed by (a number
of weapons cast at him. namely), sharp arrows, cluh>. pestle-

duhs, spears, post-clubs, darts, and swords, all spotless and

sharp* mi. '204. 24).
We might translate khadga here as scimeter, and add <m" and

tnqa as other common names of swords hut whether there

is a distinction between these is not apparent. The //.v/ mav
be a sabre (often called inahdsi, diryfnl*t* 'long sword') and

i a short sword, but I find no Epic data for estahlish-

<litference.*

The sword-belt (mekhala) sustained the sheath (koqa), wherein
the >word hung on the left side. The warrior was then one
whose sword is fastened on,' a common epithet of the knight. -f

The sword can scarcely have been so weak that a dart could

pierce it, and we have to understand poetic exaggeration, per-

naps, when in honor of a knight we are told that he cast the

dart mgikha so well that it cut a sabre in two.J The Kpic
writers represent the sword and other offensive iron weapons
as being a special product of the western countries.

We find, as observed above, that the sword is secondary t< the

bow and to the club. Thus, to pve one instance, when

Dhri-htadyumna's bow and club fail, he uses his sword and

shield, decorated with a hundred moons (vii. 191 25). The

asipatha, or 4

path of the sabre,' is often spoken of as the way
cut 1 1 1 rough a crowd by a desperate tighter (compare /w/7,//-

patha). Not much can be learned of the sheath and hilt. The

* Karavdla meaning sword (-hilt?) is merely an epithet, 'hand-pro-
tector.' NistriiiQa is, according to native etymology, a sword less than
thirty tinkers in length, but is called heavy' in iv. 42. 16. Asi is ren-
dered sabre by Raj. Mitra, who compares /M/I-M*/,,- dinl..-.\ry. i. :JH5

gives some modern illustrations. He compares Brh. Saiiili. . which (.*><>.

with the Ag. Purana (244. 23), specifies the longest sword (khafoa
in both) as flftj digits, the ^In.rtest as twenty-live. \Vhn nsi is used
as a counter-part to the bow, no special kind seems meant : e. g. R.

:',. /.-//// dti-'i 'II, <ni n$d kdryam tisitnl r<l uncnrux

"liUinf'iiinfri'nji'ih . . I.
> nulnrrliin k'lullino Vtrd/i. \ i i.

'> (where the wiirra girdle is used for a religious purpose) ; nad-
\\* with miihll- B, liotli ;i|.|..M.'nlly used

for sword in general. In [ndo-Aryans the sword i>c;illii

'dgamasyadri' ".85. The
i- "it. 11 applied to the

'Hi-, in ii. r,l. 38, the inl.iit.tii.

^i^aktipara^vadfi" swords and spears and battle-axes
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former was of leather,* and called Jcoqa ; the latter is said

to be of gold or ivory, and is called tsaru^
The sword was ornamented, like the club, with gold drops or

other ornaments.:}: The word dliara may be applied to tin-

sharp edge of the sword, or to the point, as in qaradhti i-<l like

The dexterity with which the sword is used is extolled (vi. 90.

42), and it could not have been of very great weight, partly
because it is used with great quickness (see below), and partly
because it is forever breaking in the user's hand.|| In the fol-

lowing passage, describing the use as a reserve arm, the ///*-

tringa is synonymous with the asi :
i then these two, being now

deprived of their chariots, rushed together for a strife witli the

sword (asi}. And they shone as they bore the good swords' (nis-

trinQa : viii. 13. 29-30). The description goes on to give the
4
circles

' and manoeuvres employed by the contestants. Simi-
lar use as a reserve-arm will be found in other passages. In all,

the knight leaves the war-car '

bearing sword and shield.'! Such
sword-manoeuvres are not described in detail, but they are in

part mentioned by name, and further explained by the com-
mentator. In one passage twenty-one manoeuvres are accred-

ited to one warrior, the technicality indicating lateness.***

An able warrior may advantageously pit a sword against a

bow. The man is usually represented as running amuck
through the ranks, slashing everything he meets, even to the

parts of war-cars. But sometimes a regular duel takes place

* Later of silk, like the silk sheath in Mrcch. (Indp-Ar. i. 319).

\ dantatsarun asln, ii. 51. 16
; hematsaru of nistringa, iv. 43. 21. The

sheath was of cow-hide, rhinoceros-hide, tiger-skin, etc. In iv. 42. 12 ff.

we have an elaborate description of the sword : the sdyaka-sword in a

tiger-skin sheath ; the scimeter, khadga, in a cow-hide sheath (gavye) ;

the sdyaka again in a pdncanakhe ko$e (sheath made of the skin of a five-

clawed animal) ; and the nistrihqa with the sdyaka in a gold sheath.
In regard to the position of the sheath, see below (x. 8. 59), under pro-
tective armor.

\ iv. 42. 16, hemdbindubhir dvrtah of khadga ; the general word is

vigraha.
khadgena gitadhdrena, viii. 23. 9. Compare iv. 42. 11.

\\bhagnanistrihQah, vii. 14. 74 ; the knight thereupon takes to flight.

*|[ khadgacarmadhft, vii. 47. 21
; compare ib. 48. 35. But carma may

(pseudo-Epic) be the sheath, as in nllacarmdvrtdih khadgdih (xii. 98. 29),
1 swords enveloped in dark leather.'
** Most of them are at once intelligible. Swinging the sword about,

or over the foe, guarding by a false movement, approaching, touching,
forcing the foe's guard, twisting to one side or the other, retreating,
clashing, assault from above, below on an exposed part, flashing quick
passes, sheathing the meaning of the last three movements (bhdratam,
kduQikam, sdtvatam) depends wholly on the commentator, vii. 191. 37-
40 : cf . vi. 54. 50. The ' hundred and one flights

'
of the crows in viii.

41. 25 ff. are in plain mockery of these manoeuvres of sword and war-
car. The Agni Purana swells the sword-manoeuvres to thirty-two
(251. 4).
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between tin- sword-bearer and bow-bearer. Thus, in one pas-

sage, Hlmna seizes a sword and a bull's hide shield (<//$//-

rma) den.rated \\ithgoldstarsand crescents, and meets
his antagonist who stands 'fingering tin* bow-string' and at last

shoots. But niilma cuts the arrow in two with the sword.*
The sword appears to have been worn at all times, as a fully

equipped knight is described as 'bearing a breastplate and ar-

rows, and a sword and a bow.'f But while fighting in the

car, the swords were very likely hung on the side. In the

Kan iayana (vi. 51. 18), we have a war-car described wherein were

thirty-two (jnivers, many bows and clubs, and two swords, one
on each >ide. with hilts four hands long, themselves ten hands.

In the latest portion of our poem, the pseudo-Epic claims

that the bow is the '
first' weapon and the sword 'the fore-

most
4. The spear. This weapon in its various subdivisions is

one of the most important in Hindu warfare, and deserves a
lth

paragraph, although it does not belong so essentially to

a kniirhtV furnishings as do the three arms mentioned above.
P>ur if we include together the chariot-spear, the lance, the

many undetermined arms that must for lack of finer distinc-

tion also be called spears, and finally the javelin, we have a

species of arm constantly and very effectively used.

Kajendralala Mitra has devoted half a page to this weapon.
and attempt- no distinction or definition (Ind. Ary. i.312). I

am not sure that I can add much to his nothing in the latter

pint : but although, from the matter drawn upon, liable to

force a distinction, I should like to say in advance that the

poets
often use words synonymously which may strictly have

applied to different objects.

* vi. 64. 26 ff. This feat of Bhima's '

preserved the army ;' and char-
t i< .1 t he, naive account is the added remark, that Bhima shouted

\\ith jo\ when he had performed the act. Shouting was the constant
either lr pure joy or ! in>|>uv tv.-ir. '1'h. :' the

tilettoiis nt wnrii \<\ Kpii- kin^s, as Nitip. enjoins.
It Ix-longs to a late age. Tin- //.""_>///./ (dagger) and ill seem also absent ;

I think tin- !.-i'<t'ii.ii'i'/'i'i fdagger) IB peculiar to i

i 111.-M : o: n pare K. ii. -IU. ". tufnh Av/r/yi/ smiimihyti IcfHufodu
it<i,ihvA ca dhanvinAuiagmatii),.

$ BhiHluna, being asked what the best weapon is for all Kin. I- <(
'

jtraharaitdin nrvayuddhtfu), WjMtt
\vord (O81) is agryai

nn'uinin : th<> l><\\ i> 'iili/nm. Mr tin

pe "i tuatioe : iii. ri- iaoei are us con
-t-!l.iti"i! n- ili\ nut \

. etc. One sees that the later view ob-
II.'IKT HM

Compare wh.it preoedea this, where it K ^;iil th:it HM man with ;i

sword is able to protect himself, if oil bow be broken and lim-M->

against bowmen. <-lnl.-nim, and spear-men. Contn-t \\ith thi> tin-

bow as the real weapon of the
Kj.

. and also of the earlier law-
books. In Manu the bow is still the chief wiai>on f as it is in the . ; n l\
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The qakti was a spear or
javelin particularly used as an ad-

junct to the bow by the warrior in the chariot. Hence it often

receives the name of '

chariot-spear.'* This weapon is made
of iron,f and is represented as cast after the club-casting had

failed.:): Like the k

golden' club, we find the qakti spoken of

as of gold : that is, with gold plating or gilding, and with beryl
adornment at the same time.*? The continuation of the last

passage quoted tells us that, after the 4 terrible firm iron spear
adorned with gold and beryl and like unto the rod of Yama,
had been cast, it was cut into two pieces by arrows. The same
event occurs elsewhere,

|| Besides, the spear was adorned with

bells.l
The spear was grasped with both hands, and flung at

the opposing war-car. We see in the car-use that, as I said of

the arrow, the epithet dlpta, glowing, may be used without

implying fire
;
that the knight

'

discharged the glowing war-

car-spear' can only be taken poetically. In the following, we
see the special use of the gakti, or chariot-spear. The knights
in the war-cars '

flung the chariot-spear.'
' He seized the spear,

the mighty, with gilded staff, but made of iron and this spear
of great power he flung, hurling it forth with both his arms.'
*

He, standing in the war-car, seized the chariot-spear of golden
shaft, of sharp point, spotless hurling it aloft he flung it

and it entered the heart of the foe.'** The spear, like other

weapons, for smoothness' sake was oiled.ff In distinction from
the weapons that killed many, the gakti is termed '

slayer of

one ;' for, once used, it was lost4J

use is that of a weapon.
f dyasi gaktih, vi. 104. 30

; sarvapdragavi, 116. 52.

\ hemapatfd gadd, the golden-plated club, is flung first
; then the

cakti, ib.

8 i. 194. 7 ; vii. 186. 42 ; vi. 111. 11.

I
In vi. 53. 14

;
54. Ill, it is cut into three pieces (the description coin-

ciding with the last).

If sarvapdragavlm qaktim . . saghan^dm prahinot, vii. 92. 66 : eight of

these are casually mentioned, vii. 106. 29 ; or even one hundred : $ata-

ghanjd yaktih, iii. 286. 3 (different kinds of spears, iii. 290. 24).
** I group the texts quoted together : rathagaktim diptdm mumoca,

x. 6. 13
; rathagaktlh samutksipya, vii. 32. 58 ; dorbhydm dyamya (in vii.

107. 16) is like dhanur dyamya, stretching forth and aiming with the
bow ; sa rathe . . titfhan rathagaktim pardmrgat svarnadanddm akun-

jhdgrdm sunirmaldm, samudyamya ca ciksepa . . sa tasya hrdayam
. . bibheda, ix. 10. 38. In xii. 4. 18, rathagakti is grouped with arrows
and other missiles. One sees, the use is almost constant, like the epi-
thets. Compare R. vi. 80. 23-24, $oktir dlpyamdnd svatejasd tolitd ma-
hdtmand. In ib. 32 (cf . 87. 25) we find a^agha^a qaktili : see above.

ft tdiladhdutdh sutejandh (nispetur yimaldh gaktyah), vi. 87. 28.

it ekaghni (opposed to gataghni), vii. 183. 2.
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We thus ohtain a fair idea nf what the poet conceived tin-

in-. It must have heen rather larire and heavy, and
seems more a spear than a javelin. The other memhers of
this Lrcniis are not so explicitly explained. They are evidently
n<r so commonly used, and have nut, so to speak, so mueh in-

dividuality. ('oinmonlv we find them in a group of fallen

weapons (with perhap> the /*////' amoni: the niiinheri, and can

only describe them hy saying that they, therefore, could not

have lieen synonymous; and. heing occasionally called 'sharp.'
and generally represented as 'thin*:.' they must have been sharp
and thmr. This is nut very satisfactory. It is. perhaps, t'rum

a vairuenes- in the poet's mind that we are thus left in dult.
Chief in Dumber appear tO he aniun^ all the jmttifit and rstt\

the /"///</. the L'<in<ij><i and ///////.
The

i'.itti<-'t may also be an axe. But from the ordinary use
I take it to be a spear used hy the knight ; while the rsti seems
to l.eloiii: mure tu the common soldiers, and is perhaps a jave-
lin, thuiiirh the commentator takes it to be heavier than the

"////'. The /<////// has the special addition of iron, and may be
a pike used for thru>tinr. against the inevitably hurled javelin.
The hiirh-l>orn knights are represented at the opening of the
war a- girded with hreast-plates and arista (protective magical
plants), with girdles (/-.//-.sv/i. helmets, shields, swords, and pat-
t'"-'i. A commentator to Mann defines rx// as a sword, not a

-pear. All the war-passages I have noticed, however, make the
rst! a projectile. It is associated with a quiver in one

dothat 1 do understand. ( )f the ////////. lance/ as uf k'tnujm and

int. the pa->aires I can offer show only an iron projectile,
without nearer description. I^ate works make the /><i1t'-<i only

tde-axe, t\\<.-l.lade.| ; the k'/iiln a six-sided lance, six ur ten

eilbiN lo n- ,

\Ttip.).*

*The ixitti?a, harp, flung, vi. 96. 57 ; 106.22ff. : 118.39ff. ; vii.35.

58; 44. 11 : <-MIII|,;II-,. (V. 88, H. nsihhih fniffirin'h iH'iixiiili ctikfihln's t<>-

KihtUinh sttiinii'i- . . iiij<i<ili itnr it' . The ar-
t tii.- km ran in Y. 155. 19 iv. \'\\\ ii>tiin-ti"M ir.nn \\\>- oom

MI..H K>ldi( /-///'/. In-n- II-XM! ,,f ;i|| ;inn-. liir;ili- Hot I'jistrlirtl'

i.ni turni-h.-.i/ intiii immon weapon, oppofed
f> tin- kni-lill\ pa( ;li;itf,| fr,.m rsfikn. innn< .liat.-l \

iullox' '

15, We li;i\f /-.s/.//./.s fnnil^li'til/llli'lli. N to M.
efl ill-' i'l'M tii.-it i-*(i may be a iword. Compare r.18

ikti . "t tip' soldien in ur -i

la or M-..II land ntioii.-l in \ n. I K I.'. : \ HI. 19.84,
"I MI tin ~.inu passages u n I in i

ill tin-in i- ;i i In- -liarp' AVI////M///./ OX 'I."' '

111:
fee.,

I. nt I loD "in ..( tlu> pa-
agw. c\<-i-|it ti n ..n oooi

pa^tiya
or miwdle i

\n r.-\ 28, in prolwihly a 8pear. n.-t an
<-\>\

In Niii|.. (In- nn- ami -..\\ In mi sjM-ar an- . niMi-nmt i<' < f a kilij;.

anotli'

exainp ^t be 'inilii|.li.-.| \\iiliMiu furthi
ml, T. Mil kni.K

ll < l>" -i-ii. 1 1< name.
TOL. xm. :'.;
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5. Other offensive arms. Those already mentioned seem the

most oft fii referred to, most conspicuous amis of the knights.
But equally common, and often united, appear the bare names
of a number of weapons now to be quoted. They are scarcely
divisible into classes, and their uses merge into each other. In-

discriminately hurled at the foe, or passing into the proper func-

tion of the next, confusion follows examination.

The knights have practically arms distinct from those of the

common soldiers. But they are represented as using each and

any. Only the base tools of the low-born they keep from not

throwing pitch and oil, not harassing the foemen but all real

arms are ready to their hand, stored in the war-car, used when
needed. These

general
arms the Hindu divided into four

classes. The division is late, schematic
; but, though not ex-

plained, is familiar to the Epic :

' the four kinds of great

weapons,' to which are added ' and the divine
'

(weapons). As
a group they are termed ' the fourfold weapon-collection

'

;
but

arms are of 'various sorts,' and so various that many will not

be confined to one rubric.* The gods have just such arms as

men have, only they have some more powerful than most men ;

but knights, by the help of magic or divine intervention, may
equal them in the use of arms.f Foreigners have some pecu-
liar customs, and use many arms as specialists more aptly than

natives. The different accomplishments have been explained
above. To note is the excellency in Manu of special sections

of India; in the pseudo-Epic, of outside nations, particularly.
In the war-scenes also the arms of foreigners are noted as pe-
culiar. Many are special to the ' barbarians.' Studying native

interpretation, it is clear that the uses of many of these arms
were unclear to the expounders. Use and form are different I \

interpreted. Many are totally unknown. The following are

the chief weapons of secondary importance, not arranged ac-

cording to the native four classes, but by their apparent impor-
tance and frequency of use. First may be mentioned the b/iin-

dipdla, for which 1 see no evidence that it is a sling or a tube-

blown projectile, as later writers will. It appears to be missile,

flung by hand, and is usually associated with darts, hammers,

clubs, etc. A varied reading in one passage confirms this by show-

ing us the wooden handle attached to the weapon. J The tOma/ra

is a dart of iron, either straight, or, less often, a straight shaft

* viii. 7. 6, mahdstrdni . . caturvidhdni . . divydni cat 'va ; astra-

grdmaih caturvidham labdhvd (learning), iii. 309. 18 ; vividhdni gaatrtlni,

ndndgastrdni, i. 19. 12 ; 32. 12.

f Compare the commonplace weapons of the divinities in i. 30. 47 ff.,

etc. ,
and see below.

\ The bhindipdla is mentioned in v. 19. 3
;

vi. 96. 57 ff. ; 106. 22 ff.
;

vii. 25. 59 ;
in v. 155. 1 ff., gulabhindipdla is discarded by N. for gala-, as

the wood of this tree makes the handle.
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hear in;: at tin- end a honk. This latter is probably the spit- or
trident-/////////-*/. According to the commentator, it has a
wooden handle. Interestin;: is the confe>-in conveyed in

rh- social kind of dart called i'is<itomara, 'a dart bearing
poi-on' : doubtless to be taken literally.* The tomaras are

re|nv>ented a< gilded, and nm>t have been
light,

an they are

compared to fiery locusts. They appear to be javelins, and are

tiling by the hand. But the commentator explains one sort as

an arm\\ i-ce below). ( )ne is mentioned as an iron gilded staff,

capable of piercin;: an arm and cumin*: out beyond. Its sharp
point i> particularly emphasized.!

I.c important missiles are the hammer, axe, spit, and other
less definite weapons, as follows. Although the axe and spit
would antecedently not he regarded as missiles, their use in the

Kpic makes it necessary to group them as such.

The hammer, //<*//////////, is of iron (<ii/oghcma\ and is di>-

tinctly a miile, l>einir <'ast with the laquda and with stones
i

"/"///*). The divinities, as shown in the Indra-Yritra scene,

employ the utmJgarcL aloiiii' with the sword and spear, etc4
The axe. jxtraqvadhii. I. /////-,/. is often mentioned as a nii.-

-ile. It might be termed a royal weapon, being chiefly n-ed

by nobles. The battle-axe \knljnlrti) is Paracu-Kanra's pet
wcapn. A distinction ninknowin is made between paragu
and

////////_/////////.

< 'iva's wea]>oii. the trident, i> imitated among arms by the
<->il>i ,r -pit, a miile of iron, but not very elTective, and easily
cut in two. Tin //'//,// /////' i> a trident-headed spear.||

* Both the aiiku$atomara and vi$atomara are found in the list of
ii- in \. i.Vi. 1 ff. The ordinary ttmnmi is found passim in all

h-;i| if \v-a])ons.
li. 85, :,s : 115:,. :w : viii. -21. 15 ff.; i. 19. 12 : fourteen are

it once, --linrp a- tin- sun's rays,' in vii.29. 7: compare lom >i ////

tignisaiiiL-i'iri'iii i-linfiililiiin ir niimocd) in xiv. 75. 18, where they
are as usual cut to pieces by arrows.

II. In \
il., ayoghana, defined by N. as lagiufa, is

<li-tinct fn.in niii'iijitrti. KI'I tn imnl</(i ni. Et.Ti87.61 : 7 ". 25, seems to be
M-t ratlii-r tli.-m ;i ha IIIUHT. i havi-nt noted it among Epic arms.

It may be, in tin- u^ual sense, concealed, a trick \\..i |>..n. lut is pi^il|y
I i.r iianuinT. Compare ii<>i<i<i<tnii, fcftfafcfca^tydf m. R.vi.

H". I. \i--.rliii- ti HM- Niti|>.. tin- mmlijnrti is t hivi" -iilil's long, weigh-
-. r :\ thoiisMinl |xiiini|s.

I'

1

-, n : \ii.-j:,. 59;
Rama's axo, xii.49.88; a <li-nn.-i i..n m pora^ll, iii. HM). 58 (paracvadha,

:'.4, from / ini, 88. Here N. gives
/. lliiiinl.-rholt-H. :is flu- /YmifU 18 prop-

notlii! <\e. Compare H.ii. Ill itha

| The last i|ii' mlli.- iliinl lionk i iii. .'" 88 ff.) mentions (/odd,
. kaiiapa,

cara,pa{{i i DM B( , compare vi.

Vi,lum I,.!

cakni iiixl
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The //// ///// W;. defined in the IVU'r>l>iirg Lexicon a> %

a cer-

tain weapon/ is a projectile hand-weapon, used with clubs, spits,

etc., and is made of iron. More definite statements fail me.

although the weapon is often mentioned.*

Tlieprdsa (prdqa\ from its name a projectile, is sharp and

broad, as well as spotless. Its edge is particularly spoken of

(see lists above), but I see no Epic reason for
claiming

that the

grdsa was the same as the quoit, or the trident. Wilson says
it is the 'quoit, or the same as kunta? Later works than the

Epic
make the prdsa the same as the discus, cakra, or a spear

of seven cubits.

Among projectiles we must reckon the claw-knife or con-

cealed knife (nakhara, vdgl\ besides the simple knife (/S///V/K

used as projectile, or as a kind of hand-weapon witli which to

tear out the eyes of a foe. The lower classes of lighters are

armed with masses of weapons of all base sorts, such as pitch,

burning oil, etc., that do not probably come under the head of

weapons at all. They were carried by the infantry (xv. 23. 4),

and by bands of men on the elephants.f It is interesting to

note how such a list as this, attributed to all the soldiers, con-

tradicts the whole spirit of the military
' code.'

Not to be flung, but to be held before one, and to pierce and
bore the foe's body, are the galdkd and qahku, said by the com-
mentator to be identical. They are apparently sharp pointed
stakes, perhaps of wood (vii. 25. 50

;
vi. 46. 34).

Before passing to the subject of defensive armor, we have

yet to examine the so-called fire-arms and divine weapons. As
a close, however, to the general offensive weapons already de-

scribed, it may be well first to give collectively, and in the

manner in which the Epic describes them, the general weapons
thought of as necessary for a Avell-equipped army. The col-

lective impression thereby given us is stronger than that pro-

*
iii. 15. 8

;
vii. 35. 58 ;

ix. 45. 111. See the quotation iii. 20. 34, above.
The qula and bhugundl are mentioned as equal to $ula and paffiga (to-

gether with the word fulavarxa as epithet uniting both) in iii. 170. 3.

It seems a sort of spear, used most commonly in close standing witli

pattiga, $ula, etc., as here. One passage represents iron spears, quoits,
stones, and bhugundls as raised high in the air with the hand and
thrown, i. 227. 25. R. has a companion to the bhugundl, namely trikan-

taka, which, I take it, is a late equivalent for cula, meaning trident (R.
iii. 28. 25).

f A list is given in v. 155. '

Hair-catchers,' balls of hot iron, sand,
oil, pots of poisonous stuff ('snakes'), cords, nooses, concealed knives,
etc. Kdndadandaka may be a regular weapon (trident). Ploughshares
(sira) are found here, and baskets with pans of coals. The noose, pd$a
or rajju (cord), is used to throttle the foe. Some such noose seems to be
used by the knights as a lasso in viii. 53. 24 ff .

,
called a pddabandJia, or

ndgam astram, 'snake-weapon.' Compare with this R. v. 46. 15, astra-

pdgdir na qakyo
lham baddhum atydyatdir api.
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duced by tin- -eparate individual-. We see more clearly the

Hindu conception of an army. In quoting the-e groiip>. the

explanation- already given may IK- incorporated without com-
ment; in (loul)tful ca>es tin- commentator's word is accepted.
and indicated by quotation-mark.- : in the few new unwarlikc

implement- u.-ed a- weapons, however, a word is added.

A typical sea of weapons is casually presented
in tin- follow-

ing pa age ( vii. 1 7 s . ^-" IT. i : "they rained upon each other

with a -tream of weaj)ons iron clul. .-pit.-, .-words, knive-.

darts, arrows, wheel-, axes, iron balls, staves, cow-horns, mor-

ale., with a last resort to trees torn up,* and other native

resources <>f half-demoniac heinirs such as here engaged.f In

thi> pa>siirt\ under 'clubs,' we have four kind.- mentioned,
i ////////. jnii't<//ni % i>innkn. mmala); lances and dart> are trebly
named i

///v/.v,/, ///////////. /feafrapana) ;
arrows are of three name-

(hlnilla. film, mi and thei'e remain.- the cow-horn and

A////////'///////
i the former doubtful), and the nmrtar ( ////"//-////A/) ;

with iron balls that are probably slung or dropped heated on
the foe.J
Mm perhap> the he-t example may be drawn from the oju-n-
of the battle cnie-. already referred to for man\ -pecial

kinds of arm>. Hen- we read how the great mass of sold ier-

drew out in array, and what the arms were: of the common
-oldier HIM. and then .-penally of the knights ( v. KM. 1 ff.).

A the kiiiir drew out his forces and divided his eleven ar-

mie- ace.. riling to their highest work, their inediuin ability,
and their w<rthle--i I'lien they advanced, armed and

provided with the chariot-plank^,' with large |iiiveix* with the

'leather protectois of the war-car,
"
with javelins," and <juiver-

fo r horse and elenhant,'
5
with the foot-soldiers' qnivere, with

metal Spears,
1 with heavier wonden-lianclled .-peais/ with tlag>

and banners.
1'

with heavy arr-.w-. with c..rd> and DOOSeS," with

blanket-, with hair->ei/er-
;

M with jars of oil, molasses, or melted

butter, -and, and -nake-;" with lighted (i\ powder of pitch,"
with bell-hung .-pears or swords.

Kl
with 'water heated by iron

ball-/ and -ti.ne^." with -pit- and >pear.-.
:

with ' mi--ile- <!' wa\
melted.

'

and hammer.-,'" with trident or -piked BtavQB,
'

with

and dart- < javelin-) that are poisoned/" with '

* Compare R. vi. 55. 28 ; also ib. 61. 20, and often.
lie rdfcfCWa usually

I -h ..nliuarv arm-. I. IM IK- i- not a fair

natized as ku(ayot1liin. \ii. 17'.. -Jl. Inn MP>IV. on tin-

In- trirk- than !,,r In- weapons.
t AH an appendix-group add vii. 148. :w ir : i \ . I .. 1<)8 ff. (praham

tdra, madhya, phalgu. 'I'i,. . ..nun* n tutor says 'sta th<

in- i- th.- consequence oi ti . .n i,y

.|iialit\ . I'loi/'in i

'ii|.;iri-
\ in. I I. 24.

l h- iiii--r;il.|.- r.-iiinaiit of tl
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kets with which to tling hot balls, and the box containing these

halls resting in the hasketO' with hooked-lances." with wooden

breast-plan-, with weapons concealed in wood," with 'block*

of wood with iron spikes,""'
5

with tiger and leopard skins 'for

man and war-car/ with dart and horn,
2 " with crooked javelin>,

with axes, spades, and oil of sesame and flax,"
7

and gilded

nets.
1*1 Such was the array of the Kurus, excluding the char-

iot-description following, where we also find javelins, bows. etc.

These weapons are all retained or discharged by the' hand.

No mention of the ////v//-A///f/, or property of (discharging, /)i'<<-

f/<>(/", and) recovering missiles, would lead us to suspect a spe-

cially adept band of lassoists or boomerangists, though the ex-

ercise of this art gave rise to the nivartana superstition, and
the latter is elsewhere in the Epic one of tlie forms of magic
power gained by religious meditation. The nooses rarely come

prominently into action. They were cast from the raised hand.

The iron balls do not appear to be more than one of the l>e-

* ' anukarsa ;
* tunlra ;

svarutha ;
4 tomara ;

5
updsanga ;

6
nisanga ;

"'qakti;
8 n'i;

9
dhvaja, patdkd ;

>0
$ardsanatomara, 'a very heavy ar-

row discharged by a bow '

(not a hand-tomara, javelin) ;

n
rajju, pd$a ;

li
paricchada and kacagraha : both are doubtful ; perhaps paristara

should be read and karagraha ; in either case the first word is equiva-
lent to dstaraiia, blankets or coverings of some sort

;
and the second

word, if not hair-catcher, is hand-catcher (kaca- is the usual word :

compare vii. 36. 25, N. 'ahkuga') ; viksepa is added to show that it is a

weapon cast upon one (perhaps also the paristara is, if equal to dstarana,
the round-circling weapon, boomerang : compare Rajend., Ind. Aryans,
i. 314 ; dstara is boomerang in the Nitiprak. ,

but no form of this sort is

found, I think, in the Epic as a projectile) ;

I3
tdilagudavdluka and dglvi-

saghafa; ^sarjarasapdnsavah, lam not quite sure of the meaning;
15
ghanfaphalaka, on sword or spear or even shield, perhaps, phalaka

is board or blade ;

16
ayogudajalopala (the natives and admirers love to

extract cannon, or at least catapults, from every mention of iron ball

and stone ; the commentator here explains the use of the iron balls

reasonably, but thinks the stones must have been flung by
' machines '

:

they were flung by hand); ^Qdla- or gula-bhindipdla (see above);
madhucchi?ta-mudgara; kdndadanga, = Tcautakadanda, or v. 1.

dan$akantaka, same meaning; * siravixatomara ;

'2l
$urpapifaka (com-

pare what was stored in the chariot, besides quivers and breastplates,
in R. ii. 39. 19 ff., pi\aka with khanitra ; and ib. 37. 5, khanitrapijake . .

saqihye, baskets with cords) :
22 anku$atomara (or javelins, as before) ;

23 kilakavaca, doubtful, perhaps kllakrakaca, saws in wooden handles ;

24
vdfi or vdsl (see above); *vrk$ddana; **r$fi and ^'iga: 'r-ffi is a

hand-missile used among the Dravidians, crooked, with wooden shaft

(phalaka)': $rnga is curiously defined by N. as 'a means of freeing
(killing) one bleeding when smitten with a club

; but it may mean a
horn to void excrements in' (compare the weapon [?] huda or hula, in

the list of iii. 15. 5, defined by a commentator to Manu, reading huda
for guda in M. iii. 133, as a double-edged sword ; but the Epic commen-
tator, in iii. 284. 4, defines it as a privy-horn, mutrddyutsarjandrtham
qrngam) ; ^prdsa (bhalla), ku^hdra, kudddla, tailaksdumasarpis : the
last also explained as protective oil-cloth ; rukmajdla.
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mi-sile- mentioned a- >tnne. stud, pitch, putted >nake>.

etc.. etc. <-nide and linital nmglme>s all.*

The barbarian* are not wur>e than rhe natives as to their

arm.-, luir an- <-.-a-iunallv >p"ken of in an angry way as UMiig

un-Aryan methods. What euiild lie more Aryan, however,
than the arm- poured out upon Arjuna by the barbarian> in

al (mleceha8}\ 'They cast upon him the eared reed ar-

roWB and iron arrow.-, the javelin*, darte, spears, clubs, and
//// ///////

"/A/*
'

that the .\r\an- theni.-elvi-.- n*ed.f But we Irani

that the Kiratas n-e poi.-on land appear to be blamed for it!c

that the Kamhoja* are partienlarly liard to tight with'; that

the barbarian- generally are 'evil-minded'; that the Qakas are
4

strong as Indra' (vii. 112.38 ff.) ;
tliat the barbarians generally

oae '
Yarioufi weapons '; that the Ivambojas, again, are 'cruel

and bald'; that the Vavana- carry especially arrows and darts;

and that the mountaineers, Parvatlyas, are proficient in throw-

tone-, an art the Kurus are asserted to be unfamiliar with.*

Tin- p-endo-Kpir Croups several foreign excellencies in war-

like matters under one head, and enjoins that each allied nation

shall n.-e it.- own arms. % Lrt each man light according to his

native ii.-agr. The ( tandharah and Sindhu-sauvlrah use claw-

knivesand darts (|iioit>^ (n<iL-li<ir<tj>r<l>(i/<xl/un<ih) ;
the Ucina-

rah are go.d at all weapon.-: the 1 'racyah are excellent at ele-

)>hant-righting (mdfanffoywldfa) ; they are also deceitful tight-
ers (k;itiiij<iliiith : the Yavaniih and Kambojah, with those

* The iron balls are flung with clubs, as in vii. 178. 23 (quoted above).
As they serve to fill the list of the city's possessions,

N. naturally trans-

lates guda (as usual) by golaka in iii. 15.8, helped thereto by </<//". just
before. Bat adornment and defense are uniu-<i hm- throughout, and
sagwfaffngikd purl may as well mean *

\\ itli hall-tipped horns' as with
amachm. --ver heard of for casting irm halls. It is useless,

however, for these commentators to see that the iron balls and other

|i\vl i '-implying 'machines 'are always flung by hand. Thi^tlu-ypaaa,
and translate always from tin* moilrru point <>t' vi-\\- oi' late works tluit

-[.i:ili/-i| th--f t.-nii- iw alovc. tin- hot hall> \\.-rr proh-
ahly I nought boxed in haskcts ion t h<- i-lc|liants) and dropped. Oil

a in I ln-;ilfl -; 11 ids are used in mid-liat t Ir. Such a coniltinat i<m as N"
,

yogu(l!>i ried and dichargedj would alom- ti-ri<i.- tln> mati.T
toan impartial jinl---. \\

'

ha\ h- 6, ',M > >iiuply <-luh->, inm balls,
and .i [lei, and r,-riainl\. M 10 explained, ii" moiv

than a \>" . i-s. Compare \ii. . iinuv&tdgnixnli
>! nooses are used as said al><>\ . in i\

\'t. 109 /
. 'I'll.- pl..ii.iili--h.,

i ...nun. .n I \ p.-. In i

actual I \ ma.!*- \\ith tht- ploi! hiin/'i/ii It iv not inh
p h->t li>iltic<ikti<j<i<l<'i]>rtis<i<-(inii<ikliti<j

\ u. 1 TJ. 1"i. ^ ..it), iK.tniL. i
-

! "ii <! 1'irifni.

it h.T
a weapon nor as car-defen*' kni\ *-

\*\ <\< . i di\ in.- .-are.

/.///.///.i. ib
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living near Mathura, are expert in kicking (or boxing? /////////-

illttikn.t;<ihlh)\ tlu> Daksinatyah arc especially swordsmen
.ii. 101.1

If.).

As to the use of eared (barbed) weapons generally, of which
I have spoken under the head of arrows, it is wortli noting that

just what the law in this regard forbids is found again and

again; and that, on the other hand, the like pretension to fire-

arms on account of the later use of milifai is utterly impossible
for the Epic, on account of its use as simple arrow or projectile

by hand.*
I have quoted above the absurd statement that all the

Kurus were ignorant of the art of stone-iighting, as contrasted

with the mountaineers, who are especially
*

stone-fighters.
M- I Jut

our last reference to the rude and irregular lighting of all com-
batants will dispute this statement. For wnen two lighting
fail of weapons, they take to aught their ingenuity suggests,

'dirt, lire, water, ashes, stones, wood,' and so forth, and then

attack with the fists. : Fisticuffs, alternating with hairpulling,

biting, etc., ends in a wrestling match. If this does not suc-

ceed, he whose attendants can help lets them run up and cut

the other's head off. In another scene we have resort to fists

and feet at once when clubs give out
;
and such expressions as

4 nail to nail,' 'hair to hair,' 'tooth to tooth,' show the close po-
sition of combatants.]
The divine weapons, with the question of certain 'machines,'

will now be discussed. It is not the writer's fault that these

are grouped together. They have been implicated by others,

* karnindllka, vardhakarna, vikamia are species of one genus. Com-
i i i,., f\f\ rv ~tw/\ Of /_.? =.T 7 . - -._ _-_*!. 'J.1-

vivyddha . . ).

f parvatlydh pdmqayodhinah (-pdnayah), but kuravah sarve nd \-nni-

yuddhavi$drdddh, vii. 121. 14 ff., 31.

t vii. 25. 58 if.
;

'i. 19. 17.

Spaddcorah samdkramya sphurato 'pdharac chirah, viii. 28. 38. Fisti-

cuffs (mu^iyuddhd), hair pulling (ke$agraha), are esteemed less scien-

tific than wrestling (bdhuyuddha) ;
for the last has its termini technici,

and yields little to the art of weapons. Compare the pr.tfhabhanga,

sampurnamurcchd, purnakumbha, attitudes of wrestlers, in the Jara-

sandha scene, ii. 23. 19 ; and compare the famous wrestling of Bhima in

iii. 1 1. 62 (repeated in iv. 22) and iv. i:i.

||
vii. 177.45. Compare viii. 49. 80 : kacdkaci yuddham dsld dantddanti

nakhdnakhi (like rathdrathi) mu.tfiyuddha?h niyuddharh ca. Compare,
for the last, niyuddha 'feet-fight,' vi. 76. 4, asiyuddhe niyuddhe gadd-
yuddhe ca(with arms following). As nakha,

'

nail,' passes into nakhara,
'claw knife' (e. g. vii. 19. 32, vipraviddhdsinakhardh), so mutfi seems to

pass into a 'dagger' in muifiika as used later, but in the Epic this

mutfika equals mu^iyuddha. The same irregular paroxysmal fighting
characterizes the battles in K. : 'tearing hair, biting ears,' etc., with

much noise in every scene : e. g. R. vi. 37. 50
;

ib. 54. 57 ff. ;
98. 25.
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and -o '-losely rliar for convenience* -ake it is bettor to .-peak of

them together. Km- the Hindu warrior-, not content with

earthlv ann>. received fn.m -piritual powers or I 'owns certain

divine arm-/ which arc dearly magical and demoniac. They
had, t',,. what they called 'machine^' and 'hundred-killers.'

The later Hindu- acquired irun-powder, and employed earlier

term- in a new -eti>e. Machine- and hundred-killer- were con-

\erted Into cannon. rock( Naturally the next step was
made I iv Kuropean >ch..lar>. The divine WI-JIJM.II> become in

their hand.- only irunpowder-weapon-. For. a> with all heavenly
iiiaiiife-tatioi^. tire i- .-pokeii of with the divine weapons. This

ratiniial ami radical explanation i-
pleasing because it i> radical.

We do not believe in divine weap<>n>. and are u'lad to have a

rational explanation. Neverthelo-. onr Hindu- did believe in

them. They never ventured to interpret divine arm* -imis.

\\V cannot, then, deny their fire-divine-arms as products of their

poetry. Whether these really existed is of no consequence.
The (pie.-tion is, did they conceive of fire-divine-arms as proba-
hle and natural. They did, and they also imagined divine arms
without tire. Thus, a bow or a sword is a 'divine arm' when
Lr iven by (iod, or endowed by the might of the user's piety
with .-uperhunian power. Fire is not, therefore, a necessary
concomitant <t divine arms. Hence no reason exists for sup-

pM-inL
r that earthly tire manifested in a weapon first suggested

divine arm-/ What, now, to the Hindu are the divine arms ?

They are mentioned a.- a matter of coiir-e in very many battle-

-CCIH- ie. ir. vi. 74.6), . \rjuna u.-e> them when hard pressed on
all occa-ioii-. How d<e.- lie use them ^ He meditates them
into existence. They are weapons of mai^ic. Many other

- hare rhem/:: Now they are two-fold, as said above.

Hither like the 'weapon of Parjam a/ weapon- fashioned in

n and endowed by the irod.- with power: or the ordinary

weapon-, bewitched by spiritual maMery of nature. They are

not alway- fiery, 'Fiery* i- not always a mark of divine

T\VM result.- flow from the.-e consideration^ Fire

18 used not of fire, but of the swift -harp biting power of a

weapon. Prayer and meditation in-phv th- ordinary

weap

Tlie later literature JH also -i\. n \<> ihc nnployin. -nt >f mystic arms.
are their use nigneyam nstrmn. etO.)iu MStl one and five of the

i. 117 :'.<;.

'hit . . . \ i. 1 19. 1;

l> \\n(af(agh

rii. 1 7"i. W ; t in- iKiniifaiia-ajttra
hUc th. .

Mil
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We ma\ here consider inure particularly some of tlu- \\eap-
on> appearim: most fire-like. The 'wheel of tire' is a tjiiuit-

disc, which we have seen among heaps of ordinary anus on

the astram dindram is more common, vii. r> 7. 37-39 (see below). The
arrow cast by Arjuna, in viii. 90. 103, is

'

fire-like, terrible, with snake-
like poison, stone-hearted (ar//m-><n"). and divine,' for he discharged
this 'saying a prayer over it' (abhimantrya). So in vii. 201. 16 ff.,

a weapon incanted becomes an agneyam astram, 'a fire weapon.'
but it is only a '

glowing arrow' for the bow (abhimantrya {'drain dip-
to in}. Arjuna's specially divine weapons are a sword and a bow. But
lie has besides a number of others; and in fact they are unlimited;
for, whenever he chooses, he says his incantation and makes ordinary
arrows divine. Compare iii. 245. 17, 26, 25 (divyastrapramantritah .'.

khacardh). Kama's God-given earrings and mail (iii. 300-311) are ex-

changed for an ordinary spear (gakti), but so inspired that it returns to

the hand when it has been discharged and slain many ; this spear may
only, like Pagupata, be used in extreme need (iii. 310. 33). Arjuna's
weapons, being most prominent, may be mentioned here in a group.
He has the sthunakarna, indrajdla, sdura, dgneya, sdumya. {'nl>(l<i-

vedha (loc. cit.). He has the sword of Civa and the antardhdna of

Varuna ; the vajram astram and aganis (thunderbolts, lightnings) ; the
samniohana that gives distraction ; the self-discharging returning
weapon called 'Brahma's head.' Compare iii. 40. 15 ; 41; iv. 66. S : iii.

44. 4 (in ib. 100.11, the vajra is sadasri)-, i. 133. 18 (brahmapiro rninn'i

'stram saprayoganivartanam] ; other divine arms from Prajapati, In-

dra, Agni, Rudra, in iv. 64. 23 ; the divine weapons of Arjuna, like

those in the Ramayana (R. i. 80. 23), turn and address their master, iv.

45. 26-27. By the dgneya or Fire-weapon he made fire
; by the varuna

or Water-weapon, water ; by the vdyavya or Air-weapon, air, i. 135. 19

(which shows the dgneya as Fire-weapon, not as fire-weapon) ; pdr-
janya, bhduma, pdrvata follow : the antardhdna causes disappear-
ance ; by their aid he becomes short, tall, etc. Arjuna gives an exhi-

bition of his god-given arms, the bow, the arrows, the horn (Deva-
datta), etc., in iii. 175. 1 ff . ; and in vii. 30. 15 ff., as an exhibition of

magic, Qakuni showers down from the sky all sorts of weapons. l<t-

guddyoguddgmdnah gataghnyag ca sagaktayah, etc. (asthisamdlt i is

interpreted
' with bone phalaka '), in all twenty-four,

' and other

weapons,' Observe that clubs and spears as well as gataghnis charac-
terize the downfall. The bdrhaspatyam agneyam given Arjuna by
Drona is hurled at the Gandharva, and burns the car, glowing, i. 170. 81.

But following this we see the magic reappear. In iii. 170. 20 a mddhavam
ndmd Astram is added to the list, and in v. 96. 42 we find that all the di-

vine tricks are placed in the bow Gandiva, for kdkudlka (puts the foe

asleep, in 183. 16-18 with waking, sambodhana), guka (confuses), ndka
(maddens), akxisamtarjana (incantation), samtdna (uninterrupted flow of

darts), nartaka (pdigdca, makes the foe jump), ghora (rak$asa, horrible

qualities), and dsya modaka (the foe kills himself by putting stones in his

mouth), all rest in the bow. They are purely magical. There are,

by the way, three especially divine bows : Varuna's Gandiva, Indra's

vijaya, Vishnu's Carnga (horn-bow); but Gandiva is the best bow,
as Sudargana (Vishnu's discus; is the best general weapon (to unite

two accounts in v. 158. 4-5; 54. 12). Drona's arms are the aindram,
vdyavyam, agneyam, etc., iv. 58. 52. .In R. we find a hero rather

exhibiting disdain of these arms :
'

fie on my divine arms,' he cries

(R. v. 34. 15). The mantras used for any purpose of incantation are
from the Atharva-Veda (imam mantram grhdna tvam dhvdndya di-

vdukasdm; and mantragrdmah . . atharvayirasi grutalj, iii. 305. 16, 20).

In R. i. 30. 4 ff . is a huge list of these and similar divine arms. Com-
pare ib. 24. 12, where there are also

' arms unknown to the gods' (devdg
ca na vidur ydni) \
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any hattle-tield. It hecame flic \vea]K)n of Yislmii. -ami lience

its divine character. Perpetually \vc liavc the old common
limit. tiling like a hammer 1\ men, and the ne\v spiritualized
divine weapon, with its attributes transferred again to the hu-

man ann>. I Jut. tire <>r imt. im one can claim gun-powder t'm-

it. It is ]>icke() up and Hung, and caught, and cuts off a head.

It i- flung along with bottle-axes and arrows and swords; it i-

cut in two it i- an nnliuary missile weapon. nudesc-HlK-d.

cept in the case <f tlie divine copy. which is
fiery, sunlike,

with a thousand >p<'kes (rays).*
\\'e may turn now, having seen Imw pn rely poetical are

tin* divine anus, to those instruments of war the names of

which a later age employed to de-ignate powder-weapon-.
The iron hall. //////"*//. which, we have si-en. i> iut to be dif-

ferentiated from the mass of ordinary projectiles,-}- is claimed

as a k

cannon'-l>all. because there is mention made of ' machines.'

I Jut we can satV-ly leave tin- lall till we e>tahli>h the machine.'

We saw in the paragraph on the Hindu city that these ma-
chines, ////////// /////////////, were posted as part of .a city's de-

lenfle, and in all prohahifity were employed to cast heavy
>hatt> oi- let fall >tones, as they are posted so as to command
approadie- lelow. They are (when their position is specified)
not at tin- gatr>. Imt ahove them. That the ijiintra or

////////////////// is found in the camp i>. when we rememher
that the camp is conceived of as a miniature city, not enough
to make u> helieve it a field-machine for projectiles; that it

is rarely found on the field, and then not poil>l\ u-ed

as a cannon. >ultantiau- it- powderle character. ( )n the

other hand, negatively, it i> inconceivable that >uch jrimitive
arm> a- arc ii-ed th?-<ughout the war in the Kpic account should

hern employed -, .nteiii poraneoiisly with powder, gun-.
and cannon : it i> further incoiiceivahle that, had they hecn

n-ed. they >hould not have Keen mentioned a- sucli in a way to

no dnulit in the reader's mind. Ofthi- perfect silence in

d to the u -c of gun- and cannon on the part of the poet
( )ppert iri\f- a \er\ nai\ e explanat inn. He -ay- of the H86 of

gu?i-pn\\der. that it ^WM 80 coinm<m that it wa- imt worth

mentioning.' l-'iually. it i- pn.-iti\vl\ again-t the u-e of the-e

*
daney</ tiknn'n /

hasraram agil <nn ni'inirtitnaitfbh&yi-
J.iil romp <llin,ti'i;, :

i
/.-//</././

i in. i ;. r.
1

: witli i lie ^atagl
i" these.

..i-ii-al : it &V culiir

' 1*1
"

It is also
! ilT;tll\ .1 \v In

/i with
/ In tli.' i|iml:it i
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arm> a- described to explain them as tire-arms. A good con-

cliiMxe instance i> lound in the use of the word that Oppert
takes to mean a gun really one of the barbed arrows we saw so

frequently used. The barb called the ear
'

( )ppert cleverly ex-

plains as the lock, trigger, etc. ; but when we read '

they cannot
draw the arrow of speech out of a man's body, although fliev draw
out barbed reed arrows and iron arrow>/ we refuse from the con-

nection alone to think it possible that barbed reed arrows' has

already passed into the meaning 'gun>/
:: To take these xveap-

ons in order : the '

fire-weapon' or *
fire-wheel' I have already

shown to be a divine weapon, and the fire transferred to the

ordinary discus, which is constantly used as a common hand-

projectile. The //r7/7/v/. L'<i/-ii'tit<ll~/],'<i. constantly in connection

with ndrdea, the ordinary iron arrow, is nothing but the genus
to a species called

4 boar-ear arrow' (vardhakarna\ and is used

by knights standing in their chariots shooting with their bows.f
The gatfighrii (or -ghni) has often been noticed in the groups
of projectiles. The gunpowder-champion assures us that it is a

rocket or something of the sort in late literature, or even a can-

non, and must be the same in the Epic. It means a ' hundred

killer,' against the spear as a '

single-killer
'

(see above). We
saw, however, just now, that if a spear is properly spiritualized
it can also kill its hundreds and return to its owner. In the

Epic use it is a simple projectile. It is flung by hand (Wilson
denies this), and, like a sword or a spear, is

'

split to pieces
'

by
the arrows of the foe. Just as a sword or spear is ornamented
with bells, so a gataghnl is ornamented with bells. It forms one

of a group of missiles, darts, arrows, etc. As common arrows

are called glowing, so the gataghnl is
'

bright
' and * horrible

'

;

but even a bow is like
' a wheel of fire.' Fire-comparisons are

employed for poetic effect. Only a prosaic or forced interpre-
tation would allow us to render '

fiery
'

as really
' of fire.' A

knight seizes a quantity of qataghnls, along with quoits, balls.

and stones, for throwing purposes. The demons, indeed, em-

ploy these, but so they do all other mortal arms. The name is

used as a strong argument, but we must not forget that, if

'hundred-killer' seems to imply a projectile that explodes, a

* v. 34. 79, karnindlika-ndrdcdh opposed to vdk$alya.

f Compare the quotations given above under *

arrows,' and add e. g.

karnindllkandrdcdig chddaydm dsa tad balam, vi. 106. 13, of a bowman
;

kartiindrdca, vardhakarna,_ ndllka, as arrows in vii. 179. 14
; rathinaf

ca rathdir djan kariiindlikasdyakdili, nihatya samare vlrdn, vi. 95.

81; so, too, viii. 81. 12. Arrows are like fire, but in the same breath like

poison, both tropical: viydgnipratimdJj ,
vii. 156. 12, a point discussed

above. Observe also that in nalikd we have one word, in ndllka an-

other ; and that the true word for '

gun' is the later form nalika, which
is not in the Epic at all. Compare Oppert's Weapons, pp. 11, 63.
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hook is called an 'all-killer.' Moreover, this verv

name is applied to lIiinia'> nrdinarv rlnh.*

The ijtt
ntrii <>r ////////7////////W. the machine. This is asserted

a cannon. Let us examine its actual use in the Epic.
In the I tattle-scenes, the

;/<//, tra is a contrivance of almost
any kind. It i- a restrainer or protector, and serves as armor
nr holder of a fastening;-*- as the rope or the holder of a ban-

ner:* it is even a drum-tick <'vii. 23. 85); it is shattered (among
the ordinary arms cast at the enemy), as if of fragile nature (vi.

96. 71 i : it i- ^-nerali/ed as any contrivance, e.g. as a divine

(Him* (i 88. 8) ;
it i- partof the trappings of a war-car, the bands

of the chariot < vii. 147.88); it is a common projectile, flung with

Qatay/m'i. <<///</. fwtfopata (iii. 284. 30) ;
even with the epithet

///////// it i- nly one of a list of ordinary arms (v. 152. 15).
Outside of war it i- a 'contrivance in mid air' (a hanging tar-

/v?/V/f/////.v//. i. IS5. 10). It is used to sail a boat with
ii. 141.."i. There are other 'movable' machines for the water

(ilflS .v,7/;,,v//'/7v7///). But it is used for hoisting

heavy things with, as in the Harivanca, 'he raised the great bow

*Cataghnl as a simple projectile, flung, and split by arrows, vi. 118.

39 ft. : 96. 57 ff . : ornamented with bells like sword and spear, yataghan^d
rnktih. iii. 2S(5. a ; rafm/ /////<; <<> ttukiiikujlh. viii. 14. 35 : compare ix. 17.

46 ; use as hand-projectile :
k Nakula cast a spear at him ; Sahadeva, a

rluh : 7odhishttur&, a $ataghni,' and Qalya cut all these to pieces with
his arrows, ix. 18. 22, cf . 26 ; used with darts, blocks of wood, and other
likt weapons, \ ii. 1 :',:!. 44 (compare R. vi. 65. 21, use same); called su-

f///M,-,. ritrn, vi. 119.8; other weapons called fiery, vii. 13H. 21
; 115.80;

'? (bright lik- fin-. ;i how like a wheel of fire) ; even in a chariot-

spear and sword (hut mthacuktirukni N.) we are told that the sword is

a -diviiH- ^i,,;m ,j n;!
- sw.ml. lik- fire,' drawn from its sheath lik- a

-luiki- t'n.iii it- lilf." .\.5. i:< 15: use with mlcni. rtc., parig^hya cata-

ghnl^ <</ suc.thnili mnjuilnfmiriij, iii. 284. 81 (where it is added they flung
tin-in with a movciii. Dt .f the arm); exactly so in ix. 45. 109-1 HI.

parighalx'ilKirah. r<itniil,n~n-iikrtih(ist<lh : the demons, again, in iii. 169.

rtitiHjIml. with hhnrnnill. etc.: the ending ghnl is found in

ku'llmi. a sj.-ar. vii. is:; ./ ///*//, ,,. a dart, vii. \-^. L88; th- ho<.k

allt-d 'all-kill n/hilt'i. in \ ii. 29. 18 lahkufa) ; Bhima's cluh i>

>rnd
fiyOSl Sthftld XH/x'irrrn Icnin-nnl <in<l<~i ratdi/hnl /'(kid,

itniffiiii"\* u-ua 11\ ;;i inuiig city defenses, e.g. iii. !". 7. Tin-

\vhMied and four-wheeled 1

^itui/hnifuh <>f vii. i'.
(

.. i'. --an <.nly be
\plaiiM<l <.i |M,.tically applied meteorological phenomena. lik- th<

Mtln T h< a \i iily appearances there mentioned, where lights, and rlui-.

and quoits, and \r\\ halU a|.|..-ar in all din^'tions, and are tin- r.^uli

of mi r, \\v mi^ht even tal<- v////ri-//,-n/ .//;

</fiiii/n l,,il,nl.~i </<i>/. i.il |ih-u<iincii:i. I h:i\i- admit tr.l the haiv

pOfwihiln 'I arrows under the word <///>/". hut ran lind -m-h
1 l\ of arrows'" \\ ith in.

nlj thi- it

we Study tin- >n in which. I n. ll'J. 51. Mirh phnUWB
< lompare tl luh m \ ii. 15 ; vm -j:,. 15,

ih : KV ii

iraxyii
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with power as if an iron yantra '; or as in the Epic's first hook,
where a yantra is employed to move a mountain and set it on

the tortoise.*

But the yantra is generally a defense in a tort ( ii. .">. :<;, over

the gates of towns (hi. 15. ."> ; \ii. '!). 45), where the use is no-

wise explained, except as by the later commentators taken to

be machines to cast iron halls with powder, i. e. cannon. Here

they are at most catapults,f The so-called astrayantra, in-

stead of meaning cannon, means a manoeuvre in fighting (as a

technical term).:}: But the yantra is not unknown on the field ;

hence its peculiar properties, had it had any, could not have es-

caped notice (vi. 17. 33
;
54. 55, 61

;
with tomara, tunira, etc.).

Again, we find that, when elephants are on a peaceful march,

they carry yantra already
*

strung,' with other weapons.^ The
later division of the army as six-fold, including

' treasure and

yantraj applies to any machines (see above). The noise pro-
duced by the yantra may be thought, in spite of this number of

disproving examples, to favor the meaning of cannon. For we
read ' the noise of the great bow was like that of a yantra.''
But there is no reason why the catapult discharging stone

should not be so used
;
and negatively, again, why is the smoke

of the discharge never alluded to
?||

Most marvelous in view of the powder-theory are these

facts: that we have no smoke from the arms in question, and

no gun-powder is mentioned ;T that powder is always the rocks

* H. 4515 ; i. 18. 12. Observe in H. that the slow motion of the gradually
raised bow is the point of comparison ; with the example from the first

book, it is clear that a derrick is meant. Notice how late is the iron

yantra. Compare xiv. 77. 26, vicakarsa dhanuh . . yantrasye 'va gabdo
'bhun mahdns tasya. Here the sound of the bow is like the discharge
of a catapult (as well as cannon). So R. vi. 72. 24, yantrasya eestamd-

nasya mahato ddnavdir iva, of th'e sound of the demon's teeth. This
is a good example, for fire came from his eyes, and fire- imagery is ex-

hausted before coming to the yantra, which is reserved for noise.

f So in iii. 284. 4, where the account of the moat filled with crocodiles

and guarded by stakes is followed by the statement that there \\ !

kapdfayantra, machines to guard the doors ; but the commentator ex-

plains
' to throw balls with.' although the following words mean only

that there were balls and stones and the huda, which he renders privy-
horn. Even the Puranic yantra is used in the same simple way, e. g.

Ag. P. 240. 28 ;
168. 33. Compare above, p. 178, note.

\ ix. 57. 18.

xv. 23. 9. gajdh . . sajjayantrdyudhopetdh.
I

iii. 280. 36, visphdras tasyd dhanuso yantrasye 'va tadd bablid/i:

compare the noise spoken of above, in xiv. 77. 26.

II In i. 30. 47 ff . (Qastrdni . . sawsphulihgajvdldni sadhumdni ca sarva-

$ah), sparks of fire and smoke are mentioned in connection with tin-

arms 6f the gods ; but here Agni, the god of fire, is the god of smoke,
and clouds are made of smoke, according to the Hindu belief ;

so that

this proves nothing for the use of smoke from fire-arms. Besides, in

this passage only sharp axes, spears, discs, tridents, etc., occur, and the

smoke and fire accompany them as divine manifestations, not proceed
from them. Smoke and fire are mentioned in vi. 87. 34 from the ele-

phants' tusks !
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Around up hy demon- tiirliTiuii ; that the words for

///////</ and /
'"7

'////'. a iv unknown; tliat tin* halls an-

oil-lall.- or hot-\vater-hall>, and that no mention i> mad-

disrharirintr uy other halls with \g\\\\ on machines; that the

later word for 'shot' is here 'arrow' (f#ra), and cannot be

otherwise interpreted ;
that no mention of tiring what i- >np-

1 to be a cannon occurs; that the (ireek writer- do not

hint at the >nppo>ed use: that the one prop on which the

hypothe-i- iv>t> i> that Lrnn-powder 'was >o common that it

\va- not worth mentionin_
Let u- remember, in closing our view of the offensive

weapon.-. that not only are tire-arm- uncertain in meaning, but

many of the common arms have different meaning, ami are

ditTerentlv interpreted bv diil'erent scholia8ts,t their local usage
donhtle iruidinir them in their selection.;};

]'.. Armr and deten-e. The arms discussed al>ove are \

coiir>e in part deteii-ive as well as otTensive.

The ditVerence )>etween foot-man and knight come> now
nn.re prominentlv In-fore u>..^ The knirlits u>ed most of the

common \veapon>. In fact, except for the \ nearest weapon-.
thi' hot >and. burning oil, >nake>. etc., the noble and well-born

did not not hesitate to employ the arms of the common people.
The latter likewi>e u>ed the nobles' bow and sword and sjxjar.
Kadi cla>- had ir> natural and more usual arniH, a distinction

b.-tweeii them (|>ei-hap> almost forced, when we come to detail)

l.eilii: attempted above.

Hut in protective armor the knight wa> more the gentleman.
Hi- e<|ni|ment> here rather than in olVen>e marked him as

apart from the foot->oldiers and horse-riders. The armor de-

*In iii. l ; 1 . ::. -I iffs are ground up into stone-powder, afniacurndni ;

ih, .l.viU tliim tire, rock, wind, and themselves into the bargain, as

weapons. So, v i i . PJ l . 4 "> . <>t' 1 1 < u ntaineers. No agnicnrna, gun-powder,
i- iif.it iiiiiril. "?ily nriiiuci'irini in dfmayuddha. Tlie acatn is the
\s lif-l-iii)\Ml fchtmdorboH, at the command of a pious Knight, l>ut

]--]ii:iiniiiK ;i li\ iin- weapon, as above, and in iii. I.'

i it i- n"i th- t-.\t. 1'iit tin- ( .inmentator's interpretation of the text,
t.. wlii.-li

- MMlel. idl for the facts whidi li- ilm> ,|ii..t. :

IIHI-.-I
. < onn<<t<<i with QakrftcAry*, the presumed author oi

tin- name Manipur-.t \\-liii-li we have read in tin

that it \\;i^ |.r>vi|,M| with lire-arms and x\u\- Madras Journal
in L881, the late Nttipri lited i.\ the

'

fll '

jg^rpsies
of In.lia. issi;. m ;iki-. proba-

I.I.- that ;irlilli-r\ w:i^ int ? >,| urr.l int.. Knr..pi- l.\ tin- i \ p^i.-, , .la^g or
Jatts, as he thinks, of simiin. A Hiin-;iriaii .-in, i of twenty-five tents

le musket-l:ilU anl .itiirr aiiiiiiiinit i"ii iii I !'. IMI Bishop Ugtsmond.
ite a date cannot aff-.t our interpretation oi -

'-passages.
^..n imii|> that tln're is no proof that th> Gypsies NV

In. I. Ant \\ 1.88.)
' li"ii-!i if . xdinikdh. thr

common soldier //"././ \}\ in.iiti. fntl\ .
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scribed belongs to the knight, not to the mass of those about

him, although perhaps to a limited extent imitated-by them.

In general descriptions (it should be said at the outset), it is

difficult to know just whm groups of protective armor belong.

Tims, we know that skins were used as shields to the chariots,

e\en rhinoceros-hide (khadgak&vaoa) being so employed; and
that tiger- and leopard-skins (see above) are found in the gen-
eral enumeration of protective devices for the whole army.

Again, poetically the common equipment is naturally passed in

silence, while the gaudy is described. We must, therefore,

for the most part content ourselves with the arms of the knight.
We have a picture of a Hindu warrior, as he stands ready

for battle. He is
i armed with a cuirass, and with guards for

his hands, and has on his fingers the protector, on his arm>

the guard against the bow-string.'* To quote here (as fre-

quently in other places) one example as illustrative of what

might "be shown by many, we find that the cuirass is described

as of gold that is, gilded and, with one word, many under-

hand such gilding as an ornament of most of the arms.f Dec-

orations such as the 'hundred moons' of Dhrislitadyumna's
shield are like the same ornaments in weapons of offense.

Compare vi. 116. 19, shields with a hundred moons and stars.

The latest scenes naturally describe the most brilliant armor.

By uniting two
passages,

we see at once of what material the

pieces of defense, mainly shields, cuirasses, and breastplates,
were made. We find them seven in kind : iron, copper, brass,

silver, gold, wood, hide. At once the precious may be sub-

tracted from the base metals, as we find them added4
Va/rman and kavaca are the usual names of the body-armor.g

This is sometimes termed '

body-guard' (tanutra, -trand], but

is elsewhere the particular breast-guard of the whole armor of

man or beast, as '

body-guard.' Another name for this is

gdtrdvarandni,
i

limb-guards,' distributively, equivalent to the

collective.
|

*
iii. 37. 19

;
x. 7. 52, kavacl satalatrdno baddhagodhdngulitravdn,

and dhanu$pdnir baddhagodhdngulitravdn. In the first, C. reads

tanulrdno, 1474.

t kaiicanavarmdbhrt, ix. 32. 64 ;
i. 30. 47.

\ kdrsndyasam varma hemacitram, vii. 127. 17
; tdmra-rdjata-lduha,

Iduhdni kavacdni, iv. 62. 4, 7_
; gold especially, ix. 32. 63 ; wood, kllaka-

vacdni (see above) ; hide, dvlpicarma-avanuddha, vydghracarma, vi. 46.

31 : compare above, p. 282, note, on arms. The cuirass is occasionally

expressly stated to be very costly: vii. 165. 29, hemacitram mahddhanam
kavacam.

qardvara(na],
'

arrow-guard,' may be anything that protects the

body from arrows, as shields, helm, breastplate, or quiver. As shields,

perhaps, in vi. 60. 17 ; vii. 14. 72.

|
viii. 27. 33 ; vi. 119. 4, saviglrnatanutrdnah, all his armor was pierced ;

vi. 95. 47, varmamukhyarh tanutrdnam ; gdtrdvarandni in vii. 2. 28

(kavacdni, N. ; shields, P. W.) ; kankaja, elephant-hook, may mean
cuirass in vii. 187. 47. Compare $arma varma ca in vii. 117. 28.
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:
i ///< ///////;// Ccub fa .!//./,/ //////*/.

Specific ornamentation i> f.mnd in tin- rich description
-

the fourth hook. Tin- armor is here adorned witli sun> and
moni>, etc.* In this passage, and pawim* the cuirass is lauded

as impregnable; the ////v7////-///v//-,/. invulnerable plate,' is

alway- a<sumed. Hut the knight- an- in reality perpetually
unharm <.!

vf), from the armor hcin^ either hewn oil'

or becoming loose.f

Forma rally iron, and <v//v//>///, leatlier armor, are
"t'tt-n mentioned together.! nf metals, by Ear the commonest
i> iron. < >f hide, we tind a hull's hide, and loose bear-skins

iwith a hra brea-tplati ). hut the latter are generally for

shield-. Netted armor or wire netting may he meant in

which is adorned with gold and worn by beasts and men.jj
r///-/////// mean> ^cover,' and /v//-/////// 'skin/ Hence va/

may oi'ten im|ly </////"///. The iixed phrase k/tddgam carma
i'tilid i/rhyn seem to point to the hide-shield as earlier an
a priori commonplace. As the Vavanas are expiv>-ly noted for

wearing hra-> and iron hreastplates carefully
worked, it i> in-

iting to ohx-rve that even these are said to be of such fra-

irile nature as to be easily pierced by a mass of arrows drawn
full to the ear.

Next to the varnw/i and kcwaca comes the shield, called

km, which i> nf leather adorned with figures ( vi. r>4. 26
ff.) ;

or a simple tiger-skin or bear-skin worn over the body besides

the bra/en breastplate served as a shield. The shield (that is,

a real >hield, worn as a plate) miirht have as many as three

bosses according to the pseudo-Epic, hut not in earlier por-
ti..n^.

-
I judirc. perhap> from ton -li^ht evidence, that the

* iv. 31. 11. The various roval tanutrani are gilded iron with images
B, circlea, eves, etc.; the size of one s|.ccitic<i is tin- area of one

hmi'livil \\ai.T-lilics. <r tlu-st* were marked on it I am not sure which
meaning is correct : ntm-<llm seems to me the outer surface raised, so
that \vr mi-lit

suppose the lilies wen- in relict. But N. takes it as 'one
hundred nadmas broad,' as if a shield were meant: this in r,,,

poesihl* : l<ut hen- \v.- ha\ kin-urn m. Arjuna wears a n />avat
kavacd,,,. iii. HW.75.

''tyogyakani,,,/, By arrows the knr.n-n is pierced, vi. n-j.

Compare I: ei -^. !'.. tust/n tmlltt'i,.,- l:ava-
i/xif. '//'". \thopasthe (<~t'r<ij<il<i Itare.

'In ///.//// kavac&ir yuktdq i^ c<.nnii..n |raisc: c. K- U

I

ilavant, ><r<i /n-//////////.'

< '..nip -tj.ilti I,. i ! . HI.

I'Th" Overtbron .r the Yavanaa,
1

vii. 119.4J
as usual damascened : .ni,,.,

f co/ f,t; :,i 11

fer to Ml,.- phalaka h.-i. an. I in \. ^.5a
side (savye sa-

. > >. iiiid* in both passages;
m.
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shield of the chariot-knight \\a> not worn from the beginning
of battle. luit rested in Ins car, and was "rasped when it came
to sword-fighting. First, it seems impossible that a knight
should use a bow with even a little shield tied to his arm

;
and

second, we find that a knight who performs the usual act of

quitting the bow and the chariot is des<vriled as
'

drawing his

sword and seizing his shield,' which must, therefore, have

lain waiting in the car.* I have no passage to prove that the

little bells adorning the spears are also found on the shield,

though I am not sure that such shields may not be mentioned.

The custom is well known to the Greeks (Aeschylus, Septem.
385).
The helmet (girastrdna, 'head protector', with the L-ii~<t<i.

as part for whole) is represented to be of metal and adorned
with gems, chiefly the diamond; but, though often spoken of,

I can get no definite idea of it, from the Tack of description
in the Epic. It is worn over the ear-rings (Jl. vi. 78. 16). The
little towers called nirvyuhas figure apparently as helmets.

and must have been (in accordance with the name, which is

elsewhere applied to the real towers of a city) high head-

pieces, perhaps a kind of tiara
;
but they are essentially prac-

tical, not ornamental. The commentator defines the word as

a weapon. There was a band of cloth, turban, called usnlsa

or vestana, which was worn with the helmet. I hence suppose
that the turban was wound around the sides of the head to

guard what a not very well made helm left unprotected.f Hut

often the turban is the only head-gear.
The head with helm and earrings 'looks like a full moon

'

;

but the general brilliancy of ornament, not the shape of the

head-piece, must be the tertium (viii. 51. 13). Brazen, kdhsya,

implies brass used quite as much for adornment as for use
;

* vi. 90. 40, vilcrsya ca gitam khadgam grhltvd ca qardvaram.
f Qirastrana is of gold, iv. 55. 57 ;

ix. 32. 63 (jdmbunadaparigkrtam) ;

viii. 21. 27 (susarhnaddhdh kavacinah saqirastrdndbhnsaudh] ;
xi. 18. 18

($ir?atrdndni). Nirvyuha with the sword (sanirvyuhdh sanistri)i(<llj),
vii. 89. 17 ; v. 19. 4. Uxnlsa with the helmet (sosnisam sapirastruinmt
. . [firas] apdtayat), viii. 54. 28. I do not see the point in the comparison
uxnlsa-lcamatha of vii. 99. 52. Perhaps the turban kept the shape of the
head (turtle-shaped in the parallel), and was stiff enough to be a real

aid to the Qirastrdna. I know from the Epic nothing of the make-up
of the turban except that it was perhaps made of three pieces of cloth
sewed together (usnisavdn yathd vastrdis tribhir bhavati samvrtalj,
xii. 217. 12 ; sucyd sutram yathd vastre samsdrayati vdyakah, ib. 3G.

)

Such silly metaphors as that mentioned above abound. Another in kava-

codupa, vii. 14. 10, may represent the kavaca not as breastplate simply,
but as really fitted to the curves of the body boat-like in shape on the

ground. The only good figure in the scene above (vii. 99, in verse 53) is

where Arjuna is the coast (veldbhuta) against which this ocean of war-
riors surges,
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and it is quite po^ilile. therefore, tliat mention of brazen arm-
must be classed in tin- >ame category a> that of golden.*

Kajendralala Mitra i In<lo-Arvan>, i. :J:i7i assorts tliat vizors
were worn, (jii.)tini: in corroboration <.nly that when Drona
fell, he lifted Iii> vi/.or, and Arjnna shot him. IJnt. in the case

(not cited) that 1 suppose to he here referred to, Drona site on
tlu- ehariot->eat, and Arjuna calls out not to kill him. He i>

however decapitated Theaeeount is repeated 1>\ an e\c-witne.
I find no vi/or mentioned in either paa^e, or elsewhere,f
Mm if vi/.ois are not worn, we find an armor-piece called the

4

neck-protector,' which must have formed a defensive union
with the helmet above and the corselet below. In a pas-

liiou-d above, a knight is described as
arrayed

in a strong
iron gilded breastplate and a neck-protector, while

wearing at
the >amc time clothes of yellow, red, white, and black4 That
thi>

neck-protector
did not amount to much may be seen

from the fact that, though worn, it never guards a blow, and
from the fact that tin- >word enters or "dirs into' the neck.jj
The hand-protector- i////y///;/-^v,//v/, etc.) are of nunor im-

portance. They appear to be of constant use, and, properly,
are a defenx- nor - much against the foe as against the knight V
own weapon>. For their purpose wa> to protect arm (//,/'////

,7.

*
Except of course where kdhsya means a brass thing ;

' brass and
gold

'

are as nol.h im-tals put parallel, as kahsyaui rn Iniintuih c<t xtirvam,
. 29.

-.63-68; 198. 6&-6S. Beneath the helmet or turban the hair
was bound: it was a sign <>t t-ar to wear it loose, and we often liml

'/./. -with liair a ii<l corselet loosed,' as a sign of flight,
as in vi. 73.40. There seems to be no <liMVrcM< -e between the Epic and

L'amavana in resoect of wearing the hair. There were always
t;miil\ and sectarian clitIVivii's in cutting and braiding, but the war-

-iM-iii in battle to keep the hair tied aooui tlicliead. Arjuna only
pretending to be a ciinucli \\cars his hair in long braids (r>

'', . In K'.. il.-nr, nldlninifriiin. wearing <m> l.rai<l.

woma ..r -ri,-i ii:. \ ..'.'. H), and grief and di-c,,iiif,.rt an- indi-

oated hair iii a man's case, R. ii. 28. 28. Curly hair.

r.//i/,'i./,:i. la admired It was also a woman'-* -i-n of grief to poll out
the hair ami cover th.- face \lnlin-nh I unti/uli. ".. 69 :

common Epic threat, vii. ii'.. .'; and denote defeat by a change in
Vavu I', ii. -JI5. i:{* ti". : Rrhamiar I'. \ iii.

ad is not allowed, xii. 28. 47.

ii. .\v.-. i i.y mi-inn . ihe i. in hi wears
iu

r
s. ami ., / \da : an. I. n ih.-seare

picUOUS, III.- ii.-llii.'l an have I.eeil Mich a8 U>
leave- liotli (ilacesezpoMMl. Kunflmli:- ck-guard ;

A-r

-

R. vi. )". II givesagoo! uin A-arrU tattya tatnh kh<i
'hn </ii!<il..

alua\ ! a l.lou
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and linger from the
bow-string. They are called hand-guards

and finger-guards, and are made of iguana-skin. All the how-
men are represented as wearing them.*

Signs that this armor, common as it is, is not present in all

cases, and that the bow-string marks \\crc a common feature,
remain in the epithets applied to warriors, implying that tl ch-

arms were scarred from the bow-string. Nevertheless, the

bow-string-guard is very old. Probably, therefore, it was con-

fined to the fingers.f The noise made by this part of the

armor struck by the bow-string is often brought forward.^
As amulets were much worn and esteemed, we may add their

characteristic use under the head of protective armor. The
use passes into that of the divine arms, already noted. Such
arms are restricted in application. One 'must not be used

against the teacher,
5

etc. Of pure amulets, a single instance

may here suffice. A '

gem of power' is spoken of :
' never

shall I give it up,' says the knight; 'for, when I bind it on,

I have no fear of what can come by weapon, disease, or hunger
from god or devil or snake.

' Bhishma's golden girdle was

perhaps more for ornament thai^for defense. Such half-orna-

mental, half-protective additions to the knightly equipment
are of course common.

||

Remarks on the use of magic in war, and on the meaning
of the * science of weapons.'
As an appendix to the subject of weapons and armor, a few

words should be said here in regard to a point touched upon
in the foregoing paragraph I mean, the application of the su-

* See above, and compare baddhagodhdhgulitrdna, vii. 36. 23 ; talatra

with angulitra in vi. 106. 24, etc. At the beginning of the first day's bat-

tle, all the heroes are talabaddhdh, vi. 18. 9.

f Compare iii. 43. 24. jydgaraksepakathindu (bdhu),
' arms stiff with

the stroke of the arrow and bow-string.' In A.V. we find hastaghna
meaning

'

hand-guard.' The Epic terms this hastdvdpa (but hastavdpa
is an emission of arrows). Compare vii. 165. 28, hastdvdpa; iv. 55 . :>1.

hastdvdpin (N. hastatrdnaih tadvdn). In xiv. 77. 21, papdta gdndlvam
dvdpaq ca kardd api (the form would be kardvdpa), we have not a sim-

ple
' armband,' but defensive gauntlet, as usual. The usual angulitra or

-trdna, in vii. 41. 16 ;
44. 14

;
viii. 19. 40 ; 58. 22 (sdngulitrdir bhujdgrdih) ;

iv. 5. 1, godhd, etc. ; also cdrutalin (tala), iv. 53.9 (N. hastdvdpa) ; while
karavdla, i. 30. 49 ; v. 19. 3, etc., is sword.

\ viii. 21. 15, jydtalatradhanuhgabdaJj : compare ib. 23. Compare also

vi. 45. 3-4, dslt kilakildgabdas talayahkharavdih saha, . . talatra 'bhi-

hatd$ cdi 'va jyd$abddh.
x. 15. 28 (with vlryamaiiih compare dlabhya virakdnsyam . . ut-

sange dhanur dddya sagaram, vii. 112. 63). The divine weapon quoted
above, astram . . na katham cana prahartavyam gurdv iti, vii. 147. 25.

See below, Magic.
I
iv. 66. 4, hiranyakaksah. But this common kaksd may have been

used as a sword-belt.
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pcniatural in war. This subject can scarcely be discussed with-

out a prefatory word on tin- Kpie meaning of the 'science of

weapon-.' IJnth these topics have heen occasionally alluded

to in the preceding -e<-tion> : hut. at the risk of some repeti-
tion. 1 -hall here take a collective view of what the Epic

66 11- in thi- regard.

We find that certain In 'roes are credited with a special knowl-
in certain kinds of fighting, or that in different kinds the

's are equally expert. For each sort there is a giksd or

special art (viL 112. 90 L, 0tf$^ ib. >!). The combination of

all these arts make- the ///////////// /A/, in its general and widest
sense. I'mperlv the 'knowledge of the bow,' as the bow be-

comes a type of all weapons, the knowledge becomes general-
ixed. and //////// //////// i.- equivalent to the science of weapons.
Such is the meaning when one

says
'in the dhanurveda no one

i- my e|ual* < \ iii. 74. ">4 1. \\\\\ it is not impossible that this

collected -cience became incorporated as a work. In many
passages, where <1]in nr^-da is set parallel to literary works, such

-eems to he the interpretation. Nevertheless, the Epic story itself

gives
no reason for

believing
that a work of this kind is meant.

For, if we examine more closely, we see that the science was
.rained by a magical gift or by physical exertion, not by

mental application, except in so far as religious meditation be
so considered. In what the 'skill' consisted may be seen by a

illustration-. Lightness of hand' is the 'art' that is

learned in wielding weapons: 'the art of seizing weapons' is

taught and acquired. Lightness and cleverness' constitute the

skill." 'How to mount a war-car* is a point taught here; so

also how 'to leap down/ Mo run/ 'to leap easily/ 'to discharge
weapons -imiiltaneou.-lv/ 'to advance- and retreat/ These are
what are taught by the science of weapons.*

In all thi.- the *///<///////-,//,/ i- no more than a nmre compre-
hen.-ive attrrOQlksd) or art of mi ile- i vi. 1 1 v -_>n. and was prob-

ably at \\v>\ conlined tn thi-. We even tind a man -pnken of

as a paragon ,,f learning
'

in the dimmi i'<>, <!,< ..f mi--ile- and
the ln'<il* am >',</,/' i-ciciicenf liolinessj.f When thi.- >cience of

weapons wa extended tn the chariot, and the knight was taught
ircle' with hi- war-car, then the /</////////>// <>r 'skill with

the chariot' became al-n a part of the //////// /////////. Such

The heroes are 'Mii-pli.-.! with th.- rtren^th of -kill '

. \

cticfAbalopetdtj l.:^l>tneH of l.an.l' i>, y,,7///7r ;///vf ,vi. 7-1. 1<> : s-j.

87; 90.42, etc.); 'the knowledge of m-i/in <i*traar<ii

vidyfih .

|

. I IneM and cleverness/ Mghava and
'19.8); mount ii.K.' droha; Meap-
.' xarana ;

*

leaping easily/ santa-
/'/. '(liHcharK iltaneousiy/ tamyakprakofa^a; 'adi

i.l ',: :;n n
'
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skill consists in doubling and returning, and, negatively, in not

being made r//v//u/, "deprived of one's war-car/ and not allow-

in r it to he splintered to pieces by the enemy's anus. Km- each

knight, whether lie had or had not a charioteer, was able to

manage his own war-car.

In the use of armor, the 'skill' consisted in making it invul-

nerable. This skill is taught by word of mouth. Especially
Drona is famous for this: 'he knew how to instruct one to

wear the breastplate so that it should be invulnerable.'*

The dhanuh or bow becomes thus generalized. Vishnu has

'bearing the bow and knowing the bow' as a title of respect,f
All weapons are included in the name. It embraces all fight-

ing-knowledge.^: From this extent it fell into four recognized
divisions, according to the arms taught, or methods of using
them.] Only the name Yeda, (or upaveda, as it was more

properly called) betokens a literary existence for this science.^
But when in the Epic one studies this Veda, he does not

repeat it as he does the others; he does not 'go over' it, and
learn it as a memorized work. He

goes oyt
and ' studies

'
it
by

secreting himself and practicing with his arms till he is pron-
cient

;
or he gets a teacher to show him how to use his weapons ;

or, in one case, he makes a fetish-image of the great master.*"*

The great teacher, Drona, instructs in the 'art of war' (rana-

giksd\ in club-fight, in '

mixed-fighting
'

(samlclrnayuddha\ in

sword-fighting, etc.ft
Like all other knowledge, this science had its mystical side.

As a Veda, it is distinguished from the four great Vedas, but

* kavacadhdrand . . upadixtd tdm ea nikhildm vetti, with abhedya as

invulnerable, vii. 48. 27 ; varma bhdsvaram, ib. 103. 17.

f dhanurdharo dhanurvedah, xiii. 149. 105.

i Thus, in i. 139. 6, 17 it embraces knowledge of fighting with club,

sword, car, bow, arrow, and missiles.

i. 130. 21, caturvidho dhanurvedah gdstrdni vividhdni ca; iii. 37. 4;
v. 158. 3

;
ix. 44. 22, etc.

, catuspddo dhanurvedah.

\\ Compare iii. 115. 45, krtsno dhanurvedag caturvidhdni cd 'strd n i .

xi. 23. 27, astram caturvidham veda. Compare above, p. 235, note.

JC
ii. 11. 32-33. We have here, following the four Vedas, sarva$dstrd /./

/.

itihdsa, upaveddh, veddngdni. Compare in R. v. 32. 9 dhanuvede ca
vede ca veddngeu ca nisjhitah.

** Good examples of skill in shooting are given in the tournament,
i. 138, and just before in the case of $abdavedhitvam, i. 132. 42, where a
man sees a dog, and (40) tadd tasyd 'tha bha$atah c/anah sapta qardn
mukhe, Idghavam dargayann astre mumoca yugapad yathd. This Eka-

lavya had made an earthen idol of Drona, the best teacher of the art of

shooting, and worshiped it (i. 132. 33). There is a word in ib. 133. 5 that
should be the keynote of good archery Arjuna's reply to Drona,

pagydmy ekam bhdsam: he could see nothing but his target. In i. 181.

42, Ekalavya had left home 'for the sake of practice,' isvastrahetoh.
He thus acquires astravidyd, ib. 132. 13, 14, 34-35.

ft Compare i. 109. 19 ; also xi. 23. 32, for the lamentation over this
' knower of the Veda and of weapons.' He is represented as a warrior-

priest.
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ineor|'orate- int> itself the outlying my-terie- of ar;ns.'
::

'

This

'mystery
' of the -eieiiec i- nothing but the le known trick-

in Use, and the pretended power ver the supernatural. The
four divisions are only the division- of \veapon-. or else the

division- ot' 086. It is noteworthy that the- commentator pre-

lon the la-t, hut admits the first. The original meaning i-

evidently simply that of method, not of kind. Kven when imt

e\ piv>sed. siiel; a division is sometimes implied. Thus, we
read 'and no one >aw Arjnna when he took the arrow in hand,

or when he laid it on the how, or when he discharged it. or

when he drew the how
"

(iv. 62. 22). Such as these were the

original 'four divisions in the science of the bow,' and with
.rali/.ed the form also hecame extended.

The art of weapons is
-

laid in' a person. One receives it as

a Lr it't. Tim-, llukmin receive- the ' Veda of the how with its

tour divi-i. OB' v. 158. 3). But this presentation of the science

helontrs with the supernatural power used in divine weapons.
This Veda must he studied, hut the study is done by practice:
as where, in Arjima's case, one goes out and practices even at

niirht, and so learns the art or science of managing horse and

elephant, etc. (i. |:; 28).
The ultimate expansion of the theory of weapons resulted in

the theory of war. and this was expanded again into a
theory

of polity; and we thus have on the one side our modern )<~<f>-

'<i or 'system of royal polity,' and on the other the prac-
tical instruction in the use 01 arms or the 4 science of weapon-.'
Thus, in a late hook we read: 'he will com prebend the science

of weapons, and the ditl'erent weapons, and the -y.-tem of p<l-
A system >f war is implied when we read, for example.

of the 'system "i' dcanas,
1 'the -y>tem of An^-iras' .-on,' etc.J

* Rahasya, the mysteries, i. 130. 65 ff. It is on a par with the other
Vedas in importance for a w.m '/////<///. t/asinin

8dkfd<l <llxni in-i'ftliih iH-iilisfhituh. \ii. l'.
s

. I. hi Du.9.8: 80.9, alt*

vedah and vedtth an- uppusrd -f. ill. r6. 7). 'Tlic fom Vedas and fom
f..|.l Dhannrrecht,

1
-r tin- ' Vr.las. rpanislunK. an.i Dlianui-v.ia/ i-, tin

11 -i lal separation. In i . '. illianm (tgrd-

Mucuhyrahab oouu /"r ml unit fn-tih. lii iii. JM. r>, Vedas,
I 'pan vd |)liniiiirvi-il.'

In (In- I.:' II-IM 'l p.lu\ niiil-

iar as to be us ur . <nlliift/<i nli //////////.7<> mi

drey" one that hM perused tfo wortai !' plit\ i

polltv':
xiii. Hit. 7. 'I IM- A-ni I' . -s a illniitiirn-iln in H,

848flf.). The account describes t nam M.| m.tli-

4 various arms, with tin pr..p.-r nipl.iyiii.-ni oi In ih. 184-

battle-wiadom,
1

oaloolatad to g '

D i. KM>. :{;

upliliifMtc'l I' ' rt'ilti i/iir rfn'ixt r<l in ill/mil tail n <ln H
. f/llll I', ,:

. f/<t<l
<>
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The use of magic i> properly a subdivision of flu- general

>ystem of war. Ft belongs originally to the demons, and is an

unfailing concomitant of demon warfare.* Such magic is lit-

erally
'
illusion.' It was then but a >Trp to confer UUB power

on the most pious knights. Any 'art' could In- given away, as

the horse-lore, '//.sw. of Nala i> exchanged by will(iii. 77. 17), and
so a knight could without effort learn this 'art of the demons/

Perhaps, too, the boomerang-power of ////v//7<///^, or making a

weapon return to the hand, helped augment this belief. I Jut

more than this, the Atharva-Veda was instrumental. By its

means one could revive the dead, make a person appear, and
do other magical acts. On this side lies pure magic ;

on the

other, the belief in one's magic through his extraordinary skill.

Thus, as we saw above, the repetition of a verse over a weapon
makes it partake of the supernatural, and gives it more than

physical might. There is, however, holy magic and devilish

magic. The former is used without scruple by all able to em-

ploy it. The latter is condemned, but is employed neverthe-

less. Its use is restricted to counteracting other devilish magic,
for to extirpate a

regular magician is a good thing. Good

magic is allowed, for the gods use it. Many stories show this.

But if one's foe employ no magic, then one should employ no

magic.f
The true and usual use of the supernatural is, then, simply

to charm a weapon. A hero '
let fly a huge arrow, which flew,

terrible, glowing, insupportable even by death, like a piece of

etasmin pratitfhitam. Compare xv. 7. 15, gakafam padma vajram
ca . . u$and veda yac chdstram tatrdi 'tad vihitam, of the battle-orders
contained in Ucanas' code (see above, p. 131). In the late didactic

portion of the second book, with siitra on horses, elephants, and other

war-material, we find the dhanurvedasya sutram and yantrasutram to-

gether (ii. 5. 121) as being learned. There seems no reason to doubt that
we have here sutrdni on various military affairs, and a literary work,
the lateness of which is indicated by the context.

* In iii. 20. 83 ff .
,
the demons engage in mdydyuddha or a battle of

magic. They shower down mountains, clubs, darts, tridents, spears,
axes, etc. Compare R. vi. 91. 17 ff.

f The gods use magic, mdyd or Jcriyd, ix. 81. 8 ff. A king is urged to

use it, ib. (kriyayd yogam dsthdya). Bad magic is such as Qakunfs (vii.

30. 15 ff., etc.). But rathamdyd, vii. 45.21, is often no more than great
skill, ib. 24. The ' delusion' is here physical : compare the '

manoeuvres,'
which result in 'delusion.' As to killing a magician by good magic,
compare ix. 31.6, imam mdydm mdyayd jahi bhdrata ; this is ddivi

mdyd, good magic : compare 7, mdydm mdyayd vadhyah. Demons, or
even half-demons, invent bad magic (vii. 179. 39). Krtyd, pure witch-

craft, is regarded as ' the divinity of witchcraft' by the commentator on
vii. 92. 54 (abhicdradevatd). The uncanny scene of iii. 251. 23-24 exhibits
'

raemfra-magic, declared by Brhaspati, Ucanas, and the Atharva-Veda,'
for the purpose of making a person appear. The practicer of abhicdra,
or abhicdrin (xii. 140. 42), is one conversant with the power of mantras,
though here used of one that bewitches right to malce it wrong (dhar-
mdbhicdrin).
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Atharvan Anirira-i witchcraft. saving "may this, my arrow.

bring me victory"' (tfii. 91*47). Uther matric i- >f doubtful

pmprirty. c\cc|.t ajain>t a frirk-trr. IK-iv tin- 'eternal law'

In >ld>: ''one that employs trick> may he -lain* ; and '

tiirht a fair

tiii'lit ; l.iir if ma^ir i> u>ed, use mairic.' It is often a question
discussed with irravity. whether one may employ proper or im-

proper method.- of tiirhrin.ir. And here we cannot help stvin-

the advanced morality uf later times.*

In the u>e of the Atharvan we may distinguish between pure
and fal>e mairie. as in the use of weapons. Pure

ma^ie
is

where- a formula. /'/////;//>/. emj)owers a thini: t. -ive life or

death, as when such a formula vivitio >teel. l>ut plant-magic
may rest <>n an older verity. Plants that changed unconscious-

ness to life, plants medicinally u>efnl their application is false

mairic: that i>. doe> not necessarily imply supernatural agen-
rhouirh such are pretended.f Medicinal >tull i< stored in

all the war-car>.:;; A cui-.-e alone, purely vocal, is quoted as a

mind-weapon': "by this truth' a knight is slain; tiii> i-

Atharvan niatrie' ]>ure and simp:

* All clivim- weapons are ipsofacto magical. Drona and Arjuna do the
>aint with their divin*- weapons (vii. 188. 33 flf.) as do a pair of demons,
each 4 skilled in magic/ and showering weapons (vii. 108. 30 ff. ; 109. 2 ff.).

Tin- r ;il litr rence is that when a good man uses magic it is right, and
\\-lifii a la<l man or ;i demon uses it, it is wrong. It is holy magic, for

|il-. \\lirn Vishnu converts a handful of gras>-> . /v//,v7/n into a

-lul> \\-i. 3.86). Of tin- |H)|)iilar magic, one sort i^ to become as small
as a tlmnil) ami then large as the ocean (e. g. vii. 175. 63). The best
il-vili>h illu-ion i- mmli' by Ravana. e. g. iii. 290.5. The godly illusion

may ronrcni its. If with such small matters as the sudden appearance
juna's magic ape with a lion's tail, to frighten tin l> . i\. 46. 3

III- rules referred to above are (v. 193. 10) Blushma's :

i ('airly, luit u><- ma^ic against magic'; the 'eternal law,' iii. pj. 7

ter -houlil IK- slain' : luit. ill. -VJ. '."J : it i> not eallnl a erime to
kill a Dinner in a -inf'ul way.' The i|iu*sti>ii ot ti-htin^ properly (ni/u-

i/iitiih or ii rriMuli nd is disciiBsed at large before the under-
ha.i.l attempt uhaman ( x. 1. 49 to 6. 21 . The fa. t that tlii-

the camp ocfa may ha\e ^i\en rise to the
a sitlinln <irl,

The entranee into the miltlu'i must be
wln-n I he pi i. -l i- to eine ail afllii'ted child I iy the li

lii- lra|e .-\pellin- the -i<-kiie->-> I >y liell. eymlial>. ete. i. In

that evil i- al.out it o?ie d068 ii"i go m liy the |.

0, pure drugs for
i-lant pre\eiiim- li|oiu|||. .\\

the iithei hand, a ii^eiuiisnefls-weapon' [restorin
,n instance "f pure ma B ,

In

riupi ii the dead.
.a! hi] of I;

( n i pare ogcul< '< jood-luek, and restorers
It and h.

On after an in-tant CUtl
hih.

Aeapon ,,t thought,
1

^ "lif "". ili.91.

roH, i\. i; ti

x>l.. \i\. Ill *
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Supernatural also are prognostications. Portents and
signs

of earth and sky are usually powerful. But often no attention

is paid to rla'iii. More care is shown for the signs of fly inn;

Kin Is, etc., than for earthquake and falling meteors. The po-
sitions of wild animals and the acts of any animal are prog-
nostic. The ass's bray is ill-omened. ' The people say it is a

sign of defeat if, having eaten little, excrements abound; l>ut

let wild deer appear on the left hand, let the horses appear
cheerful : that is a sign of victory. Should deer appear coming
from the left (on the right), and incorporeal voices be heard,
that is a sign of defeat.' So certain kinds of birds augur defeat

or victory. The peacock, swan, floater, cdtaka, are auspicious ;

but birds of prey, as hawks, herons, cranes; and beasts of

prey, as wolves
;
and flies, and ghosts (ydtudhdna\ imply de-

feat.
' Drums sound unbeaten' in the army about to conquer ;

in the other, all is silence but for ' sounds like springs of wa-

ter, roaring like bulls.' There comes a pure Hindu token t<

these pan-Aryan signs :

' and it is also a token of defeat if one
hates a priest.'

There are in general three sorts of prodigies, of heaven,

earth, and atmosphere. As a matter of fact, the ill-omened

birds appear all over the field
;
for the hawk, crow, wolf, and

jackal steal their food from the heaps of slain.
*

This supernatural of superstition seems to have become mmv
powerful than the supernatural of religion. The new god lias

* The prodigies of beast and bird occur frequently, and several pas-

sages strengthen that quoted above : pradaksind mpgdh . . jayalingam ;

apasavyd mygdh (and) vdcah . . agarlrinyah . . pardbhavalakxaijdin .

v. 143. 14 ff. Compare the evil birds on the right (apasavydh), giving
fear, in iv. 46. 27

;
in iii. 269. 7, a jackal coming up to the left side (vd-

mam upetya pdr^vam) is an evil omen
;
in iii. 179. 4 ff., the bad omens

are beasts on the right (apasavydty) ',
carrion birds behind crying ydJif

(' go on'} ; the right arm twitching, the left leg and arm twitching : in

v. 138. 21 ff., the meteorological omens : compare end of ib. 158 ;
vi. 2 to

4 (note here, 3. 43, vdyasdQ ca ruvanty ugram vdmam maudalam d$ri-

tdh). The drums, etc., of our passage, andhatd nadanti pafahdh (v.

143. 20) ;

'

hating a priest,' ib. 27. Compare further ii. 71. 22-24 (jackals,

asses, and birds as omens); ii. 46. 8 (the three kinds of omens, utpdltlx

trividhdh). The bloody heaps attracting the ravenous, vi. 117. 57 ;
vii. 7.

36 ff.). The Canti, teeming with supernatural wisdom, gives (in 105. 24,

duxadhiyoga is a foe-killing
'

application of poison') in 102. 6 ff . late notes
on prognostication. Winds following an army, rainbows, rain in the

rear, sunlight, and even jackals and hawks, if they are favorable in

appearance (anukuld), ensure success ; certain smells and sounds also

portend victory. The position is plainly relative, as seen in the fol-

lowing :

' when nice animals are in the rear and on the left during a

march, and on the right while the army enters battle, they announce

victory; those in front prevent- it.' The following birds are lucky:
Cakuna, hansa, krduhca, cdya ; the general rule reads (15) ixfo vdmalj

prawtfasya dakxinah pravivikxatah, pagcdt saihsddhayaty artharii

purastdc ca nixedhati. In R. compare anuvdti pubho vdyuh, v. 73. 52,

and other omens following ; birds, in ib. vi. 11 ff. ;
and all of R. vi. 83.
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imt vet his whole power; the ancient gods are passing away.
Th -si* divinities are

degraded,
but are still real. It is in the

fairy stories of the Epic that the old gods are active. The
Sun says to Sfivitrl, 'look, all the gods with Indra at their head
sit

laughing
at me' (iii.306. 20). But in battle that is, in the

actual Kpic they are visions, they are ghosts of themselves,

a-lcep. >pirits: real, hut >uhnr< limited to the new power. They
\\-archthebattle. hut take no share in it (viii. 37. 31, etc.). 6
they take a sudden party interest, they relapse again almost at

once, and become dull spectators (viii. 87. 42, 48).
The forward knight that has penetrated the veil of

priestly
\visdoin learns with awe the secret of the Trinity, of the One
All-God. To the mass, to the vulgar, this is mere words.
The gods of old are but shadows. < The god for a warrior is

his how and arrow' mi. 313. 51
ff.). Owing to this decadence

of the old supernatural power, and the not yet thoroughly
diffused knowledge of the new faith for the heroes of the

Kpic are not so much devout believers as sudden and still in

^nil-ing convert* the poem is left in a strangely unreligioiis

condition, so far as the mass of warriors is concerned. The
war is intensely human. No convenient gods and goddesses
play with their mortal proteges. Each

fighter
contends sup-

ported indeed hy a religious hope of reaching Indra's heaven
;

hut there is no Indra to intervene and save nim. In this re-

gard there is a marked difference between the Greek and
Hindu Kpic. Skanda is an impartial abstraction of martial

fury. Vishnu is not a god that affects the army ; he is,

so to speak, a private god of the Pandus, more particularly
of Arjuna. The outsiders are left to their own valor. Each
falN alone: no god watches him ; no goddess shrouds him in a

mi-t. Duty and Death and Indra far away these are their

All others are but name-. 'With 'all the gods' the

boa-ting knight is not afraid to contend : to him they are un-

real ; to him even the new god is but a myth of fancy. If lie

accept- that god and known him, he has hy that acceptance
done away with gods; if he rejects him, he lias but the shades

odfl ii<> longer real. The knight'- act- are hi- i.wn: his

d i> his own making: hi- -in i- self-punished. Kate, or
the embrace of Death; Duty, or to follow the paths of 0m
ton: these are hi- onK moral obligation. Hi- supernatural
i- understood too little to be true; or it i- debased to incan-
tation and witchcraft. The knight of our present poem
-tands mi the border-land between two faith-. He pre-enf-
a poetic figure unparalleled in Kpic pnetry. Kor that \er\

reason, he gains up<>n the human side.*

*Brsi-l.-- tli >on given above, a few extracts from th.-r

parts of the work will show to what mere ghosts the ancient dcvas of
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F. Paraphernalia of battle and Music- in tin* Epic.
Under this heading I shall refer to the chief furniture of hat-

tie, hut shall not seek to i*;ive a complete account of all the sec-

ondary trappings of the army, as my object
is to convey the

general impression made by the descriptions of the poem,
rather than to he precise in details. We need this general im-

pression, for otherwise we lose the shading of the Hindu artist,

and the reality of the Hindu battle-Held. The earrings of the

knight are as necessary to the picture and to historic truth as

are his bow and arrows. From one point of view, these- ,t

sories of battle are even more important than the more impor-
tant factors. Chariots and bows are not national or peculiar,
but pan-Aryan, or rather universal. We have

only
to deter-

mine what difference exists between those of the Hindu and
other nations. But ornaments and objects of vanity are (uni-
versal indeed also, but) more markedly differentiated. Orient

the Hindu had descended, except in tales acknowledged to be of the
marvelous. In the war the gods come and look on as mere spectators
in vi. 43. 10

; joined by all other supernatural beings, in vii. 188. 37
;

while they are worked up to active life simply through their wonder
and astonishment at men's ability in vi. 95. 67 and vii. 124. We find

that the Fire-god assists his friend, but not in the war, only in a tale

related of one of the heroes (Sahadeva against Nila), ji. 31.23. Of like

sort are the Arjuna-tales, the ascent to Indra, the burning of Khan-
dava, etc. In the war these gods are openly despised. 'All these war-
riors protect thee, therefore all the gods can not harm thee,' vii. 87. 15.

Karna says that 'the gods cannot conquer the Pandus,' vii. 158. 50
;

185. 25. The knight is not afraid to cry out the gods cannot overcome
me,' vii. 195. 23-24. But the abstract of the personal gods remains ; the
devas are weak, but the ddivam is strong. The godly-power, that is

the impersonal Fate. Forever we find repeated the formula ddivam
evaparam manye dhik pauruxam anarthakam, 'Fate I deem the high-
est ; fie on useless human (effort),' vii. 135. 1

;
viii. 9. 3, etc. For ' Fate

is the norm of good and bad action,' vii. 152. 32. And ' in Fate is vic-

tory,' vii. 158. 70. As a side of Fate only is Death, or Yama, who re-

mains real with his realm of horrors (yamardntravivardhanah ,
of a

single man, vi. 89. 28 ; or of battle, vi. 95. 25). And Duty remains as a

god, though often merely the law acknowledged by gods, vii. 156. 2.

Such gods are abstractions merely, and convey no more than Krishna's
words, which say

' his is the victory who fights in a (legal) manner
according to the code' (vi. 43. 24). Most interesting in the light of the
removal of the gods from human sympathy is the creation of the an-
cestral ghost to supply this need. No god gives any word of comfort.
But the ancestor of Yudhishthira comes down as a spirit to speak
words of sympathy to him, vii. 52. Only in stories and echoes of the

past do we find the old gods active and armed, where, while Yama has
the rod of death, Varuna has the noose and the thunderbolt, and the

god of wealth bears the club (i. 227. 32 : compare iii. 168. 29, arms of all

the gods). It is the ghost of Vyasa that proclaims yato dharmas tato

jayas,
'

victory is on the side of right,' vii. 183. 67 ; and he gives the
essence of Duty as '

compassion, penance, generosity, mercy, truth,' ib.

64-66. What consolation there is is merely the statement that one
should bow to fate and die like a hero, vii. 78 ; 80. 7 ff .

; for, as the prov-
erb says,

' man is the slave of things, not things of man,' vi. 43. 41, 56, 71.
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and ( >eeident here >tand in more vivid eontra-t. Kadi tighter,

the world over, hears a weapon : <nlv some wear garlands and

oeckli

Our kniirht <d' India was generally a vain and hoastin^ per-

sonage.* It nm>t have been with satisfaction that the ignoble
heart f Yndhi>hthira learned that Arjiina was about to miss

M l.eeaii-e he had boasted so much. Hut in truth it was
tin- -in of all the Hindu warriors. Then- i> not a mode>t man
amonir them. This verbal display found also it> counterpart in

outward iraudine of raiment. Not only were the arms and
armor profusely decorated, as we said above, but the hcn>e>

also wore in all accoutrements whatever was most brilliant and

-howy. A barbaric display pervades the poem.
We >aw in a

ij
notation given above the ready knight >tand

armed with bow and breastplate, and wear, besides, rinir- <n his

arm> and in his ears. Another we >aw wearing re(l. yellow,
white, and black clothes. Tlie princes royal are arrayed in red.

To these ornament.- we must add the garland.- with which each

kniirht went into battle; the gems and diamonds worn about

the armor, and even set in the common arm> : the ring.-, again,
worn upon the fingers; the chains of gold and pearl ; the gir-

dle- of i:-old ; and the tinkling bell- of sword and club and
chariot. Many of these the rings and bands, in particular

are differentiated in Sanskrit without difference for us.

( 'oiild we get at the true distinctions between these .-eemingly
-viioiiviiiou-. name.-, we should have a yet more bewildering
view of the flashing, 'not to say flashy, magnificence of the

Hindu warrior,f

* Even when he decries boast in- In- leasts. An amusing instance R.

ri.67.15, -\\itliout boasting I snail slay thee ; behold my prowess;
without talking burn tire and sun,' etc. (avikattln/a).

t The general furniture of cars, men, horses, elephants, etc., goes un
l r tin name of bh&wfa. For the earrings, besides \ii. 1:27. 16 (above),

;';ire mahftr chirah /.////</(///""'/"/". viii. -2",. .'.' : for the garlands, v.

I ..l.MTv that. 'lit. !'.);. -Ji i. th<- foot-soldiers an- described as

ug bows, swords, andclulis. i.ui no ornainrnt -. The poet loves a
ibte antftheds of beaatr and blood : 'upon that tid.i <.r i.atii.- ia\

many a dissevered head, fair-eved, with fair m rm . :. 84 : com-
pare vii. 148. 40). Tin- ll.....|\ fiannera and gaudy bloody garments are

vividly dcHcribed b : !" IV. Th.- d ill'. -rent rinp and
'/a, pdrihdrya) are iiH-inimn-d together in \. Hi

1

.'.

lifttaka) ; with I

in tin- |>r .inangada: compar.- \ii. \^ '

(sftngadd
: ill- un-t ring, voloya (vii. 188. 99)f and .-inn mi-, keyiira (vi. ill.

rabMa, finger-rings. Tli. 1,,-iK. -//

found !, ,\r. and th- n mklets, more
common in i: Tin I."jeweled tin ! ;r i besides above, vi. 89. 87 :

96.78: 11! D lb.80.9), bwornb] all; th.- nnikutu and
I" I nl\ r-.\ a! \Vi-

lOtetheol ^ HII\.M| h.-n- : tin- lat.-i usa^f. \vln-ii tin-

D m.-diate personal danger, drorc np"n ii
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We have to add to all this adornment the fans (rtjnjunn\ the
umbrella (r/mtti'u. spoken of above), and '

tails' or clmwries (ca-

mara\ which are in part insignia of royal office, in part mere
weak additions to luxury and display.*

Music. We find <>ursel\e> here midway between the Vedic
and modern text-hook period of Hindu development. The
musical instruments are in part (in name, at least), the same as

those of the earlier age. The modern instruments are in part
unknown.
We may say that, in general, the (kettle-)drum, cymbals,

and flute are, in time, the most universal instruments. From
a passage in the Atharva-Veda it seems that the body of the
first was made of wood covered with leather,f No instrument
is more common than this in the Epic.:): The kettle-drum, dun-

dubhi, is often mentioned as accompanied by the bfori. This
last is not a Vedic word. It seems to mean, as the Petersburg
Lexicon translates it, a kettle-drum also. In the Ramayana it is

beaten with a stick. In the Epic is sounds with the fearful sound
of bows and horns, and the tumult of war-cars. There is one

passage that leads me to question whether bkeri may not be

cymbals. In a great fight described in the third book we have
an expression, copied again in the fourth, wherein the sound of

see, not to fight, permitting a crown instead of the older helmet.
Neither word is old. Thus ataratnin, viii. 72. 30, a hero with eight
jewels on his head. The neck had a chain (kan^hasutra) of gold or

pearl (jdmbunada. hdra) ; whose diadem wa% bright with finest jewels
'

is a royal epithet, iv. 66. 27 ; vi. 114. 17 ff .
;

vii. 187. 48 (hdra, kirija,
mukufa, etc.) ;

viii. 27. 30 ff. Of all these, the naturally most common
are the bracelets, which stay on the arms, while other gems fall off.
' With gauntlets and with clubs and bracelets in the fight' is a frequent
juxtaposition, as in vii. 41. 16.

* For vyajana we sometimes find vdlavyajana. In viii. 24. 60 (vdladhi) ;

27. 33, these are mentioned together with the cdmara and arms of war.
The ox-tail badge of authority (in viii. 58. 27, praMruaka = cdmara, N.)
was also worn as a crest of horses. Compare praklrnakd vipraklnjilli
with dpida, garlands, etc., as adornment of horses, viii. 94. 20. For a
general description, compare vii. 34. 20,

' with white umbrella, ox-tail,
and fan, the king gleamed like the rising sun.' Compare above, p. 258.

f A.V. v. 20. 1-2 ; Zimmer, Alt. Leb., p. 289.

i Yet Rajendralala Mitra strangely remarks (after speaking of the
drum as an ancient Rig-Veda instrument) ' But Vyasa in the Maha-
bharata does not allude to it. He replaces it by ... conch-shells . .

'

(Indo-Ary. i. 329). It is evident that this investigator means here
the drum in general, in distinction from the shell, so that it would
seem as if a more unfounded statement could not have been made, for
drums are mentioned in the Epic as frequently as conch-shells. It also
contradicts his own words on p. 284, where the large military drum of
the Mahabharata is spoken of.

iv. 46. 12 ; 62. 3, etc. : vi. 115. 39. In ii. 21. 16, N. translates bherl by
dundubhi. He notes here a Bengal reading of the word mdsatdld, viz.

mdmandld, and explains this as part of the hide, with which the three
drums are made.
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tin- roaring of a
hard-pressed

combatant is likened to the noise
it' --plir h/i. //'; and in another place the noise of the bow-

>trin_ir <n tin* two hands i> like the noise of (the) two l/i> /'>. \
ketrle-drum would hardly rive any sound if it were split.
whereas fractured cymbal.- would not ill i>ortray the harsh di>-

< in lance of cries intended in the
comparison. The dual in the

last may. however, be merely to parallel the 'two hands.' Kl>e-

wheiv I find no objection to rendering Wwri as drum in the

Kpie. and these passages may not be deemed sufficient to cause
11- to

changa In peace this M./-7 i> the alarm-instrument used,
tor example. ly the warder of the assembly to rouse the town :

lie beat the u' ld-m(uiited imisy ////'// that calls to arms.'*
The many kinds of drums and like instruments are >hown by

jrroups fre.piently found, such as this :

*

they then brought forth
the very loud suund of they/////</va, mrdanga, dun</}>/<^ /,/<'/,>>></.

mahdnaka, bherl, and jrwrjh&ra* (vii. 39. 31 . '!' these we

may add j<~*. al>o a drum, and ////N/V//V/, as indefinite, defined
the >ame.f

These all appear to be drums, except perhaps the //<r/A//'/y"

and //<///////, the former pos>ihly a tambour, the latter said to

saw. Quite common also is the /////////</. tambourine, but
the drum jmtiifm is very rare.J If i> Imrd to say whether drum

*
iii. 11.62, vinadantam mdhanadam bhinnabherisvanam ball bhrnum-

//////fi*a . . . almost = iv. 22. 75. Here the one that gives forth th<

Wrangled. \\A*.~^ tulni/oh yilnlo hii<Ti/r ilhutnifin- mi.
- - "

og, ;i- li'Tf and^e. g., vii.ss. i. t<~i<lfj<iin<~ina8u btieri*u
* itrddlun&pUqnt raiii-ln -x*/. ('u th- drawing out of the ariny

into tin- lirl.l. s<. K. vi. :{|. -.'*, l>h>r'iin dliati/a l>l~iiravim one enters a
war-car for battle. Music of all sorts accompanies this, ib. 85. 1 ff.

:-; 99. 17 L&
iii.'J<. in ivail tnh samdhani/adl ,i> ,'*<! .Inmlnhhih. not trUjstliinl

'tmnyaUm. Tin- iiuakti nr itniln'iifihi (as above) Is united to the '

joy-
oiis nirittiinju' in \ iii. 45. :&. It is tlic latt-r instrument I'm- which :i>':i

I-,under the yantra is used, \-ii. .::. s:,. Th.- former k i at.-n a U<.. an. I

tli.- tiiniult of horns, hi,, rin, and pt\ls. in vi.:,l.-j:{. My .. I. )<-
1 1- -n to <i. -lining krakaca as a saw is merely based on its like use, e.g.
MI M th.v M,-w the m+bon >liHls; and then the

i rakacas, and potv vere toi-eihiv h.-ati-n. >o that a
"

arose.' The conch only i> hlown m "\ i j:{. in : >|b] I.eat the
ninlmhl,, rlh*. and blew the white conchs,' jitter Mle.

cha and Aryans ha<l confi^,.,ii > si,,,nt.-.| the oaoml ..f the veri. ^
OOCaionally us,-, I. 'Ihiiinitnijnt. \\. -M. -

|.tm- th.

larestatement. //<// is a large drum, and g<>
rn : ..n-i tin- (. the- last seems certnnl\ ih.

requisite meai> a \i. '.'.). 17 u \\,- tind the K,,un<i ,,t -sheiu.
saws, horns (and the five drum^i. i>/,, / /. ////,/

''/"'. added to the sounds kyvetfa . kilakild.
'

Compare Dearly the
: L. I. pin- mnnijti. the t ainh. >m i n, 'I'lie

ml the (Miffed It in tl

the v. I !

/.-,r/^/ feardif , >r <tvi
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or shell be the favored instrument in Epic battle. Noteworthy
is, however, the more marked personality of the 'sea-born shell,'

the universality of naming it (in vii. 28. 85 we find a rare

instance of drums named), and, again, the comparative rare-

ness of horn as against shell. Further noteworthy is the fact

that the knight carries a drum as well as a horn. In fact, tl il-

liberal fancy of the poet permits
a hero to shout his war-cry,

beat his drum, blow his horn, and carry
*

his weapons all at

once.

The usual instrument for trumpeting was the conch-shell,

bearing etymologically the same name, gaitkha, and carried by
each chief. Compare this description :

' then standing on the

great car drawn by white horses, he blew in his gold-adorned
shell Aryana blew in his shell Devadatta

; Krishna, the shell

that was called Pancajanya . . .'*

puskardn), we have the '

single-headed-drum' as synonym for muraja,
tambourine; and therewith the name of the drum-head in general,
puvkara. Jharjhara (compare Vayu P. i. 40. 24) might possibly be a

corruption of gargara (though the latter is stringed), a Vedic musical in-

strument. The tambourine is united with the lute on the heavenly
car of the gods described in the pseudo-Epic (xiii. 106. 62, muraja and
wna). The sounds of these different instruments, as in the specimens
above, are frequently imitated. In vii. 154. 25 ff., we find also phetkdra
(nirhrdda of drums), the clanging weapon-sound, catacajd ; and here
too the rare drum pafaha. In ix. 23. 70, kafakatd gives the sound of

men. In vi. 44. 4, we find commingled kilakild'gabddh with weapons,
and in vii. 36. 17, the shouts halahald with the general instrumental
music (vdditra) ; while ib. 38. 12 gives us hum as a shout, and the con-

stant ' shout of the lion' as battle-cry. Here also we find ksveditam,
utkrustam, garjitam, noises of exhortation to fight that is, battle-

cries. And we notice that they are not idle sounds, for such rout an

army at times, e. g. vi. 44.27. The directions given in the pseudo-
Epic are :

* to encourage crowds (in battle) let such noises as these be

made, ksveddh, kilakild, krakaca, with horns and drums,' xii. 100. 46,

50. We may translate loosely: 'hissing noises, shouts of hurrah,
saw-noises, horns, large battle drums should encourage the army in

their advance.' As to the beating, however, we find dhata used of

shells (e. g. R. vi. 57. 19), so that the instrument is not determined by
the participle. One more drum is that called dindima in the descrip-
tion of viii. 11. 36-42, at the beginning of the day's battle :

' shells and
drums were sounded ; the shout of the lion was given ; then came the

neigh of horses and the war-cars' heavy roll
;
and wing by wing and

flank by flank they moved against the foe, dancing to battle.' In this

passage, beside the usual bheri, etc., we have the '

din-maker,' dindima,
a drum. The pa\aha, v. 143. 20

; (with bheri) in vi. 3. 42 ; R. iv. 38. 34

(with horn). I have noted no other form of Epic drum, except ddambara
in iv. 72. 27, marriage fete, with shell and horn, gomukha, and vii. 82. 4,

with drums mentioned above. In R. vi. 37. 52, kumbhamukha seems to

be a drum also, if not a bagpipe (' pot-head'). The later word for drum-

stick, kona, is familiar to the Ramayana, but not to the Epic.
* vi. 51.'24. The shells of the other Pandus have also their names

given in the same verse. Bhima's is named Paun^ra ; Yudhishthira's,

Anantavijaya ; the twins', Sughosha and Manipushpaka. Compare vii.

88. 22, where the two lovers blow their horns.
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The conch-shell was 'fair and gilded and terrible' (viii. 37.

and seems to have been used indifferently with the horn,
whenever the latter is employed, perhaps only by the vulgar.

fear >ixe isalso alluded to.* The musical instrument:* it

crul are grouped as -?v7///V/v/;//\ usually implying drums, though
i-i'i, ////// may he a general name for any iiistrumein. 1-W exam-

ple, in vii. l:
1

.. 17. the /v7/////v7/?/' are beaten by the Kuru> in

scornful defiance of the Pftndus' horns; to encourage Karna,
flu- Kiirn> * hcut the m/AV/v//?/ and blew the shells ;' while, to

riM-Miirairc Arjuna, the Pandus 'filled the horizon with the
sound of music, drum and shell, amid shouts and clapping of
hands.'-*- Comparing later literature, we shall be inclined to

irive the later preference to dnims rather than to trumpets,
judirinir by the names. A number of new instruments, ta /}///,

(l>i,,'/ i with /y/'A/Xwi, diniHii'iikii, etc., meets us in the Pu-
ranic period.* The camp-music differs slightly from the bat-

tle-field music : for though the battle-melodies are heard, they
an- -..ftnied ; and when at sundown the armies return to camp,
they arc greeted by the milder notes of the lyre mingling with
the war-in-truments. Of this lyre more anoii.^
On the commonness of shouting and congratulation and

other noi>es I need not dwell. As heroes fight duels very
often while 'all the world' stands and looks on, we expect to

*
Compare above, iv. 72. 27, gomukha, yankha, and agambara. Com-

'ibha (sic) and riiiiklm in \ii. 'js-j. 41. Kach his own drum and
truni|.>t .-mil how (ami battle cry), vii. 127, 88, With kissing and blow-

lls heroes salute each other, viii.94. 59. In viii.58. 27. /m/m-
//.-//// is pi-rliups paralleled by durmukha in Mrcch. Act

vi.. though it is not certain that the things here mentioned are drums
at all.

f. Vaditrani, the 'sounding' things, are then, generally, percussive
ararical in-tnim. -nts; and turya, their sound. The terms for th. in
-triiin. -lit and music are occasionally interchanged, so that wulitni
means nni>i<-. anl filri/a what makes it. Thus the turi/nnim~nl<i in vii.

. ih-.n^h h n joined to the '
lion's-roar' ( battle-cry), may be an

ami in iv. 65.15, na te v/y/n 'tu,

liatnni (N. jayavafli/'un . wh.-n- /// ///// seems to me to be instru-
ments. Compare in <>th. r lit. rature the ydmyaturya and mr///u/'

.-in-lit l><-at.-n like a (Iruni. S<. \\ nu-hl -a \ in in. 48. 11

'OOngratolfttioni (dflrvdda) with diri/nrt'nlifrii' iniy>Iies music or in-tin

ments, as beside are sh.-IU and .Iru

t CJompare Ag. P. 48. 27 ; 5<). 2. 8 ;
> ! . 2 1 . :U ff. t etc. The oflfensive ar-

mor is kept more conservatively in the Purftnas than the defensive, or
tin- i

ith joyful triri/a, as well as drum ami horn, is the
H tr. and thereto oomei the d^amftara-drum and

'songs of victory/ mangalydni gitan i. The music of the tournament,
'a sea of music* (t&rj/augha), may be compared with thi>. i. 185. 18 et

ng turyaraw (with ntfambara) reminds us
tint tl ni,, ,,i )>attle-cry of 'the lion-snund* has become tech-

to need rava added the sound of the 'noise of tin

VOL. xrv. 41
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hear *

praise and loud rejoicing resounding' at the cessation of

the struggle, when one is killed.* The usual sounds that are,
as it were, rung in one's ears at once, with the quick and nerv-

ous style of the delineator, leave on the reader's mind a general

impression that the whole battle, from dawn or sunrise to sun-

set, is tilled with the rumble of car-wheels, the ringing of

hoofs, the undistinguished cries of men, the neighing of horses,
shrieks of elephants, clapping of hands, tinkling of bells, clat-

ter of steel weapons, twanging of bow-strings, heating of

<1 rums, blowing 01 shells and horns, yells of agony, shrieks,

shouts of warning, curses, bravos, the thud of falling bodies,
and clearest of all, widest-sounding the battle-signals and
war-cries that never stop till some great hero falls

;
then comes

a moment's pause, but only for a moment, until in renewed
shrieks of fear and joy and all the noise that was for a second

hushed, the universal uproar again begins.f
Of much interest is the question 01 the application of music

outside of war. For this not only involves larger social rela-

tions, but, in so doing, touches upon the first origin of the Epic
itself. The Epic arose, as it seems to me, from two distinct

sources and castes music and narration, warrior-bard and

priest. We may then broaden the question somewhat, and,

going back of the problem to which an answer was attempted
in the Introduction, enquire not only whence our present Epic
has come, but further, how the general Epic form first arose.

Our question is this : what rcciij ara> in the poetry of their

fathers had the first Epic poet or poets what leverage to raise

such a world as a military historical poem ?

The possible origin of military poetry was long ago pointed
out by Weber. I shall review what he lias told us, and then

seek to find what the Epic itself suggests as to the conditions

under which poetry and music could be united with tales.

War-poetry mingles, even in the Ilig-Veda, with strictly relig-

*
vii. 156. 142 ; vi. 113, 20 ; 114. 34 (sarvalokasya payyatah sarvasdin-

yasya).
t Bells, vii. 148. 47 ; viii. 19. 45 (see individual arms,- above) ;

v. 196. 29 ;

either ghan^a or kihkini. The women's belled girdles of the Raina-

yana are, I believe, not mentioned in the Epic (kdncl: cf. R. v. 20. 16).

Handclapping : compare talaqabdam mahat kftvd tarn samupddrayat,
vii. 16. 36. Variations are talatala, tdlagabda. A ghastly comparison
in ix. 9. 18 makes the sound of heads falling to earth like the noise of

nuts falling from a palm-tree. In vii. 187. 14 (a useful paragraph for

battle-noise), the sounds are likened to ' the noise of those engaged in

the washing of clothes;' or to 'the roar of ocean,' in vii. 39. 31. The
chariot-noise is made by the metal tire, nemi, pramandala, and is

joined to the hoof-sound (nemikhurasvana, rathanemisvara], ix. 9. 14-

15, and likened to thunder. The jayaydbddh occur independently on all

occasions, as in ix. 6. 22, etc. They are encouraging shouts, battle-

cries ; the dylrvdddh are wishes for a good day, or congratulations.
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ions hymns. The overthrow of un-Aryan peoples, even that of

Aryan neighbor-, i- made tlie suljeet of a triumphal lyric.

In the tir-t beginnings of prose, we find among the rules in

I'd to the proper sacrificial ceremonies one rule that touches
on tin- -inner- of military >ong>. and explains what should he
tin- -iibject of their lays: a musician of the military caste

shall i at this point in a religious ceremony) .-ing an original
B : the >nnir >hall have for a subject "this king fought, this

king conquered in raeh a battle." As Weber points out, these

lay- were assumed to be hi.-torical. They have, although em-

ployed in religious rite, not a religious but a secular origin a
circumstance that reminds us that the Epic was said to have
been repeated at a great sacrifice as a secular diversion, and
that to this day the K pic-recitations are given on such occasions
tc. mi pa re Lassen. /////. Alt. i. 580). These lays, again, do not

pretend to inspiration, but are the improvised verses of a min-
strel belonging not to the priestly but to the military caste, as

even some of the Yedic songs are accredited to members of the

same caste. These verses are sung by the musician to a musi-
cal accompaniment in honor of the king who gives the sacrifice,
or rather in honor of him and of his ancestors. Tlie subject is,

again, the battle- fought and the victories won by these kings,
We find, not one. but a hand(^ma) of musicians singing the deeds
of old heroe>. and accompanying themselves on the lyre (wnd),
and called /^////^///////(lyre-singer).* "Weber remarks that the

laudatory -ide mu>t have been developed at the cost of the his-

torical, for the laudation was often >< fulsome as elsewhere to

.lied 'lie-.'-*- Fragment.- of such song- are preserved
in

the Ilrahmana.-. and choru-e- of >ingers revert to tlie Rig-Veda
period. Antedating all but the Yedic hymn-, we tind as earlie.-t

product of what we may term literature (outside of the ritual)
tali- of heroes and gods, sometimes metrical, >ometime> in

prose.
TiM-e are due to priestly wit. Now, combining .-uch

I with the military lays that referred to more recent

event-, we have a union ,,!' legend and song, of the literary

prie-tly and the dramatic military element. I >id this happen,
did the prie-t steal the military ><ng and combine it (no longer
a- mu-ical product, but Bfl recitation i with hi- older legend, did

ire a poem that embraced the deed of the present hero

and the legend of hi> race, we .-hould have an Kpic of which
the foundation inu-t have been at once hi>torical and legendary.

military and priest IN .

\\ , ber'.- portion "ii tin- point i- not (piite clear. In hi> i

erature. pp. -JMM -jn|. I,,. MM-III> to con-ider the legends the chief

Cat. Br. xiii.4.8.8and5; Weber, 1. 8. i. 187.

f Weber k rv. t88; Zimmer, Alt. Ld>.. j. I7
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factor, and the Gathas as secondary. In Indian Antiquary, ii.

58, he says that the Mahftbhfirata has '

grown out from the songs
of the minstrels at the courts of the petty rajas? Lassen,

laying hare all as additions to the legends, counts the tales as

the real origin, simply pointing out three kinds: the first, sim-

ple tales (Adi, condensed Bharata) ; next, tales of instruction

(Qanti); last, the long legends (Vana). The difference be-

tween the Bharata and Great Bharata expressed in the roman-

tic tone of the latter, which brings it near to the prevail ing

spirit of the Ramayana has been clearly pointed out l>y

Schroeder.* Muller, in Ancient Sanskrit Literature, pp. !>.

37, 40, will not '

deny that a mass of popular songs celebrating

the power and exploits of gods and heroes existed at a very

early period in India,' but says we must seek them in the Veda,
not in the Epic. He shows immediately, however, that '

Epic

poetry, traditional as well as improvised on the spur of the mo-

ment,' existed during the Yedic age, and that the Vedic tradi-

tions were not forgotten in after time, when the priests
'

began
to collect all the remains of Epic songs into one large body
called the Mahabharata.' That Epic legend existed long before

the recognized Epic period has of late been shown by Bradke

and Oldenberg. From the
investigations

of these scholars it

would appear that the 'prosaic-poetic' legend is of Vedic antiq-

uity. But the '

poetic
' element is purely lyric,f I cannot allow

that the recitative form was older, or was the exclusive source of

the poem. The Epic is itself significant of its partial origin fn >n i

lays. The cloudiness reigning in the battle-scenes between the

acts of special heroes, and the catch-word phrases that always
link these separate scenes together, seem to show that they have

been united by a later clumsy hand : not perhaps the scenes as

we have them in their present fullness, but the different ex-

ploits subsequently developed into those scenes. Take any of

the battle-books, and open at random. We find a succession of

duels and single feats, ending always in the same way : 'then it

was terrible,' 'then there arose a great tumult,' 'then lie sei/ed

another bow,' 'then evervone shot at everyone,' 'then tin-re

was an indistinguishable fight.'i We sail through a general
indistinct warfare described in stock phrases, and soon c'ome

again on a duel, where individuals and separate deeds of hero-

ism are plainly given. Each of these encounters is and was a

unit, composed by
a '

hero-praiser.' How early the 'hen>-

praisers' recite their old tales may be seen by Qat'. Br. xiv. 5. 4.

* Lassen, Ind. Alt. i. 1004. Schroeder, Lit. u. Cult., p. 456.

f Compare Z.D.M.G., xxxvi. 474, Bradke
;
xxxvii. 54 ff., xxxix. 52 ff.,

Oldenberg.
t Compare in short compass viiL48. 40 ; 50. 40

; 52. 30
; 84. 21 ; 93. 50

;

ix. 23. 70, 79, etc.
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In; Ac\ .
( i. S. iii. :;. 1. Hut tin- musical side is prominent be-

side tin- narratiini. -Sing ye the king or some other braver

hero' is tin- command given to the two lute-players in the

comse of tin- ritual i IVtr. (i. S. i. l.V 7 >. Tin- xnilfaKa or twice-

horn householder is forbidden by the same authority to dance
or play music, and song is deprecated (ii. 7. 3).*
The parallel between a lyric origin for much of our Epic and

the Woltian x/.sa i\i,niw)~, between the kitharode and the vlnd-

yat/t'm. can scarcely he called forced, and we have no right' to

ignore ir. The well-developed music of the Vedic period; the

kitharode equally besinging soma and the king ;
the mention of

a harp of a hundred strings, (^itatanti the congregational sing-

ing (vdnasya x./y//////////////- // janah, R. V. x. 32. 4), show us that

a lyrical beginning is probable, and that not of a late, but of an

early period.
But the mo.-t striking difference between the early and the

late praiser is thi>. that at first the profession was full of honor;

I

-I lots and kings' sons sang to the heroes' honor. But the

lrai>er became a lying sycophant. Honor left the occupation.
The prie>r> no longer made new songs for new kings ; they had

embodied the old songs and kings alike into a religious ritual.

The biiHiie of making new laudations passed into the hands
of a lower cla>s. The singer became a hired servant : or rather,

hiivd min>tivls took the place of the. old singers. The bard
was a lowly member of the warrior-caste or of a mixed caste.f
Hut is it from >uch that the Epic has come? This oomefl from
the priot. The latter had >toivd together a mass of legendary
narrative: he had ceased to celebrate new victories in new
verse, but he had a fund of family-histories of heroic or godly
character. The Kpic arose from the priest's converting the

min>trel-lays into pi.ems, and connecting them with his store of

tales that had e\i>ted a> pn.>e narration. The poem for ivcita

tion united the pn.-r and lyric on a middle ground. The pne
was beautified, the lay was robbed of it> beauty. .\arrati\e

linked the two fadoi-v to^ethei' at the >ame time, and in

their >iib-ejnent e\pan>ion and later addition.- of \\hol!\ 61

tranrous chai-actei- we have the Mahabharata.
What >ays the

I'l|>i<-
of mu>ic '. Apart from war. we tind

that the poem teem- with musical allu>i<-n>. It i> worth while
to >tud\ Lyre, flute, harp, cymbals. belU, drum>, trum-

* On this point tin- |Hi|ml;ir \i.-u || BZpTBMed !> I' i. '.'. V?0 : tli-

Vedas, dhti / /// <l<i. riiliii-. <lri\ nu .
- ! pliant -rulnm. ;inl

!. (In-

same gandharvavidyd with \>\\\ .

, and .u n inn.m .

-

khyavid: ct.}< f.aftw \ l . - i. ncoof arms, etc.,
\v- tin. I r<~i,,i <-<i to -rnlt'i. :is :i kjii^lit's kn.\\ Ir.lu.-

f Compare I;.- . -i. ///./. .I/-
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pets,
and horns are accompaniments of every peaceful scene.

Dance and song g<> hand in hand with recitation and narration

as means of amusement. Dill'erent classes of musicians. //,/?-

f/////////.v, .v/"//^.v, eulogists, professional players and praisers, hoth

men and women, diversify the life of the court. The chief oc-

cupation of many of these players is to make instrumental mu-

sic, especially on some state-occasion, a victory or wedding.
But they also sing songs to amuse the royal family, and with

soft music the members of the kingly court are always awak-

ened. We see the wearied maiden 'sinking to sleep but cling-

ing to her lyre,' and the Epic poet finds nothing fitter with

which to describe wretchedness than that those once 'always
awakened by music' should be now without it.*

The professional singers, and also the professional
'
tellers of

tales,' appear furthermore where we have been led to
expect

them, namely at great festivals or in religious ceremonies.f

Thus, at a wedding conducted '

according to rule,' we have the

noisy shell and horn, and then ' those whose business it was to

sing songs, and the tellers of tales
;'

with dancers also, eulogiz-

ers, and minstrels.;); A sort of dirge seems to be sung over the

fallen heroes in the great
' scene of lamentation :' that is to

say, in the songs of lamentation there seems to be involved the

* Lament over those *

formerly awakened by music,' iii. 236. 10
;
iv. 18.

19
;
R. vi. 37. 58. Compare upagiyamdnd ndribhih, ii. 58. 36, 37 ; iii. 44.

8-10, gltam n^tyam vdditram vividham ; iv. 2. 28 (compare R. v. 22. 10,

the same, but vddyam) ;
R. ii. 67. 3

;
62. 14

;
v. 13. 53 : compare with

the last, where drums and other instruments are also found, the words
of R. ii. 96. 8-9

;
here the suta and mdgadha also appear in the capacity

of awakeners, and the sleepers are further roused '

by songs appro-

priate
'

(gdthdbhir anurupdbhih ; the anurupa as noun early meant an

antistrophic response in singing).

f A not insignificant change occurs in the scene of the imperial con-

secration. Here for the talks and songs we have the clumsy statement
that at a great warrior-feast the guests devoted themselves to the theo-

logical and logical controversies of the learned priests, an imitation of the

theological discussions more appropriate to a time of sacrifice, as in B.

Ar. Up. iii. Iff. How different from the atmosphere of the simpler
tradition, preserved e. g. in i. 192. 11

;
193. 11 ff., where the great war-

riors ' talked such talk as no priest or man of the people could utter ;

for all night they lay and told tales of the army, and spoke of arms

divine, of chariots and elephants and swords and clubs and battle-

axes' (compare iii. 298. 7, below ;
and yudhakathdh in xiv. 15. 6, followed

by the late anugltd). Compare again the late xv. 20.4, dharmydh
kathdq cakruh, and ib. 27. 2.

\ iv. 72. 26 ff . (29). Compare R. vi. 111. 3. That dancing and singing
was in the later times regarded especially as woman's work, but also

properly learned by twice-born men, is clear from the fact that such
*

knowledge possessed by women and slaves
'

is regarded as a supple-
ment of the Atharva-Veda, and the '

completion
'

of all study : that is

to say, the twice-born man or Aryan should study the Vedas, and then

first learn this art. Compare M. ii. 168
;
Vas. iii. 2

; Ap. ii. 11. 29. 11-12.

But legally priests that become dancers and singers lose caste (B. ii.

1. 2. 13).
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cii>tom of .-in^ini: a formal dir^e, or song of death an<l

in honor <>f the fallen, and apart from the later burial rites.*

F.T -acritict> a> important as a hor^e-sacrifice, the divinitic.-

kindh pro\ idc the music ; Tumhuru and <tlicr celestials 'ex-

a> well as in danciniri officiate as chict' mu>iciaiis

at tin- most celebrated of these ceremonies txiv.88.39), and
seem to be a >ur\ ival of the imiMcal exhibition a> wont to he

performed \>\ men. Narada remains to the late pseudo-Epic
the pan-mi siint of music \<j<li11nirra\ as Bhargava of polity

(riU*Qfatra\ ! Uharadvaja of tlu- how (<1]ntn >//'///<///</ i.-f- Again,
rictory-Bongg and genea logical ivcitations are given at a wed-
dini: ' i. \^l. 1

'

>. where, as above, a distinction is made between
the eiilo

t
iri/.er.s and callers of good-luck, and the tale-tellers and

ivrir -s, such a distinction IKMIII;- inferable from
the ditl'ei-rnce in title, and confirmed by the commentator ;J

and it is probable that part of an entertainment consisted in

irivinir a list of the forefathers of the person whose honor was
celebrated, wherein allusions to the great deeds of each would
aUo naturally find place. At t lie great assembly, wrestlers and
min>trel> and hards amuse the court (ii. 4. 7). Another scene
.f .juiet life reveals a banished king, old and blind, 'comforted

by the >toried fortune^ of the kings of old' (iii. 298. 7, a legend).
The fact that the ^nging was not a mere musical monotone or

outcry i- proved by the exchange of <j<lthil^ verse, for ///A/.

they sing verses.'
||

The women singers have al-

ready been mentioned. They appear to belong properly to

processional music, and sing to the sound of various instru-

ment a> the victor goes by, being accompanied by the .vwfcw,

inagadhax, &\v\ mlmtl rattyas (iv. 68. 28); or they precede the

with iiiu>ic of all sorts (iv.
"> 1 . 17'. In the last case, it i>

\pn-->|y mentioned that some of the women were respectable
and ere hawd> i ///////////"A and i/tuuktih). A scene in

the tir.-t book irivesusa hint of the position of the praUer* in

the ! The legend here make.- a prior, although

* Compare xi. 17 ff. See also the whole account in R. vi. 94 ff. Here
we have first a universal lament (12), of which th words are given, so
that there was a universal song (28); followed )>y th< individual song
of sorrow, section 95.

i'. 'Jl : tli.tn-li thfre are many nytii/ntmitr-
d. -lines viiUfilika as a good-ln< )< oaDer : *//</. as a teller of tales ;

mdgculha, as a reciter of genealogies.
S$ Compare the genealogical tables given in the opening of the Maha-

>ta itself (compare Lassen, Ind. AH. \. MM \\ nh the tale-tell- r>

compare i.')l. 1'.. ity abroxU sfttradharah suhili p&urAnika* tadd; and
also.

|iii.4. v, <>t sacred,
\;> nut in tin' SOI r as here,

-ular, fr<> i

lie verses were worldly m t.t..m-.
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as instructor, the singer in the hall of an Asura kino-. Tlie

daughter of the king and the daughter of the priest g> in

bathing together, and, coining nut, the priest's daughter finds

that her clothes have been put mi by the king's daughter, and

says angrily:
i Why dost tlmu, being my pupil, take my

clothes?* and the king's daughter as angrily responds: 'Thy
father, as a praiser, stands helnw and constantly humbly praises

my father when he is sitting or lying down ; for then art the

daughter of one that asketh, praiseth, receiveth ; I am the

daughter of one that is praised, one that giveth, one that re-

ceiveth not'
(i. 78. 9-10). The contemptuous comparison with

the landin or eulogizer places that singer in a very humble po-
sition. The story is not without value as indicating the Brah-
manic singer's position as well : though, of course, it goes on to

show how the king's daughter was made to feel that a priest is

nobler than a king, and finally reduces the king's daughter to

the position of maid to her former dependant.
Priests join the regular eulogists in praising the king (xii.

38. 12), as do all the people (iii. 257.1) : such praises being of

course cries of congratulation, not songs with music, and being
also common on the battlefield. Thus, as the troops draw out

at dawn, the king is praised
' with wishes for victory

'

: though
even here we also find to the same end the singing of 'trium-

phant war-verses '

;* but as a general thing the battlefield

praises are confined to '

hopes of good luck and wishes for a

good day
'

(jayaqis, punyaha) chanted by heralds and Maga-
dhas.f
The musical instruments employed were chiefly, as said above,

lyres, flutes, and cymbals, though more warlike music often

accompanies quiet revelry4 The lute, vallaki, seems to belong
to the middle period of Epic development (vii. 6665 = 154. 25,
v. 1. in B, and pseudo-Epic); but the lyre, mna, one of the

oldest instruments, and the one we have seen mentioned as

suitable for military music, is very common, and we are for-

tunate enough to have it pretty well described in the Epic
itself. It is said in general that in a song the flute and lyre
follow the sound of the conch and cymbal. The lyre is

spoken of (iv. 17. 14) as
' the sweet-voiced lyre, sending forth

its strong notes,' and is more particularly described as naving
seven cords, saptatanfai (iTzr^rovoc <popfjuf: iii. 134. 14). The
seven musical scales are described as a branch of study (vanl

saptavidhd, ii. 11. 34) ;
and we have the bass described as the

*jditrdih sdmgrdmikdir mantraih, vii. 84. 15.

f ib. 21 ;
so dfirvdddih pariffvaktafy (vii. 112. 62), etc.

; Compare xii. 53. 5, where vmd, panava, venu, and other war-instru-
ments play together ;

with singers and pdnisvanikas,
anunddin, v. 90. 11-16,
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e 'big sound,' mahdsvwna. We are told further
that the >n ! -/ ~i i nf the lyre rests on two supports (upa-
//////// //i. JU>T liki- rlie cord tied at each extrvmity t< tin* how-end.*
We may belu-vr. -IIMT rlu- \yre of later rime- SIMMM> to be the

same as tlic .ldrr *

seven-stringed lyre,' that this was the instru-

ment which first accompanied Ivric strain.- in India. pMiiir back

perhaps to a period older than that when Terpander increased
the four >trin-> nf the Greek lyre to seven (unless in the latter

case IJerirk's hypothesis of verse-divisions destroy the parallel).
The common reed-tinte, known as venu, and found every-

where in the Epic beside the lyre, is not known to the Rig-
V.-.la by that name; but other reed instruments (ndla, /

are common from the earliest time, and we may imagine
that the tlnte under one of these names was also one of the
nio-t primitive instruments in the music of antiquity,f

* iv. 35. 16 : in reality the comparison is inverted. On tantrl compare
tin proverb in R. ii. 38. 24, nd'tantri vddyate vlna. I believe this de-

><Tipt i->n coincides with those of later works. See Wilson on the rlnn.
M ph.. Art iii., note, where he says the flute has seven holes ; the lyre,
seven strings. My own ignorance of music prevents my understand-

vi'll the technical jargon found in the Puranas, but the gen-
rral distribution of sounds seems coincident with that of the later

d. The Epic makes no class of the five special instruments of later

times, bherl, mrdaiiga, qahkha, paiiava, dindima. To the explanation
in P.W. under murchana as a musical term add Vayu P. ii.24 and 25,
where a full account is given, and compare ib. 24. 86.

I III. i. Hers of genealogies need by no means have been mere dry re-

citers of family-records. They probably made their accounts interest-
\ a judicious mixture of pure legend. In later times we find fairy
s quoted from these van$avid8, as e. g. a pleasing story of Bhagi-

iii the name is referred to the vain-nritt<ninlh. Compare
'tvido janalj) to ib. 170 (evarh vaAcapur&i

\ have already noted, above, p. 125, that the heroes as de-
scribed are chiefly amused by tales and the singing of low-caste mu>i-
cians. Such performers are generally spoken of with disapprobation as
a moral .-\ il. ami the names ku^Uava and rfn7/?xa show the saiif ) Him
for actors generally. Although a kind of drama (as said above, p.

-eems implied (especially in iii. 15. 14; xii.69.60, etc., and in

rahg 1, or /v///
f ////-ri///. iii. 20. -j;-. \vr ha\.- no need of

mid. i -t.nidin^ more than pantomime in any of these allusions; and,
i -I in annot see any recognition of real drama in the

mi. ..m pi itnentary terms for dancers are common enough, especially
6 peudo-K I LS8, tluy are of the <|ualit\ <>t darkn. ,

; xiii.

I/O iiitij.inurio ,,<ir1<tl;th s<i,-i*<tl,'il<isul. : and t h.- paraph. -r-

ii:ili.i ;!_. c.niid -..iiv.-iy have escaped notice, had th- pure
dram;i been oontemporaneotu wiui -\rn the pseudo-rpi< I Me in th<-

ditl'.'i-. nt r.-_-;ird piiil to th- public amUseFH a developm<-n1 >omrtliiii'_r

ilien above in dicing : at first, nol ilisimnon-d : later,
i.-d with i-oiiti-inpl : latrr still. th amusrinnit indul^rd in luit

tl>* a !n,ill\. I'M.- .imusement common, and dan
'and final! i :u tin-

':IK' with 'M drama must
have i u i t h that of story-

d l.orn wholly srrnlar. Tin* gradual
.own in A p. ii. 1". I

VOL. 42
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V. APPENDIX ON THE STATUS OF WOMAN.

Woman is to the Hindu a creature of secondary importance.
As the goddesses among the gods, stand the heroines among
the heroes of the Epic. But conventional sayings, of which
there is a vast numher, and the facts that may be inferred, give
us together a fair idea of the position of woman in the middle

ages of India, and even enable us to see how that position has

changedj or was in process of changing, during the growth of

the Epic itself.

Except in legal literature, there is little prior to the Epic
that can furnish a satisfactory view of woman's life. What we
know from Rig-Vedic literature may be summed up in few
words. The girls were allowed their freedom, like the boys.

Very early marriages appear to be unknown. At a ripe age
the girl was married, and became the one wife of one husband,
whom she herself had chosen, giving up her parents' home to

enter absolutely into the family of her lord. 'With that hus-

band as companion as well as lord she shared an equal footing
in religious rights, and was not excluded from participation in

social enjoyment. She had a separate but not an exclusive

apartment. At her husband's death she retired to live with

her son or returned to the home of her parents. Only as queen
was she obliged to suffer rivals, and then probably as a politi-

cal necessity. From rather unsatisfactory evidence, we may
conclude that female children were liable, however, to be ex-

posed ;
and that near blood marriages were not interdicted.

The early law-period is best considered in reference to the

Epic custom and law. Much was changed in woman's life ere

the conditions under which the Epic presents her were reached.

The woman of the Mahabharata in its completed form is best

described in short by negativing most of the description taken

from the earliest Vedic age. The position held
by

her in the

time to which we must refer the beginnings of the Epic lies

somewhat between these two.

But in talking of woman we are, so to speak, confounding,
from the later point of view, three different beings. The in-

herent complexity of woman's nature is aggravated in India by
the social accident of her relation to men

;
and we find here,

for all social considerations, as great a difference between
woman and woman caused by marriage as between man and
man caused by caste. This difference is heightened by the

fact that women also (though, as I think, in less degree than

men) were separated by the caste-regulations. But inside the

pale of one caste we have always to distinguish sharply between

woman, wife, and widow. The first had no value. The sec-
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ond was of exaggerated importance. Again, the widow wa> a

beinir sociallv apart from both girl and wife. It i> only under
the-e rubric> that we can -tudy the condition of woman at all.

I-'nr woman in general is hut chattel, and receive- only the re-

spect due from a sensible man to potentially valuable property.
We have indeed a number of

pretty
sentiments in regard to

woman, especially in regard to her purity, that seem to place
her in another light : and when we read that 4 a woman's mouth
is always pure,' or that 'three things do not become impure,
women, gems, and water' (xii. 165. 32; M. v. 130), we are

tempted to believe that an ideal position of women has been

thus early reached. N"o
greater

mistake is possible. The only
ideal of the early Hindu in this regard was of practical conven-

and >en-ual gratification. The proverbs quoted above are

dry ceremonial statutes; most things render a man at certain

time- impure, as the sight of a
dog,

a tear, etc.; but, for the

sake of convenience, the rule requiring him to rinse the mouth
or bathe on thus becoming impure is done away with in the

cases cited : and the whole force of the pretty saying is de-

-t roved when we consider that the author is far from meaning
women in general in this verse. He means only women of

good caste. A woman of degraded caste was ipto facto im-

pure, and to taste of her mouth was to render one's self liable

to the severest penance.*
We may still consider woman as far as possible apart from

-ocial condition- if we examine the descriptions given by
the port, which, though applied to one specimen, are servicea-.

ble a> portraying the mental and bodily ideal women descrip-
tion- which do not vary much in law and in Kpic. It i> thus

that the beautiful Kri>hna*- i- described by her husband, after

he has gambled her away as a stake in the madness of his dice-

playing : 'Not too short is she, and not too tall ; black -eyed is

>he. and fragrant ; her eyes are like the lotus, and her breath

like autumn'- wind ; welcome a> autumn after the >ummer rain,

and loved a> autumn i- beloved ; .-lender i> her wai-t, broad are

her hip>; blue-black her hair, and well-arranged' (i.'7. l"' s .

padii. She i- described again, and more fully, in another

passage ;
and adding' thi> to a description of another woman in a

later bonk, we iret for the hodiU ideal a re-ult that tallie> well

with the technical enumeration of beaiitie- furnished by still a

ziii.ld6.2ft <=M in 165), vryallpati; by marriage, ydtmo, xii. 16.

Compare Jollj mi th. l<-gal pomtion of women in Imlia. Sitz. d. K.

* \\ h- i. I!M ..-8 not necessarily in.li.-.-ii.- I..T color asbla.-k.

may be merely the I'.-minirn- \< Krishna: tii.- -uitj--i m\ol\
-.11 ..{ i h.. , harart.T. K-iir women are attested

by the Greek observer: see Ktesias i. 9 in I ml. \nt \ . with notes there.
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fourth passage, and is corroborated by the legal works that warn

again>t certain faults in women'.- personal appearance.* Blue-
black hair seems to have been the favorite color. Red hair

must have been well known, since the
sagjes regard it as objec-

tionable to marry a girl
4 with auburn hair,' which is a charac-

teristic, it is said, of Western girls. Girls so afflicted dyed
their hair in later times. The Epic women are dark, and their

hair is bine-black, parted in the middle, and the part marked,

perhaps, with a pigment.f The eves should be large and black ;

the lips, red ; the teeth, white
;
the bosom and navel, deep ; the

breasts and hips, high. Further particulars, not specially edi-

fying or translatable, but not differing from the Epic ideal, are

found in the Brhat-Samhita, and in the Puranas.J
Interesting is our next general problem : what character

did the Hindus assign to their women? Separate here tale and

proverb. For no more tender and delicate types of women
are to be found than Savitrl and Sltfi il have not so high an

opinion of the much-vaunted DamayantI), and to have por-

trayed such characters is a vindication of the possibility of their

historic existence. But on the other hand we have misngy-
nistic sayings enough to show a popular "disdain of woman.

Only one circumstance is worthy of note: viz., that those who
most indulge in these remarks have (in India) least cause to

make them. 'A woman's nature is always unsteadfast '
this

truth is uttered by the scapegrace Nala, who gambled away his

kingdom, and ran away from the wife that remained steadfast

to the end. Part of the wisdom imparted to another king
that gambled away his wife is :

' woman is the root of all evil,

for women are always light-minded ;' |
and the hardest blow is

given to their virtue in the innuendo that even women of good
family are envious of common prostitutes, wishing for the

clothes and adornment that fall to the lot of the latter (xiii. -">*.

* The second description of Draupadi is found in iv. 9. 1. Compare
with this iv. 37. 1 ff., the technicalities in v. 116. 1

ff.,_and many inciden-

tal references, as viii. 73. 84, prthugroni of Krishna : compare also M.
iii. 5 ff .

t i. 44. 3, slmanta: compare N. Compare Wilson's Theatre, Vikram.,
p. 250, note.

\ On the strllakxana see Ag. P. 242 (puru.falak.fana, 243) ; the dramatic
ideal corresponds : compare e. g. Vikram. , beginning of Act iv.

; the

king's remarks on Qakuntala, Act i., etc. In Epic add xiii. 104. 131 ff. (C.
omits 132 b). The Brh. Sam. 70. 16 ff. gives some peculiar tests of

women's correct form', and of their virtue, depending on the length of

the toes, etc. ; in 23 we find prdyo virupdsu bhavanti do$d yatrd 'krtis

tatra gund vasanti as a general rule. For minuter norms, see the
whole chapter.

iii. 71. 6, strlsvdbhdva$ calo loke; literally, varium et mutabile sem-

per femina.

H xiii. 38. 1 ff. ; repeated in 12, with
' no greater evil exists than woman.

In vs. 17 we find M. ix. 14.
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19). It is, perhaps, more philosophic reflection than miso-

gyni.-tic spite when the causal nexus of woe i> traced back to

woman: 'birth causes evil, woman causes liirth. tlierefore

women are an-werahle for woe
'

i xii. iM-".. 7 . Love is a woman's
whole tie-in-. Tin- mass of women hangs on love,' a wily ad-

te to a king, 'and therefore, O king, if thou ha>t

deprived thy subjects of their sons by thy wars, make the girl>

marry. and they will <juit their sorrow
'

i xii. :i:5. 45). WomanV
nature is to injure man: 'a man should not marry a woman
of low caste, for the nature of woman is to injure man; be a

man wi>e or foolish, women drag him down.'* When Father
Mann went to heaven, lie gave to men women weak, easily
.-educed, loving and lying, jealous of love and honor, paion-
ate and fooli>h neverthcle re.-pect i married) Women. '+ The
unu.Mial fondness for love characteristic of woman is set forth

in another verse: 'women are blessed with love, and slave-

with pity* i xiv. '.<. IK And woman's untrustworthino- i-

recorded again: 'let not the king take counsel with fools and
women* uii. !."'. -1-J : xii. s

-". 56), a verse often repeated, with

the warning 'never shall that be accomplished which is cou-

tidrd as a secret to the mind of a woinan.'J The historical

reason for woman's lack of secretiveness is given in the st >r \

of a \er\ piou> >aint, who cur>ed all women, because his

mother revealed a secret: 'therefore he cursed all women.

>aying "they >hall never keep a secret"; SO he cursed them,
because he was grieved

'

i xii. '. 1
1).

In what then consist the virtues of women in the Hindu
ideal? -The strength of a king is power; the strength of a

prir-t i> holinos; hut beauty, wealth, and youth are the

>nvnirth of a woman the greatest of all' (xii. ::_'!. ;:: >. A
H-ntimeiit found oftener i- this, however, that 'the >treni;-th of

ii i- Mliedie!ice.'

Such passages a.- th->e might be multiplied; but it suflice- to

ha\e learned what the 1 1 indu oj.inion was on thi- point. There
i-. t.. be -nre. an antecedent

iiiip<> ibility of newness conn.

with the iiKpiiry which rob- it of freshness. Vet it is not

without interot that we -tudy the doctrine of India in n .

to Woman'- nature; for in no point could the countn !

l-!iLr ha\e remained original and frre 1'nnn foreign intlueii-

thonght. Kxcept for WAVe girl-, their women were tlieir ..wn :

the opinion- are ha-ed on narrow generali/at i. -n-. and mi that

* MIL W.86ff.; M. IL818 li. w. 11.

.-i-1-liii..n is iieceseary, as th.- -,>nt<>xt showH. In

Bpite
of all these faults, a wedded woman should U- respected, because

^ft to man.
t xi.2?.:{"

U. 75. Parallel paMagcs, xiii. 40. s tr.
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account, to those familiar with the same generalizations abroad,
the more curious. To the Hindu, woman is inferior because
she is \\.-uk, because she does not argue dispassionately or

clearly, and because she is a creature of emotions, especially
of love. For the Hindu Epic warrior is not ashamed to \veep;
only he scorns, or rather ignores, the sentimentality of love.

From two points of view, love is a weakness. The soldier

looks upon it as does the boy of to-day ;
the philosopher looks

upon it as the origin of evil, and one with that desire which
forms the first link in a chain of unhappy succurrent existences.
Love as a passion the Hindu felt, appreciated, and deplored.
As a sentiment, it does not exist, till the later Romantic aue

begins, that age which
gives

us the tales of good women, and
later the lyric poetry. Women, at first free and unguarded,
become gradually mere inmates of the inner house ; they are
watched and kept in ignorance. Outside of the generally pure
lives of these guarded respectable women lie the lives of those
whose presence preponderates in camp and city life the
i women of the crowd,' mentioned only by groups, the dancing
girls, the courtezans, prostitutes, and other vulgarities, who
from the records of law and Epic abounded in the early as well
as the later times.*

In strict accordance with this view of women stand the say-

ings in regard to her treatment. 'Women (but wives are

meant) should always be honored and petted. For when they
are honored, the deities rejoice. . . and houses cursed by them

* Besides the laws regarding adultery (see below), allusions to prosti-
tutes and loose characters are plentiful. We have seen that city and
camp are full of them. The king is advised to avoid connection with
(9vMrinitu, Ulbasu) 'unlawful women,' xii. 90. 29-39. So 'doubtful
women '

ought to be avoided, xii. 35. 30. The verse on the ' non-inde-
pendence

'

of a king says he is not svatantra, may not do as he will, in

respect of games, women, council, etc. (xii. 321. 139). The report of
Strabo shows that the king was attended regularly by slave-women ;

but this could have been, in accordance with Hindu law, for only part
of the day (see above, p. 130). The 'loose women' that frequent the

gambling halls are well known, ii. 68. 1. Among the rules for priests
are many that show how vague, in spite of vows of chastity, must have
been their morals and those of their neighbors in other castes. It is

sinful to eat the food of one conquered by a woman, or of one who
marries before his elder brother, or the food of a common prostitute
(ganikd), or of men that suffer an upapati, or of a player (rangastrl-
jivita), xii. 36. 25 ff. In most of the disgusting tales in the Epic we find
a great saint seducing some decent girl, and it is to be remarked that
such connections are not condemned ; that prostitution itself is not con-
demned as a profession ; that wifely honor was esteemed, but maidenly
honor not regarded except on practical grounds ; that chastity in a man
not particularly bound by an oath is looked upon as a matter of won-
der. All the rules for chastity have purely practical reasons for their
existence. Passion and love are the same thing, and are looked upon,
like sneezing, as a natural impulse, best yielded to at once. Of purely
moral censure of indulgence in passion there is no word.
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i- if infected
by ma^ie

'

i xiii. !'. ."> tV. . To interpret the

t'erlini: that causes this, w<- niav -uv that it is of tin- tir.-t ini

portanee
that a wife should do as ner hushund \vishe>; if .-he

i- n.r pitted and made much of, she will grow disagreeable ;

then-tore tlu- lm-l>;ind should keep her in irood liunmr. Thi>

interpretation is inevitable, if we study the Hindu rules on the

.-nhj'

The woman must he subservient to the man, hut in intercourse

witli her he must obey her desires. In all these rules, and they
are many, the woman, however, as woman is not regarded. It

i- alwav- the practical effect of breaking them that is kept in

. So, too, with the laws that seem to evince a high moral
.-tandard : three sins lead to destruction these are theft, adul-

;md doertion of a friend. '+ * There are four chief vices

iihlinir. intoxication, women, and hunting he that does
not fooli>hly rejoice in these is freed (from error).'J
What we may call rules of priestly conduct are so explicit

as to suggest a predilection for the faults named :

4 one should
not lojH-nly i eat or steep with a woman ;' 'one should not have
carnal intereuir>e with a woman by day, or (at any time) with

a loose woman, or with a woman that has not just bathed/
(xiii. 1<4. 108). It is said that such intercourse is always allow-

able if practiced in secret, restricted only by seasons, for practi-
cal reasons.!
To cast the 'evil eye,' caksitr </st<rr/i

9
on a woman who is

another'- wife renders one debased
; debased, in the next life,

are also those that look at naked women with evil thoughts;
and those that offend sexually against nature, viyondu. Espe-
cially >triet. of course, are the rules for students, who were un-

*See particularly Maim iii. v, tl . i\. 1 ff. The pretty sentiment in
the Lord SJM .ikin- to Soma 'Never despise a woman or

a |>ri.'-t

'

i- a lair iii>taii<-- <>t t In- <lan-.-r .1 r.-inU'rin- t< M>
generally,

<>r mto our modes of expression. Soma had nc^Hci-trd I'

ters, and is commanded to unite with them, at tin ir l--ir,-. i\. :\:>

/'iniilt'inlhliiiiitirrin 0000X1 in x iii. 'JM. HI.

289.26; 59.60; iii. 18. 7. Compare atx)v< . p. I17ff.
- \ii. lii:;. .M. Thi-, may be done in secret, xiii. l<

jxii. 193. 17 (rnmm. and id. !. rhihlle). On this head, ib. 228. 44-45 ;

243. 6 ff. If a man raoafaai an injiiin-lion ./////, rn . I'r.nn a womm
-ln.nl. i Lr rati> it in- tin- wifeot 1 1 1 t teacher, ib. 267.

41: M il'. Tli" 'halit i<tj<i*iltl8undrteuw-
ciir lii-'iluiiiirinllii/ii p.T-..nili.-i|. \

. Bex-differentiation depends on th- iim. il.. KM. i:.i ;

<les are born lr.m tin- tilth. inali-> fnnn tin- -i\th day. hut in \m.
:n -ond. tli- 'in third day. G'i

, I at inn on i 'hi point was com n in
Ureece; so Hesiod says sex i- d* tnmined i.\ tin- dav ..r procrea-

makes sex-difi n doi)end
M. Hi
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der vows of chastity till their >tudy was ended. Such a student

may not even talk to women outside of the family.*
Let us follow out the treatment of women in another direc-

tion. It was mentioned above that in the Vedic age there is

some evidence to show that female children were occasionally

exposed. This had passed by. In the early Epic period,
woman lived on probation. She was allowed to live until her

father or her husband saw fit to slay her. From all other men.
she was, so far as her life went, secure. ' This verse has been

sung of old by Valmiki, women should not be slain' (vii. 143.

67). This rule is, of course, not a legal one. Women were
tortured to death by law, for instance, if they were faithless.

But it is a rule of chivalry, forbidding the strong to kill the

weaker. It is one with the advanced code of
military

rules

discussed above, and is universally found.f This rule implies

legally .so much, however, that the infliction of capital punish-
ment in regular form, vadha that is, by decapitation or

smiting on the head is not in a woman's case to be performed
for the many offenses rendering men liable thereto.^ But
the legal penalty for killing a woman is not in any case very

heavy, and if she chance to be of low caste, it is very little.

If a man kill a married woman (other than the teacher's wife

the teacher and all that belongs to him are all-sacred), he
should undergo penance for two years ;

in the case of the

teacher's wife, for three years.
There is perhaps an indication of national Aryan superiority

of civilization in the legend that '

Kayavya laid down a law for

the barbarians : he said " thou shouldst not kill a frightened
woman

;
no warrior should ever kill a woman."

'||

* xiii. 104. 116; 145.50. The prohibition against looking at a naked
woman (here and in xii. 214. 12

;
xiii. 163.47) is extended in xiii. 104.47

and 53 to a rule forbidding one to speak to an unknown woman, espe-

cially one in her courses, uddkya. Mutual desire, as a rule, excuses in-

tercourse (see the marriage rules, below), but he that has forcible con-
nection with a girl 'passes into darkness,' xiii. 45. 22. The student's
rule is given in xii. 214. 12 ff .

f Killing a woman is reckoned as sinful as killing a priest or a cow,
xiii. 126. 28 : i. e. it was a high crime. Moreover, such a deed results in

the murderer's being reborn in some despised shape, ib. 111. 112 ff.

The use of a king, it is said, is this, that if a man who kills a woman
should get applause in the assembly, the king will frighten him (and

put him down), xii. 73. 16.

JWe have to distinguish the military na hantavydh rule, quoted
above, and the technical avadhydh, i. 217. 4. The latter case is plainly
stated in i. 158. 31 : 'in the verdict of law the law-knowers say that a
woman is not to be exposed to vadha.' Compare also ii. 41. 13, strfyu
na gastram patayet. On the other hand, compare the horrible death-

penalty of an adulteress (see below).
xii. 165. 60 (paraddre). There is an Epic roughness about this rule.

The law-books distinguish with great care between murder and man-
slaughter.

||
xii. 135. 13

; dasyu= mleccha.
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Among tin- sins looked upon as ' without expiation
'

(as a

variation on the saying <|iioted al)ove) we find injury to a

friend, thanklessness, woman-killing, and teacher-killing. It

i> ouite in accord with the character of the Epic that we find

one \er>e giving tin- expiation for a crime, and another denying
tin- existence of such expiation ixii. IMS.

:>:>).
To steal women

is also one of the ni-tmii-
reprehended by Aryan law,* and we

find it especiallv laid down for the ////*//// that lie should avoid

union with 'Aryan) women of high station, and theft of

won iet i> Nevertheless, the Aryans, as they always carried

captured women into slavery, could not have been free from
this fashion.:}; Indeed, one of the marriage-forms is simply rob-

l.eiy of the girl, and one of the uses of a king is, it is said, to

prevent women being stolen (xii. 67. 8 ff
.)

that is, to put a

stop to this antiquated form of marriage, of which, however,
the Kpic affords traditional examples in the case of its chief

hen
How closely the legal part of the Epic hangs together in all

formal statement of the rule> of propriety we may see by com-

paring with the above the regulations of the aharrndsutras^
not to -peak of the <v7.v//w >f Manu, with which the later Kpic
stands on an e<|iial footing in many points. Thus. the ////////////-

M are precise in ordering that no breach of chastity shall

be ri>ked ly contact with, or looking upon a woman.$ The
e-pecial >anctity of the teacher's wife is evinced by the rule

that the student shall not mention her name, and shall serve

her as well as the teacher (Gkii ls:Jl ; A p. 13.7.30). Speck]
rule- foi- greeting women are given, and some give even a rule

here for colloquial intercourse between husband and wife (G.

vi.off.J
The supposed immaculate character of woman is not

maintained, but some ciirion> regulations are to be found.

Thus, it is said by Vasishtha that only three acts make women
impure: becoming an outcast, murdering her husband, and

slaying her unborn child;) but according to ( iaiitama, abortion

and connection with a low-caste make a woman an outcast (Vas.
\\viii. 7 ; (i. \\i. '.). Notwithstanding that it is said by Vasishtha

* 'One must not >, ll human beings/ (J. \ ii. 1 1 : females are not lost

by possession,' G. x M. viii. 149.

f Dattf/n hereisslax.'. \ii. i:t:{. Hi 17.

t There is a passage in the Aitareya Brahmana (intorpolut* .1 pi i haps)
g to slave girls presented as gifts :

ii. Hi: .\j. i. >. 7.8. 8-10. In respect of mdi<Anat no intero
but the (". i;ih M. M. i;

.1 1 1 m! i. in is
|
-aid ti thi^ ml. in Kjir li-p-mls. < )u- slioiil.l nut

eat what is touched by a woman in In il anythin
by women seems impure: G. \\ ii. HI : A;, i. 5, HJ. > : \ ,

| On modes of

of the abortioness. Compare the same act in Y. r. iv.4.

VOL. xrv. \.\
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that a woman is puiv in all her limbs, and is not defiled by her

lover (Vas. xxviii. l. l-i'o, we read in the same work that to

make herself pure the \vmnan has to sip water (Yas. iii. :>l-34;
B. i. 5. 8. 22). Woman was, therefore, in general less exposed
than man to accidental theoretical impurities, but crimes of
the gravest nature made her impure: and, though not impure
for herself from natural causes, she might render the man who
associated with her impure. The giving of right of way to a
woman seems also to rest on this footing in the la \v -treatises

;

for, though given in the form common to the Epic and to

Manu in three of the dharmasutras, that of P>audhayana
restricts the gallantry to the case of a pregnant worn an. :; As
to killing a woman, we find in all the law-books that the punish-
ment is in proportion not only to the caste, but to the condition

of the woman at the time of her murder,f For an ordinary
woman that is, for women in general a modified penance is

ordained by law, while for the accidental slaughter of an
unchaste woman or harlot there is no penance at all, or at the

most ' a bag.';f
But few general rules remain to be considered for women.

Legally, they could be witnesses only for women (M. viii. 68
;

Vas. xvi. 30). Religiously, they had no independent part in

Veda-study or in sacrifice, merely helping their husbands in

the manual part of the daily service, and (barring accidental

representation) being entitled, like the slaves, to merely a per-

functory acquiescent word during religious rites, their knowl-

edge being classed with that of slaves as the last thing that a

man should study, and consisting of improper tales, singing,

dancing, and mechanical arts.

The Epic rule agrees with the legal of course in generally

excluding women from sacrifice, feasts to the Manes, and fast-

ing^ and confining their religion to ' obedience to the husband
'

;

but we find terrible religious austerities undergone by the maid
of KacI, performed, like those of an ordinary ascetic, with a

view of compassing earthly power by religious merit (v. 186. 19).

Finally, as we cannot suppose for a moment that the Epic

represents either chronological or geographical unity, we must

always understand that 'the women of India' means the Aryan
women approved of by the late redaction, when rules for con-

duct are given ;
since we read of women whose customs are

* G. vi. 24 ; Ap. ii. 5. 11.7; Vas. xiii. 58
; B. ii. 3. 6. 30 ; Mbh. xiii. 163. 38.

f Penance for the slaughter of a Brahman woman in her courses
stands always first. Compare G. xxii. 12 ; Ap. i. 9. 24. 9

; Vas. xx. 34 sq. ;

B. i. 10. 19. 3
;

ii. 1. 1. 11 ; M. xi. 88.

\ G. xxii. 17, 26-27 ; lp. i. 9. 24. r,.

iii. 20o. 22 ; women have no yajnakriydh, no yrdddha. and no upa-
vdsakam, but their means of heaven is bhart
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directly opposed to those allowed bv the Epic ideal, women who
dance naked, and get drunk, and behave with open and un-

abashed immodesty :* and though we know that the practice of

;rding' or shutting women up wa> of comparatively recent

origin, yet we have to aume this as the custom tor all ropcct-
ahle women of the '

Kpie age.' the only exceptions being tho>e

of older traditional tale>. girN in lowly circumstances, and

country girl>. City women of respectable character were
neither >een nor heard. Vet the feasts and rejoicings of a still

later epoch+ show us women freely commingling with men.
and we mu>t >uppo>e that alolute secretion of women was

practiced only in the families of king> or of the highest noblo.
and that the occasional return to a natural life was a temporary
adoption of rules current in lower -ociety.J; Some women

recognized as not restricted by the ordinary rules of

seclusion..^

It is now time to draw that necessary distinction in treating
of Hindu women to which allusion was made at the outset, and
review the three periods of woman'- life, as girl, wife, and
widow.
The (iirl. Kri.-hnfu the daughter of Drupada, was. con-

>idi-rin_L
r hei heanty and her marital complications, an exceed-

ingly well instructed woman, and was able to argue very clev-

erly with her sage lord, Yudhishthira. Much of this wisdom
-he Cleaned from him rather late in life, hut other sources of

knowledge were open to her from an early period. To one of
tln-r >he refers at the clo>e of a grand di>cuioii on the diffi-

cult <jue>tion of fate, involving subtile pie>tioii> of human and
divine power, with which she is remarkably familial': *thi> 1

learned <in
childhood}

as a
sage priest taught it to my In-other,

while I sat in my father'.- lap and listened.'* The picture
diawn here ivpre>enN an unu.-iial home BCeH6 : for notice- of the
life of -ii-l- ,-\cept in an epigrammatic or didactic way are rare.

*Tlu- Mjnlr:ikfili. \voini-n of Calya's oountry: eomparc Hit ID. i; n

(Vmipan-tlH'Hahikasin ili. 44, 1 IF. :

*

\->. I'.MF.: V.89.80, llfilliikas ,-uv thr
'.f .-artli.' In K

(the
-am.- |ir., \.-rl.

i Halliika ;m<l \

fNot alon- in tli- IIarivam;a. In i. 'l*'l. 'Jl . tin- \\OIIK-II -ct ilruiik ;it

; To see i l-rocessions, etc., th. w

-|..-<'i;il [..Tim i..ii \

'

IIM i -ii;m ],.,r l.\ tli. ir li

tii'ni- iii\ used of keeping women
ded, IM:I\ in .in .-mil. i\ UIK niivciitinnal sense, as //

i

'

IP.' . fcanyd, an a inai

Ufa,
/
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But Drupada was a king, and must have been an unusually
affectionate father, tor in ircncral there appears to have been
no sentiment but contempt tor the girl. At least, this is (In-

frequent statniuMit : boys are blessings, girls are a nuisance.

Girls, anyway, are no good,
' but a daughter is a torment,' it is

said.* The care of marrying her and the responsibility she un-

worthily bears is meant
;
as Matali exclaims in another place,

against the girls of great families, that a daughter is a constant
risk to three families, her mother's family, her father's, and

finally her husband's (v. 97. 15-16). But natural affection was

stronger than systematic contempt, and we are glad to learn

from the Epic's own words that, in spite of the usual fixed

difference in the regard felt for son and daughter,
' some fa-

thers love the boy more
; some, the girl' (i. 157. 37). A rule of

the ' house-manuals '

says that when a man returns from a

journey and meets his son he should kiss him on the head, and
murmur ' out of the heart art thou born

;
thou art the self

called son
;
O live a hundred years,' and kiss him three times

more, murmuring benedictions 'but his daughter he should

only kiss, without words.'

But almost all the occasions on which girls are mentioned
have to do with their marriage. For the universal rule of

Epic and formal law compelled the girl to marry when she was

yet immature. Before the time of marriage she appears as a

naked child, or, if somewhat older, either as a child-princess
whose main interest just before her marriage is to get new
clothes for her doll, or as a clever little damsel picking up
wisdom on her father's lap.f

According to law and Epic usage, and even to a suggestive
verse in the Rig-Veda, it would seem that the brother was

scarcely less necessary to the girl's fortune than the father.

The brother preserved the sister from a rude fate, since Aryan

*i. 159. 11-12, krcchram tu duhitd, etc.

f The princess Uttara asks Arjuna, to whose son she is shortly mar-
ried (after he himself had declined her hand when offered by her father),
to bring back cloth with which to dress the dolls of herself and girl-
friends. Arjuna's remarks on declining her hand show that she was a
mere child, although at least of marriageable age, vayahsthd, iv. 72. 4.

She appears in full regal attire when ceremony demands it. Compare
above, p. 170, and iv. 87. 29 for the doll, pdncdlikd. This seems implied
in sutraprotd ddrumayi yo$d, v. 39. 1

, though a puppet, puttikd, may be
meant. The first expression is used in the drama for the doll of a prin-
cess. Playing with a ball, kanduka, is shown to be a girl's amusement
in iii. 111. 16

;
and kanduka appears again in Malavikag. iv. 17, kandu-

kam anudhavantl, as fitting play for a princess. The general name for

childrens' playthings is kridanaka, which implies dolls, balls, carts,

etc., or pet animals, as in the divinity's case, vydlakridanakdih kridate,

Vayu P. ii. 37. 281 : compare ib. 36. 94. The usual amusements of the

girls, however, singing, dancing, and music, are more corporal exercises

parallel to the shooting and riding of the boys.
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rule prohibits marriage with a girl that has no brother. Of
such a girl the Rig-Veda speaks as if it were a matter of

course that she should not be married, but should become a

common woman of the streets.

The reason for this is not less simple in itself than significant
for the late and full development of many customs appearing
in the Vedic age that we are wont to regard as peculiar to a

later or, in other words, for the lateness of parts of the Kin

Veda. For the only reason for the Kig-Veda's speaking of the

forloni condition of the brotherless girl must have been that

which causes legal injunctions against marrying
such a girl :

namely, that the man who had only a daughter might claim

that daughters son as his own religious representative in offer-

in- filiations to the Manes of himself and ancestors. The

right of the husband of the brotherless girl in his prospective
son would thus be forgone. The dead father ought to receive

the funeral cake, but that son could offer no cake to his father's

soul ; he must offer it to the soul of his maternal grandfather :

and the main object of the father's marriage would he ht.
Without a son, and without a cake, his soul would lie in

hell.* The only interest felt for the girl was in the matter of

her marriage. Before she becomes a wife, however, two points
are to be settled. At what age does she marry, and at what

price?
Now the later tabulated and scheduled wisdom, as we tind it

in the P.rhat-SaMihitfi, gives a remarkable statement, to the

effect that a woman is not full grown till >he is twenty.f On the

other hand, the only Kpic that specifies the age of the heroine

makes Sita" six years old at the time of marriage (quoted above, p.
1 In, notei. Hut we can trust the law to help out the Kpic in

thi< particular. It is not likely that unanimity on such a point
would exist among law-books, were there great difference- in

Siippo>e we divide life into the tour divi>ion> usually

:>ted by the Hindus: babyhood, youth, maturity, old age.

Theperiodof babyhood eztenda to the time when it i-

I., put on clothes. Now BOtne of the law-gi\er >ay 'let H

be married before she wears clothe-'; one >ay>. -before

puberty'::|: and a later tveisei law says,
* while the 'girl i> .-till

naked let her father irive her in man

*
Rig-Veda i the girl without a broiln-r n HIM .loosely after
n. G.xxviii.20; M iii. 11 : ix. 186; Yaj. i.58.

"Wd ndrf . . iii-linfi inAnonmui khalu ixi

l<lfy). B. 8. 68
< r ity eke after pradmiam pr&g

28,

IT, 1.11 1 ! Th< I- i time tlir

liollM u.i .i\\ ;i\ . .ni'l Ml tin- \|'il;ilh'ii ..I \\lni-li -li-'

may make her own choice, is aet i>\ lome ..i MM.. iii- i,\ some ai
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The pseudo-Epic chimes in with the rule that a man of

thirty may wed a girl of ten (still clotheless); or a man of

twenty ,
one of seven. In its informal part we find also the

same advice, but expressed more indefinitely :

' a long abode in

the house of relatives is not a good thing for women.'* The
statement in the Epic

'

they
extol a wife whose maturity is past

(gatayduvandy points to the same view; for it is the married

woman whose youthful folly has passed into middle age that

renders the house and peace of the husband perfect (v. 35. 69).
The law-book of Manu does not specify more nearly than to say
that the girl may marry at eight, or before the age of puberty ;

but it adds a very special injunction that a girl is better unmar-
ried forever than given to an unsuitable husband. The oldest

commentator on this law objects to so early an age as eight,

saying plainly that in such a case the girl is simply sold by her

father. In India the marriageable age is usually reached be-

tween ten and twelve.

We have clearly in the legendary literature, both Epic and

dramatic, a reversion to a freer age. Qakuntala, Subhadra,

Malavika, Damayanti, Krishna, are no babies of eight or ten.

They are grown "girls conscious of womanhood. The girls of

the forests in their fathers' ascetic abodes, so often met with

by kings and priests, are practically well-developed and full-

grown.
Instances of legend and law might be multiplied without in-

creasing our knowledge. We must, it seems, first of all admit

that there was a difference of custom within the Aryan order

itself
; recognize that till the Yedic age is passed (back into the

borders of which the Epic story extends), the girls were married

after they had reached maturity, not before
; acknowledge that

the priests in literature prior to that of the Epic had laid down
a maxim that girls ought to be married before this age, and that

three years. The latter seems to be the earlier form, for which later the
4

periods
' are substituted. Compare G. xviii. 20 (trln Tcumdryirtun) with

Vas. xvii. 67-68 (trlni varsdni) ; and the confusion in loka-writers, M.
ix. 4, 90-92 ; Vishnu, xxiv. 40, and in the ftu substituted in the verse of
Vasishtha (loc. cit. 70) after the prose vardni. Compare also B. iv.

1. 11-14). In the Epic, a month is the formal equivalent of a year (iii.

35. 32), and I have thought perhaps this varsa is responsible for such in-

formal confusion and formal substitution. ' The rains
'

might be inter-

preted as years or months (rainy season) ; var$e-varse = each rain or

each year. The ' four rains' means the months. It may be remarked
in connection with the following discussion that ' in the bad age to

come '

girls will choose their own husbands and bear children at the age
of five or six ; boys becoming also mature at seven or eight : iii. 190.

36 and 49.
* xiii. 44. 14 (M. ix. 88-94). In the following Epic verses occurs the

law-book rule that a girl
' after three years

' unwedded may hunt up
her husband herself (ib. 44. 16-17) ; the informal advice, i. 74. 12.
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thi> general! v received maxim expresses a general custom; see

in tin; freer permission of Manu and the objection to child-

marriage <>f his oldest commentator a later protest against such

i mi nature marriage ; consider the Epic and dramatic legends as

expressive of an ideal rather than a cuMom of the time;

make a di>rinction between the lot of the higher and lower

classes, the respectable and unworthy women
; presume such a

distinction made further by geographical difference in custom;
and conclude that we have thus come as near to historical truth

as we are able. The line of development in this matter seem>

steadily dim-ted toward the state of affairs now obtaining.
where child-marriages and child-widows are the general cone
of the land.

irv and important is the evidence of the <ireek>. with

which I leave the subject. It proves that seven was regarded as

an age fit for marriage. 'Ev de ri
t /"V',7/ ra^ny tva

fi ftufdrqit TO\)
c

HpaxXeoz, rc pev fuvauxaz iTiraerea

wpyv fdpov cei<at, rob? dk todpaz Teffffapdxoura Irsa ra

-/.sff^af (Arrian, Ind. 23, c. 9). Mej'Off^^ 36 <prj0w rc lv

llt/^nti.'.fj. i

f) /.itTOixovaas fvvacxaz l$aer?c revoftdvac rixreiv (I'hle-

gon. Mi rah.).

The period described by the Epic, and from which its story
come-, represents probably an age in every way more happy
f.r women than the later. Hut the time in which the Epic
was composed out of old legends must already have known

child-marriages. For this later custom we may (jive four

reasons, if we put nur>elve> upon the Hindu plane Of thought.
Kir-t. the nature of woman: the objective end of woman's life

nd bear children : let her not, therefore, he kept
from the labor the Creator intended should he hers, but under-

take it a> -,,!! u p^ihk.* Second, the pecuniary advantage:
the girl wa> an expense at home, and wa> paid tor when mar-

: let her bring her price as soon as poible. Third, the

of impurity : after the age <>t womanhood, contact with

unclean women rendered men liable to impurity, and made
it neceary for them to do penance; let her be put out of the

way. larded
'

: that i>. where only her hii-band >hall

JTOmen'fl apartment-' can have been only in

the large lioii-e- of the ricln. Fourth, pri<le : it i- an honor to

;t and child to have the latter married well and early ; and,

ifl the Hindu >a\ n girl may commit indi>cret i..n> that

ruin the liappin* of three familie-: Bfl PTOmeU AT6 utterly un-

worthy, they -hould be -guarded" afi sooi ible, even
re of age; then the parent i- free from d:i

*Tli \i--\\ I'hnitiv xin-.-.-.i-ii ii\- tin- Iliinlus. Compare M. ix.

96, women are created in order to bear ohildn



and tlu- husband is certain that his wife is pure. riimatie
conditions make these marriages of children possible: the prac-
tice reveals at once the state of society. Yet, with general con-

demnation, we must not forget the skilful, witty, and learned
women of the earlier Brahmanic period, who are indeed often
the best in coping with the priests in argument, and are put
down by the violence as much as by the logic of their oppo-
nents. Like the women of that period appears Krishna in the

Epic, a well-taught and clever disputant ;
nor are the others of

her sex represented except in pedantic didactic as inferior to

men. One might almost conjecture another reason, added to

those above, and attribute the insistance of the priests upon
child-marriages to a desire to suppress the intolerable freedom
of tongue exercised by women in their discussions.

In the fifth century B. C., at the hands of the Buddhists,
women became to a great extent emancipated. Then follows
the era of enlightened women ;

the rise of the nunneries
;
the

freedom from restraint to be lost with the rise of Brahmanism

again, though occasional glimpses show us in the period of
our middle ages women that were esteemed as poets and even
as lawyers : as witness the work on law by one Laksmidevi, of
whom Colebrooke speaks, and the women poets in the Saduiti-
karnamrtam (composed 1205 A. D. ?).*

Before taking up the question of the price paid for the girl,
let us consider the kind of a girl one should marry. She should
of course be ' of good family

'
: the first rule, wherever we find

rules on this subject, is always that a man should take care that
hi> son marry a girl whose family is worthy of her; and his

daughter, a man of like or higher caste. In this regard, be-

cause of caste, no land was ever stricter in its precepts.

Legends, however, oppose the laws in showing us as many
cases of men of knightly caste uniting with priests' daughters
as men of priestly caste with girls of warrior-caste ; and even
the women of lower castes are here wedded to kings and

priests. To be avoided in marriage are girls personally defec-

tive, or afflicted with disagreeable diseases, or with inauspicious
names. Too close relations are forbidden to marry in the later

* See Notices, No. 1180 ; Candalavidya, Bhavadevi, Vyasapada, etc. are
women among the 446 poets whose verses are here made into an anthol-

ogy. There is no other language than that of men for the Epic hero-
ines ; but, as is well known, in the drama vulgar people and women
generally speak Prakrit, or a patois, while the men of rank speak San-
skrit. Venerable women and even common women do sometimes, how-
ever, even here speak Sanskrit, e. g. in the case (Mrcch., Act iv.) of
Vasantasena.
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law: -one should avoid a ^irl "t' the same family as one's

mother.'*

Asamon^ rlu- carliot rule- no -iich law i> found, we may as-

-umc that blood-relationship was only ^raduallv introduced as a

bar; the early legends of tin- ir<d> wedding their daughters and
-in to me. however, no proof of such custom in man.

( 'orporal characteristics are spoken of above.

The pi-ice paid fora woman i> called '//////, a price or fee.f
(tautama -ay> that the debt does not involve the >oiis if unpaid
hv the father, and that the price goes first to the mother, or, If

>lie is dead, to the brothers of the girl, according to some law-

Bj "ther> say, to the brothers with the mother: but lie

J6Bvee thi> p>int un>ettled.:j; Tacitly, as well as peremptorily,
the early law recognizes the sale of a daughter: later on (as
well known, both staire- are repre.-ented in Mamn. the law for-

bid- >ueh a sale. In the Vedic times the sale of a daughter ap-

pears not to have been unusual (R.V. i. 109. 2). It is the rule

to-day in -ome parts of India. The law-makers resisted the

cii-tom. and would have the fee looked upon as a gift. Never-
thelc . it remained >ale>-inonev by the name of gift or fee, and
wa> nt uncommon, though the kind of marriage iiuj)lying it i>

reckoned le-> worthy. The 'free-choice' of the woman must
have been affected by it; for it is disputed whether it be legit-

* Tin- injunctions an* ^ivcn in \iii. 104. 128 ff.; tlic in-iri->ijitn, wan-
Icrinj; iHiul(llii>i '.-'. i> inclmlt-il ninong undesirable I. rides (alsooyontand

ion l>l;mic<l). Inverse IHo. MIHK'H-SI! inntiih sruknhijii ; in
'

il. 11. I
s

. iixtiiH'ijilil niilfiir iintifiufnl jiitiih. In \\*. l."i. 'one should avoid
;i -irl thai ha- im l.rother or t'athei'. tor sin- is fmtrikn 'tUniriii iiu.' See
M \ ECM are those related to the seventh degree): iii..">-!!; G.

\|.. ii. '.. 1 1. !."> (Hiihl.-r's note'. The tir-t (juotatibn is freer than
I ami mean- simply, as translated, 'one should not marry a

girl lcscenl''.l Iroiii mn-'- lather'-. . or one of the same family
;i- tli.- in. f her.' The |e-al rextrietioii is 'within six n (he
niotl, Uifl ,ir relation on the father in the
Purai' 'lie fifth on t he i not her's >iile. the seventh on the t:il II.T'S.

The <|iie>t ion i- involved ly somewhat eont radietory tradition and l.\

h tin- K) M ly it- u-nal im
j.'a

rt ia I giving of dit
' frould appear to reotrid t lie rule anyway

Th.- rteWB O< ill.- le-.il roimneiitat..!-- will IM- found in

lifihler'- or hnrne||\ t ra i\^\:\\ ion of Mann. The |ri'->t that in i

ih. '-a me name ismnl //////'. and ' toac-
eej.t did not fiillil thi- c..nliiion. meant

nilv I. lit
|

in- with lh.- -.tine nicai

ni:i\ mart \
' in HM- South.' For

the tuage given is tin- ' iw, see Weber, /'/' .76.

dl-e|| rd IV M.I \ OL
If nrlntt il'iii* /'//// I'd to :i,|

.|ii-li' Up, and Minn
(see I' at tent ion to the fact that the eleeiion is only

marriage selected 8 and conclude-
th;it i 's-ura fonils l.-th ini|.|\

[notation like M.
i
t.-d l.\

Xlil. 44
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i mate for a father to give his daughter, although engaged to

one man, to a better one. if the marriage has not taken place.
The frequent denunciation of the custom prove.- its prevalence-:
he that sells his son or offers his daughter for a fee goo to

hell/* 'A. gift for a girl is recorded by the good.'t -They
that dispose of a girl for a fee go an evil course.'!}: The % tee'

is sometimes a mere promise to pay.$ A permissible sale is

veiled as a free gift, hut open selling is condemned. Never-

theless we tind the selling practiced.) Even the pseudo-Epic
records a case of sale. Gadhi did not care to give his daughter
[o Uiclka, because he thought 'he's a poor beggar' ;

so he said
k
tirst give me the fee, and you shall then have my daughter/
The suitor readily assented, and paid the price (xiii. 4. lo). Fee

is sometimes implied without expre.-s statement. Compare
this daughter was disposed of by the king, after the latter

had stipulated the marriage-fee' (i. 193. 23). If a man, it is

said, should give a girl to one man and then to another, he

would be born a worm implying payment.^

* xiii. 45. 18 : compare M. iii. 54 with the following.
f i. 102. 12 ; see below, under marriage-forms.
t vii. 73. 42 (equal in sin to one courting a rajasvald, or to an dsya-

mdithunika, or ye diva mdithune ratdh (ib. 43). C. omits this.

S In i. 103. 14, vrttam gulkahetoh is a mere promise on the part of the
suitor.

H Compare in i. 221. 4, praddnam api kanydydh paguvat ko 'numan-
yate, vikrayam cd 'py apatyasya kah kurydt puruko bhuvi. The king of
Madras says to a suitor who does not offer a price,

*

you suit me exactly,
but I cannot transgress our law

;
whether bad or good, I cannot trans-

gress our family custom, and there is an impropriety in your request ;

you should not say :
"

sir, give me (without a price, this sister),"
'

i. 113.

9-13 ; ib. 10. The suitor paid the price ; and he is the greatest saint in

the Epic. Not content with paying, he says the rule is a good rule, a
rule of God, a law enforced by the ancients, a law without sin

; ib. 13.

[[xiii. 111. 83 : compare also xiii. 44 : if one man gives a fee for a girl,
another is promised the girl, another abducts her, another offers money,
and another actually weds her whose wife would she be? The answer
is, that the Vedic ceremony makes the real marriage, and the promise
is invalid in face of the fact that the girl is now wedded : followed,
however, by condemnation of one that gives to one man after promise
to another ; so that the marriage is clandestine (28). In the following
the fee-theory is stated in full :

' the fee does not decide the marriage ;

it is not the chief thing ; a gift (to the bride) of ornaments does not im-

ply that she is sold ; eternal law proclaims that the husband should give
something ; it is of no consequence if one gives a verbal promise of a

daughter ; a girl should not be given to one she hates ; a wife may not
be sold ; those that maintain that the fee given before or at marriage is

really sales-money and the chief thing (arid that the woman passes into
her owner's hands solely on account of this) do not understand. For
instance, if a man gives the fee for a girl and dies before marriage, the

girl does not belong to his family ; therefore the fee is not a price paid
for chattel. The girl may marry some one else, or form a levirate mar-
riage with the dead groom's brother (so Manu), or act like a widow (as

usual, the Epic puts into the argument what destroys it ; the statement
that the girl in some cases weds the brother or acts like a widow shows
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It remain.- to add of the marriairc-money that Strain, an
tin- fact that a \.kc of o\en 8B hy tin* suitor as a price
for tlic <:irl i \v. p. 7<>th. ( >n tlic ofher hand, the wife's dowry i-

an unpledged -"in u'iveii by the father to the daughter or MII-

in-law : in royal marriage- the irift i> often handsome. 'A
betininir dowry' i> >ometime> >poken of: a kin^ irives his

new -oii-in-law a princely </\
ft : I)rupada ii\\ e- irii't> to all the

'its when his daughter i- married. hor>es. elephants, women

(glavee),
etc,

;
and Kri>hna carries the //f//w//<//// of Suhhadra

from her home to that of the lYmdus.* Compare the <rift

of Kin"- Virata to his son-in-law when his daughter i> married

lever iliousaiid ho]--r> and two humln-d ele])hant> i i\ . ~c2.

It made x.me ditVereiice whether the father irave to the hride

or to tlu- hrideirroom. as the wife's j)i-(.pert\ included 'gifts at

marriage
'

i M. i\. !'. \ >.

Tlu- father of the hride at the elect ion-day of his daughter
has all the expense, not only in irifts to the pair, hut alx. in

ss to the jieople lth<n<:-h the >uitor ^ive> 'to the pric-
Thi> advance*! -tap- prohjihly hroii^ht the fee into di>repnte:
the latter remainel a> a survival, and the pair of oxen

'

that

the law enjoins upon the hrideirroom to irive i> a mere formal-

ity. The liridi'irroMin is really paid to take the ^irl, if the

father can alVord the honor of suitors willing to wed his

daughter !'! lu-r state. Prohahly. therefore, private and >mall

tamilio retained the fee, while at court and hy the upper classes

dually became looked upon as an archaic barbarism. f

>h- \\ \cdas sold to the dead man) ; an actual marriage is
|.

i

formal lv
taking seven steps about the fire <>r I >\ |MMirinir \\att-r: a man

-hnnltl \VM! in tliis way a j^irl that I<tv<-s liini and <>f projirr lc

. at'tT -In- ha- li.-.-n -i\cn (.) him hy tin- hn.thrr : -In-

i hy the cT'inMiy i

///>Jj////7,-7///). n..t hy the fee. Compare
M. viii. 'J'JT ami i\.71 i\vhcn n i-

<|ii<'stioned by the commentator
uh.-th.T th.-'lir-t' ^nit.ir -poki-n of is not dead); ami Yfij. i. (i:,. \\lio

says that a L'irl proini-i l to onr may !> -i\.-n to .-mother if the latter is

h. ti. expanded in the next
<-ha|itiT (ziii.45.1 (>>

; 'soppoee ihc fiee-giTer has gone ofl \\-ithoin
1 he pfiee hai'U : -he I- -till -old to t he fee-^iver (ki'lt('l rulkii'i"

and i may marry her : all her otV-pi'in^ will he hi^,it >he m;in-\
anothei ; hut if in a man of her own election srtit/oii,

and with her t I. without ;i fee. some re-ard t he olf->prinu
as not his : this i- doiihitul : let one do in fclda matterM the good do,
Tin- i memheivd. aOWerer, that a mai \ \u

o|i:iliitin.L
r of a male and a feinal-

/r l,i MiinlHimllmh.
-in thia passage, atftde fkon

ctorj admisaions, the fee, thougn di-para-ed. i- rei-._miixei a

'!\ .

*
i. .' I /mm mi -

15, I>ni|.ada
f
8

I't. r I'ah

\\ ith loiiriiainen;

II the pn- l-H.ked
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Tin' (piestion of selling a girl for marriage is illustrated by
the old law of slavery involved in unsuccessful gambling. Al-

though the formal law denies the right of Belling human 'l.ein-x

women of the lower classes are frequently mentioned a> slaves

of war. serving in the capacity of servant maids or in more vul-

gar professio Hut this was not the only method of enslav-

ing; for, as is seen in the course of the main story, the wife of

an Aryan, and that a king, might be made a slave if staked at

play. The scene is too well known to describe, and it is only

necessary to refer to the fact that Krishna is dragged into the

gaming hall as a slave, and is addressed thus :
' thou wast a

queen ;
thou hast been lost in play ;

thou art a slave' (ii. 67. >

}

>l ) ;

and she is then commanded to take off her rich attire, assume
that of a menial, and go to the women's apartment and wash
dishes. The husband objects to this on sentimental grounds,
but, admitting the fairness of the game, he has nothing legally
to bring forward against the enslaving of his wife. The only
protest on the loser's part is that they ought not to bring a re-

spectable woman into the gaming-hall where the men are. The
one legal point raised is that described above, p. 123.

Slave-trade in women being mentioned and reprehended
shows that the practice was not uncommon, though con-

demned :

; those that buy or sell slave women ' are regarded as

sinful ; but this is a later law (xiii. 44. 47). As the passage fol-

lowing is in a section on war-rules, we must suppose that the

girl intended is a war-captive ;
the passage shows an acknowl-

edged right to carry off women as captives, but would restrict

the authority of the captor in favor of the woman :

' a captive
of war should be released at the end of a year ;

a girl carried

off by a feat of valor should not be asked (to return) before

the end of a year ;
the same rule holds for other property taken

by force.'f
The attire of women is a subject not without a certain social

value, but I regret to say that I have omitted to make special

so nominal that we find a vlryaqulka, or fee-of-bravery, regarded as the

price : that is, he who won the girl by strength of arm paid for her by
the feat. So the Ag. P. describes the bending of the bow at Sita's mar-
riage as the ' fee

'

(5. 11-12).
*
Slave-girls are given away by the quantity, generally with their or-

naments, as in viii. 38. 7, asmdi . . dadydiii strmdrii gatam alamkftam ;

so xv. 14. 4.

t xii. 96. 5. If the girl wants to go, and says so at the end of a year,
she must be returned ; but she may not be asked till the expiration of
the year.

' Other property,' according to the commentator, implies
slaves captured by force. The general rule is that the girl or slave or

any other property is returned at the end of the year. This must have
been a rule that the victor followed or not as he pleased. I have already
referred to the slave-girl given to the vicious priest in the ' northern

country,' xii. 168. 29 ff. -173. 18.
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note of rliis point, nut taving considered it uf sufficient interot.

I may mention, however, that in general then- i> distinction

between the dress ut' maid, wife, and widow. Tlie last wear-
i!" ornament-. Tin- chief article uf the married woman's div

18 a necklace, this being indicative of \vifehuud. Other orna-

ment- arc worn in profusion by girls and married women. The
ru>tic maiden- >ccni to wear as little dress as poible, Imt

<|Ueens and women of wealtli are gaudily attired in linen or

red and yellow silk (the men of the same da wearing red and
Mile silk i. Thus SI tii and Draupad! are de>cril>cd : with the

addition, that the hair is worn in a long hraid, long enough to

conceal a dagger in, according to the tragedy related in the

Brhat Saiiihita. The deshahille of a royal dame seems to he

a linen cloth wound ahoiit the Ixxly ; thus Kri>hna, when
ed into the assembly, wears only such a cloth. *

AtVecting both
(jirl

and wife is the institution of -guarding'
women, to which 1 have had occasionally to refer.

In the great Sabha scene of our poem the heroine i- dragged
into the hall where the men sit after their gambling. In her

deep distress she cries out k

I, I whom neither wind nor >un

have ever before beheld at home, I now enter the assembly
hall' (ii.M). :. And this indignity, even more than the forci-

ble disrobing. >eem> to tire the indignation of the helple
heroes, who exclaim, 'they never of old have caused a right-
eom woman to enter the assembly-hall ; the law of old. the law

eternal. ha> hereby been put to naught. 'i It was only in grief.
and as a >ign of mourning, that the veil was laid aside.

At a time much later than that of thi> -ceiie. but still falling

within the realm of the whole Kpic. we tind women who. while

being Aryan, have yet dispensed with thi> good old rule. It i>

noticeable, however, that when the beggar-nun- mingle in pub-

g'\ nciitioiiiMi in xii.296. 20. Krishna i- >i<Un>ulrl in tin-

y. ii.f.7. 19. Ek(tr<i,l. -\\ith ..M>- ltr;ii<l': riiiiipuri- ELvLOO.^ : V,

ni'l 18.21; 06 of ;i runni-li. The ornaments include
bells. i: / I; v. 80. 16 Prom

in xiii. inT.M: iii. 1 Mi. -JJ. SiiA i- -leased

jt'il'il. Wcililin^ cloth-> in ili-MiiiM ;ir.- -ilk II.M!

muslin -kin. necklace, shoes, wreath: Mfilatimaclh.

ton of the B. 8. To. 1 begins ( venlvinigtihitena \\ith.i

^'r hi. I in IMT l.r.-ii-l th- ipi.--n .( 'K,I,;I killr.l (It.

. referred to above, p. i <>". ihowi mi \ry:ni \vniiu n lur.-ly drea
a oelt, necklace, and anklets ...r tin- rmirtli n-ntnryi. l-'r.m th.

I have i'nrthiT it-. i. -I only Sulili.-ulrft dressed as pn-.-n in ml silk, i

19: Tilottama "li\ '

^/Av*//>/<n// n<1l>

raw* rb; and CrlslinA, fc^dtimataihtifd AY/V
i rlitlirs Mini tin- m:itniM'- iii-i-kl;i-i-. Tin-

idtn one garment
' abound in the stories ol i

inn
it was a last shift for a woman of rank t> appear in ..m- pi of d"th

'

I >ainnvan'
f

1 1 .'.. i "tdhaniK' '! law \ iromen1

rlii-i\.-n.-- .

< 'i th.- l.iu
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lie, they are nor unexposed to su>picion of immorality. In the

M-ene of tin 1

beggar woman who has come to visit a Solomon-
like king, we find that the sovereign rebukes her sharply for

her immodcstv in so doing. She answers with a proof of lu>r

innocence: k <) kino;, I have eonie hither to learn (not to seek

thee for a had purpose); for hehold ! I have not touched thy
hand nor thy limbs ; I come into thy presence as the pure water-

drop eoine> upon the leaf of the lotus. It stands and docs not

intrude within' (xii.liiM. InS).
It is said that the '

dependence' of women is a new thing.
But there is no doubt that restrictions on the social freedom of

women were early practiced, and I find nothing to warrant the

assumption that anything of Vedic freedom in this regard sur-

vived except in the earliest traditional form of the Kpie.
4 Women should always be guarded,' and when Surya says
to Kunti (iii. 307. 15) that it is

4

contrary to nature" that women
should be dvrtdh (secluded), he for a selfish end tells half the

truth
;
but it was already second nature for women to he kept

at home, girl and wife, all her life. Such a security against
harm is the firmly enclosed court in the Nala story. A. de-

scription elsewhere gives us the information that one enters

through three different inner rooms of the palace, before coin-

ing to the garden, where there was a playground for the

women, decked with flowers and fountains (xii. 326. 31
ff.).

We know from Yedic times that the women had separate

apartments, and the seclusion of the royal dames is a carrying
out of this exclusion from the home of the man.* But how
was it in the humble house ? Here there must have been much
intercourse.f The homely rules of the student show this, as

well as the intercourse related in the Brahmanas between
honorable women and guests. But theoretically the woman
was never an individual capable of taking care of herself.

There is a much tempted St. Anthony in one of the later por-
tions of the Epic who expresses to a young woman this trite

truth with great force : 'an aphorism-maker says that women
are all Liars

;
that is the truth; it stands so in the Veda; do

you say you are independent? There isn't any such thing as

women's independence, because women are not independent;
it i> the opinion of the lord of creation that a woman isn't fit

for independence.'^:

* Compare the princess in iii. 55. 21 :

'

closely watched is my dwelling :

and my father the king is ;i III;IM of severe rule.'

f The best way to guard woman is to keep her poorly dressed, accord-

ing to v. 34. 40. Compare on older freedom of women i. 122. 4 ff.

\ xiii. 19. 6 ff . ;
ib. 20. 13 ff . ; 20, almost - Manu ix. 3 a, but v. 1. in b.

In xiii. 40. 8 ff., and xiii. 43 end, the injunction to guard women is ex-

panded. Other remarks on the subject in xiii. 141. 26 ff., where the rule
is given that ' a deposit (fiydsa) and a woman ought to be kept watch < if'.'
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The evil of tlii> dependence had one alleviation. Fur. being

dependent. the women were nnt expo.-ed t<> 1 ial )ilit v to err: and

it they did err, the fault was in great part taken otf their shoul-

der-. It' a woman goes astray, she is nnt blamed so much as

guardian. She i- a pri-oner ; her doirc to escape i> natu-

ral. [f abducted, she is still theoretically a virgin. although not

real Iv >>." It i> only the I>liik>uki (the begging nun, -poken
of above) wh> i- thought of as being independent ly her o\vn

fault, iwhich makes) all her learninir in revelation void i \ii.

321
On great public occasions this seclusion of women was tem-

'U\ iriven up. Durini:- the marriage-election the maiden
had to expose her face to the crowd; but be>ide> this. <u oc-

casion of festival or sorrow the women form part of a very
mixed |>roees>ion. layinir their veils aside in the latter ease, as in

the women'- lament in the eleventh hook ; and even without

thi-. heini: apparently tiling together with crowd- of men of all

sorts. No statute permit.- this, hut compare the story :

' crowds
of women and crowds of knights went forth (from the city)
mounted on carriages, accompanied by Brahmans. and the

wives of the l!ralmian> i al><> were there) . . So there was also

a irreat comminirlinir of the crowds of Vaicyas and Qudras' (i.

I _';. 13 ff.)-

In one reaped the Hindu woman was bettered by the a<lvance

of civilization. She was. after the Yedic period, allowed no

part in the religion- e\erci-e- except when permitted in the

-imple Yedic rite-. Knowledge of the Yeda wa.- also denied
her. To -p-ak in modern parlance, her religious education was

entirely iie-iected. Mm after the completion of Tradition-

work- < a- di-tingi)i>hcd from Kevelation-works. in which she had

Ifl nt only permitted, but ex|ecte<l to hear and

them; and thi> went on under free lluddhistic intlueiice.

till even the highe.-t philo-ophical truth- and my>terie- became
familiar to i

\\V read thai women, like men. are purified by reading
tain portion- ..f a >oug in ImiK.r of Agni :

'

if a woman or a man
-hall rea<l this at both twilight- (she and he are ble ed T iiii.:i.

.in to peru-e the \"eda i- a >ign n|

fn-ioii in the realm
'

iiii. : and at the \ei-y end OJ

who'' Tom which thi> pi<tation i- taken, we read '

em Or a man hear- th
: he nr -he \ obtain- all de-i

while in the latter portion >hc Mudie- pliilo-oj.hy. and i- deilied

for the knowledge of the attribute- of Yi-him. <>
. \\|t,.

-elf thmugli -elf i- freed from sin, even asasna]
; tVoni hi- -kin : the man or \\..inan \vlio know- this truth

Van. xvii. 73, yatlid kanya tath&i 'va ad.
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is nut Mibjeet to t'urmv lirth>* (xii -J.M. HI, 1 1, !>:'>. Txit as to

her right r<> u>e the Veda: the l;i\v lias been fixed that

women have nothing to do with religious ceremonies; for there
is a revelation to this effect: women, devoid of manly power
and devoid of law. are (the essence of) untruth (and therefore
unfit for Veda and religious ceremonies).'*
The Wife. It is of course recommended among the plati-

tudes of the Epic that one should not marry a person of lower
station. Init should select one of the same caste.f What is

meant is that a man should not marry above his order: the

sociological key to this being found in the fact that a man does
not rise to the social level of his wife, but the wife sinks to

that of the husband. It is, therefore, better, if the marriage
is not equal, that the husband should be of the higher caste.

Kings wed the priests' daughters in legendary narrative, but
are not recommended to do so.

' Thou canst have no connu-
bial connection with me,' says a king to a woman of the priestly

caste,
4 for thou shouldst not make a caste-mixture.' : This

rule holds always good, that a man may not marry a woman of

higher caste
;
but the rule that a man may not marry a woman

of lower caste is restrictive only of his first choice in wives.

After he has married a woman of his own caste, he may marry
others of lower extraction. A great distinction must be made
in regard to what is comprehended under the word wife (dar(~th).

The first or priestly wife of a priest, for example, is the only
real wife. No matter if a man has previously married others

;

when the woman of highest rank becomes wife, her rank
reduces the others to a secondary position : 'she is the more

venerable; she alone bathes and adorns her husband
;
she alone

may clean his teeth and oil him
;
she alone may fling the offer-

ings with him
;
she alone may give him food and drink

'

(xiii. 47.

-\-2. 33). In the same way, a wife of the people-caste compared
with one of the warrior-caste must slip into the background
(ft: 40).
The four wives, three wives, two wives, one wife thus

allowed respectively to priest, warrior, man of people-caste, and
slave are by some restricted, through dislike to admitting that

the slave-woman can be a wife of any but a slave. The slave-

* xiii. 40. 11, 12.
* Devoid of law' ($dstra) is a later emendation on M.

ix. 18, where women (in a verse just like this) are declared to be without
mantras (or Vedic texts). Compare my note to Manu ix. 18. Compare
the same in substance with xiii. 123. 5-6 (G. xviii. 1 ff.

;
Vas. v. 1, etc.).

f v. 38. 117 : sama means like in all respects, but caste is especially in-

tended.

\ xii. 321. 59, nd 'vayor ekayogo 'sti.

S xiii. 47. 30 ff. The rank of the sons here discussed lies outside the
limits of this" paper. See ib. xiii. 46-49. On illegitimate sons compare
i. 120. 34; v. 140. 8.
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woman i< a wife only through lust or irrerularity : the third

wife of a warrior would (according to the schedule) be a slave-

woman. but -he is not legally a wife. A man of the people-
caste has one wife, the slave-woman would he a second, but she
i> not legally a wife. The slave has but one wife.'* Tim-, if

a prie-r really
* marries

'

four wives, the sons of only two are his

own. 'like his self:' for not only the son of the slave-woman,
Kut even that of the woman of people-caste (another indica-

tion of the ueanie>- of these twoi. i>
'

degraded. f The logical
conclusion, reducinir the son of the woman of people-caste
whni married to a man of the warrior-caste, is not carried out:
4 a warrior'- three wive> hare him three sons, of which two are

like hi> >elf : the third is
degraded.'

It is added that a man of

the
people-caste

has two wives (bhiirye), and a true son, Mike
!f.' i- horn of each.J

These Inw-born wives were then really concubines, except in

the people-ea-te. The fact that only 'the first married wife
iwhen the others are taken in caste-order) may be wedded by
the ceremonial points also to this. There is a plain contradic-

tion. in both Kpic and leiral literature, in regard to the eligibil-

ity of a slave-woman as wife of a twice-born' man, which

.ay -et a_L
rain>t the legends that show us the sons of such

oil'-priii"- held in esteem, and we may conclude that the custom
wa- not unusual, but with growing >trictnes8 of caste was cen-

-uivd. until such a 'wife' became virtually a mere conctibine.

To -upcr-ede a woman by marrying a second wife ('
over

ing/ Bfl the Hindus call in is allowed only when the first

ha- failed in her duty. i. e. not borne a son, or been faithless, and
the like. I)i\oree is allowed only in eases of especial provoca-
tion. We may hence conclude that a plurality of wives was
admitted at tiiM for kiug>. and afterward- extended to the

ordinary >ubject. Hut the early prie>t> appear to have had

ipial wive>. King and priot >nh-e.
jiieiit ly g

\\Y polygamy, but n'-orted to concubines in addition to the

i\ and triirainy |ennitted. No verbal distinction makes
tin- clear, however: the women are all 'wives/ The only

'nfntiilj .; : roinparo M. ix. 157.

fxiii.48.4:
' in consequence of tln-ir -liann- i li.-ir mot IHT-,' r;nnil\ '.

b. 15.

| xiii. 48. 7, 8. A son of a man of the people-caste by a slave-woman
ople-caste, says the commentator. Compare ib. 49. 7-8.

IM.-III may IN- a wife .! castes) first to
tiii-: ,i it has a sonbvaslave-

.11 MUM undergo |>enance/ \iii. II. n tr. (' a priest has but three
. The commentator refers to M. in. i:i: Yfij. i. 56. as ill.

in. -n '.

|JolU 100, It), allu.lin- to M. l.llv -ays that the

separation i- rat II.T a banisluii'-nt than a divorce.

VOL. Mil. \->
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women really forbidden the king by formal rule are prostitutes
and priests' daughters (xii. in. '2

{^ :>'.h; and a NisfidT woman
is called a fc

wife"' even of a priest ii.-Ji>.:>); as is also a slave-

woman (ii. 21. 5). The restriction is but a rule not enforced,
like that which makes a nymph guror <////'///<//v7 (iii. 4(1. 41).
The heroes of the Epic have many women apiece, and each is

paired with one real wife, so soon as Krishna is exclusively
taken by the king. But the possession of many 'wives' is

allowed as a natural right of men, and the distinction in t he-

meaning of ' wives' must be assumed to be late.
:: This pas-

sage sets polyandry against polygamy.
'

Polygamy,' it is said,
'
is not wrong ;

but it is a very great wrong in women to trans-

gress against a former husband '

by a later marriage.f

Polyandry seems to be an un-Aryan custom
practiced by or

assumed for the chief heroes of the Epic, who, live in nnmlier,
are represented as marrying one wife, much against the girl's

father's wish. The wife, however, soon becomes the special
wife of the king, and subsequently the polyandrous side appears
scarcely noticeable

; although each brother is said to have had
a son by her. It is a custom declared to be against all good
usage, but some mythical legends are cited in support of it, and
the legal objection is refuted by the common retort

*

right is

hard to distinguish ;'
but in adding, as the pleader does,

' I fol-

low the custom of the ancients,' the advocate of polyandry goes
too far, for it is as flatly said ' this custom never was practiced

by the ancients.';):

The authority of legends manufactured for proof is scarcely
worth quoting ;

but it is noticeable that in one of the instances

cited, as in the case of the Epic heroes themselves, it is not

polyandry that is in question, but phratriogamy, to coin a word

expressing the true relation. The one woman marries brothers
;

it is a
family-marriage.

The first case cited is that of Jatila

GautamI :

' she is said in an old tale (purdna) to have had
seven husbands.' The second is that of a dryad (vdrksl) born

of a saint, 'and she married ten brothers, the Pracetasas.'

* The constant remarks on the jealousy of wives, the fact that the

only ill a woman fears is sdpatnakam, may be noted, as e. g. in

i. 233. 26 (in 31 the usual advice * never trust a woman ').

f i. 158. 36 : compare i. 104. 35, where eka eva patih is the rule 'from
now on' ;

and Ait. Br. iii. 23, 47, 48, polygamy.
\ Compare i. 196. 5, katham ekd bahundm sydd dharmapatnl na sam-

karah ; arid f
; also ib. 195. 27, ekasya bahvyo vihitd mahiyah . . ndi

kasyd bahavah pumsah qruyante patayah kvacit. The next verse re-

peats that this is
'

opposed to the world and the Veda.' See also ib. 195.

29, and 196. 8. But in i. 202. 8, Ipsitaq ca gunah strindm ekasyd bahu-

bhartrtd.
i. 196. 13 ff. In vs. 23, polyandry is termed bahundm ekapatnitd.

The legend of DraupadFs repeated wish is found in i. 197, the last ten
verses. Compare i. 104. 10, two brothers have one wife.
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( >ne of thfc* law-hooks says that 'the wife i> given to the family,'
hut adds 'thi> is now forbidden :' a >tatemcnt, a> it B66fD8 to

in.', indicating that polyandry was known hut not allowed;

and in the silence of other authoritio we niav assume it to

heeii un-Aryan."
Zimmer think> that polyandry i> disproved for the Vedic

hy the moral tone regarding adultery: this seems to me a

weak proof: hnt the negative evidenee furnished by the Veda

trong enough to make n- refuse to believe that such a cus-

tom was in vogue. As to the morality of polyandry, that

depends
on the number of women on hand. If the people is

still an invading host, the nnmher of men is far in excess of

that of the women, and the morality implied by a formal

marriage "f several men to one woman is greater than where
the woman i> common to several men without formality. Some
of Miir we-teni camps would he morally improved by a little

strict polyaini'
The form of marriage is distinct from the kind of

marriage.
The different methods or means of marriage are grouped by
Kpic and 'legal rule in certain divisions, hut these are not mar-

riage ceremonies. The latter scarcely diil'ered much, and, as

deserihed in the I louse-rules, we may say that there was hut

one form as we should say, but one wedding ceremony. The
characteristic of this form was. as explained in the developed
ritual, a three-fold circumamhulation of the lire, with an added
inner <-eiv,inony of seven formal steps; suitable verses and sig-
nificant gesture- . -ui-h as pouring grain) and movements i>iich

as mounting a stone > taking place at the same time. The cere-

monial i- generally alluded to in the Kpic -imply as the 'rite of

seven Steps ^ and the >upposition is natural that the long ritual

with it> three circumamlulation> and the seven-step ceremony
added i> really hut a later pha-e, in which a distinet ritual, at tir-t

ditl'erinir from the 'seven -tej.' has at la-t embraced the latter,

which \va- originally enough in it-elf to coii>titute a wedding
ceremony. Something of tne same prevalence of another popu-

* The use made of tl>- nil< in A p. ii. 1<>. -jr. :i. fnun \vliicli thoal><>\

IHI/U : tin- lr\-ir.-itf l;i\v i> ili-.-l.-in-il in:i|i|ilie;ili|c now. hilt

tii ifapplicable OE Old, hi-c:iiis- knlntjn hi strl in-iiillffiitii iff/ n

tli- woman IB K\\<>\\ imt t<> th.- liu^i.aii.l :il. .!!. hut to his family, and
if In- f'.iil t- IM--I-I ..n\|,iiti-. hi^ l.n.tli.T may form a coiiiiu-

lii:il n-l:iti-.ii with I M r foi ' i\9B ;il>.\ , .-ii'.' of C

ndicatc . ii.it seemed to t he composers a fitting state of

things.
loiiht ili;, i jMily.-iM.IrN wma ti.-.jih-titlv |.r:i.-ticr,l in

nt
IIIIHJ-> in hi'li.i : tin- "ill :nliiiitt<-d

IIIIOJl. I

th;m 't - III.IIIN as wven. Here, too, we
:in-i th.it th. joint port ! .1 I >:*

\\\>- K.ni.l> .in 'in
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lar view remaining in tlie Epic long after the formal enuncia-
tion of the ritual remains in the ritual's directions how to elect

a girl by getting IKT to select among certain clods of earth, and
thus prognosticate her fitness for wifehood, over against the

loose admonition of the Epic that she should have 'i^xxl
i ?jt

marks.'*

Arbitrary rules and law are the following : not to marry a

girl that does not love in return
;
not to marry if one's elder

brother remains unmarried
;
not to marry a girl whose elder

sister is unmarried; not to marry without the father's consent

(against marriage by robbery) these rules of law are all vio-

lated in practice.f
The ordinary kinds of marriage, the means by which the

girl is acquired, do not seem to differ much from those gener-

ally practiced the world over. The lover asks the girl to

marry him. Either she says she will and does so at once, or

she is coy and says
' ask my father.' The father's consent is

legally assumed as necessary even in the case of a goddess. In

decency the girl must be given to the lover by her guardian.:]:
It was this means by which the girl was acquired that made

to the Hindu legislator the difference in kinds of marriages.

*
The_/Stora-rules, with similar but not always identical ritual, are

given AC.V. G. S. i. 7
;
Gobh. G. S. ii. 1 ; Ap. G. S. ii. 4, 5, etc. The first

notes as a prefatory remark that the rituals are very different in detail ;

the incorporation of the * seven steps
'
is shown, e. g. Ap. loc. cit. ii. 4. 17;

gankh. G. S. i. 14. 5 ; Par. G. S. i. 8. 1. The loose expression o^the Epic is

given in iii. 297. 23, sdptapadam mditram ; xiii. 51.35, id.; and often.
As the ritual embodies a pan-Aryan rite (for circumambulation of fire,

stepping upon a stone, and other details, are shared by other Aryan
peoples), we may perhaps see in the seven-steps rite a foreign element
incorporated later into the Aryan community. The steps are strictly not
round the fire, but to the north. According to rule, the pair take hands
only when of equal caste ; as otherwise a woman of warrior-caste holds
an arrow ;

of people-caste, a goad ; of slave-caste, the hem of the groom's
garment. In practice, however, in the case of a king wedding a priest's

daughter, the expression
' takes her by the hand and lives with her '

is

indicative simply of an informal marriage : jagrdha vidhivat pdndv
uvdsa ca tayd saha (gakuntalayd), i. 73. 20 : cf . ib. 47. 5. A most inter-

esting view of the pan-Aryan ritual has appeared of late (1888), Die
Hochzeitsbrduche der Esten, etc., by Schroeder. For India especially,

compare Haas (Ind. Stud. v. 321), who thinks the seven steps are first of

general character to solemnize any pact, as of friendship between two
men (so above), but regards this also as pan-Aryan. See above, on
xiii. 44. 55.

f Compare xiii. 106. 22 ;
and xii. 34. 27

; 35. 27 ff., for fasting to secure
the girl's love ; and the rule of not marrying before the elder brother.
The latter is a very venial sin, for after a time the pair live together,
though at first the younger brother expiates his sin by a penalty. If

the elder was fallen from grace, this bar was raised.

\ Says a maiden in i. 63. 75 : viddhi mdm kanydih sadd pitrvaydnu-
gdm ; says a nymph to her lover in i. 172. 24, ydcasva pitaram mama
sa cet kdmayate datum tava mdm bhavi$ydmi te. In iii. 224. 6, a goddess
cannot be married without varaddndt pituh. So i. 81. 26.
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Hither rhe lover paid for tin- girl with the customary yoke of

oxen, or In- ran away with her. or he was elected by her, etc.

Purchase, rohherv. and formal election aiv tlie Epic mean- of

marriage, until the late scenes already discussed, win- re, far

from huving the girl, the suitor was rewarded hy receiving a

fortune with hi.- wife. Of these kinds of marriage the nm>t

pojuilar in the Epic is the knightly election. This eu>t<m does
imt appear to be regarded as peculiar or on the decline ; it i>

not looked u poM as an ancient rite passing away, but as modern
custom. Indeed, all the paraphernalia, the brilliant court, the

invited king.-, the gifts to the suitors, the martial contest, show
a period devoted to pageants, and not a relic of an antique
usage. Choosing a lover was of course a maid's right from
aiieieiit times, but the technical self-choice or election of the

Kpir with all the knightly ceremony seems of recent growth.
Besides the chief heroines, many others are incidentally referred

to as having had an election
;
and the common expression u-ed

of a woman 'given in the election' shows its frequency. The

girl, as said above, is either
virtually given before the so-called

elect i. M, or makes her election and is then given.*
The pseudo-election ceremony permits the girl to reject at

the outset any unfavorable suitor.* In this pseudo-election
tin-re was no decision but that of the strength of the combatant.

If, as in tin- case of DamayantI, she has a real election, the girl,

alter .-electing t'n.ni among the assembled suitors (whose name.-

and ranks have previously been called aloud by the herald >4 ad-

roneefl and -ignitio her choice by grasping the hem of the suc-

cessful .-uitorV robe, and laying a wreath on his shoulder.

After thi> eeremi my i- over comes the wedding. The wed-

ding-fea-t i- very free, tin- bride pouring out liquor for the men
and >timiilating them to carouse. In some cases tho del.

-iiitor- remain ami >hare the feast and the h-f-

* Tims, in iii.293. 33, a king says 'you choose a hu-l>aiul. ami 1 will

him t.. you/ Compare i 16 19.116; m.-i.l.-maiiy. i.n-j. :;

iyamvare dattil <// i>'n'u x/v///*///'//-.//-.// /

Tin- man 'eleoti
1 a- wrll sis the woman, ami -It. -n the

choosing is represented as a last resort, because no man ha-

u- K u -1ma refuses Karna the n_ht ..t tr\
ln|

to \\ in! 1 1 tV.

irdi^yam&m y van yu, \
,

In t lie latest ]>eriod t as in the election .! -i-!i..-.l l\ r.illun.i. tin- |>..ini-
>t tin- -nitors are given by an <>11 woman who accompanies ih -iH into
th- hall (BQhlei - Vikram&Akadevacarita). Compan

Jl
I--.IM oth. r t.,!.-. in i i-j. ii. adtvyo niaho/ !:.

ter the wedding/ gifts are given to the wa- een an. I

at the ten i! link at a

wedding).
' Wedding and oaroiue

*

go togethei rt maybear the

pCmtiOO Of in\ nation tOCaroUSe* given to it l.\ III.' l'.\\ . in \ni

68. 88 (Av&hAc ca vivAhdf ca). Apropos of I'm nk that hi;m

padlis 'an alms' and must be divi.l. .! by th' l.roth.-i^. ,

..,,,,,,,. ti

m i. !.:.-.".. w I ,,-re a priest begs for a u Compare i:
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The poet intends us to believe that the election is meant only

for the warrior-caste, but there takes place an episode which
seems to show an equal participation by the priests. For, dis-

guised a> priests, the suitor and his J>rothers (in t lie case of
Krishna's election) enter the lists and tight. The appearance
of armed priests does not provoke opposition until the contest

is decided in their favor. Then the rule is made that prie>i>
shall never again be allowed to enter an election. We have
here at tirst the same matter-of-course acceptance of warrior-

priests as in the case of Kripa the son of the priest, who. hein^
found as an infant by a soldier, sendeem. was, on account 1

his nobility of appearance and his accompaniment of how and

arrow, at once supposed to be the 'son of a priest who knew
the science of arms.'*

The other popular form of marriage is illustrated by Arjuua's

stealing of Subhadra. He simply runs away with her. Subse-

quently the wedding takes place in a regular manner. This

method is not among those condemned, but it is not looked on
with favor, except for the warrior. The six other methods are

divided illogically, according as they are bad or for separate
castes. Of these, the marriage by sale has already been dis-

cussed. The '

eight marriages allowed by law' are, according
to the schedule, that of Brahma, the godly, the sages', the crea-

tor's, the devils', the Gandharvas', the fiends', and the demons'

(bi'iikma, ddiva^ drsa, prdjdpatya, dsura, gdndharva, vv7/.sv/.sv/.

pdigdca). The legality is, according to Maim (here quoted), in

proportion to their priority on the list. A
priest may be mar-

ried by the first four; a warrior, by the first six; but kings

may marry by the fiends' rite
;
the devils' rite is for men of the

people and slaves. It is then said that three are legal and two
are illegal, out of (the last) five of these; and the demons' rite

and the devils' rite are absolutely forbidden
;
while the fiends'

and the Gandharvas' rites are allowed a warrior (compare M.
iii. 22). The first two fit only a priest, for the marriage

k of

lira lima' and 'the godly' are simply gifts to priests, the first

as a free gift, the second as a fee for sacrificial work. These

women did not necessarily become wives, for in the word mar-

riage here we must understand in the broadest sense any means

of connubial connection, and a marriage-rite is not meant. It

was free to the priest to marry the girl so acquired or not, but

*
dvija dhanurveddntaga, i. 130. 16 (compare 19, gdutamo dhanurrcdu-

paro 'bhavat). It is, however, of course said that '

priests have no ri^ht

in election ; this is only for warriors,' and a Revelation is given to prove
it, i. 189. 7 (adhlkdra, here and xii. 297. 25). Compare ib. 11 (law of <-\-

cluding priests). The quoted
' Revelations,' grutis, in the Epic are often,

as in the case of quoted Manu verses, merely lies strengthened by vague
but grave authority.
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tin- giving i> nor in itself a marriage. Six means of gettim: ;i

\\-Miiian arc left. The tir>t i> the sago', tin- inherited method,
ami is de-crihedas the purchase of a girl hy a pair or two of oxen

The creatorV way is described a> the giving of a girl
with formal verl.al ceremonies. The next is the devils', where
the girl i> >old for as much a> the suitor can pay (this is for slaves

and the people-caste ). The < iandharvas' method of union is free

cohal>itati>n without ceremony (the one recommended here).
Tin- two la-t are reprehended, and are only admitted hecause of
the iiect-Hiv of tilling up the category with missing methods of

-exiial connection : the fiends" method' being to steal and vio-

i girl : the demon's, to rape her when she is asleep or

drunk. Another list, and Manu,* compared with this, show

complete confusion; moreover, the fourth in the new Kpic list

'-placed hy tin- election, put last. I have elsewhere pointed
out the confusion in the legality

'

of these lists.* ami Fecr, in the

essay alluded to above, p. ^4.~, lias tried by various >uh>titution>

''.iirile the discrepancies in the
Epic.

The same difficulty
tfl in the Manavic text, for here the svayariwa n't (com pare

jmtii'ni'iin'n is !<< .gni/cd simply as the girl that elects her own
husband i M. ix.l-Ji, but the 'election' is not on the formal li-t.

'-pccially urged in other parts of the Kpic that the fiends'
'

manner of securing a girl is proper for warrin;

Still anotlier list gives us ( xiii.44. 3 ff.) the term ks<lti'<i. or

methiMl peculiar t> the warrior, as the one immediately after

the one for the priests (!>/'<l/i tmi}. '<\\\(\ it is described as where
a bride is -ivcii ac-ording to the custom of the family, and is

dilTerentiated from the /v//>w.w/, with which in the Sutras this

name M-CIII- identical. The three lawful form- arc here the

';-<i. and //^/////////-/v/, and the two unlawful on.

a and pdiQOCa=rdtya8a, It will at once occur to the

>/! is identical with */////////'/ //////. with

which it interchanges in the li>t> above ; and this is strength
ened by the fact that in another passage from the same hook a-

the last quotation we find ///>//. j>rt/j<fjnf/t/,/.
and a BD a-

the tliree lawful forms i xiii. 1 '.. '2 \. for the prie-tly. knightly,

*i. ; ; ii.

MII in tin- MiiliAlili.i'

although
^ln- \\;i- In. Mil 'ion. In i. ](i-.'. Id. \ 'i|.ii \\.ni

lion, lull lli,- l<i|.^\v .Ii'-I:iiv tllMl 'the Ix-sl \\;i\

X6t ti uplii .I in Hi,

ill. .Hi'l th:il

In tin- |>nrcli;i-' ul\ i-ii .1- I IITIM t>l tin- nmli-i

C,at4 <. that III*'
i

- in t In-

rnyti (i. I'

felon waa originally for all wlmt Hi or the people caste,
a sal,'.
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and mercantile castes, apparently. Of coiirx- />/v7/V7/W//f/ U a

late name, by analogy with Itrii/umi, which in turn was niis-

anderstood as l Brahmft's rite,' though really 'for the priests,'
as ksdtra is 'for the warrior.' The difference may, however,
have been merely in the verses recited. In the Sutras we
find at first six marriages mentioned, of which the first three
are in agreement with Mann ; the fourth, fifth, and sixth are

respectively the
<j<liUmrva, Jcsatra, and mdnusa (

=
dsnra),

according to Vasishtha. To sum up, we have two peculiar
methods of acquiring a girl open to a priest. lie must not
steal or buy her, but may receive her as a free gift or as a fee.

There is one method, called the sages' method, where a girl is

sold for a yoke of cattle. This last is the only method known
to the (} reeks, hut is reprehended, although acknowledged as

an ancient custom, by the Hindu law-givers. There is one
imceremonious connection, equivalent to a free-love union.
There is one method called especially the warrior's, where a

girl is stolen by force. The next method is to buy the girl for

money.* There remains the forbidden rape and the ceremoni-
ous prdjdpatya. As no real wife is made without a wedding,
we may take this to be the simplest explanation of allowed
household connection with women. Deducting the first two
for priests, the third, preserved, although disliked, as an ancient

rule, we have the connection recognized for concubines who had
no wedding ceremony : one for the warriors, by force

;
one for

the merchants, by wealth. Connection by free-love and by
force might afterwards be ratified by a wedding, and the girl
then becomes a wife. Thus (xiii.44. 24 ff.),

we find that a girl

may be sold for connubial connection, and the man is not to

Maine if he has the wedding-rite performed. Had the Epic
election been an old ceremony, we should doubtless find it in

the earlier law-literature, nor find svayamvard (kept till late)

merely as a girl that choosesf that is, not one given by her

parents. In the second list of the Epic we find too that the

election is used in a very free way, rather applicable to the

man than to the woman : thus, svayam kanyd vwraydmdsa is

used by the suitor.J It is well-nigh impossible to suppose that

the knightly election common in the Epic could have been a

usual ceremony in earlier times, or we should see traces of it in

the earlier literature
;
but here we find only that the girl chooses

* Vas. i. 29 ff.

f Compare M. ix. 90-92 ; Ag. P. 226 (1 ff. on betrothal, and) 41, adandyd
strl bhaved rdjnd varayanti patim svayam. Compare V. P. iii. 10.

'

The
election is the common form in all late legends, as in V. P. iv. 2. The
girl is called self-given (svayamdattd) although she has nothing to say
in the matter, as in the case of Arjunaka, Var. P. 8. 9.

\ i. 102. 11, 14 ;
but in 3, kanydh . . gugrdva aahitd vfnvdnd vdi svayam

varam. Pritha ' elected
' a husband because none ' elected

'

her.
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a husband : nothing of tin- great state and show of the Epic

mony. It seems to me. therefore, that the identification of

tin- Kpic election as a later magnificent form of that method
known to the law as one with a ceremony, and seemingly

-yiionvnioii- with it in our two earliest Epic lists, is well-nigh
i iii. Again, as the Epic election is common in the latest

period, it assumed for a very early one it must have existed at

the time when the (Ireek observers described India, and been

continuously before the people. The (irceks know nothing of

it. however; or are we to suppose that even historical sketche-

of the late kings (such as oi Vikramaditya) would have de-

scribed as historical elaborate election-scenes entirely unknown
to that age?
On reviewing the S u t ra literature on the subject of wifehood,

we find much the same confusion as in the Epic. Several

wives are implied, without limit : again, a son born of a slave-

woman is an outcast
;
a slave-woman is

' for pleasure, not for

duty;' yet 'some' permit a slave-woman to be the wife of

a priest.*
As to methods of obtaining a girl, only Gautama and Bau-

dhayana add the pr&jdpctty* and pdigdca : while Apastamba
and Vasishtha give the four usually given first (as above), with

ifth and sixth in Apastamba, substituting dsura and raksasa
for the imiinntit and ks'lft'O, of Vasishtha. These two, accord-

ing to Baudhayana, are a warrior's, and he goes on erroneously
to claim f/an<l)nti'r<i for the people-caste, whereas it is evident

that the ftimlluirva is meant as a warrior-mode, and the dsura
as one for the people. Sale is condemned_. Apastamba enjoin-

hat 'the gift should l.e returned.' AcvalayanaV IIoii>e

rule- are as late as (iautama's and Baud hayana's laws in recog-

ni/ing all eight |>rocesses of acquisition. Most of the lloiix-

nd-- igimrc tiic-r formal distincti

Tli- ' or /////// ieemfl to lc the earliest method PM
ni/rd for warrior-: that i-. >imple rohbery, trait- of the

riirinal form being >till i-ecngni/.ahle in the completed ritual.

Then came the prdjdpatya, a ci\ili/.e(l marriage for the >anie

caste, alternating with the election, in Kpi<- Mate and ceremonial.

The u i> e\elu>ively for prie>t- and warrior- in

the earlier texts, and in the later >nltit utioii of wom;m'>
INWUti in i'nm i- probably practicable only to the latter.

I'i-eln-l. !'''/''-'//' >/'/'//, //. p. ;;o. would show that the

18 ineiitioneil in the IIig-\Yda. and seek- t.. <li--

6 my a-- -tatel in the ab-traet of this eS8aygi\ en

M.,. if,: h. U6.1.8ff.; u. 1.8, i: Vas.i.24-26;

.v. 1 IV.: A p. .-.:. 11. I ',: <i 1U. 13; Vfw. i. IW (T. : I', i. 1 1 . -jo. 1 if.;

.6.

xni tr,
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in the Proceedings for October, 1886, that the svayamvara
came from the prdjdpatya. I was speaking then, as now, not
of the simple choice of a husband 1>\ a girl, but of the Epic
ceremony known as svayamvara nor did I intend to take the
trouble to prove that girls olid not choose their husbands before
the Epic era, but undertook to show the origin of the scenes
such as are given on occasion of the marriage of Epic heroes
this being trie technical svayamvara, the only one under dis-

cussion. I admit, however, that* the abstract does not make
clear that I was treating of this alone, though to prove that a

simple choosing of a lover was known in early times would

appear to be a work of supererogation. It is right to say that
Peer's essay (quoted above) was the first to suggest the substi-

tution of prdjdpatya for svayamvara, although this essay was
unknown to me when my paper was written. On the other

hand, if Pischel means, as he seems to do, that the state svayam-
vara is proved by his citations from the Rig-Veda, I think
he is wrong. He shows that Surya chose the Acvins as

husbands, but not that this was a ceremony capable of compari-
son with the Epic svayamvara. In regard to the different

kinds of marriage, it should be observed that the fiends', rdksasa,

implies a kind of exogamy ;
it is the theft of a girl from an

outside family ; while the perhaps equally old purchase (though
it has been supposed by some, without much reason, that pur-
chase is a recent rite) is the method of gaining a girl at home.
Now between these stands what I call above a civilized form,
the only form corresponding to a modern marriage on the
whole legal list that is, where the

girl
is neither raped, stolen,

bought, nor given to a priest as a gift (slave) or fee, but where
a lover, with the approbation of the father and with his bless-

ing, is presented with the girl. This is the prdjdpatya, so

called, and the 'gift of the girl' here differs essentially from
the honorary gift to a priest as a token of respect or as a fee.

In the first two cases of priests' marriages, we have the girls' re-

gards left out of account
;
she is a present, like any chattel, and

the warrior is excluded from this 'rite.' But the prdjd-
patya, as Manu says, is legal for any caste

;
and he emphasizes

this by giving several wrong opinions beside his own. Whether
the svayamvara came from the prdjdpatya or not, it is evident

that the only method of going through with the necessary pre-
liminaries of a wedding that corresponds in our legal list to the

acquaintance and consent presupposed by the House-rules as

having existed before the wedding ceremony is this method
called prdjdpatya ; and, on the other hand, in our Epic elec-

tion we have nothing but a peaceful exhibition, and consequent
attainment of consent, preliminary also to wedding-rite. There

is, excepting prdjdpatya, no method on the list, which explains
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all possible means of acquisition, to tell us how a peaceful
villager makes arrangements to get married; but this term
di'-iirnates the ordinary vulgar method of village-life, equally
old with sale. This, transferred to a brilliant romantic court,
becomes the election of the Epic, in which is no real strife or
ivnmant of rob-marriage, as Pischel thinks, but a knightly en-

tertainment, in which the fair
lady

selects her knight from tin-

many that offer themselves; or they hold a tournament and
she is the prize of the winner : a court ceremonial and chivalric

state character!/!ng the whole exhibition. Thence it is that she
is som i -ii mi's called vlryaqulkd ; the price the lover pays is his

bravery, as if a substitution of a feat of arms for a sale. In the

rob-marriage of Bhlshma (as proxy), the svayamvwra is used
both of the man's

electing
and in this technical sense of the

woman. When the word means simply that a girl elects

"ii . HI i tor at cost of others, it is doubtless as old as love;
but when it means what it implies in the Epic descriptions,
it indicates a state of society as far removed from a period
when brides were won by robbery as the state of the

Augustine age from the Sabine rape. It indicates further,
with its dowry instead of bride-sale, a period when it was no
1< ni:er a privilege to the suitor to grant him possession of the
iriri. hut an honor to the girl's family, for which, although the
knights contended for her hand, her royal father was willing to

handsomely. Furthermore, the fact that the stories of the

Kpic speak of elections proves very little in regard to the an-
t i<

|
u it \ of the custom, for the long stories like that of Dama-

yanti h.-ar no trace of great antiquity, the simplicity of the

latter's style, honoring of the old gods, etc., ehowiag nigh art
rather than natural simplicity, wherein many moongrnitiefl
indicate a later age than that pretended. Of these tales the
L'i-t i- "Id. the form is late. The question of exogamy ju-t

I d"- not >eem to me to have been satisfactorily answered

lly in the essay <|ii"ted above. He regards the presence
of the rape as a legitimate form of marriage on the legal list as

;iy wa> regarded as a duty in older time-. i

p.
I cami"i assent to tins. It was a custom, a privilege,

but u. .t a duty. Then- is no proof that exogamy was ever (as
'i a required mean- of marriage.

The chirf duty \' the hu-band toward the wife is to keep
;d amused, that she maybe a cheerful 'lamp in

the I, or 'without a wife the houfie is empty/ or 10 Hike
forest

1 The estimation of the -wife ma\ i,,- kn,,\vn b\

ni'.re >udi ivmark>, which may as well be grouped to-

r: M man'- highest good is a wife ;'

* there is no mrdicim-

equal to a wifr. ft lik<- a wit'.-, no n-tuLre like a wife;'
- self re>:d- in the s<.n, ,ne's wife is a' friend given by
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God;'
'

happy are those that have wives, the highest
4 reverend are women, sacred lamps in the house

;
wives are the

joy of a house, and should therefore be guarded well.' I have

given above some platitudes of misogynistic character, and

pointed out that all the glory was for woman as wife, wlion on

the other side equal extravagance reigns. But these citations

must suffice for such a theme.* The wife was to the Hindu not

only flesh of his flesh, but soul of his soul. In bearing a son
she bore her husband, and is therefore called dhdtrl saidjaninl,
because she has incorporated and borne anew the husband's self,

and has, therefore, become identical with it.f Matrimonial re-

lations being freely discussed, as indicated above on mdithuna,
we find the general rule laid down that a husband must be re-

garded as guilty who does not please his wife in this regard.
4 To leave a woman full of love is blamed

;'

i the same as one
that commits abortion is he that fails to have marital connec-
tion with a love-filled wife, when secretly besought.':):

It is no woman-worship, however, but, if properly analyzed,

man-worship, that prompts this honor to woman, i. e. to wife.

For it is the incarnate husband that makes the wife glorious.
And if we turn to the other side, we see this more plainly.
The husband is the protector ;

he is the woman's god. Here
and hereafter he is the woman's sole hope and possession.

i In
the next world a woman's sole possession is her husband

;
he is

her chief ornament
;
she has no divinity equal to a husband

;

he is her highest divinity ;
there is no refuge, no joy, no pro-

tector like a husband.' In accord with this, most of the laud
of women is transferable to the husband :

' when the husband is

pleased, the divinities are pleased,' etc. (xii. 145. 3). The song

*
They are from v. 33. 88 r xii. 144. 5 ff. ; ib. 267. 31

;
343. 18

;
iii. 61. 29-

30; 313.72; i. 74. 42-48; iv.2. 17; v. 38. 11 (compare M.ix.26, striyah
qriyali).

f Another derivation from the same passage, xii. 267. 32 ff., is ambd
angdndm vardhandt. In ib. 35 we find it stated that mdtd jdndti yad
gotram mdtd jdndti yasya sah, mdtur bharanamdtrena prltih snehah
pituh prajdhas if the mother alone could tell the family and father.
With Ait. Br. vii. 18 ff.

,
on jdyd, compare

' the wife is jdyd because her
husband is born (jdyate) in her ; the wife's wifeship is in this, that the
husband is born of her ; the wife is half of the man, the root of his

heaven,' iv. 21. 40 ff .
; i. 74. 37 ff .

\ i. 97. 5 ; 83. 34. This demand on a man is to be honored when made
by any woman. In xiii. 143. 39 the '

village custom '

is opposed to the
rule ytukdle patnlm upagayet. There are indications that on birth the
man and not the woman was made impure. But by the common view
both become impure :

' some say the woman becomes impure, others say
the father '

(B. i. 5. 11. 20-21) ; Vas. iv. 21
; G. xiv. 15

;
M. v. 62. Compare

in Greek antiquity Apoll. Argon. B. 1010 ff., describing the land ' where
the women bear children and the men groan and tie up their heads ;

but the women care for them.'
i. 104. 30

;
233. 26 ; iii. 68. 19 ; 234. 2

; xii. 145. 4
; 148. 7 ff.
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of tin- daughter of the king of Videha says: 'a woman has no
Micriticial rite, no ivlipous feast or fast; t\ie wife obtains
la-awn solrly by obedience to her husband.'*
Sumana i> instructed by C^andill as to the conduct of good

women : tin- wife should not wear ascetic garments of red or of

ba>k, nor go with her head shorn
;
she must give pleasant words

without har-lmos
;
she must carefully and continually cultivate

divinirit >. niaiu--. and priests; she must not act in a mischiev-
011- manner, nor >tand in secret places, not talk too much; she
mu-t in all things seek to please Tier husband,' etc. Again we
rind the HUH of a wife's duty is to be obedient and restrained ;

to eat what is left
;
attend to the fire, the household, and guests ;

her husband her refuge and her god ;
the wife must do as the

Im-Kand bids, whether right or wrong; whether he be poor,
siek. or on the side of the (public) enemy,' etc.f
Women have, however, the right of sharing a penance with

their husbands when, as in i. 119.41, the husband goes to the
wood to do penance

'

accompanied by the wife.' Disobedience
isceiiMired. hut husband-murder is without expiation; puni>h-
meiit of the husband for lying is recommended by 'some,* but

it i> not said who intiicts it: probably said of the king4 The
prohibition against witchcraft is meant in the same way as the
rules above. Such power would relax the woman's dependence,
and violate the rule shutting women out from the Vedie texts.

As ' Vedic texts and roots
'

go together in these injunctions, we
may perhap> imagine that woman's fondness for dealing with

ieal and harmful rites helped to exclude her altogether.
The man that has a wife addicted to Vedic texts and roots, it

is said, 'would be as afraid of her as of a snake that had iM
into the hoiiM-.' Tlii- remark is made by Draupadi. who has

ju>r been asked why the Pandus are so fond of her: '

is it vows
and penanee both, or texts or magic herbs, force of wit or I

of roots, or sickness caused by muttering prayers?' Draupadi

* xiii. 46. 12, followed again by Manu ix. 8 and 26. Compare 14 b= M.
U.81. M.ix.26.

f xiii. I-
1

:!. ! il "-(uand valkalatUttlruin : xiii. 146. 4tf. 55 If. llus-
:m>! chiMn-n must, however, obey the parents ami <! tin-

\vhi-tln-r ritfht or wrong, iii. 214. is If. In n^prrt of eat-
ii.-ni'i. id.' Sutras make a geogra|>lii<';il .li-iin-'

i-Tl. i'!-l. n : It. i. I. J. _' IF. (a soutli' -.m). But
nt. id.- \\ it. .1 1 \vavs eats after them, as Draupadf

in. I \\>.
'

I. \\ it.', son, and
>nl\ i..r tin man's sake,' etc. The Sutras say Hi.r

tecte<l -in. i \voini .n are, however, to eat first (O. v.25; Aj> ii.

f, in. in
think M \\ it. . a husband, a pi

:iiil .1
|. iij.il -In. ul. I I..-

|iiiiii>ln-.| for that sin : hut NUIH- (m - this

ompare ziL 121.60: inotlin. t.nh.r.

and priest these must not go unpunished by the king/
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replies as above, adding that magic is to be applied against ene-
mies ;dme. not as love-philters; a good wife avoids egotism,
wrath ; waits <>n her lord, etc. (much as above), and so wins his

love
;
she does not joke and mock

;
she receives him gladly

with a seat, water, and kind words when he returns from the

field, etc.*

Women are all guarded in the later Epic, but especially
wives. To guard them is to guard one's self from jealousy ;

tl iey are not to be trusted, even if good; 'even a mother of

sons does not reflect on duty ;' some, it is said, honor the father,
some the mother: but wives should obey mother, father, and
husband

;

' I can find no other laws so hard as the terrible laws

for women.'f
We find a general rule that women are not to be executed

(e. g. iii. 206. 46, often repeated), yet the ' terrible law for

women '

enjoins to the latest period that an adulteress shall be
slain in a much worse manner than that implied by simple
vadha or execution. Death was inflicted as *

simple' or as
4

variegated
' in the Hindu code, and the latter, death by tor-

ture, was the one selected for false wives. They exposed her
in a public place and had her devoured by dogs. But others

prefer to have her mounted naked on a donkey and driven

through the village. The Epic is freer than the Sutras, which
have in mind the regulation that women are not to be killed,
and lay greater stress on the caste-order involved, and give op-
tional punishments, such as the above of riding a donkey, or of

sleeping for a year in a pit filled with cow-dung. The general

Epic rule is that the seducer gets the greater penalty ;
the wife

receives one-third the penalty imposed on one that slays a

priest: a cattle-fine, or fasting with ascetic rules, being meant.;):

But without caste or
^/'^-restrictions,

we also find the rule

that a guarded wife who has committed adultery should be
eaten by dogs, while, as in the law-books, the man is tied

upon an iron couch and roasted. In the case of adultery
with the Guru's wife, the stress of punishment is the man's

;

i _^^__^^^^__^_^^^_^^__^_^_-^^_^_^^_^^_______^^___

*
iii. 233. 13 (mantras are for enemies, magic for them or for cattle-

diseases :
* I know the bull whose urine smelling the barren cow bears

calves,' iv. 10. 14, etc.). The mulapracdra here inveighed against points
to an extended practice ; it is spoken of as the samdcdra of bad women
(loc. cit. 7 ff.). Pativratdtva is the name given to the perfect fidelity
of women whose husbands are gods to them, xii. 360. 10, etc.

f The first quotations in iii. 12. 68 (with the pun on jdya) and i. 233. 31 ;

xiii. 104. 138. The last in iii. 205. 5, 17, 8. In ib. 206 20-30, even a priestly

guest is forsaken by a woman that she may attend to her husband, say-

ing,
*

please excuse me, seer, but my husband is my greatest divinity.'

\ xii. 165. 42 ff . In ib. 53 twelve years' penance is allotted for priest-

murder, but probably payment of cattle is meant here
; $e$a, 'the rest,'

i. e. two-thirds of the fine, the seducer's penalty.
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he is also roasted. He is subsequently reborn as a wolf; or,

according to Manu. as a jackal.*
iK-arli a> the penalty is implied in tin- ordeal by tire in Sltfi's

case; the suspicion of adultvrv mn-r he removed by enterinir

tire, as a test of
purity.

In the real Epic story the wives are
of so perfect a character that they do as they please, except in

theory and aphorism. That social converse with men wasipiite
open and natural has already heen pointed out.

The Ilesiodic and Manavic metaphor of a wife as a tield, and
the whole levirate doctrine lianirin.ir <>n this metaphor, is well

known to the Epic. The wife is a 'pure tield,' and -on the

husband's field shall he raise fair offspring.' A curse fall- on
sonless women, and the sonless husband goes to hell. Hence
levirate marriages. We find also that adopted daughters are
like own daughters in the matter of marriage: the second
method of raising a fictitious son, illustrated by Arjuna at

Manipura.t

* Caste order is not given in our text as a factor. Compare xii. H5."i.

63 ff. (M. xi.177). Compare khadayet (M. viii.871), kJi<l<1//<'t (G. xxiiL
15), and cvabhis tarn ardayet satiisthilm' hah n i-istare (loc. cit.) All the
original harshness is preserved in Ag. P. 22(5. 4'J. btntrtnnn'n laiitji

!/<l fi'nii rmhliih su i'n</lt<ltayet striyam; and ib. 2~>7. >.">. the murder.
killed liv lro\vning. For the other citations, compare xii. 165.49 with
the alternatives of M. xi. 104-105 following ; also xiii. 141. 26 ff.; 104. 21.
In xiii. r.^.9. we learn that tapas alone frees from this, old and new
mixed together. In xii. 35. 20-25, the adulterer or 'robber of wives'
does penance for a year. Compare also xiii. 23. 61 ff. (the prayoktar),
ami ib. 13.3, 'murder, theft, and adultery,' the thn sins of tin- body.
All members of the Guru's family being venerable li. u may be
that an early distinction arose between simple adultery and that with
tli. teacher*! \\ it'\ especially as the youth lived with the leather. But
apparently the older general law was that an adulteress should ! eaten
by dogs and the man burned. The Sutras add that the man should
be castrated. Adultery with a low-caste woman, by the same author

renders one liable only to a year's penance ((J. \\; . i.9.

27.10-11). A (liMinrtion is also made, as in Maim, between w<
lod and un.-narde.i. but there is no Aryan limit here < ;. \M .

ii;
l"- \ tii. 374), except in the case of Arvan woman an. I alave

i.\|.. ii. 10.27.9). Outcasting is the penally r..r adultery \\ith female
r.-latives and the (JuruV \\ ile in <;. \\i i

s
; Vas. i. -J

ing, castrating, etc., are here limited to offense with the <;u

though denied by some (G. xxiii. 8 ff., father only*); Vaa. xx. 18 :

l -,': i. 10.88. i:. 16 (Harlta opposed), s,, killing I,N dogs is re-
served here for the Aryan woman's adult* TV with a man of I o\\- caste
(G. xxiii. 11 15; YJ-K x.xi. l : M. viii.;{;i-2, caste imp

1. :.',' : ////////.-/r/A. i In:,. ! ; ,||i,. man. n<>t the
woman is here'commis e on barren ^^

129. 1 ff. The sons of all sorts are given in the late passage MM
48,49 (=M. ix. 160, x.lO, etc.); the daughter, in rill '.-

It is said that conm lawful at a worn i or with
the Guru's wife. I may add the converse of this rule.. n th, man. that

omen, except at natural seasons, is for once *' Hut th.

levirate is fop-ed u),,,,, her l,v h. r ol.( .ii

sixteen years from maturity as the time for ap|M>iin dow (Vas.
~>9). The Epic legends are too wel 1 k n . \\\ \ to need detail : Pfin d u

'

-

itmeiit <>f the gods; the case of I'.ln-hma. (<. The first fon
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Woman's property. The simplest rule is given thus :
' three

people have no property a slave, a son, and a woman.'* Fn mi

this to the statement in the pseudo-Epic that the amount of

inheritance which a woman may claim is
' three thousand '

is a

long step. This later view holds in brief the following posi-
tion: the daughter inherits in default of sons; the son of the

daughter, dauhitra, may also inherit; the woman takes the

gifts given at marriage as her own property ;
the wife, with the

above limitations, is the legal owner of what her husband may
leave to her; the wife may make free use of what her husband
has given to her; it is 'the fruit of enjoyment' ;

but she may
not touch her husband's property ;

at the wife's death, her

daughter of highest caste inherits what the mother has got
from her father

;
the king may not confiscate the property of

women left unprotected.f
As it is evident that these provisions for women's property

are mere legal verses incorporated into the pseudo-Epic, we
must revert to the '

no-property
'

rule as the law of the earlier

poem. In point of fact, however, we have no property of

women discussed in the tale except incidentally, as affected 1>\

the disposition of the wife lost as a stake in gambling, which
scene alone shows that the woman herself and her nominal

possessions were her lord's, to do with as he pleased.^
Divorce was scarcely necessary, unless we extend the mean-

ing of the word. If a woman sinned lightly, she could be
' overmarried '

that is, superseded ;
but her wedding connec-

tion was not annulled. It is formally stated that one should

not separate from his wife.

to appoint the brother of the dead man
;
then any one of the family ;

then during the man's life. Finally the priest is appointed. The priest is

the substitute in the later rule, reminding us of Mandeslp's experience in

finding that all girls were given to the priests on arriving at maturity,
and none were fit for marriage till used by the priests : rather far from
the Vedic ideal, na $eso anyajdtam (R. V. vii. 4. 7). The Buddhistic law
permits a man to marry his brother's widow, and also his living wife's
sister ; but to marry his dead wife's sister is unbecoming (Sparks, notes
on the Buddhist law, i. 7).

* v. 33. 64
;

i. 82. 22 ; ii. 71. 1 : all like M. viii. 416.

t Compare xiii. 45. 10 ff. = M. ix. 130 if. ; ib. 46. 2= M. iii. 54
; ib. 47.

23-25 : cf . M. ix. 198-200 (Manu's nirhdra is here apahdra ; na 'pahdram
striyah kuryuh) ;

in 23, trisahasraparo ddyah striydi deyo dhanasya
vdi, bhartrd tac ca dhanath dattatii yathdrham bhoktum arhati. Last

quotation in xiii. 61. 25. For pensioned widows, see above, p. 107.

$ Into the legal points of strldhana I cannot here enter, but may
refer to the essay of Jolly already quoted for the legal view, and to the
Puranic rule giving six kinds of property to women, Ag. P. 255. 30 ;

209.22, 27. In this work, 221. 20 ff. 23 and 223-226 treat especially
of women, generally from the same point of view as the law-books,
but here any woman without distinction attains heaven by entering
' her husband's fire.'

xii. 270. 27, na patnlrh vihareta ndrlm. The commentator (see M.
ix.46, 80-81, 83) compares Ap. ii. 5. 11. 12-14 (Vas. xiii. 49

;
xxi. 9-10),

saying that vibhajeta is meant.
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( )n the treatment of the wife. two tales may show the prac-
tical teaching. The second is absurd. but worth reading.

* There came a guest to a
poor man's cottage ;

he was very
hungry. Tl him fooa, and he ate it all and was hun-

'Then the householder, knowing the guest-law, gave the

>t ranger hi> own share. \\\\\ lie ate it and was hungry. Then
the wife would give her share also

;
but the householder broke

tin- irne.-t-law. -aying: 'nay: tlion art wearied and hungry;
.vit'e. for the beasts and injects protect their wives

;
thoii

al>o -halt not suffer
'

(\iv.90.38 ff.). 'Jamadagni was a priest
who used to amuse himself by shooting arrow- ; hi- wife ran

after them and picked them up. Once she remained a long
time. When >he returned, he demanded why she had been so

olleeting the arrows. She answered: the sun was very
hot: my head burned, my feet were tired. Then he said, did

the sun dare '. I will shoot the sun. Therefore he shot at the

MIII. but eonld not hit it, on account of its speed. But he knew
that at noon the sun stands still one half a wink : and he said,
in that wink I shall hit it. .But the sun became frightened,
and siid, do not shoot me, I am useful to thee; I bring the

cloud- and rain and fruit. Then Jamadagni decided not to

shoot. But he said, show me how I may protect my wife

when she runs about collecting arrows. The sun said, make a
shade and hold it up: make leather covers and put them on

her feet. Thu- .Janiadagni invented umbrellas and sandals,
and hi- wife ran after his arrow.- without harm' < xiii. 95. 2

ff.).

Another tale makes the world, depopulated by warriors, grow
airain by virtue of marriages between priests and women of the

warriorcaste. The period was one of great felicity, as the

inhabitant- in tin- >econd creation were devoid of lu.-t. and

even the animal> were virtiion-. opposed to the unbridled sin

of the earlier era. The >try may be nothing but a moral on

the good influence of priests.*
The Mother. -Little a- we see of women in thi> light, we

c;mnot but admire the attitude held by the heroe- toward

I'ritha. <>r in f.n-t an\ scene where the mother occur-.' She i>

*i.4.5ff. T i ten repeated. Compare i. 104.5; 122.8 ff.;
' tV. In KJ lal.-r

i-oiiilitiiiii <il \\it.-li><>.| in ih. |-ri...| ..t cliill-in.. .!! illu-t'

l>\ tl li.irinavy&dba, whose dauK'iti i i \ ay to a >

MIX! is i tin -i
I i -lit !" him :onl I" In ttll \\\>- lalli-r Htyi

il.li- :tlM,nt lirr tiitlu-r. "ii wliii-li

I'
- 111- mi- I'm in i nsog ritrthasamagriih krtvd aa

he weddi '.'.44.

I'\ I'ntii.i. < ;;i!i.iii.o-i. .-mil tiu- utiiiT ni..tii.'i- .it ii oked

tipon with the greatest v< i^u.h ahoi n tin-

Indus. \\ - tiii'l il.-

: thi-ir in.. tin T 1,,-tm. t ||.-m /,/,/ Q

head, i. 192. 9.
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holy, as flu 1 father i> ; the ehildren miiM ohey her as they obey
him. She i> to he guarded by lier son, and proteeted by liini

when her hu>hand is dead. vMore elevated than hea\en is tin-

father; more venerable than earth, the mother.' She is again
said to be the most venerable of all persons.*
Whether father or mother deserve more respect is the only

question allowed on this point. Women as mothers are identi-

fied with the earth, as man is with the creator. So it is said in

one place that the mother surpasses the father; in another,

that the father is better than the mother/!- The eldest sister is

regarded as a mother, and so too the brother's wife, if one' has

been nursed by her. This corresponds to the fatherly position

occupied by the eldest brother.^ The mother's curse is, it is

said, one for which there is no antidote, although all other

curses may be averted (i. 37. 4).

The Widow. As seen above, the son protects his widowed
mother. Among those with whom one should not engage in

business are sons, brothers, a widow, and a son-in-law (v. J17. 30).
The self-immolation of Madri, although she is described as 're-

solved on heaven' (i. 126. 30), is merely that of a favorite queen.

Nothing would indicate that a common woman, or a woman of

priestly caste, ought to die on her husband's pyre.| I showed
above that this custom probably originated with royalty, and was

in the beginning confined to one wife.l The emphasis with

which the ideal time of old is referred to as one 'when
there were no widows' (i. 109.11) would imply an undue num-
ber at the time of the writer. So, too, the remark that 'all

men run after a widow ' shows the widows as a frequent and

disturbing element in society.**

* iii. 293. 35 ; v. 33. 74 ;
i. 105. 32 ; xii. 65. 17 ; iii. 313. 60 (mfitr, ijurn turn) :

i. 196. 16
; xii. 108. 3 ff.

; xiii. 104. 145. In the two last, the mother's will is

law, although it be wrong or hard. Compare Taitt. Up. i.ll,
'

thy mother
shall be to thee as a god.' Compare also G. ii. 51

;
Vas. xiii. 48 ; Ap. i.

10. 28. 9, etc.

f xii. 108. 17, 24, and xiii. 105. 15 (= M. ii. 145) ; compare ib. 106. 65 ; xii.

190. 15
; 108. 25

;
297. 2. The mother and father are each ' lord of their

children '

by i. 105. 32.

\ xiii. 105. 19-20 (jyesfhd mat^samd bhaginl) ; sisters without children
live in their brothers' house, v. 33. 70.

Edward Thomas, in his essay "On the Position of Women in the
East in Olden Time," not imparting much of value for India, would
prove a metronymic custom of naming children. As shown above, p.

105, this is only partially true.

|
In the drama, the suttee of a Brahman woman is expressly said to

be a sin (Mrcch., Act x). In the ordinary burial of xii. 298. 38, the Epic
knows nothing of this practice ; the support of widows is implied ib.

228. 40.

IT Jolly thinks the practice began with ' the lower castes,' but adds as

a suggestion the warrior-caste' (loc. cit., p. 448).
** ' All men run after a woman who has lost her husband, as birds run

after food let fall on the ground,' i. 158. 12. It is added that she should
die before or with her husband.
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In harmony \virli its ir'Mieral character, the Epic both knows
and ignores SUP- We must undoubtedly make geograplii-
cal distinctions, as well as those of time. Burnell says that the

custom is more common in the (iiijarati records than in the

south, where they arc -only to be foiiml in the Telegu-Canarese
country." He says 'the custom has never been common in

southern India' (Patooff,. j>.
7 s , 1 _'

In Kpic law, a second lm>land is forbidden. whether the tir>t

hu>baml be dead or alive.J The Kpic story ignores such a rule.

I >aniayantl as a grass-widow Hnally seeks reiuge in a neigh bor-

Ainndoiii. and ^ervcs the jueen's daughter, on condition

that >he shall not have to cat leaving or wash feet or speak to

men ; if a man doirc to marry her, lie shall be fined and then
slain. In the same way Krishna, in the late fourth Ixx>k, be-

comes the companion of the wife of Virata on exactly the

same conditions, as a sdir-indhi'* or maid.

Kxceirt in the case of a satl, women refrain from suicide,
although they generally threaten to kill themselves when dis-

appointed. They mention, as means of executing their threats,

haiiirinir. tire, water, and poison but they always continue to

live'.

(Queens are as independent rulers comparable with slaves in

like
capacity;

alluded to, but disparagingly, as rulers very unde-
sirable :

* wlien a woman is the ruler, men sink like stone-boats'

(above. |. l:;r,. noto. Women's kingdoms seem far off and

*See above, p. 172 ff., and i. 74.46, mftam bhartaratfi sadhvy anu-
gacchnti. the general nil*-.

nijht add in connection with this suicide of the woman that the

Qiva faith demands the same of the man in the Puranic period : cujnim
pravicate yas in i-mlriihtlcuiit sn t/iirrhati. Vayu P. i.21.66. So Kalanos?
The Epiccond'iiistlir/7////(///r; />////,,///. male suicide, i. 179. 20; soalsotlu

W 17: Vas. xxiii. II II.: (i . xiv .12; M.v.89; so Puranic
i.-tu in general, .\K. P. i:.7. :;-.' : .Irama, Utt.R., Act IY.J Mrcch., Act i.

Tin- l;i\v -troin in.w .n" i- tlms^ivcn ly Dirghatamas,
\\ it h the adilitinn t hat the woman'^

|>i >]><
1 1 \ . however rich she may be,

would only (-MUM- li.-r t<> IM-.-IIIIH- vfth&bhooA, <>r an unlawful CIIJMX.T
//"/////or/a). A second hiishaml i> rcc,-iii/c(| in | ;I \\.

.MI .!'.. .'!; M. j\. 17:,. I, in \\ith disapproval. Kv-n tin \u
1 1 1 011^ I )a nia N ant i ptct n<U \ niari'x .main. ini|il \ i nu t lu usage.

A -! termlfl appointed i\ th- i:i\v booki toi
a glBH-s- willow to wait tor h.-r hii-l>and'-> n-lurn. llnv . -i\. tu

i: (J. \\iii. I.M1.-.M. i\. 7fl

In Tl-lthiV- po^ili,,|i \\- h.i\. ;i uliinpse of the BXta nioraliiN
.illo\\. II pro\ided -h- l>e a cllililless wife. Coll) pa n t III

dt-tinitinii iii i. im &patm i>i vailanty
'tin. ,itttl, ixiKin, '.mxllnti, nafaamt I'hnr.l. The line

legitimate children KO( i-\ oih.M than the hu^l.an.l :

:itter th.it lli. I hen>ihle. Th: i .1 .1 pro\eili. ami
:i\ in application 1

IConipar.- I i.ini.is.inti .uxl I' 1 1 a ra in in ">''. \. \ i\ .'.!. 1. The IIM-II

are as extrava; nh 'the iword' a.l.l.,| m a like
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foreign, and are grouped as such: 'the barbarians, the Ya-

vanas, the Chinese, and those that live in a woman's kingdom
'

(iii. :1. -'.".

Women-warriors are as unfamiliar as independent queens.

Only Drupada's boy-girl upholds a legend which, if it means

anything, means that a child was, though a female, brought up
as a boy, and became a warrior. The figure of this warrior

seems too intimately connected with many scenes to allow us

to suppose that it was invented as an excuse for Arjuna. The
child ' was born a girl and became a boy,' for its parents pro-
claimed it as a son.

* vi. 119. 34, stribhdvdc ca $ikhan$inah ; vi. 107. 81, yathd 'bJiavac ca
strl purvam pagcdt pumstvam samdgatah (compare ib. 106).

ADDITIONS.

p. 103, note, on dhvdyaka, as judge, xii. 76. 6, compare Muir, hid.

Ant. iii. 238.

p. 108, first line of note, compare Biihler on G. x. 17, 18.

p. 121, note *, add pitvd kdildtakam madhu in vii. 112. 62.

p. 123, note f compare Ap. G. S. vii. 18. 1.

p. 238, on positio.n of knight, add vii. 156. 129, rathamadhyasthali.

p. 240, on varutha, against commentator as quoted, note ayasmayo
varuthah in vii. 43. 5, and compare the iron car of a demon, ib. 167. 39.

p. 243, on dhvaja, note indraklla (in C., indrajdla), part of staff, in

vi. 59. 122 : compare note on p. 298.

p. 257, on horses, note Krishna, beautiful ' as a mare of Kashmere,' in

iv. 9. 11, kdqmirl 'va turarhgaml.

p. 266, on tusks of elephants, add caturdanta iva dvipah, vii. 16. 19.

p. 271, note t, on bow-string, add i. 225. 21.

p. 302, fourth line ; in R. the yantra are raised ; in Mbh., the yataghni.

p. 364, on phratriogamy : in i. 104. 10, the wife of one brother objects
to union with the second only because she is enceinte.



CORRECTIONS.

1
1. ">*, abbreviations, for A. P. read always .\<j. /'.

l>. 77. lines 7 ami s from foot. tran-p< >- tin* lines.

p. 79, note, line 15, after below read p. 134.

p. 80, last line of note, for Par. O. S. read Parity,

p. 96, note, line 6, for explained read unexplained ; lines 8, 20, 80, for

pp. 76, 72, cW read respectively pp. 78, 74, 88.

p. 97, line 87, i"i kind read In' ml.

p. 99, note *, the quotation is from R. vi. :.l 88,

p. 1 18. note f, line 4, for p. 77 read p. 79.

P. 1 16, note |, line 12, dele 41. go.

P. 121, note J, line 1, for m. 15. H read w. /5. 14.

p. 1*J8. note f, line 2 : Apastamba means here the verse of Ap. as in-

terpreted by the commentator (wee p. 122, note \, line 8) ; for recogni-

tion of state gambling-tables should have been written /rroj/// /'//

royal revenue from state gambling-tables.

p. 126, line 21, for legal read early.

p. 127, note f, line 12, for p. 45 read p. 8S.

p. !.".. line 2, for once read own.

P. 183, note g, line 4, for pp. 77,87 read 79. 88; ik. line !. IW tln'rtn-th

.,;,.! /A/V/,.,.///.

P. 187, note t, line 2, for O. S. read Sntrti.

p. I ."<{. line 2, toraii'f y>//.s-r/// read ///<// fulsi-li/.

|.. 177, note f. line i:. tor a I a/>///.

p. 19, note, line -j fn,m top. for tnif. (160.48) rea.l ///.

p. 208, note, read asadya ; vamam ....
note *, for S4l read Ag. P. S41.

p. 288, note *, line 6, for the yugtniullmrti read

P. -M. note [, dele and vii. 1G.S1.

p. 802, line 4, for over iv.nl at < ailditi.-'
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of manhood. 110. i:*7. 169; of

womanhood, 341 ff.

Ages, 114.

ultiiiv. 103.

Ambassador, 151 (162 ff.).

Aristocracy, 103, Ktf.

\riny, 94, 185, 190, 196 ff., 201. -J',M.

ItuMui,,. 1ST. 331.

Assembly, see council.

Autonomy of towns, 136.

Beef, eaten, 1'J".

Battle, appearance of . JJ'. :VJJ ; laws

of,

Boasting, 233, 17,

Brihaspati, 129, 131. 1<;:>. lsj.:>02ff.,

819, 226.

Hurial. in. 370.

('.ipital punishment (see adultery,

drinking, thieves), i:'.l.

IF..XO, *7. .;?. 106,168,838.

<attlr. *M
: branding of, 166.

Cavalry, 224 (262 ff.).

charioteer, 95(251 ff.).

n.aMity, 118, 834 ff., 837.

( l.il.lren, 889, 840.

< irr, lit of State, 181 ; rin-l,-. .,( hat-

;.

rnii.ii.aii.l.T-iii-rhi.-f, 100, 199, 204;
a kingly office.

ComiiiaiiliiM-iit.-. .'i-lit >r ten, 116.

Consecration (see nirfijanA),
'

Corporations, 81 ff., 96, 184.

il, 99 ff., 102, 180, 148, 150 ff..

160.

i burl "t I..

Courtiers, 99, 149.

Crimea (see abortion, adultery,
inunl.T. thieves, vice***. in.'\|-i.i

T>le, 94, 887.

Dancing, 118, 121, 177,326,329,334.

Deserter, slain, 189.

Dialects, 82.

Drama, 112, 125, 177, 329, 334, 344.

Dress, 105, 170, 306, 317, 341, 348 ff.,

365, 369.

Drinking, 121, 177.

Election, of king, 143 : of husband
or wife, 167 ff., 359 ff.

Family, origin of, 135
; rule of, 139

;

wife of, 354 ; order in battle, 193.

Farmers and traders, 74, 76, 80 ff.,

92, 94, 96, 97.

Fate, 187, 316.

Father (see Guru), 141, 870.

Fighting, as a law, 187.

Foreigners (see Kurus), 96, 98, 247,

339; Yavanas, 75, 136, 212, 295.

Gamblers, 121 ff., 149.

Games, 125, 340.

<J fit has, 69,327.

Genealogies, 69.

Gods, 315, 816.

Guards of army, 200, 205. _>J i

261.

<;UM-|M,\V<IT. 'J5)9 ff.

Gurus. 187, 1 18, 158ff., 155, 161,870;
wives of, 887.

Hair, 193, 807, 882.

Hereditary succession, 187, 1

Horses (see cavalry and sacrili -.

color of,91, 845,801 : r,5 ff.

llunt.ML:. 119.

itayah, H3.

Judges. i<>

S3, 95, 186; titles of, 79, 118;

origin of, 99 ff.. lia tr.: ,hni,.l.

lit. 158; dail

K ii i us of the North, 75, 96.

Lamps in battle.

Land-ownership, 87 ff.



Levirate, 346. 865, 887, 'Ml.

Literature, 108, 111, 112.

Lords of realm, 99.

Love, 334 ; love-charm, 366.

Lying, 124, :{(>:>.

Magic (308 ff.), 312, 365 ff.

Mahabharata, origin of, 58 ff., 324 ;

fifth Veda, 112.

Marriage, 110, 167 ff., 341 ff., 355 ff. ;

price, 345 ff.

Means, the four, etc.. 126, 182.

Megasthenes, 59, 88, 98, 124, 136, 171,

174, 190, 343, 347.

Mercy, 86, 229.

Military authorities, 202.

Moral, laws, 104, 115 ff., 123 ff., 231 ;

responsibility, 132.

Mother, 369 ; brother of, 141.

Mourning, 188.

Mules in war. 259.

Murder (see dtatdyin), 113, 336, 365.

Music, 170, 199, 318 ff.

Names, 105, 166, 364.

nlrdjand, 148, 176, 177.

Officers (see council), of king, 84 ff.,

95, 101, 128 ;
of war, 203, 221.

Ordeals, 133.

Outcastes, 337.

Poison, 111, 178, 277.

Polyandry, polygamy, 170, 354.

People-caste, 73 ff., 79, 94.

Priests, 72, 88, 79 ff., 92, 96, 103,

150 ff., 154, 158, 172, 184 ff., 198,

248, 325, 328, 353.

Prognostications, 314.

Queens, 136, 371.

rathanlda, 238.

Realm, divided, 77, 83, 127.

sabha, 148.

Sacrifice, horse, 147 ; human, 138.

Qalihotra, 202.

Salutation, 75, 106, 337.

Qankhalikhita rule, 155.

-gataghni, 298, 300.

Sex, cause of, 335.

Slaves, 73, 97, 348, 354
;
of war, 107,

337 ; as kings, 136.

Sons, 114, 138.

Spies, 152, 184, 198, 200, 254 ff.

Suicide, 371.

cwra, 99 ff., 222, 303.

Sutler. 17-J IV. B71.

svayamvara, see election.

Tacitus, 100, 113, 123, 191, 223.

Taxes, 86 ff., 89, 90, 91.

Teacher, see Guru.

Thieves, 79, 134, 136.

Tovrns, 77, 96, 136, 174 ff.

Tribute, 91.

trivenu, 242.

Ucanas, 129, 131, 193, 202, 311.

utsedha, 305.

Vasishtha, 73, 75, 152, 159, (179).

Vedas, 111, 112, 188, 365 ; Atharva,
312 ff., 318 ; dhanurveda, 111, 308.

Vengeance, 183.

Vices (see drinking, gambling,
hunting, lying, crimes, women),
117, 339.

Victory, 115, 159, 316.

vinaya, 159.

Villages (see towns), animals of,

119
;
as gifts, 172

; custom of, 364.

Vows, 233.

Vrsala, 168.

vyuha, 192, 195 ff., 201
; door of, 225.

Warriors (see priests, slaves,

women), nobles, and common,
92, 98, 104 ff., 154, 369; deriva-

tion of name, 114, 186
; study of,

108 ff.

Weapons, 176, 178; divine, 292,

296 ff., 313.

! Witnesses, 132, 338.

Woman (see abortion, adultery,

chastity, dancing, dress, drink-

ing, family, games, Guru, mar-

riage, names, polygamy, queens),

purity, 331, 337 ff.; ideal, 332;

independence of, 350
; obedience,

335, 378
; honor to, 364 ; conduct,

365; guarded, 339, 349 ff., 366:

property of, 368, 371
; divorce,

353, 368
; eating with, 365

; as a

warrior, 372 ; as a vice, 118
; poets,

344 ; religion of, 352
; second

wife, 353; second husband, ^71
;

wife's relations, 99
; widows, 107,

172, 343, 370.

yantra, 178, 301.

Year, as month, 342.



AMERICAN ORIENTAL SOCIETY.

Proceeding* at Boston, IVIay 6th, 1885.

Tin-: Society \va< called to order in the hall of the American

Academy, al tuenty minutes past ten o'clock on \\'edue-da\ .

May-,th, by the President, Professor W. 1). Whitney, of Yale

College, New Haven. Conn.
The minutes of the preceding meeting were read by the Re-

eordinir Seeretary, Professo,- Toy. and approved. The LTeneral

order of proceedings WIU announced. Reports of the retiriiiLr

otlict i-s were then presented.
The accounts of the Treasurer, Mr. Van Naire, were referred

to M< s.|-s. Dickennan and John A. Paine as a Committee of

Audit, and found correct. They an- in brief summary as follows:

RECEIPTS.

Balance on hand, May 7th, 1884, $1,037.94

Annual assessments (98) paid in. $490.00

Sale of the Journal, 18.07

Interest on deposit in Savings Bank, - 1<>.sj

Total receipts for the year, 543.91

$1,581.88
EXPENDITURES.

Printing of Proceedings, etc., $169.98

Paper, 180.00

Expenses of Library and Correspondence, 18.90

Total expendit un -s for the year,

Balance on hand, May 6th, 1885,

$1,581.86
The Bradley type-fund now amounts to $994.12.

The Librarian, .Mr. Van Name, reported that the Society had
\e.| troin the lion. KiiLTciie Schuvler niiir Arabic nianu-

ainoiiLr tliem a beautifully written and illuminated nianu-
of tlie Koran: from .Mr. \\'. \\'. Kockhill a eij.\ uf tin-

"Hundred Thousand Son-^s ,.t' !\i ilara-pa." ntti-ed in the IV..

OeedingSOfti . for October, 1884; ami from the French
rnmeiit the fourth \oluine o| the I

. P !ia in the
I the " Collectiou Orientale." The oth. \v,r.'

chietly ti The total ROOeflSioilfl amount to

nine mai \- |.|-inl.d \c.lunie-.ninet\-se\rn parts
;id tifty-lhree |iani|ildeN. The |.J-es,.it numb.

1



titles in the Society's library is, of printed books, 4,296 ;
and of

manuscripts, 161.

For the Committee of Publication, Professor Whitney reported
that the second half of volume \i. of the Journal was all in typr.
It contained articles on the Cypriote inscriptions of the Cesnola
collection in New York, on the American Arabic Bible, on a

Syriac Lectionary, and on the Greek stamps on the handles of

Rhodian amphora?, found in Cyprus, and now in the Metropolitan
Museum of New York, by Prof. Isaac H. Hall

;
on tjie professed

({notations from Manu found in the Mahfibharata, by Prof. E.
\V. Hopkins; on the unaugmented verb-forms of the Rig- and

Atharva-vedas, by Prof. John Avery ;
on the northern barba-

rians in ancient China, by President W. A. P. Martin
;
and on

the position of the Vaitfina-sutra in the literature of the Atharva-

veda, by Prof. Bloomfield. There remained to be printed the

account of books received and the revised list of members, and it

was hoped that all would be finished and distributed to the mem-
bers in a few weeks.
On behalf of the Directors, the Corresponding Secretary, Pro-

fessor Lanman, announced that Professors Short and Hall and
Dr. Ward had been appointed a Committee of Arrangements for

the autumn meeting, and that the same would be held at Colum-
bia College, New York, on Wednesday, October 28th, unless the
Committee saw fit to change place or time. The Committee of

Publication of the preceding year had been reappointed. The
Directors proposed and recommended to the Society for election

the following persons :

As Corporate Members

Mr. William Emmette Coleman, of San Francisco
;

Mr. Adoniram Judson Eaton, of Plymouth, Mass. ;

Mr. Abraham V. W. Jackson, of Columbia College, New York
;

Dr. Henry A. Todd, of Baltimore ;

Rev. William C. Winslow, of Boston ;

Mr. H. B. Witton, of Hamilton, Ontario.

The gentlemen thus proposed were duly elected.

The President named as a committee to nominate officers for

the ensuing year the Rev. Messrs. Dickerman and George, and
Prof. Elwell. These gentlemen proposed the re-election of the

retiring board of officers without any changes, and their proposal
was unanimously ratified by the meeting. The names are :

President, Professor W. D. Whitney, of New Haven
;

Vice-

Presidents^ Rev. A. P. Peabody, of Cambridge ;
Professor E. E.

Salisbury, of New Haven
;
Rev. W. H. Ward, of New York

;

Recording Secretary, Professor C. H. Toy, of Cambridge ;

Corresponding Secretary, Professor C. R. Lanman, of Cam-
bridge ; Secretary of the Classical Section, Professor W. W.
Goodwin, of Cambridge ;

Treasurer and Librarian, Mr. Addi-
son Van Name, of New Haven

; Directors, Professor John

Avery, of Brunswick, Maine
;
Professor Joseph H. Thayer, of
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Cambridge : .Mr. A. I. Cotheal, Professor Charles Short, and Pro-

fessor Isaac II. Hall, of New York; and President Daniel ('. Gil-

man and Professor Maurice Bloomtield, of I Baltimore.

Tin- ( 'irrespondiiiir Secretary read tin- list of members who had
died during the year, and irave sonic of tin- facts of their I'm-

and relation-, to tin- Society. The deceased were as follow -
:

the Honorary Members,

Professor Richard Lepsius, of Berlin :

M. Adolphe Regnier, of Paris ;

and tin- Corporate Members,

Mr. John W. Barrow, of New York :

Mr. Porter C. Bliss, of New York :

Rev. James T. Dickinson, of Middlefield, Conn :

Mr. George B. Dixwell, of Boston ;

Rev. Adolphus Huebsch, of New York ;

Rev. William Hutchison, of Norwich, Conn. :

Prof. Joseph William Jenks, of Newtonville, Mass. ;

Prof. Lewis R. Packard, of New Haven, Conn. ;

Hon. Stephen Salisbury, of Worcester, Mass. ;

Mr. Charles Tracy, of New York.

l'r..fessor I,, .pxjux was one of the first four honorary member^
of tlu- Society, and was elected with Champollion-Elgeao, Ro-
sellini, and Sir (iardner Wilkinson, on the fourth of October,

tat the >ixth mcetinsrof the Directors), during his absence
on his first archaeological journey to the Nile Valley. His great
achievements in ^Egyptology are a part of the history of our
time. ReLfnier was the pupil and friend of Bumouf, and would

licen his successor had he been \villiiii: to renounce his alle-

giance to the house of Orleans. His later years had been dev-.ted

to the publication of the collection, L> x ;//</ ///> !>,-;, , tins de la
< : but by the fruits of hi^ earlier Ulbon, namely his work

Hi Vedic LTrainniar, and his edition, with translation and coni-

inentary, of the Ri i:\eda 1'iiticikhya (1856-59), he has nierittd

well of Oriental students also. He'succeeded Mohl a- |)re>ih-iit
of the S.M'iete A-'iati.jlle.

Mr. .lenk-. -.n of OIK- of the original corporator of the Society,
I>r. Win. .leuk-, was born in 1808, and wa- one of th.

-urvixoi-s ,,f the men named on its first list of member*. He
_'ra!iiaied at Amlier-i ('olleirrin 1 s-j;>, ;uid was appointed chaplain
and profe^Mi- ,,f mat beniat ies in tlie I'nited State-. N;t\\. A

!

\|.t and the Levant ipiiekeiied his already awakened
i studies. Eteeigning his ooinmiMioD, he devoted

him-elf to his favorite
j.ursifit-

uii-ler I >. >"\. < >n Iii- return

irs aidiiiLT hi^ father in editing the ( 'ompreheii-
< '"innieiitar\ to the Uible, a popular \\.-rk of \s ide circulation

and important influence. In 1858 h< \\ .1- m:i< h profeMOT of lan-

l.ana I'niversitN. Th. eiiei-ji.s ,,( |,ix middle life,

.in intense a,-ti\it\ in \\ riling and publishing
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and lecturing, and to editorial ami bibliographical labors.

He had :i inod practical knowledge of about thirty languages,

mostly Oriental. He \v:- ever ready t impart to inquirers I'mm
his rich stoivs (> f inl'onnat ion, and to help them by suggesting
schemes of Mudy or methods and routes of travel. His interest

in the Society was active, of long standing, and constant to the
end.

Mr. Barrow was born in London in 1828, his father and the

mother of Dickens being brother and sister. He was educated
mainly at Heidelberg, and was a pupil of Tregelles and a personal
friend of Tischendorf. Besides being a fluent speaker of the

modern tongues of Europe, he was a thorough scholar in Hebrew,
Chaldee, and the Talmud, and was deeply versed in New Testa-

ment criticism, a subject in which he was second to none in

America save Ezra Abbot. He was a man of unusual business

ability, of wide, discriminating, and disinterested charity, and

altogether a very symmetrical and a great character.

Mr. Bliss was born in 1838. He made journeys of exploration
to Mexico and South America, and occupied positions in the

United States diplomatic service. Later he followed journalism
as a profession, and wrote also many important articles on biog-

raphy and literature in Johnson's Cyclopedia. He was of remark-

ably varied attainments, and acquired languages with great ease.

The best of his works is a study of the languages of the Gran
Chaco Indians, published by the Argentine Republic. While in

Paraguay in 1858, he was forced to submit to torture by the tyran-
nical Lopez, and his career throughout was a very eventful and
adventurous one.

Mr. Dickinson, after a successful but brief pastorate in Nor-

wich, Conn., entered the foreign mission service at Singapore in

1835. Eight years were spent in preaching and teaching, and in

the study of the Chinese and Malay languages ; then, by reason

of ill health, he returned home, and lived in quiet seclusion at

Middlefield, Conn. The account of the Malay language in Ap-
pleton's Cyclopedia is from his pen.

Mr. Dixwell was born at Boston in 1814. At an early age he
entered commercial life, and went to Calcutta, where he became

proficient in Hindustani. He was afterwards connected for many
years with the firm of Heard & Co. in Canton and Shanghai, and
was a diligent student of the Mandarin dialect, which he could

speak and write both in the business of the firm and in his inter-

course with the natives. On his final return home in 1873, he

became much interested in the investigation of superheated steam
and of means for using it safely. He also wrote upon subjects of

political economy.
Rabbi Huebsch was a learned Hungarian, very proficient in

Hebrew, Arabic, and Syriac, who was called to the New York

Congregation Ahawath Chesed in 1866, and became a great

power for good among his people. He published a Hebrew trans-

lation of part of the Peshitto version of the Old Testament with a

Hebrew commentary.
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U-\. Win. Hutchison irradnated at Vali- College in Is.vi, ami
went out in 1858 to Constantino] tic to establish a mission in

Turkey. Tin- condition of hi> wife's health compelled liim to

return. In lsj."> lie became principal of tin- Norwich Fiv.

Academy, ami tilled this |M>ition faithfully ami honorably till his

death.

Professor Packard was born in 1836. He graduated at Yale
Collcov in I860, ami cont inued his studies at Berlin under liocckh,

lickkcr, Haupt, ami Kiepert. At the age of 30 In- received his

appointment as professor of Greek at Yale. The Transact ion- ,,f

the Aineriean Philological Association, of which he was president
*81

9
contain a number of elaborate essays by him. In 1883

he was sent out as director of the newly founded School of Clas-

sical Studies at Athens, became very ill on the way thither, ami
lied soon after his return home.
Hon. Stephen Salisbury, of Worcester, Mass., had been a mem-

lier of our Society since 1860. He was one of the oldest members
of the Massachusetts Historical Society, for forty-four years a
i Member of the American Antiquarian Society, and for thirtv

it* president and principal benefactor.

Mr Tracy graduated at Vale ( 'olleirc in 1832, and achieved a

prominent position at the bar of New York City.
K .-ports of letters of interest to the Society were given, and

some extracts were read. Dr. Toy told of the travels of Dr. Ward
in Mesopotamia, of his successful explorations for sites favorable

for archaeological research, of the prospect of valuable finds here-

after, and of the sickness of his companion, Dr. Sterrett, at Bagdad.
It \\ a*, proposed that measures be taken to set forth to the proper
authorities the desirability of establishing a consulate of the

Tinted States at Bagdad; and further, that a scheme be consid-

ered for the raising by England, France, Germany, and the I'nited

State" .if a joint purse for excavations, Turkey to be a partner
without contribution, and the antiquities to be divided amon<r the
ti\ e parties.
With reference to his correspondence with Prof. Long and Dr.

Ward, Prof. Hall reported as follows :

A letter from Prof. Albert L. Long, receive^ just as I was starting for

th meeting of the Society, states that the Greek MS. m.tic.-il 1>\ me in

the Proceedings of the ni.,tin- at Baltimore in October, 1884, is now
hia property, and he proposes to collate it thoroughly. AN... that he
has found a fragment of a Syriac MS. of the (;<>-]" 1 . <<>ntaiuin^ a por-
tion ,,f I, ilk.-, written in tine large Estrangela, on stout vellum. He
transcribed a few lin<->. which appear to me to i>. ..i tin- ll.-irkl. >\\^\\\\\

n. though I have had no opportunity to compare. It is not
I

1

. -ditto, i, ut is in the style of the Harklensian, at least. He enclosed a

scrap of parchment from a like MS. One Hide contain- portions of

Matth.-w \vi. [8, I!'. '.'I. in tli.' llarkl. IIM;.M S>

side seems not to come from any portion ,,,.;,! \\ prhanm 1 conclude

ili.it the scrap is from a I.' . (Jacobite). It seems to be the

onl\ Lit ot lUrklensian MS. m ih.- ootmtry. Tin- writing is of ih.
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splendid large Estrangela that was used for several centuries in tlu>

most luxurious MSS., and contains no certain marks of date. It is not
KM nit. however. Prof. Long also adds that his letter to Dr. Bliss. 1111-11-

tioned in the Proceedings, was a hasty one, written in order to.induce

the purchase of the MS. when there was fear of losing it, and by no

means intended for publication, or as the result of anything but cursory
examination.

In March last I received a package of fragments of Syriac MSS. from

Rev. Dr. W. Hayes Ward, which he had obtained from a monastery in

the Tur (he does not give either the name of the monastery or its exact

locality), which are rather valuable as specimens of the writing than

for other reasons. I have had time to examine carefully only two of

them. Of these, one is a leaf from a Lectionary, in splendid Estrangela,

of uncertain age, containing portions of lessons from Matthew, Luke,

and John. This leaf was 15 x 10^ inches in dimension, written in two

columns, 23 lines to the column, letters i inch high, with the long
strokes reaching inch farther above and below. One side contains the

quire number, 6. The rubricated title to one of the lessons is present :

viz. " Lesson of the [l?]lth Sunday after Easter, at vespers. From
Luke." The figure I have bracketed and questioned appears to me to

be 10, and the whole number 11, but the letter which represents it is

almost washed away. But the doubt is small. The following lesson is

Luke xvi. 19-24, middle of the verse, where the fragment ends. The

version is Peshitto, with some unimportant variations from the printed

text.

Another fragment is written in old Estrangela, apparently of the

eighth century, parchment leaf 9f x 6f inches, two columns to the page,

27 to 29 lines in a column. One column and a large part of the next are

taken up with the end of a homily, whose subscription, in red, reads :

" Ends the homily on the love of poverty, which is the thirty-seventh ;

and it has stichi one thousand one hundred and seven ;" but the number

for "one hundred" is defectively written, and might be merely the

letters, used numerically, for 41, making the number of stichi 1041 + 7, if

that were not rather an absurd way of writing. The expression in ques-

tion is the connective waw, the letter mim, and a defective olaf.

Following this is one line of dots and dashes, and then the title of the

Letter of King Abgar to Jesus, the letter itself, Jesus-s reply, and part of

a sentence of narrative, with which the fragment ends. In Hebraica

for April last is published the text, but with some errors both of tran-

scription and printing, and consequent errors in the translation as there

given. The text of these letters is quite different from that in Phillips's

Doctrine of Addai ; but on recourse to the Greek text as preserved in

Eusebius's Hist. Eccles., i. 13, I find that the matter there and that of

this fragment stand related to each other as original and very close

translation, with a few slight differences. The title to Abgar's letter is

different in the two, that of the letter of Jesus is the same
;
and other

variants are found either in different MSS. of the Greek text of Euse-

bius or in Latin translations of it. Were it not for the fact that the

Syriac includes the beginning of the sentence which follows the letter
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of Jesus in Eusebius, I should say that this is original, and Eusebius a

translation. Still. th- letters bear no marks of translation from Greek,

nor does that following sentence which latter may have been'taken by
Eusebius from the same source as the letters themselves. Also, this MS.
mils the matters which Eusebius inserts between the two letters. Still

further, the letters in Eusebius bear most certain marks of^having been

tran-latr.l t'niu the Syriac, independently of any Syriac version to com-

pare with it. K. x., the expression Kara vo\-v Mfpr/v is hardly fair Greek

I concluded 1

; but it exactly renders the familiar Syriac .A^OJCD

^v^* which is actually found in this MS. So roirapxtK is not very

01 mimon Greek, but it is exactly the Syriac &X2 JLi which likewise

M-rurs here in the MS. (The MS. is much faded, and very hard in spots

to decipher, and the Greek text enabled me to discover my errors of

transcription.
I may add here, with reference to the note in Migne, torn, xx., p. 122,

note 61, about Oi-jov/w vifa Vohanice filius, Vohame, Euchame, OiV^ot;,

8*0., that the Syriac has 7VI%o2. which means 'the black,' though
it may be a proper name. (Migne omits it in his text : but see the note

above referred to.) It is the common Peshitto N. T. word for 'black,'

and apparently akin to the Greek avxptf etc., though evxafta (or -pov,

or -JOK) would be a natural Greek reproduction as a proper name.

However, since this work with Eusebius, I have received a note from
Prof. Theodor Noldeke (to whom I had sent a copy of the Syriac), which

says that this MS. text is the same with that found in Cureton's Ancient

Syriac Documents, except some unimportant variations, and is a part of

the Syriac translation of Eusebius. Cureton's work I knew of, but

could not find it, either in New York or in Cambridge.
Of the other fragments, the most remarkable is a folio (two leaves) of

vellum, each leaf rather over 16 x 11J inches in dimension. It is a ser-

vice-book, written in most magnificent monumental Estrangela, lines

running across the whole page, twelve lines to the page, letters A in. -h

hitfh, with long strokes extending inch farther above or below. Un-

fortunately it is very badly damaged by water, and most of it only

decipherable with great difficulty. One ornament, just below a line

wholly occupied with the words for *

Hosanna, Hallelujah.' is in green
ami yellow, of the well-known woven pattern, followed by a rubric of

tli* 1\& for vespers, of a day or feast whose name is mutilated. What
follows, to the end of the leaf, is mostly decipherable, but just enough
is obscured to deter me from giving it the necessary time.

Next are three leaves filled with ecclesiastical rules or precepts, with

numhers in the margin, rubricated places, and here and there a Greek
word reproduced in Greek uncials in the mar- m. These are on vellum.

11} x 7} inches in dimension, writing in rather old Jacobite, two column-*

to the page, and 80 to 41 lines to the column. As a whole they are

much damaged, but a large portion of them is easily legible.

Another vellum tiu-m.-nt is 15 inches wide, but only the top of the

much damaged, but wriit.-n in a iN-autiful old Jaco-

Lit.-, nearly like the- Estrangela, but more like tin- Beirut MS., an. I may
date from tli. '.Mn . iiturs Of a little later. It i- \\ rill en in three columns
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to the page ; and it is as regular a piece of writing as I ever saw, showing
scarcely any of the marks which distinguish manuscript from type. It

is so much damaged that I have not yet tried to read it.

Then follows another vellum fragment, written in two columns to

the page, each column 12 inches long and 3 inches wide ; but the leaf is

mutilated. The top margin is 2 inches wide, and the outer margin 2^.

Tin- iniu-r side and the bottom are cut or torn away. It is from a ser-

vice book for saints' days, with proper rubrics. Written in old Jarohitr.

much like the last, in larger characters, and only a little less finely exe-

cuted. One of the few entire rubrics present is "Supplication of [the

feast of] my Lord James (or Jacob)," with the number 2 in the margin.
The column contains 32 lines.

The rest are on paper, written in Jacobite, and not very ancient. Two
of them are from service-books, in which the rubrics mark the priest's

part and the people's response ;
the rubric being usually only the word

"priest" or "people.'' Another pair of leaves is in roughly written

Jacobite coarse script, faded and mutilated, in which a hasty look shows

supplications to the "Lamb that was once offered, Lamb that was
bound for the sacrifice of the Messiah, Redeemer of the world," etc.

Another fragment of a leaf, in much finer and better Jacobite, and

apparently older than the other paper fragments, is from a prayer-book,

but not a single whole line is present.

With reference to his paper in the second half of the eleventh

volume of the Journal, Prof. Hall would add the following note.

Since writing my article for the Journal on the American Arabic

Bible of Drs. Eli Smith and C. V. A. Van Dyck, Mr. Benjamin E.

Smith, son of Dr. Eli Smith, has received from Beirut a communication

respecting matters connected with that Bible and its translation, which
demands some attention. These documents were a Report of Dr. Eli

Smith on the Arabic Version of the Scriptures, dated March, 1844, made
to the Mission authorities or to the Mission in the field

;
another Report

by Dr. Smith on the Translation of the Scriptures, then in progress,

dated April, 1854 ;
and a document compiled by the present librarian of

the Theological Seminary of the Syrian Protestant College at Beirut,

and consisting largely of extracts from written accounts furnished by
Dr. Van Dyck relative to the Bible translation : in which document,

however, it is not possible to distinguish always between the compiler's
own work and the quotations from Dr. Van Dyck. The two reports of

Dr. Smith deserve to be printed entire, as they supply a picture of the

state of things not elsewhere to be had.

It is clear that in the Old Testament Dr. Smith left a MS. translation

of the Pentateuch, the prophetical books of Hosea, Joel, Amos, Obadiah,

Jonah, Micah, Nahum, and 52 chapters of Isaiah. Likewise, he had

printed 16 chapters of Matthew, besides translating the entire New
Testament. It is also true that these printed chapters of Matthew were

destroyed ; but it is the opinion of the librarian that all Dr. Smith's

MSS. of all the work that he did on the translation of the Bible are pre-

served in the Mission Library,
" under lock," in tin boxes, and highly
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valued b\ the Mission. If this opinion is correct, the story that Dr.

Smith's MS. translation of the New Testament was destroyed is untrue,

and grew out of the fact of the destruction of the printed sheets

of Matthew which, of course, were destroyed only because of their

following a Greek text different from the ignis f.itunsot the textus

tus. I have written to Dr. Van Dyck to ascertain the exact state

>f the case, and shall doubtless be able before long to present it, cor-

rectly and clearly. It possible, the two reports of Dr. Smith, above-

mentioned, and the accounts formerly written out by Dr. Van Dyck
and now in the Mission library, should be printed in extenao. When I

was in Beirftt, all such matter was inaccessible, and I think it was not

generally known by the missionaries that such documents were in

i \ istcnce. At all events, I inquired pretty faithfully, and was answered
in a way such that I could interpret it only in that manner. Theftfteen

years or more that had intervened since the first printing of the Bible

had been far more productive of myth and oblivion than was desirable.

Besides the papers above mentioned, an important pamphlet relative to

the electrotyping of the Arabic Bible in New York was published by
the American Bible Society in 1865, entitled "The Arabic Scripture-."

Especially valuable are I. Preamble and Resolutions adopted by the

Syrian Mission at the annual meeting held at Beirut, March 30, 1864 ;

II. Letter of Dr. W. H. Thomson to the American Bible Society, dated

Beirut, August 30, 1864 ; and III. additional statements, in each of which

is a valuable historical item or two, though much of the matter is

declamatory ; and [IV.] estimates of cost, and formal action of the

authorities of the American Bible Society. The addresses at the Bible

Society Anniversaries, about that time, were eloquent and of great
value in their place, but they add no facts further than the sources

already mentioned.

Mr. Rockhill writes from Peking that he is renewing a
vii --jest ion formerly made 1>\ Dr. Williams that the State

Department make over to the Oriental Society a lot of valuable

Chinese books ghren by the Imperial government to the Knitcd
- government, And which have lain stored and unused for

year*. Me announced his intention of 8cndin<_r a parcel of Til.etan

manuseripts t,, ,, M r lil.rary, and reported the establishment of the

Peking Literary Society, which, with such inciulu-rs a> Aivndt.
llalier. Kushell, Kdkins. and .Martin, was likely to do ._r,,,,d work
in promotiiiLT Oriental and literary studies in the Far Kast.

Sir. Charles Tip .' i*-ell. Sr., of ( 'amlirid'.re, ^aid that he

was eontident that if the hi'-t- were onl\ I trough t to the attention
of the Seen-tary ,,f State in the proper manner , they would iveeixe

due and prompt e. -nndera! ion, and that the \\.u-k* in .|UeMi"n
would l,e made aecrs>il>lr to >cholar^, in the lihrary either of the

r of Ckw ( >n motion of j'rof. (', lu in.

it \\ a- \ "led. after diciiHsimi. that a committee of three, mn-M in^
of the President and tWO Qtheil to lie appointed ly him. an- 1 \\ it h

|M\\er to add ,,thei-s t,, its niiinl.ei, l.e aiithri/ed to eonsi.ler this

matter, and take s M eh ^tepH an it Hlnuld deem tit to I

ring about

3
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the desired ivsult. The Chair appointed Mr. Russell, and Dr.
Peter Parker, of "Washington.

Mr. Russell moved that the same committee be authorized to

rcusider the question of the establishment of a consulate at .Bag-
dad and take whatever action might seem judicious and feasible

in the premises. The motion was adopted.
The miscellaneous business was finished at 12.30, and the Soci-

ety proceeded to the hearing of communications. A recess was
then taken from 1 to -i \\ M. It became evident later that an

evening session would be necessary ;
and so, after discussion, it

was voted that this be held in the Hall of the Academy, beginning
at 7.30. Papers 12-17 were presented in the evening. The fol-

lowing communications were presented at the meeting :

1. On Naville's Identification of the city Pithom; by Rev. L.

Dickerman, of Boston.

Mr. Dickerman explained at some length the reasons which led him
to question the identity of the store-city Pithom, stated in Exodus (i. 11)

to have been built by the children of Israel, with that place of which

the remains have been found by the Egypt Exploration Fund expedi-

tion under Naville, at Tel-el-Maskhutah.*

The evidence of ancient authors shows that Clysma was the port on

the Arabian Gulf at the eastern end of the canal (river of Ptolemy or of

Trajan), and that Heroopolis was a town on that canal, 8f miles from

Clysma. It becomes then an interesting question, where the head of

the gulf was. Rosiere has argued elaborately that since the beginning
of the historical period it can only have been where it is now, at Suez.

Lepsius denies any upheaval during historic time, on account of the re-

mains of an ancient canal traceable for some distance north from Suez.

Explorers agree that there are no evidences of a recent sea-bed in the

region. If the land from Suez to Lake Timsah has been upheaved since

the Exodus, it would be strange if the Wady Tumeilat was not up-
heaved too. But if the Wady had been ten feet lower than it is now,
the canal would have flooded the whole valley with water from the

Nile. If the "young man" stated by Lucian to have sailed from

Clysma to India found salt water 9 miles from Tel-el-Maskhutah, there

must have been an upheaval which raised a few square miles smoothly,
without jar, crack, or historical record.

The Septuagint substitution of "Heroopolis in the land of Ramses"
for the "Goshen" in the Hebrew of Gen. xlvi. 28 need not have been

from superior geographical knowledge of the location of a city, never

large, which centuries before had ceased to exist. Rosiere and others

regard it as indisputable that the LXX. mistook the Hebrew verb horoth
' direct

'

for the city-name rjpw. The Coptic version puts Pithom instead

of Heroopolis: whether from evidence that Pithom was the place of

meeting is questionable; they simply knew that tfpo)v was no fit transla-

tion of horoth. It is not to be supposed that they changed the name
for the mere pleasure of using a synonym.

*The Store City of Pithoin and the Route of the Exodus, by Edouard Naville.

London. 1885. 4to,
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Mr. Dickerman proceeded to describe the monumental evidences on

whieh Naville bases his claim of identification. On the inscribed monu-

ments discovered by him. he timls such expressions as these: "the good
l.-r of the abode of Turn:" "the head of the prophets of Turn:"

t his abode was erected to Turn;" and other the like. But in all these

texts, pi-Turn is the abode or house or sanctuary of Turn, and never

the eit\ . On all the monuments >f the time of Ramses, the time of the

oppression, then- i> no mention of a city Pithom. The name Thuku, on

tin- contrary, is always accompanied in these inscriptions either by the

^lyphic determinative for 'city' or by that indicating a region

inhabited by foreigners. We have no right to spread the name of the

temple '\.i the city, especially as the city has a name already. No

"city of Pithom" is mentioned save in the badly mutilated 10th and

i:',th lines of the Ptolemean tablet called by Naville the "stone of

Pithom." As a parallel case, Maspero (1877) criticises the claim of

Brugsch to have found at Tanis the city of Ramses, because of finding a

t tn i pie there to the deified Ramses, or a Pi-ramses, and denies the right

of extending the name of the sanctuary to the city, still more of iden-

tifying a Ramses-Tanis thus obtained with the Ramses of Ex. i. 11. An
argument valid for the shores of Lake Menzaleh is equally good in

Wady Tumeilat. Before Naville writes with so much confidence of
"
Heroopolis-Pithom," he should show in some intelligible connection

the words em tinm pi-turn, orpi-tum mil

The Thuku of the monuments is assumed by Naville to be the biblical

Succoth. Doubtless the Egyptian th is sometimes transcribed by the

Hebrew samekh, and the Egyptian u or ut equivalent to the Hebrew
nth. But philologists e. g. Revillout in the Acmh'nii/ of April 4th .

are not enthusiastic in the identification of the two names.

Hence, while not impossible, it is also not proved, that Heroopolis,
which is now Tel-el-Maskhutah, was once the city of Pithom, also the

<-it \ of Succoth, in the eighth nome of Lower Egypt.
In conclusion, Mr. Dickerman called attention to the value in other

respects of the results of the exploration, which make the first work of

the Fund worthy of grateful remembrance.

8. On Xaville's Identification of Pithom; by Rev. \Vm. <

\\ inslow, of Boston.

Naville's identification of Pithom with Tel-el-Maskhutah has 1 n <li-

puted by only one great Egyptologist, Lepsius, and that when he was
in failing health and had only imp. it. it \idence before him. Me
admitted the disclosure of a store-city, but believed it to be the Raamsee
of Ex. i. 11 equally as important, perhaps, as Pithom (cf. Academy,
Feb. 28, 1884).

Naville's Pithom is accepted as the Pithom of Ex. i. 11 by Brugsch,
Revillout, and Pleyte, reflecting German, French, and Dutch opinion,
and by Ebers, Poole, Maspero, Rnwlin-...n. SftjOB, Tomkins, and ot

.irthedcity is not Pithom, let us dig further to find what ii i

Mr. VYn iewed some of the prim -ipal ar-nments. Naville'-,

discovery agrees with the description ,,t I'nli,,.,, .-,, ., manure" or
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"
store-city" and as a "

fortified
"

city. The treasure was grain, and the

walls were of unusual strength. The Pithom bricks also agree with the

ones described in Exodus : some are made with straw, some of Nile mud
without any straw, and some with fragments of reed the " stubble " of

our version (Ex. v. 12). Only a few have the royal stamp, but this is

natural considering the vast number used. In the heart of the land, the

bricks were not always stamped (Birch's Wilkinson, i. 36, ii. 297). Tom-
kins has shown that it was uncommon to use mortar with crude brick,

and yet this is just what Naville found, and it harmonizes with the tra-

dition of Ex. i. 14.

The employment of the Israelites for constructing a fortified commis-

sary depot on the frontier for the outgoing and returning armies of

Rameses II. was a natural and advantageous one. The identification of

Naville's Pithom with Heroopolis and Ero by inscriptions found on the

spot locates Pithom at Maskhutah; and the identification of Pithom with
Patumos and Heroopolis has been made, for example, by Birch (Rawlin-
son, ii. 326). Naville derives 'Hpu from ar, a term applied to the keeper
of the storehouse; and Tomkins thinks that HPOT represents Egyptian
aru,

' storehouses.' That Succoth (Thuku) was the civil name and
Pithom the sacred name of the same place is a view which would agree
well with Papyrus Anastasi vi., which places Pithom in the region of

Succoth. Thuku was first the name of the district, and then the name
of the capital thereof.

The canal of Rameses, according to Herodotus (ii. 158, ed. Wesseling),

began near Bubastis and ended "at Patumos, in [on or at] the Red Sea."

Even now the marshes east of Maskhutah become lakes at certain

seasons, and these, it is probable, were identical with the end of the

northwestern arm of the sea.

A Latin MS. of the tenth or eleventh century, found at Arezzo (see

Academy, March 22, 1884), tells of a lady's pilgrimage from France to

Egypt and the Holy Land, about 370 A. D. This MS. says that Pithom
was on the border, and adjoined Ero or Hero, formerly Heroum, where

Joseph met his father; and that the pilgrim went from Hero to Raamses,
about twenty miles distant. The LXX. made Joseph meet his father at

Heroonpolis (Gen. xlvi. 29). It thus appears that Heroonpolis and Ero
were placed at the same locality as late as the fourth century of our

gra. And Pithom, Succoth, Patumos, Heroopolis, and Ero, juxtaposited
as we have seen, are supported, at least in name, by the two Latin in-

scriptions found by Naville in situ.

As for the monuments, the colossal hawk of black granite with the

oval ring of Rameses II. identifies that monarch as builder of the city,

since nothing found antedates him. The statue of Ankh-renp-nefer
identifies that person as "the lieutenant of the district of Succoth, the

good recorder of Turn," etc. The papyri already cited say that the

governor of the district was "Atennu," and this very title Naville has

found on this statue.

The statue of Aak, unearthed at Maskhutah, addresses "all the

priests who go into the sacred abode of Turn, the great god of Succoth."

The image of a priest in white limestone witnesses that it was set up
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'* in the abode of Turn, the great living god of Succoth." The priest is

called " head of the store-house
" and "official of the temple of Turn of

Succoth." A sandstone fragment was found containing
" not only the

cartouche of Rameses II., but also the name of the region in which
I'itum was constructed, Thuku." The sacred name Pi-Turn ('sanctuary
of Tuin'i, or Pa-Turn, occurs fifteen times, and the civil name, Thuku or

Sukut, twenty-two times on the material disclosed by Naville. Various

passages of the "Stone of Pithom" bear on the question. Mention is

made of Turn as "
god of Succoth," and of " the city (or town) of the

temple of Turn." Line 10 connects Pi-Tuni with the canal of Ptolemy.
Line 28 speaks of " the city," because it it there needless to repeat the

proper name. In line 18 occurs Pithom-Succoth, and both names have
the sign determinative of a town which agrees with the view that they
are sacred and secular synonyms.

:*. On the Holy Houses from the Hebrew Scriptures; also from
tin- original texts of the Chronicles, Ezra, Maccabees, Septuagint,
Coptir, Itala, Chaldee, Syriac, Samaritan, Talmud, and lead in IT

Rabbis; by Prof. T. O. Paine, of Elmwood, Mass.

Mr. Paine said that the work here described was announced in the

Proceedings of this Society for May, 1876, and would be issued in the

coming autumn by Houghton, Mifflin & Co. (40 full-page plates, folio,

and 129 figures scattered through the printed text) ; that his investiga-
tions and making of drawings had continued to the present date. He
said that, according to his restorations from the Hebrew of Kings and

K/.-kiel, the outer court of the temple was six hundred cubits square,
and the inner court was four hundred cubits square: in both cases in-

< hiding the court walls. He said that in his first studies, dating from
Dec. 26, 1852, and published in 1861, he had made the inner court 400

cubits square inside instead of outside of the walls.

He stated that the ark of the flood was a gradine form, similar to

forms discovered in the regions of the cuneiform ark-texts; that the
ark had a water-tight hull, floating three decks of cabins, the above-
water portion growing smaller and smaller upwards in three stories,

like the chambers of the singers, altar, etc., in Ezekiel. That the ark.

temple, and house of tin- king were of the same height, 80 cubits, the

upper portion in each case being subdivided into three st<>ii.>. \\itli

windows.

That the tabernacle of Sinai was identical in design with tents dis-

covered on the ruins of ancient Nineveh, and like the ea bin <>r home
t. in of the Arabs of t. d:i\ : the v.Tti.al walls being the mixhkan. and
the sharp roof, the 'ohel; these two terms IM-UIK also applied to the

wh..|i- -ti u< lure.

4. On the "thed! 91 "f Mr. \YliiteliMiix,.. :i!!iimini: Cairo to I,,

tin- KiUiral /..an and Tani- ma_rn:i; l.\ Prof. .F. A. Paii

\ town, N. V
Mr. Paine held thi^ ih.^i- hid do\\ n and d. -fend, d at the last preced-

ing meeting of the -
il rr.trwfliiiKH t..r < ). t . . |ss.| : . I,,um.il.
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vol. xi., pp. ccxv. fg.) to be wholly invalid, every statement, considera-

tion, and argument brought forward in its support being either mis-

representative or incorrect; and he proceeded to refute it in detail and
at considerable length. A much abbreviated abstract of parts of his

paper is as follows:

I. As regards monumental evidence, it is in general passed unnoticed

by Mr. Whitehouse, reliance being placed instead 011 Christian, Jewish,
and Arabic traditions, wrongly construed. This is the direct opposite
of the scientific and critical met hod of our day, which puts the monu-
1 1 it i its above all tradition, even above the Greek and Roman histories.

Now the site of San, with its city, is called Zoan by the monuments.
This is one of the names given to it not by Egyptians only, but also by
Assyrians and Hebrews. The biblical "

field of Zoan" is clearly identi-

cal with the Egyptian sokhet Z'an, 'field or territory of Z'an,' chief

place of the fourteenth nome of Lower Egypt, and thus the San of the

present day. This sokhet was the * low country
'

of the nome, the

marshy or pasture lands or Bukolia, low in comparison with the desert

on the south-east, and adapted for grazing. The biblical " sadeh of

Zoan" has nothing to do with "the technical term of Abulfeda,
Said" (Whitehouse), because Sa'Id is only a modern Arabic name for

Upper Egypt on both banks of the Nile, later even than Antoninus Mar-

tyr (whence it could not well have been translated *

campus
'

by him),

and because the two words have no etymological connection, their

resemblance existing only in their transliterated forms. The origin of

the name Zoan is Hebrew, as that of Zar or Zor for the site is Phoenician;

the one is a sign of Israelitic occupation, as the other of Tyrian com-
merce. The Egyptians themselves were accustomed to style it the

"City of Foreigners," and to append the determinative sign indicating
the presence of strangers. The Egyptian monuments and records know
nothing of any Zoan at or near Cairo.

II. As regards Christian testimony, this ' ' thesis
" misconstrues the

narrative of Antoninus. The Nilometer visited by him is made to be

the one "at Rhoda." But it is well known that this was first con-

structed in A. D. 716, a century and a half after Antoninus, being an

Arabic work, needed by the inhabitants of the new city of Cairo a fact

which Mr. Whitehouse might have learned from "
Magoudi," whom he

quotes in the connection. In reality, the traveller briefly sketches a

journey down the Nile. The "Cataracts of the Nile" visited by him
are our "

first cataract," between the island Philae and Syene or Aswan.
His " Nilometer" is the ancient and celebrated one at Elephantine, over

against Aswan. Dropping down the river, he comes to Esneh, at his

time the double town of Latopolis and Contra-Lato. Its old Egyptian
name was Seni. Apparently, the Coptic Christians preferred to explain
the name Latopolis in their own way, instead of accepting the Egyptian
and Greek derivation from the fish Latus; and so ascribed the building
of Lato and Contra-Lato to the daughters of Lot. It matters little

whether Antoninus records his own interpretation or the local opinion
on this point; in place of Latus we have Lot. He also confuses the

Babylon of Letopolis, down the Nile, with one of these two towns on
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either bank at Esneh. simply because he was a stranger, and his infor-

mation was insufficient to let him distinguish between Latopolis and

Letopolis. Further down, at the boundary separating the Thebald and
tli.- Heptanomis. he came to the city Antinoe, or Antinoopolis, built l.y

the emperor Hadrian in honor of his favorite, Antinous, drowned here;

its ruin- Mill mark the spot of the suicide and of the splendid Roman
town. Directly opposite, the pilgrim encountered Tanis, the Tan is of

Upper Egypt. Lying under the shadow of Hermopolis magna, it was
not of considerable size then. The site is still called Taneh, and the

mountain on the west Gebel Taneh. Probably in ancient times it was a

place of much extent and importance, as the Pe-sennu or Se-sennu hv-

quently mentioned in Egyptian records. Antoninus journeyed through
its field or territory on his way down to Memphis. Perhaps he deemed
thi- the cainjuix Taneos of the Vulgate; yet, if he did, it was because he

had never visited the true Field of Tanis magna at San in the Delta,

and, not being acquainted with the greater, attributed all he knew to

the less. Then he continued his voyage on the west of the Nile down
to Memphis. Of this city he has nothing to describe, save the wonder-

ful things presented in a certain church transformed from a temple.
So far as his account goes, he did not cross the Nile to Old Cairo; and

as for Cairo as Tanis magna, it had not yet been founded in his day.
From Memphis he journeyed ever downward and northward, by way
of Athribis, to Alexandria.

111. As regards Jewish testimony, the propounder of the "thesis"

misconstrues the words of Josephus. This author calls Tanis a "
to\\ n-

i//i ) purely descriptively, on account of the reduced import-
ance of the place in Roman times. If he had meant to contrast it with

another greater Tanis, he would have called it Tanis (impa. Having
touched at Alexandria, and having been so strongly impressed as to

characterize this city as " inferior only to Rome in magnitude." he

naturally belittled other places in the region, to him unknown. But
th- remains of the Roman period lately excavated at San tell a more
truthful story, showing the place to have been no mean city even in the

days of Titus; and thi-. the UM testimony, is to be believed. The site

of Old Cairo was occupied successively by Letopolis, Babylon (built by
Cambyses, B. C. 526), Fostat (Mohammedan): the site has always borne

some well-known name, and not Tanis magna; and there are no ancient

remains to warrant the /i//j>o-thesis of such a pi Bin, <>n the

ror i trary, has always borne the title "magna:" tin- K.^yptians called it

tii.- ^rivat iiy of tin- lower land." or "tin- great city;" the (ii

gave it the same epithet thus Strabo, "theTanitie n<>me. and in it a
cii\. xvii. 1. 20); his other Tanis, near Hermopolis. wa-
Tain- : the whole land had no third: no Tanis of any sort or size

stood at or near Ca i

MIL the words of Benjamin of Tndela are equally mis, -oust nied.

u!>-d^e that what he has to say of Egypt
is what he heard, not what he saw. From the Ti-ii-. his description

leaps to China. fall- lak ( I ndia. ami then jump- \s\vfm up
the Nile a flight ol tin mmd. not an actual jomn. the gross
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inaccuracy of his Egyptian distances shows that he was not recording

personal observation. He makes no claim that the Zoan he mentions is

the biblical Zoan; and the non-biblical Zoan of his legend is not difficult

of explanation.
IV. As to many well-established matters, the "thesis" and history

are sadly at odds. The task is here attempted of reversing events long

past. That Tanis-San was the source of Egyptian dynasties, and the

residence of Egyptian kings, is beyond controversy. When Manetho and

the monuments tell us that the XVIIth, XVIIIth, XXIst, and XXHId
dynasties were Tanitic, they mean that these had their capital at Tanis

in San; and the record is not open to dispute. That Ramses II. made
San his residence from about the time of the oppression, and continued

to reside there till the day of his death, is equally undeniable. That

Menephtah abode here till the date of the Exodus is the burden of

every indication, etc., etc. The many inscriptions and tablets, the

great examples of architecture, the magnificent works of art, found

among the ruins of San, prove the presence at the site of numerous

rulers of Egypt, from the sixth to the thirtieth dynasty. That Tanis at

San was also the great port of entry for ancient Egypt, the busy and

rich commercial emporium of the country, is not a subject of question

or debate. To gainsay such a fact as this is merely to impeach one's

own sense.

V. The author of the " thesis
" concludes with one supreme argument:

" Dr. Birch has shown that Tanen was a name for Memphis B. C. 1300.

Meneptah II. had entrenchments drawn to protect the city of On, the

city of the god Turn, and to protect the great fortress of Tanen (i. e.

Memphis)." In other words of the same author elsewhere: "Jablonski's

fairness compelled him to give weight to the objection that Zoan was

the Greek Tanis at San-el-Hagar, the Peluthim of the Talmud, although

it is now known that Zoan was Memphis, the Tannen of the papyrus of

Meneptah." "Tanis is a nominative formed from Tanin. The Tal-

mudist followed the Tannen of the papyri."
"
Zoan-Tariis-Memphis was

at the entrance of the Delta." The argument is this: The city Tanis

(Zoan), at Cairo as a suburb of Memphis, was the Tanen of Menephtah,

by identity of name. This is an unmitigated blunder. The Tanen re-

ferred to by Menephtah was no city, but a title of the deity Ptah ! The

added "Memphis" in parenthesis (not in the text) is an explanatory

equivalent of "fortress," not of " Tanen." The "papyrus" spoken of is

really one of the walls of a court to the temple of Amon at Karnak,

bearing an inscription relating to the invasion of Egypt by the Greeks

under the XlXth dynasty, in the reign of Menephtah. The passage in

point, according to the translation of Dr. Birch, runs thus:

" To guard Heliopolis, the city of the god Turn;

To protect Memphis, the fortress of Tanen."

Brugsch's rendering is as follows:

"
[He caused entrenchments to be thrown up]

In order to protect the city On, the city of the sun-god Turn,

And in order to shelter the great fortress of Tanen (i. e. Memphis).''
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Such parallelism of expression is very common: as On or Heliopolis is

the city of the god Turn, so the great fortress or Memphis belongs to

the god Tanen. Tanen is the most frequent epithet or alternative

appellation of Ptah, and carries the sense of '

simper, creator, father of

beginnings ;' even the compound title Ptah-Tanen occasionally ap-

pears. The great fortress referred to is the fortification for which

Memphis was famous, and which is often put by synecdoche for the

city itself: thus, the Great Bulwark, the Strong Seat, the City of the

Wall, the Town of the White Wall (R. P. ii. 94; viii. 10, 12, 142) ; it is

also called by Herodotus the Castle, and the White Castle (iii. 18, 19).

On tin- Canal of Joseph and other local Allusions to Middle

K^yi't in (n-ne-U xlix.
; by Mr. F. C. Whitehonsc, of New York

(
ity : presented by the Corresponding Secretary.

Relying upon Arabic and other tradition, Mr. Whitehouse presented
t lit- following paraphrase of verses 22-27 in the "

Blessing of Jacob:"

Joseph is, as the canal irfn'ch bears his name, a fruitful branch of the

Nile, even a fruitful branch by a lake, whose branches run over the wall

of the Libyan Desert. The archers, even as the hot arrows of the sun y

have sorely grieved him, and shot at him, and hated him. But his bow,

curving in the vast sweep of its waters, abode in strength, and the arms
<f his hands were made strong by the hands of the mighty God of

Jacob (from thence is the shepherd, the stone of Israel).* Even by the

God of thy father, who shall help thee; and by the Almighty who shall

bless thee with blessings of heaven above, blessings of the deep sea that

lieth under, hi. ssingg of the breast, and of the womb. The blessings of

thy father have prevailed above the blessings of my progenitors into the
in must in-sti rii bound of the everlasting hills of the dexert : they shall

be on the head of Joseph, and on the crown of him that wan separate
fn.ni his brethren."

Professor Toy observed that there is m. n ;i-.n t> suppose that this

Genesis passage refers to anything but a M Israeli! Mi tribe. The H,-l.r,.\\

u ..i-d n-nd.-r. d M branch
"

i-> never u-ed \ a stream of water.

Qn Superftitiooa CoBtOmf emmieled with Siiee/.ine.-; I'N Mr.
lleiirx ( '. Warren, ,,f |>,MOII.

The varying superM it i-.n- OUfltomi and beliefs n-xpectii'

rehearsed r.il.le length, and with man\ L to the lit

ratiire | the vuhjeef. h\ T\|,,r. in his / V/w///v (
f

///fv. i

;

., pp. SS 1M.

lend to the /iilu^. l'ol\ DMtelM, and M..-d,.,,e.. H u,.||

the Ind"-Kiirpean^ : l.ut itis..nl\ \\iththelatterthat I at present
' The exelaniatioiis. "

( ,,..1 hi, - \,.u.
'

liilf." Felieita." are eurr.-nt even at the present day. The M ue^tion of

tlii-
I' mm..nl\ the QIMtoni for tb l6T rather

-r the sneezer to repeat the formula

With referene.- t., il.j- .|ue^ti.,n. I w,.u]<| e :i ll attejition to a Huddhist

* An i-xpl M, Muivalent to "from tins KJ.VUIIUI- A vnria wont out the

..f 800 of I5H.I
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"birth-story," which, if it helps us to no conclusive answer, is at any
rate interesting as showing the antiquity of these superstitions. This

"birth-story" is one of the many tales which Buddha told of his for-

tunes in previous existences, and is found in Fausboll's Jdtaka. ii. 15 if.

Fausboll has also translated the story proper, but not the introductory
incident. I give the gist of it in an abridged translation from the orig-

inal Pali. The Bodhiaatta, or one who was to become Buddha in a sub-

sequent existence, may be rendered by
' Future Buddha.'

" One day, as the teacher [Buddha] was seated preaching in the

Royal Monastery, in the midst of the four classes of his disciples, he

sneezed. The monks raised a shout and made a great uproar, saying,
* May the Blessed Lord live ! May the Buddha live !' The noise was
such that it put an end to the sermon. Said the Blessed One to the

monks,
'

Mendicants, in the case of a sneeze does living or dying depend
on the saying of " Live "

?'
*

No, indeed, Lord.' '

Mendicants, you shall

not say
" Live" on hearing a sneeze. Whoever shall say it, is guilty of

a sin requiring confession and absolution.'
' ' Now it came to pass that the common people, when they heard the

monks sneeze, used to say,
'

Live, reverend sirs.' The monks had the

bad manners not to reply. The people were offended, saying,
' How is

it possible for the priestly followers of the Qakya prince not to reply
when "Live, reverend sirs," is said to them?' The matter was an-

nounced to the Blessed One. Said he,
'

Mendicants, one could not wish

for more superstitious people than are the unconverted. I consent,

mendicants, that if any one of you is saluted with "
Live, reverend sir,"

he shall reply,
"
Long live."

'

" The monks then questioned the Blessed One. '

Lord, when did the

custom of saying "Live" and replying "Live" arise?' Said the

Teacher, 'Mendicants, the custom of saying "Live" and replying
" Live" arose in ancient times.' He then related a story."

" The Future Buddha and his father Gagga attempted to pass the night
in a house haunted by a yakkha or ogre. This yakkha had leave to eat

all persons who entered except such as said ' Live ' on hearing a sneeze,

and such as said 'Live thou also' on hearing a ' Live.' He lived on a

pillar. Thinking,
' I will make Gagga sneeze,' he sent forth small dust.

The dust entered Gagga's nostrils. He sneezed. His son, the Future

Buddha, did not say
' Live thou '

; so the yakkha came down to eat him.

The Future Buddha thought,
' This must be the one who made my father

sneeze, the yakkha who eats every one that neglects to say
" Live " on

hearing a sneeze.' So he addressed the first stanza to his father :

* O Gagga, live a hundred years,

And twenty others added on
;

Let no pisacas* eat me up ;

Live thou a hundred autumns yet.'

* Observe that the Future Buddha says pisacas and not yakkhas. The pisfu-is,

or goblins, were a race of supernatural beings apparently lower in the scale of

existences than were the yakkhas (Skt. yaksa) or ogres.
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Tin- yakkha. having heard tin- Futuiv Buddha's words, said to himself ,

'
I cannot eat this man, because he lias said " Lave ;" but his father I

will eat.' So saying, he went to the presence of Oagga, who, seeing
him appro-u-h. thought. This mu-t be the yakkha that eats all those

who .!( not say "Live thou also." I will say so.' So Gagga addressed

the second stanza to his son:

Live also thou a hundred years,

And twenty others added on ;

Let the pisacas poison eat ;

Live thou a hundred autumns yet.'

Tin- yakkha, on hearing these words, returned, saying thus to himself :

These two cannot be eaten by me.'
"

Then the Future Buddha reprimands, tames, and converts the yakkha,
and the story is brought to a close.

At first thought the English "God bless you" might seem to be

uttered from purely altruistic motives by the bystander on behalf of his

friend the sneezer. But, on the other hand, there are modern Hindu

practice- which indicate that the bystander (as contrasted with the man
whose sneezing he hears) is alarmed for himself at the unfavorable

men, and arts mi his own behalf accordingly. Thus a Hindu will

desist from a journey, or an important piece of business, if he hears

some one sneeze. (See Panjab Notes and Queries, June, 1884. p. 101,

and 1VI... 1885, p. 79.)

Now the chaffy Pali story seems to contain a sound grain of sugges-
tion. which may help to reconcile the two apparently opposing super-
-t it ion- la-t noticed. I assume with Herbert Spencer (Principles of

Sociology, i. 344-5) that involuntary actions like sneezing and yawning
are often "regarded as showing that some intruder has made the body
do what its owner did not intend it to do." As, then, the sneezer is

possessed by an uncanny spirit, his own spirit heing perhaps driven out,

tin- -uper-lition considers him helpless. This explains why he neither

prays nor dcprecai- <\nt on his own account at first. The by-

stander is afraid, because he is in the presence of a malign influence.

i- reason he tries to come to the rescue of t he sneezer's natural

-It with -ome phrase like M (ind ble-s you
"
or .///;." which, although

\\ on led as if solely in In-half of the BUeecei . i- really motivated by the

bystander's alarm for himself In-fore the- threatening evil spirit. The

ii. with some such phrase as "Thank**. the same to yon
'." recovers hi- power over his natural -elf. ai

ingly says in his own name to the evil on. li.--.one from u- l.oih

Tim-, in our . I
-

-\ t he sneezer Oagga. hut the by-tander.

mm- Buddha. that -peaks first. He says "Live" or "(Jod ble-

aii-l. from the- third line- of the stan/.a. his ni-.ti\e -m- to be,

"Because oth. . ar that the pi-ac-a- that have hold of y,,ii will

eat me." Gagga's anaw. i -|.i\. ai-, thou." - than

what the i-, .ply in tin- like c-a-.- hanke." H\ this

ic \B again in his right mind, and hi- friend then

no |.. n that the pisdcos will attack him m xi
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already banned. Then Gagga, by his recommendation that the pisacas
eat poison, so to say, snaps his fingers in their face.*

References to these superstitions are not infrequent in Sanskrit.

Bnhtlingk and Roth (s. v. k$u) cite other allusions, from CaurapancariUu
11, MBh. xiii. 7584, etc. There is also a story in the Katha-Sarit-SaK:i r:i.

chap. 28, in which a sneezing superstition plays a role. See Tawney's
Translation, i. 253.

For a man that has sneezed or yawned, Agvalayana (Grhya-sutra iii.

6. 7) prescribes the repetition of a pious text. Here the sneezer feels

conscious that he is not wholly overcome by the evil power that caused

the sneeze, and so does something himself to drive it off.

Apparent exceptional cases, finally, in which people seem to regard

sneezing as a lucky omen, may be accounted for on the supposition that

they came to misunderstand the true significance of the " God bless

you
"

namely, as a weapon against an evil influence and imagined it to

be a congratulation.

Prof. Whitney remarked that the earliest mention known to him in

Hindu literature of superstitious practices in connection with sneezing
is found in the Jaimmiya-Braliinana, at ii. 155, and reads as follows :

tarn evam santam devd abhito nisedur : ayam na eko vlro 'bhut sa ittham

nyagdt kva bhavdma iti : sa ho 'vdca na vdi vidma yo (mss. ya) 'bhuvam

iti kim iti cuksusdmi vd ity : atha ha sma tatah purd kyutvdi 'va mri-

yante : tarii ho "CM/I kguhijlve 'ti tvd vaksydma iti sa ha cuk$dva tarn ha

jive 'ty ucus sajijiva : tasmdd idam apy etarhi cuksuvdhsam dhur jive 'ti ;

4 Him, being in this plight, the gods sat down about :
" he hath been our

one hero ; he hath thus sung (?) ; where are we?" He said :
" we do not

know what I have been :" "why?" "I want to sneeze." Now up to

that time, people used to die when they sneezed. They said to him :

" sneeze ; we will say
' live

'

to thee." So he sneezed ; they said " live
"

to him ;
he lived. Therefore also at the present time they say

" live
"
to

one who has sneezed.' This passage certainly supports the ordinary
view, that it is the sneezer himself who is regarded as in danger, and
whom his friends save by a good wish or blessing. The altruistic char-

acter of the proceeding is sufficiently taken away by the implied under-

standing that he will do the same for them in a similar case : it is a

social exchange of kind offices.

Professor Hall observed that sneezing was a good omen among the

Greeks and Romans. So even in the Odyssey, xvii. 545. The Loves

sneeze at a lover as a sign that he is to be happy, in Theocritus, vii. 96
;

compare Catullus, xlv. 18 ; and also Theocritus, xviii. 16, the epithala-

mium of Helen.

7. On some Manuscripts of Ptolemy's Star-catalogues ; by Prof.

Isaac H. Hall, of New York City.

Professor Hall exhibited eleven photographs of manuscripts of Ptole-

my's Star-catalogues, brought by Dr. C. H. F. Peters, of the Litchfield

* For the tone of the Pali expression visaih pisacd khadantu, compare the words

of the tortoise to the cowherds, yusindbhirbhasma bhaksitavyam, Hitop., p. 112. 6.
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Observatory of Hamilton College, some two years ago, from Italian

libraries, whither he had gone for the purpose of collating, and estab-

lishing the text an a< < < possible for tin- use of astronomers.

Nine of these were in the original (livek. in cursive script of various

ages, one a Latin translation by (rherardoCreinonese. anil the remaining
one an Arabic translation. As Dr. Peters himself gave a long explana-
tion of the MSS., and of his work on Ptolemy's Catalogue in general, at

the meeting ,,f the National Academy in October, 1884; and as he pub-
lish. 1 in the proceedings of the Institute of Venice, some two years ago,
a brief account of the material extant fora critical edition of the star-

catalogue, with particular remarks on the special value of the Arabic

translation, it is hardly worth while to go further into particulars here.

specimens were the following: Greek Codices: Codex Venetus
Grsec. cccii.. fol. :}() h : ccciii.. fol. 14-J : oeoOC., fol. !M) : cccxi., fol. 201;

.. fol. 104 (or '204, or 304- obscure) ; cecxiii.. fol. 218; Codex Lau-

rentianus Gnec. i., fol. 1<J: xlvii.. fol. i;w h; xlviii., fol. 97 b; Cod.

Laurent. Latin, xlv.. fol. ? ; Cod. Laurent. Arab, clvi., fol. 77 6.

1 ek Stamps on the handles of Rhodian Amphorae,
found in Cvpnis, and now in the Metropolitan Museum of New
York; by IVof. I. 11. Hall.

(ien. di Cesnola found in Cyprus some thirty complete amphorae, all

with stamps on the handle-. U -(.!. - a number of handles that \\eiv

broken oif. The vessels were chiefly used as packing casks. Their

height is about two feet and a half, and their largest diameter a foot or

more, Tln-\ would not hold liquids unless coated on the inside with

pitch: remains of ligs and other fruit have been found in them, and
inn - -alt. The stamps on the handles vary somewhat in their

purport. Sometime^ they have the eponym. the name of the (Doric)

month, the name of the manufacturer or owner, and an emblem; but

they \ary -o much in the character of their legends that each amphora
or handle mu>t be taken by it-elf. The stamps on the New York speci-

ni. -n- an either circular or rectangular: but others occur of oval shape.
Tin \ are >oniet ime- <|iiite ea-\ to read, but more often rat her dithcult .

The pap,-r pre-ented in detail the description of the stamps, and gave
then- in- riptions, with explanation^. It is printed in full in the

Soeieiy'.s Journal, vol. \i. pp. 889-898).

9. On a Greek Inxeriptioii from Tartu* or Tartosa in Svria ;

I II. Hall.

riptton i- "M- found on a marble tablet in the Serai at Tartus
b\ Mr .1. : Danish consul at heirut, and genera I bu-ine man

ohoab N' ! intendencr nf MI -. Moti. 'i lie pq

was s- \ . 1 1. 1 1. .1. up ..i l',, HIM to i;,-\ . i:. i . lliich.

dent of I 'nion The,, 1,,-ieal Seminary, who jwissed il over to Prof. I lanci-

Brown, who passed it over to me. Uiifortunat. t ion of the

iplion ha- [M-rished : all that remains leing the right hand side ..I

I he -lab on which it was eut. II, iw nmeli i- gOM it i- impossible to -a \ ;

but pmljably I ' i bird t one halt ot i In \\ I,, m L . Th,
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ends of the lines are all there, except of the last. How many
lines there were originally, below, it is also impossible to say. Nor is it

possible to fill out the lines and get a connected reading of the whole.

The squeeze is a direct cast, showing in relief (only) the letters that

are intaglio on the stone ; but it is a fine cast, and shows a beautiful

piece of lettering. The length of the fragmentary lines, excluding the

last, which is but a scrap, varies from about eleven to twenty inches.

The letters are an inch high, very regular and beautiful, and of the

late yzantine type. The alpha has the V-shaped cross-bar, the sigma
has the rectangular C-form, the omega is like an inverted mu, the xi has

the uncial form, as does also the delta, and in some measure (except the

cross-bar) the alpha. The omicron is pointed at the top. Ligatures
occur frequently. For ov occurs the common ligature ; w, uv

y vuv, fuj,

vrjy, vriq, /*et and WE occur as ligatures, made so by using a perpendicu-
lar stroke as common to two letters.

The inscription is an ecclesiastical one. Above are two heads, one of

a male, the other of a female, saint. If these two heads are all the

upper ornament, then about one-third of the inscription is gone. If

there were three heads originally, then about half of it is gone. The
faces proper of these heads are each about two and a half inches high

by two inches wide ; but the aureole or other ornament makes them
each about five inches in diameter. Hanging at the neck of the woman
is what appears to be a bit of a chain ; at the neck of the man is a

square ornament with a little cross.

The space between the lines of the inscription varies from three-

quarters to half an inch.

The following is the inscription ; marking those letters which are

united in ligatures by a horizontal line above them.

1____ OTZAXAPI<r?TAI2nP02KYNHTAI2

2. ... EQZTHMENHTIMIinPOSENHNHKTAI
3. ... TOYAriOT"nP04>IITOTZAXAPrOYnPONOIA

4. ... niSKOlIOYTOYTO AETOYAAMIIPO

5. ... Ti2NIEPflNKANONS2NAYNAMIN

6. ... H(ori)zrrpov<i>KYroNTA2; IIAPAMHAENOZ
.. 2THZO$EIAOMl3NHlSTOISEYKTH

9____ XEINAEKAiriANHfrPINIU'Oi;

10. ... HP10YOIKOYIIENTEE<I>EE HZ
11. ... YT* I (or N, or H ?) HMK PA . . .

In the last line there are marks as if an A might have preceded the Y.

The last A is assumed, though only its angular top is visible, which can

scarcely have belonged to a A or A. The breaks in this last line are pro-

voking, because they render it difficult to determine whether iota

adscript was used or not : a matter that becomes important in the case

of noiNH in line 8. In the last line there is also visible at the end the

top of a perpendicular stroke, of which nothing can be made. It is un-

certain whether the last line is to be read (supplied) as AYTH HMEPA or

AYTHI HMEPAI (of course TAYT1I is to be thought of as a possibility for

the first word of the two).
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The fracture of the left side of the stone is irregular; line 2 beginning
on.- Irtter farther t. tin- left than line 1, line 3 beginning one letter still

farther to the left, line 4 even with line 2, line 5 even with line 1; and
then the fracture slopes pretty regularly to the right, till the first letter

of line 11 comes directly under the seventh letter of line 1. The ends of

tin lines are nearly in the same perpendicular line, except lines 1 and 2,

which end about an inch ami a half sooner than the rest; and line 11,

which is a mere fragment.
It seems pretty plain that the general purport of the inscription has

nee to the penance by which the worshipers at the shrine or

elmrch >f the holy prophet Zacharias were chastened, in accordance
with tin- provision made by the bishop, by virtue of the power of the

sacred canons. When the substantial offering was brought, and the

worshipers took refuge in no excuse, and paid the debt, and were
chastened by the penance, they were to attend the solemn assembly, or

procession, to the house of worship, five times in succession on the same

day.
Of the matters that seem probable, in attempting to supply the miss-

ing parts of the inscription, it seems that TOV d-yiov irpo$t/r- may be pretty

certainly supplied at the beginning of line 1, c- at beginning and -rarov

in the word at end of line 4, -/><{ in the word at end of line 7, nr- at

beginning of line 10. Beyond that nothing seems easily fixed.

1". A l>rief Account of sonic recent Assyriological Publica-
cations ; by Prof. 1). (i. Lyon, of Cambridge, Mass.

Without attempting to make a complete report, Prof. Lyon described

some of the more important recent undertakings. The Zeitschrift fur
Keilschriftforsclnniij, under editorial charge of Drs. Bezold and Hom-
mel, has completed its first volume (Leipzig, Otto Schulze, 1884), and has
issued parts 1 and 2 of vol. ii. Vol. i. < <>n tai us articles in German, French.

English, and Latin, furnished by the editors and Schrader, Sayce,
Guyard, Oppert, Strassmaier, Dvorak, Amiaud. .Jensen, Pinches, Ha-
levy, and Nestle. Some of these articles have been pnlIMi. -d .,

(
.;nMI, l\.

The one by Dr. P. Jensen in vol. i., no. 4, and vol. ii.. no. 1, makes a
neat and valuable brochure of 91 pages, entitled I), l,u;tntn,,,,ntorum

Snmerico-Aasyriorum Seriei quae dicitur " Sm-hn Tulmla Sexto. (Mona-
chii, issr,,. II. rr Heim-ieh /inmieni issues as doctor-dissertation Baby-

he BiLBspsalmen umschrieben, tiberaetzt nn<l . //.///// I,. -ip/ig. Breit-

.ind H&rtel, 1885). Thisesfuiy irfflioen :ipear in nlar^edform as
vol. vi. of the AMyriologiache Bibliotl-L 1,. -ip/ig. .1. C. llnmi-hs), and
gives |.roinise <,f IM-JIIM; ,, O f th.- most intrn-siinu of that series.

Dr. J. N. Strassmaier has issued the tin), p :l) t of iii- M^lniiu (itches

i*8 der Assyrischev n,,<l .i/.-/.-/f/?.sv//r;/ nvi/7. /-. ito., pp. 769-060,
ne part more will complete the work (Leipzig. J. C. llinn. i,. | n

the absence of a lexieon. that by Morris la-ing ineoinpl.-te. anti,,,.

an- 1 <>iii ,,t pi int. Dr. Strassmaier's Verzeichnws has special value at a
oe, The Assyrian material in ti,,- HibeUexHo

/'x 1 1 1 nfiworterlmch has been furnished by I

!" \alii.- pp. 1086, Calw
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and Stuttgart, 1885). Students of Assyriology are still waiting for Prof.

Delitzsch's long-promised Assyrian lexicon, but biblical students have
from his pen a glossary of the Assyrian words used by Ezekiel, in Baer
and Delitzsch's edition of this prophet (Leipzig, 1884).

Dr. Eduard Meyer has published vol. i. of his Oeschichte des Alter-

thums, about 175 pages of which are devoted to Assyrian and Baby-
lonian history (Stuttgart, Gotta, 1884). The publication of part 1 of

Prof. Paul Haupt's Babylonisches Nimrodepos places in the hands of

students the original of the larger portion of the great poem commonly
known as the Izdubar Epic ( Leipzig, J. C. Hinrichs, 1884). A little older

than the above works is Dr. Hermann Hilprecht's Freibrief Nebukad-

nezar's I. (Leipzig, 1883), a doctor-dissertation, which the enthusiastic

young author intended to develop into larger form.

In England, the most important recent publication is the second half

of vol. v. of the Cuneiform Inscriptions of Western Asia, plates 86-70

(London, 1884), by Sir Henry Rawlinson and Mr. T. G. Pinches. The

grammatical papers and discussions of texts and history given by Mr.

Pinches in the Proceedings of the Society of Biblical Archaeology are

always valuable. His colleague in the British Museum, Mr. E. A.

Budge, is joint author of some of the papers, and has also given as vol.

v. of the "By-Paths of Bible Knowledge" a short account of Baby-
lonian Life and History (London, The Religious Tract Society, 1884).

The paper read by M. Josef Halevy before the sixth international

Oriental Congress, at Leiden in 1883, has appeared, under the.title Apergu
Grammatical de I'Allographie Assyro-Babylonienne (Leiden, E. J.

Brill, 1884). M. Halevy denies the existence of a Sumero-Akkadian

language, and contends that the many cuneiform texts which are gen-

erally believed to contain such a language are only a secret writing of

the priests. The apercu is an attempt to explain this hieratic writing

in its word-formation and its grammar. This is one of the greatest

questions connected with cuneiform study, and M. Halevy, standing

for a long time alone, won allies in the lamented M. Stanislas Guyard
and more recently in M. Henri Pognon. The posthumous second part

of vol. ii. of M. Frangois Lenormant's Les Origines de VHistoire appeared
in Paris last year.

In America, Prof. Paul Haupt has contributed to this year's Janunry
number of Hebraica (Morgan Park, 111., The American Publication Soci-

ety of Hebrew) a valuable paper on Assyrian vowels. He has also given

in the April number of the same journal a minute commentary on the

confinement at Nineveh of a Kedarene prince, related in the annals of

Assurbanipal. Assyriology : Its use and abuse in Old Testament Study
is the title of an entertaining and scholarly address by Prof. Francis

Brown (New York, Charles Scribner's Sons, 1885).

Professor Lyon also announced as in press a work of his own entitled

an Assyrian Manual, an aid to persons who wish to begin, with or with-

out a teacher, the study of the Assyrian language. The manual will

contain Assyrian texts, partly in cuneiform character, but mostly trans-

literated, and also paradigms, notes, glossary, and lists of cuneiform

signs.
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11. On tin- (i:u-. I.;iii-!i:i-.- ; by Prof. John Avery. of l>rmi>-

\\ick. Maine.

Tli.- < iaros* are a rude aboriginal tribe occupying tlie western extrem-

ity of tin- range "f hills which forms the water-parting between the

valleys of tin- Brahmaputra ami Sunnfi in the British-Indian province

Of A MM. Their m-i--hl >rs on the east are the Kliasis li

aboriginal triic while on the other t hive >ide- I hey an- hounded by a

|Mpnlati>u con-istiiiL; mainly of Assamese and Bengalis. They nuniU-r

alM.ut 109,000, and cover an area of 3653 square miles.

The Garos first became known t<> Kuro|>eans near the end of the last

eentnry. in connect ion with the newly acquired administ ration of east-

ern Bengal I y the Kast-India Company. The acquaintance, however.

liietly with parties who came down to the plains for trade or to

plunder <1 It is only since 1S66. when a British officer

was detailed to reside in their hills, thai their land has been surveyed
and their characteristics have been accurately observed.

The (Jaro language is one of a numerous and loosely affiliated group
of tongues, known a-'Tibeto-Burman : and its nearest kindred are the

I'ani-koeh. the Kachari. the 1 )e.ri-( 'hutia. and the Tipnra. It was first

reduced to writing by American Baptist missionaries less than a score

of years ago, and for thi^ purpose the Bengali characters were used.

In 1873, Rev. T. J. Keith published a small Garo and Bengali-English

dictionary, and in the following year a grammar of 75 pages. These

works are valuable, but abound in minor defects. They, together with

relon of a portion of the Scriptures, constitute nearly all our

inean> for obtaining an in.-ight into the structure of the language, with-

out a vi-.it to the hills them-.''

:s were borrowed from the Bengali to represent
'I he number, however, is not siiHieient to indicate all minor

dill.-r. nc.-> <! pronunciation. The |i-tter> are: \ mveK ,/, ,/, /, //, e, O,

risui'uti : c. .n->. .nants. /,-. A7/. </ : <: rh.j: I. ///. (/. // ; ft. />//.
/* or

. /: sh. .s ; //. The- nded for the most part as in deva-

/'/// and Hi as in thus. The alienee of the

-onani a-.pirat. worthy, and i^ a feature shared with Tibetan

and other member-, of the irroiip. The leiter- /.'. r//. /. }>, //. /do not OOCUI
tial in ti Is, The I'ixnnjtt i-> not true to name, but

d.'iiot,.-, a -iidden cessation of utterance.

Unr have no ^raniniat i-al gender, and sex is indicated

man.' /////, -woman' in the case of

human l"in_'^. and by added u inal.'' and -female' in case

of tin- lower Animal*. All other obj ^enderless. riuralit\

! b\ an adde.l \\hi.h j-, usually r<~mt/. This i-, eom
moiih oinittrd when nnnn-ral \\ iiitiv. \

re Of the language i-> that when a nninera I ith a

*Sii in finiii .. priii-. .,fa l-tt4>r i fn.ni

Sliill.niL', llint ill" I...-.,) trnvrnlii'Mit (if 'Inin^ Hindi f>r tin- im'stii;;itmii

;i|.-I. .iinl Lr r.niiin:ir>- uf (lu>

4
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substantive a generic particle is prefixed to the former, varying accord-

ing to the nature of the latter : thus, for human beings shdk must be

used, as bishd shdk tjtii, 'two children;' but inmvlnl inang gni, 'two

tigers.' So for round objects one uses rang ; for money, khdp, pliel, or

gang ; for boxes, tables, and the like, ge and so on.

Garo nouns have declension by suffixes, but these are loosely attached

to the base and may be omitted whenever the case is clear from the

context. They cause no euphonic change in the base and are the same
for both numbers. In the plural they follow the plural sign. The
declension of shang,

'

village,' will illustrate the whole subject.

SING. Nom.
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person, dtigd, forms its plural by change of base, and has a twofold

stem, the one being inclusive and the other exclusive. Thus dcingd is

\v.-' including the person addres^-d. and i-imjd is 'we* excluding him.

Tin- structure of tin verb i^ in general very simple, but not incapable
of some nice discrimination <>f thought. It has but one voice, t In-

active ; and to express passivity, the verb in the causative form is used

imp-r><maily. the subject being made the object : thus, to express 'the

riee is eaten/ a Garo would say mikhn cnntn. lit. it causes to eat the

ri< .' There is no distinction of number in the verb, nor of person ex-

c.-pt in the imperative. The three tense-relations, present, past, and
tut ure. an discriminated by suffixes added directly to the root without

change of the latter. Past near at hand and past remote are distin-

_r niched by separate forms. Progressive action may be indicated in

each tense by a particle engr, from nnyn. -become,' inserted before the

tense-ending. The verb has an indicative, imperative, and a rudimen-

tary conditional mode, though these are not distinguished by special

mode-signs. It has also two derivative conjugations, a causative and a

negative. There is one infinitive and three participles, two present and
one past. One present participle is used only in a conditional sense.

The inflection of an, 'give,' will illustrate these statements.

Indicative. Present, dngd, etc., and,
'

I, etc., give.'

Near past. ninjfi, etc.. uiinhn or nnjnk, 'I, etc., gave (recently).'

iote past, dngd, etc.. andhdi'im. I, etc., gave (long ago).'

Future. '/>/.'/'<, etc., angen, 'I, etc., shall give.'

Conditional. Past, dngd, etc., angencim, 'had I, etc., given.'

Imperative. mln. etc., anbo, 'give thou, etc.'

an. etc.. (incinn or ancang, 'let him, etc., give.'

Infinitive, a nun. ' to give.
1

Participles. Present, anode, if giving.'
>in n. 'giving.'

Past, ane, 'having given.'

Causative. ii ////.;. etc.. nuntri. I. etc.. cause to give.'

Negative, dngd, /, I, etc., do not give.' etc. -

Kach of the above fonns ac,,iiin^ a progressive sense by the DM of ih,

pa 1 1 icle eng ; thus, anengd,
'

I am giving,' etc.

ipoiind verbs are extremely coinmon iii (Jaro, not only the

ii-ual in Kn-IMi. I. ut th. t\v,, foll.iwing niiiiMial kinds: I. When tin-

idea of number is to be<Mnpha-i/.-d. a numerical particle may be inserted

be root and tens---nding of the verh. tlm-, forming a loH "I

agreement > M tween it and its subject or ol.jret; 2. The words called

MI ntlier language^ a re. when united with a

' IK. \\ milil .i\ . nc.t forthconiin.
'

coming-forth." hut --.JM. -f. .ri hing."
Tin- -ti-n.-tiii. ..i tln> Garo sentence is very simple. It has the. in-

I Order, the \-.-rl invariably romin- at tl ml. A substantive or
iin nio.lit .ther MIH- usually |n-ci-d,-, it .

\\ hili- an ad
|.

. 1 1 \ .

as comni'.nl\ f,,ll<,ws in whi<-h <-as<- the a<lj. ( n\. . and not the mib-

ll de. |m el. Adverbs precede tlu- words they modify, and
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prepositional words usually follow their cases. Nouns of agency often

take l>efore them the same case that tin- \vrli entering into their compo-
sition would have taken if standing alone. Relative clauses seldom

occurring precede antecedent clauses.

The Garo vocabula ry has already borrowed much from the .\ssamese

and Bengali, and the rate of foreign addition will prohaMv increase as

the {Hjople become more civilized and trade more freely in the plains.

It is not unlikely that at some future time the language will he entirely

displaced by Aryan speech, as has already happened with more than one

rude tribe of India; but when that will occur, if ever, we are not in a

position to conjecture.

12. On Dr. BurnelPs Argument in regard to the Dale of the

Manava-dharma-cfistra; ly Prof. K. \V. Hopkins, of l>ryn M;r.\ r,

Pemi. : presented by (lie Corresponding Secretary.

In the preface to the translation of Manu begun by Dr. Burn el I and

completed by the writer, the latter intimated that the views e.xpi

by Dr. Buraell in regard to the date of this law-book were not held by
himself. He wishes at present to explain his grounds for objecting to

Dr. Burnell's argument.
If we summarize the reasons inducing Dr. Buriiell to assume the date

he did in his Introduction, we find that they are the following :

1. a. The Sutra-period of Sanskrit literature extended from circa 000

to c. 200 B. C. The work, being a metrical $astra, cannot therefore be

earlier than the first or second century B. C. b. Because Medhfitithi is

first mentioned in 1200 A. D., he must have lived about 1000 A. D., arid

the latest date is therefore about 500 A. D., because it is impossible
that the earliest commentator came nearer than 250 or 300 years to the

date of the work itself, and Medhatithi is, as we know, not the very lirst

commentator, c. The style and language is that of the epic ; the i < \ i

resembles that of metrical rituals, which were chiefly composed in the

early centuries A. D. d. The matter contains much that is foreign to

the original Sutras. The dialogues are in the style of the Purfinas.

The philosophy is Samkhyan (dates of which lie between 300 B. C. and

150 B. C.), so that the earliest date would be about the first century
A. D. As this system of philosophy was supplanted by the Vedanta in

the seventh and eighth centuries A. D., we have 100 A. D. and 700 A. D.

as the terminus ab quo and ad quern respectively.

2. a. The character of the work aside from this proves it is late, for we
find "Qiva is god of the Brahmans but Visnu is god of the Ksatriyas"

(sic), and in i. 10 .we have Visnu as incarnate deity ;
this is a point of

contact with the epic. 6. But epic poetry is popular, not meant for

priests. Therefore this work was not for priests. But the Brahmans
would only have written it for a king, therefore it must have been

written for a king.

3. What king ? Pulikegi ; because he founded the West Calukyan
dynasty, which was the chief dynasty of the time, and this king he-

longed to the Manava-gotra. The work could have been written for no
one but a powerful king, and in a time of peace. These conditions are
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till.-.l l,y Pulikeci: the place is. t If T. I . .iv. limited to hi> capital. Kalya-

napuri. ami tin- tinu- t<> his reign, i- <' alx>ut 500 A. D.

4. Tin- author was a northerner, localise he speaks of JHTSOIIK not

knowing San-krit.

Tin- n->ult of the argument i- thi>: Tin- date of the text is between

lixt ;inl .")<K) A. D. The \\ork is a popular manual written by a northern

Brahman tor tin- benefit of king I'ulikeri at Kalyfinapim.

Objection-. As the writer does not I.elieve any of these statements,

he tliinks it well to give hi> reasons in full, taking up each of the

arguments in turn.

1. /. The date, (i ranted that tin- limits of the Sutra-period maybe
ill-lined as closely as Dr. Hurnell assumes, it does not follow that the

i-period did not overlap the Sutra-period. At the same time that

the Brahmans used the Sutra (which is nothing but a technical hand-

. the popular form in easily understood verse may have \i-t< d for

the benefit of the laity, b. Because Medhatithi is first mentioned in

1200 A. D., it is not thereby proved that the latest limit of the work is

500 A. D., for we do not even know that the commentat<rs precrdin-
him wen- not contemporaneous. But granting that when he says

fn'irri'

"
he means commentators long since deceased, we do not know

ho\\ Ion-. Within 5(H) yean after Medhatithi we find three or four

later commentators that is to say, the extreme limit or lateM date i>

also not at all certain, r. The "epic style" is poetry. The Manava
text is ''rhythmic prose." which, as Bradke has pointed out. is quite
different. The lirst i- really pot-try, the second is merely an attempt to

put prose into a form likely to l>e remembered. These two do not i

-arily In-long to the same era. But if they did. who knows the terminus

ab quo and ad quern of the Epic? </. The statement that the work con-

tain- mailer foivi-n \, t the Sutras is incorrect except in chapters i. and

\ii. Nov. . i.ecially the first ) were probably later additions to the

completed work. Tin- duty of kings (chapter vii.) is an integral part of

:ila: this is the only part really foreign in

Mr. l'.uineir> view. The chapter^ i. and xii. are at t he e\t remit

the work, where late addition> are usually found, and do not of them-

affeet the intrinsic worth of the main portion.

It i- not Mated that "Civa is god of Hrahmans." etc.; tin

i i|iitatioii i> in book tirM. which, as the comnienta-

admit. i- not part of the original work. It i> probably

AO, \\here it occur- >e\eial timcH. b. B>caiise the

ular." il i^ not thereby pro\ed (hat the ( Vi>tra-> \\ ere; and.

probably the case, yet it seems absurd t a->ume t hat all

tin- minute dii. l.-nt and rites of purification

i the aseetie \\ , i e written solely foi a king, who had

nothing \vhate\er i,. do with them. In fact, in the Kpie. t he kin

,iiv \s, 1 iuii\ Ignorant <-f ju-i the-e roke, ;md aiwagn have to be

in them.

I unfounded a^nmpiioii to claim that

the \\ork in'iM bare been \M-in-n for i king, n n \\eie\\rini-iiiiki-

it \\ould contain, ai ;
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enees in tlu- vocative to tin- king. Hut the assumption goes against all

we know of Qastra development. Tin- very expression composed for a

king" seems absurd. It is putting the development of the Sutra litera-

ture back to the Hindu conception of a promulgated Qastra without

antecedents. We might just as well assume Maim as the "author."

Everything shows us that there was no special author. Nor does it

seem a happy conjecture to select Pulikeci as the king for whom the

work was composed. He is only one of many kings of his dynasty, and

in no wise to be preferred in this respect to others. The writer has

shown hi his article on " Manu in the Mahal >hfirata" that many kings
claim to belong to the Manav(y)a gotra and yet use other law-books : in

fact, do not si-em acquainted with that of "Manu" at all, though their

contemporaries may allude to him. Why select Pulikeci I., any more
than his father or sons? "

It must have been written in peaceful times,"

Dr. Burnell says; but Pulikegi I. was always at war (cf . his history a^

given in the inscriptions). Again, even assuming him to be a king for

whom the work was composed, we do not know with any certainty the

date of Pulikegi I. Again, this king was a Calukya. Now when the

later Calukya inscriptions quote verses from the law-book, they quote
from Vyasa's law rather more than from Manu : i. e. they attribute the

verse in regard to stealing to any sacred authority indifferently, just as

other kings do. If the work was specially written for this dynasty, it

must have been of little account with them. Finally, as to the place :

granting all denied above, the capital was Kalyanapuri only for a limited

time, so that the place would even then be dubious.

4. Its author is not proved to be a Northerner come to the South to

civilize the country (as Dr. Burnell assumes), in spite of "his" allusion

to those who speak Sanskrit. For we read in* the Mahabharata of
" Northern Mlecchas," i. e. of those who do not speak Sanskrit.

Resume : Just as prose Sutras show tfokas, so c/ofca-Qastras are nothi ng
but the popular easy form overpowering and driving out the Sutras.

There is no reason for rejecting the development from a Sutra in this

argument of Dr. Burnell. We cannot judge the age of the work by its

latest portions. We have no grounds for narrowing the date to the

time of Pulikegi I. The writer does not think that Dr. BurnelPs Intro

duction gives any light at all on the problem.*

1:3. Uemarks upon the Origin of the Laws of Manu; by Prof.

VV. I). Whitney, of New Haven, Conn.

* In regard to tlie suggestion of Max M tiller, in his review of this work (A<-<nl-

>:in;/, -Inn. 3), that Pr. Burnell's Introduction does not contain all his collected

dat;i, the writer would state that Dr. lim-nell's MS. was dearly written, and con-

tained numerous additions in the shape of slips arid notes subsequently added in

none of which, however, was any hint given of further grounds to support his

theory. The same reviewer has pointed out that, though it were proved to he

the case that the priests of Pulikeci heloriged to the Manava-c;akha, there would

still be no ground for assuming that these priests possessed a Manava-dharroa-

9astra, or the preceding works of the same school.
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Professor Whitney spoke in substance at follows: As the subject of

the authorship of the Manavan law-book has been brought up for di>cu*-

siou by Professor Hopkins. I will add a few further words UJNUI it. With
Mi. il"|>'>. ti<>n of Burnell's date, and of the reasoning upon
which it is founded. I fully concur, deeming th0 question >f period not

less an open < me than before this last attempt at its settlement. But also

th- (jii. >tion as to the connection of the work with a Manavan Vedic

school and its sfitras appears to me equally undetermined. When thcsug-
ii of such a connection was first made thy Weber, and. apparently

inde|>cndently, by Midler*, it was a very acute and creditable one. and

marked a di-tinct stage of progress in our comprehension of the history
of Indian literature. It was widely accepted r and has even become the

p. .piil.n view among scholars. I find myself quoted in its favor in Bnr-

nell's Introduction not because I have contributed anything to its

establishment, but because I reported it in a summary sketch of Sans-

krit literary history.

The doctrine in question includes two elements. First, a recognition
of the fact that the dharma-fastras, or recent general law-books, are a

natural development out of the old snfriis as handed down in the

schools of Vedic study. This is by far the more important and valuable

element: and it is so well supported by considerations of various kind

that it seems as firmly established as anything can be in this department
of knowledge. Then, second, that the coincidence of the name Manava.
I.. -Ion-ing to this particular law-book, with the name of a certain i

nized Vedic school, points to a derivation from that particular school

mil mini meaning 'of the Manavans,' and not, as usually under-too.i.

of Mann.' This was all very well as a conjecture: but. to win a higher
character, it needed to be backed up by some amount of positive evi-

dence, d.-rived either from the t radit ions of the school or from the law-

i. And none such appears to be forthcoming. The gi'liin-
' of the Manavans. on the one hand, has recent IN OODIfl t" light, and

ha- IH-CH worked up by Bradke, who furnishes a full account of it in the

Z. D. M. O. (vol. xxxvi., 1882, pp. 417-477,: and. with the l,est good-will
to the com rary. he is obliged to confer t hat he can find no sign of an\

relationship between the two works. Then, on the other hand, then- is

nothing in the association of the modern law-hook with the epithet
r the name Manil to constrain us to seek a historical ha-

such dcsigii;uj,,M. A tt rihnt ion of ant horship. in Hindu literary histoi\.

thing at all. unless in the absence of any indication whatever
toll,, then. The traditional explanation of the name

Mlicjent. Manu (as shown in detail by Profess. .r Hopkins
in his article "Mann in the M;ih.ibharata") is a legeiidarx Iwing.

appealed (,, rather m.. re frequently than an\ ..ihei. beginning even
with the time of the Hrahmana>, when something is to have a sln>\\- <f

authority given it. He i- . ited in the various sfifm* ami c7.sV;vf.x-. piM
ima and other* ar> MM! this. n ,t I <crp jfl a Manif -

-k in e\i-i. nee for II; H are in general n..t t.. b. brought
into :in\ Connection "ilh the M -ailed: on the contrarv. it

In- because of mm to be a M
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law-book. It might have ^een expected that some treatise would be

attributed to Manu, just as to Yiijnavalkya, to Vasishta, to Vishnu.
and so on. And the manner of its association is pretty clearly read in

its own account of its origin. There is a versified dh.arma-{'dntm. of

considerable antiquity among the treatises of its class. It quotes
"Manu" here and there, as the rest of them do, showing that its con-

structors laid no claim to an exclusive Manu-authorship for it. It is

put, then, apparently artificially and by an afterthought, into the

mouth of Bhrgu, a legendary sage and ancestor who wears that char-

acter even in the earliest Veda; and finally, by a latest afterthought.

Bhrgu is made to proclaim it on behalf of Manu, and under the latter's

direction. It is a nameless depiction, put in a Bhrgu-fnime, with a

Manu-rim about it. If it was really
" Manavan " because of its deriva-

tion from the Manava-school, there needed no such roundabout process
as this to give it title to the name. But if the Manu-rim was tacked on
to give additional and clearer reason for what had an underlying reason

already, why the intervention of the Bhrgu-frame ? It is this interven-

tion that shows most decisively the artificial character of the whole
attribution of authorship. For that Bhrgu might be a later intrusion

between Manu and his work, as Bradke hesitatingly suggests, appears
in the highest degree implausible.
There is, of course, nothing cogent about this reasoning. But it is

sufficient to refute the claim now coming to be made as a commonplace
by writers on Indian literature, that " Manu's law-book is a metrical

version of the dharma-sutra of the Manavan school, and has its name
from thence," and to remand the question of its origin back to the cate-

gory of the unknown where it may, probably enough, always remain.

It is very little that we know as to the history of the dharma-^dstras in

general ; and of this one, not more than of the rest. We know not, for

example, how it should have obtained such vogue and consideration (for

real authority it does not possess), for which nothing in its character

seems a sufficient reason. Perhaps, after all, it was only owing to the

name : so that the trick of the last redactors, in calling it Manu's. met

with undeservedly great success.

14. Numerical Results from Indexes of Sanskrit Tense- ami

Conjugation-Stems; by Prof. Whitney.

Professor Whitney reminded the Society that three years ago he

called its attention to a plan he had formed, and already partly exe-

cuted, of giving a full account of the roots found quotable in the San-

skrit literature, with the tense- and conjugation-stems and the primary
derivatives made from them, each item being accompanied with a defi-

nition of its date in the history of the language ;
and that he presented

a specimen of the work, anticipating its publication within no very

long time. In the Proceedings of the meeting in question (at Boston,

May, 1882: see the Society's Journal, vol. xi., pp. cxvii.-cxx.) was

printed the specimen, with an invitation of suggestions of improve-
ment ; and later a somewhat modified specimen was sent out, with a

similar invitation ; but no response was received from any quarter ;
so
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that the work, which is now all in type and will soon be published
(about 250 pages, 8vo : Leipzig, Breitkopf und Hartel ; Boston, Ginn &
Co.), is carried out on the plan communicated to the Society. It

seemed altogether desirable to add to it at the end Indexes of stems,
which should give an approximate idea (all that can be accomplished
by such a method) of the relative importance of each given formation
in the entirety of the language; and further, in order to make these

Indexes contribute more ethYiently to the illustration of its history, the

plan was adopted of giving the stems of each formation in three divis-

ions : A. those found to occur only in the older language, of Veda, Bruh-

inana. and Sutra ; B. those found both in the earlier and in the later

language: C. those quotable only from the later language, epic and

classical. A conspectus of the numbers of stems of various formation,
in these three divisions, was now presented by Professor Whitney, who
also pointed out briefly some of the indications derivable from them for

the history of Sanskrit.

Of the present-stems, numbering in all 1136, the distribution is found
to be as follows :

A. B. O.
earlier earlier later total,

lang. and later, lang.

root-class (ad-class, second class) 80 49 14 143

reduplicating class (fe-H a ^. third class) 33 16 49

nasal class (rwM -class, seventh class) 16 18 29

nit-class (OTt-class, fifth class) 24 22 4 50

tt-class (ton-class, eighth class) 440 8

class (fcri-class, ninth class) 31 17 5 53

188 121 1 tttt

a-class (Miit-class, first class) 175 212 142 529

d-class (lud-class, sixth class) 72 58 17 142

ya-class (dtv-class, fourth class) 41 64 28 133

288 829 187 804

Totals 476 450 210 I I'M

The general facts here presented as the great superiority in numbers
of stems of the second general conjugation (804 to 832), and the nlmoM
limitation to it of the stems of late formation (187 to 23) are familiar

ones; also, that, in the first general conjugation, the stems found in the

N'T language alone (188) considerably outnumber those belonging to

both the other divisions together (121+28=144), while in the second

Conjugation this relation is more than reversed (288 to 516).

The accented yd-cla*s, or passive stems, and the <i#a-class, or causa-

tive etc. steins, are given further on ; since the former, though essentially

a present-stem only, becomes allied in history to the secondary ronjn
is, as having like them a ^|><

( ial <>Ui< <

A. B. O. i..m i.

The perfect-stems have this distribution : 169 191 118 478

Nothing noteworthy appears here, as tin n ati..n ..i

nearly equal freqi i. -IK \ in all p

B
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With the aorist-stems, the case is very different, as will appear from
the following table :

A. B. C.
'

total.

. root-aorist 112 18 10 140

o-aorist 61 18 7 86

reduplicated aorist 106 18 80 154

s-aorist 99 37 9 145

i>aorist 136 21 17 174

six-aorist 10 3 6 19

sa-aorist 14 5 19

538 120 79 737

Of the reduplicated aorists, 6 are made from causative quasi-roots in

p; and there are 14 i'-aorists from secondary-conjugation-stems (8

desiderative, and 6 causative).

Here is seen especially (as pointed out in some detail a year ago to the

Society) the great predominance of the aorist-formation in the earlier

language, as compared with the later (more than seven tenths of the

stems being found in that division exclusively, not to speak of the much
greater frequency of their forms there). Further, the almost sporadic
character of the last two forms of aorist which effectually forbids any
originality or importance being attributed to them in the history of

aorist formation. The class of a-aorists also appears to be made up in

no small part (it may be remarked) of transfers from the root-class.

The statement for the future-stems reads thus :

A. B. C. total.

s-future without i 46 59 26 131

s-future with i (is-future) 44 43 71 158

periphrastic future (in tar) 18 10 30 58

108 112 127 347

In the Veda occur only a few futures of the s-formation (about 40),

and none of the other. A disproportionate increase of the i.s-future in

later time is noticeable here. From 39 roots are made futures of both

the s- and the is-form.

The secondary conjugation-stems are thus distributed :

A. B. C. total,

passive 37 105 117 259

intensive 105 21 41 167

desiderative 60 49 53 162

causative 111 247 207 565

313 422 418 1153

The total number of roots from which intensive stems are made is

only about 150, there being a number of instances in which more than

one stem is made from the same root. Of the desideratives, less than a

quarter have the intermediate i before the sibilant ; nine roots make
stems both with and without the *. The intensive, it will be noticed,

is a dwindling formation, while the desiderative is an increasing one.
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Both passive and causative, also, grow in frequency, although neither

is rare at any period ; there are more causative-stems even than (unac-

cented) a-stems of the present.
Tli* tertiary stems, or derivatives from secondary steins, number as

foUown:
A. B. C. total.

passives from desideratives 2 1 8 11

passives from ausatives 9 28 110 147

desideratives from causatives 12 5 21 ^s

causatives from intensive* 3014
causatives from desideratives 0022

26 84 142 202

Most of these, it is seen, are only sporadic formations : exceptions are

the de-iderative-, from causatives, which appear in fair numbers (in no

small part, it is true, only in derivative noun-stems); and the i>a--i\e-

from causative-,, which ^row rapidly in popularity, so as to be tolerably

frequent later.

Finally may be mentioned a few scattering formations :

A. B. C. II.MI.

3d persons sing, of the passive aorist 47 12 33 92

aorist optatives active 48 5 10 63

aorist optatives middle 54 1 55

IM riphrastic perfects, primary conj'n 8 3 9 20

'I'll. active aorist optatives all belong to the root-aorist ; just over half

f tin-ill ;ire made from roots which have no other aorist forms of this

formation : only half of them show forms containing the real precative-

sign, or -ihilant interposed letween optative mode-sign and ending.
The middle forms are from 44 roots ; since several roots make more
than one Mem. ami nm- root

( van) even four stems. Less than a quarter
of tli- 'ily 13) make forms containing the true precatives (which

mil only in 2d and 3d sing.). From the s-aorist come 18 stems,
from ih' ip-aorisl come 14: these two constituting the recognized "pro*
caiive middle" of the Hindu grammarians; but there are al-o \ from

the tM-aorist, and 1~> from the root-aorist, besides the isolated tndepfa
MM . and '.\ reduplicated stems, respecting which one may fairly

question \\hether they U-Iong more to the reduplicated aorist or to the

perfect : one of tinm, riri$i$ta (Bhftjr. Pur.), is the only example known
to me of a middle precative in the whole epic and classical literatim* of

th. language and even it is unauthorized by the native grammar.
The root-" I mm which \erhal forms can lx quoted Count somewhat

SIH>: I.nt tin-, includes no very -mall number of such as are

.-i,\ I..II-K -..-.. ndai\ i"i in.ii i- MI . ..I- (ihonetic variants, or artificial

that i-. t:iU'-n tip out of the Kramm.ii iati->' li^t-. an<l ned once or twice.

Nearly 500 of these occur in l.oth divisi<.ns ..t the language ; about 800

are fomid only in the earlier period ; the remainder (about 180), only m
th.- epic "i- ih, eia-^i.-ai

period, or in
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15. On Multiform I'lVM-nts and cm Transfers of Conjugation
in tlu- Sanskrit Verb System; by Prof. (\ H. Lamnaii, of Cara-

lirid^-. Ma--.

In the Proceedings for October, 1882 (Journal, vol. xi., p. cxxvii.), Pro-

fessor Bloomfield made an attempt to discover any possible differences

of use in the different present systems from the same root in the Veda.
The results were mainly negative. Meantime, however, Professor Whit-

ney's book, mentioned in the preceding article, has been put in type.
Its collections cover the entire history of the language, in all its periods;
and they are arranged in such convenient and altogether admirable

order, that a new study of the ample material seems very promising.
So far as Professor Bloomfield's inquiry is concerned, it is indeed

doubtful whether any very striking positive results could be reached.

But the study of these multiform presents suggests some other ques-

tions, whose answers, if attainable, would be interesting and important:
What are the general tendencies in the growth of the language as con-

cerns its system of conjugation ? What is the extent of the multiform

presents ? that is, how commonly do roots form present stems in more
than one way ? Are there decided tendencies of certain formations to

go in pairs ?

The foregoing article offers interesting items of answer to the first

question. As for the second out of 800 bona-fide roots of the language,
over 112 (14 per cent.) form presents in two ways. The large number
of 50 or more form presents in three ways. The roots with four pres-

ents number 16, and are i$ 'seek,' /, ci 'gather,' t?p, dhd 'put,' b/if,

mad, ml 'damage,' mfj, rudh, va$ 'be eager,' gam 'labor,' sa 'bind,'

su 'generate,' stu, and hi. Those with five presents are t, fcf 'do,'

k$i
'

destroy,' da
'

give,' dhu, pi
'

swell,' pr
'

fill,' vf
'

cover,' han, and
hu ten in all. Finally, the root r forms its present in six different

ways (counting rnu and n^a), and i? in seven or in eight, if we count

the sibilant presents. The above are understatements rather than the

contrary, sporadic or doubtful doublets being sometimes omitted.

Among the double presents, the a- and 2/a-classes appear oftenest in

combination, namely in 26 verbs, e. g. tdpati, tdpyati ; next come the

a- and d-classes, with 18 verbs, e. g. kdrsati, kysdti; then the a- and

root-classes, with 15
; and last the ya- and root-classes, with 11. The

other doublets are miscellaneous and sporadic combinations.

The question, Do differences of function run parallel with differences

of form, has, of course, some positive answers which are palpable.

Thus, the mode of forming the present with accented yd has a perfectly

clear function as designation of the passive. The elements character-

istic of the intensive and desiderative have also distinct sematologic

value, and, in a less degree, those that mark the causative. Of the

primary presents, those made with unaccented ya are prevailingly in-

transitives, denoting a state of feeling or condition of mind or body.
If one were to take up again and extend the inquiry of Professor

Bloomfield, now that we have the material so complete and in so acces-

sible form, the first thing to do would be to eliminate from the question

such multiform presents as are not original, but simply the result of a
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secondary transfer from some older to some later method of conjuga-
tion le. g. duhati, from dogdhi duhanti). These for the most part may
be regarded as exclusively formal changes. There would then remain

a large nuinU-r of multiform presents of inde|Hndent formation (e.g.

pavate beside j>
. here functional ditVeivnces might be suspected,

or at least looked for.

I propose to take this first step here, without going any farther, and

to examine and classify th> M- transfer-presents.

These transfers are, with one or Jwo wholly sporadic exceptions, in-

varialily from the first general conjugation to the second. The general
direction of the transfers is just what we should expect it to be apriori.
As appears from the preceding paper, the stems of the second general

conjugation greatly outnumber those of the first (804 to 382), just as

\.rbs do the ///-verbs, and tin- "regular" verbs (with ed-preterits)

the old "irregular" ones in English. There is always a tendency in

language-users to reduce apparent irregularities to a dead level of uni-

formity. This is exempli tied in the little child's I goed or runned instead

of I went or ran ; in the later Attic faiKvvu for the old deluwfu, and even

in the Homeric <Ja//va (tiajivaeTi) by the side of Annvjini (AafivffTt). This

tendency of the verbs into the second or a-conjugation is entirely par-
allel to the transfer of the nouns from various consonant declensions

into the a-declension, and to the excessively common movement of the

same kind in Pali.

As appears from Professor Whitney's results, given above, the first

conjugation holds a much more important place in the earlier language,
and loses all its vitality in the later. It would therefore be wholly in

keeping with the character of these transfer-forms that they should

appear as a rule in later texts than their originals of the first conjuga-
tion. And this we find to be the fact.

The indexes show a total of 382 stems of the first general conjugation.
Their ro.,ts exhibit no less than 81 transfers to the second general oon-

n : that is, about a quarter of them do so. By far the largest
nu ii ilier of these transfers, 86, are from the root-class; 16 are from the

reduplicating, and 13 from the nasal class; 9 from the nd-class, and 7

from the // >/-class. The mm sfera are to the a-class and the d-class.

To make the explanation .,t doublets as transfers possible, there must
be some important point or points that coincide in the two series of

forms. Thus the old nominative pod makes an ace. pad-am : and cor-

responding to this ambiguous form, as if it were ;<//-)//. is formed a

later nom. pada-a. So in the Veda, dvi$ inflects dv6$-(i dvif-dnti ; but,

corresponding to this ambiguous form, as if it were dvifd-nti, is formed
in the later language dvtpd-ft, etc. The several classes of transfers I

will briefly enumerate, giving first a characteristic form .f the old eon

! h n an example of an ambiguous one in brackets, and then a

characteristic form of the t ransfe i ion

Root- to a-claS8. . dwifl \dnatit i\
" mlarly. rnnnti. runmti ;

fWMifi. Qvasvt >i; svapiti, svap(tti . foil,,wing their

analogy, jakfiti. jakfati; b. rodifi [arodfi'j n>,i,,ti ; c. ,m,iti \.imanti

and mid.J amate ; d. atti [addtiti] udatva; chantti [chamlanti] c/ian-
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dati ; e. eti [subjunc. ayati -te] ayate -ti ; qete [^dye Is.] fdyate : f. a'ste

[dse] dsate; similarly, l$ate 3p.. it l make; so irte, Irate 8s.; i${e, icate ;

cox/* 1

|<vfA
-

.sr| cdkxah' : t<tkx((1i 3p. [?| taksati 3s. ; vasfi [ava^aw] ava^-at ;

Ittniti \<(li(i>uf>n\ (tfidinit : ^ista ti^lt {ttyiiuun] acasat, 'cut'; so U{'<it.

rilxati,
* orders '; g. |.sv7w// 1

.suntf seyam set are perhaps best regarded as

presents to the old aorist asdt, as if this were imperfect. Observe that

the accent of svap; an, and gvas wavers. Forms under d might be

reckoned to the d-cla'ss.

Root-class to d-class. a. dniti \ftndnti] andti ; similarly, dogdhi,
duhet ; dves^i, dvisati; imlrxfi. nnjati; roditi, rudanti; ledhi, lihati;

vetti, vidati; b. kseti \ksiydnti] ksiydti; so bravlti, abruvain : </<lnti,

yuvati ; rduti, ruvati ; su'te, suvdti ; stduti, astuvat ; c. hanmi [gtmanti]

aghnam.
Reduplicating to a-class. The transitions in this category are among

the most interesting. The verbs daddmi, dadhdmi, and tix{li>~niii nil

belong to the redupl. class, as is clear from the Greek. All show sec-

ondary a-forms even in the Vedic period, e. g. dada-ti 3s.; but with the

first two the process of transfer was not carried out, while with the

important tisthdmi it became so complete that no form belonging un-

questionably to the /m-class is quotable. Although no /m-class form is

quotable for lian and hi, yet jighnante and jighyati 3s. are clearly
transfers. Here belongs sidati, if slddmi is for sisddmi. Exactly like

the case of tisthdmi are those of jighrdmi and pibdmi, except that here

forms of the 7m-class are quotable, e. g. pipdnd, jighrati 3p. In the

later language, bibhyati -anti and jahati -anti coexist beside the older

bibheti -yati and jahati -ati. The forms of both kinds are confined to

the Veda in the case of md *

bellow,' cd, and sac, which make mitnnti

and mimanti, gigd-ti and gica-nti, sa-gc-ati 3p. and saqca-nti. Sporndic
a-forms are found from dl *

shine,' dhi, and pi see Whitney, Gram.

$670ff.
Nu- to d-class. Here belong inoti [invdnti] invdti ; and so the stems

fnvd, cinvd, dunva. On account of the accent, we should expect trans-

fers to the d-class only, not to the a-class ; but we find jino-si jinva-ti,

pinv-dte pinva-ti, hino-ti hinva-ti.

Nasal to d-class. Since the transfer is from a weak form of the nidh-

class undtti [unddnti] undati the transfer-form ought to have tin-

accent on the a and so be referred to the d-class. In fact the accent is

indeterminate in all cases save, on the one hand, pT/d and the doubtful

pinsd, and, on the other, tunja and pr'nca. The stems are : anja, unda,
umbha, chinda, bhufija, yufija, rundha, pinsa, $ihsa, hinsa.

Nd- to d-class. Here belong the stems prnd, m?nd, c^na, mina, and
the doubtful dhunet (cf . dhuniydt). Professor Whitney reckons grhna,

jdna, badhna, and mathna to the a-class : hardly, perhaps, with con-

straining reason.

The Epos shows the forms dadmi and kurmi, which answer, as singu-
lars of the root-class, to dadmas and kurmas.
Of interest, finally, are the transitions within the aorist-system. Thus

beside the series akar-am akar akran, we have akara-t, etc. Many of

the simple a-aorists are such transfer-forms. So beside agan, aghas
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lorn, adhdt, abhut, etc., we find agamat, aghasat, atanat, adhat,

oMtwaf, t : tt Whitney, 847. These aorist stems sometimes serve

later as the base of a present system so grama, voca, sara, cf. asdt.

16. On the Verbs of the so-called tow-class in Sanskrit
; by Prof.

A. H. Edgren, of Lincoln, Neb. : presented by Prof. Whitney.

Professor Edgren points out that, while the verbs of the su- and ton-

classes of the Hindu grammarians are distinguished by the latter as

taking respectively nu and u as class-sign, it was suggested already by

Bopp that, since all the roots of the ton-class save one themselves end

in u. the two classes are virtually one, and may be treated as such.

Most later grammarians have been content to reproduce the Hindu clas-

sification ; but the writer, in his own brief grammar (Trubner & Co.,

1886), has ventured to identify the two classes in question, assuming
th* final nasal of the ton-roots to have been lost before the nasal of the

class-sign, in accordance with the theory as to such mutilations put for-

ward and formulated some years ago by Brugman and others (e. g. to-to

from fn-to, with loss of radical a and then conversion of the remaining
vocalic nasal to a vowel a). Recently (in the Bulletin de VAcad. roy.

de Belgique, 1880), M. Van den Gheyn, of Antwerp, attempts to show

that, out of the nine ton-verbs ending in n, at least seven did not have

that nasal originally, it having been artificially transferred from the

class-sign to the root ; and he proposes to remove in this way the ton-

verbs to the frtt-class. The object of this paper is, then, to determine,

by examining the inflectional and derivative forms belonging to the

roots of the ton-class, and also the kindred words in cognate languages,
the true relation of that class to the #//-class, and whether any one of

the theories referred to above is to be accepted as satisfactory.

Of the ten roots counted to the ton-class by the native grammarians,
two are obviously false: viz. pi. with present nioft, and A-x///. with

present ksinoti: they are only inflections of the roots f and A\si aro.nl

m- t. th.' x//-ela.s> : and a third. r///p./. is l<>ultt less a similar perversion
..t /////---and Upsides, it never occurs in the language, unless in : , r, u

derivatives, as gharma, a/ip."'- f/'' .'''.""
tlh> kindred words in related

! . i/end garema; (Jr. <<>(> ////. <>'i>-<n; etc. ; Lat. fnr-mns etc. ; Goth.

tnirm-jan; Sl.
g0r-e"-tt ; etc.)fa\<,r thi- vie* of it- character, Farther,

tin- alleged rx.t ////.
'

tfra/e.' is evidently fictitious, madi- t<> furnish an

etymology for t^na,
'

grass/
As regards the five roots k$av, fun. man, van, an, there is every

reason to regard tin it nasal as genuiix and original at least, when
th.ii intuitional and d-ri\aii\.- forms were evolved. It i^

contained in all their \crli-forins. >avc only the vcrhal mums in t<i. /ni.

Kcncrally admitted, the r>>t i- -h. >rt. n. .1 I'n.in low of
iK-eent : for the ,< . mi-. mi :i- t<~ti/<if> . si^'isnti. etc., i

DOm '-ant than that "I ./''//"/'
'. -id. ./"//. It i- fmind al-. in

their num. T..U- derivatives, except (he stems m //. wlii-h follow the

analogy of the |HirticipleH in t. l-'inally. related \\nrdsjn the.,

aes also have a ' % ^""l-" '

tlnm-jan .

on-eo, ga * -m et<-. (for mm. IK. Umdnd
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words have been found) ; and the exceptions (chiefly Greek, as ra-atf,

e-ra-0yv) are doubtless due to the same causes which have made the Skt.

ta-ta etc. While, then, it is past question that the nasal in these roots is

no artificial transfer from the class-sign, but really radical, it neverthe-
less does not follow necessarily that in a tense-stem like tanu the class-

sign is u only : the significant fact that all the verbs of the class (except

fcf) end in a nasal drives us to seek another explanation. No instance,
it is believed, can be adduced from the whole language of the loss of an
initial nasal, or of any other initial consonant, of a suffix or ending ;

whereas the disappearance of a final nasal of a root or stem before a
suffixal consonant is a common occurrence in Sanskrit : e. g. ta-ta, ta-

tvd, ta-ti, -ta-tya, ha-tha, -ha-bhis, raja-bhis, jitva-su, bali-bhyas, etc.

etc., for tan-ta etc. There is likewise the same absence of accent from
the root in all the forms of this conjugation, which has been seen to be

the probable cause of the abbreviation of words like tata ; and it shows
its effect in the weakening of the root in the forms of the stt-class : e. g.

str-no-ti from the more original root-form star. Hence it must be

regarded as highly probable that ta-no-mi is for tan-no-mi whether by
the direct loss of the n or by its vocalization, is immaterial to the

argument.
As regards, finally, the sole remaining root kr, which in the oldest

language was conjugated according to the sw-class (kf-no-ti etc.), its

later Jem-inflection is entirely anomalous : it may be that the very fre-

quent use of this verb made it susceptible in some way to modification

by dialectic or other influences. At any rate, it cannot be made to form
all alone a separate verb-class.

The general result appears to be, that, of the list of ten roots that have
been reckoned to the Jan-class, four must be struck off as fictitious, five

transferred to the sw-class as regular, and one as irregular ;
and that in

this way the ton-class will disappear entirely.

Professor Whitney said that, while he agreed with the author in

rejecting Van den Gheyn's view, and regarding the derivation of tanomi

from tan-nomi as not impossible, he yet was unwilling to accept this

latter process as proved, so long as it remains so questionable what the

original character of the nu is, and as other instances of the loss of n
before n are not found. If, for example, the class-sign is ultimately a

noun-suffix, nu and u might be possible side by side, like the elements

from which are made the gerunds -grutya and -bhuya respectively.

The modification of krnu into kuru is not easily accounted for; and

there are other indications of the addition of u to a radical final r in

Sanskrit, in the roots (doubtless of secondary origin) ending in rv, as

well as in the RV. form tarute from root tr. It may be added that in

hanomi (Parask. Grh. Su. i. 3. 27) we have another sporadic example of

a Jan-form, but one of very questionable value.

17. On a Sanskrit Manuscript of a Hindu Treatise on Logic,
the Nyaya-siddhanta-manjar! ; by Prof. Lanman.

Just after our last October meeting, I received, through the kindness

of Professor Isaac H. Hall, a MS. of the above-named work, now in my
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possession. Dr. Hall bought it at a shop in Philadelphia, Penn. ; but

th vendor lil nut know \vhere it came from. On the inside of the

. however, are the words :

*'
J. Jay Joyce, Jr. ; presented by Rev.

( 'alcutta : through kiinln. of the Rev. S. E. Applet.. n.

This MS. of the * Garland of the Doctrines of the Nyaya' is about 300

years old. It is an excellent MS., clearly written in n>'njnrl on 89 leaves,

9x3A inches iii ifie. The outside page of the first leaf and of tlu- last

is blank. There are from nine to eleven lines on a page. Each line con-

tain- aliout twice as much as a line of our Journal, so that an edition of

the text would require about 30 Journal pages.
It begins:

pro //.///,//./ iMtramat

iha kiln niklcil<ili>k(irhii(>kx(Uiiiiklii/<>iHli/(iiii //m/m//o/xn/<o// illiniums ttil-

'iniiiti ; taceapratniliidilhniamitiprdiinlijui'H ninliti/nt<'.

t<ifr<t priimdi/ilh kn mini in ]>ni iml ,jn in. prainn ca yathdrtfinn nhliavafy.

(ml ////// ili-i'tri/ilh. i/atlnlrtli(litiihft(ir<> indinint iti. nanu kim idarh yd-

tharthyamf kim I'llniibhavatvamt ucyate: etc.

ads:

nosya aamnikar$e kim mdnam iti cet ; rajatatvapruk<~tnik<ii>r<ttii-

ak$am ity aveh i . tiitrdira kim mdmim iti cet; tatpmlc'lrihl pnn'rttir

The colophon reads :

rl-hliiiffrn^iri/ii^-riitruntiiu-rirdcitd i>}/ui/<ixi<l<Ui<~tnt<iin<irij<in minidjt-

ifjamat sariivat 1754 fake 1619 mdghe mdsi $uklapak$e <t?t<tiiii/<~tiii

ravivasare utdropa[nd f]mnd anantena likhitam idam pustam maitjur-

ydh pardrthaiti svdrthaih ca.

That is : 'The Nyayasiddhantamanjari, composed by ^ri Bhattacarya
('fidfunani [an epithet of .JanakTnatha<;arman], is ended ; on a Sunday,
the eighth day of the bright lunar fortnight of the month Magha, A. D.

1697 : this MS. of the Maftjari was written by Ananta, whose surn'ame [?]

was Sutara, for the use of others and of himself.' Magha begins with

the w inter solsti<

MSS.. of this work are not infrequent. Burnell, Skt. MSS. in th.

Palace at Tanjore, p. 119a, cites one beginning as above. He adds that

the work i.lir.l in South India. Bhandarkar, in his Bombay
Report for 1882-8, p. 1 r>. mentions two and a commentary. Lewis

Skt MSS. in Mysore and Coorg, 1884, p. 114, mentions
l a fourth asrniMMl to Gol&ta Bhaskara. Fitzedward Hall.

Hil'lio-raphy of the Indian Philosophical Systems, p. 24, mentions three,

one very correct. Anln. ht mentions a part of one aa among the Bod-

leian MSS., p. 24Qa. Wcl>< r m. -ntions a part of a commentary to t In-

work in the Berlin Catalogue, 1858, no. 699. The work is an elementary
I. Ill 11 Illl-lll \\ell I,.- XM.rtll fllitillg.

The folh>\s i! was not n.'.iv.d until after the Son.

, Kyadjournment, lut, Ky the auth..r\ de^re. it i- included in the

:iLfs of t

ing.

6
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18. On some Vedic Derivatives of the root prap, 'ask,' hith-

erto misunderstood
; by Prof. M. Bloomfield, of Baltimore, Md.

The rootprach or prch,
'

ask,' as is well known, is a secondary form :

to wit, a part of the stem of an inchoative present, pr[$]-cha-ti, trans-

ferred in use to a verb-formation outside the primary present-system,
i. e. to the perfect, paprdcha ; to the verbals, -prchya, -pr*chain, -pr'che ;

to the passive, prchydte ; and further to the derivatives, prdch-, prchd,'

pfchaka, pfchya, and piprchi$u- Most of the remaining forms and

derivatives, dprdt,.dprdk$lt, pr?td, prdtfum, prak$yati, prtfvd, pratfa-

vya, pra$tr, may be referred to either form of the root, to pra$ or to

prach ; but for those belonging to the oldest dialect, notably for dprdt
and dprdkslt, a reference to pra$ is preferable (cf. Whitney, Skt. Gr.,

220). Finally, for the original form prac, ,
the Vedic praQ-na,

'

ques-

tion, debate,' gives unmistakable testimony, to say nothing of the evi-

dence of the related languages.
I believe that there are three other Vedic words which are certainly

derivatives of pra$, 'ask,' though they have hitherto been misunder-

stood. These are :

1. pra'q ,

'

debate, dispute ;'

2. prdtiprdg,
'

opponent, one disputing against another ;'

3. pratiprdgita,
' one assailed in debate,' or, simply, 'opponent.'

These words occur in an exorcism addressed to the pd(d-plant, Athar-

va-Veda ii. 27. Verses 2-6 do not affect the question here in hand ; I

therefore quote only the first and last.

1. nee chdtruh prd'gam jaydti sdhamdnd 'bhibhu'r asi :

prd'gam prdtiprdgo jdhy arasd'n k^nv oadhe.

7. tdsya prd'yam tvdm jahi yd na indrd 'bhida'sati :

ddhi no bruhi caktibhify prd$i md'm uttaram k^dhi.

The hymn has been translated by Weber, 1873, Indische Studien, xiii.

190 ; by Ludwig, 1878, Der Rig-veda, iii. 461 ; and by Grill, 1879, Hundert

Lieder des Atharva-veda, p. 18. All three derive the words prd'$ and

prdtiprac. from the root ap, 'eat.' with pra, and regard the hymn
accordingly as an incantation against robbers of provisions, pronounced
in order to protect granaries and tore-rooms. The renderings of the

above-quoted verses by Weber, Ludwig, and Grill, respectively, are as

follows :

1. Dass mir die Vorriithe der Feind

nicht raub' ! sieghaft du, machtig bist !

Schlag' fort, die mir die Vorrathe

schad'gen, mach' kraftlos sie, o Kraut !

7. Vernichte dessen Vorrathe

o Indra ! der uns feindet an.

Segne rnit deinen Kraften uns !

lass in Vorrath'n mich oben stehn !

1. Nicht der feind soil genusz von speise erlangen ; iiberwaltigend,

sigerin bist du
; |

den genusz des genuszfeindlichen schlage, mach ihn

aaftlos [arasd'm], o kraut.
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7. Dessen genusz von speise vernichte, der o ffirst uns anfeindet, |

segne uns init deinen kraften ; an genusz mach mirh /.urn hfwhsten.

1. Der Feind raub nicht die Zehrung uns ;

du bint ja machtig, fiberstark ;

Wer uns die Zehrung vorwegzehrt,
dem M i in 1 1 1 . o Kraut, die Lebenskraft !

7. Den Vorrath, Indra, schlage dem
in Boden, der uns feindlich ist ;

Durch Machterweise sprich uns zu,

den reichsten Vorrath schenke mir !

'I'll. -so translations entirely miss the point of the hymn. It has

nothing to do with provisions or granaries. It is rather a charm
utt. rt'd by an intending disputant before entering upon a debate in the

*<///,.} <>r itariifad, the assembly of the village, and addressed to the

}nlt<l-\>\i\nt. I render :.

1. May the enemy not win the debate. Thou art mighty and over-

powering. Overcome the debate of [each one] who debates against us.

Render them stupid, O plant.

7. Overcome thou the debate of the one who is hostile to us, O Indra.

Kncourage us with thy might. Render me superior in dispute.

The general interpretation and this translation are suggested by the

Kan<;ika--utra. xxxviii. 17 ff. Sutra 17 reads : iyarii mrud ifi nnulnghaih
khi'nlnnn ujmnljitnt pari$adam urrajati, 'With the hymn, "This

plant" [AV. i. 34], he approaches the assembly from the northeast, \\ liil.

chewing honey-plant.' The commentator. Darila, explains the purpose
of the ceremony : purvottarc' kondt jMirisinlum <l(j(icchuti :jana*amQhaA
jyeffi' madliitkiiiii' hlinksiii/tiii' rtrnijiiiu- iitiintnih. . . . j>rti/(irtli<tjapa-

i inn mi in i>r<l i/arrif (<i in
, 'He approaches the assembly from the

northeast : namely, the eldest [chieftain] approaches the crowd, reciting

til*- rharin while approaching. This is a ^n/.yorr/7/a-ceremony, which

counteracts the harm arising from hostile whimperings |i.r. the recita-

ti..ii c.t h.Mili- im-aiitations].' The hymn i. 34 is employed because it

n.iii:iin> tin- pr:ii>4- <.f th- |t-rsuasive inadugha.
Tin- in -xt passage, Sutra 18 ff., rubricates our hymn ii. 27, cited above.

18. net- rl, til mi- Iti
'

iinili'iii-ilrihim : 1S>. (innllid : 2t). IHH Uindt i: 21. nn'i-

Wife /M//'/"/"'/''";//;/ <lh<'i rui/ni i. Thetrail:itinn. alon^ with t lie bracketed

riiiiiiii'-ntar\. is as follou-: is. -With tin- <-h:mn. "Max tin- fiu-in\

not
|

h< apino.K h. >| tin ine against whom the debate is directed

1 1 -ii i ih. ii- 1 ih. -a-t. \\ hili- i-ln-\\ ii ..nt
|.' li>. He addresses with

ili.' .harm |lii^
. .pp. .n.-nt |.' 2. H- liinds |th- />7M-n>ot8 together]/

Jl. Hecairieea/xi^i-KJU'htiHl containing M-VIMI l -a vos.
1

Darila's W.T.I-

'///'/ l.-l,,i,liii,,i <ijn<~ijil('it iiriitifin'iritinn <~t rrnjtili : to

IdfeMMN flMOMa; koSl, ////r-xrir/Vii// iMtriii'nn' hihlm rt i aor-

rnxijn illn'irtutnsijtt ln'iln'in lnnnili(l inn iif r<ilin</<~it . I'oi the last. cf. vrrsr I?

-.1 ,,

1 'r. -in ai ll\ . I. a i thai the ill. i- on.- \\ hi< Ii takes place

*
I have starred words whose reading is evidently faulty.
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in the pari$ad or communal assembly, and that the scholiast's pratird-
tl tint in.

*

opponent in dispute,' is a gloss to pratiprdyitam. This last is

accordingly a qwast'-denominative participle from pratiprdg,
' debater-

against' (Whitney, Grammar, 1176b), and means 'debated against.'

The word pray occurs once in the Kauc.ika-text proper, xxxviii. 24,

and with the same meaning,
'

dispute.' The passage is : 28. brahma

jtijildnam ity adhydydn updkarisyann abhivydhdrayati : 24. prdyun
dkliydsyan : 25. brahmodyam vadi$yan. Darila's comments are : to 28,

updkarmasu gisyan abhivyahdrayati suktam : kalahaparihdra*dox(tn(l-

$dt prdya$cittatvam ; to 24, pratipra$nam kathayi$yan suktam abhivya-

hdrayati : . . . prativddino jayapana$a\ prdyagcittatvam ; to 25, veda-

vdkyavicdramj. kathayisyan pratyarthind saha prativddino japanagat

prdyagcittatvam.
The text, supplemented by the comment, may be paraphrased as fol-

lows :
* When the teacher is about to begin the reading of the Veda, he

lets the pupils recite the hymn AV. iv. 1. When about to present to

them a disputed question, he lets them recite the same hymn. Or when

discussing with an opponent the meaning of Vedic sentences, he lets

them recite the same hymn.'

After the presentation of communications was finished, a vote

of thanks to the American Academy for the use of its Library
was passed, and the gociety adjourned, to meet in New York in

October.

* Read parihdsaf f Read japandpat. % See PW. under mahdvdya.
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Proceeding* at New York, October 28th and 29th, 1885.

Tm. Society met at 3 o'clock P. M. in Professor Short's lecture-

room (no. 23), at Columbia College. The President, Professor

Whitney, of Yale College, called the Society to order. As the

nlnur Seeretnry, Professor Toy, was absent, it was voted
that the Corresponding Secretary, Professor Lanman, serve in his

stead pro tempore.
The minutes of the May meeting ha\ inir been read, and, after

-"IT. rti-.n, approved, Professor Short announced the order of the

presiMit HUM tinr. The Thursday morning session would begin at

10 o'clock in the Chapel ;
and for Wednesday evening, the

members were invited to meet socially at the house of Mr.
( '.'tli -al. His invitation was accepted, with thanks.

<)M ihe part of the Directors, it was announced that the next
mert iuir \\ouM l>r lu'ld at Boston, Mass., on the second Wednes-

day (tin- li'th day) of May, 1886, the Corresponding and Record-

ing Secretaries to serve as Committee of Arrangements.
On recommendation of the Directors, the following gentlemen

u ic elected Corporate Members :

Mr. Bernard Drachman, of New York ;

Prof. William R. Harper, of Morgan Park, 111. :

Rev. Charles E. Mohldehnke, of New York ;

Mr. Samuel B. Plainer, of Cleveland, Ohio ;

Mr. Herbert D. Ward, of Newark, N. J. ;

Mr. Benjamin I. Wheeler, of Cambridge, Mass.

In a letter <lated August 28, 1885, and received the day after

tin meeting, Mr. \V . \V. liockhill writes from Peking as follows :

"
I was fortunate enough last winter to make the acquaintance of two

Tibetan Lamas, men tolerably well instructed for their class, and with

them I studied for about three months, after which they left for Dolon-

nor* in Mongolia. They were what Prejevalsky would call Tangutans.
fr t hey came from among the Tibetan tribes near the Koko-nor. They
li<l not use or in fact know this name, and called themselves Tibetans

or Amdoans, and their type is distinctly Tibetan, and similar to that of

.1 ri umber of Lhasa men whom I have also met here. The Tsaidam of

Prejevalsky they say is a great salt-marsh waste ; hence the name Tsai

* Dolon-nor is about 150 miles due north of Peking. Koko-nor ia in the ex

treme NE. of Tibet, S6 N., 100' E. of Greenwich. Urga is in Mongolia,
700 miles NW. of Peking, across the desert of Got i

7
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'salty,' hdam 'plain.' The elder Lama had made the pilgrimage to

Lhasa by the road followed by Hue and Gabet, which, notwithstanding
the contrary statements of many writers, is continually used by Mon-

gols and other northerners, who attach quite as much importance to a

pilgrimage to Lhasa as Mohammedans do to one to Mecca.

"Talking to my Lamas about the Bon-pa (the supposed pre-Buddhist
sect in Tibet), I showed them a Bon-pa sutra the one translated by
Schiefner and was told that it was perfectly received by Buddhists,
who read it with as much edification and devotion as they do one of

their own books ; and so with all Bon-pa books, which, the Lama said,

only contain an inferior system of doctrine. In fact, so far as I am
aware, Lamas are in a general muddle about the tenets of their creed.

They read dharanis and mantras of which they do not understand a

word ; and when the spirit moves them to anything else, it will be

Milaraspa they have listened to my reading of this work by the hour

or else some work on astrology.

"Tibetan and Mongol books on religion are very easily obtained here

and at Urga, and are generally very cheap. A few months ago, how-

ever, I was asked by the Berlin Library to purchase a copy of the Bkah-

hgyur and Bstan-hgyur (the Tripitaka). In a few days I found a Tibetan

Lama who had been sent to Mongolia and here by the Tali Lama with

books, etc. to sell (a very common practice of the Lhasa authorities, I

believe), who had a copy in 326 volumes ; but I could not get it for less

than 2,000 taels, some $2,600.
" One word about the Peking Oriental Society. It aims to get as cor-

respondents all the missionaries scattered about in Mongolia and the

Tibetan borders, as well as those nearer, to contribute some kind of

notes on philology, zoology, geography, etc., and to bring to light much
information on little-known countries which would otherwise be lost.

Moreover, since Peking is the literary centre of China, and the most

advantageous place for study in the Empire, it is hoped and I think

reasonably that we may not only find recreation in the Society for

ourselves, but may also help persons not residing in China who may
desire information or books which they could not otherwise procure.

" In the coming spring, I expect to go with my wife to visit the site

of Karakorum, west of Urga. It has only been visited by one European,
and his report is unsatisfactory."

With reference to the American Arabic Bible, Prof. Hall

reported further (see the Proceedings for May, 1885) as follows:

About the middle of June last, I received a letter from Dr. C. V. A.

Van Dyck, dated May 17, 1885, in answer to inquiries respecting Dr. Eli

Smith's manuscript translation of the New Testament into Arabic. I

give a few extracts :

"All the manuscripts of the translation of the Arabic Bible were

always carefully preserved, and not one of them has been lost or mis-

laid. As long as I had charge of the Mission Library, all were there,

and kept in one of the book-cases. When the Library was removed to

the Theological Seminary, under Mr. Dennis's care, the manuscripts
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went with it. How any one could say at any time that any of them

were . lost, I cannot conceive, except it was from sheer ignorance.

When the new building for the Theological Seminary was completed,
the Library was removed thither.

"Some time last winter or early spring, Dennis told me that he had

deposited all the manuscripts in tin cases, and that it would be desira-

ble to have a statement drawn up, giving a history of the translation,

to be deposited with them, etc. ... I took the. Mission records, and
from them, and from my own knowledge of and connection with the

work, I made out a history of the whole, from beginning to end, and

had the tin cases and the manuscripts sent to my house, and examined

them, and put my statement into one of them, together with other

documents, such as proof-sheets and letters from Fleischer, Rodiger,

and others, and also a history of the translations of the Bible into

Arabic, in Arabic, which I made years ago for Mr. Calhoun's Murshid

t-Talibtn, ^xJlia^ <A^^x, 'Scripture Helps.' I repeat, not a line,

not a word of what Dr. Smith did on the translation has been lost. All

is carefully preserved, and always has been since I had anything to do

with it."

With reference to an expression (with others) repeated to Dr. Van

Dyck that " Dr. Smith should have his full share in the honors of the

noble service to God and man," Dr. Van Dyck breaks out: "Who
who who, in the name of all that is sacred, ever had the remotest

thought or desire for anything else? . . . The expressions about Dr.

Smith's being in advance of the Mission on textual criticism are taken

from my statement, and are quite true. The statement that the manu-

scripts left by Dr. Smith were found ' invaluable
'

is underlined in my
statement, and so also that ' but for this basis, tHe work would have
been protracted much beyond what it was.' . . . Also I say, 'In those

parts of the Old Testament where Dr. Smith had left a basis, Dr. Van
Dyck [I writing in the third person] made use of it just as he had done
in the New Testament.' This is my statement of the fact in the docu-

ment I drew up."
Dr. Van Dyck adds other information, stating that it is substantially

deposited with his statement in the Mission Library, but saying also

that it is not sent for publication, and I therefore withhold it. It has,

I may add, no interest for the general public, nor for any one outside of

the Mission, or of those who have been more or less familiar with local

matters in Beirut.

Comment is unnecessary : at least, further than to say that I am
exceedingly glad to have my erroneous information corrected. Did I

deem it called for as a proof of good faith, I might proceed to disclose

the authority for each and every statement I made. But I presume
that this is needless ; and certainly those who were made the innocent

channels of the error, before it reached me, need not be dragged before

the public and forced to exonerate themselves.

Rev. \V. H.-ivi- \V:ird rxliil.itr.l MIL I drsrrilM-.l two seals witli

I'h.i ni< i.iii in-. 1 1

1 .lions, of unknown locality, brought by him this

year from Western Asia.
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One is a small carnelian seal cylinder, with the inscription, in Phoeni-

cian letters, "jru^,
in the field, with the representation of an officer

receiving captives. The other is a conical carnelian seal, with elliptical
section. The two sides are finely engraved with representations of a
man worshiping before columnar altars, or the lion-headed god Nergal
behind a man. The end represents the divine winged triad, with the

worshiper kneeling beneath it, two columns one side, and the Phoeni-

cian inscription nyxBrS, the last letter being doubtful.

Professor Whitney made a brief statement respecting a recent
edition of the Atharva-Veda, published in India (Bombay, 1884) :

Professor Whitney said that, seeing a new Hindu edition of the

Atharva-Veda advertised in Europe, he had sent for it ; but he was
rather amused, as well as disappointed, to find it simply a lithographed

copy, page by page, line by line, note by note (except that the German
words contained in the latter are left out), of the edition published by
Professor Roth and himself in Germany, now nearly thirty years ago.
Of course, the misprints and errors of the original are faithfully repro-
duced with the rest ; probably there are no more new ones than were

reasonably to be expected, the transcription seeming to be made in gen-
eral with care (though there are, to be sure, two accent-signs omitted in

the very first verse). There is nowhere in the work any intimation of

its source, or of credit due to any one but the Hindu editor, Sewaklal

Karsandas. It is desirable by such a notice as this to put other possibly

intending buyers on their guard.

Professor Hall also made a statement with reference to Prof.

B. B. Warfield's translation of a section from the Abbe" Martin's

Introduction d la
'

Critique Textuelle du N~ouveau Testament, in

the October "Hebraica ;" showing how the Abbe Martin and
that translation, of course had ignored certain arguments in favor
of the existence, past if not present, of a Karkaphensian Syriac
version of the Scriptures, or a portion thereof, and justifying
Rosen and Forshall, J. S. Assemani, and others, in rendering a

certain Syriac term as 'version.' As the substance of that oral

statement has been sent to "
Hebraica," in which it will doubtless

soon appear, no abstract is here necessary.
Professor Hall then presented a communication on several

newly acquired Syriac manuscripts, in the custody of the Union

Theological Seminary in New York City. Circumstances of

ownership forbid any public statement or description for the

present, but the restriction will perhaps be removed in time for

the next issue of the Proceedings.

Communications were then presented as follows :

1. Further Inscriptions from the Cesnola Collection in -New
York, by Prof. Isaac H. Hall, of New York.

When in Cyprus in October, 1875, I saw, amongst the Curium treas-

ure, a pile of corroded silver bowls at least a foot and a half high.
Most of them crumbled at the touch, and only a small portion could be
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preserved by the means then at hand in Cyprus. Of the masses brought
to New York, some portions, and some entire bowls, have been sepa-
rated and cleaned ; and all of them are of the highest interest. One,

nearly entire, presents, in repousse, the same myth or legend as the

famous Palaastrina bowl, described first, I believe, by Oanneau, and last

by Perrot and Chipiez. The myth is differently rendered in this Curium

bowl, but the incidents represented in the successive scenes are the

same, and as easily recognized as different pictorial representations of

Adam and Eve, or Jonah and the whale.

Another, of which fragments only remain, has a Cypriote inscription,

in characters nearly | inch high, sharply cut, but much injured by
corrosion. The inscription is on the concave surface of the bowl, and
reads from right to left ; and what remains of it is about three inches

long. The characters are

ti
'

. ice . i . te . mi . to . se .
\
e . mi .

\
to .pa . si . le . wo . se .

\
to . . . .

Traces of other characters are there, but not so legible that I can ven-

ture to supply a reading of them. What is plain, as above, reads as

follows : bivti&tfjudos fjfii ru /fcwr^rof rd . . .

* I am of Diweithemis, the

king of . . .* Other inscriptions of the same king were found at Gol-

goi and in its vicinity, which seem to show that he was a king of the

region. I have sometimes thought that the name Tremithus was to be

read in the obscured portion, but I am not yet satisfied. The inscrip-
tion is important as giving the name of a second extra-territorial king
who paid homage at the Curium shrine ; Etevander, the king of Paphos,

being the other. The latter's inscriptions, on the gold armlets, read

from left to right, like most of the inscriptions from the western part of

the island. These, like others from the East, read from right to left.

The style of the characters is old.

Another bowl, practically entire, is of the Phoenico-Egyptian Cypriote
art, and contains a most beautiful and unique engraved decoration,
which deserves a complete pictorial illustration and description. One

I the decorated zones consists of figures of deities and other objects,
and bears a Cypriote inscription in two lines, sharply cut. This bowl is

6 inches in diameter, and If inches deep. The inscription is perhaps
the smallest, in space and size of character, yet discovered. The whole

space occupied is only | x
,

3
,,
inch in dimension, and the characters are

rather under ^ inch high. The shape of the characters is archaic, and
that of some of them unique. It seems to read from right to left. At
the end of the second line there seems to me to be a nearly obliterated

/" i . , which I bracket. The inscription is as follows :

e.pi.o.ro.si.e.
a. pi. a. la. e. [mi .

\

The first line is probably a proper name in the genitive, and that of tin-

offerer. The second line seems to be a +i/.n /;(//. |.
That is. ! am ti,,-

bowl of
'

the person represented by the proper name.
Other small Cypriote inscriptions keep turning up in th< M, t r..p..litan

Museum from time to time, of which I cannot M..W give a full account.

One is incised on the bottom of a vase of red pottery, marked with some
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blunt tool before baking. It is merely one character, ti . , ^ inch high :

doubtless the maker's mark. The vase is 6 inches high, 8 inches of it

being neck, which is about 1 inch in diameter ; and it has a handle on
one side of the neck, reaching nearly from the body to the top. The

body spreads out rather flattish from the neck, to a diameter of 4

inches, and curves around to the base, which last is formed by a ring 2

inches in diameter. Around the body, on the flattish part below the

neck, is a rude wreath, incised, or scratched, after baking.
Another object contains a Greek inscription, cast, with the rest of the

pattern, on a little red ointment bottle, shaped like an amphora. The

object was found in a tomb at Citium. The bottle is If inch high ; its

section is that of an ellipse pointed at the extremities of the major axis

(the seam made by the sides of the mould is sharp on each side), which
last is | inch long at its greatest extent, exclusive of the handles. Below
the handles, in relief, on the two sides, are the letters, about inch high.

In the mould they read right, but on the bottle they are reversed.

They are 6V6
|

HPIOY

or,
' Of Eutherius.'

The above engravings, supplied by the courtesy of Rufus C. Hart-

ranft, Esq., of Philadelphia, show the two sides of the bottle, with its

decoration, in the exact size of the original. The decoration, as well as

the inscription, is in relief.

2. On a Syriac Table for finding Easter in years of the Seleucid

Era, by Prof. Hall.

The Williams MS. of the Syriac Acts and Epistles, noticed briefly in

the "Proceedings" of October, 1884 (Journal, vol. xi., p. ccxx etc.),

contains, on the first and second leaves now present, some tables for

finding Easter, adapted to the Seleucid era and mode of reckoning.
With a key, they are very easy to use ; but, though I could easily test

the correctness of many of the numbers, I could not find the key to

make the tables available. It is probable that the first leaf of the MS.,

now missing, contained such a key ; since only in that case would the

tables have been of use to an ordinary Syrian ecclesiastic. Dr. C. H. F.

Peters, director of the Litchfield Observatory of Hamilton College, who
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is likewise a classical and Oriental scholar of high attainments, very

kindly complied with my request to discover the key ; and the solution

here given is to be credited to him, though put in my own language.

The supplying of a few obliterated words, and the correction of sundry
errors of the scribe, are to be attributed partly to him and partly to my-
self. He worked from a copy of the tables furnished by me, turned into

our ordinary numbers. The tables have the numbers in numerals ex-

pressed by Syriac letters, sometimes obscurely written, but generally

legible. Several numbers on the edges are either obliterated or worn

away with the edge of the paper, but were easily supplied. The errors

in the body of the first table were not very difficult to correct. A list

<>f the obscured and obliterated and erroneous numbers will be given
further on. The original order of the tables, with the Golden Numbers

running from right to left in the first tables, and the months running
tr.>m right to left in the second and third tables, is here kept. The order

arises, of course, from the Syriac mode of writing from right to left.

TABLE No. 1.

19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 I 2 1

1 38 61 19 47 5 33 47 19 33 61 19 47 61 19 47 5 33 47 19 1

2 45 59 17 45 3 81 45 17 31 59 17 45 59 81 45 8 81 59 17 2
8 A 42 56 28 42 14 38 56 14 42 56 14 42 70 28 42 14 28 56 14 3
5

* c
89 67 25 39 11 25 53 11 89 58 25 39 67 25 58 11 25 53 11 4

6 37 65 28 51 9 28 51 9 87 51 23 87 65 23 51 9 87 51 9 5
7 .85 68 21 49 7 85 49 7 35 68 21 85 68 21 49 7 35 49 21 6
1 ,, 46 60 18 46 4 32 46 18 32 60 18 46 60 82 46 4 32 60 18 7
8

C
48 57 29 43 1 29 57 15 29 57 15 48 57 29 48 15 29 57 15 8

4 41 55 27 41 13 27 55 13 41 55 18 41 69 27 41 18 27 55 13 9
5 39 67 25 39 11 25 58 11 89 58 25 39 67 25 53 11 25 58 11 10
6 ~ 36 64 22 50 8 36 50 8 86 64 22 36 64 22 50 8 36 50 22 II

1
' c

88 61 19 47 5 88 47 19 83 61 19 47 61 19 47 5 88 47 19 12
2 45 59 17 45 3 31 45 17 31 59 17 45 59 31 45 3 31 59 17 IS
8 48 57 29 48 1 29 57 15 29 57 15 48 57 29 48 15 29 57 15 14

4 K _ 40 68 26 40 12 26 54 12 40 54 26 40 68 26 54 12 26 54 12 15
6
oc

87 65 28 51 9 28 51 9 37 51 23 87 65 23 51 9 87 51 9 16
7 85 68 21 49 7 85 49 7 35 68 21 85 68 21 49 7 85 49 21 17
1 88 61 19 47 5 88 47 19 88 61 19 47 61 19 47 5 38 47 19 18
2 ar,

44 58 30 44 2805816805816445880441680581619
4
oc

41 55 27 41 18 27 55 18 41 55 18 41 69 27 41 18 27 55 18 20
5 89 67 25 89 11 25 58 11 89 58 25 89 67 25 58 11 25 58 11 21

6 87 65 28 51 9 28 51 9 87 51 28 87 65 28 51 9 87 51 9 22
7

,
_ 84 63 20 48 6 84 48 20 84 62 20 48 62 20 48 6 84 48 20 21

2
J c

45 59 17 45 8 81 45 17 81 59 17 45 59 81 45 8 81 59 17 24
8 48 57 29 48 1 29 57 15 29 57 15 48 57 29 48 15 29 57 15 2ft

4 41 55 27 41 Id 27 55 18 41 55 18 41 69 27 41 18 27 55 18 26
5 An 88 66 24 52 10 24 52 10 88 52 24 88 66 24 52 10 88 52 10 27
7
oc

85 68 21 49 7 85

I II II

49 7 85 68 21 85 68 21 49 7 85 49 21 28
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TABLE No. 2.*

Hi
9 s, 2,
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TABLE No. 8.

!H
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In these tables the following are the corrections : First table, the left

hand column is partly obliterated, so as to require more or less absolute

restoration for the twelve lower squares. In the third column from the

left, 7th square from bottom, the 87 was obliterated. In the fourth

column, 3d square from bottom, the 66 was obliterated. In the same

column, next to top, the 61 was 47 in the MS.
, doubtless an easy error

in copying an older table. In the fifth column from the left, llth

number from bottom, the 19 replaces the erroneous 17 of the MS. In

13th column from the left, 6th number from bottom, the 20 replaces the

erroneous 55 of the MS. In the horizontal line twelfth from bottom,
the scribe committed at least eleven errors, but corrected them himself.

There are traces of corrected errors in nearly all the squares of this

horizontal line, but the eleven are the only ones where it is still possible

to read the erased number. The errors all consisted in writing the

numbers one square too far to the right. In the small auxiliary table,

the top 6 in the first row to the left was wholly obliterated, and was

supplied by Dr. Peters. Besides these matters, the writing was just so

hasty in spots that it was doubtful whether the reading was 8 or 80, 11

or 17, 3 or 30 or 70, 2 or 20, and so on : as any one can imagine by turn-

ing these figures into Jacobite numerals, with a little Estrangela mixed.

In the second table, the right hand column has lost nearly all the num-
bers below 11, though a few are legible. In the third table, in the left

hand column, from the upper 6 near the middle of the column to the

first 1 below it, the numbers are about two thirds obliterated ; below

that portion, all is obliterated, with nearly as much in the next column.

In columns 4-9 from the left, the name of the month is repeated with

each number. In column 7 from the left, the scribe had kept on repeat-

ing
" Shobat" by mistake, up to 31, but he corrected it himself.

The tables are diversified with red ink so as to make them easier to

use, but it is not worth while to specify the details of the rubrication.

The following are, in substance, Dr. Peters's notes on the tables (the

phraseology being changed only as required by the rest of the matter of

this communication) :

The three tables serve to find the day of Easter (and hence of the

other feasts depending upon Easter) for any year of the Seleucidian era ;

and, as is seen from the small table at the bottom of No.. 1, they follow

strictly the rules of the Alexandrian Easter canon, putting the vernal

equinox invariably on the 21 Adar (March), and employing the cycles of

19 and 28 years. These form the arguments for the first table, in which

the first line (on top) indicates the year of the lunar cycle ; the first column

(to the right), that of the solar cycle. The numbers of this latter, how-

ever, are different from those of the Julian period. In fact, the beginning
of the solar cycle can be put arbitrarily ; and we find that here it is

made to begin with the 1st year of the era. But the years of the lunar

cycle (in the Latin church called the Golden Numbers), upon which the

full moon of Easter depends, are of course the same, as the day for cele-

brating Easter was established by the same rule. Only, when we reduce

a year of the Christian era, A, by the usual addition of 312 to the year
S of the Seleucidian era, we ought not to forget that the year S begins
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on the 1st October of the year A. Easter of the year A, therefore, coin

cides with Easter of the year 51 in the other era; and the Qolden
NinnlK-r and the solar cycle are to be computed for the year <S 1, in

order to find, by means of these tables, the date of Easter identical with
that derived by the common prescriptions.

The computation, then, is as follows : 1. Divide the Seleucidian year
a by 28 ; the remainder will be the solar cycle as here understood. In

algebraical form, a=28w + r ; and with r we are to enter the right hand
column. 2. Add 12 to the Seleucidian year, and divide the sum by 19 :

the remainder will be the Golden Number. In algebraical form,
a 4- 12=19w+g ; and with g we are to enter the top line.

What the numbers, from 1 to 70, that are placed in the body of the

table, signify, we see from the tables No. 2 and No. 3. They are nothing
but ordinal numbers for the 35 days upon which it is possible for Easter

to fall ; beginning to count from the earliest date, 22 Adar, and ending
with the latest, 25 Nisan. The numbers are counted in one continuous

series for common and leap years, and in such a way that the odd num-
bers correspond to the common, the even numbers to the leap years.

Thus there are twice 85, or 70 numbers. The heading
" Number of the

Years "
of column 1, in tables 2 and 3, is not quite proper. These 70

numbers now are distributed in the 19 x 28=532 squares, perhaps from an

actually computed Easter canon for 532 years (similar to those of Beda
and Victorius). Since there are 3 times as many common years as there

are leap years in this cycle of 532 years, it follows that the odd numbers

appear 3 times as often in the table as the even numbers. But more, as

can be shown mathematically, in the 28 years (" Solar Cycle"), of the

lines for the odd numbers, there must always be found three and three

identical. This remark gives a good check as to their correctness.

Thus:
Line 1= 12=18 ; Line 6=17=28 ;

" 2=18=24; " 8=14=25;
" 4=10=21; " 9=20=26.
" 5=16=22;

The lines containing even numbers appear only once ; they are those

for the leap years : 8, 7, 11, 15, 19, 28, 27.

The last column (to the left) is the "Character" of the year in the

Solar Cycle (" Foundation of the years" in column 2 of tables 2 and 8),

upon which depend the days of the week. In leap years the Character

is increased by a unit after Shobat : and ln-t \vrni it and tln Dominical

Letter exists this relation : that the sum of the Dominical Letter for the

year A of the Christian era (counting A, B, C, ... G as 1, 2, 8, ... 7)

and the Character of the Seleucidian year S 1 (using A and S in the

meaning as above explained) is always= 7.

lathe table No. 2 (of which No. 8 is the continuation), the tlm.l < . i

in. in gives the week day for the 1st of Tishrfn I. (October), or the med-

0fcri _-~ -A of the year, denoting Sunday by 1, Monday by 2, . . .

Saturday, 7. Since the medchal is by one unit greater than the char-

acter, it appears that the first day of the era wan a Monday. To find
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directly the medchal for any year S, Ulugh Beg gives the following rule :

Divide S by 28. and to what remains add one quarter (not minding the

remainder of this last [division) and 1 ; from this sum take away as

many times 7 as can be done ; and what remains is the medchal. For

example, divide 1782 (the Seleucid year in which the MS. is dated) by
28

;
it goes 68 times, and there remains 18. Divide 18 by 4, which goes

4 times; add therefore 18 + 4-1-1=23; take therefrom 3x7=21, and the

medchal is 2 the Seleucid year 1782 began with a Monday.
The following columns in tables 2 and 3 show the week days for the

1st of each month the meddchyl for the months ; the computing of

which from the medchal of the year needs no explanation. At last fol-

low the dates of the feasts in the corresponding year.

The small table below the first one gives the Easter Limits (terminos

paschales) for the various years of the lunar cycle, with their " concur-

rent numbers " in the column to the left. Beginning with the 25 Adar,
for the 1st year of the cycle, are counted forwards either 354 or 384

days (6 months of 30 and 6 of 29 days, with sometimes an additional

month of 30 days) until the 6 Nisan, for the 19th year. Then comes the

saltus lunce : i. e. only 353 days are counted, in order to return again to

the 25 Adar. The obliterated date must be Nisan 6 (not 5), in accord-

ance with the custom of the Alexandrians in placing the saltus lunce.

Dionysius has April 5, since he begins the count (of 354 etc.) from that

date, not from the 25 March.

3. On an inscribed Babylonian Weight, by Rev. William

Hayes Ward, of New York City.

Among the objects brought by the Wolfe Expedition from Babylonia
was an elongated barrel-shaped weight (see figure) of green basalt, 10.7

centimeters long, 2.7 centimeters thick in the middle, and 1.4 centi-

meters thick at the ends. It weighs 164.3 grams (2535.7 grains),

is the following four-line inscription :

(1) i tu gi-na

(2) E-gal D. P. Nabu-sum-esir

(3) habal D. P. Da-lat (Da-mat etc.)

(4) D. P. Pa-te-is-si Marduk

On it
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which must be translated :

(1) One third of a standard in (shekel).

(2) Palace of Nabu-sum-esir.

(3) Son of Dalat (Damat etc.).

(4) Patesi of Marduk.

This being one third of a tu, or shekel, we have 492.9 grams as the

weight of the unit shekel. But the shekel has a much smaller weight.

The mina, however, according to the data given by the bronze lions and

stone ducks found mostly by Mr. Layard, varies from 458 to 505 grams
for the smaller mina the large mina being twice as much. The shekel,

being the sixtieth part of a mina, would weigh 8.4 grams. Our weight,

then, is a third of a mina, although the inscription makes it the third of

a shekel, through a blunder of the scribe. Indeed, it contains very

nearly twenty shekels. The reading
" one third of a shekel

"
is vouched

for to me by Mr. Pinches.

I will mention that I saw in the possession of a gentleman in Babylo-

nia another weight of precisely the same sort as this, having on it an

inscription in two lines of which the first line reads :

(1) * ii-na

which must be translated :

(1) One half of a standard mina.

The weight, unfortunately, I have not obtained. It appears to be in

perfect preservation.
Tin- expression

"
patesi of Marduk " must indicate some office of high

rank in the temple service of the god, corresponding to the same office

in cities, in connection with which the title generally occurs.

4. On two stone objects with Archaic Cuneiform Hieroglyphic
writ in IT, ly Rev. Dr. Ward.

Among the objects seen by me in Babylonia were two of a thin green-
ish stone, belonging to a European gentleman, Dr. A. Blau, of which I

was allowed to take photographs. Their shape and the figures on them
are given in the photographs, which are not much reduced. They are

said to have been obtained near Warka. It will be seen that the figures
are of the most archaic style of art, resembling much those found by
M. de Sarzec in Tello. Most remarkable, however, is the writing, which
it \\ill be seen has not yet passed nut <>t t ho stage of hieroglyphics, and
wliii ii i- much more archaic than that on the back of the Tello statues.

The wider of the two, which seems to be a sort of stone knife, contains
on one side fourteen vertical lines in two horizontal registers, and on
the other side two lines separated by the line dividing the registers. T 1 1 .

r object contains writ in- nly on one side, in six (or seven) vertical

lines. Among the hieroglyphic figures delineated may be recognized the
I HI man head and neck, the bird, the serpent, the fish, and the hand. The

r-s always tun. i tl,. ri-l.t. indicating that we do not have to do
with a boiuttrophedon writing. The writing is probably vertical, as in

Chinese, a fact to be commended to those who, like M. Terrien de

Lacouperie, are looking for evidence that the Chinese and the old
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Babylonian languages were connected. There seems to be evidence

indicating that in passing from the vertical to the horizontal writing

the characters were turned over on their side.
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5. On some Avestan superstitions and their parallels elsewhere,

by Mr. A. V. Williams Jackson, of Columbia College, New York

City.

This paper discussed 1. the superstition of the ancient Iranians con-

cerning the cock, 2. the belief that the abode of the evil spirits was in

the north, and 3. the usages with reference to the cuttings of the hair

and the parings of the nails, and noted a few parallels among other

peoples.
1. There are several passages in the Avesta relating to the cock. One,

which we will call "passage a," is in the eighteenth Fargard of the

Vendidad, and includes the last two padas of 15 and all of 16. Pas-

sage & is in the same Fargard, is precisely identical with a, and includes

the last two padas of 28 and all of 24. Passage c includes 41 and
42 of Yasht xxii.

Passage a I give, following the metrical reconstruction of Professor

Geldner, Studien zum Avesta, i. p. 140, except at 16 c. Passage c I

give with my own metrical reconstruction, and for convenience by the

side of a.

Passage a. Vd. xviii. 15, 16=28, 24. Passage c. Yt. xxii. 41, 42.

[daf] ho maregho vdcim baraiti 41. aa\ ushahhdm para friretoi\

upa ushdohhem ydm surdm : aesho meregho yd parodarS
16. usehiStata mashyaka aesho meregho [yd] karetd-ddsus

staota ashem ya( vahiStem dthro vdcem surunaoiti

nistadaeva. dvaraitevo 4$. daf maire fradvaraiti
bushydsta dareghdgava bushydsta dareghogava
hd vlspem ahum astvantem apdkhtaraf haca naemdf [....]
haka( raocanhdm fraghrdto uiti^aojemna uiti daomna

[ni] qabdayeiti qafsa daregho qafsata mashydkdonho
mashyaka noi\ te sacaiti qafsata merezu-jvaonhu

qafsata merezu-jltayo

Passage b (= a) and the following I render thus :
* The bird (Parodarsh)

lifts up his voice, at the dawn, the victorious, (saying) 24. "Arise, ye
men ; praise the established-order, the most excellent ; curse the demons.
To you is hastening Bushyansta, the long-armed/

1 She the whole em-
bodied world, straightway at the waking of the (morning-) light, lulls

to sleep, (saying) "Sleep long, O man : it matters not for thee." 25.

(The cock, however, remonstrates) " Of the three best things be ye not

neglectful, of the well-thought thought, the well-spoken word, and th.

well-done deed ; (but) be ye neglectful of the three worst things, the

evil thought, word, and deed." 28. *Then comrade speaks to comrade

among those lying on the couches,
" Get up, (the cock) arouses me."

Whichever then first rises, comes to paradise.*
With day-break cornea cock-crow, and as in the well-known Hamlet-

passage, i. 1. 150 the flight of the spirits of darkness. Not unnaturally,
then, the "bird of dawning" got a share in the victory of the " victo-

rious (lrflm) dawn," and was believed also to rouse m< n MM, l p and
send them to their devotions and daily work. Indeed, the Bun. I. -li.--.li.

xix. 88, says expressly that the cock was created to war against demons.
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The view of passage a taken by 6eldner, 1. c., makes Bushyansta the

demon who comes in the evening to put men to sleep. He renders :
' The

bird . .
"

. . demons. Away ran that Bushyansta, the long-armed."

She, at the awakening (i. e. lighting up) of the stars, puts to sleep . . .'

In arriving at this interpretation, Geldner takes fraghrato as loc. s. f.,

and adopts the variant raocanhdm and refers it to the stars at evening.
This leads him, in 16% where Westergaard has aesha vo dvaraite, to

substitute the dissyllabic 3d s. aor. mid. dvareta of K 1 and Cod. Mon. 3.

He then rejects vo.

This view, however, is out of harmony with passage c, which I render

as follows : 41. 'Then towards the coming on of dawn, the bird ....
hears the voice of the fire. 42. Then hastens on the deadly Bushyansta,
the long-armed, from the northern region, speaking thus, deceiving

thus,
"
Sleep on, ye men, sleep on . . . ."

' Here the demon is conceived

as '

hastening on ' or '

rushing forth '

(fradvaraiti) upon men, at the first

gleam of light so that 41* and 16f accord perfectly and as 'lulling

them back to sleep' (qabdayeiti), just as the cock is on the point of

rousing them.

In attributing the broader meaning of 'light,' instead of 'star,' to

raocanh, I think I am justified by Yasna xliv. 5, k hvdpdo raocdoscd

ddj temdoscd, by Yasht xxii. 15-27, and perhaps also by Yasna xxx. 1, to

say nothing of the concinnity thus established between 41" and 16 f
;

further also by the usage of the corresponding Vedic rocand ; and still

more by the fact that, just before the repetition of passage a in Vd.

xviii., namely at 22, it is expressly stated that it is
' at the third third

of the night
'

(thritydi thrishvdi khshafne the first and second thirds

have just been mentioned) that the fire calls on Sraosha and Sraosha

wakes Parodarsh, who finally in turn ' raises his voice.'

With this interpretation, Westergaard's reading dvaraite reasserts its

claim to restoration. As a trisyllable it forces out aesha. This can be

dropped as easily as vo ; but the latter as an enclitic will have to follow

the verb.

As an interesting parallel may be adduced the belief of Mohammed,
Anquetil Du Perron, Z. Av. ii. p. 602. See also the citations of Darme-

steter, Z. Av. i. p. 193. Compare further the Latin hymn of Prudentius,

Ad Qallicinium; Milton'sVAllegro, 114; Drake's Culprit Fay, xxxvi. 56;

Spenser's Faery Queen, v. 6. 27 ;
and the familiar place in Hamlet.

2. That the evil spirits had their abode in the quarter called apdkhtara
naema appears from several texts. As soon as the soul leaves the body,

the Druj springs upon the latter from this quarter, Vd. vii. 2 ; thence

rushes forth Ahriman, Vd. xix. 1, and Bushyansta, Yt. xxii. 42C
,
cited

above ; thither the demon departs when duly exorcised, Vd. viii. 21, or

driven, Yt. iv. 9 see Geldner, Studien, i. 113.

The apdkhtara naema is taken by de Harlez, Av. p. 73, as the * west.'

It can, however, only mean 'north.' The 'west' is designated by

daoshatara, Vd. i. 19, where it is opposed to ushastara,
'

east,' about

whose meaning there is not the smallest doubt. The same antithesis

is presented at Yasna Ivii. 29, and at Yt. x, 104 see Geldner, K. Z. xxv.

505, and the note, p. 526.
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The word rapithicara occurs only in a couple of Avestan places ; but

that it means 'southern' or 'mittdglich' is clear from its relation to

rapithwina,
'

midday
'

cf. Yasna ix. 11, a rapithwinen zrvdnem,
' at time

of midday.' It occurs at Yt. xxii. 7, which describes the fate of the

soul of the just ; 25, which describes the fate of the soul of the wicked,

is the exact opposite of 7, and has apakhtara in place of rapithicara
:. from which we must conclude that apakhtara naema is 'the

northern quart rr.'

Similarly the Bundehesh puts hell in the north see Darmesteter, Z.

. 1 >. i. p. 75, note 2. There the rebel angels assemble, according to Milton,

P. L. v. 689. Cf. I. Henry VI., v. 8. 6. For other parallels, see Ander-

son's Norse Mythology, pp. 282, 62, 289, 387 ; Thorpe's Northern Mythology,
i. 286; Caedmon, Satan's Rebellion, 15; and especially St. Augustine's

Confessions, x. 59.

8. Fargard xvii. of the Vd. is entirely devoted to ceremonial prescrip-

tions respecting the cuttings of the hair and nails. According to Aves-

tan belief, these, as dead and unclean matter, would naturally increase

the power of evil, and give the demons power over the former owner.

To avert this, it is directed that they be taken away and buried within

certain magical circles while spells are said over them. If this be done,
tin- nails become weapons used by the good bird Asho-zusta in fighting

the Devs ; if not, they become '

spears, swords, bows, arrows, and sling-

stones in the hands of the fiends.'

The notes to Darmesteter's translation of this chapter give many inter-

esting parallels : compare especially the Bundehesh, xix. 19 ; Anquetil,
Z. Av., ii. p. 11? : turtlxT, Kleuker, Z. Av., ii. p. 167 ; Spiegel, Av. Ueber-

*etziing, i. p. 224 ; Shdyast Ld-shdyast, xii. 6, Sacred Books of the East,

v. 842. The Comedy of Errors, iv. 8, involves the Avestan superstition.

Other parallels may be sought m Thorpe's Northern Mythology, iii. p.

888 (at ii. p. 272, note, he gives a Swabian superstition the reverse of the

Avestan) ; in Lubbock's Origin of Civilization, pp. 166-170 ; and in Ty-
ler's Early History of Mankind, pp. 129, 130, 141.

6. On Professor Lu<l\\i</s views resjM-. lin-- T.-i.-il K< -Hoses of

the Sun as noticed in the Kig-Veda, by Professor W. D. Whitncv.
of New Haven, Conn.

In May of this year, a paper entitled "On the mention of solar

eclipses in the Rig-Veda
" was brought before the Bohemian Academy

of Sciences by Professor A. Ludwig of Prague, the well-known author
of a complete German translation of the Rig-Veda with elaborate com-

mentary ; the paper has since been print. d in th.

the Academy (15 pages, octavo). Its author recognizes four tffl

eclipees as referred to in the Vedic hymn-, with ^utHcimt imlivi.lu.-ility

of detail to make th-ir il.-ntiti.-:iti..n seem a not altogether hopeless
task ; and two of them In- thinks liim-.-if .!<< nally able t<> i-l< ntit\ . with

eclipses that took place during tin- < ! -\< -nth -niurv I >ofore our era. Tin-

interest of the impiiry. : ,i,.| ,,f it- result if satisfactorily established, is

.i|>|> ii> nt : and the matter is well \v M I examination.

We may pass over without notice the well-considered introduction, in

9
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which the author explains the state of ancient Hindu chronology,

accepting provisionally the birth-date of Buddha, and seeking to show
that an interval of at least 250 years must have elapsed between that

date and some part of the Rig-Veda, putting the period of the latter back
to 800 B. c. or earlier ; since, whether we accept or reject the reasoning
on which the last deduction is founded, no one will be likely to question
that an antiquity at least as great as this must be conceded to the Vedic

hymns. We may take up, then, at once the argument in regard to the

eclipses.

Evidently enough, the question as to the validity of this argument
falls into three divisions : 1. Is there unmistakable mention in the

hymns of solar eclipses? 2. Is the mention of a character to afford

plausible ground for identification? 3. Has the identification, in any
case or cases, been made out in a fairly satisfactory manner, so that the

result may be at least provisionally accepted ?

It is to be pointed out in advance that Ludwig is more ready than is

consistent with due caution to assume or infer true knowledge on the

part of the Hindus as to the movements of the heavenly bodies. Thus,
on the strength of RV. x. 37. 2, vigvam anydn ni viqate ydd ejati vic/vdhd

"po viQvaho 'd eti s&rydh
'

everything else rests that stirs ; always [flow]
the waters, always rises the sun,' he (p. 5) regards it as known to them
that the sun goes around the earth which is far too venturesome a

conclusion, especially as in vipudhd may be recognized the probable

etymological meaning of 'every day' (= viqva dhd: cf. Fr. toujours).

So he takes for granted throughout that a solar eclipse is well under-

stood to be an attack of the moon on the sun ; but that the Vedic Hindus
had science enough for that cannot, it is believed, be maintained with

the smallest degree of plausibility. Possibly, indeed, if one might speak
of " the red color of the moon at a solar eclipse," as Ludwig does (p. 10) ;

but this is a very serious error on his part, arising apparently out of the

confusion of a solar with a lunar eclipse : at a solar eclipse, even a total

one (as the writer is assured by the highest authority), there is no vision

of the moon, nor, without a telescope, even the impression of a dark

object passing over the face of the sun ; the impression is of obscuration

only. Ludwig even deems the occultation of the sun by the moon so

familiar a conception that it can be made the subject of an illustrative

comparison ; rendering, in RV. x. 138. 4, mdse 'va stiryo vdsu puryam d

dade by
" as by the moon the sun, so was the wealth of the strongholds

taken." This seems wholly inadmissible (grammatically, also; because

d dade would be no verb to use of the seizing of the sun by the moon) ;

better regard mdse 'va (pada masa-iva) as really for mdsd-iva (i. e.

mdsds, gen.), by a contraction such as is very frequent in AV. and occa-

sional in RV. also, and here, as sometimes elsewhere, misinterpreted in

the pada-text ;
and translate ' as of the moon, the sun hath taken away

the wealth of the strongholds' that is, as the glory of the moon is

obscured by the sun : which admits of a double explanation, either one

involving phenomena obvious enough to suggest a comparison. As to

Ludwig's constant interpretation of soma as 'moon' in the verses

claimed to refer to eclipses, see further on.
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Coming now to consider the first of the three divisions of the subject
laid down above, it is to be conceded that for the first-mentioned of the

four cases (but the latest, according to Ludwig, in point of time) the

\ invasions used in the Rig-Veda hymn (v. 40. 5-9) may be very plausibly
mxh-rstood as referring to a total eclipse of the sun. More than this one
cannot say : the terms used later in describing eclipses, grah

' seize
'

and

gras 'devour,' are wanting; the description is mixed with confusing

mythologic elements ; and the introduction of Indra as rescuer suggests
the possibility rather of an obscuration of the sun by clouds, since these

it is Indra's special province to deal with. The expression twice used is

<i7 'riiUit/at 'pierced with darkness' (although the root vyadh does

not need to be taken so literally), but also once gutlhmh tniimxtl hidden

by darkness.' That, if an eclipse, it was a total one, we infer from the

line (5 c, d)
' the creatures appeared like one confounded, that had lost

his way,' and from the epithet apavrata 'baffling' (lit'ly 'preventing

action'), applied to the tanias 'darkness.' But the obscuration is

ascribed to the hostile power Svarbhanu, which oddly enough means
'

sky-light,' and the rescue is credited to Atri (or to the Atris, v. 9), whep
he had ' hidden away the magic of Svarbhanu '

(v. 8), or after Indra had
' struck down from the sky

'

(v. 6) that magic. That Atri found the sun

again and restored him to the heaven is repeatedly alluded to in the

Brahmanas; but these allusions may be perhaps better explained as

echoes of the Rig-Veda myth, than, as Ludwig understands them, as

genuine reminiscences of the eclipse and Atri's exploit in connection
with it ; and the one ground is as good as the other for the right granted
to a descendant of Atri to the first gift of gold at a sacrifice.

If even in this case the reference to an eclipse is beset with doubts
and dit!i( ult i. s, those difficulties are greatly increased when we come to

examine the other cases. In the next one treated by Ludwig, being the

one that is connected with the name of Rijigvan, the only descriptive
clause is (RV. x. 188. 8 a)

' the sun released (ri amucat) his chariot in the

midst of heaven ;' this is followed by praises of Indra's and the sun's

prowess against the powers of evil. The concluding clause of the

passage (4d), to be sure, qatruln f/r/-//.W rintknmta. is rendered by Lud-

wig "he crushed the enemies \\ ith the goldless (disk)," and is explained
to mean that Indra destroyed his foes with the sun's disk when robbed
of its brightness; but rirukmant appears rather to mean 'bri^ht-

sliiniiitf
'

here, as in all the other four places where it occurs, and where

Ludwig himself so renders it in his translation (golden, ausstmll
without sii^e-.tintf any change later in his commentary ! While it is a

question what is meant by the sun's letting go his chariot, and reference

to an eclipse is perhaps not impossible, this can hardly be regarded as

otherwise than extremely doul.tful.

Fin next case, which is connected with th- ninm .>t Kutsa, is a yet
more puzzling one, and to set forth and discuss all its details would cost

a great deal of space and time, without leading to any result of corres-

IM, n. ling value. Indra appears as ally of Kutsa, and as taking violent

IxMweHsinii in Ins U-half of the wheel, or <m<- of the two win-Is, of tin-

sun, by which means Kutaa is enabled to vanqui-n ins enemies. Ucanat*
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is also sometimes mixed up in the affair ; and in one passage (RV. iv. 28.

2, 3 ; quoted first by Ludwig) neither sage appears, but Indra finds an

ally in Soma (indu). In this and other passages, now, Soma is inter-

preted by Ludwig as meaning
' the moon,' and it appears to be mainly

from the fact of its assistance that he infers an eclipse : thus adding, it

must be said, to one impossible supposition, that the Vedic Hindus

recognized the moon as the agent in the sun's eclipse, another equally
inadmissible one, namely that * moon '

in the Rig-Veda can be freely

substituted for Soma. Most scholars, surely, will deem this an anach-

ronism, and recognize in the Soma here only the god's usual ally, the

divinity of the drink which he loved, and which lent him vigor and fury
for the performance of his heroic deeds. It adds to the complication of

the Kutsa incident, that Indra is repeatedly addressed in the imperative
in connection with it, as if the deed were a future, or a habitual one :

e. g. (RV. i. 174. 5)
'

carry (i. e. in thy chariot : vaha) Kutsa, O Indra

then hurl forth (vfhatdt) the sun's wheel in the conflict ; may the

lightning-armed one fall upon (abhi . . . ydsisat) the foes.' This diffi-

culty, to be sure, Ludwig gets rid of : he renders, namely, the impera-
tive of immediate action (vaha}, that of remoter action (vrhatdt), and

the subjunctive (ydsisat), supporting each other as they plainly do, all

alike as imperfects: 'thou didst carry,' 'he hurled,' 'he fell'! For

vrhatdt as if the form were not a frequent one, and its value perfectly

established he makes a little show of explanation, declaring the ending
tat as 3d sing, to correspond to thds as 2d sing., and referring us to three

wholly unexplainable and probably false forms, ditat in AV., and " RV.

canisfat janisfat
"

by which he means canisthat RV.
,
instead of which

unintelligible reading the Sama-Veda substitutes the equally unintelli-

gible and evidently unintelligent janisthat. He adds that RV. i. 121. 15

teaches us that the apparent imperative forms are not to be regarded as

really such ;
but this verse contains no imperative, only a gerund that

might possibly admit of being mistaken for one ; and the lesson must be

pronounced quite too difficult for us to learn. On the whole, the eclipse

of Kutsa is more doubtful than that of Rijigvan ;
if such a phenomenon

really lies at the heart of the story, it is too much covered up with

mythologic detail to be recognized with any confidence.

The fourth eclipse has a yet weaker support. It is founded on only a

single verse (RV. v. 33. 4), where it is said that Indra ' fashioned for the

sun in his own home the name of a Dasa 'and this, since the Dasas are

the dark-colored aborigines of the country, Ludwig interprets to mean
that Indra reduced the sun to blackness : i. e. brought him to total

eclipse. Here, again, appears to show itself in the mind of the inter-

preter the impression that, in the case of the sun as of the moon, the

eclipsed body still appears, though with glory dimmed and of a strange

color. Whatever may be the sense of the obscure expression used in the

verse, it certainly cannot, except as a very doubtful conjecture, be

explained as signifying an eclipse.

We come now to the second general division of the question : have

these asserted eclipses such individual features as to encourage an

attempt at their identification ? As regards the eclipse of Svarbhanu,
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we are told in the hymn (v. 6) that Atri found the hidden sun '

by the

fourth prayer
*

(turiyena brdhmand), and (v. 9) that the others could not

do it. This Ludwig understands to mean that the others knew and used

only three prayers appropriate to the occasion, and they had no effect.;

while Atri knew a fourth, and it brought the sun out again : and hence

the eclipse must have been one of unusually long total phase. But here,

too, it is impossible to follow his interpretation with assenting mind.

If. indeed, a total eclipse of the sun occurred every few years in the

same locality, so that there was a regular liturgy of three prayers
established for it, which had always proved effectual, and then there

<> 'in-red one of unusual length, for which the prayers did not hold out,

and the Brahman who was sharp enough to add a fourth gained the

credit of bringing the sun back, that would do very well
; but that is

impossible : for very few persons live long enough to see more than one

such eclipse, unless they travel for it ; and the immense majority die

without the sight of even one. The difference between short and long

totality is too insignificant an element to count for anything, unless we
consider the rescuing ceremonial to be crowded into the time of totality

only. But it is beyond question that, at least as soon as the growing
obscuration became considerable, the priests would begin their remedial

activity ; and in the uncertainty of this longer period a trifle of three or

four minutes for the unusually long eclipse with which Ludwig tries

finally to identify the phenomenon here in question is only of " over six

minutes" would totally disappear. The chronologic accuracy by
which " over six minutes" is made out to be too long for three prayers,
but not long enough for four, is quite too nice for us. According to

verse 8 of the hymn, the saint had to harness his sowa-pressing appa-
ratus, and to praise the gods with song and offer to help them with

reverence : rather a long process, one would think, to be carried on in

sudden and utter darkness in the concluding part of less than seven
minutes. It must be denied, then, and confidently so, that there is any-
thing in the described circumstances of this phenomenon to suggest an

tally long duration of the total phase of a solar eclipse or any-

g
else that is characteristic enough to found an identification upon.

r cases may be disposed of in much fewer words. The only
one of them for which a date is found at the end of his article by Pro-
fessor Ludwig is that described in RV. v. 88. 4 (the one last stated above) ;

an-l its identification is based solely upon the interpretation of okasi sve

in his own home* as meaning 'at the zenith/ that is "at the place
where he gives most light and heat." Obviously, that is giving the
words a much more pregnant meaning than can be relied on for HU< -h a

use. So, in one of the other cases, the adverb sadyas
' at once '

(etymo-

logically, on the same day ') is made to signify
' on its first appearing,'

and to indicate that the sun rose in a condition of eclipse. When one
comes to combine the exact data of science with such loosenesses of

expression, one sees that they are incommensurable, and that the result

must be N

illy, how is it with the identities nipted ? Professor Lud-
h:iM put him- II in . -. .nnmini.-;il i< >n XN ith :i Yi.-imese astronomer, VOD
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Oppolzer, who has concerned himself especially with ancient eclipses,
and has drawn up a complete table of them back to 1200 B. c. Among
the eclipses in this table, he finds one that appears to him to fulfil the

conditions, as defined by him, of the eclipse of Svarbhanu ; and another,
those of the zenith or noon eclipse of RV. v. 38. 4 : the years are 1001 and
1029 B. c. respectively. As to these, it needs simply to be remarked, in

addition to what has been said already, that, even assenting to all Lud-

wig's other conclusions, the identifications are of no value until, by
carrying the table a thousand years further back, one should find that

still earlier eclipses did not satisfy the stated conditions as well or better.

By demonstrating the Vedas to be at least as old as eight or nine centu-

ries before Christ, he has by no means proved them not to be a good deal

older ; and, of course, no determination would hold good in which the

possibility of a higher age was not duly taken into account.

There are many other versions and statements and inferences in Pro-

fessor Ludwig's paper to which serious exception might be taken ; but

it was best to limit the discussion to the main point had in view

namely, to show that no result possessing even presumptive and pro-
visional value as bearing on ancient Hindu chronology has been reached

by his investigation.

7. On the proceedings of the Wolfe Exploring Expedition to

Mesopotamia, during 1884-5, by Rev. Dr. Ward.

In advance of his regular report to the American Archaeological

Institute, Dr. Ward gave an informal .history of the Expedition, and a

statement of its results, with some indication of the further steps by
which it ought to be followed up.

8. On Marriage and Divorce in Ancient Egypt, by Rev. Ly-
sander Dickerman, of Boston, Mass.

This was a chapter from a larger treatise on Domestic Life in Egypt,

especially among the masses. It was a brief history of "Woman's

rights" in Egypt, the author gave extracts from papyri, many of

which have been published by M. Revillout in his Chrestomathie Demo-

tique and in various numbers of the Revue Egyptologique. These papyri

show, from the marriage contracts they contain, that from Ramses II.

to the time of the Ptolemies a woman possessed the legal right to buy
and sell without recourse to her husband ; that often his entire property,

present and prospective, was pledged by nuptial mortgage for her sup-

port in case of divorce, and that gradually the wife herself obtained the

power to divorce her husband at her will. The extent to which women's

rights were enjoyed in Egypt became the subject of ridicule among the

Greeks. Those rights were at length curtailed, by imperial decree, on

the accession of Philopator, 181 B. c.

9. On the Work of the recent Revision of the New Testa-

ment as illustrated by tbe Gospel
of St. Matthew, by Professor

Charles Short, of Columbia College, New York City.

The author gave an account of some of the most interesting results of
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a historical investigation of the work of the Revisers publishing in a

series of papers in the American Journal of Philology. The general

plan is to give an account of every change, however minute, both in the

English and the Greek. Having under his eye the old Versions and the

most important modern ones, whether English or foreign, public or

private, Professor Short traces each change to the place where it first

appears or, if it be original with the Revisers, he indicates this fact ;

and when treating of a change, he indicates whether the word or phrase
used in that case by the Revisers of the authorized version originated
with them or was borrowed from some earlier version. And so also

of the Greek text. Wherever a word or phrase has been changed by
modern criticism, he indicates by what authority it was done.

Taking now a chapter at random, the fifth of St. Matthew, it appears
that, of the fifty-nine changes in the English, fourteen are original with

the Revisers of 1881, and in only five of these cases were the forms used

by the Revisers of 1611 original with them ; and of the six changes in

the Greek of this chapter that affect the sense, five are supported by
Lachmann, Tischendorf, and Tregelles, and one by Lachmann and

Tregelles alone.

Taking, then, this chapter as a sample of their work, we see that, in

the great majority of cases of change in the English, the Revisers of

1881, like the Revisers of 1611, have adopted words and phrases from the

older versions, not making, as has been ignorantly alleged, the English
out of their own heads ; and in cases of change in tha Greek text, they
have followed in every instance the great modern masters in New Tes-

tament criticism, Lachmann, Tischendorf, and Tregelles, not making,
as has been also ignorantly alleged, a Greek text for themselves.

1<. On the latest Translation of the Upanishads, by Prof.

Whitney.

Professor Whitney began with a brief exposition of the place of the

older Upanishads in Hindu literature, and of their claims to attention.

He then referred to the various versions of them that have appeared,
and to the defects of these versions, arising especially from want of

familiarity with the language in which they are written, and from the

attempt, made chiefly under the guidance of the Hindu commentators,
to import into the text meanings that are not really then Th re are,

lie (Mid, several ways in which such texts can be translated. One is, to

put one's self confessedly under the guidance of a single ir,n\.- inter-

preter, or school of interpretation ; in this case, one has at any rate a

product of known ami definable value, for later comparison with ..th.-r

similar products. Another would be, to give a digeht of the im. -rpreia-

tkmsof all the accessible comm- tin- would be an < \tr> m. ly

valuable work . .-in- 1 it could hardly fail to lead its author to take the

higher position of comparing and <rin< I/IUL; the discordant views

recorded I>y him. A third way would be, to approach the text simply
as a Sanskrit scholar, bent only on giving as accurately as possible
what the text appears to say; to reproduce the treatise in Western

phrase, as a basis for further philosophic interpretation, or as a measure
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by which could be tested anything that claimed to be an interpretation.
The maker of such a version would not pretend to penetrate to and set

forth the hidden sense, because the result would be correspondingly

subjective and unauthoritative, requiring to be done over again.

Working only as a linguist, he might hope to furnish something per-

manent, serving as help and as restraint to his successors. He would

carefully preserve all identities and parallelisms of phraseology, by
consistency of translation, or, where that was not possible, by liberal

quotation of important terms in parenthesis, so that the sphere of use

of the terms could be made out by comparison in the version, some-

what as in the original. Nothing that was not untranslatable would
be left out, nor a word added without full and exact indication of its

insertion. The notes would be mainly linguistic, references to parallel

passages, and the like ; along with pointing out and perhaps amending
difficult or desperate passages. But it is unnecessary to specify in

detail the methods in which a careful scholar, liberal of his time and
labor to a task deemed by him worth undertaking, will set about its

accomplishment.
One cannot doubt that this last way is the one best to follow at present

in treating the Upanishads. Until a linguist's version is made, any
other might almost be called premature. Every one knows the uncriti-

cal violence of a Hindu commentator, his ability to miss, his readiness

to distort, the plain sense of a phrase, in part from sheer ignorance and

carelessness, in part from the desire to bring out or to put in a meaning
that suits his system. If laymen are to study such obscure matter at all,

they ought to know what it says and what it does not say. No such

translation has yet been made ; the possibility of it has been but recently

created, by the opening of the Brahmanas to access, and the working up
of their material in the great Petersburg Lexicon. Nor need the texts

be handled with an exaggerated respect ;
a little wholesome severity,

indeed, would be good for them. The Upanishads are from the same

hands, in the main, that wrote the Brahmanas, and are characterized

by much of the same emptiness of verbiage, preposterousness of reason-

ing, and absurdity of etymology and explanation, that belong to the

Brahmanas ;
a large part of their content is, as even the last translator

has to confess,
" worse than childish nonsense "

just how large a part,

is left to us to determine ; and we are justified in taking toward any

questionable passage an attitude of skeptical scrutiny, challenging proof

that it contains a valuable kernel of thought, or helps us to understand

something else that has such a content while more than ready to

welcome the thought if found, and to allow it every tittle of value that

can fairly be claimed for it.

But there is yet one other way of making a translation of the Upa-
nishads. It may be styled the free-and-easy way. It contains elements

of all the other three, so m^xed together that one can never tell which

of them one has at a given moment under examination. It follows in

part the text, where this is too plain to be mistaken. It also follows in

great part the commentator, even when he is at his worst ; difficult or

apparently empty passages, especially, are thus best disposed of ; the
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commentator, with his principles of interpretation, makes easy work of

th* in. It is also ambitious of a certain originality, and strikes out here

and there on its own account. It inserts. extraneous matter enough to

make things run smoothly, and means to indicate this ; only, to do so

always and accurately is quite too much trouble. It renders, without

assignable reason, the same expression variously and various expressions

identically. Thus it gives to one who knows little or nothing about

sin -I i texts a general idea of what they are and how they go on ; but it

is liable to deceive at any point one who trusts it, and for the specialist

it has no authority whatever.

Of this character. tlu writer claimed, is the translation of the Upa-
nishads last published ;* and the rest of his paper was devoted to prov-

ing this thesis, by the citation and analysis of a sufficient number of

passages selected from it : of them, only a few can, for lack of room, be

presented here.f

It is impossible, as one examines this work, to resist the impression
that it is the tardy publication of a version made a great many years ago,
and now insufficiently revised. This is indicated, for example, by its

treatment of the aorist. The value of this tense in the Brahmana lan-

guage as that of an immediate past, since Delbruck demonstrated it

about ten years ago (it had also been noted by Weber, and by Bhandar-
kar in India), has been fully recognized by every well-instructed scholar ;

but the author of this translation has evidently never heard of it ; when
he comes to an aorist, he treats it just as he would if he met it in the

Ma ha I ilia rata. and in about two thirds of the cases renders it as if an

imperfect, often to the marked detriment of his version, in style or even
in sense. Another indication is the not infrequent discordance of the

subdivisions of the version and their numbering with those of the orig-

inal, as given in the published text : this would be more explainable if

the version were made upon manuscripts, and not afterward carefully

compared with the edition. Something of the same may be said of the

frequent unmarked intrusions of foreign matter into the text (illustrated

further on), and the occasional dropping out of words and clauses.

Examples of all these defects could be quoted by tens or scores. Such

ft, too, as the rendering of caradas by 'harvests' (KthU. i. 1. 28),

which IH neither KngliKh nor Sanskrit, point to a hasty version from the

German. Then the translator appears to have known nothing of the

Petersburg Lexicon. In numberless instances, when one comes to a
halt over a word, asking himself with surprise "Is it possible that we
have to understand it thus?'

1 a reference to the Lexicon gives him a

very dill, i, nt and always more acceptable meaning. Whether the

impression is a true one or a false, it may well bo kept in mind by one
\\ in -t iidii*a the work, as a plausible explanation of some of the latter's

peculiarities.

As the unacknowledged intrusion of extraneous matter is a point of

* In vol.m ,f the first series of Sacred Rooks of the K

f It is expected that the whole paper will appear very soon in the American

Journal of Philology (Baltimore).

10
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capital importance, an example or two may well be given. On page 3 of

vol. i. (ChU. i. 1. 9), we read :
"
[The threefold knowledge (the sacrifice)

proceeds] by the greatness fof that syllable (the vital breaths), and] by
its essence (the oblations)." Here the parentheses are the translator's,

showing his admitted intrusions ; the square brackets are what need to

be added, to show the real ones ; for the text has simply mahimnd
rasena *

by greatness, by essence.' Perhaps the filling-up is correct here,

if duly acknowledged ; but in the next paragraph it is used to bring
about a complete distortion of the real sense. Namely, thus (the paren-
theses and square brackets being used as above) :

"
[Now] therefore [it

would seem to follow that] both he who knows this (the true meaning
of the syllable Om), and he who does not, perform [the same sacrifice].

But [this is not so, for] knowledge and ignorance are different. [The

sacrifice] which [a man] performs with knowledge, faith, and the Upa-
nishad is more powerful." The true meaning is :

' With it (tena : i. e.

with the same syllable om; the translator correctly rendered it so at

the beginning of the preceding paragraph) both perform (sacred rites)

he who knoweth this thus and he who knoweth not. Diverse, however,
are knowledge and non-knowledge : only what one performs with

knowledge, faith, upanishad that is more powerful.' That is to say :

while both use the same sacred utterance in the ceremonial, he who
understands the full import of it obtains the better result.

This mistranslation is made in the teeth of the commentator's exposi-

tion ;
in other cases, the translator has the commentator with him,

only in the teeth of grammar or good sense, or both. A few notable

examples may be given. In a passage of the Aitareya-Aranyaka ring-

ing changes on the forms and derivatives of sam dhd 'put together,'

occurs (iii. 1. 4 4
; vol. i. p. 252) the phrase prdnam van$am sam adhitsi-

sam tarn nd 'gakah samdhdtum, which means verbally (never mind the

hidden sense) :

' Breath as beam have I wished (i. e. tried) to put to-

gether : that thou hast not been able to put together.' The first part of

it is parallel with the phrase in the preceding paragraph : prdnam van-

gam sam adhdm 'breath as beam have I put together.' But the com-

mentator, and the translator at his heels, "put together" the 1st sing.

aor. desid. adhitsiam with its prefix and the object tarn of another

verb, and make of them a desiderative participle samadhitsigantam,

rendering it
" him who wishes to grasp

"
! Another quite similar exam-

ple occurs a little later (iii. 1. 6 10
; p. 255); where abhivydhdrsam ne 'ty

eva vidydt is understood as if it were abhivydhdrann ity eva vidydt,

and then, the iti being omitted, and the preceding word taken as if

dbhivydharisyan, it is rendered "let him know when he is going to

recite :" one more aorist 1st sing, turned into a participle ! The trans-

lator needs to write a new Sanskrit grammar to help us parse such

forms as these.

A case of a different kind is found on p. 64 (ChU. iv. 10). A certain

student has tended the sacrificial fires faithfully for many years, but

his teacher still puts off communicating to him the sacred knowledge.
The teacher's wife remonstrates : md tvd 'gnayafy paripravocan pra
bruhy asmdi '

let not the fires get the start of thee (more lit'ly
' circum-
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vent thee') in teaching him: teach him (thyself)/ But he goes off

without doing so ; and no sooner is his back turned than what his wife

had threatened happens: the fires, one after another, give the pupil
infraction. The commentator, now, wholly missing the sense, ex-

plains tvd paripravac as blame thee ;' and the translator does the

same.*

These examples, to which numberless others might be added, show
th- truth of what was claimed above: that if one wants to know what
these treatises really say, he must translate them in entire independence
of the native commentators. There is no blunder and no oversight so

gross that these may not be guilty of it.

Most Sanskrit scholars are well aware that, as between the two

demonstratives, asdu etc. and aydrn etc., the latter points to the nearer

object, and means '

this,' while the former points further off, and cor-

responds in sense to our '

yon
'

or '

yonder.' So, in the pictorial phrase-

ology of the Brahmanas and Upanishads, we read generally asdu dydus
*

yon heaven ' and iydm pfthivt
* this earth ;' yd 'sdu tdpati

' he who
burns yonder' (the sun) and yd 'ydmpdvate 'he who cleanses here' (the

wind) in the present translation, to be sure, these pronouns, with all

else that should give any impression of the peculiar style of the text,

are uniformly left out. Asdu, then, comes to be regularly used as

meaning one of the other party, an antagonist or foe, opposed to the

speaker. Beginning with the Atharva-Veda, and continuing through the

whole older language, it stands in the vocative (in the accented texts,

plainly marked as such, dsdu or asdu) in place of the name of some

person hostilely addressed, often with added dmusydyatfd 'mu$ydhpittr<i.

meaning
' O So-and-so, of such-and-such lineage, son of such-and-such

a mother!' the names, of course, being substituted in practical use.

Wherever this vocative asdu occurs in the Upanishads, now, the present
translator renders it by "I here :" e. g. BAU. vi. 4. 12 (vol. xv.. p. 218),

t hou hast sacrificed in my fire, I take away thy sons and cattle, I here."

Another text says expressly asdv iti ml ma tjrliiidti at utfdn. h- uses tin-

name.' But two commentators, betraying thereby their ignorance of

tin usages of the older language, allow this expression to be understood
nil- -r of one's own name or of one's enemy's; and the translator so

reports, adding (ib. note 4, end)
"
though asdu can really refer to the

speaker only
"

! Such a note must have been written either before the

writer had well learned his Sanskrit, or after he had pretty well for-

D it.

In BAU. iii. 8. 4 (vol. xv., p. 187), we h;i\ < t he expression yad urdhvath

divo yad arak in'thivyd yad ant<ini ///*rri/>f/AiV7 /;/ \\ hat is above the

what beneath the earth, what between these two, sky and earth
'

which i- a fairly good expression for all there is; at any rate, it i- |<

cisely what the words mean, and what alone they can mean : antard is

as unmistakably 'between* as is German zwischen or French entrt.

* It is only fair to say thnt the Pet. i vicoo is also this led by
the commentator; but Deusseo, in his " Vedunta

"
(p. 176), does not fail to give

the right sense.
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The translator, however, renders the last three words "
embracing

heaven and earth ;" and he adds the marginal note " Deussen translates,

'between heaven and earth,' but that would be the antariksha." This

note, now, in the first place, can only puzzle, and not edify, the general
reader. Why should he have been left to wonder what this awful

"antariksha" is, the mere mention of which is enough to convict

Deussen (and all the other translators) of a blunder ? It would not, to

be sure, have helped him much to have instead the word *

sky,' with

which in the present translation it is consistently and totally misren-

dered throughout. If he knew that antarik$a really meant
' the atmos-

phere or intermediate space, all that lies between the sky or heaven and

the earth,' he would certainly find the translator's scruple wholly gra-

tuitous : sky and earth, in this description, are viewed as surfaces, and

all that is between them and all that is beyond them is the whole uni-

verse. We too say
' ' beneath the earth " when we mean beneath its

surface. The point, petty enough in itself, is important as a character-

istic : the translator is ready to twist the simplest Sanskrit phrase into

a sense the words cannot possibly bear, in order to force out of it what
without reason seems to him a more acceptable meaning.
We ought not, perhaps, to be hard upon such renderings as "rested"

for agrdmyat
' toiled

'

(BAU. i. 2. 2 : mistaken for agdmyat : but the

whole connection speaks plainly against the error); or "closed" for

avftta
l turned inward '

(KthU. ii. 4. 1 : mistaken for dvrta), because

such mishaps may befall any one ; only their degree of frequency shows

the grade of care used. Worse is rendering grnlhi (AA. ii. 1. 4 3
) by

"grasp," as if grhnlhi, since it is against the connection, the commen-

tator, and everything else ;
or labdhd (KthU. i. 2. 7), nom. of labdhr, as

if it were the participle labdhas, or djahdra (ChU. iv. 2. 5) and prdirata

(AA. i. 3. 3 s
) as if they were 2d pers. plural, because these involve serious

grammatical blunders. Yet more serious is the pervading neglect of

the consistencies of expression. Thus, in the participial-aorist passage

first quoted above, we have the key-word sam dhd '

put together
' ren-

dered without warning by "grasp;" and "conceive" is also in places

given for it. Such vacillation is wholly misleading. So we have the

much-used upa da rendered indifferently by "meditate on" and

"worship;" the frequent forms and derivatives of prati sthd, in a

dozen different ways, from "abide" and "support" up to "get on,

concentrate, enter, cause," and "exalt;" samkalpa by "desire, will,

thought," and "conceiving;" prasr$fa, in two successive sentences

(KthU. i. 1. 10, 11), by "shall have been dismissed" and "through the

favor of ;" srnka, by "chain" and "road;" k$ema and yoga, by "pos-
session and acquisition," and by

"
greed and avarice" and so on indefi-

nitely.

If these points were painfully culled out from the midst of two

volumes of matter of a generally different character, it would be unfair

to array them thus together. But that is not the case ; they are simply

representative specimens of the work, which has no other quality than

such as these would lead us to expect. Not half the amount of labor

needed in order to a good result was spent upon it. It is no help either
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to Sanskrit scholarship or to the comparative study of religions to print

such a product. A new translation of the Upanishads is still just as

much called for as before the publication of these volumes.

11. On the location of Sippara, by Rev. Dr. Ward.

Th' Sepharvaim of Scripture is known as Sippara, Sipphara, Panta-

bibla, and perhaps Hipparenum, in Greek and Latin historians and geog-

raphers. The later names, from the time of Julian to that of Benjamin
of Tmh'la. which may indicate either the same locality, or a large city

in the immediate vicinity, are Nehardaa, Persebora or Firuz-sabor,

Shabor, and Anbar or Ambar. Zosimus calls Persebora the largest city

in Assyria except Ctesiphon, which latter city had 600,000 inhabitants.

It was on the Royal Canal, or Nahar-malka, and the Euphrates. The
cuneiform record of Sippara makes it one of the very oldest cities, as

Berosus made it the seat of five of the ten antediluvian kings. It was
hnv that Xisuthrus buried the records of the antediluvian world. We
learn from collating the passages where Sippara is mentioned that it

is in Upper Chaldea. or Akkad. With it are mentioned Babylon and

Nipur as chief seats of worship. It was on the Euphrates, which was
called the River of Sippara. Yet there were two well-known cities,

or parts of cities, of the name, one called Sippara of Anunit, or Agane
(Agade), the older and more important of the two, and the other Sip-

para of Shamash, the sun-god. These had their separate famous tem-

ples. It has been supposed that the two were faubourgs of the same

city, separated by a canal, probably the Nahar-malfca. The story of

the capture of Sippara by Cyrus, and other references, lead us to place

Sippara in the northern part of Akkad, and on the Euphrates river.

Up to the discovery of the ruins in Abu Habba by Mr. Rassam, the

general opinion of Assyriologists, as Oppert, Menant, Delitzsch, and

Pinches, as late as 1880, agreed that Sippara was to be sought at Sufeira,

just north of the effluence of the Sakhlawieh canal from the Euphrates.
The discovery, however, at Abu Habba, of numerous tablets dated at

Sippara of Shamash, compelled the belief that this was Sippara. It was

generally assumed that Sippara of Anunit must be here also, in a part
of the ruins hitherto unexplored, or near by. When conducting the

Wolfe Expedition to Babylonia, I visited Abu Habba twice, last winter,

paying especial attention to the question whether it might also contain

the Sippara of Anunit. There is about it nothing suggesting a double

city. It is a large and important ruin, though hardly of the first class.

The walls are nearly square, perhaps seven hundred yards long, and
tii.- i'in-|,,-.iir' i-> <lividr<l into three parts by two interior cross walls,

u Inch are not parallel, but enclose a V-shaped space. In this central

space are the ruins. There is absolutely no sign of two sections of the

city. It has been suggested that the Sippara of Anunit may be the ruin

of Deir, about five miles distant ; but there is no good reason to suppose
BO. I <li'l n-'t visit Deir, but was inlorm,-.| th.it it was an unini|x>rtant

rum. in which di^injj had failed to make any discoveries. Abu Habba
is not on the Euphrates, but some seven miles distant, and it is very

unlikely, owing to a ridge of conglomerate win. h lines the Euphrates,
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that the river ever flowed so far to the east. I left Abu Habba quite at

a loss where to put Sippara of Anunit.

I then determined to visit Sufeira on ray way home from Baghdad by
way of the Euphrates and the Syrian desert. I found it a very unim-

portant mound, with no salient elevations, containing no such place as

Sippara must be. But I was informed by the Mudir of the village of

Sakhlawieh that there was a large mound, called Anbar, an hour's

distance. Not expecting anything of importance, as the name of Anbar
was not on any of the late maps I had with me, I was surprised to find

it a mound of the first importance, rivaling Niffer and Warka in size,

and considerably larger than Abu Habba. It is not more than a mile

from the bed of the Euphrates, and is divided into two marked divisions,

one on a higher level, and apparently an older city than the other. It

has never been visited by travelers, nor have any diggings ever been

made there, except as the natives have carried off bricks for building.

It is covered thick with fragments of bricks, slag, etc. The depressions

of the courts of old palaces or temples are plainly to be seen, as they are

occupied as wheat fields. This occupying the position indicated by
cuneiform or other records, and being the largest ruin by far along the

Euphrates, or anywhere in Babylonia north of Babylon, larger than Tel

Ibrahim or Akerkuf, and bearing the name of Anbar, which had been

lost from modern maps, can hardly be anything else than the old Sip-

para, or Agane, of Anunit.

Among the inscriptions which I have brought home with me is a

small bit of a tablet, for a knowledge of whose importance I am in-

debted to Mr. T. G. Pinches of the British Museum, who reads four

lines on it :

(1) Sipar D. S.

(2) Sipar edina D. S.

(3) Sipar uldua D. S.

(4) Sipar utu D. S.

Here we seem to have three or four places designated as Sippara.

The first would be the chief Sippar, of Anunit, and the last is Sippara of

Shamash. The third is unknown, although Sippar ulla is mentioned in

a geographical text. But the second, Sipar edina, would seem to

require the translation of Sippara of Eden. This would be, I believe,

the first time that Eden has been found as the designation of a region.

Very possibly the first line gives the general name Sippara, while the

second and third designate the two parts of Anbar, or Sippara of

Anunit, and the fourth is Abu Habba. This would seem to give con-

siderable weight to Delitzsch's theory of the location of the Babylonian

Eden. It is much to be, desired that this old mound of Anbar, repre-

senting, as I believe, one of the most ancient and important cities of

Babylonia, should be thoroughly explored.

12. On the ancient name of Old Cairo, by Prof. J. A. Paine, of

Tarrytown, N. Y.

The publication of the results obtained in this paper is, by the desire

of the author, deferred to a later issue of the Proceedings.
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13. The imperfect of yo* (//'<//."/*), and kindred forms, in Hebrew;
by Professor Francis Brown, of Union Theological Seminary, New
York City.

The origin of the unchangeable is the point here discussed no new

question, but one decided differently by the two latest authorities.

KM nig (Lehrgeb., 1881) gives a brief history of opinions, and decides that

here = ay (or aw) : i. e. is diphthongal. Kautzsch (Oes. Heb. Gram..
Jlth ed., 1885) rejects this view, and inclines, cautiously, to that of

Stade (Lehrbuch, 1879), who explains thus : yd(w)shlb, ydshib, ydtehib (I

inserted after d through reflex influence of I in last syll.), ysheb.
Before examining these views, a few words supplementary to Konig's

historical sketch of opinions may be allowed. He cites Oes. Lehrgeb.

(1817) as giving the facts without explanation, omitting Gesem'us'

explanation in his smaller grammar (e. g. Heb. Gram., 18th ed., 1842),

that ysheb == yeysheb from yaysheb& very unfortunate oversight.

Rodiger's view should also be given (Ges. Heb. Gram., edd. 14-21, 1845-

1874): Rod. speaks of "tone-long e in the 2d syll.," and "somewhat
firmer e (in later edd. ) in the first syll.," "das gewissermassen noch
etwas von dem ausgefallenen ersten Radical in sich tragt." Some
other defects in Konig's historical statement may be passed over. It is

interesting, in this connection, to notice that most of the grammars
published in England and America, and most of the elementary gram-
mars generally, speak of the 1st rad. as dropped in this form. So Lee,

Kalisch, A. B. Davidson, Ballin, Stuart. Nordheimer. Green, Harper,

Seffer, etc. Exceptions are Tregelles, Geo. Bush, and H. G. Mitchell,

who recognize the 1st rad. as entering into the long . Strack (Heb.
Gram. 1888) is not explicit.

Our inquiry must at once emphasize the fact that the first vowel of

ysheb (and the kindred forms, yGled, yda', etc.) is unchangeable. It

is retained in 2d syll. before the tone, not only with the secondary accent

iii. Jl, Jud. xix. 22, Ps. Ixxviii. 8, Ixxxix. 81, Is. lii. 12, Jer. xvii. 9

where Metheg is not written HOB. ix. 16, xiv. 10, Joel ii. 7, 8), but also

wit liout it (Ex. xxxiii. 13, 17). Hence it cannot result from a mere com-

pensative lengthening, after the omission of the 1st rad. (so even Ges.-

Kautzsch*3
). Stade's view (see above) recognizes this, but itself lacks

analogy. He cites hektm, for haikim, from hakim ; kaspek for Arcw-

paiki, from kaspaki. But ..- is here not unchangeable (cf. h'ktinn'th i.

In spite of the failure of analogies, Kautzsch (Ges. Heb. Gr.^ in. -lim -

to Stade's view, because a. Arabic ydtldii (from tvdldda) and 6. the de-

fective writing oef\ not 3tf") are opposed to that represented by Konig.
But

a. Arab, ydlidu would not forbid ydwlld, ydylld. yfled in II.-)... mil. -
. itli.-r Hebrew were a daughter of Arabic, or the parent Semitic knew

only yalbift when Hebrew left it. The former will not be argued. Tin-

latter may receive some light from an examination of the kindred forms
in tin- Si-iiiifir languages known to us. The 1st radir.-il i- .|..nl.tl.

omitted in these forms in literary Arabic (Wright, g 142), and npp:ir.-mly
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in Sabean (Halevy, Journ. As. 1878, i. pp. 464, 480). It is, however,
sometimes retained (as w) in Arabic dialects : cf . G. A. Wallin, Z. D. M. G.

v., 1851, pp. 12, 22 ; Wahrmund, Practisches Handb. d. neuarab. Spr.

(1861), Erster Theil, 179; Bottcher, Lehrb. ii. p. 440 (he compares the

^Eolic retention of F) ; and particularly Spitta, Gram. d. Arab. Vulgar-
dial, von JEgypten (1880), pp. 228 sq. The w remains in the Ethiopic

imperfect and (rarely) subjunctive (cf. Dillmann, JEth. Oram. 1857, p.

146), in the Amharic subjunctive (cf. Pratorius, Amhar. Sprache, 1879,

p. 231). The evidence from Aramaic dialects is obscured by the sec-

ondary character of some forms. We find in Biblical Aramaic yittib,

'inda'; the Targums have like forms, and also yfyled, t'lid ; Syr. nedda'.

netteb, and n#lad, etc. (cf . Noldeke, Syr. Gram. 1880, p. 109) ; Mandaic

SlTH etc., length of vowel uncertain (cf. Noldeke, Mand. Gramm., 1875,

p. 246) ; Samaritan tiyldi(= tiyladi), tiyladen(cf. Petermann, Brev. Ling.
Sam. Gram., 1873, p. 41) see also yishshab (UKT), Peterm., Heb. Formen-
lehre n. d. Aussprache der heutigen Sam., in Abh. f. d. Kunde des Morgen-
landes, v. , 1876, p. 45). The Assyrian is fruitful in testimony : thus, abdlu

(=Heb. hy, which occurs only in Hiph. and Hoph.) gives 3 s. m. ubil

(IR. 46, 19) ubillu (IIIR. 14, 49) ubla (Flood Tab., i. 13, Del. A. L. 3
p. 102) ;

1 s. ubla (II R. 11, 25, 63
;
III R. 8, 81) 3 pi. ubiluni (III R. 12, 20), etc. etc.

arddu (=T)1) gives 3 s. urid (IV R. 31, H. I. Rev. 5), uridu (Ib. H. I. Obv.

63) ;
3 pi. urduni (I R. 9, 69

; 11, 71) ; 3 pi. Pres. urradani (IV R. 57, 33a)

etc. etc. alddu (= iSl) gives 3 s. ulidanni (III R. 4, 57) ; 2 s. tulidi (cf.

Strassm. 347) ;
1 s. Pres. ullada (Flood iii. 14, Del. A. L. 3

p. 104, 1. 116),

etc. etc. ashdbu (= DKH) gives 3 s. ushshib (I R. 7, 1, 2, etc.) ;
3 s. Pres. ush-

shab (Hpt. ASKT. 45. 9), etc. etc. asti (= w\) gives 3 s. ui (Flood iv. 9,

Del. A. L. 3
p. 106, 1. 163) etc. etc. These examples may serve to show that

radical w has entered into the vowel of the first syllable.

With such testimony to the presence of the 1st radical in these forms,

in various Semitic languages, it cannot be surprising if the Hebrew, too,

shows its presence.
b. The defective writing in these forms is no doubt a perplexity. Out

of more than 1600 cases in the Old Testament, scriptio plena occurs in

only 4 (Ps. Ixxii. 14, cxxxviii. 6, Ezek. xxxv. 9 kt., Mi. i. 8) too few to

have weight in the argument. The following is more to the purpose :

While the oldest witnesses (Mesha-stone and Siloam Inscription), like the

Old Testament text, show a preference for the writing of 1 and ' which

have become quiescent in the body of a word, there are exceptions in both

(cf. Chwolson, Die Quiescentes T\ in der althebr. Orthographic, Leiden,

1878; Stade, Gram., p. 34 sq. ; Kautzsch, Gram. 24
p. 31 sq. etc.). The

Mesha-stone has ^yvn, r\3 (n^) ; the Sil. Inscr. D' (or). If B^X comes

from an "}"$ stem (Friedr. Delitzsch, Heb. Lang. 1883, p. 9, cf. Ges.

Thes., and Kautzsch, Gram.** p. 254), this is another illustration, for it

appears as t?X, in Sil. Inscr. as in Phoenician.

The weak radical would tend to fall out soonest in words of frequent

use, because in these the contraction would take place earliest. Cf.

Stade ( 28C
), who explains on this ground the Phoen. constr. pi. ( Jfl for

JD). The verbs here discussed must have been of very early and fre-

quent use going, going out, going down, sitting, bearing children,
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etc. We might expect that the consonantal i or ' would have vanished,
before writing fixed the form, and their familiarity would make the in-

11 of vowel-letters seem to the scribes unnecessary ; the need of

< 1 1st i nguishing 3#' from eh" might have made such insertion undesirable.

Neither Arabic analogy, nor defective writing, therefore, can be ad-

dueed against = ay = aw.

The / in the tone-syllable might facilitate the change of w into y, so

tli.it the attempts of Bottcher and Konig to explain y^sheb directly from
fb are unnecessary.

Tin- form i/i'lek has not been particularly discussed. If it comes from

|T*. it agrees with ysheb ; if from -pn, it imitates yteheb (cf . Kautzsch-

Gea.*4 p. 177 ; Pratorius, in Stade's Zeitschrift, 1882, p. 810 sq.).

14. On Double Parallelisms in Hebrew Poetry, by Prof. A.

Meyrowitz, of New York City.

Dr. Meyrowitz quoted and commented on certain instances of double

parallelism in the Bible, which in his opinion had been insufficiently

noticed by the commentators.

15. On the Language of the Lepchas, in Sikkim, by Prof. John
.\\erv, 'f n.unswick, Me.

The Lepchas are a small mountain tribe in the Himalaya, so named

by the Gurkhas of Nepal ; they call themselves Rong. The Tibetans

call them and neighboring tribes Mon, a name having no proved con-

nection with that of the Mons of Pegu. They are decidedly Mongolian
in physiognomy. In the 16th century, the Tibetans deposed the native

rulers, and introduced Buddhism.

The basis of the sketch here offered of their language is a Lepcha
John's Gospel (1871), and Col. Mainwaring's Grammar (1875).

Unlike most of the hill tribes, the Lepchas have a system of writing
of their own, doubtless coming from India, but through what channels

and when is unknown. Their alphabet has 55 characters, only 85 of

them fundamental. Consonantal combinations are very restricted. A
word may end only in a vowel, or in A\ in/, t. //, b or p, w, r, or /

The Lepcha words are for the most part monosyllabic ; but composi-
tion and deii vat n>n <>r< ur, and polysyllabic words, si-Mom <>t more than

two syllables, an- produced. Tin- language stands above the lev. -I i

pure isolation, having rear) ird tin- initial stages, at h-a-i. !' inflection.

The added signs for ' male * and ' female
'

are different for man and i >r

the lower animals. A dual nnm I... r is recognized. Tin- element-* denoi-

t case are the same for all numlx>rs, and are put after 1 1..

dual and plural signs: and if an adjective toii,.\\- the n.-nn M- u-n.il

position), they are put after that. Thus, aknj> -a child.' likun-nymm
Inldren/ dkup-sang 'children:' then u.mtive (?A*f//>-a, dfcup-

nyum-sa, Akup-sang-sa and so on There an -native HUMI. r.il- up to a

hiindred; above that, they a .-..! ti..?n the TiUtan. Numera-
ti-.n is byacorea: thus, 80 is

' score-one and ten;
1

55 in 'soor<

and five,' and 80 on. Of pronouns, there i the U-ual cnnipleineiu

'iterrogative is said to have sometimes a r.

11
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not seem to be a double form, inclusive and exclusive (of the speaker),
for dual and plural of the 1st pers. pronoun, as there is in some other

hill languages.
The Lepcha root is usually a monosyllable ; and it may be, as in Tib-

etan and other isolating languages, verb, noun, or adjective, accord in-

to the connection. The principal notions of mode and tense are con-

trived to be signified in a rude way in connection with it. The primi-
tive sense of the tense-signs is not wholly obliterated, and they are often

omitted altogether when the time is made plain by the context. Some
of the simpler combinations doing duty as conjugation may be thus

instanced : di ' come,' di-vmng
'

coming
'

(pple), go di-bdm '

I am coming
'

(/><7/// signifying
'

sit'), go di-bd ' I was coming,' go di-sho '

I shall come ;'

the addition to the last two of fat, lit'ly
'

lose,' makes go di-fdt-bd
' I had

come,' and go di-fdt-sho
' I shall have come.' Large use is made of par-

ticipial and gerundial forms. A passive sense is intimated by an imper-
sonal construction, or by a verbal adjective of passive value with the

copula.
The tendency of the Lepcha to agglutination appears in the formation

of nouns, adjectives, and adverbs by the help of a variety of syllables

having the aspect of true prefixes or suffixes. The structure of the sen-

tence is of course very simple. The subject stands at or near the head

of the sentence, and the verb at the end. An adjective usually follows

the noun it qualifies ; but a noun standing in a genitive relation to

another noun precedes it, often with omission of the genitive-sign.

The vocabulary of the language, which shows more effect of Tibetan

than of Hindu influence, is reserved for consideration at another time.

16. Review of Dr. Hirth's book on China and the Roman
Orient, by President W. A. P. Martin, of Tungwen College,

Peking, North China.

At the beginning of the Christian era the two chief empires of the

world were at the opposite extremities of the Eastern continent. Each
aimed at universal dominion ; and both pushed their conquests towards

the interior of Asia.

It is curious to speculate what might have been the effect on the

course of history if they had met in hostile conflict if as a result of the

shock Chinese civilization had been transported to Europe, or Roman
and Greek culture had at that early period been introduced into China.

But Parthia was interposed as an obstacle too formidable for either to

surmount. On the Roman side, the legions of Crassus were annihilated

by the brave mountaineers, and more than one emperor perished in the

vain attempt to effect their subjugation. On the Chinese side, we are

not informed that the invasion of Parthian territory was ever under-

taken ; but we are led to believe that it was averted by the Parthian

king sending an embassy and asking conditions of peace.

The Parthians not only acted as a barrier between the great empires
of the West and East ; they also served as an important link in the

chain of communication. For centuries they monopolized the traffic in

Chinese silks, which were paid for by gold and precious stones pro-
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ihi> (! in the Asiatic dependencies of Rome. So jealously did they

guard this source of emolument, that through a long period they denied

to their powerful neighbors even the right of innocent passage. Thi- i-

asserted in so many words by an ancient Chinese writer : "Their kings"
1 1 lie kings of Rome), he says,

"
always desired to send embassies to China.

Imt the people of Ansi (Parthia) wished to carry on trade with them in

( 'hinese -ilks. and it is for this reason that they were cut off from com-

munication."

The rival powers heard of each other notwithstanding ; and so greatly

were the Chinese impressed by the reports that reached them of the

grandeur of Rome that they called it by a name which signified the
4 China of the West.' The Romans on their part came to know China

elm-fly as Serica 'the land of silk ;' though they also knew it as Suite

probably the same as the " land of Sinim "
of he prophet Isaiah.

It is not surprising that the Romans, after wearing for a long time the

rich fabrics of Chinese looms, should seek to reach the source of supply

by a route which would make them independent of an extortionate and

oftentimes hostile intermediary. Accordingly we find in the author

above quoted, who wrote in the early part of the third century A. D., the

statement that "this (commercial obstruction) lasted until the reign of

the emperor Huanti (A. D. 166), when Antun king of Tach'in (Rome) sent

an embassy, who from the frontier of Jihnom (Annam) offered ivory,
rhinoceros horns, and tortoise shell." He adds "from that time dates

the (direct) intercourse with that country."
We here recognize the familiar name of Marcus Aurelius, who was at

that time at war with the Parthians. The Chinese, contrary to their

usual practice, have preserved it without distortion or disguise. To
avoid the arrows of the Parthians, he sent his messengers by sea. by a
route well known as far as India in Solomon's time. The way to China
was no sudden discovery. Pliny the Elder, writing a century earlier.

speaks of Taprobane (Ceylon) as a place where trade was carried on with

China ; and the extension of the voyage would be easy and natural.

Indeed, considering the facility of communication by a coasting voy-

age, however long and tedious, it is surprising that intercourse by sea

was not opened at a much earlier epoch. Considering, too, that the

mountains and < the mainland interposed no such barriers as

those which -hut out the New World from the kno\\ i he ( )ld. it

Dg, noi that they were aware of eacli other's exfetenoe, Imt

that the two most cultivated people- ,,f the world >lioiild have known
so little of each otl

The people whom I'linx in his Natural History <-all> Seres, and
describes as having red hair and blue eyes, were evidently not Chinese.

peakl with no little obs< unt\ of t h. . u It u i -, , .1 -.ilk in China : i

to Hie excellent itoii made I .y t he Chine**: and -ives an unintelligible
outline of the geography of the OOtffii mil them
selves to bare all i i i to < 'hina u the (TZttHM I'l,

'

-, r the

home of the -ilk\\oi in . in it e\en to a much later
i

MI (o.j u remained to

the Romans a /<

o| ; ,,,y p;irt of the K'om:, ii Kmp found in
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t><><.k> i^ undrr date of 91 B. c. Not long before that time the
of Partfiia had sent an embassy to China, who offered to tin

emi>eror, besides other articles of tribute, "jugglers from Li-kan.
v

Tills Dr. Hirth thinks was Petra or Rekem, taken by synecdoche for the

whole of Syria; but to me it appears more probable that Li-kan was
Greece, however the name be explained ; as the jugglers themselves

spoke of their country as lying to the " west of the sea." Rome was not

yet an Asiatic power ;
and in China Greece was known, if at all, not by

the conquests of her Alexanders, but by her cunning jugglers. That
class of people, so celebrated for their sleight of hand, were not unlikely
to make their way to the Celestial court :

" Grceculus esuriens in eodum,

jusseris, iW#."

A century later, the Chinese general Panch'ao reduced to subjection
a large part of Central Asia. By this time Rome had some title to be

regarded as mistress of the world
;
and the general heard with aston-

ishment of a country which was described to him as the " Great China "

of the West. He sent an ambassador named Konying to open commu-
nication.

This envoy, it has been supposed hitherto, proceeded as far as the

Caspian or Black Sea, where he was turned back by the dangers of a

long sea voyage. Dr. Hirth, however, makes it apparent that the sea at

which he arrived was the Persian Gulf. After this date the name
Tach'in, which we have rendered the ' China of the West,' is of frequent
occurrence in Chinese historical works. It appears, too, on the monu-
ment that records the history of the Nestorian missions. It is, however,

always associated with something of legendary and marvelous
;
and so

wanting in precision are the accounts that are given of it, that it is a

question whether the country referred to is Rome or Syria.

This appears to be the leading question discussed in Dr. Hirth's book.

He Decides in favor of Syria ;
but I am disposed to agree with Edkins

and Bretschneider in regarding the name Tach'in as intended for the

Roman empire as a whole
; though the eastern dependencies were best

known to the Chinese, and by them most fully described. Antioch in

fact is styled by Chinese writers the capital of Tach'in : and they might

easily take it for the chief seat of empire, as it was the third city of the

world in importance. They describe its situation on the Orontes, pre-

serve a reminiscence of its name in the abbreviated form Antu, and

give even the four divisions of the city, which caused it to be styled T< -

trapolis by the Greeks. We may readily admit that the Chinese knew
more of Antioch than of the city of the seven hills, without conceding
that they employed the term Tach'in for Syria alone.

Another term which they employ as equivalent to Tach'in is Fulin.

In this Dr. Hirth curiously enough discovers the name of Bethlehem.

If his identification were correct, it would throw additional lustre on

the village that gave birth to Jesus Christ making its name synony-
mous with that of the empire. Here again I feel bound to dissent from

the conclusions of our learned author, and, with Bretschneider, to rec-

ognize in Fulin the Greek word polin, the city of Constantine ; the accu-

sative with its final n being better adapted to Chinese lips than the

nominative with final s.
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This dispute as to the earliest recorded intercourse between the

extremities of the Old World reminds us of the similar discussions on
the >ubje.-t of early mtercour>e between tin- Old World and the New;
and especially of the conflict as to the application of the name Fusang
t

- > A merica or Japan.
Tli- \\aiit . if any well-defined plionet i element in the Chinese written

language is a source of immense perplexity to those who attempt to

reconcile tin- statements of Chinese historians and geographers with

those of Western writers. Dr. Hirth has brought great acumen and
much patience t<> the solution of the numerous enigmas arising t'n-m

this source. That under the Chinese form Sipin he is right in discover-

ing Ctesiphon ; under Ainon. Ecbatana ; and under Szelo, Hira, may be

fairly admitted, without granting that he has found Bethlehem in Fulin.

He I ias collected his documents with ^reat labor and collated them with

1 1 UK -h >kill. The result is a book full of interest to students of oriental

geography and history.

ProfeMOr C. A. Brii^. <>f the I'ni.Mi Tli<-..l,<_.i,-al Seminary,
offered the following resolution, which was pael without .lissent :

That this Society expresses its gratification at the valuable

discoveries made by the Wolfe Expedition ; that we regard it as highly

important that the ruins discovered by Dr. Ward in ancient Babylonia
h thoroughly explored as soon as possible ; and that we recommend to

the American public this object as one worthy of liberal contributions,
in order that a second expedition may be sent out at an early date to

make the excavations, and that the Assyrian and Babylonian antiquities

may be acquired by American museums.

After a vote.of thanks to the authorities of Columbia College,
the Society adjourned to meet in Boston, May 12th, 1886.

12
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Proceedings at Boston, JUay 12th, 1886

THE Society was called to order iu the hall of the Ameri-
can Academy on Wednesday morning, the President, Professor
W. D. Whitney, of Yale College, in the chair.

The Recording Secretary, Professor Toy, read the minutes <i

the foregoing meeting, and they were approved. The general
order of proceedings and the titles of papers were announced.
The reports of the retiring officers were then presented.
The accounts of the Treasurer, Mr. Van Name, were referred

to Rev. Mr. Winslow and Professor Elwell as a Committee of

Audit. After examination of book and vouchers, they reported
that they found the accounts correct. The report was approved.
In brief summary, the accounts are as follows :

RECEIPTS.

Balance on hand, May 6th, 1885, - $1,212.97

Assessments (98) paid in for year 1885-86, - $490.00

Assessments (36) for other years, - 180.00

Sale of the Journal, 56.06

Interest on deposit in Bank, 38.32

Total receipts for the year, 764.38

^977.35
EXPENDITURES.

Printing of Proceedings and Journal, $857.01

Engraving, 22.00

Binding, 99.95

Expenses of Correspondence (postage, etc.),
- 45.25

Total expenditures for the year, $1,024.21

Balance on hand, May 12th, 1886, 953.14

$1,977.35

The Bradley type-fund now amounts to $1,034.28.

The report of the Librarian, Mr. Van Name, showed that forty-
two complete volumes, one hundred and forty-three parts of

volumes, and sixty pamphlets, had been added to the library

during the year. Most of these accessions are continuations of

the regular exchanges. The number of titles of printed books
and pamphlets is now four thousand three hundred and thirty-one,
and of manuscripts, one hundred and sixty-two.
For the Committee of Publication, Professor Whitney reported

that the eleventh volume had been completed and distributed, and
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that the printing had begun on the thirteenth volume, which
\\ould IK- taken up in threat part by the text of the Kaucika-siitra,

edited, with extracts from the commentaries and with critical

apparatus, by Professor Bloomfield of Baltimore.

Tin- Convspmidini: Secretary, Professor Lanman, announced
in the naint' of the Directors, that the next meeting would be
held at New Haven, on Wednesday, October 27, 1886, and that

the President and Treasurer had lieen authorized, to act as a

Commit tic of Arrangements. The Committee of Publication of

tlie prccediii'.: \ear had Keen ivappointed. It consists of Messrs.

Salisbury, Toy, Van Name, W. II. Ward, and W. D.
^yhitney.

The Dire. tr- proposed and recommended to the Society for

election the foj lowing pCrSOHS I

As Corporate Meml

Mr. < 'harl.-. .1. I >'ghuee, of Columbia College, New York ;

Dr. Gabriel Engelsman, of New York ;

Mr. Henry Preble, of Harvard College, Cambridge.

The Lrentlemen thus proposed were duly elected.

Mr. Charles Theodore Rn^ell, Sr., reported for the Committee

appointed in May, 1885, that the lot of valuable books given by
the Imperial Government of China to the United States had been

duly transferred to Washington ; al>, that it did not appear to

be a favorable time at present for moving in the matter of the

appointment of c.,n>nls in the East. The report was accepted,
and the Committee discharged.
The President named as a committee to nominate officers for

the en su MILT \ear Mr. Charles Theodore Russell, and Professors

Toy and Hopkins. The Committee reported later on, proposing
reelection of the retiring board of oth'cers, with only one

chan-je, the substitution of Professor Lyon of Cambridge, as

:r\. in place of lVofeor Toy, who desired to

be relieved of the duties of that position. The proposals of the
Commit i. ratified by the nu-ding without dissent. The

d of officer- is accordingly constituted a follows:
r,-> X//A ///. I'rofi-^,,1- \\ . I). Whitney, of New Haven; Vice-

\. P. Peabody, of Cambridir*' : IVofessorE. E.

Salisbury, of Ne\\ llaNen: U<\. \\ . II. \Vard, of N. -N\ \ ork ;

i

'

or D. G, LNOII. of Cambrid-
^>,- t:f<iri/, ProfeMOI 0, l. Lanman. of Cam

brid ?' f/i< f 'A/.s-.N-;,-.// > Professor W. \\ .

GkK)(h\ in, o| ( '.-imbridirr ; '/"/ A//,, Mr. Addi-
-oi! \.m N.nin , of NY\\ MaNi-n; Direrfr*. EVofeM

: Urunsuick. Maine; PtofefSOr JoMpb MeiirN

: Mr. Alexander I. C<th<-al, Pn.!-

Charl- >hort. ai. . tot [JMM II. Hall, of NYu York: and
dent Daniel C. (tilmun and l'rof--or Maurice Bloomtield,

The < orrttpond ! the names ,,f those who had
died dm TiM-N irerc .1- follon
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the Corresponding Member,

Mr. Henry Stevens, of London ;

and the Corporate Members,

Rev. George R. Entler, of Franklin, N. Y. ;

Rev. Nicholas Hoppin, of Cambridge, Mass. ;

Prof. Gustav Seyflfarth, of New York ;

Rev. Lyman Stilson, of Jefferson, Iowa ;

Prof. Thomas A. Thacher, of New Haven, Conn.

Mr. Stevens, born August 24, 1819, in Vermont whence his

favorite title, "Green Mountain Boy" went in 1845 to London.
Here he found a place admirably suited to his abilities and attain-

ments, as a bibliographer and agent in the British Museum. He
furnished the Museum with one hundred thousand books or

pamphlets on -American subjects, and may justly be called the

most eminent literary and historical intermediary between the

Old World and the New. Mr. Hoppin was, with one exception,
the oldest Episcopalian clergyman in Massachusetts, and had been
rector of Christ Church in Cambridge for thirty-five years. He
wrote many articles, especially on ecclesiastical history ;

and
these are to be found in the Church Monthly and in the Church
Review. Dr. Seyffarth was born in 1796 in Prussia. He studied

in Leipsic, and then in Paris under Champollion, and distinguished
himself in the field of Egyptian antiquities. In 1825 he was
made professor extraordinarius at Leipsic. He made extensive

travels, and collected a great amount of material for investigation
in his chosen studies. In 1857 he came to New York, and, after

a period of service as professor at Concordia College, St. Louis,
he returned to the metropolis, where he dwelt until his death in

November last. The Rev. Lyman Stilson was born in New York
State in 1805 and went out to Burmah as a missionary of the

American Baptist Missionary Union in 1837. He worked chiefly
at Arrakan and Maulmain and prepared books on arithmetic,

geography, and other useful subjects, and overcame great difficul-

ties in their manufacture and publication. He returned to this

country in 1851. During his residence in Arrakan, he learned the

KemI language ;
and he contributed a brief notice of it to the

Journal of this Society, where it may be found, volume viii., p.

213, 1862, along with an interesting extract from a letter which

accompanied the article. Professor Thacher graduated at Yale

College in 1835, and was for nearly fifty years an instructor in tin-

College, and a kind and faithful friend to those who needed coun-

sel and help. Although he made no contributions to the Journal,
he was a member whose constant and sympathetic interest in the

aims and achievements of our Society was greatly valued.

Reports were given of letters from Mr. Rockhill in Peking.
He has sent some interesting rubbings of inscriptions from Pan

Shan, east of Peking. The inscriptions are incised on a pillar of

stone, and date from the Ming dynasty (1368-1644 A. D.). A
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considerable part of the characters are nagarl Sanskrit, and

promise t<> In- of interest patoographktftlly. Mr. Koekhill men-
tion- a recent tind near Peking of about sixteen Roman coins

dating from Nero down. Dr. Hushcll will give a report UJMHI
tin-in in the Journal of the Peking Oriental Society.

Professor Isaac II. Hall rea<l extract* from a lett-r .1 by
him from Prof, -s,,r Til. Noldeke of Stra^-bnrg. in reference to a

projected KiiLrlish translation of the latter's Syriac (irammar,
from which lie hal been obliged to withdraw his sanction, not

-tied with the way in which the work was done.

ProlVss,,r Hall aNo presented a note concerning the proposed
Syriae-Arabic Lexicon in preparation ly the Jesuit establishment

at Beirut. lie had understood that this was the lexicon <>f

Ki-ivm Sedd," of which only two manuscript copies are known ;

and he had hoped therefore to obtain the sheets as they came
through the press. II,- learns however from Dr. Van Dyck that

it ix iK,t that lexicon at all, but a new affair by a Maronitc priest,
and of no great value. "The Syriac patriarch. Vusuf Daud,
declares it is full of mistakes, to say nothing of typographical
error-."

The following resolution was offered by Rev. W. ('. Winslow,
and pa-sed :

'

Resolved, That the American Oriental Society, recognizing the import-

\plorations of the Egypt Exploration Fund and the valuable results

already obtained thereby, cordially commends its cause as worthy of

liberal support from the public.

After finishing the miscellaneous business, the Society pro-
c.--d-d to the hearing of communications, which were continued
until evening, with a recess betwecen I and '_' \: M.

1. On Ilehre\\ military history in tin- light of modern military
science ; by<ieiieral Henry H. ( 'arrington, of the I'nited States

An

General Carriii^ton. in illustration of the fact that military method
have n-iiiaiiM-d -ul-tantially the same through a lon^ |Hriod, ref>

tosonirof th.- (1,-tail- of II. -brew warfare wliich arc mentionc.l in the

Old Testament. Su-h proc.-.lurt's as iii^bt-attack. division of attacking
force into -M-v.-ral part-. it. -''ttinur an ambush, bringing

up r.serves, are by no means the invention <>f modern hm.-: ;m<l we
.-imoiig the early Hebrews the Itrginning of organi/at in

by corps, divi-i'-n-. regiments. . t

2. On a (Jivi-k Ila-_r ioIo Lri,. Manuscript in the Philadelphia

tabnrj : bj II. Hall, of ton Fort City,

Thi- inanii-.. ii|.t is one of three that were prem^nted t< the Library

Company of Philadelphia, more than a , ntin , M.-nr\ <

Esquire. It i- k. pt m ib. 1,'nlgway Braix-h <>t t ii. l.il>mr\ . and numbered
It isbnun.l in l.alf-leath .-r.'a... I Ml. ...I M fcb

Commentary." It consists at present of I- 1 aves, 10| x ?| inches
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in dimension, leaf 39 being torn away except a little piece of the inner

upper corner. It contained three more leaves originally, two at the

beginning and the other at the end. Wax droppings indicate that it

was probably read in service on saints' days. A bit of later script on

the top of the first page shows it to have been formerly the property of

some monastery, whose name I cannot make out. In binding the

manuscript (the binding is not very recent), a number of the leaves had
to be mounted on a slip. On this slip some scribe supplied some of the

ornamental initials that had been torn or worn away ; but the numbers
of sections or titles thus removed have not been replaced. The outer

edges of the leaves have also been so much worn away as to remove

many of the section-numbers ; but the edges appear never to have been

cut. The writing occupies regularly 30 lines, in a space about 8x6
inches in dimension, on each page. It is a pretty plain and easy cursive,

apparently of the 14th or 15th century. Ornamental initials frequently

occur, in red ; with also a few other ornaments. The writing is full of

iotacisms, perpetually exchanging i and ?/, though not in a way to

give trouble. Sometimes v, as well as sundry of the diphthongs, is

replaced by i. Not infrequently o and w, 8 and v, and // and ft, replace

each other (the last of these cases is real, and not due to confusion of

similar characters). Iota subscript does not occur, except in a few

places where it has been supplied by a much later hand. The breathings

and accents are not always correctly applied.

The lettering on the back is not descriptive of the manuscript. Its

contents are as follows :

Fol. la to 3a.] Part of the last sentence of the Proemium to the

Historia Lausiaca of Palladius. bishop of Helenopolis in Cappadocia

(A. D. 420), beginning with the word %apiraa6hTuv ; Table of Contents

of the Historia.

Fol. 3a to 666.] The two introductory letters ; the Historia Lausiaca

proper, insensibly passing into matter identical with the Paradisus

Patrum ; the whole ending with the words, in red, wf Je y /car' Aiyvirrov

[tovax<jv laropia (these are elsewhere an alternative title of the "Paradise ").

Fol. 666 to 72a.]
" Life of the Abbot Paul of the Thebaid ;" [fol. 70a]

"Concerning Taxeotes ;" [fol. 716] "Concerning Philentolus [son] of

Olympias."
Fol. 726 to 94a.]

" Narratives and Admonitions of the Holy Fathers

irepl /carawewf," answering generally to the Apophthegmata or Gerontika,

which occur in many manuscripts.
Fol. 94a to 1066.] "Concerning the Abbot Macarius Politicus," with

more apophthegmata.
Fol. 1066 to 109a.] "Writing (avyypaupa) of Athanasius, patriarch of

Alexandria, who is among our Holy Fathers, of instruction to all who
live a monastic life, and to every devout Christian."

Fol. 109a to 1136.] "The names of the holy Prophets, whence they

were, and where they lie buried."

Fol. 1136 to 1156.] "Ecclesiastical aiyypa/ufia concerning the 70 disci-

ples of the Lord, of Dorotheus, bishop of Tyre, an ancient spirit-bearing

(irvV[jiaTO(f>6pov} man, who became a martyr in the time of the emperors

Lycim'us and Constantinel"
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Fol. 1156 to 119a.] An account of various persecutions and martyrs,
and of the twelve Apostles: which -tin- thrice blessed and all-happy
Dorotheos left for remembrance, in the Roman dialect." and the writer

interpret fil into Greek.

Fol. 119a to end.]
" Life and conduct >f t lit- holy Mary of Egypt, who

lived holily an ascetic lit* in tin desert : written by Sophronius, who is

among the holy [Fathers], archbishop of Jerusalem. Read in tin- .~>th of

the great calendar (rot' u^u/W nai>6vos). Lord, bless!" The manus* -ript

breaks off at fiv[/wr], just so far before the end of the treatise as to

show that one leaf more would have finished it.

The manuscript thus appears to be one of those hagiologic compila-
tions which are not infrequent, but of which scan-fly any two have tin-

same contents. As to character, so far as I have been able to comj tan-

its contents with the printed text-., it appears to be as good as any other

manuscript. In certain portions it has manifestly better readings than

the printed texts, as well as many worse. Several portions appear to

be quite different from anything ever published, and some quite
unknown. From all that I can learn, or have seen in print, I feel pretty
-fin. tliat the manuscript has never been used by any editor of a printed

hagiologic work or patristic collection. It is not likely that its contents

will have an opportunity very soon to get into print ; and I have no

time to make a careful collation. But it seems worth while to put on

record the general results of an examination, so that it may contribute

its mite in the fulness of time. Meanwhile, it may help those who wish

for all the available li^ht on sundry curious texts: and it will be of

especial service to those who may wish, fur the sake of practice with

Greek manuscripts i which are none too abundant in this country), to

study or collate it. It would he hopeless for a beginner to attempt to

he passages for himself. It goes without saying that the

manuscript has abundant variations from the printed texts.

I. The Hisloria l^uisim-n [fol. 1-66J. The matter of this treatise

varies not only in the manuscript-, but in the printed editions; so that

it i- impossible now to say just how many of the -ections or chapters

assigned to it really belong there. Reference may be had to Migne's
I

'

1 1 rniogfa Greece, vol. :il. when-, in the Hint. Luns.. the Art"

the / etc., will tx> found much of the matter of this manuscript.
\\ith reference! t" other manuscripts and editions of parts. More will

n \ol. ;:, ,,f Mi-ne. under .!/*/<-/, -//./ ,,,{ /W/f /<///////. el

will also be found in vol. *1. part B, in the I'rndini SfH'rilmilf of .b.hn

not ! m- -nt ini other sera ps a nd repetitions in other place*. I

give b.-low a di -tailed li-t of place*, where the passages of thi-> manu-cript

-|Nind with tb ne's edition.

The table of cont'-nt-,. however (fol. l-8a), deserves special mention
- not tally exacj|\ with the content- of lli. text of th.- ///>'

and eon Id not have been Compiled from the coiit -nt s . .f t he ma nu>< i ipl .

but must have been <-.,) ,,, r table of contents, which

represented a copy >a of average extent. Since the table

has an independent \.iln>. I

gfcfl
it in translation, addin

ot tl> they are present. Many of the numbers
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are cut away, as already explained ; but there are some slips in the

numbering. It is as follows :

1. And I encountered, in the first entrances of the journey. l>\ thr

grace of spiritual succor, tin- great and inspired tea* -lu-r Udonu the

presbyter, [and| the host of the great church of Alexandria, the
admirable man Dorotheus the Thebaid ascetic. 2. I heard concerning
Potamiaine, a most beautiful girl. 8. I met Didymus the author, who
is blind in his eyes. I heard concerning Alexandrea the faithful damsel.
5: Concerning the virgin that loved riches, [I heard] by name only.
Macarius the superintendent of the poor-house. I met two thousand
men adorned with every virtue. In the Mount of Nitria I met other

holy ones. Six hundred other anchorites in the utter desert. Arsisius
tlu- ^reat, and Putubastus, and Hagion the aged, and Serapion a most
celebrated anchorite. A ccenobium in the Mount of Nitria ; church with
three palms. The Xenodocheion into which we are received. Benefit
of accomplishing the evening prayers. Eight presbyters leading the
van. and the throng of the church ; and of the entertainer, and of the

sojourners. The great Arsisius, and many others of the holy Fathers.
14. He narrated concerning the great Pachomius. Concerning the holy
Amun and his partner. The blessed Amun and his disciples. Concern-
ing the river Lycus. The author himself [says that] he crossed this

river with timidity. The matters concerning Or, the admirable man
who is an anchorite. The matters concerning the holy Pambo, the great
teacher and bishop. Of Dioscorus and Ammonius, and of the brethren
Eusebius and Euthymius. The matters concerning Melania, the admira-
ble Roman woman. Melanion relates how the blessed Pambo met his
end. To Origenes and Ammonius, the holy ones, the blessed Pambo
says certain things when he is about to die. Origenes the presbyter and
Ammonius narrated wonderful things concerning the blessed Pambo.
How the blessed Pior takes the cell of the holy Pambo. How again the

great Pambo comes to the cell of Pior. The matters concerning the

holy Ammonius ;
and of the three brethren. Timotheus the holy bishop.

28. How the blessed Ammonius exercised his body. 29. The blessed

Evagrius votes for the servant of God Ammonius. 30. How Ammonius
received Rufinus the eparch. 31. The matters concerning the admirable
monk Benjamin. 32. How the bishop Dioscorus received the blessed

Evagrius. 33. The matters concerning Apolonius, who finished his
business. 34. The matters concerning the five thousand' monks in the
mount. 35. The matters concerning the holy ones, the brethren Paisius
and Esaias. 36. How these observers disposed of vanities. 37. The
matters concerning Macarius the younger. 38. The matters concerning
the most estimable Nathanael. 39. The matters concerning the great
athlete of Christ, Macarius the Egyptian. 40. The matters concerning
the blessed Macarius the Alexandrian. 41. The matters concerning the

great Pachomius, the spirit-bearing man
;
and again concerning the

death of Macarius. 42. The matters concerning the most gentle Mark ;

and of Paphnutius his disciple. 43. The matters concerning the most
noble Moses, the one [who became monk] from the robbers. 44. How
the four robbers became monks. 45. How this one came to Macarius ;

[how] to Isidorus of Scetis. 46. The five hundred anchorites in the
Mount of Pherme. 47. The matters concerning the noble Paul, who
made six hundred prayers. 48. This one meets with the holy Macarius
Politicus. 49. Concerning the virgin who made seven hundred prayers.
50. Of Cronius narrating his own adventures. 61. The matters concern-

ing the great Antonius. 52. The matters concerning Eulogius. 53. He
who was injured in body. 54. Eulogius the long-suffering. 55. Anto-
nius questions Theodoras. 56. The holy Antonius prays that the place
of the righteous may be revealed to him. 57. Where blessed Hierax
and Cronius and many others relate the matters concerning Paul. 58.

The matters concerning the blessed Paul the Simple. 59. Where the
author himself is tempted by the demon of fornication. 60. Where the
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author meets the great Pachomius. The matters concerning the noble
athlete Stephen. The matters respecting Yalens. who fell away through
vaults. Tli- matters respecting Heron, who exalted himself in haugh-

-. Concerning l't< >l.-ma-ns. \vlio. after many labors and noble
s\\ at ings. fell away \' his own accord. 65. Concerning the virgin that
fella, net-ruing the l>l. ->.-(! Klias the virgin-lover. 67. Concern-

DorotbetLS. Concerning the blessed virgin Piammun. <>H. The
matters concerning I'achoniius. Monasteries of about two hundred [in

:HM|. and of thrc.- hundre<l men. At tin- city Spanos, monastenes
of tine.- hundred souls. Monastery of four hundred women. 78. Con-

ruing the holy virgin. How revelation \\-as made to t he holy I'ityrum
( UP -erning herself. ( 'oiicerning the hlessed John among the prophets,
where this Messed one challenges Theoiliirus the interpreter. This same
one foretells the future to Poimen. Dionisius [x/V| the bishop \\a-

dipj.e.l into the river. Tin- matteis respecting Poseidonius. 80. The
matter> concerning Hierommus. How the Messed Poseidon in s foretells

the death of the blessed Paiilus. How llieronvmus makes Oxyperen
tins

a fugitive by his own en-'hantment. Respecting the most holy Peter
on, ST). The matters concerning Serapion. How the blessed

Serapion met r>omnenns who was in Rome. Concerning the virgin who
lived in retirement in the desert. 88. The matters concern ing Evagrius.
How he was led from the palace of Isangelus. How the holy (Jivgorius
made him deacon. How Gregorius abandons Evagrius for Nectarius.
Melanion miest ions the blessed Evagrius. 93. The matters concerning
the holy Pior. The matters concerning Moses Lybinnus. 95. The
matters concerning Ephraim. The matters concerning Paula of

. 97. The matters concerning Eustochia the daughter of Paula.
The matters concerning Veneria. 99. Concerning Theodora. 100. The
matters concerning Hosia [a/., Usia]. 101. Concerning Adolia. 108.

Concerning Basiamla. 104. Concerning Asela [AsellaJ in Rome. Cpn-
erning Abetas [Avital. 106. Concerning Julianus. 107. Concerning

the virgin Photine. 108. Concerning Adolius of Tarsus. 109. The
matters concerning Idnocentius

| Innocentius]. 110. The matters con-

Mg Pliiloromus. 111. The matters concerning Melane Spane.
holy ones that were exalted, Isidorus and Posimus

OF, I'o-inusi and . \delphius and Paphmitins and Paml>.> and Aninio-
n ill", and certain >t her--. 113. How t he reckoning ca me to be concerning
It'iitimis. 114. C'onc>rning Cronius the priest, chief of two hundred
monk-. 11.",. (OIK erning .lames. 116. Concerning Paphnutius. 117.

How 1 ;\ agrius and Albinus servant of Christ met with Mm. 118. I low
the blessed Cheroamon met his end. 119. Another monk, having dug a

A as buried in it. 120. How another died of thirst. Concerning
1 10 fell away. 121. He cites Job for testimony. 122. Con-

: Cappadocia. 128. Con Unettus, P.M. And
EuMathin> f the brethren, (\mcerning the immortal Sisinns |/i/..

ins]. 125. Concerning (Jadana [a/., <iaddana|. Ill ruing
Elias the (son) of Plnloxenn-,. |-.;. ( ', |M < -erniiig Sabbat icus |son| of
Nicus. 128. Abramius the Egyptian. 129. Concerning M( la i

180. Con rolanus. 182. Concerning Silvins. 133. Concerning
.lubinns

1.
1. \inn-.j. deacon and bishop. i:',J. Memorabilia

enes, (Jregoriu-^. Stephamis. and concerning Pierin- and Hasiliu>.

Th. matter- ruing
Candida. 187. Concerning liie virgin < ielasia. 188. Con<-erning the

monastery in t he desert of Antinous, Of a thousaixl two hundred men.
189. Concerning those in caves. 1 J<>. ('oncernin- Sol-.mon. in. The

I'll.- ma!'
and the matters con '

appito from t In r- ruing
him u ho was led astra\ Mucerning the h..|\ \n

Concerning the hoi i gin. 147.

1 is. Concerning Pint

Panlii- I . l."iO. Albina and Melania.
l.'il. ( oiiei-riiing Pammac|iia>. 1 ruin- Ma a i ins and Constan-

18
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tinus. 153. Concerning her who received the bishop Athanasius. 154.

Concerning bishop Athanasius. 155. Concerning bishop Origines.
155 [sic]. Concerning the virgin of Corinth. 156. In behalf of t In- most

pruaent Pri (?) ; he fought with wild beasts. 157. Concerning Verinus and

Bosphoria in Ancyra. 158. Concerning the virgins of <
1lm>t in Ancyrn.

159. Concerning Magna and the rest. 160. Concerning the humble-

spirited partner of the bishop. Concerning her who fell away and

repented. Concerning the daughter of the presbyter, who fell a\\;i\ .

Concerning the reader in Cesarea. How from another person the same
author has his own adventures narrated. The author thanks God. 166.

How he narrates also the blessed life of the Bragmani, and makes men-
tion concerning the bishop Moses. Of the Adulini. 167. And this same
author attempted to enter into the island. 168. And hears concerning
a certain scholastic. Concerning Alexander. 170. The matters con-

cerning Dandanis and concerning Calarus and Onesicrates.'

It will be noticed that such numbers as are present in the above table

of contents show mistakes in the sequence. Thus between 5 and 14 are

nine items; so that 14 is really 16. Number 102 is omitted, 155 is

repeated, and so on. However, taking the items as they are, the titles

of the table of contents are descriptive of the matter of the several sec-

tions of the text, as far as the former's title No. 76. But the numbers of

the table do not correspond exactly with those of the sections in the

text. No. 1 of the table includes 1 and 2 of the text ;
Nos. 76 and 77 of

the contents belong to 79 of the text. There are, likewise, a few slips

in the numbering of the sections of the text. In both text and table the

divisions are smaller than the usually printed chapters.

The matter of the text corresponds pretty well with that in Migne's

Patrologia Grceca, vol. 34, Historia Lausiaca, as far as Migne's cap.

Ixxvi. ; that matter will be more fully treated further on. But the table

of contents, after its title No. 76, goes on with titles which appear pretty

clearly to correspond with chapters of the Historia in Migne, as follows

(bracketing the numbers not actually written with the titles in the table) :

MS.
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MS. Sections. Micm-'s Chapters, i MS. Sections. Migne's Chapters.

73 = 38, 39 (part). I 78 = 42

74, 75 39 (part). i 79 = 43-46 (with differences and
76 "39 (last par.), 40

; transpositions).
77 " 41

Here the sections in the manuscript cease to be numbered, except just
at the end of the Historia ; and I give the folio number of the manu-

script where the section begins, with the title to the latter. The num-
bers in Migne are still those of chapters in the Historia Lausiaca,

except when otherwise stated :

Fol. 436.1

436.1

44a.J

446.1
45a.
45a.
506.

516.

52a.

54a.]

55a.]

556.

566.1

57a.
576.

596.

60a.
60a.

606.1

606.

616.

616.

62a.

626.

626.]

\l<. Sections.

Of the abbot Ammonius,
Of the abbot Bes,
Of the city Oxyrhinchus,

Of the abbot Theon,
Of the abbot Elias,
Of the abbot Apollos,
Of the abbot Amun,
Of the abbot Kopres, presbyter,
Of the abbot Evagrius,

52a.] Of the abbot Patermuthius,

Of the abbot Kopres, presbyter,
Of the abbot Suros, and the
abbot Esaias, and abbot Paul
[and abbot Anub] (but text
omits Esaias, which is Migne
56),

Of the abbot Hellen,
Of the abbot Apelles,
Of the abbot John,
Of the abbot Paphnutius,
Of the abbot Pytyrion,
Of the abbot Eulogius, presbyter,
Of the abbot Isidorus,
Of the abbot Serapion, presbyter,
Of the abbot Apollonius, martyr,
Of the abbot Dioscorus, presbyter,
Of the [monks] in Nitria,
Of the abbot Ammonius,
Of the abbot Didymus,

Chapters in Migne.

48
49
vol. 65, col. 445, 448 (Ap-
pendix ad Palladia in

).

50
51
52
53
54 (1st part).
vol. 65, col. 448 (App.
adPallad.}.

vol. 65, col. 448, sq.

(App. ad Pallad.}.
54 (latter part).

55, 57, 58
59
60
61
62-65
74
75
71

76

66,67
68

70
vol. 65, col. 456 (App.
adPallad.}.

Of the abbot Macarius, disciple of Antonius. (Contains sev-
eral paragraphs from 19, 20, in Migne's Hist. Laus., the
first of which is an introduction of 4 lines, and the test

relate the wonders, signs, etc., wrought by Macarius.
Some are identical with passages in Migne, some substan-

tially the same in matter, but not quite the same in lan-

guage. The paragraphs are as follows : 626.] Migne, 19, 20,
col. 1050, 2d and 3d paragraphs ; 63a.] Story of Macarius's
visit to the paradise made by Jannes and Jambres, different

from the accounts in Migne, and apparently unpublished :

636, line 8.] Migne, 19, 20, col. 1050, last paragraph ; 636,
line 19.1 not identified; 636, line 20.] Story of the hyena,
somewhat different from Migne, 19, 20, col. 1060, 1044.

These, with the following three sections, are probably to

be found in the Paris MSS. mentioned in Migne, vol. 65,
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col. 489-442, in the Mnmtmn taken from Coteler, Eccles.

Grcec. M<i., iii. 171, a work which I have not been able to

consult, but which must contain many other matters in

this manuscript. A portion of the following is to be found
in tin-

' Paradise" above mentioned.)
Fol. 64a.] Of the abbot Amun. (Migne, Hist. Law., col. 1050, C.

More like the old Latin translation of Gentianus Hervetus. )

646.] Of the abbot Macarius Politicus. (Slightly altered from
Mi^ne, 19, 20.)

646.] Of the abbot Paul the Simple, disciple of the holy Antonius.
(Abriili;vi| from Migne, 28.)

656.] Of Ammon. presbyter. Migne, 72.

656.1 Of the abbot John [Diolci ],

"
Migne, 78.

656.] (End of Palladius's journey),
"

Migne, 150, col. 1252, 2d

paragraph.
66a.] (End of journey. The five paragraphs are numbered to cor-

respond with t he days numbered in the text.), = Migne,
150, col. 1257, except that the manuscript adds the doxology
at the end.

Here ends the "
History of the Monks of Egypt," as its colophon calls

it, using the alternative name of the " Paradise ;" but it is evident that

the scribe intended his work to pass for a recension of the Historia

Lausiaca.

I 1 . The next division of the manuscript contains matter which is

probably to be found in Coteler's Eccl. Or. Mon. Its chapters are as

follows :

Fol. 666.1 Life of the abbot Paul of the Thebaid.

TOrt.J Concerning Taxeotes.

716.] Concerning Philentolus the [son] of Olympias.

III. The next division begins at fol. 726, and is entitled A/;/}///iara icai

vovOeaiaf toiuv irartpuv irepl MMwfcfttjf, and is one of the many collections

of apophthegmata called sometimes by this latter name, but sometimes
also TepdvruVf Tepovri yepotrrueiv, or "Btfitof ftporruej. Many of tin-

paragraphs begin with the phrase flirev yi-puv. I have not tried to hunt

tin-in all up in print, but many of them came in my way as I was

searching for other matters. There are more than n hundred of them :

extending to fol. 94rt. Then follows another division of the manuscript.

beginning with a narrative "< 'onc.-rnin^ the al>l>t .Macaritis I'oliticus,

which is followed by another collection of iijMt]tlitln-ifiinifii. xtendr

fol. IIM;/,. ;ind narly forty in numlier. 1 -ive a list of tho^- I have

id.-ntiti.-d. designating them nu-n-ly l.y the pa-e in the manuscript. :ind

-roii pin:: to-.-ther tho^.- on the MBH p

Fol. 816.1 Migne. vol. 05, col. 77, No. 7 ; col. 117, No. 80 ; col. 148, Nos.

82a.l M ! I',:,. ,,,!. 156, No. 4 : col. 105. No
OL IW, Nos. 9, II : col. 171. No. 5] OOl 117,

No. H: OOL 184, I-

88a.] MiKne. vol. . . .M : ool 199 : ool B01, I

10.

H36.| Ifigne, rol '-'. cL i : col, 881. Wa, U : a

84a.| M.
8B:: I. :J5. No.

119; col. 861. ::',*. NO I : OOl, :'.7J No. 18.
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Fol. 846.] Migne, vol. 65, col. 376, No. 2 ; col. 380, No. 5
; col. 396, No.

13.

85a.] Mime, vol. 65, col. 405, No. 43 ; col. 412, No. 11 ; col. 428,
No. 7.

90a.
956.

1016.

104a.

Migne, vol. 65, col. 440, No. 9 : col. 318 (Xanthias).
Migne, vol. 34, col. 209, No. 3. to 216, end.
Migne, vol. 65, col. 400, 401, but not identical.

Migne, vol. 34, col. 208, 209.

IV. The next . division of the manuscript begins at fol. 1066, and is

entitled Tow lv d-jioif irarpdai i}uuv 'Afiavaalov Trarpidpxov 'Afai-avfipriaf rr/'} ypa////a

fii6aoKakias fif Tnirraf rot
s

'f fiova6vTa Kal tif Trdvra evaefiij Xpj/ariav6v. It is the
same with that given in Migne, vol. 28, col. 834-846, and there called by
nearly the same title as here, except that in Migne it is shorter, ^,nd the
word ovvra^'fia replaces the word oi^ypa/ifM. It is there placed amtong the
Dnhia et Spuria Athanasian writings, and copied from the edition of

Andreas Arnoldus (1685), who edited it from a Vossian MS. som^ five or
six centuries old, which contained the Historia Lausiaca and other
ancient compositions.
V. At fol. 109a begins the division entitled Ta rtiv irpo^ruv bv6fiara, KCLI

ir6dev ?]aavy KOI TTOV Kelvrat. This is of a character intermediate between the

two recensions printed in Migne, vol. 43, col. 415-418, and col. 393 ff.,

the latter of which was edited by Petavius from two Coislin MSS. of the
tenth century, and the other by Tischendorf, in 1855, in his Anecdota
Sacra et Profana. It belongs among the writings attributed to Epiph-
anius, bishop of Cyprus.
VI. On fol. 1136 begins the avyypafj,[j.a EKKfyoiaariKov attributed by the

manuscript originally to Dorotheus, bishop of Tyre, but otherwise to

Procopius, bishop of Tyre, treating of the Seventy Disciples. It is the
same with that in Migne, vol. 92, col. 1060-1065

; but in several respects
is much better. Two or three names are put in different places in the

different copies. Doubtless the compiler, whom the manuscript does

not name, is supposed to be Procopius, to whom the compilation is else-

where attributed.

VII. On fol. 1156 begins a treatise on certain persecutions and martyrs,

especially of the Seventy, followed by one on the Twelve Apostles ;

attributed by the manuscript to Dorotheus who was in Rome, and after-

wards bishop of Constantinople, but, like the last above, translated and
edited by another author. It is the same with that in Migne, vol. 92,

col. 1065-1073. This, as well as VI., above, are among the addenda to

the Chronicon Paschale in Migne. For the apparent confusion about

Dorotheus, and the supposition that these were translated from his Latin,

Hebrew, and Greek literary remains, reference may be best had to the

text in Migne. The two are evidently portions of the same remains.

After mentioning the source of them, the manuscript goes on to say that

among the other remains is the story of the death of Herodias's daugh-
ter, and the impalement of her head, in the lake Gennesaret, with other

legends.
VIII. Fol. 1196, to end.] This, the last division of the manuscript,

consists of the " Life and Conduct of the Holy Mary of Egypt, who lived

a holy and ascetic life in the desert. Written by Sophronius, of the
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holy [Fathers], archbishop of Jerusalem.
" This is the same with that

in Migne, vol. 87, col. 3697 ff., but with many variant readings. It ends

with ;r/u[fHov] (see Migne, vol. 87, col. 3724) ; lacking matter at {he end

nearly sufficient to till another leaf, as stated above.

In case any of the matters which occur in this manuscript should be

reedited, it would not IK- prudent to neglect this copy. The "Lives of

the Prophets
" seems to be undoubtedly an otherwise unknown recent H i

And the same is true of sundry other sections.

On tin- identification of Avaris at San; by Rev. W. C.

, of

Mr. r -t rie. in his Tan in, Parti., plate xiii., no. 4, gives a photograph
of a broken colossus of Amenemhat II., the third kin^ of tin- twelfth

dynasty, who may be placed between 3500 and 2300 B. C., or from six

to eight centuries before the expulsion of the Hyksos, under Aahrnes,
head of tin- eighteenth dynasty. The picture shows a black granite

piece of tfte kind's throne and two incomplete figures. The figures rep-

resent Hapi or Apis, that is the river-god Nilus, who, according to Wil-

kinson. iii.:2<i7, is often found binding the monarch's throne with the

stalks of two water-plants, the one indicating the dominion of the Upper
Country, and the other that of the Lower. In our photograph, the two

figures face each other, and press with their feet and bind a large bunch
of water-plants.

Brugsch gives the hieroglyphic form to be found as designating the

place Avaris ; and this form i> the very one delineated on the monument
unearthed by Petrie at San. The sign of tin town is that of Uar or

Huar, 'the bended leg.' The inscription may l>e rendered ' Lord of the

place llu -ar. In-loved of . . .' The gap may be filled by Amon or Ptah,

the natural and proper sequence. The inscription on the colossus

accordingly maki -s it < I. ,n that Amenemhat II. was 'Lord of the city of

Avaris, beloved of Amon,' and appears to identify San, the place of its

finding, with Avaris.

I. Ke\. T. T. MniHies. for many yeftTfl
undent in tin- extreme

northuest ol' India as a missionary to the Afghans, rcspoiidin-j \

the President'- invitation, made some remarks <m tin- religion of

IS|-,IM. lit- spoke o|' its extreme persistency ami of the difficulty
of making a deep impression from without on the Mohammedan
mind ; of the st rin^eney of the theology and of the purity of the

rinea U I. eld in Afghanistan, l>y reason of the isolation of tin-

district : and of the reauteop of their n-li^iims life, which \\ a^ i

on a thoiiLrlitfnl rational conception <f the world, and was not. a-

ten supposed, the outcome of a ma^s ,,f foolish superstition.
II. ftlso :id\.-rt,d to his recently pnMished Dictionary of Islam.

None Midi had existed In
'

:iioiis articles where he had

not I.een willin'_r t trust himself lie had called in the help of

B d that the work uoiilil lead to a lietter

ae.piaintaiice \\ith the Mohammedan icliirion, and to more intelli-

and lympathetic methods ,,f dealin- \\ith Mohammedans.
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- 5. On tin- \V:irri.r Caste in India ; by Prof. K. \V. Hopkins, of

liryn Ma\vr College, IJryn .Mawr, Pcnn.

This paper was given in abstract. Its object was to show the position
of the warrior caste in the state, and particularly in relation to the

other castes. The Mahabharata, the writer pointed out, is in all

respects a better guide for those investigating this subject than the law-

books or any later literature. Both the story itself and the formal

statements in regard to the Ksatriyas contained in it make the epic the

best field for such researeh. The relation with the priestly caste (for

which caste the writer reserved another paper) was first shown at some

length, incidents and quotations being given to prove the freer and less

priest-ridden condition of the warrior at the time of the original epic.

The law of succession to the throne was then explained, with the con-

tradiction between theory and practice wliich is found in the epic. The

subject of the nlti was next taken up, already well developed in the

Mahabharata, where again conflicting rules, of morality and of polity,

were placed side by side. The king's duty toward his subjects passively
and actively was explained at length.

The outer circumstances of royal life formed the second part of the

paper. The earlier and the later, more grandiose, descriptions of the

king's capital and palace, his wealth, slaves, etc., were contrasted. The

argument of Fergusson in regard to the walls of ancient cities in India

was reviewed, and the opinion expressed that no kiiower of Hindu lit-

erature could adopt the extreme view held by that antiquarian. Walled
towns are familiar to all Hindu writers, and there would be as much
reason for supposing that Troy had a picket barricade in lieu of walls as

for assuming the primitive defense of Hindu towns upheld by Fergusson
for the period anterior to Alexander. The royal ceremonies of marriage
and consecration were explained and compared with earlier usage.
The third part of the paper was taken up with the life of the common

warrior. The fact that other castes beside Ksatriyas engaged in battle

was dwelt upon. A Ksatriya is always a warrior, but the word warrior

is too comprehensive for Ksatriya. This point was illustrated by
numerous quotations. What we may assume antecedently as probable
is proved by the epic to have been the custom till late in Hindu history.

The battle-field held warrior, Pariah, merchant, priest, and even women.
Some facts are here expressly stated, others we can know only by impli-

cation. The greater portion of this division of the essay was taken up
with military descriptions from the epic. First, the partition and

arrangement of the army, with the uncertain value of the technical

terms given by the text
; secondly, the laws of fighting as ideal rules

and as realized by the history of the Great War; lastly, the arms,

weapons, chariots employed by the combatants, with incidental notes

on the prognostications of victory and defeat, the use of magical arms,
and other minor points. The writer offered the paper as one of a series

on the Mahabharata. Due acknowledgment was made of the work

already done in the same field by Wilson, Weber, Rajendralala Mitra,

and other writers.
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6. The Con-elation of > ami /// in Vedic and later Sanskrit
; by

Prof. M. Bloomfield, of Baltimore, Md.

This paper is meant to supplement Ascoli's discussion of Prakritic

change of /// t< r. \\\ further pointing out distinct traces of the inter-

rim n^e of these sounds in the classic and Vedic dialects, and showing
that 1 1 it- change of v to m also occasionally takes place.

Ascoli's materials for the pre-Prakritic change are very meagre. In

the German version of his Studj Critici (Weimar, 1878), ii. 222-4, he

in. in ions dhamana and dhanvana (
= lcrntuJ:a), kamandha v. 1. for

lha or kabandha, dramila and dravuja, root hmal and hval,

navata 'woolen blanket' and namata 'felt.' Of the chatfge of v to m
he presents very few cases, from various Pali and Prakrit sources. He
thinks (ib. p. 221) that the normal development of m to v led to an erro-

neous reversal of the process. As examples of this, he presents uvariva

and -ma (=Skt. uparinia), F'.so// //// i=Skt. Vdi$ravana), mdhana and

liana (=Skt. br>~ihnnuia), all from the Bhagavati ; dmela, dvela,

dbila (=Skt. dplda), kamandha and kavandlia, tdma and ydma (Apa-

hhranca) for Skt. tavat and ydvat, and a few others of even less
x

importance.
On the basis of the following facts, it is claimed that the interchange

of v and m goes back to the earliest Indian language, if not to Indo-

Km<>]>ean, and that it takes place in both directions.

Vedi< a mini m

field of grain
'

(upowpa), joined with slid ' furrow' among
divinitie^ of tin- field in Par. Grh. S. ii. 17. 9, becomes unnilil. ]>ersonified

as sister of Sita, in the Ramayana ; probably as diminutive derivative,

with it lengthened by popular etymology (?urmi 'wave,' unnild 'the

wavy field '). Vedic is srdma '

mucus,* with srdva ' rheum ;' the latter

common. th. former at Katy. Qr. S. xx. 3. 18, glossed by two scholiasts

with fco: t. hid. Stud. iv. 426. The Taitt Ar. (vi. 7. 8, 4) has

f.u-r/v//M- >pr-al.' Yaska's treatment (Nir. v. 8) of v""". i( '""

iiu-tery
'

seems to me to imply a belief in tin- inn n hangeableness of

vand / ""//""""'' rum {tii'lntni. 1I- is himself puzzled
/// : lie regards it as a n-st-ni. rmtin. and uses it just at'i.T-

ward in explanation of v"""/''"
'

l>-anl :' ^nmrni l<>nm ^iimni rritain.

This seems very interesting, as a case wh.-n- Va^ka. tin- old.-^t known

etymologist. \\;i^ inlM-rit.-d and misunderstood tin- material of one yet

older, who hud in mind a much more sensible explanation of <;;/m.

(MT not The accent oi r//, ( r,f,/.f makes plausible a

loss of a from the HIM ->\ll;ihl, : it. th, -n. u. turn rum^'ina to cvacdMa,
and n^ti.re -uch a li.-^t a, we ha \ _.//////// re>t ing-plat'o of a

dead body' an explanation ii.l, \\\\i a Hindu etymologist,
I.m misTeported by Yfiska. r a

t as premippo^ing *ww<ina. m
hardly be quoted in ->ii|>|>oit of this *im(viH<f. considering Sindhi x7r/i=

d the hk, oli, il>. p n. 48.

Further. I lack' (RV. i. 54. 4, 5), Yaska (Nir. v

'I'lii'irnk'ii-iiuiHiih. To this K'oth n-t narks

/. p.
'" \\ itlioin

ioiii.t a \aii.n it U so or not. Yaska
M
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must have had this in mind, and so hare regarded the two sounds as

interchangeable. The Taitt. Samh. (iii. 1. 4') lias: m yamo devatidni

huh'ii/i'uii rlri/ain ai/nrata ; tad yttnmsi/n i/ainatrain, as if -//i- and

-//*///<- were equivalent. In Kauy. 128. 4 we find qarva and garman in

alliteration together: somo raja tuirftn <*a raja hJniro 'raja bhuranath ca

raja : pirro raja ranna ca raja ta n nah i^arnia ytichantu devah.

The influence of this relation between the two sounds is seen to be

active in the readings of Vedic and Sanskrit manuscripts. My own col-

lection comes largely from Atharvan literature ; doubtless the critical

material of other Vedic texts would yield like instances. At Kauc. 3. 8

and 137. 86, the MSS. read ya u<1 mlratah (v. 1. yad udvatah) un nimatah

(v. 1. unnamatah. ininibatah) qakeyam. My text gives yad ud udvata
un nivatah qdkeyam (cf. TS. iii. 2. 4 4

) ; and I express my belief that the

MSS. imply a mixture with the reading yad udvata unnamatah gakeyam.
At any rate, the readings are explainable only on the ground of the

similarity of the sounds. At AV. xix. 42. 3 occurs sutramne as variant

of sutravne. The Gop. Bran, (ii. 2. 3) and Vait. Su. (13. 16) have ?akmane,
while VS. (v. 5) reads qakvane. At Kaug. 89. 1, four out of seven MSS.

read manvabhih for manmabhih ; 65. 15, four out of seven read devdtvd

for devdtmd ; 60. 19, two read manthantdm for -tdv before anumantra-

yate ; 71. 1, we have the half-verse ah$o raja vibhajati 'mam (so all MSS.)

agni vidhdrayan, where sense is made by amending imam to imdv. At
AV. iii. 10. 10, the MSS. are divided between samrdhe and savrdhe ; at

xii. 1. 2, some read madhyatas for badhyatas ; at xix. 31. 11, the editors

consider amrtam of the MSS. as meant for avartim, and again, at 35. 5,

vabhrtenyas for martyebhyas. At Par. Grh. S. i. 16. 24, cydvagabaldu
occurs as variant for $ydma$- ; and Nilakan^ha (to MBh. iii. 16809) glosses

$ydva with gydma : it may be questioned whether the two are not results

of the functional differentiation of one word. At Qankh. Grh. S. iii.

10. 2, gramo is a variant to gravo. And I have noted miksate for vlksate

of spme Vedic text.

From the later language can be added to Ascoli's cases the following :

pravana and -nd for gramana and -nd '

begging monk ;' agvanta in

Hemacandra for agmanta:; agvaka and aqmaka for the same proper
name ; aqmala beside aqvaka in Vopadeva ; yamadvipa and yavadvlpa
for the same island

; yamanikd beside yavanikd : see the Petersburg
lexicon for all. In inscriptions, Gominda is found for Govinda (Biihler,

Vallabhi Grants, xvi. ; p. 4 of the reprint). The Atharvan is now called

Atterman-Veda in Kashmir (see Roth, der AV. in Kaschmir, p. 11).

These last two examples are of special interest, as exhibiting unques-
tionable change from v to m, doubted by Ascoli. The root-form hmal

for hval occurs in the Dhatupatha, Panini, Vopadeva, and the scholiast

of the AV. Praticakhya. At Qic. ix. 24, samavabodhiata is to be

amended, according to the scholiast, to samam abodhi$ata.

These cases are the results of casual collection within the past few

years. Careful search would doubtless bring much more to light. To

them, two cautions need to be applied. First, the later the word, the

greater the probability of Prakritic influence, or even transfer from

Prakrit. Second, copyists are liable to introduce, sporadically, phonetic
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tendencies of their own vernaculars a variant to a Vedic text thus

representing a fact in Prakrit phonetics. Yet, with all due allowance

made, there remains an important addition to Ascoli's material, carrying
the correlation back even to the Veda, and showing the change to work
in both directions.

That the correlation goes back to Indo-European tunes is indicated by
the twin suffixes niant and vant, nnin and run, min and rin. The first

pair seem differentiated according to a phonetic law. nnnit occurring

only very r.wly with a- or d-stems (see Whitney's Gram., 1235), and
th -iv seeming reason to believe that vant was originally restricted to

such stems. The endings of the 1st persons dual and plural mew vas.

ma va. and so on are usually regarded as couplets in which a difference

originally phonetic has been utilized for functional purpose ; if so. tin-

forms in the various branches of the family show the primitiveiiess of

the exchange. Of a similar character perhaps is the relation of Lat.

octants, Gr. ftyrforoc, Skt. ustdma. Zd. agtetna, Erse ochtmad, O. Slav.

Lith. aszmas. Possibly also roots dram and drav (Skt. drdnuiti,

Gr. SMpotia; Skt. dnirti. '/A. /// /<///<!{). Ascoli (ib. p. 224) compares in

this sense Pali 6/iw=8kt. bhru, and bhainn. blminnkn. with tin- (l mi.

and l>n~nre. Compare also his article Diungruppo di desincnzc

Indo-Europee, ib. p. 85 fg. (especially p. 97 fg.) ; and Benfey, Ueber ein i<jt-

p. 5fg.
It is of course possible, and even likely, that some of the facts brought

together in this paper will ultimately be disposed of in a manner more
or less different from that here suggested ; but it appears very unlikely
ever to be proved that either the Vedic period or that preceding it was

exempt from this phonetic peculiarity.

7. On Negative Clauses in the Ki^veda ; by Miss Eva Clian-

, of lMst,,n.

'I' 1 1 is paper discusses, first, a certain problematical construction after

verbs of fearing; secondly, the question of possible double negatives
in the Rigveda; and, thirdly, the clauses containing cand, unaccom-

panied by a negative.
1. Is a negative after a verb of fearing admissible as a construction

with the same value as, for example, in the French j< </////. </"'// m
<*'f To answer this question I examined the fifty-one examples

under the n..ii //</. as well as the few under the roofa //. ///*. /<

ami rij,, ;ind the expressions of fearing cited under the derivative noun-

Mni/im. bhl. blnx % and hityou.

At all periods of the lan^uaK*', the OXpreasloO -.t fearing is iv-nlarlN

Uli. -i al.-<.lut.'l\ or in emnliinat ion with the ablative ispuradicallx
vei of the thing feared. To express the idea. "

I fear lest a

tiling may ur may not) hapi>en," a fiaratactir chuiwe with /// is used, hm
not in tin- IJV. xm'nhit.i. Thus. *,, ,/mr ,//.//./,,// ittho* rdtW syaartnn
ariyyati iti,

4

Agni feare<I. [thinking] "in the very same way will this

one get into ti-oni.l, IJM.

\aniinati."! of all the i- jtossages, however, revealed only
one case, real or apparent. oi tin- ooDfteoOtkNl in iuestion. This i-
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x. 51. 4. Agni, weary of his perpetual service at the sacrifice, fled and
hid ; and, on discovery, he explains his escapade by saying,

Itotnid <tlirii niriina hiblii/tid at/aril

ntd evd ma //undjann dtra devftfy.

Grassmann renders :
' Ich floh vom Opfer, Varuna, befiirchtend, Dass

wieder mich die Gotter daran banden.' Ludwig renders pada b as if an
iti were omitted at the end, which is in itself very improbable, to say

nothing of yundjan, which should have no accent if ned means simply
'
not.' Kaegi's version is :

* Ich floh aus Furcht, o Varuna, vom Opfer.,

Dass [=damit] nicht die Gotter mich dabei verwenden.' This I accept,
with modifications suggested and supported by verse 6, and render :

'

Dreading the discharge of my duties as hotar, I fled, in order that the

gods might not employ me at them (dtra).'

Upon examination of the twenty-three occurrences of bhl in the

Atharvan, I find no case of the construction in question. And unless

the other samhitds contain something of the kind which is not likely

we have for the mantra literature a result which, if negative, is none
the less interesting and useful.

This search was suggested by the passage, te devd mrtyor bibhaydm
cakrur yad vdi no 'yam dyuso 'ntam na gacched iti, Qat. Br. x. 4. 8 3

,

where, if anywhere, the admission of this construction seems required
or favored by the sense. But even here we may see the expression of a

desire arising out of the fear, and (making yad= the frequent
" recita-

tive 5r*" of the N. T.) render : 'The gods feared Death, [hoping] "May
this one not get at the end of our life."

'

II. Is a collocation of two negatives admissible in the sense of a single

negative ? At RV. i. 165. 9, we read,

dnuttam d te maghavan ndkir nu
nd tvdvdil asti devdtd viddnah.

Disregarding the common old view, Aufrecht (KZ. xxvi. 611) takes anut-

tam from da -t- anu (rather than from nud) and renders :

'

Allerdings
wird dir zugestanden, es gibt keinen unter den Gottern der mit dir sich

messendarf.' To do this, he cuts out nd and pronounces tud-. Adopting
his interpretation without his surgery, we find, on examining all the

RV. clauses with ndkis, no other that offers a more simple and unequiv-
ocal instance of a double negative in the sense of a single negative than

this one does.

The following passages, however, contain what we cannot well explain

otherwise than as downright duplications. The first is,

nd tdm rdjdndv adite kuta$ cand

nd 'hho agnoti duritdm ndkir bhaydm,
' Not him, . .

,
from anywhere doth sore (duritdm) distress overtake, nor

danger,' x. 39. 11. Similarly i. 81. 5. Another is viii. 24. 15 :

nahi angd purd cand jajne vlrdtaras tudt

ndki rdyd nd evdthd nd bhanddnd.

' Never indeed aforetime was born a mightier than thou no one, nor in
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weafth nor in glory.' That the double nd after ndkis is not the general

rule, appears from viii. 21. 17. vii. :i2. 1<>. viii. :J1. 17, etc.

But some of these duplications of tin- negative might be regarded
rather a> matters of >t\le than of grammar. Thus, in viii. 67. 4, nd 8U$d
nd *?/f/'i '//<>' : i'<'i /<//'". /'"< ///// nlylnitali, 'Not a provider nor a giver

of good not other than thee hath tin- pion> man.' the apparently

Mipcrttuous third mi may be due to the suspension of the sense in the

prior puda. So at x. 22. 5, Indra is represented as having harnessed the

horses of the wind. //<//// /'/Vi /// imirtin. i/nntn iidkir ri<l>i//i(ilj. -of

which a driver cannot be found, god nor man' the god addressed being
of course except. d. We may here assume a departure, perhaps for

metrical c.iiMlerat ions, from the natural order, //<'//"/' i/(inf<l /////.//

vidiiUU" '

'/////(///.

The last instance of a possible double negative equivalent to a single

negative which a long search has revealed is vi. 27. tt. But if, with

Grassmann. we join pada c with a and b (and not, as does Ludwig, with
I . the assumption of a double negative becomes needless.

III. Tin- negative clauses most difficult to explain and classify are

those with cand. Grassmann. Dictiniiuri/. s. v. mini, and Miiller. ////;// xx

ttt tl"
\>.

>."> I tT., have classified the meanings and occurrences

with more or less completeness. The development would seem to be as

follows.

1. [Gr's 4 and 8 ; M's n.] cana= ' not even, and not :' e. g. viii. 1. 5,

mafu i~t in , Not even for a great price would
I give tliee lip.'

2. [(Jr's 1 ; M's la, c.] A negative with cand = not . . (not) even :

e. g. i. 18. 7, ydsiiii'iil rti- mi x'uUtynti i/ujriuri/Hirrifiir cumi 'Without

whom, the sacrifice does not turn out well not even the wise man's.'

Similarly, i. 81. 5, nd tvAvdfl indrakdq cand, 'There is not thy like, O
Indra not even any one,' i. e.

' Not even any one is thy like.' (We must

-up|K>8e that the indefinite force lay originally, as here, in the ka.) The

eana, as a mere rhvtoii.-.-il rej>etition of a preceding negative, easily lt
net negative meaning in such collocations, and became a mere 'at

all' or 'even.'

3. |Cir's2; M's ib, d.] It now becomes easy to see how cana even
u hen detached from these collorations which properly include a nrgai i\

. Id -till he used without any negative meaning : e.g. vi. vM>. 7, ulnini

cand /'mi, Might even I attain it with the masters.'

i use of cana by itself dies .111 in theVedic period, hut in comhina-
witli d-rivatives of fca is common in the classical language.

In the great i of cases (57), the mini oeenr- with a preceding

negative and falK under head 2. I tlie-e are the ca>e*

cana without a 'preceding negative: \ i/.. of simple cnnn, 'Jl : of Av/c

oana, 5; and of kada cam/. OHM, ili- txma i- un.|u.--tiouaily

negative: in others, no less certainly p The prol>U>m is tiMNlbK
to dispose these cases aright under 1 and 3.

Under 1 belm one cases of simple cana as nega

unquestionably, namely vi. 8. 2 ; viii. 1. 5 ;
ii. 24. 12 :

v.84.7; Vai. 7.6; four very probably, namely . MW.12; 152
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;> : viii. ->. 14 : and three, about which opinions may differ, vii. 18. 9 ; 82.

13 ; x. 56. 4. Of the five examples of Av/v mint. ii. 16. 2 certainly belongs
here. And the Petersburg Lexicon appears to be right in putting here

all the three cases of kadCi m/m, i. 150. 2 ; Val. 8. 7 ; 4. 7.

Under 3 belong, of the cases of simple cana without negative meaning,
most unquestionably iv. 18. 8, 9 (mamac onm with nuimac cid) ; then fol-

low vi. 26. 7 : viii. 80. 3 ; x. 49. 5
; and to these we may add i. 55. 5 and viii.

67. 10. Of the fcaf cana examples, i. 113. 8 and iii. 30. 1 belong more nat-

urally here.

Too doubtful for classification is vii. 83. 2. Respecting i. 189. 2 Ludwig
has a full discussion at iv. 194. The greatest difference of opinion pre-

vails respecting vii. 86. 6. Finally, the passages v. 41. 18 and i. 191. 7 are

too obscure to throw much light on the subject ; and v. 82. 2 belongs
under 2, only be it observed the na follows the kac cana, instead of

preceding it.

In the Atharva-Veda there are disregarding the Rik-passages

thirty-nine cana clauses. It is interesting to observe that there is not a

single instance without an accompanying negative, and that the nega-
tive precedes in every case but one. There are only four instances of

simple cana without some form of ka, while the Rik has forty-seven such

to thirty-nine with ka.

8. On the ancient Persians' abhorrence of falsehood, illustrated

from the Avesta
; by Mr. A. V. Williams Jackson, of Columbia

College, New York City.

After citing the testimony of Herodotus i. 138, of Diodorus Siculus

xvi. 43, and of the Old Persian Inscriptions [Bh. i. 10(34), iv. 4(34), 5(38),

6(43), 8(49), 13(63), 14(68), H. 17, 20 see Spiegel, Alt-p. Keilinschriften],

in regard to the ancient Persians' abhorrence of falsehood, this paper
reviewed the references to lying in the Avesta and showed that the same

thought ran through the whole.

An examination of the following passages, Yasna xii. 4, Yasht iii. 9,

12, 13, 16, Ys. Ixi. 2-3, xlix. 3, Yt. v. 92-93, proved, from the connection

alone, how great an abomination falsehood was held to be.

It was noticed also that the very tenets of the Avestan belief naturally
led to associating truth with light, and to regarding falsehood as the

offspring of darkness
;
that in the oft-recurring fiend called Druj, the

spirit of evil who harms especially by deceit, is found the personifica-

tion of lying; but in the adoration paid to Mithra we have, in the

broadest sense, the worship of the god of light and truth, Yt. x. 7, the

witness of oaths, Vendidad iv. 55, and the preserver of good faith, Yt.

x. 116-117.

The civil penalties for the violation of the promise or oath in Mitlna's

name, as given at Vd. iv. 11-16, 55, were next examined ;
and the pun-

ishments believed to be inflicted by the god himself upon those who had

proved false to their pledge (mithrodruj), together with the benefits

received by the truthful, as described in Yt. x., were taken up in detail.

It was shown, besides, by mention of other passages, Ys. li. 10, x\\i.

12, xlix. 9, xxx. 8, etc., that although the evil of false-speaking was rife,
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still there had been times when there was no lying, cf. Vd. ii. :?7. Vt

; tr.. Vd. xix. 46 ; and after remarking on Vispered xx. 2, Ys. Ix. 5,

xliv. 14. in which a special appeal is made for deliverance from the sin

of falseh< >.<!. the paper concluded lv referring to the fact that in the

description of the millennium looked fur in the Avestan religion. Yt.

xix. 93-96. lying is particularly mentioned as one of the great evils that

is to be overcome by good.

9. Rev. William Hayes Ward, of New York City, exhihited a

few photographs of Hittite sculptures recently uncovered mi tin-

site of me mounds IK-MI- Amtali in Asiatic Turkey. They arc

Mack trachyte in low relief, like the i'rie/es in the

A--\ rian palaces, and represent lininan and animal forms some-
what like thosr uncovered l.y C.tiisul Henderson at .leraldus, the

ancient Carchemish.
II.- BlflO .\hilitt-il a selection of cylin.ler st-aK rej.roentinLT

vari.uiv tyj.es, Phenician. Syrian (jerhaj>s Hittite), A>syrian,

IJ.-iltyloiiian and Persian.

h. Himlii Ksrhatl<>i:y an.l the Katha Upanishad ; l>v Pnf.
\V. I). Whitney, <>f Nr\\:

I la veil.

Tli.- following is an abstract of Professor Whitney's paper :

The !ir>t r <1<-<1 \i.-\\ held in Aryan India as to the condition of man
Lath i- also the clearest and most consistent one; nor have its

ever 'lisappeared in Hindu faith and practice. It may be called

the Vedic view, for it is the only one found in the Rig-Veda, though the

evidence of it is chiefly confined to a group of hymns in the Xth book.

It < ' rresponds in general with that of many other primitive races, being

simply the belief in a life beyond the grave, and a life of happiness. So
far as depicted, this life seems much like the life on earth : like in

employments, and hence the burying or burning of arms and utensils

with the corpse ; like in needs, especially as regards food ; this is very

naively expressed in many Vedic verses, where the offerings to the

"Fathers" are accompanied with distinct statement of its necessity as

means of their support. The resulting sacrifices continue conspicuously

obligatory throughout the whole after history of India ; it is one of the

leading objects of a man'- lite to beget a son who shall pay him the

ancestnil This is sufficiently motived only by the Vedic doc-

trin.-: lull it has long survived that doetrinr. Perhaps the whole his-

tory of religions, though ri.-h in Midi t. ;iiui.-. presents no more striking

example thfully, stubbornly maintained, when the faith

that >1 ioi id I -till intoi in them has disappeared.
The orthodox doct rim- in modem India i~> also pretty clear. It is the

necessary continuance of life by a round of successive births, having a
i y character, each being reward or punishment i,.r ?!,,- deeds

of its predecessor or predecessors. But this. \\ hi. h \\.-uld !>< metempsy-
chosis pure and Dimple, is not left thus ; ruther.it is mixed \\ it h another
kind of letril.iition, by heavens and In-IU : retril.iitory n

is followed l.\ retrihui- n. Tin r. i> no eoneinnitv in this: it

seems to be a mechanical mixture, a grafting of <>u* m.|e , ,i i.ml union

on anot 1 1
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The element of retribution is altogether wanting in the Vedic doc-

triiit- : and its absence is characteristic of that stage of development of

religious belief. Its introduction later is equally in accordance with

the general course of religious history ; it is a part of the prevailing

shift from the basis of nature to that of morality. The word naraka
* hell

'

is found once, in no clearly-defined connection, in the Atharva-

Veda, and a few times in the Brahmanas ; and Yama, in the Veda
a beneficent ruler of the departed, becomes the dreadful judge and exe-

cutioner of later times.

These two doctrines, then, of another world and of heaven and hell, are

natural and easily explained phases of a continuous religious history ;

there is no reason to believe them other than truly popular in origin,

products of the national religious consciousness. But such can hardly
be the case with the doctrine of metempsychosis ;

this seems to stand

apart from the others, as something fundamentally different, and of

independent origin : its explanation, in fact, is most difficult, constitut-

ing the great problem of Hindu religion. It seems like a more individual

product, a part of the philosophy of a limited school, though coming

by degrees to be widely adopted. Of its wide adoption, its assumption
in a measure into the national consciousness, the best evidence is the

spread of Buddhism, which (so far as we at present understand Bud-

dhism) reposes upon it as an indispensable foundation. Buddhism

stands on one plane, not with Hindu religions in general, but with the

systems of Hindu philosophy ; all these postulate the round of births,

and teach the method of escape from it ;
Buddhism having its own spe-

cial way, one more human and more capable of being popularized than

the rest. All alike imply pessimism ;
in the account of life's good and

evil, the evil predominates, and the balance is a minus one. Otherwise,

a succession of births would be welcomed
;
one would rejoice to live

again, even if in part as a lower animal, for the chance of another

happy human life
; the risk would be estimated as worth running.

This pessimistic view of life is utterly opposed to that which prevailed
in Vedic time ; nor does it appear possible to have arisen among the

masses of a people which, on the whole, has continued through its

whole history to fight and toil and acquire and enjoy and sing and dance,

much like other peoples in the world, as well as like its own ancestors.

This problematic doctrine of metempsychosis first appears in that

stage of religious thought in India which is chiefly represented by the

oldest Upanishads that is to say, in the later Brahmana period ;
since

no fixed line of division can be drawn between Brilhmana and Aranyaka
and Upanishad. Hence, to study its aspects in the Upanishads is a

matter of prime importance. And there is one of these works in par-

ticular, the so-called Katha-Upanishad, which ought to teach us more
than any other, because it expressly concerns itself with the question
what death is, and what becomes of the departed. It is proposed to

give here a brief summary of its teachings.

The treatise is introduced by a story. A certain man, Vajaravasa,
has a young son Nachiketas. The father, in religious zeal, gives away
his whole property to the Brahmans a frequent feature in stories of
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pious chiefs. Then * faith entei > the boy also : that is, he enters into

tin full religious spirit of the occasion, and thinks that, to complete the

work i if renunciation, he himself ought also to be given away; and he

teases his father with the repeated question "To whom art thou going
to give me?" till the latter angrily replies

" I give thee to death "one
can easily imagine the equivalent answer of an impatient and profane
tat her at the present day.
Nachiketas takes it seriously, and goes.

It will not do, however, for us to take the story too seriously, drawing
bftaanoefl 1 1 -in it as to the beliefs of its narrators. It stands on some-

thing the same plane as, for example, the Volksntfilirrfn-n of Grimm, in

which people go to heaven and get in by tricking Saint Peter, or go to

hell and are hidden in a bin by the devil's grandmother, and the like.

Death \inrtyn) is no deity to the Hindu, but only a personification, like

our own wielder of the scythe and hour-glass.

Now the story plays a trick upon Death. He happens to be away
from home when Nachiketas arrives, and does not return till three days
later. So this boy, who has been made over to him as a gift, and ought
therefore submissively to wait till his master should be ready to employ
him. is all at once endowed with the character of a Brahman guest,

whom Death has allowed to wait three days at his gate without receiv-

ing any hospitable attention. This puts Death so entirely in the wrong
tli.it he can only apologize with humility, and offer Nachiketas three

boons : that is, the fulfilment of three requests, whatever the boy may
choose to make them.

We expect as first boon liberty to return to the world of the living.

That, however, is not asked by Nachiketas ; it seems to be assumed
tliat. as Brahman guest. In- will of course return when it suits him :

and the actual request is the very superfluous one that his father may
have recovered from his anger when they meet again.

III. second r. (jii.-t i- absolutely out of the line of an Upanishad, and
akin only with the absurd ceremonial formality of the Brahmanas. It

is that Death will teach Nachiketas a certain sacritiee. which brings its

performer to heaven \\li.n tin-re is no longer any fear of death : the

: < .n-i-: in;r in the number and kind and arrangement of the

brick- of which the tin-altar shall be built. Death grants hi- wNi, and
moreover promises that the ceremony shall be called m'n'ilcrtu after him.

ami that one who performs it thrice shall assuredly reach he

Such a one is styled a // t hive //,ir//.vM'.s-/

So far, the utoi \ mi-lit seem only one of those in which the Urahiiiana*

abound, fabricated, often at considerable length, merely to explain
ia I act or name tin- time, tin- term //-//m, //.-. hi. \nd it 11111*1.

in m\ opinion, be regarded as altogether probable that tin- \\a-infact

ually the whole of the story, or the kernel ..f n and that another

and later re-working has added on what remains. ,,niy thus converting
MI an ordinary I', i a 1 1 m a na-legend into something lit to be called an

Upanishad. Nachiketas. nam. -ly, goes on : "That question that then-

is res
i

man who i* departed: 'he Is,' say some ; and 'this one

is not,' gay some ; that let me knov ted by thee: of the I n^tlu

15



is the third boon." The discordance, and even direct contradiction,
between the second and third boons is so palpable, that their subsistence

side by side as parts of the same original story seems inadmissible.

And it may be plausibly conjectured that room was made tor this addi-

tion of a new third bo'on by leaving off the original first : namely, the

return of Nachiketas to his home.
This matter of the development of the story, however, is of only

minor interest. At any rate, we have Deatli himself placed in the
teacher's seat, and pledged to answer the question, what becomes of a
man when he dies? At first, indeed, he tries hard to beg off, pleading
the difficulty of the subject, "about which even the gods of old have
doubted ;" he promises Nachiketas temporal gifts and blessings of every
kind if only this question be withdrawn ; but the boy spurns them all,

and Death has to (apparently) yield ; and he goes on discoursing in

answer through nearly a hundred double verses. And yet he proves too

sharp for his questioner ; for it is wonderful how little he contrives to

tell ; and if the boy thought himself answered, he was more easily sat-

isfied than we can be. Death does not address himself directly to the

subject in hand
; there is neither concmnity, nor progression, nor conclu-

sion in what he says ;
he discourses up and down and around and about,

on a variety of topics, only now and then dropping an allusion to his

professed theme. Instead, therefore, of attemping to give an abstract

of the treatise, we may best pick out these scattered allusions, arran<;inLC

them under different heads.

First, there is a heavenly world, to which, at death, one goes as

reward, enjoying there a happy immortality.
The first and leading passage for this is found in the introduction to

Nachiketas's request to be taught the ceremony that takes one to heaven
;

and hence, if it conflicted with doctrines found elsewhere in the treatise,

it would have no right to count for anything. It reads thus (addressed

by the boy to Death) :

i. 12.
' In the heavenly world is no [cause of] fear whatsoever ; not

there art thou ; one fears not because of old age ; having passed both

hunger and thirst, getting beyond pain, one enjoys himself in the heaven-

world.'

And the next verse (i. 13) adds :
'

They that have' heaven for their

world partake of immortality.' Then (i. 14) Death, promising to teach

the desired fire, says :
' Know thou the attainment of the endless world,

and likewise firm standing' (pratisjhd: i. e. undisturbed enjoyment of

it). Further (i. 17), one possessing the necessary knowledge
'

gets beyond
old age and death ' and '

goes to the endless ;' and again (i. 18),
*

pushing

away before him the bonds of death, getting beyond pain, he enjoys
himself in the heaven-world.'

But there are supporting expressions also in the Upanishad proper,

and, on the other hand, none that militate against these. Thus (ii. 17),
'

knowing that support (the sacred syllable om), one is exalted (mahlyate)
in the brahma-world ;' and it is promised (iii. 16, 17) to one who hears or

repeats the Nachiketas story that he shall ' be exalted in the brahma-

world,' and
*

fitted for endlessness.' Further on (iv. 1) we hear of ' some
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wise man seeking immortality/ and (2) 'the wise who know immor-

tality.' Then, in the next section (v. 12, 18), we read * the wise, who
behold him existing within themselves of them there is everlasting

Imppine-, in ver-^c i:{. everlasting tranquility), not of others.' Again,
in t In- final section (vi. 2. and again 9),

' whoever know this, they become

immortal;* (vi. 8) knowing which, a being is liberated, and goes to

i in mortality ;' (vi. 14)
' when all desires are let go, . . then a mortal be-

comes immortal;' (vi. l.~ -when all the knots of the heart here are

severed, then a mortal becomes immortal : so far the teaching.' This

last phrase appears to indicate the conclusion of the Upanishad proper ;

I tut a few verses are still added. One puts forward the physical theory
\i. 16) that, of the hundred and one arteries of the heart, one passes out

to the crown of the head, and 'by that, going upward, one goes to

immortality ;' another (vi. 17) declares that one should know the inner

self to be '

bright, immortal ;' and the next teaches that Nachiketas,

having received this doctrine from Death,
' became free from death.'

In all this is seen no hint of anything like a release from the bonds

of individual existence, an absorption into the world-soul, or Brahma ;

immortality is as frankly coveted as in the olden time. Only it is no

longer a universal immortality, but one limited to those who can show
tit ! to it ; that title being already, as later, sufficiency of knowledge.
We have next to see what the alternative is, and against whom it is

threatened.

In the second section (ii. 6), Death says of the ' careless youth (6dta),

fooled with tin- folly of wealth, and thinking
" this is the world ; there

is no other."
'

that he 'again and again falls into my power' which of

course implies a being born again and again. Rather more clearly, in

Hi.- next -<> ion (iii. 7) :
' But he that is not possessed of discrimination,

that is mindless, ever impure, doth not obtain that place, and entereth

upon saihsdra.' Here is the first occurrence of this word, later so

important; but that it already means the 'round of births' is plainly
indicated by the next verse (iii. 8), which says of the man who is the

opposite in all points to the one just described, that He indeed obtainet l>

that place whence one is not '>oni any more.' Further on, it is said (iv. lh

that 'he obtained) d -ath front death (i. e. one death after another) who
here seeth (things] a it \\.-re in separateness

'

(i.e. does not recognize

unity of all thin-si; ami the next verse (iv. 11) repeats
the same statement, with the variation ' he goeth to death from death.'

And once more, rather more distinctly, after announcing iv.6)'Come
now, I will proi-laim to thee the secret eternal hralnnan. and what

becomes of the -elf after obtaining death. O Gautama.' De.'Uh ^oes on

(v. 7) : 'Some HouU /</////. lit'lv 'iooorpontoOMft
1 -ome t<> the womb,

i. r to ulitain a IM..I '.'/}//!. lit'lv 'in order to I >od \ hnod ') ;

inmio\al>lc [matter] according to their d Is. according
to their jn-.tnictii.il .c/-i///..' And then the tea< -her Mien off again, to

indefinite -e h .

It t lm fate, reser hose who have
not the deceit that -hi.uld lirinn them to hea\, i MM t,, earth in

nid SUCCes II "I I., iiltf. To Mh.'u thai this, however
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dimly conceived and uncertainly stated, is the only alternative contem-

plated in the treatise, we may go on to review all the other passages in

which death or its consequences are mentioned.

We have already noticed above that even the gods are declared to be,

or to have been, doubtful as to the state of a man after death (i. 21) :' On
this point it hath been variously argued (ricikitxitam) even by the gods
of old ( imrti) : for it is not easily to be decided (suvijtlt'i/din) : subtile is

that subject (dharma ; a very unusual sense of the word).' This is not a

little naJve, especially as put into the mouth of Death himself
; what we

have to infer from it, doubtless, is the very unsettled state of opinion on
the matter, even among advanced thinkers, at. the time of our treatise.

In the next section we have a couple of verses (ii. 18, 19) which are

famous, and which moreover recur nearly intact in the Bhagavad-Gita
(ii. 19, 20) :

' The seer (vipagcit)-is not born nor does he die
;
he (ayam) is

not from any source soever nor any one soever
; unborn, constant, eter-

nal ($d$vata), ancient, he (ayam) is not slain when the body is slain. If

the slayer thinks himself to slay, if the slain thinks himself slain, both

those understand not
;
he (ayam) slays not, is not slain.' Here the speci-

fication of the ' seer
'

as the one of whom this is true, with the repeated
use of ayam ' this one '

(i. e. apparently,
' such a one '), in referring to him,

seems intended to restrict the statement made to one possessed of the

requisite knowledge, as in the passages quoted under our first head

above
;
the Bhagavad-Gita makes no such restriction. In the third

section, only an expression or two are worth quoting : thus (iii. 9), he

who controls himself ' reaches the further end of the road : that is

Vishnu's highest place :' another way of saying that he goes to the

zenith, or straight upward that is, to a local heaven ; and again (iii. 15),

one attaining certain cognitions
' then is freed from the mouth of death.'

That the old doctrine of another world for all men is not extinct, is

indicated by the mention in the last section (vi. 5) of the ' world of the

Fathers '

(or manes).
This is all that the Upanishad has to say respecting deatji and the life

after death. Its important points are these : 1. the continuation of the

old eternal heaven of happiness for those who are worthy to attain it,

such worthiness consisting especially in true knowledge ; 2. the absence

of any hell for those not found worthy ; but, 3. the condemnation of

such to a return to earthly existence which, of course, by contrast with

the happiness of the blest, is a state of misery.

That the doctrine of the other Upanishads is essentially the same with

this could easily be shown by quotations from their texts ;
it has been

pointed out, too, by Earth, in his excellent work on the Religions of

India (English translation, p. 78).

11. Rev. John S. Chandler, a missionary among the Tamil peo-

ple, gave some account of this important and ancient Dravidian

language, and also of a curious discussion, begun by a Christian

teacher and now vigorously carried on by the heathen, respecting
the term Qfinar, the~name of one of the lowest Qudra races. They
are trying to establish themselves as " Dravidian Kshatriyas," and
have assumed a sacred thread and adopted some Brahman customs.
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Mr. Chandler also adverted to some attempts now making by
educated IJrahmans to reconcile their religion with modern science.

!_'. TheAo of Southern Assam ; by Prof. John

y, of Urunswick, Main*-.

The people speaking this language belong to the Central division of

the Naga tribes, arid their location may be roughly defined as on the

hilhi forming the southern border of the Sibsagar District. between the

western branch of the Dikho river on the east, and fc6 14' N. lat. on

the west. They call themselves Ao, but are more commonly known by
th ir Assamese names. Hatigonias, Dupdorias, Asftiringias. etc. They
number about one hundred thousand. Their language was first reduced

to writing by the Rev. E. W. Clark, a missionary of the American Bap-
tist Union, who has recently translated, in Roman character, the Gos-

pels of Matthew and John, and the history of Joseph in Genesis.

Of Ao-Naga sounds, one misses not only the sonant aspirates, a feature

of the Tibeto-Burman languages generally, but the surd aspirates as

\\ ell. There appears to be no restriction as to initial letters ; and most
occur as final, though the vowels, nasals, and r end syllables in a great

majority of instances. The rag-sound, which is very frequent as a final,

seldom occurs as an initial.

Gender, which is attributed only to living objects, is generally denoted

by sexual names ; but a feminine suffix la and a masculine suffix po are

occasionally used. Also the words for ' male ' or 4 female '

may be placed
after a word to mark gender. Plurality is not expressed when the con-

text shows the mimU'r : ot herwise, a syllable film is affixed to the word,
e. g. nisung

*

man,' itixumjtfun 'men.' A noun of multitude, as rong,

nungfn. /<//.. etc., often performs the same office. The language pos-
sesses no dual.

The case-relations of nouns are expressed by postpositions, except that

of possessor, which is indicated solely by position before the governing
noun. The following are some of the more usual combinations :

SINO. PLU.

Nom -man' Nom. ni8ungt&m(e) 'men*

Dat. ) } 'to man'

tge
'

by man
'

Inst. iiixiimjtfun age
'

by men
'

Abl. nininni H nn 1
1- from man* etc. etc.

Gen. nisiing
* of man '

Loc. nitnug w ///// in man'
Voc. ina nisung

l O man '

TheniiMix t in th- nominative is used only when the case would other-

wise be ambiguous. So i Urn omitted. SulMan
tives take a variety of derivative suffixes, most of \\hi--h an- common t<>

th. -in \\ith verbs and ad m<- there is no complete formal h-

tin tion between these three parts of spwch. A nmch-use<l >uili\ /

forms noun- "i ndpavhre ;i-l
j. -tivs : e. g. zfimbiba 'asjx :

or 'spoken.' Tii. I xjpcha has a su H i \ bo, \\ln.-h \\;\^ Ilk.- uses and form;
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and the Khasi uses ba as a relative pronoun and adjective-forming
prefix.

Adjectives are distinguished by no formal sign, and are compared as

in other languages of this family : thus, the object with which another

is compared is placed first in an oblique case, followed by the second

object, and lastly by the adjective without sign of comparison : thus,

ziungtxndang taknm tnJnba, 'the life is more than meat' lit. 'tomcat
life great [is].' The language has separate names for the digits and
most of the tens. The compound terms from eleven to fifteen are

formed by placing a digit after the ten : e. g. teri-astim,
*

ten-three.'

From sixteen to twenty, twenty-six to thirty, and so on, a different

principle is followed : thus, metsu-maben-trok,
'

twenty-not-brought-six,'
i. e.

' the six next below twenty.'
'

Seventy' is tenem ser metsu,
'

fifty

and twenty ;'

'

eighty
'

is lir anasu,
' two times forty.' The ordinals are

formed by addingpuba or buba to the cardinals : e. g. anapuba,
' second ;'

numeral adverbs use a suffix ben : e. g. asumben,
'

thirdly.'

The language has the usual pronouns, except the possessive and per-

haps the relative. The personal pronouns are :

SFKG. PLTT.
nom. oblique.

1st ni ku onok, ozo, asen, asenok

3d na ne nenok

3d pa ba or pa parenok

The demonstrative pronouns are ya,
'

this,' and iba, ibazi, or azi,
' that

'

or 'it.' The interrogatives are shir or shiba, referring to persons, and

kechi, relating to things. The same are also used as relatives. The

indefinite pronouns are shinga and kecha, distinguished as above. A
reflexive pronoun for all persons and numbers is pel.

The Ao-Naga verb makes no distinction of person or number, is poor
in mode-forms, but fairly expresses the principal relations of time.

Taking the root ben '

bring
'

as an example, the following are the forms

in most common use : ni bener,
' I bring ;' ni bendage (or daka),

' I am
bringing

'

(for the first time) ;
ni abener,

' I am bringing
'

(and have been

doing so) ;
ni aben,

' I brought ;' ni benogo,
' I brought

'

(more remotely) ;

ni bendi,
' I am about to bring ;' ni bentsu,

'
I shall bring ;' benang (3d

or 3d person),
'

bring ;' teben,
'

bring not ;' ni benra or bendir,
'
if I shall

bring ;' benrang,
'
if I shall have brought ;' bener,

'

bringing ;' bena,
'

having brought.' There are various suffixes which singly or combined

form derivative conjugations : thus, bendaktsu,
' cause to bring ;' bentsu,

(

bring for another ;' bennu,
' desire to bring ;' bentet,

' able to bring ;'

bendaktsunu,
' desire to cause to bring,' etc. The verb has no strictly

passive form ; either the sentence is so constructed as to avoid it, or a

quasi-passive is produced by a helping-verb and a verbal adjective in ba

or a verbal root, e. g. pa zumbiba (or zumbi) aka,
' he was said.' The

la'tter form may also mean 'he said.' Other periphrastic uses of the

verb occur.

The construction of the Ao-Naga sentence is simple. The verb

stands last, and the subject generally first. Interrogative words stand

at the beginning less often than in English. Relative clauses, and all
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expressions standing in place of them, precede antecedent clauses. A
common construction is a clause, with subject nominative and verb in

any tense, governed by a postposition. like a noun. The possessor pre-

cedes the thing possessed, and the adjective commonly follows its noun,
in which case any governing postposition is placed after the adje< -ti\. .

Pronouns used adjectively have no invariable position relatively to tin -ir

nouns.

On a sacrificial Tablet t'nmi Sippar ; ly Prof. D. (i. L\..n,

of Ilarvanl Collci^'. Cambridu.-, M.t .

Among the interesting objects brought by the Wolfe Expedition
from Chaldea are several cuneiform tablets containing lists of sacrili( *

made to the gods. One of tin-.- i- tr m the famous temple of the Sun-

god in Sippar, and record* tin- offerings made at ttiat city in tin- third

year of Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon. The month and perhaps
also the day were originally given. hut only a part of the sign for the

month has been preserved. The tablet has suffered slight damage by
friction at the upper right hand corner, resulting in the loss of a part of

the date, a part of the name Babylon, and perhaps of the name of one

of the six kinds of sacrifice mentioned. There is also a very small

'ire at the lower left hand corner, which, however, in no wise

interferes with the understanding of the whole. In the third line the

names of the animals and other objects used in sacriiice are given, and
include oxen, oil, and two varieties of birds (elsewhere occasionally
mentioned in acriticial lists in the royal annals). What kinds of birds

these were I have not made out, nor what the fifth object of sacrifice

was. Down the tablet, in a column on the right, are arranged the

names of the gods to whom sacrifices were made. These include

Shamash, Marduk, Zirpanit, Raman, Shala, Nana, Anunit, Anu, Bel, and
several others. In six columns down the tablet are arranged numerals

corresponding to the six kinds of sacrifice, an.! showing how many of

each kind were offered to the various gods. Thus. Shamash received of

th- first five kinds one, and of the sixth kind two. Raman and Shala

together received of the first none, of the second and third two. ot the

n and fifth one, and of tin -i\th none. On the back of the tablet

are the names of four men. but whether they belonged to the priests or

to those who made the offering I have not yet determined. Such docu-

ments as this are worthy of close examination, and it is evident that

results may be expected which shall have high value for comparative

purposes. Especially fruitful does BUch an investigation promise to be

ne study of th- d* -velupment of the .ii-\\is|i ritu.ih s<> far as I am
aware, attention has never been called to t hi* class of documents, which.

dd -upp"sc. nniM exist in < bit numbers in the Asr\

collection of the British Museum.

M. On certain important recent A^vri. -logical publications ;

by 1' I. "ii.

under tlie editorship "f Dr.

Carl Bezold, has completed its second volume, and maintain* its hi-h

rank. In entering on its third volume, the name has been changed to
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Zeitsch rift fit r Assi/riologie. Among the most valuable contributions to

vol. ii. are '* Additions and Corrections to the fifth volume of The Cunei-

form Inscriptions of Western Asia," by Mr. T. G. Pinches ;

' '

Assyriolo-

(jische Notizen -/</// Altai T<'xttutn 'ntt\" by Prof. Friedrich Delitzsch ; and
" Der Nabniiitl-i'i/limler V Rawl. 6Jf , innwlirieben, ubersetztunderkliirt,"

by Johannes Latrille. Of publications which have been appearing in

parts, the Alphabetisches Verzeichniss der Assyrischen und AkkadiscJien

Worter, etc. by J. N. Strassmaier, S.J., has just reached completion, and

makes a lithographed volume of 1144 pages. This is a work of great

industry, representing years of the most painstaking copying and collat-

ing, but its value is rather as a concordance than as a lexicon, because

the author has rarely given definitions. As an appendix to this volume,
Mr. Strassmaier has published a transliterated Worterverzeichniss zu den

Babylonischen Inschriften im Museum zu Liverpool, 66 pp. The third

edition of Friedrich Delitzsch's Assyrische Lesestucke has appeared,
revised and enlarged. The greatest changes from the second edition

are these : that a short passage is transliterated and translated for the

use of beginners ;
that some Babylonian inscriptions are added, and also

a list of the Babylonian signs ;
and that the book has been provided

with a vocabulary of eleven pages, including the most common words

in the Assyrian language. This volume is an indispensable book for

every Assyrian student. Perhaps the most beautiful and valuable

product of Assyrian study during the past year is Dr. Heinrich Zim-

mern's Babylonische Busspsalmen, umschrieben, ubersetzt, und erklart,

Leipzig, 1885. These penitential psalms, often agreeing to an astonish-

ing extent, both in conception and in expression, with the psalms of the

Hebrew Scriptures, are among the most important remains of the

Babylonian civilization ; and Dr. Zimmern has brought to their inter-

pretation a wealth of etymological material, a familiarity with the

cuneiform literature, a keenness of insight, and a soundness of judg-

ment, which have rarely been equaled in Assyrian study. This work,

which grew out of Dr. Zimmern's inaugural dissertation, gives promise
of the highest usefulness on the part of the young author. Part I. of

Prof. C. P. Tiele's Babylonisch-Assyrische Oeschichte has appeared,

Gotha, 1886. It covers the period from the earliest times to the death of

Sargon II., 705 B. C. What the author considers as historically beyond

question has been printed double-leaded ;
while his explanations and his

references to the literature are in single-leaded type. After the intro-

duction, devoted to the sources, land and people, division and chronology

(pages 3-99), comes the brief discussion of the Old Babylonian Period

(pp. 100-131), then the First Assyrian Period (pp. 132-216), and lastly the

Second Assyrian Period (pp. 217-282). The last section will be continued

in Part II. and the New Babylonian Period will be presented. A fuller

notice will be given after the whole has appeared.

15. Three Hymns of the first book of the Atharva-Veda
; by

Prof. Bloomfield.

The following proposed interpretations are founded in the main upon
the Kauika-Sutra and its commentary by Darila. Along with a similar
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note published in the Proceedings of a year ago (Journal, vol. xiii., p.

xlii), they are believed to show that the Atliarvaii liturgical literature

aid> tin axegerifl of tin- text more effectively than is the case with that

of tl ther Vedas. A trustworthy tradition, as regards the gem-ril

purport of most hymns and their use in the ceremonial, appears to have

been preserved from early time down to the (doubtless late) commentator.

A oomplete comment to the Kanaka is still wanting (see Proceedings
for October, 1883 : Journal, vol. xi., p. clxxi) ; it is to be hoped that these

evidences of its value may lead to a careful search for it on the part of

those scholars who are in position to do so with any chance of success.

I. Atl,arva-Ve.la i. B. Translated by Weber (Ind. Stud. iv. 394), who
calls it

" a charm against colic (Reissen)." The word dsrdva is the piv-

otal <>iie. ami the translators are by no means agreed as to its value ; it

occurs also in ii. 3 and vi. 44. Zimmer (Altind. Leben, p. 392) renders it

44

festering of a wound :" Ludwig wavers oetween " attack of sickness"

(Rig-Veda iii. 507) and " attack of cold
"

(ib. p. 509) ; Grill (Hundert Lieder

de* AV., p. 14) gives it as "bad flux" (boser Fluss). A word meaning
primarily

' a flowing to
' admits evidently of a varied application. The

real value however is diarrhoea,' which is quite as reconcilable with the

etymology of the word ; the Gree^k and Sanskrit terms, indeed, contain

the same root. This sense is indicated by the second verse, which reads

in Weber's translation :
4 *

Bowstring, twine about us, make my body like

stone so hard." The verse is accompanied in practice by the very pro-

ceeding described in it. The Kaugika-Sutra (xxv. 6) says . . . muHJarii-u

rajjvd batlhmlti. he ties the head of a stalk of ww/T/a-grass (to the sick

person?) ;' and the commentator Darila adds atisdrabhdisajyain t'lsrtlra-

yabdasya tadvdditvdt ' a remedy for diarrhoea, because the word dsrdva

means that/ Compare the fourth verse :
" As the missile in its (upward)

flight hangs between heaven and earth, so may the //m/7/a-grass stand

n sirkne.ss and diarrhea." The Kiiurika goes on : 7. tilci'tilustu-

valmikdu parilikhya (Dar. parilikhanai'n ci~injlkaraiiam)pdyayati 'one

grinds up a lump of earth from a field and a lump containing ants(?),

and gives it to the sick person to drink ;' 8. sarpixn "limfmti
' one anoints

him with sarriticial melted butter;' 9. apidfuimati: Dar. apdnedhamati
one blows upon the anus of those having diarrhoea/

Further evidence corroborating the view taken of this hymn by the

Hindu authorities is to be found in its situation. The hymn next follow-

ing in the Atharvan, and applied after it in the Kaurika. deals with the

rouble, constipation and retention of urine, according to the

agreeing opinion of the two European translators (Weber, ib. p. 896;
/num. r. ib. p. :W . and of the Kaurika and D&rila. Its opening verse is

iike the first verge of the hymn we have been treating: "We know
ili- r of the arrow, Parjanya of hundredfold manly power : b\ tin-

may I brin- pro-p^nty to thy body; make thy outpourm- upon the

earth: QQ( \ ith the -.ound 6d/." Parjanya is the

god of rain; and r ,o necessary functions a

symbolically as a i lowi uj th- n i h ind hence under th.

god.
II. \tl, tran-.lal.-d b\ Weln-r. ib. p. 405.

16
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He entitles it "against burning fever," and renders the first verse thus :

"A red bull, first product of the afterbirth, comes on thundering with

rain, with glowing breath of wind. May he spare our bodies, he who
tears straight along, who in single strength divides himself in three.''

He regards the fever as puerperal, or else as that of a new-born child.

Ludwig mentions the hymn (ib., p. 348), regarding it as perhaps against
inflammation. Zimmer (ib., p. 390) refers to it in connection with the

word vdta, which he translates "wound," also identifying vdta and
iround etyraologically : ratabhrdjas "suffering from wound-fever :" he

thinks this makes the hymn clearer. I would, on the contrary, entitle

it
"
prayer to lightning conceived as cause of fever, headache, and

colds," and translate thus :

1. 'The first red bull, born from the [cloud-] womb (literally, the pla-

centa), born of wind and the cloud (vdtabhrajds emended to vdtdbhrajds :

cf . verse 3a), comes on thundering with the rain. May he, who cleaving

goes straight on, spare our bodies ;
he who, a single force, divides him-

self in three.

2.
' Bowing down to thee who fastenest thyself with heat upon every

limb, we would reverence thee with oblation ;
we would reverence with

oblation the crooks and angles of thee, that hast vigorously seized the

limbs of this one.

3. 'Release him from headache and also from cough, which has

entered every joint of him ; may he who is born of the cloud, and born of

the wind, the whizzing flightning] (cf . RV. vi. 3. 8d, vidyun nd davidyot

svebhih yufmaify ; and RV. iv. 10. 4c, prd te divo nd stanayanti gu^mdfy),

strike the trees and the mountains.'

The fourth verse is of no significance.

This book of the Atharvan is a miscellaneous collection of hymns
containing in general four verses each. While there is no definite ar-

rangement of the hymns, there is a tendency to group two or more of

somewhat similar content. First comes (as in the three following books)

a single hymn of more general philosophical character, then (see above)

two against diarrhoea and constipation respectively, then three to the

waters, then two against witchcraft, then two of diverse content but

each mentioning Varuna in the first verse ;
and then follows the eleventh

hymn, for easy delivery in child-bed, containing many times the word

jardyu
' afterbirth.' Next to this is placed the hymn now under dis-

cussion, doubtless because it begins with the word jardyujas. This does

not imply that the scope of the hymn was mistaken
;
the contrary is

shown by the fact that its successor is undeniably a hymn to lightning ;

but the occurrence of jardyu offered as good a point of connection (in

the absence of an alphabetical order an idea which the Hindus never

hit upon) as any other ;
and they did not mind the incongruence between

the literal meaning 'placenta' in the one hymn and the figurative

'cloud-womb' in the other. But it is partly the recurrence of this

word that has misled the European translators.

The native treatment of the hymn exhibits considerable divergence,

owing to its double character : it is a hymn to lightning ; and, on the

other hand, the diseases attributed to lightning present yet more salient
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points, which are made prominent in its designation and its ritual

application. The Amikrainani (i. 1. 7) simply calls it "a hymn to cure

consumption (ya feyinn : cf. the word kdsas 'from cough/ in the third

verse)
"

: in the <i<tint>nala, Ath. Parig. 84. 7, it begins the group of hymns
designed to cur. tnkimin. The Kaueika employs it twin-. Once (38.

! IK it i- used along with i. 18 and vii. 11, which are palpably hymns
addressed to UK' it ii in- in an incantation against thunderstorms (* bad

weather.' dttrdtwa). Thus, 1 : jnnl i/nja Hi ilurilimiin ni/un pratyiittit?-

th'ifi (Darila : tlnrdinnn- -'unynhctuti : tin1rindfdyd "gaclntn

8ilkt ''in ii'l'irujrnih ; :*. <ixi/-ulini(k(t-ki*kuri~tn (Dar.,
i mi-it It iiinkhiko A*x7iv///) fulni/ii ; 4. nagno laldfam uinnrjdmih ; .">.

utsddya bdhi/ntu '/7;/7n/Avi/Mi/ riyntfarkard juhoti (Dar., -figrupa train

qarkti 6. / nlrki'ir <~u{<uUnlti il)ar.. kt'rdjmnjl 'ti //<! unrt'txtri

farike 'ti [? MS. jnmt //-]): 7. varsaparltoh jtntlilointtkurttittis trih pari-
hn<i<~it/<~tiit (irkiii'n ksipnirii Miriii'ujHiti (Dar., evam purvatra

arkarii kfiprtnii sniitnifniti : rarwin'i 'tij>l<Jito varsaparltnh . . . : yartuh

svabhdvajafy trih sarvatra gatvd khaddydm ark<tx<tnitit(tj<ll<iin (?) prakf-
tena *&ktenapiH<llkrt<i>it ksiimti (-njlinnn \.

The hymn is again used in KauQ. 26. 1-10, in a ceremony which is

described by Darila as irorogabh<li*<iji/<ti, and in every respect fits the

definition ; it corresponds to verse 8a of the hymn. As it contributes

nothing to the understanding of the hymn itself, this reference may
suffice.

III. Atharva-Veda i. 14. This hymn has been translated by Weber
(ib., p. 408), Zimmer (ib., p. 814), and Ludwig (ib., p. 459). All agree in

regarding it as a marriage-hymn ; and Zimmer even describes it as

spoken at the end of the marriage ceremony. It will be sufficient to

present the first two (closely similar) versions in an English paraphrase :

1. -The joy of love and glory do I take from her to myself, as a
wreath from a tree ; like a mountain with broad foundation may she
dwell a long time with [my | parents."
This is supposed to come from the mouth of the groom, in the presence

of the bride's relatives who thereupon reply :

This maiden here, O ruler, shall be surrendered to thee as thy
wife; let her be bound in the house of [thyj mother, of [thy] brother,
and .f [thy |

father.

8. "She^h.ill In the head of thy family : to thee wo sui render her now ;

may she live with thy parents, until her head turns gray(?)"(so
streaming M< -in head to foot" W.).

Then the young liu*hand replies :

4. "With the |.ra\er..f \~n.i Ka<;yapa, and Gaya do I tie thy fortune
to myself, as th tl,, in,

Ximmer adds I here referred to can .inly >o those of th,

newly-married girl." Th.- mink, he thinks, contain** the d..\vr\ : ;i n,i

he add hirth.-r : The prospect of a rich dowry helped many a maid, n

who would otherwise have remain, d .(am a h.

a manner essentially the same, though with
""i m detail, and \\ith m..r. reserve in supplying

pronouns and determining speakers.
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Against this general understanding of the hymn stands the pregnant
fact that it is not referred to in the tenth book of the Kaugika, where
five chapters are devoted to thr marriage-ritual. It is, however, rubri-

cated in the second half of the tenth book, consisting of three chapters
and a half (33-36), and entitled by the commentator strl-karnnltjf
4 women's rites ;' and the scruple suggested by its absence from the

tenth book might admit of being removed. But the Kaugika offers also

evidence of a positive character. The hymn is employed in a ritual

evidently of a sinister character, quite unsuited to the joyous occasion

with which the imagination of the translators has connected it. Thus :

Kaug. 36. 15 bhagam asyd varca iti mdld-ni$pramanda- (Dar. krlda-

yavargdjendukah)-dantadhdvana-kegam Ifdnahatdyd (D. jvaralmtfu/rilj)

anustaranyd vd ko$am ulukhaladarane tripile nikhanati, 'with the

hymn i. 14 one buries a (her?) wreath, nispramanda, teeth-cleaner, and

hair, the ko$a (vulva ?) of a cow slain by Rudra or of a burial-cow, in

the hole of a mortar containing three stones ;' 16. mdldm upamathyd
'nvdha (D. vimathyaf MS. vimahyam), 'one repeats [the hymn] stir-

ring up the wreath ;' 17. trlni kegamandaldni (D. puhjake$dn) krsnasu-

trena vigfthya (D. baddhvd) trigile (D. nihanti) 'pmottardni,
'

tying sepa-

rately three tufts of [her] hair, [he buries them] in the hole containing
the three stones, above [each] stone ;' 18. athd 'sydi bhagam utkhanati :

yam te bhagam nicakhnus triple yam catufypile :

idam tarn utkhandmasi prajayd ca dhanena ca,

1 then one digs up her bhaga (fortune? vulva ?) [with the verse]
" what

bhaga of thine they buried, in a place containing three stones or four

stones, that we now dig up again, together with offspring and wealth." '

The commentary is very corrupt in this passage, and many points in

the ceremony are not clear ; but its character is plainly sinister. I

explain the hymn as a woman's incantation against a rival, and
translate :

1.
' I have taken to myself her fortune (bhaga) and glory, as [one

takes] a wreath from a tree ; as a mountain with broad foundation, may
she sit long with her relatives (tpitr$u).

2.
' Let this girl be subjected to thee as thy wife, O king Yama

; [till

then] let her be fixed to the house of [her] mother and brother and
father.

3.
* O king [Yama], this [girl shall be] thy housekeeper ; to thee do we

give her over
; [till that] may she long sit with her relatives tfpitffu),

until her hair is scattered from her head (?).

4.
' With the incantation of Asita and Kagyapa and Gaya do I bind

up thy fortune, as sisters [pack something] within a casket (fcopa).'

The surroundings of this ceremony in the Kaugika are equally con-

clusive as to its character, as viewed by the authors of that treatise. It

is preceded (36. 13, 14) by one that founds itself on AV. vi. 130, and is

regarded by all the translators as a charm to rekindle the love of a

truant husband ; and it is followed (36. 19-24) by one attaching itself to

iii. 18, and explained with equal unanimity as a woman's charm for

supplanting a more favored rival.
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I add the curious statement of the A mikm ma in as to this hymn:
nama*ten '

bhagam asyd . i . l I /// x /.' ///'.////, //-, anustuhhf

jn-atha,na>ii r.lja'f/iitaiit para lit ranuinih vo 'ta yamyuiit n't prnthaun na

"I ilritli/i-na ta<lartfunii i/antam. There seems to be no
reason for associating tin's*- hymns, nor for regarding i. 14 as having
anything to do with lightning. It may be noted that the treatise regards
tin- w.inl f/ania in the hymn as a proper name, and not an epithet

Mer" \Iiandiger, Herrscher] of the translators).

The concluding word of verse 8, famopydt, rendered by Zimmer
until <hiT hair turn -ray,* on authority of a conjecture of the Peters-

burg lexicon, is in reality unexplainable. The quarter- verse, a v*'
1

:-'."'/'

!'!!'' t, is, indeed, easily filled out by reading it as A yirmndh <

pidt; but the " hair" and the "three tufts of hair" of the Kancik.i

gest to me the emendation A glrsndh k(\-am npyat
'

till she has shed the

hair from her head' i. e. 'has grown bald.
1 Or is the word to be

emended to samopidt ( yvap + d + aam

16. Lexicographical notes from the Muhubharuta
; by Prof.

Hopkin-.

Professor Hopkins had collected various new meanings of words

already treated in the Petersburg Lexicon, and gave sundry new com-

pound words from the Bharata, not registered in the Lexicon. He drew
attention to the different numbering? of the different Bombay editions.

The old numbers are retained in the new smaller dictionary, which,
makes some difficulty in finding the citations from the twelfth book.

17. Introduction to the stu.ly <f the Old-Indian Sibilants; by
Prof. HI..., infield and Dr. Edward 11. Spieker, of Halt inmre, M.I.'

The problems which are encountered in an investigation of the Old-
Indian sil.ilants may be best foreshadowed by the following preliminary

rical statements in reference to the Petersburg lexicon. In it \\

have found quoted 16 words which occur written in various texts with

all three sibilants of the Sanskrit alphabet. So e. ir. krsam ts<> the lexi-

con !)
' cake of rice and sesame i- u-ually written in the MSS. oak-r-

and occurs also as kfftara ; inuxala '

pestle
'

as in nrala and /// nyala ; bisa

lot us-shoot* as rtfa and viya. There are 46 ca^-s ( n,,t counting the

same word fcwlfll in com|..-.iti.. n . nor the cases in which all three ^ii.i

oecun in which r and 9 exchange with one another: e. g. d
and iln-ail run- millstone.' )>rr,,i and i>rsni '-peckle.l.' Then there

are 88 words in which
j alternates with s: e. K- aMn'law and al>l

'desire/ ka$a, nikaya, and kasa, nikasa tou -hstone.' There are m<>n

over 68 cases of variation between p and x in composition, when the

second member of the compound iM-^ins with x and i-> preceded by an
'alterant' vov . go-yani and go-nam -ol.t.-iinin- cattle:' nti-

fdra and Oti-Sdra / and ri-sjtlinlinaa --p.uk.'

Finally, there are about 250 cases in \v hich < ntfiei with > a and

a/t^ta 'shouMei das/'/ tear ;' kfkalnra and ki'kalasa li

p&n*u and pdn^n 'dust;' aariisrnta and xainrmlti tl tlier :'

keya and keaa ' hair
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These statements an- hemmed in moreover by certain limitations. It

was impossible even for a work of the extent of the Petersburg lexicon

to accommodate within its framework systematic statements as to the

vacillations of the MSS. ; yet these alone can furnish an adequate pic-

ture of the excessive unsettledness in the use of the sibilants throughout
the Vedic and classical Sanskrit. The lexicon bases its statements in

general upon printed editions, and is in most cases shut off from an

independent view of the materials which the editor uses. The editor

alone has to grapple with the many problems of orthography ; these he
solves and presents to the lexicon with varying degrees of correctness

and exactness, according to his lights, and according to the extent to

which they arouse his interest. Therefore the study of the sibilants, or

any other problem in consonant phonetics, in order to be complete,

ought to be founded upon an investigation of the MSS. ; at least, such

critical material as is published along with the text-editions ought to

furnish the ground upon which the investigation is to be founded ; and
the only excuse for not referring the matter back entirely to the MSS.
is their inaccessibility and the enormous difficulty of the task.

The bearings of the MSS. upon an investigation of the sibilants may
be illustrated by the following examples : AV. ix. 1. 14, and xvi. 9. 4, the

MSS. and the edition of Roth and Whitney read vangittlya ; vii. 8. 51,

pydgislmahi ; these are recognized by Whitney, Index Verborum under

roots van and pya (cf. also American Journal of Philology, vi. 277 fg.),

as precatives or sis-aorist optatives, vahsislya and pydsislmahi ; KauQ.
3. 8 the MSS. read dgispate, which is probably to be emended to dsisyate
' he will sit,' in a formula in the following passage : dsanlyam brahma-

japamjapati brhaspatir brahmd brahmasadana dsisyate (MSS. dgispate)

brhaspate yajnam gopdya etc. ; Maitr. S. iii. 1. 9 (end), the MSS. read

ganayati for sam-gyati ; Kau. 85. 19, two of seven MSS. read pdgi-gikatd

for pdgi-sikatd
' stones and pebbles ;' Kaug. 88. 13, K. (the best MS.) reads

dgangundm for dgansundm gen. plur. of dgansu
' desirous ;' Gop. i. 2. 9,

the edition reads gavasa-ugmaresu for sava^a-uginaresu : cf. Ait. Br. 8. 14.

All these cases are in words containing more than one sibilant ; the

deviations are due to a well-known tendency towards assimilation,

which the sibilants exercise upon one another. There are a considerable

number of words in the language in which a sibilant etymologically

false has firmly fixed itself, and has been always correctly explained as

due to such processes. The most certain cases are, first, root CMS *

dry,'

guaka 'dry' (for *suska ; cf. Zd. huska), and root gus (cms) 'blow;'

then gvdgura, gvagru and gmdgru, gagvat (for sa-gvat; see Benfey,

Wurzellexikon ii. 167 ; Orient und Occident i. 573
;
"Das indo-german-

ische Thema des Zahlworts ' zweV ist DU," Abh. d. Oes. d. Wiss. xxi. 7).

In all of these a lingual or a palatal sibilant has attracted to itself a dental

sibilant in the preceding syllable : cf. in general Osthoff
,
Zur Geschichte

des Perfects im L-G., p. 494. In no way different in principle are the

cases of vangiftiya. pydgislmahi and dgispate above. The case of gagd
'

hare,' in which the original palatal sibilant in the first syllable of the

word has attracted to itself a dental of the following syllable, is in no

way different from the MS. readings pdgi-gikatd and dgangundm above.
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It is evident that the conditions under which, and the extent to which.
assimilations may be assumed to have taken place in words con-

taining more than one sibilant will receive valuable help from such MS.
readings. In these, such influences are exhibited not in a definitely con-
cluded form, but in tin- form >f a tendency : not in a few effects which
allow us to guess at their cause with more or less certainty, but at a

stage of the process in which the effect is seen as it were following

closely upon the heels of the cause.

'Hi- \:ilue "t collections of this kind is a twofold one. First, they are

directly useful in the editing of texts; we learn from them that palatal
and lingual sibilants exercise a strong attractive influence upon dentals
in syllables immediately preceding or following, and we are thus led to
emend \\ ith greater confidence in cases where the sense of a passage is

improved by the restoration of the dental, as in the case of asiyate from

dcigpafe above. Secondly, we believe that such persistent writings are
ned to play an important part in the discussions on the infallibility

of phonetic law, which seem at present to enter upon a new phase, at

least as far as non-spontaneous changes are concerned. The AV. con-
tains other s/.x-aorist forms in addition to raiirixlija and pya$i?lmaln in

which the assimilation of the dental to the lingual is omitted under pre-

cisely the same conditions: hasistant. hrisistuiH. haitista, Jinm'snn (see

Whitney, Index Verborum to Atharva-Veda, p. 337). And nowhere
else in the *i?-aorist (Whitney, Am. Journ. of Phil., vi. 276 fg.) does the

assimilation take place. Certainly OsthofTs first suggestion of a cause of

the absence of the assimilation in the sis-aorist, which he regards as

necessary in the light - - tc. (ibid. 499), becomes improbable on
account ot / and pyfirislmuhi. In general those interested in

t li. di^cns-io us respecting phonetic law cannot devote too much atten-

tion to the tentative exhibitions of their operation in the MSS. : i. e. to

the manned n which a phonetic law affects the individual in the lin-

Lrui-tic community.
Not very different in principle are MS. readings like a<//mcr//m-< <//////

'////// occupying a low couch, Ap. Dh. S. i. 1. 2. 21 : /

nd$afor/. ;
MBh. 12. !":!;:,. Here the assimilating influence oi

c seems to operate across a syllable not containing a mute (nd) ; that

this mode of writing expresses a genuine phonetic influence seems to us

no leas certain than in the preceding cases, although we have at hand
no case in the language in which such phonetic influence has succeeded
in transforming a word conclusively, as in </.'"" and

The Petersburg Lexicon e\pl:iin- tin- tir-t memlier of th- Yedic copn-

compound rnin'i-slri'iii -the plough and the share* (RV., AV.,

Q&ftkh. r., etc.)a c.pii\;denl to . . . < n,: plough-haiv.' It thi-> plaii>i-

ble etymology be correct, t h. lands for Mml-*irriu (a mode
of wrr i'-h i-* mi-ntioiii*d by the comment. ui.- to the lexicogra-

phers*), and we have here a case of the dissimilation of two succeeding
dentals (again across the syllable nd, as in the cases immediately pre-

* The same commentaries hav- n mu<!" <>f writing which in turn

represents aBsimil.itinn. if nny valm- IHJ attached to it at .ill . -t. /,r. //,
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ceding). This . tyinology, and HUB assumption of dissimilating influ-

fiiccs exercised by sibilants upon one another, can also be fortified by
MSS. readings. Thus, Kaug. 24. 18 etc., the MSS. read swftme in a for-
mula .W/fMM/x addressed to a woman, married or about to be married :

xntnaiiyali jn'ajdrati .s H
<;//// : $m~iHU' must be emended to su-slme

1

having a beautiful hair-parting.' At AV. iv. 16. 7, the MSS. read fran-

{(i if it fd for sransayitva, where we must assume first dissimilation and
then again assimilation (grahsayitvd ; then Qrahqayitva). Cf. also sam-

('rittd/n and xa ui^rdrayati below.

And there are other readings which illustrate the constant tendency
of sibilants in the same word to influence one another. AV. vii. ">. t2.

the MSS. read annnfi^hias for su$ahsinas ; Kaug. 50. 8, all MSS. have the

unintelligible avasasya, which yields sense if emended to avagasya
1

having called down a curse (upon his enemies) ;' Kaug. 48. 41, two MSS.

read asi$iu for afi^isu
' desirous of eating.'

We may turn now to a case or two which illustrate the bearing of the

MSS. upon words containing but one sibilant. We have mentioned

above the fact that the root sru * flow ' occurs in the form $ru. So the

Petersburg Lexicon posits.by the side of root 1. gru
' to hear ' a root 2. gru

'to flow;' it brings four cases from the RV. and one from the AV.

(i. 3. 6) in illustration ; the case from the AV. is a certain one beyond all

peradventure : yad dntresu gavlnyor yad vastdv adhi samgrutam
' what

has flowed together in the bowels, in the groins, and in the bladder.' The

lexicon furthermore has ^ravas='ptog for even a larger number of cases ;

then there occurs the variant d$rava for dsrava ' stream ;' Kau. 6. 9, we
have sarhgrdvayati as var. lect. of samsrdvayati. The text-editions pre-

serve the readings with f ; and as investigators of the sibilants we might
have been misled into an attempt at a phonetic explanation, but for a

case precisely opposite. AV. vii. 66. 1, the MSS. read and the editors have

retained asravan for agravan
'

they heard,' just as they have sam$rutam
for samsrutam above : yad asravan pa$ava udyamdnam tad brdhmanam

punar asmdn upditu.* Evidently we ought to emend in future editions

according to the sense, and recognize that we are entitled to employ
this experience wherever a change seems necessary. The gain for

grammar, though negative, is valuable enough, for we have established

definitely a case of absolute confusion of these sounds in the earliest

documents.

Once more, extended study of the MSS. will alone lead to a true

estimate even of the most persistent modes of writing, when these are

in conflict with other serious considerations. We will illustrate this

only by a case or two. At Kaug. 4. 15, the MSS. unanimously read

va^lydn for vaslydn: sa vaslydn yajamdno bhavati (in antithesis to

pdplydn in the preceding sutra) ; AV. xviii. 4. 49, all MSS. read vaglyas

for vaslyas (Whitney, Index Verb, sub voce), and the same false writing

occurs elsewhere. Kauc.. 8. 10, all MSS. read viaye for vi^aye in a

sutra of such terseness and obscurity (vigaye yathdntharam) that the

* Cf. also prasravana, which according to the Petersburg Lexicon is often

written prarravana.
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editor would certainly have accepted the reading of the MSS. but for

Darila's explicit gloss of the word by smiideha and Fortified

by these and many similar observations, we venture to go a step beyond
tin- ivter-bmv Lexicon in our treatment of tin- word kt\'ara-kesara

'hair. man. There is authority for both readings; the earliest texts,

A V I!M- word does not occur in t he RV.), VS., at. Br., etc., write kesara,

and tli. etymology (Lat. C(Ksaries) points at first sight to dental s not

lingualizcd on account of tin- r following. On tin- t her hand, tin- MSS.

of tli' classical texts (e. g. Paftcatantra, Rtusariihara. etc. i write keyara;
and keqa 'hair,' ke^ava 'hairy/ /,/;/// long-haired, an- written with v

everywhere. The Petersburg Lexicon arrives at no decision, but heads

its article with Ixitli writings, giving precedence to the one with 8. Yet
IM .t 1 1 cannot be correct, and we see reason for deciding in favor of keyara.
The considerations adduced against that reading resolve themselves into

nothing more than the readings of the earlier MSS. ; and that alone does

not iin|iivss us sufficiently, because we have found the MSS. fallible in

their treatment of sibilants. So far as the etymology is concerned, we
that the writing ki\'<ira favors it as well as kesara. We assume

that the k of the first syllable has assimilated the dental sibilant to a

palatal, precisely as co$a for *casd. A completer proof of this assump-
tion may be reserved for a future paper. At present we would point to

jMn-h cases as keqa etc., fcoca (Gothic hils), {'likrt (<TKM/). possibly qakrd

(acer), and such writing as fcfcara (more common than fcrsara and

kffara) ;* the close similarity in pronunciation of k and q is proved by
cases like garkofa

* a kind of serpent
' and karko$aka

' name of a cert a in

serpent/ lopdfd and lopdka etc. (cf. KZ. xxv. 125), and favors the assump-
tion that k may have exercised the same effect upon a neighboring 8 as

' In this way fcecaro is placed upon the same level as fcecoetc., and
the earlier writing (kesara) may be either simply a case of confusion of

c and * (of whirh there are about 250 instancesi. in- perhaps brought

about by an analogical imitation of the influence which is always exer-

cised by an r following anywhere in a word upon a dental sibilant,

which would but fur the r be lingiialized by an alterant \owel preceding

it, as e. g. in 'Unlsurn from root <llnvi8. The order of development would

then l>o: Indo-European kaisara, Indian fcipara, and finally Av.sara.

The statements just made implicitly contain a programme of the work

before US. It c,,n-i->t- !. in fixing the correct orthographx of a given

word containing on,- ,,r in.. i, ^il.il.-int- in a given period: '.'. in de^dih

ing and ac...u the \anation* by whii-li t lie correct writing is

beset; 8. if possible, in lixm. the pronun.-i:Mi..n <>< the -ibilant- at :in\

p.-ri,id ..f Indian literature.

The last of these task- \\.-ll-ninli insuperable diMicultiev. so

far as the lingual and palatal -ibilant- are OOOMVIMd. 'I'll.- WRMMHlbUDI

have leveled the diir.-r.-ncr in the pronunciation of these sounds

re, AI in the oaw in theGipq Ian the] h..\e prennred the

difference between tlie denteddbUant on the one hami and the palatal

* Cf. also fVkara for g&fara (Peterebur). -*tb wee), and /

fukandsa.

i;
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and lingual on the other. Etymological considerations are of course

nearly useless in delicate questions of pronunciation.
Our aids in this task in general are threefold. 1. On the hither side

we have the history and development of the sibilants in the modern

languages of India, beginning with the Pali-Prakrit dialect, and contin-

uing with the vernaculars. Our task here is a comparatively simple
<>nr. tecause in general all these dialects present the sibilants in a stage
of advanced decay. The sibilants in earliest Pali-Prakrit times have
been merged into the one dental sibilant ; and whatever differences

have cropped out in the modern vernaculars are new and of no etymo-
logical value. There are two exceptions to this state of things. The
Buddhistic inscriptions of king Agoka or Piadasi follow in general the

literary Pali in the fusion of the sibilants, except those of the Kapur-da-
Giri version. These have preserved the sibilants intact as in Sanskrit,

aside from specialties of treatment (e. g. f=?j/). Unfortunately, the

material of these inscriptions is very small, and, though it tends to

strengthen our confidence in the general correctness of the readings of

Vedic and Sanskrit MSS. and editions, it contributes but very little in

cases of doubtful orthography.
Somewhat more important is a second document, the language of the

Gipsies. Here the palatal and lingual sibilants have become fused into

a lingual s, but the dental s has kept itself perfectly clear as a dental.

So sukko=$uska ; sosoi=^agd ; des=da<;a etc.
,
but as-av=has-dmi ; khast

=hasta. But here, as in the case of the Kapur-da-Giri inscriptions, but

little aid can be found in cases of special- difficulty ; the testimony of

both will make for conservative criticism from the point of view of

inner Indian tradition against testimony from without.

2. On the farther side of the Vedic language lies the testimony to

which we must turn for most of our information, the related languages.
This is eo ipso the foundation of such an investigation ; it is hardly

necessary to point out how instinctively the representatives in the

related tongues of words containing sibilants are searched out as the

starting point from which all facts in the later development of the sibi-

lants are to be traced and described.

3. We trust to a closer scrutiny of the sibilant within the private life

of the Vedic and classical dialects for most of the information which we
hope to contribute to this subject. Here is the point where least has

been done, and here we must search for a solution of the difficulties and

inconsistencies which are left after the contributions from without have

been exhausted. We have exemplified pretty clearly the nature of the

help which is to be derived from within by our remarks on the use of

the MSS. Numerous other conflicts between etymology and native tra-

dition will undoubtedly be solved in this way, if they are solved at all.

After the usual vote of thanks to the American Academy for

the use of its assembly-room, the Society adjourned to meet at

New Haven, Wednesday, October 27, 1886.
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Proceeding* at New Haven, October 27tk, 1886.

THK Society met at 3 o'clock p. M. in the Library Room of tin

ity School of Yale University. The President. Professor

Whitney, lieing absent, on account of illness, the Vice-president,
Dr. Ward, of New York, took the chair and called tin-

meeting to order.

The Recording Secretary , Professor Lyon, of Cambridge,
M:i>v. read the minutes of the May meeting and they were

approved. The Treasurer, Mr. Van Name, announced, on behalf

Of the Committee of AmogOMRtB, that an invitation had been
;ided by President Dwight of Yale University for the

members to meet socially at his house in the evening, and that

the same had been gratefully accepted.
On the part of the Directors, the Corresponding Secretary,

Professor Lanman, gave notice that the spring meeting \\<uild be
held at Boston on the second Wednesday (the llth day) of May,
1887, and that the Recording and Corresponding Secretaries were
in M -i -\ t as a Committee of Arrangements.
On recommendation of the Directors, the following per>n-

were elected as Corporate Members of the Society :

Prof. Charles R. Brown, Baptist Theological Seminary, Newton
Centre, Mass. ;

Prof. S. Buraham, Baptist Theological Seminary, Hamilton, N. Y. ;

Mr. C. E. Crandall, Yale University, New Haven, Conn. :

Prof. Francis B. Denio, Theological Seminary, Bangor, Mali

Miss Caroliiu- Fitzderald, New York City ;

Mr. Richard J. H. Gottheil, Columbia College, New York City :

Mr. Robert F. Harper, New Haven, Conn. :

Mr. Morris Jastrow, Jr., Philadelphia, Pa. ;

Rev. Maximilian L. Kellm-i . Episcopal Theological School, Canihn

Mass.;
Madame ZenaTde A. Ragozin, San Antonio, Texas.

Tin- ( '..m -)., M. I'm-
Secretary

laid lrf<uv tin- Society a parcel
of rubbing i.f i!i*.-ri|tioii. from Buddhist eonvmts at Fang

, some fifteen or twenty milr* s<mth-wr>i <>f IVkini:. l'nl<-r

date of July (J, 1K80, the sender, Mr. Rockhill, writes a- f.]| ( .\\>.

rniiiM fin-Hi : N". I i- l:h-.l in tin- I .-ni h \ . -:ir ( 'h'i.-n T'IMIL;

li;i of thr |.i:i., ,,f K'itan Tartar dynasty (A. l>. 11101

No. 2 is dated in the twelfth year Ta Ting of She tsung of t h Kin

dynasty (A. D. 1172). No. 3 i- >f thr twenty-third vear of the
name (A. I >

i

-

I),
N-. \ U .l:ite.i m th- riztfi petr (iri-n

18
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of Tien cha (A. D. 1107). No. 7 has the same date as No. 2.

The substance of the inscriptions does not seem to be important,

except on account of the Sanskrit dhdranls and of the Sanskrit

quotation written in one of them. Mr. Rockhill adds that this

kind of Sanskrit text appears to be the only one now obtainable

in or about Peking ;
and that he hopes to ascertain later on

whether there may not be something of interest at Wu t'ai shan,
the oldest sanctuary in Northern China.

Protap Chandra Roy, in a letter dated Calcutta, July 17, 1886,
describes the way in which the Hindus study their great Epic.
Whenever the Bharata is read, it is read to a group of hearers.

The professional reciters, who are all Brahmans, read the poem
to larger audiences. They who read are called pdthakas. Side

by side with them sit the dharakas [' supporters '],
whose business

it is to correct the pdthakas. Generally it takes about three

months to complete the recitation of the entire Maha Bharata.

[Leaving out the Harivanca, this would be at the rate of about

one thousand couplets a day.] Both readers ' and '

supporters
'

are handsomely paid by those in whose houses the recitations are

given. And throughout the entire period, Brahmans are sumptu-
ously fed every day, and are rewarded with the daksind, which
varies from a four-anna bit to a rupee [about twelve to fifty cents].
At the conclusion of the reading, a large number of persons,

chiefly Brahmans, are fed, and large gifts are made to them.

There is another class of men called kathakas, who sing the

Bharata, draw "
bumper

"
audiences, and receive larger remunera-

tion. Sometimes the pdthakas recite the poem in the morning
and the kathakas sing it in the afternoon, the audience of the

former being a learned one and that of the latter a miscellaneous

one.

Rev. D. Stuart Dodge, through Mr. Van Name, lays before

the Society, with a request for suggestions, a scheme for founding
a School of Biblical Archaeology and Philology in the East. The

plan is soon to be more fully set forth in the Presbyterian Review

by Rev. Henry W. Hulbert, now studying at Beirut, where the

school, if established, would probably be located.

The Society now proceeded to the hearing of communications.

1 . On the Syriac part of the Chinese Nestorian Tablet
; by

Prof. I. H. Hall, of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York

City.

In some quarters it has been the fashion to draw in question the

veracity of the old writers on the subject of the Nestorian tablet ;

particularly of that part which gives the names of seventy preachers of

the gospel. The reason for this doubt is the fact that most of the

impressions brought to America omit those names. But on comparing
the various impressions, scarcely any two are of equal extent, each

omitting some part of the stone. Thufc there are two in the library of

the Auburn Theological Seminary, each partial, and each supplying
defects of the other ; one at New Haven, showing more than one of the
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Auburn impressions, but less than the other ; one in the Bible House at

New York, showing less than any of those just mentioned ; one at Beloit

College, showing more than any of them ; and so on.

To one who studies the literature of the subject, there can be no doubt

that the old writers were in the main correct, and that the seventy
names are there. For instance, in J. S. Assemani's Bibliotheca Orient-

all*, torn, ii., pars iii., p. oxxxvui. ff., the author states that he used

two impressions of the stone (Ex Archetypo desumpta exemj>l<i <///

consului), one of which was made (impressum) before the year 1631, and
the other sent by P. Couplet with many Chinese books to Pope Innocent
XI. But in the latter desiderantur Syriaca nomina srjttmnjinta prce-

///. 'fittr hi dUcro od marginem impressa conspiciuntur.
All the impressions in America have been like this last ; that is, they

lacked the edges of the stone, on which, according to all the accounts,
from Athanasius Kircher and Andreas Muller down to Dr. S. Wells

Williams, are to be found the seventy names in Syriac. But within a
few weeks an impression has come to the American Bible Society, which
not only shows the complete face of the stone, but one of the sides

complete, and about two-thirds of the other side. Rev. C. Goodrich, a

missionary of the A. B. C. F. M., who has seen the stone, thinks it con-

tains the entire inscribed portion. This impression was obtained on the

16th of June, 1886, by Mr. J. Thome, a well-known colporteur of the
American Bible Society. From all considerations that appear in the
literature of the subject, this impression must be much the best that has
ever been consulted by any of the writers who have treated it. It shows
a number of diacritic points, and marks of punctuation, which could
not have been seen by Assemani ; and the impression enables me to

correct a number of mistakes of both Assemani and Kircher ; and, at

the same time, to decide between the two when they differ.

Unfortunately, the side on which most of these seventy names occur
is disfigured by a late Chinese inscription, which cuts into the Syriac
:in<l the old Chinoc in places, and commemorates the setting up of the
stone in 1859, in the p<>>iti.n Mated by Dr. Williams in Tin- Middlr

lorn. But this new inscription rarely interferes with the reading
of the Syriac, making hopeless only one of the seventy names, and that
one about \vhi< -h Kircher and Assemani differ.

Whether the extra twenty-four names which Kircher gives in his

Prodromus Coptus exist on that part of the stone u hi, h i,,. Bible House
impression does not cover, or whet her. as Asscmani maintained. Ki-

forged them, cannot be said. But the twenty-four names read as if

I- had made a double copy -I part of tin- ui- ript ion, and got IIIN

two sets of notes confused.

in tin- -iiiiirnarx -.nly a few points of the communication can I..-

(1. The chief errors in Assemani 'H reading of the Syriac an- IK n

given; reference to Assemani being made by his "Classes. ..n
, r

I'M 11. t<> i'\i.\i.. in the volume and part above m.-ni i..nr<l. which
include all that is on the impression of the edges of the stone. The

impression of the face of the stone, given by Assemani. ///</ s,/ r/ -,,, pp .

can be compared on many of the impressions.
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Classis I. No. 8, Assemani wOUJfeu! (Isaac), wrong for

(Ephraim). No. 9, Assemani bdL*Au2 (Isaac), wrong for k*92 (Abi).

Classis II. No. 1, Assemani JOJOl (' Acacius"), wrong for 1 PfrOi^T
(Bakus, or Bacchus) ; also, Assemani wrongly has a O (waw) prefixed to

the last word ; and he has the same mistake with the last word of No.
2. No. 5, Assemani wrongl , JLX*3O for ?*.**ff* No. 6, Assemani

wrongly hi*Ob for tfi3u&**Ow : that is, has the form Ynhanan instead

of Yohannes ; also wrongly >L9uftO for 2XO.
Classis III. No. 3, Assemani wrongly JPD*iOb2 (Yoannes), for

*90b*2 (Job). In this instance Kircher is right. No. 13, Assemani

wrongly ^ ><> > (John), for i>i,IM (Noah). In this instance also

Kircher is right.

Classis IV. No. 1. In this instance it is impossible to decide between
Kircher and Assemani, for the new Chinese inscription has mutilated

the letters too badly. Nos. 4 and 7, Assemani wrongly w90 for 9JM .

Classis V. No. 2, Assemani wrongly h9B for 99 ; and, what is

more important, wrongly ^J. (%ftllf ^fr (of Sinistan, i. e. of China), for

2OJCOA^V?>X (Shiangtsu). It is astonishing that he should make such

a blunder, for the "of Sinistan" occurs elsewhere in the inscription,

on the face of the stone. No. 3, Assemani wrongly boV^bA, for

w*oV*V and wrongly omits the connecting prefix waw of the last

word, materially changing the sense. No. 11, Assemani wrongly omits

the word at the end, 13LCDO

Classis VI. No. 1, Assemani wrongly ?frfJR.tf (priest), for ?*A *.ff

(canon). Nos. 2 and 3, Assemani wrongly adds 2at.t,B (there never

could have been any such word on the stone, for the old Chinese fills

the place). No. 7, J&uVpJPD S^& (Mar Sergius), is the correct reading ;

Assemani and Kircher are both wrong ; the first reading tSO.dLV i

(Jacob), the second reading t^CDA . 9^0 (Mar Joseph). No. 10, Asse-

mani wrongly 1*^2 (Elias), for l^X^f (Zecharias). No. 12, Assemani

wrongly UEDOtdL*aO*O (Cyriacus), for ><t)aa>3 (Bakus, or Bacchus).
Classis VII. No. 1, Assemani omits a yud after the risk, in the name.
The corrections to be made in Assemani and Kircher's representation

of the face of the stone are much less considerable.

Other matters of the communication, historical, descriptive, geo-

graphical, bibliographical, and palseographical, are omitted here for the

sake of brevity. The full communication, when printed, will contain

also the complete Syriac text of the stone.

2. On a newly discovered Syriac Manuscript ; by Prof. Hall.

' Some two or three years ago a manuscript in Ancient Syriac was
found in a church in the village Minganish in Tiary (in Kurdistan),
and copied by Rabban Yonan (.IO- ^93, Rabban Jonah), the only

remaining Nestorian monk of the village. The copy was brought to

Urmi (Oroomiah) in 1885, by Kasha Oshana <U^Xo2 iXd, Priest

Osha'na, or Ausha'na), who has been engaged with the Rev. Benjamin
Labaree in revising the Modern Syriac translation of the Old Testament;
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Other copies were then taken from the original, among which mine was

made by David of Targawar, the son of Deacon Jacob, during the present

year, for Rev. Mr. Labaree, and by the latter transferred to me. The

original, I am informed by Mr. Labaree, is at Kochannis in Kurdistan,

the seat of the patriarchal residence, and is the property of the patri-

an-h (as a corporation sole). The present .patriarch is Mar Simon

i ^pAfrflLt M30 . I 'ut the literary man or scribe in charge is the patri-

an h*> -. t. tary, Rabban Yonan, above-named. I think that the first

intelligence brought to America respecting the manuscript was sent by
the Rev. Mr. Shedd, one of our missionaries in Persia. It awakened

great interest among the Nestorians ; and a translation of it into Modern

Syriac was made orally by Kasha Oshana, put into writing by Mr.

Shedd, and published in the &0fe laLiCff ('Rays of Light'), a

monthly published by the mission at Oroomiah ; the translation being

spread through eight numbers, from Keri /., i. e. Autumn I., or Tishri

I., October, 1885, to lyyar, or May, 1886. The original is said to be a

quarto of about 160 pages. My copy is a quarto of 128 pages, the written

part of the page 6$ x 4* inches in dimension, and 18 lines to the page ;

the writing beautiful Nestorian, very fully pointed.

I lie Syriac title of the manuscript is IcvMaCV* w993 2fckXX
luol. :* OJkXD ZMOg .3^? O . U4*to* ItxAOXO that is. His-

tory of Mar Yawallaha (or, in Jacobite, Yaballaha), catholic [patriarch]
of the East, and of Rabban Sauma, general bishop (or, deputy general,
>r vicar general). No date, and no author's name, appears; nor have
the American missionaries any clue to the date of the original manu-
script at Kochannis. But the first writer or author was plainly both

contemporary and native, or to the manner born ; and since the latest

date mentioned in the MS. is Nov. 15, 1629 of the Selucid era,=A. D.

1817. we have a pretty good approximation to the date.

Not to go into a discussion of the historical connections of this MS.
\\ith oth.T lit. -raiiin-. it may be stated that it is unique in presenting the

matters from a Nestorian standpoint, besides containing a number of
niatt.T- not Isewhere related. Yawallaha (Jaballaha) is repeatedly
mi -ntioni -<i in Assemani's Bibliotheca Orientalitt, as are others of the same
name. On p. 620 of torn iii., pars, i., he is set down as the 82d in Asse-

mani's list of the Patriarchs of the Chaldeans or Nestorians. compiled
from "Man, Amro, Bar-hebneo, et aliis." Assemani elsewhere calls

him .Jaballaha III. < >\ir MS. covers about th. i-ntire period of the j.atn

archate of Jaballaha, as Assemani gives it ; and his dates agree pretty
e|.,M-iy \\iih those of the MS. Aw-mam. I lou.-ver. gives the date ot hi-

death as the end of Saturday before the 8d Sunday of Church de< I i< at ion .

th. nth <>f November, in the year of the Greeks 1629. Tin- Ms <) .,-,-

fore laps over th. .lath of Gregory Bar Hebrews, and furnislies a par-
allel document \\ith In -. hp.ni. -I. >. The Syriac scholar will immediately
see in how many interesting directions its connections lead, and of how
great value it is.

Th. inti.Minrtion and title are in the usual style of Syrian authors.

follows an essay in the missionary s,,irii ......1 \ b* . i-,. tl,,. in.th, ,
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ance of which the author writes the events he treats of, "everything
just as it \v;."

First is the story of Rabban Sauma ; then the early history of Mar
Yawallaha ; then the journey of the two westward. The original start

of Mar Yawallaha was from his native place Kushang, in the East, and
was made with a view to becoming an ecclesiastic. Fifteen days' travel

brought him to Rabban Sauma, whose disciple he became. After three

years' service he became very eager to go westward, and to visit the

shrines of the martyrs and Jerusalem. After much persuasion he

induced Rabban Sauma to go ; and the two gave all they had to the

poor, and started, though not without much opposition.

The narrative is interesting. They pass the city Tangut, the country
of Lutun, thence to Kashgar, to the city Tleos, and to a church called

Mar Zion near the city Tus. Thence to Azerbaijan and to Baghdad.
Thence they go to Marga, to Beth Garina, to Arbil, to Mosul, to Singara,

Nisibin ; to the island of Beth Zodai ; visiting shrines everywhere.
After some retracing of steps and some trouble, they obtain from King
Abaka permission to go to Jerusalem.

On the journey Mar Yawallaha (formerly Mark, son of Beni-el) is

made Metropolitan of Katai and Aung, and Sauma is made deputy of

the churches. Detained by a war, Mar Yawallaha has remarkable

dreams and adventures, and finally is ordained patriarch at the church

Kuka, near Baghdad, on Saturday, 24 November, 1593 of the Greeks

(A. D. 1281). This date, as well as the main history, agrees with Asse-

mani's account, so far as the two are parallel, except that Assemani

gives the day as 1st Sunday of Dedication of a church i. e., that whose

antiphon and lessons have that reference. At that time Mar Yawallaha

was 37 years old.

After many adventures he came to Oroomiah, and thence to Maraga.

Under King Argoun, he rebuilt his church at Maraga, and cloisters for

himself also. Argoun proposed to conquer Syria and Palestine if the

Western Christians would join him ; and, after consulting Mar Yawal-

laha, sent, on the latter's recommendation, Rabban Sauma as ambassa-

dor to the pope and the kings of the West, providing him liberally with

supplies, and presents for the Western powers.

Rabban Sauma's journey then takes place. He goes by the Black Sea

to Constantinople, and is received with great honor by the Greek

emperor. Is much impressed with Santa Sophia, and other things

beyond his power of expression. He sails to Naples, goes thence to

Rome, and meets the cardinals the pope having recently died. From

Rome to "Tuzaban" (Tuscany?), thence to Genoa, thence through a

country called Unbar to Paris, thence (apparently) to England, or, at

least, 20 days' journey to the king of England. Thence to the city of

Giwa, in winter, where things were green all the year ; thence to Rome,
where he met the pope, transacted his business, and returned to King

Argoun, by the same route by which he came. This was in the year of

the Greeks 1598=A. D. 1287.

The rest of the manuscript is taken up with chronicles of the years

from 1599 (A. D. 1288) to 1623 (A. D. 1312), giving accounts of matters
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ig the Nestorians. The death of Rabban Sauma occurred in 1605

(A. D. 1294) ; and the death of Mar Yawallaha is mentioned, as above

stated, as occurring in the year of the Greeks 1629. The MS. agrees
with Assemani within tinnlat/x ivspertin.L; thi> Mate : "Ami he departed
the ni_!,t .,i Sunday of

^\%t*tt 3X I [the words that begin
th ritual of that day], on the r>th of the latter Tishri" [November].

In this sketeh it is impossible to hint at the interesting and valuable
matter of the narrative. But the MS. is in every way worth publishing
ntire.

Some Arabic proverbs ; collected by Mr. James RicharM

Jewettj Fellow of Harvard College, now studying in Syria.

Mr .! \\.tt has collected three or four hundred proverbs in the
e mimon dialect ;* and of these he sent fifty, from Aleih, September 2,

1886. Some of those which he sent have been omitted, because they are

given by Khouri or by Landberg.
1. rah el lunar hatta f/^ta'ir jfMrife, / .//" hela doenatn. 'The ass went

to borrow horns ; he came back without ears.' Used of one who loses

what he already has in the effort to get more.
J kull ma jft btaknl taii/i/ib. 'The hungrier you are, the better you

will eat.'

in qittaet elchelSeddu 'al kildb surftj. From lack of hm>e^ t hex-

fasten saddles on the dogs/ 'al is tor 'ala 'I.

4. eddtk'alamn nn-~hilt'i. 'The cock's world is his dunghill.'
5. rcekkcebndk war-'um. mxhtrt 'nhrk '<tl rhnrj. 'We mounted you

behind us and you have stretched your hand to the saddle-bag.' Applied
to one who has repaid kindness with treachery.

6. ill blruJi l
a ten el 'urdn beddu ya'urir 'atnu. ' He who goes among

the one-eyed must blind his eye,' i. e. render himself one-eyed, ill for

ittedi. When you go to Rome, do as the Romans do.

'/ /// nak eS Sfyddi, sabaqtna 'al bub. ' We taught you begging (and)

you have outstripped us to the doors '

(and thus deprived us of what we
i'- >r when we go to any house begging, you have been th. i .

before us, and now we get nothing). Applied to one who uses assistance

given by another to that other's disadvantage, bub plural of bctb.

8. itt byifyMj HI kelb biqulluh ya hdjj kelb. ' He who needs a dog says
to him,

" Mr. Dog."' Applied in case a man "
having an axe to grinM

"

uses a little flattery, ftfijj. piL-rim/ is a title of respect given to those

win. have made the pilgrimage to Mecca.

U bUA'ib el gutf beddu yilqa </////-., /,/,.;,/. He wh.. playi with the

cat will get its scratches.'

* Trans) iteration. t=
;

= *; v 95 ^; 3=d; (ji= ; jr=s*; ^=id;
ja = | ; Ib = t; p =

f

; ^ = gh ; ^ =q. The at designates a sound like that

in Ktitflish hat; and d, a nound like that in German Vater. A -ver a

vowel denotes a long sound ;
a .ip-umrtex denotes a long and accented one. And

always to be understood as Ion* and n<-cenU.-d. as if marked with a
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10. la ohad byiSteri seinck bil nioi.
' No one buys fish in the water.'

11. iffbi' kelbcek yah mi ddrcek jauwwi bisscek ydkul fdrcek. 'Satisfy

your dog, he will defend your house. Starve your cat, she will eat your
mouse.'

12. qdlu lid dik stfa qdl kull t bwaqtu mlth. '

They said to the cock,
' Crow." He said,

"
Everything is good in its time." '

18. min chaufu min es suchn dr yinfuch 'al leben. ' From his fear of

heat he began to blow on the leben.' Leben is a preparation of milk

much esteemed by the natives as well as by many Europeans residing
in Syria. It is prepared by putting some fermenting substance in sweet

milk. It looks like our curds, but is quite a different thing. It is always
most refreshingly cool

;
hence the proverb.

14. harab min ed dubb, waqa' fi 'ljubb. 'He fled from the bear, (and)

fell into the well.' Out of the frying-pan into the fire.

15. min ed delfi li taht el mizrab. ' From the drops (to) under the

spout.' By delfi is meant the water which trickles down through the

earthen roofs after or during a rain. The mizrab is a wooden spout two
or three feet long set in the edge of the roof to drain off the water from

the roof, and send it away from the foundations of the house when it

rains. The meaning is the same as that of the preceding proverb. In

seeking to avoid a few drops one sometimes gets a thorough drenching.
Given by Khouri and by Landberg.

16. zawwajt binti lachlus min baldha, ijitni u arba' min wardha. '

I

married off my daughter to get rid of the care (trouble) of her, she came
to me and four behind her.' lachlus for li achlus.

17. mafi dibs illafiBa'albek ? ' Is there no molasses except in Baal-

bek ?' Dibs is the name of the molasses made from grapes for which
Baalbek is famous, fi means

' there is.'

18. sahhdd u msdrit t
' A beggar and making conditions ?' Beggars

shouldn't be choosers.

19. itiitl hmdr ez zayyat kull ma nadahu sdhbu byuqaf. 'Like the

oil-seller's donkey, the more his master calls him the more he stops.'

20. wcekkcel el qu$t bil jibnat. 'He put the rat in charge of the

cheeses.' Same meaning as in No. 21.

21. mitl illi biwce'kkil ed dubb bil kcerm. ' Like the man who puts the

bear in charge of the vineyard.' Bears are fond of grapes and make
ravages in vineyards.

22. ta ysib el ghrdb.
' Till the crow grows white.'

23. U 'ddi tiqta' charazit il bir. ' Custom cuts through the curbstone

of the well.' That is, a groove is worn in the curb of a well by repeat-

edly drawing up water and dragging the rope over the stone. The
charazi is a large stone placed over the mouth of a well and has a round
hole in it through which buckets are let down. I have seen stones

which had been deeply grooved by the rope.
24. fdm wdhid byisW tnen. ' The food of one will satisfy two.' That

is, it costs little more for a family of say five or six, than it does for one
of four or five.

25. 'asrat il chdndti rawwahit hmdr il mkdri. 'The khan-keeper's
ten paras made the muleteer loose his donkey (lit. made the donkey of
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the muleteer go away).' The explanation of this is said to be that a

muleteer refusing to pay ten paras (about a cent) to the khan-keeper for

t he privilege of tying his donkey in the khan, tied the beast outside and
it was stolen.

/'// ma'u mdl ydkul rizz urifftfya will ma ma'u nidi byitneSSaq 'ar

rUia. He who has money eats rice and xfiha and he who has no

money smells the scent/ *fifya is the name of a native dish of meat cut

tine and put on circular pieces of dough having the edges turned

up. The whole then is baked. It is like little meat pies with bottom
crust but no top one.

/// it! el hamir el bt$ la yhibb ilia 'I marmagha.
' Like white don-

keys, he likes nothing but rolling (in the dust).'

28. el matrah dayyiq icel hmar lebbdj.
' The place is narrow and the

donkey is a great kicker.' Used in case everything seems to be against
a man. with somewhat of the meaning of our proverb "misfortunes

never come single."

29. ir redl redl, kull ma jlattti sidi. The bad is bad (what's bad is

bad) ; the more you polish it, the more it rusts.'

30. Sirwdl mfi I", ilikktu barba'taS. 'Trowsers he has none, but his

suspenders cost fourteen piasters
'

(according to another version. ' two
dollars' biri/i'Wiin i. sirwal are the baggy trowsers of the Syrians. The

dikki, 'girdle.' which I translate by 'suspenders,' is in reality a cord

passed through a hem in the top of the trowsers and used to fasten

them around the waist.

81. dkfir id dib // /<"///// 'I qadtb. 'Speak of the wolf and get ready
the stick.' Like our "

Speak of angels and you will hear the rustling of

their wings."
82. nun kdn id dik dalUu kdn el qinn ma'wdh. ' He who has the cock

for guide has the hen-house for his abode.'

88. dcebbir iljdr qabl ed ddr wer rafiq qabl e{ jariq. Arrange for your
neighbor before your house, and your companion before your roin

84. el qird bn'iu ///////>/ ghazfil.
' The monkey is in his mother's eye a

gaz<-l

86. ' ftqalb e$ Sd'ir. 'The meaning is in the heart >t the poet.'

That is, the poet alone knows what he intended to express. This seems

to be partienl.-irly true
'

-oiu.- Arabic poetry.
86. byin'al 'an i7 baida win Mdha urij jaji minjabha.

' He asks about

the egg,
" n;'l..i.l it:" and about the hen, Who brought

87. lau bi&Qf ij jcemel fyirdebbtu kdn byiqa' by ifour ni^hin. 'If the

camel should see his huin]>. ho would fall and break his n

88. bedtl > mabya'rif mtn mdt. He wi^lir- to otFrr his con-

dolence and he does not know who has died.'

89. mabya'rif el 1 1
' He does not know an el it from

a minan-t ir II. |(K>Hii't know h from a hull's foot."

40. '
/<i li*dn bil hait ft insdn. ' Do not Hpeak, O tou-u, : in

the wall there is a man.' Walls have ears. .

41 . el fels et sdyib bi'allim en nas e* sirqa.
'

Money (lying about) loose

teaches people th. -ft

19
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41. il faros il astti la y'tbha jldlha. 'The mare of good blood is not

disgraced by her pack-saddle (lit. her pack-saddle does not disgrace her).'
43. a'qal min el berghut bid ddn. ' More cunning than a flea in the

ear.'

4. Two Hymns of the Atharva-Veda, ii.ll and vi.128; by
Prof. M. Bloomfield, of Baltimore, Md.

This paper gives further contributions to the exegesis of the Atharvan,
based on the ritualistic books pertaining to that Veda, and in confirma-
tion of what was presented in the Proceedings for May, 1885, and May,
1886, vol. xiii. of the Journal.

I. Atharva-Veda ii.ll. This hymn has been translated by Weber, Ind.

Stud. xiii. 163. He entitles it 'The sraktya-amulet, a counter-incanta-

tion.' The purpose of the hymn is doubtless correctly stated, as is clear

from stanzas 2 and 3. He bases his description of the sraktya amulet,
or sraktya, as it is called at viii.5.4,7,8, simply on an etymology, and
derives the words from srakti,

'

corner,' and defines them as '

many-
cornered.' Accordingly, he thinks that the amulet in question was
made of a polished jewel or crystal. Similarly Zimmer, Altindisches

Leben, p. 263.

The word sraktya occurs in a long list of plants and trees, enumerated

asfdfifa or 'holy' in the Kauika sutra, viii.15. Darila defines it by
tilaka. Moreover, at xxxix.l, a sutra which serves as rubric to the

hymn now in question, the word sraktya occurs thus : dusyd dusir asl

'ti srdktyam badhndti ; and on this Darila's comment is gdntyudakdnte
bandhanam . . . sraktyavikdrah, sraktyamanih, sraktyas tilakah, krtyd-

$amandrtham.
According to this the sraktya is a kind of tilaka-tree. Since it is

reckoned as $dnta, we may infer that it was ' suitable for warding off

witchcraft,' or pratyabhicarana ; for there is a common and technical

antithesis between $dnti and abhicdra in the ritual. Thus the Athar-

vamya-paddhati of the Kaugika says in the introduction, samhitdvidhim

vaksydmah ; fdntika-pdusfikd-'bhicdrikdni samhitdvidhdu (i. e. in the

Kaugika) uktdni, trividhdni karmdni vidhikarmdni avidhikarmdni

uchrayakarmdni. And Darila glosses gdntdndm, occurring at Kaugika
iii.19, by nd "bhicdrikdndm. The word sraktya is a regular vrddhi-

derivative from sraktya, and means ' amulet made from the sraktya-
tree.' Support is thus furnished for the unauthenticated meaning of

tilakd, 'eine art halsschmuck,' reported by Bohtlingk in the smaller

dictionary.

The vegetable kingdom is a favorite source of the mani or amulet.

Thus amulets are furnished by a number of the '

holy
'

trees mentioned
at Kauc.ika viii.15: so by the udumbara, AV. xix.31.1; the parna or

paldga, iii.5; thejangida, ii.4; xix.35; the varaya, vi.85; x.3. An amu-
let consisting of a pair of equal krsnald'berrieB, yugmakrsnalam, is

mentioned at Kaugika xi.19 and lii.18. The hymn AV. ii.9 sings the

praises of the da$avrksa, which the Kaugika and Darila explain as an
amulet consisting of ten different kinds of '

holy
' wood ; compare Ind.

Stud. xiii. 153-1 55. Finally, as appears at Kaugika xxviii.7, the sadam-
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puspd furnishes an amulet employed in connection with the hymn AV.
iv.20.

It may be added that the use of this hymn, ii.l 1. in connection with

iv.40; 17; 18; 19; v.14: 81; viii.5; and x.l, is enjoined by the Kaueika

at xxxix.7, thus : dusyd dusir asi ye purastdd iplndih tnl snimu'n jyotir
i sy abandhukrt suparnas tvd yuiii t< fnkrnr <u/ani pratisaro yriiii

kalpayantl tf nuitnlrilntim " Those pratikas, with the addition

<>f those of vii.65.1,2, make up the second gana of the ganamdlu,

Atharva-paricista 34, which bears the name of krtydgaiia. The purpose
of the hymn is clear from the Anukramani, which says, dusyd dusir asi

'ti krtylpro til: t'lih kitiiadusanadevatyam.
The hymn is mentioned also in the hastya^vadlksd, Ath. Paricista xvii.

'2 : 'fiifyd dusir iti pratisaram dbadhya (MSS. dv-). And a passage in

praise of the pratisara occurs in the skandaydga or dhurtakalpa, ib.

xx.6,7. Darila's comment on Ktlucika xix.22 treats of the pratisara.
As appears from Weber, I.e., xiii.164, Zimmer, I.e., p. 268, and Ludwig,

Rigveil'i. iii.::i."), the earlier meaning of pratisara does not seem to be

i l-;irly established, and the skaudaydga-\mssa,ge may therefore be given
in full : inctoka 5a, the MS.-reading is k^tdt pdtah k?u<lr<lt. with the

variant ksudrdh. The passage follows : ddityakartitam ml tnun it i pra-
tisaram badhndti. 6.

it uakartitaih sutnim indrcna trirrtlkrtam

ayvwhydih granthito granthir brahmand pratisarah ki-tah.

Uninyum ya^asyam dyusyam a^ubhasya ca ghnttmum
batllui'iitii iinitifninnn inniiii <i i rttccitrunibarJianam.

riil.-xnhhyur ru
j

i iriicebhyo gandharvebhyas tathdi 'va ca

manuxyebhyo bhayam nd 'sti yac ca sydd dusk\'tam krtam.

ttiilt i~tt(ik~m imikln bhaved vlras tathdi Ya ca.

uhh Ii'il r<~it krttlt ksmlnlt xtrlkrtful at-nbhain cu ynt
it tasya bhayaiii ml 'sfi yilrut xiltnuii sit <llnlrayet.

yavail <~'t><t<:
ru i/,lrtir ru yili'tit xtJnlftyniitf jmrriiti'th

tavat tasya bhayam //./ 'sti yah siltnuh

II. AtIi:irv:i-V-.i;i vi.128. This hymn has been translated by \\

<d Portenta, p. 868, and by Zimmer. Altindisches Leb<

858. The latter, following a suggestion of the Petersburg Lex., vii.ll.

regards the hymn as one in praise of an otherwise unknown rnst<lla

tion called (Jakadhiimu. which has the power of bringing good weatlu r.

Ami Ludwig, Rigveda iii., p. 187, adopt- in* -i-l -ntally a similar view of

Max Mull, i -. Zimmer accordingly renders AV. vi.128.1 thus: When
the stars made Qakadhuma their kin;;. tln-v otl'.-r.'.l him ^oo<l \\ c.-it h. t

-

:

this shall be his domain/' said they.' Stanzas 2 and 8 are prayers to

Qakadhuma for good weather, and stanza 4 contains thanks to aka-
.llmma for the same.

Weber'a translation i> made from a text given b?lmv which iliir-rs

from tli- \ iiL'ate text of ur IIMIUI in form rath.T than in -'output.

This t.-\t is put by the diaskeuasts as an ap]H-niii\ ininM><liat<>ly after the

Naksatra-kalpa, and it is placed here probably on account of th.

<{<i* lit occurren f the word naksatra. The last three stanzas are
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excessively corrupt, and their connection with what precedes is not clear.

They begin with an incantation against yak$ma, 'consumption.' With
such an incantation the immediately preceding hymn, AV. vi.127, ends.

And this fact, with the legend of the origin of the disease at TS. ii. :*.:>.

may throw some light on the juxtaposition of these obscure stanzas with
this ttr/A'-sfr/m-inaterial. It would be interesting to find this text in the

Kacmlr Saiiihita, if indeed the pdippalddds of the colophon warrants
such an expectation.

yad raidmnh qakadhumantf nakyatrniji/ ukrnvata
bhadrdJidin cumfa pr&yctchat* tato msjram ajdyata. 1.

bhadrdham ant it nah sdyam bhadrdham prdtar astu naty
bhadrdham asmabhyam tvam gakadhiima sadd krnu. 2.

yo no bhadrdham akarah sdyamprdtar atho diva
tasmdi te naksatrardja gakadhuma sadd namah. 3.

yad dhnh qakadhumam aha3 naksatrdndm prathamajam jyotir ogre
tan nah4 satlm abhikrnotu rayim ca nah sarvavlram niyachdt. 4.

yo 'smin yaksmahb
puruse pravista isitam ddivyam ha safy

agnistham6
ghrtabodhano 'pa skanda no vi duram asmat

so 'nyena sdm^chatd'
1 tasmdi prasuvdmasi. 5.

yas tvd mdtur uta va pitith parijdyamdnam abhisambabhuva
na tvad yam adhindsdydmdsd8

'nyasmdi sa ydtdih pravisfah. 6.

aliklavd 9
gpdhrdh kankdh suparndh $vapadah

H}
patatrinaty

vayo 'si gakuna yo 'muyd 'musydyanasyd 'musydh putrasyd "dahane
carantu. u 7.

krttikdrohinlmadhye pdippalddd mantrdh.

Weber renders stanzas 1 and 4 thus :
' When the stars chose Qakadhuma

for their king, good weather was given [gab man] to him. From that

arose his kingship.' . . .

' Inasmuch as Q. is called the light of the stars,

first-born in the beginning, therefore may he grant us prosperity, and

give us wealth with a goodly following.' Weber, recognizing caka-

dhuma as the word on which the interpretation depends, takes it as

equivalent to the $akamaya dhuma of RV. i. 164.43, 'the smoke that

rises from burning cow-dung,' a well-known fuel see Haug, Sitzungs-
berichte der bair. Ak., 1875, ii., p. 506 and surmises that it may be the

first morning fire, kindled while the stars are still shining, and indicat-

ing by its rising or falling smoke the weather of the breaking day.
12

The Atharvan ritual-books yield an interpretation quite different.

The hymn is in praise of cakadhuma, which, as a possessive compound,
means ' he of the dung-smoke,' i. e.

' he who prophesies from the smoke
of cow-dung.' The gakadhuma predicts the weather for a person about

to start on a journey see below. As weather-prophet, he very natu-

1 So Codex Chambers and the pub-

lished text. Three MSS. read fdka-.

e Read agnistha ?

'' Read sam-rchatdt, 2d s. imperative?
2 So all MSS. Weber emends to i

8 ? One MS. adhindsaydsdma.

prdyachans; cf. AV. vi. 128.1. 9 So emended. MSS. cdikla, alisya.

a So all MSS. Weber, &ha.

4
Variants, tarn nah, tarn vah.

10 One MS. fvdpadah.
11 One MS. daramtu.

6 MSS. yaksma.
12 See also Weber, Ind. Stud, v.257; x.65; Die vedischen Nachrichten von den

Naksatra, ii.272 note, and 393.
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rally comes, like our "Old Probabilities" or "Clerk of the Weather,"

to be regarded at the same time as controlling the weather for good or

bad in short, as weather-maker. Control of the weather, as a dele-

gated power, would come most naturally from the '

heavenly bodies
'

or nui Hence these are said in stanza 1 to have made him their

king. The belief that the bestowal of fair weather was a prerogative of

his kingship of course ensured him reverential treatment, and was
doubtless fostered by the priests. In accordance with the above, the

translations of the hymn may be easily modified. 1

The word fakmUiunnt occurs at Kauclka viii.17, a pariMulsil-mltm,

thus, pramando-yira^alaly-upadhdna-^akadhumd jarantah. Darila

says, fakailln'' Innniiafy . . . etdni jlrndni pratyetavyani. We
may render, 'When in the following sutras there are mentioned the

plants pramanda and wcira, a boar's bristle, an upadhnim. or a

Vakadlii'mtd. it is to be understood that old ones are meant.' It is clear,

then, that the <;nkn<1h rima is an old brahman.

In the wedding-ritual, Knucika lxxvi.19, we learn from one siitra

that the priest causes the groom to take the bride's hand, uttering the

stanza AV. xiv.1.48. In the next sutra, it if said that he leads her

thrive around the fire with a certain other text. Between the two

sutras, the Daca karmani* inserts the statement, atra sthdtn-

pathati. and the Atharvaniya-paddhati,* atra sthdne

niah a firwli n't fhaih* kiirvanti. From this it appears that the

priestly function of n -it in-: tin- wedding-song' was sometimes entrusted

to the cakadhuma's.
This hymn. vi.12N. is prescribed at Kfmcika 1.13 as part of the ritual

of a traveling merchant when about to start on a trading expedition.

With the hymn AV. iii.15 (^ -hid. xvii.247) he sets up his wares

after touch in IT tln-m with dregs of sacrificial butter.' Sutra 13 reads,
!

.-t<llilii/tli'n (lo^x/ili/n fulfil in lid iti IHUH'I'I 'iimlmlhhyn i/aintt

'i-ttjir rlmkiidlifiiiHim Itlmnlrtiri'ilr it// Hjunladlilta : 'Having
wiped them, he loads them UJM.'I. while reciting the hymns iii.26 and

iti>M- a: peoti; vi I. praise of Savitar. who guides

iim-rrin'-'ly : tin- ti\ hyniii^ v i.:{. 4,5,6, and 7, prayers to all the Kr<>ds for

proterti-m ami ^nidanre : vi. ."><. SK{. and K>7. imjlorin^ protection for the

beasts of hunl. n ,,f the caravan: vi.l^s. the h\inn under discussion, a

prayer for fair weather : and iv.28, praying Bhava and Qarva to pro-

tect man and beast.' Sutra 14 prescribes certain <>l>lations to be made,
ultima mi. -\\ithtlielaM hymn.' iv.28.

ra 15 reads. >ti><>tt<nn<'ii(i suhnln hri'thnniiHi.si/ti r(ikrf}n'ij(l<lnparVO8V

adhaya qakadli^n/n,',, A-//// ,1,1^1 h.ir iti />;v/m//: With the hymn last

i. ut <>n* i -. i -i ;iees lumps <>t .|im^ on the limbs of a Brahman
friend and asks the cafazd/mma,

" What sort of a day shall we have to-

1 The 8tanza calling faJtadhQma the "firat-bora li^ht of the Htare" is doubtless

only a bit of ex. -. a further expansion of the idea of his 1>. in^

of the stars."

See Journal Ai , xi.376, and also p. clxx.sl'roc. for Oot, 1883.
> MS. Jttrya-.
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day?"
' Sutra 16, bhadraih sumangalam iti pratipadyate,

* "A fair day,
a very auspicious one," he answers.' And so on.

Our hymn is prescribed' once more in the Kaucika, chapter c., in a

prdyaccftti tor a moon eclipse, probably on account of the prayer in the

third stanza.

5. Observations on the Condition of Hindu Women according
to thi' Mah&bh&rata ; by Prof. Edward W. Hopkins, of Bryn
Mawr, Pei in.

This paper contained a study of the facts regarding woman's position
in India as presented by the direct statements aphorisms, legal saws,

etc. of the great Epic, and by the tales therein preserved, the results

obtained being compared with those given by the Vedic and legal litera-

ture. The whole essay embraced the following heads :

I. 1. General statements regarding women ; 2. Character ; 3. Honor
to ; 4. Crimes against ; 5. Social condition, freedom, restraint ; 6. Prop-

erty of
; 7. As queen, as warrior ; 8. The girl before marriage ; 9. Sale

of the girl ; 10. Woman enslaved.

II. 1. The wife, polygamy, polyandry; . Marriage-rites; 3. Relation

of wife to husband, duty, obedience, guarding, adultery, levirate-mar-

riage ; 4. Wife's property ; 5. Divorce ;
. General remarks.

HI. The mother, power of, etc.

IV. The widow.
I. 1 . The necessity of distinguishing between the sayings found in the

Epic and the acts therein recounted was pointed out. The latter often

contradict the former. A sketch was given of that which we can pos-

tulate as the probable position of women in Vedic times, and this was
then compared with her position at the Epic period. Between the

unmarried woman and the wife a sharp distinction must be drawn, if

we would understand woman's true position ;
also between Aryan

and un-Aryan women ; also between women of different localities

especially between the ' northern barbarians' and the '

southerners,' the
* northern Kurus ' and the ' middle (?) Kurus.' 2. Misogyny has appar-

ently a historical growth, to be traced in the remarks regarding women
in the earlier and the later literature in general, and in the old and the

new parts of the Epic. They whose wives least deserve it are, in India,

most prone to speak slightingly of woman and wife. Tvufiai from

the earlier books were contrasted with those from the twelfth and
thirteenth. Compare especially : xiii.38.1 ff.

; xii.213.7; xii.33.45; xiii.48.

3*6 ff.; 46.8 ff.; xiv.90.13; xii.81.56; iii. 150.49; v.38.42; iii.71.6; etc. 3.

The Hindu idea of honor to women was discussed.

4. The laws of vadha and theft of women
; probability of a historical

reminiscence in the special laws '

given to the barbarians
'

(old significa-

tion of dasyu often preserved). 5. Tales of a time when women were

not guarded (andvrtdh striyah sarvd nard$ ca, iii. 307. 15: andvrtdh . .

purd striya dsan, i.!22.3ff. etc.) were compared with the events in the

main story, and contrasted with the formal laws requiring such guard-

ing ;
these laws, again, were compared with the Dharmasutra ; the

result was drawn that the Epic story represents more the Vedic free-
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dom ; an attempt was made to show at what period the strict nil.--

began. 6. Property, originally none; gradual growth of prop

right was discussed ; mainly treated under wife.

I. Strlr<lji/<i iiii..~>i.23), 'woman as ruler' umny~isita. v.38.48), and the

like vague references prove nothing for woman's right to rule. Su< -h

oases may have been heard of, but were not admitted as Aryan. A
minute examination of the Qikhaudi legend was made; lloltzmann's

view that Arjuna sheltered himself behind ^ikhancji was criticized

.'.3). It was doubtfully questioned whether we have not

a genuine reminiscence of a woman warrior, she being openly

recognized as such in spite of the fable yathd 'bhavac ca strl i>ni /<//;/

paced/ puiiistvam saniagatah (vi. 107.81). 8. Time of marriage was

given as uncertain ; the terms of the law correspond only to the later

parts of the Epic. The kind of girl that one should marry is the same
as that recommended in the law. Attention was called here and again
to the unanimity of the Dharmasutras with the later Epic.

. Sale of the girl by (Julka was discussed ; we must here separate
customs geographically ; this is intimated by the Epic itself. In this

regard we probably have no right to say for any one period
* the Hindus

had this or that custom :' knliini. 'gentes,' contemporary, but geograph-

ically sundered, are alone to be considered. All generalizations fail till

we come to the late time represented by the last additions to the Epic.
10. Slave-selling was forbidden in general (xiii. 44.47); women wen -n-

slaved by gambling (dyute jitdsi kftdsi ddsl, ii. 67.34) or by war. In the

latter case there was a year's respite for the girl (xii.96.15). The law was

probably stricter than the usage.
II. 1. While polygamy extends from Vedic times onward, the legal

qualifications of secondary wives are never the same ; there is no fixed

rule regarding marital connection between high-caste men and low-caste

women. Probably they were always held as concubines ; not till late

did any claim arise for their legal rights. Hindu polygamy in the epic

period, early or late, is practically monogamy plus concubinage. The
w. mien became nominally as well as virtually concubines the moment a
true wife was wedded. 4 The word <ldr<l.' it is said,

' has very different

meanings/ Polyandry pure and simple is not proved by \Ydic or Epic
literature. At most we have only the possibility >f some such institu-

tion HI the Veda; it must have been at that time a mere r tiiinis< < n< >.

Whether a limited polyandry did not really exist near enough to Vedic
and early Epic times to survive as tradition \^\\n\ absolutely proved. l>ut

the main tale of the Epic and minor tales in it seem to confirm this

-.pinion. It should perhaps be termed rather phylogamy. as in each

case the wife marries several brothers. A passage from the legal I

ture was pointed out as a further indication that the woman was JMIX-, ilily

married to the family. But the marriage of one w..man to sevnal unre-

lated men is neither proved nor indicated. The formal statement of the

to that 'polyandry is opposed to the world and t>

4 many men for one woman is a thin- unheard of,
1

LUSJ7, though the

cases * heard of are subsequently gh
. Marriage-forms. The chief p wa- the establishment of a
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terminus ab quo to the form of marriage called snti/a tin-am or 'self-

choice.' Reasons were given for objecting to the popular idea that this

is a very old custom. The writer held that it appertains to the time of

the advanced Epic, and was a k$atriya, or particularly royal, develop-
ment of a simpler marriage-form ; he made the suggestion, based on
some support from the Epic, that this might have been what the law
calls theprdjdpatya. 3. All passages were collected, but no new result

obtained : the wife is the husband's chief care ; the husband, the wilVs

divinity. Some differences of custom were noted ; another interesting
variant to the khddayet of Manu (viii.371) and the ghdtayet of Gautama
occurs at xii.165.64, gvabhis tarn ardayet.

4. The property of the wife was fixed by the later portion of the Epic.
A correspondence here between the late Epic and the late Law was
shown. Apropos of the much-disputed nirhdra of Manu ix.199, we find

at xiii. 47.23-25 ndpahdram striyah kuryufy. The wife's property may
not legally exceed * three thousand ' when inherited from her husband.

She shares the rest with his (sons or) relations.

."). Divorce was permitted under different names. The evidence of

this is not historical, i. e. based on tales narrated as facts in the Epic,
but rather aphoristic. The general rule is, na patnlm vihareta, xii.269.

27, comment, vibhajeta. Compare ii.5.11 of the Dharmasutra of Apa-
stamba. 6. General remarks followed on woman's suicide

;
on the

word for kiss,' yghrd + d, lit.
' smell at ;' on Hindu goddess-worship, etc.

III. The mother. Her power and venerableness are fully up to the old

standard so far as we can judge from the words and the occurrences

of the Epic. Nominally, at least, she is exalted to the rank of a divinity.

If she dies, her representative is the eldest sister among her children, or

the eldest brother's wife.

IV. The widow. Some new examples were adduced to show how
unfamiliar widow-burning, as a general custom, appeared to the writers

of even the later Epic. The king is enjoined to support widows, etc. :

and frequent allusions are made to widows in all ranks. Second

husbands were not looked upon as unusual, although as somewhat

reprehensible.

It was pointed out, finally, that the general assertions of the fore-

going discussion were subject to certain caste-limitations.

6. On Avestan Similes. I. Similes from the Realm of Nature
;

by Dr. A. V. Williams Jackson, of Columbia College, New York

City.

This paper was intended as an introduction to further studies on the

subject. After some general statements in regard to the similes, it first

called attention to their comparative frequency throughout the Avesta,

with the marked and interesting exception, however, of the Gatha

portion of the literature. The Avestan similes, it was then noted, are

drawn (a) from the realm of nature, (6) from animals and their actions,

and (c) from man and his relations in daily life ; and in addition to

direct similes there are found a number of indirect or implied compari-

sons, while words used metaphorically are not infrequent. The form
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and character of the simile. were next discussed, and the theory
advanced that the similes, even in the midst of prose passages, seem in

general to be capable of metrical reconstruction. Exceptions to this

rul. were noted and reasons suggested therefor.

The first division of the subject was then taken up in detail, showing
that the Avesta derives many of its similes from the realm of nature, as

the natural phenomena the winds, clouds, rains, and fires are all made
to form the groundwork of a comparison. The terrestrial objects,

moreover, as the sea, river, mountain, the tree, grass, grain, and stone,

furnish each an image ; and points of resemblance are sought also from
the earth, sky, sun, moon, and stars.

The action (1) of the wind, it was shown, appears in a simile in the

following passages, Vd. iii.42=viii.30, Afr. iii.6, Ys. lvii.28, and (?)Yt.

xviii.5; (2) of the rains in Ys. lvii.28; (3) of the clouds at Ys. ix.82. Yt.

xiv.41. and also Ys. lvii.28. These passages were commented on, and
metrical reconstructions proposed. (4) The fire was the next element
n>tired ; it occurs in three places, Ys. lxxi.8, Yt. xxiii.6. xxiv.4 ; partial

parallels from Rig Veda vi.18.10, iv.4.4, v.87.6-7, i. 112.17, were cited.

The comparisons drawn from terrestrial objects, (5) the sea Vourukasha
in Vd. v.23, and (6) from the rivers, Vd. v.24, Yt. viii.24; Ys. lx.4=Yt.

xiii.32, and Ys. lxv.3=Yt. v.3, xiii.6, were also examined in particular.

The Yasna and Yasht passages here quoted, however, are implied similes

rather than real, but reasons were given for including them ; and the

question of the compound adjectives zenifrathahh. <l<~ntiiilr(lj<iiilt, /

barezafth, each equivalent to a simile, was discussed with some fullness.

(7) The mountains, it was further remarked, are used figuratively in

Yt. viii.24. The simile derived (8) from a tree, Vd. v.24, and the image
from the fading (9) of the grass, Vd. ix.46, were next examined, a met-

rical reconstruction being suggested also for the latter passage. Fur-

unrftfrnthtihh at Vd. xix.19 was regarded as an adjective of measure
drawn (10) from the size of a grain, and equivalent to our thick as a

barley-corn :' while . 1 1 1 a stone, used as a weapon, was quoted in a simile

at Yt. xvii.20. A comparison (12) from the size of the earth itselt

xix.7= Ys. Ixxi. 15, was next taken up, and it was shown how the passage

may be considered metrical. In this connection the n<lj<ti\

tlxiiih. equivalent to a simile in Yt. x.44, as well as in Ys. lx.4=Yt. \iii.

32 already spoken of, was recalled.

Passing from the realm of earth to the eel- kMM, :i simile

undoubtedly drawn (18) from the sky was shown t> exi^t in \<l

and the metrical defect in the passage it was proposed to remedy by
muting,

l/atha(hduastii<n ////</,/

iini
IHU'I-I'I'II IHH;U;I.

the pronoun also being *n
| >pl i> <! with tuma. t<> l.iin-..- <>ut id. antii

as so frequently m the <>M I', rsian Inscriptions ////,//// hmn'im.

{unuin'ini. the skt. ,<*<', ihjdfo, iydiu /</
'

j:irti. 'ul.ii l\ in Yt.

/. .lit. i which the passage is modeled. (14) I'd.- -mi MS .ttioniing an

image at Yt. x.118, Ys. lx.4=Yt. xiu.82; (15) the in..,,,, : ,t Yt. ujtt.6,
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xxiv.4, x.142; and (16) the stars as occurring in Yt. x.143, (?) xviii.5, gave
passages that were specially treated.

In conclusion it was noted that the ancient Iranians were appreciative
observers of nature, and had chosen similes from this realm to illustrate

some of their noblest thoughts.

7. On a Modem Nestorian MS. Ecclesiastical Calendar; by
Prof. I. H. Hall.

Among the objects brought back by Dr. Ward from the journey of

the "Wolfe Expedition" is an Ecclesiastical table, written in Syriac, in

modern Nestorian hand and ink, but obtained at Mardin. Some Nesto-

rians now in New York tell me that they have seen others like it ; but

they themselves do not understand it ; nor can they tell me anything

respecting its use. One of these Nestorians, the Rev. James Doonan,
said also that the handwriting closely resembles that of his teacher

ll^JCOl ZX.0. or Priest Ausha'na of Oroomiah, whom he had seen

writing similar calendars. It consists of 29 pages, of which 28 form one

continuous table, in which the headings or arguments are repeated with

each page. This long table gives the fasts and feasts, and other matters

ecclesiastical and chronological, for two grand cycles of the sun and
moon ; or for every year of the Enneakaidodekaeteris, beginning with

the first year of the 14th cycle of 532 years. The specimen page here

given (translated) shows the arrangement of the table. At the right
hand are seen the names of the festivals, etc. ; and from right to left, in

the horizontal lines, run the dates for the several years, of which those

belonging to cycle 14 occupy the last line but one, and those in cycle 15,

the last line. As there are 19 years in the lunar cycle (or in each page),

28 pages make 28 x 19=532, or the complete solar and lunar cycle. The
table begins with the Alexandrine year 1737 and ends with 2800

; the

years of cycle 14 running from 1737 to 2268, and those of cycle 15 from

2269 to 2800. Of course the dates in the lowest row differ from those in

the next above (each respectively) by 532
; and, also of course, the table

might be extended indefinitely earlier and later by adding more rows of

years, arranging them after the same rule. The specimen page was
taken at random. It is to be noted that, since these cycles began at the

creation of the world, we obtain (by computing backwards, and reducing
to the Christian era), as the date of that event, the 1st October, B. C.

5492.

In general, the use of this table is clear. It gives the month and the

day of the month upon which occur, severally, the Presentation in the

temple, the festivals of Moses, Elias, Ntisardil, Pentecost, Ascension,

Easter, Sunday before Lent begins, Rogation, and Annunciation. Only
we should reverse this order, since the year runs that way, and these

pages are to be read from the bottom up, and from the last page to the

first, as well as from right to left. For the other festivals, except Good

Friday, the number gives the day of the week (Sunday=l, Monday=2,
etc.). The "Foundation "

gives the day of the week of the beginning of

the year, or rather, directly the last day of the preceding year. In the

Oriental calendars which begin with January 1, the "foundation"
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numbers are the ^numeri concurrentes," which were supplanted later

by the Dominical Letters (being, with them, the supplement of 7 [or 8]).

The line called "Changes" has three numbers, written closely in one
line, but here the first is placed above for convenience. Its second
number gives the dates of the new moons in Tishri I., or October

; and

<
not, as might be guessed, the date of the Easter new moons. The first

number in this line is merely the number of the year in the lunar cycle
of 19 years. This line is the same on all the 28 pages. The second
number of this line appears to give the so-called terminos paschales
(Ostergrenzen. Easter-limits) ; i. e. the date of the full moon that deter-
mines Easter omitting, for brevity, the name of the month. Thus 25
means the 25th Adar ; 13, the 13th Nisan ; 2, the 2d Nisan, and so on.

The third number of this row is the number concurrent (x) with the

day of the Easter full moon, which serves to determine the day of the
week of the latter, by combination with the " foundation" (/). Add/
and x, and you have the week day (counting Sunday as 1, Monday 2,

etc.) of the terminus paschalis. The next Sunday after this is Easter.

To illustrate, taking, as sufficient, the first six places in the row :

Numbers (x), ... 1 6 2 5 3 6
Foundation (/) . ^57123
Sum ; adding and sub- ) 5, 4, 2, 6, 5, 2,

tracting 7 from the sum > or or or or or or
when necessary : )

Thursd. Wed. Moncl. Friday. Thursd. Mond.

Making days till Sunday : 3 4 62 36
Add the date of term.

)

pOSCh. (2d number in > 25 Nisan. IS Nisan. 2 Nisan. 22 Nisan. 10 Nisan. 30 Adar.

row) : )

And we have the date of { 28Ni8an> 17Nl8an 8Nigan ^^ 18Ni8an 5Nigftn
Easter Sunday :

}

Or, to be a little more intelligible, this row of "Changes
"
gives exactly

what is in the little table of the Williams MS. (which was printed in the

Proceedings for October, 1885), together with the numbers of the years

(which in the Williams MS. are marked by the position of the small

table under the large one) ; but this now omits the names of the months,
which are given in the Williams MS. table.

The row with the title "Good Fridays" appears to show how many
entire weeks have passed from the beginning of the year till Good

Friday, the Friday before Easter or rather, as the number of weeks is

always more than 20, it gives the number over 20, and leaves the 20

number to be understood. I do not deem it necessary to add illustrations

to facilitate the computation. If any one chooses to verify, he will find

it easy. The mistakes of the scribe who wrote the table will not be

found numerous enough to mislead. At the same time, the tables are

not written with extreme care
; and perhaps the table was computed

from lunar elements that differ slightly from those used in the other, to

be presently described.

I should also add, that, for solving most of the puzzling things, espe-

cially that presented in the row of Good Fridays, and in the row of

"changes," I am indebted to Dr. C. H. F. Peters, of the Litchfield

Observatory of Hamilton College. Also, it seems to me that the lexicons
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need to add something in tin ii definitions of the word 2&dh0f. It

here stands, in the plural, for the terminos paschales, and can mean
notlung else. No definition in any of the lexicons will lit : much less

any that has been suggested by any of my linguistically learned friends.

Of course, through the scientific and technical channel hinted at above,

the derivation of this meaning is natural enough from the regular Syriac
root ; but the hint of a scientific man, who saw at once through the appli-
-ati-.n ol th< term, and judged it from his own view-point outside of the

Syriac, suggested a transliteration of the Greek tiraKra ; which alone

would have a strong favorable color.

Respecting the feast Nfoardtl or Ntisardel, it is the Nestorian name
for the first Sunday of ecclesiastical summer, or the seventh Sunday
after Pentecost; which, in the common Syrian lesson-tables, is called

"of the blessed apostles," or simply,
" of the apostles." But for a full

account, see R. Payne Smith's Thesaurus Syriacus, 2326.

The "Rogation" or "Supplication" in the calendar is not the same
time ast hat of the Roman church. In the latter,

' '

Rogation
"

is the three

days preceding Ascension. In the calendar, it is a feast twenty days
before the "Sunday before Lent," or 69 days before Easter, and there.

fore always on a Monday.
Interesting is the arrangement of feasts by periods of seven weeks.

Lent Sunday (" Dimanche gras ") is 49 days or seven weeks before Easter.

Pentecost is 49 days or seven weeks after Easter. Nusardil is 98 days
or twice seven weeks after Easter. Elijah is 147 days, or thrice seven

weeks after Easter. Moses is 49 days after Elijah, or four times seven

weeks after Easter.

The calendar contains a number of mistakes in its body. Thus, on the

first page of the calendar are the following errata :

Year 1741, line "
Elijah," for 10 Ab read 10 Ilul.

1748,
"
Nusardil," for 17 read 27.

1758,
"
Pentecost," for 4 Heziran read 20 lyyar.

l 753, for 15 lyyar read 4 Heziran.
1 7") 1 for 24 lyyar read 15 lyyar.
1711.

'

Ascension," for 13 lyyar read 25 lyyar.
for 25 lyyar read 5 lyyar.

1739, for 5 lyyar read 13 lyyar.
1744,

"
Easter," for 22 Nisan read 12 Nisan.

" Fast
"
(Lent), for 12 Shobat read 22 Shobat.

"Rogation." for H < 'ani'in n;nl IHCanun.
/or 22 Shobat /vm /-,",> Can nn.

The other table, of one page, needs scarcely more description than

will appear from the following translation of it. It is a table to find

tli.' new moon, or the be^innin^ <f the lunar month, for any time in the

Alexandrii lar. Below the tM- is th*> arit hmetiral rule and

explanation, of whieh the translation i- Inn iven.

Tli is table is explained in Hi* rule appended. It contain-. !,

great many mistakes. According to the periods adopt., I i,\ th.- church.
19 Julian years=285 synodical month- : i. e.=6989| days. H
nodical month=294 .58. Instead of this exact number, 29} days
as tl I n niimlMT-." a.l.lin;: alternately
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29 and 30 days. The remaining fraction was provided for by the " saltus

lunce," whose position in the cycle according to the Alexandrine compu-
tation differed from that of the Roman. Beginning, therefore, from 19

Tishri I upwards in the first right hand column, we find the dates that

follow'by adding alternately 29 and 30, and having regard to the days
of the month. Another check is the following : 12 synodical months
are, tola small fraction, 11 days shorter than the Julian year. Hence,
in any one horizontal line, the difference between two successive num-
bers (right minus left, or right + 29.5) should be 11, or sometimes 10, and

only in occasional instances 12.
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8. Further Inscriptions in the Metropolitan Museum of Art.

New York ; all from the Cesnola Collection ; by Prof. I. H. Hall.

I. Cypriote Inscriptions.

1. On a gem of soft milky colored stone, \^ x-ft; inch in dimension.

Figure of antelope with head turned back, running. Over the hind

quarters the character ti.no. , 3S inch high, reading, apparently, from

right to left. Probably genitive of owner's name Th-w or 6/vw. On the

back of the gem is the figure of an antelope, with the Phoenician star

(or sun) and crescent. The star is made of a central disk surrounded

by dots.

2. On an amphora of red pottery, 2 feet 5 inches high ; 10$ inches

greatest diameter ; neck 9 inches high ; mouth 8 inches inner diameter,

8J inches outer ; handles 8 inches high ; shape like the Rhodian amphorae,
but more slim ; and a ring around the base. Cypriote letter, 1 inch high,
on one handle : ti . Maker's mark.

8. Fragment of pottery, vase-handle. Cypriote letter lo . , incised

before baking. Strokes f inch long.

II. Greek Inscriptions.

1. Handle of Rhodian jar. Rectangular stamp (right-hand one), 2 x f

inches in dimension ; impression bad at top, because stamp did not reach

the clay throughout. Thick letters, inch high. Reads IEPOKA
Maker's or proprietor's name, in the genitive. The same termination of

that case appears in other examples.
2. Handle of Rhodian jar (right-hand one). Rectangular stamp, 1| x f

inches in dimension. Letters
,

a
6 to inch high. Reads HPAKAEITOY.

Proprietor's or maker's name, in the genitive.

8. Rhodian jar, 2 feet 6 inches high ; greatest diameter 1 foot ; neck
11 inches high : handles 1 f'(x>t high. Mouth 5 inches outer, 4 inches

inner diameter. Circular seals on handles, each with the conventional

rose. Stamps 1 inches extreme diameter. Letters wit) sards

the (ntT. <>r muling from within.

a. Letters ,\ to \ inch hi^h. Stamp only partly impressed, and a gap
in the inscription. Reads Kill KI'.M AMoY ll\\ \M>r. Eponyra,
and name of Doric month. The space where the stamp is defective

\\ould have held about 5 letters, or possibly 6 ; but the clay evidently

spread or streiehed a Hi -r the impression. A trace of a letter at the

beginning of the xu\> in the second word looks like I. hut it i> uncertain.

Instead Of MOT, the true reading may l* XnT. hut the >tr>ke needed to

make a M of the N is there, whether hy accident or not. Not unlikely
the name is Kl'Mi kNOT, and the trouble made by the stamp's moving
during impression

h. Letters "'. inch hi^h. Badly and only partially impressed. Reads
KIII i . bracketed letters have traces. i.,.t th-

is uncertain. I

4. <> D handled vaw. or pitci q,. Imt handle
M Ml Vessel 2| inches high, 8 in .test dia-

* across t ;lv concav. hes diameter. Red
i "in. ftboye, arranged in a curve, rea-i

the center, the letters *fJV. Below, a letter that may be either M or I;
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probably the latter : though its position is so ambiguous that nothing can
be decided.

'.'. On Holnvw Genealogy ; ly <Jon. II. 15. Carrin^tmi, of tho
Unitol St.-it os Army.

The author illustrated the fact that given a sequence of long lives it

takes only a very few to bridge over a long space in human history ;

and that accepting the figures of the book of Genesis as correct the
lives of five patriarchs span the entire time from the Creation to Abra-
ham. He then adverted to the bearing of this on the life and value of

tradition.

10. Note on the proper name Bu-du-ilu
; by Dr. Morris .las-

trow, Jr., of the University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia.

The name of this king of the Ammonites is mentioned by Sennacherib,

I.R.88, col. ii.52, and by Esarhaddon, III.R.16, col. v.18. It is read by
Schrader, K.A.T.'p. 141, and by Delitzsch, Assyr. Lesestiicke*, p. xiii.52,

as Pu-du-ilu : and it is explained by the former as the equivalent of the

Biblical SxmS of Numbers xxxiv.28. Against this interpretation sev-

eral objections may be urged. First, we have the name Pa-di-i in the

inscription of Sennacherib just cited, line 70
; and this, as Schrader, p.

164, also admits, is clearly the Biblical ma of II. Kings xxiii.36 and

elsewhere ;
so that we should expect, as a transcription of Sxm3, either

Pa-di-ilu or Pa-du-ilu, but not Pu-du-ilu. Secondly, the more usual

value of the first cuneiform sign is bu. It might, of course, be pu ; but

an examination of the Assyrian transcription of foreign proper names
reveals the fact that when ambiguous cuneiform signs are used, they

are, as a rule, employed with their more usual value. In proper names,
at least, there is not that great freedom in the use of a sign with several

phonetic values indifferently, which is elsewhere so characteristic of

Assyrian writing. The scribes seldom deviate from this rule, and only

perforce.
I would therefore read the name as Bu-du-ilu. In explanation of it.

we may observe that there are many Phoenician proper names, originally

compounded with *pj;, which have become abbreviated in the course of

time by the loss of their initial y.. Thus we find i^DTS for "jSon^;

jDtwns
for

jDtwnaj? ; ma^ma for rroteia^ ; Sjma for bjwaj; ; and

other the like ; see Schroder, Phonizische Sprache, p. 88. In like man-

ner, I take Bu-du-ilu as the equivalent of Wia, and this in turn as a

shortened form of Sinay,
' Servant of El.'

There is another Assyrian name which is compounded with 13 ; and

it supports the explanation just given, It is Bu-di-ba-al, and occurs in

the great Assurbanipal inscription, V.R. , col. ii.83 and 91. The i of Budi-

is probably a connecting-vowel, analogous to that found almost invari-

ably in Ethiopic and very frequently in Hebrew names : thus, Abi^al,
' Father of dew ;' Achinoam,

' Brother of loveliness ;' Achimoth,
'Brother of death;' Eliezer, 'God of strength.' Accordingly, Budi-

baal corresponds exactly to the above-quoted Sjma of the Phoenician

inscriptions, and means 'Servant of Baal.'
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The identity of Budu- and Budi- will hardly be questioned ; especially

since we find a king of Assyria with the name Bu-di-ilu. mentioned at

I.R.6, No. 3a and b. As the Greek transcriptions show tin- ia of the

Phoenician names was pronounced Bod, and this could be rendered in

Assyrian only by Budu- or Budi-.

abbreviations cited above have their parallel in the Old Tes-

tament also. At I. Samuel xii.ll. the name pa stands for pay, and is

identical with
jnaj?

of Judges xii.13. Considering the lateness of the

Phoenician inscriptions in which these abbreviations are found, it is

the more important that an instance occurs in Assyria so early as

Sennacherib.

er the presentation of this paper to the Society, the writer's

att. -nt i..n was called to a passage in Bezold's new book, Assyrisch-

Babylonische Litrratur, from which it appears that Dr. Jensen also

explains Bu-du-ilu as above a confirmation, which, coming as it does

from so high a source, is certainly valuable and welcome.

1 1. On Assyrian and Samaritan ; by Dr. Jastrow.

This paper, embodying the preliminary results of a study of Samaritan

in its bearings on Assyrian, aimed to exhibit the light which Samaritan

throws on many points of Assyrian Lexicography, and the aid it furnishes

for the explanation of some of the phenomena of Assyrian phonology.
The following abstract gives a summary of the more important points

touched upon.
The stem pu is one of the most common in Assyrian, and is as exten-

sively employed as our. own English fix. Its equivalent in the other

Semitic languages has hitherto been sought in vain ; but it is found in

Samaritan, and the context in which it occurs shows its use to be quite
similar to that of the Assyrian. As a verb we meet with it in the

Samaritan translation of Genesis iv.21, where the Hebrew nua grain

ajyn is rendered
Dnopl

wSs 1

Dflip (JO).
A noun formed from this stem

occurs several times in the Samaritan Genesis. The word rrn. in tlu

phrase men DTI (Gen. ii.19,2": lii 1.1 l. t< . is invariably ma nO'Dj; or

r6pn nO'S;'- Similarly rmn iii viii.l is nnD'fly the n nv^iomlmgto
the x in Syriac ; HO also mTI (Gen. i.24.30) is nO'S^ : and finally, in i.28,

rrn by itself is rro'D,?.

in tin- n-e <>f the wnl in these passages as living thine;' and also

as the translation of gran "handle/ it is evident that its use is qm
\vid- as in ASH\ ri.m If. however. we start from what seems to In- the

itmental signification in Assyrian, *todo' or make.' we ran easily

Bee how tin- \\-..rd MOM to be used to
' an animal as 'some

! Samaritan would corn'.s|>ond r\a-tl\ to

our own rn (it'n.. And bearing ill mind tin-

use ot the Assyrian equivalent in -n-i, plirMsesas tp&t-

is evidently a .-orrujition for mi/.rroc and
DPC9p

is of course A.

lly quotations from the .Samaritan are taken from il.-..|.-i.ii.-i:ii's edition of -

tan texts, Bibliothcm Sumaritana, vol. i 1 884.
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literally
'

making mouth,' for 'speaking,' and pu uzna, 'hearing,' it

is nothing remarkable that '

making the harp
' should signify

'

handling
the harp.' It is possible, moreover, that the Samaritan translator takes

the Hebrew word in the literal sense of '

fashioning,' and intentionally

designates Jubal as the iurvntor of the two musical instruments there

mentioned. However this may be, it will be admitted that we have in

the Samaritan QQy the counterpart of the Assyrian stem, and that the

two have a similar signification in the two languages.
The Assyrian talinin, which is usually rendered 'full-brother,' has

hitherto been found only in the dialect of the so-called Targum Jeru-

shalmi, and that in a single passage, Gen. xlix.5, where Simeon and

Levi are spoken of as j^n JTIN.
From this it follows since Simeon

and Levi are children of the same mother that the word here also is

limited to the signification
' full-brother.' In Samaritan, D^n is a very

common term, but is used in the general sense of ' brother
' without any

distinction as to 'half or 'full.' It is used interchangeably with PIN-

Thus in Gen. xlii.8, the brothers of Joseph are spoken of as VD^Sri'

Such passages as Gen. xvi.12, VHN hi ^JD SjN, and ix.5, in the phrase

VTIX BPK, and xix.7, where Lot addresses his fellow-citizens of Sodom as

T1K
' my brothers,' in all of which the Samaritan has talim, show that

any distinction which may once have existed between dh and talim has

disappeared.
The feminine of talimu, namely talimtu, which has only been found

in Assyrian, is in common use in Samaritan
;
and the passages in Genesis

in which nD^n is met with (xx.S; xxiv.30,60; xxv.20; etc.) prove that

it has acquired the same general signification as its masculine equiva-
lent. We need therefore not be surprised if we some day find the word
in an Assyrian text in a wider sense than the hitherto accepted

' full-

brother.'

It may be of interest to note that the Samaritan version translates

1T1JO nrjrmi (xli.2) with iD^n, taking irw for ahiv a very curious

blunder.

The development of the stem oSt? presents an interesting feature in

Assyrian. From the signification
' to be complete,' it has given rise, on

the one hand, to such derivatives as sulmu, 'safety, peace,' salimtu,

'uninjured, intact, whole;' and on the other hand (since 'completing'
also involves the idea of '

ending'), to Scdamu,
'

complete one's life
' and

so 'die,' whence alamtu, 'corpse.' Similarly reAevrav, 'to complete,

end, die.'

Now while the cognate languages use the word only in the first sense

of '

complete,' i. e.
'

safe
'

or '

perfect,' the Samaritan again agrees with

the Assyrian in using the stem in the two-fold sense. Thus in Gen.

xx. 3, no "pn,
lit.

' Behold thou art dead,' is rendered in the Samaritan

version by ch& "pn ; and so also in Gen. xxi.16, nVn HID is translated

by rrpy oSl?. Furthermore the verb j;u
'

expire
'

is invariably given as

D
1

?^ (Gen. vi.17; xxv.8,17; xxxv.29; xlix.33; etc.). As an instance of its

use in the sense of 'perfect and intact,' Gen. xvii.l may be cited, where
is translated by
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The word "3K in the already quoted tf3in SD '3K (Gen. iv.21) is trans-

lated by p-fit Nouns formed through the addition of an elif seem to

be quite common in Samaritan. Thus we have
rttpJK

for Hebrew
ropj

(Gen. vi.19: vii.3 : DlX for Hebrew D% 'blood' (ix.4,5; xxxvii. 26,31). The

word BTK is a similar formation of en, which is the same as the com-

mon Semitic stem eno. >< that BPX means 'chief, head' or the like.

In the Bilingual vocabulary, II.R.vii.36ff., we have a series u-r-

a-ra-&n. nr-ru-*n. and lines 42 ff. siibat a-n'S-ti. The ideogram for head/

whirl, is used in connection with u-ra-&ii and r-r-.fci, places it beyond

doubt that we have here some derivatives of r8u, which is actually

found just above in 1. 86. A-ra-&u and ariStu, we may therefore safely

conclude, go back to the same root. A further proof, however, that

ariStu stands in a close relation to the idea of '

head, chief
' and the like

is furnished by II.R.30, No. 1, Rev. 1. 22, where the same signs as in the

. .lumn of II.R. vii. 1. 42 ff. are explained by xubat elitu (cf . 1. 21 fluff).

Whatever the phrase may mean, &itu can only be from rhy
4

high
'

(cf.

1. 14 ff.). But ariSfu is a noun formed exactly like the Samaritanr<

through the addition of elif merely with the feminine-ending ; and since

araSu and urruSu are evidently infinitive forms, the one of the simple

Kal conjugation, the other a Piel, it follows that the Assyrian had a

verb tn& as well. Whether this verb is a denominative or not is another

question.
The Hebrew T\JK3#

* my oath
'

(Gen. xxiv.8) is translated by *DK, from

the same root which in Assyrian means 'speak,' and whence we have

itu, -word, promise, command.' and ffuxmtttt, -oath.' The passage

in Gen. xix.29. pro roam 11HD,
is translated by

ipSl!G nmpSe; U3D,

which shows the stem to have a meaning similar to Assyrian Sahiku.

.-ui -out, tear open
'

(cf. Arabic salaku). The word seems to be a Shafel

extension of
'p

1

?. which is found in Samaritan, Gen. xix.15,17, as the

translation of Hebrew nSD '

perish.

The word roip
is used at Gen. xiv.2,8 for Hebrew nonSo. One of

th meanings of kitrubu from karabu is 'attack,' so that we have in

the Samaritan tin- counterpart of the Assyrian w..nl.

The weakening of the gutturals is, as we now know, a phenomenon
which, far from U-ini: limited t<> Assyrian, is. on the contrary, common
to all Semitic languages. On this point they differ only in the extent

t.. which the process has gone on. Arabic forms no exception, as a
< < . m parison of modern with classic Arabic slum- ; it -imply stand- at

one end of the scale, having preserved a greater wealth of guttural
soiimlH than :i! In the \-^viian this weakening has

gone 80 far that tin- distinction Let ween ,-ilif and he" has entirely fallen

away, as also the distincti- m l,.t \\een the \\.ak.-i heth ithe unpointed

fya of the Arabic and tl ms; very frequently, indeed, the -;,,,,,.

nit-. The Mandate, ns

fe88orNol.
; rand Gtrvm.

l p. ">s if. .. docs n

far behind the Asavn m Th* s ; im:nitan seems to have gone, if possible,

still i ui the Assyrian. Here there is absolutely no did

whatever between any of the gutturals.

We meet constant 1\ with examples when- a stronger guttural has
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been replaced in writing by a weaker one ; thus JTHD, for Hebrew
'east' (Gen. xii.8; xiii.14); mr for jni, 'seed' (Gen. viii.22); "i?j;

is the

translation for 3H7,
'

return,' showing that it is the same as Hebrew im 5

^X is the translation of yn, 'way,' and therefore equivalent to miK,
etc. But not only this the same word is written indifferently with
almost any of the guttural letters. Thus we have Sjn and Sj^ as the

translation of r?X1,
' to see ;' VK and Vn, for Hebrew Sx,

'

god.' For

n^T we have '"tin probably an abbreviation of mn side by side with

nyr. We find nVlX and rhlp as the rendering of D"V3. Also n3*W and

nSTp for DHlTlp, and many more.

It is known that the Hebrew and Arabic ' hand '

is in Assyrian idu.

In Samaritan, the' word for hand '

is invariably written "IK, which
leaves no doubt that the pronunciation must have been the same as in

Assyrian.
In like manner, the Assyrian immu 'day, daylight' has a counter-

part in the Samaritan DD'K (Gen. viii.22; xxxi.39,40), where again the

initial aleph points to an agreement in the pronunciation with the

Assyrian. This opens the very important question as to the original
sound of the letter jod ; perhaps it was an i, at least in some cases, in

all the Semitic languages. The Assyrian and Samaritan and, we may
add, the Syriac (where we also have id and (mama), would seem to indi-

cate that such is the fact.

The writer proposes to continue his investigations as the succeeding
numbers of the Bibliotheca Samaritana appear. The results obtained

from a mere fragmentary study of Samaritan literature warrant the

conclusion that a thorough and exhaustive study will greatly advance
our knowledge of the Assyrian tongue.

After the customary vote of thanks to the Faculty of the

Divinity School, the Society adjourned to meet in Boston, May
11, 1887.

Prof. Hall sends the following note respecting the MS. de-

scribed by him in the Proceedings for May, 1886.

Deserving of public mention is the fact that the text of the Lives of
the Prophets in the Philadelphia MS. is the recension which Syriac
scholars have been hunting after for a long time, the others known not

fitting closely enough. What is probably the Syriac original is extant
in British Museum MSS., and also in MSS. known to the American
missionaries in Oroomiah. Nestle published so much of the Syriac as
included the four major prophets, and that "e tribus codicibus mussei
Britannici," but giving no variants. His text shows some variants, but
the Greek is a marvelously close translation. The Syriac readily solves
some knots caused by the awkwardness of the copyist, confirms my
conjecture as to slips, and so on.

Since writing this note I observe that Prof. Fr. Baethgen, of Kiel, in

an article in Zeitschr. f. d. alttestl. Wiss. describing Sachau MS. no. 131

(which appears to be a copy of that whence came several MSS. in the
Union Theol. Seminary, N. Y.), finds the Syriac text, and assumes it to
be a translation from the Greek of '

Epiphanius of Cyprus." The Syriac
copy indeed attributes the treatise to Epiphanius of Cyprus, but the
concomitants of the Greek recensions show that it was probably one of
the literary remains of Epiphanius of Tyre, in ' ' Hebrew "

(i. e. the local

Aramaic), which were translated into Greek by Dorotheus,
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Proceeding" at Bonton, Iflay llth, 1887.

Tin-: Soeiety met <n Wednesday nmrnini;- at In ..'(lock, in tin-

hall of tin- American Academy. The 1 Ve-id.-nt, Professor Whit-
ney. IKMIILT alent, mi account of illness, the Vice-President, Ke\.

Dr. IVahndy, <t' Cambridge, took the chair.

The Recording Seeivtary, Professor Lyon, of Cambridge, read

the minute* ,,f the fore^oin^ meeting and they were approved.
Tin- general order of proceedings was announced, and after \\\\>

the reports of the retiring officers were presented.
The account ^ f the Treasurer, Mr. Van Name, were referred,

with the book and vouchers, to the Rev. Messrs. Dickerman and
W. II. Ward as a Committee of Audit, and upon examination
were reported to be correct. They may be summari/cd as fol-

lows:
RECEIPTS.

Balance on hand, May 12th, 1886,

Assessments (100) paid in for year 1886-87,

Assessments (26) for other years,
-

Two life-memberships, ....
Sale of the Journal, ....
Interest of bank-deposit,

-

Total receipts for the year, -

EXPENDITURES.

$963.14

Printing of Proceedings,

Job-printing,

Expenses of correspondence (postage, etc.),

$500.00

130.00

150.00

36.48

35.41

$240.41

W.78
22.50

851.89

$284.66

-20.87

$T,
S '

Total exjMMid it tins for the year,
Balance on hand, May llth, 1887,

The Bradley type-fund now amounts to $1,088.86.

The Librarian. Mr. Van Name, rep<>ried a* 1'nllnu*: Tl,

sionn t<> t In S<M i.t \ - collections dnnng the rear i^ v
i

s 7 cmi*M
.f thirt\-*i\ \.iluiiies, seventy -*i\ part* <!' volumes, and <>m-

hundred and mie j.ainphlel -. A*ide from the rcLTiilar BXOlUU
the iini*t impm-taiit emit ril.ut i>n has enme frmn the LTovernment
.t India, teji rolnmes, IOn f them ..I' unusual value. The num-
ber "I tin title* ! printed 1 U* i- n>\\ four thoii*and three

hundred and *i\t\ Dine, and of manuscripts, one hundred ami
*i \ty-t\\...
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For some time past, the crowded state of the Library of Yale
Colicky lias left but scanty accommodations for the Library of

the Society, and madr the proper arrangement of the books im-

possible. From this difficulty there is now prospect of a speedy
relief.

The Corresponding Secretary, Professor Lanman, of Cam-

bridge, announced for the Committee of Publication that the

printing of Professor Bloomfield's edition of the Kui^ikasfitra
was so far advanced as to render the early issue of the first half

of the thirteenth volume probable; and that ample material was
on hand with which to begin the fourteenth; leaving the second

j

.art of volume xiii. for the rest of Professor Bloomfield's work,
if this should appear desirable.

On behalf of the Board of Directors it was announced that the

next meeting would be held on Wednesday, October 26, 1887,
either at New Haven or at Baltimore, the President and Treas-

urer to serve as a Committee of Arrangements. The Committee
of Publication had been re-appointed, so that it consists of Messrs.

Salisbury, Toy, Van Name, W. H. Ward, and W. D. Whitney.
The Directors proposed and recommended to the Society for

election the following persons:
As Corresponding Member

Prof. J. H. Haynes, Central Turkey College, Aintab;

and as Corporate Members

Prof. John Binney, Berkeley Divinity School, Middletown, Conn.
;

Prof. Hermann Collitz, Bryn Mawr College, Penn.;

Prof. H. V. Hilprecht, University of Penn., Philadelphia;

Rabbi Emil G. Hirsch, Sinai Congregation, Chicago, 111.;

Mr. James R. Jewett, Harvard College, Cambridge, Mass.
;

Mr. Charles Knapp, Columbia College, New York City;

Prof. J. G. Lansing, Theological Seminary of the Reformed Church,
New Brunswick, N. J.

;

Prof. George F. Moore, Andover, Mass.

The gentlemen thus proposed were duly elected.

The Chairman named as a committee to nominate officers for

the ensuing year the Rev. Mr. Dickerman and Professors T. O.

Paine and Elwell. The Committee reported later on, proposing
the re-election of the old board, with the substitution of the name
of Professor Edward W. Hopkins for that of Professor Short,

recently deceased. The proposal of the Committee was ratified

by the meeting without dissent.*

* The names of the board as now constituted may be given for convenience :

President, Professor W. D. Whitney, of New Haven; Vice-Presidents, Rev. A. P.

Peabody, of Cambridge; Professor K. E. Salisbury, of New Haven; Rev. W. H.

Ward, of New York; Recording Secretary, Professor D. G. Lyon, of Cambridge ;

Corresponding Secretary, Professor C. R. Lanman, of Cambridge; Secretary of

the Classical Section, Professor W. W. Goodwin, of Cambridge ;
Treasurer and
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The Corresponding Secretary read the names of those who had
died during tin- year. They were as follow-:

Tin- Honorary Member-.

Prof. Adolf Friedrich Stenzler, of Breslau;

Mr. Alexander Wylie, of London;

and the Corporate Members,

Prof. E. W. Gurney, of Cambridge, Mass.;

Mr. Henry C. Kingsley, of New Haven, Conn. :

Prof. Charles Short, of New York.

^
i n/ler, the \e<tor of European Indologists, was born July 9,

1807. His greatest achievements were upon tin- fields of tin-

drama, of law, ami of lexicography. He is perhaps most com-

monly known by his widely circulated Elementarbuch ! / x///x-

/;-//-x///-'/.7/. . To his vast knowledge of Indian antiquity was

joined a character remarkable for modesty, amiability, and stern

devotion to duty. Like our lamented Dr. Williams,Mr. Wylie*
was a self-taught man, and devoted to a similar life-work, the

-pread of the Christian Scriptures in tin- Celestial Empire, where
In wa- ;i'j< 'tit for the British and Foreign Bible Society. He
wrote in Chinese important works, original or translated, on
Arithmetic, Geometry, the Calculus, Astronomy, .Mechanics, the

Steam Kngine, and on Manchu Tartar Grammar; a Dialogue on

Christianity, and the Gospels of St. Matthew and St. Mark in

.Manchu and Chinese. In English, he published articles on
Chinese religion, literature, and science, on the history of Prot-
e-t:mt mi ion* in China, translations from the "

Ethnography of

the Han," and "Notes on Chinese Literature," the last a most
valuable contribution to Chinese Bibliography, reviewing over

fcWO thousand treatises. The great fruit fulness of Professor (iur-

m-y'sf life was in fields of action that brought him little into the

notice of the bustling world. As Professor of History, a* Dean,
and a- rYllow of the Corporation of Harvard College, he ha-

done a work whose influence upon individual minds and charac-

ters and upon the general development of higher education in this

country ha- 1" -en ami will IOIILT continue to lie lieiietireiit and

pouerful. .Mr. Kimj--lcy. ,,l the da>- of 1SU4 in Yale College,
had been for twenty-four years the Tiva-mvr of that institution.

inn, klr. Addison Van Name, of Now Haven .--Directors, Professor John

. of Brunswick, Maine; Professor Joseph Henry Thayer, of Cuinbridtfe,

Mass.; Mr. Alexander I. Cotheal and Pr<>! II. Hall, of NY\v York,

!! \\ Hopkins, of Hryn Mawr, Penn.; and President Dan i.l C.

(Jiliimn and Professor Maurice Bloomfleld, of Hah
* A memoir of his life and labors by M. Henri Cordier will appear in the .inly

number of the Journal of the Royal Asiati<

f A brief sketch of hi* life and services was presented to the American Academy
of Arts and Sciences by Professor Dunbar, May 11, IS-T, anl may be found in

the Proceedings of that body for that date.
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and brought to tin- iv-.|M>nsille duties of that oilier an untiring
self-sarritii-e ami distinguifihed >agat*ity. Mr. Short graduated at

Harvard in 1840, and had Keen for many years Professor of Latin

in Columbia College, New York. Aside from hi*f work as a

teacher, the latter years of his life were devoted to the critical

study of the New Testament, and he served as a member of the

American Committee on the revision of the translation thereof.

The Corresponding Secretary laid before the Society some of

the miscellaneous correspondence of the half-year. Shankar

Pandurang Pandit, of Bombay, sends the Society a MS. of

Darila's Comment on the Kiiuyika Sutra for the use of Professor

Bloornfield. Darab Dastur Peshotan Sanjana writes from the

same city expressing his interest in the work of the Society and
his cordial recognition of the contributions, now making and in

prospect, towards the elucidation of the ancient monuments of

hU religion. Mr. James Richard Jewett, who has been teaching
in Arabic in a little native school at Zahleh, Mt. Lebanon, writes

that he has a large collection of proverbs and other texts in the

common Arabic dialect of Syria, with translation, notes, and

vocabulary all well advanced towards readiness for publication.

After the miscellaneous business, the Society proceeded, at

11.15 A. M., to the hearing of communications, which were con-

tinued until 5 P. M., with a recess between 1 and 2 p. M.

1. The rising sun on Babylonian seals
; by Rev. Dr. W.

Hayes Ward, of New York City.

The family of seals discussed embraces those ou which George Smith,
in his "Chaldean Genesis," saw the building of a "tower." Of these

there are nine which have been copied in various publications, besides a

tenth in my own possession. Of all these, copies were shown. Menant
and others have seen that it is not a tower that is represented, but a

gate, or door, which the porter is opening or shutting. The projections

on the top and bottom on one side, on which the door turns in its

sockets, are clearly seen in some cases. The fact that the door is often

narrower in the middle simply indicates that the seal is not a pure

cylinder, but is smaller in the middle. These cylinders have one or

more gates, with bands across them, like the bands on the gates of Ba-

lawat, and the porter has his two hands on the gate. On the other side

of the gate from the porter, and so outside of it, is a very striking figure

of a god. He has the horned headdress of a god, or has wavy rays pro-

ceeding from his shoulders. On one side of him, or on both sides, is a

prominence half his height, on the top of which he lifts one foot; or he

puts one hand on the top of each of the two as if lifting himself by that

means. In his hand he holds a notched weapon. I am surprised that

what is the simple explanation has not immediately occurred to me and

to others. The gates are, I think, the gates of the dawn. The two

gates are for symmetry, as is the fact so often in the case of other

devices on the older seals, as of Gisdubar fighting a lion. I prefer this

explanation to any which might make one gate that of the morning and

the other of the evening. The gate of the dawn is being opened by the
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porter for the exit of the sun-god, who appears as a mighty man, ready
to run a race, anfl climbing over the hills of the east. That this i- a

tin. explanation is confirmed by several hymns to the sun-god, which
w-re read from the translations of Mr. Pinches and M. Lenormant. in

which the >un is apostrophized as entering at night into the gate- ..i

night and coming out of the gates in the morning. If this explanation
is correct it also explains another much more abundant class of Baby-
lonian seals, generally in hematite. On these a god stands with one
foot slightly elevated, resting on a low prominence or st< * A . which some-
times takes the shape of an animal. In his hand he carries the same
notched weapon, but he has no rays from his shoulders. I regard this

as the same sun-god Shamash, in a more conventional form. These

cylinders may date from 1500 B. C. to 700 B. C., while those with gates
are older having the archaic larger size and concave outline. The
notched weapon I imagine to be a wooden sword or club, armed with
tlak. > of tlint. like the Mexican Maquahuitl. Associated with the sun-

god on these hematite cylinders is almost always a flounced beardless

figure with horned headdress and hands raised in an attitude of respect,
which I take to be a deity and not a worshiper, and probably the god-
dess Aa, wife of Shamash. On these cylinders very frequently the only
inscription is

*' Shamash and Aa," which, I take it, is one of the few cases
in which the inscription identifies the deities represented. Besides these

two figures often occurs a third divine figure (or, at least, wearing a
horned headdress) leading in a man without a distinguishing headdress.

Probably we have here a soul presented to Shamash who is called in the

hymns "Judge of men." The hills up which the god climbs in the

cylinders with gates would seem to indicate that the design had its

origin in a hilly country like Elam. The hills of Elam were not visible

t he cities of Southern Babylonia, but it is to be considered whether
these hills can possibly be those which formed the chief feature of
< lialdean scenery, the high-mounded banks of the great canals.

_'. On the S\ riac text of the book of The Kxtivmity of the
oman-: lv IVof. Isa

Art, rk City.

Roman-: l.v I'rof. Uaac II. Hall, of the Metropolitan .MiWmn of
York

Tiii- JMJM-I- ili-.cn . <| one of the manuscripts recently acquired by the
Union Theological Seminary, New York City, through the Rev. James
E. Rogers, a missionary at Oroomiah. The manuscript is a small book,

6x4$xl$ inches in dimension, probably written in the last century.
'I'll- " riting is Nestorian. ami somewhat careless. The contents are (1)

Hi. Reffl tattoo of the Apostle Paul, substantially the same with that in

a manuscript belonging to the American Oriental Society, of \\ I

! .it inn l.y the Rev. Justin Perkins was published in volume viii. of

the.Journal; (2> "The Extremity of the Roman>." a OOmpCMttfaMl ipptftl

ing to have been in part suggested by the Revelation of Paul, and nar-
th.- n i.i 1 1 ei -,;, I M, ut a letter that fell down from heaven in the year

\. l. 77. in the days of the patriarch AtlianAflhM; () a Hymn of

Holy Mysteries." The last two compositions rtn
given in the original text and translation, with a few notes and a little
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preface, and will appear in the Journal. The Revelation of Paul, it was
remarked, ought to be published in the original text; after the manu-
x-ripts are collated.

3. On the transliteration of Sanskrit jiropci- names into Tamil;
by Rev. John S. Chandler, of the Madura Mission.

The Tamil is a Dravidian language with its own independent struc-

ture and laws; but with a phonetic system widely differing from that

of its Aryan neighbors. In religion, mythology, and legendary history,
on the other hand, the Tamils are dependent, and have borrowed largely
from the Aryans; so that the names of their gods and heroes, which are

also the most common names of the people, are to a large extent Sans-

krit names, which have suffered such transformations as the incom-

mensurability of the two phonetic systems involved.

We have therefore to note the Sanskrit sounds which do not occur in

Tamil, and for which in Tamil substitutes have to be provided.
Tamil has no lingual nor dental vowels; no sibilants; no aspirates; no

sonants as distinguished from surds; no palatal mutes except the nasal;

no visarga; and no anusvdra. Concurrent consonants must be assimi-

lated or have a vowel inserted between them. No sonant can begin,
and no mute of any kind can end a Tamil word. Nor can a surd stand

in the middle of a word without being doubled. But as ' ' surds " and
"sonants" are convertible, and as the same Tamil character stands for

both, these changes are easily made.
1. Lingual vowels. Sanskrit r becomes in Tamil the syllable ru.

Thus the prior element re or rk in the name of the first Veda shows the

following changes : r becomes ru. As initial, the sonant r requires a

prothetic vowel, here i. Since a final mute is inadmissible, an u is post-
fixed. The guttural mute is now medial and must be doubled to retain

its surd quality. Hence the result, Irukku.

2. Sibilants. The lingual, s, is generally changed to the cognate
mute, t; while the dental, s, is changed to the palatal sibilant, or is

dropped.
Thus Visnu changes the sibilant to the mute, and, to avoid the con-

currence of mute and nasal, inserts u, which, reacting on the mute,
causes it to be doubled. Result, Viftunu. The Tamil forms of Krsna
and Tvasta show changes essentially similar; they are Kiruftinan and

Tuvatfd, the epenthetic vowel of the first syllable (palatal i, labial u),

according in each case with the following consonant. In Yudhisthira

we note a double loss of aspiration, and the entire loss of the initial

sonant. Result, Udiftiran.
The change of the dental s to the palatal $ is common : e. g., Sdman

becomes (Jamam; Vicvedeva, Vi^uvadevar; Sarasvati, (Jaraguvadi; Su-

darcana, Qudariganam. Alternative treatment is possible with an
initial group : thus Skanda becomes either Qikkandan ; or simply Kan-
dan.

3. Aspirates. Aspirates are generally dropped. Aspirated mutes
lose their aspiration and become surd or sonant according as they are

initial or medial. Thus Bhlma becomes Piman or Vlman; Dharma,
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Taruman; Arundhati, Arundadi; Bhdrata, Paradan; Vidarbha, Vi-

darppan; Bhagavan, Pagavan, et

All Tamil sonants are weaker than those of the Sanskrit; but the gut-

tural sonant is notably so, and is more like an aspirate made with the

guttural organs. It is thus a fitting substitute for the Sanskrit aspirate,

when the latter is not dropped. Thus for Altaiyn we find Ag<tli//< i: for

\iinirnitatia, Naravdganam; for Rdhu, Iragu; but for Bn'ihimiini. Pir-

dmaiiam.

4. Palatals. The non-nasal palatal mutes of Sanskrit, c. ch, j, jh, are

represented by the palatal sibilant r: or else by the same doubled and so

changed to a palatal surd mute. Thus Caii^ila becomes (Jai)4a\an;

Candra, Qandiran; Picdca, Ptcacaw; Yajnr. Krur; Jdtavedas, Qdda-
vedd.

5. Visarga and anusvdra. As the visarga generally belongs to the

ending, and the Tamil follows its own rules as to finals, this sound

hardly appears. The anusvdra is represented by m .

6. Concurrent tonsonants. Of concurrent consonants (aside from
doubled surds, and from the nasals under certain conditions), we find

either (a) that one is dropped, as at the beginning of a word; or (5) that

the two are assimilated; or (c) that they are separated by a vowel.

Thus (a) Ksatrii/n. with loss of the first of the initial group, becomes

riyan. (b) Yaksa becomes lyakkan. (c) Arjmia becomes Aruccu-

nan. Other examples are : Droiia, Turonar ; Agni, Akkini ; Atri,

Attiri; Arya, Ariyan; Indra, Indiran, ete.

7. Surds and Sonants. Tamil consonants, being naturally surd, re^

tain that quality at the l>eginning of words, and as medial when
doubled. When medial and single, they must be sonant. In the name
Buddha, therefore, after deaspiration, the consonants lose their sonant

character, and the Tamil form is Puttan. On the other hand, Nakni
becomes Nagulan. Gautama shows two reversals, becoming Kauda-

It should be added, finally, that the Tamil sometimes uses certain

Orantham characters, and is thus enabled to write some foreign names
in their correct Sanskrit form.

t. On Naville's Book of the Dead; by Rev. W. C. Winslow,
of i;..xton. .Mass.

Egyptology rejoices over the recent issue of the " Book of the Dead,"
which the Congress of Orientalists, held in London in 1*71.

sioned M. Naville to prepare. It is a monument of anluns
the most (nth ,1 1 hiero^lyphiral >cliolarshj|). All orientalists sympathize
with Egyptologists in th.'ir special rejoicing; and it i> lilting that >l

our learned bodies MI Am> ri< i iin- Society in partn nlar shotdd take

note, even if but very briefly, of M. Naville's labors and their result-

The lalnir involved an '\li.m-tive study < I th.- papxri in lh- Mnti-h

Museum (26 in numlN -r). of Paris (17), of Leyden (5), of Berlin (5), and ..i

Dublin, Hanover, Marseilles, K'im Florence, Naples. Turin, and thei

places it, Knrope. as well as of the lioiilak papvri and the in-rript ion- at

Thebes.
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The results are 21 entirely new chapters collected and collated,

Lepsius having, in 1842, published from a faulty text 165 chapters,
\\ hicli Birch, in 1857, translated in his Bunsen's "

Egypt's Place in Uni-

versal History," but which, made from a corrupt text, is, in parts, far

from intelligible to the un-Egyptological reader. The published results

a iv : one folio of 212 leaves, containing 186 chapters with their variant

vignettes, which number perhaps 800 in all ; one folio of 448 leaves, in

which the thousands of variant readings, as collected by Naville, are

tabulated in 182 chapters : one quarto of 204 pages, introductory, ex-

plicative, and commentatorial on each of the 186 chapters. These

volumes are beautiful specimens of hieroglyphic art and text. The
advanced student has now before him for use a clear, full, reliable col-

lection of these sacred writings of Ancient Egypt. It now remains to

make a careful translation of these 186 chapters, for both student and

popular reader.

5. On the relationship of the Kachari and Garo Languages of

Ass:un; by Prof. John Avery, of Brunswick, Maine.

Within the circle of the Tibeto-Burman group of languages, there are

certain closely-affiliated tongues which have been called the Kachari or

Bocjo sub-group. The limits of this subordinate division have not been

exactly defined; but its two principal members are the Kachari and
Garo. Of less consequence are the Mech, Dhimal, Pani-Koch, Rabha,

Hajong, and Lalung; to which should probably be added the Deori-

Chutia and Hill-Tippera, and possibly the Mikir.

The design of the paper, of which the following is a brief outline, was
to show mainly from the side of grammatical structure the grounds
on which Kachari and Garo are believed to be sister languages.
Kachari varies much, according to the district in which it is spoken;

but may be divided into two principal dialects, one heard on the plains

(P.K.) and the other in the hilly district of North Kachar (H.K.). The

latter, as being less exposed to Assamese influence, shows, in many
respects, closer accord with the Garo than does the former.

The chief points of comparison between Kachari and Garo are as

follows :

I. Sounds. The two alphabets agree in most points, among which is

the absence of aspirated sonants, except as these have been rarely intro-

duced with Aryan words; but P.K. also lacks the palatals c, ch, and j,

for which, under Assamese influence, it substitutes s, z, or zh. For the

same reason P.K. has the semivowel w. Neither of these peculiarities

is exhibited in H.K. or G.

II. Nouns. Gender, in both K. and G., is indicated, with rare excep-

tions, of animate objects only: and this is effected, (1) by special words,

as Eng.
"
son,"

"
daughter"; (2) by determinative words, as Eng.

" man-

servant," ''maid-servant"; (3) by grammatical suffixes adopted from

the Sanskritic languages. This last is found in the speech of the plains:

e.g. omd bundd, 'boar'; omd bundi, 'sow'. The gender-determina-
tives vary to some extent with the class of objects denoted, and this

differentiation is more complete in K. than in G. The words them-

selves are not the same in the two languages. Number is expressed
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only as singular and plural. The ordinary suffixes of the latter are:

ni'lny, in Garo: /?/. fur. or fnl, in P. Kachari; rao, ni*hi. in II.

Kachari. Case-relation- are expressed by suffixes; which are, to a

great degree, substantially the same in the three idioms, as will be seen

from the following example :

GARO. I'.KA- IIMM. H. KACHARI.

Sing. Sing. Sing.

Nom. miinde slmfmnt/
ACC. ntilmlrkho nninx'iikho

IIIM. null mati"i-.ii,,'j

Dat. mandena iininsufnfi

Abl. mandeoni, or -onikho mansuinifrai
<;.-n. nulnili-ni iniiuxHini

t or-ha

Loc. mdndeo, or -ond, -ct, -etna mansniau, or -niau shubunghd
Pin. Plu. Plu.

Ace. manderfi > igkh i > mansuifurklio

etc., etc. etc., etc. etc., etc.

A nominative suffix a is sometimes used, in both languages, for em-
phasis.

III. Adjectives. Comparison is made in precisely the same manner in
K. and G., except that the particles used are different. Adjectives are
declined or not, according as they follow or precede their nouns.

IV. .\ininniln. Up to "ten," these present little difference, P.K.

apparently showing the greatest corruption of forms, as will appear
from the following :

GARO. II. KAniARf. P. KACIIMU.

1. fthd she(si) se

(jni :/"" ne
3. i/if/n'iiii (jn tin i in tfictm

4. bri hiri

lutiuji't lni,i<l<~i Ixl

6. dak da
*ni frinl sni

8. cet ./
i i

9. /.-//" Mil lit/ tl X/,7/0

I't. ri.-khnng) /'/ zu

V / As was to be expected, we find here much agreement
in the three forms of speech. \\\\\^\

PERSONAL.

GARO. II. KAOHARI. r K M*...

1st Sing. dngd .)//./

Pin $dctni(inclu.)
/ dngd (exclu.)

* '

2d Sing. nod ;/>/(/-

Plu.

iK
r
. ttf* '>"' I 'i

Plu. ////> ///.!//
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DEMONSTRATIVE.

'this' i>7 eb be
' that

'

M//(I 6w*i boi or 6t

INTERROGATIVE.

'who' shd or shilou shdr sur(sar)
1 which '

7m7// ? md

A relative pronoun, rarely used, is borrowed from Aryan speech ; and

appears asje in G., and zi or zai in K.

VI. Verbs. This part of speech is simple and regular in structure in

both languages. The suffixes of inflection, which agree in part only in

K. and G., are attached directly to the simple or compounded root, with

the occasional insertion, in K., of a euphonic vowel. The following
are some of the most common suffixes. It will be noted that distinc-

tions of person are confined to the imperative mode.

GABO. H. KACHARI. P. KAOHART.

Ind. Present a re (i)u

Progress. Pres. engd du dang
Past (Impf.) aha or jak bd bai

Remote Past dm or dcim khd dangman
Future gen ndng gan

Imv. 2d Person bo

3d " cind ba-pu tJiang

Cond. Present ode (ptc.) jadi'it' bdorbld
Past (contrary to fact) gencim kdde "

Pples. Present od hi ni

Pres. Cond'l ode

Past e hi-dddd noi, nai

Inf. nd md nti

Garo has never developed a passive voice; but P.K. occasionally uses

one, formed of the past participle and verb " to be," after the analogy
of Hindu speech. Both languages have a "

negative voice," which is

formed by a syllable ja or khujd in Garo and d in Kachari, inserted

between root and tense-sign; but in the imperative both take a prefix

dd, instead, which finds an analogy in the so-used ta or te of Ao Naga.
The negative conjugation differs in a few other respects from the posi-

tive one. Both tongues freely compound the verb with other verbs,

with nouns, adjectives, adverbs, and a variety of particles a charac-

teristic which puts them outside the monosyllabic class.

VII. Syntax. The structure of the sentence is simple, and is sub-

stantially the same in G. and K. The verb stands last, and the subject
less invariably first. The position of intermediate words, relatively

to the verb, is determined by considerations of emphasis or euphony.
Nouns or pronouns precede the words which they limit. Adjectives
have no fixed position relatively to their nouns. Postpositions, which
are often the locative case of nouns, take the place of prepositions.

Relative clauses precede antecedent clauses ; but, instead of these,

participial and postpositional constructions are vastly more common.
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Our conclusion from these data but partly indicated here is that

Kachari and Garo are closely related tongues; but they also present

points f contrast, which can only be explained when we are better

acquainted with the speech of neighboring tribes.

6. Notice of Dolit/>-li'. .\**>/riscJies I!V;,y, //,//, //, Erste Liefer-

by Prof. David G. Lyon, of Cambridge, Mass.

For the work of popularizing Assyrian study among Semitic students

in general, and as an aid to the beginners in the language in particular,

no book is now so necessary as a dictionary. The one by Edwin Norris,

most valuable at the time when it was made, was never completed, is

now out of print, and is below the requirements of to-day. In this state

of affairs, the student must rely on the small but valuable glossaries of

various Assyriological publications. Such glossaries suffice for the

reading of many historical inscriptions, but they are frequently of small

service for other classes of writing and their use is attended by much in-

convenience. What is wanted is a good hand-lexicon of a thousand

pages or so, giving the ascertained lexical facts, and devoting small

space to what is only conjectural. Of course, the thesaurus and the

concordance are also needed, as timely aids for the specialist; but before

they are made, we should have a less pretentious work, a hand-lexicon.

For the preparation of such a work no one is so well qualified as the

professor of Assyriology at Leipzig. It has been known for many years
that Prof. Delitzsch was engaged on an Assyrian dictionary, and at vari-

"ii- times we have hoped that its appearance might be a matter of the

i in mediate future. At last we have the first fascicle of 168 pages from
tin well-known house of J. C. Hinrichs in Leipzig. Author and pub-
lisher announce that the whole work will comprise about ten such parts,

which shall appear at suitable intervals. Each fascicle is to cost about

80 marks, so that the whole, if it does not exceed the estimated size,

1600 pages, will cost 800 marks, or $75. It is a matter of regret that such

a price places the Assyrian dictionary beyond the reach of many who
in -lit to own a copy. But it is to be feared that the work will be much

larger than author and publisher suppose. From a calculation made by
1 1 1

1

..- 1 n 1 1 .1; various glossaries with the contents of fascicle I. , i t w . > 1 1 M
seem that the whole work, carried out on the same proportions as this

fascicle, will contain -' mi* -thing like 5000 instead of 1600 pages, and cost

about 900 marks or say $225. Only libraries and a few of the more
fortunate specialists could afford to buy such a work.

Delitzsch's dictionary is intended to cover the whole published Assy-
I <aby Ionia 1 1 lit* > itnn . and a considerable part of that which is not

yetpulili-h.-il. lli-il.--i^n Mo lay a "broad, sure foundation " on which

-er powers may build, an 1 to prepare a work which shall be ser-

viceable to all Semitists for comparative i>ui|><>
< lh- author's guid-

i IP iple is to explain the Assyrian vocabulary from Assyrian sources,
in. I ..nly in the most important cases to refer to related wor.is m the

sister dialects. The diction ai \ in to be foll.>\\ lexea, and by
notes, the latter intended <hi< th to give the names of the scholars who
first succeeded in making out the various stems and words. Such notes
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might be of service, but it would be almost impossible to reach exact-

ness, and they are likely to be the source of much contention. A dic-

tionary of proper names will form the closing part of the work.
The mechanical execution of fascicle I. is beautiful. The nature of

the work makes lithography a necessity, though type is always moiv
agreeable to the eye. The successive stems are numbered, and are ex-

pressed in Hebrew letters. The Hebrew is omitted in case of those words
of whose stems the author is in great doubt. The stems, and also the

Assyrian words to be defined project to the left of the line. Assyrian
words are underscored, those which are defined are also written larger,
while the notes are written smaller than the -body of the article. The

paragraphing is in general good, but at times somewhat scant. The
word abfibu, for instance, contains nearly two pages without a break to

rest the eye, and there are not a few cases of a whole page without a

paragraph. This criticism naturally touches only the long articles. The
Hebrew letters at the top of the page are a,great convenience.

Of small scribal errors and oversights I have noted the absence of the

dot under k in itek 338
,
of the period after " Trauer "

34 15
,
of the hyphen

between the syllables zak-ri 384
, and of the underlining of the Assyrian

words ndsir, etc., 37 14
,
and sa ana rigim 1538

. The figure 3 must be in-

serted after " Nr." 45 12
. In one case the author corrects in a note what

he had written in the body of an article 75 12
, whereas a reading in 4 19

is

corrected in a note 15314
.

On the other hand, Delitzsch points out a number of mistakes which
are due to the original scribe, as on pages 121, 122, 139, 146. Even As-

syrian scribes were fallible. I have seen as many as half a dozen eras-

ures on a single small tablet.

Delitzsch seems to be at a loss how he shall name the hero of the great
" Izdubar Epic." No satisfactory proof has been offered that this hero

was the same person as Nimrod, much less that the two bore the same
name. It seems strange therefore to see the hero called Namrtidu on

pages 25, 63, 91, 97, Namr&du with interrogation mark on pages 37, 91,

96, 101, Nimrod on pages 52, 91, and Nimrod with interrogation mark on

page 84. This inconsistency is, of course, inadvertent, but worse than

the inadvertence is the adoption without sufficient proof of the long

proposed identification. True, the hero was perhaps not called Izdubar

but we have for that reading at least the natural values of the signs.

It is very tantalizing to be constantly referred to future fascicles of

the dictionary, as on pages 91, 118, 181, 136, 140, 154, etc. In some cases

it would have been better to give the explanation than to promise it,

reference to something published being more satisfactory than reference

to a work in preparation, if not so easy.

The arrangement of the stems is alphabetical, the derivatives coming
under their respective stems. It is to be hoped that Prof. Delitzsch

will re-enter some of these derivatives under their first letter with ref-

erence to the places where they are defined. There are some words .

which might easily be derived from several stems, and the re-entry
should in such cases by all means be made. Fascicle I. contains 95 num-

bers, and discusses 188 words. The last stem is TIX. The K, however,
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represents live letters, corresponding t> Hebrew x. n. weak p. :tn<l tin-

It thus appears that if fascicle I. had been devoted exclusively to

tin- let t.-r corresponding t<> Hel.rew x. most of the words l>e^innin^ with

that letter mi;rht have been disposed of.

The work contains much matter besides what is strictly lexicograph-
ical. Of greatest interest and value are the comments on the various

doubtful strm-*. discussions of ideograms, suggestions for completing
words in mutilated passages of text-editions, and the publication in full

< >i i n i>art of important tablets or fragments of tablets. To the Assyrian
.tiid-m these will be very welcome. To the beginner or even to the

general Semitic scholar they can not be of much practical service for

the reason that he is not prepared to understand them. Omitting those

cases where not more than half a dozen lines are given, fascicle I. con-

tains as much as thirteen pages of texts, for the most part in translit-

erated form. Several tablets are given entire, as on pages 114-115, 141-

143, 164-165, all being reports addressed to the king. Of greatest general
interest is the large fragment of the fourth tablet of the creation series,

p. 100. As has long been known, the Babylonian version of the croat ion

>f the heavenly bodies and of the animals was preceded by an account
<>f the genesis of the gods, and a further account of the war waged be-

t ween one of their number, Marduk, and the great dragon Tianiat. It

is to this struggle, resulting disastrously to Tianiat, and her allies, that

the new fragment given by Delitzsch is devoted.

With all one's delight at having such texts edited, one cannot approve
< >f t lie plan of scattering them through the already burdened pages of a

large dictionary. If the author does not choose to issue the texts in a sepa-
rate publication, nor to offer them to some one or more of the existing

j- inrnals, like Zeitsctirift fur Assyriologie, he might well place them wit h

imlejiendent paging at the end of the several fascicles, so that when the
work is complete, the texts might be bound into a separate volume.

There are also other materials in this work, which are most interest-

ing and valuable, but which are not properly a part of the dictionary.
In Mich a class I should place the long note, pages 64-66, on the word

ru as one of the tit !> <>l tln-^-.d Munlnlc. and the note of a page
(50-51 ii.l.-ts from the foundation of Sargon's palace. There are

many "'.her notes of a quarter or a half page in length, whose Conner
tion with the dictionary is not very close. Thi> criticism does not touch
tin notes, but their length as apart of the lexicon. Still, one greatly

rs to have them as they are rather than not to have them at all.

A <;o..d ili-al "f space mi-lit lie >a\ed if the author would make n-c ,,)

some symbol to express his doubt in cases where he does not know to

what stem he should assign n wo i.i. n, -would thus escape the need of

tin oft-repeated statement that he places a word under a K' N( -n -iem
with the greatest reserve, and only because the u . r Of the book would
be likely to seek the word under that Stem. With the c.,n..ideral.le num.
her of Assyrian words of unkn..\\ it

Is,
ot ooune, not p,,^ii,i,

to make a : :ii"l.^i< ,il u i.m-emcnt of si

averysimi'l- indicate those words of unknown
One mi^ht find fault with fa^-ide I. in the Miperfluity of elementary
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matters, and of passages cited. Under the word d&fi, 'father,' for in-

stance, one is glad to see the various forms a-hu. a-lni. a-lm-tun. a-ba-

(a)-ani, n-bi. u-bi-ia, a-lnt-kn, a-lni-xtt, a-lnt-xii, a-hi-Sit : but the ivtVr-

ences to some of these forms are needlessly numerous. Furthermore,
it is only the In-ginni'i- who needs to be told that a-bi-ia means ' of my
father,' a-ba-ka,

'

thy father,' a-bu-Sit,
4 his father,' etc. But most be-

ginners will not be able to purchase such a costly book. Even they
mi-lit better acquire such elementary matters in an Assyrian grammar.
For their sakes, therefore, it would be well if the following fascicles

were made on a scale very much reduced. The time is not ripe for a

thesaurus, and the preparation of one is an undertaking too vast for any
individual scholar. But for a convenient lexicon there is a pressing
need.

Perhaps the most remarkable feature in the dictionary is the attitude

of the author toward the famous Sumero-Akkadian controversy. It has

long been the opinion of most Assyriologists that a great civilization

preceded that of the Semites in Mesopotamia, and was a powerful fac-

tor in the development of the Babylonian-Assyrian culture. To this

civilization was ascribed the invention of cuneiform writing, much of

the Semitic mythology and religious literature, as well as numerous
words current in the Assyrian language. Indeed, where a word existed

in Assyrian and in what was supposed to be the literary remains of this

older civilization, some scholars went to the length of always claiming
that the borrowing had been made by the Semites. More moderate

students asked why the borrowing might not at times at least have been

in the opposite direction. The representatives of this pre-Semitic civili-

zation were supposed to be the inhabitants of the districts of Suiner and
Akkad. Whether the civilization and the people should be called Akkad-
ian or Sumerian, was for a long time a bone of contention. Finally the

discovery seemed to be made that both names were right, and repre-

sented two branches of the same people, and two dialects of the same

language.

Against all of this real or supposed discovery one distinguished scholar

has for many years raised his voice in dissent. This was Prof. Josef

Halevy of Paris. In opposition to the ''Akkadists," he has long main-

tained that the civilization of Mesopotamia is distinctively Semitic,

and that what was held to be non-Semitic literary remains is only a

hieratic way of writing Assyrian. After lighting single-handed for a

long time, he won to his view the brilliant and lamented Stanislas

Guyard. It would now seem that Prof. Delitzsch has espoused the same

cause. It is not long indeed since he announced courses of instruction

in the Sumero-Akkadian language. But it has been evident from his

published utterances during the past two years that he was rapidly ap-

proaching the position of Halevy. In the 3d edition of his Assyrische

Lesestucke, 1885, he rarely uses the terms Sumerian and Akkadian, pre-

ferring to say
" non-Semitic." In Zimmern's Babylonische Busspsalmen,

1885, Delitzsch stated that his use of the expression ''non-Semitic" had

not been a mere matter of convenience, p. 113. In the same connection

he expresses his approval of Zimmern's position that the Babylonian
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penitential psalms, and many other of the " so-called bilingual taste"

are not Akkadian, but <>f genuine Semitic origin, and adds: "
I seize this

opportunity for my part to recognize openly the high services of Halevy

relating to the Sumero-Akkadian question, above all to the question as

to the existence of original Sum. TO- Akkadian texts. It seems to me
necessary t> test anew, unbiased, in all details, this fundamentally im-

portant 'tradition* which lias been delivered to us younger Assyriolo-

gists." In the foot-notes of his Prolegomena einest nenen Hebrai^-h-

Aramaisclien Worterbuchs zuin .!//<// 7Vx/f////c///. 1Hxr. there is much

skirmishing with Halevy, but the disputed ground is etymology rather

than Su mero-Akkatlii m,
In reviewing this work in the Revue des fitudes Juives, Jan.-Mar.,

1887, Halevy writ. >.
j> 160, that he learns through a letter from De-

litzsch tliat the Assyrian dictionary of the latter is to be pervaded by a

"strongly ant i-Sumerian spirit." Fascicle I. is a commentary on the let-

ter, and shows how near Delitzsch comes to an agreement with the chief

anti-Akkadist." The change is seen in his treatment of syllabic val-

ues, and of words which have been regarded as of non-Semitic origin.

When he uses the terms "Sumerian" or "Akkadian" at all, he fre-

quently encloses them in quotation marks, as on pages 23, 32, 41, 88,

111. i:{8. 139. 140. i.-)0, I.'M, 166. In cases where the quotation marks are

wanting, the author uses the word "
so-called," as p. 115, or adopts the

terms as employed by others, as on pages 80, 89, 116, 118, 120. Among
the words in fascicle I. which have been held to be of Sumero-Akkadian

origin are No. 14, a-ba, a certain official title; No. 23, abkallu, 'great
d. -cider;' No. 38, abaru, 'leaoV No. 51, agubbu, 'pure water;' No. 55,

OflrA, 'crown;' No. 71, ugaru, 'field;' No. 7">. mjttrinnu, 'mother;* No.

77, adaffiiru, 'censer;' No. 79, du, 'flood.' On a-ba he remarks that

the title is certainly good Semitic; on abkallu. that the derivation lnm
a "Sumerian "

ab-gal is extremely uncertain; on agubbu, that it is held

to be a borrowed word from the Sumerian a-gnb-ba ; on agu, that if one
feels compelled to consider it a foreign word, the form a-g may best be

considered as the "Sumerian original, but that against the assumption
of borrowing, the weightiest objections exist; on agarinnu, for which
he offers no etymology, that there is no reason to despair of finding one
from Semitic sources; on adaguru, a similar remark; on tdft, that it*

Semitic character is obvious when one compares the word with kindred

forms. Unless I have overlook* ! tin- passage, there is not a single case

in which he allows that a word i^ indisputably <>l Sunn />-. \kl:<i< Inn, ,n-i-

gin. In the notea also occur \ 1 1 1 >n -S,-iuiti< origin is

d.-Mi.-d or disputed, as p. 139, &dru, 'excess, 3600, odpntf P i" 1

'name;* p. 166, fditin. plain.'

Th.- oon-8emitk orighi of 'rtam ideograms is also declared to be

most doubttul. as those representing turlmyu, 'womb.' p \\^; ./<//////

'oensei.' p . biili.' p. 1 ">'. Syllabic values are als'

as Semitic, which have been held to be certainly not so. Such are HUH.

p. 116; art, p i M<- :/.//. p . 1 1-1. If these values be Semiti. in

i. they may imt I mploycd in reading non-Semitic text : h

1 1 makes this remark as to the syllable /.//
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As illustrating his position on the subject of a Snmero-Akka<li<tn lan-

guage, two passages may be quoted from the notes: " But if my expla-
nation of the two lines above is correct, there falls anew a ulariii^ light

on the supposed bilingualism of the respective texts," p. 68: " Tin -iv\\ it h

falls indeed a supposed most genuine
' Sumerian '

word, which is abso-

lutely indispensable for the reading of ' Sumerian '

texts. Nevertheless

one must hold himself ready, with ever more thorough penetration of

the Assyrian literature, and ever deeper knowledge of etymology and
of primary signification, to see yet many more such props of the Su-

merian' invention of writing, and of the 'Sumerian' language bn-aU

down," p. 139.

A monograph from Prof. Delitzsch on this subject is greatly to be de-

sired. Indeed the matter is so important that we could even wish he

might turn aside for a while from the work on the lexicon in order to

prepare such a monograph.
Of the new and interesting remarks and translations the number is

too large even to give a list of them, but a few may be mentioned. The

passage in the account of the deluge which has been translated as refer-

ring to the future, is here referred to the past:
' Instead of thy having

brought a deluge lions, jackals, famine, or pestilence should have af-

flicted men,' p. 9. The excursus on pages 64-66 discusses the word Nibiru

as a title of the god Marduk, and establishes the order of the first five

tablets of the creation series. According to the exposition presented,

the first tablet, beginning &-nu-ma e-lis, is the one of which a fragment
has long been known recounting the genesis of the gods; the second

tablet closes with the offer of Marduk to chastise Tiamat, after Ann and

Ea have been in vain besought to do this; the third tablet records ho\v

the god Sdr, by reference to Tiamat 1

8 terrible companions in arms, in-

duced the other gods to accept Marduk's offer; the fourth tablet recounts

the battle and the victory of Marduk ; the fifth, the preparation of the

abode of the gods, and the ordering of the year and the months.

A passage from the deluge tablet receives a new interpretation on p.

120. The adagur vessels, used in the sacrifice after the deluge, Delitzsch

takes to be censers, and they have poured into them (not put under

them, as according to former translations) calamus, and other aromatic

substances. The expression
" seven and seven adagur vessels" he under-

stands as meaning that seven censers were filled with calamus, seven

with cedar, etc. He compares the direction in Ex. 30:34 as to the prep-

aration of incense.

The Hebrew word "JX receives on p. 125 a new meaning and ety-

mology. According to Delitzsch the word is inseparable from the

Assyrian dfl,
'

flood, mass of water.' The meaning
' mist' for "J{< he

denies altogether. The
*"]J7

of Ps. 32:9 Delitzsch also recognizes in the

Assyrian adfi,
'

harness, bridle,' p. 144.

Among the many wrong translations corrected in fascicle I. are &M,
'

one,' p. 123, and sibirru,
'

grain,' p. 68. The first word is shown

always to mean 'flood' and the second 'staff.' On the other hand

Delitzsch's reading masnakti instead of masnaJdi, pages 35, 161, is
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proved by a Nebuchadnezzar fragment in the collection of the Wolfe

Expedition to be incorrect. This fragment divides the syllable mas into

ma-ax. While the first radical is thus assured as , the third may be

</. A. <>r k. The word masnak(g, k)tu can have no connection with

sanfil." t" pres-.'

The late arrival of fascicle I. has not allowed time for any accurate

examination of the strictly lexicographical features of Prof. Delitzsch's

great work. This part of the notice I reserve for the futui. .

If the dictionary were finished, it would be a boon of priceless value

to every student who could own a copy. On examining fascicle I. the

reader feels that he is in the company of a man who is familiar with

the large Assyrian literature and who has penetrated far into the secrets

of its philology. If I have seemed to criticise the plan of the work, one
of the reasons has been my fear that we may have to wait many years
for its completion, or even that the author, though hardly yet in his

full prime, may not live to complete his task. To indicate what a

treasure the work is, one may refer to the treatment of the stems ^XX
"//. -city,' pages 5-9; PON' <*M, 'father,' pages 17-21;

ptf,,
'to be

sharp, to project/ pages 37-45: *Ofc$4,
' to cross over,' pages 59-66;

rOK" * to destroy,' pages 71-75; agti, 'enclosure,' pages 88-90; ?//// />.

pages 95-101; *V|tf s , 'to enclose,' pages 105-111; m^, 'to go,' pages
1-37-14::: pX . t.. be firm, strong,' pages 160-166.

T( take up one of these stems and show what it contains, we may
select PON'- ^T . 13. pages 17-21. Under this stem comes first d&#,
'

father,' pi. Ab. There are four divisions : (1) Father in the sense of

begetter, used of men and of gods; (2) Father in the sense of forefather,

ancestor, of special frequency in the pi. ; (3) Father as a title of reverence
and affection, in an address to the moon-god; (4) Name of the necklace,
obi abut,

' father of the stones.' Then follows the list of the ideographic
ways of representing the word '

father.' The two methods of saying
'parents,' by using the pi. of AM, or by using db# and iiiimtn, mother,'

together, are next explained. Two lines are devoted to AbAtu, father-

hood,' various proper names compounded with Ain't are' cited, and the
article closes with a page of notes. The various forms a-hn, u-bi\ o-6a,
with and without suffixes, are given under No. 1. At the *ame place is

explained the u>eof ,}/} //,)///. father of the gods,' as a title of vai i u^

s, Bel, J '. /://. Then comes the e \
|

,,. --H. .n Ml
4

father's houm*.' and the use of ab& in connection with certain partici-

"//</". -.'/> tin-Mem** n,3D. "Y?v jnf)
!..r K-r.-mdiaiiH-r.' nhi ,*/.,. ,',!,; ,',hi !,,/,. and for '

great-

grandfather,' obi Abi Abi. wit] .ndin- ref.-n-hcea, close th iii-i

'liviH..!! [Jnderthe s.-rond division tin- us.- iif ,iiii'i as ancestor roe.

many references and a list is given ..i the expressions MOrA| 't former

mnhri. nlil: y>dm, 'one going before/ which nnpliaH/.e m..re

-harpK the idea 'ancestor.
'

The term nA nt timeH,'
i the lath. -I--.' is then explained There i. n ,,t nmugli mate-

rial to make an\ -iii..iivi^i.m8 of paragraphs :tand J The N

-
; ,i.d th. n, ,m..nni ,,i I..I,,,,- iKHjessary in the

24
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preparation may be imagined from the fact that the first paragraph
under dbti,

*

father,' covering about a page and a half, makes no less

than 122 references to the cuneiform literature.

The services rendered to Semitic study by the brilliant worker on the

Assyrian dictionary fall short of those of no other man of the present

generation. To prepare a lexicon on the scale planned by Prof. De-

litzsch and to make one's way through the enormous difficulties which

beset the explorer, is a monumental task. May his strength be equal to

his large conception.

7. The discovery of the Second Wall and its bearing on the

site of Calvary; by Rev. Selah Merrill, of Andover, Mass., late

U. S. Consul at Jerusalem.

Dr. Merrill explained how he came to discover the Second Wall, upon
the exact location of which so much depended. The conjectures of

scholars had differed widely as to its location because they had had

absolutely no hints to guide them. This wall is from ten to fifteen feet

below the surface of the ground, and Dr. Merrill by great perseverance
was enabled to have one hundred and twenty feet of it exposed. Had
he not been on the spot to follow the matter up, the work would have

stopped at half that distance. The stones lie on the native rock and are

in some cases one, in others two, and in others three courses in height.
The .stones are ten feet and some of them twelve feet in length. As
both the starting point and the terminus of this wall are now known,
and one hundred and twenty feet of it actually traced, if it followed

any natural course, it would inevitably pass at some distance to the

west and north of the present Holy Sepulchre; which fact would be

fatal to the claims of the latter as being the site of Calvary. English as

well as American scholars regard this discovery of Dr. Merrill as one of

the most important that have been made during the present century in

connection with the topography of Jerusalem at the time of our Lord.

8. On Ikonomatic writing in Assyrian; by Prof. Morris Jas-

trow, Jr., of the University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia.

The following is an abstract of this paper : A theory has recently
been advanced by Prof. D. G. Brinton 1 to account for the transition

from picture-writing (either imitative or symbolical) to sound-writing

(again falling into the two classes, syllabic and alphabetic), which, aside

from its correctness, calls attention to an important feature in the

Egyptian. Mexican, and Chinese systems of writing that finds its counter-

part in the Assyrian cuneiform. Between the method of expressing

thoughts by means of pictures and the simple reproduction of the

sounds of a word, Dr. Brinton assumes an intermediate stage in which

pictures are used to recall words coincident or similar in sound with the

object represented by the picture. Thus in Egyptian, nefer is a ' lute
'

and is represented by the picture of that instrument; but nefer through
a coincidence of sound (not identity of stem) has also the significations

1 On the ikonomatic method of phonetic writing with special reference to Amer-

ican Archeology, in the Proceedings of the Amer. Philoe. Soc. for October, 1886.
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'door,' 'colt/ 'conscript soldier' (as in English we have pear, pair,

pare), and accordingly the same picture is used to denote any of these

w.,rd>. p-iiei-ally with tin- addition of >,,me distinguishhig determina-

tive to indicate which one of the various nefers is meant.* To this

method of writing, which as will 1* seen, is identical in principle with

the ordinary rebus, Dr. Brinton give- the name of "ikoiioiiKitir."1 be-

cause, as he says, it is a writing by means of pictures (clisuv), not of

things and therefore "rebus" is an inexact term but of the names

(bvofta) of things, or as we might better say of their sound.

Instances are adduced to prove the existence and extended use of the

ikonoinatic method of writing in the Mexican and Mayan systems,
when the principle is carried to much further excess than in Egyptian,
a remote similarity of sounds a far-fetched pun as we might say

being sufficient to warrant the use of a picture in this way. And the

Chinese,4 which, because of its strong tendency to monosyilabism, is

excessively rich in homophonous words, lends itself even more readily

to such a method.
The following examples from the Assyrian find a satisfactory explana-

tion on the same assumption that identity and in some cases similarity

of sound has led to the employment of a sign to express various

objects, not otherwise related.

(1) The sign compounded of ka and mit (No. 16 of Delitzsch's Schrift-
i> tin- ideograph for hntu. 'breath,' and imtu, 'fear,' the former

probably from a stem HON ^ne latter from Q'tf.

The sign nam signifies Shntn. fate,' and sinuntu,
'

swallow,' where
we have a similarity of sound suggesting a word totally distinct in

"ten i and meaning, since there is nothing to justify the explanation
sometimes brought forward that the swallow is represented by this sign
as being the bird of fate.

(8) Oi is ktmii
,"0p),

reed,' and Mnu
(p^),

' faithful.'

(4) No. 94 stands for er&, 'box, chest,' from H1H (? like Arabic
i. and then by an extension through identity of sound for r&,

'bronze,' from PH^-
(5) Dup is duppu, 'tablet,' and also tabaku, 'pour out.' The simi-

larity in this case is, it must be admitted, remote; but the examples
given by Dr. Brinton from the Mayan scrolls (p. 9 f.) show that the

principle can be carried to much further excess.

1 Such a use of pictographicAl signs must of uouro be sharply distinguished

from instances where an association of ideas, near or remote, extends the n.-'.m-

ing of a sign. So Dr. Brinton himself falls into thu error of classing good (for

which in Egyptian the same picture of a hit- / etc.;

hut in this case we clearly have absolute idem i and not im-rv

dence of sound: ne/er, Mute,
1 and ne/er, 'good/ being the same word, and tin- in-

Htrument probably receiving that name because it waa considered good, jn.-

the Semitic languages the camel in the 'beautiful/

* More accurately "ikon-onom;<

Cniatehung der Schrift, p. 268 f.

* In cases where the ph"! | 9 uncertain <r unknown, the number of the

sign as given in Deh'trsch'i Anyr. Lcaestucke (3d ed.) is quoted.
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(6) No. 116 is the sign for wru
1""1J,*).

'

Held.' and again a very clear

instance of ikonoinatisin for t?ir OV:>) 'against.'

(7) Ne is ixutH. ' tire' (C$), and r.w/ [for (Itfedxit CHHL 'new.'

(8) Hi for (iNttrn. 'to be favorable,' and also for ar (<ra/K>f), the num-
eral for 3600.

(9) No. 256, tnkiiltn. lielp,' and takiltu, 'face,' 'apparition.'

(10) No. 308, 7/7>/ttM Ip
1

?).
'

brick,' and Zipftfo (DZh),
' fence.'

(11) tftt is xubtn OCH).
'

dwelling/ and #u&atu (flDV).
' dress.'

(12) Misasibu Qfc^U 'dwelling,' and iSibbu QCTT') 'prince.'

The following for various reasons are doubtful :

(a) Du is alaku,
'

walk,' and also anaku,
' lead.'

(6) Jtfft equals nakbu, 'hollow,' 'cave,' and (Delitzsch) also nagpu,
* weak.'

(c) Am signifies rimu,
' wild ox,' and, according to a private com-

munication from Prof. Halevy,
6 also rmu (Dfl*))*

'

mercy.'
This list, which might be further extended, 1 is sufficient to prove that

the ikononiatic device is by no means of rare occurrence in Assyrian.
Dr. Brinton sees in all this the link between picture-writing and

sound-writing, and endeavors to establish it as a general theory that the

ikonomatic method of phonetic writing represents a stage through
which every system of writing must have passed before reaching the

purely phonetic stage. It cannot be denied that there is much to be

said in favor of this theory. It fills out very satisfactorily the gap
which has always been felt to exist between picture-writing and sound-

writing. The use of a picture to recall, not a picture, but sounds, is

certainly a step towards phoneticism, and one which it seems natural

for people to take. And we can readily see how after this step has

once been taken, the next one may follow, which consists in using a

word or, by throwing off one or more of the final letters (" acrologism ").

a part of a word, purely as a syllable entering into the formation of

some other word; and this in turn, through the continuation and ex-

tension of the '

acrologistic
'

process, naturally leads to single letters

instead of syllables.

Moreover, we can safely assume that the thought of using what was

originally at least the picture of some definite object to recall the mere

sounds of the object and not necessarily the object itself could only
have occurred to people at a time when the picture which gradually
came to be drawn in mere outline no longer accurately or definitely

portrayed the object which it was supposed to represent. As long as

8 Of. moreover Halevy, Aperpu, Grammatical de CAllographie Assyro-Babylon-

ienne (vol. ii. of 6th Oriental Congress), p. 4 f., where "homophonie" in Assyrian

is touched upon.
7 One might be tempted to add as a particularly striking example the sign sah

used (a) for ibirru, 'sceptre,' from ""OLT> which can be further traced back to

the biliteral elements ^{^, giving us in Hebrew J3^^,
'

staff,' and (b) Sibirru,

'

harvest,' from ""QJ^, a safel extension of a root "")^ which appears in ""PO* 'win-

now,' "^3, 'grain;' but the authority of Delitzsch is now (Assyr. .Diet., p. 63)

against the use of the sign in the latter sense.
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the sign for pear was a real and a full picture of that fruit, it could

>nly ragged i" ili- eye and mind a pear; and it is highly improbable
that as long as this was the case, men- similarity of sound with the

word //// in- im. could lead to the extension of tin- picture for the

purpose of conveviim th* > words also to the reader, ^ut when the

pi -tun- has once undergone a decided modification from its original

form, lining -ith<-r .-implified for the sake of convenience, or, as be-

micntly happened, a part being deemed sufficient to recall the whole
ah* horse's hoof for the horse, the head of the bull for the hull, and the

lik- in short when the picture became a sign and a symbol rather

than a pi tmv, the chief obstacle in the way of an advance to phonetic

writing, namely, the too exclusive appeal to the eye in the case of an
exact picture, is removed, and the intermediate stage of Ikonomatism
follows very naturally; so that the graphic development accords very
well also with Dr. Brinton's theory.

If. however, the explanation at present adopted by all Assyriologi-t-*.

with the exception of Halevy, Pognon, and the late Stanislas Guyard,
of the origin of the phonetic values of the cuneiform signs in Assyrian
be correct, there is no room, as far as the latter is concerned, for such

an intermediate stage. On the assumption of the non-semitic origin of

the cuneiform writing, the phonetic values of the cuneiform signs in

Assyrian are non-semitic, or, to use the more usual term, Sumero-
akkadiau words,* of which the ideographic values of the sings represent
tli. Assyrian equivalents. Thus in the examples given above wo/// i>

the Sumero-akkadian word for Assyrian Simtu, 'fate;' gi, for /faun.
'

reed,' etc. The Assyrians, according to this theory, when they adoj >t . d

uniform writing from the early inhabitants of Chaldaea, also took

over the non-Semi tic words and n>el them, as far as practicable, as sylla-

bles to form words (for which ideographs did not exist or which could

not be expressed ideographically), and in particular also to indicate

inflectional forms. 9 The Assyrians in this way reached the phonetic
method of writing without any intermediate ikonomatic stage. This of

< "i use does not affect tl \iMeuee of ikonomatism in Assyrian (or ii>

importance Inn -imply the conclusion which Dr. Hrinton draws from
iinen.'. .,f i |i- phenomenon in the Egyptian and other systems

of Wl 1

That the so-called " Sumero-Akkadian question bowOTMr, instill far

from a definite settlement is very plain when we . 'oii-id. -r the recent and

important modifications of \ i. -\\ - concerning it on the part of many
Assyriologiste especially of Prof. Delitzsch, whose lately increasing
reserve on the subject is particularly not i. cable. Without going so far

as Prof. Halevy,
10
therefore, who d. nie.s /// tot,, the non-Semitic origin of

8
Kxception must of course be made for the larpe iiumlwr of phonetic values

which are derived from Assyrian wor<l jMic process) as rti from

rc&u, I' ". I--., which an- luc to the further growth mid lrvHnpn.

-tern after Die Assyrians had adopted it. See the li*t (which can

be ezl : ,,er. KcihchnfHrs.tr. p.

See the valuable iliseiiHsimi of the subject by Haupi. I-..-. Bit, p. 1'

10 His view is concisely given in his Apcr^u Grammatical, above-mentioned.
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the cuneiform writing, we must admit that the theories now current

are likely to be still further and very essentially modified. And accord-

ingly, pending their ultimate adjustment, the facts and analogies

adduced by Dr. Brintmi call urgently for careful consideration in the

discussions of the question.

9. The Lokman-legend; by Prof. C. II. Toy, of Cambridge,
Mass.

The late, probably medieval date of the so-called Lokman fable-book

is now generally admitted; much of its matter is no doubt ancient, but

this, whatever its source, has nothing, as far as the testimony goes, to

do with the Arabian sage, in whose history there is no mention of

fables.

The Lokman-material, in chronological arrangement of the authori-

ties, may be summarily stated as follows : En-Nabiga, El-'Asha, and

Lebid refer to the story that Lokman lived as long as seven eagles or

vultures, the name of the seventh vulture, Lubad, is given by the first

and third of these poets, and the second mentions Kail, who went with

Lokman as ambassador from 'Ad to Mecca, and was slain by God for

his unbelief; in the^oranJSura 31) Lokman is a monotheistic sage, and

a numberjrfjMsjM.yings are quoted, and allusion to an apothegm of his

is also found in Lebid: Ibn Ishak speaks of a Majalla (=Heb. Megilla,
'

book,' Sprenger, Mohammed i. 95) attributed to him (ed. Wlistenfeld,

p. 284); Ibn Koteiba (Sprenger, i. 101) puts him under Harith er-Raish,

founder of the Tobba dynasty of Yemen; Tabari (ed. Barth, etc., I. i. 235-

241) relates the occurrence of the drought in 'Ad, the sending to Mecca

of the ambassadors, of whom Lokman was one, the failure of the

attempt to procure rain, the death of Kail, who refused to accept any
fate but that of his people, the bestowal on Marthad of the gift of piety

and truth, and Lokman's choice of a life as long as that of seven eagles

(each eagle living eighty years), and describes the catastrophe as fol-

lows :

" And when only the seventh eagle remained, Lokman's brother's son

said to him, O my uncle, there remains of thy life only the life of the

eagle; and Lokman said to him, O son of my brother, this is Lubad

(which word in their tongue meant ' fate
' or ' time ') and when Lok-

man's eagle had reached a ripe age and the end of its life was come, the

eagles flew in the morning from the top of the mountain and Lubad did

not spread his wings among them, and Lokman's eagles used not to be

away from him, but were ever in his sight and when he saw not Lubad
with the eagles, he went up to the mountain to see what he was doing
and Lokman felt himself weak as he had not felt before and when

he came to the mountain he saw his eagle Lubad fallen out from among
the eagles, and he called out to him, Mount O Lubad, and Lubad essayed
to mount, but could not . . . and they died both of them/'

The Persian version of Tabari (ed. Zotenberg, i. 432;, fifty years later

than its original, describes, besides this 'Adite Lokman, one of the time
of David, a black sage of Ha, and friend of the Jewish king; in Mas'udi

(ed. Barbier de Meynard, i. 110, iii. 366), A. D. 943, we have also a double
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personage, he of David's time being described in nearly the same
as in the Persian Tabari, and the 'Adite barely mentioned as the grand-
son <f -Ad. the builder of the (like of Mareb, and as having lived as long
as a vulture (he quotes from a poem of El-Kha/raji the line: " O vul-

ture of Lokman. how long wilt thou live'.-"): Bei<Jawi (on Sura :H . ll.

riU- the sage Lokman as a near descendant of Job and as living

d'-wii to David's time: Ahulfeda (Hist. Anteislam.. ed. Fleischer, pp.
20.1 It). 17 It has the double Lokman, nearly as Persian Tabari; and he

appears in many proverbs, in which there is reference to his personal

qualities, as wisdom, strength, treachery, voracity, and to his longevity
other proverbs mention the embassy to Mecca: but it is difficult to

determine their age precisely.

It appears from this statement that the Lokman-story suffered con-

stant inerea>e with time, as is the nature .f such Tories, and we must

try to establish the -;irlie-t known form of the legend, that is the form

it hore in the sixth century, when it was yet mostly unconscious, and
hail not been tampered with by history-mongers. A part of the above
material may safely be rejected.
In the first place, the Jewish element may be thrown out. Though

Jews had been settled in Arabia already several centuries in Moham-
med's time, it is not probable that their sacred books were then known
to the Arab people in such way as to affect the Arab folklore. In the

Koran Mohammed talks as if this Jewish history were something new.
if the |>eople had caught from the Israelite residents scraps of

their old histories, these would still be thought of as foreign. After the

establishment of Islam and the rise of historical writing, the reverence
felt for the old Jewish religion induced the Moslem writers to seek

points of contact between old Jewish history and their own. and it was
in faet <ut of Jewish material that they constructed their own oritfines.

The relation of Lokman to David and Job is a simple invention of a late

I And so falls away the necessity for a double Lokman; we may
di-iuiss the Jewish sage, and confine ourselves to the 'Adite.

Of the 'Adite story also as given in the Koran (Sana s< and 7, 66 ff.)

and the historians, much is pure fable. 'Ad and Thamud were in ex-

the time of the geographer Ptolemy, and perished, not by
wind and earthquake, but by a change in the routes of trade and the

cessation of the commerce whence they derived their prosperity; see

Sprenger, Lebcn Moham. i. 62 ff., 505 ff.; Loth. Z.D.M.< ;. xxxv. ,jj H

The story of tHe prophet Hud is a late invention, probably of . I

suggestion: probably also the drought and tli

.mi.elii-lim.-nt-. The \<iius are described as Aramaem >ura

89, and historian-. : they li\ed north of Mecca, and tin re IMBU no good
reason to suppose a tribe of that name in Yemen. Some com,

between I >e assumed.
No stress can be laid on the part that Yemen piny* in the story, i

the K ( ,r.in (46, 90) assigned *Ad to the south was tmfficient reason t the

>rians and commentators to elaborate a Yemenic hi-tory of the

NVhy Mohammed thought Q| froMO il M)4 (tar? p'-rhajw be-

knew of ruins there like the northern \dit< (Sprenger, as
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above,; more probably because of the presence of Yemen tribes in the

north and the confounding of them with the original inhabitants. It is

not likely that he invented Al-Ahkaf,
' the sand hills,' as the name of

the 'Adite region: it was probably in the story that came to him. Pos-

sibly it originally applied to a northern region, and was only later

referred to the Yemen coast because it had come particularly to desig-
nate the sandy district between Oman and Aden. (Kremer, Siidara-

hixrhe Sage, p. 21, would nevertheless hold to a Yemenite 'Ad; but the

authorities on which he relies are all influenced by the Koran. The

etymology of the name 'Ad is not clear : and it is. not easy to say
whether the adjective 'ddiyy,

'

old,' is derived from the name of the

tribe.) In any case Lokman's connection with Yemen must be given

up. The Arab histories of Yaman were compiled (doubtless from native

southern sources) under the influence of the Koran and the distortions

and confusions of Jewish traditions that followed the rise of Islam.

That part of the legend which makes Lokman a Nubian and a slave is

to be rejected. It arose either from the connection between Nubia and

Yemen, or else from the desire to enhance the hero's wisdom by a sharp
contrast of origin.

These deductions made, the legend of Lokman in the sixth century

may be conceived to have been somewhat as follows : he was a wise

man of the tribe of 'Ad who survived tin- destruction of his people, and
lived to a great age, as long as a vulture or as seven vultures.

Can we interpret this of an individual man? The improbability is

great that the Meccan Arabs would hold in memory such a history of a

foreigner; of their own people they remembered only ancestors and
heroes of combats a few generations back. Lokman is not a warrior,

but a sage; and his story, with its legendary coloring, differs greatly
from the memories of feuds, raids, and combats that are preserved by
the poets respecting their own countrymen. He is an Arab, but he

lives in a remote region and a dim period. This difficulty has been so

strongly felt that the attempt has been made to identify him with some
known personage of history or tradition that is, of course, to make him

Jewish, though this must be difficult in face of the fact that he seems

to be a part of the Arabic folklore.

Derenbourg (inJhis_ed._ofjjhe Fables) has suggested that Lokman in a \

be the same with the Biblical Balaam, the two names having the s;um

meaning (' cfevourer'), that is, the Arabs translated the Hebrew name.

This is not probable because no example of such translation is elsewhere

found; in the Koran the Biblical names from Adam to Mary are trans-

ferred; Idris, 'the Learned,' of Enoch, and Du'n-Nun, 'He of the

fish.' of Jonah, are descriptive epithets. Balaam would probably
have appeared in the Koran under his own name. Nor is it likely t li;il

he was transformed at an early period and so taken by the early poets

and Mohammed. If this had occurred, we should expect to find in

Lokman some reminiscence of his Biblical prototype; but there is none,

except that both, in the later Moslem account, are servants of Allah.

Balaam's history is given in Tabari (ed. Barth, I. ii. 508), and is supposed

by some commentators to be alluded to in the Koran (7, 174).
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Sprenger (Left. Moh. i. s:ti finds Lokman in the Jewish-gnostic Elxai,

tin
|
m -Mimed founder of the Elkesaite sect, living east and south

oi the Dead Sea in the second century of our era and later. His

krround> for this view are that both Elxai (or Elkesai) and Lokman are

mom.theists. and that th, attributed t.. them In-gin in the same

way, with the address "O sons" and "O mv son." He himself does

not regard these reasons as very strong. And, besides the difference of

name and role between the two personages, there is grave doubt

whether Elkesai is the name of a man at all, or only of a book, or,

whether, if a man be intended, it is not rather an imaginary than a real

person. The early appearance of Lokman as seemingly a character in

the Arabic folklore would lead us to regard him as representing an
Arabic figure of some sort.

Failing the attempts to find any satisfactory origin for him as an
individual man, we might be disposed to think of him as a dim survival

of legendary longlived ancestors, or as a deity. But neither of these

suppositions has much in its favor. The Arabs had no myths or old

legends at least there is no trace of such stories. They were a people
of feeble religious sentiment and short memory, without a pantheon,
ami without remote ancestors; the adoption of Islam enabled them later

to dispense with gods, and for a respectable list of ancestors the his-

torians had recourse to Jewish traditions and their own imaginations.

Lokman, in the popular saga, could hardly have gone back to the days
of the macrobites.

His connection with the vulture might suggest the Arab eagle-deity,
and those eagle-like birds (unless they be Roman eagles) found by
Doughty in 1875 at Madayn Salih, the region of the old Thamud (Docu-
ments tpigraphiques recuellis dans le nord de VArabic, Paris, 1884, p.

16). Hut eUewhere. in Koran, poetry, commentaries, and histories,

many names of deities appear as such, and there seems no reason why
the divine character in this particular case should have been completely
forgotten. Doughty's list of deities contains no name resembling Lok-

man.

Possibly the conditions of the question may be better met by suppos-

ing the name to designate a clan or family that survived tin- ex ti net ion

of the 'Adites. This event occurred after tin- 1> ginning of our era,

probal'ly in the 3d or 3d century (compare Caussin de Perceval, Essai

aur r histoire des Arabes, i. 26 ff.; Loth, toe. tit.). The remains of tin-

tribe^ former greatness excited the astonishment of tin- m-i-hi.

peoples, and the catastrophe was interpreted by the Jews nml .1

Christians (Sprenger, Leb. Moh. i. 64) as a direct divine |>mii-lmirnt.

Thi- ITS* tfcl aoOOUIll whi.-h Mohammed, perhaps with niU-llislim.-ni-,.

inserted in the Koran; and so dim was the event to him that In- mnld

speak of it as belonging to a remote ant i< put \ . It m>\\ several families

or clans were all that survi\ed t., reyconri iheold triie. tin-y would

naturally appear in the tradition .1- individuals, and stories would arise

to account for their escape fr 1 1 ,. Sn, h a M..I-V in the Old
Testament is that of Lot saved from 1 1..- d.-n n--i I..M <>t s..d..m . u hi.-h is

intended to account for tin \istence of a Lot tni- in a n

N
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former inhabitants were held to have been destroyed. According to

Tabari (ed. Barth, I. i. 25) then- were four 'Adite ambassadors to Mecca
besides Lokman, of whom only one, Marthad, is said to have escaped
with liis life (p. 240). If the names Lokman and Marthad should be
found in North Arabia as names of tribes, that would supply the evi-

i It-net' ni-eded for this hypothesis; so far, however, the names have not
been found, though Martab occurs in Doughty's list as name of a deity.
The Tabari MSS. fluctuate in the writing of the names.
On the supposition of the survival of a Lokman-tribe we can account

with some probability for the development of the legend in its present
form. The name Lokman was connected with. 'Ad and naturally fol-

lowed its fortunes. First geographically and religiously. The 'Ad-

legend was worked up under a double influence, Jewish and Yemenic.
To the former we must refer the history of the prophet Hud, and Lok-
man's relations with Job and David; to the latter the Yemenic history
of Lokman, his becoming king of the "Second 'Adites," and his build-

ing the dike of Mareb, his relation to the founder of the Tobba-dynasty,
Harith er-Raish (Mas'udi, iii. 366, Caussin de Perceval, i. 16 ff.); Hud
also was transferred to the South. In the "Second 'Adites" we have
the reminiscence of a survival of a portion of the tribe. The tradition

assigns Lokman to various points in the legendary history.

Since this family survived, the legend would naturally represent it as

having received the gift of long life, and this, from the Jewish point of

view, would be regarded as the reward of piety. The connection with

the longlived eagle would then easily follow. The Arab story, as given

by Tabari (as above), conveys also a moral-religious lesson: Lokman and
Marthad were assured that the gifts they received would not make them

immortal; the seventh eagle, Lubad, is
" time" or "

fate," which brings

everything to an end (so in Nabiga, as above). This form of the story is

pre-islamic. Marthad receives the gift of piety; this perhaps points to

some differences in the character and fortunes of the clans of Lokman
and Marthad.

Once established as a popular hero, Lokman would give birth to

proverbs; a large number of these are given by Hammer-Purgstall in

Jahrbiicher der Literatur, vol. 97, pp. 34-42, and in Literaturgeschichte
der Araber, i. 36 ff . ; they add nothing of importance to the material

already cited. The fact that he appears only as sage or warrior, never

as prophet, agrees with the supposition that his legend is in good part
of Arab growth.
As to the form of the name Lokman, it might belong to a person or

to a tribe. Tribes and families were sometimes called by a single name,
without the prefix banu ; see Noldeke in Z.D.M.G., xl. 170 ff. The

omission of the "sons" may be simply an abbreviation, or the name

may have been originally that of a place. Tribal names ending in an
occur abundantly in all parts of Arabia (many are given in Wiistenfeld's

Arabische Stamme and Kremer's Sudarabische Sage}, and the termina-

tion is also found in names of places.
' ' Lokman "

is given as a place-

name by El-Bekri in his Geographical Dictionary (ed. Wustenfeld, p.

495): this, he says, is the opinion of Abu 'Amr and Ibn El-Kelbi, who
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cite from Nabiga a verse in which mention is made of a journey
" from

Beit Ras to Lokman:" Beit Ras, according to El-Bekri. p. 189, is a forti-

fied pla.v in Syria. Kl-Asmni. however, regards the Lokman of Na-

biga's verse as a man, a wine-dealer (the poet is speaking of the trans-

portation of wine from Beit Ras). El-Bekri does not give the position

of Lokman: there is nothing in what he says to prevent our putting it

in Northern Arabia. If there was such a place in that region it would

give some support to the view that the tribal or clan name Lokman was
derived from or otherwise connected with the name of a place.* It is of

course possible that it was also the name of a deity, though there is no
evidence of this.

10. A jSyriac lialiiri I., uni.l: by Dr. Richard J. H. Gottheil, of
Columbia College, New York City.

Among the many forms with which the polemic literature of the Mid-

dle Ages clothed itself, that of the Apocalypse was a very favorite one.

We possess a whole literature of such writings in Arabic, Hebrew,
Syriac, and Latin. The point of this polemic lay often in the attempt
to show that one religion had borrowed largely from a sister-religion.

No religion gave an opportunity for a polemic on these grounds as did

the Mohammedan. Born hi the full light of day, with enemies sur-

rounding it on all sides, who were only too willing to note everything
which might possibly tell against its founder, secrecy was impossible.
A minute tradition of the sayings and doings of the Prophet, gathered

together at no very late date, has put us in the position of seeing, as

Renan cleverly says, a religion whilst it is being born.

Mohammed played a high game. It was either win or lose. He had
taken it upon himself . to astonish the Meccans with his knowledge of

tin- history of their supposed ancestors, to put himself on a par with

Jews and Christians by making a book the basis of the new religion.

I '.! this | u . needed material, which he took, without any scruple, tn-m

every possible quarter. At first this seems to have been done in good
faith, at least as long as Hadig'a lived. Increasing knowledge did not

benefit him morally. 1 1 i- most difficult task was to raise himself out of

his own G'aJiiliyya. He had involved himself perhaps unintentionally
in contradictions of all sorts, which his Jewish and Arab oppom -nt>

not slow to point out to him. He had recourse t.. lyin- ami tahri-

.iti-iii. If we read the Kur'au chronologically, we can see how Moham-
med gradually learned one tiling ami another: corrected some of In-

former utterances, patched them together, and added t.. ili.-m.

rh.-nie..tion n.itiirally aro-> did Mohammed p-t \\\\> ii

mation? Tradition has stepped in and given u- tin* names of two

sons, Waraka, the learned cousin of Hadig'a, and Bahtra,' a Christ ian

monk.

* Doctor Richard Gottheil has called my attention to a passage in

Tarikh nl.Hukam.i', quoted in Amari's Bibliothfca Arabo-Sicttla, p. 614, in wluVli

ii'l that Kmpedoclei received instruction from I.okman the sage in Syria."
1 On the name, see Sprcnper, Mohammrd ii.

|> Polemisckc

md Btegetuchf Lit. der Juden, p. K,u : \..| !.-k. . /.I'M*; xii. p 7oi
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We all know what Sprenger
9 has made out of this monk. Of Jewish

descent, favoring Jewish-Christian ideas, he is represented as having
been the mentor of Mohammed, the real power behind the throne. Few
will feel able to follow Sprenger in this combination.* What Moham-
med knew of the Old and New Testament, bears to the very largest

part, the stamp of hearsay.
The Mohammedan tradition as regards Bahlra is, in the main, this:4

either in his youth, whilst travelling to Syria for his future wife, or

somewhat later in life, Mohammed came upon a Syrian Rahib (monk)
who, by certain signs, discovers that he is the great prophet who is to

appear.
This material has been made use of for many different legends. Such

a one, in the Syriac language, I wish to present here to-day.
5 The text

is taken from two Mss. in the Sachau Collection of the Berlin Library
(Ms. 10 and 87). The one, in a Nestorian hand of about the 16th or 17tli

century, is defective both at the beginning and at the end. The second

Ms. is written in a Jacobite hand of this century. The variations be-

tween the two texts are very great. The older Ms. has additions at the

end which do not at all occur in the younger one. I can only give a

short account of the legend here, as text and translation will appear in

the Journal of the Society.

The heading of Ms. 87 runs thus: "
Further, by the help of God, our

Lord Jesus, our hope, I write the story of Rabban Sargis (Sergius), who
is called the Saracen, Bahira, and the Syrian. They call him hater of

the cross; monk, who lives on Mt. Sinai; and [the story of] how he

taught Mohammed. Amen." The speaker throughout is one Yesu'yab
11

(Nest. 'Iso'yab
h

) the Anchorite. The first part seems to be based on a

history or legend of this Mar(i) Sargis. He came into conflict with his

ecclesiastical superiors for having preached the worship of only one

plain wooden cross; for, as he said, the Messiah was crucified only

upon such a one. He was driven from his church, and came to Yathrib

(Medina). Here he was well received by the Katholika Sab'Tfso'

(w^aA-ij^iiD),
the same who, as Yeisu'yab

h tells us. converted Na'man,

King of the Arabs, by means of his power of healing. He had come to

Yathrib by way of Sinai, Egypt, the valley of Scete (*4^o|), and

Thebais (UB-|^). In Yathrib he finds Bahira, old in years, teaching
.

the Arabs from the holy books and prophecying to them about the

fourteen kings who were to rule over them.

Sargis is overjoyed to see him, having met no Christian for forty

years. Now he knows that his end is at hand. He tells Yesu'yab
h the

8
Sprenger, Das Leben Mohammeds i. 178 f.

3
Noldeke, loc. cit. ; Kuenen, Volksreligion und Weltrdigion, p. 298.

4
Sprenger (loc. cit.) has gathered the Mohammedan traditions see also ii. p.

384 f. See further Z.D.M.G. xii. p. 238 ff.

5 This is the only Syriac version that I know of. It is probably identical with

the Arabic versions in the Medicean, Paris, and Bodleian libraries. Accord-

ing to the Catalogue, the title of the Bodl. Ms. is:
" Acta Sergii

qui ab Arabicia a ><v< vocatur." Steinschneider, loc. cit.
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story of his coming to Yathrib. which is, in substance, as follows: He
travels to Palestine to visit the holy places. Coming to the convent of

Mt. Sinai, he passes a night on the top of the mountain, against the

wishes of the monks. Here he sees a vision, which runs in the usual

Apocalyptic style. He sees a white animal with twelve horns, a black

one with seven, and then a bull coming along quietly. These are ex-

plained to mean: th<> kingdom of the Ismaelites, of the B*nai Hasem

i. e. the Abbasides, and of the Mahdi the son of Fatiina

fZ. ,ooiic).
He then sees a panther, a goat, and a lion.

These represent the B-nai SFN, who will drive the Mohammedans
back to Yathrib:6 of the Joktanites; and of the last of the children

<>f llagar. He then sees a wagon, which is to represent the Romans,
and a whale (Ms. 87, dragon), the sign of Antichrist. He sees Satan

falling from heaven; after whom Elijah comes with the four an.irrU.

By one of these angels Sargis is taken up to heaven, shown the worthies

of old, and the fires of the nether world. Here he adds, "All this I saw
in -pirit and not in my body."
The same angel then sends him to the Emperor Maurice

(s^a-^ale^

before whom he breaks his staff as a sign that the supremacy of the

Romans (i. e. Byzantium) is coming to an end. Maurice listens to him

piirtly. but some of the nobles, under the leadership of Phocas

(jeoi li-eAie |JiL. Uis?) revolt. Thence Sargfs goes to Persia, and does

the same thing before K hosro (OJJPOS Ms. 87, ^r&z i. e. Khosrau II. Par-

viz). In Luristan he is again persecuted on account of his doctrines

..IK .ruing the cross. He then goes to the Arabs and settles among
them. After Y6Su*yab

h has been there seven days, Sargis dies. His

bones work miracles for some time afterwards.

Now to account for the fact that Mohammed was such a poor ( Mi Ti-

tian. although, as is afterwards related, he was instructed by Sargfs, a

certain Ka'ab is brought upon the stage. He spoiled the work of Sargfs,
and made the Arabs believe Mohammed to be the forerunner of th>

Messiah. 1

We now come to the real Bahtra story. It probably formed a distinct

Ms. 10; but Ms. 87 reads r-^^JC. At the end, where some of these names

occur again, we read ^tam, i. e. 8op
h
y&n. which is probably the correct reading.

1
Probably Ka'ab el 'AhbAr, a Jew renowned for his knowledge of Uih-

lical stories. He became a Mohammedan under Omar. Ibn Koteibn, p. 219:

U AJ *jLo j
jT

J,!

j^3
MH. 87 has ^&^s, which ix sitnply a mistake f..r

cf. Z.D.M.O. xxxiv. 738.
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part of itself, the former being, at a later time, attached to it. YA u -

yabh hears it from a certain Hakim Oa^a**) a pupil of Sargis. One day
Bahira was standing outside of his cell. He sees a caravan coming.
Mohammed is with them. Arrived at the cell, the others go in to eat,

leaving Mohammed outside. But Bahira, having recognized Moham-
med by means of a halo around his head, calls him, and tells him all

the great things his successors will do; of his own journey to Sinai and
what he saw there; of his being a Christian and what Christianity is.

Bahira then asks Mohammed for special consideration for the monks

who, like himself, have renounced all worldly goods. Mohammed frars

that his people will not receive him as he is an unlettered man.
Bahira comforts him; promising to teach him what is necessary; of

course, in secret. Mohammed is to say that this knowledge has come to

him from Gabriel, and, strange for a Christian, to picture heaven to

them in its full Mohammedan beauty. Mohammed's last question is:

And should they say to me, bring some proof to verify what you have

said, how shall I answer them? Bahira replies: I shall write a book and

bring it to you. On a Friday I shall put it in the horn of a cow. Do

you collect all the people to one place, and say to them : Know that

this day God will send down to you a writing with which you shall

busy yourselves all your days. The earth was not worthy to receive it;

the cow, therefore, had to be its bearer. It is therefore called to this

day the Sura of the cow (]^QA^ ^'o^.
Ms. 10, cfijja^k. crno .).

Here the real Bahira legend ends, and the narrative returns again to

the future of the Mohammedan rule. The Hasimites are to be handed

over to the Mahdi
; the Joktanites come from the east and drive the

Ismaelites back to Yathrib; the Romans reign for a year and a half.

Then come the Turks, who are followed by Gog and Magog. God, how-

ever, sends his messengers to destroy them. Elijah comes; the dragon
is overcome, and the last judgment day is at hand. Here one Ms. ends.

The older Ms. contains a number of disjointed notes, presumably by
the same Yesu'yab

1

'. We learn that Sargis was born in the city So an

(.
A * M, a city of Be(i)t

h Garmai; that he was a Kassisa ; that the

Arabs formerly worshipped an
f-^s),

i. e. * nu\*~| ('.uAAJLj!)
There

then follows :

]
-i.il 93i-.]o . i..^^? j-i-il ',---1.- . .?!

. \oi .- J-. IJL* > ^9''

There follow some more historical notices; the last person named

being Hag'g'ag' ben Yussup
1 ' 'Amir of the whole land of Be(i)t

h 'Arni.i \ .-

(Assyria), in which he built a great city, and called its name . . . .' prob-

ably Wasit.
8

8 His full name was JyULC ^\ ..o OUA/.J ..o Isxit See Ibn

Doreid, ed. Wiistenfeld, p. 186. For the founding of Wdait, see Mokaddasi, ed. de

Goeje, p. IU, 1. 15| Weil, Geschichte der Chalifen, i. p 465.
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Thi* is merely an outline of what the Ms. contains. A good many
tilings, lying very distant from each other, are here brought together.

Most of the persons mentioned can be readily identified. The assumed
author -< m> to be Yesu'yab

1' of Gadala, who, as we learn from A-

semani (B. O. ii. 416; the Bee, p. ^-c),
lived at the beginning of the

seventli century.
8 It is impossible to tell how far he is the author:

certainly not of the \\h<le. The number of kings mentioned in the first

part would bring the body of the story down to about the ninth century,
the time ot llarun ar-Rasid. In the tenth century we have the first

in. -tit ion ,,f Bahira h.-in^r identified with Sargts. It is by the historian

Mas ndi. Tin- final redaction, however, falls much later; as is shown by
the mention of the Turks.

It is likewise difficult to say how much history there is in the figure
of Sargis. Perhaps the per>on intended is a Sargis whom an historian

UK tit ions as having been born in BeXi)t'' Garinai. 10 But there are proba-

lily interwoven many facts belonging to the history of Sargis, the patron
saint of the Roman Syrians and Arabs. Great stress is laid upon the

preaching of this Sargis relative to the one cross. I do not know what
historical fact the writer here refers to. That might give us a more
definite clue. The Byzantine historians do call him a iftevdafiflaf?

1 but I

am unable to say whether the two stand in any relation to each other.

The writer lived probably in Persia. He lays great stress upon the

coming of the Mahdi. The serpent which is to come at the end of the

world is Zohak, the incarnation of Ahriman; who, the Persians believe,

will then go through the world in triumph. It is the Persian Anti-

christ.

11. On a Syriac manuscript of the New Testament belonging
to the Rev. Mr. Neesan, by Dr. Richard .1. II. Gottheil.

The Ms. measures 10J by 71 inches, and contained originally twenty-
ei'_r lit quires. Three leaves are wanting at the end, and one at the

beginning. Quires 7 and \* have only nine leaves each. There were
I 'he M->. is written upon parchment over which

a certain preparation has been laid to facilitate the work of the scribe.

The Ms. eontams the usual I' .itt;i version, with the usual omissions.

The writing is in a bold Kstran^ela hand of the thirteenth century.

With the exception of a very few places the Ms. is legible throughout.
The colophons have suffered most, and are very illegible. The M

was finished on a Monday in >A1>. K.I - \ \ ITeg. = im>.; :

A. I)., in the -Monastery of the holy Mar i) MiU'u'el. companion of-

the angels,
1

'Situated in II . Kl.hrava |>1'| Manual Mr. Neesan tells

me he knows only < lnt see the authorities cited by

Smith, col. 1888. The monastery is mentioned in
'

AhMi

For Sab*Tts<V. see ibid., p. 415; the Bee, p.
- v *

10 AMomAni. B. ". i

11
(u'orja- i'hnint/41. p. 294 : f/f M TII; i/"

'

>; ttai f&of tjv T...
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SM ha >
"
Svnotliral Canons" (B. O. in. 342). According to Professor

Sachau (Rdse in Syricn mid M< .>!,hmiicn, p. 350) the monastery is now
used as a church called Dcr Mar Michael. It lies between Mosul and
Kski Mosul (ibid.). The writer, a certain Kassisa, by name Bchuaui.

wrote the Ms. for Rabbcan CJiwariris.

The Ms. commences :

L^^A.'-: y \q 4 * T" ...... n.'_ - I- \M

|- ,^._^r "|

. .1 A VT*^ .^_Vs^." ^-.

The superscription reads (the first two lines are illegible) :

. . 'L^."..-

| |

! :.1^1 : -J-i )^u _^c T.L- .

-i-l-'h I ^Jog aLo wioo^>\>^ fZ.
- M^;- "iM^V|. |i

T>Vn A .

|) > q 4 o

I--*- iJ r2 i-*^ ?! I* 1*1^ ^oau^ '-=

1-: |-"
: J.AA.JL^ : >cJ(31^i : T.Li-4.1 -L'__^ ^'^ .

|_
A l' ,. T -,

i

--^- -

,.- _ r - - <>- I jVoUffO )
^vV A.^

|
1' o l

. 020 .r-uLj:L ]--iJ ).Au*.jLlo J--^-, . ^j09 T-'-^A.|
r.

|

He then asks anyone who may find a mistake to correct the same
;

and gives the name of the tJtu^o*^ ,-09 |^-oi^ l^a j^o 1 j for

whom he wrote the Ms. On the last remaining leaf, in a later hand,
we find the subscription of one Dawidh ,

who corrected the Ms.
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__- L_^J . : IH^-' u -' wAj l '-I' "-1

"
1 i----^ - l-^.:'' _-- _,

:.^ ^-:J oC*i, |o^ Li- M*^^ .^ -I- U,^-.- i- = i i:_L^ _

y ^ . V^V . a A~ .Ny^"*
j^***

^V^*^ ^ .
.. Vyi ^V*

.**.
. ^O)

'u- XL^C
_-- T-ni n\^So Ui- <r^'-- U^^ '>-= U-i

--,:: L_^.'_ -l^. JJJSOV *-i i - r ^_- -, L.:- ! -i : . ,^4C

U_,_ -^^ -^*._ U- +z.~-~ _- Ui i^ -1.1,- U- l,^.-
^^

__- ui Li. : :_^: -vi^lL:- ii_i -^ : . . . J9 2u-C0

^3- . . . ^ ^ttit^V l^o^l? ''l.^,
-. -

t

)
-^^ ^

. _^._-i

. What follows seems to be a sort of inventory:

'

r--* -: -I'-
j
n ^.II

L- r^ : .

The Ms. is very carefully punctuated throughout, which gives it a
certain peculiar value. I notice especially the use of a slanting line

placed over the last letter or the letter before the last of a word. In
ni.ni v places tin- line i- used in accordance with the rules laid down by
tin native grammarians for nagh6dh

a;t but the absence of its i-mint. -r-

jKirt M'lapp yana makes me skeptical <n this point. Tin- Ms. <lr><-rvrs

a further examination in tlii^ -lirection. The text seems to show fa*

pecilliarii

* B. O. iii. p. 333.

l^g^
i. e.

)7+*.

\ See the authorities cited l.y Duval, Oramm. S |. Baethgen (Klias of

Tirhnn, p. -18) in njrln J9a^ with the Ttreck AiaaTnty.

then representa the Greek air&rrpo+os and is a translation of iK^i^tf (Steinthal,

Gcschickte der ftyrachwuuauchaft, p. 667). U4 '

nhut, draw together.'

M
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12. On the manuscript of a Syriac lexicographical treatise,

belonging to the Union Theological Seminary of New York City;

by Dr. Richard J. H. Gottheil.^

In the year 1880, Prof. Hoffmann published a collection of grammati-
cal and exegetical Syriac Nestorian writings under the title Opuscula
Nestoriana. The first treatise is on words which are written alike, but

pronounced differently. It is a late compilation of two previous works,
one by Rabb&n 'Naniso' of Had'-yab

1

', i. e. Adiabene, 650 A. D. ; and
the other by the celebrated Honein bar Ish&k, who died in 873. Such
treatises as these were much liked by Oriental grammarians. We have
several of them in Arabic, Syriac. and in Hebrew. This little treatise,

especially that of Honein is again interesting, as it shows us the influ-

ence of Greek learning upon Syriac Lexicography. This is not to be

wondered at with a man like Honein. Noldeke has already pointed out

(Z.D.M.G. xxxv. 494) that the formula which introduces each rubric

A-.] jJU,$a3 ,,-^0 reminds one of the Greek Siaftpei, etc., and a number

of the explanations given can easily be found in Hesychius, Zonaras, the

Etymologicum Magnum, etc. The Ms. of the East India House, how-
ever, does not seem to contain a good text; towards the end, the scribe

cut off whatever he considered unnecessary, i. e. a clear statement of

the vowels, the Rukk&khd and Kussaya belonging to each word. For

us, to-day, this is perhaps the most important part, and we are glad
whenever we can recover the same. In a Ms. belonging to the collec-

tion of Prof. Sachau (No. 78), I discovered a few pages of this treatise,

containing a fuller recension. This will be published at the end of my
edition of the Grammar of Elia of S6bha\ The Union Theological Semi-

nary of New York came into possession, about a year ago, through Rev.

James E. Rogers, of a Ms. containing this treatise as well as the second

one published by Hoffmann. I was glad to find that this also contained

the longer recension. But in addition to this it contains a large amount
of matter which is not to be found at all in Hoffmann's edition. This

gives the Ms. a great importance and may help to throw more light

upon the origin of the two original treatises. I have carefully collated

the Ms. and have noted all the variants of any value. The same I hope
to publish in the Journal of this Society.

The Ms. is of quite recent date, 120 pages in all, written upon paper

bearing a Russian watermark. To all appearances the archetype must
have been an excellent one. It is a pity that the copyist did not take

greater pains. Nearly every page of the Ms. bears evidence of the

haste with which the work was done, and many passages have been

omitted merely through carelessness. It is worthy of note that in this

Ms. the name of the original compiler is sometimes 'N&niso' and at

times Henaniso'. In the Berlin fragment it is only H endnis6'. It is the

mistake of ignorant scribes, writing according to ear.

We are not told by whom the Ms. was written or at what time. The

only clue we have is that it was written by an inhabitant of Mahozd or

the neighborhood. In a grammatical Kanun which the writer has

inserted on page 60 about the use of the contracted form L~te for
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J) -*&^, he bases his use of it upon its occurrence in the Bible, 'Aprm

and |
* ^ L^L-. He then adds that we inhabitants of M&hoz& do

not make use of that form, but the inhabitants of Hira do. The present

copy bears in some places the name K"thabha db
'lukate; the scribe was

probably a certain Rubil I>g
h
ulp

haSan the son of Basil, who copied a

number of Mss. which have come to this country.

1 3. On Avestan Similes. II. Similes from the Animal World
;

by Dr. A. V. Williams Jackson, of Columbia College, New York

(''ity.

Having discussed in a preceding paper
* the general characteristics of

Avestan similes, and having examined particularly the similes drawn
from the realm of nature, the author now took up the second division

of the subject the similes derived from the animal world. In the same
connection also he reviewed the not uninteresting passages in which some
<>f the Avestan abstractions and divinities are represented in incarnate

forms resembling various animals.

The similes from animals and their actions, it was first stated, are

proportionately numerous in the Avesta and are often used with consid-

erable effect ; the fiercer beasts as well as the gentler appear before us

those which the Iranian hated as well as those which he loved. Thus
we find things compared with the ravening wolf, and again with the

timid sheep, with the loathsome frog (vazagha) and with the snake,

with the boast of prey (disu), with the Khrafstras or noxious creatures

generally, and with the fly. Resemblances are seen in the ways of birds,

particularly the eagle (saena), as well as indirectly in the characteristics

of the vulture (kahrkdsa) and the fish, and likewise in the qualities of

the horse, the camel, and the bull. Similes, moreover, it was found,
ait .Irawn from the dog, the guardian of the herd, and even so trifling

a thing as a drop of milk affords a picturesque image.

Among the most striking, perhaps, of the similes in the Avesta, it was
noted, are those in which (1) the wolf (vehrka) plays a r61e. This animal
furnishes a likeness in three distinct passages, Vd. vii.58; Vd. xiii.8; Vd.

xviii.38,44,50 the first of these being an instance of metaphor ; and in

a fourth, Vd. xviii.65, it appears in an indirect comparison. These pas-

sages were each commented upon and the question of metre in each

case discussed. In this connection the simile at Vd. xix.88=(?j Yt. xxiv.

27 in which (2) the sheep appears in direct contrast to the wolf was then

taken up and parallels from the Bundehish, iii.12 (=ix.!9, Justi) ; xxx.18

(=lxxiv.lO, Justi) were cited.

The next animal noted was (8) the frog (vazagha) which was looked

upon by the Iranians with horror. Reasons were given for preferring
so to render vazagha rather than by lizard/ The three places, Vd. v.86

=Vd.xii.22, and Vd. xviii.65, were further examined, th. lirst tw...,f th,

IKIS.SJIKI-S iH-iiitf n-K'anlMl as not ni.-triral. tin- 1;M as doubtfully so.

It was then stated (4) that the snake (azhi] is only found once in a simile,

namely in the indirect comparison, Vd. xviii.65, just spoken of, where

See Proceedings for October, I S8G=* Journal, vol. xiii., p. cxxxviii.
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it figures in company with the wolf and the frog. At the same time

special mention was made of the single instance of (5) a beast of prey
.. Vd. xiii.47, furnishing an image to describe one of the characters

of the dog. This latter passage afforded one of the rather uncommon
instances of the carrying out of a parallel; although, as it was remarked,
the comparison had more the nature of a description than of a regular
simile. The text, besides, is unmetrical.

The brief comparisons in which (6) the Khrafstras, or noxious crea-

tures in general, are found were then reviewed. The first of these, Vd.

vii.2=Vd. viii.71, it was noticed, is unmetrical, owing probably to the

extreme brevity of the expression; the other passage, Ys. xxxiv.9, proved

interesting as giving us a simile in the Gathas. The word khrafstra was
further remarked on as used in the manner of a metaphor in Ys. xxviii.

5, and probably also Ys. xxxiv.5=[Ys. xix.2].

Again in the passage Vd. viii.69,70 Vd. ix.25, where all that remains

of the exorcised Druj is likened (7) to the wing of a fly (mdnayen ahe

yatha makhsydo parenem), it was observed that the simile was more
formal than real, amounting almost to an identification. The interpo-

lated sentence in Vd. viii.22=(?) Shayast la-Shayast ix.14, West, S.B.E.

v. p. 314, and Justi s. v. makhSi, was likewise added and attention called

at the same time to the adjective makhsikehrpa.

Passing then to the creatures that are used in the Avesta with a more

agreeable association, the two images (8) from birds were taken up.
With the first of these, Yt. xiii.70 (yathand meregho hupereno), the simile

in Rig Veda viii.20.10 was compared ;
the second, an indirect compari-

son, Ys. lvii.28, had practically before been treated under the head of

nature. Similarly also had the likeness drawn (9) from the eagle (saena),

Yt. xiv.41, been previously dealt with; but here the adjective upairi-

saena,
'

higher than the eagle flies,' as probably equivalent to a simile at

Ys. x.ll and (?) Yt. xix.3, was noticed. Then the description in Yt. xiv.

29-33 was cited as containing implied similes to convey an idea of the

sharpness of sight; and among the animals here mentioned appeared (10)

the vulture (kahrkdsd), whose 'glance,' Yt. xiv.33=Yt. xvi.13, is used

typically as we employ the '

eyes of the lynx.'

The other implied similes in the same passage, namely (11) from the

Kara fish, Yt. xiv. 29, and (12) from the horse, Yt. xiv. 31, found their

place here, references for the thought being made to the Bundehish.

The horse it was shown also appears in an implied comparison, Yt. viii.

24, cf. Yt. xix.68, to convey the notion of strength, and in the indirect

comparison, Ys. lvii.28, already several times referred to. The direct

simile from the horse, in the corrupt passage, Yt. xxiv.29, was examined,
and the question as to the meaning of the adjective aspostaoydo at Yt.

v.7, and Yt. viii.5,42, discussed in detail.

At this point the implied simile drawn from animal strength, Yt.viii.

24 (cf. Yt. xix.68 in part), was recalled as including (13) the camel (ustra

and (14) the bull (gdo).

Next, Yt. xi.7, yathaca pasus-haurvdohho, 'like the guardians of the

flock,' although the word spdno is lacking, was regarded as a simile

derived (15) from the dog ;
and further the fragmentary lines in Yt. xxiv).
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44, it was thought, might be constructed into a metaphor or a simile

[like] a mad [dog].'

The last <|ii< Mi<m dealt with in regard to images from the animal

world in general, was the simile (16) from the drop of milk, Ys. \. l 1.

i/i
i th 1 1 </''"" drafSo, and in this matter Geldner's views, Metrik, p. 153,

160, were accepted.
In conclusion, the paper took up the passages where the various ab-

>t rartions or divinities are given an incarnate form. These descriptions
of transfigurations, as having somewhat the character of a simile, appro-

priately found their place here. It was mentioned as noteworthy that

in far the greater part of these manifestations, the form conceived

of was chosen from the animal kingdom; for example, in seven out of

the ten incarnations of Verethraghna, the genius of victory, he is rep-

resented in some animal likeness. At Yt. v.61, Thraetaona appears in

the shape of a vulture (mereghahe kehrpa kahrkdsahe), but on the other

hand Ardvi Sura, Yt. v.64,78, in the semblance of a maiden (kainln<~>

a xrlnii/i'io}. The star Tishtrya takes the form of a horse, (?) Yt.

% iii>: of a youth, Yt. viii.13; of a bull, Yt. viii.16, cf. also Vd. xix.87;and
a -a in of a horse, Yt. viii. 18,20,26,30,46; his opponent, the demon Apao-
slia. likewise i- pictured as a horse, Yt. viii.21,27. Even the fiend Druj
comes in a form like a fly, Vd. vii.2, as seen above, and Ahriman again,
in Yt. xv.!2= Yt. xix.29, is represented as ridden in the shape of a horse.

The conscience, however, Yt. xxii.9, appears in the image of a maiden:

but in Yt. xi\. 34.36,38, the kingly glory is seen in the likeness of a hird.

Finally, in Yt. xiv., Verethraghna appears in his various sucee^he in-

carnations, as a wind (2), as a bull ( 7), as a horse ( 9), as a camel 1 jj 1 1 .

as a boar <^ 1 :.. of. also Yt.x.70), as a youth ($17), as the bird Varaghna
( 19), as a ram (23), as a buck (25), and lastly as a man

1 I. Tin- AtYiirfm R:ipith\\ in of the AveMa. tran-latcd with com-
ments ; ly Dr. A. V. Williams Jack^m.

Afrigan Rapithwin is a colloquy between Ahura Mazda and Zara-

tlm>htra, and is preceded and followed by the common Avestan formu-

,>rayers and ascriptions of praise. Rapithwina is the genius of the

n i i< Iday an<J of the southern quarter. For the time and circumstances

appropriated the re, Italian of this passage see Spiegel, A.V. I

'

l rsetz-

ii. p. 196. As no direct English translation has previously been

puMished, the present attempt to solve some of the exep-tical dith'<Mil-

ties of the chapter may not be uncalled for.

A. T i : \ \ M \ 1 1 v i . Vathd ahii vairyo . . . :
' As he (Zarathushtra) is

the \vishc<|-fr -piriiual lead, r . . .' KM^'hir. .ii-ness is the best good
I confess myself a worshipper >r Mazda, a follower t X.n.i

i im-hira. a t..e i.. the Daevas, a believer in Ahura; for sacrifice, praise,

n. and -l-ii iii.-atn.il nnt<> Hapithuina the righteous and

guardian lr<l f riirht : f>r sacrifice, praise, propitiation, and -I-"

ti-.n unto Fr&datfshu and Zantui, and the -uanlian

2. Unto Ahura Mazda radiant and jj""'>n~. uni<> the \m.-li.i

i-, unto Asha Vahishta, and unto Ahura Mazda's [son, the] I in,
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unto all the righteous Yazatas, spiritual and material, unto the mighty,

overpowering Fravashis of the righteous, unto the Fravashis of the liist

believers, unto the Fravashis of the next-of-kin, be propitiation for their

sacrifice, their praise, propitiation, and glorification.' Yathd aim

vairyo ....

3. 'Now surely spake Ahura Mazda to Spitama Zarathushtra the

prayer of the guardian lord Rapithwina, (saying) :

" Ask us [O righteous Z.] the questions which thou hast for us
for a question by thee is like that of the mighty
since the Ruler (Mazda) would fain make thee contented and mighty."

4. ' Zarathushtra asked Ahura Mazda :

"Ahura Mazda, spirit
most holy, righteous creator
of earthly beings !

Hpw much does the man gain,
how much does the man merit,
how much is his reward,

5. who with the prayer of Rapithwina,
praises [the guardian lord] Rapithwina,
sacrifices to [the guardian lord] Rapithwina,
with well-washed hands,
with well-washed pressing-stones,
with out-spread Barsom,
with uplifted Haoma,
with blazing fire,

with recitation of the Ahuna [Vairya],
from (i. e. with) the tongue of one who is imbrued with Haoma,
from (i. e. with) the body of one who is subject to the law ?"

6. ' Ahura Mazda answered him :

"In proportion as the wind (blowing)
from the southern region,
O Spitama Zarathushtra,
promotes and increases
all earthly life

and comes to the earth with blessing ;

so much does that man gain,
so much is his reward,

7. who with the prayer of Rapithwina,
etc., etc., etc., (as in 5)."

8.
* Ahura Mazda pronounced to Spitama Zarathushtra the prayer of

the lord Rapithwina.'
'

Righteousness is the best good . . . .'

9.
' Ahura Mazda's etc. (as Afr. i.14-18).'

10. 'As he (Zarathushtra) is the wished-for spiritual leader . . . .' 'I

pray for sacrifice, praise, strength, and power for Ahura Mazda radiant

and glorious, etc. (as m 2) .... for the Fravashis of the next-of-kin.

So may it come to pass as I pray . . . .'

B. COMMENTS. To 1. aSahe rathwe : see Bartholomae's remarks in

his Arische Forschungen ii. p. 179; iii. p. 45.

To 2. khfrnaothra I consider a nom. like taroidlte Yt. i.O, etc.
;
see Justi

s. v. and p. 387 529 fin. ; Bartholomae, Ar. F. ii. pp. 173,186, Handbuch

d. Altiran. Dialekte 241 ; similarly nemas Ny. i.l,etc. Cf. also mta

buydt Yt. x.91.
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To 3. mraoj: 'spake the prayer.' For this use of mru cf. Ys. liii. V
Geldner, K.Z. xxviii.191, Fragment iv.1,8, Geldner. Drei Yasht, p. 14.

and Skt. bru, e. g. R.V. i.*4 .". peresdcd IH'IO ... is a quotation from
Ys. xliii.10. thica . . . emavatAm: the reading of Geldner's text at

Ys. xliii.10 is here adopted, thwd being instrumental case. The sense,
as Professor Geldner most kindly writes me, is that Ormazd is as glad to

grant Zoroaster's request (parStem thwd), as one is to grant that of a

mighty man whom one desires to place under an obligation. /

contented' as in Vd. xiii.45: see further, Bartholomae, K.Z. xxviii.28.

To 4. spentita: with the force of this epithet compare Milton, P.L.

viii.492
" Creator bounteous and benign." cvaf ho nd oiilmi/riitf . . . :

on this passage, see Geldner, Studien zum Avesta, i. p. 148 note ; Bar-

tholomae, Altiran. Verbum. p. 143 note. cvajyathaavat : cvaf has
here the idea of proportion as in Vd. ix.9, cvaj yatha, Vd. v.35; and

similarly Vd. xvii.7 aval [aipi] yatha. Again cva\ mizhdemavat mlzh-
dem answer to each other in Vd. ix.43,44. The simile in the passage
before us seems somewhat imperfectly expressed, as the answer to the

question is not definitely given ; but the general thought is, that the

righteous man deserves and gains a reward as bounteous in proportion
as the south wind brings growth and increase to the world a thought
which would appeal to those familiar in that country with the effect of

the southern wind.
(i fill a >/a ite, asayeiti, mizhdem anha{: these words seem to be about

synonymous, and merely elaborate the idea. Geldner derives a it It u
t/<'t i7~

from /, n n.
-

literally,
' sich bescheeren ;'

" thus anhuydite is, by the fa-

miliar error, for ahhuvdite, Skt. dsuvdte. aSayeiti, which answers in

form to Skt. r.taya-i seems here to have the meaning
' earn a recompense

by righteous action,' cf. Ys. xliv.6, aSemSyaothandiSdeMzait'i nrinaiti*.

Ye. xlvi.15, and Bartholomae, Ar. F. ii. p. 139 f., 144,161. It would thus
be a denominative from oa, though possibly from aSi. For a similar
idea of reward resulting from sacrifice, see Ys. ix.9, kd ahmdi aSiS ere-

etc., and elsewhere in the Avesta. naire must be omitted on
metrical grounds.
To 6. This section, judging from Yt. x.91; Ys. lxii.1; Ys. xix.6, is

probably metrical; but how we are to reconstruct, it is somewhat diffi-

-ii It to decide. In regard to yd rapithwinahe ratufriti, there seems to

be no better expedient than to read friti, considering ratu- here and
\Mtli the following accusatives as a later interpolation, as does de Har-

lez, Manuel de fAvesta, p. 252. Some color of probability is given to
t In-, since each time ratu- directly follows rapithunna-. The metre of
ill.- i-lm,. ,f the stanza is somewhat harsh, particularly uzddtnt }><iiti

'/. M in Yt. x.91 see Geldner, K. Z. xxv. p. 525, note 127 but it

seems advisable to admit for the Aveeta the existence of the catal. 1 1

seven-syllabled verse as Professor Lanman, A. O. S. Proceedings, May,
1880, does for the Veda. For //// /-,// \\ e may otherwise refer to Geldner,
Metrik, p. 88; while paiti and ahun&t are read with synecesis, vairy&t

omitted as in Ys. x

i ties haom6-anhar*taht, etc. make some
difficulty, since

mathro-hitahe (m.) cannot agree with tanvd (f.) as we should perhaps at
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first expect. Different ways of solving the difficulty might be proposed,
but it is best, as Professor Geldner kindly suggests to me, to regard
hizvo and tanvo as abl. in connection with framarditi, frdyazdite. The
words of prayer come from the tongue out of the body ("= person) of

one who is called haoinu-aitlKirsta, mdthrd-hita. Then harez, when
used of haoma and zaothra, will, as he further suggests, mean (1)

' to

pour or strain, offer, etc.,' cf. Vsp. x.2, and (2) euphemistically 'taste,

enjoy, drink:' thus Ys. lxviii.10 dahmd-pairinharsta means the offerings
which were formally presented to the divinity, but in reality were en-

joyed by the priest (dahma). The thought contained in m&thrd-hitahe
tanvo seems not unlike the New Testament idea, I. Cor. ix. 27, 20. The
whole section metrically reconstructed will read:

yd rapithwinahe \ratu-'} friti
rapithwinem [ratum] framarditi
rapithwinem [ratum] frdyazdite
frasndtaeibya zastaeibya
frasndtaeibya hdvanaeibya
frastaretdj paiti baresman
uzddtdj paiti haomdt
raocintdt paiti dthraf
srdvayamndf paiti ahundt [vairydf]
haomo-anharstahe hizvo
mdthrd-hitahe tanvo.

To 6. The introductory words paiti-e mazddo, I should prefer
to consider not metrical. yatha vdtd . . : we must seek here to recon-

struct the metre, since from a study of Avestan similes I believe such

comparisons to be in general metrical. This fact will enable us perhaps
to take liberties with the text, with more confidence than we otherwise

should. First, I consider that some word qualifying vdtd has fallen out

of the text. One or two might be suggested as answering the purpose,

mazdadhdto, Yt. xviii.5; xiv.2; Ys. xlii.3; Vsp. vii.4 (though generally
in connection with daresis, but cf. Yt. xiv.2), or derezi-takethro, an

epithet of the southern wind at Vd. iii.42 yatha vdtd derezi-takethro, or

again quite possibly upa-vdvd, Yt. xxii.7.

rapithwitardj naemdj: these words seem undoubtedly best taken to

form a line by themselves and are metrical, as Vd. xix.l; Yt. xxii.25,

(in antithesis to Yt. xxii.7) ; Yt. xxii.42, and in other designations of

place, Vd. i.19; Ys. lvii.29=Yt. x.104. The line, however, wants one

syllable as in the verse treated above. If the theory of the catalectic

verse be not admitted, we might then supply the deficiency from
the parallel line Yt. xxii.7 rapithwitaraf haca naemdj and read in both

places rapithwitrdf. as also at times apdkhdhrem see Justi, s.v., and

Geldner, Studien i. p. 113 and dtrem in the new edition of the Avesta.

See further Bartholomae, Ar. F. ii.p.133. Still another view might

possibly be suggested. Westergaard's reading in the passage before us

is due only to "correction;" the manuscripts offer rapithwen. tardj K.

25, Wl,3, Lb2, Khl; or rapithwen. antardt K19,12, P13. From this we
might hazard a conjecture that the adjective is formed from rapith-

wina-, and that the true metrical reading in both places should be

rapithurinatardt naemdj, with haca omitted as it is here and not infre-
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quently, e. %. Vd. iii.42. et al. From the formulaic character of the

I in.', however, it seems to me at present more reasonable to scan it on
th. theory of the catalectic verse, especially as we do not yet know
what the variants at Yt. xxii.7 are.

spitama zarathuxtra: the vocative, with the order adopted, will also

form an independent line as often. But other arrangements of the

above six words are possible. ttaoSyantica: this ungrammatical in -

la t inn is faulty and should be rejected as the introduction of a
later hand.

emeioa ,j the ordinary text aiwica aSditi jdmayeiti can hardly be

made metrical, and we must look for another reading. In the absence

of better manuscript authority I would suggest, though with some mis-

that K12 possibly comes here to the rescue. It offers niiri

iti -.''mi i/rn'ti. and from tliis with the aid of the other variants we
can make up a very good reading. The ja in jasditi is only an error of

tin copyist for ca, on a similar interchange of c and j see Geldner,
hrt-i YnsLt. p. i:is. stntlii-ii. i. p. 72 note, and Ys. ix.15; xi.7, et al. This

satisfies us that aiwica is correct and that sditi not axditi is alone

tin- true reading, the a being dittography. Further. I \\oiild adopt
i/i'u'ti. which gives an excellent sense and carries with it much

probability, the interchange of z and j being by no means rare, cf. the

variant- ;it Vs. i.<>: ii.6; viii.3,9; ix.4,8,14: x.H, etc. in the new edition.

Tim- *'//// will be instr. or dat. after yaiti, and with aiurii/tliti compare
PWb. /// tihhi. The text reconstructed will thus read:

r<i
t
>ifl<irif<in'tf tun'nu'it

spitama zarathuMra
//">/ /// tih n in a sti'i i nfi- HI

fi-i'iillntfirti rcredhatica
'iff '.<lin i/iliti.

r>. <)n tlic l'//r//M/ nr r>auii'-nrler' of the ICahibhirata; l>v

\V. Il.|,kin-, <>l llcyn Mawr,

'l'ln- l.att !-, nli-r a- ili-pictcd in the eighteen days' war formed the

i.f tin- |.:i|.-r (enlarged from -catt.Tcd references given in a pa JMT
last year). The writer had iv-n-ad the war with speoial attention t, thK

|.-.mt and -kcti-h.-d t he array- a- di-crilird t herein, giving some general
n-mark- n us'lge in batt le The authorities upheld hytlie epic h.

areBrli-'i^p-'iti and Ucanas; each i-> iiientio! . ,1 times, the former
1 1 MI ..i the mlci (which is never ascribed to Ma mi i. Atten-

lion was failed t<> the dill. i. in , - h, t ween the ri/film L:i\en in the i

and the -a me h - < unpa i at i \ el \ ni>dern work- a- the

prnkaeika. With Mann the agreement is fair.

More rifitli.lti are elli|>loved ill the Kjijc thai! are leeo-ni/ed l)\ the la \\

book. On tin ,,ti,er hand some of the Manavic vy&has an n..t
|

caii\ raoognii
\ qoittioa ben m regard to this word in Mann (iHlW I

1

.'.
1

.

1 march.' and there \\.mld tlms he n< roaaon

\\h\ the ri/iilt / in Maim -Inmld .rre->p. .ml with t he battle Vjftiha of the

Ml.hfi. N it not pOMflUe, however, that the inareliinu' law- are tini-lied

27
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with the introduction of vyuha in Manu and that the passage cited

refers (as the word does in the Epic) to 'battle-array,' mdrga bring
'maneuvers' (yuddtut mdrgu). ynlma (190) being 'squads,' sthdne, ////*/-

dhe being
' when the fighting ceases (and) in actual conflict

'

? This was

given as a suggestion only. The use of gulmds for '

picket and fighting

squad
' was shown in the Epic.

In the Epic (except in late passages) the army is caturbhdga, catur-

anga, 'fourfold;' in xii. and in Manu, sadanginl, 'sixfold.' To foot,

cavalry, chariots, elephants, come koga and yantra, according to the

passages of later origin.

The army arrays itself at dawn; fighting begins as soon as the hymn
to the Sun is said; the armies go back to their tents the moment the

sun sets. A single night is spent in fighting with torches. The chiefs

go to bed as soon as they can after eating and bathing. If the comman-
der is killed, the fight becomes a rout. The* commander's position was
discussed in three lights, that in respect of his king, in respect of the other

generals, in respect of the whole army. He is often set aside. All his

duties are taken by the king. He is superior ex-officio to those better

born than himself. He first addresses the soldiers in a spirited speech.
On his fate depends the battle of the day. A picture of the election of

a commander was drawn. The king does not appoint one of himself.

He is proposed in council and approved by acclamation after the king
has * entreated him '

to be commander. The king's strategic position is

nominally in the most protected part of the vyuha ; often actually in

mid-fight. A slight tendency was observed to praise the Pandu King
as more ready to be in the van than the Kuru. The leaders had cakra-

raksdu, not common soldiers, but a chariot-guard of two young high-
born knights or princes.

The vyuha goes to pieces as soon as actual fight begins. "The mass is

drawn out on a fixed plan but in every case within a few minutes the
'

array
' breaks and all that seems left are the different forces stationed

in general along a certain line, but these also soon get mixed. Cham-

pionship duels are frequent. After such a rush ante aciem the chiefs

sometimes ' return to their vyuha.' So complete is the disintegration of

the day's vyuha that often another has to be made up. What is vyulia?
Sometimes only a mass of men; sometimes a small group executing a

particular maneuver; properly the whole array in a particular order.

A servile imitation of old vyuhas is noticed. One side does not hesi-

tate to adopt a vyuha that has already proved worthless to the other

side. The Pandus respect Brhaspati's advice and begin, being only
about half as many as the Kurus, with a 'needle-shaped array.' The
makara is employed once by the Pandus, and twice by the Kurus; the

$akafa, twice by the Kurus, once with a beautiful cakra (padmd) addi-

tionthe most complex array described. The krdunca is used once by
the Pandus and Kurus, once as a reserve. The mandala is used as a

complete 'circle' by the Kurus; and by the Pandus as 'half,' i. e. like

ardhacandra or a crescent. The wngataka is entirely new, used by the

Pandus. The garuda and gyena are only used by the Kurus and the

Pandus respectively. Others, as manu$a, ddiva, are vague, and proba-

bly only allude to numbers and appearance, not to a technical array.
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Whenever a 'beast' or 'bird' vyuha is described, the metaphor is

kept up.
' Such heroes were on his beak, such were his eyes, such on

hi> tail and wings and fore-wings' (prapak?a! the metaphor mixed
with actual order). The position of allies is not always the same.

Tli* y are generally in responsible but not most important positions.

The Calais, Yavanas, etc., are occasionally conspicuous.
The hypothetical numbers of different divisions were given, as inter-

polations. None of the technical divisions holds; caraw, etc., never

mean a limited number. To 'protect' a knight (often devolving on

certain friends) is to ride not before, according to the Hindu idea, but

just behind him. The warrior would be insulted if the protector got
between him and his foes. The root rak$ is thus generally

'

support,'

not 'protect.'

The ' council
' and castes of fighters were incidentally discussed. All

castes but the Brahman are depicted as fighting; Brahraans did of old:

th usage survives in Drona, and especially in his son, who is 'the

priest's son;' but though called *

Brahman,' he is really only a fighter

and has nothing to do with the priestly caste. In the present version,

the Brahmans are relegated to the praetorium and act as council at

1 1 iu-l it-debates. When the army is utterly routed, the ministers run

away, taking the king's harem home in wagons.
Tho 'agreement of war' made at the beginning between the parties

Mibling in substance Manu's chivalrous rules) is broken over and

over again in other words there was no agreement till a late interpola-

tion made one. Significant is the fact that occasional unchivalrous

behavior is not cried out against as violation of the '

agreement,' but as

violation of eternal rule,' i. e. a few knightly rules were universally

recognized, but often broken. However, when one blames Arjuna's
conduct, one should not forget what provocation he had, and that the

Km UH are continually fighting in the same way the Pandus do, that is,

killing every one without regard to rules or order. A comparison of

tin- f<iir (lays to which the eighteen days seem critically reducible with

th. tom days of fighting about Troy was resultless except for general

images, ami individual exploits.

Tin- great chiefs can fight with any sort of weapons; the knowledge

nrrr.ssary for a K 1 Seiiapati is Veda and its six limits, tin- nn'iiinri

vidyd, bow and arrows and various weapons, beside chariots. Usually
even a leader of a vy&ha keeps to one beloved weapon ; his art, as

shown, was chi'H personal skill in maneuver,' direct* d to

|.i<
r.'iM-

'

ot -unoiiM'lm^.' No extensive combinai i- -it- are made.

"Hie commander is in the middle van or, if he is not, the middle van (as

usual) begins the fight. Occasionally it is the commander who guards
tin- n-ar. No tli I-"" i wings first is tri-d. r\eept in tin- *cres-

\\hi.-h HUM have touched the foe win- -tiiM: lm 6TW ln-re tin-

fray appears to commence with the commander in t 1
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16. On Fire-Arms in Ancient India
; by Professor Hopkins.

I have in a former essay alluded to the theory of the author of
'

Weapons, etc., of the Ancient Hindus,' editor of the Nitiprakayika and

Qukramtisara, which works I shall here designate as W., N., and Q.
The theory has been reviewed before. My object in this paper is to call

attention to a few points in the argument as developed in the books

mentioned above.

First, the confusion which the author permits himself in alluding to

works of different ages under one rubric of ' ancient
' can only mislead.

All Hindu works that refer, or that he thinks refer, to the use of fire-

arms are spoken of (apparently on that ground) as old, and any works

helping to corroborate his theory belong to the 'oldest Sanskrit writ-

ings.' He refers thus to the Kamandakiya (W. p. 69), though the work
is really comparatively very late; he speaks of the Nitisara which he
edits as '

quoted in the most ancient and celebrated writings
'

(W. p. 34),

among which the Kamandakiya stands side by side with the Mahabha-
rata. Here are two faults. The Mbha. does not quote this work, and, if

it did, no one has a right to cite together as ' most ancient and cele-

brated '

the epic and the work of Kainandaki. In respect to the Mbha.
the facts are these. A comparison with the Kamandakiya shows such

technical parallels that we must conclude that this work is not many
centuries remote from the time that produced the presumed work of

Ucanas, whereas the quotations given from the Mahabharata, in so far

as they coincide with this Uc.anas, give us merely such general aphor-
isms as may be found in any legal work from the Mbha. down to the

present time : an Uganas the Epic undoubtedly quotes, and an Uganas-
code ;

but nothing in the Epic would lead us to think that its writers

knew this (modern) work. Again, using this word '

early
'

of all litera-

tures alike, the writer groups with other works the Naisadha as an
"undoubted (sic) early poem" (W. p. 67) ;

a statement that, for the

application he makes of '

early,' is untrue.

A second objection to the writer's method of collecting evidence is

found in the loose way in which he uses text and commentary alike, as

if one bore any relation to the other in respect of value for his argument.
He makes no attempt to discriminate between the worth of a text and
the annotator of it who lived perhaps a thousand years later. Of course

the words of the commentator in any such case as that under discussion

are absolutely valueless unless supported by evidence from the text

itself. Still less is any division made by the writer between different

parts of the same work, so that he actually quotes a phrase from the

Harivanc.a that he might as well have taken from the Epic. As to a

suggestion that the twelfth book of the Epic may be later than the rest

we find nothing; yet all the real proof of his position he draws from this

late portion. Indeed, so void of critical sense or so prejudiced does this

writer appear, that he proposed to insert a wild varia lectio into the

received text of Manu, because a late work composed at a gun-powder
age has the verse altered ;

and instead of regarding N.vii.45 as a corrup-
tion of M.vii.90, he inverts the process, because N. would " not have dared

to compose it after the text of Manu had been finally settled
"

(W. p. 71,
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74, 43): drawing the result that the two works are of about the same age.

Any one who can read through the Nitipraka^ika and our Manu

together and then solemnly assert that they belong to about the same

age is well fitted to draw the final conclusion that "fire-arms were
known in India in the most ancient times" (W. p. 81), and "explosive

powder . . . was known in India from the earliest period
"

(ib. p. 63).

We collect the proofs for these statements and find first some doubt-

ful words in Vedic writings; on account of later writings our author

regards these words as references to fire-arms. We come down to the

later writings and find the proofs still fugitive, resting mainly on tin

interpretation given to these later writers by still later commentators.

Having thus established gunpowder for ancient times, he reverts to our

modern gunpowder-texts and carries them back to the * time which pro-
duced the smi'tis and early Epic literature.'

I pass over many arguments that immediately present themselves

against this deduction and come to the question : How does it happen
that in the long and circumstantial account of the eighteen days' war
there is not the slightest indication that gunpowder was known V His

answer is ready:
"

It is most probable that the very common occurrence

ofgunpowder interfered with its being . . . worth mentioning" (W. p. 68).

It is most pn ha hie that the guns used at the battle of Hastings were

passed over by historians for the same reason.

But, jesting aside, here lies the defect that alone wrecks this argu-
i u -lit. The writer will prove that the books he edits belong to the

time of the early Epic.' It is not then enough for him to claim that

^un|K)wder was known, or take refuge in its non-use on the battle-lit *ld.

Indeed, as quoted above, he himself hints that it must have In-en >o

used and so indeed, if the books are old; for they are full of mi nut e

directions in regard to small arms, and guns are assumed as not only
known but in daily use.

I must confess to an ungenerous suspicion that the writer either

Ion. led the account of the war in his own mind or was not well read in

that account. He shows so few quotations that are really to the point
from the period of greatest value.

Let me turn Mi a few references from this part of the Epic. The
reader will at the same time remcinlicr that the \\..rk> quoted :( t the

head Of this pa p> i elaim that rtttu<iluil is pml.alih nnlika, a
>i<iittra t a cannon. Not that it is not admitted that the\ ma\ U

used otherwise. M\ contention i- that in the cases I have not. .1

the early i.|>i< they n. \er can mean what he claims and against tin

to||,,uin- | ^1, .,iii, | like to be shown any use that justifies hi-

Ilient.

But lii>t a word on a point e.-ipahie ,,! doiil.t. We read he

I
all around him." Mi, I,.,, x i. .-,4.4:1). Is tin- imd 8VW u-ed other
than M a demoniac weapon of pur.- tin . indi.atum BOthlnf hut a

natural po\\, r? No. Of the yataghnl every hero makes use as a
-""!' 'i.-etH mass of weapon- ilun- at him. and

-pin- th. -//-/,;,, as among them \\ith nine feather*

(Til I- '..:!! II. :
< I. ri.9ft.ffl llfl MTC n MJ itfCUtiO nrnll,
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Cataghnica sakinkhtih (viii. 14.35), that is, the thing had bells attached

and was flung. Qalya also cuts a gataghnl flung by Yudhisthira:
" Na-

kula cast a spear at him; Sahadeva, a club; Yudhisthira, a gataghni"

(ix.13.32cf. 26); the same weapon again (vii.133.44) is used with darts

and other sharp weapons. It may be noted that, as respects the name,
a pikti or spear is ekaghnl (vii. 183.2), and an atlkuya is sarvaghdti (vii.

29.17), while darts are fatrughndh (Miacardh, vii. 156. 132). Could <"-

taghnl come from gatrughni ? Citra (like dipta),
'

bright and shining,'

is used of this and other weapons (vii. 138.21) as are fire-epithets gener-

ally, to denote mere brilliancy. Cf. vii. 115. 30 and 119.32; agnyarka-

samkdgdh qardh; aldtacakrapratimam dtianuh.

The word tupdki, 'gun,' does not of course occur. As to the word

ndllka,
'

reed,' it is used only of darts, an important fact, as it, too, in

the later language means gun. Lest any one should think that kartii

prefixed made this word mean more, I would observe that the weapons
forbidden by Manu are in common use the fcarm-dart is one with a

barb or hook. A few quotations : karnindllkandrdcaiQ chddaydiu <~tx<i

tad balam (vi.106.13.); the weapons karnindrdca, vardhakarna, ndllka,

etc., are used as flung (vii. 179. 14); cf. tarn karnind 'tddayad dh^di (vii.

47.20; ib. 169.9), and the pun, sa karnam kartiind karne punar vivyddha

(ib. 48.1), with, finally, the group of karnindllkandrdcds tomaraprdsa-

gaktayah (viii.81.12).

Our author is in doubt whether the divine a$ani may not mean fire-

arms (from Dr. von Bohlen); cf. the a$ani (made by the gods) with
'

eight bells
'

(astaghanta) flung as a missile by one man and caught by
another (vii. 156. 157), or with eight wheels (a cannon?!) as elsewhere

described (vii. 175. 96).

Agnicurna,
'

powder,' I do not find mention of. A$macurna is found,

but it is the result of the mountaineers' agmayuddha (vii.121.45). As to

the 'balls,' they are generally hand-missiles, used with clubs, etc. (vii.

23.34); oil-balls at most are used; and nothing more are the ayoguda

(loc. cit. et passim). As to para meaning
'

shot,' I have found no case

that indicates such a transfer.

Yantra should, according to our writer, mean cannon. It is strange

then that it means in the war almost anything but a cannon. It is a

machine or contrivance of any kind, easily broken, grouped witli ordi-

nary arms, of more or less vague significance (vi. 96.71); used as a drum-

stick (yantrend 'hanyamdnah . . . mrdangah, vii. 23. 85) ; as protective

armor (visrastayantrakavacdh, viii. 93.9; yantrabaddhd vikavacd Ij . vii. 1)0.

22; yantranirmuktabandhandh, vii. 93. 70); it holds the flag (papdta . . .

Qiirah . . . yantramukta iva dhvajah, vii.92.72) and but cf. for more

uses B.R. s.v. As a ''machine
'

it may refer to a catapult, and such is

probably the meaning in the second and third parvans of the Epic, and

the seventh chapter of Manu.
When we find astrayantra we ought certainly to have a cannon.

Cf. the scene (ix.57.18): The two heroes engaged in a club-fight dance

about each other, and perform all the maneuvers (mdrgdh) resorted to

by skilled combatants, agile as two cats (15,16), and,
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acarad Bhlmasenas tu mdrgdn bahuvidhdns tathn

mandaldni vicitrCun ;/<i/i/w///m///mt ca. 17.

a/n i ////// /' ' -tli n n <i n i rividh&ni ca

pan .
-life varjanam paridhavanam. 18.

abhidravanam nk*<>i>am avasthdnam savigraham

parivartanasa I'H i'<i rtii HI <irai>lnt<nn >ii>aj>litt(t>n. 19. Etc.

We see that the beet form of yantra gives no hold on '

cannon;' we
see that neither here nor elsewhere do cataghnl, ndlika, yantra indi-

cate explosive powder. The same result for the whole war.

Now how is it in the twelfth book? Appealing here to adhyayas 69

and !<>::. we might through the commentator be led to think of rockets

anl cannon. And yet there is nothing in the text to prove it, and the

rest of the book has strong negative evidence against it.

In the first passage we read :
' The king must make walls with loop-

holes, fill the moat with sharp stakes, crocodiles, etc.; the gates must

be small; in (or on) the gates he must cause to be placed massive ///"-

* (dvdresu ca guruny era ////<//v7/// xthdpayet sadd), and have the

/, // ftdn <//.///< / mounted '

(dropayec chataghnVi, 44). Immediately after

thi- the king is told to go and visit stables, armories, and other public

buildings; to store up in his fort oil, plants, poisoned arrows, with

weapons such as spears, javelins, darts.

Tb is represents an advance on the state of towns in the real Epic, but

even here, remembering how vague is the meaning of yanlru in the

w;n IMM.KS and how specifically the qataglmls are projectiles, we should

hesitate to admit such an extraordinary interpretation as that of the

.nun. utator. In fact as in the " towns full of yantra" spoken of in

the introductory books of the story we have here also no reason for

assuming powder-machines, but only rams or catapults. The fact that

n<> use is made of these in the whole tale would show that even re-

garded thus they were a late invention.

In the 1 1 ex i passage (xii. 103.38) the 'sixfold army' (a later division

than tic- ii-nal fourfold army of the Mbha.) consists (beside horse, foot,

elej,hunts, chariot- of /.-,/ and ijmifra, treasure and ' machines' ca ti-

lt may be a battering ram; is there anything to indicate \\hat

Note also the fact that in a careful enumeration of methods of t

ing as practi. .-d 1,\ dilf"ivnt nations no hint ! given (rf thii llfleof fire-

arm* already corn i non. according to our author, and which must have

ange to all or specially noteworthy in ^>\m>: "Every man
-honl.l li-bi ae.-oidin- to his native usage; the Gandharah. and Siiulhu-

sauvlrah. fight with knife and dart (m//,7/mvf/, /,/>,(//<//,, /,<///; the Uc>
nnnlb are good at all weapons; the Easterners, Pr&cy&fy, excel in

"lephant-tiuht^ w ///./.. and are deceit fill in li^ht <kn(<ii/u,ll t
-

iwa/0; the Yavana^ and Kambojah with those who live near Mathurii

are good at boxing (niyuddhakuyaldfy)\ the Southerners, Daksinatya^,
. ..nlsnu-ri (oftipdnayafy). Nofire-ain, !<>l.l ff.).

Ou i p. 66) that he cannot find the passage referred

to in Wheel, ! de^cribin- ;. fortified town, \\bich \\..ulil. lu* adds, be
\.iluai.l.- "vidence ii i..nnd. On page 151, however, this same passage
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i> without compunction adduced again as the last and conclusive proof
of the ancient use of gunpowder. In the attack on Dvaraka, in the
ascent of Arjuna, and elsewhere, the author could have found both for-

t itir.l towns and what is often translated ' cannon'. Most of these cases

betray themselves as religious interpolations of a late date and certainly

posterior to the '

early Epic ;' but many even then will not bear the
*

explosive
'

significance given by a too free rendering of the original.
We prefer to work backward to the ancient from the modern time,

starting where we are sure. If there is no more proof than this for the

use of powder in the real Epic, then the Vedic passages must stand by
themselves. The Epic usage outside of doubtful cases manifestly far

later than the real poem gives no support to the idea that the Vedic period
saw more fire-arms than did the Trojan. From the Vedic through the Epic
there is little to make us doubt that the cities had no walls with cannon
at the gate and that the soldiers had no weapon but the knife, club, bow.
and primitive astra. The present gunpowder books seem like old texts

unscrupulously handled not in the desire to deceive Europeans but to

make an antiquated old manual useful. Most of the ' fire-arms
'

are in

the latter portion of the work of Uganas and the work is longer than it

is said to be at the outset. There are signs enough of modernness and
little to show its antiquity from its contents. No Smarta can believe

that it belongs to the ' time of the sm^ti and early Epic literature.' A
patriotic Hindu may be pardoned for supporting such a claim with the

best Indian ingenuity; an ingenuous observer must deny it.

17. On Professor Biihler's Manu ;* by Professor Hopkins.

Prof. Biihler's Manu is a long-expected and very welcome book. We
find here a new translation of the Bhrgu Samhita, preceded by a valua-

ble Introduction and followed by a most helpful Synopsis of parallel

passages from a wide range of literature.

Of the translation itself it is not my purpose to speak. The fact that

it was made independently of Burnell's (Books i-vii) renders of greater
interest a comparison between these translations made by two of our

first legal authorities. More help from commentators older than Kul-

luka has been had in the later rendering of the text, and the work is

more valuable on that account.

It is of the Introduction that I wish particularly to speak. Every one

who attacks Hindu law has a new theory to propound regarding the

origin of Manu, the earliest metrical law-book. Prof. Biihler lias ad-

vanced a fresh and very exciting theory. The views, hitherto, have

been (after discarding the Hindu idea that the work was the product of

an individual sage) that the code owes its origin to the prose dharmasu-

tra of the Manavas, a modification being, again, proposed to the effect

that part of our present gdstra came not from the sutra but from popu-
lar sayings ascribed to Manu for authority's sake, and incorporated with

the new form of the Manava code. The presumed date of the present

redaction has embraced a period of more than a thousand years, some

* The Laws of Manu, translated with Kxtracts from seven Commentaries. It

forms volume 25 of the Sacred Books of the East.
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putting it as early as the time of Buddha, some as late as the sixth cen-

tnrv A. D. There has been a more definite view advanced a few years

ago (oddly enough ignon.l .-nti rely by Prof. Biihler) that restricts the

tiui. . plaiv. and origin of the work to 500 A. D. under Pulakec.i a Calu-

kya king a theory probably more clever than correct but deserving
notice.

Prof. Buhler accepts of course the general sutra origin, and, further,

believes that our Samhita is not the result of a gradual change but that

of an ictic conversion from a sutra into a ^dstra (p. xcii), at which time

tlu un-Manavic dicta were added, not by Manavic disciples, but by out-

siders. He explains the self-contradictions in the text 'on the ground
thai Himlu \\ritrrs often put conflicting views side by side, and thus

obviates (against Prof. Jolly's view) the necessity for remodellers.

Against my own view of dicta incorporated by Manavic scholars he

suggests, while admitting such incorporation in some degree, that this

was done by the outsiders who converted a sectarian book into a general
code. In other words, Prof. Bfihler supposes a legal college that, unsec-

tarian, and composed of specialists in law, seized the old Manava-sutra
and made it the (Bhrgu) Manu-Samhita of to-day.
As to the time of the (Bhrgu) Samhita, Prof. Buhler sets the terminus

a quo as "the age of the Mahabharata ;" the terminus ad quern as the

dates of the metrical Smrtis of Yajflavalkya and Narada ; though he
admits that n ith r date is known. Narrowing down to a possible date

between these limits, he gives the time for the conversion (of the sutra

into a metrical law-book) as about the second century A. D., concluding
that th< Bhrgu Samhita certainly existed then and was "composed
between that date and the second century B. C.

"
(pp. cxiv, cxvii).

With tln-sc t ITmini there can be no great dissatisfaction. But it seems
to me that in respect of the precise date accuracy is sought where accu-

racy cannot exist. Is it not a little over-accurate to deduce as early a

period as the second century A. D. for the date of conversion when our

data give only this: (a) priority of Manu to Narada (exact date unknown);
>!> the existence of varying glosses on Manu, possibly in the sixth cen-

tury; (c) the priority of Manu to the Brhaspati Smrti which perhaps
dates 'about 000 A. D.' ; (d) allusions in inscriptions (from 526 A. D. on)

to Manu. vague as in the Epic, and an allusion in Bharavi, (before 684

A. D.), to the '

path taught by Manu .-

I Von i t hese data, however, the deduction is made, first, that the work
iniiM have been "much earlier" than the glosses (granted); seo>nl.

t hat it must have preceded it (the time of the Brhaspati Smrti, 'about

600 A. D.') by several centuries" (unproven) ; third, that it is 'probable
'

that Bharavi alludes to our Samhita; and 'not improbable* that tlu

same is true of the inscription- All (a + b + c + d) "are sufficient to per-
mit t h i ii ference that the work such as we know it existed in the second

iry A. D." (p. cxiv).

Now I have no douM it <li<l \ist, but I do not see that these proofs

prove it. All I ..i...m the ^loss-argument is that a ninth rmtury
< i, mini ntatoi quotes others who .!<> not always give the same explana-
tion of the same passage and that he calls them ' old

' and '

very anci< n t .

'

28
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Thence is drawn the conclusion that they existed three or four centuries

earlier than he (500-600 A. D.), and, because their readings or explana-
tion are different, therefore the original text must have been much
earlier still, or, by the help of Brhaspati,

* several centuries' older, i. e.

"it existed in the second century." But with Brhaspati whose date is

only probable we stand still
" about 600 A. D." and can only guess at the

time preceding.
The proof above is given to make " inevitable

" the same date deduced

as " not unwarrantable " from the mere fact of our Sariihita's precedence
of Narada whose work probably belongs to about "the middle of the

first thousand years of our era "
(p. cvii).

The difficulty I find here is that, when we start from y to x, three

parallel lines of equal length lying between the two do not bring us
v

any nearer to x than one of them would. We have evidence enough
that the Samhita existed before the sixth century, we will say, but three

proofs of this do not bring us to the second century. Is it not building
a good deal out of Medhatithi's old commentators to assert the number
of centuries they must have preceded him and then add a specified

number of centuries for the still older text ? To deduce a space of just

seven centuries from such proof seems at least daring. The method of

proof is, moreover, in this particular not new. Dr. Burnell used the

same argument, and instead of the second arrived at the fifth century.
His subjective decision as to what ' old ' and *

very ancient ' meant hap-

pened to differ from that of Prof. Biihler.* But take away Medhatithi's
4 ancients' and we have Brhaspati. Yes, but we are still at the same
middle of the thousand years. So with each in turn. As to Bharavi

we find here a purely subjective decision bringing us the desired proof.

Even were we sure that the Bharavi citation does allude to our Samhita

(which is by no means certain), we only knew of this fact, that his fame,
as Prof. Biihler says, was well established in 634 A. D., and therefore he
" cannot possibly have lived later than in the beginning of the sixth cen-

tury, but may be considerably older." The may be ' cannot be attacked,

but do we know that it takes more than a century to establish a poet's

fame in India '?

Prof. Biihler has done the best one could do with his materials. I

question only whether the evidence can give us more than this, that our

Samhita antedates Narada and Yajnavalkya.
For the earliest date we have '

very scant data ;' the question is of

course limited to some extent, very greatly according to Prof. Biihler,

by the Yavana and Pahlava verse (x.43-44).
" About the beginning of

the second century or somewhat earlier" is Prof. Biihler's limit. The

position of the Samhita relative to the xii. and xiii. parvans of the Epic

* In 1884 Dr. Buroell's Manu was published. Prof. Biihler did not allude to

the fact that the same argument from Medhfitithi was used by Dr. Burnell. Could

he have written his Introduction before this? But in it he quotes works later

than that of Dr. Burnell's. I do not know whether Burnell originated the argu-

ment in detail or not. That he used it, ought, it seems to me, to have been

spoken cf in this work, though it is one naturally presenting itself to one who

sees the 'pftrve,
1

etc.
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teaches us nothing definite.* Not enough force, it set-ins to me. i

t" the fact that the late books of the Epic say nothing of

and do mention the dharnia^astra (of Manu). The result is drawn, not-

withstanding, that the authors knew only the dhamiasutra (p. xcviii).

The later books of the Epic seem to me to be so very much later that I

cannot help protesting against such remarks as " the existing text of our

Sinrti" is "younger than the Epic." Does Prof. Buhler mean that the

whole Mahabharata was completed before our present text of Manu
existed ? In point of fact when the Epic is quoted as a time-guide it

cannot be taken as a continuous whole, unless we are handling epochs
of half-thousand-years. Even the Manu-text, it seems, to me, ought to

be spoken of always in portions, early or late ; especially uncertain in

total results is the stress laid on the interpretation of one verse. In an

ordinary work we are not shy of interpolations. Is it not simply be-

cause we have so little proof besides that the idea of such a verse as that

cited above being an interpolation is repugnant to us?

The whole subject appears to me unsettled. Our present Sariihita can-

not be proved to have been in existence much before the middle of the first

thousand years A. D.; on the other hand, it is probable that it did exist

much earlier, and may have existed in some form or other in the time of

the late Epic the {'ilxtm there quoted not being our present text, but,

again, by no means as yet proved to have been no metrical qdstra at all.

As no one knows the date of the present form of the Epic, or the xii.-

.\ iii. parvan-appendix to the Epic, the time in terms of years is unknown.
I see no reason yet for not believing that a metrical Manu-fdsfra existed

in some shape before the completion of the xii.-xiii. parvans of the

Epic. In respect of greater precision, non liquet seems to me at present

a more scientific result than any q. e. d.

The Synopsis calls forth hearty thanks from every student of the law.

The great labor of comparing the parallel passages of the Epic has been

done almost exhaustively, so much so that I hesitate to add the few
below lest it should seem an indication of incompleteness in the Synop-

Ij&t me say at once, therefore, that those noted here are but a pin
added to the cushion-full collected by Prof. Buhler. Moreover, many
are given not (as the Synopsis \\ a- m* ant) to supply verses In it to refer

to passages that may be of interest to those still at w< .1 k . -M t he text. I

have sometime-. noted verses (like I'rot. Hiihler's reference to ix.'.i:5- 1 .'!

that are not really i<l nti<.il. - thut minks of equality (=). like,' and
.ire used to point out respectively identical words, equivalent verses,

I -imilaritN. Tin- likeness in pith K hi-t>n< all v. often more
iii-irueii\e than that in the outer form.

In the Kirst I took of .Maim : Note the set formula of the Kpic in imr<>

In. MI < I philosophical talk ; tlm-. \\Mh Manui.l.cf. Mhha.

i 9, and \ii. ::',. 3-8, "of Man..:- win, 5, of, di.166.11, and !:.. -of

BhrK<> ith U i i xii.812.1-5 and observe the same order of verses;
with:] xii.i66.16--,': frith) LOU : irithM W,<

Mb, l<> an. I -J: wit h TS. ,-f. \ii.H02.14 ff., ib. 809.8 ; 85,

like ib. 261.8. Manu i.99 (anu for od/tt)=xii.72.6.
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BookTwo : With 2, cf. xii.167.11 ff., 29; 12, like xii.260.3 ; 59, cf. (differs)

xiii.104.104: with 83, cf. xii.361.10, and xiii.7.14: 94=i. 75.50 and ib. sr,. \:

110(a)=xii.288.35(a), and (b) nearly like (b); 111 = i.8.91, and xii.828.51(b)

52(a), (a) almost =51(b), b=52(a); 145 like- xiii.l05.14(b)15(a) but note only
trn :' 159(b)like xii.288.18(a); 161, cf. trixtuhh xiii. 104.81; with 159,179,

cf. xii.104.32,30; with 178-179, cf. xii. 270. 24-25.

Book Three: With 4,7,8, cf. xiii.104.123 and 181 ff. ; 17(a)=xiii.47.9(a):

48 like xiii. 87. 10 ff.; 85, cf. xiii.92.3 ff. ; 92.102,108,116,117,119 like and in

part= xiii.97.15 ff., while 101(a)=v.36.34(a) and ( b) nearly= ft)); 180(a) ex-

cept pl.)=xiii.90.58(b); 131 like ib. 54 ;
150 ff. all like a parody of xiii.90

adhy. ; 158(a) (' prisoner
' should be '

poisoner
'

in translation ; to kunddgi,
cf. Nfl. here and at xiii. 143.24)= v.35.46(a); 168= xiii. 90. 45 (except $rdd-

illunn): with (153 and) 173, cf. xii. 34.2 ff.
; 258 like xiii.93.7,8; 273-274, add

xiii.126.35-36; 278=xiii.87.19 (with 276-278, cf. ib. 18); 285 (and iv.5), cf.

xiii.93.15.

Book Four : With 39 cf. loosely xii. 193.8; with 52-53, cf. parts of xii.

193.24,17; with 56, cf. xii.193.3, and, in general, ib. 283.54; 71(a)=xii.l93.

13(a); 76, add to citation from xii. that the rule xii. 193.7 is in part ascribed

to Narada; 78 like xiii. 104. 58(a); 83(a)almost=xiii.l04.67(b), and (b) very
like ib. 70(a); 85 almost the same as xiii.125.9; with 88, cf. xii.322.29ff.;

143 like xiii. 104.58; with 189-190 cf. images at xii.36.40, and with 195 cf.

loosely xiii.163.56ff.; with 215, cf. xii.295.5,6.

Book Five : With 31, cf. xiii.115.53 ' rule made by Manu'; with 55, cf.

same derivation xiii. 116.35; with 56 (prav^tti), cf. xii. 199.40 and xiii. 115.

85.

Book Six : With 1 and 2, cf. similar xii. 245.4; with 5, cf. for gods xiii.

104.41; with 6, cf. the like xii.304.20; with 5,12,14,54, cf. xiii.91.38 ff.;

with 17,18 (and Manu iv.7), cf. similar xii.245.2,9; with 20, cf. ib. 12(b),13

(a) (and with ff., cf. ff.); with 33, cf. xii.246.4(b); with 41, cf. xii. 279. 3,

and (b)=(b); 56(a)=xii.279.9(a); with 58, cf. ib. 11 (with 56,57, cf. also in

general xii.287.14); with 60, cf. xii. 246. 19; with 63, cf. xii.304.44; 66 like

in sense (lingdni utpathabhiitdni) xii.321.47; with 76, cf. xii.298.14; 90=
xii. 296. 39 (except (b) evam); with 95-96, cf. xii. 160. 29.

Book Seven : 8(b)=xii.68.40(b); with 41, cf. xii.60.39 (giidrah Paija-

vana); with 50, cf. ii.68.20; iii.13.7; xii.59.60; xiii. 157.33; with 91, cf. xii.

96.3; with 178-9, cf. v.39.55; with 182, cf. xii.100.9ff.; 191, add vi.19.4

and cf. the rule practised in ib. 43.102.

Book Eight : 44 like xii. 132.21; with 85, cf. xiii. 163,56; with 86, cf. xii.

322.55; with 351, proverb, cf. xii.84.19; ib. 56.80; ib. 15.55; iii.29.27; 377,

forkafdgni, cf. xii.97.22; 416 like ii.71.1 (B. omits one before), repeated
i.82.22 (bhdryd ddsah sutdh; yat te, etc.), and v.33.64.

Book Nine: 14 like xiii.38.17; with 26, cf. v.38.11; with 85, cf. (ex-

pressly "from Manu's castra") xiii. 47. 35 (the ref. on vs. 87 is adhy. 47,

not 46); 150-156 like loc. cit. (Synop. s. vs. 150), viz. xiii.47. 11-16, and
note 154(b)=ib. 21(b) with slight changes; with 160 ff., cf. loosely xiii.

49.12 ff.; with 295-298, cf. xii. 321. 154-155; 301 like xii.91.6; with 303, cf.

xii.68.41 ff., and ib. 139.103 ff.
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Book Ten : with 8, cf. i.11.16; (4, cf. xiii.47, not 46); with 8 ff., cf. xiii.

48.5 ff., and with 10,16,17,41,46, cf. xiii.49.5; with 68, cf. in general xii.

297.23-34; with 126-127, cf. xii.297. 25-29,88-34.

Book Eleven : 56 like v.40.3, and (b) like xiii.22.29(b); with 88, cf. xii.

152.30: with 104-105, cf. xii.85.20; with 147. cf. xii.165.34; with 179, cf.

>hh xii.165.29.

Book Twelve : with 12 and 14, cf. xii.219.40(b); 27 ff. like xii. 248. 20-25,

and ib. 286.29-81; 78 like xiii. 116. 28-29; 81 like xii.206.4 (Manu i.28) and

xv.84.18: with 82-84. cf. xiii. 118.1 ff.

After the usual vote of thanks to the American Academy for

tin- use of its assembly-room, the Society adjourned to meet again
<m Wednesday, Octnl'u-r -_'6, 1887.
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Proceedings at Baltimore, October 26th and 27th, 1887.

THE Society assembled at 3 o'clock, Wednesday afternoon, in

Hopkins Hall of the Johns Hopkins University. In the absence
of the President, Professor Whitney, the conduct of proceedings
was assumed by the Vice-President, Rev. Dr. Ward, of New
York.
On motion, Professor Bloomfield, of Baltimore, was called to

perform the duties of the Recording Secretary, Professor Lyon of

Cambridge. The minutes of the May meeting were read and ap-

proved. For the Committee of Arrangements, President Gilman
announced that the Society would continue in session until 5.30

p. M.; that the Thursday morning session would begin at 9.30

A. M. : and that t)ie Directors had accepted for the Society an in-

vitation to meet socially at his house in the evening (Wednesday),
at 8 o'clock.

On behalf of the Directors, Professor Lanman, the Correspond-
ing Secretary, gave notice -that the next meeting would be held at

Boston, on Wednesday, May 2, 1888, and that the Recording and

Corresponding Secretaries would serve as a Committee of Arrange-
ments.
On recommendation of the Directors, the following persons

were elected :

As Honorary Members

Professor Ramkrishna Gopal Bhandarkar, of the Dekkan College,

Poona, Bombay ;

Professor Georg Biihler, of the University of Vienna ;

Professor Franz Kielhorn, of the University of Gottingen :

Babu Rajendralala Mitra, C. I. E., LL.D., of Calcutta;
Raol Sahib Shankar Pandurang Pandit, Official Interpreter to Govern-

ment for the Bombay Presidency ;

Major-General Sir Henry C. Rawlinson, of London, Director of the

Royal Asiatic Society ;

Professor Eduard Sachau, of the University of Berlin ;

Colonel Henry Yule, C. B., of London, Vice-President of the Royal
Asiatic Society.

As Corresponding Member

Dastur Jamaspji Minocheherji Jamasp Asana, of Bombay;
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And as Corporate Members

Mr. William M. Arnolt, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md.;
Rev. Dr. Aaron S. Bettelheim, of the Hebrew Congregation of Balti-

more;
Mr. George C. Howland. Irving Park, Chicago, Illinois ;

Rev. Eh-. Marcus Jastrow, Philadelphia, Pa. ;

Mr. Herbert W. Magoun, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md.;
Professor Ira M. Price, Morgan Park, Illinois ;

Dr. benjamin Szold, Baltimore, Md. ;

Mr. William Cleveland Thayer, Baltimore, Md. ;

Dr. Edward Freeman Underwood, Bombay Fort, Bombay.

The
Corresponding Secretary laid before the Society some of

the letters of the half-year. Mr. Rockhill, of the American Lega-
tion at Peking, writes under date of Sept. 8, 1887, enclosing a

paper on tin- historical and commercial relations of Korea with
China. He says: "While acting as U. S. Charge d'Affaire- in

Korea in the latter part of last year and the early part of this,

my attention was frequently called to the peculiar relations exist*

ing between the two countries and to the explanation given me
of them by high Korean officials. On my return to China, I read
what books I could find in Chinese on the subject, and the general
results are in the paper I send you. ... I am going off in a
week to Wu t'ai shan and the Loess country on a month's trip. I

hope I may see or hear of something which may prove of interest.
(
v>uite a number of books for the study of Chinese (Northern
Man. la rin) have appeared this yea.r. The last, a new edition of
^ir Th.ma> Wade's famous Tzu-ehr chi, is of course by far the

best and will be the most generally used." He also iMielo*.-* a

lipping from the North China Daily News of Shanghai giving
the results of the recent census, translated from a document cman-
atiiiLrfrom the board of revenue. The total for fifteen pr..\ inoei
in 1885 is given as 319,383,500. And there were five province*
v \l n-Turn* had not been received, but whose population can-
not !> IMIK-II short of sixty millions. Mr. Rockhill think-, h<>\\ -

ever, that a grand total of 380 millions is considerably above
the true figure.

Shankar P. Pandit \\rite* from Mahabalcshvar, May _':*, I

and sends a ,-..p\ ,,f hi* edition of the (laiUlvaho, a Prakrit poem
ikpati. who lived in the last part of the seventh and the first,

of the eighth centuries. The poem celebrates the glory of
Kin-j Yacovarman of Kananj. The text is preceded by an elab-

orate ! and historical introduction. The editor \\rite*

again I'mm I'oona, Aug. '!'. \ --V. *endiii'_r advance sheets of hi*

|iiartn edition of the At harva-veda, in the s.n'n/t ff,r ami //,/,/
'", and accompanied by the commentary of Sayana. The

print. -d sheets so to page 704, includin- nearly to the end of

the fourth Knnaa. Sayana's quotation* <>f the Kaueika sutra an
"ftt n from memory or from a \er*ion dilTerent from our-.
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Dr. A. V. Williams Jackson gives a pleasing report of the

progress of the edition of the Avesta, which his teacher, Profes-

sor ^Geldner of Halle, is now publishing. The entire Yasna has

already appeared. The fourth fascicle, containing Yashts 1-4, is

ready; and the fifth fascicle, going to Yasht 10, is in type. The
editor is now collating the MSS. in the Vendidiid.

Professor Lindner of Leipzig, after completing the translation

of the Kaushitaki-brahmana, recently edited in the original by
him, proposes to write a manual of the history of religions.

Professor Adolf Holtzmann of Freiburg in Baden writes that

he is at work upon an introduction to the Maha-bharata. We
may add that such a guide to the study of the vast poem is very
much needed, and that in this task the author may be sure of the

best wishes of his colleagues.
Professor I. H. Hall writes from New York that the pressing

work of the Museum does not permit his attending the meeting.

Apropos of the frequent mistakes in citing the name of the

author of the work so indispensable to Syriac scholars, the

"Bibliotheca Orientalis Clementino-Vaticana," Professor Hall

writes in substance as follows: It was compiled by a Maronite monk
named Joseph Simon Assemani. The As-Semani (or Is-Sernfmi)
stands for Al-Semani (or Il-Semani). Tho literary Arabic form is

Il-Semaniyu and means ' The Simeonite.' The 'full name, then,
means 'Joseph Simon, of the family of Simeon.' Complete and
consistent latinization would require us to write in the nomina-
tive Josephus Simon Assemanius (with only one n), as the Eng-
lish scholars sometimes do, or Assemanus, as he himself did. The
form Assemani is at once the- genitive of his latinized name and
also the transcription of his name in Arabic.

President Gilman brought before the Society photographic

copies of the manuscript of the "Teaching of the Apostles,"

recently sent to the Johns Hopkins University by the Patriarch

of Jerusalem. The original MS. has been carried from Constan-

tinople to Jerusalem, where it is now treasured. Fac-similes of

the photographs will soon be published, with notes, under the edi-

torial supervision of Professor J. Rendel Harris.

He also referred to a visit which he had recently made to the

St. Ignatius mission in Montana, and called the Society's atten-

tion to a Dictionary (in two parts and more than a thousand

pages) of the "
Kalispel or Flathead Indian Language," printed

at the mission by the Jesuit Fathers, between 1877 and 1879.

The following communications were presented.

1. On the significance of the Gathas in the Avesta. Yasna

55. ; by Dr. A. V. Williams Jackson (of Columbia College, New
York City), now at the University of Halle, Germany; presented

by the Corresponding Secretary.

In considering the importance of the Gathas and their relative posi-

tion with reference to the rest of the Avesta, there arises the question

of their age in comparison with the other portions of the book sacred
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to the Zoroastrians ; for the age of these hymns as well as their charac-

ter would have much to do with the estimation in which they were held.

It has been argued by some that the Gathas are younger or at least

not older than the great body of the Avesta (see de Harlez, Av. trad.

I nt rod. p. 183 ft.; Spiegel, Z.D.M.G. xxxiii. 815); that Zoroaster was a

mythical personage, and the Gathas a priestly work of after times. The

error of such a view has previously on different occasions been sufti-

ciently proved, and it is not necessary now to speak of the means that

have been employed to establish the antiquity of these hymns ; nor is

then- <>|>j>ortunity just here to show the influence which the Gathas

have had upon the rest of the Avesta, an influence which pervades the

whole ; for in almost countless instances are found not quotations alone

from these old anthems, but <!<- imitations in phrases and words.

This latter question will, it is hoped, be dealt with at some future time,

as it will play an important part in overthrowing the argument ad-

vanced by some that such citations and references are due to interpola-
tion. There is no need, moreover, now to recall the many arguments
connected with the fact that in such passages the Gathas are always

spoken of with the reverence that age and merit had given them, a

sanctity which showed IK \v significant they had become to the followers

of Zoroaster's teachings.
Sufficient it is to say that the main proof will be found within these

hymns themselves. For if one will read in general aright the spirit

that illuminates these compositions, the life that is there pictured, the

personality and reality of Zoroaster as he moves among the people,

there will then remain not a moment of doubt as to the Gathas being
anterior to all other part > of the Avesta and removed at considerable

distance in time. The personal Zoroaster, the composer of these hymns,
the founder of the religion, struggling to make his belief accepted, is a

person far different from the being that in the Yashts had already be-

come shadowy, almost envelo|>ed with the cloud of myth, ami far differ-

ent again from thedeilied priestly functionary who in the Yendidad, in

ns of the Yasna, and in the remaindei <>t the Avesta. appears be-

isatthe head of the religion there inculcated a religion fully

formed and which had long possessed its power. The Zoroaster of the

Gathas, the subjective hynm>. is tin- true one: the /.on>.i-t'T of all

other portion- ol tin- literature, the ideali/.ed development. It was
t im> iilone thai had thrown the halo ;ib<>ut him such is ever the ten-

the rev.

Thus all the other p;irt> of tin- literature, the ,,!.j,
, -j i\ , p ;( rt- we might

say, iii whi'-h the ideal Zoroaster pla\- tin rdle, thoagb their sui

matter may be older, mu-t them-ehe- neoeMarilj be younger, far

younger, than the Gathas. It i>in the (;atha>. then, and in the personal
Zoroaster that we in 1 1 -i look forth -i.irin of the religion, ami hence

the importance Of these old h\ nm-.. and the importai they had
for the /oroastlians. To show Inrlber the estimation in which they
were h.-id m the Avesta, one prayer, Yasna l\ .. inserted ait. r the la-t

G&tha, will be sufficient. It describes the true worth that charact.

the Gathas, their significance to the worshipers of Mazda.
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YASNA h. A. TRANSLATION. 1. 'Our whole selves, our bodies, life

and limb, our forms and forces, our consciousness, our soul and

Fravashi, we offer and present ; and we offer and present them to the

holy sacred Gathas which have the power of flatus.

2. The Gathas which exist for us as guardians and protectors and
as spiritual sustenance, and which exist for our soul as food and

raiment, these Gathas are for us both guardians and protectors and spir-

itual sustenance, these are for our soul both food and raiment. May
they be to us givers of good reward, rich reward, of the reward of

Asha, for the life beyond the present after the separation of body and
soul.

3. May these, the Staota Yesnya, Hymns of Worship,
come to us with might and victory,
come to us with health and healing,
come with increase and with growth,
with welfare and with mighty help,
with goodness and with righteousness,
come with concord and with love ;

as the most bounteous Mazda victorious,
who furthers his beings, has produced them
for protecting the beings of Asha,
for guarding the beings of Asha,
who are to be saved and who will save,
and for guarding and protecting
the whole existence of the righteous man.

4.
'

Every righteous man that comes
making his absolution with this in a benediction,
mayest Thou (O Asha) credit
with good thoughts, good words, good deeds.

5.
' We worship (therefore) Asha and Vohu Mano, we worship the

holy sacred Gathas which have the power of Ratus.

6.
* The Staota Yesnya we worship, which are the precepts for the

first life ;
which are memorized and put in use, which are learned and

taught, which are kept in memory and practised, which are thought
to one's self and recited aloud, which are worshipped, and which bring
mankind in unity with Thy will.

7.
' The Chapter of the Staota Yesnya we worship, we worship the

intoning, recital, singing, and sacrificial worship of the Staota Yesnya.'
Yenhe hatdm .....

B. COMMENTS. To 1. gaethaos, as derived from g/ji 'live' (com-

pare Skt. gaya, Av. gaya, 1 ji) denotes
'

beings, living creatures, family,

household, possessions,' cf. Germ. '

Wesen, Anwesen.' Here mspad
gaethao means

' our whole beings, ourselves,' and is distributed physi-

cally and spiritually in what follows. With gaethaosca tanvasca . . .

pairica dademahl dca vaedhayamahl, compare the words of our Prayer
Book :

' And here we offer and present . . . ourselves, our souls

and bodies.' azdelns is here, as in Vd. vi.49, the instrumental

plural neuter used as a general plural case. So also ndm6m, Yt.

i. 11, 16, 19, imao ndmenti drenjayo firamrava 'these names after

murmuring them pronounce ;' and astbis in Yt. xiii.38, khrumao asebis
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frazanta \
ddnundm ba&vare-paitindm 'cruelly are plundered (cf. Skt.

jyd, Jindti) the abodes of the Danus who have fallen by myriads/
See also Bartholomae, Arische Forschuityen i. p. 14: ii.p.112; Geldner,

Drei Yasht p. 136; K.Z. xxv.585; xxvii.225. uStdnds, in whatever

way we may render it, can only mean * the vital principle,' whether

it be *

life,' or 4 soul
'

in the sense of * the breath of life ;' it is the

vital power, the physical life inherent in the body and lost at death

(Vd.v.9 et al.). in opposition to the immortal part of man. In one half

of the total number of passages in which the word occurs, it is found

in connection with ast-, lit.
*

bone,' both being taken together to denote

the human being. In the instance before us, the two mean life and
limb ;' of course in the original both words are in the plural and the

order is reversed. In the same way we may render Ys. xii.3 wcnf asto

< inmdni 'attempts (ace. pi.) upon neither life nor limb ;'

and Vd. v.9 atari haftdazhaiti asca uStdnemca 'the fire consumes both

life and limb.' In comparison with the offering in our present passage,
see Ys. xiii.4=xiv.2= Vsp. v.2 pairi-dadhdmi tanvasdt hvahyad ustanem
'
I give the life out of my very (ci) body.' baodhas, urvdnem,

fravaKm : these are three of the five elements of the soul which the

faith of the Parsis acknowledges ; the other two, ahu and daena, com-

pleting the list, are found Ys. xxvi.4=Yt. xiii.149. From the above we

may, after Professor Geldner, construct the organism of man about as

in the scheme tabulated on page ccxiv. In ordinary life, however,
these concepts were not sharply distinguished ; it should be remarked
that Ahura Mazda has a kerefS, Ys. i.l.

ratukhSathrdbyo : this adjective, like the other compounds of khSathra

(compare especially Vsp. xi.1 ahunii tnaztlni . . hn-khtiathrdi . . ratn-

khSathrdi) must mean *

having ratu-power, having the quality of Ratus ;'

tin < iiithas being in Afr. ii.3 and elsewhere each separately invoked as

liicfs, Ratus/ Such is the meaning of the word also in Vd. xix.88 ;

V Ixxi.ll ; Afr. ii.l ; and such, likewise, must be its signification in

Yt. xxii.18 ; Gah iv.9 ; Vsp. iii.4. Thus Gah iv.9 ndirikdmca [ofaonim]
maide frdyd-htiiiKif'ini fnlyn-hnkhtdm frayo-hvar&t&m hu$-hdm-

sastam ratukhfathrdm aitaonim; ydm drmaitlm spetltdm yawci /."

yln'iiafi ahum wazila '

\vi- worship thf righteous woman who -v-r [Skt.

prdyas] think- w.-ll. speaks well, does well, who is wrll-|>rim -i-

pled, who has the quality of a ' ratu ;' (we worship) Spefita ArnKiiti and
tli* uutm n that are thine, O Mazda/ The idea in this is that th<>

righteous woman had the same merit and spiritual quality as a Ratu :

for. a* we >< in thi-> (iali rcfi-rrcil to. rach of tin- pHM-rdin^ l.rin^s.

men or youths, and objects, is especially invoked as afah? rattim. The
same meaning applies in \"-p. ni.4 and Yt. xxii.18. The traditional ren-

dering 'ol...|,, ,, t fco h T husband' as Mills, S.*B.E. xxxi.p.842 note,

seems already to have noticed gives no satisfactory explanat i n ol t h.

.oinp,,nii.l : and nmn-o\ always the spiritual (OldiJ, \vln-tln-r in

heaven or on earth, and not ln^l.an.l It is propn .Id that to

tin- latter stat< MM. -nt Vd. xv.9 is no exception, as kaim
"i ivi tutato-rutum vd paraddtdm vd aparaddtdm vA is *a maiden
ha- or ha- tiMt ( , t ln> Ratu. wln-t hi-r already con-
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firmed (?)or not confirmed (?),' stdto-ratu ('brought to the Ratu') evidently

referring to an initiation into the religion something like a confirma-

tion. In the Parsi faith this was and is the assuming of the Kosti.

Spiegel, Uebersetzung ii. Introd. p. 22, expressly says
' von der Zeit an,

wo das Kind den Kosti tragt, muss es sich auch einen Schutzpatron
unter den Yazatas und einen geistlichen Rathgeber unter den Desturs

aussuchen.' For our passage this is the whole story. On the custom,

further, compare also Doshabhai Framji Karaka's History of the Parsis,

Vol. i. pp.122, 165, 166; and in support of ratukhSathra for the holy
women of Mazdeism, see Yt. xiii. 139-142, 144.

To 2. harethravaitis, pdthravaitls : these two words receive an expla-
nation in general from many other parts of the Avesta ; see what is

said also of the Staota Yesnya below, 3, yatha his fradathat mazdad
. . . pdthrdi . . . harethrdi asahe gaethandm. aso-mizhdao :

' ac-

companied by the reward of Asha ' or Righteousness here personified,

i. e. the reward of Heaven ; for Asha is the overseer of the realm of

Truth and of the Law and so also of Paradise. He is the joint assessor of

Ormazd himself, cf. Ys. xxix.2 ; xlvi.9, 10, and often ;
his opponent is

Druj, Ys. xlvi.ll ; xlix.ll ; xlviii.l : xliv.13, 14
;
his creatures are asahe

gaethandm, "the household of Faith," almost, paro-asndi: com-

pounded ofparo + azan 'beyond the day, beyond the present,' a gen-
eral expression for the future. With this form compare Skt. paroksa
'

beyond the eye, invisible
;

' and see Whitney, Sanskrit Grammar,
1810a.

To 3. td : as Geldner see K.Z. xxviii.404, B.B. xii.95 has pointed

out, td must belong not to gdthao but to staota yesnya that follows.

Exactly what the Staota Yesnya were, it would be hard to say ; they
were not identical with the Gathas, for they are mentioned by the side

of gdthao in Ys. lxxi.6, 7, 18 ; liv.2 ; lv.5, 6. The term seems to be a

broader designation under which the Gathas were included with other

hymns. This is shown by the frequent epithets handdta, haurvdm

handditlm, which could apply only to a rather extended collection, and
this should be kept in mind when Shayast la-Shayast xiii.l S.B.E. v.

p.353 is commented upon. The theory, further, that Staota Yesnya =
Ys. Ivii Ixxii, gives no satisfactory answer to the question. Perhaps
the key is to be looked for in the various selections enumerated in detail

in Vsp. i.3-9
;
this seems plausible. Among other passages see Ny. iv.8 ;

Vsp. ix.7
; xxiii.l ; Ys. lix.33

; Yt. xxiv.28 ; x.124; and Fragm. i.l stao-

tem vaco yesnim, Ys. xxi.l yesnim vaco.

havanha: see Geldner, Drei Yasht p. 27, 109. -aiivydvanha: the

meaning of this word is hard to decide, for over the air. fay. we have no
control. I have made it conjecturally a compound of aiwi + avanh,
with intensive meaning, like aiwi-aojanh, aiwi-thura, etc. With the

form aiuyydvahh compare aiwydma (aiwi + ama)
'

having excessive

might,' and aiwydkhstar (aiiw + akhs). frdrditi, vldlse: these two
words are found only together. The latter word, as Professor Geldner

personally tells me, must mean 'friendship, love,' and we may
expect later from him an explanation of the word. The former,
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frdrditi as Geldner, K.Z. xxvii.238 ; xxvii.405, has shown belongs,

together with raiti and rdna, to 4/rd (cf. also drmaiti), and denotes
'

harmony, concord, unanimity, obedience, religious obedience ;' with
it is to be connected also the adjective frdrahha, Yt. v.8, see below.

The two meanings thus found will render with admirable force Vsp.xxi.8,

frdrditi vidi$$ yazamaide yaj asti antare hvddaendiS aSaoniS ' the con-

cord and love which exists among the righteous of our religion.'

suyamnanrttn. saosyailtam : from \ su in sense of '

promote, help, (in

a religious sense) save ;' so here save from Hell when the final event comes.
The Saoshyafits are those who at the latter judgment perhaps the

Frashakard will save others from the eternal damnation. In Yt. xi.22

ahmdkem saoSyafLtdm i/at In'jmiti3tan6m afaondm, the Saoshyafits are

the priests, i. e. the later Dasturs, and each holds out that he will save
his people from Hell. stoi&, as weakest form from \ an 'be.' de-

notes the '

being, existence,' and mspayao stoiS is the entire existence.

In Vsp. xviii.l, 2. paoiryam asaono stlm 'the first existence of the

righteous,' i. e. on earth, is opposed to vw^Mynm nstatdtem ' the ever-

lasting blessedness,' hereafter. Further, in Ys. xix.9 wspdm aSaono
#t I in haitlmca bavaifttimca buSyeintlmca 'the whole existence that now
is and is to be and shall be still ;' for haitlm can mean nothing but the

actual present, bavairitlm. the coming, bufyefatlm, the life which shall

then be afterwards, perhaps in the new order of things. See also Ys.

xxxv. 1. Yet see Yt. xiii.21. It may be added that in Yt. xi.22 st&iS is

almost personified.

To 4. aya ratufrita :
* these words are difficult, as they cannot go to-

gether, for ratufrita is certainly a locative as it stands (cf. for the form
wcastaStd, Ys. lviii.8, Bartholomae, Handbuch 223) ; while we can

hardly allow that aya is a form of the locative, as would Spiegel, Corn-
mentor ad loc. and Orammatik 182 fin. We must first take up rntti-

friti, which in all passages Vsp. xi.5, 6, 20 ; Ys. xxv.3 ; iii.4
; Vsp. ix.6,

: iv -J: v.l : .\ii.."; Afr. iii.5 ; i.6 can mean little more than 'the

propitiation of a Ratu or religious spiritual chief, especially by a bene-

li'tion, prayer;' cf. also afriti, itsefriti, fryo (Ys. lxv.9), dfrltar,

d/rina, d/rfaana. This is shown, moreover, by the connection in which
the word always stands, and particularly by Afr. i.6, which gives the

key-note to the signification, for then- ntfnfn'ti$ refers to the preceding
ascription of praise to Ormazd ; thus, ddto h<~ ntyazdCt /V/////V//M 'the
benediction (just mentioned) is the offering given t<> him.' i. e. to the

* Since the above was in type, I have received notes from Or. Jackson, in sub-

stance aa follows: "
It now seems better to take both aya and ratufrita as instru-

mental*, and together, in the sense 'with this benediction.' This intc-rpr.

is supported by most convincing parallels. At Yt. x.7I, all good MSB. read

hathra nairyaya hamvartta (sic)
' with manly courage.' With a like interpreta-

>
- xlii 1 (cited below) becomes clear: yazamaid* re . . . haAdatA 'we

worship you, Amesha Spentas, with the entire collection of the Vanna Maptan-
Haiti.' Likewise Vsp. xxii.l, aya aibigara aya aibyareta; and Vd. xxii.fi, dahma
afrita (so rery good Persian MSS.)." Corresp. Sec'y.

n
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priest. This meaning suits in all passages : see especially Afr. iii. 5, where

rntufrita is again the best reading, thus : yd rapithwinahe ratufrita

rapithurinem ratumfrainaraiti rtipitfnriiicnt mtuin friiyaziiite 'whoso
in the way of a ratufriti (loc.) of Rapithwina recites the Rapithwina
Ratu (see note on 6. below), and worships the R. R.'

Next aya : this is instr. fern, (compare for the form the-advl. ayd found
in the Rig-Veda); here it may be taken in the sense of 'with this

chapter,' i. e. supply baghaya, as it should be particularly noted that in

paragraph 7 below our section is entitled bagha staotandm yesnyandm,
so to be inferred from the close of Ys. xix, xx, xxi, and the Pahlavi

superscription to Ys. xix. The whole idea of the passage is the hope
that in benediction of a Ratu (ratufrita) one may make his absolution

(hvdvayanhem) by means of this prayer (aya) ; and the composer prays
that it may count as a meritorious action in the world above. He
wishes thus also to enhance the value of his work by giving it a certain

sanctity. A^ to the form ratufrita, once more, it is worthy of note that

the inferior MSS, both in our passage and in Afr. iii. 5, furnish the vari-

ant ratufriti, and aya ratufriti would be easy ;
but the best manu-

scripts and the lectio difficilior have been adhered to. It is interesting

to add, however, that in Ys. xix. 15 aya antareukhti 'with this inter-

dict
' we have the variants in -ta ; can our aya ratufrita be parallel ?

hvdvayanhem: adjective from avaydh- 'absolution,' cf. Ys. lxviii.1

avaydm, and Geldner, K.Z. xxviii.407. Thus the Avestan hva-

avayanh-em : avaydm (from avaydh-) : : Skt. su-medhas-am : Av.

mazddm (from mazddh-). In quite the same way is the adjective above

mentioned, frdranha Yt. v.8, from substantive *frdrdh-, as hvdvayanha
from avaydh-. jasentem : compare with hvdvayanhem jasentem the

use of jas also in Vd. iv.44 yezi ndiri-cinanho jasdn
'
if they come seek-

ing a wife,' and Vd. xiii.22; i.15. paiti-bardhi . . . hvarstdis :

'mayest thou (O Asha, cf. 5 and Westergaard's ed. p.819b) score the

reciter of this chapter up with good thoughts, etc.' The idea of the

account kept by Asha is to be found again in Afr. i.7*, Westergaard's

edition, p. 319, foot note, hdtdm cinmdne yaj, asahe vahistahe ' Asha
Vahishta's record of mankind ;' and this thought of thus '

laying up
treasures in Heaven' occurs elsewhere in the Avesta, cf. Yt. x.32 hdm
his cinmdne baranuha

\

nl his dasva garo nmdne '

put these sacrifices

(O Mithra) to our account, lay them up in Garo Nmana. So also, and

with paiti-bar moreover, in Yt. xix. 38 para ahmdf ya\ hem aem
\

draogem vdcem anhaithim
\

cinmdne paiti-barata
' until he put to his

account lying untrue speech.' Observe the middle voice in paiti-barata.

According to the Avesta, therefore, a record was kept much as in

the ' book of life,' Revelation xxii.19.

To 6. data anheus paouryehyd : one of the testimonies to the value

and estimation attributed to the Staota Yesnya ; they contain all the

rules (data) necessary for the life in this world, cf. further frasem vasna

ahum dathdna, below, maremna, verezimna, etc. : refer to different

kinds of recitation cf. Ys. xix. 6, 7, 21 and to determine precisely is

somewhat difficult. But maremna is in all passages the memorizing,

committing to memory, and recalling ; while verezimna refers to the act
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of applying the knowledge on all proper occasions : thus, Vd.xviii.5

amaro everezyo
4 without recalling, without putting to use the sacred

learning ;' cf. Vsp. xii.3 and often, paitisdna: 'practised/ as in Ys.

Ivii. 1:} jntitixata mazdayasna \
sraoSahe aSyehe yasnem

'

practise diligent-

ly, ye Mazdayasnians, the worship of Sraosha.' paitiSmaretnna : the

tli inking to one's self,' as opposed to framarem HO, 'aloud, i. e. reciting.'

This is shown by Yt. v.ll, where nun ///
/

t itismaremna 'thinking of a
in; in* is elaborated by the parallel manafiha mainimna 'musing in

thought.' /w//m/v//ina, as we should expect from mar above, is in

all places tin- expression of what is in the mind, 'reciting,' perhaps
'

lisping* or something similar. See again Ys. xix.6. So also/ramar-
etar, franm, , (l,ni 7 below, and framereti, especially Vsp. xv.2. This

rendering is appropriate also in Afr. iii.5 yd rapithwinem ratumfram-
'tr<i/fi rnpitliirinem ratiim frdyazdite 'whoso recites the Rapithwina
Ratu,' i. e. the Rapithwina chapter the prayer being named from the

presiding Ratu ; for rapithwina ratn is nothing more than the title of

the selection and corresponds to the Pazand designation Afringan
Rapithwin. The chapters must have had their titles in Avesta as much
as in Pazand ; we know this also from dahma dfritis, fraoreitiS hditis,

and numerous others. The meanings thus given apply equally in Ys.

lxxi.1 ka( asti rathivdm frameretiS 'what is (i. e. is equivalent to) the

recitation of the Ratu prayers,' cf. Ys. xix.5; Fragm. vii.l ; also Vsp.
ii."i rathwdm framaretdrem 'the reciter of the Ratu prayers;' again
Vsp. v.l.

frdyazemna : what the exact force of this word is can hardly be said,

as it is technical in its character. It is found not merely alone but
often also by the side of the uncompounded form of yaz cf. Yt. v.90,

etc.; it seems therefore to have denoted some additional kind of

worship by way of conclusion, accompanied perhaps by ceremonies of

which we know little or nothing ; for Yt. viii.15 ; x.91 ; v.90, 91 ; xiii.50

do not answer the question. It is probably, however, thus best taken

literally, as also frayut<tlin in 7. and hnfrdyaSta in Vsp. xiv.l, etc. : it

was common, after finishing a prayer, to worship it. .Compare for ex-

ample Ys. liv.2, and all the closing formulas to the chapters. Yet on
the other hand comes the possibility that fn'ii/tizemna may mean
IT. .ught as an offering,' for the simple verb, it seems, is found so used

\\ith two accusatives, one of the person and the other of the hymn
offered ; see Ys. xlii.l yazamaidl v4 ameSd spentd yattmihe /i/*/r/////j/v.v

hafiddtd 'we bring to you as an offering the collection of the Yasna
Haptanhaiti.' < )r c.,uld Imnddtd be there a derivative from tiaildditi

and be compared with the suggestions as to ratufrita and afttan nk-htu

above? Elsewhere we have the instrumental; cf. often A-<//m tfunin,

ya*na yaz&nt. If, however, as is generally accepted, haildiltd should be
ace. pi., we may then compare Vd. xviii.48 yeM hdMtn frdyazdite
' offers the F.H,

i
raver as a sacrifice ;' cf. further Afr. iii.5 rapitlnr

ratum frdyazdite, already cited above. But see below ^ 7 note.

7. bagful in staotanam yennyandm : this apparently can only mean
the section of the Staota Yesnya, perhaps ^9 ft. That the piece is so

entitled is to be inferred not only from this, but also from the use of
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bagha at the ends of each of the chapters Ys. xix ; xx ; xxi. Cf . also

Ys. xix.3, 5. frasraotltnin. frninarcihrem, fragdthrem, frdyaStlm :

cf. the explanation above, and for the method of recitation refer also

to Ys. xix. 6 mardtfrd-<!r(i\j<ii/nr~fr<~t-srdvaydtfrd-yazdite, 'has in

mind, murmurs, intones, worships.' See particularly, moreover, on the

four-fold recital, Ys. ix. 14, 'thou didst intone the Ahuna Vairya four

times, marking the divisions, and each succeeding time with louder in-

tonation.' Perhaps we might infer from this that frd-yaz, which
closes every series of this kind, refers not to the appended yazamaide
formulas, but to the last and loudest and most ceremonial recital of

worship ; possibly tern yazdi surunvata yasna is to be compared. But

we should for the present prefer to leave the whole question as to frd-

yazemna an open one.

MAN

A. The earthly part which was

given up at death (gaetha,

the entire earthly existence

being)

B. The immortal

imperishable part

. The corporeal
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M<| Zimmer. Altindiaches Leben, p. 377, regard it as identical with
a disease called jdyenya in TS.ii.3.5.1-3; 5.6.4-0 : tin- jnyenya is there

mentioned in connection with diseases called ////.-. .''lynkfma,

papayi i k.-- which are currently believed to be designations of

consumption. Ludwig, Der Rig-Veda iii. pp. 342, 500, explains it as be-

ing directed against poisonous insects. In translating the hymn, I

shall for the present leave ./'"'//''//" untranslated, as also the second
half of stanza 4, which contains the word nkxitn. which has hitherto

been misunderstood by the translators.

;<///i7 ////<. which crushes the ribs, which penetrates the talitfya

(according to the lexicons,
' some part of the body '), also whatever one

is fixed upon the head, every one is driven out.*

& We know, Ojdydnya, thy origin, whence thou didst spring ; how
canst thou strike here, in whose house we offer oblations?'

The fourth verse begins :

* The J7 //a /*///. furnished with wings, flies,

he settles down upon man :

'

the second half of the stanza reads : tad

iihcMijfini iihlnii/olj *ukt?nt<ixyii <</. The Petersburg lexicons,
and Whitney in the Index, read /A'*/7f *//</ without emending ; the for-

mer translate the word by
*

unverletzt,' which yields no clear meaning,
when applied to the passage :

' this is the remedy for him who is not

injured (?) and also for him who is injured.' Both Zimmer and Lud-

wig recognize the antithetical character of ii-kfitni/a and su-kwitdsiju.

and they emend each in a different direction : Ludwig reads suksitasya
to correspond i .////. Xinnnei tikxtitiixt/d to correspond to 8uk$at-

09ya. Ludwig then translates :

' das ist das naittel gegen den nicht

festsitzenden, und auch gegen den festsitzenden.' Zimmer finds sup-
port for his reading dksatasya, and at the same time for his theory that

the charm is directed against a kind of consumption, in the word k$ata.
which is reported by Wise in his 'Commentary on the Hindu system of

medicine'. p. :;-j|. to have the special value of rupture, or ulcer of the

respiratory organs/ Zimmer translates accordingly:
4 hier habe ich

ein heilniittcl fiir den nicnschen. dcr den k*<if,t uoch nicht hat und den,
der schwer an ihm erkrankt ist/

'I'h. ritual offers US a suggestion which points in a very diMVivnt

In the Kaucika-siitra 81. 11. and in Darila's comment to

Knuc. :. 11. i:i. we find mention <>i a disease called ukstitti. Tin phrase

0mt, which hfirila employs, can have hut one value.

'/'/.' Moreover, the pa ssa- which is

entitled by Darila <ikxiitithlu~iistijnniii. dc.eril>es the ritual <->nuected
with tli- charm under di-.eu-.sion. \\ it . h< .\\ c\ , r. t o find the

real character <1 the dis.^se l.v impli< ati.n Irom th>

in the ritual Th- < I .-arest passage is Kfiuc. :u. 1 1 i

1 1 . ida 111 id v& ity akfata in ////'//-//- /</// r ///.

Darila: mantra mutraphencna anti'ml",' lui/nti -with the

hymn AV.vi.r>7 he moistens the akpito with the mine of a human
being.

1

* So if nirattam of the vulgate text is emended with Whitney, Index Vorlwrum
A V., to nirtutam. Ludwig, ihid.. p. 500, emends to nirfatham, translating

I have driven out.'
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U>. jii'ttksijHiti. Darila: tato mutram imikxitmti in~unm~t he throws
the urine with his hand (upon the a&pafo).'

13. dantarajasd 'vadegdhi. Darila : dantamalind "
limpaty ak$atam

he smears the aksata with the scourings from teeth.'

Much less simple and clear is the ritual connected with thejdydnya-
charm, Kaug. 32.11 fg.:

11. yah kikasd iti piqUavinntuntntH badhndti. Darila : pi$ilavind

tasyds tantrlm badhndti, ak$atabhdi?ajyam.
12. tantryd kxitikam. Darila: tasyd (Cod. tarasyd) vindydfy k$iti-

kCuhtaydi 'va tariitryd badhndti k$itikdrabhasyopari tfnatfamkha- (! for

-khan4a-'i) rohyddandrthafy (f).

13. viritiavadhrlni svayammldnam trify samasya. Darila : badhndti,
ak$atabhdi$ajyam.
The practice described in Kaug. 81.11 fg. is clear in one regard : it re-

fers to some external trouble ; and we are certainly not too bold if we
allow the obvious etymology of dk$ata

' not cut, not wounded,' to

guide us. The assumption that akyata means ' a tumor, boil,' or the like,

not caused by a weapon, seems almost unavoidable as far as the ritual

is concerned.

The same result, in a less severely technical form, must be applied to

the passage of the AV. under discussion. It is to be translated as fol-

lows, after emending dksitasya to dksatasya :

' Here is a remedy both for (boils or sores) not caused by cutting, as

well as for wounds sharply cut/ And there seems to be no ground to

doubt the intelligence of the Sutra, when it states that the hymn was
directed against such a disease as tumors. We are thus led to identify

jdydnya with-dksata : or at least we are justified in believing that the

jdydnya refers to some external skin disease.

Ludwig's interpretation of the jdydnya-charm, as being directed

against an obnoxious insect of that name, evidently rests upon two

grounds. First, the statement in the fourth verse : pak$t jdydnyah
patati sd a vigati pfiru$am, which he translates der vogel Jayanya
fliegt, and kornt in den menschen hinein.'

The sentence has been translated above more literally,
' the jdydnya,

furnished with wings, flies, he settles down upon man ;' and it is evi-

dent that a disease which manifests itself externally may easily have
been conceived as having flown on to the body. It will appear below

that similar expressions have given rise to what I cannot but regard as

an eiToneous explanation of the opacttf-hymns.
An absolutely certain case in which disease, not insects, is conceived

as flying forth when it leaves the body, is contained in RV.x.97.13 :

sdkdm yak?ma prd pata catena kikidivind sdkdni vdtasya dhrdjyd
' O

yak$ma, fly forth, fly with the blue jay, fly with the current of the

wind'; cf. KZ. xiii. 70.

Secondly, the first part of the hymn is actually devoted to a charm

against the apacit, which Ludwig, together with all other interpreters,

also believes to refer to noxious insects. This brings us to the second

part of our enquiry.
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The AV. contains three charms against apacit : vi.88 : vii.74.1,2 : and

vii.76.1,2, the first part of the hymn just discussed. Aside from these

passages the word apacit is referred to incidentally in vi.2~ : it does not
occur in any other Samhita in this form. The two Petersburg lexicons,

Kuhn in KZ.xiii. 1 V>. Ludwig in Rig-Veda hi. 34:>. ."HMI. Zimmer in Altin-

disches Leben 54, 97, and Florenz in Bezzenberger's Beitrage xii. 280, re-

>:anl the apacit as a certain noxious insect. The internal evidence of

the hymns, which seems at first sight to make for such an interpreta-
tion, is as follows. In vi.83. tin- aparit are called upon to fly away : vi.

83.1, dpacitah prd patata supanio vasater ira,
'

fly away, O ye ajxi'-it.

as a bird from its nest ;' vi.83.
%

J. r/xrt/iA-i n'trndyany dpacit prd patify-
dti </l(inr itnh prd patifyati.

' the apacit, the daughter of the black one,
without bearing offspring, shall fly away ; the gldu (Pet. Lexicons and
Ziinini-r. -tin- boil:' Ludwig, 'the owl') shall flyaway.' It is to be
noted that these passages regard apacit from a point of view, con-
verse to that from which >/ //a ////a is viewed in vii.76.4 : 'thejdydnya,
winged, flies, he settles down upon man.' Thejdydnya is depicted in

the act of coming on before the exorcism has been performed ; the

apacit, as going away after the potent influences have been set to work.

Ludwig consistently regards one and the other as referring to insects ;

Zimmer sees insects in the apacit, consumption in thejdydnya.
Aside from these passages, there is but one phrase, not at all free from

obscurity, in vi.25, which can be employed to support this view of the

apacit :

1. ]'<ii~i-ii <-<i t/nh <-<i MI
I'liifti nl i in ii ni/d abhi,

s tah sdrvd nac^yantn rdkfi ajMicitam ira.

^'ipta ca yah saptotir en smiii/iinti ijmiri/d ahhi. it<i* tdl,. !

:i Xdva ca yd navatic, ca saiiu/nnti xk<imllii/<~i <tl,l,t. it, in tah, etc.

The five and fifty which assemble upon the back of the head, let'

tlifin pass away from h-i '/xicitdin '/</.'

Kulm. in KZ.xiii. 180, translates: * wie die schwarine der apacits.'
The Petersburg lexicons, and Florenz ibid, translate :

; as the buzzing
<>f the apacits/ a translation supported only by the supposed etymology
of the word (root vac), aside from the preconceived notion that the

apacit are insects. The stem vakd occurs nowhere else in the meaning
'buzzing;' it means 'formula, recitation,' and the lik-.

Against this feeble testimony, the remaining context of the hymns
themselves protests most < in (ili.it ically. I claim for apacit tin- mnm
ing of 'sore, pustul.-. | M ,il.' ,,, th.- lik<>. AV.vii.7H. I _ i. to be
translated somewhat as follows:

1. 'The hidi are more evil than tlu> rvi 1 !|I.I,,,,M

virul.'iit . those which are drier than the sehu (an obscure designation
for a part of the human body, mentioned in the K&thakasamhitft 84. 12

Along with th Hpleen,*eAtif captihdca Lu.lwig translates it by 'hanc'),
those which are moister than salt, these fall off more easily than the

easily falling <M ill off most easily : read padbap* '" iOOOrdn<-r
u,d, th< .1. mandxof the metre, a 9nsrd*ttfy ausrastardfy f).

ll> npacit which are upon the neck, and those which arc upon
th.- hr.-:i-t. .tinl th..



Pet. Lex., 'members of the body which are in pairs',) fall off by
themselves.'

The implication in both verses is, that the apacit will fall off easily

owing to the potency of the charm. Surely there can be no insects im-

plied ; difficult as it may be to imagine that there are insects which
are drier than the sehu and moister than salt, th<- applicability of such

adjectives to sores or boils is very palpable. The subdivision of flying
insects into such as belong to the neck, to the breast, etc., is also ex-

tremely doubtful, but most natural in the case of different phases of
some skin-disease.

AV.vii.74. 1,2 may be translated as follows :

1.
' We have heard it said that the mother of the black apacit is red ;

with the root found by the divine sage do I strike all these.

2.
'
1 strike the foremost one of them, and I strike also the middle-

most one of them ; this hindmost one I cut off like (i. e. as easily as) a

bunch of hair.'

And AV.vi.83 :

1.
'

Fly away, O ye apacit, as a bird from the nest ; may the sun
effect a remedy ; may the moon shine you away.

2.
' One is variegated, one is white, one is black, and two are red ;

I

have caught the names of all of them. Go away, ye slayers of men.
3.

' The apacit, the daughter of the black one, without bearing off-

spring, will fly away ;
the boil will fly away, the galunta (swelling?)

1

will perish.'

Here the manifestation of a certain kind of insect in so many differ-

ent colors is improbable ; at the best it would be necessary to see in the

name apacit a very generic term for insects. On the other hand, the

emphatic mention of different colors black, red, white, variegated is

a likely product of even superficial observation in the case of skin-dis-

eases, and is paralleled by i.23, a charm directed against kildsa, leprosy
or the like :

1. 'By night thou didst grow, o plant, thou sable one, dark one,

black one ; do thou, who art full of color, stain the leprous, gray spot?
2.

' Drive away from here what is leprous and gray, and also what is

variegated ; may your own color settle down upon you, and cause the

white spots to fly away.'
In the ritual to 1.23 and 24 (Kauc.. 26.22 fg.), afl^er dung has been

rubbed upon the discolored spot until it becomes red, the sores are cut

off : 22. naktamjdtd suparno jdta iti mantroktam (Darila : evitram,

Cod. svitram) cafcfd d lohitam (Dar. ydval lohitam cvitrasthdnam [Cod.

svitra-] dgatam) praghwyd "limpati. 23. palitany dchidya. With this

last phrase we may compare directly the pada a chinadmi stukdm iva

in the opaciMiymn (vii.74.2
d
).

We are not favored by the ritualistic writings of the AV. with a dis-

tinct explanation of the term apacit. But an unbiased application of

1

Wise, p. 31 1, has,
"

Gilin. The swelling in this disease is like the swelling of

a plum, not painful, but hard
;
and is produced by diseased phlegm, and blood."

Or is this rather gildyu
' a hard boil in the throat '? see Pet. Lex. sub voce.
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the statement of the sutra will not fail to corroborate the interpretation

which is here advanced. Kaug. 31.16fg. rubricates two of the apacit-

hymns : 16. apacita a susrasa iti kinstyddlni
* with the two hymns vi.83

and vii.76 he applies the performances which begin with the use of the

slit 11. Kau. 30.16 tells what these performances are : kinstya-Qvajdm-
bilo- 'dakarak*

'

// //
~i in .' <i<i //

<;<
'

/< / / /. He rubs (the place)

with (moisture from a) shell (Darila: kiitstyaJi cankhah, . . . kihuty-

. smears it with the saliva of a dog, then subjects it to the

bite of leeches, gnats, etc. (? Darila : udakarakfM jairil;<i<ii</rhakoli-

ka). KauQ. 81.17 continues: lohitalavanam saihkpudyd 'bhiniffhivati.

Darila: N? /////At//-///" </,/,//;/ </>/// 7 A-rtyd 'paciti kftvd tarn abhimuktte

ni$(hivet. 'Having ground up rock-salt, having placed it upon the

apacit, he spits against that (salt).'

The entire treatment seems to be in accordance with modern ideas

of therapeutics. The boil is softened by mucous applications, then

leeches are applied, after which a sort of poultice of ground rock-salt,

rendered soft and pulpy by saliva, is placed upon the opening, for astrin-

gent purposes.
The ritual which the Sutras present for vii.74 is less pointed, but

certainly contains nothing which militates against our view. The pass-

age is Kaug. 32.8 fg : 8. apacitdm iti vdinavena ddrbhyu$ena (var.-ft.s-

ena) krfnorndjyena kdlabund'ti Ktiikayrair iti mantroktam. Darila:

<nt<iitii?adorbhyu?ana (! for dhanu$d ddrbhyusena 9) darbhavikdrd dar-

bhirajjuh . . . ki-snnrnn jyd yasya tasya tat . . . tena dhanu$d kdla-

bunddir bundd ixm-nh /'//// L-i^ijanirijnili stukdgrdih, unidstukdgrdi

stukdjafo 'cyate tdir mantroktam vidhyati, apacitam ity arthah.

9. caturthyd 'bhinidhdyd 'bhividhyati.

10. jydstukdjvdlena. Darila : jydyd stukayd 'vajvdlah . . . tena ava-

sincati apacitam.
Here the practice is rather symbolical than therapeutical. With

black arrows, which have flakes of wool tied to their points (cf. vii.74.

3d : chinadmi stukdm iva) and which are shot from a bow made of

reed, furnished with a dnrbhynita (t darbhirajjufy) and with a bow-

string made of black wool, he strikes the apacit (cf. vii.74.2 : ridhyamy
foam prathamdm etc.). With tin- fourth (verse of the hymn ?), having
laid on (an arrow ?), he hits against the apacit. Finally he washes it off

with a lotion produced by heating the bow-string and dipping it into

water, which is thus made warm ; cf. Kauy. 27.29 and 88.

In support ..t this explanation I am fortunately able to bring the

authority of the medical Q&stras, \vhi.-h ms to have escaped th<> -yrs

.f ih- ..irli.1 int. T|. r. tors of apacit. Wise in his digest of Hindu
medicine a work whose value would be increased manifold, ii it

i- (I with an index of its countless names of diseases, plants, and

remedies has a most significant passage bearing upon this point on p.

Hi:. :

" Scrofulous swellings (Gandauiald).
" When many small tumors like plums ap}>enr in the axilla, neck,

back, and groins (!), they are produced by diseased fat and phlegm. They
81
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suppurate slowly, and continue to appear and suppurate for a long

period, when it is called Apachi (!)."

Some of the features of the treatment are worthy of notice :

" Different fomentations . . . and poultices are applied, and when
they (i. e. the tumors) suppurate, open, and discharge the matter, wash
the wound with a decoction of bilwa, etc. ... A poultice made of

tila, and the leaves of the castor-oil tree mixed with salt, and applied
to the part (!) . . . When the disease is produced by bile, apply leeches."

After this exposition of the nature of the disease, we need hardly beg
indulgence for the following etymology. Kuhn, KZ. xiii.155, explains
the word as * die abmagernden (sc. insecten).' The first value of root

e/" with apa in the Pet. Lex. is 'ablesen,' 'pick off." The disease

seems to be viewed as ' an act of scaling or paring off
' the foreign ex-

crescences on the body. We may compare semasiologically Lat. scabies,

scabere, Germ, die schabe, schaben, Engl. scab.

At VS. xii.97 we find mention of the disease upacit in juxtaposition
with baldsa, arqas, etc. I make no doubt that this is the same disease

with its name altered by a popular etymology, which is probably felt

correctly by Mahidhara, when he glosses thus : upacinvanti Qariram var-

dhayantl 'ty upacitah
*

(they are called) upacit, because they cover over

the body and cause it to swell.'

Returning now to the hymn AV. vi.25, in which the apacit are men-
tioned incidentally, we find that the translators have failed to define

its purpose sufficiently. Kuhn, KZ. xiii.128, treats the hymn under the

head of ' Sieben und siebzigerlei krankheit ;' he compares it with Ger-

manic formulas directed against fever and other diseases, which are

often described as being of seventy-seven varieties. Florenz, in Bezz.

Beitraege xii.281, does not feel quite certain that the charm is directed

against disease at all, but thinks it possible that some febrile disease,

accompanied by eruptions, is in question. There is however no indica-

tion, either in the hymn or in its ritual, of the presence of fever in con-

nection with the disease. The hymn simply states that the fifty-five

which are upon the back of the head, and the seventy-seven which are

upon the neck, and the ninety-nine which are upon the shoulders, shall

pass away* The ritual is clearly directed against a disease similar to

the apacit, a kind of boil or tumor. Kaug. 30.14 fg. is as follows :

14. panca ca yd iti panca pancdgatam parac/uparndn kdafhdir ddlpa-

yati.
' With AV. vi.25 he kindles by means of pieces of wood fifty-five

palaga-leaves, which have the form of an axe.'

15. kapdle praqrtam (Dar. parnarasam) kdsjhend "limpati.
' The sap

of the leaves which has boiled forth from the leaves he smears upon the

tumor.'

16. Continues with the same process which figures prominently in

the treatment of the apacit, the smearing with the fluid from a shell

etc. as described above.

Neither the sutras nor Darila however report anything directly about

the symptoms or the name of the disease. I believe however that a

part of the deficiency can be supplied from the Qastras. Wise, ibid. p.

316, reads as follows :

" Tumors of the neck (Manskunder).
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"
Is a variety of the Gandamala or scrofulous swellings. They are

hard and large, and when they suppurate they should be opened. After

whirh the cavity is to be cleaned with astringent washes."

The suggestion that
*

nt<inskitn<ter' veils the words mdnyd and Atin-

dhya contained in this hymn will scarcely fail to gain assent. It would
seem perhaps too that we must supply with the words mdnyd, grtlu- >/'>.

akdndhya some word having the meaning of tumor '

or the like, not

sinews ' or *

muscles/ as the previous translations have done. To such

a construction points also the statement of the Anukramani, paUca ca

/// iti iHintlrnktninaHtiticiniivinaih'nttjiniii.

The word vdkA in the refrain, vdk& apacitam iva, is translated by
Kuhn as 'swarms f /rj7i

'

: by the Pet. Lexicons and Florenz, as

buzzing.' With the change of attitude towards the hymn which is

here recommended, neither of these translations is acceptable. As it

seems impossible to retain the word, we may perhaps resort to an

emendation based upon the well-known confusion in the MSS. of v and

/> we read pdkd ajxn-ttdiii iva ' may they (the tumors) pass away like

the pustules of the apacit.' The implication would then be that the

tumors in question are 'hard and large' (Wise ibid.), and that the

apacit are more easily brought to the point of breaking open.

3. On the so-called fire-ordeal hymn, Atharva-Veda ii.12
; by

Prof. Bloorafield.

This hymn has been invested in the past with quite unusual interest,

because it has been translated no less than five times, aside from many
chance references to it, and because it has been considered very gener-

ally as an incantation accompanying a tire ordeal, pronounced by the

person undergoing the ordeal against his accusers. It was, moreover,

thu- rendered prominent as containing the earliest intimation of the

existence of ordeals in general, and furthermore the only distinct allu-

sion to ordeals in the Vedic Samhitas.

So far as the existence in the Vedic period of the tire-ordeal in a ger-

minal form at least is concerned, we have the distinct report <f the

PaficavinQa-brahmana (xiv.6.6). Two brahmans of the race of Kanva,

Vatsa and Medh&tithi by name, are disputing, and in the course of the

dispute Medh&tithi accuses Vatsa of not being a brahman, his mother

ha\ ing been a < man. Vatsa proposes an ordeal of fire to decide

whieh one of them be the one more versed in hrahmanical knowledge.
Vatsa entered the i il,. I v//*,/ *////</,/, i.e. a saman-song of his

own composition, and not a hair on his head was burned (ta#yn mi ///m

candu'>'' and a !* '" tll( Chandogya-Upanisad (6.16)

in whirl! tin- kr iilt or ini -I a thirl minr.l l,\ I, t

'lini carry in his hands a red-hot axe, are genuine Vedie < in the

wiil.T -M-llsei iliM;iliee> of tile e \ i.st i-liee nf <.nlral-> ill -rlirra I . ail. I tin

ordeals in particular. The later law books furthermore art'<|""

pli.-it in tl.ni tin various other ordeals they recognize n i n.

altogether- such as licking a red-hot plough-share, getting a metal

from a kettle of hot melted butter, tmmenta int.. water, ad niini-,-

IMII-.OII. i-tr.
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Standing upon such ground, the supposition that a Vedic hymn might
be found which accompanied this religious and judicial act was very
natural. It was accordingly made for this hymn, first by Emil Schla-

gintweit in an address before the Royal Bavarian Academy on the oc-

casion of the 170th anniversary of its foundation, in March, 1866, entitled
' Die Gottesurtheile der Indieiv In 1873 Albrecht Weber translated the

hymn a second time in his Indische Studien. xiii.p.164 fg., supporting in

all essentials Schlagintweit's view. Later Zimmer, Altindisches Leben

p. 184, and Ludwig, Rig-Veda iii.p.445, also gave in their adhesion

to this interpretation. Still more recently Kaegi in his excellent treat-

ise entitled Alter und Herkunft des germanischen Gottesurtheils (Fest-

schrift zur Begriissung der xxxix. Versammlung deutscher Philologen
und Schulmanner in Zurich ; September. 1887) p. 51, has characterized

the eighth verse of the same hymn as an utterance spoken over one

about to pass through a fire-ordeal. Against this authority there has

been but one dissenting voice. J. Grill, a disciple of Roth, has trans-

lated the hymn in his ' Hundert Lieder des Atharva-Veda '

p. 16, and

cautiously places it, along with a number of other hymns, under the

heading
' Feinde ;' i.e. he supposes it to be directed against enemies. In

his notes he expresses himself as not altogether convinced that the

view of his predecessors is incorrect, but he cites an oral statement of

Prof. Roth to the effect that he finds himself unable to detect anything

pertaining to a fire-ordeal in the hymn.
I believe that the character of this hymn can be settled definitely by

considering its treatment in the Kaugika, which a literal unprejudiced
translation of the hymn itself will exhibit as perfectly intelligent ;

in

all probability the ritual application and the diaskeuasis, which united

the somewhat variegated materials of which the hymn consists, sprung

up at the same time and as the result of the same ideas and needs. It

is a fierce imprecation against an enemy who is thwarting some pious

work with unholy practices. Accordingly it is treated in the sixth book

of that treatise, which professes in its opening sutra that it is devoted

to abhicdra, witchcraft and incantation. In such practices our hymn
must have held a very prominent position, as it has a special and very

significant name, which is the privilege of only a few favored and

commonly employed hymns. It is called (Kaug.47,12) bharadvdja-

pravraska
' the hewer or cleaver of Bharadvaja

'

(who is the author ; cf .

ii.12.3). The passage in question is a paribhasa-sutra introductory to

the sixth book, and reads as follows: bharadvdjapravraskend "ngirasam
dandaih vrgcati. Darila glosses : dydvdpfthivl urv antarikam iti

suktam bharadvdja(pra)vraskam bharadvdjasampratyaydrtham. A
literal translation of the sutra is :

' With the cleaver of Bharadvaja

(i.e. with the hymn AV.ii.12) he cuts a staff for practices pertaining to

witchcraft.' The real value of the passage is as follows :
' When in the

course of rites described in the following book (the sixth, devoted to

dbhicara) a staff for witchcraft J is needed, then this staff is to be cut

1 My authority for translating dngirasa rather freely by
'

pertaining to witch-

craft' is Kaug.47.2 (also a paribhasa-sutra of the sixth book): daksinatah sarhbhd-
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with the hymn called the 'cleaver of Bharadvaja,' i. e. ii.12. Cf. espe-

cially verse 2nd : vftcAmi tdrh kuligene 'va vrk$dm yd asmakam <

iddi'n liimixti' I tut him who interferes with this our plan, as one cuts

a tree with an axe.' A staff so procured is then employed variously in

Kauv- 47. 14. Hi, 18 ; 48.22. In 47.16 the function of this staff is sketched

clearly as follows : vajro
'*

sapatnaha tnu/n '<///</ n-tnu'n si'iks'tya . . .

iti dandam ddatte, the person about to practice with such a staff takes

it up with the veree :
' Thou art a thunderbolt, a slayer of rivals, with

thee may I to-day overcome an enemy, etc.' In 47.18 the staff is em-

ployed actively in connection with the dire imprecation AV. vi. i:J4:

rajra iti tulhyatii tlnnddin fin I It rain avdgagraih tisfbhir anrroi i'n

iiihiinti. reciting tlie hymn AV. vi.134 (' May this thunderbolt satiate

itself in I'ttnn ; may it overthrow the empire and destroy the life of this

one. May it break necks and crush skulls, as the Lord of might (Indra)
crushed [the neck and skull] of Vrtra, etc.) he stands outside holding
the staff high in the air, the point downward, and strikes it into (the

ground) three times, once after each verse of the hymn.'
Equally clear is the direct ritual application of the hymn. It is rubri-

cated in Kauy. 47.23 fg.
I
!i'ii'>~t Ill-thirl "rr iti imni^iifKilil^'iia daksina dhavatah padarii

>tti.

Dar. para^nh kn(harah jmlnuarii ku^hdramukham dak$iiiayam dip,
dhavatah dre^yasya padam padasthdnam chinatti.

* One cuts the foot (i. e. breaks the foot-support) of his enemy, as he
nm> in a southerly direction, with the blade of an axe, while reciting
the hymn ii.KV

26. aura A- ///* tinjnk trih.

Dar. chedanavidhiin ilhn : miupadarekhdbhih (Cod. anrupa-) . . .

///// /,i-(l,>'l,; ,,n trihhih
(.').

' He cuts three (lines) along (the course of the running enemy) and
three (lines) across (the same)/

i Im- i-nicixliMl : two MSS. nl.-.^ni //,! i',, ; five utlitTs ai/iikx-

suiiisf hil jiifa.

Dar. i//.-. mi xinmljHiniiiii httnn ilritrd (! for A'*"."

///// nit) dvayo rekhayoh kriyti y*/-/////. i.-ffirrttih.

saihsthapye 'ti vacanax iiiralininun tml Mult.

Kiirth.-r "ii. sutra 28 and 29 describe a method of testing the >tHcacy
..t tin- h.^tili- |.r:i-tioe :

28. avraxkaii', var, |Hll,'n:,l^ /,<,,, <ilii/<i

hhratfe) ^bhywtyaii \.tr. .ii/.tsi/,,'

ram ii <,< of witchcraft are brought on

from a southerly dire< ' nla'a glow i

Cf. also the thr- -..,- ; ,ii,..l !,,ii,,,t.-
,,f th,- ;\f

;

Veda: ufyirana-kalpa, abhicdra-kalpa, or vidhuna-kiljxi (J. A. O. S. xi.378). In

the ritual of the Atharvan tho word dftgircua generally means '

pertaining to

witchcraft.' Cf. also Rig.fidhfma iv.6.4.

9 Four MSS. nwskanpatif&n; one
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Dar. cr^cita adanyan^iiit (! for c\\-citddanyd-'i) grhltvd badhakaparne
baddhud (Cod. vadhvd) bhratfe (!) lokaprasiddhe ksipati.

* He ties shoots (of grass ?) which have grown upon places where other

grass has been torn off (?) into a leaf of the palaca-tree, and throws it

into a frying-pan.'
29. sphotftfxu strtah.

Dar. cabda ait{'tixti mpto dve$ya iti jneyaih.
'If the shoots sizzle (in the pan) then (the enemy) has been over-

thrown.'

The sutra then proceeds to prescribe still more elaborate and potent
charms for the purpose of bringing the enemy down. But these do not

cast any additional light upon the hymn.
In considering the hymn itself the first verse may be left aside for the

present, as it is peculiarly the one upon which the explanation as a fire

ordeal has sprung up. The translation of the remaining verses is as

follows :

2.
* Hear this, O ye revered gods ! Bharadvaja sings praises to you

for me. May he who injures this our plan be bound in fetters and

joined to misfortune.'

Schlagintweit translates the pada yd asm&kam mdna iddth hindsti

by 'der disen (unsern) geist beschadigt (d. i. schwur bezweifelt),' a

translation and exposition absolutely arbitrary. Weber :
* Wer diesen

meinen sinn beschadigt, d. i. meinen schwur antastet, mein wort be-

zweifelt.' Ludwig :
' der disen meinen sinn anklagt (verlaumdet).'

3.
'

Hear, O soma-drinking Indra, what with eager heart I clamor for.

I cleave, as one cleaves a tree with an axe, him who injures this our

plan.

4.
4 With the aid of thrice eighty saman-singers, with the aid of the

Adityas, Vasus, and Angirases may the bliss of the (departed) fathers

refresh us do I seize this one with fateful grasp.'

Schlagintweit supplies
' firebrand

'

in the last pada, and trans-

lates :
' nehme ich jenen (feuerbrand) an niich mit gottlicher inbrunst.'

Weber, in still more direct adherence to the hypothesis of a fire-

ordeal, supplies
'

gliihendes beil
' with amum, and translates * mit gott-

licher gluth nehme ich diesen an mich.' Ludwig :
'

jenen (den ver-

laumder) erfasse ich mit der gottlichen glut.' Zimmer :

' halte ich

jenen (? feuerbrand ? axt) mit gottlichem griff.' Grill :' mit gottlich

machtigem griff erfass ich diesen.'

5.
' Heaven and earth kindle after me, may all gods assist me. O ye

Angirases, O ye fathers delighting in soma, may he who does harm
enter into misfortune.

6.
' O ye Maruts, he who despises us, he who abuses the holy work

that is being done (by us), may (our) zealous deeds be destructive for

him, may the heavens burn the one hostile to holy acts.'

Then the poet takes the offensive
; the metre changes. The passage

is unmistakably employed in the sense claimed for the preceding verses

'SotwoMSS; three pftoA; onesftaA; onesrutah; one smrtah.
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by the diaskeuasts of the Atharvan, whatever the original purpose of

its composition may have been.

7. 'I cut with my prayer your sevenfold breaths, your eightfold

marrow ; go to the seat of Yama, fitly prepared with Agni as guide.

8.
' I set your foot-step upon the kindled tire. May Agni surround

your body, may your voice go to the spirit*.

Schlagintweit translates padas 3 and 4, doing violence to the sense by

supplying two conjunctions not in the text, '(entweder) soil das feuer

in deinen leib einkehren, (oder) deine rede gehe zu leben.' The sense he

imagines to be : 'If the word of the accuser is true, then he shall

remain unharmed ; if not, he shall be injured by fire.
1

Essentially in

the same spirit are Weber's, Zimmer's, and Kaegi's renderings; while

Ludwig, though he regards the hymn as a fire-ordeal, translates: '

Agni
uinhiille deinen leib, selbst die stimine geh.'

In an essay entitled Seven hymns of the Atharva-Veda, American
Journal of Philology, vol. vii.p.476 (p. 11 of the reprint), 1 have previ-

ously expressed my conviction that the last two verses of this hymn are

verses adapted for this imprecation from the funeral ritual. Grill had

previously expressed the same view on p. 50 of the work cited above,

:unl this view is supported by certain other instances quoted in iny arti-

cle, in which the secondary employment of verses belonging to the

burial service may le assumed with some degree of certain t\ .

The first verse is to be translated as follows :
' Heaven and earth and

the broad mid air, the goddess of the field and the wonderful (Vinu),
la r 1< pping one ; the broad mid-air, guarded by the wind : may these be

inflamed when I am inflamed (with fury.)'

Schlagintweit :
' May these be burned here, if I am burned.' So also

Weber, Ludwig, and Zimmer. Grill correctly :

* Die sollen gliihcn wenn
mich Glut verzehret.' The appeal to heaven and earth and the misin-

terpreted fourth pada are really the sole cause of the hypothesis of a

>rdeal. The appeal to heaven and earth is in western minds

strongly associated with asseverations of innocence. A similar con-

struction of it for India is clearly unwarranted : at least this is certainly
true so far as this hymn is concerned.

We must finally not ignore the negative evidence of tin Kfmcika so

far as ordeals in general are concerned. Though the book is perhaps
the most comprehensive encyclopaedia of the manners ami customs of

India which we possess, there appears in it, as far as I am awan . m.

instance of an ordeal. There is mention however of a prdyayiftn
ceremony, which li performed for a person over whom an accusation

ortH are pending. The passage is Kaug. 46.1-3 :

1. ntn 'nirffiHuh tfvds ta Hi/ tihlii/rikhi/fitnun prayacchoti. D&rila :

^iddhakamiakartrtvena 'bhi^astah abhi/dkhyatah tasmai DKIII-

thdudandu (? Cod. manthandn) pr&yacchati / with AV.
v.l. 7 and vii.43.1 (etc.) one giyes (a stirred drink and a porridge?) to

the person accused (of the performance, i t.,,l,,dden deed), as a propitia-

tory act.'

trughana&ro rajjvd badhnati 'one ties the head of an axr with
a rope (to the accused person)/
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3. pratirfifHun pah'i^Cujololnihimniji'u'n.

jtiili'n'ah (!) tH-tisithlhtth. ayuh krxnulohum. tniiinnii him it yah suvaniam

etebhyah <1rinjhmuu;ir<t ira krtnl lunUinati. {tbhyukhi/utaprdyafciltitiii
'

(that is) the image of an axe prepared out o^ palacu-wood, iron, cop-

per, or gold is tied to the accused, as a propitiatory act.'

The entire performance seems to be undertaken for the purpose of

reestablishing a soiled reputation. The amulet in the form of the head
of an axe is perhaps intended to symbolize the act of cutting away or

warding off the evil reports circulating about the person.

4. Notes on Part IV. of Schroder's edition of the Mfiitrfiyam-
Samhita, by Prof. W. D. Whitney, of New Haven; presented by
the Corresponding Secretary.

It was one of the notable matters connected with the bringing to

light of the Maitrayam-Samhita that there was found in it, for the first

(and only) time in the whole Sanskrit literature, forms of the root

stigh a root catalogued by the Hindu grammarians, and vouched for

as genuine by corresponding words in the other languages of the family.
In the concluding part (1886) of Schroder's extremely valuable and

scholarly edition of this treatise, he thinks to find yet another of the

missing thousand or more of Hindu roots, in the following passage (iv.

1.9; p. 12, 1. 2 ff.) : te vdi devds tdm na 'vindan ydsmin yajndsya krurdm

drksydmahd iti: so 'gnir abravld alidm vas tdm janayisydmi ydsmin
yajndsya krurdm drksyddhvd iti; in the two verbs here he sees the

root rkx, to which the value ' harm '

is given in the root-lists. It would
seem hardly necessary to call in such a root, with a sense so little

adapted to the connection ; the forms in question might be forced out

of one of the familiar roots re or arc, r$, or rs. But it is also clear that

the text needs only a very slight amendment to yield a far more accept-
able meaning. By supplying in each case a missing anusvdra-dot, we
get krurdm mark?-, or future forms of the root mrj, middle voice ;

and
the passage means : 'The gods did not find one "on whom," as they
said, "we shall wipe off the cruelty of the sacrifice." Agni said: "I
will produce for you one on whom ye shall wipe off the cruelty of the

sacrifice ;"
' and he goes on to produce successively Ekata, Dvita, and

Trita. The legend is not distinctly followed out in the passage here ;

but a verse of the Atharva-Veda (vi. 113.1) says: trite devd amrjatdi
'tad enah 'the gods wiped off that guilt on Trita'; and the analogy
between the two passages establishes beyond question the readings

mdrksydmahe, mdrksyddhve in the former (futures of this form from

t/mrj occur also elsewhere), and guides us in the understanding of the

sequel of the paragraph.
The text of the Maitrayanl in this book especially is in a rather un-

satisfactory condition, needing to be bettered at many points : as is tes-

tified by the considerable list of corrections and conjectural emenda-
tions (some of them venturesome) furnished (partly by Roth) at the end
of the volume. A few more may be here suggested.
At 37.1 (for convenience, references are made to page and line), the
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imperfect anudyanta is not to be tolerated ; no Brahmana would co-

ordinate it with the preceding aorist ddhuksata : read instead anutsata,

which is even rather nearer to what the MSS. give. So at 101.2, in the

apodosis of a sentence having an optative in its protasis, we must abso-

lutely have the optative ricyeta : there is no exception in the older lan-

guage to the rule that the mode, whether optative or subjunctive or

conditional, is the same in both members of such a sentence. Perhaps,
indeed, in this passage ricyate is a misprint for ricyeta. In a like case

at 89.8, abhipadyata is doubtless a misprint for -dyeta. At 28.8, we must
amend satyad to sasyAd :

' but he should keep awake till sunrise ; if lie

N/I on Id fall asleep, he would meet with mishap.' The reading of part
of the MSS., to be sure, given in the margin, would suggest the equiva-
lent svapyad instead of sasyAd ; perhaps this was also Roth's emenda-
tion, misprinted as svapndd in the errata. At 138.6, aratsyam must be
made aratsam, aorist, as one of the MSS. reads. At 136.5, bruvdma is

no form ; read bravdma (with part of the MSS. ) : though bruydma would
>uit the contex still better. At 122.10, pradur is inadmissible ; prd dur
would answer grammatically ; but the sense seems rather to call for

pdra dur. At 8.11. m Aryan should doubtless be mA ri$an: compare
such passages as AV. ii. 6.2 ; confusions of r with ri etc. are, as every
one knows, common and persistent in the MSS. So for hrydte at 115.15,
which is no form, hriydte should of course be read ; nor can it be ques-
tioned that at 185.2 we ought to have hraddm instead of hrddm. For
th<- impossible surAmndm, at 191.2, we must read, with TB. in the'cor-

responding passage (ii. 6. II 10
), sutrAmdnam. So at 77.8, adhrpiuvat is

no form ; read adhr$i),uvant, they did not venture to fall upon him '

(the alteration of /<///'< nd to tdn nd in the errata is a mistake). And a
little above, at 77.1, ny dkdinayata should be changed to -yanta. At.
31.7, tena is to be divided and accented te nd; and at 27.4 and 29.14,

name is rather nd me (cf. Apast. xiii. 7.13 ; where, instead of the anom-
alous dambhixar, we have the equally strange dambhi$ag). At 86.15,
the sequel plainly shows that srdvatd bhntim should be srdvata 'bhutim.

At 44.1, it was wrong to change samuhya of the MSS. into samftlii/a.

since -uhya is repeatedly met with as gerund of \ uh. There can be
little question that at 80.4,7 the true reading is aiQo and fiitli. instead

of dditfd&nd daitft. At 112.11, read eti for Hi. At 49.14, the reading
cut raja punyafy seems impossible ; the MSS. authority favors rather
Arid for a*t; and this might pass. At 22.9, the double punctuation
mark after juhuyat breaks the sense. At 2.6, pretvariyA cannot be

right ; if not pretvarl simply, it may be pretvarl ml (for va#). At 97.18,

must we not emend to mithundih vA agni{- < ////*/ caf and, at 25.16,

vatu for vdsurf At 28. 12 tvaddni is, of course, a misprint for tvadanlm :

it is very curious to find tvadanlm . . . tvadanim unaccented, as tvat . . .

tvat would be. Other misprints are randhdyamana for -iiu'ma (57.8) ;

-rajAnam* for -rajAnAm (62.2) ; dddydd dtha for dddyddA 'tha (85.2) ;

dogdhavydm for dogdhavyam (5.5) ; tdtva for tatvA (6.1) ; krtto iorkrlto

(27.12; cf. krtto in 1. 16); caturthe for caturth,- (101.lt: second time);

metavyAb for mctavya% (105.7); tfi^a for tctfe ( 107. 11 ) ; svafy for avdfy

m
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(109.1) ; saihxtiili/ttmanuya for -xt'idyiim- (130.4). Finally, the rules as to

the accent of verbs are in general so well and consistently followed that

we are justified in removing by emendation the occasional violations of

them that appear. Thus, we may venture to read vfarfante for viajjdnte

at 8.5, 6 ; ittc for 7ffe at 25.14 ; bhavanti for bhdvanti at 82.1 ; antipana-
nuiti for (inujMinaniati ib. ; abhavat for dbhavat at 35.9; bhavati for

bJidvati at 46.14 ; abhi sincati for abhi$ificdti at 53.17 ; nirdvadayate for

nirtinul<iyate at 54.9; tydte for Zcdfe at 64.16; pratitifjhanti for prdta

tiffhanti at 73.10 ; mathyate for mathydte at 81.10 ; gj'hndti for gflinati

at 84.8 ; rcfc# for rcftef at 87.19
; syoi for s^U at 93.5 ; bhanti for M6nft

at 96.16 : dstdm for dstdm at 106.8 ; gamayati for gamdyati at 114.18.

In some of these cases, an error of the press is by no means unlikely.

5. An explanation; by Prof. Edward W. Hopkins, of Bryn
Mawr, Penn.

In regard to a note on p. 1 of the last Proceedings,* in which Mr. Hop-
kins suggested that Prof. Btihler ought to have mentioned the name of

Dr. Burnell in connection with his argument on the date of the early

commentators of Manu, the following explanation of the facts was pre-

sented: *
I have received a note from Professor Biihler, explaining that

his statement as to not having read the Translation of Burnell was mis-

interpreted by me so as to exclude Burnell's Introduction to the Trans-

lation, and I therefore gladly admit that Prof. Biihler, having no knowl-

edge of Burnell's use of the argument based on purve, etc., was fully

entitled to present it as his own.'

6. On Proverb-literature; by Prof . Hopkins.

Three Sanskrit proverbs were quoted as of possible interest to those

engaged on the general literature of proverbs. The first was the Epic
version (MBh. vii. 11. 50-51) of our 'Man proposes, God disposes,' and
runs as follows :

anyathd cintitd hy arthd nardis tdta manasvibhili

anyathdiva prapadyante ddivdd iti matir mama.
' Wise men plan affairs in one way, but they are disposed of by the

power divine in quite another way.' Similarly, Hitopadega ii.12 or 13,

karotu ndma nitijfto vyavasdyam itas tatafy

phalam punas tad evdsya yad vidher manasi sthitam.

Our 'Golden Rule' finds its negative equivalent in the words (MBh.

v.39.72-3) :

na tat parasya samdadhydt pratikulam yad dtmanah

samgrafondisa dharmafy sydt (kdmdd anyah pravartate).

' To express the whole law in one word: do not do to another what is

unpleasing to thyself.'

*
Page 1 of Proceedings for May, 1887, = Journal, vol. xiii. p. cc.
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Another version (Paflcatantra, iii.103 or 104) slightly differs : 'Hear

the whole essence of the law : do not practice on others what is unpleas-

ing to thyself' (dtmanah pratikuldni paresdrii na samdcaret). See

Bohtlingk's Indische Spr&che', no's 3253 and 6579.

The most interesting case of accidental similarity was found in the

Sanskrit almost verbal equivalent of the Greek proverb given by the

Scholiast to Antig. 620, and which (Veil. Paterc. ii.118, Publ. Syr. 490;

cf. Frg. Lykurg. adv. Leok. 92) ultimately reaches us in the familiar

Quos deus perdere vult dementat prius. The Scholiast's version is more
elaborate :

brav & 6 daifjujv avtipl iropffiwy KOKO.

rdv vovv fft^aiffe Trpurov ( /3ovAe6er<w).

Cf. MBh. ii.81.8 :

yasmdi devdfy prayacchanti puru$dya pardbhavam
buddhiih tasydpakarsanti (so 'vdcindni pacyati).

Greek: 'When the divinity prepares evil for any man, he is wont

(aor.) to injure first the understanding of him (against whom he plots).'

Sanskrit :
* If the divinities prepare destruction for any man, they are

wont (pres.) to remove the mind of him (and he beholds things inverted,
thinks crookedly).'

The correspondence in sense, arrangement, and word was shown ;

and, as exhibiting the meaning of the last clause in the Sanskrit ver-

sion, another version in Sanskrit (MBh. vi.98.17) was quoted. (Bhisma
is speaking to Duryodhana.)

iiiuniursur hi narafy sarvdn vrksdn pacyati kdncam'm
tathd tvam api (gdndhdre) viparltdni pacyasi.

'A man who is about to die thinks every tree golden; so thou too

thinkest crookedly (art about to perish).' Evidently proverbial, as the

like passages in Theognis and elsewhere show this i&ttvbv fcroc to have
been in Greece.

7. Recovery and publication of TatianV l>iatraron ; hy
Prof. A. I.. Frothingnftm, Jr., of the Collf^' <>f New Jrr-.-\.

Princeton. \. .1.

Tatian, the friend and pupil of Justin, on joining the ranks of the

Gnostics, returned to Syria, his native land, about 166 A. D., and
wrote a Gospel-harmony or ^ndftuv. This work,

u-)ii. -i i I ..abtless supplied a much-felt want, soon became extremely
I- -pillar in that part of the East, coming into gen. ml private and pul.lir

use, and being read in the churches in place of the Gospels them**
Tin, i* shown in a well-known passage in Theodoret, who report** th.it

he had confiscated about 900 copies of it in his diocese. 8. EphraenTs
commentary on the Diatesaaron shows that its popularity ki.i lasted

the wcoii'l until \v-ll into tin- fourth century. The learned

Maronite, Assemani, who did so much for th formation of th

department of manuscripts at the Vatican, brought back from Egypt,
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early in the last century, a MS. containing the Arabic version of a

Gospel harmony that claimed to be the Diatessaron ; this lay unnoticed

until attention was called to it about four years ago by a learned Roman
Orientalist, Padre Agostino Ciasca, especially known for his publica-

tions of Coptic and Tibetan texts. Doubts were expressed in Germany
as to the genuineness of the work for two reasons. Tatian's Diatessaron

is known to have omitted the genealogy of Christ, for Gnostical reasons,

and to have commenced with the Gospel of John ; now the Vatican

Arabic MS. contained the genealogies, and commenced not with John

but Matthew. These doubts have, however, been dissipated by the

discovery in Egypt, about a year ago, of a second MS., now in Prof.

Ciasca's hands, which, while otherwise according with the first Vatican

codex, complies with the conditions, as it does not contain the geneal-

ogies, and gives the first place to St. John. This fact and the various

readings show that these two manuscripts were copied, both at nearly
the same period, XIV.-XV. century, in Egypt, from different originals.

The original of the first Vatican codex was probably later and had
suffered from interpolations ; that of the former had better preserved
the status of the Diatessaron. Professor Ciasca expects to publish in

Rome, during the winter, the Arabic text with a Latin translation, and
has granted me the privilege of issuing, contemporaneously, an English
version.

It is not easy to ascertain when the Syriac original of the Diatessaron

was lost. Bar Salibi was probably familiar with it in the XII. century,
but Ebed-yeshu, in his catalogue, confounds it with a harmony attributed

to Ammonius of Alexandria, and Bar- ebraia evidently spoke of it on

hearsay. For the Latin harmony attributed to Tatian by Victor of

Capua, a writer of the V. century, see this writer's Prcefat. ad Anonymi
Harmoniam Evangelicam. Only a careful comparison can prove what
it is most probable to suppose that the original of Victor of Capua's

harmony is the same as that of this Arabic version.

8. On a Syriac manuscript of The Order of Obsequies, with
a translated extract therefrom; by Prof. I. H. Hall, of the Metro-

politan Museum of Art, New York City.

This MS. is on paper, in original binding of thick boards covered with

leather, now somewhat dilapidated ; it contains 148 leaves (296 pages),
written in beautiful Nestorian, pretty well rubricated and somewhat
ornamented here and there, about 19 lines to the page, lines running
clear across. Size of written page, 6 x 4 inches ;

of book, 9 x 7 x 24-. The
contents may be given in the words of the Colophon :

'

Finished, by the

help of our Lord, the Order of Obsequies of Every Sort, Men, Women,
Youths, and all ages and all conditions in the goodness of his mercy.
Yea and Amen. This book was completed and brought to an end with

exactness in the year of the blessed Greeks 2046, on the 5th day of the

month Ab, on the 4th Tuesday of Summer [i. e. Tuesday, 5th August,
A. D. 1735]. And it was written and brought to an end in the blessed

region of Targawar, in the blessed village of Darband ... by Priest

Warda, son of the late Lazarus, one of the sons of Mar John, bishop
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of Adorbigan.' The MS. is one of those recently acquired by the Union

Theological Seminary, New York.
' In the name of Him who liveth and dieth not, we write the Ritual

of Washing the Departed.
' First they set the face of him who has departed towards the East,

and when they are about to wash him they sign him between the eyes

[idiomatic for ' on his forehead '] with the sign of the cross. And next

they wash his head and his face, and his whole neck as far as the spine,

according to the redemptive word [this refers to ritual formulas ex-

plained in other parts of the MS.]. And next they wash his right hand as

far as the elbow, and in like manner also the left hand. And then they
make him sit up, and they throw water upon his right shoulder, and
wash his whole side as far as his knees; and in like manner also his

left side. And next they lay him upon the spine of his back, and wash
his bed [if the scribe has not made a mistake of one letter, which would
make it read '

belly '] and all his members. And next they lay him

upori his face, and wash his feet, from lu's knees downward. And next

they make him sit up, and th*y take water in a platter, and dash it

upon his head three times, and clothe him in white garments, as in the

days of his wedding [the wedding lasts from 7 to 14 days].
' But if he be a monk, they do not so, but they wash first from his

head down to his spine ; and then they wash his right hand aw far as to

its elbow, and his left hand in like manner. But they do not strip off

his [monk's] garment from \\\> body, but they throw water upon the

garment, <>m-ide: and the one who washes him rubs his garment upon
his body, on all sides, until the water runs off quite clear. And tin -n

they wasli hi- feet down ward from his knees And then those who are

present go <>ut. and one who is familiarly associated with him remains
with him in his place ; and aft' T his fellows have gone out, he strips off

hi- elothing and put.-other garments on him. But it is not right for

him to bring in a cross with him. not at all, by no means ; that he may
not follow the fashion ,.f t ho-e who < <>\ered up our Lord's cross [i.e..

the worldly hypocrites |
.

And km.w thi-. too, that in the rank in whi.-h he used to go to the

attar while living, in that they should bring him to the grave. If he

was a monk who had no grades by which t<>
- t<> the altar, let them

bring him in t

'

t. the nmk .f \\\* monkhood. Rut if he be

one distinguished above the multitude, a light, as housed to stand in

the service of the elnm-h. in that manner let them l.iin- lum to the

grave.
\n.l \\IM-M the\ w.-i-h t he departed, whoever he I.e. i,-t them say over

him the service <>f the washing, in the house of the departed or upon
the roof; or if thn he n.. place there. perl..rm it in the elniivh. a- it il

written iii the ruhne,,f t lie departed. And when they carry him out.

begin the Qala of the way ; and let his head
|

leaving peace to the people of the hoot* And \\hm they have gone
outside of the village, put him on a hier in a pure place, ami \\n\-\\

three dirges. And then take him up and can \ lum. with Qala and

responses, the priests and the people preceding him. until they come
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beside the grave. And when they begin the Qala of the approach,
Maran atha, let pass the bier first, and the priests and the people after

the bier, until they come to the grave. And put the dead on the right-
hand side of the grave, and the priests keeping his feet and their faces

toward the grave. And when they have finished the three prescribed

dirges, lower the departed into the grave. And when the prescribed
order is finished, let the priest throw a little dust into the grave ; but
not in the form of a cross, as foolish people do ; and let them bury com-

pletely the dead, and pray for the sinner.'

It is worthy of remark, however, that the church canons, given in

sundry places (e. g. in Lagarde's Reliquiae Juris Ecclesiastici Anti-

quissimae, C. Kayser's Die Canones Jacob's von Edessa), say that wash-

ing the dead is not very proper.

9. On certain Babylonian objects ; by Rev. Dr. William Haves
Ward, of New York City.

One of the objects shown was a sardonyx disk twenty-two milli-

meters in diameter, so cut as to expose an outer circle of white, within
that a circle of light brown, and in the center a circle of darker brown,
the whole resembling the cornea, iris, and pupil of the eye. Very deli-

cately cut in the iris is an inscription stating that Nebuchadnezzar
dedicated it to his god Nebo. This was, then, the eye of an idol of

Nebo, set up by Nebuchadnezzar. A few such objects are known in

continental museums, notably one which was for sometime supposed
to contain a cameo head of Nebuchadnezzar, but which Menant showed
had come into the possession of a Greek artist, who had utilized the

convenient stone to cut a cameo head within the earlier inscription

dedicating the eye to Merodach.
A second object exhibited was in bronze, and shaped as a pendant,

about four centimeters in length by three in width. On one side is

figured a goddess holding a ring, seated in a chair over a griffin. Before
her is a bearded worshiper. On the other side are two griffins rampant,
and above them the familiar seven dots, or stars.

Photographs were also presented of a copper object now offered for

sale in Constantinople, which is one of the most ambitious forgeries

yet produced in the East. It takes the form of a small altar, or table.

It is not more than three inches long by two and a half wide and an
inch thick, and is supported on four legs of oxen. From each of the
two opposite longer sides there project two heads of oxen. The top
and two ends not occupied by the oxen's heads are filled with scenes
in relief, precisely like those produced on a flat cast taken from a

Babylonian or Assyrian cylinder. The photograph allows us distinctly
to recognize the two scenes on the top of the altar. The upper one is

Assyrian in style, and shows Gisdubar holding up with each hand a

griffin by the hind leg. The forgery instantly appears in the fact that

the elaborate Assyrian sacred tree is divided exactly longitudinally

through the middle, so that half of it appears at each end of the scene,
as if it were an architectural ornament. An inscription declares this

to be the 'seal' (kunuk) of the owner Zabri. The date of this sea
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would be about the time of Sargon. Below it is a characteristic Babylo-
nian scene, representing Gisdubar and other heroes fighting wild

beasts, of a period a thousand years older than the Assyrian one. The
two cylinders from which these forgeries were copied can fortunately
be identified. They are both now in the possession of the Rev. Henry
Fairbanks, of St. Johnsbury, Vt., for whom the very fine Assyrian one

was bought only four years ago, from the head-dress of a woman in

Urfa. Rubbings, after the Turkish style, which would easily divide the

sacred tree, were sent to a man in Constantinople, who pretended to

read the inscription, and pronounced it of fabulous value.

10. On the meaning <>t' tin- design on the stone tablet of

Abu-Habba; by Rev. Dr. Ward.

This famous tablet contains, above a long inscription, the figure of a

god, under a canopy. Before him is an altar, or table, with a large
disk of the Sun upon it, held upright by cords in the hands of two
small figures above. A man is led into the presence of the god, and
is followed by a beardless personage. Three epigraphs describe the

scene. One of these, in the vacant space to the left, tells us that this

is
* the image (Salam) of the Sun-god, the great lord, dwelling (or sit-

ashib) in Ebara, which is within Sippara.' If the word Salam
can refer only to an image in the human form, and not to the great disk

upon the table, then this epigraph refers especially to the seated god,
or, rather, to the whole scene, of which he is the chief object. Under the

whole scene is a stream, or sea of water, with four circles in it figured
\vith th" eonvfiitional representations of Venus. Above the canopy, or

lm lie, is an epigraph not yet satisfactorily read, but which may possi-

bly be explained by comparison with the objects figured. First is

mentioned *the Moon-god, the Sun-god, and Istar.' These refer <>t

course, to the three common symbols of Sin, Shamash, and 1*1 it a r

immediately under this epigraph. Next come the words ina pftt <

of which the word apsu, abyss, or ocean, is clear. This must be the

water at the bottom of the design. The second line has the words ina

timeru mesrit (?). Here Sim is the great Serpent-god. He
ought to be represented, and I think he is to be identified with the

covering of the shrine. It rises from the waters behind the seated

Sun-god, bends over his head, and reaches to the top of the column.
It seems to have the head of a serpent clearly drawn, though not
hi tli'-rto noticed. May the timeru nicntim'l att-T\vanK he tin- palm-
tree (Heb. tamar) column in front of the god? Th.- \\>r.l t hurra is

applied in Assyrian to a column of smoke. H ! the serpent, forming
a canopy about the god. will I., the same world- and ocean-encircling

serpent that appears encompassing the bowl of Palestrina. Within the

"hrine, and over the god's hand, is a small .-pi^rnph, of which th

1m. reads Agu (DP) Shamash. This I would translat

disk) of Shamash/ This cannot refer to his tiara, hut only. I think, to

th.- riiiL: whi.-h h.- holds in his hand. Th.- second line is not easy to

translat. h seems to read mushshi II, and is translated by Pin. h.-

the two attendants/ The two \ wedges I w.ml.I n ,.t mil
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numeral, but the sign for ditto, and I suppose it repeats the Shamash
of the line above, which there was not room to write out again in full.

It would then denote 'the mushshi of Shamash,'' and the object indi-

cated is probably the divining rod, scepter, or whatever the stick is,

which the Sun-god holds in the same hand with the ring.

Large stone disks, to be compared with that figured on the table, have
been described by Prof. J. A. Paine as existing in Moab. The third of

the three figures approaching the altar is Aa, the wife of Shamash. The
wife of a deity, if she have not, like Ishtar, any marked character to

distinguish her, is generally represented, in Babylonian art, as dressed

in a long goafs-hair garment, often flounced, with a divine- head-dress,
and with both hands lifted in an attitude of respect. A human wor-

shiper generally lifts but one hand.

11. On the Babylonian inscribed tablets at Harvard Univer-

sity; by Prof. D. G. Lyon, of Cambridge, Mass.; presents* I ly
the Corresponding Secretary.

This paper gave an account of some tablets and fragments recently

acquired by Harvard University. They are all of the class usually
known as contract or commercial tablets, giving accounts of sale,

barter, loans, etc., of the ancient Babylonians. The only other collec-

tion of the kind in America is the one in the Metropolitan Museum, in

New York, part of which was acquired from England some years ago,
but most of which was brought home by the American exploring party
in 1885. The British Museum contains many thousand, and Dr. Strass-

maier is now engaged in publishing about 900 from the times of Nabo-
nidus. The study of tablets of this class has been much neglected; but

here it is that the material is found for reconstructing the private and
social life of the people. The newly acquired Harvard tablets are from
the reigns of Nebuchadnezzar, Evil-Merodach. Neriglissar, Nabonidus,

Cyrus, Cambyses, and Darius.

12. On a study-collection of casts of Assyrian and Babylonian
antiquities in the National Museum at Washington ; by Dr.

Cyrus Adler, of the Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md.

The National Museum at Washington has undertaken the formation

of a study-collection of casts of Assyrian and Babylonian antiquities,
in association with the Johns Hopkins University of Baltimore. The
Museum stands ready to make fac-sirniles and casts of Assyrian and

Babylonian antiquities. An attempt is being made to first obtain copies
of the Assyrian antiquities, preserved in this country. The Johns

Hopkins University will attend to the proper arrangement and cata-

loguing of the Assyrian collection in the National Museum, under the

supervision of Dr. Paul Haupt, Professor of Shemitic 'languages, and
Dr. Cyrus Adler, Assistant in the Shemitic courses, who will also

cooperate in the work of forming the collection and of securing the

loan of objects to be copied. Three sets of fac-similes and casts will be

made in each case, the first to be preserved in the National Museum at

Washington ; the second to be transferred to the Shemitic Library of

the Johns Hopkins University : and the third to be presented to the

owners of objects loaned.
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13. On the death of Sennacherib and the accession of Esarhad-

; !>y Dr. Cyrus Adlcr.

In 2 Kings xix.37 the following account is given of the death of

Sennacherib :
" And he was worshiping in the house of Nisroch 1 his

God ; and Adrammelech and Sharezer [his sons] smote him with the

sword ; and they escaped to the land of Ararat ; and Esarhaddon his son

reigned in his stead." Isaiah xxxvii.38 is a repetition of this sentence,

\\hile 2 Chronicles xxxii.21 less accurately says that after the destruc-

tion of Sennacherib's army before Jerusalem " he returned in shame to

his land, and he entered th*> house of his God, and those who came out

of his bowels cast him down with the sword." Professor Friedrich

DeUtzsch in the article on Sennacherib in the Calwer Bibellexikon also

refers to Nahum's prophecy (i.14) against Nineveh, where we read " And
the Lord hath given a commandment concerning thee that no more of

thy name be sown ; out of the house of thy Gods will I cut off the gra-
vcn image and the molten image ; I will make thy grave, for thou art

But it is by no means clear that the passage cited has any rela-

tion either to thi> period or to the death of Sennacherib.

Josephus, on the authority of Berossus, gives a statement in agreement
with 2 Kings: "H \\;i- tn-.icherously assaulted, and died by the

hands of his elder sons Adrammelech and Seraser, and was slain in his

own temple which was called Araske."1
Polyhistor asserts that " Sin-

necherim ... reigned 18 years, and was cut off by a conspiracy which

had been formed against his life by his son Ardu-Musanus."8

The account of Abydenus differs materially from all of these. He
says

" next in order after him (Sennacherib) reigned Nergilus* who was
assassinated by his son Adramelus ; and he also was slain by Axerdes,
his brother by the same father but of a different mother, who pursued
his army and shut it up in the city of the Byzantines. Axerdes was
th- first that levied mercenary soldiers, one of whom was Pythagoras,
a follower of the wisdom of the Chaldeans ; he also reduced under his

dominion Egyi
As a matter of curiosity, since of course no historical importance at-

s to them, the accounts in the apocryphal Book of Tobit, whose
scene is laid at ihi> period, may be mentioned. Tobit gives in the dif-

ferent versions somewhat varying accounts of the affair. The Chaldee

1 X" od Nisroch has been found in the APSMO Habylonian pantheon.

Joseph Il.il'vv has suggested (Melanges de critique ft d'hutoire rrlatifs aux pen-

pies temiliquf*, p. 177) that we should road instead of ^ppj corresponding to the

name of the Babylonian ;.-.! Nn-ku. Cd TT:. See also Haupt.
And lAgarde, Mitthri i :;-J5.

*
Antiquities of the Jews, x .].:. Tin- Cn . k M MO name of the god in

various forms as Ajiarac, Mesoroc, Nasaroc (see Dean Si..n!.-y. History of the Jew-

i*h <'
-rsity which lends support u> Hal^vy's emendation,

'
Kuftebius, Armen. Chron., 42. Cory's Ancient Fragment* (London, 1876), p. 87.

4
Kuaeb., Arwn. Chron., 52. Cory, Ancient Fray., 89. It is difficult to get at

the real meaning of this confused slatemon

N
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Version (ed. Neubauer, Oxford, 78) reads " But he hid before him five and

forty days, until that Adrammelech and Sharezer his sons killed him with

the sword, and they fled in to the land of Kardu (so too the Targum Jona-

than), and Esarhaddon his son reigned in his stead." The Hebrew ver-

sion gives a reason for the parricide.
" The God of Israel delivered him

into the hand of his two sons, and they slew him with the sword. For
he asked his counsellors and his elders why the Holy One (blessed be

he) had been jealous for Israel and Jerusalem, and the angel of the

Lord had destroyed the host of Pharaoh, and all the first-born of Egypt,
and the young men by whose hand the Lord always gave them salva-

tion. And his wise men and his counsellors said unto him, Abraham,
the father of Israel, led forth his son to slay him, peradventure he

might thereby obtain the favor of the Lord his God
; therefore hath he

been jealous for his children and hath executed vengeance upon thy
servants. Then the king said, I will slay my two sons for the Lord's

sake, peradventure I may obtain by them God's favor, and he will help
me. And the saying came to Adrammelech and Sharezer his sons, and

they lay in wait for him, and killed him with the sword, at the hour
when he went in to pray before his idol Dagon, as it is said, etc." The
Itala reads : et contigit dum laterem post dies quadraginta quinque occi-

derunt regent ilium duofilii sui, etfugerunt in montem Ararath."

Until recently this was all the information we possessed concerning
the death of Sennacherib. About three years ago there was discovered

in the British Museum a series of interesting tablets appropriately
called the Babylonian Chronicle, which furnished brief statements con-

cerning the kings of Babylonia and Assyria from about 747 to 667 B.C.

The Babylonian Chronicle was known only in a paraphrase published

by Mr. T. G. Pinches (Proceedings of the Society of Biblical Archaeology,

May 6, 1884) until last spring, when Dr. Hugo Winckler published the

text with transliteration and translation in the Journal of Assyriology

(II ZA 157).
B Col. iii.34 we read, Arah TeMtu 'dmu XX Sinaherba sar

Assftr aplu-su ina sihi idtik sandti Sinaherba sarrftt ASstir epus.
1 On the twentieth day of the month Tebeth Sennacherib, king of Assyria,
was killed by his son in an insurrection

;
. . . . years Sennacherib exer-

cised the government of Assyria.'

So much then is settled ; Sennacherib was murdered, and by one

sprung from his own loins 6
(2 Chronicles). As against the statement

in 2 Kings that he was murdered by his two sons (confirmed by Berossus

8 Now published again by Pinches, Journal oj the Royal Asiatic Society, New-

Series, xix.655.

6 It is characteristic of the way in which some Assyriologists work that Dr.

Winckler did not seem to notice the force of this nor of the following statements

in the Chronicle, nor does he seem to have recognized the name of Samaria in the

text (see Delitzsch, review of the German edition of Sayce's Fresh Light from
the Ancient Monuments in the Literariscfies Centralblalt, Sept. 17, 1887). I shall

notice Dr. Winckler'a remarks on these points made in the September number of

the Munich Journal of Assyriology (just received), in the April number of

Hebraica.
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in Josephus), we have first Polyhistor (who mentions but one son,

Ardu-Musanus), the rather confused account of Abydenus, and finally
the Babylonian Chronicle. If compelled to choose between the two
names, it would be difficult to say where the weight of evidence lies.

Column iii. line 36 of the Babylonian Chronicle continues : iStu uinu

XX fa arah Tebttu adi umu II Sa arah Adaru sihu ina ASMr sadir,
* From the Twentieth day of the month febeth (December-January) till

tin- second day of tin* month Adar (Fi-bruary) tin-re \va> an oruranix.-<l

insurrection in Assyria.'

Although before the discovery of the Babylonian Chronicle there
i existed any direct cuneiform evidence of the murder of Senna-

h. ril.. y-t there were two texts which were connected with this event.

FiiM. tin- so-called will of Sennacherib, 1 in which he made a special

bequest to Esarhaddon, thus designating him as his favorite and thereby

arousing the jealousy of his elder brothers ; and secondly, the begin-

ning of the Prism inscription of Esarhaddon, 8 the opening lines of which
an unfortunately lost, which has generally been considered an account
of th<- triumph of Esarhaddon over the murderer or murderers of his

father. In this inscription the impetuosity of Esarhaddon is expressed
in th- phrases: iSten Ami Sind time ul uqqi, pdn $db&a ul adgul, arkd
ul Amurpiqitti sise ?imitti niri ul unfit tahdzi'a ul astir idit girrVa ul

i*imk ragguku?$u*> arah S'abdji dannat kuf?iul ddurt
One day, two

days, I did not wait. The front of my soldiers I did not look at : tin-

rear I did not see ; the attendance of the horses, the harnessing of the

chariots, the implements of battle I did not inspect. Provision for my
campaign I did not heap up. The furious storm of Shebat (January-
February), the rage of the tempest I did not fear.'

The course of events, then, seems to have been as follows : On the
t \v iitieth ofTebeth (December-January) Sennacherib was murdered. In
the month of Shebat (January-February) Esarhaddon marched against
the rebels. What the government of Assyria was during that time we
do not know, though we are informed that the disturbance lasted until

the second of Adar (February-March). Esarhaddon, according to the

iiisn-ipt ion, had a very easy time in overcoming the rebels. IStar In-fit

qabal tahdzi rd'imat Sangutfa idd'a tdziz-ma qa&atvunu taSbir tahdzd

rpifll tiiiifiir-ina ina puhrifanu iqbu umma annu farr<i /

Lady of the battle field, who loves my sacerdotal royalty, stood at my
side and broke their bows. She broke through their compact battle-

array, and they cried with one voice " This is our king."
'

Yet according
to the Babylonian Chronicle, he did not accede until the eighth of Si \ m

Arah Simanu flmu VIII ASurahiddina ina ASMr ina

' Cf. Ill i: K,
; Budge, tftrt. of Eearhaddon, p. 4: [Tiele, p. 311, n. 4].

1 Cf. Ill R. 15; AL" 117 No. 7. [8*. See the Vienna ZKM. I, J99.]

Mr. Pinchett (JRAS. /. c.). it is true, reads Adar for Sivan : but I have no hesita-

n view of other confirmatory facia, in accepting Winckler'a reading. For

the ideogram with phonetic complement rendered by ittAiab, Pinches puts the

strange form tori. He is more accurate, however, m reading kwst for Winck-

ler's kw8&. [For tfaft, cf. Zimmern, pp. 64, 117.]
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kust ittdSab (iii.38). This would take the accession of Esarhaddon
over to the year 680, though his father was murdered in the year 681.

Moreover the Babylonian Chronicle expressly states that Esarhaddon

reigned but twelve years : XII xaitdti Ahiraldddhto xurrtit ASSur epu
(iv.82). [Cf. Tiele's Geschichte, pp 343, 615.]

From these statements we infer, first, that the account in the Bible

and other ancient authors concerning the murder of Sennacherib is cor-

rect ; and, second, that although Sennacherib was murdered in the

year 681, his son Esarhaddon did not accede until the following year,

680. 10 The absence of any evidence for these statements in the Assyrian

Eponym Canon and their presence in the Babylonian Chronicle is ex-

plainable as an instance of the unwillingness of the Assyrians to put on
record any statement showing disasters to their dynasties or breaks in

the succession.

14. On the views of the Babylonians concerning life after death;

by Dr. Cyrus Adlcr.

Among the vast series of facts which the excavation and deci-

pherment of the cuneiform monuments brought to light, none were
more eagerly awaited, and none have proved more fruitful from the

point of view of culture-history and comparative mythology, than the

information we have been enabled to glean concerning the religion of

ancient Babylonia. Studies in religious history are always made with

difficulty. The dogmatical statements of a church, the theoretical ex-

poundings of the schools, and the form which these two assume under

the' influence of popular belief and popular superstition, must all be

taken into account. Nor is the problem by any means simplified when
we have, as in Babylonia, two distinct systems, of two distinct races,

contending for mastery, or at all events but inharmoniously blended.

As is well known, the entire religion of the ancient Egyptians has been

unfolded by a careful study of their funeral rites and mortuary remains.

And it is indeed a canon of Anthropology that investigators should pay

especial attention, in studying the culture-history of any newly dis-

covered people, to their funeral rites, and their views of life after death. 1

For no people, however degraded, have ever been discovered anywhere
who have not indulged in some speculation upon this subject. Almost
as soon as the decipherment of the Semitic cuneiform inscriptions was

firmly laid, students commenced to search for the religious statements

which they must needs reveal, a search which was materially aided by
the discovery of a large number of distinctively religious texts in the

so-called library of Assurbanipal (668-626 B. C.).

10 This agrees with the date required by the Canon of Ptolemy, and has been so

Driven by Boscawen PSBA. IV. 86. Budge, ffist. of Esarhaddon, p. 5. Pinches,

PSBA. May 6, 1884, p. 198. Schrader, Die keilinschriftliche bdbyhnische Konigliste

in the Sitzunysberichte der Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Berlin, June 23, 1887,

p. 29. It might be well to add that the Assyro-Babylonian year, as shown by the

list of months (ASKT. 64), begins with Nisan.

'Cf. Reports of the Director of the Bureau of Ethnology, vol. ii., pp. 89-199.
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As early as 1871 Mr. H. Fox Talbot remarked:' " It is a question which
I believe has hitherto not received any satisfactory answer, whether or

not the Assyrians believed in the immortality of the soul and a future

state of happiness ? There is nothing, so far as I am aware, in the his-

1 inscriptions which throws any light upon this subject, but on the

day tablets of the British Museum I have found two passages which I

think indicate their belief with sufficient certainty. They are both

prayers for the happiness of the king, first upon earth and afterwards

in a future lite." And later on, the same scholar thought that he had
deduced the notion of the future punishment of the wicked. Both Mr.

Talbot's assertions concerning the historical annals and his deductions

from the liturgical text- \v re unfounded, yet they are here cited as

tli tirst expressions of opinion on the subject. To these statements Mr.

W. St. Chad Boscawen lent considerable support by a discussion of the

th tablet of the Nimrod Epic and the Descent of Istar to Hades.*

And the historical works and manuals have in the main relied on the

facts thus adduced. Dr. Alfred Jeremias, a pupil of Professor Friedrich

IMitzsch, has recently, however, placed this whole matter on a sound
basis. 4 As was already recognized by Boscawen in 1875, the tirst great
source for our knowledge of the Babylonian Hades is furnished by the

l the Descent of Istar. The connection in which this story is

related is as follows : A man was in distress at the death of his sister,

and longed for her release from Hades. He accordingly betook himself

to a magician, who, to show him that his desire was not unattainable,
told him the story of the descent of Istar: how Istar went down to

obtain the release of her dead lover Tammuz : how she threatened to
*' smash the door-posts and pull out the doors

"
if she were denied

:tdmitt:inee : h,.\\ the keeper of the under-world takes her name to

A Hat. who is at firstsenraged but finally agrees to admit her, stipulating
however, that she shall be stripped ao-ordin^ to the ancient rules."

At each one of the seven gates Istar loses a garment or ornament, until

finally she stands naked in the presence of Allat. To her Istar is in-

M her Kie<-ting, and by way of punishment is smitten with
i- diseases. But the effect of the absence of the goddess of love

was disannul- t<> th" upper world. All tin- processes of generation
ceased. Ea, the god of unfathomable wisdom, created a IMMII- I'ddii u

i >

i
>rocure the release of Istar. After some

diilieulty tins was accomplished. Istar was sprinkled with the

water of lit- i'i.l taken thn-u-h ih- n gates of Hades, hei \ in, .u

garments and 01 na in* nt s i,,.i,u restored to her as they passed through
-rate*. A> . \ ih< p< titioner was advised to make

a libation of pun- water and pn-.-|,,ii- oilfl to Tanimu/.. The same pur-

*P8BAM vol. ii, pp. 29 an. I

TSBA.. iv. J

4 Die Babytftnurh-AsgyriMchrH Voi.it> h dcm Totlf, niicli <U>n

Quellen mil BerGcksichtigung der aUteatamentliclu-u I'arullelen dargeatellt von

Dr. Alfred J< I

."ipsig, J. r che Huclihnndlunjf. 1887.
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pose furnishes the occasion for the most interesting tablet of the Nimrod-

Epic, the eleventh tablet, containing the Babylonian account of the

Deluge.
In the fifth and sixth tablets we learn how Nimrod freed Erech and

ascended the throne ; how Istar was inflamed with love for the hero,
and how she, when rejected, applied to her father Anu to avenge her

disgrace ; how Nimrod was cursed by Istar, and how his friend Ea-bani,
who cast further indignity upon the goddess, was at the request of the

enraged Istar smitten with a fatal disease. The ninth table opens
with the lament of Nimrod over Ea-bani, and his resolve to seek out
his ancestor S'ainas-napistim to obtain the resurrection of his friend

and immortality for himself. But he has an arduous task before him.
After many difficulties the mountain of Mas is reached. In the histori-

cal inscriptions this name appears as the designation of the Syro-Ara-
bian desert,

5 but in the ancient period of which the poem treats it seems
still to have been a terra incognita.
Next the adventures of the road are set forth, though unfortunately

this portion is very much mutilated. In the last lines of col. v., Nim-
rod finds himself in a land of magnificent trees, and at the end of the

sixth column he has arrived at the sea, where a new obstacle presents
itself. And the obstacle at first seems insurmountable, for Nimrod says,
''If it be possible I will cross the sea ; and if it be not possible, I will

stretch myself on the ground (in despair)." Sabit, the keeper of the

waters, answered this appeal as follows :

"
Nimrod, there never has been

a passage, and no one has ever been permitted to cross the sea. S'amas
the hero has crossed the sea, but beside S

v
amas who can cross it ? Hard

is the passage, most difficult is its course, and closed are the waters of the

dead which are placed around (like a moat). Why, O Nimrod, wouldst
thou cross the sea? When thou approachest the waters of the dead,
what wilt thou do then ?

fl

Nimrod, there is Arad-Ea, the ferryman of

S'amas-napistim.
1 ... If possible, cross with him ;

if not, after him."
After a long passage over the river they come to the ocean, where is

Arad-Ea's stopping place. Nimrod relates to Arad-Ea his woes, and

begs the ferryman to take him across. Arad-Ea then gives Nimrod
directions for the journey. For more than a month they cruise about
in the waters of the dead. Then the real danger begins. Finally they
approach the shore of the regions of the blessed. S'amas-napistim gazes

6 Cf. V R. viii. 87, 108; Delitzsch's Parodies, p. 242.
6 Izdubar is the provisional reading of the name of the hero. Most Assyriolo-

gists have followed George Smith in identifying him with Nimrod. There is no
cuneiform evidence however for the reading NamrMu. Comp. Proceedings of our

Society, May, 1887, p. xii.

7 Dr. Jeremias always reads this name Pir-napistim, following Delitzsch and
Zirnmern (cf. the latter's Babytonische Busspsalmen, p. 26 : 1). To show the possi-

bility of the reading S~ama$-napitim it will suffice to refer to II. R. 44. 5a, where
the character ut without the determinative of divine names occurs as the equivalent
of the Sun, followed by the ideogram of -the air-god Rimmon. Cf. Strassm. No
7895.
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at them in astonishment as they near his abode. Nimrod again relates

his woes, tells of the countries, mountains and seas he has traversed,
and questions him how it happened that he obtained immortality and
access to the region of the blessed. Then S'amas-napistim tells the

hidden story" of the great flood, how he alone was saved in universal

de-tniction. After the close of the story of the deluge, S'amas-napi-t im

begins the cure of Nimrod, who was smitten with ulcers at the request
of Istar. And the hero recovers his strength through a magical food

and a magical sleep. After Nimrod is purified, the wife of S'amas-nap-
i-tim i in

|
u ires. What wilt thou give that he may return to his land."

Thereupon S'amas-napistim reveals the *' secret and command of the

gods," and shows the hero a plant which appears on the high trees

and cliffs of the island. The name of this plant &ibu i^nln'i' anielu,

indicates its magical power,
* which restores to a man already old his

youth.' With this Nimrod could regain his former strength. But this

boon was too j.recious. and on the return a lion-like demon snatched

the plant out of his hand and carried it off to the sea.

So much for the legendary and possibly early views. In the prayers,
on the other hand, scattered through the royal inscriptions, we find no
indication of any longing after immortality. The blessings asked al-

ways pertain to this life. Tiglath-pileser I. (c. 1120-1110 B. C.) says of

his grandfather Asur-d&n: ** The work of his hands and the offering of

his sacrifices pleased the gods, so that he arrived at the highest old age."

Nabonidus, the last king of Babylon, asked for long life and preservation
from sin for himself and his son Belshazzar. Nebuchadnezzar8

prays
for "length of days and victories." The punishments involved, too,

always pertained to this world: " Whoso fears not his god, like a reed
shall be cut off ;"

" The god Rimmon commanded that he should not
live a single day ;"

" May his name be blotted out and his seed be
deri royed ;"

" In distress and famine may they end their lives."

What the Assyrians did with their dead is a question by no means
easy to answer. So far no graves or cemeteries have been found in the
northern kingdom, though a special search was instituted by Layard,
Loftus, Place, and Rassam. In fact, Place was driven to the assertion

that possibly the Assyrians committed their corpses to the river, like t In-

modern Hindus. Later, however, it was found that graves abounded
i n 1. .\ver Chaldea, and so Mr. Loftus conjectured that lower Chaldea, and
lower Chaldea only, was used as a burial place for the entire Mesopota-
mian empire. Recently doubt has been cast upon this theory, the

age of the remains at Mu-li- ir. \Varka, and Tcl-loh having been ques-
tioned. However that may be, the fact that the Babylonians and Assy-

did l.ury their dead i- established beyond all doubt. Denial of burial,

moreover, was considered a great misfortune. A-rain-i his rebellious vas-

sal, the king of Lydia, Assurbanipal (668-626 B. C.) directs the <

"
May his corpse be cast before his enemies, may they drag away in

bones." To Nabu-bel-zikre, who had cast himself upon his own sword, he

Boreippa Inscrir '.11.1.25.
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"did not grant burial." The Bellino Cylinder of Sennacherib plainly

speaks of cemeteries and mausoleums. Moreover Sennacherib as well as

Assurbanipal went to the trouble of disinterring the bones of the ancestors

of their conquered enemies. But the whole matter is clearly put at the

close of the Niinrod-Epic :

On a couch he reclineth drinking pure water,

He who was killed in battle

(As) thou hast (often) seen it (and) I (too) have seen it

His father and mother support his head,

And his wife standeth by his side.

But he whose corpse was left upon the tield

As thou hast seen it and I have seen it

His shade findeth no rest in the earth.

Whose shade hath none that careth for him
As thou hast seen it and I have seen it

He is consumed in gnawing hunger,

(In vain) he craveth food,

What is cast in the street, he eateth. 9

Of the funeral ceremonies, too, we have some inkling. Hired

mourners and music accompanied the corpse to the grave, spices were

placed on the bier, and libations were offered to the shades of the de-

parted, while in agreement with the Iraelitish custom the mourners
wore torn garments. Epitaphs have not yet been found, though such

existed, if we may credit the statement of Arrian that he saw cuneiform

writing on the tomb of Sardanapalus (cf. Arrian II. 5. 3
; Strabo XIV. 672;

Athenaeus XII. 529 E).

What is generally recognized to be a pictorial representation of Hades
is found on a bronze plaque acquired by M. Peretie at Hama in North-

ern Syria. Clermont-Gahneau was the first to assert that it represented
the four divisions into which the Assyrians divided the Universe:

heaven, atmosphere, earth, and Hades. 10

The principal deities of the under-world 11 were Allat and Nergal,
1 -

and a host of demons, their satellites; the favorite messengers of Allat

being Namtdr
'

plague
' and Asakku '

consumption (?)'

The inferences to be drawn, then, seem to be as follows : The Assyro-

Babylonians believed in a future life. Reward and punishment, how-

ever, were as a rule awarded in the flesh. Death was the great leveler,

9 This passage, which was left untranslated by Dr. Jeremias and his predecessors,

will be explained in Prof. Haupt's paper on the 12th tablet of the Nimrod-Epic
in the first number of the Beitrdge zur Assyriologie und vergleichenden semitischen

Sprachwissenschaft.
10 See further Chipiez and Perrot, History of Art in Chaldeaand Assyria, p. 357.

"The chief designations for the under-world in the Babylonian texts are AralU

Ekur, S*u'dlu (Sheol), Delitzsch Prolegomena 145: 2 Qabru (the grave), K&iu

(because Nergal was divinity of both Cutha and Hades), bit muti, 'the house of

the dead.' Kur-nu-gia, Assyr. er$it Id tdrat,
' land whence none return,' etc.

12 Akkadian ne-uru-gal, 'lord of the great city,' i. e. Hades.
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and all went to the same place, a damp, dark, and uncomfortable

abode. Even this, however, was denied those whose remains did not

receive proper burial. For some few of the favorites of the gods, on the

other hand, a happier fate was reserved. They were translated to the

isles of the blessed, and seem to have continued enjoying the same sort

of existence as they had in the upper world. The spirits of Hades
*' were

clad like birds, in feathered garments;"
18 but when Nimrod sees his an-

cestor, S'amas-napistiin, he remarks :

"
Thy appearance

14 is not changed; like me art thou.

And thou thyself art not changed; like me art thou." 16

This lift- in the fields of the blessed was, however, a very exceptional

thing. It is awarded in the poems to but a very few heroes, and is ar-

rogated in an incantation to the priests, enchanters, and magicians.
Resurrection was known. Istar was granted life, and Tammuz her lover

annually burst the bonds of death. Moreover "the earth opened and
the soul of Ea-bani came forth like a zephyr." And this possibility of

resurrection furnished, as was remarked above, the occasion of the rela-

tion of the Descent of Istar and a portion of the Nimrod-Epic. It was but

sparingly employed, however, and seems to have vested finally in Allat,

the queen of the under-world, though the other gods were continually

endeavoring to break her spell.

To attempt to trace the historical development of these somewhat

contradictory views of the Babylonians concerning life after death, as

set forth above, would in the present state of our knowledge concerning
the date of the religious texts be a useless task, leading to no results

which could in any way be considered certain. 16

15. On a new system of tnmsliu>ration for the Semitic

based upon phonetic principles ; by Mr. Edgar P. Allen, Uni\ i-

Fellow in Semitic, .Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md.

Mr. Allen presented an abstract of his phonetic studies in connection

with Prof. Paul Haupt's new system of transliteration for Semitic

-oundfl. The distinctive features of this system are the following : All

spirants are expressed by the corresponding stop-consonants with

underscored line. This method, which has long and fitly been used

with regard to the Arabic ki> and 3, may well serve to call to mind the

Heb. raphi and its function. But the Arabic c. hitherto rendered l>v

fir, gh, or g', is also a spirant : viz. the voiced variety of the guttural

lit % and only a deeper variety of raphated jj ; it must, therefore,

for uniformity's sake, also be rendered by the corresponding stop with

underscored line.

' Descent of Istar, CoL 1,1. 10.

14
Assyrian rolnd/u, pi. to

pp;,cf.
Hebrew njlOfl (Haupt).

Deluge (AL> 101), lines 3 and 4.

'See, however, Prof. A. H. Sayoe's Hibbert Lectures, 1887, pp. 357-3U7.

M
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An important matter is the transliteration of the so-called emphatic
consonants, an expression which, doubtless, conveys to but few persons

any very clear idea. These have been rendered variously, but, as a

rule, by the corresponding simple consonant with a dot beneath. The

peculiarity of these sounds is a combination of glottal catch with the

mouth position. The glottal catch may follow the mouth position or

may be simultaneous with it. There is a difference in different dialects

and with different sounds. Since the sign of the glottal catch (or X) is

the so-called spiritus lenis, the best method of expressing the emphatic
sounds is by the simple consonant with spiritus lenis or Cedilla beneath.

If the present Arabic pronunciation of the
\jO differing from j* only

in that its position is further back in the mouth and in the modifica-

tion of a following vowel, if that pronunciation be taken as the origi-

nal, then the combination with glottal catch would be impossible ; but

the Jews pronounce the as an affricata ts f as do also the Abyssinians.
And in such case the glottal catch might follow the simple consonant

explosion. This seems to have been the original pronunciation; and

therefore ^ or^ should be indicated by s with Cedilla, or better by f ,

which sign has the advantage of at once classing the
\jQ

in the right

category and of indicating its present pronunciation. The Ji is to be

treated in the same way, since it was originally as now but the voiced

variety of the
\jc.

This subject of >,o and Jc, however, deserves

further study and investigation.

The unpointed ^ has heretofore been rendered by h, and has thus

been classed with the emphatic consonants, from which it is entirely

different. It is a laryngeal, and may be considered as a stronger variety
of the aspirate h. As such it is best rendered by the double spiritus

asper, or by h with spiritus asper beneath, which amounts to the same

thing and is to be preferred for clearness' sake.

The ^ again is totally unlike both ^ and h. It is the deeper variety

of the ordinary German ach-laut and is best rendered by the sign x,

which is commonly used for the purpose by Indo-European philologists.

Mr. Allen's phonetic studies will be published in full in a future num-
ber of the American Journal of Philology.

16. Announcement of a new Assyrian-English Glossary; pre-
sented on behalf of the Semitic Seminary of the Johns Hopkins
University, by Mr. Edgar P. Allen.

At the last meeting of the Oriental Society, Prof. Lyon took occasion

to discuss the first part, recently published, of Prof. Delitzsch's great

Assyrian Dictionary, which had been announced as early as 1879, and

since then eagerly expected by all who are interested in Semitic

studies and especially by all Assyriologists. Since its appearance, the

first fascicle has been much reviewed and commented on from all sides,

with qualified praise sometimes, and sometimes with unqualified con-

demnation. There is a long step from the standpoint of Delitzsch's

admirers to that of his adversaries between the opinion, on the one
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hand, that " tor the preparation of such a work no one is so well quali-

fied as the professor of Assyriology at Leipzig," and the opinion, on tin-

other hand, that "he is quite unqualified for the task he has under-

taken." However, even in the eulogy of so enthusiastic a follower of

Delitzsch as is Prof. Lyon, a sober critic may read here and there be-

n the lines signs of a slight disappointment. Without calling in

i .'ii for a moment the undoubted merits of Delitzsch's work, it is

here our purpose to speak merely of the points in which it seems not

to meet all the expectations and requirements of Assyrian stu-

i ue of the objections raised will no doubt be disposed of in

subsequent parts of the Lexicon. It may be that we do not fully under-

stand the principles which have guided Delitzsch in his great work,

especially as, so far, he has not published a preface. But even if De-

litzsch should make all possible concessions to his critics and fellow-

workers, he would hardly be able to conform with their wishes in the

following particulars:

1. It must be admitted that the publisher cannot be expected to

place at a lower figure the price of so expensive a publication : but,

nevertheless, the price is too high. Although subscribers are to receive

a liberal discount, the completed work will cost at least a hundred
dollars, and thus these valuable stores of learning will be placed out of

the reach of the majority of students.

& Delitzsch himself says, in his suggestive Prolegomena to a new
Hebrew and Aramean Lexicon of the Old Testament ( 2), that "

per-

spicuity is the fundamental principle of all lexicography." Delit/.srh

Milv has a just claim on our admiration, inasmuch as, to publish
th- work with all attainable correctness, he did not shrink from under-

taking the laborious task of autographing more than "sixteen hundred

large quarto pages ;" but an autographic reproduction, be it ever so

i illy and beautifully executed, can never present as clear and

pleasing an appearance as a printed page. And this inevitable lack of
" -uity i- further increased by Delitzsch's attempt, most praise\\ <.i

thy in itself, to employ his space to the utmost advantage, by making a
limited use of paragraph divisions. Lengthy observations, more

1 1 id extensive reproductions of unpublished texts are interspersed
throughout, thus increasing the bulk and necessarily detracting from
I In-

|>. -i-spM-mtv. We freely grant that these valuable additions ;nv

absolutely indispensable; but it would certainly be better to make of

thrm a separate pulli--.n i<>n.

8. The internal arrangement might also call forth di .-ni m- opinion.
I > I i t /.sch no doubt endeavored to be as scientific as possible, but we \

> say that his disposition of the material is hardly the most pract iea I .

ill all students of Assyrian subwrihe to his opinion that it would
have heeu a wa-te of .space to mention in every ras- tin- corresponding
forms of the cognate languages. Finally, while it is most gratifying to

learn that Delitzsch entertains the idea of appending printed notes in

which due credit will I KJ given to each of his predecessors and fellow-

workers in the field of Assyrian lexicography, still it might have been
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more advisable to embody these notes in the main work, at least

as far as recent Assyriological publications are concerned. 1

Bearing these various points in mind, no one will be surprised that

the first part of Delitzsch's work has not met with general approval.
The severe criticisms, however, and savage attacks published in recent

journals are altogether unjustified. On the other hand,. even the

warmest friends of Delitzsch cannot deny that the first fascicle does

not fully meet all the wants of Assyrian students, especially of begin-

ners. Consequently it is not unlikely that other Assyriologists will

publish their lexicographical collections hitherto withheld owing to the

announcement of an Assyrian Thesaurus compiled by the famous Leip-

zig cuneiformist. Every Assyriologist has, of course, some collection

of words and forms. Even the beginner must commence a compilation

for his own use. There is small doubt that several Assyrian glossaries

would have been published before now, had not everyone been awaiting

the long announced work of Delitzsch. It is hardly necessary to state

that we have not the slightest intention of taking sides with Delitzsch's

opponents, such as " Bel-ibni" and other anonymous critics. Nor have

we any desire to supersede Delitzsch's grand Thesaurus ; still we believe

that there is room for another lexicographical work, more serviceable

and more within reach of the average student, though less ambitious in

its aim.

The Semitic Seminary of the Johns Hopkins University, therefore,

proposes to compile an Assyrian-English Glossary, the distinctive fea-

tures of which will be as follows :

(a) It shall not exceed a certain limited bulk, about that, say, of the

Davies-Mitchell Hebrew-English Lexicon, a volume which in point of

convenient size and clear print can serve as a model.

(b) The price will be as small as possible, at most five dollars. It will

thus be within the reach of every student of Assyrian.

(c) In order to keep within these limits, a system of abbreviations will

be used, so that references to authors and works will occupy the least

possible space, discussions of doubtful words or readings being reserved

for special papers.

(d) Prof. Haupt has repeatedly remarked that Assyriologists should

as soon as possible remove the cause of the reproach, not unjustly

brought forward by Prof. Paul de Lagarde, of the " unhistorical" char-

acter of cuneiform research. 2 Many words whose stems or meanings
later scholars fancy that they have determined were already well

known and established by older men, such as Hincks and his contem-

poraries. For instance, the correspondence between Syriac madattd

and Assyrian madattti,
*

tribute,' was first established by Hincks in his

paper on the Khorsabad Inscriptions, published as early as the year

1 Under igaru, e. g., p. 113 Delitzsch ought to have cited Sayce's and

Pinches' remarks, ZK. ii. pp. 257 and 346.

2 Cf. Hebraica, vol. iii. p. 269, and Lagarde, Mittheilungen, i. 63 (Gottingen,

1884).
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I860.* Tlu- -..mpilers will, therefore, make a special point of giving full

- to Assyriological publications.

ThN. >t - >iirse, necessitates a division of labor. Dr. Cyrus Adler will

i>artiriil;ir attention ton-cent literature, and Mr. Edgar P. Allen

will make tli.- historical development of Assyrian lexicography his

sj>ecial stud\ . The whole work, it is needless to say, will be carried on

under the direction .if I'K.I. Paul Haupt. \\hox lexicographical collec-

tions will form the lasi- of tin- mulct-taking.

(e) In all cases where indubitable connection with -i>t r idioms can

be established, the OORBSJMSMUBf; forms will lc -ivcii. to help be^inm r>

in Assyrian, and at the >ame time to fnrni-li ip ;,ili-t> in tbe cognate

languages with a certain control over the -t..t- m nt> made in the

glossar \ .

(/) The arrangement of the material will he both a> practical and as

scientific as possible. All derivatives will be treated of under their

respective stems. T lie verbal steins will be placed first, followed by
\erhal 'lei i\ .ii ives, then by nominal derivatives, tirst [\\c tui-imn ini<l<n.

forms made by internal vocalic change, without addition of form-

ative elements ; and second, formae auctae, i. e., forms made by preiix.

fix, by affix, and by prefix and affix together. But. in order to

iate the finding of words, especially of derivatives from feehle

terns, all words, as also the more frequently used conjugational forms,

will be cited also in alphabetical order, with appended references to

their stems. This arrangement has two advantages: a survey will

t hereby be obtained of classes of words formed by the same prefix, and
also an idea of the relative frequency of certain formations: it will.

besides, be especially convenient for words whose stems are a matter

of doubt.

The stems will be expressed in Hebrew letters. There will be no
cuneiform characters used; Hebrew and Syriac words cited will he

written in Hebrew; while Arabic and Ethiopic, as well, of course, as

Assyrian, will be transliterated in Roman characters.

The abbreviations spoken of above will be printed in bold-face and
in black-letter type, the former for grammatical terms and the latter

for references to authors and their works. The greatest possible clear-

ness will thus be insured.

(g) The arrant-mem of . -on- >nants will l>e according to the system
first indicated I laupt, and followed by Ddit/.-ch in his Diction-

ary: that is. all initial gutturals will he cited under X- dist in-uislicd as

N' N> K> K a d N-- There is no evidence that the Assyrian Ian

guagc ittnral than X- ''" r xampl.-. words like (//m.

tather,' al&kn, 'to go,' altbu, milk,' aqrabu,
'

scorpion,' and drtbu,

See On the Khorsabad Inscriptions by the Rev. Kdward Hincks, D.D. (from

the TroMactions of the Royal Irish Academy, vol. xxii., Part II. Polite litera-

ture), Dublin, 1850, p. 42, foot-note.
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'raven,' which begin in Arabic with live different consonants, appear
in Assyrian under one the fa

4

Although by this arrangement the number of words treated of under
the first consonant will constitute about one-fourth of the whole glos-

sary, this disproportion-
1 is unavoidable, since any other arrangement

would be unscientific.

In one respect the arrangement will differ from that followed by
Delitzsch. Though Prof. Haupt was the first to point out the reasons

ior putting initial ^ and under
*)
and * in their respective places

according to the order of the Hebrew alphabet,
6 he has since come to the

conclusion that these reasons, subsequently adopted by all Assyriolo-

gists, do not hold good, and consequently initial ^ and * will be placed

under J$> distinguished as fa and J$ 7 . There is no evidence that conso-

nantal 1 and * existed in primitive Shemitic. Their development in

anlaut, as opposed to J<> mav be secondary. (Cf . ZA. ii. 279.)

There must also be an fa, corresponding to original m, and fa, cor-

responding to original n, as in itaplusu for nitaplusu.

We hope to further the work as energetically and as rapidly as possi-

ble. The preparing of the manuscript for publication will form a prin-

cipal part of the work of the Semitic Seminary of the Johns Hopkins

University during the coming session. The first edition will, of course,

in a manner be tentative a basis for fuller and more complete work
which we may expect to embody, in the course of time, in a larger

second edition.

We may say that the Baltimore Assyriologists are in good position to

do their work so far, at least, as material is concerned. The Johns

Hopkins University has lately purchased a very important Assyriolog-
ical collection, belonging to the library of one of the most distinguished

Oriental scholars in Europe, consisting in early Assyriological publica-

tions, pamphlets, and even newspaper clippings of considerable value

and now almost inaccessible at any other place. Whatever, again,

may be wanting in the University library will be made up by the

large private collection of Prof. Haupt. In addition to this, Dr. Wm.
Hayes Ward, one of the pioneer Assyriologists of America, has kindly
offered to place at our disposal his unique collection of early Assyrio-

logical publications.

The usefulness of such a glossary as we propose is obvious, and the

need of it is pressing. Even if Delitzsch or some other Assyriologist in

Germany should supplement his Thesaurus by a glossary compiled ac-

cording to our principles set forth above, the Johns Hopkins glossary

would still better commend itself to English speaking students, who must

4 Cf. Haupt, SFG., 10; 20, 3; KAT2 492 and 522; Francis Brown, American

Journal of Philology, vol. iv, p. 343.

6 This seems to militate against the opinion that the K in Assyrian instead of

the Arabic 5 _ c is more primitive.

6 Cf. Haupt, Sumerische Familiengesetze, p. 48, n. 3.
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much prefer to study Assyrian through the medium of their own lan-

guage, rather than through a foreign medium like German, especially

language of certain German Assyriologists is more obscure than

the cuneiform hieroglyphics themselves, and sometimes only to be

understood by referring to the original texts.

1 7. Prolegomena to a Comparative Assyrian Grammar; by Prof.

Paul Haupt, of the Johni Ilopkin- I'niviTsity, Baltimore, McL

3 1. Assyrian, or more accurately speaking Assyro-Babylonian, is the

name of the Semitic language found on the cuneiform tablets <>t Nine -

M-h and Babylon, as well as in the trilingual Achaemenian inscription-

of Persepolis, Behistun, Hamadan, etc.

I 2. The inscriptions of the Achaemenian kings (Darius, Xerxes, and

Artaxerxes, I.-III.) are composed in three different languages :

a. The first place is occupied by the official language of the Per>i;m

empire, the so-called OA/ /' />///
,
whose decipherment by Geo. F. Gro-

tefend, in 1802, laid the foundation of all cuneiform research.

/<. Then comes the so-called (Scythian or) Susiau version in the ag-

glutinative idiom of Susiana (called also Elamitic, Median, Anzanian.

and Amardian), and said to be related to Georgian.

c. And finally, the Babylonian version in the Semitic language of

the ancient Mesopotamian empire.

$ 3. Also in the cuneiform tablets disinterred in the valley of the

Euphrates and Tigris we find a variety of languages ;
several of these

texts exhibit, alongside of Assyrian, a non-Semitic idiom, apparently
the language of the pre-Semitic aborigines of Chaldea, who founded

the civilization of Western Asia, and invented the cuneiform system of

writi'

Tins so-called Proto-CIil<lni has come down to us in two distinct

forms : in one of them, chiefly magical formulae and incantations are

r..ui|M.<!: in the other, hymns and penitential psalms. The latter

is designated, in the ancient cuneiform vocabularies of the Assyrian
national grammarians, by the technical term erne sal, generally ren-

dered 'female language,' or 'woman's language.' Some Assyriologists
f the opinion that the so-called "woman's language" was the dialect

of Shumer (the biblical *\J^Jt^ Shinnr], or South Babylonia : the idiom

<f the incantations, on the other hand, being the dialect of Akkad
im-ntionrd in the genealogical tablet, Gen. x 1<>

'

<>r North I'.al.ylnma.

Otlu-r- -idT tin- incantations Smith Italiylmiian or Sunn-nan, and

the penitential psalms Akkadian or North Ual.\ Ionian. And n-mitly
the view has been advanced that tin - t Mean
d> not represent a local but a tciii|>nral variation. ArrnnliiiL-ly. what

we have been accustomed to term Sumnian and Akkadian i- now

spoken of as Neo-Sumcrian and Old Siinn-rian. lln- > '-called Woman's

language being regarded as a later development of the idiom of the in

/ \ 11. 200,1).
2 \\ .iir invest!-
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irations in that line having yielded any results \vhieh have met \\ith

neneral acceptance. Kven the existence of a non-Semitic idiom In-side

the AsByro-Babylonian is denied by several distinguished cuneiform-

ists. It seems to me, however, that the theory of a pre-Semitic popu-
lation in Chaldea is established beyond all doubt.3

Whatever the relations of the various forms of the Proto-ChaMean

language may be, they certainly have no direct bearing on Assyrian

grammar. Nor need we consider the controversy concerning the alleged

affinity of Sutnero-Akkadian and the Ural-Altaic languages (JRAS. vol.

xvi ii., part 3). In the following remarks we will briefly designate the

non-Semitic idiom of the Mesopotamian cuneiform texts as Akkadian,

just as we comprise the Semitic language of both the Babylonian and

Assyrian inscriptions under the name Assyrian.

\ 4. The literature of Assyrian embraces a period of forty centuries.

The latest cuneiform inscription is a small terra-cotta tablet, preserved
in the Zurich Museum, containing a bond dated Babylon, in the month
of Kislev, 3d day, 5th year of Piharis, king of Persia, i. e., according
to Jules Oppert (RP. XI. 105), Pacorus II. (nd/topof), a contemporary of

the emperors Titus and Domitian. Pacorus' accession to the throne

took place in the year 77 after Christ. Accordingly the date given on

the tablet corresponds to December, 81, of our era.4

The test inscription of any length is a terra-cotta barrel-cylinder of

Antiochus L, 2wr?/p (born 323, f261 B. C.), son of 2Aeivcof 6 Ni/carwp and

the Sogdianian princess Apama. It was discovered at the Birs Nimrud,
and contains in two columns fifty-nine lines of archaic Babylonian

writing. The opening of this interesting inscription reads as follows :

Anti'ukusu, sarru rabu, sarru dannu, sar kissati. <ar

Babili, sar matati, zanin Esagil u Ezida, aplu asaridu
sa Siluku, sarri, Makaduna'a, sar Babili, anaku, which

means, "Antiochus, the great king, the mighty king, king of the uni-

verse, king of Babylon, king of the provinces, embellisher of (the tem-

ples) Esagil and Ezidn, first-born of King Seleukos, the Macedonian,

king of Babylon, am I." Also Antiochus' step-mother and consort,

Queen Srparojvao?, cuneiform As-ta-ar-tu-ni-ik-ku, i.e., Astar-

tuniku, and their son, Seleukos, are mentioned at the end of the

inscription.
5

5. The earliest known cuneiform text, in Semitic Assyro-Babylon-

ian, is a short votive inscription of King Sargon, of Agade (i. e., TDK),

who reigned about 3800 B. C. The inscription is carved on a small egg-

shaped piece of marble, pierced lengthwise, brought to light by Hor-

muzd Rassam at Abu-Habba, the site of the ancient Sippar (Q*V1p).

According to Mr. Pinches it is the oldest object in the collection of the

British Museum. The legend reads as follows: Sargani, sar ali,

Sar Agade, ana il amas in Sipar amuru, i. e., "I, Sargon,

the king of the city, king of Agade, have dedicated (this) to the Sun-

god of Sippar."
7 The date 3800 is derived from the famous cylinder of
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Nabonidus, found by Hormuzd Rassam in the ruins of Sippara (Abu-

Hahba) in the year 1882, now published V R. 64. Nabonidus tells us.

there that, at the restoration of the ancient temple of the Sun. in

Sippar, he searched for the original foundation stone. He had the

earth excavated to a depth of eighteen cubits
;
and there, says the king,

>ama- the Sun-god) showed me the original foundation stone of Sar-

-on. N a r a in Sin, which none of my royal predecessors had seen

for 3200 years. Nabonidus, the last king of Babylon, and father of

Belshazzar. reigned from 555-538 B. C. Consequently we obtain for

Narani Sin th. date 3750 B. C., and for Sargon, his father, about 3800

(PSBA v. IL': XK. n,358). The latter is the same prince of whom
it is related, on a tablet preserved in a Neo-Assyrian copy, that

lii> mother exposed him on the banks of the Euphrates in a basket of

1ml rushes pitched with asphalt.
8 This interesting autobiographical

sketch is, as I remarked, handed down to us only in a later copy ;
the

short vntivr inscription on the marble oval, however, is an original con-

temporary document, written at the time of Sargon I., about 3800 B. C.

the oldest monument of Semitic speech.

2 6. The king mentioned under the same name in the Old Testament

(pjnp Isa. xx.l) is Sargon II., Assyr. Sarrukenu arku, the con-

queror of Samaria9 and father of Sennacherib, grandfather of Esarbad-
don. He reigned about 3000 years later, from 722-705 B. C.

While the votive inscription of Sargon I. represents the oldest monu-
ment of Assyrian speech, the accession of Sargon II. inaugurates what

may be called the golden age of Assyrian literature. The reign of the

Sargonidian dynasty Sargon, Sennacherib, Esarhaddon,10 and Sardana-

palus from the accession of Sargon II., in the year 722, down to the

fall of Nineveh, in the year 606, is the most flourishing period of Assyr-
ian literature. Most of the Cuneiform monuments which have come
down to us belong to this time. Especially under the last great ASSJT-
ian king, Sardanapalus (mentioned as 193DN . K/ra iv.10), particular

attention was paid to literature: ancient taidrts in Assyria and Baby-
lonia were carefully collected, copied, transcribed, translated, and ex-

plained, and formed into a great library in tin pal:u at Nineveh, which
,'i/d Rassam, under the auspices of Sir A. II Lay a id, rescued

from the ruin- of ULM-S. Tin- majority of the Assyrian literary monu-
ment- thus far brought to light, especially nn historical inscriptions,
owe their ori-in t. tlii- -ource.

{7. Tli.' OOrreotO6M o| the chronological statement in the inscription
.bmiidiiv oonoernii to of Sargon's son, .Yu.im Sin, may be

to doubt. The fact that \--yrian literature comprises the oldest

-inn. -lit-, remains nevertheless. We possess an inscription
Hi. of an ancient Assyrian k I; \\\ man -n i i ;n i

I whose date must be fixed at about 1 ;<> I: C., at the latot \\ .

have the i.igonal clay prism of Tiglathpileser I. (contain inir

KHH Mi nesj, who, according to the statement of the S-nna herih

H
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inscription on the rock of Bavian, reigned 418 years before the Baby-
lonian expedition of Sennacherib, undertaken in the year ('>!)(> ; s that

his date must have been about 1110 B. C. (Lotz, p. v). In the Old

Testament, on the other hand, we hardly have any portions reaching

beyond 1000 B. C. 12 At any rate the assumption of a greater antiquity
for any of these is not as well founded as is the date of 3800 for

Sargon I.

8. The great age of Assyro-Babylonian literature, however, does m>t

justify the conclusion that the language of these monuments exceeds

the cognate idioms in antiquity. Edward Hincks called Assyrian the

oldest and best developed branch of the Semitic family of speech,

giving it the name of the Sanskrit of the Semitic tongues.
13 The pro-

priety of this designation may be questioned. At any rate it must be

admitted that primitive Assyrian stands much nearer, both in its phonic
and morphological material, to the parent speech than even classical

Arabic. The forms of the language, as preserved on the extant monu-

ments, arose under the influence of a few characteristic phonetic laws,

and can be easily traced back to the parent Semitic stage. The
inflections in Assyrian are certainly far more primitive than in any of

the cognate idioms.

9. Next to Assyrian among the sister tongues stands Ethiopic or

Geez. Common to both are, e. g.:

a. The absence of an article.

I. The preservation of the oldest Semitic verb-form, the Imperfect

Qal with accented "a"" vowel between the first and second stem-conso-

nants
;

e. g., Assyr. isdbir he breaks, Geez i saber. 14

c. The masculine plural ending
u
-ani ;" e.g., Assyr. belani /on/a.

Geez ba(')lan, originally ba'lani.15

d. The termination "-a" for the tens; e. g., Assyr. esra twenty,

Silasa thirty, erba'a/orfy, = Geez esra, salasa, arbe'a accent

in all these cases being on the final "a."

e. The ending "-a" for the 3 pers. fern, plur.; e. g., Assyr. labs a they

are clothed = Geez 1 a b s a
;
Present and Imperfect, isabira, ibira

= Geez isabSra, iesbera.16

/. The termination "-ku" for the first person singular of the Perfect,

generally called "Permansive" in Assyrian grammar ; e.g., Assyr. isaku

I have (CJP*), palljaku I fear; Geez gabdrku I made, labrisku /

ivas clothed (cf. SFG. 53).

g. The epenthesis of the "i" in the Imperfect of the intensive stem
;

e.g., urepis / enlarged, for urapiS, urappiS (SFG. 63,2); Geez

ifesem, iefesem he completes, for iufasim, iufassim. 17

h. The emphatic "-ma;" e. g., Assyr. ki sasu-ma or ki-ma sasu

like him; Geez kamahu-ma (ASKT. 195).* This "-ma," which also

* I should like to raise the question here whether it is not possible that the

appended -ma in the Arabic Vocative aliahumma O God represents the same

emphatic particle.
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appears in the shortened form "-m," the so-called "mhuation,'' serves

at the same time as enclitic copula, just as Amharic "-in." which corre-

sponds to Kthiopic "-ma," is used both as emphatic partidr and in the

sense of Latin //.- e. g., Assyr. ina etuti asha labsa-ma ki-ma
issiiri subat kappe in darkness tin i/ >/<>,// <m<l are clad Ithe liinls

itl,,,-,,l '/(trments (SD. 518); apti nappasii-ma urru imt&qut
eli dur appi'a / openetl an air-hole (ttf'Qj . Arabic

.y^ojt*
man fas)

mill flit li'jhr f, II
ni,,,,, ,nn /

The use of the suffix pronoun in adverbial expressions, as Assyr.
i 1 1 .-1 1 a k i a 1 1 i i //' in" /</,> ,1

rn-toriously, Geez h 6 ra te k u /. \\ he went

</.<//*'""/ (SFG. 36,2).

/, . The use of the possessive suffix as a demonstrative pronoun :

Assyr. am el us u t/mf ///<///, like Geez beesihu ,
or Assyr. ina iiini-

iu-ina "/ f/i'if tiim: Geez ba'amatihu /'// that year (CV. xxxvi).

/. Finally, a considerable number of words are common to both As-

syrian and Ethiopic ;
e. g., kisadu neck, plur. kisadati = Geez

d, plur. k sad at (SFG. 28,1); xunnu nnu (for zuninn. JI.

46) = Geez zenani : i.iraru m/finif,,/ In ml (SFG. 35 below) = Geez

hagar (cf. South Arabic <^<a) : muma'iru (= *mumahhiru)
/ ,,, ,,ii, <i,,,h r (Senn. v. 70) = Geez mamghhe'r magixt< / .

kidinu r/;,nt. from k ad ami t<> protect = Geez kad?ina;t esidu

'.vii. h a in a in u xfili' i- 1 .
S l 272

;
cf. Del. Koas. 72) = Geez Msad ;

ebitu (or, with partial assimilation o'f the "b
M

to the followin.i;

pi -tu) </"</, especially evil deed (facinus) = Geez abbasa
(stem COJf ; tf.. however, ZA. u. 354,1); mutu hmtlmnd = Geez
in. t fcf. D'Htp); isatu fire

= Geez Ssat (cf. Syr. issata./

3FG IT :_' : inn-it u ////////
= Geez mgset evening (cf. ^L^^ and

K \ I :(); dadme (stem DTI) districts (NLA. 60,1; HA. 59) =

Geez adiam ut.-m DH); selutu /,<>sfl/ft,, (\ \\ 8,123 = Geez

sal'S; daqaqitu ..r .ln.ia.p'i i-hlldlmn,! isyn. sihhirutu. i. e.,

Hl^i'V- I' 1 1. 36,50) = Geez daqiqna; tula Irmst (prop.pro/A< /-

i 1 n /////. and >irtn In-mat, tnn. .f iru hiah) (Jcr/. tala'

ZDMG UUUl TUl.l ;' akilu /*// (II U. 6,3; syn. zibu) = Geez

takugla): >;il.n warrior (for sab'u) = Geez dabba'i (L^ , cf.

: a in am / -'/. atuni.-ira /" s/ion- : ruttu (Iinpcrt'n-t

T. Alfred Jn MI, JM-. in lu~ int< i -tiiikr I it tie book on Dte babvlonitch-aftyriitchen

r..;.<M/i/n
( / u r.;/i /.</-. n M.I. /i .// in '/'/. I.i-i |>/ik

r
. I

NK
'. . p. *>. M. '.1. I I'llli -luti- U nil nil

i ivinvr it from 11 stem kadfl n u t // m>>i <

< T. also the Ainluuii /cm I), which exactly corresponds to the Assyrian
/ u ini.ii = /.iii.i.u fin n .1); and Oeex uf-^l>. plur. auaftb earring,

(stem 33f* , or rather ^^o*) = Assyrian anpabtu (U, 40,40) or Insabtu (stem

2XJ (Mtrere) in the same meaning (HAL. 94,3), plur. in the "Descent of Istar,"

fnaabatl (cf. col. I, 46 and col. II, 44, !n*abfttl a uzneAa the earriny* of her

i tot the most striking Instance, It seems to me, Is the Ethiopic word benfct

tribute, which is eridently Identical with Assyr. bil t u, constr. bilat, from abftlu
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uratti) to erect = Geez artg'a; sullulu to Itnun-h (Pael from
-a la hi, Impf. islal tn *//,/, <1.own,tf. D'?5 I^V , Exod. xv.10) =

Geez aslala (cf. Gen. vii.18; ua-sallalat iS'Sti tVtbot la'la mai,
Dillm. ed. p. 14, Greek cTre^pero) ;

Saiianu to compete (Impf. Joixi! :

aStanan or altanan Ifought] = Geez tasannana; takalu to be

stnhlc or./fY/>< (cf. Del. Parad. 144) = Geez takdla (cf. Aram. *HF) to

trust =Assyr. ittakil 7*e trusted, for *intakil, Inf. natkulu);
nazazu to stand (Saphel Suzuzu to erect) = Geez nazaza to try to

raise, to comfort (KAT2 511
;

cf. D'fl)3 f|pt
W 145,14 and 146,8, /<

raises them that are bowed down); ragamu to cry (cf. Lagarde, Mit-

t/nilungen, II. 177)
18 = Geez rag dm a to curse (prop, beschreien; cf.

fx^;); hulluqu to destroy (Pael of fcalaqu # y/CCi KAT2
503) =

Geez a h 1 a q a (cf . faJlS. b d 1 i q a) ;
m a

'

u <o be strong, powerful {LOP.

I. 197) = Geez mo 'a to conquer; sap an u to overpower (SFG. 74) =

Geez safana (Amharic sai>afa to triumph); nubbu (Imperfect

unabbi, unambi) to speak = Geez nababa (cf. $OJ for JOJ3

"icpofqrefatv") ;
baru to shine = Geez barha; Sabatu to beat (cf.

Targumic tOD^^
= ^eez zabjlta (with partial assimilation of the

initial sibilant to the following "b;" cf. LOP. I. 197); "a" not (=
*aia) or "e" (SFG. 76) = Geez "i-" (cf. *tf, Job xxii.30) ;

"-nu" ne

(e.g., mi-nu how? V B. 1,122)
= Geez

u
-nu" (e.g., efo-nu?); "-ni"

also (e.g., iqabusi-ni they call her also, Pogn. Bav. 109) = Geez

"-ni;" "-u" nonne (e. g., anaku am I not f = an aku+ hu) = Geez
u
-hu" (CV. XL.); itu 19 /rom = Geez uesta in; Su'atu this =

"s" + Geez ue'Stu, fern. i'ati = "" + Geez ie'gti (SFG. 33,4)

etc., etc.

To be Sure, so far as the vocabulary is concerned, Assyrian exhibits

infinitely more numerous coincidences with the North Semitic lan-

guages, Aramean and Hebrew, especially with Aramean. This is quite

natural, considering the contiguity of their respective territories. But
it does not by any means involve an especially intimate connection

between Assyrian and Northern Semitic, let alone an original com-

munity of life, as Delitzsch would have it (HA. 21
;

cf. ZDMG. XL.

731,2). There is no evidence of these languages having ever formed

an historically distinct group as opposed to the other branches of the

Semitic family. Nor do the above-cited points of agreement between

Assyrian and Ethiopic justify the assumption of a closer relationship

between these two extremes of the Semitic territory. All the reserii-

(= *uabftlu) to bring (Hebr. VlPin) the I having: been changed into n, as in Arabic

image = oSv . It stands to reason that bfcnat must be, in the last resort, an

Assyrian loan-word, just as I'a (for na*) in the Book of Ezra. Cf . my remarks in

Hebraica, vol. in, p. 107, n. 2.
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blanees enumerated above may be due to a preservation of peculiarities

of the parent speech. It would be different if the forms isrfbir,

could be shown to be new formations in both Assyrian and
liven in this case, however, the possibility of a merely

accidental coincidence would not be excluded.

\ closer historical community between any of the five various

branches nf the Semitic family of speech A .>\ rian, Ethiopic, Arabic,

Hebrew, Aramean) cannot be established. The reasons advanced by
Pillmann (on p, 4 of his admirable grammar of the Ethiopic language)
for a closer affinity between Ethiopic and Arabic cannot be considered

valid in the light of Assyrian research. The difference between

and e. g., also appears in Assyrian (e. g. |}i m etu butter, but

alibu milk. (Heb. HNpH and D^H r
constr. D^PT). The difference

between ^jO and ^jO is witnessed in Aramean (e. g. tfJOV /'".'/", but

'NJJ7 xh'-'j'. Hob. JJSytf |NV)-
Final short vowels, moreover, arc a-

common in A*>\ nan a- in Arabic and Ethiopic. The accusative, too,

is regularly distinguished in Assyrian, as well as the subjunctive or

\(duntati\c. .-ailed in Assyrian precative. As to the stem-formations

of the verb. they are as manifold in Assyrian as in either of the South

Semitic languages. and the agreement between Kthiupic and Arabic

in the internal plural formations- is balanced by the internal jas-i\e
I'nnnatioiis preserved only in Hebrew and Arabic or as would per-

haps be more correct to say. '/</< /],/ only in Hebrew and Arabie. In

all these cases we have merely normal development.* of primitive Sem-

erms, no new formations, which alone could afford conclusive rvi-

dence of a special affinity. So, too. the abundance in Arabic and

Kthiopic .if -inn- with four or more consonants is only due to the

expansion of a tendency in the part-lit speech- Sn-ralled piadriliteral-

al-o in A--yrian. Accordingly a clo<rr relat imiship can hardly
b.- pn-dii-atrd f..r Arabic and Kthiopir, nor for Assyrian and Kthiopic.

nor ! . i.in and Hebrew. On the other hand, we may safely

maintain that, aiintii-j all the Semitic Ian Kihinpir rank- next

to Assyrian in point of antiquity.*
1

{10. The .--pccial peculiarities of As-yriaii in di>tinction from the

jh-r Semitic !

T! '

\ LAI ioei BOl POIMM the -.-mi \o\\,-l> ^ ami *

a rh u ///--/'/A Kthiopir narh: \--\r. n m n . or rather o in u .

Arabic i a u m). Whether Assyrian X in th: -hlcr than

T and * of tin | U ditVinilt to !< ;

\l--tln- ,thcr lar\ n-.-. aU ,1 and Jf appeal' in

lan aH X (o- '-' alak Heb. ^Tl a^labu

2~^p>*
\ _ .'ailed Haul in Kthiopic). the

PI- while h. Arabic (Kthiopir Harm), the
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stronger variety of (1 is regularly preserved as b (e.g. bans a

but emu fntlu /-/// -l<m\ Heb. QH).

c. The common Semitic perfect form with personal affixes is only

in the first stage of development in Assyrian and relatively rare. The
form which corresponds to the common Shemitic imperfect serves as

tempus historicum, and at the same time as praeteritum perfectum
and plmquamperfectum; while for the present and future, the above

described verbal form, with inserted accented & before the second stem-

consonant, has been preserved. Accordingly, asbir in Assyrian does

not mean as Hebrew ""OKftt I break or / shall break, but / broke

and I have broken or I had broken ; I shall break is a 5 ji b i r. So-called

permansive forms (with personal affixes), like sabraku, which may
mean either I have broken or I will break, seldom occur.23

d. All Assyrian nouns end in the absolute state in u, i, a or with

"mimation" um, im, am, no essential difference in meaning existing,

between these various terminations : kalbu, kalbi, kalba or kal-

bum, kalbim, kalbam all simply mean dog. The appended nasal

is certainty not as in Arabic, the sign of the status indefinitus ; indeed,

the contrary might be asserted. The mimation is really found in many
cases in which the cognate languages would use the article, thus cor-

responding to the appended n in Sabean.*

e. Also in the verb the Imperative and all forms with gender, num-

ber and personal affixes excepted the final stem-consonant can take

these vowels u and a or more rarely ?': uzaqqipu, uzaqqipa (and

uzaqqipi) mean only like uzaqqip I impaled'.2*

/. The personal pronouns and suffixes of the third person begin with

a sibilant and not with H ,
as in the other Semitic languages : he, .s7/e,

Heb. JOn > N*n are in Assyrian su, si, pi. sunu, sin a for Heb.

HDH , nan -
25

</. Similarly we find as the prefix of the causative stems in Assyrian

not a breathing but the sibilant "." A Hiphil or Aphel does not exist

in Assyrian ; only a Shaphel and the reflexive formations' derived from

it, the *jy&r\&tt and ^J^fi^DC'X or w^n tne change of antedental

& into *? , peculiar to Assyrian, ^firfrfc* and Sj^ll^K ,

26

h. The form ^^fi^D^N ( r ^i^D^n
1

?^), mentioned above, belongs to

the tertiary formations with infixed 3fi peculiar to Assyrian. Assyrian

forms, corresponding to the Qal, Piel, aphel, and Niphal, the reflexive

passive stems tynSN - 'VnflN , tyflntfN (or

(or *?&n#), and in addition to these an

(or tySjrfW),
and ^IIJN (or

/. Assyrian differs from the cognate languages in that it regularly

* This explains why certain words like e return earth or n apis turn life almost

invariably appear with the "mimation."
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infixes the formative element of the reflexive passive stems, not only

in tin- reflexive passive stem of the Qal a> in Arabic
(JjtX*P-

hut also

in corresponding secondary formations of tin- intensive stein : e. ir.. the

reflexive to umasser .////. i- not utmasier, but umtaiSer, or.

with partial assimilation of the "t" to the preceding tD - " d a - -

/,-. It i- noteworthy that the feminine verbal forms of the third per-

son with prefixed jl are \ery rarely used, the form with the preforma-

onding to the third person max-uline of the connate lan-

guages, being still of common gender in Assyrian.
28

/ Also the prefix ^ . instead of the prefix } in other Semitic lan-

guages, forms a special peculiarity of Assyrian : e. n.. n a r k a h tu r/mr-

\rarn. Nfq^P , Heb.
t^ffTQ-*

///. Finally, a large number of words are peculiar to Assyrian.

eially nouns, not occurrim: in any of the cognate languages. Cf., e. g.,

halatu /" Hrn, kasadu to conquer, paharu to gather, e k e in u t

tehn tn approach, bepu to destroy, qebii t<> mn-nk : lahiru
"/'/. limnu evil-, damqu propitious, raggu evil : qfttu Acute?, ium-
ru l>mhf. amelu man, ardu servant, saqu chn-f. quradu ""

i. in n i stu / ni'il' . - u in in a t n '/ore* k a ra n n //// . ;i /Ini tn'tlh. ku-
durru boundary, kunukku x//,t ^allaru mill, u k n u cn/stiil.

p a 1 u reign . a p - u < " it ,t 1 a m a s s u bull colossus, n e r g a 1 u finn colox-

sus, e k i m m u spirit, s u k k a 1 1 u nu ><'
//.'/'

'' d n p s a r r u scribe, d i in -

gallu architect, abkallu 1fader, mahhu magnate, in u h h u "j>j /

/"//. imhullu and imbaru Ktm-m. i--akkn ;>//' x/-/,-/////. s a k k a -

nakku mil r. a la ra k k u ///////-/-.///. inulniullu QMOf, hegallu
and lalu or lulu <ili>i)i<l<nu-<. kisallu j>!<iff<>nn, miisukkanu

^aiin nuoaos, n eru vijpos, a r odpoq, p a r a in a h h u

'il'I't. iniisaru iiisn-ijtfiiHi. kiniahhn >///////.

etc., etc. A iimnhcr of these would seem to be borrowed from Akkad-

ian.30

111. Although the Assyro-BabyIonian monuments eorer period of

almost 4000 years, we can say that the laniMiatie in -eneral ap|>i>ars at

the same stage of development. Changes that Assyrian underwent

durinu' tlii> IOIILT period of time are only apparent in a limited numlu-r

"tin the langua- -t tin I n-cription of Iliinin-ii nirari 1.. about

i:;_'' 1?. ('.. does not essentially differ from tint ..f the barn-1 .-ylinder

.f \nti. .ehu> Soti-r, about 270 B. C. The -cript. at lea>t. doe- not

terial deviations. Then- i-. on tin- other hand, a marked
difference between the lanirnaL'r of the r'val inscription- and the popu-

Cyrus Adh i , The Legend* of Srmirami* <tn<l
'

In the John* Hnpkin$ Univertity Circular*, vol. vl, No. 55 (.Intuiaty. 1887), p. 51a.

In Armenian, accordlnr to Lagiurde (MtUheQunocit v: of. CV. xxxv.
Dr. Jensen, /A. i. 254.1, seems to have overlooked these passage*.

t In Akkadian absu . Some Assyrioloffists consider aps A (I. e. the 'ArramJv of

DamasciUH) the prototype of Aftwfffof abv$*'.
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lar speech as found in contemporary private documents, contract-tab-

lets, letters, and reports (cf. PSBA. ix., 241). The language <>f the

royal inscriptions represents more or less an artificial dialect kept up in

the schools of the Assyro-Babylonian hierogrammatists in accordance

with the old traditions. The ancient texts remained for all time the

daical model for all the written documents composed by the learned

scribes, and the archaic style was conscientiously imitated down to the

latest period (ZA. I., 350). Certain peculiarities, moreover, are wit-

nessed in the poetical language, in the religious and mythological and

the magical and liturgical texts, especially so far as the syntax is

concerned. These texts are almost exclusively interlinear translations

from Akkadian, and consequently the Assyrian they contain is influ-

enced by the non-Semitic original. For the syntax of Assyrian,

therefore, this branch of literature can be used only to a very limited

extent. The same holds good for the grammatical exercises and vocab-

ularies compiled by the ancient Assyrian scholars for the explanation

of the non-Semitic texts.31

12. The principal changes in the phonic material, as far as can be

judged from the writing, concern the "e"-vowel, the labial nasal "m"
and the two sibilants "s" and "s." The u

e"-vowel (i. e., a modified

"a" or "a") was confounded in course of time as in Western Syriac

with "i" : for resu head, emur lie saw, they pronounced afterwards

ri.su, imur, cf. Western Syriac rio, nimar, instead of Eastern

Syriac NBftO , 1JDW..
82

The labial nasal
um" passed gradually into the labial spirant "v"

which must be distinguished from the semi-vowel "u," English "w."

Instead of Simanu, K i s 1 i m u
,
e. g. , the names of the third and ninth

Babylonian months, they pronounced S i v a n u
,
K i s 1 i v u .

:!:; rendered

in Hebrew by ?VD i V?DD i
for Arah-samnu eighth mn-nf/i. they said

IT- : ;

Arah-savnu, Heb.
pt^rtlD Finally, the labial disappeared en-

tirely, like the Greek F, especially in the middle of a word, or to use

the terminology of Semitic grammar, the Q became an fr$; for sur-

m e n u cypress, they said 8 u r v i n u , and finally s u r
'

i n u . In the same

way, in a Ifet of the Babylonian months, the name of the fourth month,

corresponding to Hebrew Pl^H ?
i* written D u' u z u

,
1) u z u

,
for D u -

v u z u
,
D u m u z u .

34

12. In the case of the two sibilants, "s" and "s," a chanirc took place

only in Assyrian, i. e., Assyrian proper or the language of the Ninevite

empire. In Babylonian the two sounds remained unchanged ;
here the

old \tf was always pronounced "sh" and D as a simple "s ;" but in

Ninevite Assyrian, a mutation came about, "s" becoming "s," and "s" on

the other hand "is." In Babylonia, for instance, they said Samsii

sun, and sisu horse, in Nineveh, on the contrary, samsu sun, and

sisu horse. The name of Ethiopia, tJ^O, appears in the Babylonian
Darius inscription of Naqs-i-Rustam as K u H u

;
but in the Assyrian
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annals of Sardanapalus, as Kusu, since Assyrian "s" was pronounced

&B&. Similarly the Elamitic district lagian (in the neighborhood
of Susa) is called on a Babylonian tablet lasian

, but in the Assyr-
ian I'ri.-m inseri

j
>t inn of Sennacherib las'an.35

This mutation of & and D i Assyrian constitutes the chief diflVr-

i'< 'tween the language of Nineveh and Babylon ;

30 we can even say
the only dialectical difference

;
for the often repeated assertion that

Babylonian possessed in distinction from Assyrian a preference for

softer >ounds. as "b" for "p," "z" for "s,
v
"g" for "q,

v
does not agree

with the facts. In the cases alluded to, there is no real phonetic

ch;tn_re, but only a graphic peculiarity, occurring in Nincvite texts as

well as in Babylonian/'
7

1 shall treat of this question more fully in an

essay on the development of the cuneiform system of writin.ir which

will appear in the next number of Hebraica, April, '88.

In conclusion, I should like to state Lagarde would say, um helm ///

lit' n In <tfe Hdnde zu fallen ! that this paper, in its unassuming
form as presented here, does not constitute a specimen chapter of my
Comparative Assyrian Grammar, but a mere abstract of the general
introdiu tion to be prefixed to that work. Several important points
which could here but briefly be alluded to will be fully treated in my
book now in com>e of preparation. I shall especially endeavor to make
the bibliography as complete as possible, an undertaking which, however
desirable it might seem, would be out of place in the Proceedings of

our Societ

NOTES.
1 (T. Dclit/x h. Die Spraclie der Kossder, Leipzig, 1884, p. 19,2.
2 Cf. Mittln iltiii<i> a dets Akademix* li- Or!> ntnlim-ln n Vereins zu Bt /

Hrrlin, 1887, p. 6.

annot enter here upon the controversy so freely waged by Assyri-

ologists during the past ten years as to whether Akkadian be a language
or a wort of cryptography. 1 expressed my views on this sul.jn-t in tin-

year 1881, before the Fifth International Oriental Congress held at

IJrrlin. I think everyone who studies my little book on the Akkadian

language, published in 1883, will arrive at the conclusion that, in the

so-called Sumero-Akkadian texts, we really have to do with a peculiar
Semitic idiom. How far the Akkadian texts have been affected

by Semitic influence is quite another question. We may readily admit

that all the Sumero-Akkadian texts thus fur known wer< .-d by
HI- and Babylonians, without in any way casting doubt

upon the ,,f a prc-Scmitic idiom in the Mesopotamia!! valley.

Joseph II Mcmpt made, as I always d \\ith great
ness to preserve to the Semites the glor\ .1 the foundation of

West-Asiatic civilization, leada to the i ious consequences. Cf.

Eduard Meyer's Geschichte det Alterthumg, I ll'" r. m r,,n>id-rable

comment ha- ivenitly IMM-II ,el \,\ the ta.t that my h.

N
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friend, Professor Friedrich Delitzsch, of Leipzig, has come alarmingly

close to Halevy's theory. I trust that this will be only temporary with

Delitzscfi. It seems to nu- that he, as we say in German, srlmtti-t *A/x

Kind mit d<vn Bade cms. Nor can I restrain the surmise that, by the

renunciation of Akkadian, so little favored among Semitic scholars,

Delitzsch is trying of course unconsciously to ensure a more cordial

reception for his Semitic assertions. Cf. Hale*vy, Recherches bibliquts,

p. 246. [See also Tiele's Gescliichte, p. 486.]
4 Cf. Delitzsch, Paradies,p. 214. It might be well to add that 1 was

told last summer that this contract tablet in Zurich does not exist. I

have written to Dr. Zimmern, of Strassburg, asking him to look into

the matter at his first opportunity. [Cf. Dr. Hilprecht's remarks in his

review of Kaulen's Assyr. & Babyl. in the Theol. Lit. Bl., Nov.,
r

85.]

5 Cf. Oppert's paper in the Melanges Renier (Paris, '86), pp. 217-232,

and Lyon's remarks, PAOS. Oct., '84, p. xvi.

6 For the biblical form of the name, see my remarks, ZA. II. 267,2. Cf.

also Dr. Wm. H. Ward's interesting article in the second volume of

Hebraica, especially p. 85 below.
7 Cf. PSBA. viii. 243. A careful drawing of this celebrated inscrip-

tion is published, PSBA. VI. 68, and an illustration, giving an idea of

the general appearance of this unique object, may be found in Budge's

Babylonian Life and History, p. 40.

8 Cf. Delitzsch, Paradies, p. 209
; Hale"vy, Melanges de critique et

d'histoire, Paris, 1883, p. 162
; [Tiele, Gesch,, p. 488, n. 1].

9 Cf. Sayce's remarks in the London Academy of Oct. 22, '87. The

same question has been quite recently discussed by Dr. Hugo Winck-

ler in the last number of Dr. Carl Bezold's Journal (ZA. II., 351). I

cannot suppress the remark, in this connection, that I was really amazed

at reading such truculent language in the peaceful columns of the

Munich Zeitsclirift. I do not know how the editor can consider that

compatible with the emphatic statement, im Interesse der jungen

Wissen,schaft wird Sorge getragen, jede personliche Polemik unbedingt

auszuschliessen. What are Oppert's remarks against Pinches, so un*

sparingly condemned by the Redaction der Zeitschrift fur Keihclirift-

forschung, ZK. I., 278. compared with Dr. Winckler's savage attack !

I remember that, in the summer of 1885, my calm statement (ZK. II.,

267), Im funften Bande von Prof. Gildersleeve's American Journal of

Philology, p. 70, n. 2, sind daran einigjR zeitgemtisse Bemcrkwigen ge-

knupft, as well as some similar innocent remarks, were refused admis-

sion under the pretext that they were zu personlich. And now ! "Bel

lirimdnnasi !" I will only mention in conclusion, that, if Dr. Winck-

ler does not know how to account for the X in Samara 'in, he must

have rather peculiar views about Assyrian phonology. Perhaps lie

does not believe that ~1
1

... means "heaven," or ^L^ "water," since these

words exhibit an tf instead of the Hebrew *
. Nor does he seem to be
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acquainted \vitli tli. .
. -. 1_M I do not think it impossible that

tli. common Assyrian name Sa-me^-ri
- na . i. e., according t< the

Nincvitc pronunciation (BAL. ? 12'. Sa in e re n a . refers especially to

the rift/ nt Samaria, the capital of the Zehnstdmmereich ; while the Baby-
lonian form >a -ina-ra -'in (i. e., according to the Babylonian pronun-

ciation. Sa in a ra
'

i n =
p")ppJ)

in the Babylonian chronicle may

.nt p12u*
%

"\y (rf- 1 Kgs. xiii.32). i. e., the whole kingdom of

gimiV nr kala mat Bit-Humri'a (KAT2
. 191

;

<'< )T. 181). The determinative alu instead of matu is of no conse-

liicnc. l\ (\V. !;. 1 lite pi does not mean //< i/mtroyetf (ibbul

iqqur). but rather In </> < /,//, ,/. Accordingly the statement given in

:
i hyloniaii chronicle. Sul in an -ail r i 1 al Sa in a ra 'in ih tepi .

niii'lit >at'ely be trjin>lat-il. S/ni/nnnnsi r <l, raxf.it,,! tit, ,,,t/,itri/ of

'i'- pNIT^DD "llu'K'^O *7JT1 ^ Kgs. xvii.5). Shalman-

cser's successor. Sarirmi. <-ii the other hand, is the k a > i d or sapin
al Sa-nie-ri ua. i. e.. tin- ,,,//,,/ ,-nr .(Heb. 13*?) of t/i< <!/,/<>/ S<t-

Kor the endin- -en or -in in Sanierena, instead of -on

in Il.-b.
p"ltDu*-

-'' "i.v treatise on The Assyrian E-vou< I . pp. 17 ami

Jl below. |(''f. Tieh-'x </,.xv/,/r//^.p. 614.]

r the genealogy of the Sargonides, compare Hrla-nim. i \ .'.L'

11 Cf. Sa\ee. IIP xi. 1. The inscription has been thoroughly studied

M. Henri POLMIOII. lli> work appeared first in the Jon run/ Axinfiym

of 1883, and subsequently in a separate edition, under the tit!

; a- Ier , par M. Pognon, Paris, 1884. M. Pognon, who
at present occupies the post of French Consul at Baghdad, has recently

published an interesting new book on the cuneiform inscription* "|

Nrhuchadiie/xar of Babylon, which he discovered at Wadi Bria^i. on

tin- Mfltem -I"]"' "f Mount Lebanon, about two days' journey from

Tripoli in Syria. Cf. Leg inscription* fmlii/fmif' ////> (/// \YnilI /.'

I. I

1

. .-n. MI. I'ari-. 1^7.
''-' Wi- mu-t reiin-iiilier. >ays Paul de Lagarde, in his Mitth < f/mi <j< //. i.

(Gbttingen. 1884). p. 58, that the documents of the Isr.i.llt!, lan-uaj.

U preseryed in the Canon, extend over a period from about '."

about 1'HU B. C., in the la>t three hundred years bciiiL' composed by
writers who did not speak Hebrew as a vernacular, but wrote it as

-eholare, in a more or less correct fashion. The remain

el y early date, are very scanty; the later Aram, an tl.. U ii>li, d

0-900 after Chi-M. and Aniln'r lit<-rature dor

'..re 600 after Christ. A 1-" AVA/--//A literature belongs exeln

*ively to the Christian era. The oldest document- are t\\.. in*cripti..n-

vered at Axfnn. of the pagan km Ta/ena of \\nrn. about 600

hillmann. /"/ / .//, .1 I A.rumiti

I'.erlin. 1^79, I 8, p. 2*J<> Pot the Kthiopic version of the

l?iblr ... .

-
i;. .. idorf, in /. \T -7 ;i seq.

I
i Specimen Chapters of an Auyrw,, (immnntr (.1 II \ -

London, 1866, p. 1. I consider the name quite appropriate, especially
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if we boar in mind that Sanskrit is by no means in all respects the

most primitive type of the Indo-European family.
14 See my paper, Tin ()/,/,*t S<lt ,ific Verb-form, JRAS. 1878. vol. x..

pp. 244-252. It is noteworthy that, in </' 7,6, we have a very curious

Hebrew form which almost exactly corresponds to this formation,

'C'dJ D*N CVTV . i.e., iraddof oieb nat'si tin < immi slmll perse-

my soul. The Present Qal 6f a stem radapu (Inipf. irdup,
irduf) in Assyrian would be irddup, iradduf. I do not im-un

that Yl"V is the same formation, but it can certainly serve as a good

illustration.

15 For traces of this termination in Aramean see my treatise on Tin

Assyrian E-vowel, Baltimore, 1887, p. 5.

16 Cf. the Aramean feminine plural ending "-an," e. g., ^IS.V P5^*
X*Dt^ ?

Dan. iv.18, corresponding to the fuller termination
u
-ani" in

Assyrian; e.g., iskunani = iskuna; Syriac T^tDp^ ,
in the Per-

fect with epenthesis of the final "i" in "-ani"
f^tDp

for
f?t3p q :

t
a

lani. Cf. also n 5?^ , HpfiJ
,

i- e., nefala, nef aqa,
T

Dan. vii.20

and v.5
, '"Ip (Kautzsch's Grammar, p. 46), and Targumic N^Dp <>r

fttDp
,
ImPf -

f??!?*
'

17
Cf., however, Praetorius' Ethiopic Grammar,'W 41 and 58.

18 For
fOJl*)n dragoman, Assyr. targumanu, cf. HA. 50; 7A\.

n. 300.
19 See Lagarde, Symmicta, n. 23, and compare Assyr. i n a /// =

Arabic . from. Cf. also Del., Pro?., 141 below, and KAT2
. 498.

20 For traces of this formation in Hebrew, cf. W. H. Salter Brooks.

Vestiges of the Broken Plural in Hebrew, Dublin, '83; and Willidin

Jenrich, Der Pluralis fractus im Hebraischen, Halle, '83.

21 In the past few years it has been repeatedly asserted that Assyr-

ian is closest related to Hebrew. Friedrich Delitzsch, especially, has

advocated this view in opposition to the relations between Assyrian
and Ethiopic pointed out by myself (HA. 18). I believe my view has not

met with general acceptance for the simple reason that there are more

persons who have some knowledge of Hebrew than of Ethiopic. If De-

litzsch were not the son of the great Hebraist, but the offspring, say. of

August Dillmann, the great master of Ethiopic philology, he would,

perhaps, substitute Ethiopic for Hebrew. People entirely forget in the

joy of recognizing the numerous alleged striking agreements between

Assyrian and Hebrew that this likeness is occasioned by the fact that

the literary documents of the two languages are contemporaneous. All

these coincidences are due either to a direct borrowing of Assyrian

words or to an independent simultaneous preservation or normal

development of primitive Semitic speech. Who can say that the expres-

sions and turns apparently exclusively peculiar to Assyrian and He-
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brew, were not also in use in Arameaii or Arabic dialects at the time of

- irironide> ? It would b. most useful if A \-rinlniri^ts who spread
theniM-lvc- on thi< -uhjeet would tir-t carefully study the Indo-Kuro-

literature on linguistic aftinitie*. Kven the study of a snide

little 1 k like Johannes Schmidt'^ !'!,- <l',t Verwandtschaft8V( >

nisse ^ i,-h<n. or Hruirinann's paper in Tech

mer'- '/. it.trhrift, i.. M. niiirht irive many a iniieh to be desired enlii:ht

cnmeiit. Cf. aKo I>a\id H. Miiller'- remark- in tin- Vienna /KM. I .

339.
22 Cf. my reinark> in tin- ./o//x //oy//,-///> University Cir<-nl"

Man-h. 1-^1 v..l. in.. No. 2!. p. .")!. >Iy view that the semi-vowel "u"

did not e\i>t in Ayrian wa> inisundorstood and conseijuently eon-

i. 1 have elearly defined my position on this question in an

pnlilished in the last numlier of the Munich Journal of A--\ i-iolo-y

V. \ n _"'
^

t:ii M I know, the statements made in this paper
have Keen almost universally accepted. ( )nly Jaeoh Harth has taken

HOD in the -nanire article, mentioned below, on the Semitic Perfect

in Assyrian. /A. II.. l><'2 helow) to disj>ut' my theory. Hut I am sorry

to say that he doo not understand me. Otherwise he would not talk

about the fptranfi* -ack emet t in cases like ^^^ and
<^$ .

I certainly never dreamed of eallin.tr in i|iiestion the fact that Arabic

and Hebrew possessed verbal stems like ^A with consonantal . ,

What my remarks combated is the opinion that an Assyrian verb

lamii could represent a parent Semitic J .
That i- vnnethini:

differ-

My theory about the relatively late oriirin of the I'erte.-t \\.i- ten

years aco designated as more than bold. I had only the problematic

-uppurt of hi. Iloniniel. of Munich (see his &-niifm. pp.53 and I_'J

liitionary view, involving a radical ehanire in the

entile -\~tcni ,,f Semitic -raminar. i> irainin.i: Lrmund. Tor example.
Ifoffmann. of Kiel, m f the br-t Semiti>ts li\in-j. ha> neeiitly.

in his reriei Of N-dd.-ke'- nn.-.t exeelh-nt 'but rather ..ne-ided) article

Illitie l.ni n the Em-1/r/njnii/i'n />n'f"ii,, i> -I. \er\ clo-ely

appn- iii\ position. See the l,!firnr. ( '/ ntm/Mnff of April

below, ha\id II. Muller. of Viriina. howver. in his

artiele. ill the H .//, Kun.l, -A >

Mory* it/<ii,'/,* \ol.i.p.:; , -iders this stand-point untenable In

the l;i-t niiml.er .if the Munich '/, //\. /// -it'f / \ II. pp.

, a new lheor\ M :

natir t..rm- Me t;ike- them to '

with PIT-MII;I| prejorniiiti', .1 ..( th. |.i-r.iiial :ith\

, in :-ll the other Seinit; 1 d t heliexe that Harth

will i-on\ert niiiny to hi- MO\C| \ie\\. eitlni \ \ ri"!"-!-!-. <>r other

Semitic |,l|j]..l It lie li.nl r-.id Mr Pin-l. the

Assyr PSU\ \ Jl .".1 vi. 62-67), and my former
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pupil's. Dr. MeCunly s. article. The <SV////V/- /'>//<? in Ax*i/ri(iu. in the

Leyden Congress Transactions t Part II, section 1, pp. 509-534), it miirht

have prevented him from writing his essay. This would have been m>

loss for science, but a gain for himself. The only statement in his

whole paper that really holds good is his final remark, that his results

iculirsclii inl icli Iciimii S<i<-lilccn n< r rnixtlirli ln'inirii/tif/i it ir, rtlfti / I

shall review the paper in the second part of the Beitrdge. I will only

state here that Barth does not seem to have understood my article i>ul>

lished in 1878. I never maintained that Assyrian possessed no Perfect

at all. I only believed that the Perfect was in the first stage of

development in Assyrian, just as I said above, 10, c, in the fore-

going Prolegomena. I say, JRAS. x, 246,2, expressly: "The common
Semitic Perfect is a new formation from the Participle, which has not

yet been developed in Assyrian into a stereotyped tense. The Assyrian
has not lost it, a few traces of it excepted ;

on the contrary, these

apparent vestiges of its former existence are really the fresh nucleus of

a form the growth of which we can watch." Accordingly Barth s

assertion that all Assyriologists had unanimously denied the existence

of a Perfect in Assyrian is not true.

24 The forms with "u" occur especially in relative clauses, those with

"a" after a preceding copulative "ma" corresponding to Hebrew forms

like nn^'?O (cf. LOP. 1, 198). Furthermore, in asyndetically co-or-

dinated verbal forms, the second usually takes the overlapping "a."
25 We also find the sibilant instead of the breathing in Southern

Arabic, in the so-called Minsean dialect, represented by the inscrip-

tions of Me'in.
26 In Hebrew we find the causative $ in rOPf

1

?^ flame, Ez. xxi.:>
;

Job xv. 30
;
and rhT\y\M? hollows, Lev. xiv.37^ from

*)JJp
. ^2&

Kinn't, V 58,9 (quoted by Stade, 8 149), cannot be a causative formation,

the Aramean reflex of the ^ in this case being a J1 3
not a {^', cf.

Aram. fcO^^J? (Del., Prol^ 125). In Aramean the ^^^^ formations

are rather numerous
; yet a large number of them seem to be borrowed

from Babylonian and Assyrian ;
e. g., in Biblical Aramean ^^^ to

complete, J$*V*&?'
to terminate, Df*t^ ^ nave. In Syriac we find, along-

side of %} (e. g., sarnli to complete], D as causative prefix ;
e. g., sar-

hib to hasten, saqbil to bring against, sausi to nurse. These
r\

forms must come from a dialect in which ^ ,
as in Assyrian, became

D-
27 In Hebrew the infixed Jl only occurs in the Hithpael of verbs with

initial sibilant, e. g., "IQpt^'r? t guard one's self. It is not impossi-

ble that all infixes in Semitic are due to a similar reason, the transpo-

sition of the prefix having been first occasioned by the peculiar nature

of certain consonantal groups and having thence, under the influence of

uniforming analogy, been transferred to other cases.
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28 This is certainly an evidence of great antiquity. Also in the

phml of the feminine* the form rW*?Dpn
is youn-er than

PO^Dp*
r\ \va> originally only tin- performati\ c of tin- -.-..ml person. Tliat the

niativc * was used for the feminine is not wonderful, since the *

:itical with the personal pronoun X^H */" N1H and N\*l - too,

riL'inally of c-ommon gender. In .\rainean. e. <:.. we have *H1DN
't/nr. for irn^tf. or HD^O hix kiiiy. for *malkahi. *H liein-

here still a masculine snftix.

29 It has recently been observed that this ^ is due to dissimilation

caused by the presence of a labial among the following stem-consonants.

In stems without a labial the prefixed Q remained ; while in stems with

a labial, no matter whether first, second, .or third stem-consonant, the

dissimilation to J took place, e.g., manzazu seat, from na/a/u to

sit ilim-,1. hut narbasu rest iHI/ i>1>-< . for *marbasu from ral

t,, /;. down. I li a ve collected all attainable forms with Q and ^ and

the rule holds good throughout. Exceptions are quite rare and always
occasioned by special circumstances. My investigation on this subject
is already in print and will appear in the first number of the Beitrdge

zur Assyriologie und vergleidn n<l> n ft mitiitcJien Sprachwixscnschaft. 1

inu-t mention here that the first proof of my article, which went to

press in the early part of September, was sent by somebody to Jacob
Barth several months ago, along with the invitation to write a Gegen-
>trtll;> I in the next part of the Munich Journal of Assyriology ! I will

take up this unsavory matter at some other place. Here I will confine

myself to calling attention to the fact that we need not by any means
consider the prefixed in all cases more primitive than the J. Fur

i<-e. in the passive Participle namkuru, which would appear
in Arabic as a form J.JIAX ,

the J seems to represent the original form.

I l.elieve this pas>iv' form
J^jJu,

as preserved in Assyrian, is a Niphal

ttion. The differentiation between the IVrfoct (or Infinitive)

Niphal (whieh has the form naf'ulu in Assyrian) and the Participle
would then be similar to that of ^DJ ad ^O^ '' Hebrew. The

"t th. Inrin J.JULC instead of the characteristic prefix J of the Niphal.

it seems to me, is based upon the analogy <>t the mum ru participial

tti..n-with prelix.-d (=* in the derived nmjim.-it ion-.

itoestthesame influence ofunifoimirende Analo. i, in \~,\ lian.the

} "t the passive Participle- J.JLOJ hrin -I he IT int *J m the

i nguages), except i' th- irhere ii was followed ly a

labial annniir the stem-consonants.

Tin- principle, however. 1, r.loiic.

T. n y. am ago it was the fashion to derive as many word- from .Ukad
''/,/,/. gm ,

.

. D.-iit/,,-!,

explained gam mal >' Semitic (8FG
i my remark- XhM' m thi, \
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going too far. In his AuyriaH Lexicon, e. g., Delitzsch would like in

explain everything from Semitic (cf. Halevy, /ur/nn-lna l>i/>/i</n> s. fuse.

H. p. 24(1) very praiseworthy, but rather one-sided !

31 The syntactical peculiarities in the Assyrian version of the --

called bilingual texts, as compared with the unilingual inscriptions,

afford a strong evidence for the existence of a non-Semitic idiom.

beside the Assyro-Babylonian. This ought to be the starting-point of

all investigations dealing with the question whether there was a non-

Semitic idiom alongside of Assyrian in Mesopotamia.
32 I have fully treated this subject in a special treatise entitled Tin

Assyrian K-i-utnl, Baltimore, '87 (reprinted from The American J<>tn--

,,,,iof Philology, vol. viii.3, pp. 265-291).
33 I remarked, ZA. n. 265,2, that kislimu seems to be a compound

like the well-known kis libbi. In order not to be misunderstood, I

will expressly mention here that I am acquainted with foot-note L' on

p. 24 of Ziminern's Busspsalmen. [Cf. the Vienna ZKM. i, IJMi.
1

34 A further treatment of this subject may be found in my article on

the semi-vowel "u" in Assyrian, recently published in the third part of

the second volume of the Munich Journal of Assyriol<><///.

35 Cf . Delitzseh, Die Sprache der Kosstier, p. 47, n. 1.

36 I have shown in the Johns Hopkins Circulars for August of this

year that the great Irish Assyriologist, Edward Hincks (born August

19, 1792, tDecember 3, 1866), discovered this difference between Baby-
lonian and Assyrian in their treatment of the sibilants & and D 5

as

early as the year 1857, illustrating it by numerous examples. Hincks

merits have by no means been sufficiently recognized. Many discoveries

ascribed to various Assyriologists go back to Hincks. I consider Ed-

ward Hincks the greatest of all cuneiformists, and it is my desire, as

soon as I can possibly find the time, to set up for this really unique

man a worthy biographical monument.
37 Cf. my ASKT., p. 168, 12, and Flemming's Nebuchadnezzar, p. 27.

38 For the scanty references which I deemed necessary to insert in

the present abstract, I have used the following abbreviations, most of

which are familiar to all Assyriologists : ZK. is the Munich Z< itxdi riff

fur Keihchriftforschung ; ZA., Zeitschrift fur Assyriologie (Leipzig,

0. Schulze); RP., Records of the Past (London, Bagster); HA., (i. e.

Heb. and Assyr.), Delitzseh, The Hebrew Language, etc., (London,

1883); JL, Hommel, Zwei Jagdinschriften AssurbanipaVs (Leipzig.

1879); SD., my paper fiber einen I)!<il-t </< / XHHK rischen Sprache, Oot-

tihgen, 1880 (GGN.); CV., my little book Die aU-<></ ;</,< Sprache

(Berlin, 1883); ZAT., Zeitschrift fur alttestuwi-ntl ;<!,<> WisxcHxc/itiff.

ed. by Stade (Giessen, Ricker); NLA., Guyard, Notes de lexicographic

assyrienne (Paris, 1883); LOP., Literaturblatt fur oriantalische Philol-

ogie, ed. by E. Kuhn (Leipzig, Schulze); SFGr., my book Die sume-

i'!schen Familiengesetze (Leipzig, 1879); JRAS., Journal of the Royal
Ariatte Society of (rreat Hritnin <m<l trela/nd ; ZDMGr., Zeitschrift der
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I-,, Mnryenlandischen Geselhchoft (Leipzig); PSBA.,
////> <>f th, S,,,-!, f,/ nf Blliliral Archaeology (London); ASKT.. my Ak-

ma/ smtn-i-ist'/ie Keilschrifttevte. (Leipzig, 1881-82).

18. On a new periodical devoted to Assyriology and compara-
tive Semitic grammar ; by Professor Paul Baupt

I n the early part of next year there will appear the first number of a

new periodical entitled Beitrdge zur Assyriologie und vergleichenden
'tchen Sprachwissenschaft, and published by the well-known

house of J. C. Hinrichs, of Leipzig. It will be edited by myself in asso-

chition with my learned friend Professor Friedrich Delitzsch.

The plan of this undertaking was conceived ten years ago (com-

pare the announcements on the covers of my ASKT. and Delitzsch's

Parodies, p. 144), but various circumstances have hitherto prevented
its execution. The Beitrdge are intended as a parallel series to our

Assyriologische Bibliothek, including my Akkadian and Sumerian Cu-

neiform Texts, Dr. Bezold's Achcemenian Inscriptions, with the cunei-

form text of the smaller Achaemenian inscriptions autographed by my-
self, my edition of the Babylonian Nimrod-Epic, Strassmaier's Alpha-

/ Index, Lyon's Sargon, and Dr. Zimmern's Babylonian Penif< *
tii 1 1 Psalms.

All works which, for some reason or other, are not exactly suited for

the quarto volumes of the Assyriologische Bibliothek will be united in

thi^ new series of the Beitrdge, which will afford at the same time a

convenient repository for isolated communications of value and short

texts of importance.
Due regard to the principles of comparative philology will be the dis-

tinctive feature of the Beitrdge. The first number will contain among
other papers an exhaustive treatment by myself of the Assyrian nomi-
nal prefix na, with especial reference to the theory lately advanced by
the Berlin Arabist Prof. Jacob Barth (ZA. II., Ill); then, the cuneiform
text of the fragments of the 12th tablet of the Babylonian Nimrod-Epic,
autographed by myself, after my copies made in the British Museum
in the spring of 1882. Since the complete text of the llth tablet with
the Deluge episode has been published by Delitzsch in the third edit ion

of his Lesestucke, we now have the whole poem in a reliable edition.

This will be followed by an exposition of my new system of translitera-

tion for Semitic sounds based upon phonetic investigations, a l.ri.-f

viu\-y of which was presented to the Society by Mr l.tlgar P. Allen.

illy, I will discuss some points in Friedrich 1'hilippi's |..im. .1

paper on the Semitic sounds 1 and ', pul>li>he<l in the 40th volume
..t tin .lMurn:il of the German Oriental Society with .-p,. i;,!

to m> :;ition concerning the semi-vowel u in Assyrian, reo-iitl\

MM- last part (September, 1887) of the Munich Journal of

I mention my own contributions first, because they are already in

print.

Delitzsch will pnhli-h .-. phot. >-iith, ,-.;. ph.. reprodaotfc ri :. \ : ,iu;ii.i,.
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Babylonian cylinder (Sin-idinnain) in his private possession, accom-
panied by a translation and commentary ; perhaps also a full explana-
tion of the aim and arrangement of his great Assyrian Lexicon re-

viewed by Prof. Lyon at the meeting of the Oriental Society held last

spring (cf. Article 16). In addition to these, Prof. Praetorius, of Bres-

lau, will furnish a series of contributions to the comparative grammar
of the Abyssinian dialects, especially Ethiopic lexicography ; Prof.

Fleischer, a note on a Persian loan-word in Arabic ; and my former

pupil, Dr. Geo. Steindorff, now Assistant keeper of the Egyptiah Mu-
seum in Berlin who, also, will shortly publish a Coptic Grammar in

the Petermann series will investigate anew the Egyptian names men-
tioned in the cuneiform account of the two Egyptian campaigns of

Sardanapalus. Some of these names were discussed in the year 1883 by
Professor Adolf Erman, Director of the Egyptian Museum in Berlin, in

an excursus appended to my Contributions to Assyrian Phonology pub-
lished in the Proceedings of the Gottingen Academy (cf . Nachrichten
von der Konigl Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften zu Gottingen, 1883, No.

4, pp. 112-115, and Zeitschrift fur Agyptische Sprache, 1883, p. 88).

Our new periodical appeals by no means exclusively to Assyrian spe-
cialists. The chief stress will rather be laid on comparative Semitic

philology. Representatives of this line of research, to be sure, are still

fewer in number than Assyriologists, who, however, are multiplying
with a really alarming rapidity. In Germany only Gustav Bickell of

Innsbruck, Geo. Hoffmann of Kiel, David H. Miiller of Vienna, F. W.
M. Philippi of Rostock, Franz Praetorius of Breslau, and Bernhard Stade

of Giessen can properly be called comparative Semitic philologians,
and none of them, I am sorry to say, knows much about Assyrian. To
this number may be added the name of the eminent English Arabist,
Professor William Wright of Cambridge. The Nestor of Semitic Phi-

lology, Professor Fleischer of Leipzig, as also Paul de Lagarde of Gottin-

gen and Theodor Noldeke of Strassburg, perhaps the most distinguished
Semitists living, occupy a somewhat peculiar position not easy to de-

fine in a few words. I do not wish here to indulge in petty criticism.

Certainly nothing is further from my intention than to belittle the uni-

versally recognized merits of these men.

Especially characteristic of what I may be allowed to call the old

school is its attitude towards phonetics, almost entirely neglected in the

domain of Semitic philology. Praetorius' remark (in the preface to

his great work on the Amharic language, Halle, 1879, p. vi), that the

Semitic grammars contained no Lautlehren but rather Buchstaben-

lehren, is not unfounded. The heading of 24 in the latest edition of

Gesenius' Hebrew Grammar (Leipzig, 1885) still reads : Verand^rungen
der schwachen Buchstdben

)
und *

;
and in the tenth edition of Gesenius'

Hebrew Lexicon (Leipzig, 1886) we read, e. g. on p. 88 : es wechselt der

Buchstabe ^ mit dem hdrteren Q ; p. 366 : ^ ist Gaumenbuchstabe von

mittlerer Harte ; p. 762, the editors speak of the Ubergang des Buchsta-
bens

*")
in ^ und J. Nor have the Arabists risen to an appreciation of

the difference between sounds and letters. Even in the fifth edition of
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Caspari's Arabic Grammar, issued but a short time since (Halle, 1887),

we have no special treatment of phonology in distinction from t In-

writ ing. All phonetic processes are more or less considered as graphic
< -I ninges (cf. Mr. Jewett's review in the American Journal of Philology,
vol. viii. p. :{!.. It is gratifying to learn, however, that this is to be

remedied in the next edition.

deplorable lack of interest in problems of Semitic phoneti< -> i-

no doubt chiefly due to the fact that these indispensable studies are not

favored by the coryphees and leaders in the field of Semitic philology.
For instance. Paul de Lagarde, as he freely admitted in hi> review of

Hfibschinann's treatise on the transliteration of Armenian and of the

Iranian languages (reprinted in Lagarde's Mittheiliniwu. Gottingen,
1884, p. 144), entertains towards phonetics the greatest mistrust, inherited

perhaps from his great master and patron Jacob Grimm, who repeatedly
declared that at the physiological treatment of sounds tri'irtlt- Hun dh>

L'itt <ilh.ii ili'uin (cf. Merkel's Physiologic der menschlichen Spr
Leipzi-. 1 -;,,

,,. j v .). I recently tried in an incidental remark (ZA II.,

264) to define the difference between Aspirata, Spirans, and Affricata, add-

ing that Indo-European linguists would perhaps wonder that I deemed
it necessary to discuss these rudiments of phonetics, whereupon one of

our greatest Semitic scholars writes to me, Spirans and Affricata are

all one to him, since he does not demand of a technical term that it

>li'iild indicate the exact nature of a thing. This, of course, stops all

further discussion.

resume there will come about in the Semitic domain a distinction

between classical philologians and comparative linguists as we see it at

present in Indo-European philology. Philologians of the old school

will hereafter as before ignore the results of comparative linguist

search and retain the old Zopf of the national grammar, which, as Paul

de Lagarde justly remarks (in his review of Hartwig Derenbourg ad-

inirable edition of Sibawaihi; reprinted in Mittlieilungen, I., 171-174) is

. .nly of value asa collection of material. Prof. August Miillcr < f Konigs-

berg expressly says in the preface to the last edition of Caspari's Arabic

Grammar, it would have a most pernicious effect if we should approach
Arabic on any other basis; the good language, he says, should not be

degraded to a corpwi trite for the experiments of promi-in^ .////f/x/f/ro-

'.v*r a new expreion indeed to which Miillcr. 1 Mippose, was

helped by his <<> 1 league Bezzenberger. I consider this innuendo ,,nite

absurd. To demand of Assyriologists that they should stick t<> ih-

Arabic national grammarians is just about as wise as prohibiting a

Sanskritist from explaining Greek forms mil, -^ he knows the ^.wof
sins Thrax and Apollonius Dyscolus l.y In-art To maMcr the

n- is not particularly di then It for an Assyriologist li tli<

e^..n \raliic in. , i-phology now at hand are incomplete and un re

M!\ that of the XrahiHtH. Tlieir^ i- I li. dnt x to

the necessary philological mater i;. i for comparative pur

pose* greatest attainable completeness and correctness,

stead of fulliu- foul of the comparative philologians it wonl.l certainlx

be far more useful to pay more attention to Arabic dialect- ! \
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complete compilation of the notices incidentally given in Arabic au-
thors concerning dialectical peculiarities would be a great step in ad-

vance. The Juijxt<iniin>it(ttiker will surely not degrade this corpus
to a corpus inle provided that it is not brought forth by the Arabists as
a corpus vile.

I mention, in conclusion, that the Beitrdge will as a rule be published
in the summer but not at regular intervals. The price will be reasona-

ble, only one mark for the printed sheet of sixteen octavo pages, though
the publisher is willing to pay the contributors about $10.00 per sheet.

The time of publication will entirely depend on the quantity and value
of the material placed at the disposal of the editors. Experience
teaches that an obligation to print a certain number of pages every
quarter does not exercise a particularly favorable influence on the

quality of work thus published.

Naturally the Beitrdge will principally contain studies of German
Semitists, though other languages, especially English and French or

Latin, will by no means be excluded. The editors would be most happy
indeed to receive contributions from other countries, such as France,

England, or the United States. I hope that above all in this country,
where Semitic studies have in the last few years made such great

strides, the younger workers in this field will always pay due attention

to comparative grammar. It would give me special pleasure to publish
in the organ of the new school a number of thorough studies from the

pen of American Semitologists.

19. Animal worship and sun worship in the East and the West
compared; by Rev. Stephen D. Peet, of Mendon, Illinois.

Sun worship prevailed at a very early date in different parts of the

globe. It has left its traces on the early historic records, on tradi-

tions, mythology, language, and art. The veiy forms of the temples
had reference to it, and the symbol of the sun is found in the clothing
of the priests, the furniture of the temples, and the adornments of the

idols. These tokens show that sun worship was a most extensive

system, out of which other systems have grown. Sun worship may
have been preceded by more primitive systems, but it seems to have been

more powerful and more extensive than any of these. We may indeed

regard it as a form of universal religion, which reached the stage of

universality before historic times. We may also view it as the connect-

ing link between historic and prehistoric times. In prehistoric times

it must have existed for a long period. The change to anthropomorphic

systems was evidently slow. Animal worship and sun worship were

closely associated in prehistoric times, and were perpetuated in parallel

lines even long after history began. The human semblance was a later

development, and yet we can trace in this country the idolatry which

contains the human semblance back into prehistoric times. All these

types were perhaps prevalent in the East before the historic period.

I. We are to consider first the animal forms which are found in the

idols of the East. We find figures composed of animal and human
forms combined. These are held to be symbolic of divine attributes.
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may be so, but another view is also possible. In America animal

worship preceded sun worship, and was perpetuated after sun worship
was developed, and so we have the earliest and latest forms of nature

worship in this country. We do not learn, however, that the animal

forms which are combined with the human were symbolic of divine

attributes, but we do learn that they were in a measure totemic.

symbolized the relation of ancestry which is contained in divinity.

and at the same time expressed protection and power.
1. It is noticeable that the different parts of the human form in

America symbolized nature powers; the eye of Tlaloc, the Mexican

god, signifying that he was a rain god, etc. The serpent is found

among the ornaments of his dress, symbolizing the lightning, and the

cross, symbolizing the division of the elements, the points of the com-

pass, the four quarters of the sky.
2. In America the animals symbolized were wild, while in the old

\\<>rld the figures were those of domestic animals, showing that sym-
bolism was used by races which had come up out of the wild state.

3. It is common in the eastern symbolism but rare in America to find

human heads on animal bodies.

4. One and the same divinity is worshiped in different Oriental

< -ounti-ies under different animal forms.

5. Is there any historic connection between the symbolism of the

East and the West? There are certain symbols which indicate that

there was, though some scholars hold that these might have ari- n

independently in different countries. A careful inspection of the sym-
bols representing the sun shows such marked resemblances that historic

connection seems necessary to explain those resemblances.

6. The successive steps are: (1) the totem system, with animals used for

symbols ; (2) sun worship, with rude figures of the sun for symbols ; (8)

a combination of the two, including animal figures and sun symbols ;

(4) nature powers, symbolized by animals, introduced as an adjunct to

sun worship; (5) personification of the sun, the sun being symbolized

by a human figure.

se views as to the source of idolatry in America are suggestive of

the source of idolatry in Asiatic countries.

II Symbols of the sun as they are found associated with animal
litlVr.-nt parts of the Blast. In Egypt those animals are the

pho-nix. the hull, tin- hawk, tin- lion, the SCarabaMis, the goose, tin

liesides those animals, the ram, the fox, the jackal, the

dog, tin- hippopotamus, the goat, the eagle, the en-

ami moM of them were symbols of the ^\\\\. In India, the

elephant, the hutTalo, and the ox were sacred; union-; the in-

the sta.:. the panther, and the lion: in Assyria, the leopard, the lion.

and the dolphin. In Babylonia, the vulture and the eagle were
lent symbols.

The correspondence between th. lymboli i diti'eivnt ...untn. -

deserves a- h The lion is a common symbol in Assyria and
re are no sphinxes in America because

there are 110 lions here. But there are composite figures reminding one of
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sphinxes. Tho significance of the lion in Egypt, Assyria, and
is power. (2) The eagle or vulture is found in all countries. It was

originally a sun symbol, but has now lost this significance. The vulture

was a symbol of maternity in Egypt. (3) The winged circle combined
\vith a human figure combines the three elements, animal worship, sun

worship, and hero worship. The golden egg is to be considered as con-

nected with this symbol of the bird. (4) The serpent in the shape of a
circle represents the sun in the Assyrian symbols. In America we find

no asp or serpent circle, but we find an approach to it in the bow and
the disk. There is also another figure which reminds us of the human-
headed bird in the sun circle of Assyria. It is found in the sculptures
of Cosumalhuapa in Gautemala. The combination is different, but the

elements are the same. We have the human face, the sun circle, the

overshadowing wings, and the intertwined serpent.

In Egypt there were four suns, rising sun, midday sun, setting sun,

and sun at midnight rest. A divinity was assigned to each of these

portions of time, and a different animal represented each divinity or

typified each sun. These animals were the lion, the ox, the hawk, and

the cow. In Egypt animals also presided over different parts of the

country. This is to a degree true in America. There we find different

suns, or different animals to typify these suns. The points of the com-

pass are also typified by different animals.

III. Transition from animal worship to sun worship, and from sun

worship to a reverence for the personal attributes.

1. In America we begin with the superstitions of the savage about

animals, but we end in a very high stage of symbolism, in which per-

sonal attributes are represented by the combined figures. (1) The fig-

ures of wild animals are found among the emblematic mounds of

Wisconsin, protecting villages, guarding caches, etc. (2) In the mounds
of Tennessee are found shell gorgets with rude and simple figures of

the sun and moon but without animal figures. We have however

other engraved relics which show that both systems were combined.

(3) We have even human semblances in the mounds. Such is a shell

gorget from the McMahon mound in Tennessee, representing two human

figures, plumed and winged and armed with eagle's talons, engaged in

mortal combat. (4) Among the Pueblos we find symbols of the sun

attended by animal and human figures. Here we see an advance on the

totem system of the mound builders. Animal worship has been lifted

and combined with sun worship. (f>) Mexico furnishes another stage of

animal worship and sun worship combined. The four quarters of the

sky are symbolized by different animals. The dragon appears. Every

day has an animal divinity. The months and years are named after

animals. The symbolism of Mexico and Central America is very

elaborate, and shows a great advance on that of New Mexico.

2. The progress of thought is also apparent in the old world. The

earliest symbols are rude, the later are more elaborate and are signifi-

cant of advanced thought. The change is clear to one who compares
the Hypocephali recently discovered in Egypt with the older Babylonian
carved seals. As connecting links between the two we have the sym-
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bols and inscribed animal figures found at Jerabis and Sindjirli. Two
things are noticeable in all these symbols, whether ancient or compara-

tively modern: viz.. the sun symbol is everywhere present, but it is

led by animal figures. Thus archaeology makes a closer record

than history or mythology does of the alliance between these two
forms of worship. There are several stages of progress: but we have

not time to dwell upon them. In closing we refer to two or three

points only.
Let us consider first the bird on a proto-Ionic capital found by Dr.

Ward in Mesopotamia.
M This bird is evidently the symbol of the seated

divinity. Before them are two worshipers, each with a hand raised in

adoration. Behind them are two animals, a hare and a kangaroo (we
should say ibex). The seated divinity in dress and type takes us back
to the Babylonian cylinders of 2000 and 3000 B. C." Not in- the dates

ascribed to this cylinder and the figures upon it. Prof. Frothingham
says

"
kangaroo." It looks to us more like a mountain goat or ibex.

We have taken the position that some of the earliest inscriptions indi-

cate that animal worship prevailed before the first ancestors mi^i
from their early home among the mountains of Thibet to the plains of

Shinar. that they had a totem system similar to that of the North

American Indians before they migrated. The hare and the ibex on

this cylinder seem to confirm our position. The bird reminds us of the

thunder bird of the Thlinkets and of the Aztecs, but it may have been

a mere sign of royalty. The question is whether the symbols on these

early seals and cylinders had reached to the stage where heraldry was

adopted and understood. We think that the totem system would
account for them, and yet they may be ascribed to a system of heraldry.
There is another seal or cylinder in the De Clercq collection in whi< -h

a bird with spread wings is represented as in the air three times

repeated, with the symbols of the sun and moon beneath and seated

divinities facing these symbols. Here we have heraldry, for the birds

with the spread wings may have been the ensigns of power, and yet
we have mythology, for the sun and moon are tliere and evidently

objects of worship. Layard says that "sacred birds belong to the

Babylonian and Assyrian religion and were connected \vith mi
Th. progress of the totem system into the magic arts was manifest in

i i world as well as in the new. The magician and the M medi-

cine man'* are analogous terms. The Elcusinian mysteries and the

mysteries among the Zunis have some points ..i n Ambiance. Both
came out of an elaborate system of sun worship ami both were e\

i the operations of nature. We have tin n 1 1 . i . e stages of progress :

the totem system, the primitive heraldry, and the introduction <>i

ism. There are several stages beyond. (1) The sun divinity is personi-
fied and animal figures represent the atlrihiit - ol In

the first stage apparent in EK> i t hat there is an-eaoteric sig-

nificance to the gods. Isis and Osiris and Horns are very d 1 1 1 . i . M t from
Ra and Set and Neph; as different as the mtellertual U n.mi the

story of Isis and Osiris and Honis is allegorical. !.''

we have two stages. .tt> The Hypocephali introduce another Ma-. --the
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theological or rather psychological, for the doctrine of the soul is

brought in and dwelt upon extensively by these symbols. Notice,

however, that the sun symbol is perpetuated as well as animal

figures. These Hypocephali are divided into two parts to represent the

two spheres, the upper and the lower. The boat or ark is always in

the center of the sphere or disk. The soul is conveyed in the ark to

the west, the land of the setting sun.

We might speak of the "survivals" in these figures, "survivals''

from sun worship in the form of the disk and its divisions into hemi-

spheres, also ' ' survivals " from animal worship in the animal figures,

but we have not time to dwell on this. Others have spoken of the

universality of certain animal myths or animal symbols, such as the

hare, the owl, etc., as if these were survivals from primitive totemism.

There certainly has not been much progress made in these myths, and
it is a question whether the hare expressed the action of the sun in its

various movements or symbolized the attributes of the divinity. The

Egyptian word for hare may have several different significations: 'to

start up,'
' to open,' to '

transgress or overleap,' etc. ; but what has

the Egyptian word to do with American symbolism? Linguistic

analogies in different countries are certainly not sufficient to account

for the universality of this myth about the rabbit or the hare. Is it

because the hare is everywhere found that it is taken as a tribal totem

in all countries, and because it fitly symbolizes or represents a nature-

power? The progress of thought may be recognized in the history of

this single animal myth, for the hare itself has passed through all the

stages from the simple totemism up to the psychological symbolism,
and is the best instance of a " survival of the fittest

" which we have on

record. *

20. Korea in its relations with China
; by William W. Rock-

hill, Secretary of the United States Legation at Peking.

The paper of Mr. Rockhill was a review of the political relations ex-

isting between Korea and China during the past five hundred years,

with copious extracts from Chinese authorities.

From the Annals of the Ming Dynasty we learn that in 1392 Song Ke,
the founder of the present reigning dynasty in Korea, sought and ob-

tained the recognition of the Emperor of China. He sent in return for

this favor valuable presents, and his successors from time to time did

the same. China, also, during the Japanese invasion of Korea, made
contributions both of men and money to her defense, prompted less

perhaps by friendly feeling than by the dread of possible danger to

herself in the success of the Japanese.
In the Sheng wu chih (the history of the campaigns of the present

dynasty) is found an account, which Mr. Rockhill translates at length ^

of the Manchu invasion of Korea. This was in retaliation for aid

given by the Koreans to the Ming dynasty, and resulted in the complete
defeat and submission of Korea in 1637. An annual tribute was im-

posed and a tablet was erected by the Koreans at Song p'a, where the
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Manchu army had heen encamped, commemorating in Chinese, Man-
elm, and Mongol tin- virtue and lene\ olence of the Manchu sovereign.

Tin ; //'// //<//( Inst it utes of t In- Ta ching I )\ na-ty > fnrni-ln -

data for a sketch of the relations sillei- >ulivj>t illU I et \Veell the t\V<>

e ( .iintrie>. The amount of the trihnte was ^ra<lnally reduced, and K

likewise accjuin-d valuahle privileges of trade with China.

An . \tr;i. i troin the narrative of Po Ch fin. a Chines*. Knvos to Korea
in 1S|:{. ui\i- a detailed account of the vivmoiiies with which he was

. d.

Mr. R<K'khill ^ives in conclusion t lie Chinese text and a translation .|

;i'a in>cri|itinii inention.-d ahove.

T\\o mapfl -(.led I'r.iin native Korean authorities. me of the capital,

sr.ul. the Mtlu-r of it-, eiivimns. accompany the p.-iper.

Al'tei- a vote "f tlianks i<> the .Johns IIo|>kins rnivcr-il v for

the u>e <d' Hopkins Hall as a place <d' ineetiny;, the Society ad-

journed, to meet in lio-ton. on Wednesday, May 'J,
I KSS.
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Proceedings at Boston, Ittay 2nd, 1888.

THE Society met on Wednesday morning at 10 o'clock in the

hall of the American Academy. The President, Professor \Yliit-

ney of New Haven, being absent, the Vice-President, Rev. Dr.

Peabody of Cambridge, called the assembly to order and presided
during the first part of the morning session

;
after which, the

Vice-President, Rev. Dr. Ward of New York, took the chair,
and presided for the rest of the meeting.
The Recording Secretary, Professor Lyon of Cambridge, read

the minutes of the foregoing meeting and- they were approved.'
The general order of proceedings for the day was announced, and

thereupon the reports of the retiring officers were presented.
The accounts of the Treasurer, Mr. Van Name, were referred,

with the book and vouchers, to Dr. W. H. Ward and Professor
I. H. Hall, as a Committee of Audit, and upon examination were

reported to be correct. The following is a summary of the ac-

counts :

BECEIPTS.

Balance on hand, May llth, 1887,

Assessments (99) paid for year 1887-88, -

Assessments (26) for other years,
-

Sale of Journal,
Interest on bank-deposit,
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received from dorrosponding Societies make up tin- larger part ..i

this iiu-rea>f. Tuu gifts however irauire special mention : />/>

T,,,lt, iiltm-h </> / xviii. ///.< \\. /><//M/X//, , from the

editur, Prufe>-ur Kduiiard Naville ; and fnun tlu- (i.\ eminent of

India twenty-one volumes, aumnir u hich an- J/A/V/////".* //////, the

Aral/ic text edited l.y Dr. Kduard Sachan, the first volume of

tin- . | ///,-/ <//,,;//'.<// Sn,'i',i/ uf South, /// Iml'm, ami tin- MVOlul
uf Iliinu-r^ ///// //"/// (t'fiztftn r t

m
f' lining in fmirtim vul-

. Tin- titlout |rinted books now nuinht-r t'uiir tliuii-an.l

tlirn- hiinilivil and niiu-ty-niii-. To tlu- ?nannscript> tlu-iv havr
IMM-II ii" aocessionB, and tin- nuiulH-r n-mains as last year, om hun-
dn-d and -i\ty-l \\ CX

Tin- Corresponding S.-nvtarv, Professor Laninan f Cain-

lridm\ annuiinci-d for the Committee <>f I'uhlirat ion that the

printinu
r of the Kaiu;ika>fitra was making slow \\\\\ steady pro-

gveoe : and that a lai'iff ain.Mint of material was on hand for

jtiihlieation, conlrilditi-d hy l'nfe^>ur H'|;kins of Bryn Maur,
Mr. Ruckhill of the U. 8. Legation at IVkinir, Pn.ft-sxor Hall of
tin- Metropolitan Mu-rimi in New York, and Professor Morri*.

.Ia-tn'\\ of the I'niversity of Pennsylvania.
On hehalf of tlie Board of Directors, the ehairinan. Dr. IVa-

liody, annuiinced that tin- next meet inu; would he held on \Vedne-

day'()ct..Ker 81, 1888, either at New Haven or at Philadelphia,
the dutie> of tin- Committee of Arrangements to le perl'<rnied
l\ the President and the Treasun-r in the one -asr, >r l\ Tah-ott

Willisma K-). and Pn.fi-^ur- Hopkins and Jastrow in the other.

The Committee of Publication had been reappointed, so that it

consists, a- before, of Meoara. Salisbury, Toy, Van Name, \V. II.

d, and \V. I). Whitney.
The Din. -tors pn.poM 'd and recommended to the Society fur

It cliun the f>l!u\vil|o- pel'SOUS I

A- ( Corresponding Memher

Prof. Eberhard N. -tl. . .f i:im :

and a> Curporate

Mr. Edgar Pierce Allrn. .I..lms llupkin^ I 'ni\ -ei - u \ .

Mi. 8 din. I'hila.l.-lphia :

.Ia--l (!;-;I|M-. .) i. . St. .Jolm'> ( 'ul !<-.. Aimapulis. Mil.;

NVilli:iin Klli-.i (i: ton :

Mr. J<.!ni l>\ iK-l. v I'riiH-,-. Culmnl.ia < u V..rk <

ft. I 'nr- 1'liil.ni. l|.lu.i :

-ers, Mary \ ill. Mar\ \ ilN-. I rimeceee.

The '.Telllh-inen tllll- pn.puxrd \\,-re dllly elected.

The Chainn minittec tu numinatc ..tl

the eiiMiiiiLT B I, Dickerman and Hem
.lellk-, aild IV.. f. I.. H. Klwell. The Cullimiltee -,, | ,,, ,

,

,'.,, , | y
ut the uld huard. with tin-

oiil^titut i..n -I ll .luhn Phelp- Tax loi
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Andover for that of Professor Averv, dreeused. The proposal of

the Committee was ratified by the meeting without dissent.*

The names of those who have died during the year are as

follows :

The Honorary Members

Prof. Heinriuh Leberecht Fleischer, of Leipzig :

Prof. August Friedrich Pott, of Halle ;

and the Corporate Members

Prof. John Avery, of Brunswick, Me. ;

Mr. Henry A. Homes, of Albany, N. Y.;

Dr. Alexander Meyrowitz, of New York City ;

Dr. Peter Parker, of Washington, D. C.

Both Fleischer and Pott .went down to the grave full of years
and honors. The former was born in 1801

;
and the latter in

the next year. Fleischer had already consecrated himself in the
twenties to the study of Arabic and Persian antiquities in part,
under the influence of his friend Silvestre de Sacy. Fleischer

deemed his work in the cathedra to be perhaps of even more

importance than his work as a writer. At any rate it is given
to few to be so widely revered and loved as a teacher. Both
he and Pott stood among the first four enrolled on the list

of the German Oriental Society, and in its establishment they
both took an active part. Pott's mind was of extraordinary
versatility and his acquisitions were of vast range. His name
is justly coupled with those of Bopp and Grimm as of one of the

founders of the science of Comparative Philology. If his Etyniolo-

yische Forschungen have been used at first hand by only a few,

they have not on this^account been without a powerful and last ing
influence on the progress of this discipline.
The junior of Pott by only a couple of years, Dr. Parker, after

studying at Yale College, went out to China at the early age of

thirty. He established at Canton a hospital which his professional
skill soon made crowded and famous

; and, in the capacity of a

missionary-physician, and later in the diplomatic field, he faith-

*The names of the board as now constituted may be given for convenience:

President, Professor W. D. Whitney, of New Haven: Vice-Presidents, Rev. A. I'.

Peabody, of Cambridge; Professor K. E. Salisbury, of Xe\v Haven; Rev. \V. II.

Ward, of New York; Recording Secretary, Professor D. G. Lyon. of Cam I indue ;

Corresponding Secretary, Professor C. II. Lanman. of Cambridge; Secret- ry of

the Classical Section, Professor W. W. Goodwin, of Cambridge; Treuxiin-r <i,l

Librarian, Mr. Addisnu Van Name, of New Haven; Directors, Professor John

Phelps Taylor, of Andover, Mass.; Professor Joseph Ik-nry Thaycr, of Caml.nd-e,

Mass.: Mr. Alexander I. Cotheal and Professor Isaac II. Hall, of New York;

Professor Ml ward \V. Hopkins, of Bryn Mawr, Penn.; and President Daniel C.

Gilman and Professor Maurice Bloom field, of Baltimore.
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i'lilly
served hi- l:iy ami -em-ration, with honor to himself ami

our country. He died Jan. 10, 1888.

1'roft or Avi -ry was born at Conway, Mass., Sept. 18, 1837,
ami died at North Bridgton, Maine, Sept. I, 1887. He graduated
at Amherst in istil, ami soon after went to New Haven to study

^rit with l'rofe--or Whitney. In 1807 he went to (iermanv
ntinue his favorite -tiulies at Tubingen ami Berlin. He \\a-

Professor of (ireek from 1870 to 1-77, at Iowa College: and
from 1877 till his death, at IJowdoin. Of latr year- his st u -lie-

had been devoted to the Aboriginal Tribe- of India and their

languages, preliminary
sketches of which he has from time to

time published in the Proceedings of our Orieptal meet inn-,

where IK- wa- one of the most faithful attendants. He was a
man of singular modesty and simplicity of character, and a

devout ami earnest Christian.

Mr. Henry A. Homes was born at Boston in 18lL'. lie -pent
the prime of his life (1838-56) in missionary and diplomatic 8er-

HOC in the East, and his later year- a> Librarian of the Library
of the Stati- of New York at Albany.

Dr. .Mevrowit/ was known especially as a Talmudist, and died

at New York in August, 1887, aged about 71 year-. II. irai

l.orn of .It-wish parents in \Vilna, Poland, and educated for the

rallinical chair. The critical study of the Old TcMameiit OV6T-
turned his .lewish orthodoxy. Under the teaching of I*ni'-

l-'ran/ Delitzsch of Leipsic, he accepted C'hristianity. In 184-". he

was a tutor in Hebrew at Bristol College, England ; and in

he canie to New York, and was appointed 1'n.tV-sor of lleluvw
tln-i-e. Later, in 1876, he became the incumbent of a similar

chair at the I'niversity of the State of Missouri, where h.

mained until the failure of his sight, about 1880.

The Corresponding Secretary brought to the notice of the

ty some matters of interest from the miscellaneous ,

spondence of the half year. .Mr. Rookhill writes thai he exi

to leave Peking early in April and to arrive in the I'liir

.id- a ]apei- supplemental
tobcr meeting, and also a photograph

of the ir-V B ^ where the King of \\ B the

about the tir-t of .Iiim. I!- MndB paper supplemeiitai-y 1< the

one pi-e-ented at the last October meeting, and also a photograph

envoy- from tin- Chinese Kmperor. The gate bear- the in-.-iip

tion } ///.//,
k the reception of (the imperial) b Hint y

It i- n-ally t /'/ 'i. It refltfl <>n pillars of tine granite ;

and the -uper-t met tire i- painted in the ordinary bright Chiiie-e

f i -I lion and i- of 1 pui'ely ( 'liine-e Style
"f architect UK .

i BeOOl a finished co\ of the n, \\ .liti(iilm.-ni BeOOl a finished cop\ of the n, \\ .lition of

the \i*n- with facsimiles of the entire man
u-.-ript thereof in the library of ihe M-.-l llol\ Sepulchn at .leru

-alei tter from Ke\ . Dr. ( '. II. I I il. . D. an of

the Catln-dral at Davenport. Ii\\a. in which i- transcribed fn-m ;i

j.ublivhe.l at ( on-taiitiiiople an account of a

murder.Hi- a--aulf committ( d upon the Patriarch of .Jerusalem

tQ uli"i' prodiK-ti-.il of ill, nianii-ri-ipt a* he

joimie\ed I., ,1,-ricliM.
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Kev. Lawrence II. Mills, in a letter dated Oxford, April .,

1888, rejx.rts that he is making ftnal arrangements for his com-

plete edition <>f the- Gathfis.

This will contain : 1. tin- original text in Zend characters; 2. a trans-

literation tin-roof; 3. a literal Latin, and 4. a metrical English trans-

lation; of the Pahlavi paraphrase. 5. the deciphered text in Roman
letters, and 6. an English version ; of the Sanskrit paraphrase. 7. the

text, and 8. the translation ; and 9. the Parsi-Persian paraphrase.
The first volume, of 393 pages, was distributed to leading Avesta schol-

ari in 1883 (see Proceedings for Oct. 1883, vol. xi.). The completion of

the second volume was then deferred, pending the working out of the

translation of the Gathas, later Yasna, Visparad, etc., contained in vol.

\ x x i. of the Sacred Books of the East. This last was published in May,
1887. "Mr. Mills's second volume will contain from 150 to 250 pages,

according to the amount of assistance received. A subvention of 50

has been obtained from the Secretary of State for India. The price of

the complete work has been fixed at 50 shillings. The author retains.

however, the right to dispose of it for a smaller sum to private sub-

scribers ; and hopes to receive from his fellow-countrymen in America
liberal aid for his undertaking. Mr. Mills dwells upon the importance
and difficulty of the Pahlavi version, here for the first time deciphered,
edited with comparison of manuscripts, and translated into a European
language ; contends that the Pahlavi translation has been the founda-

tion for all subsequent ones, and that its imperfections have been

grossly exaggerated ; and sets forth the reaction now in prc > .

towards a more just estimation of the Asiatic commentaries in general.

The Catalogue of the Syrian Jesuit Missionary Press (address,
I in prime-lie Catholique S. J., Beirut, Syria) was laid before the

Society. It contains titles and descriptions of a considerable
number of Arabic, Arabic-French, and Syriac works for sale-,

with statement of prices and postage. The books are in great

part religious and educational
;
but there are also valuable works

on literature and science. Of interest to intending American

purchasers of Oriental type are the ten pages of specimens of the

Hebrew, Samaritan, Syriac, Arabic, Armenian^ and Greek type-
fonts of this establishment.

Of great importance and interest to Sanskritists is the cata-

logue of the Bombay bookseller, Jyesthfiriim Mukundji, for

l.ssT-88. It is an octavo of 02 pages, handsomely printed in

N'agaii by the Education Society's Press. It contains over 1200

titles of Sanskrit books, with statement of the author, place of

printing, and price of each. The works enumerated cover almost

every department oi Sanskrit literature : Veda (Saiiihita, Brah-

the column " mudranatfh&nam" are Bombay (Mumbal), Calcutta,
Benares (Ifiipi), and Poona. Not seldom we find Luckuow and
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Lahore, now and then Ahmadahad, Muttra (Mathtira), ami a t'c\\

others ; and sometimes also ''

Yfiropah."
< >rcidental students, Kunyean editions aiv douhtles. t.. l.c

nv.l in jfriieral l> Hindu iMlitions. But the former an- wont
!. he printed in BO t'e\\ eopies that they MHUI heeomc practically
inaccexsililr ami hi^h-priced. The latter arc indeed usually desti-

tutc of all typographical helps and conveniences and are often

incorrectly printed. lint for Western seholars who have
-..t hevmid the nuliineiits, the Hindu editions, and especially
tli"-.- cominir from Homhay. are strongly to I.e recommended.
Thus tlie lloinliay Sanskrit Series," published hv tin- DepMrt-
inent of I'uhlic Instruction, now contain- thirty odd \olun:

evcellent character and moderate price. A heautiful edition of

the lili:iLi;i\ ad (iltfi. hound in >ilk. may be had for about _'' ccnl-.

An edition of the Mah:lhhfirata (of which advance -he.;- were
iln\vii to the Society) is no\v in press. It is a reprint of the

r>oinhay edition of L877, witli Nilakantlia's commentary. It- con-

venieiice i- immensely enhanced by the addition !' tlie current,

chapter-number- in the ri^ht-hand margin. The type is lar^e
and admirably clear, and the work will cost, when complete, r.n

rupi

For the guidance of persons desiring to order, the following may be

said: Small orders will be sent best by mail. Large orders should l.e

sent as freight, and -<> as to need only one t ransshipineiit (at Liverpool
or London) between Bombay and America. Remittance^, mil. -- very

indeed, are l>e-t made by post-office money-orders. Tlie Ameri-
an purchaser applies for a British International Money-order. -a\ r,

1 sterling, to be paid directly to the Bombay bookseller. This amount
costs $84.49, and for it the purchaser gets only a receipt. The
actual onl'T i- t ra n-mit ted by the government to the postmast

Bombay, who pays the bookseller the equivalent of 7=1680 pm< .

in rupies at the current rate of conversion. This has varied for tin-

last year from 16 to 17.5 pence p-r rupie. At 16.s. tin order would

yield jii-t loo rupies. The rupie would thus cost 34 cents; and the

anna (^ of a rupie), about 2 cents. The rate of < -on\ - -r-ion tor any
i date may be learned by addressing the Supennt. n.l. m <>t the

Money-order System at Washington : and the amount in rupie- which

the bookseller OUght to cre< lit to the account of the American purcha-er

may thus be calculated. The time of mail Iran-it from M..-I..H to Bom

bay is about 27 days. The purchaser shoiihUdemand that tin

-"Mated before they are sent, as it is rather common to tind -..me leaves

in duplicate an ing in Hindu Look-. Mr. Mukund.ji
dress is No. 85:' ,,ad, Bombay : and from him copies of the

BIN Hl.i\ le olitailie.l.

Dr. Uinioti. ot the .Johns llopkin- I' ,, i \ , i --it \ . laid lu-forethe
numl.er .f plates and pi ba of All 1 k entitled
/ '/ The aim of the \\ ork i- to -_M\. a

popular ami readahle account oi the lanur a-_
r e. religion, manners
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and ciMom>. art* and sciences, and temples and monuments of

the Egyptians. The work is a very large folio (pages -Ji'X-^

inches), and will contain 144 full-page engravings. The engrav-
ings arc reproduced from the great A

.xv/-//>//o//
<l< /'

/';/>//>/< , I lie

result of the observations made during the Napoleonic cxpedi-
tin of 1798, from KoseHinPs Mnnnnteufi^ Lepsins's />r/,/-/m>7,r,

etc.; and some of them are very beautifully colored.*

Mr. Ken jam in S. Lyman gave an interesting account of the for-

mation of a local Oriental Club at Philadelphia, It was organ -

i/ed April 30, 1888, at the house of Mr. Talcott Williams, by a

meeting called by Messrs. H. C. Trumlmll, B. S. Lyman, J. P.

Peters,' M. Jastrow, Jr., H. V. llilprecht, E. \V. Hopkins, Tal-

cott Williams, and Stewart Culin. It is proposed to nave meet-

ings at stated intervals through the winter, at the houses of the

members. The Club hopes to further the objects of the Ameri-
can Oriental Society, by arousing interest in Oriental studies and

by stimulating the activity of those interested.
*

Mr. James R. Jewett, of Harvard College, presented to the

Society the plan for the establishment of a School of Biblical

Archaeology and Philology at Beirut, in connection with the

Syrian Protestant College. A special endowment of $100,000 is

required to provide for the annual salaries of a Director and of

native teachers and for incidental expenses. To provide for tem-

porary support while the permanent fund is being raised, it is

suggested that American Theological Seminaries and other insti-

tutions be asked to contribute $100 a year for five years, with the

right to have tuition remitted to students sent out under their

auspices. A circular setting forth the details of the plan and the

advantages of Beirut as the seat of the school has been published,
and may be obtained by addressing D. Stuart Dodge, Esq., No.
11 Cliff street, New York City.

The following communications were presented :

1. Inquiry into the conditions of civilization in the Hindu Mid-
dle Age from the point of view of the ruling power or warrior-

caste, by Prof. E. W. Hopkins, of Bryn Maur College, Penn.
The Corresponding Secretary presented to the Society about

300 pages (or one-half) of the manuscript of an elaborate essay

upon the above-mentioned subject. As an earnest of the contents

of the paper, it seems advisable to publish now the prefatory note

thereto.

This essay, in its original form, was read before the Oriental Society
in May, 1886. Further contributions to the subject, made as reported
in the subsequent Proceedings of the Society, have now been incorpo-

rated into the work, and the point of view of the whole somewhat ex-

tended.

* The work will be issued in 12 portfolios, by the American Polytechnic Co.,

of Buffalo. The price is $lf>0.
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intention was simply to record the data t'nrnisliiMl h\ the

i regard to tin- W:i n .rdrr. ln\\ r\ rr. In the

i-dinn-nt of I BrmerlMMH tim. I found it necr :tr\ i.i

mine the Kpic with a virw to the irrnrral eoiiMitiicnts of thr

i'_T have been Ird to ineorpi >ratr ;ils<> silrli ill ust rat i\ r

mail. und in literatim- more or less parallel to tin- Mahabha-

rs an ini|iiiry into thr conditions of

ri\ ili/at ion in thr Middle A.^es of India from thr point of virw of the

ruliir_'-po\vrr or \Varri How th--e condition^ arosr. ;ind

whithrr ihry tmdrd : what >pcrial ivlali- Q tin- kin.i:

and hi*. lrpriulrnts : what fartoi-^. larire or small, hrlprd to .

thr lit.- of thi> ].-riol : and finally, from thr narrower limits of thr \var-

ipecial activity, what method and art of war is depicted ly the

Thr >ul)jrrts introduced by these i|nestions are those to

whirh I have here tried to --ivr thr hei;iiiniii^ of an answer. The Held

of literatnrr that I havr attempted to work is perlia|s too rxtrn.lrd

'ir Kpir arra is hroad : yet in view of the whole development of

Hindu let; mall, and the age represented is plainly demarcated
Inith from i-din^ and from the following eras. I hope, here-

B into their historical connection with that here

nted. and thus to he able to complete the answer to the ijnerir-.

ilovr by following out the lines of Hindu civilization from its

earb. i. it- latest phase. But this, if done thoroughly, i- a

work of decades. For the present, I have sought to sift the Kpie alone.

and relied upon the work of others for illustration necessarily prelimi-

nary to thi- -tudy. while I have left wholly untouched thr j^reat dram-

atic period that overlaps the extension of the Kpic ii-li as will be the

rd to one carefully investigating this latter a.pe<-t of Indian life.

In accordance with my first intention I have, however, while illus-

tratiiiL: the Mahabharata by the i' i and the law-books, endeav-

nilly to keep distinct the political and social explications
i in the second epic poem or in the Ir-al works and the parallel

impl didactic statements of the Maliabharat a : and. attain, to

iiiinate in the latter between what is done and what i> taught
" parts of the poem are HO didactically composed that for his-

68 they belong rather to le^al than to Kjiie literature, l-'or

tlii - purpo..r I ha ve allowed myself the liberty of railing /
'-the

.1 the poem embra'-ed by the twelfth and thirteenth books, as a

.'iipreh.-ii-.jve term for a part confe^edh manufactured

mablyamong thoae portionfl latest

I l'..r the >ake of OOU I -all only the Mahahl.

l\. tin- .l.-i-nation of A*"

* The <lrv.-|..|.iiH-nt nf i inlir.ie,-! l,\- W.-lwr's <'..||.-<-l;iii.-: (Intliachc

Studien, vol. x.) doHcrvcfl n fuller In "itim-m tlrm tip- brief alltHions .\Y

trnjii tlie jir<--M|'i.- |
I ill IM-

M.I i nl\ iir'
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poem' is, as was long ago said by Miiller, applied even to the Mahabha-
rata. and not to the Raimiyana* alone.

Many of the points touched upon in this essay require a more special
iiv.-itment than I have here been able to give them ; but in respect <>l

thes< or let me say of all I beg that my present paper may l>e consid-

! -d as written &' fKTvmtv, and rather as a provisional study for Inline

elaboration and completion than as a pretense of thoroughness in an

investigation where little help was to be had from outside sources, and
not much had been accomplished by previous inquiries.!
The various topics involved arranged themselves to my mind in a cer-

tain order, which, for the sake of summarizing the whole paper. I here

add. To these topics I have prefixed a few words on the source of c mi-

legendary Epic.

I. Origin of the Epic.
II. Historical value of the Epic.

III. The social position of the ruling caste.

A. The caste in general. Divisions of the people. Governing officials.

Taxes. Common warriors.

B. Royalty. The king. Royal duties. Royal occupations. Modes of

government. Succession. Choice of king. Primogeniture.

Royal consecration. Assembly and council. Purohita and

priestly power. Ambassador. The king's friends and general
social relations. Royal marriage. Royal burial. The imperial

city. Note on caste-exchange.
IV. Military position of the ruling caste. The military sentiment. The

army in general. Military tactics. Usages in the field. Laws of

battle. Army forces in detail, (a) The chariot, knight, and

*
Miiller, Ancient Sanskrit Literature, p. 41, quoting Mbh. i.1.72, tvayd ca kdvyam

iiy uktam tasmdt kdvyam bhavisyati. In and for itself the Ramayana lacks the

sociological value of the Epic, neither possessing primitive elements nor claiming

to be more than the completed work of one author. The nucleus of the Kpic

(the Mahabharata), to which after much unwinding we may still attain, presents

a natural strength, not to say brutality, that separates it from the cultured pn-Mi-

ness of the Ramfiyana. Whatever later additions have been superimposed upon
the Kpic, carrying it doubtless beyond the age of the Ramfiyana, its gist is earlier.

Those maintaining the relative posteriority of the Epic must embrace the whole

work in their judgment, where the point may easily be yielded. I entirely agree

with L. von Schroeder in his comparative estimate of the two works (Lit. u. Cult.,

p. 455), as against any comprehensive assertion of priority in either case (compare

Lassen, Ind. Alt., i. 584, 1006).

f Muir has some scattered remarks on Epic Realien. and some more thorough
studies on special points in his Sanskrit Texts. To this arid to Lassen 's Indim-hr

Alterthumskunde general (as well as special) acknowledgment is due, but the

points touched upon in these works are limited. Of Wilson's Art of War and

Rajendralala-Mitra's Indo-Aryans I shall speak more particularly in the notes on

the subjects embraced by those works. I believe no especially Epic study of

Hindu civilization has yet been attempted.
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steeds; (b) Cavah phants : (</) Weapons; (e) Arm- and

drtVi'.se: (/) Paraphernalia of battle. Music 111 tin- Kpie.

V. Appendix ou the status of women.

< hi a Rhodian jar in the Huston MUM-UIU of Fine Arts ; by
I'm!'. I-aac II. Hail, of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, N< \\

V..rk City.

Aiii.'M- tin objects found in Cyprus by Gen. di Cesnola, and sold l>\

him t<> the Boston Museum of Fine Arts in 1872, is a Rhodian jar -inn

lar P. tliox- which I described in the Proceedings for Oct. 1886. It

rectangular tamps on the handles, the one being upside down
when ! -alinu tin- other, but the one at tin- right liand i

always right side up. The stamps are very hard to read, but are certain

in their reading. On one handle is the epony in and name of Doric

month, and on the other is the name of the manufacturer, owm-r. <>r

exporter,
KIM ATKoYl'

rot
"'MIA
NOY

IIANAMOT

< )n the Syriae Ritual of the Departed ; by Prof. I. II. Hall.

I had nearly finished an article describing the whole Uitnal of the

Departed in the manuscript from which the Ritual of the Washing of

th. l>;id was translated for the Proceedings of last October, when 1

ini. into possession of a printed book containing what must be sub-

stantially the same Ritual, published at the Catholic Mission Pr

th. I. it Oroomiah in 1881. The book is a small quarto of Ir.'

pages, printed in that most wretched of all Syriae type, the Nestonan
n-' d by the Catholic missionaries and native Chaldean (i. e. Roman <>r

I Nestorian) ecclesiastics, very annoying to read. The printing i-

In -d likewise, much I dnrred and blotted. While occidental >t

are not h<-lpi-il much by such a publication (since there are few who can
ohiain flic hook, and far fewer who can or will read such type ami

printing), the fa-t re<|iiires rather a comparison of the manuscript with

the print'-d hook than an independent d- ri pi inn. This 1 have had no

m< I ..!>i;iiiied the book, as well as knowledge of ii

ilyahinit. I
-- I >. t "i. t he meeting of the S<>< i. t \ I

had 1 1 to compare only the |{itual of the Washing, wherein I

lind in-.!,. tli:in twenty variant readings; of which the more important
are the fallowing:

M \ is to be read for *' bed" is sustained ;

lint iii-t .1 .| all lii> memlHjrs" (which immediately f..|!,,\\

ads "and all his front (parts] :" and just iH-fore tin

'Ml fed rted 'his |,,in- and all hi^ hind (parts)."

At the place win i- it i- stated that it K nt lawful t<> l.rifi^ in a <

roflB, a
K --Thi -.incienf prnliibition i- al.oli-h.-d. and

man to bring in a cross with him ourae
is a late Catholic note, and pi-..l-ably baseil on tli.u ..ui
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without any Nestorian decree.) The direct ions for leaving the house,
ami all that follows the washing itself, is omitted in the print. Evi-

dently this printed ritual is intended to replace the manuscript ones :

l>nt it must he suited to the ways of the Chaldeans; and probably it is

changed in sundry places besides the ones just noted. I shall take some
other opportunity to consider the matter in the new light.

4. On & Nestorian liturgical manuscript from the last TsYslorian

Church and Convent in Jerusalem ; by Prof. I. II. Hall.

This manuscript is in the possession of Dr. William C. Prime, of New
York, who purchased it a number of years ago. It bears an old label

on the side, which gives a hint of its former ownership : "Syriac Man-

uscript from Jerusalem ;" with the numbers 61 (crossed out) and 778.

The binding is of thick heavy boards, covered with leather, and lined

with Persian cloth ; the leather figured by a hand stamp; the cloth of

cotton, both dyed and a print. The exterior dimensions of the book a re

12 x 9 x If inches. The paper is thick and glazed, arranged in qm'niones,

except that the ninth quire is a quaternio, and the tenth (and last) a
ternio. The first three (blank) leaves of the first quire are torn out.

The writing begins on the second page of the original fourth leaf, and
ends on the first page of the last leaf of the book. The manuscript 1 1ms

contains exactly 180 written pages. The writing is in beautiful Nes-

torian script, amply pointed, abundantly rubricated, with many orna-

mental titles, many marginal titles and some marginal rubrics, and a

few absolute ornaments. The Estrangela character is rarely used ex-

cept for ornamental titles and quire numbers. The writing occupies a

space of about 7 x 5 inches on the page, in fourteen lines. This is sur-

rounded by a ruled and colored border, still outside of which are the

marginal titles or rubrics, wherever such occur, as they do frequently.
The ornaments proper are of the tile patterns and woven-work patterns
which have been used for centuries in such manuscripts and in Persian

tapestries. Altogether, it is a very beautiful manuscript, of the style

and class generally made by ecclesiastics in the region whence it came.

Singularly it has the Nestorian symbol of the Trinity and Unity of God
on a portion only of the pages. That it has been much used as a serv ice-

book, its general appearance, and wax-droppings on many of the leaves

still testify.'

The contents of the manuscript are the three Liturgies (consecrations,

anaphoras) in use among the Nestorians at the communion-service :

(1) The "
Liturgy of the Apostles" of Adda i and Mari

; (2) The Liturgy
of Theodore of Mopsuestia ; (3) The Liturgy of Nestorius. To the last

is appended the " Canon D*ChUath" or Prefaces (used after the conse-

cration, and before partaking of the elements), for the festivals of

Christmas, Epiphany, Easter, Ascension, Pentecost, Revelation, and

The Cross. Immediately after the Liturgy of Addai and Muri is one

page of finer writing, giving directions with regard to those who \\-CM-

not able to receive the communion on Good Friday or Easter Sunday,
or the preceding Saturday.
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Mich matter common to the time Liturgies. Mich matter
ritten I. ut once. in the first one ; and referred to. at the

in tin- other two. Rubrics (proper) are given with all

necessary fulness. Psalms, prayer- from other rituals. and other

familiar matter, are usually noted by their opening words.

Tli.- I. itur.;v of NYstorius is translated in the second volume of (Jeorge
The Nestorians and their RituaU:" where also occurs

a general description and account of the use of these three liturgies.

Tlie Liturgy of Addai and Mart is to be found (translated into Latin in

Hammond'- Litur-i<- of the Eastern and Western Church (taken from
. udnti. Manuscripts of these Liturgies are rare in Europe and

America. I know of but two in England, vix.. one in the British

Mil-dim. and one that Mr. Badger brought for the Christian Knowledge
Society. In Paris tin-re are more, but one is a copy made by Renaudot's
own hand, another written in Paris by a native, and the other

either partial or very few. There is also one in Berlin. How many
tin-re are in the Vatican and eUewhere in Italy, I do not know. The

hi-tory of this manuscript is somewhat peculiar, and I therefore present
a translation of it- titl- and colophons, which will tell their own story.

Till, to the Li tm gy of Addai and Mari:

| Relying) on the strength of Our Lord Jesus C'hri-t we begin to
writ' tin < >rder of Consecration of the Apostles ;

which was composed
by Mar Addai and Mar Mari, blessed Apostles. Our Lord, aid me in

thy mercy. Amen."

Colophon to the Liturgy of Addai and Mari (quire 5, fol. 5, 6.) :

" Ends the Order of the Mysteries (i. e. the communion] with the Cpn-
H.II ..I tli. Mr ed apostles Mar Addai and Mar Mari. who made

disciples of the East. Their prayers [be] for the common weal |of
the believers]. Amen."

lit le to the Liturgy of Theodore of Mopsuestia (quire 5, fol. 7, a.) :

| Relying] on the strength of Our Lord Jesus Christ we begin to

ration of Mar Theodoros. K\po->itor of the I >i\ m, I
,

I'.i-hop of Mop>iic-tia : which Mar Abba. Cat holicos. brought out and
i.ited from r into the Syriac. when he went np to the
in> (i.e. i tantinople]. And he brought it out

lated it
| by the help of Mar Thomas of Ed. And

with it (i. e. use it at communion] from the lirst Sundav
of Annunciation to the Sunday of I lo.sinna (i. e. Palm Sunday]."

Colophon of tli. I.iiui-Lrv of Theodore of Mopsne-tia qnire 7. fol. 8

n I he help ol our L.-rd. the I i on of the Ulc^-d
loro-. ih. the Di\ in.- Hook-. Mi- pia\er |be| for the

common u, ..I of tin- I,, lit-vris. Amen." [And \\ ritten below in liner

:|
1 pray ami be> ..... h.() priest. |

that
|
in the time oi

|

i. e. eel* i nmumn I. (you do it
|
in be

made U ,,|-|h\ . Ill the Illeiviex |,,f

to obtain |>.udon."

of tli.- Li' .,nire 7. !

|

Rel\ ing] on tl

mm.
\\hieh || iiopl* : tl without blood, and the
one

|

''.i the >ak ..... the truth of hi- orthodox coilfi
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Mar Abba, Catholicos. tin- (Jreat. when In- went hit" the place >i the
lioiiuius [i. e. tin- (! reeks of Constantinople], brought out ior translated i

his Commemoration for the communion-elements, tin- Consecration of
Mar Nestorin> : and they all adopted it. from tin- Greek into tin- Syriac,
as Mar Yoannts, Catholicos, makes known in liis mi turn [homily, usu-

ally metrical), which he composed for the [festival of the (V)| Kathers.
Mi's prayer | he] for us.
" And it is used in the consecration [communion] five times in the

year : at Epiphany ; on the Friday of Mar John the Baptist : at the
Commemoration of the Greek Doctors ; on the Wednesday of the Sup-
plication of the Ninevites ; at Passover."

Colophon of the Liturgy of Nestorius (quire 9, fol. 6, b.) :

"Ends the Order of Consecration of Mar Nestorius, Patriarch of Con-
stantinople. His prayer [he] for the common weal of the believers.

Amen."

Title of the Occasional Prefaces (quire 9, fol. 7, a.) :
"
Again through

(lit., by the hand of) the Living God we write the Qanon de chilath."

Colophon of the same (quire 10, fol. 2, 6.) : "Ends the Qanon de chi-

lath, and to Jah [be] glory."

Colophon of the whole book, occupying the last six pages ;
the para-

graphs written in red and black alternately. (Begins quire 10, fol. 2, &.):

"
Ends, in the help of Our Lord and Our God, this Order of the Three

Consecrations, in full, without diminution : The Consecration of the

Apostles, and the Consecration of the Expositor, and the Consecration
of Mar Nestorius. Their prayers for the common weal of the true
believers intercede with Our Lord. Amen.

" This Book of the Order of the Priests, now, was concluded and fin-

ished, on the day of Saturday, at vespers of the sixth Sunday of the
seven of the Apostles, whose Anthem is

'

Worthy is Our Lord Jesus' [or

perhaps
' Our Lord Jesus, the promise,' for one abbreviation is obscure],

in the blessed month Tainmuz, its first day, the beginning of the month,
in the year two thousand and twenty and one of the blessed Greeks

[i. e. 1 July, A. D. 1710]. To him upon whose strength relying we
began, and by the aid of whose favor we have finished, be glory never

ceasing, and honor without bounds ; to Him and to his Father and to

the Holy Spirit, now, and in every time, and for ages of ages.
"And it was written in the village, blessing and blessed, and abound-

ing in the orthodox faith, and strong in the Pauline teaching, the house
of refuge of the destitute and the poor, and the dispenser of food

[
lit.

,

baker] of the ill-faring and the strangers and the hungry, Elqosh, the

village of the prophet Nahum, which he founded and set in order and
built, beside the convent, the holy of holies, of Mar Rabban Hormi/d
the Persian. Our Lord Christ dwell in it and increase it by his power-
ful right hand, and cause to cease and bring to nought the wrong of

wrong-doers and the wickedness of the wicked, through the prayer of
the Ark of Light, my Lady Mary. Amen.
"And it was written in the days of the Father and Lord of Fathers,

and head of the rectors and pastors, and anointer of priests, and dis-

penser of talents, and binder of girdles, and good and wise and merci-

ful, and long-suffering and meek and indulgent, the builder of convents
and churches, and planter of schools and a house of teachings, lover of

Christ, and full of goodness of spirit, Mar Elias, Catholicos, Patriarch
of the East. May his throne be established to the end of days, and may
his arm be strong with strength and victories, and may he live long
years, many hundreds [of them], by the prayer of the apostles and
fathers. Amen.
"There wrote, nay rather defiled and corrupted and blackened this

book with a purpose that is like that of writers, a man viler than all
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|

\vli.. an-) of flesh, and despised of all [who are] of dust ; who also is

nut worthy to ! mentioned by name : Inn for tin- sake of tin- prayer
tor pardon that In- may gather [

i. e. as a vintage] from tin- inoutli of

readers. In- makes known the name of his weakness : that hi- is by name
is, son of Priest Israel the El<|oshite : beseeching [you],

for him before Our Lord. Amen.
nl this Ixiok was \vi itten at tlu- command of his Lordship, and by

tin- p -rmi ion of his Fatherhood, and by the authority of his Holiness,
Ahnn

[i.e.
Our Father] the ble->ed and happy and worthy of heaven.

Mar Klias, Catholicos, Patriarch of the East. And he ranged it to l>e

written in the name of his faithful and departed Christian wife K/.die.

the daughter of the late Driest Man'ige. who was of the village of El-

,
as something of this memorable woman's own. And he denvd

it and gave it for the holy church and exalted dwelling that ditViiMth

holiness, of my Lady Mary, which is in our convent in the holy city
.Jerusalem : that they may make offerings [i. e. according, probably,
to the provisions and ritual of the Nestorian burial-service hook

|
in her

In-half, and may make remembrance of her before the holy altar of Our
. that In- may pardon her debts and her sins, and may mingle her

with the jn^t and the righteous in the hridechamber of his kingdom.
Amen. [The last part of this sentence is a quotation from the Nesto-
rian burial--* T\ fee for women.]
"We enliv.-it all owner* [or. lordships], who may meet these 1m.-.

that it tiieytind any errors [therein], they will not cast reproaches upon
me. !>ut will correct [them] in love. And let them know \\\\^ : that

every creature is deficient, and there is no perfection ; the < )ne

Cod.' who may he in his mercies forgive the unfaithfulnesses [///.,

adulteries, i. e. idolatry] of us all. Amen.
'RiMneni'-ereil I M- all the brethren strangers, who have made them-

selves strangers to the world, and have journeyed unswervingly in the

path of .-hastily upon the holy altar of Our Lord, before the adorable

Trinity. And may we, poor and weak, by their prayers be aided and
. d from the maiefl of this world, and from the 'repentance of tin-

world to come. Amen.
"Let not my Lord be afflicted with the reward of the live foolish

maid-, but (hav. hi- reward with those who] shall lie delivered and
rescued from the tire of Gehenna. Amen.

Hlessed [be] thou, O God, forever. And may thy name be adored
for generation of generation of generation of generation of generation
of generation of generation of generation of generations. Amen."

It may be interesting to add ihe matter above referred to as written

on the page immediately following the Liturgy of Addai and Mari. It

reads as follows :

"
Question. If it happen that one of the believers does not partake of

mmunion [//' lalionj on the day of Passo\er. has he [a
\nd.likewise.il it happen that he be on a

|oiirin
i

y. and does i mmunion at rassovei . nor on the

Hindaj ol th. i;. urrection. has he (a right j

to

M the communion at and do.

on the Saturday --r lli" Sunday of the |\VMIMV. t ion. h< -hall

hi- fast until nth da\ a 1 1. i 1 1 1. I.', u i i .-. t ion. Mut
- illi. r at '<

i the Sun-
i it. il i-

'i a in.. nil

lion : but that that time) is not i

Res| ipi. I have lead it through, and

.11 : bill I am imt \\.-l| etion mled
with tli.- to Uin.u tO* it OOmpftVM with ..th, ,
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A word may be added respect in-- tin- hi>t<iry ot tin- volume. It

seems beyond doubt that the book waa presented to a church and con-

vent of the Nestorians in Jerusalem, where it was formerly in use.

That convent and church was probably the last of its sect in Jerusalem :

upon whose breaking up this manuscript became part of the scattered

property. The only Syrian church or convent in Jerusalem now for

many years is the Jacobite one : all the others having been, at various

times, the objects of Turkish seizure or sequestration. At present.

according to the best authorities, there are no Nestorian residents nor

Chaldaean residents (i. e. Nestorians united to Rome) in Jerusalem.

An interesting passage iu Assemani's fiibliotheca Orieuttilitt (Tom. III.,

Pars II., p. ccccxxxi.) shows that there was still one, but only one.

church of the sect in Jerusalem (" In Syria & Palnostina olini fre<|iien-

tissimi ; nunc unam tantum ecclesiam Hierosolymis habent"); though

formerly they were so strong there that their Eastern brethren sent to

them to collect funds for charitable purposes. There was a Nestorian

archbishop in Jerusalem as early as A. D. 1247; and in 1616. Elias.

patriarch of the Chaldaeans (i. e. of the Roman Catholic Nestorians) was

appointed
" ad Pontificem " of the Nestorians in Jerusalem. Assent A ni's

testimony certainly relates to the time a little before and after the year
1 720 so that the church and monastery to which he refers must be the

same with that to which this manuscript was presented. It is thus a

relic of the last Nestorian church and convent in Jerusalem ; but its

history since the scattering and demolition of that church until it came
into the hands of Dr. Prime, rests in obscurity.

5. On a Syriac geographical chart
; by Prof. Richard Gotthcil,

Columbia College, New York City.

The accompanying geographical chart is taken from the Berlin MS.

(Sachau 81) of the M'nfirath Kudhse of Bar 'Ebhraya.
1 It is

found in the third chapter, which is a sort of Hexaemcron, containing

in the order of creation as set forth in the Book of Genesis, a compen-

dium of all the physical sciences.2 In the section treating of tin; earth

Bar 'Kbhraya speaks about its stability, its physical divisions, about

longitude and latitude, and about the seven n^ifiara (jv^vVft
?

*jJli'!

sing- AjJU'!)-
3 The chart of the habitable world, here reproduced,

accompanies the text. The geographical literature of the Syrians is

extremely small and unimportant.
4 This chart, however, is, as far as

my knowledge reaches, unique.

1 See Heltralca, July, 1887, p. 349.

2 Cf.,for a work of such acharncter, Land, Anccdota Syriaca, vol.i.p.211'. ; Mnnin.
JjJJexameron de Jacques d'Edesse in Journal Asiatique, 1888, p. ]r>r>ir.

3 He treats of these subjects also in the second part of his Sutaka Haunnanaya, oi

which I hope to speak in some other place. See Payne Smith, Catalogue, col. 58 1.

See J. P. N. Land, Aardrijkskundige Fragmenten uit de SjjriscJie Literatuur der

ZettdeenZevendeEeuw.Ovcrgcdrukt uit deVerslajroii rn Mededeelingen der Konink*
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In it- 'jenrral arrangement it follows the charts which wo timl in

siieh Arabic work* a- the L'coirraphies of Ka/.wmi. Ihn Wanli. II. n

Haiikal. I-talm. < fcft They an- extremely crude productions, and well

merit tin- disdain of the historian- of geography;
-

: ..!' the-,-

charts simply show tin- habitable world divided int" ,,ual belts.

without any attempt at projection, the names beim: simply noted down

in their approximate place-.
t; The writer of our codex (A. D. IJn;;

, ttempted this delineation, but has carried it out in a most prim

itive manner.

The inhabitable part of the world (>'i ninm'iifrt/) is also divided into

i belts, corresponding to the seven of the uninhabitable part.
7

Hipparchus was the first to invent this system of /./>ar : but Marinus

yre was the one who first fixed their number at >< -\ -n.- This

division became common ihrougboat the orientiil world. Our map is

certainly modeled after an Arabic pattern. The numbers of the

different ire placed on the outside of the semi-circle. The

diflerent points of the compass are also noted
; J-^r^, U^a-^, UJ^ ,

\^t^^ . Kncircling the earth, acconlinir to the old Homeric theories,

i, the UA^^S P usil^cc} ]o+ limit/'** ocean* The first parallel

is that of the e,,uator, UOAA ? Uiaa (= )|
v

S(| J^) t

( M the writing in our chart, I can only make out the following:

oUio |iVi.r^.o, the jn,it<,,; of th, burning

,/<itt ........ ,
innf fn tin sni/f/i <>f it tin n is tintlilinj inhabitable.** The

coast-lines are marked in red in the MS.; and a later hand, which is

visible in other parts of the MS., has here and there added a few

Arabic names which are very hard to read.

The configuration of Kurope is extremely primitive and contain-

nothing beyond a few names. In the south-west corner we find the

the land of Aml'ilnsin. where the \^4 Anifm live.

Mike Akaderaie van Wetenschuppen. Afdeelinjr Lfitcrkutule, 3de Keeks, Dcel ill.

Do Santaretu, Es*al mtr VhMntre de la Cofmographie etdeld Cart<vr<iphtc pendant

to Mayen-Aae. Paris, 1st 1

'. \ i. l.. p. I9a O. Poschel's (JeschtchU, aer Entkundt,
iweitG Aufla^e. herausveffeben von Prof. Dr. Sopbun Huge. Mtinchcn, 1877, p. 14A.

Sin KUatt atharaUtalad wahbar aValnid, vol. 11.. i. p. 8,

also in de Suntarein, loo. clt., p. 888.

i See Mokadewl, p. dA

Pewhel.p.61.
See Payne Smith, ool. 88.

i* MokadeMl, ibid., 1. 16.

Rdrlsi an.i tod by Pecchol. p. 1M.

40
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Along the southern coast are mentioned 1^' ^2>ooi ?/,, ,,,,,,/ Rome

(with no attempt at a projection of Italy!), w^ocox , C,,,istant;ii, t
,li .

and l*-3c, nS^ Ktilcln- t 1m,. To the north are i^r3 Frank and tin-

U'^oatt Scythian*. The uoo^pjos, jicu />,,,,/,/x ,SV,, is also roughly

drawn. The short distance between this sea and the Baltic12 is

occupied by the l*v^&a Bulgarians. This IJaltir, or ^>? l^o-

ea o/ Warnag, as it is called, is entirely out of position, and, as

among the Arabians, is considered to be a part of the great northern

sea.13

In Asia Minor, Bar 'Ebhraya registers i-PoV^r^ Tr< !>,'-.<, ,,,/.

iS
?
S.q Philadelphia, U^Pl probably Ana/n/ia.^ oaojr4 Tar-

mix. The later hand has added S^Ul* Mi-Httm. After a couple nf

names which cannot be made out, there follow Ux?o[ao] Cain ,<

and an illegible name ending in -a^o-wos.

In Syria and Palestine I read the fallowing names, *o^ Tyre,

Ccesarca, ^Nn 4] Ascalon, v-oaiaij095 Damascus, >cli^cj Jc,-ima/mt.

The Mediterraneum is fairly drawn, and contains ^oo^sa-o Ci/jn-ns,

wffl-?oi Rhodes, ^^> Chios (?) and l>Nnm Sicily. The later hand

has added x A U
_<

v CVcte, and what seems to be auJLiLwJ! which

would again be Sicily!

Between Palestine and Africa lies ^'^ Mrsren (Egypt); and on the

wsaj09 l^aa- Red Sea the place is noted where Israel passed over mid

Pharao sank ^r3 ^-^ ^-Ir110
) r^* i3 ' 01 Our chart knows nothing

of the lower part of Africa beyond where the llsoJ Nubians live.

The wBolii^J? faoiJ River Nile has a most extended course, running

first to the south, and then to the west almost through the whole

breadth of Africa: Where the Nile turns in its course we find <"\ n1
?

Dongola, ^r^ i.e. Garmi(f), -^*} i.e. ^ Zeng(f),

12 This Is an old mistake of Ptolemneus. Most of the Arabic geographers knew
better. See Peschel, Joe. cit., pp. 57, 109.

"siJlJN* s-SJo Abulfeda, Takwlm Albuldan, p. t"i> . Kazwinl, (p. f If) has a

very poor opinion of this sea, where there is eternal snow, and where no flowers

can bloom.

"XxlLki! i
in the fifth *jJLs! according to MokadessT, p. ^1, Iine7; but ac-

cording to Abulfeda (p. t"A*), in the fourth.

10 Abulfeda, p. 159.
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the common name among the Arabs for the dark races of ca>t. n,

Atriea, lt; and perhaps also *^ Hatn-sh, i. e. Kthiopia.

In tin* interior of Africa there live U-4 ^*=<" iiasol i^s^ /,/, /t ./,.

/////,.//////>. .//>., J ///*. At the very end of tin- Nil- is the 1'*^

t- . . io|j: Mount ...... ? On the northern coast of Africa are noted

Ales* ',!,;. and Ja 1 ^afi o?a-gLfln ^ .]? vom^a l^oV^I

/ie places of Egypt, Ku?, 'Aswan and Sa'ld. In the north-

western corner of Africa we read r2^?M *-^l U^r^ U*-i? ]***&

v Vn %n \ the cities of the western Arabs, i. e. the place of *AI></ > /

'/ Thr lain- hand has written in Arabic .

')? gjUZJyd! Africa, oo Barbdry. Between Africa and

\\c liavr the ' n>\r^|?^ . . . pillar* (?) of II- /,,//,*. and t.l,,.si .

by the *Jfa-?l l^a- A'tri'itic. Sea, which runs along the coast of Af i i. ;i

In Southern Arabia Bar 'Ebhraya places the
l*Q-^ |

1 Vi .Z n /,,/,

South; in tlu- interior U^ ^'Md, 1^ AiWtd, and *aM- Y,itl,nl, ;

to the north \r Paran and ' I *TTT *a^ Mount Sinai. The second hand

has also added ^;K ^V > Nvgran and c^^o>
viS. HaJramaut.

To tlu- riirlit ,,f Arabia lies the U^r3 *-^l )'Sn\S? iio- ^m / fa
i. e. ///* J'n'ifinnx.11 Above the Persian Gulf we have

A " (Carmaiiia), lli
*-

&iraz, 1^ ^a^rcr (by the later hand

/
'd^' ^P^- Baghd&tl, ousos

(i. e .

jo^) ^w/. A litth-

I uitlier to the north lie <H* ffarrdn, ' ^N** H(tl<l> (AlepjR)), >^?|i>Sff

U (the .jo.Ujyo of the Arabs), and U-^l I 1 V?| /

Armenia. To the west again we have ^U= Hallat (^>JL^), '4 Atl,<~>r

ria), ^^-^J N'&bhin (Nisibis), and the Vli-*? 1-^^ /ro/< <

Tli. second hand notes
(jLjC-^^-x-b

Taberi*t&n (very much out of

position) and another name which I am unable to read.

The Caspian Sea is moved much too far eastward. It is called }y

1 .,. U^U ;
1? Ua-18 Sea of Hyrcania. To the south ..f if li,.>

|ibi U-1^5^1 Greater Arm- nix . In I'er-ia and to the north ,,| India

l-'Jihraya ha* the following: South of the Hyrcanian Sea the

U^-i-ls M I*!,,,, nf ///, II,, ,-!,,. .- to the smith of' Arnirnia

Dydrlngdn, Jjicoi Hamadhan, uca^ ri7,

IT Land, loc. Ht.. p. 14.

nedoCa, iu., p. 834, line 2.
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^jaus^l Ispahan and ^-ol-o Babylon, which is situated in our chart <>n

the wrong side of the Persian Gulf. The Arabic additions arc

ii~J. Wfaij,
5
txj| Aribdr, and two other names which I cannot

make out.

India is divided into Jk-r rj l ^"'"' /"' / ''" towards the west and

|-*L^ )-.o,Joi9 l^o<U) places of the Inner 7Wm//.s- to the east. To the

north of India lies the v^s? \'">A place of Kuthdn (f) which is doubt-

less the same as the J^a* mentioned by our author in his

p. 241. The second hand has added J^ Kabul and

Segestdn. We have to note 1'1-aa Bokdra, ,lP|Snm Samarkand and

and Jc^l*3 Howarezm.

To the east of India lies the o,Joi5 Jjio- Indian Ocean, in which are

the ^a-rjra?
? 1^'H I*1'in<l of SerencKb, and the 1^J ? l^>^7NA///f/

of. . . . ? In the south-east corner are some Arabic names of which I

can read only one, ^+&3 Kasmir.

Along the eastern border of the world live the I

''

"> ^ Sindye

(Chinese), which is also recorded in Arabic
^.juaJt xXJLjo .

There is

another, name in Syriac which seems perfectly plain, but which 1 am

unable to read. Then come the <aJ? ^^ ^al--D 'Q^ ^ - so) iJLlooi

I

'' N ^o Huns or the outer Turks, who are the Mongolians.
20 The

mystical W^Q
-^ Gog, or S

"^
Q
-^' l^-'r10 City of Gog, appears three times

(the -cv.n. <n. ^ of the Arabs).- -

The other names mentioned in the north are ^I'i-3 Fdrdb

G'org'dn (^U*^) 5
also the UlX Allani^ and the

Valley of the Kaphaskdye. In the extreme north we have

Horestdni (f) and the >*-^? l^Jcoi ^001^2 u,|j j^T_4. |Va^

detiolate mountains in which are the Huns who an

very bestial and unld.

I regret that a copy of Yakut was not at my disposal.

is Notices et ExtraUs, ii., pp. 392, 400. Peschel, p. 116, note 3, explains the name.

20 Cf. Bar 'All apud Payne Smith, col. 994, a. v. )^Joai
?
and 2030 s. v.

j
^V *<^

ai Land, Aardrijkskundige Fragmenten, p. 19.
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6. The grammatical works of Abu Zakariyya Yahya Inn

I >:i \\fi.l ! . by Prof. Morris Jastrow, Jr., University of

IViiii-ylvania. Philadelphia.

Abu Zakariyya Yafcya ben Da \vfnl Hayyu or, as he is more commonly
known. Yehuda Hayyu was born in Fez about the middle of the truth

( t nturv, hut spent thr greater part of his life in Cordova. He is the

author of two grammatical works the one treating of the so-called

weak verbs in Hebrew. 1 the other of verbs with stems containing a

n luplii -ation of the second radical8 which may be said to have revo-

lutionizril thr study of Hebrew grammar during the Middle Ages. Led

by a study of Arabic grammar to apply to the Hebrew language the

iple set up by Arabic grammarians for Arabic, that every stem

must consist of at least three letters, Hayyug was enabled to remove the

stumbling-block to a systematic treatment of Hebrew grammar the

apparent irregularities of the * weak ' and the *

reduplicated
'

verbs.

The predecessors of HayyuJ labored in vain to explain the peculiarities

arising in the conjugation of such verbs. Their efforts culminated in

the curious and artificial theory maintained by the immediate predeces-

sor of Hayyug, Mmahrm ben Saruk, that a letter which in the course of

conjugation dropped out, or apparently dropped out, could never be

part of the stem. Thr logical outcome of this theory was the assertion

that stems could consist indifferently of five, four, three, two letters,

or even of one letter. 3

Hayyu put an end to the confusion resulting from such views and

such a treatment of the language, through the new principle which he

claims to have found, and his treatises are mainly devoted to a practi-

cal application thereof. These two works of his became the models

n
I

. n which his successor and pupil, the famous Abu'-l-walid Merwan
Ibn Ganah worked out his elaborate grammatical system. The latter's

dictionary
4 and grammar8 of the Hebrew language may be designated

as the unfolding of the germs contained in the two treatises of Hayyu^ .

In addition to these two treatises, Hayyug wrote a little work on the

accents;9 and, according to Abhraham Ibn Ezra7
,
a fourth, under the

iitl.'.
" Book of Spices.

" The last was in all probability also of a gram-
matical character, but is apparently lost. The three extajit

works of

.

fig have been translated into Hebrew twice, by Mose Gikatilia and

by Abhraham Ibn Ezra, both of whom flourished in Spain during the

eleventh century. Gikatilia's rather free rendering of the two treatises

1 Kitdb cl-afiUi 'lawdti fcurty?-'<-totnt.

1 KMb d-afiUi dawdti'*

Sc s article on Monahcm ben Sarftk in Ikbraicti, vol. iv., no. 1, p. 28.

r?<U, edited by Adolf Neulwuer, Oxtel

KiMb d-Lwnd, edited by Joceph Deronbourg, Paris, 1887.

KiMb ct-Tanktt.

'

1
Scfer Moznaim, edition of Venice, p. 197a.
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with copious additions has been edited by William Nutt ;
8 while the

Arabic text of the Kitdb et-Tanktj, and Ibn Ezra's more literal but less

elegant translation of the three works, have been published by Leopold
Dukes. 9 The Arabic original of the two important treatises, however,
still remains unedited, and Derenbourg is certainly justified when he

says
" on peut le regretter."

10

Three complete manuscripts of these treatises are extant, two in the

Bodleian collection,
11 and one in the Imperial library at St. Petersburg.

18

There is also a small fragment of the work on the weak verbs in the

Royal library at Berlin. 13

7. Announcement of a proposed complete edition of the works
of Edward Hincks, with a biographical introduction and portrait
of the author. Presented, on behalf of the Semitic Seminary of

the Johns Hopkins University, by Dr. Cyrus Adler.

At the last meeting of the American Oriental Society, held in Balti-

more, October, 1887, Prof. Paul Haupt remarked, in note 36 of his

"Prolegomena to a Comparative Assyrian Grammar" (Proc., p. Ixiv),
" Hincks's merits have by no means been sufficiently recognized.

Many discoveries ascribed to various Assyriologists go back to Hincks.

I consider Edward Hincks the greatest of all cuneiformists, and it is

my desire, as soon as I can possibly find the time, to set up for this

really unique man a worthy biographical monument." Prof. Haupt's

feelings in this matter are shared by a number of distinguished orien-

talists: for instance, Prof. A. H. Sayce of Oxford, and the late Justus

Olshausen and Emil Roediger of Berlin. Compare Lagarde's Mitthei-

lungen, vol. i., Gottingen, 1884, p. 152, and Gott. Gel Anzeig., 1883, st. 9

and 10, p. 276. It seems not to be generally known that all the philo-

logical remarks in Layard's early book on Nineveh and Babylon are due

to the genius of the great Irish decipherer. Layard says, for instance,

I. c., p. 117, "I take this opportunity of attributing to their proper
source the discoveries of the names of Nebuchadnezzar and Babylon in-

advertently assigned to others in my 'Nineveh and its Remains.' We
owe these, with many others of scarcely less importance, to the inge-

nuity and learning of Dr. Hincks ;" and on the following page he adds,

8 Under the title, Sel6sd sifre had-Dikduk, London, 1870. Gikatilia's transla-

tion of the book on accents has not been found.

9 In Ewald & Dukes's Beitrage z. Geschichte d. Spracherklarung'd. A. T., vol. iii.,

Stuttgart, 1844.

10
Opuscules et Traites tfAboulwalid, etc. Paris, 1880: p. cxix.

11 A. Pococke 134. Uri 185. Neubauer, 1453. B. Pococke 99. Uri 459.

Neubauer, 1452.

12 Firkowitsch collection, II., Nos. 184-85.

13 Mas. or. Oct. 242. For a description of these manuscripts, as well as for

further remarks on Hayyu and for a specimen chapter of the Arabic text taken

from the treatise on weak verbs, see the writer's dissertation published in Stade's

Zeitschrift f. die alttestamentliche WissenscJiaft, Jahrgang 5, 1885, Heft 2, Giessen.
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I must here remind the reader that any new discoveries in the cuiu-i-

form inscriptions referred to in the text are to be attributed to Dr.

ks."

The true share which Dr. Hincks had in the decipherment of ih-

cuneiform inscriptions can only be made evident by a complete .-dition

!' liis various papers, all of which are of more than ephemeral vain. :

their re-p ul. lieat ion in convenient shape would not only pay a debt of

gratitude to a distinguished scholar, but would also earn the thanks of

all Assyriologists, those now living, as well as those to come. The

learned world will be surprised at the variety and scope of Dr. I Iincks*s

works.

We propose to reprint all Dr. Hincks's writings, with carefully pre-

pared indices to the whole book, a biographical introduction, and a

Portrait of the author, a copy of which was presented to Prof. Hanj.t

by the late Dr. Samuel Birch, the distinguished keeper of, the Depart-
ment of Oriental Antiquities of the British Museum. In pursuance of

tlii- plan, which appeals, we trust, to all friends of oriental research,

we have placed ourselves in communication with Dr. Hincks's Alma
Mat. T. Trinity College, Dublin, as well as with the Royal Irish Acad-

n iy. Both of these bodies have welcomed the project, offering all the

assistance in their power.
To indicate the scope of our undertaking, and to enable all interested

to assist us in making the work as complete as possible, we have

thought it expedient to subjoin a tentative list of Dr. Hincks's most

important contributions to cuneiform research and kindred subject-..

Most of the papers are scattered, we might even say buried, in maga-
zines and periodicals hardly accessible to the majority of Assyri< >]

The biographical material thus far published is scanty. Obituary no-

tices of Dr. Hincks appear, d in the Daily Northern Whig, Dec*m
1866, in the London Athencsum, 3d vol., 1886, p. 839, in the A,

Report of the Transactions of the Royal Society of Literature tor 1867,

and in t he Journal of Sacred Lit < mi Biblical Record for 1867,

pp. 250 and 503. (Compare also Sayce, JRAS. NS. vol. ix .. pp. Jl and

These statements can no doubt be completed by < -a reful search.

Prof. Haupt intends to go to Dublin during the course of the Mimmer
to obtain all available information, letters, mannx-Hpt^. and pap

r suggestions, advice, and the presentation of thi- snl.j. . t to Trin

ity College and the Royal Iri-h Aead.-my. we are indebted to Prof. \\

F. Stockley of Fredericton, N. B., to the Rev.-n-nd (anon Smith >i

Dublin, and especially to Dr. John K. Ingram of Dublin, the distin-

guished writer on Political Economy.

TENTATIVE BIBLIOGRAPHY OF DH. in STICK'S WORKS.*

1. On the Year and Cycle used by the Ancient Egyptians; read

April 9, IHX. Trumtdctiotu of the Royal Irish Aca<i, ,/,//.
\,.| \\m

Part 11.. pp. 158-190.

* The paper* of which BO far wo have no copies in Baltimore are mnrknl \\-iil,

an asterisk.
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2. On the Egyptian Stele or Tablet ; read June 24, 1841. Trait*.

Roy. Irish Acad., vol. xix., Polite Literature, pp. 49-71.

3. On the true date of the Rosetta Stone and the inferences deduci-

ble from it; read May 9, 1842. Trans. Roy. Ir. Acad., vol. xix.,

Polite Lit., pp. 72-77.

4. On the Age of the Eighteenth Dynasty of Manetho
;
read Decem-

ber 12, 1842. Trans. Roy. Ir. Acad., vol. xxi., Polite Lit., pp. 1-10.

5. On the Defacement of Divine and Royal Names on Egyptian Mon-
uments

;
read February 26, 1844. Trans. Roy. Ir. Acad., vol. xxi.,

Polite Lit., pp. 105-113.

6. An attempt to ascertain the number, names and powers of the Let-

ters of the Hieroglyphic or Ancient Egyptian Alphabet ; grounded on

the Establishment of a New Principle in the use of Phonetic charac-

ters
;
read January 26, February 9, and June 8, 1846. Trans. Roy.

Ir. Acad., vol. xxi., Polite Lit., pp. 132-232.

7.
*A paper in the Literary Gazette, June 27, 1846. (Referred to by

Layard, "Nineveh and Babylon," p. 116.)

8. On the three kinds of Persepolitan Writing and on the Babylonian

Lapidary Characters ;
read November 30 and December 14, 1846.

Trans. Roy. Ir. Acad., vol. xxi., Polite Lit., pp. 233-248.

9. On the third Persepolitan writing, and on the mode of expressing
numerals in Cuneatic characters; read January 11, 1847. Trans. Roy.
Ir. Acad., vol. xxi., Polite Lit., pp. 249-256.

10. On the Inscriptions at Van
;
read December 4, 1847. Journal of

the Royal Asiatic Society, vol. ix., pp. 387-422 ; and an additional me-

moir read March 4, 1848
; JRAS., vol. ix., pp. 423-449.

11. On the Khorsabad Inscriptions ;
read June 25, 1849. Trans. Roy.

Irish Acad., vol. xxii., Polite Lit., pp. 3-72.

12. *The Names of Sennacherib and Nebuchadnezzar Identified.

Trans. Roy. Ir. Acad. 1850.

13. On the Language and Mode of Writing of the Ancient Assyrians.

Reports of the British Association for the Promotion of Science, 1850
;

p. 140.

14. On the Assyro-Babylonian Phonetic Characters
;
read May 24,

1852. Trans. Roy. Ir. Acad., vol. xxii., Polite Lit., pp. 293-370.

15. (Published as a separate pamphlet under the title A List of Assyro-

Babylonian Characters with their Phonetic Values, Dublin, 1852.)

16. On the Ethnological Bearing of the Recent Discoveries in con-

nection with the Assyrian Inscriptions. Rep. Br. Assn., 1852, pp. 85-87.

17. On the forms of the personal Pronoun of the two first persons in

the Indian, European, Syro-Arabic and Egyptian Languages. Rep.

Br. Assn., 1882, p. 88.

18. On certain ancient Mines. Rep. Br. Assn., 1852, pp. 110-112.

19. The Nimrud Obelisk. Dublin University Magazine, vol. xlii.,

October, 1853, pp. 420-426.
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20. * Monograms for Assyrian months, names of cardinal points iliih-

Dulilin. is.~>3. (Referred to by Menant, Assyrie, Paris, 1886,

-.9.)

-.'I. Chronology of the reigns of Sargon and Sennacherib. Journal
i /:/'/< li,;,I AVoW. AV//- Series, vol. vii., IsV

pp. 393-410.

On the Personal Pronouns of the Assyrian and other Languages,

especially Hebrew; read June 'J<>. is:, i. ,. .!,</,/.. vol.

'//. Lit., pp. :*-!<).

23. Report to the Trustees of the British Museum respecting certain

Cylinders and terra-cotta tablets with Cuneiform inscriptions. Lon-

don, 1<i-l. pp. 19.

A Report on the Cuneiform Inscriptions in the British Museum
;

f S,ir. Lit. (iu'1 Ilib. Rec., N. S., vol. viii.. Ortolwr. \^\. pp.

234 (rcirintiMl from '

-., it, . August 3, I

On the Assyrian Mythology; read Novrmh. i l-l. iv,|. Trans.

Roy. Ir. Acad., vol. xxii., Polite Lit., pp. 405- !

Letter from Dr. Hincks in reply to Colonel Rawlinson's Note on

the Successor of Sennacherib (dated November 29, 1854. JRAS.,
v.,1. pp, I"'.' 403.

On the Chronology of the Twenty-sixth Egyptian Dynasty and of

the commencement of the Twenty-seventh ;
read November 13, :

/,'<>//.
//. AcacL, vol. xxii.. Polite Lit., pp. 423-436.

28. On a Tablet in the British Museum, recording in cuneatic charac-

ters an Astronomical Observation ;
with incidental remarks on the

Assyrian Numerals, Divisions of Time and Measures of Length ; read

November Trans. Roy. Ir. Acad., vol. xxiii.. /W/7. /,//.. j,,,.

31-47.

29. On Assyrian Verbs.

I. Jnnmxl S ' d Bib. Rec.; TS., vol. L, -Inly. is:,:,, pp.

II. ,!,,. r^ . roL IL, Oototer, 1855, pp. HI m
III. 171.

\\-. do. vs.. N..I ;n.. July, K8M, pp,

80. Brief des Herrn Dr. Edw. Hincks an Prof. Brockhaus <

D.-it.-.l K illy!. :IL;|I. ,I:imi:iry '.' I

M,,,wnl<"ni'lixrl,,-,t <; s- //.svA.f//. vol. \.. pp. :,n; :,i^. ,Thi> I.II.T j. ,-,..

ferred to by Dr. Lottner in tin- IVVMMb fions of the I'lnlologi-
.1 paper entitled "RemmU ..,, tin \

lirh tin- i '-\ as invriitrd :" p. i

81. On the Eclipse of the Sun mentioned in the first book of Herod-

otus. Rep. ttr. A MS,

92. On the Chronology of the Egyptian Dynasties prior to the reign
of Psammetichus. /; iul\.

1856, pp. 472-1

41
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38. On Mr. Bosanquet's Chronological System. Jr. Sac. Lit. and
Bib. Rec., TS., vol. iv., January, 1857, pp. 463-466.

34. On the Relation between the newly discovered Akkadian lan-

guage and Indo-European, Semitic and Egyptian languages ;
with

remarks on the original values of certain Semitic letters and on the

state of the Greek Alphabet at different periods. Rep. Br. Assn., is.YT.

1>1>. 134-143.

35. Letter of Dr. Hincks to Jr. Sac. Lit. and Bib. Rec., TS.,
vol. v., July, 1857, p. 487.

36. On the Rectification of Sacred and Profane Chronology which the

newly discovered Apis-steles render necessary. Jr. Sac. Lit. and Iiil>.

Rec., TS., vol. ix., October, 1858, pp. 126-139.

37. Babylon and its Priest Kings. Jr. Sac. Lit. and Bib. Rec., TS.,

vol. ix., January, 1859, pp. 296-309.

38. Review of Bunsen's "
Egypt's Place in Universal History."

Dublin Univ. Mag., vol. liv., July, 1859, pp. 20-32.

39. On recorded Observations of the planet Venus in the 7th century
before Christ. Rep. Br. Assn., 1860, pp. 35-36.

40. On certain Ethnological Boulders and their probable origin. Rep.
Br. Assn., 1860, pp. 156-162.

41. Ancient Sanskrit Literature A Review of Max Miiller's "A
History of Ancient Sanskrit Literature so far as it illustrates the primi-

tive religion of the Brahmans." Dub. Univ. Mag., vol. Iv., April, 1860,

pp. 400-411.

42. Dr. Hincks's reply to Dr. Ballantyne. Dub. Univ. Mag., vol. Ivi.,

October, 1860, pp. 509-512.

43. Comparative Translation of the Inscription of Tiglath-Pileser I.

JRAS., vol. xviii., 1861, pp. 164-219.

44. On Manetho's Chronology of the New Kingdom ;
read December

15. 1860. JRAS., vol. xviii., 1861, pp. 378-392.

45. On the Quantity of the Acceleration of the Moon's Mean Motion,

as indicated by the Records of Ancient Eclipses. Rep. Br. Assn., 1861,

pp. 21-23. (See remarks on the paper by the Astronomer Royal, p. 12.)

46. Arioch and Belshazzar. Jr. Sac. Lit. and Bib. Rec., TS., vol.

xv., January, 1862, pp. 398-420.

47. On the Relationship between the Variation of the Eccentricity

of the Earth's Orbit and the Moon's Mean Motion in Longitude. Rep.

Br. Assn., 1863, p. 6.

48. On the Polyphony of the Assyrio-Babylonian Cuneiform Writing.

A letter to Professor Renouf from Edward Hincks, D.D. (from the At-

lantis, vol. iv.). Dublin, 1863, pp. 58.

49. The Egyptian Dynasties of Manetho.

I. Jr. Sac. Lit. and Bib. Rec. 4 S. II. January, 1863, pp. 333-376.

II. do. 4S. IV. January, 1864, pp. 421-465.
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50. Chaldean Interpretations. Jr. Sac. Lit. and Bib. Rec. 4S.. v.|.

v., July, 1864, pp.

1 On the Assyro-Babylonian Measures of Time ; read April 10, 1865.

B, liny. If. Ar.nl.. vol. XXIV., Polite Lit., pp. 18-24.

52. Specimen Chapters of an Assyrian Grammar. JRAS., vol. ii.

1SM5. pp. 480-519.

The collection and republication of Dr. Hincks's works will constitute

an important preparation for our proposed Assyrian-English Glossary,
announced in the last number of the Proceedings.

8. Note on the Collection of Oriental Antiquities in the Na-
timial .Museum at Washington, D. C., by Dr. Cyrus Adi-

At the last meeting of our Society, I had the honor of announcing
that tin U. S. National Museum had decided to form a study-collection

of Assyrian Anti|uiti >. with the understanding that an attempt be

made to first obtain a representative collection of fac-similes of Assyr-
ian and Babylonian objects preserved in this country. The work i-

steadily progressing. The first Assyrian case on the floor of the Na-
tional Museum contains, among other curious objects (as for instance a

piece of unburnt brick collected at the Birs Nimrud as early as 1880,

some contract tablets, etc., etc.), fac-similes and rolled-out flat impres-
sions of the unique collection of Assyrian and Babylonian seals brought

together by the late Rev. William Frederick Williams, American

sionary at Mosul. The originals are mostly in the possession of the va-

rious members of the Williams family, but few having passed into the
T persons. Those which are the property of Mr. R. S.

Williams of Utica, Dr. G. H. Williams of Baltimore, Mr. Talmtt Wil-

liams of Philadelphia, Miss C. D. Williams, Mr. P. V. Rogers, and Dr.

A. G. Bower, have been kindly placed at the disposal of the Museum.
Each lender is to receive a set of casts of the objects loaned. The col-

>n is being catalogued; and the character of the various li.n-.l

stones has been accurately determined by Dr. G. 11. Williams, Asso-

ciate Professor of Mineralogy an <l \ at tin* Johns llnpkin* I ni

versity. Some of the seals in the Williams collection l

described by the eminent French archaeologist, M. Joachim Menant. in

ican Journal of Archceology, vol. II., Baltimore, i^si;. j,p.

J60; but tin- majority of the objects are as yet iinpullisl;.

Ii a complete collection of casts is all tin nnn- important, because,
in ^.iteoi Mi- Ani.-li:i M. K.l\v:n warnings against tin-*!'

-ion of Egyptian Antipiiti.--. in tli-- Leyden Congress Transmit,

seems that Assyrian ant i. put i. - will suffer the same fate in iin-

logical studies, however, cannot prosper without

ion.

It may be interesting to some of our ni< nil>< rs to learn tint ih.ro are

also some Oriental M8H. in the National Museum. One oi tl

teresting of these is among the Grant relics : a copy <>i ;

..|.i.

version of the Gospels presented to General Grant by Lord Napier, who
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captured it with King Theodore of Abyssinia in 1867. The MS. con-

tains the four-Gospels (Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John), with calendars

of church festivals, lives of the apostles (but slightly different from
those contained in the Synaxaria), and directions concerning the ser-

vice. It is written on vellum ; there are 396 pages, in dimension 14fx

12.J inches. The letters are black and red, with illuminated punctuation
marks. It is bound in heavy boards, covered with crimson velvet, and
decorated with gilt and silver ; floral and arabesque metal ornaments
are riveted to the boards. We learn from a statement of the scribe on

page 18b that the MS. was written by order of the King Sarza Den^vl
and presented to the Monastery of the Lebanon "in order that the

king's name might be remembered in this world and in the world to

come." A few lines below, the name of Mark, the archbishop, is

found ; and in the British Museum Catalogue, p. 235, Prof. Wright has

described a MS. dated in the 20th year of Sarza Dengel and in the 6th

of Mark, Metropolitan of Ethopia. Sarza Dengel (" root of the Virgin")
died in 1597. The MS. presents other interesting features, a discussion

of which I reserve for a future number of the Proceedings.

9. Explanation concerning a remark in the notes of the Prole-

gomena to a Comparative Assyrian Grammar; by Prof. Paul

Haupt, of the Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md.

In note 29 of my Prolegomena, JAOS., vol. xiii., p. Ixiii, I remarked :

"I must mention here that the first proof of my article (devoted to a

critical examination of Prof. Jacob Earth's paper on the nominal pre-
fix na in Assyrian), which went to press in the early part of September,
was sent by somebody to Jacob Barth several months ago along with

the invitation to write a Gegenartikel in the next part of the Munich
Journal of Assyriology !" In a long letter, dated Berlin, March 29,

1888, Herr Jacob Barth admits that the first proof of my article in

question was sent to him by somebody, whose name he declines to men-

tion, but requests me to state that this, no doubt most gratifying mark
of obliging thoughtfulness, was not accompanied by an invitation to

write a Gegenartikel in the next number of the Zeitschriftfur Assyrio-

logie. I will freely confess that I was under the impression that the

estimable editor of ZA. had rendered Herr Jacob Barth this service,

chiefly on account of a letter from England received by me about the

end of October last, and it is with genuine satisfaction that I state here

spontaneously that, according to Herr Jacob Earth's moat emphatic
assurance, my silent surmise on this particular point was not correct.

10. On some Babylonian cylinders supposed to represent hu-

man sacrifices
; by Rev. Dr. W. H. Ward, of New York City.

Dr. Ward offered some considerations on the Babylonian cylinder

seals supposed by Menant to represent human sacrifices. They show
a man, generally naked, in an attitude of fear before another figure

who appears to be attacking him. There is little to show that this rep-
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resents a human sacrifice rather than divine vengeance, or an incident

in war or any other conflict. Among the nine cylinders, so catalogued

by Menant in th- "Collection de Clercq," several can hardly represent
human sacrifices. Thus figure 181 shows the "Pontife" as winged,
and, of course, a god and not a priest. This cam.- with it tigur.

wlui u-tim" is in the same attitude falling over a rock, and
which is apparently from tin >rkshop. ami which cannot there-

fore be a sacrifice. To the same effect is figure 181 bin, where the same

winged god attacks a human-headed bull with a dagger. Here it i>

plain that both the winged god and the mythical creature whit 1 1 i>

being attacked forbid the idea of a human sacrifice. In figure 181, and

others, Menant sees in the groups of personages in conflict, one of

whom is being conquered, the slaying of other victims for sacrifice.

But in figure 181 the " victim" carries a weapon shaped like a chili,

which forbids tin- idea of sacrifice. In a number of cylinders of tin-

class, as in Menant. I'i.-rres Gravees," I., p. 153, fig. 96, the so-called

"Pontife" holds .a weapon over the head of the "victim," who is on
one knee and lifts up one arm in terror.

To get the true meaning of this scene it may be necessary to compare
one or two other cylinders, as Lajard "Culte de Mithra," xjcxii. J.

win-re this same victim, drawn very diminutively, cowers under another
-. apparently a deity, with tin- scimiter .nvnerally carried by Mero-

dach in one hand, and a bunch of what might be lotus blossoms, or,

more likely, thunderbolts in the other. It would seem to represent
Ramman terrifying man with his lightnings. Another similar cylinder
is found in Cullimore's "Oriental Cylinders," figure 119, where this

same deity holds his weapon over three victims who have fallen pros-
trate. See also Lajard, "Culte de Mithra," liv., A, 5, where the same

god appears with his weapon and his bundle of lotuses or thunder-

bolts, and with his foot on his victim. Also see ib., liv., B, 5, where
the same victim appears again under the foot of the same god. but this

time with a bundle of straight lines in his hand, which cannot be

lotuses. These scenes cannot represent a human sacrifice, and yet they
mn-t belong to the same class as the one last cited from Menant.

The suggestion that the figure who appears so many times, in a short

garment and with his ri-ht hand holding a weapon head, and
soniet it a bunch of thunderbolts" in his ha'

with and sometimes without a victim cowering before him or under
- Rauiman, the god of storing is ..iIYivd with -.me hesitation.

chii-My on account of a parallel scene depicted on a " longing
'ilan MII--IIIM. 1 1' I* the same god, a- I ha\e taken this

K to be. with the imiti-r in his uplifted ri^ht hand, and
with a mace or club in his left, stands threatening tin- same OOW

figure; but this latter figure is held down by a third figure simii

puts hi- hand on the "
\ I. and who carries a

bow on his should- ;nly tin bow is not the weapon of a sacri-

Lest.

With t hese figures, where a cowering figure is seen before a threaten-

ing one, must be compared another small class on which appears a simi-
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lar naked cowering figure before a lion whose mouth is open to devour
him. as in Menant, "Pierres Gravees," I., p. 148, fig. 91. It might
have seemed that this was a case of sacrifice by throwing a victim to

lions. But the cylinder belonging to the Metropolitan Museum shows
us the victim holding a shield over his head, a protection not likely to

be carried by a victim offered in sacrifice. There appears to be no clear

evidence of human sacrifices from the old Babylonian cylinders.

11. On a new theory of the nature of the so-called Emphatic
Consonants in the Semitic languages ; by Prof. George F. Moore,
of Andover, Mass.

In the American Journal of Philology, 1887, p. 268, note. Prof. Haupt
describes the Ethiopic t ,

k
, p as tenues with glottal catch (festem Ab-

satz); and sadai as an affricata with glottal catch. In a paper read

at the meeting of this Society in Baltimore, October, 1887 (Proceedings,

p. xlii), Mr. Edgar P. Allen ascribes a similar character to the Ein-

phatics in all the Semitic languages.
" The peculiarity of these sounds

is a combination of glottal catch with the mouth position. The glottal

catch may follow the mouth position or be simultaneous with it. There

is a difference in different dialects and with different sounds." Mr.

Allen's Phonetic Studies, to which it is understood we are to look for

an exposition of the grounds 011 which this assertion rests, have not yet

appeared. In the meantime it can do no harm to call attention to some
of the considerations which make against his theory. We shall hardly
err in regarding Mr. Allen's position as a generalization of Prof. Haupt's
remarks on the Ethiopic Emphatics. We have then to begin with the

latter.

Recent observations on the way Abyssinian priests pronounce Ethi-

opic, recognize a class of so-called explosive sounds, namely k, , ts

(Qadai) and p, which were, as far as I know, first described by Isenberg,
in his Amharic grammar (1842), as belonging to the latter language.

1

Trumpp, in 1873 (ZDMG., 1874, p. 515 ff.), had the opportunity of study-

ing the modern pronunciation of Ethiopic from the lips of an Abys-
sinian whom the revision of the Amharic Bible brought to Europe.

Unfortunately neither Isenberg nor Trumpp gives a precise physiologi-
cal description of the sounds in question. The former says that

ff

"
is a

sudden explosion of breath from the palate, after the latter has been

spasmodically contracted." The latter writes :
" Hire Aussprache ist

schwer zu beschreiben ; sie ist anndhernd die folgende : die Glottis wird

geschlossen, die Lippen dann plotzlich geoffnet, und der betreffende Laut
voll explodirt" One must think, as Konig has already observed, that

Trumpp had in mind p only, when he speaks of the sudden opening of

the lips, as a characteristic of these sounds. The breaking of a lip-clos-

ure can hardly be conceived as belonging to , k, or ts. If we take the

liberty of modifying Trumpp's expression so as to say :

" The glottis is

closed, the labial, lingual, or palatal closure then suddenly broken, with

1 Cf. also Fresnel, Journ. Asiat., Dec., 1838, p. 545 (on the Ehhkili dialect).
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a smart explosion,'
r we have a description which we might take for

that <>t / niit-s with >harp cut-off. To make this clear, compare Sievers's

language (Phoi
'

to which Haupt has already directed attention.

i diesen (d. h. bei Tenues mit Kehlkonfverschluss oder, was das-
i-t. mit festem Absatz) wird nacli der Mildiing des Mun

schlusses (lit- l 'ommunication des Mundniuni's mit lcn Lun^en (lurch

festen Verechluss der Stimmritze abgeschnitten. Die Compression
.

t <lann (lurch Hebungdes Kehlkopfes (theils vernioge seiner ei

en 1 (ebungsmusculatur, tneils \iuch vermoge eines von unten her
(lurch r. .MI invasion der I.uft im BruM raumc aiif ilin ausgeftbten

Bei der Explosion verpufft dann nur das geringe Quantum
Luft, das bisher im Mundraum eingeschlossen war. Deshalb klingen
diese Tenues stets sehr kurz und scharf abp-t 0^,11. . . Die Hebong

hlkopfes ist hicr (in the case of the Armenian from whom Sievers
i these sounds) eine sehr energische, sie betragt reichlich i-f Z<>11.

Compare also on Affricatae of the same sort, Sievers, 1. c., p. 168.

It must however be said that the language of Isenberg and
does not shut us up to this interpretation. In fact Konig inf. r- ti"in

th ir descriptions that this
'

explosion
"

is in the case of k, {, and ( not

different from the ^jLJb! of the Arab grammarians, in ^ Je \jO ^o .

The language of Praetorius (in his Tigrina Grunt nuttik. p.70; against
\vliich see Trumpp, 1. c., 518), who makes the characteristic of p "eine

sehr rollL-oiii men aspirirteAussprache," and the sound therefore a /

a&pirata, is opposed to this interpretation; even if Konig's reconrilia-

ti"n of these authorities (Aeth. Studien, 48) be admitted. It is to be

remarked also that in our accounts, though the closure of the glott i- i-

noted, the most striking feature of Sievers's description, the smart -
I

vation of the larynx through $-f inch is not observed. While therefore I

should freely admit that the vague descriptions we possess of the mod-
ern Abyssinian pronunciation of the Ethiopic consonants in question

may be interpreted of tenues with sharp cut-off, this interpretation is

not at all certain.

1 1 is perhaps proper to advert to the oldest description of these sounds
which we have Ludolfs. He says that they differ so inueh from the

sounds of any European language that it is idle to attempt t<> oom
ii <>f their sound by description. They resemble most nearly A'. /'.

tliu- distinguished by the apostrophe, as Mr. Allen pn.p,.^>> ;

" sed tarn valida instrumentorum collisione, et quadam soni rep<

sione etr* runtur. ut tarde et difficulter admodum imitari p<.->-i^ Tin-

is not very definite; but as far as it goes, it is against the theorv that

we have to deal with i. mien with glottal catch, in wind, ti,,

ii* it her an unusually forcible collision of the mouth-organs, nor a reper-

cussiosoni.

But even if it were fully established that they have this charart

the |ironniieiati<iii of modern Abyssinians when they read the "Id

.'IS well as MI i h. n \ernaciil..

any* that this was the ancient pronunciation. It \\..ull IM-

precarious to argu( n in th. u ; ,\ .,,, Italian priest now reads Latin, to

flic
|

i [B the tin > *a\ to the original

pow( i >nsonants. It is farm, i pi.
. .IM.<U m tlucaM
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of an Abyssinian priest. Contact and race-mixture with African neigh-
bors have greatly a HV<t>l the modern spoktm languages of Abyssinia :

why not the pronunciation ? In fact Truinpp. in the account which he

gives of these sounds says (p. 518): "they have manifestly originated
under the influence of the neighboring Galla languages, since they are

rntiivly foivign to the other Semitic languages."
This remark brings us to Mr. Allen's more sweeping proposition, that

the Semitic emphatic consonants are all of them characterized by the

combination of the mouth-position with glottal catch. Trumpp knew
modern Arabic, as well as the theories of the Arab grammarians. That

he recognized no resemblance between his Abyssinian's pronunciation
of these consonants and that of the so-called Emphatics in Arabic is of

considerable weight. For if in his description of the former we an- to

find tenues with glottal catch, then we have his decided and entirely

competent testimony that they differ in this respect from the etymo-
logically corresponding consonants in Arabic. We may, I think, go
further than this. As regards the pronunciation of Arabic, we have
the descriptions and classification of the Arab orthoepists, the observa-

tions of modern European scholars in every quarter of the Arabic-

speaking world, and the studies of phonetic specialists, made in part uj ><m
the actual living utterance of natives and with all the appliances of

modern science. So far as I know this literature, Mr. Allen's theory
finds no support from any of these sources.

I will advert to only one further consideration, which, however,
seems to me conclusive. The Arab grammarians group the four letters

\jQ \jb Jo J together as aUuJa+J! o^>it- The |^LxJb! they define

in a way which does not seem to bring out all the peculiarities of these

sounds but certainly they do not understand by it a glottal closure. 2

The point however is this : two of these letters, at least, \jO ,
and

^j6
in its original power (see e.g. Spitta-Bey, Grammatik d. arab. Vulgar-

dialectes, p. 10), cannot be combined with a glottal catch at all. Mr.

Allen has seen this in the case of
\jQ , and can only suggest that the

original pronunciation of
\jO

seems to have been as an affricata ts, as

it is pronounced by the Jews [more accurately, by part of the European

Jews] and the Abyssinians.
3 But it has escaped him that the difficulty is

quite as great with
\jO

which has in the pronunciation of the modern

2
So, e. g., Tbn Ya'ish, p. tfll ;

a passage which, I may remark, also illustrates

the conflict between Mr. Allen's assertion that Jo ' was originally, as now, only

the voiced variety of
\jC ," and the dicta of the native authorities. For the

relation of Jfi and
\jb ,

cf. Beidhawi (ed. Fleischer), II. t"A4
,'
T1* ;

and

further Wallin, ZDMG. xii 625f.

8 One might ask, if
\jO

is originally an "
affricata with glottal catch," how we

shall explain phonetically the tendency to substitute in pronunciation \jG
for j*

under the influence of an adjacent c
, f- ,

or
^Jj (Beidh. II. lit* ) ?
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Bedawtn, as also apparently of the old Arabs, an aspirated finish. ^
also, which belongs to the so-called Emphatics, has its proper point of

articulation so deep, that I cannot succeed in the attempt to combine it

with tin- glottal catch. The enclosed column of compressed air \\ ould

in any case be so short that at most a very feeble puff would follow.

It will be borne in mind also that the glottal catch, which we treat as

a mere incident of vowel attack or closure, i-. in the Semitic languages,
itself a strong consonant, often at the end of a syllable, for which rea-

son it is the more unlikely that it >lmuM in another capacity be inherent

in a group of explosive and continuant consonant &

I may add that I recently asked a scholar of our own, who has in the

double character of physiologist and Arabist an unquestioned right to

speak, whether in the case even of Jb . there is in fact any participation
< A' i he glottis. He answered : Emphatically no ! and gave a descript i< >n

of the position of the organs in the production of Jb M distinguished

from (j which accords with that of the grammarians.
Not to be confused with Mr. Allen's theory is the suggestion of

Wallin, in his paper upon this very difficult question, ZDMG. xii.612,

who asks whether it is possible that the epiglottis, falling like a cover

(^i^b) over the glottis and partly closing it, may in some way affect

the articulation of these letters.

Phonetic studies on the Semitic languages must be based upon spoken
Arabi<- in it- various branches taken in connection with the native lit

erature on orthoepy. Modern Aramaic dialects must also be investi-

gated. For the reason already indicated, the Abyssinian languages are

to be used with great caution.

19, Supplementary note mi the relations of Korea with China ;

by William \V. Rookhill, Secretary of the United States Lega-
tion at Peking.

Mr. Rockhill sends a translation of a Memorial ..t tin Kin^ of Chosen
to the Emperor of China in reference to sending envoys to western

count ri.- The text of the Memorial was |>uhli>h-i in the shih pao
of Tientsin , November 89, 1887. It clearly reflects the att i t n . I

towards China in the matter of making ti>;itn. \\ith western powers,
and the role that China played in thei< tfon, It expressly
Admits the sun renly Court. MI. u t will best

be published in conn. -t IM \\ it h the i the political ivla:

between the two count lies durinu the p., -t live hundred years*-
be printed in extenso in th. journal of khe >

\ \

the D is-emMy-ronm, the Sod, t\ adjourned to meet
on \\Y,|neMla\, ()<!.. I.er .;|. I S88.

42
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From the American Academy of Arts and Sciences.

Memoirs of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences. New series. Vol. x.

3, xi. 2-6. Cambridge, 1884-88. 4.
Proceedings. Vol. xx-xxii, xxiii. I. Boston, 1885-88. 8.

From the American Antiquarian Society.

Transactions and collections of the American Antiquarian Society. Vol. vii.

Cambridge, 1885. 8.

Proceedings. New series. Vol. iii. 4, iv, v. 1-3. Worcester, 1885-89. 8.

From the American Philosophical Society.

Transactions of the American Philosophical Society. New series. Vol. xvi. 2.

Philadelphia, 1888. 4.
Proceedings. No. 119-127. Philadelphia, 1885-88. 8.

From the Asiatic Society of Bengal

Bibliotheca Indica. Old series, no. 250-259, 263, 264. New series, no. 531, 533-

537, 540-547, 549, 550, 552, 553, 555-559, 567-589, 591-593, 595-607, 616-

684, viz :

The Taittiriya Sanhita. Fasc. 34.

Ibn Hajar's Biographical Dictionary. Fasc. 26-35.

The Chaturvarga Chintamani. Vol. iii, pt. i. 11, 12, 14-17.

The Lalita Vistara, translated. Fasc. 3.

The Mimansa Dars'ana. Fasc. 18, 19.

The Nirukta. Vol. iii. 2-6, iv. 1, 2, 4.

The ParaVara Smjriti. Fasc. 4-7.

The Prithiraja Rasau. Pt. ii. 5.

The S'rauta Sutra of Apastamba. Fasc. 8-12.

The Sthaviravalicharita. Fasc. 3, 4.

The Tattva Chintamani. Fasc. 3-5, 7-10.

The Vayu Purana. Vol. ii. 6, 7.

The Akbaruamah. Vol. iii. 6, 7, 9 and index.

The Muntakhab-ut-Tawarikh, translated. Fasc. 3, 4.

Advaita Brahma Siddhi, by Kasmiraka Sadananda Yati. Edited by Pandit
Vaman S'astri Upadhyaya. Fasc. 1.

Anu Bhashyam, by Pandit^
Hemchandra Vidyaratna. Fasc. 1.

Ashtasahasrika Prajnaparamita. Edited by Rajendralala Mitra. Fasc. 1-5.

The'As'vavaidyaka, by Jayadatta Suri. Edited by Kaviraj TJmes'a Chandra

Gupta Kaviratna. 5 fasc.

Brihad-Dharma Puranam. Edited by Pandit Haraprasad S'astri. Fasc. 1.

Kala Madhava, by Pandit Chandrakanta Tarkalankara. Fasc. 1-4.

The Kurma Purana Edited by Nilmaiji Mukhopadhyaya. Fasc. 1-6.

Manutikasangraha. Edited by Julius Jolly. Fasc. 1
,
2.

Narada Smyiti. Edited by Julius Jolly. Vol. i. 1, 3.

Nyaya-Vartikam. Edited bv Pandit Vindhyes'vari Prasdd Dube. Fasc. 1.

The S'rauta Sutra of Sankhayana. Edited by Alfred Hillebrandt. Vol. i. 2-4.

S'ri Bhashyam, by Pandit Ra'manatha Tarkaratna. Fasc. 1.

Tulsi Satsai. Edited by Pandit Bihari Lai Chaube. Fasc. 1.

The Uvasagadasao. Edited by F. Rudolf Hoernle. Fasc. 1, 2, 4.

The Varaha Purana. Edited by Pandit Hrishikes'a S'astri. Fasc. 1-7.
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The Vivadaratnakara. Edited by Pandit Dinanatha Yidyalankara. 7 faac.

The Vrihannaradiya Purdna, Edited by Pandit Hrishikes'a S'astrL Pasc. 3, 4.

Tarikh i Ffrozahahi, by Shams-i-Siraj Aflf. Edited by Maulavi Vilayat Husain.
Fasc. 1-3.

Zafarnamah, by Maulana Sharfuddm 'All Yazdi. Edited by Maulavi Muham-
mad Ilahdad. Vol.

The Maasir-ul-Umara, by Nawab Samsamud-Dowla Shah Nawaz Khan. Edi-
ted by Mawlawi Abdur Rahim. Vol. i, ii. 1-5.

Sher-Phyin. Fasc. 1.

From the Asiatic Society of Japan.

Transactions of the Asiatic Society of Japan. Vol. xii. i, xiii-xv, zvi. 2. Yo-
kohama, 1885-88. 8*.

From the Asiatic Society of Paris.

Journal Asiatique. 8" se>. Tome iv-xii, xiii. 1. Paris, 1885-89. 8.

From the Batavian Society of Arts and Sciences.

Verhandelingen van hot Bataviaasch Genootschap van Kunsten en Wetenschap-
pen. Deelxlv. Batavia, 1885-88. 8.

Notulen van do algemeenenen en bestuure-vergaderingen. Deel xxii-xxv, xxvi.
l.-J. Batavia, 1884-88. 8.

Tijdschrift voor Indische Taal-, Land-, en Volkenkunde. Deel xxix. 4-, rxx,
xxxi, xxxii. 1-4. Batavia, 1884-88. 8.

Catalogue der numismatische verzameling. Door J. A. van der Chijs. 3. druk.

Batavia, 1886. 8.

Catalogus der archeologische verzameling, door W. P. Grocnevoldt
; met aantee-

ketiingen omtrent de inscripties en beschrevencn steenen, door Dr. J. L. A.
Brandea. Batavia, 1887. 8.

Realia: register op de generale resolution van het kasteel Batavia, 1632-1835.
Deel ii, iii. Batavia, 1885-86. 4.

Dagh-register gehouden int castoel Batavia, 1640-1641. 1653. Door J. A. van
der Chijs. Batavia, 1887-88. 2 v. 8.

Nederlandsch-Indisch plakaatboek, 1602-1811. Door J. A. van der Chijs. Deel
. Batavia, 1885-87. 8.

De vesting van het Nederlandnche gezag over de Banda eilanden, 1599-1621.
Door J. A. van der Chija. Batavia, 1886. 8.

Nederlandsch Nieuw Guinea en de Papoesche eilanden. Historische bijdrage,
1500-1883. Door A. Haga. Batavia, 1884. 2 v. 8.

From the Royal Academy of Sciences, Berlin.

ophische und hiatorische Abhandlungen der knnivrli.-h.-u Akademie der
Wissenschalten zu Berlin, 1884-1887, und Anhang, 1884-1886: Abhandlungen
nicht zur Akademie gehoriger Gelehrter. Berlin, 1885-1888. 4.

-Hbcrichte. 1885-1887, 1888, i-xxxvii. Berlin, 1885-88. 8*.

From the Royal Library, Berlin.

Die Hatidachriftcn-VerzeichniBse der koniglichon Bibliothek zu Berlin. Bd. iv,

IterliD, 1887-88. 4.
Bd. iv. Vorzeichnits der pereit*' chriften, von Wilholm Portaoh.

Bd. T. Verzeichniss der Sanskrit- und Prakrit-Handschrifton, von A. Weber.

, crzeichniss der arabischen HandschriOen, von W. Ahlwardt. fid. i.

Bd. x. Verzeichniss der armenischen Handachriften, von Dr. N. Karamianz,
n VeneiohniM der Ulaser'schon Sammlung arabischor Handschriften. Von

W. Ahlwardi. Berlin, 1887. 8*.

From the Society of Biblical Archeology.

Transactions of the Society of Biblical Archioology. Vol ix. 1. T/nndon, 1887. 8*.

Proceeding. x, xi. 1-4. I,. -;-89. 8*.
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From Prof. Otto Bdhtlingk.

Sanskrit Worterbuch in kurzerer Fassung, bearbeitet von Otto Bohtlingk.
Theil vi, vii. 1. St. Petersburg, 1885-87. 4.

From the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society.

Journal of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society. No. 43-46. Bom-
bay, 1884-1887. 8.

Index to the Transactions of the Literary Society of Bombay, vol. i-iii. and to

the Journals of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, vol. i-xvii,
with a historical sketch of the Society. Bombay, 1886. 8.

From Capt. John G. Bourke.

Compilation of notes and memoranda bearing upon the use of human ordure and
human urine in rites of a religious or semi-religious character among various
nations. By John G. Bourke. Washington, 1888. 8.

From Mr. Ernest A. Wattis Budge.

The Book of the Bee. The Syriac text edited from the MSS. in London, Oxford,
and Munich, with an English translation, by Ernest A. Wallis Budge. Oxford,
1886. 4.

The martyrdom and miracles of Saint George of Cappadocia. The Coptic texts

edited, with an English translation, by Ernest A. Wallis Budge. London,
1888. 8.

From the Buffalo Historical Society.

Annual report of the Buffalo Historical Society. 1887, 1888. Buffalo, 1887-88. 8.

From the California Historical Society.

Papers of the California Historical Society. Yol. i. 1, 2. San Francisco, 1887.

8.
From the Canadian Institute.

Proceedings of the Canadian Institute. Vol. xx. 2, xxi. 2, 4. Toronto, 1884-86.

8.
From the China Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society.

Journal of the China Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society. New Series. Vol.

xviii, xix. 1, 2, xx. 1, 2, 4-6, xxi, xxii, xiii. 1. Shanghai, 1884-1888. 8.

From the Delegates of the Clarendon Press.

Sacred Books of the East. Vol. xxvi-xxviii. Oxford, 1885. 8.
'

Vol. xxvi. The Satapatha-Brahraana, translated by Julius Eggeling. Pt. ii.

Vol. xxvii, xxviii. The Li Ki, translated by James Legge.
A record of Buddhist kingdoms, being an account by the Chinese monk Fa-hien

of his travels in India and Ceylon, A. D. 399-414, in search of the Buddhist

books of discipline. Translated and annotated, with a Corean recasting of the

Chinese text, by James Legge. Oxford, 1886. 4.

From Mr. Stewart Culin.

The religious ceremonies of the Chinese in the eastern cities of the United
States. By Stewart Culin. Privately printed. Philadelphia, 1887. 4.

From Mr. Robert Gust.

St. John iii. 16, etc., in most of the languages and dialects in which the British

and Foreign Bible Society has printed or circulated the Holy Scriptures. Lon-

don, 1885. 8.
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From Gen, Charles W. Darling.

Anthr^>ophagy. By Charles W. Darling. Utica, N. Y., 1886. 8*.

New Amsterdam, New Orange, New York, with chronological data. By Charles
W. Darling. Privately printed. 1889. 8.

lished Washington portraits. By Charles W. Darling. Reprinted from

Magazine of American History, April, 1888. 8.

from the Davenport Academy of Natural Sciences.

mt pipes and inscribed tablets in the museum of the Academy of Natural

Sciences, Davenport, Iowa. By Charles K. Putnam. 2d ed. Davenport, 1886.

From the Editors, Mr. John F. Fleet and Capt. Richard C. Temple.

The Indian Antiquary. Vol. xiv. 5-12, xv, xvi, xvii, xviii. 1. Bombay. 1885-
89. 4.

From the National Library, Florence.

Cataloghi dei codici oriental! di alcune biblioteche d'ltalia. Fasc. iii. Firenze,
1886. 8.

II primo sinologo P. Matteo Ricci. Per Lodovico Nocentini. Firenze, 1882. 8".

From the Rev. J. N. Fradenburyh.

Witnesses from the dust
; or, the Bible illustrated from the monuments. By J

!-adonburgh. Cincinnati, 1886. 12.

From the German Oriental Society.

Zeitschrift di>r deutschen morgenlandischen Gesellschaft. Bd. xxxix. 1-3, xl,
Iii. Leipzig. 1885-88. 8.

Indische Studien, lire*. von Albrecht Weber. Bd. xvii. 2, 3. Leipzig, 1885. 8.
Abhandlungen fur die Kuude des Morgenlandes. Bd. ix. 2. Wortver/ei.

rt-Keln von A^valdyana. Paraskara, Cankluiyana und Gohhila.
A. F. Stenzler. Leipzig, 1886. 8.

From Dr. Richard J. H. GottheO.

of plants and their properties from the M'narat* Kudhs'd of Gregorius Bar
'Ebh

rayi. Edited by K. J. II. Cottheil. 4.

From the Rev. J. T. Qracey, D.D.

Open doors. By J. T. Oraoey. !'.!>. Rochester, 1886. 16.

From Mr. George A. Grierson.

Bihar peasant life, being a discursive catalogue of the surroundings of the people
of that province. By George A. Grierson. Calcutta, 1886. 8.

From M. J. Grosset.

Contribution a lV.tu.io de la muslque hindoue. Par J. Grosset. Paris, 1888. 8.

From I*. F. I!

China and the Roman researches into their ancient and medurval rela-

M M represented in old Chinese records. By F. Mirth Shanghai, 1886.
8'.

Note* on the Chinese documentary style. By F. Mirth. Shanghai, 1888. 8.
Vocabulary of the text book of documentary Chinese. By F. Mirth. Shanghai.

1888. 4.

From the Government of Holland.

Nederlandach-ChineoHch woordenboek met de iratwcripiie der Ghineeache karak-
tore in bet Tsiang-Tsiu dialekt Door Dr. G. Sohlegel. Deel i

1 Leiden, 1885-88. 8*.
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From Samuel B. House, M.D.

Notes on obstetric practice in Siam. New York, 1879. 8.

From Her Majesty's Secretary of State for India.

Archaeological Survey of India. Reports of tours. Vol. xix-xxiii and general
index of vol. i-xxiii. Calcutta, 1885-1887. 8.

Epigraphia Indica and Record of the Archaeological Survey of India. Edited by
James Burgess. Pt. i. Calcutta, 1888. 4.

Archaeological Survey of Southern India. Vol. iv. Tamil and Sanskrit inscrip-
tions, with some notes on village antiquities collected chiefly in the south of the
Madras Presidency. By James Burgess. Madras, 1886. 4.

The Buddhist Stupas of Amaravati and Jaggayyapeta, in the Krishna Dis-
trict. Madras Presidency. By James Burgess. London, 1887. 4.

Archjeological Survey of Western India. Lists of the antiquarian remains in
the Bombay Presidency. By James Burgess. Bombay, 1885. 4.

Reports on publications issued and registered in the seve'ral provinces of British
India in 1883, 1884, 1885, 1886, 1887. Calcutta. 1885-88. f.

Report on the search for Sanskrit MSS. in the Bombay Presidency, 1883-84.

Bombay, 1887. 8.

Catalogue of Sanskrit MSS. in the North-Western Provinces. Pt. viii-x. Alla-

habad, 1884-86. 8.

Catalogue of Sanskrit iMSS. in Oudh, 1882-85, 1887. Allahabad, 1883-88. 8.
Lists of Sanskrit MSS. in private libraries of Southern India. Compiled, arranged

and indexed by Gustav Oppert. Vol. ii. Madras, 1885. 8.
Catalogue of Sanskrit MSS. in the library of the Deccan College, with an index.

Old collection. 1884. f.

Catalogue of the collections of MSS. deposited in the Deccan College, with an
index. Compiled by Shridhar R. Bhandarkar. Bombay, 1888. 8.

Catalogue of the library of the India Office. Vol. i. and index. London, 1888
8.

Catalogue of the Sanskrit MSS. in the library of the India Office. Pt. i, Vedic
MSS. By Julius Eggeling. London, 1887. 4.

An English- Arabic lexicon, in which the equivalents of English words and idio-

matic sentences are rendered into literary and colloquial Arabic. By George
Percy Badger. London, 1881. 4.

Alberuni's India. An account of the religion, philosophy, literature, chronology,
astronomy, customs, laws and astrology of India about A. D. 1030. Edited in

the Arabic original by Dr. Edward Sachau. London, 1887. 4.
Hobson-Jobson : being a glossary of Anglo-Indian colloquial words and phrases.

By Col. Henry Yule and Arthur Coke Burnell. London, 1886. 8.
The imperial gazetteer of India. By W. W. Hunter. 2d ed. London, 1885-87.

14 v. 8.
Manava-Dharma S'astra, with the commentaries of Medhatithi, Sarvajnarayana,

Kulliika, Raghavananda, Nandana, and Ramchandra, and supplement contain-

ing the commentary of Govindaraja. Edited by Vishvanath Narayan Mandlik.

Bombay, 1886. 3 v. 4.
The Divyavadana, a collection of early Buddhist legends, now first edited from

the Nepalese Sanskrit MSS. in Cambridge and Paris. By E. B. Cowell and R.

A. Neil. Cambridge, 1886. 8.
Janam Sakhi

; or, the biography of Guru Nanak, founder of the Sikh religion.

Copied from the original by photozincography. Dehra Dun, 1885. 4.
The ' Sacred

' Kurral of Tiruvalluva-Nayanar, with introduction, grammar, trans-

lation, notes, lexicon and concordance. By the Rev. G. U. Pope. London,
1886. 8.

Comparative dictionary of the Bihari language. Compiled by A. F. Rudolf
Hoernle and George A. Grierson. Calcutta, 1885. 4.

Coorg inscriptions. Translated for Government by Lewis Rice. Bangalore,
1886. 4.

Twenty-three inscriptions from Nepal. Edited by Pandit Bhagv&nlal Indraji,
>

together with some considerations on the chronology of Nepal. Translated

from Gujarati by Dr. G. Biihler. Bombay, 1885. 8.
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From the Italian Asiatic Society.

Giornale della Societa Asiatics Italiana. Vol. i. Firenze, 1887. 8.
Crestomazia Assira COD paradigm! gramraaticali. Compilata dal Dottore Bruto

Teloni. Pirenze, 1887. 8.

From the Trustees of the Sir Jamshetjee Jeejeebhoy Translation Fund.

The Dinkard. The original Pahlavi text, the same transliterated in Zend charac-

ters, translations of the text in the Gujrnti and English languages, a com-

tary and a glossary of select terms, by Peshotan Daatur Behrauijee
Sanjana. Vol. v. Bombay, 1888. 8.

f kin marriages in old Irdn. By Darab Dastur Peshotan Sunjana. London

[Bombay], 1888. 16.

From the Imperial University of Japan.

Memoirs of the Literature College, Imperial University of Japan. No. i. The
language, mythology and geographical nomenclature of Japan viewed in the

light of Aino studies, by Basil Hall Chamberlain; including an Ainu grammar,
by John Batchelor, and a catalogue of books relating to Yezo and the Aiuos.

T6ky6, 1887. 4.

From Johns Hopkins University.

The American Journal of Philology. Vol. i-v, vi. 1, 2. Baltimore, 1880-85. 8.
The Teaching of the Apostles, newly edited with facsimile text and a com-

mentary, from the MS. of the Holy Sepulchre, Jerusalem, by J. Rendel Harris.

London, 1887. 4.

From Prof. S. H. Kellogg, D.D.

The light of Asia and the light of the world. A comparison of the legend, tin

doctrine and the ethics of the Buddha, with the story, the doctrine an<;

* of Christ By 8. H. Kellogg. London, 1885. 8.

From the University of Kiel.

;ten der Univereitat zu Kiel aus dem Jahre 1884-5, 1885-6, 1886-7, 1887-S.
1884-88. 8 and 4.

From Prof. E. Kuhn.

Zeftachrift fur vergleichende Sprachforschung. Bd. xxviii. 3-6, xxix. 1-4.

Gutersloh, 1887. 8.

From Mr. George W. Law.

Aztlan. The history, resources and attractions of New Mexico. By W
in ed. Boston, 1886. K.

From Prof'. Charles R.

A Sanskrit Reader, with vocabulary and notes. nman.

Boston, 1888. 8.

From the Lokananda Sainty.

Lokananda Patriot, a monthly Sanskrit-English journal. No. 1, 2. Madras,
8.

From Mr. R. A. M
Copyright and patents for inventions. By II. A. Macfie. Kdinburgh, 1879-83.

Verities in vereeH. [By R. A. Macfle.] 2dod. London, 1887. 8.

From Prof. Mah&mahopadhyaya ChanJrakant Tbrkalankar.

The Vabesbika-Darwuiam, with the commentaries of Mahaa>ahop4dhya>a Chan-
drakant Tarkalankar. Calcutta, 1887. 8.
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From Charles E. Moldenke, Ph.D.

Ueber die in altagyptischen Texten erwiihnten Baume und cleren Verwerthun.tr.
Von Charles E. Moldenke. Leipzig. 1886. 8.

The language of the ancient Egyptians and its monumental records. By Charles
E. Moldenke. New York, 1887. 8.

The Egyptian origin of our alphabet. By Charles E. Moldonke. New York,
1886. 8.

From Prof. August Milller.

Das Lied der Deborah. Eine philologische Studie, von August Miiller. 8.
(Aus den Konigsberger Studien, Bd. i.)

From the Royal Bavarian Academy of Sciences, Munich.

Abhandlungen der historischen Classe der koniglich bayerischen Akademic der
Wissenschaften. Bd. xvii. 3, xviiii. 1, 2. Miinchen, 1886-88. 4.

Abhandlungen der philosophisch-philologischen Classe. Bd. xvii. 2, 3, xviii. 1.

Miinchen, 1885-88.
Zum Begriff und "Wesen der romischen Provinz. Festrede von Alois von Brinz.

Miinchen, 1885. 4.
Joh. Andr. Schmeller. Eine Denkrede, von Konrad Hofmann. Miinchen, 1885. 4.
Sage und Forschung. Festrede von F. Ohlenschlager. Miinchen, 1885. 4.
Gedachtnissrede auf Leopold von Ranke. Yon Wilhelm v. Giesebrecht. Miinchen,

1887. 4.
Ueber historische Dramen der Romer. Festrede von Dr. Karl Meiser. Miinchen,

1887. 4.

From Prof, jfidouard Naville.

Das aegyptische Todtenbuch der xviii. bis xx. Dynastie, Aus verschiedenen
Urkunden zusammengestellt und herausgegeben von Edouard Naville. Berlin,

1886. 3v. 4andf.

From the Nebraska State Historical Society.

Transactions and reports of the Nebraska State Historical Society. Vol. i.

Lincoln, 1885. 8.

From Dr. Eberhard Nestle.

Nestle, E. Die israelitischen Eigennamen nach ihrer religionsgeschichtlichen

Bedeutung. Haarlem, 1876. 8".

Brevis linguae Syriacae grammatica, litteratura, chrestomathia cum glossario.

Carolsruhae, 1881. 8.
Syrische Grammatik. 2te Auf. Berlin, 1888. 8.

Septuaeintastudien. Ulm, 1886. 4. (Programm des kgl. Gymnasiums in

Ulm, 1885-86.)
Vetus Testamentum Graece juxta LXX interpretes ed. C. de Jischendorf. Editio

reptima. Prolegomena recognovit supplementum auxit E. Nestle. Lipsiae,
1887. 2v. 8.

Veteris Testamenti Graeci codices Vaticanus et Sinaiticus cum textu recepto
collati ab E. Nestle. Lipsiae, 1880. 8.
The same. Kd. altera. Lipsiae, 1887. 8.

Vetus Testamentum Graece secundum septuaginta interpretes cura et studio

Leandri van Ess. Edit, stereotypa C. Tauchnitii novis curis correcta et aucta.

[Prolegomena et epilegomena addidit E. Nestle]. Lipsiae, 1887. 8.
Conradi Pellicani de modo legendi et intelligendi IlebraMim. Durch Lichtdrnck

neu herausgegeben von E. Nestle. Tubingen, 1887. 8.

From the Newport Historical Society.

First annual report of the Newport Historical Society, March 19, 188G> New-

port, 1886. 8.
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From the Oneida Historical Society.

Horatio Seymour, LL.D., ex-Governor of the State of New York, late President

:.eida Historical Society. By Isaac S. Hartley, D.D. Utica, 1886. 8.

From the EUwographical Society, Paris.

Annuaire de la Societe d'Kthnographie. 1859-75, 1884, 1885, 1888. Paris, 1878-

88. 8.
Actes, 1884, ii-iv, 1885. Paris, 1884-85. 8.

2e ser. No. 14-16 Paris, 1888. 8.
Bulletin .k- 1 Alliance Sciontifique Univereelle. No. 65-69, 77. Paris, 1885-89. 8*.

From the Indo-Chinese Society, Paris.

Mull, tin .1.- la So : t. Arad, mique Indo-Chinoise de Paris. 2e se>. Tome ii.

Paris, 1883-85. 8.

From Rev. S. D. Peet.

The American Antiquarian. Vol. vii. 4-6, viii-x, xi. 1, 2. Chicago, 1885-1889.

8.
From the Peking Oriental Society.

Journal of the Peking Oriental Society. Vol. i. 1. Peking, 1885. 8.

From Prof. Peter Peterson.

The Auchityalamkara of Kshemendra, with a note on the date of Patanjali and
an inscription from Kotah. By Peter Peterson. Bombay, 1885. 8.

From the Family of Dr. John Pickering.

Life of Johu Pickering. By his daughter, Mary Ortie Pickering. Boston, 1887.

8.
>m Prof. R. Pischel

ta's (,'rngaratilaka and Ruyyaka's Sahrdayalila. With an introduction and
notes. Kdited by R. Pischel. Kiel, 1886. 8.

From Mr. M. V. Portman.

A manual of the Andamaneae languages. By M. V. Portman. London, 1887.

From Rev. George E. Post, M.D.

al geography or Syria and Palestine. By the Rev. George K. Post, M.D.
London [1888].

From Protdp Chandra Roy.

Mahabharata translated into Knirli-h pro-.-. Published and

tly gratia, by Protap < v I 'r \v-xxxii, xxxiv-xxxix. Cal

1885-88. 8.
I/ / .1. Ragozin.

'Idea from ; nm.-.- > tli> ris<> of Assyria. By Z<

led. Nov. ^s7. 12.
The Story of Anxvria i si- ( th<- ompire to tin- f;ill >f Xim-vrli. By Z.

12.
f Media, Babyl< ln.lm- .t stixiy of the Zend-Avesta or

t he Persian war. By
Ragozin. New York, 1888. I

Fro* >ndralala Mitra.

a of Sanskrit MSa x. 1 Calcutta, 1885-87. 8".

Rrdhouse.

a! synopsis of f .f Arabia ami it* neighbors from
B.C. 500,000 (?) to A. D. 679. By J. W. Redhouse, London, 1887. 8*.



From the National Museum, Rio de Janeiro.

Archives do Museu Nacioual do Rio de Janeiro. Vol. vii. Rio de Janeiro,
1887. 4.

From Mr. W. W. RockhiU.

Rubbings of inscriptions in Chinese and Sanskrit from Pan Shan (10), and from
the neighborhood of Peking (6).

Rubbing of the Chii Yung Kuan inscription.
Four hundred and ten Chinese coins.

From the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland.

Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland. New series.

Vol. xvii. 2, 3, xviii-xx. London, 1885-88. 8.

From the Imperial Academy of Sciences, St. Petersburg.

Memoires de 1'Academie Imperiale des Sciences de St. Petersbourg. 7 serie.

Tome xxii. 13-18, xxiii. xxiv. 1-13, 1884-87. 4.
Bulletin. Tome xxix. 4, xxx, xxxi, xxxii. 1, 1884-87. 4.

From the Royal Saxon Society of Sciences.

Abhandlungen der philologisch-historischen Classe der kon sachischen Gesell-

schaft der Wissenschaften. Bd. x. 1-7, 9, xi. 1, 1885-88. 8.
Berichte iiber die Verhandlungen. Philologisch-historische Classe. Bd. xxxvi-

xxxix, xl. I, 2. Leipzig, 1884-88. 8.
Preisschriften der furstlich Jablonowski'schen Gesellschaft zu Leipzig, xxv. Ge-

schichte der Leipziger Messen. Von E. Hasse. Leipzig, 1885. 8.

From Mr. Shankar Pandurang Pandit.

The Gaiidavaho, a historical poera, in Prakrit, by Vdkpati. Edited by Shankar

Pandurang Pandit. Bombay. 1887. 8.

From the Smithsonian Institution.

Miscellaneous contributions of the Smithsonian Institution. Vol. xxiv, xxv.

Washington, 1885. 4.
Miscellaneous collections. Vol. xxviii-xxxiii. Washington, 1887-88. 8.
Annual report, 1883-85. Washington, 1885-86. 8.

Joseph Henry and the magnetic telegraph. An address at Princeton College,
June 16, 1885. By Edward N. Dickerson. New York, 1885. 8.

Annual report of the Bureau of Ethnology, iii, iv, v, 1881-82, 1882-83, 1883-84.

Washington, 1884-86. 8
C

.

Bibliography of the Eskimo language. By James C. Pilling. Washington,
1887. 8.

Bibliography of the Siouan languages. By James C. Pilling. Washington,
1887. 8.

Work of mound exploration of the Bureau of Ethnology. By Cyrus Thomas.

Washington, 1887. 8.
Perforated stones from California. By Henry W. Henshaw. Washington,

1887. 8.
The use of gold and other metals among the ancient inhabitants of Chiriqui,

Isthmus of Darien. By W. H. Holmes. Washington, 1887. 8.

From Prof. A. Socin.

Mesainschrift reproduciert zum Privatgebranch, von*A. Socin. Photograph.

From the Government of Spain.

Bosquejo geografico e historico-natural del archipielago Filipino. Por Don Ramon
Jordana y Morera. . Madrid, 1885. 4.
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From Dr. M. Aurel Stein.

Zoroastrian deities on ludo-Scythian coins. By M. Aurel Stein. London,
1887. 1.

From Prof. A. F. Stenzler.

The institutes of Gautama. Edited, with an index of words, by A. F. Stenzler.

London, 187G. 8.

From Prof. C. P. Tiele.

Bemerkungen fiber ~sagila in Babel und -zida in Borsippa zur Zeit Nebukadre-
zars II. 8.

From the United States Bureau of Education.

Report of the Commissioner of Education, 1883-4, 1884-5, 188G-7. Washington,
1885-88. 8".

Circulars of information, 1885, ii, v, 1886, ii. vi. Washington, 1885-88. 8.

From the United States Geological Survey.

l
r

. S. Geological Survey, iv-vii. Washington, 1884-88. 8*.

Bulletin. N... vii-xlvii. Washington, 1884-88. 8.

Monographs. V .<! atlas nt'vol. xii. Washington, 1883-86. 4 at

Mineral resources of i i States, 1882-87. Washington, 1883-88. 8.

From the Imperial Academy of Sciences, Vienna.

igsberichte der kaiserlichen Akademie der Wissenschaften. Philosoj.
historische Classe. Bd. civ-cxv. Wien, 1883-88. 8.

From the Geographical Society, Vienna.

Mitt!.. .1. -r k. k. geographischen Gesellschaft in Wien. Bd. xxvii-xxz.
Wien, 1884-87. 8.

From the Natural History Museum, Vienna.

Annalen des k. k. naturhistorischen Hofmuseums. Bd. i. 1. Wien, 1886. 8.

From Professor Aibrectit Weber.

Ueber alt-irinische Sternnamen. Von Albrecht Weber. Berlin, 1888. 8.

From Mr. G. Zaidan.

Al-'alfaz'arbiyyat w'alfalsafat 'allugawiyv;,! I; irut. 1882. 8.
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